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University of California. Los Angel
Thursday, June 21, 1984

UCLA shuts reactor
permanently, awaits
dismantlingTapproval
By Robina Luther. Staff Writer ^o^

UCLAs 100 kilowatt researcli reactor, the subject of a con-
troversial relicensing struggle for the last four years, has been
I)ermanently closed. Chancellor Charles Young announced.
The Boelter Hall reactor had been shut down since February

tx)r mechanical repairs. The official announcement was made
Thursday,

J une 14.
'

The university's move to withdraw its relicensing application
canie as a surprise to the reactot staff and the university at-
torney, who had been preparing for another rotind of hearings
concerning thej-e«ctor;s_jafety whiph is .scheduled to start this
week.

MediCal cuts cause 'serious problems'
at 5 UC teaching hiospitals, report says
By Lauren Blau, City Editor

Cuts in financial support for
the state-supported MediCal
ppgrarii are causing serious
problems for five University of
California teaching hospitals,
a report presented to the UC
Board of Regents revealed
Friday, June 15.

Changes in MediCal funds
distribution policies are caus-
ing financial strain on the
hospitals, UC Public Informa-
tion Officer Lilia Villanueva
said Monday. Villanueva said
MediCal changed its policy
two years ago from pa>ing a

percentage of fees for services
to the poor to only pa\ing
sptx'ific fixed costs. *

'VHlanueva said the finan-
cial situation is specifically af-

fecting three former county-
run hospitals affiliated with
UC Davis, UC Irvine and UC
San Diego. UC Health Affairs
Vice President Cornelius Hop-
per said Tuesday the medical
centers at UCLA and UC San
Francisco have been effected
less because t|jey have substan-
tially smaller MediCal con-
tracts.

Hopper said a bill passed in

June 1982 changed MediCal's

Graduation day protest
filled with allegations of
'institutionalized racism'
6y Paula Fitzgerald :^ iIIl

—
About 40 allegedly graduating UCLA seniors .walked out

of the commencement ceremonies held Sunday at Drake
Stadium in protest of racism at UCLA. Students repre-
senting MEChA, Asian Coalition and Black Student
Alliance claimed responsibility for the protest.
The walk out was "planned as a peaceful, non-violent

protest of institutionalized condoned racism .at UCLA," a
press release attached to the door of the MEChA office
stated.

K«»

"'V V J J . ,. -- - '
— """

The pfessmerno also indicated 'MEChA's hope the "uni-
versity will examine its policies toward affiliating
organizations that hold racist theme parties." > '

Not all of the students who walked out of commence-
ment were graduating seniors, sources said, but that in-
formation could not be confirmed before press time.
A banner depicting the word racism circled in red with

a red slash across it was also displayed during the gradua-
tion ceremonies as part of the protest. /, ^

Thematic parties, such as "Viva Zapata," now renamed
"Fiesta" have been a controversial issue, for the past three
years, spurring serious debate between minority interest

groups and Phi Kappa Psi fraternity.

The controversy over theme parties centers around the
intent of these events. Minority groups claim the parties
entail derogatory cultural and ethnic elements geared
toward represent ing m inor i t ies in an unfavorable manner .

The "Fiesta" party, an annual celebration dating back
Continued on Page 6

method of payment from
reimbursing a specific percen-
tage of a patient's tojtal bill to
pre- negotiated fixed^rates per
patient per day, regardless of
the types of treatments neces-
sary. •

"The actual costs of caring
is substantially larger than
what we're receiving from
MediCal," Hopper said. "In
some instances, it's over $100
per day. You can't go along
indefinitely doing that."

Before the change. Hopper
said private patients paid the
difference for the MediCal pa-
tients, but because costs have
risen drastically, private pa-
tients only pay part of the dif-

ference, and the rest is made
up by hospital cuts.

Ancither bill passed in 1982
allows private insurance firms
to seek reduced rates from
hospitals. Hopper said. These
similar negotiations have
driven^ hospitals to cut services
to make up for reduced reve-
nue^, he added.

Plans to discontinue Medi-
Cal contracts in the future
would be dealt ^^ -^-
hospital by hospital basis.
Hopper explained. He said
each facility is affected by
various circumstances, in-
cluding the Tsttm of MediCal
patients to private patients,
the total number of patients
treated and the severity of
their illnesses.

Hopper said UC^ is the se-

cond largest institution f)ro-

viding care to/ MediCal pa-
tients in California, while Los
Angeles County-run hospitals
lead in the amount of health
care provided. Although UC
ranks second Hopper pointed
out the number of^ patients in

UC facilities represent less

than 10 perc^fit of the Medi-
Cal patients statewide. Hop-
per attributed thefow percen

In a letter to the Nuclear Regulatorv Commission dated June
14,, Chairman Nun^iio Palladino Young saic) the declining usage
ot the reactor for teaching and research purposes, escalating
operating costs and the expense of repairing the reactor's
malfunction as" reasons for the permanent shutdown.

loung ynd Engineering Dean (;e()rge Turin decided 'the
potential expense of maintenance, fuel conversion (perhaps in-
volvuig another relicensing proceeding) and ongoing OperaUon
ol the reactor simply cannot be justified in light of its declining
importance to our academic programs," the letter said.'*
The Committee to Bridge the (;ap, an anti-nuclear communis

ty group, has opposed the' licensing of the reactor siqce 1980
and has presented evidence which CBC scientists claim proN es
tne UC.LA Argonaut reactor presents a- s<;>rious danger to the

.
t-ampus community and the surrounding \icinity. ~ '

UCLA has consistently contended the reactor is •inherently
safe," and cofild not release radiation into the atmosphere in the
event ot a natural disaster or an accident. University officials
have emphasized the decision to shut down the reactor was not
an attempt to avoid another round of NRC hearings, nof was it

an admission the reactor is unsafe.
But CBC engineer Steve Aftergood said he thinks the univer-

sity closed the reactor because administrators feared the NRC-
judges might rule against UCLA. _,

"If tliis case were not proceeding to an unfavorable outcome
tor UCLA, UCLA's action last week would not have been
taken," Aftergood said. "We had been waiting for this hearing
for four years. The fact that UCLA dropped out the week be-
fore thcT hearing, after an enormous amount of money was
spent, signip^s to us that their decision was made to avoid the
embarrassn/ent of defeat on this contention of security and safe-
ty issues," / . ^__ _

UCLA's attorney in the relicensing proceedings. Bill Cormier"
called the suggestion that UCLA feared defeat "preposterous''
and stressed the decision was made "on academic grounds."
Chuck Ashbaugh, an a.s.sociate development engineer and lee-—

turer in the campus Nuclear Energy Laboratory, agreed the
reactor shutdown "had nothing to do with" the planned NRc~^
hearings. '

'-'•

"If the court case had been part of the decision, J believe
UCLA wou.ld have held out. The university would hot 'wimp
out on something I feel and the attorney feels we had wrapped
up,' Ashbaugh said. But he added, "I wish it (the rea9tor)
would have stayed open at lea^ another couple months so v\e
could have beat the pants off CBC."
Ashbaugh attributed the shutdown to decreased enrollment in

' Continued on Page 5 "

cage to widespread MediCJal
.Subsidies among smaller in-

stitutions. / - The UCLA Argonaut nuclear reactor.
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(/C Regents appoint
^hd Vice Chair

for ttie 1984-85 term
By Lauren Blau. City Editor

:•;',
:;

••.If ^•.•
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. .; •

The University of Califprnia

Board of Regents selected a

new 1984-85 chair and^ vice

chair at their last meeting.
Regent Vilma Martinez was

appointed chair at the Friday,

'

June 15: meeting. UC Regent
Frank Clark Jr. was also ap-
pointed vice chair for the-

4>ne-vear term. '_

includes a juris doctor degree
from Columbia University and

i^a. bachelor's degree froin^ the

University of Texas. "*

Prior to joining the Los
Angeles law firm, Martinez
served as president and on the
chief council for the Mex-
ican-American Legal Defense
and Education Fund from
1973 until she began her cur-

-rent4iractice^

DO© V_^<A__i llaily bruin
308 westwood plaza los angeles. California
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Martinez has also served onMartinez, 40, practices law
at the firm of Munger, Tolles a variety of boards of directors
and Rickershauser in Los including the National Coun-
Angeles. Martinez said Tues- cjl of>La Raza from 1974-76,
day she is "very pleased and the National Organization for
delighted" with the apjtoint- Women's Legal Defense and,
ment and is looking forward Educational Fund from
to working with tlC President ' 1974-77.
David Gardner. Additionally, Martinez has
UC Regent Yori Wada, who received Numerous awards,

served as chair of the Regents including the University
for the 1983-84 term, called Medal for Excellence from
Martinez an "excellent Columbia University and the
choice." «. John D. Rockefeller Youth
'."Regent Martinez will bring Award. She was also named-
good leadership," Wada said, the Mexican-American
adding he had re(iue5t^^ rfot Woman of the Year in , 1975
.to be nominated for a second by the Mexican-American Op-

—My Sta f f and I welcomeyou to^" the 1984 Slimmer

Bruin. We wish you a pleasurable summer arid hope

you enjoy our top-ranked student pqblication. In

observation of our editorial tradition,* 'we will
publish twice weekly -- Mondays and Thurs)days — •

until the 1984 Summer Olympics- jpeg in.
'. %t.

. , _

After the first summer session ends, the Daily
Bruin returns in a short car eo appearance while we

publish 15 iGsuos dur ing thF games .,.

I

n addition t^
our regular^ university news coverage, the Daily
Bruin will provide you with our unif;ue perspective
xm-the Qlym^ics.^ '

^.

After the Olympics end, the Daily Bruin returns
to its traditional s.ummer foirma.t publishing on*Wed-
hesdays for three weeks. Our last issue, published
August 29, signals the end of summer publication
for my staff and me as we take a short, but badly
needed, respite.

term.

Martinez served on the
board's Audit and Finance
Committees for 1983-84 in

addition to chairing its Educa-
tional Policy Committee. Mar-
tinez's educational background

portunify Foundation in Lps
Angeles.

Clark expressed happiness
with his ^vice-chair appoint-
ment. "I'm pleased they (the

Regents) have that much con-

Continued on Page 4

The Daily Bru.xn's presses start rolling again
for the 1984 Falj 'enistration issue and will keep
rolling throughout the 1984-85 academic year. rr.

Again, welcome to the- 1984 Summer.-- and Daily —

Sincerely,

Katherine Bleifer
Editor-in-Chief

ENROLL TODAY!
r

Instruction in:
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UC Regent encourdlgc
'political astuteness'
In social welfare field

By Julie Ogasawara
Staff Writer

University of Califor-
nia Regent Yori Wada spoke
candidly about remedying the
problems of racial discrimina-
tion, institutional racism and;

monjm'o'rrke s'tadium
^'^ ^^"^ '^^^ Bruins feel after they were pronounced graduates in the June 17 cere-

Pauley Pavilion

iGate12,12noorT
Doors open at 9 a.m .

^^

For information, contact Cultural
,:i^M%creational Affairs, johr>

Wooden Center at 825-3701.

Additional information on summer recreational opportunities is available at the
/ • v^ >.>» V^« x^ I I %_^ V^ I I V V. I •
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URL Gifts Section offers a variety
of recycled books at bargain rates
-By Xristine Kimotsuki

The University Research Library Gifts Sec-
tion offers a Vide range of used books at a
small range of prices.

The Gifts Section sells many types of books,
includmg popular literature and scientific
journals, at prices ranging from 25 cents to
$2.00, Gifts Section Assistant Director Loes
Koov said. For example, one new book. Die
Bischofe von Graz Seckau {^n the history of
the religious and secular power of the bishops
~m Western Europe) sells for $2.75. -

Books on English literature, foreign
languages, grammar, history, math and
psychology comprise the largest part of the
section's offerings. Gifts Section Director
Giselle von Grunebaum said adding offbeat
books on buildihg^om; own nouse or "doing"
your own divorce are also available.

Although the Gifts Section stocks a few
records, posters, art catalogs and sheet music
books are its main attraction, Grunebaum
said, adding the Gifts Section sells about
30,000 books and 5,000 periodicals per year.
The condition of the Gifts Section's books

varies from very brittle to practically new,
Grunebaum added.

Although the latest edition of a textbook
JDav not be^vailable^ ihe Jiext ta^Iast edit4on^
will often be On the shelves, Grunebaum said.

The UCLA iibrary system is the main source
of Gifts Section books. Any library that wants
to "weed out" their selection of duplicated,
brittle, out-of-date or superceded books can
benefit the Gifts Section by donating the
books, Kooy said. ^.

rt>onations frorrTthe UCLA and surlminding^

, . Continued pn^Page 4

the role of social welfare to an
audience of approximatiely 300
at the Faculty Center earlier
this month.
Speaking to a group of

UCLA School of Social
Welfare alumni, faculty and
students, Wada claimed com-
mun itv^based advocacy afgen^
cies hire staff without an
educational ''bacTcground in
social work. These agencieT
practices deliberately exclude
professional social workers,
Wada added.
Wada said, "To get beaten

now and then is nart of liv-

ing." However, he added,
"not to be politically active
and astute certainly should not
be the white banner of social
workers."

"I say firmly that enough is

enough, that iVs time for per-
sons engaged in social work
practice to reclaim that area
of human services that (they)
are eminently most qualified
to serve," Wada said, asserting
the alumni of the UCLA
School of Social Welfare ar*
"on the cutting edge", of such
a movement.

Wada, who became chair-
man of the Board of Regents
last July, is the first social

worker ever to act as board'
chairman in the University of
California's 116-year history.

As a minority himself who
worked as- a sorial u/nrl^r fo r"

36 years in San t'rancisco's

black Fillmore ghetto, Wada
spoke from personal experi-
ence about racial discrimina-
tion.

Wada, 67, said he struggled
with his identity as a Japanese
American, adding, at times,
iiis^race^and cultufaTTierTtage.
seemed like "a suffocating
chain" around his neck.
"There have been times when
I damned and cursed and
cried at being born a Japanese
in America."

Although he has overcome
many of these obstacles, Wada
stressed many people have not
been as fortunate. Wada said
he has seen black children's
^ives destroyed by prejudice
and discrimination. Both are
_reveiiled^ thxough pove rty.
school drop-out, illiteracv,
u n e m p 1 o y m e n t^ d r u gs

,

'

hopelessness, violence and ear-^
ly death.-

Although Wada admitted
he has seen minorities over-
come discrimination, he sigh-
ed, "I've had enough

.

"

"There is a simmering anger
-—Continued on Page A "^

CARDELUCCrS
"P'mSH WITHOUT THE COST'

TUES. 4 WEDS, are

UCLA H PRICE DAYS
'/2 pfke<Mi«BDiNlS£RSai)dBAR DRINKS
n^ina^UOLA stttiM ir faculty ID.

Also<^>en for I^w*i Mon.-Fri. 11-2:30

"We have an,«ll^»««BM|^here becatise vou
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Complete Copy Service
• Copies 3' No Limit
Letter or Legal i

Grand Opening
Since 1924, when, Mama Rosa.Caligiuri stepped off the boatm New York, the Cahgiuri family has been cooking fine
Italian food in the New World. And now, after tremendous
success in Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr. has brought his

family's recipes to Westwood Village.

The Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy
atmosphere. When you step inside, it's like walking into

one of thos.e classic neighborhood Italian restaurants in»San
Francisco, New York or New Orleans. There are no

pi?€fentions here — just the best ingredients cooked with
experience and served with pride. The freshest seafood,

chicken, the finest Provimi veal i?

hand-trimmed by Anthony.
What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi -
truly jumbo shrimp — or out-of-this-world Caesar Sakd _
1 hey feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White oi- Red Clarn Sauce, Fettucini, Ravioli and home-

made Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-
cata, they offer Chicken Piccata and Shrimp Piccata.

There's always a nightly special, too.

Chase
»*.(

1049 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village
824-1310

Owners: Mike Fahena and Anthony Caligmri |^
Open Sun. -Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

Fri.-Sat. ITa.m.-l a.m.
t

IVe hon<jt Mauler Chafiie Visa
^

Aiiifncan Express, Diner's €lub '

No checks- accepted -"-

We reserve the right to relustfservi^-e to anyorte
•te,

ilet Parking in rear afte*r 6 p.m
.rf
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Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store, "

Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

ii

a MwiMMifc. I. aA^W* witiww Will

2137 Westwood Blvd.

West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday^Friday 9 am-5 pm

EMPOWERMENT THROUGH AWARENESS

A rape preventiorv and education
workshop '

Corner of Olympic ti 6g to Campus

Thursdays at noorf
2DoddHall

The UCLA Rope Preventiorv and Education Services are co^sponsored bv theWomen's Rosource Center and I he bepur lmen ? of Community Safety
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Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER •

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW—

—

1
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

W/TH COUPON • NEW PATRONS^ONLY
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza
1234WestwooHRIvfl,

Regents
Continued from Page 2

fidenceinm*,"hesaid.
Clark served as chair of t|ie

Hospital Governance Commit-

tee and was a member of In-

vestments and Grounds and

Buildings Committees for

1983-84.

—Clark practices liaw in Los

Angeles at the firm of Parker,

Milliken, Clark, O'Hara and

Samuelian. He received a

bachelor's degree in business

administration from UCLA in
1939 and a juris doctor degree
from Hastings Law School in
San Francisco in 1946. During
World War II, he served as a
lieutenant commander in the
U.S. Navy from 1941-46.

Currently, Clark's civic in-
volvement includes serving as
director of Union Bank, vice
president, secretary and direc-
tor of thfr Earl B. Gilmore
Foundatioi^, and president
and director of the Nathan
Ohrbach Foundation.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

Wada
Continued from Pago 3

within me. with my cpiintry

that has disabled and con-

tinues to inflict harsh and

never-healing wounds on her

citizens because their colors

are not white and their

cultures are not European,"

Wada said.

a m Q h g til e p o
minorities. **The t

you and me is to

r a nil
k beTore

4es
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Wada added minorities

have _paid a high price
thrQu.glj^ -'denial.- and tcars,^ ,

ign m-
stitutions and their processes
thaV-are willing and capable
of continuous change, renewal
and respohse to human needs
and to the grave needs of this

nation."

Future historians of this era
will recognize the work pf

sweat and pain, endeavor and
achievement" to gain some
equality in this country.
However, Wada added "we
are still paving our dues."
Americans musi address -the

multi-cultural nature of its

society, Wada declared, ad-

ding education serves as a ma-
jor means for individual and
group self-improvement

those who tried to help
minor it iq^s and tKe poo r

,

Wada .speculated^ addinj^he
historians will know "we did
not deny nor reject nor ignore
the blackness^J^ brownness,
the whiteness^ and the mellow
yellowness.

"

Wada's speech was part of

the first official event of the

newly founded School of
Social Welfare Alumni
Association and was preceded
by a reunion dinner.

Gifts Section
Continued from Page 13

communities are another
source of receiving books.
Grunebaum informs all donors
that while parjt of their dona-
tions will go into the holdings
of the gift's, section, duplicated
booLs or those deemed unnec-
e5.sary to the collection, will
be sold to the benefit of the
section's budget, she said.

Approximately 20 to 30
peoples mosth- prpfessors, staff
arxl graduate sfudents, visit

the section daily. About J5
customers visit the section
regularly and mav leave their
names and a subject of interest

on file so they can be notified

whenever books are received

which may be of value to

them, Grunebaum said.

Although the section nor-

mally sells less books during
the summer, Grunebaum said

during the Olympics sales may
increase.

Although an informal gifts

and exchanges system has
always existeo, the section was
formally named m 1975, Kooy
explained.

Located in the the north-

west corner of URL in Room
22480, the Gifts Section

*

is

open weekdays from 8:00 a.m.

to 5:00 p.m.

«. >

I

BARGAIN ShS^pp^^^^^^"''™
^ Section, where uspH hLl customer Inspects a bookere used books are sold at a reduced rate.

:r . - - •

at the URL Gifts

J^

J
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Reactor
Continued from Page I

tS^onp!i'I"^K^''"""*^
laboratory course which teaches students

lab o^n^/l^i^^^
"^ ^^'^ "^^ ""'"^^ «f ^*"d^"ts in the

i^ne th ve^ 't^^^
^'°"^.^" ^^^^^g^ °f ^2 to three last year and

^Ph vlf ^
A J^^ ^^^''^''' ^^'^ '"^^^ *^a" $200,000 to operate

st^Hpn^'' f
^"^^ ^^'^^ speculating the reactors cost-per-

unfe^ibL^'^'''
'''''^' ^^^^ Continued operation economically

Lack of engineering faculty support for the reactor lab class•and a change in emphasis from nuclear fission engineering to

A^uu"
^^^'^^^^,^ also contributed to the closure of the reactor

Ashbaugh said.'

Associate Dean-of EnKineering^ Frank Wazzar^. who with
-^-lunn recommended the reactor shutdown, exjiained, "There

Was no longer a strong sludertl demand in terms of programs of
mstruction, and research diminished to the point until we did
not want to continue (reactor operation) anymore."

Neill Ostrander, senior development engineer at the reactor,
said the expense of operating the reactor was the main con-
sideration in the university's decision to shut the facilitv down.
As long as we weren't in litigation, it (the cost of operating the

reactor) was tolerable, but the litigation expenses became quite
nigh, Ostrander said

Jiie uncertain cofets which could result from the NRC's pro-
posed switch of research reactors from high enriched uranium
fuel, which can bt used to makie nuclear weapons, to low
enriched uranium, was another consideration in the reactor
shutdown, Ostrander said. Young also mentioned expenses
related to the possible conversion as another factor in the shut-
down in his June 14 letter.

Although the NRC had promised to try to fund the conver-
- sions, UCLA officials still feared the pot'entittllv ^eat expense

^
related to converting the reactor, Ashbaugh added.

Meanwhile, UCLA must wait for the NRC to approve its re-
quest to decommission the reactor before it can begin dismantl-
ing the reactor. Ashbaugh and Ostrander estipiateS the cost of
decommissioning the reactor at between $600,000 and $1
million.

The reactor staff wfll continue to work in the lab until the
reactor is 'entirely decommissioned, which Ashbaugh said,
"might take a year, might take five years. " He cited the dura-
tion of time in decommissioning the Stanford reactor took J6
years.

Ostrander said the total decommissioning of the reactor is

subject to NRC approval. "The outcome of that is rather uncer-
tainJ! -

., . ^ -

Wazzan said the staff of the Nuclear Energy Lab would con-
tinue to- work for the university even after the decommissioning
is completed, probably in the engineering department.
UCLA's other option in closing down the reactor \s

"mothballing" the facility, in which the reactor room is simply
locked, Ashbaugh said, adding he did not believe UCLA would
choose this option.

With either option, Ashbaugh said, "The first step is to get
the fuel offsite." He said he could not estimate when the fuel
would be moved.

,
Aftergood said although CBG would not actively involve

itself with the UCLA reactor since Young's decision to close the
reactor, the group is "extremely concerned that the fuel be
shipped off before the Olympics." Until the fuel is shipped off-
site, "nothing physically has been changed with the reactor,"
Aftergood said, noting it could still be a target for terrorists dur-
ing the Olympics if the fuel is not removed.

-^~^

While CBG's case against UCLA is over, Aftergood said,
"CBG will continue to press the NRC to force reactors which
use highly enriched uranium to switch to low enriched urani-
um." He said for CBG members who have spent years resear-
ching the operation of research reactors, the clo^ufe of the
UCLA reactor "is the end of an era." 'i..

'
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except the police. In some cases not even their parents want them.
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someone who cares in a tutorial capacity. Gain tutorial and
counseling experience by working with imprisoned youths. Take
someone off the uniOanted list.
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Attend a Site Visit:
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Thursday. Camp Gon2ales
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" Meet at 5:30 at 406 Kerckhotf Hall
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Walkout
Continued from Page 1

30 years in honor of the Mix-
ican' hero Emiliano Zapata, as
portrayed in Elie Kazan's 1952
movie, has become a major
issue between MEChA and
Phi Psi. In the past, attendees
have dressed in attire perceiv-
ed by MEChA as stereotyping
the Mexican* culture. " *

MEChA. deemed this party
offensive and sought the help
of UCLA administrators to

take steps in preventing the

June 2 "Fiesta."

^^ UCLA administrators medi-
ated between MEChA and Phi
Psi to devise ^^puQllc^
eradicating offensive ethnic
portrayals at theme parties. A
student committee composed
of Francine Diaz and Presi-

dent of Phi Psi John Wasley
drafted a theme party policy

-to present to the ^tdnnnist^-a—
tion. A policy was devised,

and Chancellor Charles
Voun^f" al^oR with several-
members of '^ his staff, agreed
to monitor the party and close'

it down if Phi Psi violated the
agreement.

According to a June 13
memo from Youngto
MEChA, which was attached
to MEChA's press release, the
admini^strators '^expressed
varying degrees of embarrass-

J^^^'li" ^R\ chose not to close
down tlie party for fear of vio-

lence errupting.

BSA, MEChA and Asian
Coalition could not be reached
for comment at press time.
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Viewpoint
) V

irrthe facelof war
By Herbert Medina

P*'^^
US- participation in air bombing operations in El

Salvador, the Cranadero I military maneuvers in Honduras,
U.S. ground advisers coming under enemy fire several times this
year in.El Salvador (a fact acknowledged by the Pentagon), the
<-.l.A. directed mining of the Nicaraguan harbors,.$62 millionm ILS. military aid for El "Salvador. ...

^

The list goes ori and on, and the American public's apathy
goes on anc} on. Over the past five years there has been a large
escalation of U.S.*military involvement in Central America, and
today the escalation points to a direct involvement of U.S. com-
bat troops in the region.

This rather scary and touchy issue has, for too long, not been
addressed by the majority of the ILS. population. Perhaps, peo-
ple in this country feel that this particular foreign policy issue is

not of immediate importance to them and can; thus, bfe
overlooked^ ^ _._i— -. v _.-j^rT^-— jr^—_^^

Perhaps, fifty-five militar\' advisers sent to El Salvador some
five years ago by President Carter was not too important. And
perhaps the murder of four American church women in -El
Salvador was not too important. And perhaps the World^-tliourt
decision which on May 10 found the United States ill violation
of international law when it directed the mining of Nicaraguan
harbors is not too important.

But when all of these facts are put together they scream out
the importance that should be placed on the issue of Central
America. And when (ngt "if but "when") U.S. combat troops
begin to engage in the actual fighting, the majority of people in

this country are going to ask "Why?"
Nobody, not even President Reagan, has assured anyone that

U.S. combat troops will not be sent to fight in Central America,
but the general public in this country has failed to even con-
sider this possibility and has not taken the time to learn about
the problems in Central America.

This apathetic stance can no longer continue because the

United States government is on the verge of sending your
neighbor or youf brotTief'd!' you to Central America to fight

along government troops in one country and along guerilla

Continued on Page 8

Viewpoint

He's not gone yet
By Don Hdlley

It's the end of the school year, and time for graduation. I'm

not graduating. I 'was supposed to, but last quarter I discovered

that I was 12 units short.

' It was a small little oversight on the part of the Theater Arts

.department. I just wish they didn't happen to me.

I'll be going to summer school here. But I still plan to be in

the ceremony. Wild horses couldn't keep me away. Rabid dogs,

maybe. It should be interesting. I've never been in a bogus

^graduation, before. The last one! was in was high school.
~~ And it was for real. But that was five years ago. Five years is

a long time. I guess.I'Jl just fake it. I'll get a phony degree or

something. It really takes the fun out of graduating.

Counterpoint—^——^
^

^ ^-^
Redressing social injustices

I transferred to UCLA after going to a junior college for two

year§. It w^ part of a plan I had to save money. It didn't

work. UCLA is the kind of college 4hat you should really attend^

- Continued on Page 9

By Jaime A. Quintero .^

On May 18, 1984, The Bruin published ^
letter to the editor titled "Discrimination."
The author of the letter, Greg Ebert,

argCied that the suspension of UCLA's 3.7
GPA admission standard for under-
represented groups, was based on minority
enrollment quotas and that this amounted
to racial favoritism and academic
discrimination.

Furthermore, by citing the Bakke vs.

University of California case, he implied

that UCLA*s admission standards for- under-
represented groups are unconstitutional.

In view of the U.S. Supreme Court's
' decision in the Bakke Case (June ^, 1978),

UCLA*s admission standards for under-
represented groups do not amount to racial

favoritism.

The Court ruled that to achieve a diverse

student body, race can be used as one fac-

tor in the decision making process for ad-

mitting students.

Mr. Ebert argued tliat "the U.S. Supreme
Court in the Bakke decision ruled that the
establishment of racial enrollment quotas,

such as UCLA's was an unfair practice."

This argument is invalid. A numerical
"quota" sets aside a\ specific number of

places which others cannot compete.
However, UCLA's affirmative action

policy is not based on "quotas" but on
"goals." "Goals" do not preclude the

evaluation of each applicant on an individ-

ual basis and allows competition for all

.

places by all applicants.

These "goals/' which are legally distinct

from "quotas," are not affected by the

Bakke decision. Thus, the Bakke decision

left substantial room for affirmative action

programs that take race (and other factors)

into account.

Does UCLA's non-uniform admissions

criteria academically discriminate against

non-minority students? One often hears this

\*reverse discrimination" argument stating

that: "unqualified minorities" are accepted

into schools resulting in the rejection of

"qualified" students.

The argument's premise is that the tradi-

tional criteria (standardized tests and GPA)
are valid measures of those who are "quali-

fied" and "unqualified." Test makers in an
effort to quantify "intelligence" are faced

with the difficult task of avoiding bias.

Unfortunately, people who have been
deprived through social or economic condi-

tions of some of the fundamental rights of a

civilized society are not part of this

homogeneous group.
Thus, standardized tests are biased in

favor //of a majority, middle-upper class,

society. For example, those educated in

underfinanced and overcrowded schools

and tracked into vocational training

generally do not score as well as subur-

banites from affluent schools.

Furthermore, test makers make value
judgements (consciously or- unconsciously)

when deciding what to ask and how the

questions will be asked. This may result in

Continued on Page 9
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Central America

Contifiuchd from Page 7
forces in another.

Perhaps you feel the situation is too
comnlex and do not want to support
or denounce U.S. foreign policy in
Central America, and this is
understandable. But there is no excuse"
for you not to begin to find out the
stakes, the issues and the alternatives
in Central America today.

Listen to the conservatives, listen to
the liberals, listen to the radicals; you
must find out before you jrHj "forced"
to take a stance. AsTc "why?" now,
^nd do not wart until you of youP

N friend are asked to go fight. . •

The scariest of the facts that seems
to point to a ^U.S. war is the fact that
the army has quietly begun to transfer
Black and Latino soldiers out of the
rapid deployment batallions. This
comes in the wake of reports that
many Latino and Black soldiers hesi-—-tated ^!^^ refiised ^ ^rcr on fKeir

Grenadian and Cuh^ji counterparts
during the Invasion of Grenada last

October.

In addition, 'there have been reports
that the 82nd and the lOlst Airborne
Divisions at Ft. Bragg, North
Cerolina, which have 50-60 percent

non-white enlistment are b^ing replac-
ed as the primarv strike batallion^j bv
the STLst Airborne in Texas, a batallion

which has 98 percent white enlist-

ment. '
•

•

There is no other place in the world
where there exists an imminent danger
that U.S. troops will be sent .to fight •

Blacks and Latinos except in CentraL
America.

Direct U.S. military involvement
has l>egun in Central America. You
must realize this and begin to agree or
disagre(\ but you can no longer be
silent.

Medina Ls a Junior mujorift^in mttth
end computer science. - v

'1 ^

^^^H

Bike registration

/

SPRING
SPECIALS

Editor:

This letter might just provoke the

UCPD into keeping bic\'cle registra-

tion records for more than two
years before throwing them out.

I certainly hope so because the
current policy of "Jtwo years and
toss it" is distinctly lacking in logic.

How did I ciiscover this curious-

policy? My principal means of
transport disappeared from a bike
rack on the boardwalk at Venice
Beach. ^

- .

My l6ck (not a cheapo biit next
time ri buy a Citadel or a Kryp-
tonite) yielded to what must have
been a large boltcutter, in broad
daylight and with plenty of people
wandering by.

Hoping, just maybe, to recover
the stolen "vehicle I called the
UCPD.

Unfortunately, I had registered
my bicycle promptly upon arrival
at UCLA in the fall of 1980 — and
it seems that my serial number (and
everything else) had been thrown
out.

I had some trouble with this. The
present bicycle registration system
provides students who stay at
UCLA longer than two years a false
sense of protection.

"Lack of space" for storing
registration inCormation is a poor
excuse in the computer age. I hope
UCPD will take this under con-
sideration.

Tom Drake
Graduate student

Earth and space scipnce^-
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Discrimination
Continued from Page 7

arJfhTrfr'"'''
™'*"^«' bias and unequal quality education,are the reasons why on the average, the majority out-score th^mmority and the affluent do better than the p<K,r. In no way

(2 .Z t^^^'T T'^'''^ ^y '"^^ ^"^d tests be corJ^W^re^
tair and attuned, to the needs of America's heterogeneous socie-

nrnv^rf k'""k''1?
^^"^^""^^ ^^ ^^ose who$e "objective merit" isproven by high scores the suspect "traditional criteria" used todetermine who is "qualified" and who i.

"
nnnn.ljfjed" pro

tZ fJi!^'''^'^' '^^*r.^" ^& ^^^^ ^^"^^ opportunity to realize
the great American Dream of success.

This view - known as meritocracy - justifies inequality as
being perfectly natural^ even desirable to promote "healthy
conipetition," as long as "everyone gets what they deserve" ac-
cording to individual "merit."

In a society where racism and sexism is still pervasive affir-
mative action programs must be maintained and enforced,
because of discriminatory practices towards minorities, the civil
^ghts acts of 1964 and 1968 were^ned Fnlolaw;;

- The justification for affirmative action is not minority
enrollment "quotas" as Mr. Ebert implies, nor is affirmative ac-
tion a "special privilege" for educationally disadvantaged stu-
dents.

«

Affirmative action is to redress society's injustices which have
prevented ethnic minorities, women and low socio-economic
status individuals from equitable access to education, employ-
ment and social services.

Quintero is a graduate student studying public health and
Latin American studies.
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Continued from Page 7
for the full four years. At least. '

"

My senior year wasn't quite what I was expecting it to be. I

came here with several goals. One was to establish a career.

Another was to find my lifetime mate. Another was to gradu-

ate. In the area of goals, I, struck ou^. If it were ^baseball I'd

probably be traded. Maybe. I should have lowered my expecta-

tions.

I almost hate to admit it but if I had it all to do over again,

I'd come to UCLA my freshman year and join a fraternity.

That's not ^a<»y for me to say. It's like Ronald neagan admitting

that he likes communi.sts. .

There's something to be said for fraternities. You meet peo-

ple. You make friends. You can't argue against the fact that in

the G%^k system, at least you are tinified with your peers ia a

shared struggle against the monster of higher education. And
you have fun: "

.

My mom and dad got married at UCLA. SAE and Pi Beta
Phi. It's almost enough to make you nauseous. Most of their

lifetime friends are former brothers and sisters from their

'houses. ^
I didn't do so well. I leave UCLA with only a very few close

friends. You can almost count all of them on one hand. I feel

lucky for at least that. But I can't help but feel that, in some
ways, I missed the boat in this cfiapter of my 'ife.'*

I will remember UCLA mostly for construction work. I think

it's an amazing fact that not once in my two years here was I

able to cross campus in a straight line. Future classes are lucky.

I'll have memories of detours. If my grandchildren ever ask me
what UCLA looked like, I won't be able to tell them. That's^ a

-Strange way «to remember college.

NOW
is

Time

-to-

• •

Yout
•»

SUMMER CLERKSHIPS AVAILABLE

WITH THE U.S. NAVY

IF YOU'RE A U.S. CITIZEN UNDER THE

AGE34 ATTENDING AN ABA APPROVED

LAW SCHOOL, YOU MAY BE QUALIFIED

TO APPLY FOR

THE NAVY LAW STUDENT PROGRAM

C/JvLL (213) 46^3331

BETWEEN

8AND12, MON.-WED.

OR: TOLL FREE (800) 252-0559

Friendfy :

Advertising •

Representatives:

will be I

happy to

serve you.

•

Daily Bruin, i

WIN UP TO
$50,000.^^ CASH!
• CONTESTANTS NEEDED *

FOR THE RETURN OF AMERICA'S
ALL-TIME FAVORITE QUIZ SHOW

"JEOPARDY!"
IF YOU LOVE "TRIVIA", HAVE BROAD GENERAL
KNOWLEDGE AND A PLEASING PERSONALITY,

CALL NOW FOR DAY/EVENING APPTS.
213/856-1407 mon-fri 10:00- 4:30

This is not to say that my UCLA experience was bad. It was
just different. Sort of like Gamembert cheese. Things happened

to me that don't normally happen. M)^ moped was stolen. A
warrant was put out for my arrest. My graduation was

postponed. Actually, J really dislike camembert cheese.

__jpiespite the disappointments, despite the battles, despite just

^about everything but the parlcing, rfri s|]]j "-g^aH f "c^

UCLA. It's hard to hate this schopl. Or to even ^dislike it.

There's something about it.

Maybe it has 'to do with the fact that I'm a legacy. Maybe it

lias to do with the fact that while I was here, UCLA won two

Rose Bowls. I like 'to think that I had some sort of telepathic in-

fluence on the outcome. I cheered pretty hard. You never

know.
. .

•

Now all that's left is to face the future. A future without

school. That's an incredible thought. Going to school is

something you get used to, like brushing your teeth and

manipulating your parents.

For most of us, it's all we've ever done. The thing about hav-

ing the better part of your entire life controlled by an institu-

tion is that, when it's time to leave and be on your own, you're

on your own.
• It's time to grow up. That's the hardest fact I'm having to

face. I don't think I'm ready yet. I need at least four more

years, the thing is, I knew this day would eventually come. I

just wasn't expecting it to come so quickly.

Good-bye UCLA. /

COUPON EXPIRES 7/21/84

Hello lealily.

A :.

Holletj is a senior majoring in MP/TVr

\r

^

Every Sunday Afternoon

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

CAFE, BAR &CABARET
Lunches from $2«<>-$5*<>

Dinners from $5«o.$U»o

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents ^

hue 21 ' Sheila & Carol - 8:30, 10:00, 1 1 :30

June 22 - Bettina Devin - 10:00 & 1 1 :30

June 23 - Betty & Veronxal - 10:00 & II l30 "
'

June 24 'T.W.B.' 2:00 '6:00 p.m.

June 25 > Fe/ixson, Reed & William^, - 8:30, 10:00, 11:30^

June 26 - ''Showcase' with Sheila ^'Caroh- 8:30, 10:00, lh30
June 27 - Joyce hiiggins - 8:30, 10:00, 1 1 :30

June 28 - Sheila ^ Carol '- 8:30, 1 0:00, 1 1 :30
' June 29 - Bettina Devin - 10:00 & 11:30

June 30 - Bettina Devin - 10:00 & 1 1 .30

.*.-*.

Tr
1061 Broxton Ave. - Westwbod Village - 208-3830

^^m^^^m.^^

-<^^-^-«»4it*
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Out of the ashes
a STORE is born.

OPENING
SOON

review WiHiam Rabkin. Review Editor
''

Robert Rermtein. Assistant Review Edttor r\

TELEVISION

Pilots: From bionic dogs to alien detectives

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

By Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

When Martin Caiden sat

down at his typewriter and
wrote the novel Cyborg, did
he ever think it would lead to
a pilot for The Bionic Dd^?

Probablv not.

But then again, he probably
never thought there would be
a Bionic Woman, Bionic Boy,
or Bionic Bigfoot fei ther

.

And Ira .Levin, when he
^rote Hoseniary's Bahv cer-
tainly never dreamt that so-

meone would envision the
horror tale as a TV series con-
^eplTfaptly^iitled 7;ooJt What's
Happened to Boseniarx s

Baby).

=^These are juSt two pages
from the historv of a
fascinating and frequently
over-looked aspect of televi-

sion progranmiing — pilots
for proposed weekly series.

If you think what's on net-
work television now is bad,
take a look at what the net-
works could have aired in-
stead.—Ry

—

fa r the

—

most bizarre

than standanl-size prints

pilots are the detective shows,"^
each offering a new twist-
designed to get a little more
mileage out vof a concept
which has alread\ run out of
«as. . n
Over the past few \e»rs, the

networks have tried evcfT
conceivable kind of deteetive,
spy, or fH-4vate e\c. Their'y"^

• ooralil/;;Slttv"'(r:;./n'D^K («f
"f m: Fcof,:, iV^i, and in The World Bryond. a sportswriter who'

fiKht crinl' (iLh Rm "^^^^^^
performers who nearly d.es on the o,K;ratin« table recovers with the ability to

.n^iC^^'a'^ki.: 'r Xe:J:;'|^yS^^^^^^ , ,f
^^ »»>«" 'here are concepts ,ha, a. just plain weyrd. The

turned attorney (i?Y /orX DeU«. . fil l
j*' . j

^o'ks ^hf brought you All-in the Fumily and Maude %vere

priyate eve "partmrs in SnZcZl' in <i,Zl ' •^'^ T^t
responsible for A Dogs Life, uhich featured a cast of actors

IPatrol), stuntmen turned dXcLX, "f Se^tnYlTJc'"'^''
"^ ^°u'^ "P ^ ''"^s and barked one-liners at each other.

Beret and a computer whiz teamed ,m ^.H^ftl^?. Id
•'^;^'^**1 ./ handsome scientist made thirteen clones of himself in Clone

Killbride), and a fat co7turned cilleaetih!^! I '7 ^"'^ ^^'f'
^^''^ '^""''^ ^"""^ ^'^'''^ "" " ^'ff^^^"' ^l°"e '" each

ritv nuJLu.. „1:!.. °'_:"'"
. ?°T.^^. T*''*" «'a<='' antl "ecu- episode. The Ultimate Computer was a secret agent who, after

One w.^ f^^^t'^'*"'^*'?'/
*" ^'^'P himjplve crimes (Ba«yes).One way to add new hfe to a concegPis with death. Landon

hfndon and Landon were two sisters who teamed up with
.U^eir father s ghost to ru^a^ detective agency, a newljW rou-.plewas plagued bv the ghost of the wife's first husband m Er-

black ghost who haunted a colonial mansion; a police chief andh.s family moved mto a haunted beach house in Jeremiah ol

BOOKS

^ . ^^...^v ..^ „ .:iv-vic:i a^ciii wiiu, alter
a mishap at the hands of baddies, loses his memory and has a
computer implanted in his brain which allows him to be pro-
grammed for missions.

.

,
.

Amefica^2100 was where two 2uth century nightclub comics^
found themselves after a accident kept.ihem in suspended
animation for 120 years. In another freak accident, a daredevil
pilot was hit by a bolt of lightning and became a crimefighter

' "^

Continued on Page 13

' ^uxMttijtaut -n^m '»^^-^"^

All your best shots can look better ...
BIGGER. Take advantage of special prices
now on MAGNAPRINT35 Service from
Kodak, and get big 4 by 6-inch prints from
your 35 mm KODACOLOR Film negatives.

Prices: _
t2exp<>sures
24 exposures
36 exposures

Special prices good

5.64
$9.53

$13.42

A Procession of great authors
By John Ison. Stpff Writer '

. ^^ ,
,'

"

tury America was a hot^bed of new ideals, and no American was
as influential or pie-in-the-sky idealistic as Ralph Waldo Emer-

M^^!^ ^S through June 29.
Offer good for Kodacolor developing and printing (C-41
process) on original roll only.

35mm film only. *

You must obtain a discount coupon from the sales clerk
in order to receive discount. *

~

An American Procession, by Alfred Kazin K̂nnnf a(\r
'
—«« mfluential or pie-in-the-sky idealistic as Ralph Waldo Emer-

^18.95) ^ ^^'" ^"^"""P^' ^^^ P^g^^' son- gazin describes Emerson as the real-life prototype for

Attention all you English majo/s. before you begin Ihe 17d 'nl'"'' ^^l""^^"'' k"!'
'^^^ *'^'

r\-P'^'^r'' .f
^^^^^ *^^"S^*-

serifes in American Literature, check out An AmerfrVplJI. ^ ."^T'^'Vu*" T'^^^^
man is jhmking of all day.' He would

you with a solid introduction to the most of^enJa^Z^^^^ Z'^v.^l'
P."^^^^ mountaintop. The trouble with Emerson,

the 19th and early 2dth centuries
^^^^"-^aught writers of which he shared with disciples Whitman and Thoreau, is thai

Kazin does not break new ground in terms of hi. orifi. i
•

Preference for the general over the concrete, the idealistic
sights, but An American Pro^ce^on "uSullv J^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ZllL'JUr''^'''''^

^"^^ ''' '^''' '"^''^^ ^P ^^^ ^ fitter disap-
social and

AnArnenc^n Pr<;^e./on Tu^^^fuliV' r^r^Z' the ^^tm^t"""pol,t.cal chm^te, in which each author lived. -With %^^^n,il

ASUCLA Students' Store/ Eiectro«cs
B level Acheiman Union 826 77n ' Mnn Jhm J Ah 7 in ^i 7.4c « c. »nc c _ .-.r-- »- w. .Mat iw a, oiMI H J

Kazins clear prose style and well-choTeriuZrvTJ^.^^ ^ .^^^^
writers such as Ralph Waldo EmersonWalt Whif^^'^ti I'^^IST

^"?''?^ lite ary woHJ. grew more obscure until he
Mark Twain come to'^life a.s they never ,^m to do in 1 .

,^"'* '^^^''"^ * P"'*'"^ state that could not reach anyone. His con-
halls. ^

^^' '^'" '° '*'' '" "^e lecture temporary. Herman Melville, stfo^e to confront the dreams of
The book's subtitle is "The Major Americaiv Writer, f

^^e idealistic spirit in Moby DfcAr. but his last effort, Billy Budd,
1830 to 1930 - The Crucial Cen v '^ and Ka.^ h, 1- T 'T'"'^ 2."^ *''^* '''^ ^''^1!?'^'T^ '°

? P'''"^"' ^nd.
weaves the insights of both new and o d wrUers in^o . tK " ^ ^'°'". "^"u ^

^*"'^? '°
i*^"" "I'

^'"' '='^°^« *« record the
whole: the decline and fall of American ^ealL F ^T "^'"^"If'

^ '^"'t""^^' ""'^ vice versa), fr„n, Ernest Hemingwav
_are the Civil W^r and World War 1 E™ andTs'"ll-^r 1° f^,- Scott Fitzgerald, disappo.ntmen, prevails over the in^ili-
the concept of finding God within mesdf aLi"? the r.n

^^^
It

"^
''!f'l'"^!

to change other the world or the individual. "In
lor^ng.|p an Almighty God. UnlikJS reSs of thTs k^H K S",tt Fitzgerald pos.ses.sed no mher human being,"
Kazins bSr.k employs hi,story, biography evenZ in m 1 .rli

^'""" '^"*^: *"!*
J'^

did declare h.s greatest wish. Because
as literary critirtsm; it has been writ en f.fr tKT i i

' American writing (above all) rs personal.

"

od public as well th^^erious stucLn T
'^' ''-'^''^r-brain- That Kazin triumphs in develop,n« ,he,se sobering thoughts

More than just a "Great Authors" survey manual 4.. ^'"u^ 7 j** '^^"*1^""- • '"'^ ^ .

''"«^''''"'* '^''^^^^^^

Anu'ricanJ>r,H-,-ssion is a d.-t.!!..!
,

^I^ J a"j U.^ ;:
the student of American hcrahu. „, h, ;,„,„,„,, ^ . ^

±
CONCERT5?

Laurie Anderson
techno-dazzles;
Bemmes thrash
By Bob Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

Laurie Anderson is no ordinarv musician. Her concerts
combine comedic monologues and video antistrN' with svn-
thesized music and electronic . gimmickrv, the result' of

hpr mn'if" Kf^^^^ performance art. When all aspects ofher multi-media presentation jell with enough enem and
proper pacing, an Anderson show can be among the mostmvolvmg around. Friday night, June 8th, at the ^rine
Auditonum Laurie Anderson alternatelv dazzled and
hypnotized Jier aurfience with an eclectic but not alwavs
involving mix of art, music, and science^

Sticking almost entirely to songs from her most recent
Ll^A/isferHeart^reaA^ Anderson, playing svnthesizer andbacked up by a three-pVe band and two singers, produc-
ed a sound which combined the elegance of some of Pink
Floyds slower tunes with the engaging bounciness of
Caribbean music. Percussionist David von Tieghem, whohas recorded a progressive album of his own, provided
most of the rhythmic punch with his energetic Linn (elec-
tronic) drum attacks. Anderson, meanwhile, elicited

Violent Femmes

sounds from a number of sources, including a triggered
tape-player whifch looked like an electronic violin,, a Mid-
dle Eastern stringed instrument, and her own body —
which she struck with her hands in sync with^booming
drum noises, creating a startling effect.

Another Anderson trademark is the set of electronic
vocal manipulations which she uses to affect her various
stage personas, The telephone, a commonly overused in-

strument of niass noncommunication, was the butt of a
classic Laurie Anderson razz in a number where she poked
fun at the banality of most phone conversations by singing
half the lyrics into the microphone and half into a receiver
resting on her shoulder. Also, she and her female backup
keyboardist did a cute sequence in which they discussed
the progress of the concert and the physical makeup of the
audience over the telephone.

^^ Some of her songs and many. of her quips were delivered
in sfl^W, almost male, tone that was created by running
i^ndersonV own voice ^through a vocal synthesizer. The
result, which suggested^a cross between an authoritative

Julia Child and a chirpy Andy Rooney, was the perfect
vehicle with which to offer numerous incisive lines.

However, she used her natural voice for her best lines:

"Whenever I meet people, I try to look more intelligent

than I actually am. ft usually works,"^(nd'*f don't know
about yQu, but my dreams always seem so... hackneyed,
and the plots are so... predictable — the same thing^xJ^er

and over again." ,

All of the spngs weres^^companied by Anderson's own
visual effects, shown on |n enormous screen behind the

band. While some of the Vtuff was interesting, the vjdeo
material often repeated one short segment over and" over
again (no wonder her dreams are so redundant!).
With the exception of two lengthy numbers; each with

one of these monotonous visual effects, the show moved
along at a reasonably jaunty pace. As if art, theatrics, and
stationary music weren't enough, Anderson even danced
around a bit, .lowing the physical side of herself, which
she hasn't emphasized in the past. In short, she put on a

highly entertaining show which was short on only one
f'onunoditv: relevance Sure, a few snnfrs toiu hpd nn niir

Cdnliriued on Page 14
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SALE
/

CROWNLITE II BY LUXO
THE IDEAL LAMP FOR HOME.

DEN OR OFFICE

REGUUR PRICE

GREAT OEC0R«T0n COLORS **/.30
DED- HUE -POIAR WHITER
BLACK -YELLOW- ORANGE 1

SHOWN - GREEN

SALE PRICE

. $17.95

PLUS NEW OISCOOIIT POLICY StlECTEO ITEMS AT 40%
TO S0% OFF. EVEWY DAY OF THE WEEK CHECK DISPLAYS IH STOHE

* • CASH. CHECK. VISA. M.a AND AMiX. •

If

HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOD i- .915 WESTWOOD BLVD
LONG BEACH - 2137 BELLFLOWER BLVD

LIBRARYiJOUBSDURING
XHE OLYMPICS

Saturday, July 28 - Sunday, August 12
All units closed on Saturdays and Sundays (with the excep-
tion of the Biomedical Library). It is anticipated that Tues-
day, July 31 will be declared an Administrative Holiday — if

so, all units (including the Biomedical Library) will be
closed.

Library Unit Monday - Friday Exceptions

Architecture & Urban Planning 8 a.m. : 12 noon

Art .

Biomedical

Chemistry

^College

—

10 a.m. -3 p.m. Monday, 7/30;
, ^,.--^4r-. CLOSED

8 a.m. - 7 p.m. Saturdays: 9
a.m. -5 p.m.

Sundays; 1 p.m|
-6 p.m.

'

9 a.m. -3;30p.m.

iUa.m.-2p.m.

Education & Psychology

Engineering & Mathematical
Sciences

10a.m. -2p.m.

9 a.m. -3 p.m.

faglish fle|^ ^Qftrri

Geology - Geophysics

Law

Management

Map _

,

CLOSED

9 a.m. -3p.nf:^

9 a.m. -3 p.m. ^

9 a.m. - 3;30 p.m. Monday, 7/30-

CLOSED

10 a.m. -3 p.m. Monday, 7/30;

CLOSFD

Music
»

Newspaper Stacks -

Photographic Services

9a,m.'-1p.m.

10a.m. -2p.m.

8 a^nu-3^30p^ro,—:r;^
- " » '--—' r -.-..>... .• ^ : .:__

f^ysrcs 8-a.m. -3;30p.m.

Powell Reading Rooms 7a.m.-5;30p.m.

University Archives 10 a.m. -2 p.m.

Univer% Elementary School CLOSED

University Research Library 8 am -3 p.m.

(Includes Public Affairs Service, Oriental Libra^, SpeciJil
L Collectibns Theater Arts Library, Circulation Loan Desk,
/Microform Reading Service Reference, Periodicals.

I Stacks
,
Grad iiatP Reserve Serv ice, and L ibrary Cashie r)

.1 «.

\
•

>. '.,.

. ' Mt .l M . M ^
^i. . .

.» __,. -
' —

- • ' *-
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RECORDS

Rush gets Waters
nZ^l^f^fi ^"lu''

^';^^"'^' Mercury humanoid escapee/one android on the
"" About ten years ago, Roger Waters

Pictur^, ^Lhh'T ""^ ^^^'^'^^ run/seeking freedom beneath/a lonely had an idea. Originally just a concept

transforming itllf i^^^^ K "^ r """i;*^
desert sun" in "The Hody Electric" to for a couple of songs, one called "Ran-transformng Itself ^to a band farther he prophesizing hope, '^all we can do ting And Ravine", it later grew intoedtrpm Its head bangmg rela- to help ourselves is stay alive" in "Red the story line behind Pink Floyd'sand closer to fh. Ul.. ^f . Sector A", the record's tone is like that

' ' ' -'
of the Orwell novel; paranoid, ^cold
and inhumane

transfo]

remov
^ipns and closer to the likes^ of "a
heavier Ultravox, a band that Rus*h
has cited as a recent influence. Still
more promising than their dedication

Animals. This matters little in this

story, except that it was on the
American tour for the record thatmorp nrnmicinrr f},or. »k • J J- r. A

-"7 7 .
/\iiierii;an lour roT tne recora tnat

f^ infL 7^ ^ ^^'' dedication And it doesn't rise far above these Roger Waters started to feel a bit put

Lhta^^"^h^^^^^^^
pesimistic ramblings. Fortunately, off,,"

^
_Rush's ability touring their fans along

with them into more challenging
guitarist Alex Lifeson and Geddy Lee's
composition save the record from be-

The* feeling became^ a^ disease and
transformed Waters into a self-abusinemusical form. InH Tnr.n ; T

^ ^ v,u„.puMuon save tne record trom be- transformed Waters into a self-abusin

^ntr^ aT '- t *"*^"^^*"f
J song ing a total downer. Though the album Pink. As this character, he conceiveconcepts. Afovi/]^ Pictures and 1982's is basicallv Hnn^ in r^.nV.. v^... »k. Kic c^.„„,i; . r„_ ^Y_ ,A.,concepts.

, Afovi/i^ Pictures and 1982's
Signals saw Rush felying heavily on

is basically done in minor keys, the
music surpasses the lyric's downtrod-lu iU • 1 .1

-^ V .—«.»..^ ^^.. iiiu:>i<j >uipct:c>es me lyric s aowntrod-the synthesizer, while at the same time den mood and continues the duo's ih-
introducing a more prevalent subdued terest in some funkier styles
tone. .-1. •. . ._ ^

Granted, for every synthetic flourish
they've used. Rush has had an even .„. wa.. . w.u. a aeracnea
better guitar riff to counter, but the synthetic chord as introduction and
addition of keyboards have granted

his sprawling concept for The Wall.
Since the LP was both hailed as a
masterpiece and critcized as self-in-

_ - .
-- ^.j.^. dulgent. Waters realized that he'had

Lnding with "Between The Wheels" stumbled upon a concept that might
Rush presents the problems of living just keep him busy for another five
between the wars'

.
With a detached years.

Arxx^^..^u • 'S i^ r T^
fe*«iiic*j .^.iiipic ^uiiar accompaniment, Lee

furrT/te^1.,^h 'w '^rV* ***^?'7*^^^M"S'"S Vith a^bit moretures bettet^afched to his recent dedication than at the albums open-
poetry. "Losing It" from Signals suc-
ceeded because the band's newer at

t — x^v^^^v.wi. a,.u Well, it came as nc* suprise that last
simple guitar accompaniment, Lee year's The Final Cut dealt at length
comes arsimrint^ wifh a Ktf rr.^,« with a concept discussed on The

Wall's first side. The idea was that of
ing. With his recently mellowed and war and Waters dealt vvith the alb'^

tention to' mu'sicar iZluZ 'hLTl
"" ^"""^^'^ register, he enlightens nus to so- caringly, that many fevTewers

nTJthpnhI,w* *^f
"re had gone our oyvn manipulations, a sort of deemed it his turning point- Rogerpast the obligatory guitar, bass, drums, niirhtmare in whioh u/^ r^^H.^ fKof ,.,« \a;^.^^. u„j ^. ^/""K 1^»". ,«oger

^prnTirrrJnry v^ben l>oth the lyrical are as helpless as that "rabbit going
and musical talents of the group have under your speeding wheels." And

Te^t:i^.r
*^'" ''"^ ''^''''' ^"^ ^''^.'^^' ^'^ ^-' ^-e comparison.

represented.

.Unfortunately, GTace Under

mghtmare ID which we realize that^we Waters had b^come^^'ell-adjusted
flr*» .. K^r.l«e. o. .k„. ....uu:. _^..__, artist capable of extremely profound

work.

That was last year. This year we getRush leaves you to wait
This record will not be of equal imp .

- - -^.^^^ ^„v,,_, ..„., .wvvrivj will iiui ue ui equal im-
^ressure is not an example of- Rush portance to all fans. For those who

: :.te f:! t J^''^L-±^ 'Ji^L.-- '" ''•^•- to the excellemmachine of the past. F'rom the ver\
first "Distan t Early Warning"

another dose of The Wall with The
Pros And Cons Of Hitchhiking. Now
dealing with the subject matter o( The

„ .,. ^„^.., Walts second and third sides, isola-drumming or flawless guitar work or tion, depression, and faltering mar-
llie-4nelod4€i>ass Darts, it will h*-tn^ «a«^ Proc >ir»i4 rvmir ^..^^^^ ^r^^r

._„ .1 ', .
•' ,

.—»- vw ^^^^—v«i*ci», mf{H;iuiiy ine matontv it cantogether/passing through revolving represent a dark' look at the World anddoors/we need someone to talk to/and hov^;Jo deal with life and still remain

fk« 1 JT- I
^,-"«.

^Y'**^
^' """' ucprt^&ion, ana laitering mar-

-Ihe-^melodR^ i>ass parts, it will b^just «age. Pros And Com puts^ riglif
another Rush record. But for the. back in the middle of paranoia andPeSsTrfc^VrvM^f ''T'^^"^^^^
-..->..... ..u.,.. reeoru. cut ,or tne. oacK m tne m,

tol he?/nr«fn '„ ^,^!^'''i'",:^^^r^^'^"^-^,^ rtajorrty, it can primalscreams.

someone to sweep the floors." pv...,^... ^

1 hough there is an overwhelming Pressure,
seme of depression, there is also some
sense of hope. In a way Peart has tried

Basically the album is a work in

. , „ , -...«... varying reality. The one story deals
poLsed. How to live with Grace Under with a real life husband and w'ife and

— Timothy Sales

their kids. But playing against that is

a nightmare in which a man is either
haunting, as^ in "Apparently They

isolation ot ont Hitchhiking; Columbia RTclrords. haunted as in "Arabs .With Knives

We care for Bruins

and cons
And West German Skies". Obviously
Waters is presenting his alter egos and
hoping we believe him. While one
makes love to a young hitchhiker on
his peen Lamborghini, the other is

wailing only for peace from the
dreams and for the cure for his failing

marriage.

Along the way, there are points in
which both characters meet and lash

*out as one. Women are always the
subject, as in "Sexual Revolution", and
ar^ never presented as warm or caring— or even human. Though Waters
tries to empathize with his women,
singing "I am only a rat in a maze like

you." he inevitably comes back to
'Ifet's have a stab at the sexual revolu-
tion" and let's lie still tonight "while I

plunder your sweet grave." In spite of
this. Waters' women still have more
strength and their love is ^till

something that he must crawl back to.

The culmination is obtainod in "The
Pros And Cons Of Hitchhiking," in
which Waters runs the gamut of
modern symbolism — from^e Encino
housewife to Hell's Angel to Shane
and the fantasy worlds they each rep-
resent.

Taken back for a moment. Waters
withdraws himself from the story for
"Every Stranger's Eyes". Similar to
last year's "Two Suns In The Sunset"
he speaks with true love about
iHtmantty. Regardless af^~the^crr-
eumstances, he always sees the "hope
you kindle in your eyes " and in tfo
eyes of all people.

In the end. Waters' good side is vic-
torious yet bewildered as to the mean-
ing of actual and implied reality. "The
Moment Of Clarity" allows Waters to
love in public and once again be a
normal man.

.— Tim Sales

.1
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immeokite fmcare metiKal Clinic

^^TTS ^ OLPE_^
m

. . . all summer long.
Receive convenient quality meaicaicare for your injury illnessand pnmary cafe needs while the student health center is closed.
• no appointment needed
• no waiting __ .
• x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)
• reasonable rates - .

'
.

EXTENDED HOURS
. 8 am to 8 pm "

Mon^y-thnj Saturday
| | coaq)

MEDIPACE /MMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
/ yyc westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
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OaALITY
SPIRITS

YEA, PRAUGKTS or

ICECOIOMICMELOB
& michclob park

Fa.

JOLLY COOD'

ACovEK,'

J"^
./v7"

•VN

S>'k

lf..^rMt^ f^

Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD 11777 SAN VICENTE 6I.VD.
"

K/ BKENTVgOOD, CA 90049 820-1516

Bi-Rite Drug Stores
Your Complete Drug Store

1 000 Westwopd Blvd

Westwood Village
"

— 208 -3701

1 1706 Wilshire Blvd.
1 40

1
Santa Monica Mall 1 0650 W. Pico Blvd. 3883 Culver CenterWest Los Angeles Santa Monica Rancho Park Culver Ckv*

i.

'"

Of bionic dogs,
bionic oysters,
bionic detectives
land dead people
Continued from Page 11

who zaps bad guys in T/ie Power Man.
Eth^l is an Elephant was a half-ton animal that shared an

apartment with a New York photographer, while Danny and
I

the Mermai4 livecj together and triedf to hide her existence from
Danny's friends at the oceanography institute.

You ddn't need to be an avid viewer to catch a television
pilot, you just need to know what to look for in a particular
program. Distinguishing a pilot from the potpourri of televisipri
movies, specials and series is much like diagnosing a disease —
each has it's own symptoms. Keep the following checkrisrnear
your set for insfant identification of probable pilots.
You know it's a pilot when:

„ The herb has been raised by animals. - -—

-

The detective is blinJ, electric, or (lua
The lead has one or more organs powered by nuclear energy.
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HAVE A HAPPY
DAY!

. . . DAILY BRUIN ...

—r-^*"^^
\

GMAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIG
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT . MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
for information. Please Cell:

Encino (818) 990-3340
Los Anaeles West (213)202-1924

Central City (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714^ 731-3059

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN'
HONDA & IDATSUN
New Bov:h Plugs & Patnts Penn/ Oi Ad|ust

Valves Ca'b' T.mw>i5 BraKn Ckitch - Ctwrrk-

Battery & Front Alignment

Replace all Shoes arid Ixvngs Pack 'troni

Wheel Bearings Turn' Dr jms »% needed H
spect wheel cyh Master C/l A Fi« System

FREE

VALLEY
TOWING

)

I

S39.95*

$49.95'
From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at iswest Prices"

^, ^,„J818) 785^112 (213)275-2865
A

I
AUTO 7957VanNuv$Blvd.2/,BlluSoo*Roscoe * MOSt VWS J

IV)

o

BILIMU
and

CO\IPlLSIVE
EATI\G

Complete and personally
designed tre^trtient programs
in a warm and supportive en-
vironniient. A team approach,
supervised by licensedprdfes-
sionals in medicine and
psychology. —
On-goingrnedicaltvahiatioa

Psychotherapy-individual and
group

• Counseling - nutrition, exercise,

personal image

• Therapeutic massage

• Stress management

• Assertiveness training

y^vtf^m ESTEEM
A l)ivi»k>n of KSTIXM - a {alifomia
nnn-proril orKanlullon

You can hear a dog's or baby's thoughts.
One of the stars is human, the other animated.
The show is a television adaptation of last year's hit movie.

^ "lan hunts down the murderers of his family and decides
he likes it so much he becomes a private eye.
The stars are trapped in the past or fwture.
The show focuses on a, group of people wandering through^

spaice, either on a brave new mission or just for the fun of it.

The hero is an alien being or a ghost. ..
'

'

~^

The cast is dominated by "zany" ethnics.

(213) 393-1664
(818) 348-5;236

-•-<• ^^MAIOGUE

the finals

1107 Gayle Avenue (t)et. Kinross Ave. & Lindbrook Dr.)

Los Angeles. CA 90024 • 824 4765
Open 7 days!

The^main character of a TV movie introduces his entire fami-
ly, all his friends, and recites the story of his life in the first ten
minutes of the program.

It's a sitcom featuring intra-racial adults or children.
It stars Dale Robiriette, Art^Hindle, Stephanie Fafacy or

Todd Sussman. '• '

I

It's a remake of an old series.

Get out your
handkerchiefs

WEST, COVINA, Calif. (APV — Every day Marie
Callender's restaurant in Azusa receives a phone call from
a tremulous 9- year-old voice.

"This is Rebekah," the caller says. "Have you heard
anything about Jenny Toya? Has anyone turned her in?"

Rebekah MacDonald made the mistake recently that

«very mother dreads —^he fumed her back for Just a few
minutes and something terrible, happened^ to her

youngster.—r^——^^-^ —

^

.— ^—

In this case, it was a kidnapping. Someone took little

Jenny Joya, a Cabbage Patch Kid less than a year old,

from where the doll sat patiendy waiting for her young
mother to retrieve her.
Rebekah and her family were at the restaurant for din-

ner last week. After waiting a short time to be seated, they

were ushered to a table, and Rebekah left litde Jenny sit-

ting unattended on a bench in the lobby.
She discovered her mistake a short time later and rushed

back toward the door, but it v^as too late. Jenny Joya was
gone.

"She just collapsed on me," said her mother, Janet
MacDonald. "She s one of those kids that did everything
fur their doil, brushing her hair, dressing h^r 6Very day,

tucking her into bed every night..."

It takes total confidence.

-And at Supercuts, we get that
confidence by training our
people to cut hair perfectly. •

That way, no matter how •

you like your hair cut, you're

going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or

your mbney back^
Hovy do you guarantee a

haircut? It's easy - -^^ "-"" " "
You make every cut a

Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

/.

WeYe changing the way America cuts its hair.

Wesfwood 1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1 558
M-F S-O SAT 9-7 SUN 10-S

'Shamcxx) and blow dry avatiabie at additional cost (D1M3 EMRA CORPORATION

..Mi.A» •* ' - m^^^^mmmm^mm^mmi^mifm -*—

.
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POLICE SIREN DOORSTOP ALARM
$10.00

Great for dormitories, apartments, any room in which
you want to insure privacy. Immediately stops door
from opening and emits loud police siren signal to
alert you and frighten intruder!

Batteries included
;

——^—
Tax and postage paid'
Money back guarantee if returned in original carton.
Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

Send cash, check or money order.

DOOR STOP SECURITY ALARM
Immed«a(e4y stops door (rom opening & /

emits loud alarm signal

_» , , , . . BATTERIES INCLUDED
B-L Industnes
1253 South Citrus Street
Los Angeles, CA 90019

Name •

POSTAGE PAID
TAX INCLUDED

Address

City, State and Zip

Apt. #

The Private Eye
OPTICIANS
PREPPY LOOK
$4500

• Handmade Frame
• 12 Colors
• Assorted Sizes

Complete RX
(RX Range ± 4.00D ± 2.00 cyl)

nOAOCH RX GLASSES
,U V \^ W/STUOENT OR STAFF I.D.

151 8 Barrington f I.

Brentwood \7illage

(2 biks South o( Sunset)

476-7621

HOURS: Mon 12-5pm.
Tues-Sat.10-5pm.

Limited to stock on hand.

^

Concerts. ••
Continued from Pa^i^e 11

lack of humanness and our
failure to communicate open-
ly, but one expects more from
an avant-garde performance
artist. Too many songs merely
came and went, offering
sounds and sights, not in-

sights. Then again, no one elsfe

offers quite as innovative a

sensory experience as Laurie
Anderson does — and that,

not relevance, is the essence of
her art.

&

UCLfl

The Career Counseling Center
A program of individual counseling

for career and related educational planning.

' ^«

STAFFED BY PROFESSIONAL
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGISTS.
You will receive —

^ Personalized, confidential .

interview and evaluation
conferences to discuss your back-
ground and needs as you see them

Tests selected individually for
you to measure your interests,

emotional needs, personal values,
and aptitudes

Thorough analysis of the tests
by trained psychologists attuned to
relating the results to individual
needs

^ Career and educationdl
counseling, based on test and
personal background data, directed
at discussing carefully selected
career goals, the current job
market, and your educational and
personal growth

A written summary of
counseling conclusions.

Fee: $525

THE CAREER COUNSELING CENTER
Nationally Recognized—Now in Its

39th Year
jt

For ian appointment or further
information, call Ms. Lanier

(213) 825-2934 weekdays from 9 arri to

12 noon and 1 to 4 pnn.
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By Rodrigo Flores

The crowd surged forward,
then backwards, around the

block, it waited. Damn guest

lists, pre-paid tickets, Friday
was nighted and the urgency
to strangle something lashed

out 'With every push, every
shove. The rumour outside
said Sold Out, people try

crashing the door, into the
Music Machine like a trainr^"^v:^

A surprise concert by the
Rolling Stones? The Police?

Surely some outrageous punk
band?

Noll The Violent Femmes!
The who? The Violent Fem-
mes.

.The Femmes, as they are
arfectionately knowiv, uhtil^
last year a street singing trio

zzrr^xQm Minneapolis, have-
released a new album-,
"Hallowed Ground," and their
first date in LA proved that
sometimes hype and press

(you know, this week's sensa-
tion) can be right and well
deserved. The crowd ate up
band: every song, every
gesture* was consumed and
digested, jokes told and played
out — just a bunch of guys
singing about broken hearts
and how to fuck up your little

daughter, beat up your
girlfriend if she doesn't put
out, and get baked in the sun
after taking too many drugs.

Playing almost all of their
new album, the old one, and
the EP in-between, the Fem-
mes delivered a raw, punkish
noise of pulsating sensuality.
From the saving Jesus Walk-
ing in the Water, " with jaded
club goers singing, to the Sex-
ual "I Dig Black Girls," onto
the light "^Blister iK» the Sun,"
down into hell with "Country
Death Song," the Femmes
delivered punch after punch,—falling into noise^amvS^reak-—
ing bass strings, double drum
soloes, disturbed Saxosophone
(the sax players used to be in
the Stoogesf!) offerings, back
and forth, side to side. This
disturbed bunch of young
men, without being over-
powering in a HM sense,
outkiUed every pose, every _
cliche and every move that
permeates thc' sweatstained
walls of clubs nowadays.

It is strange and wonderful,
scary and reaffirming when a
band like the Femmes comes

~
on stage with no pose or well
PR'd personality, and con-
ducts a cleansing of the soul so
thorough, it hurts where you
got rubbed and cleaning; the
sins they commit are so hor-
rendous, such as taking your
little daughter and throwing
her in the pit, that the
redemption has to be one
uplifting mother for one to be

^^aved.
The Violent Femmes will be

Violent and Fatale at the
Music Machine on Mmonday,
get there Wrly, you'U thank
me later. Don't mention it,

just buy me a beer sometime.

Classified
CHURCH SERVICES ...3-A SALONS ^•^^•B SALONS... 21-8 HELP WANTED 30-A

plETAPHYSICAL-SPIRmJAL
J;

Jchurch services, meditation. ?
Cheating, lectures, music.

£

j^classes. seminars. ^ervices^L
^Sundays 10:30AM. Church OfJ
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420jl
^ Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759 jtf.

METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL Training for

Healers/Counselors/Ministers Certificates.

Church of Cosmic Consciousr>ess. 10420
Palms Blvd.. Los Angeles 90034. Write or

phone tor info 657^8759. Deadline July 10.

GOOD DEALS ...7A

INSURANCE WAR! WELL, BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR. BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM 880-4407/880-4361.

SPECIAL low Cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.

716-0224 -

PERSONAL 10-A

NEED Model for haircut and blow-dry.

Bruno & Soonie Salon. Beverly Hills. In-

focmation call Michael-277-7045.

CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver 456-6158

Female travel companion needed to go to

Hawaii during the Olympics. Please call

472-7673
.

LIKE TO DATE AN OLYMPIC ATHLETE?
SO WOULD I! CALL ME AND LETS SEE
WHAT ELSE WE HAVE IN COMMON I'M
28/5'9/l55#/135 10. BUSY PROFES-
SIONAL, SUPER ATHLETIC WITH GREAT^
SENSE OF HUMOR (I WROTE THIS AD
DIDN'T I ?H989-0670).

,
•"""::—

:

.- '

-
I — .

PARKING space for small car across frorrv

UCLA law school. Call mornings or night

474-0598
*

TRAVEL Across America the Beautiful with

young, gay. male doctor leaving LA Aug.
24th for New England via Utah. Idaho,
Wyoming and Southern Canada. Prefer

athletic male. Hassan. P.O. Box 49031
Brentwood-LA 90049

NEED student with car"^o drive child at

4 30 Weds and Thurs from Rancho Park
to home. $6 00/hour 934-3613

OFFICE assistant. California magazine
needs very organized and dependable
»rson. Some typing. Full-time position.

APIS. FURNISHED ..50 F •

LARGE single $540 Walking distance to

campus. Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator 276-1446

KoriCobe, 479-6511

5

D

50% DISCOUNT
. INTRODUCTORY OFFER

(New clients only with coupon)

1 127 Glendon Ave.
(across from Monty's)

208-7531

BLACK HAIR SPECIALS
I SHAMP003LbWDRY&
;
CURL.............. ......$15

. SHAMPOO, PRESS, CURL $20
I CELLOPHANES . $10 !ASK FOR ^V I

YVETTE I

PART-TIME back & front office assistance
for Beverly Hills dermatologist. 550-7661
$5/hour.

PART-TIME filing clerk call California

Chamt)er Symp^hony. 478-0581

PART-TIME typist/law clerk needed for

Beverly Hills attorney Upper classman
preferred. $5/hour. 855-1861

PART-TIME work flower shop
Bloomsbury. Driving required 509- North
Robertson at Melrose 858-6030.

Part-time secretaryr)#<nowledge of vector

computer essentia?;' California Chamber
Symphony 478-0581 -

SECRETARY-wee offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunrties for intelligent, conscientious,
hiird-working people Accurate 75wpm. BA
degree. GPA 3.5V high SAT or GRE scores
required Great office environment with

established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.'

.

Blue Cross Medical, top dental For bright,
hard-working people we're the best
around 213-827-5000

WALK TO UCLA
• Spacious singles,

1-bedroom apartments
Towers Apartments
10941 Strattimore

208-7294
,

<n
;

Pool, elevators, security, 5
iQarage. Annex 543, 547
iLandfair. 540 Glenrock.
iAIso 478,483, 510. 516

{(Landfair.

I

I

I

I

J
I

1
I

I

I

I

I

SOPHOMORES, Juniors: Now hinng for

fall quarter Temporary employrtient in

Registrar's Office during first 3 weeks of
each quarter Must be good typist Contact
Dan at 825- 1091

1127 Glendon Ave., Westwood

TEACHERS part-time beginning
September, Science, Spanish, Art Private

school WestLA Elementary-Junior High
Must t>e experienced. 476-2868.

UCLA CENTER FOR THE ARTS-~7^:'
mediate openings Great $$$ part-time

Evening hours cash bonuses: Will Train.
CaMEr»c. I-Spm. 763-8145

ONE t>edroom apt $600 Includes gas.
Near UCLA. Lease one quiet adult. Non-
smok^r. No Hi-Fi No pets 208-3797

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms.
C&D, Dishwasher, R&T Available im-

mediately64l Gayley 879-3744

WALK UCl^ Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single. 1 -bedroom. 644 Landfair #202
Please call Chuck 208-1837

^^

1 bedroom apartment, attractively and fully

furnished Gas and water paid Car port,

laundry 1 4 miles from campus $610 per
month No pets 474-2260.

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

Full Year.

^_ 208-7531 --......^r-^-.i.'.
PERSONAL 10-A

URGENTLY need good
word processing Good
spelling, English, versatile
900-530.

APTS. FURNISHED.

typist, familiar

communication,

$5/hr. 475-9915

50-F

$700 and up. Singles and
i o f t a p a r t m e n t s .

'DIshwastier, Air, Parking.

565 Gayley Ave.
Manager on prennises
9am-5pm Moa-Sun.

824-0836

!•••••••••

ATTENTION BICYCLISTS
FREE bicycle registration

on Bruin Wall<:

Tues.: 1 1 :00-2:00
Wed.: 11:00-2:00

and remember. . . •

AM illegally parked or
unregistered bicycles are
subject to Impound starting

July 9th.

HELP WANTED. 30A

VOLUNTEER Basketball coach needed
one night/week for teenage girls in a resi-

dential facility. Call Karen-a76-0550

WORK-STUDY position, prefer Behavioral

Sciences student. To 32 hours/week.

Sepulveda VA Hospital. Dr. Robert Mittan
(81 8)891 -2356

Accurate, punctual, neat part-time recep-
tionist slot for Pediatricians office. Gall

479-1 233 or 478-2000

V5CCOCCGOOCOOOOOOOOCOCOOOOOOC009SOSO
I fWALK UCLA MOORAY!

Less than 1OO steps to cannpus. 1

Furnished sin

spacious. 6
o Please call Chuck 208-1837.
iSaooo

oooooc^
8

)0 steps to cannpus. 1 bik to village. 8
gle, furnished 1 -bedroom. Bright and S
44 Landfair #202, near Gayley.

J

ARTISTS/WRITERS. New publication
seeks pen & ink comics (2'/^ x 7'/i). fash-

ion/music review articles, poetry and short
stories. Submit with SASE to: P.O.Box
1068. La Jolla. CA. 92038.

ASSISTANCE with dissertations in field of

psychology. $700. 397-8415 10:30am-
10:00pm.

BabyaiWer needed in Brentwood area for—SALES people, Westwootf & West LA area

infant and pre-schooler. Weekend even-
ings. References and own transportation.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32-D

CAN WE TALK? ."I was sick to death of

awful part-time jobs. Then I called the

UCLA Center for the Arts. Ask for Eric,

he'sgreat." 1-5pm 763-8145

RECEPTIONIST-ACCOUNTING assistant

Undergrad accounting or business em-

Ehasis. small Santa Monica CPA firm.

ata entry and small office experience.

Full-time summer, part-time rest of year.

$6 plus. Linda. 394-6996.

BACHELOR Apts. Available now, adjacent

campus. Utilities paid. Furnished. $450.00/
month (2 people). 473-6595. 843-3256.

$575 up. 1 -bedroom furnished. Parking.

1387 Midvale, 11095 Strathmore. Summer/
Fall. Nea<^UCLA. 454-821 1

.

Debbie 476-4931

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED 12A

RESEARCH Subjects Needed-Male and
female smokers and nonsmokers, ages
18-30. $6/hr. Contact Michael Lyvers. Of-
fice Franz Hall 6574. or leave name and
number with the Psychology Dept. 825-

Sperm donors. Caucasian,brown hair,
brown eyes. 820-0377

HELP WANTED .....30-A

FULL-TIME, temporary employment enroll-

ing students in Fall '84 classes using

computer terminal. Must be good typist

and must be able to work Fall quarter.

Pay:6.23/hour. Cbntact Dan at 825-1091

.

GENERAL part time office person.

Chiropractic Office located in West\vpod.

Flexible hours, typing, filing, phones, pa-

tient contact Dr. Zide. 824-2219.

BABYSITTER, every weekend. Live-in. 3
young children. Beverly Hills. 550-7661

.

BOOKKEEPER - We offer highest salaries

with exceMent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, consci.entous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-

vironment with established, fast-growing

^company in MDR business park. Blue
[Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000. '

to sell a new. unique line of hand- painted
t- shirts and rock star gloves. Art majors or

business majors. Please call for interview.

Ask for Howard. 627-4797

"SALONS.. 21-B

O^a'icHi I

^ Perms. Jeri Curls^, I

Press & Curls
j

_ & Manicure !

$5.00 discount with this

coupon
10% off all black

products
this wceii

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly.

hard-working person^ with good phone

voice needed for phones and cjeneraror tTV^'"'^
fice. BA degree.^GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

school/1 2mins. 476-3947.

GRE scores required. Great office en-

vironment in MDR business park. $1400/

month to start with excellent raises. Blue

C^ross medical.top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place

a r o u n d . 2 1 3 - "B 2 7 -

5000
._

GREAT opportunity for enthusiastic sales

people. Make commissions to $100/day.

Parttime. Call now for details. (213)464-

3777.

SPANISH-SPEAKING mature female stu-

dents wanted to interview pregnant
women. Prefer grad students. App $8/

hour. Professor Dunkel-S9hetter/206-
8116.MarciLobel/390-1 740. \

SUMMER companion for 10-yr-old girl.

Prefer someone with car. Approx. 40
hours/week. $3.35/hour plus mileage.

829-1610.
^

UCLA's Temp. Service. Instant Personnel,

a unit of UCLA Staff Personnel Dept. is

currently recruiting persons interested in

working on a fulPtime or part-time tem-

porary basis in a variety of campus
departments. Accurate typing required

(minimum 60 wpm>. knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accounting and technical or scientific dic-

taphone and/or shorthand. Ability to

operate any of the following word pro-

cessors desirable: IBM Displaywriter,

-x^r^u,^ «^H CAT o^«r«o /-,«,, «Mv.^ WANG. VYOEC. MICON 880. LEXITRON
3.5plus, good SAT scores. Great office en- ^ s^^nr^^^ oe^ pv * -. ^ tj
.^.„\. I i_ t.»r^r> ^.._; __^j. q. . Qi_XEROX 860. Demonstratod id-

^ ' ministrative skills helpful. Salary range
from $5 60-$7 84 per hour For more in~

formation, contact Instant Personnel Ser-

vice. (213)825-9196, 900 Hilgard Avenue,
Los Angejes. CA. 90024.

C0NVENIEN1T
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY

CHILD CARE: loving, responsible person
for- 6-yr-old 6:15am-dam/3 wkdays/$5hr.
plus other time./$3.hr. Miisl tran^}ort to

A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

825-2221,825-2222

M-F,9-4

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed

truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.

$1400/month. 22V2lbs/mile with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree, GPA

$5 BlUf N' GOID HAIR D€SIGN
I0908 toCoofe Wesfwood

(at •ntronce to I.CLA)
• 208 5863

Aali for Vlclii
I

HELP WANTED....^.., ,.30-A

WORK study only: Clerk, 40 hours/week",
55 60/hour. Work study Job #64 Apply in

^niilcareCenter Office. X55086.
WORK
hou Fg/weon

Study only: Teacher's aide. 40

HOUSE-HELP Beverly Hills home. Pool,

room, board, good pay. Full-time 5 1/2

days.8:00am-5:06pm. reference required.

Job starts in July. Call Michelle or

Leonard 550-7694. M-F

HOUSEHELP Live in full time job. Room
and board, good pay Beverly Hills home
with pool Must have car References re-

quired Call Michelle or Leonard 213-550-

7694

LIBRARY Science major to do research for

writer $5/hour. Must have car. Linda

Baltou 506-1 189.788-0446.

vTronment,tn MDR business park, Blue
Cross medical, top dental. I^or bright,

f^ard-working people we're the best plape

around. 213-827-5000.

DRIVER in Sept.. Mornings or mornings &
afternoons, from Encino to Westlake
School, located near Sunset an Beverly
Glen. Call 783-4707 (after 6:00) or 990-

3606.

EASY fun job! Product demonstratiori in

stores Fridays. Saturdays in West LA. $4-/

6/hour. 827-7416.

EXCELLEfJT Income for part time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003

ext. 8737.

EXPERIENCED secretary for a Medical of-

fice in Westwood. Call 208-4455.
H 1

FEMALE companion at least 18 wanted for

2 young teenage daughters July, August.

WESTWOOD Law Firm peeds Clerk- Typ-
ist Mon. Weds. Fri. 2:30-5:30 Bright, ex-

cellent phone skills 60 wpm. Nonsmoker.
475-5837

.

'

DINING GUIDE.; 41-E

VYASA Vegetartan f4estaurant 155b
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices 478-4845.
I' ——— - »—

APTS. FURNISHED 50-F

Bachelor Suites spacious rooms w/private

baths -Beautiful building On premises

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52F

BRENTWOOD very- clean 1 bedroom,
stove, carpeting, drapds. No pets. $600/
month. Only charging 1 month's rent, se-
curity/cleaning 678-6648.

WESP«KDOD Village, bachelor. $525 in-

cludes utilities. Fireplace, small, ap-
pliances, laundry, outside BBQ, no pets,
lease. 279-1887.

WESTWOOD Village. $750. Large 1-

bedroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,

balcony, newly decorated, heated pool,
subterranean parking. 691 Levering Ave.
208-3647.

Wk. $b4y/hour Work study #65 NfckU fo reign ianquay« riJt taiu>!> f»t lutJ l

—

Car. roforonooo roqu irod Sonto Mon ioo pa r k liiy M ItiulUb It u iii UCLA Qu lBl. fcafe ,

JPPly 'n Chtld Care Center Office 825- sightseeing tours. Be on call for occasional CaH Sharron after 6pm, 828- .residential area All utilities paid
,

$295/
^086

work. 545-7977-. 'i
'

^^35 month Call Mr Anthony 937-0988

. 'j -^'' ^" - '

" - '

^ ' -.

-''

PleAse Note:

The Bruin is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Cld!>!>lhed ads ar'e non
refundable.

. ^

"•#'—!(»«« m liwrf ^*»w.*i.«Afi..
V ... • .^\

TT^



APIS. UNFURNISHED. 52.F

WESTWOOD Village. $1200 Large 2^
bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, built-in'

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave 208-3647

1 -bedroom $520 Cpnveni^nt to UCLA
Stove, refrigefator. carpets. drap6s $200
security-d6p©sit Mr Grossi eves 477-
3194

ROOM & BOARP
EXCHANGE HELP 62 F

FEMALE Room & Board exchange for

housework. Nice private room-bath-
t.v.Near UCLA 474-0336

MOTHER'S helper-light housework, child

care exchange for room-board-salary in

Pacific Palisades Non-smoker. Noel 459-
2872.

ROOMMATES

MATURE female, npa-sitfoker to share
spacious townhouse in security complex.
Modern kitchen with washer and dryer.
Near SM bus lines. $300/month Call

^f SUBLET .....66F TENNIS. .80-G

Monique 937-1203.

2i6edroom $775, convenient to UCLA.
Stove, refrigerator, carpets, drapes $200
security-deposit Mr Grossi eves 477-
3194.

ARTS. TO SHARE 54.F

FURNISHED 2 large bedrooms/house
available weekly, monthly, excluding
Olyrnpics As room or entire Close to
campus 473-6109

FEMALE to share 2 bddroom. 2 bath lux-
ury WLA apartment. $400 Grad/profes-
siopal preferred 839-6485.

LUXURY apartment to share SHARE 2-1

bd/bath. jacuzzi/pool. sec bidg,
spacious,cable TV. $300 plus utilities Cali
Naomi 824-2982.208-4505.

TOWNHOUSE • to share, $387 50/month.
2-bedroom, 2-baths, Mar Vista (nice) Pool.
lacuzzi. etc Steve 313-1860

$295/m6nth Apt to share, male 1 bik to
campus Rustic townhouse

( bedroom
Ijpstairs, living, dining, kitchen, downstairs
) Fireplace, private patio, garage Util in-

cluded 208-7527 eves & weekends

HOUSING SERVICE...:..; SS-F

HOUSESITTING position wanted Profes-
sional responsible couple wants to
housesit your home References available
Jim-208-1224

HOUSE TO SHARE 57F
TOWNHOUSE for rent in Fox Hills 2 bdrm
1'/i ba $400/month Call 805-646
3023

Pacrfic. Palisades Share 3-bedroom home
with 2 males $350/month. $350 security-
deposTt Available 7/1/84 No pets Days/
614-241 1

.
eves/weekends. 306-3/20

SHARE great Westside house with male
professional Grad student preferred $500/
rtionth Howard. 477-2004. 452-3550

VEGETARIAN non-smoking household
seeks roommate South Venice $350/
Ipo"'5oS'us deposit Washer-dryer Private
Dath 822-68 15...

PRJVATE room, bath^ beard near UCLA,
for female in exchange ) for 15 hours
housework. Own transportatnxt^ 275-2335.

Room in Exchange for work, female for

general housework. Private entry close to
UCLA. 476-4171. after 5pm

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP bJ f

LIVE-IN house help Full-time 5V2 days in

Beverly Hills Must like animals Car nee
essary References required Call Miphelle
or Bea mornings 9-1 00/(2 13)550-7694. ^^
LOVING and playful person needed for

childcare and housecleaning (max 15hrs/
week) Eves and/or weekends , exchange
for an adorable private guest house
located m large yard Call Lon. 85f-8417

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F

itifirkirkirkititirkitififiti(%
Student Housir>g ]^

co-ed j
$50 GO a week J

j^ Dorm living 832 Hilgard Ave

J Rentals available J
2 Call 208-6963 J
]f

"

10:00Afy/l-7 00PfVI J

FEMALE preferred, non-smoking Beautiful

Brentwood home. Room, bath, tv. pool,

kitchen privileges $350/month Day 825-
1 735 After 5pm 476-5610

FURNISHED bedroom plus sitting room,
privale bathroom, kitchen priveleges in-

cludes' utilities Lovely, quiet townhouse 5
miles East of UCLA Near Wilshire Blvd
Mature, quiet female $275/month 213-
939-4241

PREFER female. Private room/bath/

^
garden, garage. 10-minutes from UCLA.
Full kitchen. $250/month. Available 7/1
275-6999

SIGMA NU has a couple of spaces left for

the entire summer or first summer session
and quite a few spaces available for se-
cond session. Please call 824-5362.

MALE needed for summer apt. 2 bd. 2'

bath. 1 mile from school $223 75/month
CatI Dan for more detaifs 470-6661

ROOMMATE Beautiful deluxe full security

apartment Call Jeffers. 213-461-6031,
$45Q/month, Great locale.

BACHELOR $425/mo. Holds. two people.
June-Sept. Walk to UCLA 705 Gayley Call
208-8733.

SUBLET lovely professors apt.Beverly
Hills. 9/84-6/85. $600/month. Single faculty
women or>ly. 277-1713

SUBLET UCLA Family student housing 7-2
through 9-2, Furnished one bedroom. $500
for entire period. 390-2707 ' '~, *^"^

SUBLET July-August. 1 bedroom with
private bath. Security building, Jacuzzi,
WLA. $400/month. 207-1782 Vance.

'

1 -bedroom partly furnished apartment
Wifthire district. Juiy^ 1-Sept 25. $340 '

utilities 380-8337.

JUST starting out, or'making a comeback,
I have the expertise and the enthusiasm to

make you a better tennis player. Tony
470-3006

CHILD CARE ^.90-1

EARLY Bird Special 7:00-8:45am. Add»-

tional night care. Good pay. Clos6 to

school. 475-4764 (eves) 9:00-10:30pm.

MOTHER'S frienship group. Monthly

meeUngs for mothers with infants & tod-

dlers. All nationalities, races, religions are
welcome. Sus^^n 839-5371

.

CONDOS FOR SALE 67-F INSURANCE 91-1

^
Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
uhwanted furniture

to make seme extra
,(noney for our trip

this summer!!

AT WESTWOOD

o

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

... Too High?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

396-2225... Ask for Ken

ADVI.RTIijING OFFICE
Kerckhoff Hall 112
308 Westwood P1a«a

Los Angeles. California 90024
Phone: 825 2221. 825-2222

All ads must be paid in advance
Phone orders laken. M/C or Visa

Accepted. All ads are non-refundable

Th* ASUCLA Communications Board fully
supports the Unlv«?rsitv of Californias policy
on non-discrimination. Advt>rtising space will
not b* made available in the Daily Bruin to
anyone who discriminates on the basis of
ancestry, color, national origin, race, religion
sex. or families with children. Neither the Dai-
\y Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications
Board has investigated any of the services
advertised or advertisers represented 'in this
issue. Any person believing that an advertise-
ment m this issue violates the Board's policy
on non-discrimtnatiun stated herein should
communicate complaints in writing to the
Business Ma"ag«?r. tJCLA Daily Rmin. 1 12

FURNISHED bedroom w/private bathroom
r. Non-smpker Beautiful apt WestLA.
Responsible person $290/month 473-
4480

INTERNATIONAL Student Dorm Six miles
from campus Shuttle bus abailable quiet

afmoshpere Room/Board. $250-285/
it)onth Call: 839-5374.

ROOMMATES. 65-F

2-BEDROOM 2-bath fully furnished, securi-
ty-building w/garage near Manning and
Wilkins in Westwood. $500 470-3181
Non-smoker.

3 Story Luxury lownhouse at Venice
Beach $550/month plus deposit. Male or
female acceptable. Work 622-9838

M.->
^

.

i^y

/

Ct^j'^A

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to

. $159,950
NO CLOSING COSTS

^St^^^^'^^^^XSf'

-NigHt vairt fvarking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM

*

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

WLA/Mar Vista 2 plus 2V2 townhouse.
fireplace, pool, spa. security, serene set-

ting. $137.500. 397-1931.

B

KerckhoH Hall. 308 Westwood Plaza Los
Angeles. California 90024. For assistance
Sith housing discnmination problems, call
CLA Housing Office. (213) 825-4491

Westside Fair Housing (21 3) 475-967

1

HOUSE FOR SALE 58 F

MARINA Del Rey-priced to sell $125,500.
Jog to Villa Marina Ctr. Charming 3-br. 1

ba home Hardwood floors. Fenced yard
with trees. Owner . 476-4016.

STEAL Me! Sparkling clean and bright 2 ' 2

^ (3' 2 ' loft also available) condo in Culver Ci-

ty. Many amenities including pools, full se-
curity, hot tub. cftiia care, sauna, etc. Pet
OK. Near shopping, transportation, and
tennis $79,500. Sheri or Regina only. Fred
Sands Realtors Nights 837-5660 or Days
3 9 1

6734^

HOUSING NEEDED 60-F

FEMALE nonsmoking, entering

UCLA medical school seeks
^ housing for school year, ifould

like to share with other medl-

Ical students. Contact Lisa.

449-8361.

Please Note^'

The Bruin is not respon-

'

.
sible for minor

typographical eri^rs.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

daily bruin
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM
P\3dng a Bruin clss^ified has always been practical and economical Now if'
convenient. ' '— ^ -"

Required Infofmation

Name

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Printyouradhere:

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS ARM ttmi-RMWUMDABLf.
iceflation musrtjemadeDetore-rfre-creadline. The Bruin-irnQt responsible for

mino; typographical errors. ^

RATESi -Z^ —

1

i day, 1 5 words or less

Each additional word pegjay . ,^-

5 days, 15 words or less. . .

Each additional word ......

.S330
. . . 22(1

$12.00

. . .80(1

DCAOLINEi
1 working day in advance by 4 p.m.

CALL US LAST, BECAUSE WE'LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM '

' . 880-4407/880-436 1

.

MOVERS ................94-1

GUARANTEED
- MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

CCOG

Elephant^
Moving
657-2146

Apartments, Offices

Professfonol Servlde for Peanuti

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.
392-1108. -^
JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable. Jerry 213-31 1 -5657.

PERSONAL SERVICE..... 95-|

The Balloon^ry
Send a colorful
bouquet of
helium balloons
or decorate a
party! We deliver
to all Valley and
LA. areas. Men-
tion this ad for
UCLA student
d i s c o u n t .

(818)705-1075.

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

FRUSTRATED wrltmg/edlfing grad schoof
statements, papers, resumes? Professional
help from published author with Journalism
Master s. Dick. 208-4353.

RESEARCHAVRITING assistance. AH aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential.
11 322 Idaho Ave, #206, WLA. 477-8226.

TUTOR: Economics, Math 1. Term paper
help: writing, grammer, typing. Call Robin
553-1655 (days|.

TUTORING in Italian language needed.
Plan to take UCLA/Italian 2-cour8e in Fall.

Stephanie 8 1 8-798-5740.

'i i c|Hl
rfMb

The Countdown to Los Angeles
Continued from Page 20

assistant coach for UCLA dur-

ing the past season, regained

^he form as the top gymnast in

the country wkn a total of

117.850. Mitch Caylord
finished second with 117.100

after edging out Vidmar
earlier at the U.S. Champion-
ships (117.850 to 117.400) to

take the title. Placing third in

the trials was Tim Daggett
with 117.350, givihg UCLA
the distinction of having the

only school ever to take the

. first three places in trials

competition. Rounding out the

team were James Hartung

and Scott Johnson of Nebraska

along with Bart Conner, a

menu)er of the 1980 team.
1 ^.V'-ga:*

UCLA's Shane Mack, who

was selected by the San Diego
Padres as the 11th pick in the
June Free Agent Draft, spark-
ed the U.S. Olympic Baseball
team in the opener of a 40
game exhibition series. Mack's
two-run triple gave the U.S. a
5-3 victory over the St. Louis
Metro All-Stars. -^-

In the second game USC's
Mark McGwire smacked a
pair of home runs and drove
in four runs in a 7-4 win over
the class 3-A Louisville Red-
birds.

In the June draft McGwire
was selected just^fore Mack
by the Oakland A*s as the 10th
pick overall.

Baseball will be a
demonstration sport and no
medals will be awarded.
Dodger Stadium will host the
action as eight countries par-
ticipate compete participating.

The newly erected L.A.
Tennis Center at UCLA will

be the host for this Olympics'
other demonstration sport,
with four men and four
women making up the teams.
On the men's side Southern

California will be represented
by three of tne four members:
Kelly Jones, a sophomore a^

Pepperdine, Derrick Rostagno,
who prepped in the southland
and is a Treshman at Stanford,
and Eric Amend, who is

headed for USC. The other
member is Jimmy Arias, on*-

of^ the top ranking profes
sionals in the U.S.—r—

^

The women will be. repre-

sented by three pros in Andrea
Jaeger, Andrea Leand and
Kathy Horvath, along with
Trinity University's Gretchen
Rush.

— Kevin Daly

After enduring the 1980 boycott UCLA's Peter Vidmar will finally get his chance to display
his talents in the Olympics after his win at the trials.

thursdav, June 21, 1984 17

BAUSCH & LOME

SOFT CbNTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR -WITN THIS AOKXF. SETT. I. IM4

BAUJiCH & LOMB $
30-DAY LENSES 129*
CHANGE THE COLOR OF
YOOR EYES WITH TINTED
SOFT LENSES 129*
SUNGLASSES BY: «^ 'w.ki. •!,....... i*««

Written Mon«v B^ck Guarantee
on all lense» INCLUDES FITTING.
CARE KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS Same Day Service on
most contacts. All types of contacts fitted.

»

tWiBlml.

" EYE FASHIONS QFnCAL
3»2 1 Santa Monica Blvd.. S««U Mo^tca S2^9«39 M«»fr Ch«r«« -VUa

w

ORIGINAL

WQRLQFAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-90^0

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando Blvd , Burbank
1 5745 Roscoe Blvd ,. across from
Busch Gardens in Van Nuys

1 71 7 W. Colorado, Eagle Rock
7606 Fbothill Blvd. , Tujunga ^

9024 Recreation Circle. Fountain Valley

-Hj^

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1 TYPING......... .....100-1 TYPING

ATTENTION Actors. Models! Beautiful
portfolio photos at affordable prices. RJ
208-4353.

"

D.J CY ENTERPRISES. I^obile disc
.jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594 Reasonable rates.

TYPING.... ....100>l

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations

204^947
'®"®^®' ^'^"scriptiort. etc. Linda.'

.SAMmOMY'OI/SRMIQHT'SBviS

WORD PROCBSSiiW
SAMIB DAY SKRVICE

2S% STUDENT DISCOUNT
4S1-4S84

Accurate typist/transcriber. WLA low rates.

Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622. 7 days

Why let people fish around?

Let them know what you've gpt!

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-

dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive .letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie. 390^2207.
^

EXPEf^T Typing: Theses-report^term
papers-resumes. IBM. Free editorial

assistance/speling/grammar correciion.
Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

DEL AMO SECRETARIAL SERVICES
TfTBses, term papers, manuscripts,
resumes, thennes, transcriptions. All work
on IBM wordprocessors. Professional ser-

vice of student discount.

540-9177
21515 Hawthorne Blvd, Ste 432 Torrance,

est 90503.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable

rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire

location. 935-5570. ^ ^^^..^ 1
^^ . .

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-

pus. M.A./15 y^ars typing experience

Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

Professional writer with BA i.

English will type and edit terirj

papers, theses, etc. Or editing only
Also offer confidential diagnosis oli

screenplays and treatjnents for|

authors/agents/producers. Ovv/ 25
years experience. Westwondl
Village. Bill Delaney 824-5111 _ f

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #208. WLA 477-8226.

Xonee'd
One Haii Tc^pinq

100-1 TYPING .100-1 AUTOS FOR SALE.....: ...112-K

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editmg: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writing Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

.

TRAVEL ...105.J

and WordFroewMMtng
25% Student Discount

Dissertations. Theses. Resumes. AppNca-
tions, scrtpts. legal statistical. Equa-

tions, tanguooes. many typestyles

RUSH TYPING WHILE YOU WAIT!
SpeMIng, Editing. Foreign Student Help.

Minutes from campus In WLA.

•peckil: Repetitive letters •»«

t

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

J m II. —

New York from $369
Honolulu from $318
Chicago from $328
Seattle from $250
Miami from ^338
Mexico City -T--7-r-r-:^—^from S249
London from S569
Frankfurt/C^usseldorf from i699
Paris -,.. from i699
Amsterdam from S674
Hong Kong from 5655
Tokyo , from $585
Sidney from $1100
Tel Aviv from $899
Caribbean Cruise from $980
Acapuico, 6 days incl.air from |432
HotkdIuIu, 8 day pkg. from i329
Puerto Vallarta. 6 day pkg.from $359

CALL 208-4444
OPEN MOM.-FBI.i 9-6 ALL YEAR

TDURS&IRAVEL
IG929 Weybiim Ave . Westwood

(Next to Homtxirger Momlet upstairs)

FORD Capri 73 $800 AM/FM radio 826-

7962 Weekdays att^ 6pm Sat/Sun all

day. < '_

VW '68 Bug. Excellent condition ; radials,

^w brakes. fDuffter and mats $2100 obo.

828-5768
1

1971 Toyota Corolla Stationwagon. 10,000

miles on rebuilt engine. Great condition.

$1200/Obo 473-0285
'

197*4 Oatsun Stationwagon. Stick, new
paint, very good condition. 57.000 miles.

$1500. Nights, weekends (21 3)474-4599.

1980 VW Rabbit Super deluxe model,

sunroof, air, stereo, black ext-int factory

tint, new tires-shocks. Mint condition.

$3.850 451-0406 , .-..
->

'

'71 Fiat 124-S. Fine running condition.

Must sell owner's moving. $600 Pleas^.

call 207^4070.

BICYCLES FOR SALE.t.;^^^ti^.113K

1983 Peugeot PH10S 19" frame. 27"

wheel. 12 speed. , Headlight, lock. Like

new $215 473-0285
'

MOTOBECANE. black with mag wheels,
footpegs, helmet, lock Excellent condition.

S285 476-6724 after 5pm.

FURNITURE. .126-L

BEAUTIFUL furniture-excellent condition.

Sofa, loveseat. coffee table, two end
tables Must sell $650 838-0568. m
CUDDLEMiak^ (otmd, .4!t. .d^amaieii^^^^urAU

orange. 3-matching«» pillows. Seats two.
comfy-cozy. Great condition Must sell
$75. Hallie. 825-6704 days. 826-7767 eves

DINING room set. coffee and end table-all

matching pieces-excellent condition Name
your price Call Debbie 820-6508
-~

ft - ^__
MUST sellT King sFze" watefbed with lT-"

drawer pedestal and mirrored bookcase
CompietiS With "healer, Tlrier, mattress
487-5880 (days). 207-2807 (eves) Ask for

Don *

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K SPORTS EQUIPMENT :...132.L

398-0455 391-3385

a
Catch" us at 825-2221

FOR RENT 1 101-1

Refrigerator Rentals

fot dornns sororities 'ratemi'ies

& Co ops
Optional si/es

loi ''GH rjplive'y

Coll Polar Leasing
3<?0 8647 anytime

71 VW Karmann Ghia. Powerful engine

1690, new paint, new interior, perfect con-

dition. $2.950 (213)661-5907

'73 Mazda RX2. manual, air conditioning.

$1200 obo. Day. 648-6392. Eve. 477-0270.

'76 FORD Courier Red/silver roll-bars;

spottights loaded. $2150. 654-1306.

'76 VW Rabbit 4-speed. 2-door. $1100
Only serious buyers. 618-0846. Torrance

area. • ^

^

•77 TOYOTA Celica New paint, $3,500/

obo. 276-0729 '
- r

'78 Nova, Great condition, original owr>er.

4-Ouu i Vfl. al t uund. 2 rtipy/ liwy. $2. IOC

obo 825-21 32(0) 477-5697(h)

150 lb weight set. Includes bench, tricep

bar. bicep. barbells, etc. $50.Call Brent

818-345-8132

TUNTURI Home Cycle. Economic fitness

aid for whole family. Includes
speedometer/odometer plus adjustable
tension control Adjustable seat and
handlebars Only 84T)onths old $225 (p^.
Linda 478-2140

.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133-L

CANON portable electronic typewriTBrr

brand new $195 394-6824

sgLECTR ic I typcwriTBr. Excfl iicm conai-

tion $250 Call 392-9394

"
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Beading

• Photogra7>hic Memory
• Improved test Taking Ability

• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, 989-2923
15 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

XLm *irik'«kdh^Mte ^H^ta ^m^^^t^^^^^i ^mti^k

CO\JPOU*^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^^C0UPON^^^^^^•
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Summelr Recreational Facilities

While many of UCLA's
Athletic Facilities will house

Olympic activities this sum-
mer, nurherous recreational
activities and serivces will be
available to the campus com-
munity.

Futilities open for recrea-
tion include the swimming
pools "in the Men's and
Women's Gymnasiums,
lockerroom s\, ^sa u n a ' s , tTi e^
south tennis courts, and the

boating facility at Marina del

Rey.

AdditionaHy, a boj^ting pro^

cilities requires students to
provide their Spring Quarter,
1984 Registration Card, while
faculty, staff or family
members will need to show an
appropiate 1984-85 recreation
card. Recreation cards are on
sale at the John Wooden
Center and the Spnset Canypnl
Recreation Center weekdays
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.tn. at a
cost of $35.00. Family recrea-
tion cards are an additional
$15.00 for the year. All cards_

gram including instruction "in

s a i 1 i n g^ "w i n d s u r f i n g

,

catamaran and canoeing will

be available. Registration for
these classes will he held
Thursday June 21, at 12:00
noon in Pauley Pavilion on a
first come, first serve basis.

Entry to programs and fa-

have been substantially dLs
counted due To the presence of
the Olympics. ^ \

A full schedule of summer
programs and services is

available at department of-

fices, located at the John
Wooden Center.
For additional information

on recreational programs and
services, cair 825-3701.

S Across from Lot 1

COUPON

discount on any Giant Sepi's o—
;;;^
Submarine Sandwich f

1 0968 Le Conte •

mCOUPON

L
Daily Bruin
Advertising
825-2161
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Readings by Miss Sybil
TAROT CARDS

Are you uncertain about a close relationship?
Should you make a change in youi job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve thesp problems and

g advise you on the t^est direction lor your future
All readings are cohfldential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

O
OS
H
<

INTRODUCTORY
CERTIFICATE

$2Soo
^

Value

Call now for an appointment 471 "
|870

Also avaiiableforparty and group meeting^:

Now you tan have the
benefit of a reading
of your choice forJust

$1000JL\/ (Reg. 125.00) i;^

LImltod Ofl«r IS
cr

iCHIC MKAIH\C;.S J ASTROLOGICAI. CHARTS

-iPhone ahead! Your order will be ready on arrival.

j^"^ ^^sTiiMgaia

I hanks lof dming ,)t

Since 1949 -

Wilshire-Western 701 S Western Ave 430
Beverly-Fairfax , . . 7825 Beverly Blvd 932
^^^*^°^^. 10982 W PicoBlvd 474-9345/474
Santa Monica ......,.., 1612 Montana Ave ^-^ -^— — -

828La Cienega
::.:. .....1789 S La C.enega Blvd.-~-d37-7437/558

West Hollywood :.8351 Santa Monica Blvd 650.
Hollywood

. 16Q3NO. LaBreaAve
'

876-
Century City .;:;...

. 1025-1 Santa Monica Blvd7r^77-99l1/277.
y^;^'^^^

:
• 11 700 Venice Blvd. 397-9006/397-

P^'^^s \: 3409 Overland Ave. .. 558.
Manhattan Beach ..., .921 Sepulveda Blvd

"
374

-8552

-8760

-1034

-9965

9459
-9112

-9019.

•8638

9118

9976
9210

II

maple • amber

'^Aj
complete *

|ONE OF HUNDREDS
TO CHOOSE FROM!

[• * Includes RX Plastic Lenses ,

'

UCl A I D requrred wfth ad

New! NOW soft contact lapses can change the color of vour*«ves.

1082 Glendcn
VX/estwood (in the 'illage)

208 3570

Expires 6/3 1/84

NCAAs
Continued from Page 20
*'I just told him to relax?"

With that in mind Brenner,
who had just two throws left,

let bne fly that landed 71-11^4
feel away which broke the col-

ledate record set eight years
ago by Hawaii's Terrv Albrit-

ton at 7 1-8 >/2 . Carter
answered back with a throw
of 7I-4V4 but it wasn't enough
as Brenner avenged his .second
place finish to Carter one year
ago _^.

^

.

"I think he (Carter) was
shocked when I made that
throw because he thought I

was choking," Brenner said. "L
didn't feel well in warm ups
or pn rhy first few throws but
when I let that throw go I just
went crazy. I lost control. It

was a release of all of iny
energy... all the pressure.

"Then he came l^ack with a
throw of 71-4 which amazed
me. He's just a great com-
petitor."

There were some olher
noteworthy performances by
the Bruins, who improved
dramatically from last year's

14th place performance in the
NCAA's. One of the big per-
formances was turned in by
senior high jumper Lee
Balkin, who has battled ankle
injuries since his sophomore
year and only placed seventh
in the conference finals. But
Balkin tied his personal best of
7-4^4 to finish in a tie for
fifth. •

; :

Then there was junior miler
Mike Parkinson, . who only a
week earlier had broken the
school record in the 1,500
meters to quajifv for the
NCAA's. He placed 10th with
a time of 3:41.04 to improve
the mark he set the week be-

fore. At the TAC Champion-
ships in San Diego, Parkinson
and his teammate Ron Roberts
both broke the school record
with Roberts winning in

3:40.5 and Parkinson placing
second in 3:42.1. However,
Roberts caught a virus before
the NCAA's and didn't qualify
for the final heat in the 1,500.
Sophomore Jim Connolly,

who bypassed the decathlon to-

concentrate on the Olympic
trials, placed fifth in the jave-
lin with a personal best of

256-10, while senior Jack Prei-

jers finished 11th in the 800 at

1:48.57 and Rich
Brownsberger finished 13th in

the 10,000 at 29:24.9.

UCLA also had its share of

misfortune as sophomore Steve
Kerho had to scratch from the
110 high hurdles while he was
preparing for the race. Kerho,'
who was the Pac-10 Champi-
on, had a recurrence of a
hamstring injury that haunted
him throughout the season.
Senior weightman Brian Muir
couldn't shake off an arm in-

jury that he suffered early in

the season and didn't compete
while Roberts and Jon Butler
(5,000) suffered from a virus

and allergies.

The two other double win-
ners will likely attempt both
specialties at this summers
Olympics, and Cruz, who will

run for his native Brazil, has
an outstanding chance to' earn
a medal. He won the 800 in

1:45.10 and came back the
next day to take the 1,500 in

3:36.48 to pace the Ducks to
the title. Conley, who won
the triple jump at the Olym-
pic trials, won the same event
in Eugene with a mark of 56-
IF/4, and he also captured the
long jump at 27-0^4.

Mon Fri 10 50-7 00
Sat 10 ^0-6 00

McGarter--
Continued from Page ^0
McCarter also' played parts of
three seasons in the NBA with
the Kansas City Kings and the
Washington Bullets, totaling
lO^^games with an average of
3.9 points. He also bounced
around the Continental
Basketball League before
beginning his coacning career.

Hirsch said ;that coaching
experience is overrated and
that McCarter will be an
asset^^&pecif ically with
recruiting on the east coast,
where he has many contacts.
McCarter is currently in the
east and will travel iqto the
south to ev^iate some of next
year's high school class.

"He wa.s .so nervnns when I

tpjd^hiin that I \\ as consider^
ing him for the job,"Hazzard
said. *^ said 'Andre don't
worry about it. The job is

yours.' When he knew tnat he
jumped out of his shoes."

summer bruin
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Enrollment for Sailing Classes begin today
summer session 1

jun 23-Aug 5
Enrollment: Summer Session 1: Enrollment

will be held June 21, 1984 at noon, Cat^i2 of

. Pauley Pavilion. Enrollment will be on a flrst-

-come, first-serve basis. Late registration for any

-class wbich remains open after the imtial enroll-

ment period will pe accommodated until the

weekday prior to the second class meeting at

the John wooden Center, Monday through Fri-

day, 9am-4pm. *^

Summer Sessions 1 & 2

,

eginning sailing — No experience necessary
$45 fee payable at enrollment

Section!.
Section 2

^j

hummer
Aug 18-sep 28
Enrollment: summer Session 2: Enrollment

will be held August 16, 1984 at the women s

Gym Green adjacent to the women s Pool

ENROLLMENT WILL BE HELD FROM 9 00 AM UNTIL

3 00 PM ON A FIRST-COME, FIRST-SERVE BASIS Late

registration for any classes which remain open
after the Initial enrollment period will be ac-

commodated until the weekday prior to the sec

ond class meeting at Room 122 in the Mens
Gym, Monday through Friday, 9am-3pm.

Eligibility: Appropriate identification must be
presented at enrollment according to the

following categories;

Category identification

Sumn^er Session Summer Session

Student Registration Card

Section S

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6
Section 7

Section 8'

^»ctron9
Section 10
Section 11

Section 12

Section 15

Section 14

Section 15

Sat - 3;30am-i2 30pm
Sun 9:30am—12;30pm
Mon , 9:50am—12:50pm
Mon 1pm—4pm
Mon 4pm—7pm
Tue 9: 50am-12 50pm
wed 9:50am—12:50pm
wed 1pm—4pm

intermediate Catamaran sailing — inside
Catamaran Card or equivalent required. S45 fee
payable at enrolment. '

Summer Session 1 only

One Day Keelboat (Soling) Seminar— Outside
Skipper s card or equivalent required S16 fee'
payable at enrollment.

.Seftion 1

Section 2

Section 3

-Morv -

thurs.

Fri

4pm—7pm
4pm—7pm

Secttorrr TOTV^Sun 1pm—4pm

Wea 4Dm—7pm
Thurs 9 30am— 12 50pm
Thurs 1pm—4pm
Thurs 4pm—7pm
Fri 950am-l250pm
•Fri 1pm—4pm
Ffl ' 4pm-7pm

Advanced Catamaran Sailing — Successful
completion of intermediate catamaran or
instructors permission $45 fee payable at
Enrollment. ' ~ —

Canoeing — no experience necessary S2S fee
payable at enrollment.

Section 1
Section 2

Sat

Sat

-9am—ipnr-
11am—1pm

•*^"*'"'''* rr

Section i

Section 2

Mon
Thurs

4pm—fpn^
11pm—3pm

kf-

intermediate Sailing — inside Skipper s Card
or equivalent required $45 fee payable at
enrollment;

Section 1

Section 2

Section 5

Section 4

Section 5

Section 6

Sat

Mon'

Tues

wed
Thurs

Fri

10am—1pm
2pm—5pm
lOam—1pm
10am—1pm
12pm—5pm
10am—1pm

Advanced Sailing — Successful completion of
intermediate Sailing or instructor s permission
required. $45 fee payable at enrollment

• continuing uC & UCLA
Students , •,

*' New & Re-Entering UC
or UCLA Students

Student Spouse

1984 Spring Quarter

Registration card

New & Re-entering uc
Student Recreation

Card

Student Family

Recreation card

Section 1

Section 2

Section 5

Section 4

Sun
Mon
wed
Thurs

10am—1pm
10am—1pm
2pm—5pm
5pm—6pm

Faculty /Staff Member 1984-85 Recreation

Card

Beginning Catamaran Sailing — inside Skip

pers Card or equivalent required $45 fee
payable at enrollment

Section 1 Sat . 9:45am-i2:45pm
Section 2 Son 9:45am— i 245am —

Beginning windsurfing — No experience
necessary $45 fee payable at enrollment

Section 1 Sat I0:45am—I2:45pm
Section 2 Sat lpm-5pm
Section 3 Sun 10 45am— 12 45pm
Section 4 sun 1pm—5pm
Sections Mon ilam—ipm
Section § Mon ipm-r-spm
Section 7 Mon 3pm—Spoi
Secyon8 Mon 5pm— 7prifi -

Section 9 Tues g|am-iiam ^

Section 10 Tues . nam—ipm
section 11 wed g^m-iiam
Section 12 Wed llam-ipm
Section 13 wed ipm-3pm
Section 14 wed 5pm-7pm
Section 15 Thurs nam—ipm
Section 16 Thurs ipm—3pm
Section 17 Thurs 3pm-5pm
Section 18 Fri nam— iprn
Section 19 Fri lpm—3pm
Section 20 Fri 5pm—7pm

intermediate /Advanced windsurfing —
I W S S or UCLA Windsurfing Card required $45
fee payable at enrollment.

Summer Session 2 Only

One Day Keelboat (Soling) Seminar^ Outside
Skipper s Card or equivalent required . S16
payable at enrollment V

Section 1 Aug 26-Sun 1pm—4pm

River Canoeing — Successful completion of
Canoeing and icayaking Class or a valid Red Cross
Basic Canoeing Card S50 fee payable at enroll-
ment

Sat

Sat-Sun
Aug 18/25
Sept 8 9

9am—nam
"Trip-both days

Sect ion 1 Mon -9am

—

11am
Faculty /Staff Spouse 1984-85 Family

Recreation Card
Section 3 Wed 5 45pm—6:45pm
Section 4 \ Thurs 1 2: 50pnri—5:50pm

Section 2

Section 3

section 4

wed
Thurs

Fci

3pm—5pm
5pm—7pm
3pm—5pm

A program offered by the Recreation instruc-
tional Program, a sub-unit of Cultural and
Recreational Affairs

• *

For additional information contact

UCLA
Cultural and Recreational Affairs
21 SI John Wooden Center

~^I05 Hilgard Avenue
LOS Angeles, California 90024
1213)825-3701

3-YEAR MEDICAL SCHOOL
w^

SCHOLARSHIP
4-

If you're accepted to medical school but missed the March 31
deadilQ^ foMDur 4^^ Scholarship^ you can apply
now for our 3-Year Scholarship.

Weoffer: /

$e02.00A MONTH V\
-.r*-

TRAVEL BENEFITS
HEALTH BENEFITS ^ .-•'-'•

REIMBURSEMENT FOR REQUIRED FEES ^

"XT

For mor^ information call 1 -(21 3) 468-3331
or Toll Free 1-(800) 252-0559

4
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sports David Lang. Sports Editor

Kevin Daly, Assistant Sports Editor

• The ~TT:5: CJlvrtTpic^^

and Field Trials got under
way Saturday afternoon at the
tos^ ^n gel es Col iseu rfi and
while the performances have
been encouraging, the crowd
turnout has been just the op-
posite.

For example, on Sunday
with Carl Lewis running in

the 100 meter trials and finals,

the turnout was announced at

20,552, with actual paid at-
tendance at j.ust ll,7lf.

Since then the crowd has
dinn'nished and it's *n embar-
rassment to the LAOOC — at
the~198() trials in Eugene,
Oregon, the crowd was at the
capacity 15,000 every day and
tickets were a ver\ hot item in
the Pacinc Northwest.
The 100 final has been the

highlight of the trials as Lewis
ran a 10.06 against a strong
wind with Tennessee's Sam
'Graddy, the NCAA Chanvp,
finishing second (10.21) and
future L. A. Ram receiver Ron
Brown placing third (10.23).
Only the top three finishers

in each event will earn a posi-
tion on the U.S. team which
Vneans that Calvin Smith
(10.29), the world record
holder at 9.93, will be an
alternate member and the
fourth nian on the 400 meter,
relay team.

. Big names who didn't make
the team included Mel Lat-
taney, who owns the fastest ,

time at sea level at 9.96;
Harvey Glanccf, who clocked a

rac1c 10:11 in a preliminary heat,
and former USC star James
Sanford, who failed to ad-
vance to the final heat.

In the 200 Lewis recorded a
19.84 in his preliminary heat,
which is the second- fastest
time ever at sea level (he has
the best sea level time of
19.75) while in the long jump
Lewis soared to 28-7 for the
win.

Former Bruin V\^lie Banks,
the American record holder in
the triple jump, survived a
scare by placing third 4it 56-
2V4 to (jualify for the team..
Another- -Bruin alumni who
didn't fare as well was Andre
Phillips, who placed fourth in
the 400 intermediate hurdles
at 48.62. Phillips, ranked No.2
in the world behind Edwin
Moses, was suffering from a
cold that sapned his en'ergy a
week before the trials.

* WiUwFa pair of wins Moses
(47.7(1 in the finals) ran his

streak to 101 straight wins,
which dates back to August of
1977, while former UCLA
great Greg Foster proyed he's
the favorite for the gold medal
in the 110 high hurdles.
F'oster, No.l ranked in the
world ^t his specialty, won his
preliminary heat in 13.19 and
won the finals ' in a decent
13.22.

UCLA was represented by a
number of outstanding per-
formances on the women's
side, including a record-break-
ing heptathlon by Jackie

Joyner. Joyner, who was also
a starting guard on the UCLA
basketball team, totaled 6,520
points to easily break Jane
Frederick's mark of 6,458.

Incidently, Joyner's older
brother Al qualified for the
team with a second place
finish in the triple jump.
Another big performance

was turned in by former Bruin
Evelyn Ashford, who holds
the world record in the 100 at
10.79. Before the final heat
Ashford almost had to scratch
becjause of a hamstring injury,

- the Jiame injurv that caused
her toi drop put of last year's
World Ch^mpFohships in
Helsinki. But she won the
finals on Tuesday in a mpdest
11.18 while her semifinal was
slower at 11.43. Former Bruin
Jeanette Bolden {ilaced third
in the 100 at 11.24 ! to qualifv
for the team.
The trials will continue at

the Coliseum until June 24th
and on the final day UCLA's
John Brenner will attempt to
become one of the threesome
in the shot put, along with
former Bruin Dave Laut.

A trio of Bruins will be rep-
resenting the U.S. Gymnastics
team this summer after sweep-
ing the top three spots last

month at the U.S. Olympic
trials in Jacksonville, Fla.
Peter Vidmar, who was an

Continued on Page 17

NCAAs

Andre McCarter, who started on UCLA's last championship
team in 1975, will now find himself on the Bruin bench asan assistant coach. ..

McCarter appointed
as assistant coach -

^r

Brenner wins pair at Tracfc
and Field Ciianypionsiiips

By Kevin Daly, Ass/stont sports Ed/tor

'ZJs*^

John B
outstand

_UCLA Senior All-American John Brenner joined
Oregon's Joaquim Cruz and Arkansas' Mike Conley as
dual ;svmners at the NCAA Track and Field Champion-
ships contested May 28th to June 2nd at Oregon's
Hayward Field. With Brenner taking top places in the
discus and shot put UCLA finished 7th with 50 '72
points.

Oregon won the team title with 113 points while
pre-meet favorite Washington State, who easily won the

^^fu^n.w^^^P.^^"^^^!^ ^^^ ^^^^ before, placed second
with 94^2. Following the Cougars were Arkansas (85)

^QutJieKi-JVtetbodist (73), Southern--Hlmms-(55)-W-
Arizona (53).

v
^ «» y

Florida State captured the women's title while UCLA
finished way down the ladder in 30th place. The only
bright spots were senior Tonya Alston, who won the
high jump at 6-J'/4, and freshman Gayle Kellon, who
placed 10th in the 400 hurdles with a time of 59 34

For Brenner the discus title came as somewhat of a
surprise since he had concentrated his efforts on the
shot put and riot the discus. But his throw ^f 208-1 in a
strong crosswind was good enough for top honors and
improved upon his fourth place finish in last year's
^V-'AA s. »•'

One of the big duals in the meet was now set for
Saturday afternoon as SMU:s Michael Carter was aim-
ing to win his eighth consecutive (four indoors) NCAA
shot put crown while Brenner stood in his way. After
four throws Carter had a best of 70-6^4, which hap-

Pif"^i.*SJ ^T'S'"^"^' ^»g*^' and the pressure was on
renner capped^fTTn llirst^dlnei""""'

"'° ''' ' ""* °' ''-'""^ °"

r

By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor ' '

After two months on the
job, UCLA basketball coach
Walt Hazzard completed his
coaching staff when ' he an-
nounced on June 6th that An-
dre McCarter would take over
as his second assistant coach
along previously named Jack
Hirsch.

McCarter was a starting
point ^uard for two years at
UCLA and he directed John
Wooden's 10th and final
NCAA Championship team
back in 1975, averaging 7.0
points and 5.0 assists on the
season.

Ironically, it was through
Hazzard's guidance that Mc-
Carter found his way to

son, who preceeded Walton as
the UCLA center. There were
more than 100 applicants for
the position, but it was a
comment by McCarter that.
separated him from the
others^

,

"He made a critical state-
ment when he told me that
'We have to regain that men-
tal edge at UCLA/ and that

oaptunng the shot put dnd Uiseus t l-

tles at the NCAAs.

UCLA in 1971 when he grad-
uated from Philadelphia's
Overbrook High School. It

also happened to Bfe the alma
mater of Hazzard, who went
an to star for UCLA and l^ter
recruited McCarter to come to
Westwood.

"He's one of the hardest
working person's. I know,"
said Hazzard about the 30-
year-old McCarter. 'T know
him very ^ell and he's so-
meone that's going to be loyal
someone I can trust. That's
one of the first criteria when
hiring an assistant coach."

Hazzard also expressed his
concern to hire a coach within
the UCLA family, and along
with McCarter he also inter

really impressed me," said
Hazzard. 'T like some of the
coaching ideas he has. Some
are different from mine. I

don't want a *Yes Man' as an
assistant."

McCarter comes to UCLA
from Haverford College in
Pennsylvania, where he spent
last year^as an assistant coach.
McCarter also spent a few
years at Stocktog. State-College-

Assis.<tant Coach Art Venegas after the first four throws.
Continued on Page 18

in New Jersey as an assistant
coach and an administrative
assistant in the admissions of-
fice.

After averaging 20.2 points
per game, on the freshman
sqiMid during the -1971-72
season, McCarter redshirted
and saw limited action during
his sophomore campaign. In
his junior season he ran ^he
controls for Wooden as UCLA
posted a 28-3 record and cap-
tured the NCAA title in 1975_
He capped off his career wiffr
a 26^ point effort against
Rutgers in th^ NCAA consola-
tion game while averaging 9.

1

points on the season.
With 376 career assists Mc-

Carter ranks third behind

^

Lee. Lee was a teammate o? Hamilton in UCLA history

Continued on Page 18 ,
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LA group reps

criticize bill

on immigration

By Louise Yarnall.

Staff Writer

Representatives 6i Los
Angeles' labor unions, chur-
ches and the Latino communi-
ty recently spoke out against
the Simpson-Mazzoli immigra-
tion bill which the House of
Representatives passed last

week.

The House bill includes
provisions which:
grant amnesty to qualified

illegal, aliens who have resided

in the United States since

1982,
fine employers who hire il-

legal aliens and require
employers of more than three
workers to maintain proper
documentation proving their

workers are legal residents,

allow temporary /'guest
workers" to enter the country
within three days when U.S.

workers are not available to
harvest perishable crops,

grant permanent resident
status to legal aliens after two_
years if they can demonstrate <

they have tried to learn o
English and understand U.S. ^
history and government. |
The senate version was

^

passed last year and differs

Comm Board may suspend
La Gente'and KLA unless

managing posts are filled
^L^

By Loel Solomon, City Editor
>r »- .»

. BETTER LATE THAN NEVER
Continued on Page^ operation on Bruin Walk is successful.

Reactor opponents request removal
of nuclear fuel before the Olympics

tor's closure.

Despite the university's
decision to construct the bar-

riers, Aftergood claimed the

fuel could be safely removed

By Louise Yarnall.

Staff Writer

Representatives of
Assemblyman Gray Davis' of- _. ^

fice (D-Los Angeles) and immediately. He cited a sec
public interest group Commit- tion from UCLA's relicensing
tee to Bridge the Gap criticiz- application which stated
ed UCLA's plan to delay the maintenance people can open
removal of highly-enriched the reactor's core after a cool
uranium fuel fronv the Boelter down period of three weeks.
Hall reactor for "several mon- and fuel can be removed in

ths." They requested its im- one day.
mediate removal to protect Aftergood contended since

the campus community during the reactor has been shut
the Olympics from a potential down since February, the uni-

terrorist threat. -^ versity could remove the fuel
At a Friday morning news without de^ay. Its reluctance

conference, Davis' Press to do so counters an agree-

iSecretary Melba Muscarolas ment it made last week with
and CBG Executive Director tfie Atomic Safety and Licens-
Steven Aftergood accused the Ing Board to remove the fuel

university of unnecessarily off site "as soor^ as possible."

delaying the removal of reac- CBG has DCtitioned the Nu-

UCLA's Latino news magazine La Gente and radio station

KLA may be discontinued for up to one year if these media do
not fill management positions by July 5.

* The 1984-85 ASUCLA Communications Board's first meeting
of the year held on.June 20, convened during a retreat in the

Channel Islands where members expressed concern over the in-
*

ability of La Gente to attract a business manager and KLA to

recruit a sales manager.
The student-controlled Comm Board serves as publisher of

the Dail)^ Bruin, UCLA's six special interest papers, KLA, Bruin
Life and Westwind.

If La Gente and KLA are unable to fill their positioas by the
July 5 deadline, "the Comm Board will have to entertain the

possibility of suspending those -inedia/' said ASUCLA Media^
Adviser MaryAnn Wymore.

According to the Comm Board constitution, any medium can
be suspended for up to one year if the board has not received

applications for either the top editorial or managerial positions •

by a deadline the board sets. The last time the board enforced
this provision was when the gay and lesbian publication,
TenPercent, was suspended for One issue in the spring of 1983.

Recruiting efforts for La Gente and KLA undertaken as early

as spring quarter proved unsuccessful, necessitating the board to

push the deadline forward for applications several times.^ At
Wednesday's meeting, the board established a search committer
which will attempt to fill the vacancies.

"The bylaws are very specific, and the Comm Board has been
very lenient," ASUCLA Publications Director Richard Sublette
said, adding, "We don't want a suspension." Sublette 5aid he
could not understand why previous recruitment drives have
failed.

^i

La Gente staff member Marta Arguello attributed recruit-

After many construction delays, the n^ent problems to a mixture of long hours and low pay which
tend to discourage many would-be applicants. "A major, pro-

blem is that the time commitment required scares a lot of stu-

dents away, and there's not a lot of compensation," she 3aid.

Applications for both the La Gente and KLA positions can be
obtained in 112 Kerckhoff Hall and are due by rioon on June
29.

In other business, Comm Board elected graduate member^
Bruce Shih as the board's chairman over undergraduate Terri-

Johnson. Undergrad Ed Singer edged out undergrad Jocelyn

Macaraeg as vice chair. Both narrowly defeated their running
mates by 5-4 margins.

Shih, editor of UCLA's Public Health Journal, served as a

member of last year's Comm Board 'after graduating from
Washington University. He is currently a student in the School

three weeks is minimum,"
Wegst said. "For us, it re-

quires a significant amount of

time to dismantle the reactor."

He pointed out there are 20 .. ^ ^. ^

fuel elements" in the reactor of Public Health and seirves as executive director of the Public
Health Student Association.

Singer comes to the board after serving as business manager
of UCLA's Jewish news magazine Ha'Am. As vice chair. Singer-

said he hopes to "reinstate the integrity of the board by
reaching out more to the media and satisfy(ing) their needs and

core which need to be 'in-

dividually handled" and could

require Up to 10 days to
remove.

Aftergood called Wegst's

Continued on Page 6 Continued on Page 6

State senate bill to encourage
higher college voter^turnout

tor fuel. clear Regulatory Commission
By Friday afternoon, the in Washington, D.C. to order

university responded with a UCLA to traH^er the fuel to

plan to erect concrete barriers another location before, the

around the reactor building by Olympics begin,
^e scheduled opening date- of.- -' Aftergoocf speculated the~
the Olympic Village, July 14. university wants to delay fuel

Executive Vice Chancellor removal because "it does not

William S9haefer said im- want to take some irrevocable
mediate removal would not be action because some people at

possible on such short notice. the reactor are not pleased

"We decided \o withdraw with the administration's deci-

our application for relicensing sion" to permanently shut
only Aast week," he explained, down the reactor.

'^heie are safety requirements University ofi^icials
that must be met^that require disagreed with Aftergood's ac-

time to meet.'» cusations. Schaefer called
The decision to shut down them "untrue and irresponsi-

the reactor came, last week ble," and Director of Research

after a four-year court battle arid Occupational Safety

for relicensing. University of- Walter Wegst called them
ficiab cited towered nuclear—"absolutely stupid

j

"

By Christina Skacan

le Carifornirimtrsenate ree^e^^
ed a student voter registration bill to

change the consistently low student voter

turnqut by encouraging colleges to integrate

voter participation into the campuses.—The—bill^— sponsored by Sen^ Johft

Garamendi (D-Walnut Creek), is designed

to "maximize voter turnout" according to

Matt Lieberman, spokesman for Garamen-
di. It would affect students at the Universi-

ty of California, 'state university and com-
munity college levels statewide with the in-

tent "to provide students with the opportu-

nity to exercise their right to vote,"

Lieberman said.

According to Associate University of

California Lobby Director, and Legislative

Coordinator Caroline Tesche, the bill en-

courages voter registration into campuses
without mandating any specific rules or
regulations which would encroach upon the

university's autonomy

manner in which the colleges would im-
plement the new drive for student registra-

tioTr'ailowtTtg"ekdT institution to adopt

strategy unique to its campus.

But Lieberman said the bill does include

such provisions as making voter registration

materials readily available to students

registering for classes in person, srnce^afiigh-

Eercentage of students seem to do so. The
ill also provides for voter registration sta-

tions on campuses which in many cases

already exist. -. _.;^.

Lieberman would not say if the low tur-

nout in California's June 5 primary promp-
ted the action, but he did^is:pecify "that in

terms of timing, it was a helpful factor.'*

According to Lieberman, the idea origi-

nated with Secretary of State March Fong
**Eu's staff, and Garamendi expanded it to

its present form. Lieberman said he did not

know of any similar bills which have been
put into affect in any other states.

w^'I lieberman said in general, the bill has

Bill Walton and Steve Patter-

engineering enrollment as the "Regardless of what a per-

primary reason for the reac- missive regulation might say.

The bill does not specifically dictate the . Continued on Page 4
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Food services

take measures

to control pests

By Kimberly Noel

Student workers* reports of

rats in ASUCLA's food facili-

ties were confirmed Thursday
by ASUCLA Food Service
Director Rich Wheeler who
attributed the recent pest con-
trol problem to campus con-
struction.

Wheeler said tl^e quick
reaction to the problem
prevented a major infestation,

and the problem is now
"completely under control."

But several student workers,
whom wish to remain
anonymous, said thev' have
recently sighted rats in the
Cooperage, Treehouse and at

the North Campus food facili-

ty.

One student isupervisor at

the Coop explaified how "rat

runs" were diverted by con-
struction which forced the
pests to dig new burrows. He
said the new rat runs ap-
arently emerge into the

Nevj regent chairperson is firs^

to be both woman^and minorit]

By Lauren Blau. City Editor

The first minority woman to chair the Uni-
versity of California Board of Regents
underplayed her app9intment as a landmark
event because both a woman and a minority
have preceded her as chair.

Vilma Martinez, 40, said she does not con-
sider herself a "first" because in previous years
former Regent Ellie Heller served as the first
woman chair of the 1975-76 board and Regent
Yori Wada served as the first minority chair
for the 1983-84 term.

I'm happy not to.be the first woman chair,"
said Martinez, who is of Mexican-American
heritage. "Ilt^^s always difficult to be first. I'm
privileged that there's been a strong competent
womair,— Elite Heller, and I'm following a
strong comparable minority chair. (Wada')."

In preparation for assuming her new post,

Martinez has begun familiarizing herself with
issues affecting different campuses. She dem-
onstrated this awareness by explaining her
views of the controversy surrounding Phi JCap-

BLOOM COUNTY

ooperage where he ha^ seen
one deacTrat in a kitchen trap.-

However, another studenr
supervisor has'^lso seen rats in

the Treehouse, and on eight
different occasions, in tne
Cooperage's kitchen where he
claims 10 rat traps currently
exist. Additionally, he noted a

Continued on Page 3

-p-

pa Psi fraternity's "Viva Zapata" theme party

and some UCLA special interest groups which
claim the party degrades minorities and pro-

motes negative stereotypes.

Martinez said she approves the manner in

which UCLA administrators are attempting to

mediate the conflict between the SIGs and Phi

kappa Psi. '

"The UCLA administration is acting respon-

sibly and effectively in ! trying to deal with a
very difficult situation,'' Martinez said. "I in-

tend to be helpful in whatever way I can."

Reflecting on the past year, Martinez said

she was pleased with Wada's performance as

chair. "Yori did a magnificent job of bringing

the board together," she said, adding she plans

to do her best in the position.

*'I think it's (juite a privilege, an honor' and
a responsibility, and I'm looking forward to

doing what I can for the university," Martinez

said. "I think being chair gives me-^new and
different responsibilities, which are to chair
meetings and to make sure business gets

Continued on Page 3

by Berke Breathed

The Summet Bruin
nSeds help!

Copyreaders

Secretary

We need a competent
secretary and copyreaders to
assist uis in managing and
editing The Bruin during its
busiest summer bver — don't
miss this opportunity to*be part
of our exciting Olympic
publication. Apply noy/v at The
Summer Bruin Office, Ker-
ckhoffHall, Room 112,

Undergraduate and grad-
uate researchers — for in-

formation on our new student
research column, call Barbara
at 825-2167.
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EARN AS YOU
in[i«Mi^aiK^ipMn,<riiitia^fii

EDUCATION IS EXPENSIVE
Exceptional students (3.0 gpa) majoring in:

ENGIKEERING
MATHEMATICS

.4-^

PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
or^ve taken one year of calculus and calculus based physics, you may

EARN UP TO $13,700. ASA^JUNIOR
$15,900 AS A SENIOR
$3,000 BONUS

AND UP TO
IMMEDIATE

The Navy's ENGINEERING program wiU pay you while
f... ENGINEERING PROGRAMS

4727 WILSHIRE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90010

call toll free (800)-252-0559

(213)-468-3331

Benefits: medical, dental, free travel etc.

you remain in college.
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Grad student's screenwriting career
advanced by $1,000 Comworld grant

By Sherry Haraguchi. Stoff Writer-

A UCLAgraduate student received the
first Comworld Productions Award, a new
yearly grant for grad students showing
potential as screenwriters.

Mike Werb received the $1,000 award
from Comworld Productions President Alan
Sloan during a4uncheon held in the UCLA
Faculty Center last month. '

'
-

Comworld Productions, a Sherman
Oaks-based studio develops, produces and
distributes programming in diverse areas of
the television industry. Comworld created
the award this year to encourage talented
screenwriting students, Comworld Vice
President of Creative Affairs Brian Pike
said.

The award will be presented annually to

one UCLA graduate student who is selected

by the theater arts department as showing
potential as a screenwriter. Pike said. He
added the amount of next year's award has
not yet been determined.
A first-year graduate student in the Col-

lege of Fine Arts, Werb has been actively
involved in screenwriting for approximately
three years. During the past year, he has
written scripts for "Picture Me Deadly,"
"The Last Honest Man" and a new-wave
Western called "Straight from the Hip." He

-has^ also w i i Lle ii"one-aiTd-a-hatf episodes^T"
the fqur-episode screenplay "Much Ado,"
which is based on Shalcespeare*^s "Much Ado^
About Nothing."
Werb and theater arts student Catherine

Hardwicke are currently working on a

featurte film called "Road Girls." Werb ad.
ded, a "detailed movie triUer (preview)"
was constructed to help sell the teenage
adventure story.

According to Werb, in addition to receiv-
ing the grant, the winner agrees to compose
an original screenplay and meet with
Comworld representatives to discuss his

scripts. Werb said he meets periodically
witn Pike and producer Deanne Barkeley to

.discMSs plot lines and characterization. .

Werb said winning the award was "the
greatest thing" that has happened to him.
He felt the award was like & professional

pay check or an internship because h^ was
paid to develop stories.

Werb said he is currently developing a
television movie of the week for Comworld
to be named either "The Box Boy" or
"Anatomy of a Teenage Gigolo." "I try to

have *hooky* ^titles so more people will read
(the script) and buy it,*' Werb explained.

According to Werb, Comworld establish-
ed the award because "they want to con-
tribute to the university on a professional
basis." Werb added the film industry is

now turning to film schools to hire directors
and writers due to the success of filmmakers
such as Francis Ford Coppola, a UCLA
graduate. _

Rats
Continued from Page 2

customer's complaint of a rat

which was seen on the Coop's
stage approximately two
weeks ago.
The problem is **really

bad," he said, adding despite
major extermination efforts,

"thev just nrmltiply too fast."
While some student workers

at the North Campus food fa-

cility claim to have seen
numerous rats, others have

seen none. All workers whom
were interviewed said several

traps are set in the kitehen.

Frank Hall, a Los Angeles
County Department of Health
Services official, said evidence
of even a single rat is cause for

concern. "It (the infestation) is

a serious public health pro^
blem as well as a menace," he
said, adding restaurant-type
establishments inhabited by
rats are shut down if the pro-
blem is not eliminated within
a specified amount of time.

-&*-p.

Werb said Re became interested iiv

^reenwriting^ during his undergraduate^
years as a journalism and psychology major
at Stanfora, adding he likes to write "way
out comedies" and "bizarre psychological

Cc ntinued on Page 4

Martinez -^
Continued from Page 2
done."

Although Wada declined to

serve for a second year term,
he said he thought Martinez
was an excellent choice for the
position and will do a good
job:

In past years, regents served
as chair for two consecutive
one year terms but the tradi-

tfon was broken in June 1983.
Wada was selected chairafter
Regent Glenn Campbell had

dnly served as chair for 1982-

83.
According to Wada, he ask-

ed the nominating committee
not to consider him for a se-

cond term because he was the
regent responsible for breaking
the two-year term tradition,

adding he felt he should
follow the pattern he set.

Additionally, Wada said if

each chair served for two
years, some regents would not
have the opportunity to serve
"as chair before their 12-year
terms ran out.

Auto a post office opens
By ^an McCollough April and will be fully opera-

As part of the Bruin Walk
renovaliorfpa^ sell-sefvice^^st^~

al unit has been relocated on
the west side of the men's gym
for the convenience of the

UCLA community.
The unit was completed last

tlonal in^bout two weeks, ac-

cording to John Martin, a
retail' services officeT al~ \he
downtown Los Angeles post
office.

A similar unit was located

at the southwest corner of the

Continued on Page 6
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Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter
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Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies ,

Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm

Tutors
* Tutoring starts Saturday, June 30. Please meet at

^ Castelar at lO a.m. or meet In front of ttie James E.

J West Center at 9:30 a.m. (transportation provided!)
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OAKLEFS
Unisex

Specialk^ing in Complete
^airstyling ir Layercuts

Student Discounts on Hair Styles

with Reg. Card
Serving Westwood Village Since 1930

lOeiGayley op«Mo„.s.,

AcroM the utreetjrom Baxter'* Realaunmt 208-968

1

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA 8r OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Pamt? Pennz Oil Adjust

Valves "Carb Timing Bra.es Clutrh rh«?ck

Battery & Front Alignment

FREE

VAtLEY
TOWING

RELINE
BRAKES

$39.95-

$49.95*

Al

RepUce.aH Shoes and Ijnmgs. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In

spect wheel cyls. Master C /I & Fill System

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Ouollty at Lowest Prices"

^,
(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
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Grand Opening
Since 1924, when Mama Rosa Caligiun stepped off the boat

in New York, the Cahgiun family has been cooking fine
Itahan food in the New World. And now, after tremendous
* success in Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr. has brought his,

family's recipes to Westwood Village. '

*

The Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy
atmosphere. Wh6n you step inside, it's like walking into

one of those classic neighborhood Italian resUurants in San
Francisco, New York or New Orleans. There are no
?nttons h«Te jttst the^best ingredients codred with

—

Voter reg
Continued from Page 1

—-

encountered minimal opposi-

tion. But Sen. lim Nielsen

(R-Sacramento Valley) oppos-

ed the bill, although a

spokesman for Nielsen saicj he

would not consider himself "a

leader of the opposition."

* According to Pat Char-
trand, Nielsen's press
secretary, the senator believes

there are already enough at-

tempts at voter registration.

Both parties sponsor programs

aimed at registering voters,

ranging from campus stations

to direct mailings, Chartrand

said, adding anyone can con-

tact the county registrar for

information on how to vote

and where to register.

Because these efforts are.

already being conducted,
Chartrand said Nielsen does

not feel the bill would be an
adequate use of funds allotted

to the universities.
'

_^i.

'£

experience and served with pride. TJie freshest seafood,

_

_j:hickeri, the finest Provimi veal is^~~^
.

hand-trimmed by Anthony.

What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi —
truly jumbo shrimp — or out-of-this-world Caesar Salad.
They feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White or Red Clam Sauce, Fetfucini, Ravioh and home-

TTiade Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-
cata, they offer Chicken Piccata and Shrimp Piccata.

There's always a riightly special, too.

Owners: Mike Faliena and Anthony Caligiuri

Open Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Frt-Sat. 11 a,m./l a.m.

"The senator feels that stu-

dents should be capable of

,
taking the responsibility to

vote on their own," Chartrand
explained.

-The bill, in_its cniTenr-
form, has received strong sup-
port from the UC Lobby
among other student groups.
The UC Lobby origin^ly op-
posed the bill because it in-

corporated **strong intent
language" which the universi-
ty could not follow,, Tesche
said, adding the university
cannot, be mandated by
legislation.

Tesche said "we believe that
all efforts which pertain to
voter registation should be
supported." The bill, in its

amended form, is now more
of a "good faith" bill, rather
than a "binding law," she ex-
plained.

Because of the amendments,
the UC Board of Regents will

work together to facilitate
voter registration as proposed
by the bill, Tesche said.

"The Student Lobby works
on voter registration, par-
ticularly in election years,
because students can have an
effect^on the leaders elected,"

Tesche explained.

Grant

Chase
1049 Gayley Avenue

. Westwood Village
824-1310

We honor Master Charqe, Vtaa.

American Express, Diner's Club i4.

Ml checks accepted
We reserve the right to re/use service lo anyone

Valet Parking in rear after 6 p.m.

Continued from Page 3

stuff."

Stressing he has' learned a
great deal about plot
devielopmeht , wrifTng^hd~seIt-~

ing from Comworld, Werb
said the award is a motivating
force to further his plans to

become a professional screen-

j^riter for theater, motion pic-

lure or televisioni ^~ ~

^>'"'

New shuttle takes-off this morning _
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Launch preparations pro-

ceed without a problem as NASA crews ready the space shuttle.
Discovery, for its first flight Monday morning — a seven-daV
mission to deploy a satellite and unfurl a paper-thin solar sail.

r^ "P'NOSH WITHOUT THE COST'
tUES. & WEDS, are

UCIA M t>RICE DAYS
'/2 pnce<m tM DIM^lEaa»d BAR DRINKS
«^»iiva^ilOUiHill faculty I.D.

AIs»^ilM;tii^Mon.-Fri. 11-2:30 ^
We have cttueies^m^fymsphere because \;ou

4e$efmM*'

2SmW^^mtodmfd. 41^-8951

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD

$89,950 to
2 13/477 2.4 76 (si

i 4 4 U Vb I ERAN AVENUE 4 BLULKb SOU I H OF WILSHIRE

HELPLINE
We're here to listen!

Monday e Wednesday: 8 p.m. - 12 a.m.
Friday & Saturday: 8p.m.. 1a.m.

funded by reg. fee^
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5"?J"
*^e house version. Those

differences must be ironed out
in the Conference Committee
before the bill goes to the
President for his signature.
Opponents claimed both

versions of the bill
discriminate against "all peo-
ple* of color" and discussed
consequences for Los Angeles*
undocumented workers if the
bill becomes law.

Antonio Rodriguez, director
of the Los Angeles Center for
Law and Justice and co-coor-
dinator of the two-year-old
Coalition Against the Simp-
son-Mazzoli Bill, called the
bill's amnesty provision
"phony." "Only one in 10
people will qualify," he said.

Rodriguez explained the bill

does not guarantee legal status
but only the opportunity to

apply for it. He added once
the illegal alien applies for

legal status, he or she faces a
new set of problems.
Rodriguez and Southern

California Ecumenical Coun-
cil Project -Director Cynthia
Anderson discussed some of
the 30 "exceptions" linked to
the Simpson-Mazzoli bill

which could prevent the ma-
jority of illegals from obtain-
ing amnesty.
^y daiifTsome^orfhe ex-

isting regulations of the Im-
migration Nationality Act
discriminate against the poor.
In one instance, an applicant
for legal status can be rejected

for appearing **likely to
become a public charge" —
that is, likely to become
dependent upon social welfare
programs.

Curri^ntly, illegal aliens
cannot obtain unemployment,
social security or welfare
benefits. Anderson said,
howeVer, when they are
granted amnesty, they will be
able to obtain these benefits.

Anderson also pointed out
only those aliens living in the
United States "continuously"
would be eligible for amnesty.
"So, if the immigration in-

vestigator a^ks, *Do you have
ties in Mexico?' and the illegal

alien answers, Tes, I visited

them last year,' — that's a
condition for exclusion. ^^-^

Rodriguez said one part of

the original Senate bill would
make it difficult for aliens

who suffer persecution in their

native countries to secure
asylum in the United States.

Currently, he said, aliens re-

jected for asylum cannot be
deported from the U.S.
without a hearing. "The bill

prohibits .persons who are

-denied asylum the right to ap-
peal to a federal court," he
said.

Tony Or€a,--4U labor orga'^v.

nizer for the western region pf

the International Ladies Gar-

ment Workers Union, said

most Los Angeles garment
w'orker organizers opposed the

AFL-CIOs former support of

the Simpson-Mazzoli bill, but

they could not speak out until

the heads of labor decided
recently to oppose the bill.

When the House added the

"guest worker" ^amendment,
the AFL-CIO withdrew their

.support.

Orea claims "about 95 per-

cent" of 90,000 garment
.workers throughout California

are undocumented. "It's been

ab^ut five or si:/ yjfars since

the ILGWU decifctf^to orga-

nize undocumented workers."
<;inpp that tfme.. Orea
estimated up to 2,000 Los

Continued on Page 6
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California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for womerr
$ince 1969. .

.

w'tVA.-.

pregiuinoy ta8tS|

with results while you wait
Unplanned pregnancy/
general or local ariesthesia
Birth control i

•

:.l_.:.....:..i."

• QynecQlogicfi^ exafis

Family Planning
Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmor^eland Ave

«18) 788-7S83

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd. ^^v

- (aiS) 88(>«084

oonfidentlul • professional • affordable

ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS • 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando Blvd., Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd., across from
Busch Gardens in Van Nuys

1717 W. Colorado, Eagle Rock
7606 FoothlU Blvd., Tujunga
9024 Recreation Circle, Fountain Valley

SPRING
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"
SOFT

CONTACTSmg "CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR"

SOFTS
EYEGLASSES

MaUOES GLASS OR

DAILY WEAR
SOFTS AND m

SKOAL SELECTION.

iTRraUIRED^SM CAflE
'^'^ ^^^^^' ^^^^ 60ARANTEE. FITTING; TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM.

JonPVogei. o,p, 1132 Westwood Blvd.EYE OPENING! ,__^_,^ ^ .

IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE ^—^r-i^^ Q professional corporation L-A. CA 90024
sine* 1971

UCLAQrad

208-301

1

VALIDATED PARKING WITH PURCHASE • VISA • MASTERCARD • WITH AD AT TIME OF PURCHASE

The ASUCLA Communicauons Board is looking for a concerned/
.

dedicated, UCLA student to serve as

^ LAGEIVITE
^^^ Business Manager

for the 1984-85 academic year. La Gente is UCLA's newsmagazine convering issues affecting the Latina
and Native American populations on campus and in the community. '

The Business Manager works in concert with the Editor-in Chief to develop and supervise the annual
operating bijdget and to determine press run, distribution plans and advertising balance for six editions of
this Communications Board publication. Persons interested in gaining valuable management experience
while learning abot marketing, advertising sales, layout, and the mechanics of the print medium are en-
couraged to apply as soon as possible.

Applications are available from Susan Wolfe in the ASUCLA Publications Office. uTKerckhoff HaW, from 8
am to 5 pm. Applicants must be registered, full-time UCLA students with a minimum 2.0 GPA. The Business
Manager appointee will have the summer to prepare a budget, work with career staff on publication
techniques and receive training in the use of the Compugraphic test, management system.^

FII^L DEADLINE FOR RETURN OF COMPLETED APPLICATIONS IS FRIDAY, JUNE 29, NO LATER THAN
1 2 NOON. Applicants will be interviewed by the Communications Board at its meeting on July 5, 1 984.

ua/i
EXTENSION

The Career Counseling Center
\ A program of IndtYidual counseling

for career and related educational planning,

STAFFED BY PROFESSIONAL
COUNSELING PSYCHOLOGISTS
You will receive —

...P' Personalized, confldentlal_i^=:^=^

interview and evaluation
conferences to discuss your back-
ground and needs atf you see them
>- Tests selected individually for

you to measure your interests,

emotional needs , pe rsonal val iieejL^
and aptituden
»«

I

, . . . . i»"^—

I

I I ——^—^^

^ Thorough analysis of the tests
by trained psychologists attuned to
relating the results to individual
needs

Career and educational
counseling, based on test and
personal background data, directed

' at discussing carefully selected
career goals, the current job
market, and your educational and

-^ personal growths— . =

A written summary of
counseling conclusions.

Fee: $525 .

THE CAREER COUNSELING CENTER
Nationally Recognized—Now in Its

39th Year

For an appointment or further
information, call Ms. Lanier

(213) 825-2934 weekdays from 9 am to

:j4^jiuun arid V4a4 pm.—

—
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^•"— OLYMPIC SPECIAL ^ -
20Vt off any single framing project

Frame it yourself - or we'll frame it for you!

STORES COAST-TCMJOAST ^U*

1917 Wilshire Blvd., S.M. 90403

829-5626
Free Parking in Rear M-F 10-9, SAT. 10-6

Not \^mM wrth othmr pmmotions. tNs coupon f^uirBd^good thru July 25, / 984

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

•3 \

TOP INSURER offers special

college student program to

sharply lower your present

rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548 •

Insurarde7lnc;^t100 iGlendon Suite 1447

• • ' \'
•

'

'

'
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r HIGH-TECH

The Converse

running shoe: high -techdesign built for stability

and durability Lightweight cushionffti comfort. Available

now in a vanety of sizes and colors for men and women.

CONVERSE SHOE
BOUTIQUE

925 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD
VILLAGE OP^N SEVEN DAYS 824-2478

COnVCRSE

TOOTH TREK III

THE SEARCH FOR DECAY
PREV^TIVE AND RESTORATIVE

.: DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• Tooth Bonding
• Specializing in cosmetic bonding
• Repairs chipped & broken teeth
• Covers stains^apd whitens. ' "

Larry Friedman/D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

KLA needs youl
UCU's student-operated radio sfaflohrKlA is looWng for an

enthusiastic, tiard-wprking student to sewe CM

KLA SALES DIRECTOR

fINAL DEADUNE FOR RETURN OF COMPUTED APPLICATIONS K FPiniv riiMc

"""""""^^OGPA.

NOORAp^ont. ..II be inle^ewed byY4crjSa^^iS^^',r^Jj^^^E'HAN^ '^

Bill
Continued from Page 5
Angeles undocumeoted
workers have become ILGWU
members.
The opponents of the Simp-

son-Mazzoli bill support an
felternate immigration bill
proposed by Representative
Edward Roybal (D-Los
Angeles)' which ' would impose
stringent labor laws on
employers, of illegal aliens by
fining them $10,000. In addi-
tion, it would protect the un-
documented workers*
employment. The Simpson-
Maz2oli bill would levy lower
fines and possibly a prison
sentence against employers of
illegal aliens and deport un-
documented

. workers or im-
prison them for up to five
years.

"The Roybal bill would pro-
tect the undocumented
worker. The Simpson-Mazzoli
(bill), gives employers the in-
centive to keep exploiting the
workers. It makes the people
live in fear," Rodriguez said.

Comm Board
Continued from Page i ,

and wants."
Singer said he hopes to

achieve what the board has
agreed upon as chief priorities

for this year. They include
finding additional space for
the print publications and
KLA and making the finan-

cially-plagued radio station
"more viable and self suffi-
cient."

Reactor
Continued from Page 1

response "obstructionist
nonsense" and said, "I've been
working from the information

(the university) gave the NRC.
-They said 'one day removal.'

"

Earl Rutenkroger, a

specialist in nuclear and haz-

ardous materials for Jri-State

Motor Transit Company, the

Missouri-based shipping com-
pany which UCLA has
employed previously for

transfers of reactor fuel,

speculated a four-month cool

down period was adequate for

safe removal.
He also said fuel removal

usuallv takes "about a day,"
but tiie transportation^- time

varies.

Mail
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N ikon

c^Qrrim

It ' t/

'•V'N

Its the easiest-to-use and easiest-t<H)wn Nikon «v«r. rposures autdmat.cally-just focus and^Jl« ^S^JT ®^ ^ '"P«^ •''-

Visual and aud.ble signals when <x)nd.^«^«^^^°" "^^^ ®'*^"**^« Sonic
,

Adds even more exctement w^fh itron/i^^afm^' ^^ best^xposure range.
system lenses and accessor^s fo^all the nr^^^^

'^' '^'^^ '«"«"»^\
pictures you've been wanting to take . as ^am

'

and co^rfully as only N.kon can makf tZ?Never before has N.kon portography beeT^
easy and so easy to afford See it trv it
yourself come in today' ^

NIKON EM
with Nikon 50mm fl.8

Series E lens „«,^

1025WHSTWOo'L''JfS'?^,Js':S.

^

HOURS MON-SAT 9.m<pm "^ •*=" •" WCSTWOOOMUAOE
EXPIRES JUWb 27. 1S^ ^^TO^iijffllStJSS^

Continued from Page 3

g\'m prior to construction, but
UCLA Associate Director of

Planning Rod Rose said de-

signers for Bruin Walk's
Westwood Central Plaza Pro-
ject chose the new location

because they thought it would
better, serve the UCLA com-
munity.
The only postal unit on

campus, it will duplicated,

many of the services of a

regular postal office. The
closest full-service post office is

located at 11000 Wilshire
Blvd.

Services include a stamp
m^hine that sells single 20

cent stamps and a variety ov

stamp books for up to $2.

Pre-stamped envelopes and
parcel post insurance is also

available and a^hange
rtiachine for dolUfbills ^ has

been installed. '

The parcel post chute is

CUi-rently out of order bUt \s

expected to be operaticinal

within two weel^.

viewiioint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Viewpoint

kindness
By Harrison Remer
^ UCLA administrators should post a sign on the Medical
Center that reads, "We only welcome the wicked, we haul the
righteous off to jail." ^.

.
v

,

t write that after experiencing a demoralizing tragedy. A
tnend of mme and I were thrown out of the hospital and
threatened with arrest visiting sick patients and distributing
iioAvers. i_

Appareritly, Med Center security personnel care more abouttoUowmg institutional rules and preserving their jobs than they
do for the hundreds of lonely patients inside the facility who
long for a visit from anyone from the outside world, such as my
friend and me.

In the midst of our afternoon, which was designed to be
spent bringing cheer to a number of unfortunate people, my
friend and I were detained, interrogated and accused by
authorities to be "preaching unwanted religions" to patients.We were kicked out of the Med Center, flowers in hands,
after authorities feared we might steal from the various wards!
A security officer told us, "If I see either of you two in here |
again. Til arrest you for trespassing."
The trouble started after my friend and I purchased two

dozen flowers and visited the Med Center's third floor where .
several adolescents were recovering from serious maladies. After ^
being granted permission from that floor's authorities who told
us, "You are doing a beautiful thing...so many kids on this floor
would love to reeeive visits. .

.

," we began paying visits.

_In each ward, we introduced ourselves, presented flowers,
asked the patient how he or she was feeling, offered en-
couragement asked questions concerning hi& or her life inside
and away from the hospital, listened to his or her stories and
made "small talk." -

Before we excused ourselves, I asked each patient if I could
say a short prayer for his or her recovery, and all the patients
welcomed my offer. Each time, I quickly said the blessing in a

I»VILYBRLIIMK«4

Letters

Olympics
Editor:—

T •

On May 8, 1984, it was an-

...^ ^«^.. v«iiv-, X v^iiivivx^y aaivi inc uicMiug 111 A "ounccd that the Soviet Union
quiet tone so that the patient, nor any other visitor in the room would pull out of the 1984
had.tolistentoitif they did not want to.

Summer Olympic Games in

Although saying a prayer can be considered copimitting "a ^^^ Angeles, California,

religious act, I did not in any fashion preach arty religion to ^"^ ^^^^ wonder if any
anyone in the hospital. Religion was never discussed by myself-^PiP^***^^^ reasons lay behind
or my friend in any ward, and as I already mentioned, my ,

^*^ decision. It appears the
long marriage between politics

and the Olympic Games IS

blessing was whispered.
And, as stated, all the patients we visited appreciated our -^--,.-_ __

visit and prayer. A number of family members visiting the pa- growing old together, nicely.

Jients also thanjced us for offering a prayer, and told us that we ^" ^^^^ President Jimmy
were beautiful people for volunteering our time to visit their Carter ordered the American
relatives. Summer Olympic Team to

After we finished our third floor visit, we travelled to another boycott the cames in Moscow,
floor where we sought the approval of a head nurse. This nurse, Pro|^ing Soviet military of-

absolutely made it clear to us that the good cheer and smil^ we iensives in Afghanistian.

had created on the third floor was not permitted on her floor. Most Americans felt Presi-

Within moments, we were kicked out. Before we left, a secu- dent Carter did not realize the
rity officer told us that the Med Center has hosted a good marriage never existed,

number of recent thefts and that strangers pose a crime pro- ^^^ significance of this par-

blem. .— . .
—T—— ticular spring day in announc-

To me it appears that thieves can elude the security but good *"g *h®ir boycott was that it

Samaritans will be subject to arrest. I think the only people los-
"'"" *^" '^"" **^" ^^ ''^

ing by the administration's institutional policies are the lonely
patients who can and did benefit by our visit.

I thought hospital staffs cared about their ill.

May 8th was, in fact, the
only day the Soviet Union
could have made their an-
nouncement because their
news would overshadow the
media encircling the charity
torch relay. The result is front

page headlines, and the
spotlights are ohe.

The Soviet Union appears to
adhere to the "an eye for an
eye" philosophy because" of
President Carter's decision to

boycott Moscow in 1980. The
Soviets seem to be upset about
the negative press surrounding
the 1980 Summer Games.

This time it is their chance
to dirty up the media encircl-

ing the Summer Games in

America. Once again pro-
paganda enters one's mind.
Some countries also object

to the commercialization at-

mosphere these Summer
Games entail. The Los
Angeles Summer Games will

probably be the first Olympic
Games not to lose money, not

Remer is a seniohmajhring in psychology.

was the day the Olympic
torch arrived in America and
the first day for the torch
relay. Chalk one up more in ...^..^^, „„v
the propaganda column on the even Communist countries run
left side. businesses to lose money.

If the Communists are so
dead set against the capitalist

innovation of the Olympics,
why don't they close tne iron

curtain if they can't see out

f I f
1

the window?
The Communists also ap-

pear to be baffled about the •

significance of the torch relay.

For $3,000 per kifometer, a.,
person can carry the Olympic
torch, in its 9,000 mile
journey. The money is to be
donated to the Boy Scout and
Girl Scout Associations of
America.

Part of the capitalistic
system also includes charity,
and I don't ev^n know if the

—

word charity can be found in

a Communist dictionary,

'-^t—seems the politics-
Olympics marriage is destined
to be committed to the vow
"until death do us part " This
is a marriage far too powerful
to be shattered by the constant
throwing of blows between
two idealogies.

"^
' .

~
But who is really the one

with egg on their face this
time? Who negle<?ted to notice,

there is no wedding barid
around politics and Olympics?

In a few years the Soviets
may indeed be asking
themselves three simple words,
"Who really suffered?"

Alan Gafford
Sophomore

Political science

Vnnxfiilv' ol CaMiKiMa lo^ An%ttm%

Editorial Board

summer bruin
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EdHor-iivChief

Kath«rine Jane Bleifer
Managing Editor

Jerry Ab«les

N«w« Editor

Peter Pae
Viewpoint Editor

leanie Kim
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lean-Pierre Cativiela
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Lauren Blau

Nick Bucci
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Loel Scott Solomon

Copy Editor
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Sports Editor

David Lang

Review Editor

William Rabkin
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Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion
of the Summer Bruin Editorial Board. All other
columns, letters arxi artworV represent the opi-
nions of their authors. They do not reflect the
views of the Editorial Board, the s^aff or the
ASUGLA Communications Board. The Bruin com-
plies with the Communication Board's policy pro-
hibiting the publication of articles that perpetuate
aerogatory cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
Written material submitted must be typed or writ-

ten legibly and must be double^spaced. All material
must bear the author's name, address, telephone
number, registration card number and affiliation
with UCLA. Names will not be withheld and phone
numbers will not be published. When multiple
authors submit ntaterial, some names may be kept
on file rather than published with the n»terial.
The Bruin reserves the right to edit submitted

material and to determine its placement in the
paper. All subhfiissions become the property of
The Bfuin. The Communications Board has a
media grievar\ce procedure for resolving com-
plaints against any of its publications. For a copy
a f the complete proeedu ie , lu i UjlI H i t? rub l lia-
tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
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William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein, A.ssistant Review Editor

Soft
Lenses

^TK^Bausch & Lomb
Soft Lenses

99
eyes" soft lenses

^159
Sleep-in soft lenses,
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb
.:,)'

I

;a-'

I

I

I

f
I

I

I

I

I Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses m4^
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exanf. fitting, training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

I
Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-

_ eludes cl^ar single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

iSANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

159

28
J
I

I

I

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.
{*A bik. south of Pico)

Visa. MasterCard. Expires 5/31/84 with this ad.

CONCERTS

OOOOHWEEEE cruising with
the Meat Puppets and the Minute Men
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fltan^amlaiil-size prints

^

Mi

Qpnnt
service

All your best shots can look better . . ..

BIGGER. Take advantage of special prices
now on MAGNAPRINT35 Service from
Kodak, and get big 4 by 6-tnch prints from
your 35 mm KODACOLOR Film negatives.

Prices:

12 exposures "=~

—

$5.64~"™^
'^ 24 exposures - $9.53

36 exposures - $13.42

Special prices good
June 18 through June 29.

^ Offer good for Kodacolor developing and printing (C-41
process) on original roll only. - .

35mm film only.
''

You must obtain a discount coupon from t^e sales clerk
in order to receive discount.

ASUCLA Film h Developing

r
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By Jeff Goldman •

' Ooohwee, baby. Come on won ? you take me on a sea cruise*^— The theme of the evening as quoted and sung by
John e. bacteria. -

- K. —--

—

-

Question: What do you get when you cross Los Angeled
best local band, Phoenix's top local band, a whale-watching
boat, and 250 drunken punks, new wavers, rockers, artists, and.
various other undergrouii<!Klenizens of the night? You get JoyAt Sea, the concert extravaganza promot^ed by Stuart Sweezy s

OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL

D^olation Center, the same operation who put on the much
talked about desert concerts over the past year.

This show featured pa^t desert performers and L.A. band of"
ttie century. The Minutemen, along with those crazed Neil
Young/punk gods, The Meat Puppets. Everything got underway
^t abput 9:00 when the crowd loaded onto The M.V. Cor-
morant and began indulging in the kegs of beer that had been
set up m two locations on the vessel. About 45 minut^ later
ship shoved off inte the previously uncharted^t least for this
crowd) waters of San Pedro harbor. The party atmosphere was
enhanced by the surprisingly calm waters and warm weather.

encouraging much drunken merrinient without the need of in-
gesting the ever dreaded drammamin^. ;

One half hour after hitting the water. The Meat Puppets took
the "stage," a small platform that had been set up on the top
deck — basically a small outdoor, uncovered patio with ben-
ches. With most of the 250 voyagers stacked on top of one
another, the Arizona wonders launched into an hours worth of
material from their two albums. The Meat Puppets, andJhe re-
cent Meat Puppets 11. As The M.V. cformorant sailed^
underneath awe inspiring bridges, next to large oil tankers, and

Continued on Page 10

Shakespeare meets Kabuki and Kathkali at Center
By Heidi Yorkshire A;

Imagine a French theater company performing Shakespearem traditional Kabuki style. The premise sounds like a cross-
cultural nightmare, but in the hands of French director Ariane
Mnouchkine and her celebrated company, Le Theatre du SoleilSkakespeare s plays are infused wifha richness that makes most
conventional conceptions look flat in comparison

In productions of Twelfth Night and Henry IV Part I ner-
formed in repertory jvithftciiard // as part of the Olympic ArtsFestival, Mnouchkine and her troupe of^talented actors o?fer theAmerican audience the rare opportunity to view Shakespeare
from a new perspective. After all, the Bard of Avon is thenumber one laureate of the English language, an intimate andfamiliar friend not just to students o? liLature C to allEnglish speakers - consider how often people quote
Shakespeare in everyday conversations without even beineaware of the source of their words ^
By pr^enting the plays in such far-away idioms ^ the two

-h, te '" i^P^"^5 Noh and Kabuki Mule and Twelfth Nights^n tne mode of Indian Kathlcali theater - Mnouchkine gives usthe opportMty to see these well-known worb at a intrisuinadistance^ F5r Americans, the distancing quali y is fSfenhanced by the fact that the works are performed in Frenchin Mnouchkines own translations. Unless fluent in French the

"heHt'tentfcn \^t '""^T .''"L"^^
*° QP^iceStrate his or

b^twln tht oh" *f '"°^«:r^u' ?^ ^^^ '"°'"y> '•'e relationshipsbetween the characters, and the large outlines of the dramaticconstruction, rather than getting bogged down in the moment-to-njoment concerns of who said what
"'"mem

A though the juxtaposition of Kabuki style .and 15th-centi.rvEngland the historical setting of Henry IV) may seem odklZhighly ritualized ^behavior of Japanese warriors 'a^d^bEperfectly surts Shakespeare's strictly ordered vision of the worldThe fierce Kabuk. grimaces, declamatory speaking stvleexasgereated acting, and athletic, leaping entrances and exits s^mlike totally plausible behavior for King Henrv \v !L ^
" "

'Vh"T^"^^^"^M^"^ *t^
otherSiSiL^^^^^

The history plays are about ritual, about diSegitimacv "
Mnouchkine said in a recent interview in the New Yo?k Tim^eLWestern theater doesn't have a form to depict this It h^-onTvnnp mnvention; realism. And T^ .. Mimi.^^^L tu riV i

^ ^"'^

Henry IV appeared in public ceremonies, he walked like

everybody else?"

"Japanese theater is the only one that has a ritual. The Ori-
ental actor, using masks, signs, dances, songs, and everything
else, shows what's going on inside him. He doesn't try to hide
his emotions, like most actors in the West have been doing for

the last 30 years. Besides, theater is a metaphor, and
Shakespeare is a poet of perpetual metaphor. You can't play
him using conventional realism."

Realism dissolves in a mist of dreams in the Theatre du
Soleil's La Nuit des Rois, (the French title of Twelfth Ni^ht).
"It's a-^lay about love and desire," says the director, "about
how desire isn't always oriented the way we imagine — a
woman loves a woman disguised as a man, but a woman never-
theless, and a man loves a man. And I think that in the world
of make-believe, there's a link between India and love. So, we
wanted to create an interior India to highlight the fables con-
tained in Twe7/f/j Mg/it."

—Mnouchkine's "India of the -mind" h passionate and senstral;^
opulentlyrtjostumed, in an Elizabethan-Indian hybrid style, with
women in harem trousers and men in skirts. It is performed
over a constant counterpoint of Indian music,which is played
live in full view of the audience, adding yet another dimension
to tJiis. multi-layered produption. In addition, the actors' maker
up and costumes are emblematic of the characters' functions in
the play — for example, the lovesick Duke of Orsino has ex-

quisite golden teardrops cascading down his whitened face, and
Maria, the mischievous servant of Olivia, has a profusion of
braids entwined with bright red cloth bouncing around her
head. In both these productions, every possible detail is used to

deepen meaning for the audience.
To make brilliant theater, you need more than a gobd idea

and an empty space. The Theatre du Soleil troupe offers the
audience inspired acting within the Oriental context of the
plays. Critic Robert Marx comments that the acclaimed French
theater collective is making ""a conscious attempt to give the
production a sense of movement and passion that reflects the
most accessible kinds of popular theater — like the traditional

farce of Italian commedia delVarte"
In other words, these productiops, despite their great length

laugh-aloud funny. In the roles of Falstaff in the history and Sir
loby Belch m the comedy, actor Philippee Hottier teeters about
iri a cheerfully drunken stupor, his hair a magnificently
dissheveld fright wig, maneuvering one of the most exaggerated
stage bellies ever seen. In both plays, his comic cohorts are as
depraved as he, especially in the case of the fey Sir Andrew
Aguecheek played as a dizzy and elegant gentleman by actress
Clementine Yelnik.

Every member of the company has charisma and a compell-mg physical presence — in Mnouchkines words, actors ^;an
suddenly become so great and profound and tragic that they
make us believe in gods... In an actor's simple gesture or step or
look li^ divinity." Among the most divine were Georges Bigot
as both the dissipated Prince Hal in Henry IV and Orsinoi
ravishing Odile Cointepas as an untraditionally strong Olivia, a
wqman who knows her own mind (or think she does until her
beloved in unmasked as a female); and Josephine Derenne
game and sprightly as the disguised Viola. In Henry IV, Julien—Maiirel plays'the dead-serious^ffotspur with gory vigor, while in
Twelfth Night he portrays the court jester with athletic hand-
springs, a deceptively simple smile, and clear compassion for
the misguided souls more foolish than the Fool himself.

On entering Television Center's Studio 9 in Hollywood, the
,-sound stage adapted for the Theatre du Soleil's playingspace,
the audience is first shocked and then tantalized by the actors'
open dressing rooms placed by the door. Before long, a crowd

^ has paused in respectful silence to watch the performers apply-
ing their meticulous make-up, and to look at the personal
belongings that the actors have placed around their mirrors —
family photos, postcards, telegrams of congratulation.

These dressing rooms are more than a mere sideshow,
becaulse they change and enrich the relationship between per-
,£ormers and spectators. In India and the Far East, life is not
compartmentalized in the Western sense: actors here, audience
thefe. There is no division between the sacred and the secular;
religious observance permeates every part of life. By recontex-
tualizing Shakespeare in Oriiental style, Mnouchkine has done
more than change the setting. She has- tapped into the power of
ancient theatrical forms and poten t arrhptyp>s unH in Anhnnp mnvention; realism And rni ivinv/r 7\k cl i

^ >voras, cnese pruuuc»uM>, aespite rne^r gr^at lengtn. ancinu meaincai rorms ana potent archfitypffi, and in doing sn

I can't be played realistically Do vou rpin
.T?V^^*^^speare are thoroughly entertaining. The broad Oriental acting style en- has added an underlay of meaning that each member of the

y u reaiiy tnmic that when sures that the serious scene are comoellinff- and the cnmedv Is audience sen«ei deeo within:" '
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• ••A COLLEGE DEGREE
FOR yf^^r?

Individual with a pa.v»i<>n for improving Ihc status quo should know
atKHit a professional caretr training program in social activism calledUFE COURSE PLANNING, Unlike conventional approaches to social
activism, life Cxnirsc Planning is a pragmatic educational process for
proactive problem solving and planned change in ones marriage fam
ily and career It is being offered as a supplement to a MaSers orVKxAonl degree by Life Course Options^ Inc.,an OrcRon grown non-
profit educational and research organization.

life CtHjrse Planning is the product of a pioneering social experimentm Mentoring and Extended Family conduct^ by the staff of Life
Course Options in their outi lives. This experiment, now in its 14th
year, is a non-religious adaptation of the 1 9th centur\' uttmian exper
iment otihe Oneidi Community \XTiat makes Ufe Course Planning
diffrrent tti its use of social experimentati<in as both a research mcUHxl
and educatumal vehicle k>r solving contemporary career and relation
s^ip problems The positive results of this "activist" approach to social
problem solving led to the development t>f Ufe Course Planning and
enabled Ufe Course Options to verify the efficacy of its program be
fore offering it to Others.

life CcHirse Options is lot^HH^ f<>r a select number of graduate stu
dents, academics and professionals to participate in a longitudinal
study Qf Its career training program The objective of the study is to
empincall) demonstrate life Course Plannirtgs potential (or helping
college graduates achieve success in their personal lives and profes-
suinal careers In exchange ft)r participation, individuals will receive
an education in life Course>lanning, free of charge, and be afforded
a unique opportunity to join a social experiment in Mentoring and
Extended Family •. « 4£b

If you re genuinely interested in learning how to enhance the personal
and social value of your formal education and would welcome an
opportunity to become part of a grt>up lining experiment in life
Course Planning, CAU (SO.M 2iS 172S or send vour resume and a

^;,"T."
'^"*"^ **'**'"^ y**"^ reasons tc)r wanting to participate to Anne

VI ilkinson. Executive Director.

COMEJOIN US IN BEAUTIFUL, PORTLAND, OREGON!

^J

A Non-Profit Educational and Research Corporation
9560 S.W Barbur Blvd., Suite 147

Ponland, Oregon 97219 -
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ourpizzais /
high adventure.

Blast off with our PIZZAZZ with JAZZ - a
great blend of flavors: black olives,

anchovies - blanketed under extra thick
aged provolone cheese, with our special

garlic and red pepper sauce.
Or hit the trail with our PIZZAZZ ALL THE

WAY - a terrific meal of pepperoni, sausage,
mushrooms, diced onions and green

^~^

peppers.

Actually our pizza is a sure thing. We've
been making our East Coast thin crust-

recipe for over 14 years at our restaurants
back East - and every step is consistent

-rright down the line. .
-4

ZAP!
& Here's An Invitation toAdventure!
$4.95 buys you a dinner size pizza ( ± 12") wkh any two

toppings, (a $6.45 value)

$7.95 buys you a large pizza with any two toppings, (a
$9.95 value) ^ __ .

OFFER GOOD Tia JULY 27, 1984 -PLEASE PRESENT "AD.

' So catch the spirit - and join us

C PIZZAZZ )
CAFE ^

91 1 Broxton Ave. at Lc Conte • Wcstwood village
Mon.-Thon....11AM-lAM-Fri.-$«t....11AM-«AM.$un....4FM-1AM

. (213)208-0255,

The great taste place!
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Oohweee, oohwee baby
Continued from Page 9 ^

along the lighted banks of theJUkrbor,
a surrealistic atmosphere was created,
leading one's imagination to run away
with visions of everything from Viet-

nam to life in outer space. Meanwhile,
The Meat Puppets cranked out ver-

_^ions of such gems as "Lake of Fire,"
—^'Plateau, " and the killer instrumentai,
"I'm a Mindless Idiot." Also included
in their set were some extremely
twisted covers, including the (only)

song Foghat made famous, "I Just

Want To Make Love To You," and an
.indecipherable Elvis Presley tune. One
"sad note, the PA system was shut off

before The Meat PuppetjT could play

their strongest song, "Lost," despite

the fact that the crowd chanted their

hearts out for an encore. (This was
followed by the announcement by a

member of the band who shouted
"I'm sorry. The Meat Puppets have
left the boat!")

After an incredibly fast set change,
Thte Minutemen took the stage and
performed another of their by now
legendary sets. We here at The Bruin
have told you before and we will say

it again: Go see this band and go buy-
Uieir records!!!! This is the band of
the present and future. Their perfor-

mance on this night included a lot of

material from their sooh to be released

double LP ^an «mazing collection of

45 songs paclced into 85 minutes worth
of powerhouse inusic) Double Nickles

on the Dime (a trucker's expression for

doin' 55 MPH down the highway).
The album should be out in about two
weeks, and ifi addition to some soon to

be classic originals. The Minutemen-
cover Creedence Clearwater Revival's

"Don't Look Now," Steeley Dan's
"Doctor Wu, " and Van Halen> "Ain't

Talkin' 'Bout Love.'* \

The Minutemen played a 90 minute
set, incredibly long for their brand 'of

rock and roll, ending it with an "on

the dock" version of "Bob Dylan
Wrote Propoganda Songs." The night

had come to an end sometime after

midnight, nobody got sick (at least to

my knowledge), and a blast of a time

was had by all.

, Note: Perhaps the most humorous
portion of the evening was watching
the reactions of upwardly mobile
"sailors" partying on their yachts only
to suddenly come face to face with a

ship full of drunken "boat p>eople" go-

ing wild as the strange sounds of The
Meat Puppets or The Minutemen
reverberatied into the stillness of the

harbor night. Shocking indeed!

RECORDS

What Is This: The real

truth lies not in the
beef, but in the cheese
What Is This: Squeezed; San An-
dreas. Picked up this little twelver

to see what all the hype is, and

what makes this band tick, and

what makes the music go bang. The
hype is stupfd, this band ticks to

pure f)oetry, and the ]^ang-bang is

Jimi' Hendrix guest soloing for the

Gang of Four's first album, before

they got hard and limp
sametimewise. This is the kind of

record that can bring in the best of

the Hendrix days to mind, with the

sparse, cut-cut, chop, clean sound

of late 70's punk angst.

These mothers, though, are sign-

ed to a MAIOR, which means
doleful, after oarrelful of pennies,

to squeeky clean the feedback and

to change the diapers of unborn

babies for the next 100 years or^so.

We talk tight, we talk pure, we
talk beauty and they don't even

have to walk bullshit.

Drum, drummer, drum. I'll giet

my bong and watch you make
bang, as the beat is of the beat of

pure displacement music; CREAM
would cream if they heard the
bangrpow action man What it out.

We talk heavy, we talk "My head is

a drum" and the abbey is the drum
kit, the abbot the drummer and
Costello the lyricist. -_

—

Bass. Bases all covered all th^

why's of the backbeat, backroom
action explained in sonic detail

while your momma cries in the

corner "where have your post-

modernist sensibilities gone, where
is your avant-gardening kit?"

Don't cry momma, I'm going to the

big city to be the bass player for

What Is This, and it will be boss.

SPIRIT revisited, trying to learn
what it could from these upstarts,

but they had to go back to playing

Continued on Page 11
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Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

Should you make a charge in you i job or career?

Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the best direction for your future.

All readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment "J » " |O #w
AUo dvailabieforparty and group metUngm,

INTRODUCTORY
\^\

CERTIFICATE

H5^^ Value
Now yea can have the
benefit of a readini^
of your choice forJqst

$1000X \J {Keg. 125.00)

Umllcd Offer

TAROXrAf^DS PSYCHIC READ^]>r<j;^M ASTR€M.Or.ir:A^
^
^HAWT<^ iTAflOTIrrtRPI?

'^
"Oo,

SHIRIN'S^
European Concept,

in Hair & Nails

11635 Barrington Ct.

In Brentwood Village

/

//^We Love Students

DISCOUNT-
Save 50% on all Haircuts/
Perms & Hhliting (with this ad)

— Call for appointment

476-7427

HIGHEST QUALITY

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bausch A Lomb • Hydrocurve • Wstakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntax • Permalens

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
UP TO^O PAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Ey«
PAIR Examination

DAILY WEARSRHSOR LENSES-

UNWANTED
^ Too often boys and girls like Chris aren't wanted by anybody—
except the police. In some cases not even their parents want them.

That's what "UCLA Prison Coalition'' is all about: providing

^ someone who cares in a tutorial capacity. Gain tutorial and

i counseling experience by working with imprisoned youths. Take

I#N^AA COMPLETE

I^ UU (PACKAGE

^^ ^^ ^^, PAIR Examination

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal SiSfvice t . Pro-
fessional Care • Pair of Soft
Lenses • Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Test • Lens Fit-

ting • Complete Training •

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Same Day Sen^ice Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee

i
someone off the unwanted list.

$159
TINTED SOR LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includoa Eya
PAIR Examination

Call us at

525-2415 or 825-2333

jtoprbv Kerckhoff 406

1 r
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Attend a Site Visit:

Starting June 28

Monday, Camp Kilpatrick

Thursday, Camp Gonzales

Meet at 4:45 at top of Lof '6

Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of
charge.

^vwy

,/'-#

Tuesday. S.R.CC.

Meet at 5:30 at 406 Kerckhoff Hall

Sponsored bv CSC/SLOCAC

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST s-

"SJS 475-76021
' Visa • Mattarcar

Optometric tenter Vision Plans

Dr. Grtenspan Accaptad

1 1645 Wilshtre Blvd. .Suite 1070, W.L.A.

'e^'
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QOCMfel

A search for the truth

in dairy products, meat
Continued from Page 10 "

battle of the bands. %

AcHon man, grit your teeth u^e your tongue. They don't call
them licks for nothmg. Sensual assault to the pelvic: hectic with
^ radness pelvic with^ madness. Jinri Hendrix has been reborn
and goodbye Karl Precoda - real California cheese-and hello
What Is This — who have the beef. This shows us once more,
that bread is not the essence^qf life, but that without the Beef]
it doesn t matter what kind of cheese you have.
What Is This can't fail, but they do trip, and I don't mean

tripout The essence of bad 70's acid-rock w.as the whiny vocals
ot most ot them hoUow-rers,, which to^ my chagrin is found in
this here grooves, and to be honest — I don't like it one bit,
but that's just one silly opinion from a recorB mii;iion, and I

wouldn't take myself too seriously anyway.
So that leave us with the lyrics, and who cares by now, ex-

cept that they are a lot better than what passes for psychedelia,
there's no revival here, just plain mental weirdness committed
to 12 flat inches.

— Rodrigo Flores
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(Copy XS = IFiess
Complete Copying. Printing &

Binding Available
Quality Xerox 9500

NO MINIMUM
For Students

and Faculty

with ID

470-4778

PER COPY 1 646 Westwood Blvd.

(across from Food King) Park in rear_

Daily Bruin
Coupons

Save You

r
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UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL

[
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Perm and Cut
Call George at

International Coiffures

Open 7 Day*

i4l9Westwood Blvd. 479-862^
478-9316

WitK th« coupon

I

I

I

J
I.

Good thru 7/9/S4

BAUSCH & LOMB

SpFT CONTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR 'WITH THIS AD EXP. SEPT. 1. 19S4

BAUiiCH & LOMB $
30-DAY LENSES 129*
CHANGE THE COLOROF
YOOR EYES WITH TINTED
SOFT LENSES 129'

Wrinen Money Back Guarantee
on all lenses. INCLUDES FITTING.
CARE KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS Same Day Service on
most contacts. All types of contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY: ST*
"•»*^- • t, "^ b^. i*«. tui.Ht p-^k*. c.»«».

EYE FASHIONS OFHCAL
3021 Sanf MoaJca Blvd., Saata Moaic<i 829-9839 Master Charge -Visa

f

MIDDLE EASTERN FILMS
Free Screenings

A great opportunity to get a glimpse of rural and
urban Egyptian life through the eyes of one of her
award-winning directors. Mudhorse and Sad
Song of Touha screen Wednesday, June 27 at
2:45 pm in 3178 Bunche. ,

CAFE, BAR& CABARET

mt a^tnber Ma
1V1LSHIRE SHOP ONLY**

IN SANTA MONICA
9:<5O-9:00— SAT. 9-6— SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX - SwHch
toaplpt"

A true ptpe smoker
doM na inhale

Come in for our free
instruction

brochure.

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. — SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512 V

The Village Cabaret at BonAppetit
presents

Every Sunday Afternoon

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

]une 25 - Felixson, Reed & Williams - 8:30, 10:00, 11:30
'

^htne^26^^howcase" with Sheila & Carol - 8:30, 10:00, 11:30
June 1^ ' Joyce Higgins - 8:30, 10:00^ 1 1 :30

June 28 - Sheila & Carol - 8:30, lOfOO, 1 1 .30
June 29 - BettinaDevin - 10:00 & 11:30
June }0 ' Bettina Devin - 10:00 & 11:30

_

1061 Broxton Ave. - Westwood Village — 208-3830

SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Reading

• Photograp^hjc Memory
' Improved Test Taking Ability

• Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thu rsday^:30 P .M

.

'nja[l~5uccessXehTer
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, 989-2923
15 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

\A£^ ^^mA

We care for Bruins . .

.

//////////

IMIIIIII

. . . all summer long.

FANTASTIC CUTS BY SUNNY
Cut, Blow Dry

& Condition $ 1 2.00

Body Wave or Perm
$30.00

Highlights $30.00

PARI
Beau^ SalonJalot|)|

14^^ U/psrwood Blvd.. Westwood. CA
473<)066 479-9325- Whole Body Waxing

. (with this ad) (20% off)

Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care needs while fMstudentheartlicem^
• no appointment needed . *

• no waiting

•x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)
• reasonable rates

EXTENDED HOURS
J . 8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday I

MED!PACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

.:vV.i

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
I
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SPORTS TICKETS
FOR SALE .5-A

4<ELP WANTED .^....'.T.dpHk HELP WANTED 30-A JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32 D APTS. UNFURNISHED 52.F

OLYMPip tickets: Men's gymnastics op-
liftnals. heavyweiaht boxing finals,
Heavyweight judo finals. 881-5138.

GOOD DEALS 7-A
INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEA
-ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD , DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO-
GRAM" 880-4407/880-4361

.

^1R

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224

Wvybum Av«., L.A. 90024
Bibles Books Gifts

Mon -Sat till 1 1 PM Sun 2-6 PM
20S-5432

FREE 8-A
NEED Model for haircut and blow-dry
Bruno & Soonie Salon. Beverly Hills. In-

formation call Michael-277-7045.

PERSONAL .la^A
CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-61 Sa

Female travel companion needed to go to

Hawaii during the Olympics. Please cpW-

472-7673

TRAVEL Across America the Beautiful with
young, gay. male fJoctor leaving LA Aug.
24th for New England via Utah. Idaho.
Wyoming and Southern Canada. Prefer
atWetIc male Hassan: P.O. Box 49031
Brentwood-LA 90049

HIRING
JUNE 29 & JULY

2

-OLYMPIC
JOBS

Apply nowl ASUCLA has
about 75 Jobs available
between summer sc/ioo/
sessions. Tt)ese Food Ser-
vice Jobs are right In the
thick of Olympic excite-
ment. In Pauley Pavilion,
the Tennis Stadium. arKt
the South Mall.

Applications are available
in ASUCiA Personnel Of-
fice; Kerckhoff Hall 205.
8:30am-4:30pm. You
must be a registered UCLA
student, (summer or
regular). Interviews June
29 and July 2. by ap -

polntment only.

Join the ASUCLA
Olympic Team!

(GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with "^good phone
voice needed for phones arwj general of-
fice. BA degrae. GPA 3.5plu8, high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office ert-

vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best place
around

. 2 1 3-827-5000 •

GREAT opportunity for enthusiastic sales
people. Make comnrnssions to $100/day.
Parttime. Call now for details. (213)464-
3777. '

'^^

HELP wanted full-time or part-time Instant

$. '84 Games Project Get involved now.
Great opportunity for enthusiastic sales
people. Call today. (2 13)45 1-9 120.

HOUSE-HELP Beverly Hills home Pool,
room, board, good pay.^ull-time. 5 1/2
days,8:00am-5:0ppm, reference required
Job starts in July. Call Michelle or

I

Leonard 550-7694. M-F.

HOUSEHELP. Live in full time job. Room
and board, good pay. Beverly Hills home
with pool. Must have c^r. References re-
quired. Call Michelle or Leonard 213-550-
7694

-LH.-RESEARCH—
SUBJECTS NEEDED .....12 A

RESEARCH Subjects Needed-Male and
female smokers and nonsmokers, ag6s
18-30. $6/hr. Contact Michael Lyvers, Of-

fice Franz Hall 6574. or leave name and
number with the Psychology Dept. 825-

2961.

Sperm donors. Caucasian,brown hair.

brown eyes" 820-0377

HEALTH CLUB
PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Sports Medicine.
Kinesiology, Exercise
Physiology, and. NursirHJj
majors. ExperierK:e prefer-
red. Full or part-time.

' Apply in person.
SPORTS CONNECTION

2929 31st St. Santa
Monica; 8612 Santa
Monica Blvd.. Beverly Hills.

LIBRARY Science major to do research for
writer. $5/hour Must have car. Linda
Ballou 506-1 189.788-0446.

MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
NEEDS WORK STUDY STUDENTS
!!?.^IL

^^ DETAIL ORIENTED. ABLE TOWORK INDEPENDENTLY. AND HAVE
GOOD PHONE SKILLS BILINGUAL
DESIRABLE CASUAL. FRIENDLY OF-
FICE- FLEXIBLE HOURS. MAY CON-
TINUE INTO FALL. $6.59/HOUR. CALL
ROXANNE AT 206-8078.

NEED foreign language narrators for local
sightseeing tours. Be on call for occasional
^MOrk^^4b-7977.

CAN WE TALK? "I was sick to death of
awful part-time jobs. Then I called the
UCLA Center for the Arts. Ask for Eric.

he's great." 1-5pm 763-8145

JOBS in Japan. Salaries to 25K. Send
S A S E. to Jobs in Japan, P.O. Box 31,
Claremont. CA. 91 71 1

.

RECEPTIONIST-ACCOUNTING assistant.

Undergrad accounting or business em-
giasis, small Santa Monica CPA firm
ata entry and small office experience

Full-time summer, part-time rest of year.
$6 plus. Linda. 394-6996.

SALES people. Westwood & West LA area
to sell a new. unique line of hand- painted
t- shirts and rock star gloves Art majors or
business majors. Please call for interview.
Ask for Howard. 627-4797.

SPANISH-SPEAKING mature female stu-
dents wanted to interview pregnant
women. Prefer grad students App. $8/
hour. Professor Dunkel-Schetter/206-
81 16,Marci Lobel/390-1740.

SUMMER companion for 10-yr-old girl.

Prefer someone with car. Approx 40
hours/week. $3.35/hour plus mileage
329-1610.

UCLA's Temp. Service, Instant Personnel,
s unit of UCLA Staff Personnel Dept. is

currently recruitino persons interested in
working on a full-time or part-time tem-
porary basis in a variety of campus
departments. Accurate typing required
(minimum 60 wpm), knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accounting and technical or scientific dic-
taphone and/or shorthand. Ability to
operate any of the following word pro-
cessors desirable: IBM Displaywriter
WANG, VYOEC. MICON 880, LEXITRON
or XEROX 860. Demonstraled ad-
ministrative skills helpful. Salary range
lrQfn$5.60-$7.84 per how. for more m-

SINGLE person, mature, non-smoker, no
pets. 1-t)edroom apt. in private home ir><

eluding utilities. $625/month. Street park-
ing. After 5,394-4712 ,f

WESTWOOD Village. $750. Large 1-

t)edroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,

balcony, newly decorated, heated poofT"
subterranean barking. 691 Levering Ave.
208-3647.

WESTWOOD Village. $1200. Urge 2-

bedroom, 2-t>ath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

1 -bedroom $620. Convenient to UCLA.
Stove, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. $200
security-deposit. Mr. Grossi eves. 477-
3194.

2-Bedroom $775, convenient to UCLA.
StoVe, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. $200
security-deposit. Mr. Grossi eves. 477-
3194.

NEED student with car to drive child at
4:30 Weds, and Thurs. from Rancho Park
to home. $6 OQ/hour. 934-3613.

NURSES, daily/weekly pay, 20 positions
open now: ICU. staff, private duty. RN's,

ky^!?^«^'**®s Nursefinders of Westwood
213-208-2288.

formation, contact Instant Personnel Ser-
vice. (213)825-9196, 900 Hilgard Avenue,
Los Angeles, CA, 90024.

WESTWOOD Law Firm needs Clerk- Typ-
ist. Mon, Weds. Fri. 2:30-5:30. Bright, ex-
cellent phone skills. 60 wpm. NonSmoker
475-5837

VACATION RENTALS 53-F

FURNISHED 2 large bedrooms/house
available daily, weekly, for Olympics. As
room or entire. Close to campus. 473-6 109

APTS. TO SHAHb yi-r ,

FEMALE to share 2 beidroom. 2 bath lux-

ury WLA apartment. $400. Grad/profes-
sional preferred. 839-6485.

LUXURY apartment to share. SHARE 2-1

bd/bath, jacuzzi/pool, sec.bldg,.
spacious.cable TV, $300 plus utilities. Call
Naomi 824-2982.208-4505.

RESPONSIBLE female to share 2
t)edroom. 2 bath, sunny, quiet Palms apt.

Fifteen minutes from UCLA, security
building, laundry facilities and pool.
Valerie, 825-0417.

TOWNJHQUSE to share, $387.50/naombr -

2-bedroom, 2-baths. Mar Vista (nice). Pool,

Jacuzzi, etc. Steve. 313-1860.

$295/month.Apt. to share, male. 1 bik. to .

campus. Rustic townhouse ( bedroom
upstairs, living, dining, kitchen, downstairs
). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. in-

cluded. 208-7527 eves. & weekends.

SALONS... 21-B SALONS .....:.... 21B

ALI HAIR SALON
FREE

MANICURE
with

Monica

OFFICE assistant. California magazine
needs very organized and dependable

^o^fcote^Ajls'^rr^
''""'*'"^ '^''^'°"

OLYMPIC messenger Must ride motorcy-
cle and be available every day during
Olympics Call 655-4 123.

PART-TIME back & front office assistance
tor BeVerTy HiTfe dermatologist. 550-7661

.

$5/hour.

DINING GUIDE 41.E HOUSING SERVICE 55-F

PART-TIME filing clerk call

Chamber Symphony. 478-0581
California

With an^^ regular

Hair Service:

.

Haircuts
Perms
Color
Etc.

Come see us soon

V 'Z^A

208-6300
^~^

1093 Broxton, Westwood
(tM>v WhT«hoif R«corde)

HELP WANTED.. 30-A
HELP WAWTED ...SQ-A

Accurate, punctual, neat pan-time recep-
tionist slot for Pediatricians office. Call
479-1 233 or 478-2000

ARTISTS/WRITERS. New publication
seeks pen & ink comics (2V2 « 7i/i). fash-
ion/music review articles, poetry and short
stories. Submit wjth SAsE to: P.O.Box
1068. U Jolla. CA. 92038.

ASSISTANCE with dissertations in field of
psychology. $700. 397-841 5 10:30am-
lOOOpm.

Babysitter needed in Brentwood area for

infant and pre-schooler. Weekend even-
ings. References and own transportation.
Debbie 476-4931

BABYSITTER, every weekend. Live-in, 3
young children. Beverly Hills. 550-7661.

BABYSITTER needed. 2 adorable children.

Mon. nights. 470-1076. 275-0977.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
With excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.
BA degree. GPA 3 5plu8, high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. Fof bright,

hard-working people. We're the best ptace
around. 213-627-5000.

CHItO CARE: loving, responsible person
for 6-yr-old 6:15am-9am/3 wkday8/$5hr
plus other time/$3hr. Must transport to

school/ 12mins. 476-3947.

CHILDCARE. twin boys, almost 3yr8 Part
time, permanent Monday 2- 7pm More

COUNSELOR, fulltime position. Counsell-
ing with teenage boys at Residential
Treatment Center. Excellent benefits, entry
level position. Call 818-347-1326.

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.
$1400/month, 22'/ilbs/mile with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree, GPA
3.5plus, good SAT scores. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around. 2i3-B27-500Gv — •

DRAFTER needed, great for summer, ex-
perienced electrical schematics and sheet
metal layouts desired. We are an elec-
tronics mfg. firm in Burbank. Call Maureen
True, 818-843-1200

.

DRIVER in Sept. Mdrnings or. mornings &
afternoons, from Encino to Westlake
School, located near Sunset an Beverly
Glen Call 783-4707 (after 6:00) or 990-
3606.

EASY fun job! Product demonstration in

stores Fridays, Saturdays in West LA. $4-/
6/hour. 827-7416.

-^
,

EXCELLENT Income for part time honrie
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
ext. 8737.

EXPERIENCED secretary for a Medical of-
fice in Westwood. Call 208-4455.

FEMALE companion at least 18 wanted for

2 young teenage daughters July, August
CaV, references required. Santa Monica
Call Sharron after 6pm, 828-
7236.

PART-TIME typist/law clerk needed for
Beverly • Hills attorney. Upper classman
preferred. $5/h6ur. 855-1861

.

PART-TIME work flower shop.
Bloomsbury. Driving required. 509 North
Robertson at Melrose 858-603

Part-time secretary. Knowledge of vector
computer essentfaJ. California Chamber
Symphony 478-0581

PHOTOGRAPHER WANTED FOR WED-
DING, JULY 8. VIDEO OR STILLS
POSSIBLE CALL SIEW, 459-1 178.

SECRETARY-wee offer highest salaries
With excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75wpm, BA
degree, GPA 3.5\ high SAT or GRE scores
required. Great office environment with
established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.

Blu? Cross Medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people we're the best
around. 213-827-5000

SOPHOMORES. Juniors: Now hiring for
fall quarter. Temporary employment in

Registrar's Office during first 3 weeks of
each quarter. Must be good typist. Contact
Dan at 825-1091.

Summer work study inten/iewing Latino
mothers about child health care. Spanish
regolred. Dr. Nicholas: 825-6483

TEACHERS perl^tim© be^inmrrg
September. Science. Spanish. Art. Private
school. WestLA. Elementary^unior High
Must be experienced. 476-2868.

UCLA CENTER FOR THE ARTS Itn-

mediate openings. Great $$$ part-tirrie.

Evening hours, cash bonuses. Will Train
CaHEric. t-5pm f 763-8145 ^—
URGENTLY need good typist, familiar
word processing. Good communication,
spelling English, versatile. $5/hr. 475-9915
9 .{J\^0'.\jO .

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

APTS. FURNISHED ^Sp
Bachelor Suites spacious rooms w/prlvate
baths. Beautiful building. On premises

^pafkmg^ Minutes from UCLA. -Quiet, safe,
residential area. All utilities paid. $295/
month Call Mr. Anthony 937-0988

BACHELOR Apts. Available now. adjacent
campus. Utilities paid. Furnished. $456 00/
month (2 people). 473-6595

, 843-3256.

LAR6E single $540. Walking distance to
campus. Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator. 276-1446.

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms.
C&D, Dishwasher, R&T Available im-
mediately641 Gayley 879-3744

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, ll -bedroom. 644 Landfair #202.
Please dall Chuck 208-1837

1 bedroom apartment, attractively and fully

furnished. Gas and water paid. Car port,
laundry. 1.4 miles from campus. $610 per
month. No pets. 474-2260 .

$575 up. 1 -bedroom fi/rnished. Parking.
1387 Midvale. 11095 Strathmore. Summer/
Fall, f^ar UCLA. 454-821

1

HOUSESITTING position wanted. Profes-
sional responsible couple wants to
housesit your home. References available.
Jim-208-1224.

HOUSE MR RENT 56-F
TOWNHOUSE for rent In Fox Hills. 2 bdrm
IVi ba.- $400/?woAtfK CaW 806-646-
3023.

S^urity Building
Across from CoTmpus
OK Summer Only or

Full Yoor.
$700 and up. Singles and

J Oft apartments.
iDistiwasher, Air. Parking.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sun.

824-0836 '

WALK TO UCLA

VOLUNTEER Basketball coach needed
one night/week for teenage girls in a resi-

dential facility Call Karen-876-0550

WORK-STUDY position, prefer Behavioral
Sciences student. To 32 hours/week.

/o%Vii?.^2oY^ Hospital. Dr. Robert Mittan
(o 1 0/09 1 -2356

.

WORK Study tmir-^fmOm^ atdv, 40
hoursA^^eek $5.48/hour. Work study #65
Apph^ in Child Care Cfnter Office. 825-

Spaclous Singles,
1-bedroom apartments.

Towers Apartments
10941 Strathmore

208-7294
Pool, elevators, security

^garage. Annex 543, 547
[Landfair. 640 Glenrock
[Also 478;483, 510. 516
[Landfair.

• • • •« • S2-F

FULL-TIME, temporary employment enroll-

ing students in Fall '84 dMses using
computer terminal. Must be good typist

w quaner.^^>j^
» " ^»" Must ha»e ta>. m fumitcBSj

—and must tw lU iu m worn FaiTqnffi
274-1308

^
Pay6 23/hour Contact Dan at 825^ 10S1.

WORK study only: Clerk. 40 houra^v••k,
$5 60/hour Work study Job #64 Apply in

Child car^ Center Office. X55066.

XEROX 9500 operator- copy center. Full/

M«i4 lime liood pay with experience. 6417
Wilshire Blvd

. David 655-7860.

APTS. UNFURNISHED
BRENTWOOD very clean i. bedro^
stove carpeting, drapes No 0ets. $600/
month. Only charging i month's rer^ ae-
curity/cleaning. 678-6648

ONE furnisheV^summer and one furnished
Pflrmanent—i , bed reem, poel

. pa i k i i iu | .

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
MARINA Del Rey-priced to sell. $125,500.
Jog to Villa Marina Ctr. Charming 3-br. 1

ba. home. Hardwood floors. Fenced yard
with trees. Owner. 476-40 1 6

.

STEAL Me! Sparkling clean and bright 2 ' 2
(3' 2 1 loft also available) condo in Culver Ci-
ty. Many amenities including pools, full se-
curity, hot tub, child care, sauna, etc. Pet
OK. Near shopping, transportation, and
tennis. $79,500. Sheri or Regina only. Fred
Sands Realtors. Nights 837-5660 or Days
391-6721

TRAILER, completely remodeled, located
in Trailer Park, affordable and easy way to,

llye in Santa Monica. $8500/ offer. 213-
828-2208.

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HElPv;.v,.,w,;^v;..82-F-
LIVE in with faculty family, 2 miles from'
UCLA in lovely area. Private room and
bath in exchange for help with family or
secretarial skills. Male or female.
References. 472-1 944.

Room in Exchange for work, female for"~
general housework. Private entry close to
UCLA. 476-4171. after5pm

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP... ....SS-F

LIVE-IN house help. Full-time 5'/^ days in
Beverly Hills. Must like animals. Car nec-
essary. References required. Call Michelle
or Bea mornings 9-1 :00/(2 13)550-7694.

LOVING and playful person needed for
childcare and housecleaning (max 15hrs/
week). Eves and/or weekends

. exchange
tor an adorable private guqst house
located in large yard Call Lori, 851-8417

bkwk from campus and Village Call 208-

Please Notet
The Bruin is not responsible'

fOf minor typographical
errors L

Classified ads are non-
r refundable.

-•/

- HOUSE TO SHARE..... S7F
PARTIALLY furnished room, private bath
in secured, sunny, 2 story Victorian home
2 blocks from Venice Beach. Washer and
dryer. Excellent for student; nonsmoker.
$300/month. Available July 1 . 396-6767.

SHARE great Westside house with male
professional. Grad student preferred $500/
month. Howard, 477-2004, 452-3550.

VEGETARIAN non-smoking household
seeks roommate. South Venice. $350/
month plus deposit. Washer-dryer. Private

^

bath 822-6815

Track
Continued from Page 16

captain on UCLA's 1972
NCAA Championship team as

a high jumper and he achiev-
ed a personal best of 7 — 0.

Lang's duties will be ibs an in-

structor in all of the jumping
:i?atagories, which was Larsen's
specialty as an assistant under
Bush for six years^. Lang is a
former All-City and All-State

&erformer who comes to
CLA from Fremont High,

where he guided his squad to
the Los Angeles City Champi-
onships in 1981 and 1984.

Rigby comes to UCLA with
a reputation as an outstanding
age-group coach and will con-
centrate his efforts on the
hurdlers. Rigby will see a fa-

miliar face in Steve Kerho, the
Pac-10 Champion in the 110
high hurdles. As a club coach
Rigby helped Kerho set a i\»-

tional prep record two years
ago with a time of 13.41,
which is faster than Kerho's
best collegiate mark of 13.68
posted this year. -

The holdover from last

year's staff is Venegas, who is

responsible for the weightman
and has also helped out with
recruiting this- past year.
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Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

f14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW

.<

reservethe right To retuse services to any client who*?;
hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON •NEW PATRONS ONL Y
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner WilshireAA/estwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

t

t

i

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F CONDOS FOR SALE 67 F INSURANCE 91-1 TYPING

student Housino
co-ed

$50.00 a week
Dorm iMng 832 HUgard Ave

Rentals avoNable
Ca«208-6963

IO<X)AM-7:OOPM

FEMALE preferred, rK>n-smokin<g. Beautiful

Brentwood home. Room. l)ath, t.v.. pool,
kitchen privileges. $350/month. Day 82&-
1 735. After 5pm . 476-561

FEMALE preferred. Furnished t)ed-sitting

room. Private bath. Exceptionally charming
apartment. $370. Utilities irtduded. 656-
8033

FURNISHED t)edroom plus sitting room,
private t)athroom, kitctien priveleges in-

cludes utilities. Lovely, quiet townhouse 5
miles East of UCLA. Near Wilshire Blvd.

Mature, quiet female. $275/nrK>nth. 213-
939-4241 .

FURNISHED bedroom w/private bathroom
F. Non-smoker. Beautiful apt. WestLA.
Responsible person. $290/month. 473-
4480.

INTERNATIONAL Stuflent Dorm. Six miles
from campus. Shuttle bus abailable quiet

atmoshoere. Room/Board. $250-285/
month. Call: 839-5374.

AT WESTWOOD

MATURE female, non-smoker to share
spacious towrthouse in secur^^omplex.
"Modem kitcheh with washer ajid drver.
Near SM bus lines. $300/month. Call

Monique 937-1203. .

SIGMA NU has a^uple of spaces left Tor

the entire summer Of first sumnner session
and quite a few spaces available for se-
cond sessran. Please'call 824-5362. >

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping.

Conference room, Media
_Center. Fkness Center. Pool,

Spa
.,

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE—
213/477-2476

Please Note:

The Bruin is not respon-
v__ slble for minor
typographical errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

ROOMMATES 65-F

MALE needed for summer apt. 2 bd, 2
bath. 1 mile from school. $223.75/nfK>nth.
Call Danfor more.details. 47&«661

.

ROOMMATE. Beautiful deluxe full security

apartment. Call Jeffers. 213-461-6031.

.$450/month- Gceat locale..

Share one bedroom. 5 min. walk to UCLA.
Security plus pool. Non-smoker. $282/
month. 206- 1939.

2-BEDROOM 2-bath fully furnished, securi-

ty-building w/garage near Manning and
Wilkins in Westwood. $500 470^181.
-Non-smoker. - —

TENNIS 800
JUST starting out, or making a comeback.
I have the expertise and the enthusiasm to

make you a better tennis player. Tony
470-3006.

THE simple correct approach to tennis!

Former #1 player on Santa .Monica Col-

lege's Championship Tennis Team-Call
Debi 466-4021

CHILDCARE 901

EARLY Bird Special 7:0O«:45am. Addi-

tional night care. Good pay. Close to

school. 475-4764 (eves) 9:00-1 0:30pm.

MOTHER'S frienship group. Monthly

noeetings for mothers with infants & tod-

dlers. All nationalities, races, religions are
welcome. Susan 839-537^,

INSURANCE. .91-1

AUTO (INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurarice Refused?

^Too High?—-eonceSed? -—

^

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225..^^ for Ken

3 Story Luxury townhouse at Venice
Beach. $550/month plus deposit. Male or
female acceptable. Work 622-9838

SUBLET ee-F

SUBLET lovely professors apt.Beverty

Hills. 9/84-6/85, $600/month Single faculty
women only. 277- 1713—

'I I

SUBLET UCLA Family student housing 7-2

through 9-2. Furnished one bedroom. $500
for entire period. 390-2707

SUBLET July-August 1 bedroom With ^|
private bath Security building, jacuzzi.

WLA. $400<month 207-J782 Vance.
1 -bedroom partly furnished apartment.

Wilshire district. July 1-Ssp( 25. $340 *

utilitiss. 380^337 .

^WLA/Mar Vista g pkis g¥i tewwhouse ,

fireplace, pool. sp#, security, ssrsne set-

ting. $137.500 397-1931

^.SCfRAl^CE BROKERAGE

r • • •WHYPnrMORE.
• For Auto/Motorcyles

e No Insurance/Cancelled

• 502'8

• Multiply Tickets/

Accidenis

• Suspended Dcense
• Exbtic Cars
•• Low Monthly Payments

' • Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213'S63'2281
FOR YOOR 8URVIVAL1I

CALL US LAST. BECAUSE WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS,
MULTIPLE TICKETS. GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST 'BRUIN PRO-
GRAM '. 880-4407/880-4361

.

MOVERS 94-1

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.
392-1108.

100-1 AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

yiKMD PROCBSSINQ^
SAMB DAY SnVICB

IS%.STUDBilT DISCOUNT

BMW Bavaria 1972. Needs work. $1000
372-6284.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable. Jerry 21 3-31 1-5657.

E LEPHANT y
Moving
657-2146

Apartments, Offices

Professiorxal Service for Peanuts

Accurate typist/transcriber. WLA low rates

Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622. 7 days

BETTER quality gets results. Word pre
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda,
204-0947.

OUARANTEfD
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

SERVICES OFFEREB. ..96-1

ATTENTION Actors. Models! Beautiful

portfolio photos at affordable prices. R.J.,
208-4353/

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc

jockey service. (213) 747-5699, (213) 734-

9594. Reasonable rates.

FRUSTRATED writing/editing grad school

statements, papers, resumes? Professional

help from published author with Journalism
Master's. Dick, 208-4353.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

^demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206. WLA. 477-8226.

TUTORING OFFERED....; 98-1

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults. Individualized program in writing-

skills, grammar, reading comprehension,
vocabulary, SAT/TOEFL, Stephanie,-395-

4688.

FOREIGN Students: Writing/ editing, con-

versatiorK. computer assisted learning.

UCLA Grad. International experience. Ac-

credited. 839-9302.

QUALIFIED English teactier 3 years

iverseas, offers conversation/lessons, indi-

vidual/group. Reasonable rates. Chris
474-9433.

TUTOR: Economics, Math 1. Term paper
help: writing, grammar, typing. Call Robin
553-1655 (days).

TUTORING NEEDED !.99-l

TUTORING in Italian language needed.
Plan to take UCLA/Italian 2-course in Fall.

Stephanie 818-798-5740.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,

Uieses, repetitive letters, resumes, dtc.
Bobbie. 390-2207.

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term
papers-resumes. IBM. Free editorial

assistance/speling/grammar correction.
Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
k)cation. 935-557(r

%
PLEASE!!! I type 95 wpm. IBM Selectric,

will type anything, anytime. Call Audrey,
858-4975.

i -r-
RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-

~pos. M.A./15 years typing experience.
~^^mer UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206, WLA 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.
Virginia 278-0388,276-9471

.

TYPING $1.50-page, double-spaced text.

Word Processing. $2.00-page, double-
spaced text. Office Services Institute (OSI).
(213)470-0444.

'onedaytypIKk
Professional writer with BA u
English will type, arid edit terr.r
papers, theses, etc. Or editing only
Also offer confidential diagnosis o\{
screenplays and treatments fori
authors/agents/producers. Over 25
years experience. Westwoodl
^illaite. Bill Delaney 824-51

FORD Capri 73 $800. AM/FM radio 826-
7962. Weekdays after 6pm Sat/Sun all

day.

IS it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S Government? Get the
facts today! Call 312-742-1 142 x8147.

S/W '68 Bug. Excellent condition; radials.

new brakes, muffler and mats. $2100 obo.
828-5768. '

VW Bus/Camper. 1972. Excellent condi-

tion, new brakes, tires, stereo, custom
built, curtains. $1 ,900 391-6671

1974 Datsun Stationwagon. Stick,, » new
paint, very good condition. 57.000 miles.

$1 500. Nights, weekends (21 3)474-4599.

1980 VW Rabbit Super deluxe model,
sunroof, air, stereo, black ext-int factory

lint, new tires-shocks. Mint condition.
$3.850 451-0406

71 VW Karmann Ghia. Powerful engine
1600, new paint, new interior, perfect con-
ditk)n, $2,950 (213)661-5907

'73 Mazda RX2. manual, air conditioning,

$1200 obo. Day, 648-6392 Eve. 477-0270.

'76 FORD Courier Red/silver roll-bars;

spotlights loaded. $2150, 654-1306.

'76 VW Rabbit. 4-speed. 2-door $1100.
Only serious buyers. 618-0846. Torrance
area. - '

•77 TOYOTA Celica. New pair^t. $3.500/
obo. 276-0729.

...,_«... .- .- ..
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'78 Nova, Great condition, oViginal owner,
4-door V6, air cond. 20 mpg/hwy, $2,100
obo 825-2132(0) 477-5697(h)

MOPEDS 119-K

1983 Peugeot PHI OS 19" frame. 27"
wheel. 12 speed. Headlight, lock. Like
new $215 473-0285.

FURNITURE. 126-L

TRAVEL 105-J

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-
$250.00 roundtrip. (yhicagO"$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane, 213-671-8686.

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

TYPING 100-1

ML AMO SICRITAKIAL tIBVICIS
Theses, term papers, manuscripts,
resumes. tt>emes, transcriptkxis. Ail work

I

on IBM word processors. Professional ser-

vice at student discount.

540-9177 )

21515 Howthorrw Blvd. Ste 432
Torror>ce. CA. 90503

Om han l^pinq
am4 Word Rroc^mmlmg
2SX ttu<tont Otscount

DItMrtatton*. Ihtm. RMumM. Appllco-
Nont. icflptt. l«gal. itotlcttcal. (quo-

, tanguoo**. mory typMlylaL
miSN TVMNO WNIU YOU WAITI
SC—

m

o. tdNlna FofMgn StudwK H««>.

Minutti from cfcnnui In wiA,

've 04r..

New York . from
HoooKjIu . . from
Cfilcago from
Seattle from
Miami from
Mexk:oQty from
LoTKlon from
FrankAjrt/DussekJoff .... from
Paris from
An^sterdam from
Hong Koog from
Tokyo from
Sidney from
Tel Aviv from
Caribbean Cruise from
Acopciteo, 6<k3ys ItjcI. air from
HorK)iulu. 8 day pkQ. from
Puerto Vollarta, 6day pkg.from

CALL 208-4444
OMN MON.-FRI.: 9-4 ALL YEAR

ASH
TOURS ATRAMEL
10929 Weytxim Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Hamburger Hamlet upstair*)

BEAUTIFUL furniture-excellent condition.
Sofa, loveseat, coffee table, two l^nd
tables. Must sell. $650. 838-0568.

,

BLUE cotton sofa, $200 obo. Solid oak
table, 4 \ chairs, $200 obo. Like new! 368-
8702.

CUDDLE chair, round, 4ft. diameter. Burnt
orange, 3-matching pillows. Seats two,
comfy-cozy. Great condition Must sell
$75. Hallie, 825-6704 days, 826-7767 eves.

DINING room set, coffee and end table-all

matching preces^xcenerjt cbhditTori" fsTame
your price. Call Debbie 820-6508.

MUST sell! King size waterbed ^with 12-
drawer pedestal and mirrored bookcase.
Complete with heater, liner, mattress
487-5880 (days), 207-2807 (eves) Ask for

Don.

SOFA and loveseat. Brown naugahyde.
Must sell, best offer. 624-5514.

MISCELLANEOUS 128-L^^^^^'"^"^^^^"^^^^^—^^—^——^—^^-^^
150 lb weight set. Includes bench, tricep

bar, bleep, barbells, etc. $50.Call Brent
818-345-8132.

SPORTS EQUIPMENT 132L
TUNTURI Home Cycle. Economic fitness
aid for whole family. Includes
speedometer/odometer plus adjustatile
tension control. Adjustable seat and
handlebars. Only 8 months old. $225 obo.
Linda 478-2140^——

—

'—

OFFICE EQUIPMENT .:.133-L

CANON portable electrohic typewriter,
brand naw $106 . 30 4 00i?4 .

SELECTRIC I typewriter. Excellent cornli-

tion. $250. Call 392-9394

^
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Tennis

Continued from Page 15

semifinals if the slpdings hold
true.

With the exception of 15th-
seeded Vitas Cerulaitis, who
was a semifinalist here in both
1977 and 1978, most of the

No. 9. .

Fourth-seeded Mats
Wilander of Sweden has pro-
ven himself on. grass, winning
the Australian lOpen last year

where he deferred McEnroe in

the semifinals and Lendl in

the championship' match. But
Wilander is in the same
quarterfinal draw with No. 11

Kevin Curren, the hard-serv-
seeds in the top half of the ing South Atrican . whQ last

draw are clay court specialists, year upset Connors.
including American Jimmy
Arias, No. 5; Ecuador's An-
dres Gomez, No. 6. and
Sweden's Henrik Sundstrom,

Gerulaitis also begins play

today, meeting fellow
American Tony Giammalva. '

One of the day's top mat-

ches, scheduled Second on
Center Court, will pit Curren
against American Meve Den-
ton. Since ^ they were team-
mates at the University of

^Te;?:as, Curren and Denton
have ^formed one of the
world's top doubles teams.

Other matches today will

send 14th-seeded Bill Scanlon
against fellow American Eric
Korita, No. 8 Jose Luis Clerc
of Argentina against
Australian Craig Miller, Sund-
strom against Bernard Boileau
of Belgium, No. 10 Andres
Jarryd of Sweden against

American Scott Davis, Gomez
against American Matt Mit-
chell and No. 16 Tim Mayotte
of the United States against
Brazil's Marcos Hocevar.

Leif Shiras of the United
States, who becarrie something
of a British folk hero two
weeks ago when he upset
Lendl at Queen's Club and
battled to the final, losing to

McEnro©^,^^wUl make his
Wimbledon debut today
against Michiel Schapers of
the Netherlands.

Two women seeds also will

play first-rQund matches to-

day.*^-

Canada's Carling Bassett,
No. 16, will face American
Sharon Walsh, while No. 7
Manuela Male^va of Bulgaria
will take on Jennifer Mundel
of South Africa, who reached
the' quarterfinals here last
year.

Camille Benjamin, a sur-.

prising semifinalist in the
French Open, plays Andrea
Leand in an ail-American bat-
tle, while Melissa Brown,
another surprise on the slow
red clav courts at Paris, meets
South Africa Rener Uys.

^^-

—

•—

Center
Continued from Page 15

fects visitors coming to UCLA
for the first time. Athletic

Director Pete Dalis feels that
it will benefit the university
and the athletic program.^

"I think.it will have a very
good effect on recruits," said
Dalis, "I think' it shows our
heritage and the success we've
had as a school. The coaches

feel it is a welcome addition,
and feel that the Wooden
Center has played the same
kind of role when showing the'

school to recruit^."

Currently, the Hall of Fame
is closed for final touches,

such as enclosing Gary
Beban's 1966 Heisman Trophy
along with various otner
awards. During the Olympics
the Hall of Fame will remain
closed and will not be open to
the pjblic until early falL

draft

Sports fans sabmit to Viewpoint!

-^-4

Continued from Page 16
Fields survived at the trials

when the camp was trimmed
to 32 players from the original

72 chosen bj^ Olympic Coach
Bobby Knight, but was
dismissed when the squad was
trimmed down to 20.

"The Aloha Classic and the
Olympic Trials helped to
counter-balance th^ cloud of
controversy concerning Kenny
at UCLA," said his attorney/
agent Fred Slaughter, a star-

ting center for the Bruin
Basketball team in the mid-
1960's. "He was really worried

about where he would go in

the draft because of all the

controversy he's been through
at UCLA dating back to his
fr^hman year."

With Fields going in the

first round, that signifies that

the Bucks have a lot of^ con-
fidence in the 6-7 player from
Los Angeles. Fields will be a
teammate of former Bruin
forward Marques Johnson,
who has been with tne Bucks
since graduating in 1977. It

has been rumoured that the
Bucks are trying to trade
Johnson. If that happens.
Fields, who also plays the
small forward position,' will

see considerable plaving time
with an outside possibility at a
starting spot. ».

"I think Kenny will fit in

well with Milwaukee," said
Slaughter. **They're at a*
rebuilding stage but they have
a strong team."
The biggest (question mark

concerning Fields is his
defense, which was over-
shadowed by his offensive
game in his four stormy years

. at UCLA. Many scouts con-
sider this part of his game
anywhere from suspect to
non-existent; but at the same^
time it is hard to fault his of-^

fensive exploits.

I
CONTACTS IN ONE DAY

Guaranteed or your money back

GOOD LOOKS — GOOD PRICES

PRICES GOOD ONLY WITH THIS AD—THROUGH JUNE 31/1 98 '1

$129 EXTEWDED WEAR OR
SOFTCOLOR CONTACT LENSES*

COMPLETE

*AII prices include
fittings Care Kit and
Follow-up Visits

Soft colors in one week

1082 Glendon Ave.
Westwood

(IN THE VILLAGE!)

208^3570
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M you are not satisfied with your present
autonnotive garage . .

.

'

^ GtVEtIS ATRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
11 827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Weatgate)

477-6551 Visa-Maatercard
24-Hour Telephone Mobile-Am. Expresa

TOP QUALITY COPIES

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy & Sania Monica Blvd.)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd.

WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F: 8:30 - 7 pm
SAT: 10 -4 pm

LSAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

6RE PSYCH • GRE BIO
6MAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT •MAT -SAT
NATL MED BDS

ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938

For information, P/ea»e Cmll:

Encino: (213) 990-3340
Los Angeles-West: (213) 202-1924
Central City: (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059
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Morgan Center
Continued from Page 16

sports and a special display of
the 1984 Rose Bowl among
other trophies and pictures.

The dedication begaa,inside
the John Wooden Center (yes
he was one of the charter
members) in Collins Court,
where among the blue and
gold balloons everyohe was
treated to a film of the 25 in-

ductees in action. Some clips

were even comical, as one
showed, former Bruin quarter-
back Bill Kilmer, not known
for his swiftness, scramble for

a long toiichdown, outrunning
the opposing team's defense.
This was followed by the in-

ductees receiving their awards

with .a short response to the
1,000 people in attendance.

Ine mductees represent a
cross-section of UCLA's
athletic achievements, as the
list includes former players
coaches and administrators.*
To be eligible for the Hall,
one has to "have competed or
coached for, or rendered ex-
traordmary service or leader-
ship to the athletic programs
of UCLA. Athletes must have
last competed at UCLA 10 or
mor^ years prior to the date of*
induction. Coaches, who have
not coached at UCLA for five
years or more, may be
nominated and inducted,"
says the guideline for admis-
sions.

In alphabetical order the

monday, June 25, 1984 15

inductees are: Bill Ackermani
Lew Alcindor (Kareem% Ab-
dul-J^bbar), Arthur Ashe,
Gary Beban, Mike Burton,
Paul Cameron, Chris
Chambliss, Elvin C. "Ducky"
Drake, Gail Goodrich, Walt
Bazzard (Mahdi Abdul-
Rahman), Cecil Holl-
ingsworth, Rafer Johnson,
Kirk Kilgour, Billy Kilmer,
Dorin Moomaw

, J. D.
Morgan, Jackie Robinson,
Henry *'Red" Sanders, Al
Sparlis, Bill Spaulding, Bill

Walton, Kenny Washington,
Bob Waterfcelcl, Keith Wilkes
(Jamaal Wilkes) and John
Wooden.

It will be interesting to see
how this kind of display ef-

Continued on Page 14

McEnroe and Navratilova beg

defense of Wimbledon crown

A picture collage highlights the many Bruin athletes honored on the cover of Sports Illustrated

WIMBLEDON, England
(^) — Johh McEnroe, at-
tempting to become the first

American since Don Budge in
1938 to successfully defend his
men's singles title, l^icks off
the 1984 Wimbledon tennis
championships today when he
faces Paul McNamee of
Australia.

The talented and
tempestuous left-hander from
New York is a heavy favorite
to reach the final on the grass
courts here for the ififth con-
secutive year and grab his
third crown.
The defending women's

champion, Martina
Navratilova, is even more
heavily favored to capture her
third consecutive Wimbledon
and her fifth straight Grand
Slam singles title. She is not
expected to §ee her first action
until Tuesday.
Both McEnroe and

Navratilova are battling not
only their opponents at the
All-England Lawn Tennis
Club, but also the London
newspapers.
The tabloid Sunday Mirror

headlined its story on
McEnroe; "Throw him out," a

sentiment that nearly every
London newspaper expressed
in Sunday's editions.

Navratilova has been the

subject of newspaper stories
and pictures concerning her
relationship with Judy Nelson,

^

a mother of two from Fort
VVorth, Texas. On Saturday^
after winning -the singles at
Eastbourne, England,
Navratilova angrily left the in-
terview room when questioned
about Mrs. Nelson, the wife of
a veterinary surgeon.
McEnroe, who has suffered-

just one loss this year — in the
fiiial of the French Open to
Ivan Lendl of Czechoslovakia
— easily captured the Queen's
Club title a week ago, his
•fmal tuneup for the world's
premier grass court tourna-
ment. Top-seeded in the
128-man field, McEnroe will
face the winner of another
first-round match between
^milio Sanchez of Spain ^nd
American Rodney Harmon if
he beats McNamee.

Np. 2 seed Lendl also will
see action today, taking on
American Dick Stockton,
while Jimmy Connors, a two-
time Wimbledon champion
who is seeded third this year,
meets fellow American Lloyd
Bourne.

Both Lendl and Connors
are in the lower half of the
draw, while McEnroe appears
to have an easier path to the

Continued on Page 14
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Westwood
10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALEWDARI

MOM.wBUYAQUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUES» BU^>vfoSTAdP^& GET ONE

BUSINESS/TECHNrCAL

WEP. TACO-NITE FOR $5.00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

^W'^Mmmm^m ^^^ ^ 6URRIT0 ranchero &flMiiS* GET ONE \.
5fS»»*

"R
ei»B ^^^ ^ ?\iCH^R of d,hgR and getf ifla NACHOS

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

SUN. BRUNCH SPECIAL
*with valid UCLA student ox faculty ID.

U.S. Navy management openings in:

Ship operations. Ocean Systems,7\via-
tion, Maintenance, Engineering, Per-
sonnel Mgt., Business Mgt. Bachelors
Degree, US citizen to age 34. $16,400-
$18,800, liberal benefits, including 4
wks. pd. vacation. Post grad education
available.

Call toll-free 800/252-0559.

WINDSURFINOAND SAILING
-*- SPACES STILtnWAILABLE

''
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No Experience Necessary

Sign-Up All This Week at
John Wooden Center

\
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For more informat ion—Call 825-370 1
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sports David Lang. Sports Editor

Kevin Dal/, Assistant Sports Editor

1*

Three Bruin hoop$ters go to Midwest in draft

V

Fields goes to Milwaukee; Gray
and Jackson chosen by Indiana

Davfd Lang. Sports Editor

A trio of UCLA players was selected in the National Basketball
Association draft held last Tuesday in New York.
Forward Kenny Fields, the lone first round selection, was

chosen 21st by the Milwaukee Bucks, while center Stuart Gray
was the fifth pickjn the second round by the Indiana Pacers.
Guard Ralph Jackson also went to the Pacers as the first pick in
the fourth round, the 71st overall choice.

"We're thrilled about it," said Gray's agent Keith Glass about
his clients destination. 'This is the perfect place for StuaS. In-
diana is a young team and I think they're going to turn it

around. They have super young players and their new coach
George Irvine has great integrity and intelligence."

Glass, who also represents Jackson and other former UCLA
basketball and football players, said he thinks the former In-
glewood High School star also has a good opportunity of mak-
ing the Pacers "Last year, I think Indiana's guards were the
weakest part of their team," Glass said. "Ralph will fit in real
well with tiieir running game."

Jackson, the all-time assist leader at UCLA, has mixed feel-
ings about the draft. "I thought I would go higher in the draft
but 1 m glad I can go to a team I think I can make. " Jackson
and Gray will start their assault for a roster position at the
three-week rookie camp beginning on August 10th in In-
dianapolis. '

The biggest question concerning Jackson is his pressure
defense, which Indiana will use next year, said Glass. "I

:ed-Ralph uul uf high school when 1 was a coach here,

~

said Glass, who was an assistant to Larry Brown. "He has thelZlI
quickness and the desire to play defense, plus Tve never seen a
better passing point guard in high school. I think Indiana needs
a pure point guard like Ralph." ,

Jackson will be competing for one of the probable five guard
positions on the 11-man squad, along with Sidnev Lowe and
Jimmy Thomas. Both were rookies a year ago, with Lowe com-
ing from the national champion North Carolina State and
Thomas from the University of Indiana. Onlv No. 1 draft
choice Vern Fleming is likely to have a guaranteed spot in the
Pacers' backcourt. Fleming is a 6-5 point guard from Georgia
who was theJgth choice in the draft and is one of^he remain
mftlB-hopefuls-taniaketheI2man Olympic roster.

Stuart Gray, Kenny Fields and Ralph Jackson are headed to the NBA after last Tuesday's draft. Gray and
Jackson will be united in Indiana, while Fields will join former Bruin great Marques Johnson in~ Milwaukee.

1 he Olympic Trials increased Fields' stock considerably after
a sub-par senior campaign following a junior season in which
he was selected second-team All-America and named Pac-10
Player of the; Year Fields was left off the original list of 72
but after a big performance in the Aloha Classic, a post-season
all-star tournament attended by numerous professional scouts
he was recommended to the team-trials by former Olympic
coach Pete Newell. Newell is. a scout for the Golden State War-
riors and a good friend of Knight's.

Continued on Page 14

Larson names Smith, Rigby

and Lang as track coaches
By Kevin Daly,

Assistant Sports Editor

— # -

UCLA Track and Field /

Coach Bob Larsen, who
will be taking over the
helm next year after the
retirement of Jim Bush, an-
nounced that John Smith,
Steve Lang ancf Alan Rigby
will join his coaching staff

-along with- thfpcj^ year ^sis- -

tant Art Venegas.
Smith is a former Bruin

track great and a member
of the 1972 Olympic team
as a quarter-miler who \yill ^
handle the sprint and relay

teams. In 1971 Smith, 33,
was rankfed No. 1 in the
world in the 400 meters
and the following year.,be
was considered the fourth
best behind UCLA's Wayne
Collett. Smith's time of
44.34 in the 440 yard dash
still stands as a world
record, but he also had the
misfortune of pulling up
lame in the Olympic 400
final.

Lang, 35, served as a co

UCLA showcases memorabilia
Trophies and awards on display in Morgan Center
By David Lang,

Sports Editor

An Olympian in 1972, John
Smith returns to coach the

Cnntiimfid nn Pagfi Ifi sprint anri rftlay taams at UCLA.

Did you know that UCLA
has won more national titles
than any University in the na-
tion in the last 16 years? In
fact, the Bruins' 3^ titles in
that period is far rtiore than
any other school. —
With a school that has such

a rich and outstanding tradi-
tion in the field of athletics,
UCLA has never really had a
proper facility to showcase its

accomplishmenjjs.

This all charlfged on .Sunday
fune 10th, with the dedication
and opening of the J.D.
Morgan Intercollegiate
Athletics Center and the Hall
of Fame. Included in the
opening was 'the induction of
25 charter members.

For many years, all of these
National Championship
trophies and various other ac-
colades were in A-level of
Ackerman Union opposite the
travel service and just outside
the bowling alley. Before that,
they were in Kerckoff Hall in
the area ne?^t tQ thfi Cnffpp
House.

department has a new home,
which is a far cry from the
portaBle trailers they lived in

for two years while the
Morgan Center was being con-
structed. In November of 1983
they moved to the new facili-

ty, and while the dedication
and opening were originally

planned for January of Febru-
ary, it was postponed due to
various delays » —~——

-

The Hall of Fame, which is

^ )

on the east end of the Morgan
Center facing Ackerman
Union, w^ a gift of Paul and
Gloria Griffin, who are both
Bruin alumni. The split-level
Hall of Fame includes exhibits
of each of UCLA's football

and basketball first-team All-

Americahs. pictures of Bruin
athletes who became Olympic
champions, boWd displays for

'"UCLA m^iiV and women's
Continued on Page 14

^

Un the second floor in the HaM of Fame is a collection of the 50 NCAA
But now the athletic trophies UCLA has captured over the years.

Heavy demand/Oames foir€9^eieiA to hike pl^
Sunday drivers WHI lace $2 entry rate.
Lot 32 daily fee upped starting July T

mg H l.v^

By Sherry Harajguchi, Staff Writer

^ Drivers using UCLA on-campus
parking structures, which are current-
ly free on Sundays, will face a $2 en-
try fee and an increase from $2 to $3

_Jor entry into LQt^24if£ective July 1.

These changes are permanent and
do not involve the Olympics, said
Campus Parking Service Director
Mary Hook.
Hook said all patrons without a

parking permit must pay the $2 Sun-
day entry fee, regardless of whether

"they are students with valid registra-
tion and photo identification cards
visiting campus t<? study. The new
parking regulations, however, will not
affect students, staff and facult}* with
parking permits. ;

' ^

'

She added in addition to space
allotted to permit holders, parking
spaces will be sold for the $3 entry
"only when the space is in fexcess of

what we need for our own people
(UCLA stud<jnts, faculty and staff)."

The reasion for charging drivers on
Sunday Is because of the "heavy visitor
load t}n Sundays,':, Hook said, adding
"(the visitors) should he paying for the
expenses" ta park
The purpose for the Lot i2 rate

hike is to collect oaoney during the
evenings and weekends from the
non-UCLA crowds in Westwood
Vaiage, Hook said, adding the rate
was increased in order to compete
with the current $3 village parking
rate.

All entry fees collected go_ to the
parking service to support sufficient
parking operations in such areas as
maintenance and staffing. Hook said,
adding the decisions will "tend to keep
permit fees down." During thd normal
school year, approximately 60 students
work for CPS, Hook said.

Continued on Page 6

Extended bus lines to save 0/ympic visftors
from the high cost of on-campus par/cing
By Tom Lombardo

Getting to and from UCLA during
the Olympic Games will not be an
easy task, but with enough patience
an<l with the help of an extended bus^
sigrvfce, rnympic^lTcketholders and
other UCLA visitors may stand a
chance.

Parking On campus, however, \vill

be either expensive or unavailable.
According to Campus Parking Service
Manager M^ry Hook, several tots on
campus are already reserved.

Parking Lots 4, 6 and portions of
Lot 8 are reserved exclusivelv fof*Las
Angeles Olympic Organizing '^Commit-
tee employees, Hook said. She added
Residence Halls and Sunset Recreation
Center parking lots will also be reserv-
ed for their exclusive use. ASUCLA
employees will have priority con-
sideration for on-campus parking, but
no spa^^ have been set aside for them-

yet* Hook said. } ^
Beginning July 25, the remaining'

campus lots will charge a $10 singlor
entr\' fee. Hook said the parking
charges were raised to encourage bus

jridin|^_and_lo "distribute exceptional
cost* to people who use the lots' in-
stead of making students, faculty and
staff absorb the additional expenses.
The increased fee will pay for ex-

panded parking enforcement, traffic
control, general maintenance and lot
gate attendants for extended hours of
operation, she added

But the Campus Parking Service Is

also arranging off-campus parking at
Warner Avenue Elementary iSchool for
UCLA students, faculty and staff dur-
ing the two week period of the
Games. Parking will be available for
$2 at the school which is located off
Westholme, four blocks east of cam-
pi^^tudents are required to present a
"^ ^—" Continued on Page 6""
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Hungry Tiger incrlin^^ lempra^^Surairt Royc^ Haff^water
SBlBng wine/beer onUckerman patio during Olympics shows bacterial level
By Sean McCollough

Wine and beer will be sold
on the UCLA campus for the
first time as part of an agree-
ment with Hungry Tiger Inc.
to operate a temporary restau-
rant here during the Olym-

- pics,-an^ASUCLA official said.
ASUCZA Yood Services

Division Manager Michael
Karon said he negotiated the
contract, which was signed
May 9, for the temporary res-

taurant to operate from July 9
through Aug. 15 on the
Ackerman Union A-level
patio.

According to ASUCLA Ex-
ecutive director Jason Reed,
the Hungry Tiger Restaurant
will be in operation while the
majority of the students are
off campus. The break be-
tween the summer sessions is

from July 24 to August 13.
This leaves about 18 days dur-
ing which the r^taurant will
be in operation, and students
will be on campus. ^ —

Selling alcoholic beverages
in ASUCLA facilities, a first

in the history of the associa-
tion, does not appear to be in

conflict with the Alcoholic
Beverage Commission's deci-
sion of not allowing a student
pub In campusJoQdiadliti
Karon said.

However, representatives
from Servomation, the vendor
requesting a license to sell

beer,and wine in the
-Cooperage, is currently in
conflict with Edward Rata, a
UCLA economics professor for

the School of Public Health.
Rata has been opposed to Jhe
pub since the idea was sug-
gested.

Specific brands of wine
which will be sold have not
yet been determined, Karon
said but added Anheuser-
Busch will supply the beer,

According to Karon, the
outdoor restaurant, which will

be open for the lunch and
dinner crowds, will serve a

of entrees in tha food

Include several kinds of salads
and tostadas.

Some food will be brought
in by the Hungry Tiger, while
most will be prepared in the
Treehouse facility by a com-
bination of Hungry Tiger per-

—SelHng afctfhotte~~b&>
erages in ASUCLA facili-

ties, a first in the history

of the association, does^
not appear to be in con-
flict with the Alcoholic
Beverage Commission's
decision of not allowing
a student pub in campus
food facilities, Karon
said.

sonnel and ASUCLA
employees, Karon said. The
total number of workers runn-
ing the operation will be
about 110, and the seating ca-
pacity on the patio will be

more than 500, Karon ex-
plained.

Karon said ASUCLA con-
tracted with Hungry Tiger
Inc. because the restaurant
chain has a liquor license and
because the Hungry Tiger is

Jcnown for its experience in
jutting on "specaal events—
Reed said he hopes the

200,000 people who purchased
event tickets for the two
events held on the UCLA
campus — gymnastics and ex-
hibition tennis, will patronize
'the temporary food facility^

Additionally, the restaurant
will be available to people in
the Olympic Village itself,

which will have a population
near 4,700, ASUCLA Public
Information Director Darlene
Doriot said. ^-r——r-

Reed said an estimated gross
sales was not available, but
net revenue for ASUCLA food
services is expected to ^)e

within a 4 to 7 percent range.

too high for drinking
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela.

Assistant News Editor

The drinking water in UCLA's Royce Hall is contaminated
and.unfit to drink, but some visitors may be drinking the water
becauseofnrissing warning sigM.

^
Royce Hall drinking water was declared unfit for human con-

sumption Tuesday when a sample of water was sent to a UCLA
chemical laboratory for toting. Campus Sanitarian Adolph
Torres of the UCLA Research and Community Safety Office
said the results uncovered "too many colonies (of unknown
bactena) to count," which means the water is not fit to drink
Torres said.

"Were unsure what was in the water," Torres ^ntinued,
but were going to chlorinate the Royce Hall water lines as

soon as possible."

Signs were posted on all Royce HaU drinking fountains and
water-using vending machines as soon as the contamination was
discbvered, Torres said. But the water lines were left running
andone fountain did not have a sign attached to it Wednesday
That fountain stands near Royce Hall's front entrance, in a

publicly accessible hallway. Torres confirmed no fountains in
the building were safe as of Wednesday.

Despite the missing sign, most people in the building were
aware of the water problem when asked about it.

Two people attempted to drink from the unmarked fountain
during a space of 20 minutes early Wednesday afternoon. When
queried, both people said they were unaware the fountain car-
ried water which had been deemed unsafe.
Some office workers in the building said they thought the

Continued on Page 6

.M£t,nety
DOWT PWINK THE WATER - Signs on Royce Hall drinkind fountains

facility with prices ranging
from $J5 to $7. The menu will

- alert the put)lic of contaminants rendering the water unhealthy. One foun-
tain on the first floor had rSo sign, and this man was unaware of the corv
tamination.
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Superior Court to avoid
Olympic traffic problem
by hearing fewer cases
By Kimberly Noel

The Superior Court will hear fewer civil cases during the two
week period of the Summer Olympics in an effort to ease the
Iraffic flow which many fear will be unbearable.
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Last week. Presiding Judge Harry Peetris revealed a plan to
increase private settlements among civil case litigants and to
eliminate juries in those cases which are not settled out of court.

"We want the minimal number of people in the courtrcwm,"
said Court Spokesman Sam Gordon, adding these policy
changers are expected to relieve 250 people of Olympic* traffic

."v^'ho-woutd otherwise be obligated to appear in court as jurorsr"

Trials already in progress will continue on schedule arid with
juries, he said. —...1-u^—^.:- *, .

Two trial lawyers and 20 judges will conduct settlement con-
ferences in some 1,500 cases between July 30 and August 10 in
the effort to decrease the civil case load.

By decreasing the civil case load, Gordon said the temporary
plan will increase the court system's overall efficiency. It will
free the court staff from handling anticipated increases in minor
crimes resulting from the Olympics activity. Gordon noted the
new system should "cancel out" all new civil cases the Games
will bring to Los Angeles.
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Non-graduating students participate

in commencement anti-racism waitcout
By Paula Fitzgerald

Allegations regarding the
participation of non-
graduating students in a
staged walkout during
UCLA's commencement
ceremonies were confirmed
Tuesday.
MEChA, Black Student

Alliance and the Asian

Coalition, the groups which
are responsible for organiz-

ing the June 17 walkout,
claimed the action was a
"protest of institutionalized

(and) condoned racism at

UCLA.**
"Some were seniors, and

some were not," Tony
Ricasa, Asian Coalition
director and a non-

graduating participant in
the protest said. Ricasa ad-
ded, "I was not a main or-

ganizer but felt this was the
best means to get our
message across...that racism
should not be tolerated."

**The walkout was a
spur- of-the-moment
thing,'' MEChA Com-

Continued on Page 7
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EDUCATION IS EXPENSIVE

Exceptional students (3.0 gpa) majoring in:

ENGINEERING
MATHEMATICS ^^

PHYSICS CHEMISTRY
or have taken one year of calculus and calculus based physics, you may
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EARN UPTO
AND UP TO
JMMEDIATE

$13,700 AS A JUNIOR
$15,900 AsU SENIOR
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The Navy's ENGINEERING prograin will pay you while you remain in college.

ENGINEERING PROGRAMS
4727 WILSHIRE BLVD

LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90010
call toll free (800)-252-0559

((213)-468-3331

Benefits: n^ical, dental, free tr;>i>pl ^tc.
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Police say crew/canoe athletes

whom will stay outside UCSB
'must do so their own risk'

By Allison-Murad

Olympic crew and canoeing team members opting to stay at
private homes and hotels during the Olympics must do so at
their own risk, according to a' Ventura police official.

_ Ventura Police Captain Pauf Lydick said athletes optitig to
stay elsewhere than the University of California at Santa Bar-
bara Olympic Village will be too widely dispersed for special
security protection. . . ^

But as many as 75 athletes have made other arrangements for
housing during the Olympics,, including housing in the city of
Ventura, about 17 miles closer to the Lake Casitas competition
site, hotel and police officials said.

Administrators of the Olympic Village at UCSB anticipate
approximately 1,000 athletes wiir be housed on the campus
While some teams may arrange for day housing in Ventura, ^Olympic Deputy Press Secretary Dolores Woods said she is con- f
vmced virtually all athletes will return to the village at night 3
and e^t meals in the campus dining hall. |

Wotxls attributed the interest in alternative housing to a ^ _^__
desire for a "day rest" in nearby Ventura between the athletes'

BUDGING THE GAP - This structure will keep overly enthusiastic spectators from a number of Olvmnir
events. The IinSR f-amnnc ic I^of^ in ^:i_ c .i_ , athletes as thev trek from thftir wi/arm..nc uuhi,>h o,« k«m :^ k^ i^u« »Air:_.__ ^ .

o numoer or uiympicathletes as they trek from their warmups, which are held in the John Wooden Center, to Pauley Pavilion wherethey will compete in their events.
ravmun wnere

X-

events. The UCSB campus is located 30 miles from the competi
tion site.

Sue Ferguson, assistant manager of the Ventura Pierpont Inn,
said her hotel has confirmed reservations for 32 members of the .

"'

Canadi^an Olympic team and is holding places for at least 10 I I A^ I A r% P-

Sgu^X" ;• Fef^i. "n'sa^r '

*'"^ "*'^^^^^ Ui^LA pusmess Forecasting
The Pierpont Inn has its own security, Ferguson said, adding rllO^^l irSr>#^r% w^^^^l^^m^'^ ^^^ ^

Ventufa police have been in contact with hotel personnel and UlOtrtloSeS TlaXIOn S 60011011110 ISSUeSplan to help with extra precautionary measures if needed.
"^^^^^^vr^^

"We don't anticipate difficulties with the Olympics"
Ferguson said. "We've had celebrities stay with us before and
never had any problems."

Additionally, the Ventura Holiday Inn is holding rooms for
35 members of the Italian team and one athlete from Holland,
Hotel Manager Gil Curley said. Some competitors "voiced
displeasure about the distance from Lake Casitas to the col-
lege," Curley said*

Curley confirmed Ferguson's statement no real problems are
anticipated in housing te^ms mitside the Olympic Vjllage.

By Kimberiy Noel

The United States economy
is slowing down significantly,

the director of the UCLA
Business Forecasting Project
told a seminar audience of
approximately 190 in
Schoenberg Hall last Thurs-

comes of problems with na-
tional and local implications.
The BFP also revises previous
predictions in light of new
economic developments.
In Kimbell's speech, entitled
"The UCLA Forecast for the
Nation and California, 1984
to 1986," he addressed such
Issues as rising interest rates.

-iSyis^r^Sj^^is"*-^^a'tHetes while on the hotel's premises.
Lydick said canoeing and crew teams have been told where

Olympic security facilities will be located. He said there is real-
ly no way of determining where specific teants will stay and
whether added security will be necessary until the teams arrive.

one of many speakers at the
quarterly UCLA Business
Forecasting Project (BFP) sem-
inar, which meets quarterly to

discuss and predict the out-

New ftruin "Gold Card" to raise sales,

credit line will save students money
M*| I fll P^W

*f=fe6€l Solomon, Cfty £<^or— . . ^„„u\^ ach/^t * .. ,—- '
'-^ ' enable ASUCLA to issue approximately

itrf A ^„A..^t., t„ u "j ^ « _ $130,000 worth of discounts, Karon ex-

now -nut t on th. \^^ "" "if *''*" P'"""^' "« ''^^^ ^^^^ <=°''t^' ^e expects

r^n ^rnW r *
^ » K^'' "f""§

*''^ "^"^ n°' °"'y '« break even with the program

JsUCL?eatery"' *° "^ "'
Jll (^

'""^"^ "^ "'^''^ ^^^^""^ "^

4^or a minimum of $19, individuals maY=i^ x' 1 1.^. v^ . /

,

" " In addition to paying out \the discounts,
the Bruin Gold Card wilKcJost ASUCLA

establish an account enabling them to pur-
chase food with a magnetic-coded card,
and in the process, receive a discount,'
ASUCLA Food Services Division Manager
Michael Karon said. The discount ranges
from 5 to 7 percent, depending on the
customer's "buy in" amount. The maximum
ajnount of credit is set at $93. ..-

ie card can be used until the account's
balance is depleted, he said. Cards are
available at the Meal Plan Office next to
the Treehouse in 1311 Ackerman Union.
Deposits will be accepted during normal
-business hours. ^-—"^ r r'"'"^

"We think it's a guaranteed sale," said
Karon, explaining the motivation behind
the program. "We're offering the discount,
because we know you're going to eat with
us."

According to Karon, the meal .card is ex-'

pected to raise $315,000 from new
customers and encourage old customers to
spend an estimated $200,000 more than
they would without the card.

The $515,990 estimated increase in sales

with the prograin 's impicnie.ntation repre-

sents more than 15 percent of food services'

total projected revenues, he said. This in-

crease, combined with an estimated $11,000
worth of interest earned from depositing
uHid paymen ts into a bank afLTJu i it, will quiukei at limes."

$150,000 in fiscal year 1984-1985. This fig-

ure includes tfie cost of maintaining the
Meal Plan Office and renting 24 electronic
card readers and other equipment.

Persons wishing to invalidate * a lost or
stolen card can do so at the Meal Plan Of-
fice during business hours or after hours by
calling the office to have their account
frozen the next business morning, Karon
said.

An additional safeguard for those who
lose their cards is an undisclosed maximum
purchase after which customers will be ask-
ed to show identification.

Karon said he expects the ^Bruin Gold
Card to present few problems. He pointed
to similar programs which are set up at the
University of Washington and University of
Arizona illustrating how viable meal plans
can be. .

"It just makes things more convenient,

"

said John Heigl, a student government
senator at University of Arizona.
While Heigl said most students do not

realize any major savings with a discount

structure siriliiar t& the Gold Card's, he
hailed the card's ability to save student time
in line, noting, "It makes things much

J

defense budget.
Kimbell said the ecodomy is

in a recovery period. He add-
ed if interest rates continue to
fall, the recovery will con-
tinue.

But, Kimbell said, .we will
have a recession if interest
rates should rise much higher
than present levels. Kimbell
said after such a recession the
interest rates will fall again.
He explained, "If rates fall

then recovery continues. If

rates rise, then recession is

soon, so rates will jM._Ihe
logic is irrefutable."

^
'

According to Kimbell, the
economic policies, adopted by
the Fe^Jeral Reserve Board in
1980 and 1981, fostered-«-
recession becatise they forced
the national interest rates to
go up.

Kimbell said national inter-

est rates were dropping by
themselves before those
poHci^were adopted. He ad-
ded he saw no reason for the
Federal Reserve Board to con-

tinue the policies since, in his
opinion, they were causing the
high interest rates which
drove the economy into the
recession.

Although the United States
government and other
forecasters view lower^interest
rates as potentially harmful to
the economy, Kimbell believes
tower tTrtiFrei?r"TaTer"T5air
stimulate healthy, solid
economic growth.

Kimbell said the Defense
Department retained a sizable
portion of its proposed budget

_jafter governmental cuts. He
also said the defense budget
remains an area in which fur-
ther cuts can be made.

Kimball reported a oqe-
year, bi-partisan attempt to
"make a down payment" on
the national deficit. He said
this effort, which consists of
budget cuts and increased
taxes, is "sufficient to get the
deficit moving lower."

Kimbell commended the
Democrats and Republicans
on the concessions they made,
adding, "They (the pubiicr
said it (progress) couldn't be
done in an election year."

However, Kimbell added,
because the current program
has merely generated funding
for a "downpaymcnt" on the
deficit, alt concerned parties^ -

must continue to elicit more
revenue to reduce the budget.

ECONOMIC WEATHFR -t UCLA BusinftSb Pdrgcasting Projact Director
Larry Kimball braves the spotlight to deliver his syhopsis of the nation's
condition last Thursday at the Project's quarterly-held seminar.

,) ——L.
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We care for Bruins

.
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MetUpace
Immedidie Ml Care Medical Uintc

. . . all summer long.
Receive convenient quality nrTedical care for your injury, illness
and primary care needs while the student health cisnter is closed.
• no appointment needed
• no waiting h i

• x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)
• reasonable rates

^~~
EXTENDED HOURS

8 am to 8 pm
Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
^ -

. • \,

FINAL SALE DAYS
Xlt

50J'5%OFF
• Active and Career Wear

Shorts, Skirts, Shirts, Dresses

Many Items Under $20.00

937 ^EitujooJ SCud.
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ROTC Advanced Camp
Teadie3 UCLA Army cadets

for officers' commissions
,. -• : - ..-.' <

By Sherry HaraguchI, Staff Writer

Twenty UCLA Army Reserve Officers Training Corps cadets
, are undergoing rigorous Army ROTC Advanced Camp training
in Fort Lewis, NVashington this sunlmer for credit toward their
commissions as United States Army, Army National Guard or
Army Reserve officers. . .,

The 17 men and three women from UCLA are ^mong the
approximately 2,380 cadets from 91 western and midwestern
colleges and universities attending the Advanced Camp.
' Each of the camp's ten Cycles, which began on June 8 and
end August 6, is a rigorous six-week*program in which students
undergo extensive fiield training.

The camp included physical training and field exercises in
weapon use, map reading and leadership training. Military
Science Chairman and Professor Major Claude Sasso said.

According to Sasso, cadets "must be dedicated, enthusiastic,
and mentally and physically fit" in order to attend and suc-
cessfully complete the camp.
The seniors, who have completed their university studies, will

receive their commissions as second lieutenants at the end of
the camp. *..

Students take a number of tests to measure their physical and
intellectual abilities during the first week of camp before they
undergo field training. Among these are the Army Physical
Readiness Test, which determines if the cadet is physically
prepared to undergo the six-week training program, the Test of
Adult Basic Education and the Stanford Math test, which test

^

intellectual abilities, and written examinations in map reading
and land navigation.

Some cadets do not completed c^mp, Sasso said. However
these cadets can return the follwing year, unless they failed due
to a breach in character such as stealing or disorderly behavior.
One UCLA cadet did not successfully complete camp last

year due to a physical problem, Sasso said, adding about one-
third of the UCLA students finished in the top third of the
class. "I would think every one of our cadets will make it this
year, because we don't send them if they're not ready," Sasso
said.

Sasso added women go through the same training as men
However, government rules excludfe women from commissions
in the direct combat branches such as armor, infantry and ar-
tillery.

UCLA senior Jennifer Goetsch, who left for Fort Lewis last
week, said she spent most of her ROTC time during spring
quarter preparing for Advanced Camp. She added, she was
"roughing U for a xjoupk-^days^dimng^mulatedireld train-—
TTTg exerctSBs af'Foft Ord and CampTendleton.P^ of the training Goetsch experienced was the rigorous
wx)xk done while being "deprived of food and sleep." The meals
at the training and advanced camps are fine, however the time
alloted to eat them is minimal, Goetsch said, adding, "it is not
uncommon to eat a jneal in five minutes."
Goetsch said she knows Advanced Camp is going to be "hard
and challenging." She added, "It's a time to put away the books
and start ngorous training from five o'clock in the morning tb
10 o clock at night." /

^

frorl^^?^ .K
^^^^^"^ - "^^"^V UCUV cadets, among thousands

urn across the natron, will partiripatQ in the Army ROTC Advanced
^amp officer-training program located in Fort Lewis, Washington.
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A MEAL PLAN
FOR
A sanawiGh lit noon, a

of yogu|t befween classes,^

pizza a| midlught. Choose
your ofn kind of »meal—

>

and pay less for it—"with a

Bruin iGold Caxd. The
Bruin Gold Card is the key

element of ASUCLA's flex-

e pre-paid meal plan. ^ If

^you use aBruin Gold Cari

c.

-.<.

AN AID TO BUDGETlfsiG
Besides stretchi|ig your food dollars, the Bruin
Gold Card giv^ you a lixxi budget" that you

^'i^jk^v^^^ ^<* other purposes. So the Rrnin J
^ard can help you avoid the effects of any

"cash shortage^' you may en^Smter. EverT if
ther^ no cash in your p^ket, your Bruin Gold
Carcf can still tmy you luich. The c?ird discount
adds up quickly. If you e^ lunch w|i:h us about
three times a week durifig the regular school
^ear, like most customers! you coulcj save up to
$15—almost the same as 'having two weeks of
lunches on us.

youir save five, six or Sey^^n

|)erc^t on all your food

S-

/^

You

•t'
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AN EASY4V^¥^FaS4VE
The Bruin Gold Card is lasy to use
open an account by making a deposit of
as little as $19. For a deposit of $19, we
encode your card with $20 worth of
credit, a 5% discount. "Sj^ ttiore you de-
posit, the larger 4**^ discount ybu, receive.

You use your Eliin Gold Card like cash
silt^all ASUCLA Food Service locations:

the Bombshelter, Campus Corner, The
Cooperage, Kerckhoffs Coffee House
and LuValle Commons. Also the North
Campus ^^^tudent Center, Potlatch, the
Sandwich ^ooni and the Treehouse.

MEAL PLAN OFFICE
The Bruin Gold Card will

be available starting today

and you can purchase one

at our iVid

s

Office just

outside The Treehouse en-

«—*-

i/t.'- '.

arice on the first floor of

Adkerman Union. Feel free

to stop bf with your ques-

tioris, too: we're c^n 8 am
IQ 5 pm Monday throug

Friday. Our phone number
is ^5-2501.

<•!''

•*

GOLD
C A R D

i Meal Plan O^ce First-Floor Ackcrman Union > Telephone 82^501

Mn-<«w>nnai»iumaK.
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Carlton Hair International
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hatr condition is unsuitable; —

-

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON •NEW PATRONS ONL Y

WESTWOOD
Wiishire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264
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Parking fees
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Continued from Page 1

Hook said there is room in the parking lots, and "we haven't

suffered overcrowdedness." But, there is "heavy use" of the

parking lots, generally by those attending campus-sponsored

events. --

—

Undergraduate Hfeident Gvi^yn Lurie expressed opposition to

the new policies. "I don't like (the decisions)," Lurie said, ad-

ding she is currently investigating and setting up meetings to

improve the parking situation.

Lurie satd she understands the '^rationale" for raising Lot 32's

CTitry fee, but said there are enough parking problems on cam-
pus. She added, "Students should not be penalized further

because of the Westwood parking problem."

Lurie said she plans to propose a method to have different

rates, for students, perhaps by checking student identification

and registration cards upon entry into the parking lots.

"There's no question that something ought to be done/* Lurie
said. "I'd like to see more staff-carpooling since most of the staff

works from 8 to 5," while their cars are parked all day in the

parking lots. Lurie noted students' schedules fluctuate more
than those of the ^taff members. ^

Hook said a number of administrative groups made the deci-

sions. Chancellor Charles Young approved the changes, she

said. Young was not available to comment on his participation.

Neither Hook nor any other parking officials were unable to

estimate how many students will be affected by the decisions.

J[^()ok added the new regulations will enable "better manage-
^ment and control where crowds" park..

—
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,
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Olympic paricing
Continued from Page 1

spring registration card and a photo identification card. UCLA
faculty and staff are also required to present appropriate iden-

tification.

To accomodate all Olympic commuters, the Southern
California Rapid Transit District v^'ill offer a Park-and-Ride ser-

vice from parking lots at Los Angeles Valley College and at

Hollywood Park. RTD "Express" buses will run routes from

0-W'
»Hy-"—

—

>v>^\,^^*''^^o'v..\>'

.e

downtown Los Angeles to UCLA, and a RTD Shuttle bus ser-

vice will be available in the Westwood area.

^z.-t:^t^ 0°^

At UCLA, the RTD Express and Shuttle busfes will stop at a
terminal on Gaylev Avenue which will be used as a bus thor-

oughfare. The exact location of the terminal was not revealed at

press time.

Santa Monica Municipal Bus Lines will also offer a Park;
and-Ride Shuttle service from a lot on Sepulveda, south of

Wiishire Boulevard. Shuttles will cost $2 one way and will

depart from the Sepulveda lot for the Gayley terminal every
eight minutes. They will additionally expand their five regular
UCLA-bound lines to accomodate early morning Olyiftpic
employee commuters. Late night rotites^ wiH^ depart from the
Tomer of"Westwood and" Weybum;" and the- last bus a\t11 leave
about 25 minutes after the last spectator event on- campus ends,
SMMBL Spokeswoman Nancy Flam said.

Culver City's Municipal Bus Lirie will not, however, have
special commuter programs during the Olympics, a CCMBL
spokesperson said.

But despite the bus lines' preparation, Westwood residents
anticipate a struggle with commuters for parking. The
Holmby-Westwood Property Owners Association, which repre-
sents homeowners on the east side of the campus, have prepared
for an influx of visitors by paying for additional "permit only"
parking signs in areas designated by city ordinance as a special
permit-parking district. The city will assume responsibility for

posting the signs and enforcing parking regulations.
The Westwood Hills Property Owners Association, which

represents homeowners on the west side of campus, are not pro-
tected by a sp^al parking district and could not be reached for

comment.

r»ivinn,i<.i<.Hi>nltvimf.ii
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Contamination
Continued from Page 1

"^'^

^CLA Microbiology Professor M. John Pickett said there is

an upper limit to the number of microbes that a laboratory is

expected to count when testing a sample of water. Anything
beyond that limit, like the Royce sample, is considered unaccep-
table for consumption, he added.
"The large numbers (in the test results) imply that the water

has pg^n pnllnffid
, I t's not necessarily dangerous, fetrt th«

number of microbes is a reasonably good yardstick for measur-
ing whether or not the water has been polluted," Pickett said,
Pickett was not hiVolved with the test on the Royce sample.

f

la: cfeans ofrfor Olympics
LOS ANGELES (AP) —

M o r e t h a n 5 e m p 1 o y e e s o t

downtown businesses literally swept through five blocks of
streets, sidewalks and alleys near the Los Angeles Convention
Center on a recent Saturday.
They were part of an effort to clean, repair, rebuild, and

beautify Southern California in preparation for the Summer
Olympics.— -' —
"Im an American and a Los Angeleno and 1 wantlfic city to

t>e beautiful for the Olympics," said Carolyn Moore, an in-
surance company supervisor who plans to spend four Saturdays
Ijelping to clean up her town. "I'm proud that the games are

An estimated f)50,00n Qlympio vifiitoro attending evpnt.s ^
spread over 4,500 miles will see the results of beaiitif

i

cation pro-

jects m five Southern California counties"^
""' ^
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Waiicout
Continued from Page 2
munications Coordinator
.Jjus Puente said. He add-
ed, "We did not want to
pressure graduates... it was
their own choice." ,

Organizational Relations
Student Affairs Qf/icer
Kichard Verches, who
witnessed the walkout, said
it was irard-fo distinguish
the non-graduating students
whom were dressed in
gowns, hats and sunglasses.
He noted no procedure ex-
ist^ to insure that only
graduating students can
rent caps and gowns.

Verches said the walkout
was perfecUy legal, adding,
the participants '*were
completely within their
rights."
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TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES

OFFICIALNOTICES—

A-;^*»;

fl^^^^^I^H
.:

;'>•

.

I

,/

"OFFICIAL NOTICES" SUCH AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR IN THE UCLA
DAILY BRUIN AT VARIOUS TIMES DURING THE ACADEMIC YEAR. SUCH "OFFICIAL
NOTICES" ARE IMPORTANT AND ALL STUDENTS ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
INFORMATION IN THEfyi-

TO: ALL STUDENTS ~ ^^ ." *
—

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: USE OF REGISTRATION CARD AND UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD

All students are reminded that the registration card is issued to each student each quarter
and is used in conjunction with the UCLA Student Identificaton Card as a means of
identification for the use of all University sen<ices and participation in student activities
These identifiers are hot transferable. They must be presented upon request to establish

official University identificatior>, and must be surrendered upon withdrawal or cancellation of
registration.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD

This mandatory student identification card with photo is issued in a student's first quarter of
registration and is valid with the current registration card Valid current term registration card
and supportive identification (e.g.. driver's license, passport. California DMV iD card) must be
presented in order to obtain the UCLA Student Identification Card The student identification
pard AND the current registration card are both required for all University services and student
activities.

Cards are issued without charge to^New or Re-entering students from the first day of
registration in persgn through the first week of classes. In Fall terms, cards are issued
adjacent to the enrollment area in Ackerman Union In other terms, cards are issufed at 140
Kerckhoff Hall.

Replacement of lost or destroyed identification cards is initiated at 140 Kerckhoff Hall. 8:30am to 4 30 p.m.; there is a $3.00 replacement fee. „ .

TO: ALL STUDENTS L
FROM: DEArf OF STUDENTS
RE: "GOOD STUDENT" CERTIFICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

The Dean of Students Office signs "Qbod Student" automobile insurance discount forms in
2224 Murphy Hall Most companies require a 3.0 grade point average in the immediately
preceding quarter. A student requesting such a cerfification must bnng his/her current
registration card, the completed insurance form, and a copy of his/her unofficial transcnpt
(available each quarter in the Registrar's Office). The form can then be signed, immediately. If

this form is to be mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped envelope -

TOT STUQ|NT« RECEIVING DIRECT EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS FROM
GOVERNMENTAL AGENCIES (VETERANS AND ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS, SOCIAL
SECURITY EDUCATIONAL RECIPIENTS AND DEPARTMENT REHABILITATION
v^LlcNTS).

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS '
'

Continued receipt of educational assistance funds is contingent upon the student making
normal progress towards a stated degree objective. The standards of progress, attendance and
conduct for all students' are defined by each college or school of the University They are broad-
ly stated in the UCLA General Catalog and in other administrative publications; however, the
student is urged to consult with his or her respective academic department to determine tha
specific standards that apply to his or her degree qbjective.
The Office of Special ServicesA/eterans Affairs is responsible for notifying the funding

governmental agency whenever a VA/dependent sponsored student is not making normal
progress towards a degree objective. The Office will also notify the funding agencies whenever
a VA/dependent student changes his or her study load if educational assistance payments are
determined by the number of units in which the student is enrolled and registered Any
students having questions about this offtciahtrotice may- contact the Office of Special
Services/Veterans AffaFrs.located in Murphy Hall A255. 825-1501.
NOTE: This announcement is intended to alert interested students receiving direct

educathonal assistance payments of the responsibility of the Office of Special
ServicesA/eterans Affairs to notify the sponsoring agencies of any information that may affect
the continued payment of the. benefit. In no way is a separate and/or double standard of
progress, attendance or conduct being imposed on these students.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENT3
RE: ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

For your information we have listed below various "administrative fees" which have been
instituted by different departments on campus. These charges are made to cover
administrative processing costs.

SERVICES CHARGES/PENALTY FEES
Cancellation of Registration (Withdrawal prior to first day of classes) $10 00
Changes in Study List (Petition to add or drop classes,

or change grading basJs-S/U.P/NP or aradei ' '^nn
Changes in Study List after published deadline
(Each petition subject to approval of academic dean) 13 OO

Duplicate Registration and/or other cards from Registration packet (each order) 3 00
Duplicate Student I.D.card...;

;
- '

\ 300
Notice of Candidacy for the Bachelor's degree.. .. ....

"

*
' "' '

'\nn
Late Notice of Candidacy for the Bachelor's Degree... . :.....:.. .... ..

.'
^—*- ^""13 oo

Late filing of Study List (after 10th day of classes) !!!!!!i"!!!!!!! 50 00
Application fee.:

, ,
• [

"*["'
30 00

Acceptance of Admission Fee (applies toward Registration Fees)"!!!!!!.".....!!!!!!-!!.^ 50 00
Application Fee (Intercampus Transfer and Readmission)

[

'

35 00
Late payment 6f fees (on or after 1st day of classes) 50 00
Reinstatement fee (each petition) .,. !]]!!!!!!!!!" 10 00
Petition to Remove Grade I ...........".. 5 00
Returned Check Collection (each check) !.!.!!!!!!!..!!!!!!!!.!!!!.! Vo 00
Residence Hall Transfer or Petition Fee 15 00
Housing Application '..

15 00
Failure to meet SHS Appointment.: -. ,

"

cnn
Billing Fee :..; '''''''''^Z"ZZZZZ'Z 500

(If payment or deferred payment arrangements are not made on the dat^
of service, the student will be assessed a billing fee.)

-?5^J^5^.l'?"_?L'!?:.^°"^' 'l®.^? !°' ^?''i":^.
^o cigar gym iQcHers......;. „M......:.6:60-

return of. athletic supplies (each 24 hours) „ 1 00
Late repayment of emergency loans .....!....!.... '

,

10 00
Course by Examination (each petition) c nn
Library Feest^... :;x3':.:;:::::zz v^ies
Rental of Academic Apparel for Commencement:

Bachelor's candidates..:
; 13.00 plus 10.00 deposit

Master s candidates..,, ,^^, , „, ;...„; ,..^ 22.OO plus 10.00 deposit
Doctoral candidates... 22.00 plus 10.00 deposit

Duplicate Diploma (standard) ^ ^ „ 22 00
Duplicate Diploma (Law, Medicine, Dentistry).^ ...„..: "'"!"!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 35 00
Transcript of Record (one copy) 3 oo
Each additional copy ordered at the same time.... „.... 1 qoOne rush copy ;....,;

*
q'qq

Breakage orlasses of equipment,and gym clothing (charges
will be a$^ssed by departments based on actual replacement costs) varies

Failure tdMeet Student Teaching Application Deadline
1 qo

\ GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY • ^
•• ;

ApplicatiorVrenewal (first).. ..-

rio fee
Application mnewal (second) 35 00
Candidacy for Doctoral degree

,, !ii!!!^!;«i!^i!!,^^ 25 00
Doctoral dissertation copyright fee:.r.'.rr..i:~r..:.:.... 7r.T7r:7r.zr:.'.T.

•

.!
'
!. .''tti

""!!"!!!
r

!''
* ' '

20 00
Filing fee for master's thesis or doctoral dissertation

*' "'

(one-half of registration fee) 84 00
Foreign language examinations, each (educational Testing Service)."!!!.!!!!!!.!!!!!]]"]"" ""20 00
Health Certificates for prospective teachers " 10 00
Instructional materials fee

(applies only to MBA. students in Graduate School Of Management) 30.00
Lata application for toooh ing aoo ignmewt ...]]]]!]]!!].

.

1 00 P***

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NON-DISCRIMINATION NOTICE

The University of California, in compliance with Titles VI and VII of the ,Civil Rights Act of
1964, Title IX of the .Education Amendments of 1972. Sections 503 and 504 of the
Rehabilitaiton Act of 1973. the Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967, and the Age
Discrimination Act of 1975. does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, natiorial origin
religion, sex, handicap, or age in any of its policies, procedures, or practices; n'or does the
University. In compliance with Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act of
f974, and Section 12940 of the State of California Government Code, discriminate against any
employees or applicants for employment because they are disabled veterans or veterans of
the Vietnam era, or because of their medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the
California Government Code), their ancestry, or their marital status; nor does the University
discriminate on the basis of citizenship, within the limits imposed by law or University policy
nor does the University discriminate on the basis of sexual orientation. This non-dischminatiori
policy covers admission, access, and treatment in University program* and activities, and
application for and treatment in Universtiy employment. \

In conformance with the University policy and pursuant to Executive Orders 11246 and
11375. Section 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. and Section 402 of the Vietnam Era
Veterans ^Readjustment Act of 1974. the University of California is an affirmative action/equal
opportunity employer

Inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity policies may be directed to AT. Brugger
(415) 642-0508 (Title VI and VII); Rosalie Passovoy (415) 642-1708 (Title IX and Section 504);
Patricia Jasper. Campus Counsel, 2241 Murphy Hall; or the Director of the Office of Civil

Rights. Deaprtment of Health anfl Human Services.

Students»may complain of any University action which they believe discrimlihates against
them on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation, handicap
age. veterans status, medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the California
Government Code), ancestry, or marital status and may contact the Dean of Students Office
2224 Murphy Hall, for further information and procedures.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT RECORDS
Pursuant to the Federal Family Educational Rights, and Privacy Act of 1974 and the

University of California Policies Applying to the Disclosure of Information from Student
Recordi, students at the UCLA campus have the right:

1 To inspect and review records pertainino^o themselves in their capacity as students;
2. To have witheld from disclosure, accent their prior consent for release, personally
identifiable information from their student records, with exceptions as noted in Section 10.70 of
the University of California Policies ApplyingNp the Disclosure of Information from Student
Records as published in the University of California Policies Applying to Campus
Activities, Organizations, and Students (Part B), available in the Office of the Dean of
Students, 2224 Murphy Hall, and Organizational Relations Office, 161 Kerckhoff Hall.

3 To inspect records maintained by the campus of disclosures of personally identifiable
information from their student records; _-^^

4. To seek correction of their student records through a request to amend the records or a
request for a hearing; and
5. To file complaints with the Department of Education regarding alleged violations of the
rights accorded them by the Federal Act. , ^
The University may publish, without the student's prior consent, items in the category of

"public informaton," which are name, address, telephone number, date and place of birtti.

major field of study, dates of attendance, degrees and honors received, the most recent
previous educational institution attended, participation in officially recognized activities,
including but not limited to intercollegiate athletics, and the name, weight and height of
participants on intercollegiate athletic teams. Students who do not wish all or part of the items
of "public information" disclosed, may. with respect to address and telephoo^ number, so
indicate on the student data card in the registration packet, and with respect to the other items
of information, by filling out a "Decline to Release Public Information Form" available in the
Registrar's Office. 1105 Murphy Hall. If a request is made to withold from disclosure a
student's name and degrees and honors received, the campus cannot make public any honors
received by the student, such as election to Phi Beta Kappa, and cannot include the student's
name and degree earned in the campus commencement program without the written consent
of the student. Similarly, if a request is made to withhold from disclosure a student's name
and dates of attendance, a student's status as a student cannot ^venffed^or potential
employers without the written consent of the studeht Further, if a student's last instruction to
the campus was to withold from disclosure the degree granted to that student and the date on
which the degree was conferred, nthat information cannot be confirmed for a third party in
connection with the appointment of that graduate to %, new-positipn or in connection with an
honor that individual received.

Student records which are the subject of the Federal Act and the University's policies may be
maintained in a wide vanety of offices. Students are referred to the UCLA Directory, Campus
Departmental listing, pp. 1-28 and Medical Center Departmental listing, pp. 1-5. which lists all
the offices which may maintain student records, together with their campus address telephone
number and unit head. Students have the right to inspect their student, records in any such of-
fice subject to the terms of the Federal Act and the University's policies.
The University's policies and implementing campus procedures and the UCLA Directorymay be inspected in, and information concerning the student's hearing rights may be obtained

from the Office of the £)ean of Students. 2224 Murphy Hall. A copy of the Federal Act may be
reviewed in the Office of the Records Management Coordinator. 2256 Murphy Hall.

TO: ALL STUDENTS ' ^ ^

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
"^'

nD^f2.l'Ix.^?fL ^^h'^°"'^"^ POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS ACTIVITIES,

PM^ptt^l'l^'l'^E^E^^^^^^^^
'^^^ ^^^^"^ REGULATIONS

Oroani^atlnnJ^^«nH"Qf'w^^°^rP^"'*:"'^
Policies Apptyirtg toCimpus Activities;

Ora^n7^nn^^^^ ^^^^ Regulations on Activities. Registered

, m£ k1 K?"^ ^h"?
^^% °l

Properties, and the UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedures"lay be obtained free of charge in the following locations-
01 rroceoure:.

Office of the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall
Organizational Relations Office, 161 Kerckhoff Hall

Fr6m: TH^KIeL^c'r^"^
"*='**=*•'''"= '^"•'''"N.TY

I

UNIVERSITY POLICY
^-cL-uncs

stJde*nts"Sv admSTtivJ%';°HT'T' '° "*?""9 «"<' maintaining a community in which

all forms ofUaris^eTl^Z'J^?
academic staff can work together in an atmosphere free of

membS^^ ofj^^ lSfS'comS^°*fin^^^ *«««"^ Specilicany, every

-Sffi<uaTOa^mem3 tha?T,^rpSh ""''^ "^
^'H^'^

t^^' '^« University is strongly opposed to

is thi infentton of th2 UnfversL tr, ?»\T' h
P'"'^"'"^'' "oth by law and' by University^licy. It

s"Ei;,;irTro^N^'"'^
•'^^^^ '^ ""^^ '° ''™^'"'' '"'"'•

ofaypTatSfe'ctltT^^^^^^^

^;^m^.^r^:^;^ a term or condKion of in-

formance or creatinran intir^So hnct^iJ
°^ ""reasonably interfering with an individual's per-

In determining whither The «M«;!^2®' J'' ^^^e^sive University environment,
shall be giverto the^ecord L a whl^^^ ^«^"^' harassment, consideration

nature of the sexual Idvance/Ind t^p rLf^, *° ^^^ !?*^'*^ °^ ^^^ circumstances, including the

INTERIM COMPLAInTrKOLUTION PROCEDURES '^^ ^"^^^"^ '"'''^^"'' °''^"''^-

^^skiorcT'^^^^^ still under consideration by a campus
terim procedures for this campus °''^y ^"^ Definition and \p the following in-

res^o'iSISThmugh^SaMn^^^^^ o^ sexual harassment can be effectively

sexual harassr^ent a% advised trconfrni?^^''^"?'^
""^^ experiefce what they consider to be

dividual who choses not fo confront »hr* *n®
^''®9^ ^^®"^®^ immediately and firmly. An in-

counseling may contact the"^Dnrnnria»J h
^"®9®^ offender and who wishes help, advice, or

of the OrSbudsman^s Office?Don^H«,?c^^^ ^^^''' ^^^ offender's supen/isor. or the staff

The Ombudsman's Office has infnrmlt'^'' °k
°'^ "°^s)' ^74 Kinsey Hall extension 57627.

assistance and can inform the comSlTfJl?"
^^"* °*^®^ campus agencies that might provide

When the complaint resltioro^^'^.l^c l̂^y^^^^ i!l'*'fl«
^°^^«' Q^evance procedures

eemiTiu iiUy wil l nave an ODDortunTtv^i^rrl
' '^ <^o^o 'oped by iHg ua i npus task futt9

" opportunity for review and comment beforfl th«u arA imniAn
the cam -campus

comment before they are implemented
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Viewpoint Jeanie Kjm, Viewpoint Editor

Editorial

Peering through holes in Simpson-Mazzoli Bill
The controversial Simpson-Mazzoli Immigration Bill recently

passed by the U.S. House of Representatives leaves a flurrv of
questions to be asked.

B9th the Senate and the House approved provisions granting
amnesty to unknown millions of illegal aliens (figures range fromtwo to 12 million) living and working in the United States.

Illegal aliens are *second-class' citizens in this country. The
granting of amnesty would work to eliminate the underground
culture of illegal aliens who try to lead Invisible lives to avoid
deportation. By granting amnesty the government is attempting to
remove the existence of a second class in our society.

Those aliens meeting the standards to be set by the final Simp-
son-Mazzoli Bill, now being negotiated by a conference committee
composed of Hous^ and Senate representatives, would be given
full U.S. citizen status.

However, the "guest worker" provision in the House-approved
bill would allow temporary **guest^orkers" to enter and work in
this country on a few days notice. Who is to guarantee their
passage out of the; United States? Who will prevent the "guest
workers'* from staying in the United States with friends or
relatives who may have attained a citizenship status?
The "guest worker" pro^arn_turns around^to create^^^another

body of second class citizfens to replace those, who have been given
amnesty. It is corrosive to the social fabric to have a second class
of citizens. And in a democracy there cannot be first or second
class citizens. .

^

Inviting in "guest workers" defeats the purpose of employer
sanctions, included in both the Senate and House versions, these
sanctions punish eniployers who knowingly hire illegal aliens
thereby deterring aliens from entering and finding employment in
this country.

^

We also question the feasibility of implementing and enforcing
the immigration bill. A new and costly system must be created to
handle th^ millions of applications for amnesty. Government per-
sonnel must be hired to^examine and approve documents. Agents
must investigate employers across the country with more than

. *

three employees to ensure that no one is knowingly hiring illegal

This particular sanction for employers is not exclusive to
businesses. Universities and colleges would also be punished for
knowingly hiring illegal aliens.

Furthermore, once the unknown millions of people have been
granted amnesty, steps must be taken to give each new citizen the
privileges of a U.S. citizenship. The former aliens would then be
able to draw upon Social Security, unemployment, disability
benefits and financial assistance by the state.
Who will bear the financial burden for all these benefits? Will

Pr^ident Reagan and the federal government pump the billions of
dollars back into social and educational programs to assimilate
alien children and adults into mainstream American culture?
Whether it is called federal or state aid, the money will come out
of taxpayers* wallets.

Closer to home, the House-approved bill contains a provision
that \vould affect foreign students attending American universities.
Foreign students would be required to return home for two years
after they complete their education programs. "^*~

^h^ House bill would allow waivers Jthrough September 30,
1989, for those earning advanced degrees. The Senate vereion
would permit waivers for students earning doctorates, but not for-
other advanced de^ees. *

—
As a consequence, universities could lose potential faculty

members because many students who were not waived might take
their education in foreign countries where they, knew they could
find employment upon graduation.

It is unfair to deny anyone the freedom and opportunity to use.
his talents, intelligence and hard-earned academic achievements
where and when he chooses.
What Congress seems to be overlooking is the fact that this bill

will not stop the flow of immigrants into this country, although it

was designed to do so. There will always be those wishing to
escape misery and poverty to find opportunities for a better life in
America.

Letters

Cuban military
Editor:

William Reyes in his view-
point entitled "The revolution
has no borders" in the May
7th Bruin alludes to an article

of mine ("Ciiba: still stuck in

the ABC's..." Against the
Current, Fall, 1983) as sup-
porting evidence for his
defense of tf.S. intervention in

Central America.
Mr. Reyes asserts that my

article was criticizing the" Left
movement "for ignoring and
failing to condemn Cuban in-

volvement abroad."
I want to make it clear that

my piece did not deal with
' -^-issue^^- all. The article

did criticize the Left for its

failure to protest the complete
lack of any real democracy
and elementary civil liberties

in Cuba.
""' ""

it was in that cpntext that I

mentioned, as one of several

examples, how the Cuban
people are neither well in-

formed nor have any • real

decision making power about
Cuban military involvement
abroad.

If Cuba, my country of ori-

gin, were a true Workers'

democracy, I would then be
able to return and publicly

argue that a Cuban military

presence in Eritrea and
Ethiopia cannot be justified

under any democratic or

socialist criteria.

it was helping Angola to repel
South>^ Africa's military inva-

sion-

But this action was soon
seriously vitiated by Cuba's
intervention in Angola's inter-

nal affairs (e.g. actively siding
with the Netb faction against
the •Alves faction within the
ruling party — the MPLA).

How^Bver, wheii^it comes to
Central America, "Cuban in-

tervention" is now used
primarily as a phony issue to
hide the ligly record of U.S.
imperialism in the Western
hemisphere.

This is done by Republicans
and Democrats alike, although
Reagan has set new records
for shamelessness.

And that is Mr. Reyes' pro-
blem: he has totally and un-
critically swallowed the U.S.
party line that uses democratic

-pretexts to cover tip foreign
intervention and oppression.
For this reason I noust ask him
to spare me his misconceived
sympathy.

Samuel Farber
Associate professor

Department of

Political science

Cartoonist
Editor:

For several months now
when reading the Bruin's
Viewpoint section, I have
been subjected to the in-

coherent, reactionary, hate-
Origiiially, life GutiaTi—filltid uuiitiibutiuii of a oaf-

toonist named Iwan.
I would like to know how

someone who has absolutely
no grasp of the subtlety of
good political humor has come
to h^ve his own avenue in a
university newspaper.

His incompetence is evinced
by his feeble attempts to ex-
press his true feelings above
people like Walter Mondale
by drawing them wearing
badges saying things like
"flake" or "fraud.

"

I would gladly contribute
my own caricature of Ronald

I think not.

I have only criticized the
most overtly offensive aspects
of Iwan's cartoons in this let-

ter, but I "hope my attack
doesn't obscure the fact that
patently racistand
mysogynistic themes also run
through his cartoons.

Jol^n Birke

Junior
Communications studies

'upaii

presence in Angola could only

be justified to. the extent that

Reagan wearing d button on
his lapel saying "asshole," but
would that be political satire?

Blood drive

Blood Drive Committee I

would like to thank ahree
groups that helped to make
the three UCLA blood drives
the successes that they were.
The dorms. Bruin Belles

and Bruin Knights helped us
in achieving over 3,200 blood
donors this year.

Their humanitarian efforts

are deeply appreciated and it

was their hard work that
made the difference.

Mike Cohn^

Editor:

On behalf of the UCLA

Junior

<) .
' ' \

PoUtical

Continued on Page 10
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CQunterpoint

By Majid Hashemi.
In the name of God I \vas compell-

ed to respond to the caricature regar-
ding Iran:s roFe in the Persian Gulf
and present the other side of the issue
(Bruin, May 31). .

It is very disgraceful to see a
respected newspaper insinuate an in-

sult to the AyatoUah Khomeini, the
leader of the Moslem world, in a very
childish and inhumane manner.

I would like to pose a question to

all conscientious readers: Have any of
you asked yourself why the Whole
world is condemning Iran despite all

the aggressions committed by the Iraqi

regime by their awn confession?
This is not the first time that super

perspective
powers are supporting a cruel regime.

Some clear examples are Afghanistan,

El Salvador and the Philipines, Let me
just mention some of the clearly in-

humane actions of the Iraqi regime in

the past few. years.

It is clear to everybody that Iraq

started this war by massive attacks to

several major cities in Iran and killing

thousands of innocent people. The
unexpected response ^of the Iranian

people to this act made super powers

worry about the future of their own
plot. They started helping Iraq finan-

cially and militarily.

After confronting the unbelieveable

faith of the Iranian people to their

Continued on Page 1

1
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I SAID. 'You HAD To INSIST o\i SoN-SMoki|467'

More letters

Continued from Page 9

Anti-red
Editor

How encouraging it was to read
that Messrs. Barulick and Howard
have formed^ campus group
dedicated to the noble goal of oppos-
ing those forces which would suppress
"...groups advocating the protection of
life, liberty and the pursuit of hap-
piness" (Bruin, May 14).

I trust that in their pursuit of their
stat'fed goals and their quest for
"fairness" and "objectivity" that they
will sponsor programs which deal with

-the United States sponsored terrorism

against students in El Salvador, labor
leaders in Guatemala, artists* and
workers in Chile, publishers on the
West Bank, etc... and not use this

privelege as a campus organization
merely to promote their own rabid
anti-communism. ^" ^

—

~— -

Timothy Strawn

„ Library staff

L
DRUGS
Editor:

I object to the article about Norm
Lubow and his drug cult appearing in

Continued on Page 11

ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH AWARENESS

Jv
<_

A rape prevention and education
worlcshop

Thursdays at noon
2 Dodd Hair—

X

The UCLA Rape Prevention and Education Sen/ices are co-sponsored by the
Women's Resourc^ Center and the Department of Community Safety.

IMTERNVTIONVL

0ISC0UN1 MAR1

SUMMER CLERKSHIPS AVAILABLE

WITH THE U.S. NAVY

IF YOU'RE A U.S. CITIZEN UNDER THE

AGE 34 ATTENDING AN ABA APPROVED
LAW SCHOOL, YOU MAY BE QUALIFIED

TO APPLY FOR

THE NAVY LAW STUDENT PROGRAM.
CALL (213) 468-3331

BETWEEN

SAND 12,,MON.-WED.-

OR: TOLL FREE (800) 252-0559

GOOD THRU. 7/8/84

WE
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING I I OFF

WHY

M0RE7

SANYO PERSONAL STEREO PLAYERS
AM/FM STEREO

•Stereo Headphone
•Separate Volufrre,

Tone. Power Controls

•Belt Clip
,

i(

'R»n

nP45 $1699
SANVO

STEREO
CASSEHE

•Stereo Headphones
•Auto Stop

•Left & Right Volume
Controls

•Shoulder Strap

$1999

AM/FM STEREO

CASSEHE

Metal Tape Capability

Stereo Headphones
Carrying Case

M03t

MG7

f^ SAAIVO OSAhlVO

AMPLIFIED
SPEAKERS
AIWA

S49M,
MODEL
SC-A2

PAIR
Retail $99.00

NOW
OPEN

7

^qAYS

MON.-SAT

IWTERNVTIOfAL

DISCOUNT MARI

11-7 PM« SUN. 12-5 PM

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHECK OR
CREDIT CARD PRICES. 4H HIGHER

LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER .

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90066

.390-4477

Prices sul)ject to change

Not responsible for

typographical en-ors.

Limited to stock on hand.

'^^

SHIRIN'S
European Concept

in Hair & Nails

11635 Barrington Ct.

In Brentwood Village

''We Lo}}^ Students''

Save 50»/o pn all Haircuts,
Perms & HMitirjg (with m, aw

Call for apf>6intment

'427
^

Continued from Page 1

religion and leader, Iraq used all other methods to force Iran to
accept an unjust peace. They started by bombarding civilian
areas, schools, mosques «nd, finally, introduced chemical
weapons while super powers have been largely silent towards
these atrocities.

There is clear evidence that super powers even helped Iraq in
making those chemical bombs. About the recent plot against
Iran m the Persian Gulf region, it is only enough to consider the
tact that Iraq, by its own confession (Time, June 4), has sunk
about 27 ships in that region. And Iran is receiving all the
blame. „ _^
Some think the solution is that Iran should accept the peace.

But would the super powers guarantee that this peace would
last? Or is there insurance that if Iraq recovered and gained
enough strength, that Iraq would not attack Iran again?

This new plot has several objectives behind it. First to stop
Iran from exporting its oil and receiviog shipment so that Iran
would be economically paralyzed. Secondly, since it is clear to
everybody that Iraq by itself cannot defeat Iran anymore, Iraq
tries to directly involve the super powers in the war against
Iran.

But unfortunately, they are unaware of the unseen help of
God which has stopped all the internal and external con-
spiracies against the Islaftnic revolution of Iran. Iran has already
announced that there is a limit to its tolerance. That tolerance
^wiH end, if Irau stops Iran front exporting its oil, because then
Iran would block the Straight of Hormeze.
Such a closure would cause tremendous losses to the Western

economy, and it may well put an end to the super powers in-

tervention in the region and, hopefully, the rest of the third
world.

Hashemi w a graduate engineering student.

More letters

Continued from Page 10 - —
the Bruin because news about
drug cults and their drug- us-

ing leaders does not belong in

newspapers operating in
educational institutions
(Bruin, May 14).

Mr. Lubow does have the

constitutional right to speak
freely, and freedom of the
press secures the Bruin's right

^c^^int what they want while
accepting responsibility for

their actions.

While maybe a better place
to print that story would have
been High Times magazine,
the Bruin would have survived
without printing the story, qs
it has in printing the story.

Mr. Lubow and his drug
cult appear as confused as
they sound.

Mr. Lubow states about
marijuana that, 'Tve never
seen anyone have a good
time., .they're too aware,"
while claiming marijuana to

be the best drug.

Mr. ^ubow also says^ lie

"counsels peopfe to abstain

from sex..." and that the idea
is furthered in a commitment
to celibacy.

Th^s is perhaps his best idea
because he and ' his cult will

probably become extinct one
day soon.

Mr. Lubow's definition of

Utopia including a Marxist
government sounds like two
noq-correlating concepts.
Even the Marxists would

probably disagree with Mr.
Lubow's ridiculous statement
that communism was invented
^hile under the influence of

drugs.

The more free publicity
given to illegal and immoral
acts, the longer the problems
linger.

I do not categorize people
by their material being and do
not need drugs to judge other
people's spiritual character.

Mr. Lubowustated people at

UCLA categorize people by
their material being and that

is a false statement.

Aian W. Gafford

^ ^ Sophomore
Political science

It is a thing of no great difficulty to raise

objections against another man's oration, — nay, it is a

very easy mattef ; but to produce a better in its place is

work extremely troublesome.

—Plutarch

'-' 1. summer
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TOP QUALITY COPIES

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy & Santa Monica Blvd

)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd

WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F 8 30 - 7 pm
SAT 10 -4 pm

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Dr. Myron J. Taylor
Minister

John C. Wal<efielc/
Associate Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

TDSDSTeUonte Ave.
208-8576

9 cm Ctiurch School
lO cm Worship Service

STUDENTS WELCOME

^We ax£ CnxUtiixnt onfif, Cut

not the onltf ChtUtiam..
"

Hey Buffy,

Where d
you find all

those neat
clothes for

Mrs.

B^sley?

Well, Jody.A
had Mr.
French read
me the Daily

Bruin!
They've got
lots ofneat
advertise-
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ANNOUNCING . .

.

SWENSEN-S
• Chocolate Fantasy and Summer Dream Sundaes
• Croissant Sandwiches and Gourmet Salads
• Swensens supreme ice cream - 6 new extra rich
flavors

• Upstairs/downstairs dining (upstairs available for
private parties)

. . . plitfi all Qour old fauorites mabe freeti 5ailQ on tl^e

premiacB. in Mt\t old i^an JFranciBco tradition

• BRING IN THIS COUPON •
• AND SAVE r|r| o/ ^"^'-'- I
% 1051 Broxton Ave. ^11 tg^ ^ood and ^
• 208-6785 ^\# l\3 icecream «

^

A little zip. A little

jazz.

Try some PizzazzL
We serve an East Coast thin crust that's first

class - all the way. Blast off with one of our
special pizzas:

\m PIZZAZZ with JAZZ - we use our special garlic—
and red pepper sauce, with black olives and
achovies blanketed under extra thick aged
provolone cheese.

2. PIZZAZZ ALL THE WAY - pepperohi, sausage,
diced onions, mushrooms and green peppers.

3. PIZZAZZ ITALIA - we add olive oil and alight
tomato base to our garlic and red pepper sauce;
with aged provolone cheese, anchovies, black
olives and green peppers.

ZAP*
& Here's An Invitation to Adventure! •

ments!

825-2161

$4.95 buys you a dinner size pizza ( ± 12")

with any two toppings, (a $6.45 value)

$7.95 buys you a large pizza with any two
toppings, (a $9.95 value)

^_ Offer good til July 15, 1984 • Please present ad!

So check out our place. We've got the look
you'll like - and the taste you'll love.

the great taste
place!

PIZZAZZ

91 1 Broxton Ave. at Le Contc • Westwood Vjllage
Mon.-Thurs. . .

.
1 1 AM-1 AM • Fri.-Sat. . . . 1 1 AM-2 AM • Sun. . . . 4 PM-1 AM

-"7)

All Sfiampoos are Not the Same!
Conwjil Ihr f iprrl« «l

OAKLEY'S HAIRSTYLING
/

1061 Gayley Avenue
Westwood

Across from Baxter's Rest.

FREE HAIR ANALYSIS
AND TRIAL SIZE.

NEXXUS SHAMPOO
with coupon

I'-JSl

f ormuUird fof rh* HO's hv

Whelhoi You M.»v«'

DRY. HKITTLE, THIN or OIIY HAIK

N€^US
f^

HAS THE R;CHT SHAMPOO FOR YOU'

ASSURf SHAMKX) -
for Soinijt III Orv H^ii

iHIRAPrt W4AMPOO -

I.M Div Hnltli' Hmi

IH/Oll SHAMfOO -

VIIA miM IIOTIN SHAMfOO -

} 'It i ini' T hrf> ^^J^r

BOTANOIl SHAMPCM^ -
\

Foi ( h«>niH rfll> Ti('jl>Mt or
r«<t*s\iv>'ly ( iitU M^ii '

'v H€.XUi
yf.nvLnt i>(L\&l^b Prmliku iic mHU-uou in.p' jrnuwul luii >ultni mIv<»

COUPON EXPIRES 7/28/84
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WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando Blvd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd . across from
Busch Gardens in Van Nuys

1717 W Colorado. Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blwd.. Tufunga
3024 Recreation Circle. Fountain Valley_i

than standanl-size prints

< « < •
TM

service f^
All your best shdtscanTook better . . .

BIGGER. Take advantage of special prices
now on MAGNAPRINT35 Service from
Kodak, and get big 4 by 6-inch prihts from
youths mmJ<QDACOLOR Film negatives;

< » Prices:

42^^xposureSr—r^&.64"
24 exposures - $9.53
36 exposures y- $13.42

Special prices good^
June 18 through June 29.

Offer good for Kodacolor developing and printing (C-41
process) on original roll only.

35mr1i film only.

You must obtain a discount coupon from the sales clerk
in order to receive discount. "

, .

'

Ask for

ASUCLA Film & Developing

i
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Who
Are

Ivan E. Roth

/

y

^

By John Ison. ^Xq^I Writer

"I made a Catorade and
Drano hi-ball w/Gerilol ice

cubes and turned into a
white tornado..." — Ivan
E. Roth, "Palm Springs
Weekend"

Who is the "real" Ivan E.
Roth? Is he Wank Sinatra,

thje. glitzy, glib Las Vegas
ringmaster, or Lone
Coyote, the sharpshooting,
capgun-toting cowpoke...or
one of the other zany char^
acters from his standupr
poetry repertoire? If so,

then who is the soft-spoken,
almost shy performer who
recites heartfelt verse about
the Bomb andthe
mindlessness of war?

Let's look at the facts.

Ivan E. Roth was the first

poet ever to appear on
MTV. If you think that
"poet" and "MTV" do not
belong in the same
sentence, welcome to the
Eighties. With performance
artist Linda Albertano and
rock star/writer Henry
Rollins -(of Black Flag),
Roth belongs to a new
breed of poets who have
been influertCed by both
.c 1 a.ss ic a 1 - a n d^ p^p-ulap
culture. Under the direction
of spoken-word en-
trepreneur Harvey Kuber-
nick (English as a Second

Continued, on Page 14
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Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb
^l^ft Lenses

**Change the color of your
eyes** soft lenses

'159
Sleep-in soft tenses.
Permalens. DuraSoft.

Bausch & Lomb

'159
Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses iC49
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training.&
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in- SQQ
eludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. .Xf^F

JSANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274»0653i

2605 Uncoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.
('/^ bik. south of Pico)

Visa. Master Card. Expires 7/25/84 with this ad.

The North American Premiere of
recent films from the war zonesxst

Central America.

On the Road to
Liberty
El Camino de <a Libertad

a film from El Salvador

Rio San Juan, the polden Door
(A Este Lado de \a Puerto), a film from Nicaragua

Generous In Victory
(Generosos en la Victoria), a film

from Nicaragua

A "MUST SEE" for all

concerned AmerlcansI

Fox International Theater
(formerly the Fox Venice, newly remodeled, under

\ new management)
620 Lincoln Blvd., Venice, California
For advance tickets and Information,

call 396-4215
Limited Commercial Engagement Begins

Wednesd^, June 27, Each evening at 8p.m. & 10p.m.
Admission S4

Released through Fred Baker Films, N.Y.C..
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Ivan •

E.

Roth
Continued from Page 13
Language), Roth has appeared in

numerous poetry readings across the
Southland. His readings are far from
the stereotypical artistic ramblings in

the coffeehouse; they combine theatre,

standup cgmedy, even free-form jaz^

motifs. It is his'chameleon-like theat-

rical presence that chiefly distinguishes

him from his contemporaries on the

-Los-Angeles sj>oken-word Scene. In the

classic tradition (TKRuth Draper and
Lily Tomlin, Roth portrays assorted

characters that bring a demented
dimension to his poetry.

Lest you assume Ivan E. Roth is just

another "caricature actor," consider
his passionate conviction that art can
be a vehicle for social protest. While
Roth believes that his role as artist is

toj'entertain^'jeople, he also admits
That it is also to "make them aware."
Concerned with fighting social in-

justice. RothV personal weapon in his

art is laughter.

"Palm Springs Weekend," his most
famous performance poem to date,

gives an excellent example of Roth's

pencharrt for coinic consciousness- rais-

ing. It's a dizzy, free-fall depiction of

a television junkie's day. In less than
five minutes, "Weekend" manages' to

evoke the Eighties, an .entire genera-
tion saturated with and-spoiled by TV

cliches. Given its premiere in January
at McCabe's Guitar Shop in Santa
Monica, it is soon to be released as a

single.

At McCabe's, Roth also portrayed
Wank Sinatra, the epitome of showbiz
phoniness. His character is ideal for

Roth's subde mockery of America's
• fascination with the lar^r-than-life.

JiL^ lightheartedmanner. Roth wants-
to tell his audience, "Look at what we
holdup."

Roth avoids the almost nihilistic

camp\approach of a John Waters or
Andy Warhol in his satires; he is at

he^rt an optimist. As he, too, is

charmed by the spectacular — Roth
has a shrine to Elizabeth Taylor in his

living room — he tries to reveal, but
not strip bare, the dross beneath the
gloss. While the undertones of Roth's

aim are -highly political, they are near-

ly always humorous. "It is easier to br-

ing out people's political awareness if

we're having.fun," Roth believes.

The poet/actor is attracted to the
values of the past, as well as its ap-
pearances. "There was an innocence
back then; things had a meaning that

they don't now," he observes. As life

iiL the Eighties is exposed to more
stimuli, pop culture has become as

disposable as plastic cups. With his af-

fectionate tributes to the past in his

own art. Roth seeks to bring back
meaning and staying power- to culture.

Roth regrets the lack of "alter-

natives" to temporary, mass-marketed
culture. While cable television coU(Ld

have ventured into new arenas, Roth
feels that it has followed the conser-

vative-path of network TV. Much-of"

the programming of MTV he calls

"mind candy," and regrets that MTV's
"The Cutting Edge," the only alter-

native to Top 40 playlistings, is only
aired once per month. Although the
numerous television references in his

show would seem to belie this fact.

Roth has not owned a television set for

nearly a. year. " *Alternative' is a big
word in my life," Roth admits; in

most "alternative" culture. Roth sees a
daring and originality that are lacking
in most 1980's popular art.

The "sorry lot" of theatre in Los
Angeles has much to do with the con-
servatism and complacency of today's
public. Roth believes. An audience
may look for sensation, but not sur-
prise. "People don't want to go out
unless they know what's happening
~~ ^

Continued on Page 15
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CARDELVCCi'S
"P'NOSH WITHOUT THE COST'

TUES. & WEDS, are

UCLA 'A PRICE DAYS
'A price on all DINNERS and BAR DRINKS
with valid UCLA student or faculty I.D.

Also open for Lunch Mon.-Fri. 1 1-2:30

"We haveanelegant atmosphere because you*""'
deserve it!"

M^ Westwood Bh«l. 475-8951
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SELF HYPNOSIS
MEANS

BETTER GRADES/LESS STUDYING
Speed Beading

• Photograp.hic Memory
• Improved Test Taking Ability

Stop smoking, lose weight . . . and more

Private Sessions — Student Discount
Free Demonstrations Thursday, 7:30 P.M.

Call Success Center
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist

Director, 989-2923
15 YEARS EXPERIENCE HELPING STUDENTS

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO

GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
. VAT •MAT* SAT

NAT'L MED BDS ^^

ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

Skimlk^M.
EDUCATIONAL CENTER ^

Test Preparation Speciahsts
Since 1938

For inforrrtation. Please Call:

Encino: (818) 990-3340
Los ArjQelesWest: (213) 2021924

Central City: (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

i^^Ai A^

Engineering
Cou

SOUND MASTER

RECORDING ENGINEER
SCHOOLS

i.i.^.s^^^-. ^.^^^^^^

Fully licensed and approved by the

California State Department of Education

!EE StH INAR descrlBtngHGlasses^

All workshops taught in Professional
24 -Track Recording Studios -

jft^AtJbuaijliDinvation.A^ Oisc.^Master!ng..»

«

For Information

call (213) • !:•

call for reservations
or write 10747 Magnolia Blvd.

North HoftywoodrCA 91601
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Continued from Page 14

beforehand," he says, "there's no live television — there is no
sense of the event." A theatrical performance requires that one
pay slow, careful attention — an activity that may bore the
media "market-zone." Perhaps the biggest challenge of Roth's
blend of theatre, pop art and poetrv' is that it demands an in-
volvement from the audience that otherwise may remain
passive. "People must have opinions," he insists. "I hate people
who cannot choose.*' To allow Melrose or Madison Avenues to
dictate their tastes leads a pop audience toward a deadly con-
formity. In order to avoid conformity. Roth follows his own in-
stincts as he creates his own lifestyle. While his clothes may
resemble the trendy thriftshop fashions, he avoids trendy thrift-
shops at all costs.

Roth developed his blend of the drahiatic and the "different"
at an early age As a^ child growing up in Philadelphia, Roth
was "the Spanky ormjTblock." He had aTeputation for being
class clown and for "touring" self-produced skits through the
classrooms of Farrell Elementary School. "I wrote, directed,
and produced that show," Roth remembers. "Did that make me
a ^performance artist' at the age of llp-^J 'I 1 ..^

While his tastes have leaned toward the theatrical^ they have
also been offbeat, especially when it came to music. He attend-
ed the Beatles' historic Hollywood Bowl concert in 1965, but as
a teenager Roth preferred jazz to rock-and-roll. To his chagrin,
there were msiny concerts in which he found himself the only
person under 40. The loose, improvisatory nature of jazz at-
tracted Roth, as it matched the nature of the poetry he was
beginning to write. Evien now, "old jazz is the music that makes
me happy," he says. On his stereo, he is niore likely to play
Django Reinhardt than Duran Duran. Still, he acknowledges
the rock music of the 1960's, especially Bob Dylan's early work,
for drawing out his political consciousness.
Devoted to the craft of jx)etry, Roth nevertheless refuses to

limit himself to the printed page for artistic expression. An actor
before he was a poet, Roth has always tried to write poetry to
suit the staged voice. His apperances on "The Cutting Edge"
give a classic example of his intention. With his poetry, "1 try to
combine the Greek approach with the Las Vegas approach,"
Roth explained, referring to the spoken origins of classic poetry
and the crowd-pleasing theatricality of current pop. Allen
Ginsberg, Woody Guthrie and especially Hart Crane were big
influences in Roth's career, as each strove for an intimacy not
usually shared between writer and reader.

Like his influences, Roth desires to create poetry that is non-
elitist, but he wasn't a poetic populist. As a UCLA student stu-

dying with professor Stephen Yenser, Roth set out to be an in-

novator: he wrote poetry without vowels. "(Arthur) Rimbaud
brought out colors in vowels, so I guess I thought I'd make *col-

orful consonants,*" he laughs. After two weeks of such question-
•^t^ itrntyVa^iaayvYenser gave Roth his most challenging assign-
ment: to write a poem in complete sentences. From this experi-
ence Roth was able to focus his creativity and produce art that
reached.rathertlian fashionably mystified his aiiHienpft

Ever the eclectic artist, Roth is presently devising his own
aesthetic movement, which he has dubbed "New Surrealism."
Jie-says4hat New Surre^lism4^as a Midwestern, late 1940's feel

to it" but it is far from a glorification of the past. "It looks old,

4>ut-4^ stil l cxistsv^Mie 4i^ist».-"^^'»-f^et—attti^me^-- -^
New Surrealism include Dick Tracy ("He looks just like Ronald
Reagan"), Trix Cereal, Bowling, Tylenol, Goodson and Tod-
mah Productions (the producers of "The Price is Right" and
oth^r game shows). Lemon Fresh Joy, and the Pet Milk can.
The theory is still under development, but Roth feels that he's

"on to something."
After a year of almost non-stop poetry readings. Roth hoped

to spend the summer "in a Sinatra-type state of retirement," he
jokes, but he looks to be busier than ever. On June 30, Roth
will make a special appearance at Matt Cogan's Political Art
Exhibition. With musician Jill Eraser, he is recording a com-
plete album of Ivan E. Roth readings, as well as touring behind
the latest Harvey Kubernick spoken word LP, Neighborhood
Rhythms (Rhino). On July 2, he will appear as Lone Coyote at

the Music Machine in Los Angeles. Most recently. Roth earned
favorable reviews for his role as Quince in Tim Robbins' con-
troversial production of Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's

' Dream (playing through June 30 at Los. Angeles' Night House).
It is from this classic comedy that Roth chose a quote that
perfectly exemplifies his outlook on art. "How shall we beguile
the lazy time, if not with some delight?" In the lazy, crazv time
of Summer 1984, the delight that entertainers like Ivan E. Roth
bring is mighty welcome.
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•TD WALK A MILLION MILES
FOR ONE OF YOUR SMILES."
Let your friends say

that abou^ you. ^ .

For Appointment:
"-^ 478-0363

Tooth Bonding

•No Anesthetic necessai*y

•Stereo Headphones
•Please mention thi§ ad
•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
^~~^

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

COUPON

/ypciCMi
1650 WESTWOOD BLVD.

(B*t<w««n Sania Monica Blvd A Wilthir* Blvd.)

470-1558
M-F 9-9 Sat. 9-7 Sun. 10-3

ciiscount on any Giant Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

1 0968 Le Conte

-0

O

AcrossTrom Lot 1
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^OLIPAY
SPECIALS!

^eep awairfat wiflv
GREAT EARTH VITAIVIIN'S

\ ''

.

I%»-

VITAMIN C
500 mg

VITAMIN C
500 mg.
with natural
rosehips Ti^e^

QQ Release

100 tabs

H^Nl GHR FORMULA-RM
Novw; new maximum strength GHR FORMULA-P.M. available
only at GREAT EARTH VITAMIH STORES

1 Limit 2

From all natural sources
Helps fight infection and
heal wounds

LECITHIN
GRANULES

natural fat fighter

499
16 oz.

S.O.D. MAX
2000 units/125 meg.
superoxide disiQutase

OYSTER SHELL
CALCIUM

Calcium plus A and D

179
I 100 tab100 tabs

12
#!•

60 tabs

While you sleep, this special synergistic combination of amino acids and
vitamins works to burn up body fat and helps you to develop more lean
muscle tissue.

You can lose fat plus firm and tone your muscles without lifting a finger!

This fantastic formula works by stimulating the natural release of Growth
Hormone while you are sleeping. It Is Growth Hormore which is respon-
sible for a youthful metabolism and muscle tone. Now you can have the
firm, fat-free physique of youth with GHR FORMULA-PM.

fi99
\^ 1001a100 tabs

QUICK
DIET MEAL
all natural meal
replacement

10QQ Carobor^^ Vanilla
26 oz flavor

ACIDOPHILUS
CAPSULES

promotes intestinal

health

299mm 100 caps

CHEWABLE
PAPAYA

delicious digestive aid

1 100 tabs

SENSATIONAL SAVINGS FROM GREAT EARTH VrfAMIN STORES

NATURAL
VITAMIN E

ui

NATURAL
VITAMIN E

400 LU.
Oxy E Complex

399
30 tabs

Helps protect your body
from the damaging effects
of pollution

our best
Vitamin E

VITAMIN B
XX)MPLEX100

549
50 tabs

BETA-
CAROTENE

BETA
CAROTENE
laoooLu.
Vitamin A activity

3 100 tabs

From assorted natural

vegetables Converts to

10,000i-U-ot Vitamin A
activity in the body

f^ew IMP«0VE0
HIGH PER FORMULA

AfEIV/ IMPROVED!
ALL SOY PROTEIN

HIGH
P.E.R.

FORMUU

FORMULA K
GARLIC

I

FORMULA K
GARLIC
comparable to Kyolic

\ brand

99
100 caps4

We've improved the ammo acid balance to
increase the Protein Efficiency Ratio to 2 5'

jtartafvlormufa:

MM^A^d^^^^

L-LYSINE

1000 mg.
new!
extra strength

\3 100 tabs

An essential amino acid
Ma^iy people find rt can -

help control the symptoms
of herpes

OVEims STORES NATIONVVIBETeSERVEYOtr«r^ATISfACTION GraRANTEEr-¥UT^
offers good thru 7/1 1/84 at parti<ripating stores only H B

-•'——— .—y.
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VriAMIN STORES
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WEYBURN

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
INSIDE BI-RITE DRUG

1000 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(213)824-5171

BiRltfc

GREAT EARTH VITAMINS

•
f

STORE HOURS:
Men. thru Fri.: 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Sundays: 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

f -.
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CHURCH SERVICES. .::,. 3-A SALONS.... jf> 21B SALONS .'...ai-B
I^ETAPHYSICAL SPIRITUAL Training" for

healers-counselors-ministors certificates.
Church of Cosmic Consciousness. 10420
Palms Blvd. Los Angeles 90034. Write or
phone for info 657-a759-Deadline July 10.

^ETAPHYSICAL-SPIRirijAL *
^Church services, meditation. J^healing^. lectures, music.?
.jfclasses. seminary. Serviced!
^Sundays 10:30AM. Church Ofll
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420jl
«N Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759 ^
SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE.....„..1../.^.^..,^,.5.A

OLYMPtC tickets: Mens gymnastics op-'

tionals, heavyweight boxirvg finals.
heavyweight judo finals 88 1

•'51 38.

TWO tickets for Olympic rowing
at cost 399-3411

CONCERT TICKETS

FOR SALE.;.~,....».:.:::::.....6A

WANT to buy Performing Arts tickets; Cir-

cus Oz, Radeis Internationai, China Per-
forrf)ir>g Arts Company, Antenna Theater
818-352-5507 after 4 30 M-F and
weekends

BLACK HAIR SPECIALS
SHAMPOO, BLOW DRY &
CURL $15
SHAMPOO, PRESS, CURL*.

* *
*. *. $20

CELLOPHANES $ioASK FOR
YVETTE

^'£.uiu

GOOD DEALS y-A
INSURANCE WAR' WELL BEAT
ANYONE S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS' SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST -BRUIN PRa
GRAM 880-4407/880-4361

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty) Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance
7160224

ttA2^ 13Lack

Perms, Jeri Curls,

Press & Curls

& Manicure
$5.00 discount with this

coapon
10% off all black

.

• products
this wsck

TrTTl HELP WANTED 30-A

5
TYPEWRITER for sale Good manual
(non-electric) Recent Royal model. Very
portable, light & compact. Works well. Ask-
ing $60 otx) Marlyn or message 826-
9596

BlU( N' GOID HAIR DCStGN '

1090e LaCont* Westwood
(at •ntrarK:« to UClA)

20a5«63
Aak U* Vicki

^^
10884 WeytMim Av«.. LA. 90024

Bibles Books Gifts
Mon -Sat till 1 1 PM Sun 2-6 PM

208-5432

HELP WANTp
Accurate, punctual, neat part-time recep-
tionist sk)t for Pediatricians office

479-1233 or 478-2000

ARTISTS/WRITERS. New publication
seeks pen & ink comics (2V2X 7'/i). fash-
ion/music review articles, poetry and short
stories. Submit with SASE to: P.O Box
1068. La Jolla. CA 92038.

AVAILABLE for summer employment.
California Credential mature teacher; wide
range of activities offered. Suzanne 208-
5273

:. MEED foreign language harra!67s~for'Tbcar

sightseeing tours. Be on call for occasional
vork 545-7977

-•AHI-TIME work flower shop.
Bloomsbury Driving required 509 North
Rot)ertson at Melrose 858-^30
^art-time secretary Knowledge of vector
pomputer essential California Chamt)er
Symphony 478-0581

PART-TIME fresh flower stand manager
Energetic and outgoing personality
Westwood/Downtown $47hour pips com-
nission. 489-1660 - : •

-

CHILD CARh; loving, responsible persqn
tor 6-yr-old 6:15am-9am/3 wkdays/$5hr

J Pl^s other time/$3hr Must transport to

3Q.^ school/ 12mins. 476-3947
.

CHILDCARE. twin boys, almost 3yrs. Part
time, permanent. Monday 2- 7pm More
hours in Fall. Must have car, references
274-1305.

Call

Babysitter needed in Brentwood area for

infant and pre-schooler. Weekend even-
ings. References and own transportation.
Debbie 476-4931

COUNSELOR, fulltime position. Counseli-
ng with teenage boys at Residential
Treatment Center. Excellent benefits entry
level position Call 818-347-1326.

DRAFTER needed, great for summer, ex-
oerienced electncal schematics and sheet
metal layouts desired. We are an elec-
tronics mfg. firm in Burbank. Call Maureen
True. 818-843-1200

*^^***»»« ••••.•............•.......... o*A
NEED Model for haircut and blow-dry.
Bruno & Soonie Salon. Beverly Hills. In-
formation call Michael-277-7045

PERSONAL...... .lo^A

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-61 58

BABYSITTER, every weekend. Live-in, 3
young children. Beverly Hills. 550-7661

.

BABYSITTER needed. 2 adorable children
Mon nights. 470-1076. 275-0977.

BABYSITTER for 8 month old Weekdays
English speaking. Experience^. 837-3583
eves.

EASY tun job! Product demonstration in

stores Fridays. Saturdays in West LA $4-/

3/hour. 827-7416.

EXCELLENT Income foF part time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
Bxt. 8737. .

EXPERIENCED secretary for a Medical of-

fice in Westwood Call 208-4455.

Female travel companion needed to go to
Hawaii during the Olympics. Please call

472-7673

LIKE TO DATE AN OLYMPIC ATHLETE?
SO'WOULD I! CALL ME AND LETS SEE
WHAT ELSE WE HAVE IN COMMON I'M

28/5'9'7l55lbs./135 IQ. BUSY PROFES-
SIONAL. SUPER ATHLETIC WITH GREAT
SENSE OF HUMOR (I WROTE THIS AD,
DIDN'T I?) 989-0670

THANK you St Jude C S.

"TRAVEL Across America the Beautiful with
young, gay. male doctor leaving LA Aug.
24th for New England via Utah. Idaho,
Wyoming and Southern Canada. Prefer
athletic male. Hassan: P.O. Box 49031
Brentwood-LA 90049

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with exbellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree, GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing

company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

=ART-TIME filing clerk cati California

Chamber Symphony. 478-0581

.

^ART-TIME typist/law clerk needed for

Beverly Hills attorney. Upper classman
preferred . $5/hour . 855- 1 86 1

.

PIZZA Restaurant. Full or part-time. Flexf-

3te hours. Regular Johns 826-3565
.

FEMALE companion at least 18 wanted for

2 young teenage daughters. July, August.
Car. references required. Santa Monica.
Call Sharron after 6pm, 828-
7235.

FULL-TIME person for floor covering
business. Duties include customer rela-

tions. Will train on small computer. Order-
ing materials and- scheduling 657-4200.
Salry negotiable

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and ger\pral of-

fice. BA degree, GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required Great office* en-

vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For lirightT^

hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

GIRL Friday - need temporary help.

Receptionist, light typing $5/hour. 2C

PERSONAL 10-A hogrs/week. 553-4871

JlTT£MTiQM^C¥CLIST&
FREE bicycle registration

on Bruin Walk: ^

^

Tues..-W:00-2:00 ^^—
Wed.: 11:00-2:00

and r<§member. .

.

All IMegally parked
unregistered bicycles are
subject to impound starting

July9th.^

GREAT opportunity for enthusiastic sales

people. Make commissions to $100/day.
Parttime. Call now for details. (213)464-
3777. .—

'

HELP wanted full-time or part-time. Instant

$. '84 Games Project. Get involved now.
Great opportunity for enthusiastic sales
people. Call today, (213)451-9120:

HOUSEHELP. Live in full time job. Room
and board, good pay. Beverly Hills home
with pool. Must have car. References re-

quired. Call Michelle or Leonard 213-550-
7694.

-rJ-

or

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED ..12 A

RESEARCH Subjects Needed-Male and
female smokers and nonsmokers. ages
18-30. S6fhr. Contact Michael Lyvers. Of"
fiee F ratiz Hall 69T4. m tsavs iia iiie and

INVESTMENT Company phone repre-

sentative. Parttime. 12-2a^ours/week.
Mak,e appointments for our brokers from
furnished leads. $5/hour plus commission.
Make up to $800/month. Mid-Wilshire of-

ice. 213-384-9300.

^ALE and Female models wantfed for free

•rofessional haircutting. Inquire ^at Allure

lalon. Ask for Esther 474-8298 i

^JIENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
JEEDS WORK STUDY STUDENTS.
4UST BE DETAIL ORIENTED. ABLE TO
VORK INDEPENDENTLY. AND HAVE
5OO0 PHONE SKILLS. BI-LINGUAL.
DESIRABLE. CASUAL. FRIENDLY OF-
=ICE- FLEXIBLE HOURS MAY CON-
TINUE INTO FALL. $659/HOUR. CALL

± HELP WANTED ...30-A HELP WANTED SQ-A

YOUR FUTURE BEGINS WITH
WHEREHOUSE ENTERTAINMENT
Are you ready to "take charge" and run \he whiole
show? Then we're ready for you! We're the West
Coast's fastest-growing honne entertainment
•'©toiler and we need high-ernergy MANAGEMENT
TRA!N££S to join the Wherehoiise teonn. You'll work
side by side with one of our top store nnanagers,
learning "hands on" how to run a successful retail
operation. When you're ready to "solo", you'll be
placed in a store and given your own set of keys.

We offer: A comprehensive training program ^
Competitive salary

Stock Ownership and benefit plans

.

A solid future with a dynamic company
What are WE looking for? Bright, aggressive,
dedicated high-energy people wtx> wont to learrl
about business first hand and see their careers
"Take^ Off". Management experience is helpful
college is a plus. Whether you're starting a career!
changing career paths, or trying to get on the right
track.we'd like to consider you as one of our new
team members. Inten/iews will be held on:

The Wherehouse
1095 Broxton Avenue

. Westwood

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery and pick-up in
LA aea at 22V2«/mi ' $l4Q0/mo to start
Min. requirement: 4-yr college degree
oPA 3.5, good SAT or GRE scores Full
Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent
salary increases Great office environment
m MDR business park For bright, hard-
rfvorking people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

OFFICE assistant. California magazine
needs very organized and dependable
person. Some typing. Full-time position
LohCobe. 479-6511.

OLYMPIC messenger Must ride motorcy-
cle and be available every day during
Olympics. Call 655-4123

PART-TIME back & front office assistance
for Beverly Hills dermatologist 550-7661
$5/hour.

MEED student with car to drive child at
t:30 Weds and Thurs. from Rancho Park
o home $6 00/hour 934-36 13.

MURSES, daily/weekly pay, 20 positions
3pen now: ICU, staff, private duty, RN's.
LVN's, Aides Nursefinders of Westwood
213-208-2288

.

SECRETARY-wee offer' highest salaries
^ith excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people Accurate 75wpm BA
degree, GPA 3.51, high SAT or GRE scores
required Great office environment with
established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.

Blue Cross Medical, top dental For bright
hard-working people were the best
around. 213-827-5000.

»

ATTEIvfriON
Southern California
CAREEROPPORTUNmES
THOR is a specializecj personnel service for Southern
Galifornia dedicated to supporting the following auton4ated
systems:

t3^Mtni Compuiefs^^^
D Small Computers
D Computers

Apcounling Machines

D CRT/Terminals
n Proof Equipment
D Keypunch
D Word Processing

Whether you are interested in Dat^i Entry, Key Operations
or Management, we can help. Both on a temporary help
"urtull tlme^basts:— ^-^ -^ :—
THOR has worked with over 10,000 users in the Southern
California area and has helped free of charge several
thousand individuals in their job advancement pursuits:

We encourage YOU to call
•

us for more information i

2080 N, Tu5tin'A\^e., Santa Ana. CA 92701
[714)973-1783

4055 Wilshire Blvd.. Los Angeles. CA 90010
(213)487-0130

7334 Topanga Canyon Blvd., Canoga Park, CA 91303
(818)710-1800

\

THDR

number with the Psychotegy Dept. 825-

RFQPARPH

SUBJECTS HEEDED 12-A rqxanne at 206-8078

— \40THER with 2 small boys needs your
ive-in help. Large Eno ino ootote. Geek.

JOB OPPORTUNmES 32-D JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32D
SPANISH-SPEAKING mature female stu-

dents wanted to Interview pregnant

FUTON Co. needs salesperson, 2-6pm.
Tues.-Friday. 390-4958

Sperm donors Caucasian,brown hair,

brown eyes. 820-0377 —^—-;

—

•-

:lean, drive, no smokers. Couple With child

)k. 818-990-1327.
r~

women . Prefer grad s tuOgnls. App $8/
—XCROX 9900 upmatui

hour. Professor Dunkel-Schetter/206-
81 1 6,Marci Lobel/390- 1 740.

- uupy L'gntgr. m il/

part time. Good pay with experience. 6417
Wilshire Blvd David 655-7880

--M^
/
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HIRING JUNE 29 & JULY 2

OLYMPIC JOBS

•

Apply nowl ASUCLA has about 75 jobs a\}tiilable be-
tween summer sctiool sessions. Tt)ese Food Sen/ice
jobs are rfgtit in ttie thick of Olympic excitement, in

Pauley Pavilion, the Tennis Stadium, and the South Mall.

Applications are available in ASUCLA Personnel Office:

Kerckhoft Hall 205. d:30am - 4:30pm. You must be a
reoisfered lir^lA ctnrlant f<Aimrrmr nr raniilnr) Intar.

views June 1

Join the

>9a byiappointme

'>lympii

mt c

c]

inly. .

^eam!
i

AMBmoUSVt? ElgW to ten Hours 'peV
i^eek of your time may result in a growing
income The hours are flexible If you have
some time available and would like to
develop a second income and be in

business for yourself phone now for inter-

view 21 a/450-8874

CAN WE TALK? "I was sick to death of
awful part-time jobs Then I tailed the
UCLA Center for the Arts Ask for Eric.
he's great " l-5pm 763-8145

.Customer Service Santa Monica based
computer software firm has an opening for

customer service telephone operator The
Ideal candidate should have good com-
munication skills, good organizational
skills, and the ability to work w/little super-
vision For more info contact Mary 460-
242^ ext 373

RECEPTIONIST-ACCOUNTING assistant

Undergrad accounting or business em-
phasis, small Santa Morxca CPA firm.

Data entry and small office experience
Full-time summer, pan-time rest of year
$6 plus Linda. 394-6996

APTS. FURNISHED 50-F

Bachekx Suites spacious rooms w/pnvate
baths Beautiful building On premises
parking Minutes'from UCLA Quiet, safe,

residential area All utilities paid. $295/
month Call Mr Anthony 937-0968

BACHELOR Apts Available rK>w. adjacent
campus Utilities paid Furnished $450 00/
month (2 people) 473-6595. 843-3256—— —

L^RGE single $540 Walking distance to

campus. Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator 276-1446.

ONE bedroom apts Furnished, unfurnish-

ed $585-$650. Includes gas Near UCLA
Lease. One or two ouiet adults No pets.
208-3797

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms. 2-bdrms
CAD. Dishwasher. .R$T Available im-

nr>ediately 641 Gayley 879-3744

Receptionist Fast-yrowing Santa Monica
based computer software firm has an im-

mediate opening for a receptionist The
position requires front-office appearance,
good telephone skills, adequate typing, A
the ability to work with little or no supervi-
sion For more information contact Mary
450-2424 ext 373

WORK Study position Summer Grad stu-
dent $700/hr.. 40 hours/week #141-F
Housing Counselor Aide. Westside Fair
Housing Counsel 475-9671

Summer work study interviewing Latino
mothers about child health care Spanish
required Dr Nicholas 825-6483

TEACHERS part-time beginning
September. Science, Spanish, Art. Private
school WestLA.

. EJementary-Junior High.
Must be experienced 476-2868.

THOMES Cook Mastercard, travelers
^checks. Sales/general public relations. $5/
hour plus commission Job starting im-
mediately 818-991-2083

UCLA CENTER FOR THE ARTS Im-
mediate openings Great $$$ part-time.

Evening hours, cash bonuses. Will Train
Call Eric, 1-5pm. 763-8145

URGENTLY need good typist, familiar

word processmg Good communication,
spelling, English, versatile. $5/hr. 475-9915
9:00-5 30

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
smgle. 1 -bedroom 644 Landfair #202
Please call Chuck 208- 1 837

1 bedroom apann>ent. attractively and fully

furnished Gas arKt water paid Car port,

laundry 14 miles from campus $550 per
month 1-yr-lease-Nopets 474-2260

$350/month. Bachelor Carpet, 'drapes,

refrigerator 10 mm to campus 3545
Jasmine Ave . Palms. 559-2334.

$575 up 1 -bedroom furnished Parking
1387 Midvaie. 11095 Strathmore Summer/
Fair Near UCLA 454-821 li

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

Full Year.
$700 and up. Singles and
loft apartments.
iDJstiwasher, Air. Parking. »

565 Gayley Ave.
Marxjger on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sun.

-«24-0836

:?fl

••.•/.'.'
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WORK-STUDY position, prefer Behavioral
Sciences student. To 32 hours/week.
Sepulveda VA Hospital. Dr. Robert Mittan
(818)891-2356.

WORK Study only: Teacher's aide. 40
hours/week. $5.49/hour Work study #65
Apply in Child Care Center Office. 825-
5086.

WALK TO UCLA
Spacious singles,-,

jc 1-bedroom apartments.

J flowers Apartments
^ 10941 Strattimore

' 208-7294 ^
Poof, elevators, security, 5

Jgarage. Annex 543. 547*
iandfair. 540 Glenrock.
;Also 478.483. 510. 516
[Larxjfalr.

BRENTWOOD very clean 1 bedroom,
stove, carpeting, drapes. No pets. $600/
month Only charging 1 month's rent, se-

curity/clearung. 678-6648

FEMALE preferred. Furnished bed-sitting

room. Private bath Exceptionally charming
apartment. $370. Utilities included. 656-
8033. - ^ —

VACATION RENTALS..;..... 53-F V*^^^'*t^^!^****\
B & B 5 miles UCLA Pool, Olympics only

Old home, sunny rooms $80 double.

1391-9490.
*

HOUSE and guest house for summer in

Westwood Walk-UCLA 10 minutes 7/5-9/9

$999-month; hot-tub. A/C; flrand piano-

476-8478

APTS. TO SHARE 54-F

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom. 2 bath lux-

ury WLA apartment $400 Grad/profes-
sional preferred. 839-6485.

FEMALE non-smoker needed for own
room. $355/month Must be clean and
quiet Call Joan, 470-6133.

FEMALE to share huge apartment with

sarifie. Prefer . someone employed during

Ihe.day. $225-per month. Ist-last month-
477-2862

RESPONSIBLE female to share 2
bedroom, 2 bath, sunny, quiet Palms apt.

Fifteen minutes from UCLA, security
building, laundry facilities and pool.

Valerie, 825-0417.

TOWNHOUSE to share, $387.50/month.
2-bedroom. 2-baths, Mar Vista (nice) Pool.

jacuzzl. etc. Steve 313-1860.

$295/nrK)nth.Apt. to share, male. 1 bik. to

campus Rustic townhouse *( bedroom
upstairs, living, dining, kitchen, downstairs
). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. in-

:luded 208-7527 eves & weekends.

HOUSING SERVICE ...55-F

HOUSESITTING position wanted Profes

sional responsible couple wants to

housesit your home References available

Jim-208-1224.

HOUSE FOR RENT ......li^F

SUITE in private home: bedroom, private

bath, adjoining large room. $425/month.
—non-smoker-kitchen privi leges 476-9623.

4 t)edroom. 2 dens, fully carpeted, 2 full

baths, fenced, $900, Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas ^
$900 00/mo 3-t)edroom, 1 -bathroom house
(one of two on lot). Fireplace, hardwood
floors, large private yard, off-street parking.

Venice-Mar Vista 396-1001.

HOUSE TO SHARE ..ITf
PARTIALLY furnished room, private bath
in secured, sunny, 2 story Victorian home,
2 blocks from Venice Beach. Washer and
dryer. Excellent for student; nonsmoker.
$300/month. Available July 1 . 396-6767.

SANTA Monica, north Wilshire. Bright

Spanish, 2-bedrooms, sunroom. Large
corner lot $309,00000 Owner, 828-2670.

SHARE great Westside house with male
professional. Grad student preferred. $500/
month Howard, 477-2004, 452-3550.

VEGETARIAN non-smoking household
seeks roommate. South Venice. $350/
month plus deposit. Washer-drye'r. Private
bath 822-6815

HOUSE FOR SALE...,„,„.,......5p

EXCITING Spanish! West of Overland. 2
bedrooms, diningroom. Hardwood-floors.
Beautiful kitchen. Fireplace. Relaxing
Jacuzzi. $139,950. Wynn, 477-7001.

MARINA Del Rey-priced to sell. $125,500.
Jog to Villa Marina Ctr. Charming S-br^
ba. home. Hardwood floors. Fenced yard
with trees. Owner. 476-4016.

Student Housing
co-ed

$50 GO a week
j^

Dornn living 832 Hilgard Ave
]X Rentals available

% Call 208-6963
% 10:00AM-7:00PM

Ik

Ik

J

FURNISHED bedroom plus sitting room,
private bathroom, kitchen priveleges in-

cludes utilities. Lovely, quiet townhouse 5
miles East of UCLA Neat Wilshire Blvd.

Mature, quiet female. $275/month. 213-

939-4241 •

*

Huge supny roorri. Walk campus. Separate
.entrance. Light cook., sundeck, laundry,
private bath, utilities included $450. 552-

6754 day-479-8748 eve

INTERNATIONAL Student Dorm. Six miles

from campus. Shuttle bus abailable quiet

atmoshpere Room/Board, $2^0-285/
month. Cdll: 839-5374.

MATURE female, non-smoker to share
spacious townhouse in security complex.
Modern kitchen with washer and dryer.

Near SM bus lines. $300/month , Call

Monique 937-1203.

PREFER female. Private, room-bath-
garden, garage. 10-minutes from UCLA.
Full kitchen. $250/month. Available 7/1

275-6999

ROOM for rent. Nice Venice house six

blocks to beach. $325/month non-smoker
392-6968

INSCfRANCE BROKERAGE

WHY§WrMORE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles .

• No Insurance/Cancelled

• 502'a''

• Multiple Tickets/

Accidents
• Suspended License

• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOURSaRVIVALII

MOVERI

E LEPHANT T
Moving
657-2146

Apgrtments. Offices

Professional Service for Peanu:s

SIGMA Nu has a couple of spaces left for

the first summer session and quite a few
spaces available for the second session.
Please call ph. # 824-5362.

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel. Reasonable
rates. Clean, quiet, residential. 6060 W
8th St.. Los Angeles. 213-931-9533.

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE preferred, non-smoker, grad stu-
dent or profess ionalr Own- bedroom, bath
in Brentwood Available 7/15. 826-2454,
message. !

HUGE, BEAUTIFUL APARTMENT;
BRENTWOOD. POOL, #2 AND #3 BUSES
TO UCLA NEED ONE FEMALE. $250
207-0215

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime
392-1108.
—

—

- ^ ..

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable Jerry 213-31 1-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytirtie
aososcoGoo:

MALE needed for summer apt. 2 bd, 2
bath. 1 mile from school. $223.75/month.
Call Dan for more details. 470-666 1

.

ROOMMATE. Beautiful deluxe full security
apartment Call Jeffers. 213-461-6031.
$450/month Great locale.

ROOMMATE wanted ASAP. Huge 3
bedroom 2 batb. pool. Have 3 girls. Need
1 more.$275 824-3747.

2-BEDROOM 2-bath fi/lly furnished, securi-
ty-building w/garage near Manning and
Wilkins in Westwood. $500 470-3181.
Non-smoker.

SERVICES 0FFERED...7;;7.. .T..96-I

ATTENTION Actors, Models! Beautiful

portfolio phPtos at affordable prices. R.J.,

208-4353. —
D.J CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc
jockey service. (213) 747-5699, (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates.

FRUSTRATED writing/editing grad school
statements, papers, resumes? Professional
help from published author with Journalism
Master's. Dick. 208-4353.

Pfofessional Writer-editor. Top writing,

editing assistance. Papers; manuscripts;
resumes; scripts; books; theses; disserta-
tions. 473-4193

3 Story Luxury townhouse at Venice
Beach. $550/month plus deposit. Male or
female acceptable. Work 622-9838

SUBLET :....66-F

FEMALE, non-smoker. 1 bedroom apart-
ment. $198.75 per month. Available now-
September 23. 4 blocks from UCLA.
Sharon, 208-2158 or Cathy, 824-4005

SUBLET lovely professors apt.Beverly
Hills. 9/84-6/85, $600/month. Single faculty

women only. 277-1713 -^

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

11322 Idaho Ave.. #206, WLA. 477-8226.

STEAL Me! Sparkling clean and bright 2 ^ 2
(3' 2 ' loft also available) condo in Culver Ci-

ty. Many amenities including pools, full se-
curity, hot tub, child care, sauna, etc. Pet
OK. Near shopping, transportation, and
tennis. $79,500. Sheri or Regina only. Fred
Sands Realtors. Nights 837-5660 or Days
391-6721

TRAILER, completely remodeled, located
in Trailer Park, affordable and easy way to

live in Santa Monica. $8500/ offer. 213-
828-2208

WORK study only: Clerk. 40 hours/week.
$5.60/hour Work^tudy Job (l^r Appty^ iri

—

Child care Center Office. X55086 .

SUMMER companion for 10-yr-old girl.

Prefer someone with car. Approx. 40
hour«/week.V$3.35/hour plus mileage.
329j16l0.

UCLA 's Tenip. a^i

t of uclaTs
itly recruitinc

irvice, Instant Personnel^
a unit of UCLAjStaff Personnel Dept. is

:urrently recruiting persons interested in
working on a full-time or part-time tem-
sorary basis in a variety of campus
departments Accurate typing required
^minimum 60 wpm). knowledge of medical
Dilling procedures, knowledge of UCLA,
accounting and technical or scientific dic-

:apbone and/or shorthand. AbiMty to
Dperate any of the following word pro-
cessQrs desirable: IBM Displaywriter,

.«/VANG, VYOEC, MICON 880. LEXITRON
ox XEROX 860. Demonstrated ad-

. ministrative skills helpful Salary range
from $5.60-$7 84 per hour For more in-

formetidn, contact Instant Personnel Ser-
vice. (213)825-9196. 900 Hilgerd Avenue.
Los Angeles. CA. 90024

PINING GUIDE....;..... 41»E
VYASA Vegetarian Aastaurant 1555
W««twrw1 RlwH TK^ r.^^« 1..^;^^ QUHma
a! very affordable prices 478-4845.

APTSruwFtmwtSHEP:::n::::::5zr
ONE bedroom and two bedroom. Within
walking distance of campus. 1 year lease,

or possit>le special summer arrangement
208-1356.

ONE furnished summer and one furnished
permanentr "T- tJedroom. poot. j)arking7
block from campus and Village^ Call 208-
4253

ROOM & BOARD^

EXCHANGE HELP \.,..%2-?
>*•

LIVE in with faculty family. 2 miles from
UCLA in lovely area. Private room anajp.

-bath-4n- exchange 4or help w ith -fam ily or
secretarial skills. Male or female.
References. 472-1944.

RELIABLE. CHEERFUL STUDENT TO
HELP WITH DINNER. DISHES. DRIVfNG
SUMMER &/OR FALL 394-2933 EVEN-
INGS, r-

SUBLET July-August. 1 bedroom with
private bath. Security building, Jacuzzi,
WLA. $300/month. 207-1 782 Vance.

SUBLET. UCLA Family Student Housing.
7-2 through 9-5. Furnished, one bedroom.
Must like cats. $500 for whole time. Days
call Bob 825-4242. Eves. 390-2707.

1 -BEDROOM partly furnished apartment.
Wilshire district. Early July-Sept. 25. $340
plus utilities. 380-8337.

WLA/Mar Vista 2 plus 2V2 townhouse.
fireplace, pool, spa. security, serene set-
ting. $137,500. 397-1931.

TENNIS 80-G

JUST starting out. or making a comeback.
I have the expertise and the enthusiasm to
make you a better tennis player. Tony
470-3006.

TUTORING OFFERED 981
ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults. Individualized prdgram in writing-

skills, grammar, reading comprehension,
vocabulary. SAT/TOEFL, Stephanie.-395-
4688.

FOREIGN Students: Writing/ editing, con-
versation, computer assisted learning.
UCLA Grad/ International experience. Ac-
credited. 839-9302.

FOREIGN Students-learn to speak English.

Private tutoring. Oliv e Eng B.A., M.S.
821-8350. •

FRUSTRATED with CHEMISTRY? We
teach all levels as well as prepare for ex-
ams. Want results? Call 891-1 180

QUALIFIED English teacher. 3 years^
overseas, offers conversation/lessons, in-

dividual/group. Reasonable rates. Chris
474-9433.

TUTOR: Economics, Math 1. Term paper
help: writing, grammer, typing. Call Robin
553- 1655 (days).

TYPING 100-1

"THE" simple" correct apiproach to Terinlsf"

Former #1 player on Santa Monica Col-
lege's Championship Tennis Team-Call
Debi 466-4021

Accurate typist/transcriber. WLA low rates.

Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622. 7 days

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations.
rjfiStLtLve„ie!tej§, ,tran3criptioo. etr; Linda,
204-0947.

MtRoom and rath for rent in Brentwood.
$300i/month. 5 ^min. from UCLA W-458-
3444 eves -862-4733 ^j
WESTWOOD Village. $750 Large 1-

bedroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,

t>alcony. newly decorated. heatQ0. pool,

sutMerranean parkirrg. 691 Levering^Ave.
208-3647.

WESTWOOD Village $1200. Large 2-

bedroom, 2-t>ath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool. sut)terranean parking.

691 Levering Ave 206-3647.

1 bedroom, carpet, drapes, stove.
refrigerator. 10 min. to campus $450/
morrth. 3545 Jasmine Ave. Palms. 559-

3rh in Exchange "for work, female for

generail housework. Private entry close to

UCLA. 476-4171, after 5pm

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP 63F
LIVE-IN house help. Full-time 5V2 days in

Beverly Hills. Must like animals. Car nec-
essary. References required Call Michelle
or Bea mornings 9-1 00/(213)550-7694.

LOVING and playful person needed for

childcare and housecleaning (max 15hrs/

week). Eves and/or weekends , exchange
for an adorable private guest house
located in large yard. Call Lori. 851-8417

ROOM FOR RENT 64F
DRAKE Hotel. Santa Monica On the

beach All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd.

394-9354.451-1260

$400-$410 Brentwood bachelor. Unfur-

wiahad . Oy appt M r. 11 7» Mayfield M.
27l.«ei1

FEMALE p i

e

fw t wJ. non-smoldngr Beautiful

Brentwood home. Room, bath. t.v.,ipool.

k iidwi i p tMiBgnB. $3S0/momn Day 825-
1735. After 5pm. 476-5610

^'''

, CHILD CARE 90-1

EARLY Bird Special 7:00-8:45am. Addi-
tional night care. Good pay. Close *to
school. 475-4764 (eves) 9:00-

1

0:30pm.

MOTHER'S friendship group. Monthly
meetings for mothers with infants & tod-
dlers. All nationalities, races, religions are
welcome. Susan 839-5371

.

INSURANCE 91-1

CALL US LAST, BECAUSE WELL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVEfI
DISCOUNTS. REQUEST "BRUIN PRa
GRAM" 880-4407/880-4361.

AUTO INSURANCE
Moforcycle Insurorx^e RefuMd?

Too H^jh?
.Corx:elled?

^<2«;.M<>nfhlv Payments
STlinFNT DtSCQUNTS

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depend
dable. fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.
Bobbie. 390-2207.

^

396-2225...Aik for Ken

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-terrrf'^
papers-resumes. IBM. Free editorial

—

assistance/speling/grammar correction.
Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

DEL AMO tICRETARIAL SIRViCES
Theses, term papers, manuscripts,
re$unr>es, tfiemes, transcrlpfkxw. Ali work

)
on IBM word processors Professional ser-
vice at student discount.

540-9177
21515 Howthome Btvd. Ste 432

Torrance, CA. 90503

RUTH 208-5449. On campus. Theses
dissertations. Library approved list. Term
papers. Experier>ced. Cut-rate.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, thesaa. diaaartations, langi^agea.
Help w/wrlting. Long UCLA experienca.
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471. •

TYPING $1 SO-paga. double-spaced text.

Word I Procaaaing. la ^OO page , double-
spaced text Ofllae Sarvicaa Institute (OSIl
(213)4700444 . ...

.
~
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STILL TENSE FROM FINALS'

WITH THE SUMMER BRUIN

7

Adjustable aerobic weights
of water you can drink.
CLEVER!
Also straps to bicycle,
windsurfer boom,
exercise bar.

Available from
ASUCLA Students' Store

Nike - Westwood
Hdlen's Cycles

• r

FamilyPlanning:
a choice,

\
a responsibility

California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering 6pncerned professional care for women
.9ince 1969. . .

^ '
.

• FREE pregnancy tests,

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/ .

general or local anesthesia
• Birth control

yneoologlcal exams^

Family Planning

Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmoreland Ave

I (213) 738-7283

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 820-8084

confidontlf.l • professional • affordable

TYPING :.:.....:.:::.r..ioor

LETTER Perfect Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. Ait .work guarantee^. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

PLEASE!!! I type 95 wpn) IBM Selectric.

will type anything. anyt»nr>e Gall Aydrey.
858-4975

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance or

editir>g for that' manuscripts not working.
Word processing also available 392-8842.

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M A./t5 years typmg experience.
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subfects. Professional, confidential.

11 322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA 477-8226

'ONEDAYl YPINO
Professional writer with BA i.

English will typ«: and edit tern'J

papers, theses, etc. Or editing only
\lso offer confidential diagnosis oti

Si^-reenplays and treatments forj

authors,'agents/producers. Ov- * 25
vfdrs experience. WestwM'^itj
.yiUatte Bill Delaney 824-51

One Jbaii 7'^pmq
and Word Procemmlmg

2S% Shid«nl Oitcount
DtMertattont, rhMM. RMumM. Aop*ca
tton*. tcflpta 19001. itatWteol, fquo
iton«. lanouag»« moriy typesfyies
•WfM TYFINO WHILE VOU WAIT!
Sprang, fdrtmo, Fo(«tgn Sfudonl H«lp
Minulej from compos m WIA

Sp*ctal: •p*m«v« l«tt*rt •$«

398-0455 391-3385

FOR RENT igM

Refrigerator Rentals
for aorm.'i sororities fraternities

& Co ops
Optional sizes

for free delivery
Call Polar Leasing
390-8647 anytirr.e

We rent new T V s 4 microwaves too'

TRAVEL..... 105-J

• •

••••••••••••••••••••••—WANTED

—

-
FEMALE MODELS
FOR CALENDAR

A COLLEGE DEGREE
FOR WHAT?

Individuals with a passion for improving the status quo should know
about a professional career training program in social activism called
WFE (XM'RSF PIANNINCi. I hiike conventional approaches to social

activism, Life Course Planning is a pragmatic educational process for

proactive problem solving and planned change in ones marriage, fam-
ily and career. It is being offered a.s a supplement to a .Masters or
Doctoral degree by Life Course Options. Inc.. an ()regon grown rwm
profit educational and research organization.

life Course Planning is the product of a pioneering social experiment
in iMcntoring and Kxtended Family conducted by the staff of Life

Course Options in their own lives Tliis exr>eriment. now in its 14th
year, is a non religious adaptation- of the 1 9th century Utopian exper
iment of the Oneida Clommunity. What makes Life Course Planning
different is itsui.se of social experimentation as both a research method
and educaiiunaLvelm4e <<>f^»<4vif»g c^mtemp«»rafyeareer and relation -

^^

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

New York

Honolulu
Chicago
Seattle

Miami
Mexico City

London
Rankfurt/Dussekjorf
Paris

Amsterdam
Hong Kong
Tokyo
Sidney
Tel Aviv

Caribbean Cruise
Acapuico, 6 days incl. air

Honolulu, 8 day pkg.
Puerto Vallarta..6 day pkg

CALL 208
OPEN MON.-FRI.: 9-6 ALL YEAR

ASEA
TOURS &TRAVEL
10929Wevburn Ave., Westwood

tNext to HamtHjrger Hamlet upstairs)

IH^^'

•*••*••••••••••*••*•*•
Johnson productions is currently seAing 12 of Los

Angeles*^ most gorgeous women to audition for its

1985, Women of Los Angeles Calendar. We are

currently looking for models between the ages of

18 thru 23 with attractive appeal.

(Must be at least 5'6")

If you think you meet these qualifications, please

send us a brief biography, along with a photograph

displaying yourself in full to:

JOHNSON PRODUCTIOI^S
3175 So. Hoover St., Suite 537

Los Angeles, CA 90007

3e sure to include your address & phone #

ship problems. The positive results of this "activist" approach to social

pfoblem solving led to the development of IJfe Course Planning and
enabled life Course Options to verify the efficacy of its program be
fore offering it to others.

Life Course Options is looking for. a select numberof graduate stu

dents, academics and professionals to p.irticipate in a longitudinal
study of its career training program. ITie objective of the study is to

empirrcM>^clTToi1stfat(rTirrr<^ Flan i1irlg'r|mtttrriarfor IMpTtYg
college graduates 4^hieve success in their personal lives and profes-

sional careers. In ekchangc for participation, individuals will receive
an education in Life Course Planning, free <)f charge, and be afforded
a unique opportunity to join a social experiment in Mentoring and
Hxlended^ Family.

If you're genuinely interested in learning hovTtT) enhance the personal
and social value of your formal education arid would welcome an
opportunity to become part of a group living experiment in Life

Course Planning, CAlJu (503) 245 I72S or send your resume and a

cover letter stating your reasons for wanting to participate to Anne
Wilkinson, Executive Director.

COME JOIN us IN BEAUTIFUL. PORTLAND, OREGON!

-DISCOUNT Courter flights to: N Y.JFK--

$250.00 roundtrip. Chicago--$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane. 213-671-8686.

AUTOS FOR SALE ...112-K

BMW Bavaria 1972. Meeds work $1000.
372-6284

CUTE 1975 $1300 Honda CVC. AM/FM
cassette 80M New brakes, new clutqh.

798-NBH .Call 246-4 f22.
-A 1 --- -

FORD Capri 73 $800 AM/FM radio. 826-
7962. Weekdays after 6pm Sat/Sun all

day.

PORSCHE '67 911. 5-speed. air. one
owner. AM-FM cassette, mint condition,

white exterior. Call 859-7095 ""

1957 Cadillac Fleetwood- Classic. Excellent

condition $1500 firm 473-1974 or 836-
4649

1969 CHEVY Nova. Runs well. New tires.

Needs tune-up. $500 or best offer. 472-
4270.

All applications must be mailed before July I5, /W4.

i

><B>

^^>'

1971 Toyota Corolla Stationwagon 10,000
miles on rebuilt engir>e. Great condition.

$1200/obo. 473-0285.-'-- -
I ,

1974 Datsun Stationwagon. Stick, new
paint, very good condition 57,000 miles
$1500. J^ights. weekends (213)474-4599:

1974 Datsun 360-2. Silver $2200/obo.
473-1974 Of 836-4649

JLNon-Profit Educational and Research Corporation
9560 S.W Barbur Blvd , Suite 147

Portland, Oregon 9721^

/•*

>

1980 FOUR DOOR Rabbit 43,000 miles,

am-fm radio tapedech, air condition. 552-
6284-day8. 8S9-a906-nights. *

1980 VW Rabbit Super deluxe model,
aunreo* . air . sleikj. lilatk exi-ii i i laLlu i y
tint, new tirej-shpcks. Mint condition,
$3:850 45 1 <t>406 <

A
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AUTOS fOR SALE... 112.K FURNITURE 126-L

72 Aifa Romeo Spyder oonverttble. new
dash, recent top, European cams. $2,500
476-0902. 206-8093 ^
'73 Mazda RX2. manual, air conditioning.

$1200 obo Day. 648-6392 Eve. 477-0270.

'73 Pinto Wagon $600-Good transporta-
tion around town. Call Linda Eves 390-
6133.

BLUE cotton sofa. $200 otx>. Solid oak
table, 4 chairs. $200 obo. Like newl 368-
8702

FURNITURE for sale Couches, coffee
table, etc. Good condition, great prices.

Call 838-4930 today!

"74 4-dbor Datsun B210 good condition.

Best offer evenings 453-1342. 820-4091

'76 FORD Coyrier Red/silver roll-bars;

spotlights loadecl. $2150. 654-1306

'76 VW Rabbit 4-8peed, 2-door $1100
Only serious buyers. 618-0846 Torrance
area.

•77 TOYOTA Celica New paint. $3,500/
obo. 276-0729

79 Datsun 280-ZX, 5speed. Blue Extras,
mint! Exceptionally well-maintained. Must
sell. $7. 1 00 obo 824-4623.

•82 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback Special
blapk package Sunroof plus $8750 otx>.

213-934-4559

GARAGE SALES .:>. 127L
ESTATE sale, furniture. Saturday only. 493.
Hillgreen Dr . Beverly Hills. Near Roxbury
Park. 556-2554 Bargains!

BICYCLES FOR SALE 113-K MISCELLANEOUS 128L
1983 Peugeot PHI OS 19 • frame. 27'

^heel. 12 speed. Headlight, lock. Like

lew $215 473-0285

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE .114H

1979 Yamaha FR500. Excellent bike

<ickstart 473- 1 974 or 836-4649

MOPEDS. ....... ..; 119-K

V^OPED for sale. Puch 5 years old. Gooc
:ondition $200 Includes helmet. Ker
342-3536.

I,. ».»t

FURNITURE. 126-L

MUST sell! King size waterbed with 12-

drawer pedestal anjl mirrored bookcase.
Complete with heater, lirier. mattress
487-5880 (days). 207-2807 (eves) Ask for

Don

MOVING Sale: Must sell stove, couch,

dresser, table & chairs, bookcase,
calculator and much more. 10972V2
Wellworth Ave-478- 1614.

150 lb weight set Includes t>ench. tricep

bar, bitlep. barbells, etc. $50.Gall Brent

818 345-8132.

SPORTS EQUIPMENT 132 L

TUNTURI Home Cycle. Economic fitness

aid for whole family. Includes
speedometer/odometer plus adjustable
tension control. Adjustable seat and
handlebars. Only 8 months old. $225 obo.
Linda 478-2140

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133 L

CANON portable electronic typewriter.

brand new. $195. 394-6824.

SELECTRIC I typewriter Excellent condi-
tion. $250 Call 392-9394

Continued from Page 21
for citi2;enship, he was sworn
in earlier in the year and wij^

represent his new country. "^

UCLA's Kevin Still, who
graduated a year ago, quali-

fied for the Olynlpic Crew
team on the four-man .boat

without a coxswain. Still,

rowed at UCLA for three
years, spending one year with
the novice boat and two years
with the varsity. Still had to

compete with others at a
camp in Newport Beach (the

location of the Olympic com-
petition) and then he had
another tryout at Princeton
University.

UCLA coach Bob Newman
said that wasn't surprised that

Still made the team because
"he's a extremly hard worker
and he's very talented." In the
past, UCLA has been repre-

sented in international com-
petition but Newman says Still

is UCLA's first Crew Olym-
pian.

Another Bruin currently in

the running for one of the
seven Olympic boats is Guy
Speers, who just graduated
this spring. Speers is gunning
for the four-man boat with a™

coxswain among a group of

others at a training camp in

Ithaca, N.Y.

J^

While the U.S. Olympic
basketball team was off and
running to a 124-89 victory

over former Indiana Universi-

ty players in their opening ex-

hibition, the French team
could have had their wings
clipped. Star guard Herve

DubuissA signed a profes-
sional coltract with the New
Jersey N4s and his amateur
status renmins iifleapordy.
The 6-apJubuisson averaged

22 points Hind five assists per
game for j^rade Francasi club
in Paris, leading the league in
scoring for the fifth time. He
will attempt to become tKe
first europiean player ever to
make it in the NBA.

— Kevin Daly

Dwight Stones came through
American record in the high jump

on his promise by setting an
(7-8) at the Olympic Trials.

* I
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The Hair Salon

Wornen and MeQ_

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5-00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only) ^O^"^

PER/VIS. CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING \
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS SI8&UP

For appointment call: 208-1468

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Above Marios Restaurant). WESTWOOD

AUXQINSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide. Inc. - 11 00 Glendon Suite 1447

yi
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Readings by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?
Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the best direction for your future.
Ail readings are confidential and guaranteed "^^

to be satisfactory or -no charge. > •

TAROT CARPS

INTRODUCTORY
CERTIFICATE

^15^^ Value
Now you can have the
benefit of a reading

'

ofyour choice forJust

Call now for an appointment ^ # " J870
AUo availableforptuty and group meetings.

^JQOO

PSYCHIC RKADINCS ASTROLOGICAL CHARTS

(Reg. 126.00)

Limltvd 0fl«r ^rt

lir.1:{lJflC9Uai^

BAUSCH & LOMB

SOFT CONTACTS

PAIR *WnH TmS AD EXP. SEPT. 1. 1984

BAUSCH & LOMB' $
30-DAY LENSES 129
CHANGE THE COLOR OF
YOUR EYES WITH TINTED
SOFT LENSES 129*

Written Money Back Gu|irantee
on all lenses INCLUDES FITTING.
CARE KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS. Same Day Service on
most contacts. All types of contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY: J^-
">'**»»'• » » u«^ b«. l««. Buiom. r««.ck«. c.

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Santa Monica Blvd., Sanf Monica 829-9839 Master Charge -Viai

Grand Opening
Since 1924, when Mama RoSa Caligiuri stepped off the boat

ISr N6w Terk-V tfie CalTg 1uH lamily has been cooking fine
Itahan food in the New World. And now, after tremendous
success m Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr. has brought his

family's recipes to Westwood Village.

Tl^ Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy
atmosphere. When you step inside, it's like walking into

one of those classic neighborhood Italian lestaurantson Saa-

Out of the ashes
a STORE is born.

OPENING
SOON

Francisco, New York or New Orleans. There are no
pretentions here — just the best ingredients cooked with
experience and served with pride. The freshest seafood,

chicken, the finest Provimi veal \i
• hand-trimmed by Anthony.

I:
.<

.

*/i

What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi —
truly jumbo shrimp — or put-of-this-world Caesar Salad.
They feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White or Red Clam Sauce, Fettucini, Ravioli and home-

made Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-
cata, they offer Chicken Piccata and Shrimp Piccata.

•There's always a nightly special, too.

L^

c:-

Chase
1049 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village

131Q_.

Owners: Mike Faliena and Anthony Caligiuri

Open Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
:' ^-^--' Fn.-Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.

We honor Maater Charqe, Viaa,

American Express, Diner's Club
No checks accepted
We/tmrva the right to tmluse etrvice to anyone

-^ — Valet Parking m rear after 6 p. m.

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

_f— . ._

;

Olympics
.p

Continued from Page 24 ^
Smith, who won the javelin;

^ Julie Brown, the 400 meter
hurdle champ; and second
place finishers Florence Grif-
fith, (200)JodiAnderson (hep-
tathlon) and Pam Spencer
(high jump).
However, of the eight

v/omen who qualified, most of
them did not attend UCLA
for a full four years.

One man who should be
quite busy during the Olym-
pics is the UCLA womens
track and field coach Bob
Kersee, who was named to the
post at the end of this past
season. Among others, , Kersee
oversees sprinters Brown,
Bolden, Griffith and Valerie
Briscoe- Hooks, who clocked
the third fastest 200 time ever
at 22.16.

Kersee , also coaches Joyner
and Foster, the No. 1 ranked
high hurdler in the world.

For every successful Ofym-
pic story there's the other side,

the painful reality that it will

take another four rigorous
years of training for another
opportunity to make the team.
Former Bruin Mark Anderson,
who appeared to be cinch bet
for the Olympic team will be
a spectator this summer.

Not many people can name
the top-ranking decathlete in
the U.S. but most can recall
our last famous decathlete in
Bruce Jenner, the 1976 gold
medalist in Montreal. For the
record, America's best was
Anderson until the trials,
where he vanished from the
competition after the opening
day. His total of 3,777 left

him in 24th place and virtual-
ly out of the running fol* the
top three spots.

The next day Anderson
dropped out of the competi-
tion after the first event, the
high hurdles. No doubt he was
looking for a big hole to crawl
into,

Two other Bruins were also
in the decathlon, as UCLA
sophomore Jim Connolly,
whose parents Hal and Olga
won gold medals at thfe 1956

thursday, June 28, 1984

Olympics in Melbourne, plac-
ed seventh with a total of
7,77L Former Bruin Grant
Niederhaus finished 14th with
7,636.

1MB
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Some odds and ends from
the track and field trials:

Iowa State freshman Danny
Harris has the distinction of
being the baby of the team at

18. Harris, who comes from
Riverside and claims that
football (defensive back) is still

his main sport, recorded a
junior world record of 48.02
in the 400 intermediate hur-
dles to place second behind
world's finest, Edwin Moses.
The oldest member on the

team is 44-year-old Ed Burke,
a hammer thrower who was a
member of the 1968 Olympic

team. Burke retired in 1969
because of a freak incident in-

volving his wife. One of his

errant practice throws in-

advertantly struck his wife in
the fac^, causing Burke much
mental anguish and an early

retirement from the sport.

However, Burke began a com-
eback in 1979 at the urging of

his wife, who is now his

coach, and after a second
place finish at the trials,

Bflrke is living a charmed life.

Miler Sydney, Maree quali-

fied for the 1,500 by placing
third in 3:37.02 but more im-
portantly the former South
African realized a dream.
Since the. Olympics b^n ttie

aparthied country, Maree
could not compete in the 1980
Games. But after marrying an
American woman and filing

Continued on Page 20

Brenner

UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL
Hair Cut ...^8

Perm and Cut .. .JIS!
JIJI^

' ^.•.^.k,.... .,.,

Call George at .

Continued from Page 22
"It's easy to look back now

and say I should have concen-
trated on the trials but I'm
happy with the year I had. Of
course things could have been
better." -•

Brenner recently signed a
contract with Puma that he
describes as "liveable" and
after taking some time off he
may compete in Europe dur-
ing the latter part of the
summer.

But for now Brenner is go-
ing to sit back and rest, and
no doubt comtemplate his last

performance.
He had a tremendous

.sea.son, and although he will

not be representing the U.S. in
the Olympics this summer,
he's a succes.^ story.

International Coiffuf-es

Open 7 Days

1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625
478-9316

With this coupon

Joyner
-Continuefrom Page 24
could prove to be costly, as

Joyner stands to lose certain
revenues she would receive as
a world class performer, in
the form of appearance fees,

performance bonuses, shoe
contracts and the like.

Competing on a collegiate
basis, she is not allowed to ac-
cept revenue which has even
the most remote relationship
to her athletic performance.
Under current rules stipulated
by The Athletics Congress, the
national governing body of
track, Joyner would be allow-
ed to accept money if it was
reported and kept in a trust

fund. "I passed up some en-
dorsements, but I want to

compete for the school,"
Joyner said. "I don't feel that
it's God's will for me to do
that right now."

Joyner began her career in

r VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & lOATSUN

TiJNeOP^
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE-'
BRAKES

Valves. C4r b'T.ming Pra
'

.e^ Chith CVcR

Battery & Front Alignment

Replace all Shoes and hmngs Pack Front

Wheel Bearmgs- Turn [>ufm as needed (n

spect wheel cyls Master C 'I S Fill Syst«»m

From Lube h Oil to Ovenhoul • "Quality at Lowest Nces"
(818) 785^112 (213) 275-2865

A 1 AUTO 7957VcjnNuvsBlvd,2^BlksSoo(l?oscoe * MOSt VWS

athletics as a dancer, but she
-kter-switehed "to track when
she was turned on to running
by her neighborhood parl^
and recreation center. "I sign-
ed up for a park recreational
league for trade," Joyner said,
"and when my name started
appearing in the paper, I liked
it." .^^,

Joyner's successes also got
her brother Al more invol^d
in track. When neighbors
began noticing Jackie's name
in the paper, Joyner said,
**they began to wonder why Al
wasn't doing anything. They
used to get on his case about
being the man of the family,
so at that point he decided to
start taking track more
seriously."

As a history major, Joyner
plans to do promotions work
after graduation, and possibly
go into sports-related broad-
casting.

In talking to Joyner one gets
the feeling that she is a

-' W9!P.a?^ who is nuite. confident
of her abilities and is deter-
mined to succeed.
And if this attitude con-

tinues, don't be surprised if by
the end of the summer a new
name makes it way into your

"
OLYMPIC SPECIAL

20% off any single framlng'project

Frame it yourself - or we'll frame it for you!

STORES COAST-TO^OAST

1917 Wilshirfe Blvd., S.M. 90403

829-5626
Free Parking in Rear M-F 10-9, SAT. 10-6

Not VaUd with ottter promotions, this coupon required— good thru July 25. 1984 I
11777 SAN VICENTE 8LVD., BRENTWOOD, CA 90049 • 820-1516

HIGHEST QUALITY

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
»TT)OWtt-"rO^EARTtH»RI€ES

Bauseli S Lomb • Hytlmcunt • WsMon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Pemalens

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
lhclud«sEy«

PAIR Examination

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

the finals

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includas Eya
PAIR Examination

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal Service • Pro-
fessional Care • Pair of Soft
Lenses • Eye Examination
• Rlaiiroma Te«t • L«»as ^"!-

ting • Complete Training •

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Same Day Service Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A ' Indudas Eya
PAIR Examtnatton

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

PHONE

household vocabulary. And
that name is Jackie Joyner.

475-76021

,9

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

SWmWEAR
ASSORTED SOLIDS
& STRIPES WOMEN'S
SIZES 28-42 FROM

MEN*S SIZES 28-40
FROM

Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of • G#een
charge.

•J.FO
SPECIAL
SWIM

606GLES
(STYLES SS I,SS2)

SEE OUR COM-
PLETE SELECTION
OF SWIMMING,
RUNNING, AND
ACTION WEAR

Visa/MC/AE
accepted

1 107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

814-476S
O

d^^

TORE *^^"R^' Mnn-.^pt mam-Onm

,

' Sun 12pm-6pm
Vjllidated Parking with M O purrhav^
f•% discount Mr students
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J FAIVC¥ IVAIL.8 '
{

t GRAIVD OPEIMIIMG SPECIAL $
^ Sculptured IMalli»

Jfiii
{ ManU^wefiL Pedicure $ 12.»» (repj. $ 1 8»») *

J —'
^ y^^^^v VV«; siMH'ializn in complete hail care — sculptured nails J

k ^^5Tx\ porcelain — acrylic —-Juliette — China silk wrap— tj

!: ^^f ^ manicure — pctdicure "^
aj

U iOeatf W.Pico Blvd. 4T0-»693 |{

k l^fr >%ntfelet» BOO«4 470-0694 k
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed permaner^tlv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentary consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
I410 westwooa biva.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

,<<»>>>ro>>r*>r«>r»r«r»T<»>>r»>r»T»r»T»T»T*T»T»r»T«T»r«T»T»T»r<'»>T'»r»r«»r»r*T»r»>T<»>>^^

We Stwood
10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32}

ilCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDARI

IMON. BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

<^BJ B EB»«> ^^"^ ^ BURRITO RANCHERO &

iiSUi

^»B ^^^ ^ PITCHER OF BEER AND GFT
rntm NACHOS

SAT.
*

SUN.

BWUWCH SPECIAL
>

;

BRUNCH special!
*with valid UCLA student or faculty ID

1082 GLENDON
WESTWOOD
IN rUL VllLACE'

208-3570 Expires July 7. 1984

10% discount on all RX glasses w/student or staff I.D.

Need someone to talk to

Person to Person?

HELPLINE
We're here to listen!

» ...

Monday & Wednesday: 8 p.m. - 12 a.m,

Friday & Saturday: 9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

^ " funded by req. fees

Sheer Spring
MadnessL

OLYMPUS'

SR-t 1 MICRO
FM, STEREO, RECOROES
• FM Stereo Recording Capability
• Pause G)ntrol
• Metal Tape Capability
• Fast Playback
• Supplied w/headphones & case

LIST
$199

STEheo microphone

CAMERA A HI Fl
Hours: MON.-SAT. 9AM-«PM
200-5150

<iHi*wHH«» tl nitiwi tv ttvLk uii tui iil. ^fii

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA in

Westwood Villaflc

Parkins Valkiated at A3M or Allied
Lota with S7.50 purcha—

•f€ own and carry. Mb|Kt to changr"
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look pi a defeated competitor
on his final throw, and he
fouled on his attempt.

"I was hoping that I could
hold on at the trials because I

was just mentally wiped out
after the NCAA's/'Brennet
said. "Going into the competi-
tion I thought that it would
take a throw in the 69-foot

range to win but the way
things were going I thought
my throw (Sl-lOVi) would
hold up. Maybe I got too

relaxed.

**I usually never have
doubts about rny: lasL thrpw.

But when I went into the ring

on nYy last attempt, J had
doubts. That wasn't a good
sign."

Most of the sigiis early in

the season gave a good indica-

tion that Brenner, would make
the team, because all he did
was beat everyone on more
than one occasion. First he
opened up the collegiate
season against Arizona by
breaking Laut's school record
of 69-3 »/2 with a toss of 69-11.

Then Brenner had a day that

coach Jim Bush called "the
greatest day ever by a col-

legiate thrower" when he had
a trio of tosses over 70 f^t
against use.

^~"

The use rtieet also marked
the second time Brenner had
competed against Laut had it

gave him two victories over
jthe former Bruin great. While
Brenner had a personal best of
71-3 V2, Laut could only
muster a throw of 69-7. A
new king was born, and word
started to spread.

^Brenner proceeded to win
at the Modesto Relays later in

the season as he defeated the
aging Brian Oldfied, who at

the time held the American
record with Laut at 72-3.

Brenner's mark of 70-3^2 to

Oldfield's 69-3*4 supported his

past consistency and at the
time there wasri't a better
thrower in the country.
Then it was on to the Pac7

10*s where Brenner won the
shot put with a toss of 69-2,
and also added the discus title

with a mark of 188-7 in a
steady downpour. Not even
nature could interrupt Bren-
ner's assault on his competi-
tion, until the following week
Oldfield snapped his streak at

the Bruce Jenner Invitational.

Oldfield won with an
^American record throw of
.72-9 V2 while Brenner placed
second (70-10), Laut third
(70-93/4) and Carter fourth
(70-30).

Everything seemed right on
schedule for Brenner, and it

was pointed towards the
NCAA's and not the Olympic
trials. At the NCAA's in
Eugene,Ore., Brenner threw a
lifetime best 71J^li/*. to Breaks
Terry Albritton's eight year
record of 71-8 y2. It was a
gratifying come-from-behind
victory for Brenner, defeating
Carter (71-43/4) of Southern^
MethDdist University, who
was attempting to win his

eighth NCAA shot put crown
(four indoors) . Surprisingly
Brenner also won the discus

with a mark of 208-1. '

^'Basically I geared my
season so I could have a good
collegiate season and do well
at the NrAA*c"co,vj 5j-«-—

-

who collaborated with UCLA
assistant coach Art Venegas on
his training regimen. "I made
that decision earlier in the
year and now it's (the trials)

going to stay with me the rest

of mv life .my ill

thursday, June 28, 1 984 23

Doom ^s day finally comes
Junior Softball Hurler isjionored
with Athlete of Year Award

Completing one of their
most successful years in UCLA
history, the Women's Athletic
Department honored the
outstanding individuals June
8th at the Mirmar Hotel in

Santa Monica. There was little

doubt as to who would win
the All-University Athlete of

Jthe Year Award, since it

"would be hard taH^tcK the
accomplishments of junior
"Softball hurler Debbie Doom.

Doom led the Bruins to
their second NCAA Champi-
onship in the last three years
as she won a pair of games
against Texa^ A&M on the
same day. UCLA had to
sweep both games to win the
title and a relentless Doom
tossed 20 shutout innings
while striking out 20 batters.

IJer totals on the season were
a' phenomenal 24-3-1 record
with a 0.10 ERA.

»

Some of the other athletes

Jn consideration for the award
were freshman Tricia Mang,
who set a softball college
world series record with a pair
of homeruns, including one in

the 13th inning of the_final
game~as~ UCLA "won 1-0;

senior outside hitter Patty
Orozco, who led the Bruins to

the NCAA volleyball final

where they lost to Hawaii;
Annette Keur, who came to

UCLA from. Holland virtually
unknown and led the team in
scoring at 15.6 per game and
rebounds at 7.6; and freshman
Elizabeth Minter from
Ballarat, Australia who was
the No. 1 singles player for the
UCLA tennis team with a
33-12 record and finished se-

cond with teanntfhate Lynn
Xewis in the NOkA doubles
tournament. -^

Here is the list of the top
athletes in their respective
sports:

BASKETBALL — Annette
Keur

"

^
CREW — Carlene Salonites
CROSS COUNTRY —

Tania Fischer

GOLF — Sophie LaPaire
GYMNASTICS — Trina

Tinti

SOFTBALL — Debbie
Doom and Tricia Mang
SWIMMING — Julie

Williams.

TENNIS-=^ Elizabeth
Minter

VOLLEYBALL — Patty'
Orozco
TRACK — Tonya Alston
SENIOR SCHOLARSHIP

AWARD — Karen Dewis
(Tennis 3.727 GPA)
ATHLET^ OF THE YEAR

— Doom

—Kevin Daly

Swim records fail

at Oiympic trials

Two world/American records
are broken in first eight races
By Kevin Daly
^s^stant Sports Editor

Before the Olympic swimming trials got under way at
Indiana University's Natatorium, coach Don Gambril of
Alabama was concerned over the lack of quality perfor-
mances in the last year. He can forget about that now.
---A pair of world-and American records ware set in the—
first two days, coming in a total 9f eight races.. Now all
that Gambril and assistant coach Ron Ballatore of UCLA
have to worry about is the medal count for the U.S.

Stanford University sophomore John Moffet started the
record-setting affair with a time of 1:02.13 in the 100-
meter breaststroke . Moffet just edged out Steve Lundquist
for the win, and in the process he broke Lundquist's world
mark of 1:02.28. ^

In a move designed to cut back on America's dominance
in the Olympics, only the top two finishers in each event
qualify for the Olympic team. Ironically, the move was
led by the two eastern bloc swimming powers. East Ger-
many and the Soviet Union, who will not be competing
this summer.

Stanford sophomore Pablo Morales joined Moffet*^^s a
world record setter as he had a time of 53.38 in the 100
butterfly. Morales bettered the mark set by Matt Cribble
(53.44), who placed second in the event at 54.07.
The other record, and you guessed it, , was set by

another Stanford swimmer. Sophomore Susai^Rapp broke
the mark in the 200 breast with a time of 2:31.54. Stan-
ford's Jeff Kostoff was also a winner in the 400 individual
medley at 4: 21.37.

Debbie Doom ended this past

Softball season, with a record

of 24-3-1 and an ERA of 0.10.

In the men's 200 freestyle Florida's Mike Heath broke
Rowdy Gaines's American mark in the morning qualifving
heats and lowered his time in the finals to 1:47.92.
UCLA's Bruce Hayes placed third with a time of 1:49.92,
and earned a spot on the one of the 4x400 relay teams by
virtue of his finish among the top six.
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Olympic Trials, Jackie Joyner qualified in the long jump
as welf as in the heptathlon.

become

with heptath
By Chauncey Isom
Staff Writer

Hard work has never been an unfamiliar
concept for UCLA heptathlete Jackie Joyner.
And her efforts paid off nicely in last week's
Olympic TriAs at the Los Angeles Coliseum.
Joyner accomplished three big goals in the

competition. First, she made the Olympic
team; second, s^e won the heptathlon- ^nd
third, she set a new American record doing it

'

On top of this, she qualified for the Olym-
pic team in the long jump, where she finished
second to Carol Lewis, Carl's sister, with a
leapof 21 feet 10 inches.
But for Joyneiv it was all in a day's work

oi% to^be more Specific, in a few days work!
Our (Joyner's and her coach Bobby Kersee's)

goal all along was to score 6,532 points
'

Joyner said. Joyner fTnisTied up with" 6,520
points, which surpassed the previous record of
b,458, set by Jane Frederick in Goleta, Calif
back in 1982:

Joyner's marks in the heptathlon, which
consists of seven events, were 13.61 in the 110
meter high hurdles; 6-0 in the high jump; 42-
10»/4 in the shot put; 23.77 in the 200; 22-4 Vi
in the long jump; 148-11 in the javelin; and
^: 13.41 in the final event, the 800

Joyner feels that there's plenty of room for
improvement. She had personal records in on-
ly two of her events, the long jump and the
javelin, and had a seasonal best in only one
the hurdles. "I haven't really done sprint work
in training, " Joyner explained. "And in the
shot. It s just a matter of confidence (for her to
improve)."

i

Joyner's performance currently makes her
the clear-cut favorite for the gold medal in the
Olympic Games, with an assist from the
J^oviet and East German boycott.

u/'^?J''^u"*'^*"S ^°"^^ ^^ ^^^^ summer's
World Championships in Helsinki, Finland
where, she was hampered by a sore hamstring!
Joyner felt that 1984 would be her year. She
feels that she would have had an excellent
chance of winning the gold medal in the
Olympics even if the two powerful Eastern-
t)loc nations were to compete.

'npics University of California, Los An
^Monday. July 2, 1984

\

"^" ^3 ^""^ ^^'* *^«^ I ^as capable of
sconng 6700 points," Joyner said "And that's

fh n^^n
""* *.^'^''"1? ^*^^ *^^^" *° ^i" (with

tne UbbK and East Germany competing) "

Joyner will not be the only one from her
family who will be competing in the Olynv
pics. Her brother, Al, made the team bv

tri^s"^"^
^^«>"^ « the triple, jump at the

As if you hadn't already suspected it, Joyner
comes from an athletic family. Her father was
a football player and hurdler while in high
school and her younger sister plays volleyball
for Arkansas State.

While her athletic career has been filled
with a number of accomplishments, times
have not always been rosy for Joyner. During
her frahman year at UCLA tragedy struck
when her mother died. ."Those were some
hard times, Joyner said. "I remember during
Christmas time everyone was talking about
what they would get their mother. I felt really
bad. I just wanted to quit and go back home "

It was during these hard times that Joyner
developed a special relationship with her
coach. "I didn't really know him that well at
the time, Joyner said of Kersee. "But Bobby
just pulled me aside and encouraged me '''

For-
tunately after her talk with Kersee, Joyner
decided to stay in school, and as they say the
rest IS history. ^ ,

^

Joyner's athletic talenT"'doesn't stop with
track. She was a starter on the UCLA basket-
bail team, although she took last season off to
concentrate on her training foi^the Olympics.

Highly recruited for basketball and trackcoming out of East St. Louis High School,
Joyner chose UCLA because of the balm^
southern California weather. "I was sick of
the weather back in Illinois, tired of training
in the snow, Joyner said. "It was cold.

"

There was one other reason why Joyner
decided to come to UCLA. It turned out to be
the only school that would allow her to com-
pete in both sports.

Joyner will resume both her basketball and
track careers next year, after redshirting in
both sports last season. The decision, though.

Continued on Page 21
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for fourth place finishers

Olympic Briefs. ..34 days away

By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

Success is an American in-
vention. We thrive on it,

-whe^^^her ft ijF in school!'
business or the sport world!
And when we don't succeed,
it's considered somewhat of a
failure by the public.

Looking back on the, U.S.
Olympic Track and Field
trials, there are many stories
about the athletes who have
succedeed, who placed in the
tQj2_thxee ,iD. jquali£y...£or--^4he-^

team. But what about the
ones who finished fourth, the
guys who had their foot in the
door only to have it slammed
in their face?
Tn their mvn right, they

deseved
. to be recognized as

winners. One can sympathize
with Chuck Aragon and
UCLA's John Brenner, who
were so close to making the
Olyrnpic team yet werei^turned
away. Reality woke them up
in^ hurry.

Brenner was aiming to
make the team in the .shot

put, and after a banner senior
year at l/CLA, in wfiicfi he
won the Pac-10 and NCAA
individual titles, his Olympic
chances appeared very promis-
ing. But in last Saturday's
competition, Brenner placed
fourth behind Augie Wolf,

Michael Carter and former
Bruin Dave Laut.
Maybe Brenner's feelings

were not as open as Aragon's,
^.medical student who-waruT"
tears after falling in the last
few meters of the 1,500 to
place fourth. But the truth
was the big 6-3y2, 285-
pounder out of Fullerton
realized his worst /ears when
he entered the ring on his

final throw, and although the
hurt didn't show on the out-
side, it was infested within his

'^'"^..^ild body^

1984

Brenner's mark of 67-10y4
was good enough for second
place after five throws behind
eventual winner Laut, but
after Wolf and Carter passed
Brenner with tosses of 69-8 »/4

and 68-4 V2, Brenner had the
Continued on Page 22

John Brenner, NCAA champion
placed fourth in the shot put

Olympic team.

in the discus and shot put,
arid failed to qua lify for the

The term pressure is an overused,axiom in the worid ofsport but at the U.S. Olympic Track and Field Triak mo^
^Wet^^cajLagree^thatit-dk^^

The trials lasted eirfit days at the Los Angeles Coliseumand winning wasn't tlie top priority. The goal was trsu^

event to qualify for the team.

fi. ^"/^f • '"? f°™er Bruins and one returning student madehe Olympic team with three setting American recorlin

Sarf^V ?""
^''''^^A.^^"

P"^''^*^^ ^^ -«"'d set a

n^o hr-T !5 '."""P*" '^'8^» S'""'**' « two-time Olym-pic bronze medalist. '

.U^Z'^l'^u"
left UCLA in.1972 after his freshman yeardear^ the bar at 7-8 to break ty Peacock's mark of 7'^7y;

kSifatT^T* « ^J:"*"- P^w'ck dea,«l his opening-

.if"^!
[?" y*'^" ago former Bruin Mike Tully was con-

Olympic boycott soured his taste for the sport and he quU

^meCck^ Th 'r7?''"u
''""y """P'«'«l his amaztg

19^V. R.f/ lu l""'"
"^''^ '" American outdoor record of

Oil th^ nJ!! ^^"*^TT! '" ^^^ «^^"* ^«^ 'bat Billy

the te^m
'ndoor record holder at 19-0'/4, failed to make

coJd^dlv' of \^'f'TK^ perfornfance came in the se-

Zia start nl f ^^ heptatlete Jackie Joyner, who
^^m twn v^ guard on the UCLA womens' basketballteam two years ago.Joyner totaled 6,520 points in the

^^nrnTto VcTa"^' i"'7TV^'''- SbeXVns on

c^lrcSte^oSe'UUpli "'*" ^'"^"^ ""* '"' ^^"' '°

thiI'jL°me7inT^A^'"/'" ^'"' ^"' ^^P^^*"* '»>« U.S.

IMm ihf

.

., ih„. rr..i,i,;: III HI,m J. "ilar
.Continued on Page 21

$70 fee cut to come

Duke fattens Up budget
by 30 percent flbr '84-85
By Lauren Blau, City Editor

Gov. George Deukmejian
approved the Legislature's
recommended 30 percent in-

crease for the University of
California in the 1984-85
General Fund Budget on June
^27, giving UC its first budget
increase in more than a de-
cade and the first student fee
reduction in history.

"This budget is an educ
tion budget," Deukmejiays
Assistant Press Secretary Ke/n
Brett said June 29, addina^he
California State Univ^sit
system received a 21
increase, community
received a 10 percent
and K-12 received
cent increase in

ported funding.

University adnAistrators,
who fought for.aiwincrease in
state support, yere pleased
with the outcon^ after the ex-
tensive blue^enciling by
Deukmejian tole UC portion

free

)llegies

icrease

12 per-

Fate-sup-

of theflast year's budget.
Onftuty 20, 1983 Deukme-

jian'^Knounced he would cut
$15«Hjion from UC student
servfcXas part of his 18-
modBK, fiscal revitalization
plyil ^ut, he promised to
re^afl UC in increased finan-

il RfPport as soon as the
reniraJ Fund -Budget was

n Rylance.

s thV best budget we've
in 20iyears," UC Vice
lent otxBudget and Uni-

y Relafcns Biir Baker

p . \*' I'm \3 leased the
IslaKire supj!(^^ed the gov

ern^r's budget.'

cording to

will finally reap
of Deukmejian'
recc very plan in tK
$70 student fee cut.

however, Deukmej
student fees $16
undergraduate st

from $1,300 in

$1,467 for 1983-8

^ Contin(u

idents

benefits

lecOnomic
Form of a

.ast year,

raised

hiking
int fees

83 to

r^^'t^!^*^ ^^P^^r V'^^J'!^
^'^^ ^^''^ '^^^"^3'" park-goers got Into the Fourth of July spirit byjoying the display of pinwheels and skyrockets. __ _ ___ .

^ ^ ^ en-

Summer Sessions
extended to avoid

II registration

Olympic crusli
By Sherry Haraguchi
Staff V/riter

The registration deadline
for UCLA's second summer
sessions has been extended
because of the Olympics, a
Summer Sessions ad-
ministrative officer said.

UCLA's second summer ses-

sion will be held as scheduled
\from Aug. 13 to Sept. 21.
y^^'wever, the registration
/ ¥Sadline has been extended

from Aug. 10 to Aug. 17,
Summer Sessions Associate
Director Gary Fenders said.

Since it will be "very dif-

ficult" for students to get on
campus to register for summer
classes during the Olympics,
Summer Sessions officials are
encouraging students to
register by mail, said Martin
Keleti of Marke ti ng

dents who cannot register by
mail should come to school
and register the dav classes
begin. *'It'll be after the
Olympics, and parking will be
normal again," Fenders said.

Students who register dur-
ing the first week of classes
will be guaranteed space in
"unlimited enrollment"
courses, Keleti said, adding
that they will not need a per-

mission to enroll slip.

Information on library
hours, bookstore locations,
business hours and available
parking during the Olympics
will be mailed to students in

the middle of July "in case
students have to come to cam-
pus," Fenders said.

This year's second term in-

cludes 164 courses in 29 aca-

Continned on Page 9

munications.

Fenders suggested that stu-

USAC considerjs cutting overhead fees

Westside locals form Center

to welcome Olympic tourists
By Paula Fitzgerald

*».

The front lawn of the Federal Building along Wilshire
'

Boulevard, frecjuently the site of rallies and demonstra-
,

will- "take-on -a new purpose - when the West LOs

ASUCLA
By Lauren Blau, City Editor

Following the Graduate Students Associa-
4ion's lead,-- th« U

n

der^aduate.- Students^
Association Council took steps to have the
ASUCLA Board of Control absorb more than
$25,000 of yearly USAC overhead costs.

At the June 27 meeting. Undergraduate
_President Gwyn Lurie told Council members
that GSA is not including overhead or student^
government accounting costs in its budget
because GSA members have a "strong feeling

that ASUCLA should pay."
1983-84 GSA President Brian Lofman ap-

proached lafjt year's BOG members requesting
^hat ASUCLA's Services and Enterprises'
budget absorb these costs so student govern-
ment coul/d use its funds for student oriented
activities.

"My personal feeling is that we should very
s6rio\isly look into having ASUCLA pay
(USAC's) overhead costs," Lurie explained.

Council members Agreed with Lurie 'and
tabled a motion to approve the 1984-85 Pro- .

forma . Budget, which contains the overhead
costs and other items not included in separate

total $25,114.
Some Council members suggested passing

the budget without the overhead expenses,

j:easoning..if^.BDCI-.dQ^_jMJt_approy
USAC's overhead at its July 2 meeting, the
Council could add the expenses to its budget
at its next meeting.

But Lurie opposed the suggestion. "It's kind
of going through the back door," she said.

We are ASUCLA," Lurie continued. "The
question is do we want to pay for this out of a
different pot of our money?"

Student Welfare Commissioner Mike Cohn
said he favored tabling the budget until BOC
member^ could discuss the proposal. "We
don't want to stab them (BOC) in the back,"
he said.

• In other business; Council members
discussed withholding stipends from the other
USAC members who were not present at the
meeting.

Finance Committee Chairwoman Rosanne
Murrill said she was unsure of how absent
Council members should be paid during the
summer.

Several board members sp)oke out against

Angeles Olympic Neighborhood Hospitality Center moves
in during the Olympics. , r .

Bearing the theme "Westside Welcomes the World," the
Hospitality Center is scheduled to open July 29 and run
concurrently with the Olympic Games.
^ The Center will supply 25 community service booths for
organizations such as the Southern California Rapid Tran-
sit District and the Travelers Aid Society, the program's
Executive Director Marlene Bronson said. It will also pro-
vide entertainment such as laser shows and art exhibits.
The Center is supported by the Los Angeles Olympic

Organizing Committee and by Councilman Zev Yaroslav-
sky, whose fifth district includes West Los Angeles, Brpn-

~»_s.QnjMided

commission budgets. USAC's 1984-8b' withholding the funds. They said most com
budgeted costs for maintenance and utilities^n.™!. Continued on Page 6

Formed in December 1983, it was designed to welcome
Olympic visitors and help them in areas ranging from in-

formation on housing to sight-seeing tours, Bronson added. '

' During community Olympic 'Task Force Committee,
meetings last year, Westside homeowner and merchant
associations coalesced to form "the Center lir^Ti effort to^
become part of the Olympic Games, said Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee Community Relations Of-
ficer Margy Fetting.

According to Fetting, Yaroslavsky and community
members raised money for the project through private
donors. Additionally, the LAOOC will provide personnel
for the Center.
The Federal Building issued a two-week permit to the

Center said Building Martager Louise Oliver, adding that
thi5 is probably the longest period a permit has been
granted ^ince 1980.

Oliver said permits, are issued on a first come, first serv-
ed basis.

Fleur Levine, president of Holmby Westwood Property
Owners Association, explained the area chosen was "real-
ly the only place our communitv could have an input
because we ajce all residentLZ

:.v'*-' V-
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EXPANSION — The Students' Store catches the ultimate Olympic fever — the quest for the green. Menswear \
has shifted to the Bookstore section as the souvenir and clothing stock has swelled just in time for the Games' I
visitors.
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COOL INVERSION — It's a family affair at the Inverted Fountain as these moms and their kids try to fescape
Friday's 90-plus degree heat.

'Art as Therapy' gives^cancer patients

means of expressing emotion, anxiety
By Allison Murad

Cancer patients at UCLA^
Medical Center can now par-

ticipate in a visual "Art as

Therapy** program aimed
toward creatively expressing
the ennotions and anxieties

often coupled with their ill-

ness.

Art as Therapy, is part of a
three-fold program which also

includes a series of art exhibits

by cancer patients and an Art
Cart which circulates fine art

posters to 60 percent of the
hospital's in-patients.

PxQgram Director * Deyra
Breslow designed Art as Ther-
apy as a means of interaction

between art specialists, trained

in the psycho-social aspects of

cancer, and hospitalized
cancer patients.

Art as Therapy is operated
by two graduate art therapists

and four professional artists

who work on an individual

basis with ^ or'30 -cancer p»^-

tients weekly, Breslow said.

Each patient is encouraged to

experiment with collage, paint

and clay as a means of com-
municating their feelings and
reducing stress.

The head nurse on each
floor selects program partici-

pants, with emphasis placed

on individuals who will

be;nefit most from creative ac-

tivity. While most participants

are adults, some patients in

the program are as yoiing as

11, Breslow said.

-Breslow^ said she would
ultimately like to reach a
wider group of cancer pa-
tients. But Art as Therapy,
whjch^^i^ free to patients, de-

"'pends on grants and is quite
costly.

The first exhibit of patient
work is" currently being
displayed on the eighth floor
reception area of the Bowyer
Multklisciplinary Oncology
Clinic «and is open to the
public.

^
The second part of the art

program, "Changing Exhib^
its," allows krtists who have
been afflicted with cancer to
display their work in the
Bowyer building, Breslow ex-

plained.

Displaying the patients'
artwork produces confidence
and helps relieve the depres-
sion and anxiety often
associated with cancer,

-J^reslaw- -said^—EaiAicipants in«-

terested in selling their art-

work to the public also have
the option of doing so,
Breslow added.

«

4 -

Although Art as Therapy
and Changing Exhibits are
limited to cancer patients, the
Art Cart program, which
Breslow designed in October
1983, allows any hospitalized

patient to choose from hun-
dreds of fine art posters to

hang in his room. Four volun-

teers with backgrounds or in-

|er^t in art circulate the cart
eacn week on several floors ^f
the Medical Center.
*Th^ Art Cart is about the

least expensive thing you can
do Jn a hospital with such a
far-reaching effect," Breslow
said, adding, "(The Art Cart)
gives people a connection to
the outsicfe world and a sense
that this is a warm, friendly

enviroflment where people
care."

The Art Cart is sponsored
jointly by the Jonsson Com-
prehensive Cancer Arts Coun-
cil and the UCLA Medical
TTenter AuxHIary, which pro

Herpes support groups help
victims cope witii disease

By Christina Skacan

* " - "

Herpes support groups on campus can help herp^ patients
deal with the stressful psychological aspects of the disease.

Herpes, a sexually transmitted venereal disease, imposes a
"major emqtional problem because of the sexual nature of the
disease," PsycJ^ology Assistant Professor Dr. Marie Morell said.
Morell and Psychology Associate Professor Dr. Hector Myers
formed the herpes Jj^port groufis this past January to provide
help and counseling to herpes patients attempting to cope with
the emotional and social problems associated with the disease.

People with herpes feel alienated from the rest of society,
Morell said. She added that through interaction with the rest of
the group, participants realize they are not the only ones with
the problem.

The supporf groups, which are sponsored by the UCLA
Psychology Clinic, allow participants to communicate and deal
with their feelings of fear and social alienation, Morell s^id. In
addition, group leaders provide Instruction on how to cope with
herpes-related stress.

information on dealing with changes in sexual behavior and
building general communication skills are important group
discussion topics, Morell said. She. added that group leaders also
deal with topics such as how and when to tell someone you
have herpes, handling rejection and the possibility of healthy
sexual relationships. Morell said being able to talk about, as
well as learn about, these factors enables patients to regain and
maintain their self-esteem.

The groups, led by two clinical psychology, doctoral students,
typically consist of six to 10 patierttsi Morell said. She added
that the one-and-a-half hour sessions meet a total of 10 times^
and the entire program isiree. -< "\

''
-^'\. , "^'"^

Applicants are medically diagnosed through UCLA's Universi-
ty Center for Infectious Diseases, which is involved in the
research and treatment of sexually-transmitted diseases.

Patients fill out extensive questionnaires before, during and
after the 10 sessions to provide feedback on the sessions' helpful
effects and to help group^ leaders plan the direction of future
sessions. Group leaders contact group participants six to 12
months after the sessions end to check on their progress, MorAl
said.

The idea for the UCLA support groups originated with Dr.
Yvonne Bryson and Maryanne Dillon, who is a nurse practi-
tioner at the Center. Bryson and Dillon noticed the emotional
difficulties their patients were experiencing as they treated the
physical symptoms of the disease, Morell said.

—Bryson and Dillon developed an interest in dealing with the

vided $5,000 to'mount the art ^.'^ ^"^ ^^'^ problems associated with herpes as a sup-"^

posters and prepare the cart '
P^^mental treatment for herpes patients, Morell e^cplained. "It is

Breslow is currently working
therapeutic to meet others with the sam3 problems and experi-

- ences (and) to share how you handle them (the problems
associated with herpes)," Dillon said.

on expanding the Art Cart's

availability and helping other
hospitals start similar pro-
grams.

For more information on the support groups, contact the
UCLA Psychology Clinic at 825-2305.

1382:storm to cost campus
$1 million in planned roof repairs

Water lines in Royce Hall

chlorinated to kill bacteria

Royce Hall's water, reported to be contaminated last week,
has been -chlorinated, UCLA Facilities officials said Sunday.
The building was. closed Thursday, two days after results

from a UCLA chen^ical laboratory showed a Royce water sam-

ple contained unhealthful levels of bacteria (Bruin, June 28).

Signs posted at all major entrances declared the building closed

from 5 p.m. Friday until 8 a.m. Sunday. <

Royce's water lines were chlorinated Saturday to rfd the

water of bacteria, but it could not be^ confirmed Sunday
whether or not the water is yet safe to drink.

UCLA Campiis Sanitarian Adolph Torres said the installation

of new pipes and a water* main during Royce Hall's recent

renovation contributed to the high bacteria count, which he

said was not unusual, the Los Angeles Times reported Saturday.
'

. ^Jfan-Piuiru Gallvlda

By Kimberly Noel

UCLA Operations has budgeted another

$1 iniilion for 1984-85 to repair buildings

damaged by 1982 rainstcjrms, after spen-

ding $1 million last year to complete some
of the repairs.

UCLA Senior Superintendent of
Maintenance 'Rod Milton said th i

^ allocated will primarily fix the roofs of 10
campus buildings damaged by 1982
rainstorms.

Milton said workefs began the overhaful
^^after Jesuits irom -^- f^jcilities evaluation-

completed last January reported the necessi-
ty of the'repairs. ^ •

The evaluation, completed by Ad-
ministration Assistant Vice Chancellor Allen
Solomon, stated that refurbishment of many
campus facilities was necessary because of
damages incurred from the storms. It fur-

ther determined which facilities were in
__n.eed of complete _averhauls or. simple,
repairs. -

Last year's repairs were Completed im-
mediately after the evaluation was finished.
The 1983-84 funds provided materials to

repair Royce Hall, Pauley Pavilion and
MacGowan Hall. Those funds also provided

nmiiijv ' ' ' P'Qy^owH"

the needed money to make signs, repair
roads and fix campus grounds.
According to the plan, the 1984-85

budgeted repairs are expected to be com-
pleted by the Olympics. To enact the plan,
77 part-tirne student custodians were hfred
to maintain campus functions, while per-
manent employees aid in Olympic-oriented

Our first diity is to the campus,'* Milton
said, adding that his department found it a
challenge to maintliin campus services and
also participate in Olympic activities. •

A-ccording to Milton, the repairs he
oversees have no connection with the Bruin
Walk construction. "The funding associa-
tion is different, so_x)ne is not pulling nionev
from the other," he explained. >

UCLA Senior Architect Don Smith said a
combination of operational funds and
deferred maintenance allocations from the
1983-84 and 1984-85 budgets will provide
money for campus repairs. Bruin Walk con-
struction, however, is funded .primarily
through commercial loans. Smith explained.
Damaged floors and otl^er interior areas

also need to be repaired, Milton said, ex-

plaining they will be fixed after the roofing
repair is completed and when funds hecMMue
axailable.

._ ^
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UC budget
Continued from Page 1

In addition, California

inciple Program Budget

\ AnVlyst Stan Loomis said

Thursday that UC faculty

memftMers will receive a two-

stef^ sSarv increase totaling 13

pe rc3ftt . The
J>
r i n c i p 1 e

amount! 9 percent, will be

allotted \beginning July l and

an additional 4 percent will be

given January 1, 1985.

According to Brett, the

facultv salary increase will

lessen the financial differential

between UC faculty members

and those from other top

higher-educaticm'lnstitutions.

"In one bold stroke the gov-

ernor bi;pught the University

^pf California up to the level of

comparable universities in

other states," Brett said.

Despite the overall increase,

:alifornia Assi.stant Program
udget Manager Genie Mosier

said TTeukmejian blue-penciled

nearly $10.8 millioa for com-
parable worth as part of $13.6

million in UC budget-related

- vetoes.

Comparable worth sup-

porters believe a job's value to

society should be considered

when determining sijlar) . F'ur-

ther, comparal)U' worth strives

Ao close the pay gap between
traditionally sex-dominatcd
occupations

Brett said' the governor
vetoed the comparable vsorth

ir«fTERNWTIONVL

DISCOONT MKRI

GOOD THRU 7/8/84

WE
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING mm

SANYO PERSONAL STEREO PLAYERS
AM/FM STEREO
1\ •Stereo Headphone
,i-U, _ "Separate Volume,

Tone. Power Controls

•Belt Clip

'Hill

>1P«S

OSAWVO
$1699

NOW
OPEN

7

DAYS

STEREO
CASSEHE

•Stereo Headphones
•Auto Stop

•Left &' Right Volume
Controls

•Shoulder Strap

$1999

AM/FM STEREO

CASSEHE ^,

MC3I

^SArV/YO

§3799
«^!^AWYO

MON.-SAT. 11-7 PM • SUN. 12-5 PM

PRICFS REFLECT CASH.OISCOUNT: CHECK OR
CREDIT CARD PRICES. 4H HIGHER

LIMIT 1/CU3TOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066

-'— 390-4477

v.%%v.!.i.i...i..........-...-...-.---.->.-...M. .: . :.;.; .;.! . !.!.!.i.! .!. L .! ••^•^•^••••Yt^--^----v----->---->-«-W:::^^

funding because the law man-
dates that salary increases be
negotiated in collective
bargaining. Brett explained
that if a comparable worth
problem exists, the governof
wants it to be rectified, but it

must be done through the cojL

lective bargaining process.

The university took no posi-

tion on the comparable worth
issue. Baker said, explaining;;

that the Legislature debated
its merits ana decided to add
funding for comparable worth
tothe UC budget.

The other items blue-pencil-
ed by Deukmejian include $2
million plus 92 j^bs for
janitorial services throughout
UC and $526,000 plus 16 jobs
at the Lawrence Hall of
Science in Berkeley. Brett said

1,295 workers will retain
janitorial positions within UC

Additionally, $300,000 was
cut out of the Center for

(Global Peace budget and
$25,000 was cut from Asian
Studies. Brett said with . the

addition of the $200,000 put
in by the Legislature to the
governor's budget proposal,
the Center for Global Peace
will receive a total of
$700,000. The governor cut

funds for Asian Studies
because the proposed program
had not been reviewed by the

u n i \' e r s i t >' b y t h e t i ni e

D e u k m e j i a i\ s i g njid the
budget, Brett added. ,

Continued on Page 6

Metal Tape Capability

Stereo Headphones
Carrying Case

MG-27

^ Complete w/single-
vision plastic lenses,

' chojce of tints. -

1 With Student or Staff ID

/>>P

Prices subject to change

Not responsible for

typographical errors

Limited to stock on hand

GOOD LOOKS . . . GOOD PRICES
1082 Glendon Ave.
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Every Sunday Afternoon

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

1061 Broxton Ave. — Westwood Village - 208-3830
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Readings by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

Should you make a change in youi job or career?

Is your future still a complete mystery to you?

Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the best direction for your future.

.

All readings are confidential and guaranteed

to be satisfactory or no charge.

471-1870Call now for an appointment
Al»o availableforparty and group meetingB.

INTRODUCTORY
CERTIFICATE

^15^0

UC budget
Continued from Page 4

Brett said most items which

T CARDS PSYCHIC READIjSgSJ ASTROLQCICAr CHARTS

Value
Now you can have the
benefit of a reading
of your choice forJust -

$1000Jl\J (Reg 126.00)

LImltod Off«r
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ESCAPE
THE

OLYMPIC MADNESS

Experience the tranquility of sunny

$269,00
\

'

Includes: roundtrip airfare from L.A., 7 nights at hotel

on beach, land transfers, bay cruise and taxes.

, , - TRAVEL SERVICE -
^Cl 1^1 AX^ A-level Ackerman Union
ftO^/^^l^^lr Prices $ut>|ect to chang« wKhout notk

M.F8:30-6, SAT 11-3

notice: limited availability

Deukmejian HTtrerp^TTrrte

from the UC portion of the

state's General Fund Budget

were added by the Legislature

during conference committee

negotiations since February.

^aker said the only cut the

Legislature did not add to the

budget was the retirement

program.
According to Baker, the

retirement funds are made up

of contributions from the

state, as the employer, as well

as a contribution from

employees. Baker said the
Legislature tied the appropria-
tion for retirement to the
reserve for economic ' uncer-
tainty. The Legislature's pro-

\^—

p

oaal stipulated—tK«t—retire^

ment would be funded unless

the state's capital reserve falls

below $400 million. The
reserve is.-Ciirrently $950
million.

To supply the needed
money for the retirement pro-
gram, Baker said the governor
set aside $64.8 million from
other budget cuts to fund
retirement in a special reserve
fund. But, the Legislature has
to approve the funding before
money can be released.

USAC
Continued from Pa^e 1

missions do not have summer
programs, and commissioners

do not necessarily have to be

on campus to plan their

.s<^ool-year activities*.

**Those people (Council

members) were elected, and
students had confidence in

them," Cohn Said. "It's on

their consciences."

General Representative Bob
Layton was also opposed to

withholding stipends and
spoke out in defense of

General Rep Deborah Owen
who was not present at the

meeting. "Deborah ^wen: ^ is

wbTking^ Ti^er l)utt off in

Brawley (California) on her

projects," he said. "She's dping

a fine job at this time." ^^

After a short discussion.

Council members came to a

general consensus ^nd inform

mally decided, against
withholding funds.

.

Council named three
members to the budget sub-
committee which reviews pro-
posed budgets from USAC's
eight commissions. Members
unanimously approved Lurie's

nominations of Cohn, Secoad
Vice President Monica Ibarra
and General Rep Ron Taylor.

Luri^ also told the Council
she will nominate tuo
members to USAC's Pro-
gramming Committee, which
will allocate approximateLv
$126,000. of BOG programrp.
ing funds to student groups
this year.

Layton, Ibarra, Cohn and
Administrative Vice President^

Beth Fujishige expressed inter-

est in the Committee. Lurie
said she would interview all

interested parties and present

her nominations to Council
for approval at USAC's next

pieeting.

Continued from Page 1

demic fields and will be one of

the largest second summer ses-

sions in recent years.
However, the second session

will not include special
Games-related courses on

Olympic history and athletics

as in the first session, Penders
said.

Penders said he expects ap-

proximately 4,000 students to

enroll in the second session's

courses and added that Sum-
mer Sessions officials would
like to expand enrollment to

5,000.

To Bruin Readers:
To celebrate Independence Day, the Summer Bruin will

take a short vacation and will not come out Thursday,
July 5. -^
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ThU itar doesn't twinkle but it sure is Mg. Located in Dickso^
ttie star is a part of the Olympic Arts Fe'stivai.

Plaza,

vieimpoint Jcaoie Kim. Viewpoint gditr^r-

Editonal

Why 7
On July 1, the UCLA administration began

squeezing out of students what little money and
available parking they had by charging for meterparkmg imposing a $2.00 fee for parking in lots
previously free on Sundays and by raising the fee at
Lot 32 from $2.00 to $3.00.

' ^
.

Campus Parking Service birector Mary Hook has
claimed that the permanent parking fee increases ai«
due to a heavy visilor load on Sundays."

Although this may be true as the Olympic events
and festivities approach, we challenge her to
substantiate such a claim during the regular school
year.

We cannot believe that all the lots are so heavily
patronized by non-UCLA people on Sundays thatUCLA students have to be penalized after the Olym-
pics are over.

The UCLA administration and Chancellor Young,
by approving this fee increase, are discriminating
against undergraduate and graduate commuter stu-
dents who form a large segment of the UCLA com-
munity.

Commuter students, who once took advantage of
^th^free parking on Sundays to study in the libraries
or bring family members to visit the sculpture
gardens or enjoy other facilities and attractions on
campus, jTiay now be discouraged from visiting the
campus on weekends.
More seriously, this fee increase will continue to

alienate those commuter students who wish to spend
more time on campus but are not fortunate enough
to get a parking permit.
The administration should not have permanently

increased parking fees when no provisions have been
made to meet the continually rising demand for ad-
ditional parking near the campus.
And while Undergraduate President Gwyn Lurie is

willing to compromise for a $1 fee on all days we
feel that students with a valid UCLA photo LD.'and
a current registration card should not have to pay on
Sundays.
The time has come for all the elected student gov-

ernment officials to make good their campaign
speeches filled with promises to address and solve
parking problems on campus.
We expect student government leaders, especially

Lurie, to represent their constituents by firmly com-
mitting themselves to fighting this new parking
policy.

We stron gly suggest that the athrrnrntTatton
eradicate this insensitive fee increase when the
Olympic period is over and the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee employees have vacated Lots
4, 6, and 8, as well as the Residence Halls and the
Sunset Recreation Center parking lots.

viewpoint

Considering students' needs
By G>vyn Lurie

It has come to our attention that a deci-
sion has been made that parking, on the
UCLA campus on Sundays, will no longer
be free.

. It has also come to our attention that the
daily fee to park is being raised from $2.00
to $3.00.

We feel strongly that this is not in the
l>est interest of the members of the UCLA
community.
The most important question to ask is:

Who will this change be affecting?
Clearly it will not affect the members of

the UCLA community who are fortunate
enough to have a parking permit — UCLA
staff, faculty, 4,337 undergraduate students
and 2,363 graduate students.

•What about the other 16,000
undergraduates and 7^000 jiraduata-jajA^ -

We also understand the University's
desire to take in. additional revenue.

However, this should not \ye done at the
expense of the unfortunate majority of
UCLA students who bear the brunt of one
of UCLA's most acutely present problems.

Charging non-UCLA students $3.00 to
park in UCLA lots is acceptable. Charging
UCLA students $3.00 to park in UCLA Jots-
is clearly unacceptable

dents, many of whom are frustrated daily
by their inability to park on or near the
UCLA campus?
We understand the University's desire to

rejnain competitive with the surrounding
Westwood community.

We propose a solution that will not onlv
mitigate this problem, but will reduce the
current financial burden placed upon stu-
dents.

All UCLA students with a photo I.D.
card and a current registration card shouM
be able to park in UCLA lots for $1.00 (the
current price is $2.00). Non-UCLA students
can pay $3.00 to par 1^.

When parkinjt-permits^^tfe-a^lhK'ated ,-sttn
dents are the last to be considered. It is

time that students are the first to be con-
sidered. We have certainly waited our turn.

Lurie, a senior majoring in histortj, is the
president of the UCLA Undergraduate Stu-
den ts Assoeiation

.
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Viewpoint

American democracy
By Blake Konczal
We Americans are unique

in the modern world. We live

in a country of j^reat power,
wealth and abundance while
still enjoying a system of
democracy. Becati.se of our
comfortaMe position we rarely

are faced* with any^ danger
\\ hich rouses the nation to ac-

tion, \ .

.

The rare instanc^*s of such
actiou can he summed up by a
list of this country's wars. This
is rather imfortunate, for we
ij^nore our proud heritage of
democratic ideals when the
Uoinii is ^(K)d. We should nur-
ture these \iews continuously.
T h *» r e are \ e r v f e w

Americans who know more
than the first few Words of the
DeclaratioFrT^f Independence
or the Constitution. Even
fewer still who reaffy care or
understand the concepts con-
t ained w i t h in . I s t h is \)eca use
we have since 1776 lK»come'

a

les.s intelligent nation?
No, it is Ix'cause \\v ha\e

Urown laz\ and ij^norant
because the.se valuta afford as

the opportunit\ to do so.

From this ignorance can also

ari.se the vijKT which can kill

those same liberties. ^

The basic concept of

American constitutional
democracy, as beautifully
espou.sed in that great work
The Federalist Papers, a book
every American should read
like The Bible, is that
legitimate governments receive

their just powers from the
consent of the governed.

You* would be surprised at

how many iK)liticians on bo<h
sides of the aisle are willing to

write that concept off in car-

rying out a policy of com-
promi.se and ap|X'a.sement. VVe
Americans as a country and a

people can never compromise
with tho.se who think other-

wise.

Whether taking the form of

liberal appea.s(»ment of conj-

munism or con.strvative com-
promise with fascism to sup-

posedly combat said com-
munism, as a great man once
said, "All that is necessary for

evil to triumph is for gf)oH

men to do nothing."
We cannot be that good

man doing nothing. We must
continuously oppo.se evil in th^
world wherever we find it.

We cannf)! co-exi.st with it; we
mu.st be victorious over it.

That is what our American
ideals call us forward to do.

I am not some naive

dreamer bent on nuclear Ar-

mageddon. Any treatment
which kills the patient is ob-
viously wrong, but just as bad
is the policy of no treatment
at all. Turning, the other way
won't make inju.stice go away.

I, like any .sane individual.

hm)e and strive for world
peace. Many in America are

likewise concerned. We can-
not, however, have world
peace wit ho u t w o r 1 d
democracN'. Tho.se who strive

for world ijeace are wasting
their tinie l)\ doing so while
injiLstice rules most of this

plaiK'f.
^

A.s Ma!»sculing as ^t may
seem tq^ some, true world
democracy will only come
about bv the use of force. The

minions of repres.sipn are too

well armed to give up their

power peaceabK . To believe

/)therwise is to be fatally

^aive.
If, however, we resort to

the same tactics as the enemy,
we are merely opening the

road to our own destruction.

No g(K)d can ever come from
evil. We cannot defeat evil by
using evil means.
The present leadership of

both parties in this country

are able to feed off of this ig-

norance of the people concern
ing our American ideals. Until

we educate ourselves in what
is supposedly »our hallowed
doctrine, we and the rest of

the world are doomed' to
re|>eat the petty mistakes of

the past.

The growth and victory of
constitutional democracy is

the onl\' hope for true world
peace. As our Declaration of
Independence states, all peo-
ple have the right to revolt ii

the face of oppression.

As long as there are men
with pride who .will not take
repression and stop the repres-
sion, and thus stop the vio-

lence. The destiny of the
United States is to promote
this new world order and br-

ing about the peaceful world
we all pray for. Let us all aid

her in doing so.

Konczal is a sophomore ma-
/onng^rTlpoTi/ira/ science aru

history.
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O SPEEDING TICKET? I

I

V' Clear your record with UNIVERSITY TRAFFIC SCHOOL (as soeri daily in the Classified Personal Section) I
Just $10.00 with this coupon . .

Saturday classes throughout summer UCUV location Fully accredited

RESERVATIONS BY PHONE: 824-5581
|
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Raymond of London II

First Time Introductory Offer

«1250Reg.fo«27«»
Cut, Blow & Conditibn
With Coupon - New Patrons

1281 Westwood

(In order to receive this

Special - please mention thrat

you have this coupon)
477-6665
479-8089
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TOOTH TREK III

THE SEARCH FOR DECAY
PREVENTIVE AND RESTORATIVE

DtNTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

X

^^ • Tooth Bonding
• Specializing in cosmetic bonding
• Repairs chipped & broken teeth
• Covers stains and v^hitens,

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

(Offer good until December 31,1984)

HIGHEST QUALITY

^QNTAG-ri£NSE

ONFTfOUR PHOTO
• Highest Quality

^ Low Prices

—

-

Overnight Service on Enlargements, Ektachrome Slides

Brentwood
11701 Wilshire Blvd
Corner of Borrington

Los Angeles, Co_ 820-1919 __
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AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES
Bauscti A Lomb • Hydrocun/e • Vistakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Permalens

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

$99
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Eye
PAIR Examination

|DAILYWEARSPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Eye
PAIR Examination

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal Service • Pro-

fesstortafCare • Pair of Soft
Lenses • Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Test • Lens Fit-

ting • Complete Triiining

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Janrre Day Service Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee

I

I

T

Quantity discount
Bring us as many rolls as you like of

1 1 0, 1 26, or 1 35 color film for developing
and prirtTing and get the following discounts:

$3 OFF any Roll of 36 Exposures
$2 OFF any Roll of 24 Exposures

$1 OFF any Roll of 12 Exposures

NotVatld vyittiQthOLDIscountS-
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$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Eye
PAIR Examination

Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of
charge.

• Amber

• Blue

• Aqua

• Green

^^^^ *^^AT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

PHONE
(213) 475-7602

iHsa • Mastercard!

OptometfIc Center vision Plans

Dr Gniwn«pan Accepted

Interested in Journalism?

Write for a Special
Interest Publication!

GCLA has six SIPs, all

of which need writers
and advertising repre-

sentatives. This is a
prime opportunity to
get inyo^v,ed.

Ha*Aiii: Deals with issues
releuant to the Jewish
community

La Gente: Deals with issues
relevant to the Latino and
Native American com-
munities

^^tMiB^ttMa

Nommo: Deals
relevant to

community

with issues
the Black

Pacific Ties: Deals with
issues relevant to the
Asian community

Tenpercent: Deals with
issues relevant to the gay
and lesbian communities

Together: Deals with issues
relevant to women

^

All the SIPs are located
in 112 Kerckhoff Hall,

behind4he Daily Bruin.

.
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY**
^ IN SANTA MONICA

930-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX— Swnch

A triic pipe unokv

Com* tn tor our free
instruction

tHochure

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

AUTO INSURANCE
^^ (and Motorcycle)

TO^ INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - 1 100 Glendon Suite 1447

-OLYMPIC SPECIAL
-"

20% off any single framing project

Frame it yourself - or we'll frame it for you!

STORES COAST-TO-COAST

19lt Wilshire Blvd., S.M. 90403

829-5626
Free Parking in Rear Mon.-Thur. 10-8, Fri.-Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Not VaM with other promotions, this coupon required — good thru July 26. 1984

Z.

SUMMER CLERKSHIPSTWArLABLE

WITH THE U.S. NAVY

IF YOU'RE A U.S. CITIZEN UNDER THE

AGE 34 ATTENDING AN ABA'APPROVED

LAW SCHOOL, YOU MAY BE QUALIFIED

TO APPLY FOR

THE NAVY LAW STUDENT PROGRAM.
' CALL (213) 468-3331 ^

BETWEEN

8 AND 12, MON-WPn
OR! TOM FR£g-(ann) ?q7.n';^Q

FamilyPlanning:
a choice,
a responsibility

California 's finest and most oxperiendhd family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
Since 1969. . .

^
: " t

• FREE pregnancy t^stmi

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancyA

•T«1

general or local anesthesia
• Birth control

• Gynecological exams

Family PUmning
Associates Medical Group
•WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmoreland Ave

jXU) 786-7883 ___
WBST LOS ANGELES

* 12304 Santa Monica Blvd

(813) 880-8084

confidentlf.l • professional* affordable

M&tma
Westwoocl

.1 0959 Kinross (Nex t to^ Lot 32
)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDAR!

MON. I'

BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE FREE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NITE FOR S5 00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

^mmmmm^ ^^^ ^ BURRITO ranchero &
fltfifS. GET ONE

^»a BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
rnla NACHOS

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL
*

SUN. BRUNCH SPECIAL
*\A/irh \/;^liri 1 in ,A ^Uir\Rnt pr fArnlty I p

v.

>:'WW900Pefr

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

Soft
"Lenses
Bausch & Lomb
Soft Lenses

-^99
**Change the color of your

eyes** soft lenses-a59
Sleep-in soft lenses,

Permalens. DuraSoft,
Bausch &,Lomb

.^

Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses mm^m^
Price Includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training, &
follow'up visits (one year) and deluxexhem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-- $^% ^k
eludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. Mm^3

,

SANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.

(>/2 bik. south of Pico)

— - - ViM, Maava Card, fcxpir^s 7/2S/84 with thii; ad.

Complete Copy Service
• Copies 3* No Limi]

Letter or Legal

Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter

Rental by the hour & must be used in store. ^-

Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm ^

Corner of Olymjpic- Closc to Campus

I '.» ri
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed permanently - by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
1410 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Safurday
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IT IS

THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN D

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER!

§!• • liNATE BLO<
AND

SAVE LIVES
ATTHE

UCLA BLOOD DONOR CENTER
UCLA 's only permanent on campus, donor facility

OPEN ALL SUMMER! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE

UCLA MEDICAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOR, ROOM A2-_
260. JUST DOWN-THE +IAIL fROM STUDENT HEALTHr^

OPEN MON.-FRIDAY 8:00 AM TO 5:30 PM. CALL 825-
0888.

UCLA ft ASUCLA (CAREER ft STUDENT) EMPLOYEES
CONTINUE TO RECEIVE 4 HOURS ADMIN. LEAVE
WITH PAY OR COMP TIME (ASUCLA) FOR EACH
DONATION! AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY.

-Our pizza is

hish adventure*
Blast off with our PIZZAZZ with JAZZ ^a-

-

great blend of flavors: black olives,
ancho\aes - blanketed under extra thick
aged provolone cheese, with our special

garlic and red pepper sauce.

Or hit the trail with our PIZZAZZ ALL THE
WAY - a terrific meal of pepperoni, sausage,

. mushrooms, diced onions and green
peppers.

Actually our pizza is a sure thing. We've
i^een making our East Coast thin crust

recipe for over 14 years at our restaurants
back East - and every step is consistent

-right down the line.

& Here's An Invitation to Adventure!

$4*95 buys you a dinner size pizza ( ± 12") with any two
toppings, (a $6.45 value) i

p7«95 buys you a large pizza with any two toppings, (a

$9.95 value)

OFFER GQQD TILL.JULY 27.J.984 PLEASE PRESENT AD.

So cajich the spirit - and join us

(PIZZAZZ)
/'^ -CAFE-

—

-^
91 IBroxton Ave. at Lc Contc • Westwood Yillase

Mofi.-TtHin....11 AM-1 AM*Frl.-Sat....11 AM-2AM«Sun....4PM-1
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MIDTERMS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean A's For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Call Success Center
Teri Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist,

Director 989-2923

-a'A ^-.rf---
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(213) 208-0255

TRe srcatlaste place!

The Royal Shakespeare Company
By Bob Remstein, Assistant Review Editor

Three cheers for Cyrano 1

The Royal Shakespeare Company, led by Derek Jacobi, con-
quered sold-out audiences at Royce Hall last week with an emo-
tionally inspiring and technically awe-inspiring performance of
Edmond Rostand's Cyrano de Bergerac. The play itself, a sort
of French Don Quixote, is one of the most purely theatrical
works ever written, with bravado speeches and glorious battle
scenes, witty repartee and luscious expressions of love. The RSC
played it to the swashbuckling hilt, leaving the audience ex-
hausted by the end of this three-and-a-quarter hour show.
The story of Cyrano takes place in the mid- 17th-century,

around the same time as Dumas' Three Musketeers. Thus, the
play thrusts us into a world of ignoble nobility, foolish fops,
and, thank goodness, men of truth and valor — like Cyrano!
Unfortunately, even heros have their faults, and Cyrano is no
exception. Hjs problem is twofold: the size of his nose, and,
consequently, the defensive attitude he maintains toward
others. He takes offense at any mention of the word "nose

"

fighting with those who try to ridicule him (and always putting
them in their place). Even worse, he believes that the lady Rox-

^nre, the-woman he^ras~ahvays^ secretly ipved^ wonhHrcveHove
a freak like him. Worst of ^11, hi^ entire raison d'etre, to fight
falseness and pretention (especially within his own
government), is developed partially as a way to take tost
revenge on the world. It is this over-confident and slightly em-
bittered attitude that eventually leads to his downfall

Derek Jacobi, familiar to American audiences as the Roman
TT^nn'r.^^^^'L*"'

*" ^' ?^«"^''"*' as Hamlet, and as Richard II
(all BBC productions for public TV), was a tremendously
energetic Cyrano, rompmg through^he part with such assurityand dehvenng his hues with such quickness that a few worckwere lost here and there, sacrificed in favot of the overall ef-
fect. The supporting cast wasiuniformly excellent, especially inscen^ which involved a great deal of action, such as thp .wnrH,
nghting sequences and the battle scene.

airvumx

In fact this production was particularly noteworthy because

hr
\*^/"-^7""d^ technical quality. The sets, one morebreathtaking than the next, were often greeted ty applause -

strictly on their own merits. The opening of the batUe scerie inwhich several soldiers lifted an enormous flag to an a"mostupright portion strongly sug^sted the fam^ous 'wo S
For this production, the RSC used Anthony Burgess' 1971adaptation of the play. Burgess, an accomplished noveTist andscreenwriter who is best known for his nov^A rL.^1 l

Orange spiced things up by giving the Lto'^^LS^S
<
which they would comment on the actions bf theS W ofthese asides were among the funniest of aU the linesAnd yet the piece still nlavs an a fra^lli . ,

flippant asides. Cyrano fn t^he^lL' mv^' T? ^*^^ ^"^S^'
in spite of his own^trong fe^fn^ L hTo'ch^rr^^- '^^^^^^
some, young cadet, to woo Ro^^ne ArSt r^bll ' ^""^iRoxane cannot love his physical Lkpnrf u

^ ^>^ljeves, if

words. Thus, he employsTs St of rhin
"^^^

TJ''^'' ^^
phy^cal beauty to^L^ ^r^rThJ l^T iJf^f"^^

•^

ARTS

«•

but tor Christian. oTi one dark niX wh"^^^^
!*" for himself,

. u
. ,>

.

,

,

.—.-- 'V"'^^» wnenhe is forced ta^«ed

Christian the lines extemporaneously and Christian is too
slow-witted to recite them convincingly, Cyrano steps in and, as
Christian, proclaims the love that he truly feels for her. This is

emotional torture for Cyrano, and Derek Jacobi communicated
this inner anguish beautifully.

Roxane and Christian- do fall in love and get married, but
their bliss, based upon falsity anyhow, is shortlived, for Chris-
tian is killed in the war, partly due to the scheming of the jeal"-
oiis Comte de Guiche, another of Roxane's suitors and more
importantly, Cyrano's archrival. With a new chance to capture
Roxane's affections, Cyrano still refuses to express his love for
her. Instead, he satisfies himself by visiting her once a week in
the nunnery where she now lives. It is only many years later, at
the moment when Cyrano is about to die, having been mortally
wounded by an unseen (and therefore cowardly) assassin, that
hei deliriously confesses to Roxane that it was he who wrote the
words she fell in love with, he whose poetic and honorable soul
she had been mourning for so long. In this production, what
should have been a heart-rending, terribly climactic moment
was

, somewhat de-emphasized, theneby detracting from what
had been up to that point a magnificent performance. ^~ —

Overall, though, it's difficult to quibble with the work of this
outstanding ensemble. Their version of Rostand's Cyrano de
Bergerac was as fine an evening in the theater as one could ever
TiopeTo~expeTlence, in Los Angeles-oi-anywhere^else^^\lthough
Cyrano himself dies in vain, his life is an inspiration to all. The
Royal Shakespeare Company, in their three-week run at Royce,
was as inspiring. ]

Before the Royal Shakespeare Company bowled over au-
diences and critics with its slam-bang Cyrano, they titillated
crowds with a wonderfully witty rendition of Shakespeare's
Much Ado About Nothing. Much Ado, one of Shakespeare's
most gentfeel and literate comedies, was right up the RSC's
alley, unlike Rostand's overblown Romantic-era Cyrano.
The look of this nroHnctioii was quite jnodern, using cleverly

placed mirrors as thfe only set material. The floor was made of
mirrors, and a series of walls, some with doorways included or
with a tree painted on the surface, were also composed of Mir-
rors. The set added just the right touch of simplistic bi^t sparkl-
ing elegance to the show. , , ^

'

Well-past, well-acted, and especially well-staged, this product
tion featured Derek Jacobi in the lead role as the erudite
Benedick, a soldier whose supposed commitment to
bachelorhood rivals even My Fair Lady's indomitable Professor
Henry Higgins. Playing opposite him was the lovely Sinead
Cusack as Beatrice, the only woman with wits enough to more
than counter Benedick's barbed comments.
Whereas Jacobi as Cyrano was a boastful but inspiring hero,

Jacobi 's Benedick is mor% of a empty braggart, a hero on the
field of war, but an edgy Jool in the skfrmishes of romance.
He's still macho, but he not only lacks the razor-sharp tongue of

•Oyrano, he also falls a bit short when it confes'to supportiii^ his
surface self-confidence with the required results.

Other than the story of how these two supposed enemies are
fooled into discovering that they really love each other, the plot
primarily concerns the nasty trick which is indii-ectly played on
Beatrice's cousin Ileiu. This poor girl gets framed, at;cused of

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Loca^tions

13 10 SaTT FernandoTBrvcfT^urblink
~

15745 Roscoe Blvd
, across from

Biisch Gardens in Van Nuys
1717 W Colorado, Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd , Tu)unga
9024 Recreation Circle. Fountain Valley

Continued on Page 14 .

X

Yivitar. 215
ELECTRONIC
FLASH ^
Retail List Price

I02S WESTWOOD BLVD
One Block South of UCLA
Parking Validated at ABM or

Allied Lots with $7.50 Purchase

Hours: 9am-6pm, Mon-Sat.

_„ (2 1 3)200-6150 ^ -
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CONCERTS

kEM sizzles at the^aUadium; Train stiffs across townh=^
By Jeff Goldrr^art

REM and Dream Syndicate, the
former hailing from Athens, Georgia,
the latter a local band attempting 4o
go national, are two young "^groups

considejed by many to be an essential

part of rock and roll's future. So^when
the bands were paired together in one
show at the Hollywood Palladium on
June 22, expectations ran high. While
REM's biggest Los Angeles show to

' date was extremely fulfilling. Dream
Syndicate's new "arena rock" tactics

proved to be very disconcerting to its

longtime fans.

When Dream Syndicate first ap-

peared on the local scene about two or
three years ago, many people (|uickly

pigeonholed therh into tne psychedelic
revival that wa-s taking over at the

time. However, as the group con*^

tinued to sharpen its skills through in-

cessant club a^tes, it became obvious
that Dream Syndicate had just as^

much in common with Neil Young or
Creedence Clearwater Revival as The
Velvet Underground.

After the release of an EP, Down
There, and an LP, The Days of Wine
and Roses, Dream Syndicate was sign-

€*d by A&M records. They hired a well

known, established producer, Sandy
Pearlman of Blue Oyster Cult and
Clash fame, and when reports of

twenty minute songs surfaced, long
time fans expected big things from
them. The new^album however, en-

titled The Medicine Show, contains
anything but a typical Dream Syn-
dicate .sbimd. Instead, listeners are
treated to tight (er) songs, new vocals

from former Lou JReed sound-alike
Steve Wynn (fresh froth voi<^ les.sons),

keyboards: fundamentally your basic

Bruce Springsteen-like sound.

Now, it is not that Dream Syn-
"dif^te's new sound is not effedtive; it

is. But, the new ^ound is shocking to

older fans of the group, and it is now
H^eeessary to accept the band on its

own terms, leaving the old Dream
Syndicate . behind as* nothing more
than a fond (nemory. With ^his in

mind, it was interesting to theorize on
how the band would treat their older

material. Would they remain faithful

to it? Would they update .it?

Well, unfortunately Dream Syn-
dicate chose to perform material
almost exclusively from the new
album, and the few old tunes that

they did play, like "That's What You
Alw^ays Say," were marred by
keyboards that melodically rolled

through the song, not to mention the

toned down solos of guitarist Karl
, Precoda. The combination of the
tamer, more "pleasing to the ear"
tunas, and Steve Wynn's fist-thrusting

and chanting antics, brought Dream
Syndicate's once wildly intoxicating

live show into the mainstream, the

.same area. that they had once sought
to alienate. The saving grace of the
group is that songs suph as "Armed
With An Empty Gun" and "Biirn " are
still strong pop/rock statements and
the group is to be commended for this.

But while one cannot write the Dream
Syndicate off as another "sell-out," old
fans are now forced to accept Steve
Wynn and Co. in a new light, leaving
the old, lovably inconsistent band to

exist on one great EP and one power-
ful LP. ^

The headliners of the night, -6EM,
have recorded two LPs and one EP.
all of which have received critical

raves. Perhaps the most interesting

thing about this band is the in-

decipherability of their Ivrics. While

ihei^ latest effort. Reckoning, contains
lyrics that are a bit easier to unders-
tand, it is still difficult to pick up the
majority of the- words. This creates an
interesting listening experience, as .th{ ^

listener is forced to design his own^
meaning through the emotions present
irt tfee music and the few phrases that
he can pick out.

As a result of this listening tech-

nique, it takes a while to feel the in-

tensity of REM's music, and following
suit, it wasn't until midway through
REM's shbw that the music really

kicked into high gear. It was at this

point that lead singer Michael Stipe,

looking like a man under interrogation
(complete with spotlight) and sitting

on a stool as a result of a foot injury,
led the group through an incredibly
affecting version of ""Talk About The
Passion," a tune from the group's first

album.
From this moment on the concert

reached powerful proportions as the
band ripped through "So. Central
Ram," 'Tretty Persuasion," a surpris-
ing and hypnotic cover of the Velvet
Underground's classic, "Femme
Fatale, " and "Carnival of Sorts (Box-
cars)," a tune from their first EP.

By Bob Remstein, Assistant Review
Editor

R.E.M., Wire Train, The Long
Ryders, Icicle Works, The Rain
Parade... the list goes on and on — of

new bands which draw upon the
moody folk-oriented rock of the late

'60s. Two weekends ago, Los Angeles
witnessed an invasion of these groups,
with Wire Train and Choir Invisible

performing at The Palace on Satur-
day, R.E.M. and Dream Syndicate at

The Palladium the same night, and
Icicle Works at The Palace on Sunday.
While R.E.M. was gripping its

listeners with tense yet alluring folk

^rock, though. Wire Train rolled

thorough an energetic but. thoroughly

ordinary set of standard '60s rock,

showing why they probably will re-

main a strictly club-level band.
Wire Train is a quartet of musicians

who hail from San Francisco, and
who quite naturally play a 1980s ver-

sion of the San Francisco sound of the

1960s. "In a Chamber," the title track

of their debut album, adeptly captures

the essence " of thi^ clean, but
somewhat restrained sound. On
record, it is a subtle slice of mood
music, memorable and well-defined;

in concert, and especially at The Pal-

ace, it became an unchanging, echoey
drone, stripped of its subtle flair.

Wire Train is an attractive group to

watch. Rather than stand still like a

bunch of musical vegetables, or, worse
yet, strut and pose as so many obnox-
ious rock groups tend, to do, they
moved quite naturally to the music,
clearly enjoying themselves.

Lead 'singer Kevin Hunter provided
some of the evening's most humorous
moments as well, often losing his grip

on whatever guitar he was playing,

due to a faulty guitar strap. Strangely
enough, during the times whep he
.wasn't playing because his instrument
was on the floor, the sound of the

band didn't change a bit. The real

boffo guitar-playing was provided by^
the ever-prestint Kurt Herf

.

Perhaps Wire Train will develop
their shows somewhat in the future,

adding contrasts to a performance that

badly needs some. Right now, though,
I'd suggest buying their record, not
their concert tickets.

-UCLA STUDENT
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special;

. .... $25!

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN

TUNEUP

Call George at

International iffu

Open 7 Days

1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-

478-
With this coupon '

8625
9316

Good thru 7 1 6 84
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LUBE & OIL

RELINE
BRAKES

New BoMh Plugs & Pamti Peon/ Oil

Va<vgs Carb T iming Bfa.es ' Clutch
"

Battery & Front Alignment

rRtt

VALLFY
TQWING

Adjust

Replace all Shoes and I mings Pack Front

Wheel Bearihgs Turn Drjms ai needed In

spect v»/hee) cyK Master C /I & Fill System

$39.95'

$49.95'
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UPC cut hair for your ego not our/

ujHflT 15 n/UpCfCUt ?
A^rvperCIIC i/ Cu/tom De/igned

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Dr. Myron J. Taylor
Minister

John C.Wakefield
Associate Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

10808 Le Conte Ave.
208-8576

9 am Church School
ID am,Worship Service
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rio Rppointment/

1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1558
(Between Santa Monica Blvd. & Wilshire Blvd.)

M-F 'J-9 SAT 9-7 SUN 10-3
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HEALTHIER EYES/
1 HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
____FOE EYE5L
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Permalens
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30 Day Extended ""^

Total

Soft Daily Wear
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& followups)
m
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2168 Pacific. LB, (213) 591 1594

7232 Van Nuys, V.N . (213) 786-5892
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Bee Wee-ne^ds^ome
help from his friends
By Marc Wemberg. Staff Writer

Some artists are just better
off performing in groups. Ac-
companied by a few of their
friends on stage, they do (jCiite

well; perhaps they even steal
the show. But even the biggest
show stealer is in for a lot of
trouble when he's out there on
his own; nobody's going to
help him shoulder the
spotlight. AH of his flaws as
an entertainer are exposed.

That's what happened to
corpedian Pee Wee Herman in
his debut performance at the
Universal Ampitheatre — the
guy needed some help up
there. On television, playing
off his buddy David Letter-
man, and restricting the
length of his act to ten
minutes, he is hilariously ec-
centric — a mischevious little

boy who's been given the op-
portunity to host a 1950's kid-
die show. But hosting that
same show by himself for two
hours proved a bit much.
To Pee Wee's credit, he

didn't need any help for about
Jial^that time. Tharii when he
ran TTTrough his 3000- pi us"
crowd and gave out secret
code names (he put an "o"
after everyone's rtame), or
when he played a group ^par-

ticipation game of "Pee Wee
Says" (the same as "Simon
Says"). Here he was excep-
tional; not only did he actively
involve his audience, he also

recognized that he needed a
suppportfng cast. Other
highlights included 'hypnotis-
ing' the audience with a hand
puppet named Dr. Mondo;
playing a game of "King and
Queen", where he crowned
two members of the audience;
showing a fifties elementary
level educational film about
germs; or even just taunting
talking members of the crowd
("Is this something you can
share with the whole au-
dience?").

Unfortunately however, he
didn't work the whole 'show
this well. Rather, the remain-
ing hour of the program was
spent on one of his trademark

and a homage to the fifties

kiddie show, the special
featured Pee V\Jpe's friends (a

sailor and a magical talking
television, among others), who
visited him and helped him
fulfill his fantasy of flying.

The plotline, though slim,
kept the program moving and
advanced the characters. At
the Ampitheatre, however,
you just got the feeling that
the show would come to an
end when Pee Wee ran out of
toys. That's not what you'd
call great motivation.
Which is what he needs.

While a traditional stand-up
comic may be able to get
away with randomly rattling
off jokes. Pee Wee is not that
sort of humorist. He is a char-
acter and characters need a
strong setting.

IWLA-Sttidenlrfilm festival

Beginning this Friday the UCLA Film Department will pres-
ent a three-day showcase of recent student work, reflecting the
wide range of narrative, documentary, experimental, anima-
tion, and other forms, of film and video being produced at that
bastion of young artists. Due to space limitations we're unable
to list all of the .individual works which will be showed at
Melnitz Theater, but sceenings will begin on Friday at 7:30
P.M. continuing Saturday afternoon at 1:00. A repeat' of Satur-
day's aftern(K)n .screenings will take place at 7:30 that night,
and the showcase will conclude Sunday evening. I've not seen
all the films but I pan suggest a few that are particularly
noteworthy. On Friday evening: Kurt Wossner's Lone $tar. Ort
Saturday: Sylvette Artinian's video Ten Fingers, Deborah
Matlovsky's La Dolce Vita, Denise Manns Marguerita Risinfi,
and Dean Lent's Crayola Christmas. And on Sunday: Nina
Menkes' The Great Sadness of Zohara; one of the 'most' praised
pf recent UCLA films.

This is only a small part of the list. The complete listing can
be obtained at Melnitz Hall. Tickets will go for three bucks.
Unless, of course, you're a studant and can prove it.

— Sergio Fernandez

BAUSCH & LOMB

SOFTCONTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR •WITH THIS AD EXP. SET? . 1. 19t4

I

liAUsCH & LOfylB $
30-DAV LENSES 129*
CHANGE THfc COLOR OF
YOUR F YES WITH TINTED
SOFT LENSES 129*

Written Money Back GuaraiHcv
on all lenses. INCLUDES FITTING
CARF: kit. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS Same Day Service on
most corilacts. All types ol contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY: J^-
""v**^- » * u "^ •••. !*-« mm^tmm, r««.«k«. c,.... 1

HEYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Sawf Monica Bh^d.. Sawf Monica 829-9839 Master Charge -Visa

prtt&«EfBki«IV>j^^^^^

OAKLEY'S

208-6559

Unisex

Specializing in Complete
Hairstijling ir Layercuts

Student Discounts on Hair Styles

with flcg. Card
Sehinf> Westwood Villanf ^ince 1930

CZ^ 1061 Gayley opm .n4«« s..

Actomm the ttrrrtfrom Baxter 'a Restaurant 208-968

1

television acts — showing off
his toys. He took a plastic

penguin for a walk, he splash-
ed water on a gremlin, he
played a harmonica that was

r\made up to look like Santa
Claus (Santamonica)j etc.

~^^ h e s e i d e as, w h il e i n
themselves fiinny, just go on
too long... I mean, watching a
guy reach into a suitca.se and
jAiil -out^fte ttjy after another
toy is pretty static stuff.

The problem is that Pee
Wee (whose ireal name is PauK
Reubens) needs people to play
off of (after . all, how much
tiih can a mischevjous kid be if

he doesn't have someone to

pull a prank on?). Having
developed his character
thorugh the ranks of the local

improvisational troupe, the

L.A. Connection, he seems a

little desperate on the stage

without them. While on tele-

vision, this doesnft come
aci-oss, live, he needs help.

Pee Wee would be best ad-

vised either to cut his material

by at least one half hour, or to

incorpok-ate other characters

into his act, as he did in his

ontstanHing HBO sppHal, T/if?

BE SOMEBODY
. . . READ THE
SUMMER BRUIN

SUMMER CLEARANCE

SALE
ON ARTIST MATERIALS

40% TO 50% OFE

Pee Wee Herman Show.
'Designed as both a parody

OBI MANY ITEMS
MONTH OF JULY

• CASH, CHECK, VISA, M.C. AND AM.EX. •

AMICHAEL'SA
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

"

HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOP - 915 WESTWOOD BLVD
LONG BEACH - 2137 BELLFLOWER BLVD
^EW EXTENDED HOURS — MOM. TO FRI. 8:30-6:30. SAT. 9-5

WANTED
FEMALE MODELS

^—FOR CALENDAir—
EXTRAVAGANZA!!!
**••••••••••••••••*** *^-

Johnson productions is currently seeking 12 of Los
Angeles' most gorgeous women to audition for its

1985, Women of Los Angeles Calendar. We are
currently looking for models between the ages of

18 thru 23 with attractive appeal.

(Must be at least 5V)
If you think you meet these qualifications, please

send US a brief»biography, along with a photograph
displayingyourself in full to: '

JOHNSON PRODUCTIONS
3175 So. Hoover St., Suite 537

Los Angeles, CA 90007

Be sure to inclM.de your address & phone #

All applications must be mailed before July 13, 1984.

^mS9^-_
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COUPON* COUPON><

LSAT
-UAT-MUCAT -^Ut-

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT • MAT • SAT

NArL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX.* VOE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

^fiuftg-K MPMN
EOUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
for information. Please Call:

Encmo (213)990-3340
Los Angeles-West (213) 202-1924
Central City; (213) 268-2683
Oange County: (714) 731-3059

o
o

Across from Lot 1

^••••COUPON>«««

discount on any Giant Sepi's J
Submarine Sandwich 2

10968LeConte •

»••••••••••• COUPON

the finals*

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE V.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

Show your
support tor the

U.S.
Gymnastics
Team

Long Sleeve
T-Shirts
sizes S-XL
reg. M3.75

NOW «9.99
SEE OUR
COMPLETE

SELECTION OF
SWIMMING,

. RUNNING,
AND ACTION

WEAR

USA
IS J

GVMN*STtC«

USA
CVMNASTCS

If you are not satisfied with your present
automotive garage

GIVE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE A REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Studv-ntsl

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
11 827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Westgate)

477-6551 Visa-Maatercard
24-Hour Telephone Mobile-Am. Express

UCLA
DAILY
BRUIN
d m coming

M 07 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

V.sa/MC/AE 814.4J«$ '

accepted STORE HOURS: Mon-Sat. 10am:9pm
^ Sun, 12pm-6pm

Validated Parking with MO purchase
IO% discount for students

July 26 -

August 1

3

Watch
Forlt!

V
I r

I he Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14.00 CUT, CONDITIOK ft BtOWDRT
$i

%7^^

MANICURE
(New clients with ad only) ^rP^.

PERMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS SI8&UP

For appointment call: 208-1468

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Above Mario's Restaurant). WESTWOOD

"rfayi.!^ '.'4X1

JU.

CAaJUL.
^sim^lSRSSL ^^P^H.iMiff'

Since 1924, when Mama Rosa Caligiuri stepped off the boat
-
in New York, the Cahgiun family has been cooking fine

Itahan food in the New World. And now, after tremendous
success ifi Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr. has brought his

iamily s recip«s laWestwood Village.

The Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy
atmosphere. When you step inside, it's like walking into

one of. those classic neighborhood Italian restaurants in San
Francisco, New York or New Orleans. There Axe no

pretentions here — just the best ingredients cooked with
experience and served with pride. The freshest seafood. -^ -

chicken, the finest Provimi veal is

hand-trimmed'by Anthony.

What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi —
truly jumbo shrimp - or out-of-this-world Caesar Salad.
They feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White or Red Clam Sauce, Fettucini, Ravioli and home-

made Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-
cata, they offer Chicken Piccata and Shrimp Piccata.

There's always a nightly special, too.
'

^ Owners: Mike Falivena and Anthony Caligiuri

Open.Sun. -Thurs. 11 a.m.-H>p.m.
Fn.-Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.

We honor Masl*rx!}iarc,tf, Visa,
Am*neon Expr»m. Diner's Club
No checks ace egftd \ .

We reserve Ihe right to relus&servh:» to anyon*

Chase
1049 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village
824-1310 Valet Parking in rear after 6 p.m.

I

possessing all the-expkmve cha

Arts Festival reviews
Continued from Page 1

1

' "^

having contact with a man other than her_betrQth<ed,JBenedick*s^
ridrable tfut distfiisfing soldier friend. With the bumblirtg aid

of two town constables, Dogberry (a precursor to Sheridan's
Mrs. Malaprop) and Verges, the unfortunate Hero is able to

clear her name and everyone lives happily ever after.

Much Ado About Nothing didn't receive its title for nothing.
It's a pleasant little play about human foibles. Just when events
take a tragic turn, the comic characters step in to save the day
and Iceep the audience's spirits light. The RSC captured the feel

of the play beautifully, making much out of a stylish play but
not saddling us with any heavy messages. Bravo!

The Feld Ballet

By Jennifer Kim

In marked contrast to the heaviness that Pina Bausch brought
to her recent shows at the Pasadena Civic, The Feld Ballet's
performance on the same stage was nothing if not light —
sometimes overly light. But if the dance ventured too far
towards the fluffy, it was performed with style and no little of
imagination — although imagination of the Broadway sort.

Straw Hearts is pure design, peppermint-striped romance,
thematically oriented towards Feld's light-as-air tendencies.
Slightly startling was the main attraction, dancer Gianfranco
Paoluzi, a.diminuitive, yet perfectly proportioned gentleman.

The Feld Ballet

posse^mg all the^xpkmve chargeT)f-H-fiT^racfeer A danrer-^
boundless cneigy,--hfe carny TiunTor along with histechnically- oj ^ — ^-...^ ..u.i.vyi oiw"^ Willi IMS tecnnicauy
flawless performance pulled Straw Hearts through its over-sac-
cherkie moments.

Full of interesting lifts - a lady's ride on a summer swing

I!I^
Pf three men is the most striking - the ballet never

^^; j^eRt IS above all a Broadway showman who never forgets

Intermezzo starts a little too slowly, a dangerous thing afte* a

_^r*''ii!l[^L'"''^''°"-
fortunately, tight dancing sa*es this one-*^ lookirfg-WTmrch- Wee -a cIrandaHered flai-ktiess Batter

School recital. This ballet is about balls, ballroom dancing fromsome wispy bygone era, everything lavishly velvet and chiffon
skirted The ballet has .some comic passages, helping its heavilyromantic theme (extravagantly romantic for Bausch types), ^•
well as displaymg dazzling technique (for example, the use of «-
dfficult supported pas de chat-triplet hybrid). Iniermezzo improves as .t reaches its end, as the emotional rapport with thewaltz music becomes stronger amongst the dancers and thedramatic qualities of the ballet becoming more aXent
saJfr^ ^if, « ?• T T."n«»y ,"7 a ballet Cve could reallysavor. Its a lively thing made of the best of Feld'schoreographic ingredients. As the name leads you to expect the

ButThp" ^T''''=
'^^'^^'^ ''^«P'P« «" abundanc^ of'^S^ng

British n. I. k"" u^?
'^^ ^""""^ '««" ^«y over toward^?osh

the Sst*^ reailv
",1''*'^ Contrasting rags and sneaks created by

111 „??k'
"^^'y- /he award-winning designer Willa Kim With

dMduaSc^SlnT^^*''^ '^"^' ^«^'"8 «" ^"h it^ in-qividualistic Jig-ballet-modern mix .(done to equally enereeticT Brokenly
''=""'''!

l'?^"^"^'
^"^^ rock,^^agpi^:TnTud

^ Jreat tJ^hn ^>'^-^'^t''i""g bits (solos, duets, trios ^at enlac-

ball^s ull^rr r*''. 'VT''«"S'y dramatic feeling), the

%ng?rapez«
^^''^^^^ his Daring Young Dancer; on

-,4
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CHURCH SERVICES 3.A SALONS 21-B SALONS :i 21-B HELP WANTED....! ....30-A

METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL Training for

healers-counselors-ministers certificates.
Church of Cosmic Consciousness. 10420
Palms Blvd. Los Angeles 90034. Write or
phone for info 657-8759-Deadline July tO.

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE S-A

TWO tickets for Olympic rowing Will sell

at cost 399-3411

^.
r"

<mwm
L_

J

NEED foreign language narrators for local

sightseeing tours Be on call for occasional
work 545-7977

NEED student with car to drive child at

4:30 Weds and Thurs from Rancho Park
to home $6 00/hour 934-3613.

NURSES, daily/weekly pay, 20 positions
open now: ICU. staff, private duty. RNs.
LVN's. Aides Nursiefinders of Westwood
213-208-2288

GOOD DEALS 7-A ^
INSURANCE WAR! WE'LL BEAT "^

ANYONE'S PRICES OR DON'T WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS ^
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER ^
DISCOUNTS REQUEST "BRUIN PRO- " -C
GRAM" 880-4407/880-4361. .

SPECIAL tow cost auto insurance for col- Z)
lege people ( students/faculty). Good ^"^

grades discount. Call Boord Insurance ""^
716-02^4. ^^ -J

TYPEWRITER for sale. Good manual H
(non-electric). Recent Royal model. Very ^
portable, light & compact Works well Ask-
ing $60 obo Marlyn or message. 826-
9596. _^ —__

50% DISCOUNT
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

(New Clients Only With Jerry & Gary)

1127 Glendon Ave.
(across from Monty's)

208-7531

OLYMPIC messenger Must ride motorcy-
cle and t>e available every day durir>g

Olympic^ Call 655-4 123
.

PART-TIME back & front office assistance
for Beverty Htlls dermatologist 550-7661
$5/hour

ALI HAIR SALON
10SS4 W«ybum Av«., LA. 90024

Bibles Books - Gifts

Mon-Sat till 1 1 PM Sun 2-6 PM
20t-S432

mLt:''

FREE. .8-A

NEED Model for haircut and blow-dry

Bruno & Soonie Salon Beverly Hills. In-

formation call Michael-277-7045.

>*•

)*.

PERSONAL lO-A

CAMBRIDGE Diiat We deliver. 456-6158

CONTINUING STUDENTS Sorority Rush
-Reg Packets are available m 2224 Murphy.
They are to be in by July 27. Come by to

pick one up!

Female travel companion needed to go to

Hawaii during the Olympics. Please call

472-7673

TENNIS PARTNERS wanted by B player.

Jack, 459-1554.
'

i^,
TRAVEL Across America the Beautiful with

young, gay, male doctor leaving LA Aug.
24th for New England via Utah. Idaho.
Wyoming and Southern Canada Prefer

athletic male. Hassan: P.O. Box 49031
^Brentwood-LA 90049

FREE
MANICURE

with
Monica

With any regular

Hair Service:

Haircuts

Perms
Cx)lor

Etc.
Come see us soon

208-6300
1093 Broxton, Westwood

(•bov WWierekow— Becords)

HELP WANTED 30-A HELP WANTED 30-A

PART-TIME filing clerk call California

Chamt)er Symphony 478-0581

PART-TIME typist/law clerk needed for

Beverly Hills attorney Upper classman
preferred. $5/hour 855-1861.

PART-TIME work flower shop
Bloomsbury Driving required 509 North

,
Robertson at Melrose 858-6030

^art-time secretary Knowledge of vector
'••computer essential California Chamber

Symphony 478-0581

PART-TIME fresh flower stand manager
Energetic and outgoing personality
Westwood/(3owntown $4/hour plus com-
mission 489-1660

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32-0"^^"'^^^"^"^'^'^^"""^^^^^^^^^^^—^^^^—^^»

UCLAs Temp Service. Instant ^^sonnel.
a unrt of UCLA StaV Personnel Dept is

currently recruiting persons interested in

working on a full-time or part-time tem-
porary basis in a variety of campus
departments Accurate typing required
(minimum 60 wpm). knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accountingr and technical or scientific dic-

taphone and/or shorthand Ability to

operate any of the following word pro-

cessors desirable IBM Displaywnter.
WANG.> VYOEC. MICON 880. LEXITRON
or XEROX 860 Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful Salary range
from $5 60-$7 84 per hour For more in*

formation, contact Instant Personnel' Ser-

vice. (213)625-9196. 900 Hilgard Avenue.
LosAngetes, CA. 90024

DINING GUIDE. ,41-E

't
V

f»IZZA Restaurant Full or part time Flexi-

ble houts Regular Johns 826-3565

SECRETARY-wee offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent. coriscientiouS.
hard-working people Accurate 75wpm. BA
degree. GPA 3 5'. high SAT or GRE scores
required. Great office environment with
established, fast-gcqwing company in MDR
business park

BlueXross. Medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best
around 213-827-5000.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED. .12-A

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75^WMk. Gail 553-9828 for in-

formation. L _ _1 '_^'

RESEARCH Subjects Needed-Male and
fQmale smokers and nonsmokers, ages
18-30. $6/hr. Contact Michael Lyvers, Of-

fice Franz Hall 6574, or leave name and
number with the Psychology Dept. 825-

2961. _^
"_

Sperm ddnors. Caucasian,brown hair,

brown eyes. 8^0377 .

WANTED TO BUY... ..16-A

WANT- to buy Perinrmina Arts ticKets:J2it.—

CU8 Oz, Radeis International, China Per-

forming Arts Company, Antenna Theater.

818-352-5507 after 4:30 ""'M-F and
weekends.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-

tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people.. Some txMkkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office erv

vironment with established, fast-growing

company in MDR tHJSiness park. Blue
Cross medical^'TB^ dental. For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place

around 213-827-5000.

BRIGHT, vert>al 7-year-old girl needs a
friend to pick her up from day-camp and
keep her safe and happy. 4:(X>^:30 pm. 5

days/week. Car, recent references re-

quired. 278-0970 (S. Lerner-days), 474-

1390 nights.

CHILD QARE: loving, responsible person

for 6-yr-old 6:15am-9amy3 wkdays/$5hr.

plus other tinrte/$3hr. Must transport to

school/1 2mins. 476-3947.
'

CHILDCARE, twin tx)ys. almost 3yrs. Part

time, pertranent. Monday 2-„.7pm. More
hours in Fall. Must have car , references.

^
?74-T305r^^

~-^^'- -^

COUNSELOR, fulltime position. Counsell-

ing with teenage t>oys at Residential

Treatment Center. Excellent t)enefits, entry

level position. Call 818-347-1326.

^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^M^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ '^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ n$^ m^ ^jtf ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ J^ ^^ ^^ ^% ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ W^ ^^ ^^ ^p ^^ *^ ^^ ^p ^^ *^ *^ ^^ ^^ *^ *^ ^P ^^ ^^ ^^
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WE'RE TAKING A BREAK TO CELEBRATE
THE 4th OF JULY ^

The Summer Bruin Office will be closed July 3rcl orxj July 4th.

But after ttie fireworks hove faded...we will be rurining as usOdl.

Classified Line Deadline for Monday July 9th is Friday July 6th by ^
annpnrv ^ • --—~^^--,.^^.~-.-....-,.^^^,^^ —_^

•X-

•X-

•X"

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery and pick-up in

LA aea at 22Vat/mi. ' $1400/mo. to start

Min. requirement: 4-yr college degree.
GPA 3,5. good SAT or GRE scores Full

Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent

salary increases. Great office environment
in MDR business park. For bright, hard-

working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000

EXPERIENCED secretary for a Medical of-

fice in Westwood. Call 208-4455.

EXPERIENCED salesperson for fine men's
clothing store. 470-3718, contact Sam.

FRONT office person in medical of-

fice.part-time 473-5001.

FULL-TIME person for floor covering
business. Duties incfude customer rela-

tions. Will train on small computer. Order-
ing materials and scheduling 657-4200.

^

Salry negotiable

GENERAL OFFrCE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones anCLflfinetal jqIi.

nee. BA degree. '^GpA 3 Splus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical,top dental For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

GENERAL office. Permanent, full time.

Phones, copying, errands, some front

desk, some heavy lifting. Hours 9-6. $5/hr
plus benefits. Non-smoker. Call Bart 8-5 at

613-1505.

Summer work study interviewing Latino
mothers about child health care. Spanish
required. Dr Nicholas: 825-6483

TEACHERS pa^t-time beginning.
Septemt)er. Science. Spanish. Art. Private
school WestLA Elementary-Junior High
Must be experienced 476-2868

THOMES Cook Mastercard, travelers
checks. Sales/general public relations. $5/
hour plus commission. Job starting im-
mediately 818-991-2083

URGENTLY need good typist, familiar

word processing. Good communication,
spelling. English, versatile. $5/hr 475-9915
9:00-5:30

WORK-STUDY position, prefer Behavioral
Sciences student. To 32 hours/week.
Sepulveda VA Hospital. Dr Robert Mittan
(818)891-2356.

WORK Study position. Summer Grad stu-

dent $7.00/hr.. 40 hours/week #141-F
Housing Counselor Aide. Westside Fair
Housing Counsel 475-9671

JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32-D

AMBITIOUS??? Eighf to ten hours per
week of your time may result in a growing
inconrie. The hours are flexit>{e. If you have
some time available and would like to

develop a second income and be in

business for yourself...phone now for inter-

ytewT21 3/450-88/4.

Customer Service. Santa Monica t>ased

computer software firm has an opening for

customer service telephone operator. The
ideal candidate should have good com-
munication skills, good organizational

skills, and the ability to work w/little super-

vision: For more info contact Mary 450-

2424 ext.373

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices 478-4845

APTS. FURNISHED..... 50-F
Bachelor Suites spacious rooms w/pnvate
baths Beautiful building On premises
parking Minutes from UCLA Ouiet. safe,
residential area All utilities paid $295/
month Call Mr Anthony 937-0988

oACHELOR Apts Available now. ad|acent
campus Utilities paid Furnished $450 00/
month (2 people) 473-6595. 843-3256

BACHELOR Walk campus Large, sunny
Light cook

. sundeck. laundry, util mclud-
ed $450 552-6754 day/479-8748 eves

LARGE singia $540 Walking distance to
campus Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator* 276-1446

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms. 2-bdrms:
C4D. Dishwasher. RAT Available im-
mediately 641 Gayley 879-3744^ :~~

.

—

~

WALK UCLA Hooray' Spacious, furnished
single. 1 -t)edroom 644 Landtair #202
Please call Chuck 208-1837

1 bedroom apartment, attractively and fully

furnished Gas and water paid Car port,
laundry. 14 miles from campus $550 per
month 1 -yr-lease-No pets. 474-2260.

$350/month. Bachelor Carpet, drapes,
refrigerator IQ min. to campus 3545
Jasmine Ave . ^alms 559-2334.

$575 up. 1 -bedroom furnished Parking.
1387 Midvale, 11095 Strathniore Summer/
Fall Near UCLA 454-821

1

!

WALK TO UCLA
Spacious singles.

1-bedroonn apartnDonts.
Towers Aportnnents
TD941 Strathnnore

208-7294

J Pool, elevators, security,*

J garage. Annex 543, 547
tLandfalr. 540 Glenrock.
[Also 478.483. 510. 516

.iiLandfair. ^

Security Building
Acrott Irom Compur

Classified Display Deadline is

Thursday July 5th by 4pm.

GIRL Friday - need temporary help.

—

Receptionist, light typing $5/hour. 20
hours/week. 553-4871.

GREAT oppbr'.jnity for enthusiastic sales
people. Make commissions to $100/day.
Parttima. Call now for details. (213)464-
3777.

HOUSEHELP. Live in full time job. Room
and board, good pay. Beverly Hills home
with pool. Mi^ have .car..References re-

quired. Call Michelle or Leonard 213-550-
7694."

HELP WANTED 30-A

Accurate, punctual, neat part-time recep-

tionist slot for Pediatricians office. Call

479-1233 or 478-2000
,

BABYSITTER, every weekend. Live-in, 3
young children Beverly Hills. 550-7661

.

BABYSITTER for 3-year-old girl. July 16-

HELP WANTED 30-A

DEPENDABLE person-Friday with good
typing and secretarial skills to work in doc-

tor's horiie, 30-40 hours/week. Car neces-
sary $5/hour. Call after 6:00pm, 213-393-

5673
•

EASY fun job! Product demonstration in

stores Fridays, Saturdays in West LA. '$4-/

6/hour 827-7416.

Sapt.6 .' MondayThu rsday . 030 -30 WmH< gXCgt-Lgf^T l iicumy fOf

INVESTMENT Company phone repre-

sentative. Parttime. 12-20 hours/week.
Make appointments for our brokers from
furnished leads. $5/hour plus commission.
Make up to $800/month. Mid-Wilshire of-

fica. 213-384-9300.

MALE and Female models wanted for free

professional haircutting Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther 474-8298

MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
NEEDS WORK STUDY .STUDENTS.
MUST BE DETAIL ORIENTED. ABLE TO
WORK INDEPENDENTLY. AND HAVE
GOOD PHONE SKILLS. BI-LINGUAL
DESIRABLE. CASUAL. FRIENDLY OF-
FICE- FLEXIBLE HOURS. MAY CON-
TINUE INTO FALL $6.59/HOUR. CALL
ROXANN^ AT 206-8078.

,

MOTHER with 2 small boys needs your ^

- \im ii fTiB noma
ing distance from campus. Call after 4:00. assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
470-2720. References. ext.8737. .*

l ive-in help. Large Cnc iiiu estale Cuuk. PusslU ly ! Cal l

EASY Money!! Daily Cash Bonuses. Big

money working only ^5 hours a week.
Great atmosphere, nice pepple. plus

J>enefits. Earn $400-$900 per week. We
will train. Pleasant personality and' voice

are only requirements. Great summer job!

Call Dana at 839-6969. ._____^
FUTON Co. needs salesperson. 2-6pm.
Tues.-Friday. 390-4958.

'

RECEPTIONIST-ACCOUNTING assistant.

Undergrad accounting or business em-
phasis, small Santa Monica CPA firm.

Data entry/ and small office experience.

Full-tin>e summer, part-time rest of year.

$6 plus, ynda, 394-6996.

Receptionist. Fast-growing Santa Monica
based computer software firm has an im-

mediate opening for a receptionist The
position requires front-office appearance,
good telephone skills, adequate typing, &
the ability to work with little or no supervi-

sion. For nr»ord information contact Mary
450-2424 ext 37:^. ^ :__!___, .^L/^

SPANISH-SPEAKING mature female stu-

dents wanted to interview pregnant
women. Prefer grad students. App $8/
hour. Professor Dunkel-Schetter/206-
81 16,Marci Lobel/390-1740.

.SUMMER companion for 10-yr-old girl.

Prefer someone with car. Approx. 40
hours/week. $3.35/hour plus mileage.
829-1610.

25 profit-minded persons needed to sell

Westwood Express. Unlimited Profits

OK Summer Only or
Full Year.

$700 and up. Singles and
loft apartments.

I Dishwasher, Air, Parking.

565 Gayley Ave.
Mapager on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sun.

824-0836

APTS. ONFURNISHED 52-F

BRENT^S<OQO very cleian l bedrr
stove, caroling, drapes. No pets. $600/
month Only charging 1 monthjs rent, se-
curity/cleaning. 678-6648.

1 bedroom, carpet, drapes, ^stove.
refrigerator. 10 min. to campus. $450/
month. 3545 Jasmine Ave. Palms. 559-

ONE bedroom and two bedroom. Within
walking distance of campus 1 year lease,
or possible special summer arrangement
208-1356.

ONE furnished summer 'and one furnished
permanent. 1- bedroom, pool, parking. 1-

block from campus and Village. Call 208-
4253. •

clean, drive, no smokers. Couple with child
ok. 818-990-1327.

immeoiaieiy tor appoini-
ment. Westwood Express 275-1069 Thfnk
Money!

WESTWOOD Village. $750. Large 1-

bedroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,

balcony, newly decorated, heated pool,
subterranean parking 691 Levering Ave
208-3647

.

WESTWOOD Village $1200 . Large 2-

bedroom, 2-t>ath. dining room. X>uilt-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD Village $483 Master
bedroom w/bathroom available in two
beoroom apartment in security building.
Pool, subterranean parkmg. air-condition-
ing. Available August 15. Ira, 208-6266.

T
.
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ARTS. UNFURNISHED..... 52-F

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP ;..62.F ROOM FOR RENT 64-F TENNIS. 80-6 ROOMMATES 65-F

$1,275 F^rench Provincial townhouse, 3
bedrooms. iVj bath, appliances, fireplace,
walk campus Available August 306-4380

$400-$4l0 Brentwood bachelor Unfur-
nished By appt M-F 11728 Mayfield #4
271-6811,

VACATION RENTALS 53 F

FURNISHED 2 large bedrooms/ house
available daily, weekly, for Olympics As
rooms or entire Close to campus- 473-

6109

B & B 5 miles UCLA Pool Olympics only

Old home, sunny rooms $80 double
391-9490

MALE- cook, drive, share household
chores- room and board plus use of car-

must have Driver's License, foreign stu-
dent preferred Beverly Hills 557-2169

Room in Exchange for work, female for

general housework Private entry close to

UCLA 476-4171. after 5pm

FEMALE preferred. Furnished beJ-sitting

room. Private bath. Exceptionally charrning

apartment $370 Utilities included 656-
8033

INTERNATIONAL Student Dorm Six miles

from campus Shuttle bus abaitable qutet

atmoshpere. Room/Board, $250-285/
month Call: 839-5374.

JUST starting out, or making a comeback,
I have the expertise and the enthusiasm to

make you a better tennis player Tony
470-3006

i

}
i

THE simple correct approach to tennis!

Former #1 player on Santa Monica Col-

lege's Championship Tennis Team-Call
Debt 466-4021

HOUSE and guest house for sun^mer in

Westwood Walk-UCLA 10 minutes 7/5-9/9

$999-month. hot-tub, A/C, grand piano-
476-8478

^ —- ' — I .-I

OLYMPrC Cannes Rental Bedroom, bath,
cooking Privatfe entrance Near canlpus
$ 1 00 daily 477-2730 after 4 jCX)pm

APTS. TO SHARE.... 54-F

FEMALE to share 2 bedroom. 2 bath- lux

ury WLA apartment $400 Grad/profes
sional fl>referred 839-6485

f-»-——
FEMALE fSon-smoker needed for own
room $355/month Must be clean and
quiet CallJo^n, 470-6133

FEMALE .to share >iuge apartment with

same Prefer someone employed during

the day $225-per month, ist-last m<jnth-

477-2862 ., «^<7

RESPONSIbTe female to share 2
bedroo,m. 2 bath, sunny, quiet Palms apt

Fifteen minutes from UCLA, security
building, laundry facilities and pool

'Valerie. 825-0417

TOWNHOUSE to share. $387 50/month
2-bedrocm, 2-baths,"Mar Vista (nice) Pool.

jacuzzi. etc Steve 3 13- 1860

$295/month Apt to share, male 1 bik to

campus Rustic townhouse ( bedroom
upstairs, living, dming. kitchen, downstairs
) Fireplacfe, private patio, garage Util m-
cluded 208^7527 eyigs & weekends

3 room to serious student of employed
wom an at UCLA—Rece ntl y widowed
woman will share living quarters m WLA
On'y requirement must be there nights

Please call 478-9400 between lOOOam-,
V2 00 ooon or 4 OOpm-6 00pm --«„„»^

HOUSE FOR RENT ..T....56-F

4 bedroom, 2 dens, fully carpeted. 2 full

6aths. fenced. $900.- Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas

$900 00/mo 3-bedroom. 1 -bathroom house
^one of two on lot) Fireplace, hardwood
floors, large private yard, off-street parking
Venice-Mar Vista 396-1001

HOUSE TO SHARE......... 57F
SANTA Monica, north Wilshire Bright

Spanish. 2-bedrooms, sunroom Large
corner lot $309,000 00 Owner. 828-2670

SHARE great Westside house with male
professiortal Grad student preferred $500/
month Howard. 477-2004. 452-3550

J/EQ_ETAR.lAN no,n-smoking household
seeks roommate South Venice $350/
month plus deposit Washer-dryer Private
bath 822-6815 '

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F

EXCITING Spanish! West of Overland. 2
bedrooms, dmingroom Hardwood-floors
Beautiful kitchen Fireplace Relaxing
Jacuzzi. $139.950 Wynn. 477-7001

.

MARINA Del Rey-priced to sell $125,500
Jog to V illa Monna Ctr; ChdJjning "^-Xi r. 1

ba. home Hardwood floors Fenced yard
with trees Owner 476-4016

STEAL Me! Sparkling clean and brtght 2 ' 2
(3' 2 ' loft also available) condo in Culver Ci-

ty * Many amenities including pools, full se-
curity, hot tub. child care, sauna, etc Pet
OK Near shopping,! transportation, and
tennis $79,500 Sheri or Regina only Fred
Sands Realtors Nights 837-5660 or Days
391-6721

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. .62-F

FEMALE preferred. Room and board- ex-

.xhange , for ,
hoitseworM. Nice Qfivale jc>OfJk

.

bath, TV Nea. UCLA 474-0336

^ Graduate students. -X-

.x-Male attendent/physical ^
•x-cate. Room & board &^
-^salary. Live-in/WLA t
^home . Seeking o^
J^ responsible person with ^
^o high energy level & a ^
:^ good sense of humor to *
^provide home core to J^o n o t t r a c t i V et
^q u a d r i p I e g i c J
2 businessman. 3 days/^
5 private room/$600mo./ ¥:

^ hours compatible with ^
^graduate student/fluent J
rXengllsh/aood driving J
;Jrecord/oCcasionalJ
^heavy lifting/light x-

ij^housework chores/ X-

^references. 213-^
..ceo ox r\rx ^

ItT -,t

*if mf 9if \if %if \if Ki^ ^i, ji! . y—
IT. ^.^ "T* .!T" 'J* rp^ T. 'i'V.

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

825-2221, 825-2222

F,9-4

FEMALC preferred, non-smoker, grad stu-

dent or professlonaL Own bedroom, bath
in Brentwood. Available 7/15. 826-2454.
message.

'

—• 1 1 , I i>

MALE needed for summer apt. 2 bd, 2
bath 1 mile from school. $223 75/month.
Call Dan for more details. 470-6661

Male wanted to share 2-bed 2-bath
townhouse in WeSTwood Village Must be
clean, responsible, working professional.
Call Steve 208-5722 leave message. $360
plus utilities.

RCX)MMATE Beautiful deluxe full security

apartment Call Jeffers. 2l3-46i'-603l
$450/month Great locale

SPARKLING clean house Own room and
bath. safQ neighborhood Mar Vista $325
Tom. 930-1313. 391-6687.

2-BEDROOM 2-bath fully furnished. $4cun^
ty-building w/garage neiar Manning and
Wilkins in Westwood/' $500 '^5470-3181.

Non-smoker *'
__^

3 Story Luxury townhouse at V-enice

Beach $550/month plus deposit Male or

female acceptable Work 622 9838

Jflease Note:

The Bruin is not responsible
*

for minor typographical
errors.

CMssified ads are non-
refundable

NCAA
Continued from Page 20
hy play ing teams _from -the
Southern California area, such

-as Long Beach* St. and San
Diego St., who are on the
Bruins schedule this year.

It has not been decided how
the TV revenue shares wiJl be
divided among the Pac-10
teajjis but only a group of
sefect schools, such as UCLA,
^USC, Washington and
Arizona State, \Vill benefit

from negotiating with other
stations. In this case the rich

' will get richer and the poor
will get poorer.

_ The smaller schools will no
longer benefit from the TV
money they received under the
NCAA's revenue-sharing pro-
gram. Without TV exposure
and th^ funds that come with

summer bniki monday, July 2, 1934 sporU 17

it, a number schools could be
in danger of losing their pro-
grams, which b r ings—up-
another problem. How rpuch
is it worth for a school to have
a winning football program
which will attract a TV au-
dience?

Arkansas Athletic Director
Frank Broyles, who is also a
respected college football an-
nouncer for ABC, had this to

say about the court's rising:
"It could be disastrous, 6ut
I'm hoping that it^won't be."

Universities may be en-
couraged to take part in illegal

recruiting practices to ensure a

winning program and TV rev-

enues. There will be the
pressure of\^i Oklahoma or a
Georgia to continue their suc-

cess and big paydays from
ABC or whoever owijs the

televising rights. Whatever
4iappens, the shakedown in

college football cuul& liave a
widespread effect on the in-

tegrity of the sport.

"I basically think this is a
bad decision, "said Michigan
footballcoach Bo
Schembechler. "It's going to
result in the samTe kind of
chaos you now have with col-

lege basketball."

Another problem which
may develop is the validity of

the NCAA to impose television

bans on schools such as USC,
who were penalized in the
1982 for selling plavers's game
tickets. The NCAA banned
USC from making any TV
appearances in the 1983 and
1984 seasons.

The Trojans are said*,to be
interested in negotiatinir for

TV appearances this year,
which would violate their

^A^AVsaspCTKtmrr
When the court ruling was

announced, USC President
James Zumberge said: "We
can't discuss it (the court's

decision) until a copy of the
full document is read and
discussed with our legal
counsel." '

It has been a three year
struggle for the Collej^ Foot-
hall Association, which con-
sists of 6() schools, to g^in con-
trol from the NCAA over the
TV contracts. Now viewers
will be seeing Notre Dame,
Nebraska, Oklahoma,
(Georgia, Penn State and
Alabama often in fall tele-

casts. In tht* past the NCAA
had limited schools to three
TV appearances in a sea.son

but now the viewer will get to

see best in the natfon week
-after week, . .

ABC and CBS, who owned
exclusive rights to live college
football telecasts last year, ex-
pressed their concern over, the
possibility of escalating prices
for games now that others,'

such as Ted Turner's supersta-
tion WTBS, will bi.d for live

telecasts. In the past cable sta-

tion^ WTBS and FSPN could
onlv show delayed telecasts of
colfege football.

College football has now
gone Hollywood, and that's

good news for the viewer,
who will have ptrritv tO watch
on Saturday afternoons. But if

you're the athletic director at

Oregon or Washington State,

there's no solace on the
horizon.

CHILD CARE ......901 MOVERS 941 SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

SUBLET..... 66-F

SUBLET lovely professors apt Beverly
Hills. 9/84-6/85. $600/month Single faculty

EARLY Bird Special 7 00-8 45am Addi-
tional night care Good pay Close to

schoo l 475-4764 (eves) 9:00- 10:30pm.

•WQTHER'S friendship group Monthly
meetmgs for mothers with infants & tod-

dlers All nationalities, races, religions are
welcome Susan 839-537J _^ .--

TYPING
ECONOMY-MOV!NG
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced Call anytime
392-1108

ROOM FOR RENT..... 64-F

'

^^^"^"'y 277-1713

MATURE emale. non-smoker to share
spacious townhouse in security complex
Modern kitchen with washer and dryer
Near SM bus lines. $300/monih Call

Monique 937-1203. ^_ . ,^

PREFER female Private. roor]()-bath-

garden, garage 10-minutes from UCLA
Full kitchen. $250/nr>onth Avaiiabl« 7/1
275-6999

SUBLET July-August. 1 t)edroom with
private bath Security building, jacuzzi.

WLA $300/month 207- 1782 Vance •

CONDOS FOR SALE .: 67F
WLA/Mar Vista 2 plus 2'/i townhouse.
fireplace, pool, spa, security, serene set-
ting $137,500 397-1931

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP 63F
LIVE-IN house help Full-time 5V2 days in

Beverly Hills Must like animals Car nec-
essary References required Call Michelle

xjr Bea mornings 9-1 00/(2 13)550-7694

LOVING and playful person needed for

childcare and housecleaning (max I5hrs/.

week) Eves and/or weekends , exchange
for an adorable priv5re guest house
located m large yard Call Lori. 85 1 -84 1

7

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F

DRAKE Hotel Santa Monica On the

beach All kitchenettes 33 Pico Blvd
394-9354.451-1260

FEMALE preferred, non-smoking Beautiful

Brentwood home. Room, bath, t v.. pool,

kitchen privileges $350/month Day 825-
1735 After 5pm 476-5610

PRIVATE furnished room and bath. Kitch-

en privileges. TV. walk UCLA fJbn-

smoker $275/month 474-9905 mornings-
evenings

ROOM for rent Nice Venice house six

blocks to beach $325/month non-smoker
392-69^8

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel Reasonable
rates Clean, quiet, residential 6060 W
8th St.. Los Angeles 213-931-9533

Use your
coupons!

Patronize

Daily Briun

Advertisers!

INSURANCE.. 91-1

CALL US LAST. BECAUSE WE LL BEAT
ANYONE'S PRICES OR DONT WANT
YOUR BUSINESS! SPORTS CARS.
MULTIPLE TICKETS, GOOD DRIVER
DISCOUNTS REQUEST BRUIN PRO-
GRAM". 880-4407/880-4361

>SO^

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

4
Ij^

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle lrwurarx:e Refused?

...Too High?

Cortcefled?
Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225. ..Ask for Ken

B

daily bruin
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM ^
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical Now it's

convenient.

Required Information^

"HT Name

Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to make some extra

money for our trip .

this sunimerU

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5f

Print your ad here: .;

'

s-

Ad Start'Date; Classification:

Number of days to run:

f

t:^!

4r
\

1VT.

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.
Cancellation must be made before_jhe deadline. The Bruin is not responsible for
mino; typographical errors. ^ v^-^v.

RATESi
I day, 1 5 words or less $3.30
Each s66\t\or{3\ word per day . f 22(1

5 days; 15 words orj^ss. f .S 12.00
Each^ additional word ^ qqc

DEADLINEi
I working day /n advance by .4 p.m.

'^

1 *

•

«» *

I

/

—

H

/ 0_
i. « f

'1 1

« «

nS(Trance brokerage

WHYPfOTMORE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled

• 502's

• Multiple Tickets/

_ Accidents
• Suspended License

• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663^281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

PERSONAL SERVICE...... 95-1

TENSION? Relax wflh holistic message in

your home Swedish-acupressure-balanc
ing By appointment 456-8648

The Ba1lo6nery
Send a colorful

bouquet of
helium balloons
or decorate a
party! We deliver
to all Valley and
LA. areas. Men-
tion this ad for

UCLA student
discount.
(818)705-1075.

ATTENTION Actors. Models! Beautiful

portfolio photos at affordable prices R J .

208-4353

D.J CY ENTERPRISES l^obile disc

!Ockey service. (213) 747-5699..^l3) 734.

j594 Reasonable rates

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher,

proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT
Lets discuss terms Bnan A Bohn, Har-
vard Honors Graduate 654-3979.

TUTORING OFFERED ......981

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults Individualized program in writing-

skills, grammar, reading comprehension,
vocabulary, SAT/TOEFL. Stephanie, -395-
4688 —
FOREIGN Students Wrifing/ editing, con-
versation, computer assisted learning
UCLA Grad. International experience Ac-
credited 839-9302
~ T'

—

•
'

»• ~

—

• *—'. -

FOREIGN Students-learn to speak English
Private tutoring. Olive Eng B A . MS
821-8350

100-1 TRAVEL 105-J

RUTH 208-5449 On campus' Theses,
dissertations Library approved list Term
papers Experienced Cut-rate

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writir>g Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388,276-9471

:

TYPING $1 50-page, double-spaced text

Word Processing $2 00-page, double-
spaced text Office Services Institute (OSI)
;2 13)4 70-0444

5^ RENT. i(frr

FRUSTRATED with CHEMISTRY? We
leach ail levels as well as prepare for^ex^
ams Want results? Call 891

-

1 180'
~^

QUALIFIED English teacher 3 years
overseas, offers conversation/lessons, in-

dividual/group Reasonable rates Chris
474-9433

R*tHg«rator Rentals
fof dorms sorof'ties f'aternities

& Co ops
Opfionoi si/es

for free delivery
Coll Polar Leasing
390 8647 anylirr.e

We rent new T v s fc microwoves too-

_ ' •••• w t E» _••_•• ••••• ••• e •«••••••«•«•«« I Uw*w

MOVERS : 941

w«grand.O*iUweTy7"

movers. Free estimates Experience and
reliable Jerry 213-31 1-5657, :

',

, , .

E LEPHANT

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

FRUSTRATED writing/editing grad school

statements, papers, resumes? Professional

help from published author with Journalism
Master s Dick. 208-4353.

PRIFESSIONAL Body Massage. Masseur
will come to home or office Catering to

Westwood. Beverly Hills area. 652-1286

Professional Writer-editor Top writing,

editing assistance Papers; nhanuscripts;

resumes; scripts; books; theses; disserta-

tions. 473-4193

PROFESSIONAL writing assTstance or

editing for that manuscripts not working.

Word processing also available. 392-8842.

QUALITY word piocessing, resumes.

Your work held on disk for future editing

^venings: 935-8814. _=___!:__
RESEARCHAA/RITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206. WLA, 477-8226.

TUTOR. Undergraduates and graduates m
most areas Call Dem Bloom at 475-0998
after 3pm

TUTOR: Economics. Math 1 Term paper
help: writing, grammer, typing. Call Robin
553- 1655 (days)

TYPING ....: 100-1

Accurate typist/transcriber WLA low rates

Rushes welcome Manan 391-3622. 7 days

Moving
657-21^:6

Apartments, Off c*'

Professional Service 'ct Peanuts

RESEARCH Associate with considerable

background in Statistics offers help with

data analysis. Salary negotiable. 206-8257.

RESEARCH- Writing- Editing Assistance.

M.A., proofreading, help with grammar,

organization, etc; papers, dissertations.

Steve, 271-7329.

BETTER quality gets results. Word' pro-

cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertatioris.
repetitive' letters, transcription.' etc Linda.
204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbie. 390-2207 .

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term
papers-resumes IBM. Free editoria

assistance/speiing/grammar correction
Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

^xofessional word—pro^
cessing, personalized service, reasonable

-wtes. All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshire
Tocatiqn. 935-5570.

PLEASE!!! I type 95 wpm IBM'Selectric,
will type anything, anytime Call Audrey.
858-4975

ItlXB

(Bull BZ5^ZZZl

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A715 years typing ' experience
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1 3,22 Idaho Ave. . #206, WLA 477-8226

Professional writer u/ith BA i

F.n«jlish .. will typt and edit trrn
napprs. theses, etc. Or edilinq onlv
Vk",«fffef co»{j<k»nt43l- d;«>{}rj--;s:s ,;!

-.1 recnplays and treatmor.l-» ff»r

riuth )rs/agents/producers. Ov- < 2^
rience. Westiv.i-u'

DISCOUNT Courier, flights to N Y JFK--

$250 00 roundtrip, Chicago--$250 00
roundtrip Call Diane, 213-671-8686 --
VACATION Baja I will take up to 4 people
in a Class A motorhome for as long as 30
days for $500 per person Jack. 395 9263

AUTOS FOR SALE 112 K

CUTE 1975 $1300 Honda CVC AM/FM
cassette 80M New brakes, new clutch
798-NBH Call 246^4122 """

IS It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US Government Get the
facts today' Call 3 12-742- 11 42x8 147

PORSCHE 67 911, 5-speed, air, one
owner, AM-FM cassette, mint condition,

white exterior Call 859-7095
^- 1 ..-

.
— — - -

1973 Honda Civic Needs some work, but
engiwfe runs well $800 evenings. 828-

.

fi^ ^5. ...-... ^ , . ..,. .

1974 Datsun Stationwagon Stick, new
paint, very good condition 57.000 miles

$ 1 50 Nights, weekends (2 1 3)474 -4599

1974 DATSUN 7ib White 80,000 miles
-$1100 ot>o^ CaW ^77-8433. Vanessa/Ken-
non.

1978 Datsun 6210,GX Perfect conditloir

5-speed $2400/obo 552-0538
'

1980 FOUR DOOR Rabbit 43,000 miles,

am-fm radio tapedeck, air condition 552-

6284-days, 859-8906-nights

1980 VW Rabbit Super deluxe model,
sunroof, air,, stereo, black ext-int factory

tint, new tires-shocks Mint condition
$3,650 451-0406

'73 Mazda RX2, manual, air conditioning,

$1200 obo Day, 648-6392 Eve 4770270
• •

i — .11 . A . ,

*73 Pinto Wagon $600-Good transporta-

tion around town Call Linda Eves 390-

6133.

'74 ,4-dppr Datsun B210 good condition.

Best offer evenings 453-1342, 820-4091

'76 FORD Courier Red/silver roll-bars;

spotlights loaded. $2150. 654-1306

76 Honda Civic automatic, air, brown With

tan interior. Low mileage. 1-owrier $1,800.
829-3029 after 4pm:

'76 VW Rabbit 4-speed, 2-<Joor $1100
Only serious buyers 618-0846 Torrance
area

>^;/

'77 TOY(
Obo. 276-0729.

patntr $3, 5 /

'82 TOYOTA Cehca QT 'liftback.* Special

black package Sunroof plus. $8750 obo
213-934-4559

MOPEOS.

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

Vjllacie. Bill Dclaney 824-51

ii

DIL AMO SfC«TA«tAL SERVICiS
Theses, term papers, monuscrlpts,"
resumes, thenr>es, transcriptions All work
on IBM word processors. Professlonoi ser-

vice at student discount.

540-9177
21515 Hawthorne Blvd. Ste 432

Torrorx;e. CA 90503

Xanee'A
One Haii l^pinq

and Wofd Processing
25% Student DUcount

Dwjertations Theses Resumes Appiica
fions scnpfs legal sfatdtlcol. Equa
lions tanguaoes. mony typestytes

RUSH TYPING WHILE YOU WAJTl
SpelhnQ Editing, fofetgn Slydent Helb.
Mmofes trom compos in WLA

tim.*M. spwi'wvi wtwt Ml
t

^Qfl-OdSf ^QK^'^ftS

New York ..",.'". '
. :. from

Honolulu from
Chicago from
Seattle from
Miami from
Mexico City from
London from
Frankfurt/Dusseldoff from
Paris *

~~" from
Amsterdam ' from
Hong Kong from
Tokyo from
Sidney from
Tel Aviv from
Caribtjean Cruise from
Acapulco. 6 days incl. air from
Honolulu, 8 day pkg. from
Puerto Vailarta. 6 day pkg.from

CALL 208-4444
OPEN MON.-FRI.: 9-6 ALL YEAR

ASM
TDURSftTRAVELf
1 929 Wcyburn Ave, , Westwood <

MOPED for sale

condition $20i

342-3536

saleJPu

$20qf In

119-K

uch 5 years old Good
Includes helmet Ken

1984 Derbi

Rides two Ir

proffer. 208-(

FURNITI

luped Perfect condition

ludes theft-proof lock $500

|43

.::rf26-L

((NJext fo Hamburger Hamiet upsfoirs)

^ATTgSSS* '
*

jw hotels sets guaranteed'
TWINm $58 FULL SET $68
QUEEAeT $88 KINO SET $98
New Siece tsedroom s6t $ii8
New rSsize sleeper .$139
Newa orxJ love seat -;..... $159 !

Oak»h cotfee'tpbies :..$2Q
erxjBbles $15, lamps. .. $7

THE WAREMOiiSE
397-5030

MI8ELLANE0US 128-L

15Mb oweight set Includes bench, tricep

b^V bleep, barbells, etc $50 Call Brent
8^345-8132

Ws EQMIPMENT..,...„;.13M
iNTURI Home Cycle Economic fitness

1^ for whole family Includes
aeedometer/odomefer plus adjustable \

^ensicfn control Adjustable' seat and
landlebars -Only 8 months old $225 pbo
Linda 478-2140

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133-L

SELECTRIC I typewriter. Excellent con^i- vv

tion. $250 CaU 392-9394 r-—f^—

/ •

• • ^ — .
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Carlton Hair International:

Olympic Briefs
Continued from Page 19
team comprised mostly of

juaior players. But the^ big

outside hitter has come on
strong and should see some ac-

The flamboyant Stones,
who broke the Americn record
in the high . jump at the
Olympic trials with a mark of

7-8, has given his heart and

f^-
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services. to any client who's

i--— hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

~~
^'

Wilshirfi WVst Plaza ^ -

12}4Westwo()dBlvd.
corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-1264

tion tliis summerT
Kiraly and Salmons are

starters and/'will be key figures

for the U.S. team, who have a

great chance to win the gold
medal without the Soviet
-Union and Poland competing.

Japan and Brazil are also con-

sidered to have a strong
chance for the gold.

A trio of Bruins made the

U.S. Olymic soccer sqaud and
one of them, goalie Tim Har-
ris, is a projected starter. The
other two- Bruin players are

Jeff Hooker and Paul
Caligiuri.

The soccer competition will

be held at the Rose Bowl with
France, who defeated Spain
for the European Champi-
ohshiops " last week, as the
favorite to win the gold.

.•.•.•.•.•.•••.•.•••.•.

v
Dahy ^raln Advertising Staff

1984-85

Business Manager
Kurt Knop

Former Bruin D wight
Stones twice an Olympic
tihonze Medalist, would , be a

perfect choice to carry the
American flag in the Opening
Ceremonies of the Games.

UCLA swim coach, Ron
Ballatore, was named an
assistant coach to the Olym-
pic swim team.

soul for the U,S. team in the
past and deserves such an
honor.

The U.S. Trade and Field
team will be coached by
Princeton's Larry Ellis and
Stanford's Brooks Johnson.
The team will be training in

Santa Barbara the next few
weeks.

Basketball

f^:;-'

Sales Manager
Jim Griffith

Operations Manager
Demise Lawson

Classified Manager
Sue Wimmer

Student Directory
Managei^

Creative Director * Asst. Classified

Karin Abend
Coco Shtnomiya^ "" Manager

Marcy Levy _.

Sales
Representatives

Jon Africk
Richard Bohannon

BiffBrody
Cynthia Cassinelli

Tracy Corneli

Jimmy Johnson
Kendyl Jue

Andrea Kalisher
Lisa Lazar

Internal Display
Staff

Karin Abend
Paula Bal<er'^

Maria Gooze
Amy Hill

Karen Kehela
Esther4aB—

Tdm Levee
Martin Manzer
Andrea Marcooe

John Moore
Allyson Pearlman

Pattie^Reith
Ladd Richland
Neal Weichel

Brett Quan
Margaret Rosato
Annalee Ryan

-Coco Shinomiya-
Maria Strong
Kaethy Stutes

Carrie Urmacher

Classified

Staff
Lauren Feinberg
Toshiya Fukui
Laura Lemmo
Karen Loomis

Annelie Maclnnis
--Marci Merdler

^Continued from Page 20
competition was so tough that
John Havlicek, a future
Boston Celtic great, only
made the team as an alter-

nate.

The team was led by Oscar
Robertson and Jerry Lucas,
who averaged 17 points each,
while former Los Angeles
Laker Jerry West contributed
with tough defense and good
outside shooting. The U.S.
team averaged 102 points a
game while giving up only
59.5 points. The Soviets
finished second for the third
Olympiad in a row, while
Brazil finished third.

The Tokyo Games of 1964
proved to be the same for the
Amer^eans^^n the basketball
court as they went 9-0 and
were pressed only by the
Yugoslavians, who were
beaten by a score of 69-61.
Ironically, the Yugoslavians

averaging a .28-ppint margin
per victory^. The Russians
went through their bracket
with a clean mark until thev
ran into the Yugoslavian team
in the semi-final game. The
Rdssians lost by one, 63-62
and the big final match-up
game between the United
States and the Soviet Union
never materialized.

In the final the Yugosla-
vians kept it close for the first

half of the game, as they were
only down 32-29. But in the
second half Haywood and
White spurred a 22-3 run that
put the game out of reach for
the Yugoslavians and allowed
the United States to win 65-

50.

Moving on to the 1972
Games in Muni crh^ the-

finished seventh out of eight
teams. UCLA Basketball
coach Walt Hazzard was a

y ~ — —

Americans record was 54-0
and had never lost the Olym-
pic gold. But after eight
straight victories the United
States met Russia in the finals

Holly fsjeville

Cathy Schwartz
Suzy Smith

-^teve Sokoloff
Julie Tabata

Stephanie Whitney
Melina Zrecny

Creative Staff

Eric Junker _
Mike Lau ~
Nfna Pechi

.. ,1 .

J
r-

member of that squad 'as was
former Los Angeles Laker Mel
Counts. The Russians once
again finished second, losing
in the final game 73-59, while
the Brazilians took third-place
for the second straight time.

In Mexico City in 1968
either the Soviet Union or
Yugoslavia, rather than the
American team, was favored
to capture the gold,,One main
reason tlie Anu'ricans were the
underdogs was because some
of the best college players
didn't participate in the
Olympic trials.

Notably absent way^^tew
Alcindor, now known as
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, who
said he did not want to take
time away from his studies
and also because of his sup-
port for the threatened black
boycott of the the Olvmpics.
Also mij>sing was Houston star,
P:ivin Hayes, wlio had signed
a professional contract.
Spencer Haywood, who

averaged 16.1 pomts a game
and Jojo White, who con-
tributed 11.6 points per gam^/
led the Amei'icans through
their briukf^t iinfipfe;>t<><i while

and the outcome was the end
of the American win streak
and one big controversv

With three seconds left, the
United States took their first

lead of the game at 50-49 on.
two free throws by Doug Col-
lins. The Soviets inbounded
the ball, and two seconds later

a referee noticed a disturbance
at the scorer's table and called
an ofiFicials time out. When
-playing was resumed three se-

conds were put back on the
clock, and the Soviets won on

%

Pi

.Olympic Briefs
Continued from Page 20
Kostoff (400 intermediate) and
Susan Rapp (100 and 200
breaststroke).

ArizonaY "Ceorge DfCarlo
broke the two oldest American
records in the 400 and 1,500
freestyle. DiCarlos times of
3:51.03 in t hie" 400 ~and
15:01.51 in the 1,500 broke
the marks set by UCLA's
Brian Coodell in 1977.
Goodell was a two-time gold
medalist in t4ie 1976 Games.
Two former USC stars, Jeff

Fk>at and Chris Cavanaugh,

qualified for the team along
with junior Cynthia (Sippy)
Woodhead and Mike O'Brien.

Float, who won 10 gold
medals at the 1977 Deaf
Gamjes^ placed second in >4he-

monday, July 2, 1984 sports 19

200 free while Cavanaugh will
swim on the 400- relay team.
Woodhead won the 200 free
in 2:00.11 and will also swim
OTj The '800-Tree jrelay team.
O'Brien, who just graduated
from Missix)n Viejo High
School and will attend USC in
the fall, finished second in the
1,500.

California's Matt Biondi
also qualified for the 4^00 relay

^ ^ 4/^ i

^ ^'!'. jf «."

•VH-'

y t f I
I
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Former Bruin Robin Leamy wil

meter freestyle relay team.-
be an alternate on the 400-

team.

The trials put coach Don
Cambrirs concerns to "rest
wfth numerous records and
stronjT performances. In all,

thrwe world and five American-
marks were set.

World records wer set by
Texas's Rick Carev in the 200
Jbackstroke (l:58.86)^^_Aloffett
in the 100 breast (l:02.13)r
and Morales in the 100 flv

(53.38):

American marks wee set bv •

Mike Heath in the 200 free
(1:47.92); Tracy Caulkins in
the 200 IM (2:12.98); Rapp in
the 100 'breast (1:11.39); and
DiCarlo in the 400 and 1,500
free^ , .

Alabamas's Gambril, who
earlier, announced that
UCLA's Ron Ballatore would
be an assistant coach, also
named Stanford's Skip Kenney
and Miami's Charlie Ffodgson
to the coaching staff.

Three former Bruin
volleyball greats, Karch Kira-
ly, Steve Salmons and Dave
Saunders were named to the
final 12-man U.S. team.

It was no surpri.se the Kira-
ly, a four-time All- American
at UCLA, and Salmons, twice
an All- American, survived the
final cut. But for Saunders it

came as somewhat of a sur-

rise.

Last year, U.S. coach Doug
Beal left Saunders off the
traveling squad and he was
relagated to playing in the
Pan American Games with a

— Continued on Page 18

30 high school seniors
add their names to
UCLA recruiting list

The Athletic Department announced on Juno M |lu'
^^signing of .30 high .school seniors in eight sports, tci na-
tional letter of intent to attend UCLA in the fall.

F(H)tball and haskcthall rcrniits were announced earlier
ii^lie Near.

I, Kl^'"'.''^'
include Don Dendinger, from Do>. Piivbios

High School, in Santa Barbara, u ho is the heir apparent to
All-Amencarj Doug Partie at the miUilJe bjoeker position
h)r coach Al Scates and the NolleNkill team fronicallv
I artie also came from Dos Pueblos Hiuh.

In MK-eer. Adidas All-AnuTiea Peter ivile. a tneinber-or
he U.S. Juiuor National team, follows the path of his
brother, I'ibor, u ho was a three-vear letternian for the
nruins.,

Here is a list of the reeruitvl)\ their sp(»rt.

Volleyball: Don Dendinger (Dos Pueblos), Jeff Camp-
bell (Chutsworth), Jamie Cleary (Loyola), Anthonv Curci
(Cate

, Matt W'hitaker (Culver City), Scott VVaddeil (Mira
vjOsta). •

Soccer: Peter Pelle (El Camino), Caleb Suri (Don
Lugo), John Purzycki (Crcspi), Edison Austin ^(Santa
Monica), Pieter Lehrer (Bershire, NJ).

Swinimirig: Ralf Diegel (Frechen,- West Cermanv),
Blaise Matthews (Cardinal O'Hara, PA), Ciovanni Miner-
Nini (Naj)erville, IL), David Kluth (St. Francis), Pat Errett
(Lake Washington, WA),

Baseball: Alex Sanchez (Antioch), Randv flennis
(Patrick Henry), Scott Kershaw (Santa Clara), Robert'
Scanlan^ (Harvard). Jl^^ ^

"
-

. .:,.

I i^V*^o.'^u^*J ' **'''^" (^*- P^"*^' Robert Crassa (La
Jolla) Richard Creenwood (Notre Dame), Joe Lindmeier
(So. West, mN).
'Track and Field: Trent Willis (Chaffev), James Stephens
(Hellgate, MT). '

,T,J^"".>^= '^A'"
^»"^'" (North Hollvwood), Brad Pearce

(Iimpview, UT). 7^^

^

Water Polo: Mike VandlLTwaerdt (Universitv Citv MO)
Gymnastics: Brian Ginsberg (Deerfield, AL).

David L'ang

/•

opy
Complete Copying, Printing &

Bindinq Available
Quality Xerox 9600

NO MINIMUM
For Students

and Faculty

witrvr.0.

47(M778
K&COPY 1646 Westwood Blvd.

(tcroMfrom Food King) Parle In rear.

DDNT

a long pass and quick bucket.
The Americans protest was in

vain and their 62-game Olym-
pic win j>treak was over.

It was time for revenge in

1976 in Montreal as the Unit-
ed States came to recapture
the gold. But the rematch
with Russia failed to material-
ize as the Yugoslavian team
upset the Russians 89-84 in the
semi-finals.

The 76 team had many
future NBA pKiyers such as
Phil Ford, Adrian Dantley,
Waher DavLs, Quinn Buckne'r,
Mitch Kupchak and Ken Cafr.
The Americans were
undefeated in the competition,
going, 7r.(), to raise their
overall Olympic record to 69-
4-. '.

--^ ^
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MIDDLE EASTERN FILMS .

Free Screenings

Factories for the Third World:' Tunisia analyzes
the extent and consequences of modernization
and industrialization of a traditional society. It

looks at the history of the union movement in

Tunisia, focusing on the suppression of the
unions in 1978, when more than 100 people were
killed by government forces. Screens Thursday,
July 5 in 3178 Bunche Hall at 2:45 pm.

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^ivAiv AQ
(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION
NO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

1 T«Mic~«ip

2 VaK« A4.
3 Lube

4 OtlCKangr
5 Brake A<4
6 Gutch Adi.
7. Service Air Clcarter

8 Check Battery Water
9. Intpert Front F.nd

10. Compression Test
11. (Pressure Test CooiitHi System)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$49.95

Parts A Labor ((•» ^ Air Fther itra)

^\ TOYOTA DATSUN $79.
95

imi
USED CAR DIAGNOSIS — SSO.OOTHIS IS AW HONEST Q^ltAGE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
_____ 453-4652 • 829-7012

[Record SOUND MASTHI

-v-

THE

HEAT

ngineermg
Cou

•

RECORDING ENGINEER
SCHOOLS

ADVERTISE

IN THE
SUMMER
BRUIN!'

^uHy licensed and approved by the ~^^
c
—"~

California State Department of Education

IREE SEMINAR describing classes

earn for r«sdnralfoti9"

All workshops taught in Professional
24-Tr^ck Recording Studios ..
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Irr Olympicr1iasketballr~

the U.S. is near perfect
By David Lang. Sports Editor

*

Remember Ralph Bishop, Joe Fortenberry^
Carl Knowlas or Jack Ragland? Or how about
John Gibbons, Frank Lubin or Willard
Schmidt? No, these people aren't fictitious

characters but rather the Patrick Ewinjjs anU
Michael Jordarft of another era.

These j>eopIe were members of the first U.S.

.Olympic basketball team in 1936. It was the
first year basketball was played in the Olym-
pics.

Since the inception of basketbaJl as an
Ohmpic sport the United States has a record
of 69-1, with only one blemish in the 1972
final against the Soviet Union.'

Americans still Yemember the circumstances

surrounding the final svconds of that game.
Before that strange final the Unitt'd States had
a record o( 62-0 in Ql>'mpic competition and a

lot of good stories to go al()ng with the record.

In. 1936 the (irsi official Olympic basketball

tournament was held outdoors in a tiennis

stadium on courts o( clay and sand. During
the Games, the International Basketball Fed-
eration pa.s.sed a rule which banned all plavers^

—

taller than 6 feet 3 inches. The United States
objected, as three of their players were taller

than 'that height, and, consecjuently the rule
was withdrawn.

Some highlights of the '48^ Games were:

the Iraq squad losing to Ghin'a and Korea by

100 points; a British referee being knocked un-

conscious during a preliminary game between
Chile and Iraq; and a Brazilian player losing

hi$ pants in the consolation game of the tour-

nament.

.

: ^
'—-_^^__—1_

•In the 1952 Games held in Helsinki, the

Americans moved swiftly through the first

round and met up with the*Soviet Union in

the first game in the semi-final round. Both
teams were undefeated and Russia reportedly

had a win .streak of over 900 games.
Well, the Americans easily ended the Soviet

win streak by defeating the Soviets 86-58.

However, the U.S. team did have a scare at

the end of the .second round against Brazil.

The Brazilians were ver\' quick but decided to

play a slow, ball-control game style to up.set

the Americans' style of play. The Brazillians
were helped out by two international rules
which made it very difficult for the United
States to go out and play pressure defense.
First, there was no/five second rule at the
time, and second, an. offensive player could
lift his pivot f(K)t when starting his dribble.

After the first half of the game Brazil was
ahe^d by 26-24, but the United States made
up six points in the second half, to win 57-53

,. . , 1 ,
* r . . , .

"^" ^"^ ^*"^^ *^^ Americans, once again mat-
It ramed on the day of th^h^jd^etJ^^L fmaL—ehed^tp^ Avtth^ 1^^

4«rmn|ttheplaytng^uriTace^i^^ mud. The wet
sand made it very difficult to dribble, andob-
viously, this contributed to a low .scoring
game. Joe Fortenberry, the 6-8 center from
.-McPherson, Kansas, matched the efforts of the-
entire Canadian team by scoring eight points.
The final score was 19-8, as the U.S. tearrT
beat Canada. V-

After World War 11 cancelled ^wo Olym-
piads, the Olympics resumed in London in
1948 with the United States continuing their
dominance in basketball. The Americans
doubled their oppcinents point totals
throughout the Games and finished with a
perfect 8-0 record.
Only the Argentinian team came close to

tarnishing the American team's record early in
'

the tournament, but the Americans .s(iuc'aked
out a 59-57 victory. France lost to the United*
States in the final 65-21, while Brazil took
third place by beating Mexicb in the consola-
tion game 52-47.

.style slowdown game plan. At halftime in this

low-scoring contest, the United States led 17-

15 but eventually broke away in the last six

minutes to win 36-25..

-The^ Games were held in Melbourne \i^

1956, and the Americans had a couple of
"future NBA Hall of Fame plavers on the team.
Led by Bill Ru.sseU and K.C. Jones, both of
whom became Boston Celtics greats^ the team
won all eight of their games by at least 30
points and scored over 100 points in four of
them.
The average final .score for the United States

was 99-46. Russell averaged 14.1 points a
^ame while Jones contributed 10.9 points. The
Soviets, /or the second con.secutive Olympiad,
finished right behind the United States.'

In 1960, many people say the United States
a.ssembled the best amateur team ever. It con-
sisted of 10 future NBA greats of with three of
those being inducted in the Hall of Fame. The

Continued on Page 18
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Traffic changes

to streamline

Games crush.
»

By Sean McCollough

An uncommon sight — An unusual emptiness on the top level of Park
ing Lot 8 during the first Sunday of the newly established $2 entry fee.
Only 1 ,326 cars paid for parking Sunday, although administrators claimed

the charge was necessitated by increased demand on Sundays. Transpor
tation Services Director Mark Stocki claimed the patronage was lower
than average because no special ey^nts took place.

Supreme Court upholds SolomotrAmendment
Disputed law says draft-eligible males
must register to receive financial aid

.By Loel Solomon. City Editor

UCLA basketball coach, Walt Hazzard, who had an outstanding
career as a Brum player, was also a member of the 1964
Olympic team.

Olympic Briefs. .27 days away
K "

1984^^
t . r-

t.^j/kimiaimu: h.

« <*•» ,
-

By Kevin Daly
AssistjQr)t Sports Editor

With the Olympic Track and Field trials out of theway, the focus switched to Indiana University, where theswimmmg trials were held this pa^t week.
IJnlike track where the top three finishers qualifie'S^fm--t^Games, only two swimmers in each event make theOlympic team.
Some third place finishers were fortunate to make the

JhH'ftf'^K ..^n- "^y*^^' who placed

'^Mn ^^ 200-meter freesttye and qualified for a spot on
the 800-meter freestyle relay team.

.u^^}^^
sophomore Tom Jager, the NCAA champion, in

the 50- and 100- meter freestyle, finished a disappointing

fL '^An '^^ ^^? ^' ,^^-^^'^ *^"* ^^^ "^'"^d ^" alternate on
.the 400-freestyle relay team. Former Bruin Robin Leariiy
placed sixth in the 100 at 50.69, but also made the team as
an alternate on the 400.meter relay team.

Unfortunately for Jager and Leamy, the 50 fr'^is not
an Olympic event. Leamy holds the world record at 22.89m the event.

Another former Bruin, Bill Barrett, was considered a
cinch to make the team in the 200 individual medley but
he could do no better than fifth place in his specialty. Bar-
rett had been a captain the last two years for the U S
^^\^^ i^^^^^Jl^^}L^^^^ competition. He also finished 11th
in the 100 at 50.69.
The U.S. team will be well represented by a number of

Fac-10 swimmers. Stanford leads the way with four
quahfifers: Pablo Morales (100 and 200 i^utterfly, 200
IM), John Moffett (100 and 200 breaststroke), Jeff

Continued on Page 19

NCAA TV contracts r}ix(

by Supreme CouiTTuImi

A controversial law designed to force eligible students to
register with the Selective Service System before receiving fed-
eral financial aid received the Supreme Court's stamp of ap-
proval last Thursday. "^

Ihfe^justices voted 6-2^Jtouiiphold the Solomon Amendment

By Kevin Daly
,

AssistQr)t Sports Editor

College football fans and
television viewers were the
real winners last Wednesday
when the Supreme Court rul-
ed by a 7-2 vote to terminate
the NCAA's control ^fjootball
'telecasts

Z*™"'""'"''""""™™'""" '^

The court ruled the NCAA
contracts violate the federal
antitrust law and now univer-
sities are free to negotiate in-
dividual TV packages. The
decision will benefit such
schools as UCLA and USC,
while other Pad- 10 universities
such as Oregon and
WashingtonySt^Jte will suffer
from a loss 0f TV revenues. __

currently is

ntract with
of Rockville, Md.

ills for Metrosports
15 live Saturday

tball games over the

The P
under
Metrospo
The deal
toj telev

college

colirse^of 12 weeks. That
means the larger schools will
hd atble to make seperate deals
tolAelecast games that ^re notk- \/i * i. 1

^ —
^

«6«'">i iNeoraski
the Metrosports package. State and USC this

Peter Dalis, who was in
Chicago for a meeting of Divi-
sion I schools, said *Tt is dif-
ficult to comment since I have
only heard newscasts on the
matter. Obviously the ruling is
a far-reaching one, posing
many unanswered questions.
"At UCLA, considerable

thought has gone into develop-
ing alternatives for whatever
the Supreme Court decided,
bpecific plans really can't be
made until we can study the
court's decision and its im-
plications with respect to our
program.^' —
One decision UCLA made

before the Supreme Court rul-
ing was to sign the package
^ealwith Metrosports, which
gave the conference $7 2
million for last year's telecasts.
It the Bruins had waited for
the court s ruling without sign-
ing a package they possibly
could have made considerably
more since they are now the
two-time defending Rose Bowl
champs and have games
against Nebraska, Arizona

u-

UCLA Athlftic D l

\

^""^^^ ^^" **^e other hand there C^Z

was no predicted da^e for the
court's decision so by signing
the contract ^ith Metrosports,
UCLA appeared to oack
themselves against the possibil-^

ity of the court upholding the
NCAA's power to rule the

' telecasts.

UCLA could earn addi-
tional revenues during the up-
coming season by negotiating
games with local stations that
Metrosports will not televise.
KTLA, channel five, reported-
ly has the inside track on the
UCLA games because of past

"affiliation with Metrosports
and the school. Metrosports '^^

owns the rights to UCLA
basketball games, which are
televised exclusively by chan-
nel five.

Even though UCLA is free
to negotiate with TV for some
of their games, it will not af-.

feet their future football
schedule, according to coach
Terry Donahue. That means
UCLA will not be scheduling
powerhouses in the pre-season
to^^ntice a rich TV contract.
'^' *

cut back costs _:

which mandates that federal aid recipients complete either a
"certificate of compliance" or a statement explaining why the\^/
are exempt from registering with the Selective Service. ' ' (;
The Court's ruling overturns a Minnesota federal court's

holding that the 1982 law was unconstitutional.
The amendment's opposition came primarilv from the Min-

nesota Public Interest Research Group and the Minnesota
branch of the American Ci# Liberties Union, both of which
c laim the law is constitutionally deficien t.

Major arguments lodged by opponents claim the amendment:
^operates on a presumption of gu ilt by pimishing individuals
without providing them a fair trial,

•violates the Con.stitution's Fifth Amendment protection
against self-incrimination,

•and establishes an unconstitutional Bill of Attainder by singl-
ing out the poor and minority segments of the population for
enforcement of Selective Service registration recjuirements.

"It's discrimination against young men who are in the middle
and lower income brabkets," said MPIRG attorney Carla
iCjellberg, adding even if the Court's decision ren>oVed the con-
MitutioBttl "question -from the-argtrmerrt^^

:Tn a 7m a for effort to
streamline UCLA automobile
and bus traffic during- the
Olympics, I^andfair Avenue
was turned into a one-way
street, and Gayley Avenue
street parking regulations will
be changed, said Transportar
tion Kngineering A.s.sociate of
the Los Angeles City
Transportation Dep^rrment
Wilbur Takishima.

Landfair Avenue was ton-
verted into a southbound
one-way street July 5, and
parking regulations along this
street will remain unchanged.

Landfair will also serve as a
major thoroughfare for buses
returning to the Federal
Building parking lot and the
San Diego (405) freeway. It

will return to its tvvo-wa>
street status as soon as (K)ssi-

ble, definitely by the start of
fall quarter, takishima said.

The LACTD judged conver-
ting Landfair into a one-wav
street as the best traf
fic-.smoothing measure, said
Takishima, and added that
the only other measure was
making it a "No Parking
Anytime" zone.

In additon, Gayley Avenue
between Landfair and
Weyburn Avenues will be
turned into a specially marked
"bus priority " street. This will
be a necessary action because
Gayley will be a dropoff point
for bu.ses arriving with Olvm-
pic spectators and Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Commit-
tee personnt^l, Takishima said.

As part of the bus priority
system, the west side of
Gayley Avenue will become -a

"Tow Away No Parking
Anytime" zone from Landfair
Avenue to Wilshire Boulevard.
This will take effect on Julv
29, according to Takish ima.

II I '

Gayley Avenues north-
Omtimied^oiTPage 6

Continued on Page 17
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basis of wealth is terfiblp public policy."
"The effect (of the decision) on men of coascience is very

grave but the ramifications are very sefious for everyone,"
Kjellberg continued. ''It gives Congress the right to punish
society for transgression without, giyjjngiraiair trial.

"

__
., But tho.«^e arguments were thrown outifTthe Court's majority
decision written by Chief Justice Warred Burger who stated fi'-

nancial aid is not a constitutional right. Thus, the government
can justify providing aid only "to those who meet their respon-
sibilities to the United States."

'

Kjellberg said the Court's finding is evidence that "wealth has
not been given the status of race ' in this case and similar cases
when the poor are discriminated against.

Since the Solomon Amendment's passage two years ago,
UCLA has required federal financial aid recipients to show pro-
of of compliance or explain why they are exempt from Selective
Service regi.stration. Therefore, UCLA's Financial Aid Office
Director Lawrence Dreyer said the high court's ruling will have
little effect on approximately 6,000 financial aid recipient^ at
UCLA who are eligible for registration with the System.

"I don't think it (the law's passage) had a significant impact
on students wanting federal money," said-Breyer, adding "as
far as I know, there's no confirmation of information on
whetliei lliu .student had

KLA Radio gets "ho act/on' from BOC
on plea for increased Olympic airplay
By Philipp Gollner
Senior Staff Writer

au compiled or Is Ineligible (f6r the Sel

1^

e (lor tne :ieiec-

Continued on Page 4

"Ihe ASUCLA Hoard of
Control voted at its first

meeting of the fi.scal year
not to take action on a
KLA Radio re(|uest for in-

-^Teased airtime in campus
.retail and dining areas dur-
ing the Olympic Games.
KLA staff members had

expected the issue of KLA
summer playtime to appear
on the agenda for the July 2
meeting, but they were
disappointed because it was
included only, as a
ipanagement report and not
as an item to be voted on.
According to ASUCLA

Executive A.ssistant Director
Margaret Snow, the deci-

sion to not put the issue to

a vote was due to in-
advertence, and not, as

somt^ claim, tn Hi^reBard

Executiv4*^ Director Jason
Reed "didn't go over it

(KLA's and the ASUCLA

tion President Deborah
Howard said.

AuX that motion failed^h]

According"Communications Board s one vote. According—HV
re(iuests for extended BOC by-laws, at least seven
playtime) in the way he affirmative votes are need-
should have.

"

,ed before an item can be
"He didn't put a real star added to an agenda while a

next 4o- it ^ an action-—meeting is taking place.
'

.itemV sheVexplained. Despite the motion's
Although I in this instance_^__iailure, however, Mondav'*.Reed mav have discussion

,
.served to stir up

underestimated the scope of
support for KLA, Snow
sajd, "My guess is that
Jason is very supportive of
KLA.

Upset over BOC's deci-

sion, student government
leaders and several KLA
staff members, including
KLA General Majiager
Vince Landay, called for a
motion to add the item to
the agenda. ***'The issue
should have come up foi'

-B^oiar i con s t demt ion

debate oii this controversial
issue. At the heart of the
debate is the cjuestion of
whether Reed should be re-

quired to order department
managers to play KLA
broadcasts despite the pref-

erence of seve«tk-wf—those
managers for different
radio stations.

In addition, at the
meeting Heed said restau-
rant managers must be
responsive to custcj/ners*

KLA. She said ASUCLA Graduate Students Associa-

-am rh

Continued on Page 8
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BOC to compete for A • f contract

T

^^SUGLA
By Philipp Gollner
^Kr\m Staff Writer

Med Center doctor to speak

_on realities of plastic surgery^

The ASUCLA Board of
Control confirmed its inten-
tion last Monday fb compete
against other retailers for a
University contract which
would allow it to sell Apple
personal computers to the
UCLA community at below-
market prices.

_^The computers involved are
part -of a dpal which Apple
Computer, Inc. offered to UC
Systemwide officials in May.
This agreement allowed
UCLA to purchase at least $6
million worth of Macintosh
and Lisa computers at dis-

counts ranging from 40 to 50
percent off ori|

prices. In turn, UCLA agreed
4o-seleet a dealer who would

. resell and distribute the
equipment and train computer
salespeople.

In order, for ASUCLA to
compete effectively with other
bidciers for the University's

lucrative offer, the corpora-
tion's Board of Control voted
to authorize ASUCLA Execu-
tive Director Jason Reed to

enter immediately into
negotiations with the Universi-

ty.

Bedsides the obvious financial

incentfve to selling the com-
puters for UCLA; many
ASUCLA officials believe the
arrangement >vould greatly
benefit students.

First, they say, the low pur-
chase prices would result in

substantial savings for students

interested in buying personal

computers. According to an
ASUCLA report, the Students'
Store's policy of offering copi-

petitive prices would extend to

future computer .sales.

Second, the report states the
Students' Store provides the

most convenient location for

students and others doing
busings with the University to

jiurchase their, personal com-
puters.

Third,. ASUCLA officials

emphasize that the Students'
Store could offer attractive

financing arrangements to

UCLA students. According, to.

the report, ASUCLA directors

believe the ass(K'iation "mav
billing to"

offer students credit purchase
options than off-campus com-
puter stores."

In addition, the report
states that a computer
department in. the Students'

Store would create more stu-

dent jobs and would be best

able to integrate its retail

computers with e(|uipment us-

ed by students in UCLA com-
puter science and other
courses.

If Reed succeeds in his

negotiations with the Universi-

ty, students, faculty members
and administrators could
be*gin buying the Apple
^Macintosh and Lisa j>ertonal

computers as soon as fall

(|uarter. The start-up costs for

creating a computer depart-
ment on Ackerman UnionTs

A- Level, according io the

ASUCLA report, would total

$75,000.
But several student gov-

ernmelTT 'teaders expressed
doubt over whether the pro-

^i^m would be worth the

cost. According to last year's

Graduate Students Association

President Brian L-Dfman, and
Continued on Page 4

Dr. Harvey Zarem,
chief of plastic and
reconstructive surgery at

the UCLA Medical
Center, will speak on
"Plastic Surgery: Truth
and Consequences'* on
Wednesday, July Ilth, at

People show less concern
toward plastic surgery
than toward other types
of surgery, Zarem said,
adding, "Be selective in
whom you are dealing
with — a doctor with
vour best interests in

noon m the Center for. mind."
Health Sciences Room Clarifying the sensa-
13-105.

'

Zarem, a practicing

elastic surgeon for 20
^'ears, will discuss the

factors of plastic surgery

which _need to be taken

more seriously. These
factors include the
misconception that
plastic surgery is quick,

easv and painles.s. " •^:
.

'

—

^— ^ ^ - ^^—z ferested m it need to be
It iS-^eryJmpQrtant to realistia about their ex-

be "concern(ed) for what pectations.
appears to be a casual at- The lecture is free aiv
titude towards plastic open to the public,
surgery,'' Zarem

„
said. _ Christina Skacan

tional or Tight-hearted
misconceptions about
plastic surgery presented
in magazines or by those
who regard plastic
surgery as a business is a
topic of concern which
also needs to be address-
ed, Zarem said. He add-
ed that plastic surgery is

fantastic, but^ people in-

by John Sherfflus
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Media rep refuses to resign from post

despite Nommo's dissatisfaction
By Chin-Hay Lue
Staff Writer

An ASUCLA Communica-
tions Board member announc-
ed at a July 5 meeting he will

not step down as the black
Special Interest Paper Nom-
mo's media representative,
despite pressure from that
publication's, editor-in-chief to

do so. '
"

In a June 26 letter address-
ed to Comm Board Chairman
Bruce Shih, Nommo Editor-
in-Chief Peterson Sheppard
cited "harsh political strains

buffeting Nommo and Ha*am_
last year" as causing Nommo's
"dissatisfaction" with the ap-
pointment.
—^ "We cannot condone nor-
dismiss this blatant lack of

communication," Sheppard
wrote.

Comm Board member Ed
Singer served as Ha'Am's
business manager during last

year's controversy which pit-

ted the Jewish paper against
Nommo. Singer said he felt

that Nommo called for his res-

ignation as their media rep
because "basically I'm Jewish,
^nd4^w^rked4or H«^i

tion with the appointment of
Singer.

Faculty representative
Nath^iel Grossman criticized

Nommo's complaints, referring
to tliem as **hollow."
Grossman concluded, "I wish
Peterson Sheppard's letter had
given a substantial reason (for

Singer to resign)."

Sheppard's letter went on to
state Nommo's anger with not
being involved in Comm
Board's selection of the media
reps — Comrn Boar d
members assigned to serve as

liaisons between the Board
_and ASPCLA's student media^

Sfiih produced a letter
which was sent to Sheppard in

response. "After having read
IRe duties and responsibilities

several times," Shih's letter
stated, "I believe th^t you
have been misled in your
understanding of the purpose
and function of the media
rep."

Although the Board decided
to keep Singer on as Nommo's
media rep because "it would
set a bad precedent" not to do
so, they reached a consensus

-to-

Workers extend Ackerman floor space
to display Games merdhandlse for tourists
By Tom Lombardo

Preparations for this
summer's tourist crowds
have given Ackerman
Union an Olympian
facelift.

Inside the Students'
Store, Operations Division
personnel are shuffling
around clothing racks and
textbooks to create more
space for merchandise bear-
ing the 1984 Olympic logo.

Outside, student
employees are building an
.aluminum tubing and can-
vas annex to the Student's
Store which will add 3,500
*]uare feet of sales floor

space, ASUCLA Student
Union Office Director Mark
Panatier said.

Constructed under the
direction of Woodworkings
Limited, an architectural
firm, the annex will house
food c;.oncession counters
and special carts carrying
everything from soda to ice-

cream, Panatier added.
In addition to the new

annex, a stage is also being
constructed at the bottom
of Bruin Walk across from
the John Wooden , Center.
Jazz and blues bands, in-

ternational mime troupes

Olympic Nottfs -The UCLA
Olympic Village and venues
were officially handed over to

the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee July 7,

when the LAOOC security per-

sonnel arrived on campus. From
July 7 to August 15, certain

portions of the campus will be
under LAOOC's jurisdiction.

4000 athletes are expected to

arrive at UCLA July 14. The
Games will start July 28 and
last until August 12.

and other acts will perform
on the stage during the
Olympics, Panatier said.

^ On Ackerman Union's
B-Level, the Textbooks sec-

tion has been reduced to a
1,600 square foot display
area and is selling only
Summer Sessions and
UCLA Extension textbooks.

During last Thursday's
meeting, which Sheppard did
not attend, Comm Board
discussed Nommo's complaints
and voiced some of their own
about the paper's dissatisfac-

tionalism issue under the
carpet."

The issue also prompted the
review of the media reps' role.

"Media reps facilitate inter-

ests of the' Board," Graduate

Cohen said.

The School and Arts
Supplies section was also
condensed and was moved
into the Textbooks area,
Cohen said, adding that
most of the area previously
occupied by Textbooks no>y
accomodates the store's

f Menswear department.
The area previously oc-

cupied by Menswear now
holds merchandise bearing
the Olympic logo and joint

UCLA-CJlympic logos,
while the area where
School and Arts Suppli^"
was now holds souvenir and
non- apparel gift items such^
as cups, j^iasses and stuffed
•Sam the gagle dolls,"
Cohen explained.
The LrC c t u r e» Notes

counter is now a newsstand
that will sell foreign
language publications dur-
ing the Games, Cohen add-
ed. The Country Store has
been enlarged, and new
floor tiling and additional
refrigerators have been ad-

Continued on Page 8

sweep th e emo ^ (^p r esent at i Vfe R aque^
Cadena-Munoz said, adding,
"they don't facilitate
ideologies^

•In other business, Comm
Board appointed Justin Linam
as KLA Radio's sales director

— a position which KLA has
been attempting to fill since

spring quarter.

-

^But UCLA's Latino news
magazine La Gente failed to

fill their , business manager
position. Board members.

however, • voted to delay
discussion on whether ^or not
to enforce a. section of the
Comm Board by-laws which
allows the Board to suspend a
medium if top positions re-

main unfilled.

JOIN THE ELITE TM

The new starxJard

o< moJor scooter

technology and
convenience

I
6525 SANTA MONICA BLVO / PHONE (213) 466-7191 I

Use your
couponsK*

I

-r

I

•TD WALK A MILLION MILES
FOR ONE OF YOUR SMILES."
Let your friends say

that about you.
4

For Appointment:
478-0363

Tooth Bonding

•No Anesthetic necessary

•Stereo Headphones
•Please mention this ad

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Ins^urance Forms welcome
" VdTfy Friedman, D.D-S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)

Patronize |

Westwood 's New

MATRIX LEARNING CENTER
Learn about your future in this high-paying field!

DAY-EVENING-SATURDAY
CLASSES —

)

—

.
^ -^-^-^ ' '

Job placement assistance — -? «
call Larry Marino

(213)472-5504 $25.00 OFF

located in the Matrix Plaza
^ GoocrmfuT^nduff. 1984

j

1964 Westwood Blvd. Suite 200

Summer Bruin i

I
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HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
paR-E¥ES

New Improved 5 125
Permalens III

^w
Total

Complete Copy Service
• Copies 3' No Limit ^

Permalens o^jfic
Bausch&Lomb v | jjj
30 Day Extended "

^^
Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total incl. exam, care kit

& followups)

S75

2168 Pacific. Lb.. (2Uib9M594

7232 Van Nuys.VN. (213) 786-589'

414 StateCoMege Bl Anaheim (714| 774-4510

9400 Firestone Downey (213) 803-1222

1482S Robertson LA (213)278-1744

PT'FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

eve QURQgfiv/
-gttMtNATE eiAsaes^-^

A

Letter or

• m

Use of IBM porrecting Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store.

Spiral Binding
"^

Two Sicied Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm

Westwood '

1 0959 Kinross (Next to Lot
3f]

UCLA SPECIAL S CALENDAR!

MOM. BUY A QUESADILLA & GETfONE
r /

Corner of Olympic Close to Campus

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET
I t

WEOi TACO-MTEFOR 9S 00 .L YOU CAN EAT
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EBB ^'-'^ ^ PITCHER OF Bl
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-
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Computers
Continued from Page 1

a former BOC chairman, stu-

dents do not place much value

on the creation of a computer
department in tHe Students'

Store. Lofrnan based his con-
clusion on a survey taken dur-

ing spring (juarter which ask-

ed students to list their prefer-

ences for possible-A- Level im-
provements.

Lofman said the results oi

the survey clearly show that

most students don't have the

money to purchase a- personal

computer, even if they are

eligible for financing. He add-

ed that the survey indicates

students would prefer other,

more affordable programs in

the Students' Store.

~^This conc!irsi6n~contradictsr

the results of an ASUCLA
marketing survey, Which was
conducted in spring of 1983,

to determine the desirability

of a computer store to UCLA
students, facultv and ad-

ministrators. These results, the

report states, "indicate that

many members of the campus
community intend to buy or

have already purchased per-

sonal computers, and that

they support the idea of the

Students' Store open-ing a

computer department."
Reed and. Students' Store

Director Tim Bayley pointed

oi^rthat sales of computer-

reUted goods, such as soft-

ware, accessories, books and

"magazines^ accounted for more

than $300,000 in Students'

Store revenues last year. Ac-

cording to Reed and Bayle>

,

booming sales in these areas

indicate that students are in-

terested in purchasing per-

.sonal computers.

To determine how com-

BLOOM COUNTY

petftive the prices will be de-

pends on ASUCLA's profit

margin which BOC members
would not disclose due to the

sensitive nature of the negotia-

tions. It is expected, however^

that Board members vyill be

pressured to keep that margin

as lou' as possible so they can

compete effectively with other

dealers.

In a May 31 Daily Bruin ar-

ticle, a spokesman for the

CReeriMbs. we

3UR(£K3 FRIES

AHPTHKBe
peFsis.

51/ICHZKZ,
f^fKfUNeZ
-mRZZbH

/,

Solomon
Continued from Page 2
tive Service)."

Laura Klein, an analyst

in DC President David
Gardner's office, satc^ *thef(?

isn't going to be a large im-

pact — we've been follow-

ing (the law) all ahiUg."

According to Klein, a

statement issued by former
UC President David Saxon
after the Solomon Amend-
ment's passage asserted
"that the law was inappro-

"priate, but that we'd comp-
ly."

As of vet, Gardner hns

issued no statement address-

ing the amendrnent.
As for the e.stablishment

of a UC policN' to ve'rify

certificates of compliance or

exerription claims, Klein
said the systemwide policy

is very broad and subject to

interpretation by each
campus.
However, Klein didn't

completely rule out the
eventual establishment of a

UC policy on verification.

"It is possible," she said,

"that we will be i.ssuing a

^atement." Kleih declined^

to comment when such a

statement would be issued.
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UCLA Campus Computing
Cornmittee estimated the ac-
tual retail price of a Macin-
tosh sdld through a Universi-
ty-contracted dealer at about
^.000-- — .

But due to a BOC vote last
Monday, the question of costs
won't be taken up until later
this month. In the mean time.
Reed wijl be negotiating with
University officials in hopes of
securing the deal.

by Berke Breathed
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LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?iJCLA STUDENT-SFECIAl^
Cut ^8 '

. Perm and Cut ^25

1

' Call George at

Internationaf Coiffures
1 4 19 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625

478-9316

INDUSTRY LEADER FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
IS LOOKING FOR A PERSON WITH A PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
AND A STRONG DESIRE FOR SUCCESS. WE OFFER A PROVEN
PROGRAM WHICH INCLUDES TECHNICAL TRAINING AND INCOME—=«
GUARANTEE WHILE YOU GET STARTED. ONCE YOU COMPLETE
TRAINING YOU WILL OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY WITH UNLIM-
ITED INCOME POTENTIAL. FOR CONFIDENTIAL CONSIDERATION
SEND YOUR RESUME TO:

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
8703 La TUcra. Saitc 201
Loa Angclaa. CA 90045

FARMfUS

' GROUP '

ORIGINAL

GMAT
LSAT • MCAT • GKE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE

' NDB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
for information. Please Call:

Encino (818) 990-3340
Los AnQeles\Afest (213) 202-1924

Central City 1(21 3f 268-2683
Orange County (7 14) 731-3059

"WORLD FAMOUS^
HAMBURGERS

I OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

'-

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San FernanpQ Blvd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd., across from

Busch Gardens in V^n Niiys

1717 W Colorado. Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd , Tujunga

SUMMER CLEARANCE

SALE
ON ARTIST MATERIALS

^0%TO50%Off~
ON MANY ITEMS
MONTH OF JULY
CASH, CHECK. VISA, M.a AND AMiX

DON't^

GET

PEPSI

9024 Recreation Circle Fountain Valley

4michael'S4
• 3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOD _:=^_jaiS WESTWOOD BLVa—^
LONG BEACH - 2137 BELLFLOWER BLVD

liEW EXTENDED HOURS - MON.TO FRI 8:30-6:30. SAT, 9-5

CONTACTS IN ONE DAY
;eed

\

ley back
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GOOD LOOKS — GOOD PRICES

PRICES GOOD ONLY WITH THIS AD
THROUGH JULY 22, 1984

$ 1 29 EXTENDED WEAR OR

SOFTCOLOR CONTACT LENSES*

COMPLETE

*AII prices include
fittings Care Kit and

• Follow-up Visits

Soft colors in one week
1 082 Glendon Ave.

VX^^stwood
(IN THE VILLAGEI)

208-3570
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TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

VOLKSWAGEN
440NDA & OATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Paints Pennz Oil Ad(ust

Valves Carb Timing Bra.es Clutch Check

Battery & Front Alignment

FREt

VALLEY
TOWiNG

RELINE
BRAKES

Replace all Shoes and i mings Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. <Jufn Dfjms as needed In

spec^whee' cyls Master C /I & Fiii System

$39.95*

$49.95*

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)78M112 (213)275-2865
A 1 AUTO 7957 Vcjn Nuv$ BJvd 2'/i BIks So of Roscoe * MOSt VWS

n bio-chemical study attempts

alcoholism is a family disease^
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m 28mm f2.8

Wide Angle

I$5995

BUY BOTH
LENSES
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1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA

Parkinfi Validated at ABM
Qf Allipri I ms with S7 SO Piift hata

By Christina Skacan

A current UCLA study may
lead to the treatment and
prevention of alcoholism, a

disease which acd&unts for ap-

proximately 10 percent of the

deaths in the United States

annually.

The study, which has been
in progress for approximately
one yea r, ..a pp roaches
alcoholism from a bio- chemt^-

cal standpoint through brain

wave pattern analysis, hor-

mone studies and neurop-
sychiatric testing. Project
Nurse Therese Andrysiak ex-

plained. She added that most
alcoholism studies attempt to

treat the disease's symptoms
^^ther than searching for its

causes.

Study Director Dr. Ernest

Noble and fellow researchers

' study father-son genetic bases

coholism. The researchers

are attempting to pinpoint
alcoholism as a family disease,

Andrvsiak said .
'

.

previous information by
determining if brain wave
pattern differences between

the two groups coincide with

endocrinal and neurop-
sychiatric differences, An-
drysiak explained.

The researchers' long-term

goal is to find a way to ma-
nipulate brain waves and cor-

rect any internal imbalances

which may lead to alcoholism,

Andrystiak-saitdr—'"
,

-
' —

The main question the

stttdy Ztsics^ fis, "Are these

groups different in their bio-

chemical profile?" Andrysiak
said. Determining whether or
not the groups* hormones react
differently to stress would be a
breakthrough in understan-
ding the disease, Andrysiak
added.

Results of the study are not
expected in the near future
because the long-term study
has only been in progress for
approximately fa year, An-
drysiak said.

Call 825-0275 for more in-
formation.

2-

<
I

The researchers will con-
struct bio-chemical profiles on
two groups of fathers and
their eight-to- 12-year-old sons.

The first group consists ^yL^^^

one- to-two- year- recovering
narrnh()ircs-and iJieir-^sons^JThe

stx'ond group consists of social

drinkers and their sons, An-
drysiak said.
' The two groups will even- 5
tuaHy contain 36 father-son ^

pairs each,. Andrysiak said, |
adding that the sons must be

"^

pre-pubescent. so that the
hormonal surges typical of
puberty do not interfere with
the study. Subjects are paid
$100 per person upon comple-
tion of the study.
According to Andrysiak,

other alcoholism studies il-

lustrated some hereditary links

between fathers and sons with
regard to the disease. This
study attempts to build on the

Lot 5 Sunday Afternoon — was also less crowded than usual, like

most other UCLA parking lots when a $2 Sunday entry fee was charged
for the first time.

Traffic routes
Continued from Page 1

bound center lane will be
changed to a special lane for

bus use only. Overhead signs

will be posted to further iden-

tify the lane as restricted bus-

lane use.

Other temporary parking
restrictions for the UCLA area
will be posted from July 20
until Aug. 14 with both the
effective dates and the restric-

tions posted in advance. ^
*

s by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

—
Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Mfss Sybil can help yousolve these problems and
idvtse you on the Msr direction for your future^
All readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment 471 " 1870
AUo availableforparty and group meetings.

TAROT CARDS'

INTRODUCTOKY
CERTIFICi

^>J5»^ Value
Now yqii can have tiie
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ofyour choice forJuat
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Since 1924, when Mama Rosa Cfaligiuri stepped off the boat
in New York, the Cali^iuh family has been cooking fine

Itahan food in the New World. And now, after tremendous
success in Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr. has brought his

family's recipes to .Westwood Village. \
The Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy '^- -^

atmosphere. When you step inside, it's like walking into
one ot those classic neighborhood Italian restaurants in San

f rancisco. New York or New Orleans. There are no
pretentions here — just the best ingredients cooked with
experience and served with pride. The freshest seafood,

chicken, the finest Provimi veal is

hand-trimmed by Anthony.
What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi —
truly jumbo shrimp — or out-of-this-world Caesar Salad.
1 hey feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White or Red Clam Sauce. Fettucini, Ravioli and home-

macte Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-

_^*1?.' *"®y o"e' Chicken Piccata and Shrimp Piccata.
There 8 always a nightly special, too.

Ownan: Mik* Fahv«na and Anthony Caligiuri

Open Sun -Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

Fri.-Sat. lla.m.-l a.m.

_Hours 9AM • 6PM Mon-Sat (2U> 20ft^150 J

Chase
1049 Qayley Avenua
Westwood Vaiage
824-1310

Wm honor Mas/*/ Chatqm, Vua.
Anfncan Express, Din^r't Club
Nm LftBLl•«r*-«» WtTTW,"PTWr
Wm /ffvt th^ iighLhiiMium.miy^£^ to anyoif

VaUt Parking m r«ar Ah«r 6 p.A
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i^^eUJPLAN «

TO EAXON CAMPUS
JULY 28 - AUGUST 12,

READ THIS!
During Olympic competition (July

28-August 12), ASUCLA food
-prkeswilf be higher than usual. If

you are a UCLA student, staff or

faculty member, we'd like to help

you avoid these higher prices. All
it takes is a little pre-planning:"^^

PLAN TO USE A BRUIN
GOLD CARD:
Our new Bruin Gold Card will

serve a second purpose during the

Olympics: price protection. You
open a Bruin Gold Card account
by making a deposit of as little as

$19. For a $19 deposit, your ac-

count would normally be credited

with $20, a 5% discount. During
the Olympics, we'll mitomatically

increase the credit to compensate
for the higher prices. You will still

receive your discount, but no
matter what prices we're charging
— and they may fluctuate — your
account balance will be elec-

tronically adjusted to cover the

extra expense (of course the extra

credit, like CiiiJe i ella's fine r y, will

magically disappear at midnight,

August 1 2).
" "^

:

If ynu a lready own ^a-Brum-Geld-
Card, your balance will
automatically be increased.

You can sign up. for your Bruin
Gold Card at the^following^ loca-

tions and times: .

Meal Plan Office, just outside the

Treehouse in Ackerman Union.
Monday through Friday, 8:00

AM - 5:00 PM.

North Campus Student Center, at

the information counter.

Monday through Friday, 11:00

AM - 2:00 PM until July 28.th

Bombshelter Patio, in the Court of

Sciences.

Monday through Friday, 11:00

AM - 2:00 PI^ until July 28th.

Please call 825-2^501 for additional

details. /

You can use the Bruin Gold Card
at the Cooperage, the Treehouse,
the Sandwich Room, Campus
Corner, and Kerckhoffs Coffee

House. If you pay cash at any 6(
these locations you WILL have to

pay higher prices. We're expecting

and proofs of identification._JFor

cash customers who want price

protection, there's another alter-

native: "

PLAN TO EAT AT THE
BOMBSHELTER OR
NORTH CAMPUS.
ASUCLA's regular low food
prices will be in effect at the

Bombshelter and the North
Campus Student Center during
the entire Olympic period. These
two eating-places will serve cash
customers; from July 28 to August
12 only, the Bruin Gold Card will

NOT be, accepted at these two
locations.

THANKS FOR SHARING
FOOD SERVICE WITH OUR
OLYMPIC VISITORS.

""to'* feed 'large crowds, and we Many of UCLA's services will "be

don't want to slow down our ser

vice by juggling two sets of prices

Somewhat topsy-turvy during the'

Olympics. We hope the spirit and
excitement of the Olympic
fcstivittes wiH more diaii tumpei i

-

sate you for these temporary in-

conveniences.
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- - - - OLYMPIC SPECIAL - - - - •

20% off any single framing project

Frame it yourself -or we'll irame it for youl

I

I

I
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I

I

I

I

I

STORES COAST-TO-COAST

1917 Wilshire Blvd., S.M. 90403

629-5626
Free Parking in Rear Mon.-Thur. 10-8, Fri.-Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

Not Valid with other promotions, this coupon required — good thru July 25, 1984

-i^i.VT-t
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FamilyPlanning:
achoice, -

a responsibility
California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
since 1969. . .

~
"

•Tai

• nUBE pregnancy testSi

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/ '

general or local anesthesia
^ Birth control ^

• Gynecological exams

Family Planning
Associates Medical Group^==

—j^

WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmoreland Ave

(213) 788-7283

•^ WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(813) 82Q-8084

confidentir.l * professional • effordeble

Adjustable AEROBIC WEIGHTS
of water you can drink.

^\
CLEVER!
Also straps to bicycle,

windsurfer boom, ^
exercise bar.

Available from
ASUCLA Students' Store

Nike - Westwood
Helen's Cycles ':

^m

I '^Q

R".
-/^
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SHIRIN'S
European Concept

in Hair& Nails^

11635 Barrington CX.

In Brentwood Village

''We Love Students''

DISCOUNT --^

Save 50% on all Haircuts,

Perms & Hhliting (with this ad)

Call for appointment

476-7427

SPRING
SPECIALS

'SLEEP IN
"

SOFT
CONTACTS «169

'CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR"

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
SOFTS

$139 EYEGLASSES
INCLUOeS GLASS OR
PLASTIC LENSES (SINGLE

VISION N0N-OVERS(ZE)
AND FRAMES FROM OUR
SPECIAL SELEaiON

•PRICE INCLUDES ONE PAIR LENSES. WRIHEN GUARANTEE, FIHING. TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM,
IF REQUIRED: $20. CARE KIT EXTRA.

EYE OPENING! f» iL_:'-^sj.
Jon D. vogei, o.D. 1 1 32 Westwood Blvd.

IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE r^^r^^nf^^ CI professional corporotlon L.A., CA 90024
SIOM 19/t

208-3011
UCLA QrMi VALIDATED PARKING WITH PURCHASE • VISA I^ASTERCARD • WITH AD AT TIME OF PURCHASE

-^^S!:;:.

^Stock-up now on quality clothing, gear
and shoes from Converse - the Official
-—Athletic Shoe of4he^t9840lympiesr

Hind Sportights and running wear,
Converse socks, bags, and clothes are
i^^all on sale! Huge selection of shoes

for all sports on sale nowl

KLA

^^

Q§6> COnVERSE
Tne Offk:ial Aifiletic Shoe d the 1984 Olyrnoc Gam^

925 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOQD VII

SHOE
BOUnCMIE

:N7Di

Continued from Page 1

about KLA programming, and
he_will permit tnem to (cnange-
stations if such complaints
prevail.

KLA staff members, on the
other hand, feel the station's

programs should be broadcast
almost continuously in those
facilities which have access to
KLA. They would only agree
to pre-empt broadcasting for

live entertainment.

A May 14 Comm Board
resolutiori* endorsed by KLA
staff states the station's need
to gain the additional listener-

ship vyhich extended plavtime
would provide. The resolution

claims that without increased
playtime, KLA would not be
able to generate the advertis-
ing revenue required for self-

sufficiehcy.

The resolution goes on to

state that because department
managers have allegedly cir-

9umvented past arrangements
to broadcast KLA in their

areas, it is now necessary for
BOC to take a stronger stand
and order managers to play
KLA, regardless of their per-

sonal preferences.

Snow said the executive
director is reluctant to hand
down orders to department
managers mandating which
stations to play. Although
Snow said she expected the
managers would comply^ with
such an order, she added that
it would make for poor rela-

tions between Reed and
ASUCLA management to take
that course of action.

Store changes
Continued from Page 3
ded. The other changes on A-
level are temporary, but- addi-
tions to the Country Store are
permanent. The Country
Store now has the capacity to

accomodate 7,000 customers
per day.

Overall, Bearwear prices
will not go up for the Olympic
rush, Kline said, but Olympic
and joint-logo merchandise
will cost more than Bearwear
since it is produced by Levi
Strauss. ASUX:XA still stands
to make a large profit off the'

Cames, and ASUCLA Execu-
tive Director Jason Reed is

presendy considering what to

^° with the-^xtra funds, Kline
said. ^"T"

All ASUCLA_emplnyef« will

receive discounts as usual,
Klin©^ added.

Staffing has been budgeted
based upoi\ customer traffic

estimates, Cohen said, adding
that he hopes to have enough
business to provide ASUCLA
employees with enough work.

If you are notnrti«7i«dwfthyourpre8en^^
automotive garage . .

.

^^VE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE 4 REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CAUFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE AUi DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREKM CARS
We CarB About Sti^dBntst

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1t27 Santa Monica Blvd. (at WMtgata)

4774551 Vi«a-M«st«rcard
24-Hour lalaphone MoMla-Am. Expreaa

CONVERSE^^^Complete Copying, Printing ft

Bindino Available
^ V Xerox 9600

NO MINIMUM
' For Students

and F^cuJty

wfth to.

470-4778^
It* UlfY 1 040 vvesTwoocJ Bivii

(•crow from Food Kir>g) Park m rear.

-/•

vr vlewpoiiit- J«a«*e"K«n. VtewpoihrCiJilor
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An irate graduate
By Andrea Hackett

This viewpoint is from a senior whois i^elieved that she
is leaving this institution.

'

The term institution, incidentally, appropriatelv
describes the imprisoned existence we tolerate while striv-
ing towards our ultimate goal: obtaining a diploma from a
UC campus.
While r.Igning the final check made out to the UC

Regents, the unpleasantries of jichool Hash before my eyes
just as life flashes before the eyes of some one who realizes
they are about to, die. Allow me to recapture just a few of
these unfavorable memories with which I'm sure a high
percentage of seniors are familiar.

As entering freshmen many students are rejected Iious-
ing just days prior to the new cjuarter. Therefore, we fran-
tically leave the comforts of our distant homes to im-
mediately discover the incredibly high prices of Westwood
living.

, Still believing the misnomer taught to us our entire
lives, that a college education practically prepares us for
our futures, we pay the housing prices. Later we march to
Dodd Hall and hurriedly choose, from a list of do/ens,
someone with whom wi'will share a 15 X 20 foot room'
After this first obstacle is' hurdled, we" are quicklv faced
with another.

Convenience stores, we discover, are not within walking
distance of our new homes. In order to solve this problem,
many naively and mistakenly bring our automobiles into
the metropolis of frustrated ticket gods whom I've heard
outnumber the UCLA student body by 666.
Parking on campus, of course; is a privilege
granted only to those ingenius gnough to lie

about their forty minute commute and to
those whose parents generously donate to'
the system on a monthly basis.

Therefore, the rest of us, with fear in our
blood, chance to park in a three hour space

,
overnight. ^\n the morning, like voyeurs, we
helplessly watch from our balconies the 5
a.m. early-bird meter maids excitedly finger
their precision stop watches, scribble their
names on the ticket and forcefully slap the
yellow slips on our windshields.

This final display of power brings them
to such an earthshattering climax that they
want to do it over and over again. To fur-

ther enrich our education, we frequent the
traffic courts, bicker with an omnipotent
judge to reduce our fines and, completing
the vicious cycle, park again amongst "the
bay of pigs."

As students we are also ' faced with a
multitude of lines throughout our college
careers. What are the lines for? To pay
regi.stration fpps, i^n rherk .in backpacks,- a

/
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prerequisite to buying books, to buy school
supplies. li nothing else has been learned,
we've certainly gained insight to toleratinj

inconvetlierices: —^-'"
.

There is another smaller Tncohvenience^

west side. Lately, due to Olympic
reconstruction we are further obstacled by
the building sites and are redirected to the
nature trail which runs parallel to Bruin
Walk.

Not only must the ladies trudge through
this dust bowl, but we also help rotate the
soil with the heels of our shoes as we pro-
gress towards central campus.

As a graduating senior, I question where
priority for class enrollment lies while seek-
ing a schedule of one's choice; I certainly
haven't experienced a perfect one yet. We
are trapped by the Catch-22 of permission
to enroll slips. We need a slip to sit in a
professor's class, therefore, we must plead
to the counseling office to give us one.

They, however, hesitate to surrender the
slips because ultimately it's the professors
"decision to let, us into the class. So we
bounce back and- forth between faculty and
staff persons, and eventually we become so
discouraged that we oo. longer pursue
enrollment.

•Since the class we can't get is- mandatoi v

Viewpoint

which needs to be reiterated, and it directly
affects the ladies of UCLA. Everyday we
encounter the hills of Strathmore, Circle

Drive West and Bruin Walk. We forge up
one side balancing our twenty pound book
bags, on our shoulders and slide down the
other side in our leather soled pumps.

This problem cannot be remedied since

we must wear the pumps to keep pace with

for the successful completion of the major,
the tears well up in our eyes, and we feel

the .sharp pam of our , now mature -ul^er-
reminding us to drink some milk. --

When my parents ask the inevitable ques-
tion "What is the most important lesson
learned during the UCLA tenure?,'" I'll

have to laugh to myself and avoid the ques-
tion. After all, how could they possibly
understand what it means to get a diploma
from the University of California at Los^.

Angeles? •

Political equality
By Christina Skacan
Now that we have come to the end of a rather long and cer-

tainljT^ deceivingly predictable primary season, the markers are
all but in, and the prospective vice presidents are summoned to
the stomping grourids of the probable presidential nominee.
The commentators comment and the party bigwigs advise as

the hopes of many an ambitious politician are raised in the pur-
suit of the vice president's spot.

In recent months the question has been raised, fimilK , as to
whether or not we, the American people, are readv for a
woman vice-president. ^

Perhaps it should be asked whether a prospective woman
vice-president is ready for the American people.
The speculations of the pros and cons of a woman at the pro-

verbial reigns of political power has been enough to scare off

^"^.y,?y,T^^^^^t
^'^^" /̂^''^'^^"*^^

^*^L^^"."5
someone who would be

an Original in the grudgingly ofdrnary arena~of politics.
^t aren't we, the farsighted arid industrious American peg

pie, a 1>it behind in the scramble to ascertain as to whether or
L

rrrran tranadTninister the countrv?

^jybe fashion rnon^ers who live on Hilgard ^^
and who never experience the hills of the June wtlTid degreeWEnf^MC

Hackett graduated from UCLA this past

, -^r

Haven't the likes of Golda Meir; MargareY Thatcher and In-
dira Gandhi left us in the dust concerning this particular ques-
tion of capability? v^

It is unfortunate that a country regarded with awe in a world
of technology and super powers, and one that has sent a woman
into space, can't seem to realize that capability should be judg-
ed on an individual basis, not on one's sex, race or creed.
When Woodrow Wilson became incapacitated, it has been

said that Edith Wilson took over the reigns. When FDR needed
an extra set of legs, Eleanor Roosevelt stepped in and became
an inspiration to men and women alike by maintaining a pro-
minent position in world irffairs long ^fter her husband's deajthl^-^We now have women at every level of politics except in the
executive office. Isn't it time we proved ourselves to be the far-
sighted world leaders we claim to be? When will America
realize that a woman, if given the same opportunities ashmen,
could lead us as well as a man? •

"

America will eventually have a woman vtee-president and,
infact, a woman president. What remains to be seen is whether
or not we will take that step now or at least in the near future
or argue about it for another 20 or olO years.

Only those not willing to stand up for and truly believe in
American principals of equality and opportunity would, based
on objections to sex, reaceor creed,, would keep someone from
contributing. ^i-^.--

,

Skacan, a junior majoririff in history, is a new. writer for the
Bruin.

Ignorance is never out of style. It was in

fashion yesterday, it is the rage today, and it

will set the pace tomorrow._ —Franklin K. Dane
^3SS""^"»Www*^

a^^tm^mi^mm^mm^mK^fm

r^
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Soft
LcnseSx,
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

"Change the color of your
eyes" soft lenses

/159
Sleep-in soft lenses.
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

159
249Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses

Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fittingr training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-

cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

^ANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

28
2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park

fin the Lucky Shopping Center)
1421 S. Robertson Blvd.

(>/4 blk. south of Pico)

Visa. Master Card. Expires 7/25/84 with this ad.
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LIBRARY HOURS DURING—THE OLYMPICS =r^
Saturday; July 21^. SundayrAugus^ 12

All units closed on Saturdays and Sundays (with the excep-
tion of the Biomedical Library). It is anticipated that Tues-
day, July 31 will be declared an Administrative Holiday — if

so, all units (including .the Biomedical Library) will be
closed.

I

Library Unit Monday- Friday Exceptions

Architecture & Urban Planning 8 a.m. - 12 noon

A''^
' 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Biomedical 8 a.m. -7 p.m.

Monday. 7/30;

CLOSED

Saturdays: 9
a.m. -5 p.m.

Sundays: 1 p.m|
- 6 p.m.

Chemistry
—

College

EducatiorViSrPsychology

9 am -3:30p.m.

10 a.m. -2 p.m.

10a.m. -2p.m.

Engineering & Mathematical 9 a.m. -3pm
Sciences ~

..
,

• "
,

.

——-^7"

English Reading Room

Geology - Geophysics

Law

Management

Map -.
'

'

'

\

-"^

CLOSED '

9 a.m. -3 p.m.

9.a.m. -.3 p.m.

9a.m. -3:30 p.m. Monday. 7/30

.CLOSED

10 a.m. -3 p.m. Monday. 7/30
CLOSED

Music

Newspaper Stacks

Photographic Services

Physics

Powell Reading Rooms

University Archives

10a.m. -2p.m.

8 a.m. -3:30 p. nn.

8a:m. -3:301): m-

7^.m. -5:30 p.m.

LOa.m. -2 p.m.

review William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein, Awisunt Review Editor •

Clockwise from top: Paul Verhoeven
Renee Soutendijk, Jeroen Krabbe

'

Paul Verhoeven:

:f -f ^^»»

The Dutch director

comes to America

but is America
»»ii"——li^i»—

w

ready for them?
\

By Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

On the surface, Dutch difiectof Paul
Verhoeveh's The Fourth Man .sounds like just
another James^M. Cain story jibout ^ man
whose penis gets him into trouble,"^

It is, in a way.
But V^erhoeven, as American audiences

learned when they saw Spotters a couple years
h«*.^:k, .:M.o't afraid tt^ lake a familiar j?tonlin^
and i^ive it a darini^ twist. r

[hii^mq^^ opens ^Uh the heTO^-a nov elist
and borderline alcoholic named Gerard Rpv^

been reedited for its U.S. showing. .

"I have no idea how a broad audience here
will like it. I saw the film four times with fes-

tival audiences in Seattle ijind Toronto and the
reactions were extremely good,V Verhoexeii
says. "But a festival audience is J[fTerent. they
are more motivated, more sensitive, more sub-
tle than a normal movie audieixe."
The homosexuality in both Spetters and The

Fourth Man in in tended iieUht^r to shock noF
to serve as a socio-political statement of .some
kind

University Elementary School CLOSED

University Research Library 8 a.m. - 3 p.m.

(leroen Krabl^e), strSngling his male lover in a
dream. Later, Reve venturers to a small town
to give a speech. Along the way, he experj-
ertces violent visions of grotesque murders.
Ohce there, he sleepsjwith an alluring
w^lthyrwidow (Renee Sbutendijk) so he can
sed^e her other m41e IdCer (Xhom Hoffman).
The^isions get Worsaf thir^sexual obsession
becomes stronger /andr..wfell, ewntuallv the
end credits roll ac/os^he screen.

j^.

Between the hrJn titles and. the ending
credit&,1^hoe\*nr holds nothing back. Both

plicit. AndVyhe ifn't sure American audiences
can tak<^ >L \

.The OscaX cbmmittee really flipped out
when they saxVlt^ie two men kiss in The

eThoeyem whp intrnduc-
lade Rvfnner) Hauer' to

s. "It's t|^igh stuff. It;s on-
saliv^ dripping out and
scenrf ' In Spetters, 50

Fourth^ Man" si

ed gTctor If^u'tger

American moviegc
ly a kiss, but you
it's a strong, istrpi

-flj f

(Includes- PubliQ Affairs Service, Oriental Library. Special
Collections Theater Arts Library, Circulation Loan Desk,
Microform Reading Service Reference, Periodicals.
Stacks, Graduate Reserve Service, and Library Cashier)

^minutes of the moreAerribl/ stuff was mis.sing
the more explicit thiite tMat were considered
t(Sv mudh for an i%iefrican mark,^t. The
hoiH^exiial rape sqeneUfe it was irt^5/H^ffer?,
withN()rnfe really erect Ifceni^es (^ng in and
out, wa^<^there. TherJw^re four guys going
over him iXthe originallahd it was only two
hdrfe. It was>s^ruesome Ad/explicit, which is
what I wantedsto expresslr wanted to give the
idea of hell for Hiis guy Ad it was filmed like
that But in th^^t veiloii it isn't and theaubbmg doesn t helji it mih either."
^FHe-

ij|p;a

sex and viuleiW iilThe Fourth Man is

"Whdl KW wuilled to'lIp'WTtPr^Tnfr'Fonrf/J
-

Man is u.se homosexuality as a plot point and
by doing so, proving that it is not anymore a
major moral item," he explains. '*I.„gue.ss that's

a .stat^>nent of sorts after all. My scriptwriter
Gerard Soeteman and I ju.st thought the time
has come to use it as normal human stuff and

^

a plot point witht)ut having to ask in the story
if it is a sickness or a part of human nature —
which, ofcour.se, it is.

"We liked the idea of not treating it as a hot
iterii but only as a matter-of-fdct jHtuation

""W«4©n'-4*;"'tw"~^t?rTOrs^' "ti ifficult f(^
to accept," Verhoeven continues. "There are
people who think, homosexuality .is a sickness
that mu.st be cured as soon as possible. The
homosexual things in the movie didn't do us

^^?5X_.barm with the festival a^clieaces^buLa^
Wider American audience may have trouble
dealing with it. In Europe arid Holland, peo-
ple are more open to sexual explicitness, even
homosexuality."

That doesn't fnMn thaf Verhoeven*!^ films,

which include Turkish Delight and Soldier of
Orange, are "main.stream" Dutch fare.
"There were a lot of adversaries in

Holland," Verhoeven says. Th^re was a real

negative campaign against Spetters. People
were realty angry about it. The critics hated it

but liked The Fourth Man. They saw it as my
first real interesting film. I think they are

wrong, of course. They like it, I think,

because it is sfower edited, has nicer colors

and is much mnre arty. And I think in

consjli^ably less extreme Ind the film has not
Holland, pefhaps in the United States too, if a

Ctmtinued on Page
""
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BUG ENGINE REBUILO^
COMPLETE

. A.wm^^ QQ^^"^ REBUILDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATIONNO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP?

8 Ch«:h Rittcrv U/«i«r

, ^ , , , 9 Inspect Fron« F.nd

7 SH!!!'^ n. ^^ Compiwwon T«l
7 Swvtert Ah Cl««n»r 1 1 (Ptwure Tru CooHnfl Systc

$49.95

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

Pan* A Ubot (Gm a All Fikrr aira)

TOYOTA DATSUN $79.
95

^^1i?JR.^" DIAGNOSIS - tss.seTHIS IS AN HONEST GARAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7012

SUMMER VOLUNTEER
PROGRAM

Project Mac needs
your help working with

abused and
glected childrerv

that need your love
qndjgttention. You can
jnake the difference kv

o child's life.

Sign-ups KH 417
Funded by the CAC of ttie PAB

our pizza is

hish adventure*
Blast off with our PIZZAZZ with JAZZ - a
great blend of flavors: black olives,

anchovies - blanketed under extra thick
aged provolone cheese, with our special

garlicand red pepper saucf>

Or hit the trail with our PIZZAZZ ALL THE
WAY- a terrific meal of pepperoni, sausage.

mushrooms; diced ontons and gr^f^rv^ '

•

'

.
peppers.

Actually our pizza is a sure thing. We've
been making our East Coast thin crust

recipe for over 14 years at our restaurants
back East - and every step i^ consistent

-right down the line.

ZAP! N
^"HeFeVTtriTfivifatron^^t^ ^^~^»^^^^^^

$4*95 buys you a dinner size pizza ( ± 12) with any two

^
toppings, (a $6.45 value)

$7.95 buys you a large pizza with any two toppings (a
$a95.vaUie) -

fk y •
v

OFFER GOOD TILL JULY 27. 1 984 • PLEASE PFESENT AD.

So catch the spirit - and join us

PIZZAZZ
CAFE

I

91 1 Broxton Ave. at Lc Contc •Wcstwood Village
Mon.-T»IMf»....11 AM-1 AM-Frl.-S*t....11 AM-4AM-Sun....4PM-1 A

(213)208-0255

The great taste place!

^r*^ r
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Paul Verhoeven
Continued from Page 11

ltkfl--is^ «k>wer edik*d, ^nd^if- ihere^ are-iJovMir camera move^;
ments, it is considered art. And if there is fast editing, it is a
B-picture. Most of my editing is faster than 77if Fourth Man."
The acceptance came desj^ite the fact that the novella from

which The Fourth Muii is based was written b\ a man whose
works have been labeled in Holland as "contemptuous
blasphemy" and "in conflict with the puf)lic order and morals."

That author, incidentally, is Gerard Heve.
"The movie is a lot different than his stor\ but the basic line

is still J^ie same." Vt'rhoe\(*n .sa\s. "W'v took elements from his

other works and also added some thin«;s. But the He\e in the
stor\ . the real Re\e. and the Be\e in the movie are very much
alike. Tlie real Reve is the same kind of neurotic, ves. Of course
in films it is iiiort condensed and therefore it's far awav from
realism. In a" certain vvav. though, it's true."

The heavy, svhdiol.c tone of Ilw FourthMun is not .»;o^^fn4lch

indicative ol V'erhoevens cineniatic stvle as it is of the real

Reve's necrosis.

"Normallv I wouldn't use svrnbolism at all because I hate it.
"

he savs. '! think it's a lot of humbug and nonsense. But, in this

special case. I liked it because- I thought it was close to the at-

titude ol the author towards life. H<y\ alvvavs seeing svniboK
and warnings e.vervwhere. He also e.xaj^jierates to protect

liimself because the things he savs are stranj^e — by making
ihem a little bit ironic and humorous he makes it easier to ac-

eept.
'

N'erhoeven hasn't always wanted to be a filmmaker. He was
Ntudyinii for his Fh.I) in j)hvsics and mathematics at the l^niver-

sitv of Leiden w lu'n he bej.fan to "hate the idea of doinj^ that all

F!iv life. I liked studvinii rt vcrv much but from an emotional
point ol view, it didn t earrv nie vitv far. I was onlv doinii it

because I w ils '^ood at it."

He entere<l tJH^ A^HsteritafH^T^Iu^^Acadeniv and, afte r six tuon-

ths. left.liored l)v the vvav "the art of film" was l)einu tauijht.

He re^Airnexl to theUnivirsitv t() complete his Ph. H. sjHciali/.irjij 4
in the Theorv of Relativitv . \\ hile studvinu. he made several ^

short films and, after a stint in the Navv , broke into telev ision. - z

,:!TiierL 1 -«Qt intt^ films a^ain, but a fii«j career 4ft Holland |a
o
<

was very risky, there was no real film indu.strv there,' hi

recalls. "But 1 thought yoir-should take risks in lift

7—Tire risks paid7)fr. TtijTTTrst filni rTTeased inThe U.S., TmT^j.s/T^I

D^li^ht. was nomihated for ah Oscar. He followed that with *

two films starring Rutuer Hauer: Kct'tjc Tippvl and Soldivr ol "I got a call in 1980 from Steven Spielberg. He had seen Soldier of Orange and said I should
Oranfre, which aLstj i^arnered both Oscar and C^olden (^lobe come to Hollywood and do films here. I wasn't convinced the trip would accomplish anything

Continued on Page 1.3 but, I thoughty let's see what happens. It seemed like a good adventure.**

> Ask for

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

MIDDLE EASTERN FILMS
Free Screenings

ON OUR LAND One out of every six Israeli citizens is a
Palestinian Arab. This film tells the story of this forgotten sec-
tion of the Palestinian population through portrayal of their dai-
ly life and through interviews with ordinary Palestinians. The
film centers on Umm el-Fahm, the largest Arab village inside
Israel with a population of 20,000, and the contrast between
conditions there and with those in Israeli settlements built on
land that used to belong to Umm el-Fahm. Screens Wednes-
day, July 1 1 in 31 78 Bunche Hall at 2:45 p.m.

vm>m>m><i>r>i^^

We care for Bruins . r:

. . all summer long.
Receive convenieQl quality medical care for your injury, iNness
and primary care needs while the student health center is closed.
• no appointment needed
^ no waiting ^^^----^^^--^^---^— f

x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)
qualified physician always on duty

with discount prices equivalent to Student Health

..,. ; ..,.
; .•.., -. EXTENDED HOURS

. 8 am to 8 pm
v Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

2 13-470-8880
Summer Quarter

20% Discount WITH THIS AD

Paul Verhoeven
Continued from Page 12
r\ominations. .- ,

*

.Soldier of Oj-ange, Verhoeven believes/ fs the most
"American; of his movies. "It's adventurous, it's never provok-
ing, it has a humanist point of view, it's fast cut and the char-
acters are very sympathetic. That, I beUeve, is very close to the
American style of filmmaking."
He must have been right. It got him the right kind 6f atten-

tion.

"I got a call in 1980 from Steven Spielberg," Verhoeven says.
"He had seen Soldier of Orange and said I should come to
Hollywood and do films here. He said come and talk to the
studio guys and don't talk to the biggies, go to Orion and Ladd
Company and I'll help you out. Dan Ireland, of the Seatlle
Film Festival, also said 1 should come. I wasn't convinced the
trip would accomplish anything but, I thought, lets see what
happens.' It seemed like a good adventure.

"So I came here, talked with Spielberg, and went around to
the different studios like Paramount, Zoetrope, and Orion, ' he
adds. "They all liked my ideas. Orion said what do you want to
do, and all that came to mind was Flesh and Blood."

Flesh and Blood was a story Verhoeven and Soeteman had
been toiling over for 14 years, an epic 16th-century adventure.
Despite dozens of drafts, they couldn't tame its huge costs.
An Apierican company could. Orion liked the script and

hired Verhoeven to make it with a cast that include.«i Rutger
Hauer and Jennifer Jason Leigh. Obviously, working for an
American company, Verhoeven couldn't indulge in the same
explicitness that marked his earlier films.

"Yes, but it's still quite explicit. The shooting is finished but I

don't know Vet whether they will accept my cut. It's a ver\
rough film, but yes, it's not like my other films," Verhoeven
says. "There were really some erect penises in S[)etters and
other explicit stuff. In Flesh and Blood, no, I didn't have that
Jand I have restrained myself a bit. But still, tliere is a fot of
stuff in that that is extremely violent and sexually explicit."

Is it difficult to get American actors who are willing to be as
-explicit as the dutch actors he has used?

"Well Jennifer Jason Leigh had no problem with it at all.

There were a lot of actresses and actors who, when they read
-tbe script, considered it pomographicr. She had no problenr at
all with the script, the nudity and the explicit violence and
sex," he says. "Now Ru|ger and I, we had some discussions. Of
jjourse, he's a little different now that he has an international
career. He's a little more careful. In fact, he was more hesitant
in the beginning when I asked him for explicit sexual stuff but
he got over it."

v

The willingness to do touchy scenes is not one of his big
criteria for choosing actors. "I think that sexual elements and
explicitness should never be the main item as to why you chose
an actor. I could drop the scenes if I wanted a particular ac-
tor.

The biggest challenge he faced with Flesh and Blood was giv-

ing it an American flavor. And that takes "a lot of editing. I

made 1500 setups for Flesh and Blood and only 500 for The
Fourth Man.**

" Of course, it's also the storyline," he adds. "This film has a
very clear story that's easy to follow: a triangle love story, a
normal one in this case, or what's called normal, anyway. It's

acceptable for everybody. Still, there will be problems. The girl

in between these two guys is very European. She is not the
straight- forward, American girl who is making good decisions

and is always nice. No. She is a strange and ambiguous woman
and, as are most 9f my characters, ' never really 100 percent
good or bad."
The main difference between working for an American studio

or a Dutch film company is financial. Verhoeven shot The
Fourth Man for $700,000. Flesh and Blood cost $7 million.

'^ttY'ir real diffefence~"ltiar doesn't make that doesn't riiake

that much difference," he says. "If I had $7 million for The
Fourth Man the only difference would have been to make it

with American stars — but you would never have found a

studio here willing to make it. They would cut the homosexual
elements and I think the film is interesting only because he's

homosexual and he has this strange relationship with a. woman
to get the guy. Change that and you ruin the movie.
"A film like that can only be made in Europe where there is

an open attitude," Verhoeven elaborates. "On the other, hand,
flesh and Blood could only have been made by an American
studio. You could never get that much money together for a

film in Holland. I'm sure there are certain films you can never
do here and s^ome you can never do in Holland. So where I do
mv films depends on the films I want to malce. HI go wliere tfie

subject is interesting, and if I comey up with another Fourth
Man idea, I will have to do it in Holland and not Hollywood."

His next film, also financed here, is an adaptation of Agatha
Christie's Death Comes at the End.** But it isn't your average,

British drawing roonr whodunit. This story unfoW^-'at the time
of the Pharaohs in Ancient Egypt. That's big budget stuff. And
that's why it's a Columbia Pictures project and not a Dutch
production.
He says he hasn't been seduced away from his homeland by

the financial opportunities here. There are more small, daring,

Dutch films in his future, he maintains. Tame American fare is

i^ot his fate.

We'll see.

Though the people should support the

government the government should

not support the people.
— Grover Cleveland
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GO ON A SPREE"-
^^ FOR $398

Mvat tor comrHulifiy lo"

.4^ and liom Mork or

I ^ schoot Easy to ride

6625 SANTA MONICA QLVD / PHONE (213) 4««-71ft1
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed Dermanentiv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
141 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

.KK<<K<<K<KKK<KK<<KK<K<<*Z<<.K^^ •

ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH AWARENESS

A rape prevention and education
workstiop

Thursdoys at noon
2DoddHall

-:••*-

I
I F-i<iii

Xhe UCLA Rape Prevention and Education Services ore co-sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center and thie Department of Community Safety. *

T^.-

irSTTERfATIOI^L

DISCOUNT MAR1

GOOD THRU 7/8/84

WE
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING I I OFF

WHY
PAY

^Sil^EP-REEO
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

$24599

Retail «500«»

SALE
Model EX42

• Interchangeable Daisy Wheel
•10 and 12 Pitch

• Cassette Rit)bon and Correction Tape
• Automatic lift-off Corrections

!^TEr?^AT!O^AL

OISCOUNI MART

PORTABLES
ON SALE

PANASONIC!
SHARPl SANYO! AND
OTHER BRANDS
STARTING AT

$3999

ANSWERING
MACHINES
OsArwve
• Dual Cassette

•VOX
•CPU

Model 1100

NEW MODEL!

$6999

-gBiCES RCn FCT CASH DfSCnilNT^flMFCICOR

MON.-SAT. 11-7 PM • SUN. 12-5 PM

CREDIT CARD PRICES. 4H HIGHER
LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90066

350-4477 ^

V'

Krices sul)iect to change

Not responsibly for

Jypogra{}hi£al.juiQrs^

Limited to stocl( on hand.

..A

CAFE, BAR& CABARET
Lunches from $2«®-$5*®

Dinner! from SS^o^Sli*^^

Every Sunday Afternoon

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents

July ' 9 ' Amber Casares & Brian Greed

July 10 ' Ceasar &. Weiss Showcase

July 1 1 - Michael Feipstein

July 12 - Ceasar (Si. Weiss

July 13 - Wq^rne & Brenda 10:00 & 11:30

July 14 ' Mary Ann Randl "The Rag Lady"

July 15 ' Cathy Sega^ Garcia 2:00-6:00

1061 Broxton Ave. - Westwood Village - 208-3830

I ' '

J

• I

'

'

^ '
i
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ARTS. UNFURNISHED 52F ROOM FOR RENT 64.F INSURANCE 9M TUTORING OFFERED 98-1 TYPING ....100-1

15 words or Imi
I tkjy. l& words ot tess „ $3 30
Eoch odditKxxil word per day, 22<
5 doys, 15 words or less $li2 OO

(cor^secuttve orxJ rxxwefundoble)
£och oddit(orx3i word „ 8CX

Deodline:
Class Lir>e,

} worlilrto day in odvorxie by 3prD
C\ois Display.

2 workJr>g days in advarx:e by 4pm
Office Location I12KH

ClOMmed Hours: 9ojn. to 4pjn. Mon-
doy through FrMoy

Tho marKigomont rotervos the rtght to
change, reclottlty, revise, or reject
any classified advertisement not
meeting ttie startdards of »tH> Oalty
•ruin.
The ASUCLA CommumcafKDTtf Booid fuMy
supports ' >e University of Catitornia i
poiicy on rKxvdiscnmirxatiorx No rr>ed»-
um snail accept adverttserr>ents wt^tch
present persons of any gtven arx:estry.
color. rtatiorKSI ongin. roce. religion, sex
or sexual orlentatton in a demeaning
woy, or impfy that they are Hmited to
certoin positions, capacities, roles, or
status in society Neither the Daily Bruin
nor tfie ASUCLA Commurwcattons Board
tKis investigated ar>v ot tt\e services
advf^ftlsed or advertisers represented m
ttvs issue Any person believing that an
advertisement in thiis issue violates tr>e

Board's policy on non-discrimirxitlon
stated herein should communicate
complaints in writing to the Busmeu
Monager. Daily Bruin, 308 Westwood
Plaio Los Angeles. CA. 90024 For
ossistarK:e with r>ousir>g discrimirxjtlon
problerm, call UCLA Housing Office
825-4491 or Westside Fair Housing.
652 1692

GOOD DEALS 7-A SALONS..... 21-B SALONS ...V...21-B SALONS ..,......21b

BLACK HAIR SPECIALS
SHAMPOO. BLOW DRY & CURL $15
Other services Include

press curt, cellophanes, & perms.

Ask for Lamont

208-6300 1093Broxton
Westwood Village

)ffer good for first time clients only

TYPEWRITER for sale Good manuaJ
(non-electric). Recent Royal model. Very
poMable, light & compact Works well. Ask-
ing $60 obo. Marlyn or message 826-
9596

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED .12-A

DONORS needed tor oft^campus sperm
bank $25-75/week Call 553-9628 tor in-

tormation.

RESEARCH subjects tor study of blood
pressure under varying conditions $10 for

2 hours Call Ins- 825-6475

ONE bedroom and two bedroom. Within

walking distance of campus. 1 year lease,

or possible special summer arrangement.
208-1356

ONE furnished summer and one furnished

permanent. 1- bedroom, pool, parking. 1-

block from campus and Village. Call 208-

4253.

WLA Duplex. Sepulveda/Pico. 2-bedroom.

$650. 1 -bedroom, $475. Available August.

473-9236

2-BEDROOM, 2-bath, new carpets and

drapes, built-ins, no pets, Palms area.

$750.00, 558-0893

$400-$4l0 Brentwood bachelor. Unfur-

nished. By appt M-F. 11728 Mayfield #4.

271-6811

HELP WANTED aO-A HELP WANTED 30-A

PIcAse Note:

The Bruin is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

CAMPUS HAPPENINGS... I-A CAMPUS HAPPENINGS ^.1-A

—

—

Help A Uttte Boy Walk
Volunteers Needed One Hour A Week

An Intense Exercise Program
^_ No Experience Needed -

271-6006
or275-9098 —

—

EDUCATION SERVICES.... ..4-A

SALES Rep. Health/Fitness software.

Groundfloor opportunity. International

conf>pany Full/part-tinrte Salary plus com-
misston 818-788-0888

SECRETARY-wee offer highest salariM
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people Accurate 75wpm. BA
degree, GPA 3.5'. high SAT or GRE scores

required. Great office environment with

established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park

Blue Cross Medical, top dental For bright,

hard-working people we're the best
around 213-827-5000

Summer work study interviewing Latino

mothers atxrut child health care. Spanish
required. Dr. Nicholas: 825-6483

THOMES Cook Mastercard, traveler's

checks Sales/general put>lic relations $5/

hour plus commission Job startir>g im-

mediately 818-991-2083
1 : —^

$4/rrour typist and/or shipping clerk Part

or full-time Phone 47S-1105. 11:00am-
5 00pm

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. fnendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice. BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises, Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

SALONS 21B SALONS 21-8

ALI HAIR SALON

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE.... 5-A

TWO tickets tor Olympic rowing. Will sell

at cost 399-3411 ^

GOOD DEALS.... 7-A

ROYAL Office Model typewriter, self-cor-

rdcting. dual ribbon. $749 new, asking

$260. 990-7541 evenings.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount Call Boord Insurance n
716-0224 -^

PERSONAL........ .....ip-A

CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver. 456-6158 '

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed " legally. Campus
nr-n****

"^

location. SummerSaturday . classes. Ac- PERSONAL '....«•...•......,

-credited-. 'thTrrversity ^Traffic School;- Ptione ^'^^^^^^T^^^^ffT^^^'*—'——^
Reservations, 824-5581

.

20%
Discount

With any regular

Hair Service:

Haircuts

Perms
^^^^-^^olor ;*

Etc.
Come see us soon

208-6300
1093 Broxton, Westwood

(above WkerehoHse Recorde)

^.
ftfi

GIRL Friday - need temporary help.

Receptionist, ligfit typing $5/hour 20
hours/week 553-4871.

'

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN.
5-WEEK BEACH-ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM PLUS 2-WEEK SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. NEED EXPERIENCE WITH
CHILDREN, SPORTS, AND CAMPING
MINIMUM AGE 21 472-3349

INVESTMENT Company phone repre-

sentative. Parttime. 12-20 hours/week
Make appointments for our t^rokers from
furnished leads $5/hour plus commission.
Make up to SSOO/nwnth. Mid-Wilshire of-

fice. 213-384-9300.

MACHO'S Mexican Restaurant accepting
applications: Waiter, Bartender or Hostess,
Mon-Thurs, 2-5pm 939 Broxton Ave.

MALE and Female models wanted for free

professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure

Salon. Ask for Esther 474-8298

Mother's helper 2 mornings/week. Care for

infant Ellen 450-5806.

MOTHER with 2 small boys needs your
help. Large Encino estate. Cook, clean,
drive, non-smokers 818-990-1327.

NEED foreign language narrators for local

sightseeing tours Be on call for occasional
work. 545-0709.

NURSES, daily/weekly pay, 20 positions
open now: ICU. staff, private duty, RN's.
LVN's. Aides. 'Nursefinders of Westwood.
213-208-2288.

/

OLYMPIC messenger Must ride motorcy
cle and be available every day during
Olympics. Call 655-4123.

PART-TIME fresh flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality.
Westwood/Downtown $4/hour plus com-
mission. 489-1660

PIZZA Restaurant. Full or part-time.

ble hours. Regular Johns 826-3565.
Flexi-

10-A HELP WANTED. ......30A

Fraternity Rush
Fall '84

Mail
,
your completed registration form

and $5.00 fee to;

Interfraternity Council
Office of ttie Dean of Students

405 Hilgard Ave.,_^
^

ngeles, CA 90024
or deliver to;

The office of the Dean' of Students^ ^224
Murphy Hall ^ ..
^

_

.'

-
'———'

—

—'
'

'

—

—--^-—1
'

Please Print >
ft

Name ^ .J Age
(Last name first)

Home Address _ . ^ . _ « « . _ »
-: _ Phone- -. -^-

• (

School last attuned

MQ'lor at UCLA j . - ^-^^^^
Enclosed SS.OO Registration Fee
-. , check ^ ^ money order
Payable to: Interfraternity CoriciF

— '7 - '
..

-«-, L—.!.
: m1 '. ^ ; . ~-~-^ .—»-

BOOKKEEPER- We oHer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright. ^
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000. j
CHILDCARE, twin boys, almost 3yrs. Part
time, -permanent, Monday 2- 7pm More
houfs m FaH-WosTtrave car. references
274-1305.

COUNSELOR, fulltime position Counsell-
ing with teenage boys at Residential
Treatment Center. Excellent benefits, entry
level position. Call 8 18-347-1326.

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery ar>d pick-up irr
LA aea at 22V2«/mi. ' $i400/mo to start._
Min. requirement: 4-yr college degree,"
GPA 3 5. good SAT or GRE scores Full

Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent
salary increases Great office environment
in MDR business park. For bright, hard-
working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

DEPENDABLE person-Friday with good
typing and secretarial skills to work in doc-
tor's home. 30-40 hours/week. Car neces-
sary. $5/hour. Call after j6:00pm. 213-393-
5673.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES ^.i.32D

AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per
" weeK of your time may result in a' growing
income, The hours are flexible. If you have
some time available and would like to

develop a second income and be in

business for yourself...phone now for inter-

view: 213/450-8874.

EASY Money!! Daily Cash Bonuses. Big
money worsting only 25 hours a week.

,
Great atmosphere, nice pepple, plus
benefits. Eafn .$400-$900 per week. We
will train. Pleasant personality and voice
are only requirements. Great summer job!
Call Dana at 839-6969.

25 profit-minded persons needed to sell

Westwood Express. Unlimited _ Profits
Possibte', Calt rmmediateiy for appoint-
ment. Westwood Express. 275-1069. Think
Money!

DINING GUIDE ,. 41-E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

'

at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

ENGLISH maior grad student needisd to

do library research and writing for a. novel.
Pan-time Salary negotiabfe. 825-5644.

EXPERIENCED salesperson for fine men's
clothing store 470-3718. contacTSam.

FULL-TIME person for floor coverirtg

business. Duties include customer rela-

APTS. FURNISHED....... 50F
BACHELOR Apts. Available now, adjacent
campus. Utilities paid. Furnished $450 00/
month (2 people). 473-6595. 843-3256.

COMFORTABLE furnished single in
Palms, pool, security, sublet late August
thru December. $300-mo. Negotiable.
838-71 77.

FEMALE nonsmoker shar6 ^-bedroom. 2-
bath Brentwood condo. Security building,
parking, near bus. $325 includes utilities
Jewish roommates. Sharlene. 656-9613.

SINGLES, singles w/Ioft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms
C&D. Dishwasher, R4T Available im-
mediately64i Gayley 879-3744

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, 1 -bedroom. 644 Landfair #202
Please call Chuck 208-1837lions Will train on small computer Order- .

my M iaiHUa ls and scnMUIinfl bbA42W., g^twO ruofn/^Mfrv, t^nclno New extras
Salry negotiable ' $425 mo. plus V2 utilities. 15 rnon. from

$425 mo.
UCLA. Call Bonnie. (213)464-838V

APTS. FURNISHED 50-F

WALK TO UCLA
Spacious singles.

1-bedroom apartments.
Towers Apartments
10941 Strathmore

Pool, elevators, security,
[garage. Annex 543. 547
[Landfair. 540 Glenrock.
jAlso 478.483, 610, 516
[Landfair.

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

IfcOO and up. Singles and
loft apartments
(Dishwastier, Air. Parking.

S65 Gayiey Ave.
Manager on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sgn.

824-0836

$525. Mar Vista. All new decor. 1-

bedroom Pool, laundry, parking. Near
Marina and beach. 313-1818.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths, attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F

BEAUTIFUL French Provincial Townhouse
for mature couple or small family. Ap-
pliances. Walk UCLA. $1275. 213-306-
4380.

\ —

r ^^
Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes anch-
unwanted furniture

to make some extra
money for our trip

this summer!! -

VACATION RENTALS 53-F

B & B. 5 miles UCLA Pool, Olympfcs only.

Old home, sunny rooms $80 double

39t-9490.

OLYMPIC Games Rental Bedroom, bath,

cooking Private entrance Near campus
$100 daily. 477-2730 after 4:00pm.

OLYMPIC Visitors! Rent beautiful 2-

bedroom house in Westwood. July 21st-

August 12 473-8767 ^

APTS. TO SHARE... 54F

FEMALE non-smoker ^ needed for own
room $355/month Must be clean and
quiet Call Joan, 470-6133

FEMALE to share huge apartment with

same. Prefer someone ehiployed during

the day $225-per month. Ist-last month-
477-2862

FREE room to serious student or

employed woman at UCLA. Recently
widowed woman will share living quarters
in WLA. Only requirement must be there

nights. Please call 478-9490 between
10:00am- 12:00 noon or 4:0OpmS:OOpm

RESPONSIBLE female to share 2
bedroorh, 2 bath, sunny, quiet Palms apt
Fifteen minutes from UCLA, security

building, laundry facilities and pool
Valerie. 825-0417.

$295/month.Apt. to share, male. i bik. to

campus. Rustic townhouse ( bedroom
upstairs, living, dining, kitchen/ downstairs

). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. in-

cluded. 208-7527 eves. & weekends

HOUSE FOR RENT 56->

PACIFIC Palisades. $2000/month.
Available for all or part of August and
September only. 3-bed.. 2-ba. View home.
Conveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd.

area 454-4641

4 bedroom. 2 dens, fully carpeted. 2 full

baths, fenced, $900, Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas.

$900.00/mo. 3-bedroom. 1 -bathroom house

(one of two on lot). Fireplace, hardwood
floors, large private yard, off-street parking,

Venice-Mar Vista. 396-1001

.

HOUSE TO SHARE......,.;...:...57 F

SANTA Monica, north Wilshire. Bright

Spanish, 2-bedrooms. sunroom. Large
^cdrner Idt! 15^9.000.oo. Owner, 828-2670.

'

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F

EXCITING Spanish! West^of Overtand.'2

bedrooms, diningroom Hardwood-floors.

Beautiful kitchen. Fireplace. Relaxing

Jacuzzi. $1 39,950. Wynn. 477-7001

.

PACIFIC PALISADES mobile home, walk

to beach, ocean view, pool, Jacuzzi.

$47,500 or offer. 459-5056.

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. .62-F

FEMALE. Room and board- exchange for

housework fsHcs |>riva** room. bath. TV.

Near UCLA. 474-0336.
._

MALE-cook, drive, share household
chores- room and board plus use of car^

must have Driver's License, foreign stu-

dent preferred. Beverly Hills. Mr. Winkier-

278-4141.

^U ^U '4t ^ic^ ^*

enll: ^*
* ^^0 ^^0^^0 ^^ ^ftp ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^

^ Graduate sfud
^McJe ottendent/physlcol ^
•X-core.^Room 8i board SilT
Je-sclory. Live-ln/WLAil
•^home. Seeking O:^
^responsible person witti ^
2a high energy level 8i a ^
:^ good sense of humor to ^
^provide honne care to*
•Xa n o t t r o c t I V e J
^q u o d r i p I 6 g i c^
5 businessman. 3 days/^
5 private room/$600mo./ -X-

:^ hours compatible with ^
•X graduate student/fluent j
•Xengllsh/good driving J
jjrecord /occasional^
Jheovy llftlng/llohtx-
^hous ework chore s/ jj'

jj- _-^_^ —

#

.j^ref erertces. 213-^

BEAUTIFUL guest hpus^jjarden viow.
private, immaculate 2 rooms, bath and
kitchen, across from UCLA. $650/month
279-2342

DRAKE Hotel Santa Monica. On the
beach. All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd.

394-9354,451-1260

PREFER female Private, room-bath-
garden, garage lO-minutes from UCLA.
Full kitchen $250/month. Available 7/1

275-6999

PRIVATE furnished room and bath Kitch-

en privileges, TV. walk UCLA Non-
smoker. $275/month. 474-9905 mornings-
evenings.

SIGMA Nu has spaces for the second
summer session housing There are a few
available now! For further jnfo. call 824-
5362

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel Reasonable
rates. Clean, quiet, residential 6060 W
8th St

, Los Angeles 213-9319533

ROOMMATES 65-F

FEMALE" preferred, non-smoker, grad stu-

dent or p<ofessional. Own t>edroom, bath
in Brentwood Available 7/15 826-2454,

message

SPARKLING clean house Own room ^nd
bath, safe neighborhood. Mar Vista $325.

Tom. 930-1313, 391-8887

SUBLET 66F
ACADEMIC year sublet, lovely professor's

apartment, Beverly Hills 9/84-6/85, $600/
month. Single woman. 277-1713

CONDOS FOR SALE..... 67F

AT WESTWOOD

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping.

Conference . room. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE •

^ BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

Leote/opfion/sale
$1200/month. Top floor. 2-

bedroom, 2-bath. Security.

Close to UCLA. New carpet.

Assume large loan. Call Tonl.

agent 475-0102.

WLA/Mar Vista 2 plus 2^/^ townhouse,

fireplace, pool, spa, security, serene set-

ting. $133,000. 397-1931.

THE simple correct approach to tennis!

Former #1 player on Santa Monica Col-

lege's Championship Tennis Team-Call

Debi 466-4021

INSURANCE 911

AUTO INS6RANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

^ ...Too High?
Carx;e<led?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225...Ask for Ken

MOVERS 94-1

JStJ^ANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPfOrMfmE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles

• No Insurance/Cancelled

• 502'

8

• Multiple Tickets/

"Occidents

• Suspended License

e Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments

• Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663 2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

MOVERS 94-t

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Ctieerfu! & Ctieap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

ElephantT.
Moving

657-21.:..
Apartments *

Professional Service ' ' Pecnu>^ J

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Free estimates Experience and

reliable Jerry 213-311-5657

PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1

TENSION? Relax with holistic message in

your home. Swedish-acupressure-balanc
ing. By appointment. 456-8648

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

«

ATTENTION Actors. Models! Beautiful

portfolio photos at affordable prices. R.J..

208-4353

BUSINESS and theatrical resumes/term-/

papers/etc. by professional expert. Very

low price. Mike 213-931-4574.

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc

jockey sen/ice. (213) 747-5699, (21 3) 734-

9594. Reasonable rates.

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher,

proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT.

Let's discuss terms. Brian A. Bohn, Har-

vard Honors Graduate. 654-39^9.

FRUSTRATED writing/editing grad school

statements, papers, resumes? Professional

help from published author with Journalism

Master's. Dick, 208-4353.

HAVE-»- Liberal
' Arts ,

-

major? Take new,

self-scoring test to determine your career

options. Will also receive valuable career

info'rmation. $15.(X), guaranteed. Liberal

Art& .Career Information Service, . 11684.

Ventura Boulevard, Suite .499-F. Student

City. CA 91604.
' :'-^

PRIFESSIONAL Body Massage Masseur
will come to home or office. Catering to

Westwood, Beverly Hills area. 652-1286.

Professional Writer-editor. Top writing,

editing assistance. Papers; manuscripts:

resumes: scripts: txx}ks: theses; disserta-

tions. 473-4193

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance or

editing for that manuschpts not working.

Word processing^also available. 39^-8842.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional. coiifideTftiaf.^

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206, WLA. 477-8226.

RESEARCH- Writing- Editing Assistance.

M.A., proofreading, help with grammar,

organization, etc; papers, dissertations.

Steve, 271-7329.
r

TEACHER, free time. Can take you swim-

ming, bowling, eating, free movies at

UCLA. Suzanne 208-5273

TUTOR: £conenfMe», Math V Term pap«»

help: writing, grammer, typing Call Robin

553- 1655 (days)

TUTORING NEEDED 99-i

FEMALE English tutor tor a Japanese
t>eginner student. Call at 474-4716 be-

tween 9 OOam-9 00pm

TYPING 100-1

DiL AMO SfCtiTASIAL SiBVICIS
Theses, term papers, monuscripts.
resunr>es. ttiemes. tronschptions All wortt

I

on IBM word processors Pro(e$siooal ser^-

vtee at student discount

540-9177
21515 Howttyxrw Blvd. Ste 432

Torrance. CA. 90503

RUTH 208^5449. On campus
dissertations. Library approved list Term
papers Experienced. Cgt-rate.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

TYPING $1 50-page, double-spaced text

Word Processing $2 00-page, double-

s^ced text Office Services Institute (OSO
(213V470-0444

FOR RENT 101-1

Retrigeralor Rentals
to' dorms sofo'ities ffatemities

& Co-ops
Op'ionol si/es

for 'fee delivery

Call Polar Leasing
390 8647 anytime

We rent nev* TVs* microwaves 'CH-"

ONE DAY 1 VPINC^
Protessional writer with BA >

Knylish will typt and rdit wxw
\u\\w\s, theses, etc. Or <>ditii)(| only
\is() offer confidential diaiinosis oli

N< rei'nplays and ireatm^r.iC fori

fiu'th »rs ag«>nts/produrers. ()» •

'>^

veart experience. Wevtv..' ><:

,ViUa«te Bill Delaney 824 5 L

Accurate typist/transcnber WLA low rates

Rushes welcome Marian 39 1 -3622. 7 days

TRAVEL ?•. 105-J

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-

cessing. Xerox 860 Dissertations,
epetitive letters, transcription, etc Linda
204-0947

¥

and Word Prttcemming
25% Student Discount

Oiu*nations Tr>*t*$ R*surT>*t Appkco-
tions scnpfs legal statistical Egua
tioos, languages many tvpestyles

RUSH TYPING ¥VHILE YOU WAIT!
SpeMing iditing. foreign Student tieip,

Mmutes trom campus m WLA.

Special: tepelttlve letters »9«

I
¥
¥
¥

¥
398-0455 391-3385

BJ'S Word processing Accurate, depen-
dable, fast' turn-around Dissertations.

itieses. repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie 390-2207 '

EXPERT Typing Thes#s-reports-term
Dapers-resumes IBM. Free editorial

assistance/speling/grammar correction
Student discounts Mrs Finn 786-8742

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable

rates All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

PLEASE!!! I type 95 wpm. IBM Selectric.

will type anything, anytime. Call Audrey,

858-4975.

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience

Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1 322 Idaho Ave. . #206. WLA 477-8226.

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

New York from

Horx>lulu ^,..^:. from

Chicago.. .„ from

Miami >.-^~^ from

Mexico City "''^ Trom
LonjJoo from
Frankfurt/DussekJOff from
Pans from
Amsterdam from
HoogKoog from
Tokyo from
Sidriey Ifom
Tel Aviv from
Caribbean Cruise from
Acopulco, 6clavs inci air from
Hor>olulu 8 day pkg from
Puerto Vallarta, 6 day pkg from

CALL 20i-4444
OPiN MON.-FRI.: 9-6 AU YEAR

ASEA
TOURS &TRAVEL!
10929 Weyburn Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Hombufget Hamlet upstairs)

$23«
$33«
$339
$29a
.!;249
I1M9
S«99
1 699
S674

! 655
S5S5
$1100
$899
$960

32
329
359hi

•^

DISCCXJNT Courier flights to: NXJfK-
$200 00 roundtrip, Chicago--$250.00
roundtrip Call Diane. 213-671-8686

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii. Mex-

ICQ, and Europe. Call 479-2657

VACATION Baja I will take up to 4 people

in a Class A motorhome for as lohg as 30

days for $500 per person. Jack. 395-9263

gCQNQMYMQVINU.
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-

ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

392-1106.

TUTORING OFFERED 981

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults. Individualized program in writing-

skills, grammar, reading comprehension,

vocabulary. SATrrOEpL, . Stephanie,-395-

4688

FOREIGN Students: Writing/ editing, con-

versation, computer assisted learning.

UCLA Grad. International experience. Ac-

credited. 839-9302.

FRUSTRATED with CHEMISTRY? We
teach all levels as well as prepare for ex-

ams . Want results? Call 89 1 - 1 1 80

LEARN Martial Arts and get in the best

shape of your life. Call Master Lee. 479-

3633

QUALIFIED English teacher 3 years

overseas, offers conversation/lessons, in-

dividual/group. Reasonable rates

474-9433,

ChriSy
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Kersee
Continuea from Page 17

top track and field -offieiak
has earned him a reputation
as a rabblerouser. Kersee
caused quite a stir when he
made his presence known to

Olympic officials by threaten-
ing to not send his athletes to
the Women's Olympic coacl)

Brooks Johnson's pre-Olympic
training camp in Santa Bar-
bara. Kersee felt that it would
be ridiculous to have his

athletes train at a designated
camp when two of the three

100-meter finishers (Brown
_And Bolden) and two of the
FhTee 200- meter finishers from
the tria's (Hooks and (.rifffth)

either come from Southern
California or train in the Los
Angeles area. "It makes no
sense to take them away from
their bedrooms," Kersee said.

Regarding the boycotting

eastern-bloc nations, Kersee

,
has mixed feelings. 'Tm hap-

py with the boycott, in a
sense," Kersee said. "It Ji^is.

nriotivated my athletes, and
especially the women," referr-

ing to the Soviet and East
German domination in many
women's events, and the fact

that the boycott will break
their lock on the medals.

"But then again I'm disap-

pointed, in that I felt we
could prove to the world that

our development is such that

we're capable of not living in

the shadows of the eastern-

bloc nations."

Tennis center
Continued from Page 18
V Although tennis is an
Olympic demonstration sport,

there will be a few profes-
sional stars competing, in-
cluding Sweden's Mats

Wilander, Australia's Pat Cash
and American Jimmy Arias.

There is no doubt the public
interest is high, a&-the event ti

sold out.

Kramer f^ls that VVilander
will be the man to beat. "It is

a slow concrete, a good sur-

face for him." Kramer also

seemed to lean toward
American Andrea Jaeger in
the women's play.

Looking towards the future
there will be many exciting

tournaments at the Tennis
Center in the years to come,
which is good news to tennis
fans.

The courts will* be used 12
weekends a year by a Junior
Development Program, and
will also be available for peo-
ple affiliated with UCLA.

It has been a long time in

coming, but Los Angeles has
what it has been stroking for

since the late 1340's.

__J'inally -^:

Golf
Continued from Page 20
Waldorf, Bruin teay^im^tes^

Kevin Leach, Brad Bell, Greg
Starkman, Roger Gunn and
Brian Mahon also made it to

. match play^«-

In matoh play, Waldork
knocked Starkman out, 6 and
4, and then advanced to the
quarterfinals by defeating Lee
Davis, 8 and 6. Waldorf con-
tinued '^the '"onslaught as he
beat Jim Dextixhe, 5 and 3,
and then defeated the 1982
champ, Gary Vanier, 5 and 4
in the semifinals.

A' final round 74 gave
Waldorf the title over Phillips,

who shot a 77. The title also

marked the first time a Bruin
had won the state amateur
crown since the 1940's, when
Bob Gardner pulled the trick.

Gardner went on to make
the Walker Cup team in the
1960's, and now Waldorf will

hope to duplicate that feat*

when the U.S. team is chosen
next summer.
""^WalddrrpTahs on resting 'for

a few weeks and then plans on
competing in the Brodmore-
Invitational in Colorado Spr-

ings, Cq, After that, his agen-
da will take him to the
Western Amateur in
Michigan, the Pacific Coast
Amateur in San Fransisco and
the qualifying rounds for the

U.S. Amateur.

Basketball '

Continued from Page 19

such as North Carolina, and
said a difficult schedule could
even help recruiting.

"I think a lot of student
athletes want to play against
these kind of teams (such as

North Carolina)," Dalis said.

**It also gives them the oppor-
tunity to showcase their tal-

ents on television."

TRAVEL low TRAVEL 105-J

All Shampoos are Not the Same!
( onMih Ihr f ipvrtt jl

OAKLEY'S HAIRSTYLING
1 061 Gayley Avenue

Westwood
Across from Baxter's Rest.

DRY. BRITTlf. THIN or OIIV HAIR

NC^US
HAS THi R!CHT SHAMPOO KMI VOU!

«^-
-V

FREE HAIR ANALYSIS
AND TRIAL SIZE

r-NEXXUS SHAMPOO
with coupon

"^
FitcmuUtrd lo« Ihr H()\ hy

y<fM^/KUJL^

ASSt)*f SHAMTOO -
for Nofnul iri Dry Mjn

TMIRAFff SMAMTOO -

Fuf Dry Btilllr Hail

fl/Otl iMAMTOO "
(ill Oily Wtn t. Si i\p

VIIA-TRIM BIOfIN SHAMfOO "
I (II f in#' I hrn Mjif

OYANOU tMAMTOO -

frii ( hf^ii jlly Ircrflol II'

( X c^Mvcly f iifly Hjii

/ EURAIL
AND BRITRAIL

1- YQUTJiPASSES

NC^US
<ifnuint Nl \«(>S Prudiwit jtr yutd uMk m p'tlrwMMul »•«« tlylm^ wtum

COUPON EXPIRES 8/10/84

Daily Bruin Advertising Staff
1984-85

Business Manager
Kurt Knop

Sales Manager
Jim Griffith

Operations Manager Classified Manager
Denise Lawson Sue Wimmer

EURAIL 1290 one month youthpass

BRITRAIL 191 one week youthpass
Buy your summer railpasses now
to avoid f^rice increases'

> . — TRAVEL SERVICE # M-F8 36-6.SAni-3
AQ\ \r^\ A/^ A-level Ackerman Union
^1 wV^\^w Pncos sut>ject to chonge without notice: Itmrted ovailabtHtv

AUTOS FOR SALE 112K

74 4-door Datsun B210 good condition.

Best offer evenings 453-1342. 82(3-4091

76 Honda Civic automatic, air. brown with

tan interior Low mileage. 1 -owner. $1,800.

829-3029 after 4pm.

'77 Celica, A/C. AM-FM, cassette

equalizer, sheepskins, great condition.

$2350.00-obo. Must see. 820-41 10

•77 Ford Mustang, 55M, V-8. auto, PS. PB.

air. excellent condition. $2900 obo. Call

Colleen 208-1 734 home, or 385-0077 work.

'82 TOYOTA Celica GT liftback. Special

black package. Sunroof plus. $8750 obo.

213-934-4559.

Stuclent Director^r
, Manai^er
Karin Abend

Sales
Representatives

Jon Africk •

Richard Bohannon
Biff Brody

"CyrTthTa CasstrTettt
Tracy Corneli
Anita Hamil

Jimrmr Johnson
KeWdyriue—

Andrea Kalisher
Lisa Lazar
Tom Levee --^^

Martin Manzer
Andrea Marcone

John Moore
Allyson Pearlman

Pattie Reith
Ladd Richland
Neal Weichel

Creative Director
Cpco Shinomiya

*%

Internal Display
Staff

Karin Abend
Paula Baker
Maria Gooze
"Amy^Mtl^—™

Karen Kehela
' Esther Lan
Brett Quan

MargaretiRosato
Annalee Ryan
Coco Shinomiya
Maria Strong
Kaethy Stutes

Carrie Urmacher

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE .114.K

Asst. Classified

76 rtonQa 550. Lxceilenr condition.

miles. $65Q#lights. 471-2864.

WOPEDS.. 119-K

^ Marcy Levy

. Classified

Staff

Lauren Feinberg
Toshiya Fukui
Laura Lemmo

—Karen loom?

MOPED Tor sale. Pucfi 5 years old. Good
condition. $200. Includes helmet. Ken
342-3536.

1983, Honda Arrow 50 Scooter, only 100
miles, like new. Warranty, helmut, basket.

$600 obo. Mike. 996-0245.

» 1984 Derbi Moped. Perfect condition!

,
Rides two. Includes theft-proof lock. $500
or offer. 208-8843.

\ '\
r
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Sports poll
Continued from Page 20
applicable in determining the
rankings- i

n
"p aTT i^ uT a

r

sports. In sports such as foot-

ball where there is no playoff
system, the results of the
Associated Press final poll
were used. The AP poll in

basketball was also used as

was the Intercolliate Tennis
Coaches Association poll.

Despite the fact that UCLA
had finished first seven times
and placed second six times in

the previous 13 years, UCLA
Athletic Director Peter Dalis
was hardly disappointed by
the Bruins' fourth place finish.

UCLA had 40 |X)ssible points

taken away because volleyball

and gymnastics, two sports in

which the Bruins won na-
tional titles, were not con-
sidered in the all-sports poll.

The UCLA sports program
faced another handicap
because UCLA does not have
a wrestling program, which
was considered among the top

10 sports in the Journal's poll.

"From UCLA's |>erspective

it is not (an accurate system),"

said Palis ."We have a bi^ad
biased program and some of

bur strong points were not in-

cluded in the poll." ' :\:y

-—However, Dalis did not
"critlcfze the all -sports poll,

li^enirfg it to the national polls

in football and basketball,

where there never seems to be
total agreement of the nation's

top ranked teams.

Disappointing showings in

basketball, golf and baseball,
where the Bruins failed lo
score a single point, prevented
UCLA from possibly claiming
its eighth all-sports title. Dalis
poinded out that he doesn't
feel that UCLA's athletic
department is slipping at all,

especially when you consider
the Bruins won national titles

in three sports during the
1983-84 school year.

^i think we have a very
strong program which has
been evidenced historically
based ufjon how well we've
done in all the different
sports, " Dalis said. "Our pro-
gram is probably just as .strong

right now as it has ever been^"
Notes: Texas failed to win a

national championship
although it won the all-sjx)rts

title for the second time in

three years (UCLA t(K)k last

years title). The Longhorns
finished second in swimming
and baseball for 19 points in
each sport and also scored
well in football (16 points),

tennis (10 points) and track
and field (nine points). Of
UCLA's* 64 points, 20 came
from tennis, 17 irom swimm-
ing, 14 from track, eight from
soccer, four from fbotball and
<nie point * 6jaiTie from cross
country. SMU placed fifth in

this years poll with 56 '/2

points and was followed bv
Oklahoma (55), BYU (51)V.^
Clemson (50), Arizona State

(49) and Florida (4&i/t).

> f.
ifr^

Put a smile Ofi your BAUSCH & LOMB

^OFT CONTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR

BAUSCH & LOMB $
30-DAY LENSES 129*

'IVITH THIS AD EXP. SEPT. 1. 19S4

C HAN<it THI C OLOR OF
YCXJR tVES WITH TINTED
SOFT LENSES 129*

Written Money Back Guarantee
on all lenw* INCLUDKS FITTING.
CARE KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS TNme Day Service on
must contacts. All types of contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY: *****' '^V^**- * L. «» Bm. La^a BUvImM. r«ir*clM. C

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3021 Saaf Monica Blvd.. Santa Monica 829-9839 Master Charge -Visa

TOP QUALITY COPIES

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy & Santa Monica Blvd

)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd

WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F 8 30 - 7 pm
SAT 10 - 4 pm

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - nOOGIendon Suite 1447

/

Kersee

Annelie Maclnnis
Marci Merdler
Holly Neville

-—Gathy Schwartz—
Suzy Smith

Steve Sokoloff
Julie Tabata

Stephanie Whitney
Melina Zrecny

Creative Staff

Eric Junker
Mike Lau
Nina Pechi

•^

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

CUTE 1975 $1300 Honda CVC. AM/FM
cassette 80M. New brakes, nevy clutch.

jaa-NQH. Call e4fi-4i2g. .

IS it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call 312-742-1 142 x8147.

PORSCHE '67 911. 5-spe«J. air, one
owner, AM-FM cassette, mint condition,

white exterior. Call 859-7095 ,

WHY rent! '75 Buick Regal. $1750 obo.
Good condition, one owner. PS, PB. TW.
air, new tires. Clean, recent repairs with

receipts. 818-985-0189, 818-761-6337.

1970 Chevy Malibu. Automatic transmis-

sion. Runs great. Needs some work. $600
obo. Tom 473-0249

' "

'

'. —
« —T

1973 Gold Capri, ^-cylinder. AM/F^4 stereo
cassette, mag whebls. Runs well. il500.
Steve, eves. 454-9316.

1973 Honda Civic Needs some work, but
engine runs well. $800. evenings, 828-
6145.

FURNITURE. .126-L

LIQUIDATING assets: Dining room set

$1000, L-shaped sectional sofas/sleeper
$1000, trestle table $150, Dhurrie rug
$200. All new. 828-2034

MUST sell asap, prices so low on bed,
dressers, desks, television, night tables

and more. Please call 473-9089

* MAHRESS '

1978 Datsun B21JD GX. Perfect condition.
5-speed. $2400/obo. 552-0538.

1980 FOUR DOOR Rabbit 43.000 miles,
am-fm radio tapedeck, air condition. 552-
6284-days. 859-8906-nights.

,'71 SAAB wagon. Completely overhauled.
excellent condition or unique cla-tsir

Al rww hoteis sets guorontaedl
TWIN SIT $5t PULL SET $«•
aUilN SIT $M KINO SIT $«•
New 5 piece t>edroom set illt
New fuH sUe sleeper fi3f
New sofa and love seat $1S9J
Oak finish coffee taWes. $20
end tabtes $15. tamps ....^ $7

1

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 1291
GRAND Piano. Haflet-Davis, aged walnut,
heavy, beautifully turned legs; carved
music holder, lovely sound, including
bench $2950 00 654-9990

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133 L

ELECTRONIC memory typewriter, Brother

/^ '73 MG Midget Good condition, low miles
$1500(213)854-5162

i_

Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-
riage, many features. $565.00-obo." 664.
9990.

Continued from Page 18
obedience. Most people
respect an honest person.

"I'm going to back my
athletes whenever I feel they

aren't being treated fairly, but
if they're wrong, I'm going to

criticize them. Athletes expect

that from me. I was once told

by one of my athletes that

they expect me to be a, respon-

sible, strong person,?—

—

Kersee's strong, decisive

personality perhaps comes
from his parents. His father is

a career Navy man, while his

mother, who died when
Kersee was 14, w'as a
housewife, and later ' a day
care assistant. ,

A native of Panama, Kersee

^ spen^ his early years in^ New
Jersey, and later moved to San

_ Pedro, where he attended

_ Dana Jr. High and later, San
Pedro Higtr "Whife at ^ar
Pedro, he played wide
receiver ->and defensive back
for the school's football team
and ran the hurdles during
track season.

After graduating from San
Pedro, Kersee went to Harbor
College for two years, and
then transferred to Cal State

Northridge, .'where he earned
separate degrees in Physical

Education, Special Education^-
and Exercise Physiology.

From there, Kersee took a

job as a graduate assistant

track coach at Northridge,
and shortly, .thereafter was gi^

fered a position as the sprint/

hurdle coach at UCLA under
head coach Scott Chisam.

In transferring to UCLA,
many of Kersee's athletes from
Northridge followed him.
With this pool of talent, add-
ed to the talent that was
already at UCLA, the team
won the NCAA championship,
aoid produced what many
knowledgeable track and field

^jDbservers feel was the ^eatest

women's collegiate team ever

assembled.-
But things weren't all—peaches—and cream .

' Kcrsoo

able to give enough time to

the athletes who trained with
him, but weren't on the
UCLA team. So after one
year, and a championship one
at that, Kersee resigned from
his position. ."I had a lot of

athletes with capabilities of

going to the ^Olympics (who
weren't on the UCLA team),"
Kersee said. "I had to decide

whether I could help athletes

reach their dreams.*^"

Now two years later ^ Kersee

will return to UCLA in the

fall and replace the man
(Chisam) who he assisted on
the 1982 NCAA Champion-
ship team.

Kersee now receives the

kind of respect he has never
' before experienced, but feels

that he, deserves more. "I'm

concerned that I'm not more
directly invoTvecl in the Ulym-
pics movement," Kersee said.

"I was upset that Florence

^t^riffltl i) dtdnY-gcr-elected
for Helsinki (Finland, site of

last year's World Champion-
ships) in the (4 X 100 meter)

relay. I have to see that my
athletes don't get stepped on."

Kersee's struggle for mofe
respect, however, continues as

he has recently been lobbying

furiously, and apparently not

with much success, for the

Olympic relay selection com-
-"x-mttee to^ select Alicft Brown
peannette Bolden, and
Florence Griffith to the squad,

or perhaps for a change in

format to a fairer method of

selection^ The respective relay

teams are curTenfly Icliosefl'

randomly by a designated

committee, which reviews the

athletes' performances, and
decides who should be on the

team. "A lot of it (the selec-

tion process) is political,"

Kersee said. "They're resp6n-

sibility. should be to put the

bfest team out there. This isn't

the time to play favorites. It

(the team) should be based

strictly off results, and if they

do that, my girls should be on

the team."
Kersee's outspoken nature

and noispmaking amongst the

wasconcemed that he wasn't Continued on Page 16

Gyro
^ LIKE NOTHING

YOUVE EVER

6S?5 SANTA MONICA BLVO ' PHONE (213) 4««-71«1
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MIDTERMS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Call Success Center
Teri Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist.

Director 989-2923
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IT MAKES
CENTS TO
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825-2161

Carlton Hair International:
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$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsui^ble.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONL

Y

—I———
.. WESTWOOD
' Wihhire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd.

cprner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.
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Kersee
Continued from Page 20
football coach. He was an
assistant at^^aft Pedro High
School, where he also played
football and ran track. "I lik-

ed fck)tball better than txack,
(and) my gpal was always to
be a head football coach of a
Super Bowl team," Kersee
said.

After graduating from high
school, Kersee was offered the
football assist£|nt coaching
position. However, it wasn't
until later that he realized his

desire to coach track and the
way Kersee became interested
is unusual.

"I was coaching football at
the time," Kersee remembers.
"I watched a girl who ran
hurdles, and I suggested tech-
nique improvements to the
girl's dad. He asked me to
help her out on Tuesdays and
Thursdays." Later, the girl's

club coach asked Kersee to

,
help out as well; arid Kersee
told the coach he would.

So at that point, the seed
was planted. Kersee enjoyed
coaching track so much that
he started his first track team,
then known as the South Bay
Striders. .'r^^* .

After his initial club, Kersee
became in many ways, the
track club king and was hook-
ed on coaching track. From
the Striders came the Shaklee

Bob Kersee

Track Club; Then Wilt^
Athletic Club (named after

former basketball great Wilt
Chamberlain), and most
recently, the Tiger/World
Class Track Club.
Throughout the years,

Kersee has developed his name
in track and field, and thus an
ability to draw top-notch
athletes to him like a magnet.
In addition to being what he
calls a "mentor," Kersee feels

that his ability to attract the
most talented athletes to his

club is due to his reputation as

a strict, but fair coach. "I'm
known for mv fairness^lL
Kersee said. * *

I ' m a
disciplinarian and I believe in

Continued on Page 17

Tennis center
Continued from Page 20
dollars for a tennis center that

was going to be located in the
San Fernando Valley across

from the Balboa golf courses.

The project was going to be
done in phases, the first to
cost one million. By the time
that^was raised^ inflation had
taken the cost up another
$450,000 and \ye had to
return everyone's money.
UCLA became a possible

site for a tennis stadium when
the Tnternational Olympic
Committee decided to have
tennis as a demonstration
sport at the Summer Cames,

-at the request of LAOOC
President Peter Ueberroth.
"The area behind Pauley

Pavillion wasn't extremely
large, but it was apparent that
a major event neld there
would be an improvement
over the Los Angeles Tennis
Club," said Kramer. "It is

great for UCLA because they
wanted a bigger place for

th^ir teams to play. And we're
all delighfed about the Olym-
pic Committee's acceptance of
tennis a« a demonstration
sport, b<gcause that has helped
in raising the necessary
funds." ^==^
iCramer ^wem~ on 'fcf Explain

that there are additional fac-

tors when a tournament such
as the annual Union 76/Pacific

Center court of the LA. Tennis Center will hold up to 10,000
people (including temporary seating) for Ofynripic competition.

Southwest Open (played in

L.A.) tries to attract players

like McEnroe and Lend!.
"A tournament should try to

catch the players, about two
weeks before one of the four

Grand Slam events (the U.S.
Open, the French Open, the

Australian Ojaen, and
Wimbledon). That's when
players are looking to get as

many matches as possible. Un-
fortunately, this year's Pacific

Southwest is scheduled for the

week following the U*S.
Open. We're trying to get that

xtate~ moved" bSc1c~a~~week "or

two for the fevent in the
future.

"In. addition to scheduling.

having more seats (with tem-
porary seating the center court

can hold approximately
10, (XX)) allows the tournament
to raise the prize money, and,
you know that that is going to

help attract players." _ __^
The Olympics didn't have

any tfouble attracting name
players. Any tennis player 20
years old or younger had a
chance to make their country's

squad, whether or not he or
she is a professional. This was
a compromise of sorts in order
to get a high level of play in

the single-elimination tourna^
ment while kieeping the more-
experienced pros away.

Continued on Page 16

The Hair Salon

Women and Men

COUPON* COUPON*^

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only)

PERMS. CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS $18 & UP

For appomcment call; 208-1468

1007 BROXTON AVE (At>ove Mario's Restaurant). WESTWOOD
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AT DOWti-TO-EARTH PRICES
Bausch S Lomb • HydroeurvB • VIstMkon • Wesl§y Jessan • Syntax • Parmalans

OFF DEVELOPING
AND PRINTINQ

On KcxJak Disc film or any .110, 126. or 35mm color print
film (full frame, C-41 process only). One roll per coupon,
excludes use of other coupons. Valid at any Fox Photo
walk-in or drive-up store. ^^^^i^^^
Offer good thru 7/14/84. ~^^^^^^^^^
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EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal Service • Pro-
fessional Care • Pair of Soft
Lenses • Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Test • Lens Fit-

ting « Gomp^ete Training *

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Same Day Service Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee
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KODAK
FILM SALE
35mm 24 exp. roll VR-100 $2.60
PLUS Huge savings on other Kodacolor film sizes
Sal« Ends 7 14/84.

FbxPhoto Wi Kodak

$159
ItINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Inckidas Eya
PAIR Examination
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Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . .Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of
charge.
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A deperxJabte team you can trust

.

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST
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Visa • Mastercar
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New basketball rivalry In

.

the wqifca^s UCLA Inks

pact with North Carolina

By Kurt Kumetat

Senior Stgff Writer

• UCLA and North Carolina have long been recognized as two
''

of college basketball's premier teams. But, the schools have only
met once, that being in the 1968 NCAA championship game
when the Bruins took their fourth of ten national titles by
defeating the Tar Heels 78-65.

The long-awaited rematch was announced on Monday, July
2, when UCLA Athletic Director JPeter Dalis and North
Carolina coach Dean Smith signed a four year home-and-hqme
contract begining with the 1985-86 basketball season.
"We'd been talking about it for quite some time and we final-

ly had lunch with Dean Smith about a month ago (when Smith
was in the Los Angeles area) and talked' about all the
possil)ilities," Dalis said."As a matter of fact we wanted to play
this season but they were unable to free their schedule to ac-

comodate us." >-.

The four yeaj- arrangement will begin on Nov. 30, 1985 when
UCLA will help the Tar Heels open their new basketball facility

in Chapel Hill, North Carolina. UCLA will then host the next
two meetings between the two teams in Pauley Pavilion during
the 1986-87 and 1987-88 seasons before the series returns to

North Carolina during the 1988-89 campaign.
Dalis said UCLA welcomed the opportunity to schedule

= _J*Jorth Carolina on a home- and-home basis because of UCLA's
.^—committm^ to have. Ja ^"highly 4»ropetitive, highly visible*'

Olympic Briefs. ..19 days from opening ceremonies

non-conference schedule. Another consideration in forming the
"contract with North Carolina is the possibility of the series be-

ing carried on naional television. UCLA's athletic department
depends greatly upon television revenue from sports such as

football and basketball -"
———^-

Although UCLA and North Carolina won't play this coming
-jeason^ the Bruins are already expected to have one^ of college

>:

basetball's most difficult schedules. During the 1984-85 season

UCLA is expected io play road games against St. John's,

DePaul, Memphis State and BYU.
Dalis said he believes UCLA's athletes should more than wel-

come the opportunity to play a difficult schedule against teams

Continued on Page 16
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The final U.S. women's volleyball

roster of 12 was recently finalized and
one former Bruin was named to the
team. Jeanne Beauprey, who starred for

UCLA two years ago, survived the final

cut, but Tauna Vandeweghe wasn't ^s

fortunate.

The former Bruin and Trojan, yes
that's right, was named as an alternate

on the team after playing on the national
squad for the last two vears.
Vandeweghe was attempting to make her
second Olympic team after competing for

the U.S. in the 1976 Games. She placed
fifth in the 100 meter backstroke at Mon-
treal.

Vandeweghe returned from Montreal
and enrolled at UCLA where she was a

member of the Bruin's swim team for

two years. Then in 1981 she transferred
to use and switched to volleyball,

leading the Trojans to the NCAA title in

1981.

Vandeweghe's older ' brother, Kiki;
lead the Bruins to the NCAA basketball

championship game back in 1980 and is

now a member of the Portland
Trailblazers.

UCLA's Shane Mack, recently named
to the college baseball All-America team,
drilled his first homerun for the U.S.
Olympic team as they crusht^d the Boston
J^ark all-stars 17-2. the U.S. team owns
a record of 16-2-1 and have 21 games left

on their exhibition schedule before
Olympic actiorrbe^ns:

~^

use's Mark McGwire, who was tabb-
ed as college baseball player of the year,
slugged his fifth homerun in the game
which was played at Boston's Fenwav
Park.

A few basketball rule chariges will go
into effect at the 1988 Games in Seoul
which will give the sport an americaniz-
ed look. The. new rules include a three
point field goal from 21 V2 feet away;
there will be no more three- to-make-two
on shooting fouls and the defense will be
awarded the ball if the offensive player
holds on the the l^all for five seconds.
The 30-second clock is used during
Olympic play and will remain in 1988.

The two Olympic villages, situated on
the UCLA and USC campuses, will open
up for the athletes on July 14. The
cramped living ' conditions have drawn
criticism from a number of U.S. athletes,

who were housed at USC during the
Olympic^rials and will stay there during
the 01vm pics.

Said Santa Monica Track Club coach
Joe Douglas, who oversees the workouts
of Carl Lewis along with Houston coach
Tom Tellez: if (Lewis) ha* to stay in

the village, I feel it would 1h» detrimental
to his winning four gold medals."

UCLA swimming coach Ron Ballatorc,

who was named as an assistant on the

U.S. team, will be participating in his

fourth Olympics. However, this is his

first opportunity to coach on the
American side. Ballatore previously
coached Peru, Ecuador and Israel.

While the U.S. swim trials were
pressure packed it was somewhat easier

for two Bruins. Haphael and John Henr>
IBscatas are "considered as two otThe 1>est

.swimmers in Spain and will likely swim
in the 1,500 freestyle at the Olympic^.
Raphael comix»ted in the 1980 Moscow
Olympics and placed sixth in his special-

tv.'

ATTENTION
Campus Community

During the Olymp ics period (July 7-August 17), the Central T icket

Office-James West Center location will be closed for in-person -
sales. RTD passes, Santa Monica bus cardsBTrcHokens. and movie T^

discount tickets are available at the Central Ticket Office Trailer,

located at the corner of Westwood Plaza and Circle Drive South

(across from the Police Station), which will be open from 9 am to 5 pm
Monday thru Friday. . -

f

For information on fgotball 1984, please call UCLA-101. ^~
- L_ . : : . r .
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The closest Ticketron to UCLA is located at Tower Records in

Westwood Village, 1028 Westwood Blvd. The closest Ticketmaster

is.lQcated at Music. Plus West Los Angeles, 1901 Westwood Blvd. -

_i

sotry for the inconvenience.
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UCLA
) Central
Ticket Office
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Second time-around for Kersee^UCLA
Former assistant now has reigns of women ^s

tracic team and number of Olympic members

UCLA's. Florence Griffith, who qualified for the Olympics in the
200-meters, is one of the many world class athletes coached
by Bob K^rsee.

By Chauncey Isom
Staff Writer

Scenario: *A man arid a woman are kneel-'
inj^ on the infield portion of the track,, heads
bowed, hands folded.

The man? Bobby Kersee. The woman?
Valerie Brisco- Hooks.. The occasion? Hooks has
just set a hew American record in the 400
meters of 49.83 seconds, and l)()th athlete and
coach are ^ivinjii thanks for the effort.

The record has since been broken, but
nonetheless it. was a touchinj^ scene. Jt was
also a famiJiar occurrence for UCLA's hewly
named Women s track coach

.

^

Kersee, at the a};ie~or~30, is already a
veteran, in track and field coaching. He has
ciached five different club teams and boasts

several world-class athletes to his coaching
credit. Consider the list of stars: Greg Foster,
rated number one in the world in the high
hurdles and barring disaster, a cinch to win
the gold medal in the Olympics; Jackie Jovner,
the American record holder in the heptathlon
and thanks to the Soviet-led bovcotts, a
faNorite to win gold at the Games; Al Joyner,
Jackie's brother, who will compete for the
U.S. team in the triple jump competition;
Florence Griffith, last year's NCAA 40()-meter
champion, who will compete in the Olympics-
in the 2t)0- meters and possibly as "a" fnerriber of
the 4 X 100-meter relay team; Alice Brown,
who will compete for the American team in
the 100-meters and' po.ssibly the sprint relay
team; rjeannette Bolden, a U.S. team member
as a 100-meter specialist and maybe a relay
sciuad mepiber; and 400 intermediate hurdleV
Andre Phillips, who owns the fourth fastest
time ever in the event at. 47.76 seconds, but
just missed making the Olympic team at the

Olympic trials two weeks ago when he finish-

ed fourth.

As you can see, this is xiuite a list. And this,

doesn't include the many world-class athletes
who didn't make the American Olympic team.
And why has this man been able to attract

—«o- many top-level athletes? According to

Kersee, the key is education. "I've learned to

educate my athletes and motivate them to suc-
ceed, " Kersee said. The athletes can be sure
of one thing with me. That is, if they leave,
they won't be any worse off than when they
came."

Kersee has also had great success in shaping
-the not-so-well endowed athletes. A good ex-
_ample is Al Joyner, who through the "guidance
of Kersee has made a meteoric climb to track \

and field prominence. Up to a year ago,
Joyner was a relative unknown, but now he is

one of the top triple jumpers in the world. "Al
improved to a lifetime best under me, ' Kermi
said. "This was considered unusual becaui^.
wasn't known as a triple jump coach.

"

Another <;xample of Kersee 's ability to—
develop^ at,hietesi into world-class performers is

the case of Griffith, who first came under
Kersee's eye while attending Cal State Nor-
thridge. "Florence was never a state high
school champ, " Kersee said. "She wasn't even
^otng to run track, but I motivated her, and
she stayed with it." ____J —

—

-

~ TTie same inrueToiTBolden. "Je^nnette was
over at (Cal StateJ Fullerton," Kersee said.
"She heard about the program at Northridge,
and decided to c»ome on over. In fact, all eight
of the athletes in the Olympics came to me
through word of mouth.

"

So the old axiom, "success breeds success"
would seem to apply here.

Ironically, Kersee began his career as a

Continued on Page 18

Tennis center should bring
time

By Rick Schwartz

It is finally here..

^ For y e a r sl,.^S b u t h e r n
California tennis fans have
complained that the game's
superstais dun't play "In L.A.
due to the absence of an at-

tractive tennis stadiuni. Well,
this grouD won't beus group won complain-

UCLA Senior Duffy Waldorf became the second Bruin to
win the California State Amateur Golf Championships.

iWaldorf takes state

amatefur golf crown
. .. By K^vin Daly , ,^. :

,
, / . ,!., ,. !,^.

.. 4̂-

UCLA senior Duffy Waldorf topped off a brilliant week
of golf by capturing the California State Amateur title and
the medalist honors at the Pebble Beack golf links.

Waldorf defeated Mark Phillips 2 and 1 in the 36 hole
final of the 73rd Championships contested over six days.
The tournament began with a field of 200 gol'fer,s and
after 54 holes the field was trimmed down to 32 and the
match play format.

. "I never fell I had it, and basically I was fighting
myself," Wald(^rf said. "I never fel^ comfortable."

After 54 holes Waldorf was tied with USC's Sam Ran-
dolf at 214, but Waldorf only needed one playoff hole to
will the medalist honor as the lowest scorer. ^Besides

Continued on Page 16

ing any longer.

On May 20, 1984, the of-

ficial dedication^ of the Los
Angeles Tennis Center took
place and for the building
price of $7.25 million, L.A.
fans should now see players
such as John McEnroe and
Ivan Lendl, .siiperstars__that

have been sorely missed. ^

"The idea of building a tennis
center in Los Angeles was
talked about back in the late

i940'sr'-S2ftd J^ck^Kramerf-a
tennis star in those days. "In
those years, tennis was having
a mini-boom. People were
crowding to watch players like

myselL and Xos- Angeles just

An artists rendition of the LA. Tennis Center before construc-
tion biegan for the 7.25 nriillion dollar structure.

.i^^ftr'-

UCLA gets fourth in

college sports poll

didn't have a facility large
enough."

That drive for a tennis
center fizzled, but in the
1960's the issue came up again
and by the early 70's a new
stadium w^ a realistic possi-

bility.

"Around 1971-72, Los Angeles
Mayor Sam Yorty really got
behind the cause,'* sj^id

Kramer, the Southern
California's sectional delegate
to the Unjted States Tennis
Association. "He hplped raise

Continupdon Pa^e IS

iyKurt Kumetat,
Senior Staff Writer

For the first time since the inception of the national collegiate
all-sports programJnl97L UCLA's •-m^n\^
to finish either first nr sfv^nnd.

'

u y.^i^'V
^^"^''^*^^^ ^^"'^h »n this year's poll with 64 points

behind Texas, who won with 78 points, and Arkansas and
Oklahoma State, who tied for second with 68 points. Still the
Bruins won national championships in three sp6rts, volleyball,
tennis and gymnastics, during the y^ar.
The all-sports championship, conducted by the Knoxville

Journal in Tennessee, rates athletic excellence' for sports pro-
grams across the country based upon the NCAAs 10 most par-
ticipated in sports: football, basketball, baseball, track and
held, soccer, golf, swimming, cross country, wrestling and ten-
nis.

J b

The poll awards 20 points for a national championship, 19
points for second, 18 points for third, while going all the waydown to one point for a 20th place finish

^ ^
^

The Journal relied on the NCAA pl;ivnff cv.f^rr, \>.K»r,

University of California. Los Angeles

Student access to Lots 4, 6 and 8

cut before, during and after Games
- By Kimberly Noel

Thursday, July 12. 1984

Students have temporarily been
denied access to Lots 4, 6 and portions
of Lot 8 because of a contractual
agreement allowing the Los Angeles

* Olympic Organizing Committee ex-
clusive use of the space from July 7 to

^ Aug. 15.

The two-year-old contract, signed
J,on Feb. 25, 1981, has set aside the lots

*for LAOOC\s use for the 40-day
period. Transportation Services Ad-
ministrator Mark Stocki said. These
dates are only approximate, Stocki
said, adding that LAOOC is allowed
until Oct. 1 to finish removing their
Olympic materials antf' compete "res-
toration" of the parking areas.

Special Assistant to the Chancellor
John Sandbrook said the LAOOC has
"exclusive use" of the area north of
Strathmore Drive and west of
Westwood Plaza from July 7 until
Aug. 15. Sandbrook explained that
just as the LAOOC began prepara-
tions at UCLA prior to the official

beginning date of the contract,
LAOOC will probably leave the cam-
pus after the specified termination
date.

Campus Parking Services Manager
Mary Hook said the contract stipulates
that members of the UCLA communi-
ty may not use Lots 4 and 6. Those
who have already obtained permits for
Lot 8 will still be accomodated

Continued on Page 4

Campus parking looks at $3 fee hike

to solve 'outstanding debt' situation
By Sherry Haraguchi. Staff Writer

Despite recently establishing a $2
Sunday and holiday entry fee for
campus parking structures and hiking
Lot 32's entry fee to $3 to "partially
offset future parking increases,"
UCLA parking officials said last week
that an across-the-board, $3-a-day
parking fee may be levied.

Campus Parking Service Manager
Mary Hook said lasf month that the
changes which became effective July 1

were made to prevent the "possibility"
of permit fee increases. But Thursday,
Hook said a possible "general" fee in-

crease will "occur sooner or later."

Parking officials attributed the re-

m Bill revival

it:dnsidered after

Solomon upheld
_BX 1-oel Solonr>on^ ~
City Editor

The recent U.S. Suprenrie
Court decision upholding the
C(mstitutionality of a law re-

quiring federal financial aid
recipients to register with the
Selective Service System may
revive a failed attempt to
establish similar strings on
state monies.

State Assemblyman Frank
Hill (R-Whittier) attempted to §

get such a bill through the |
Legislature in April but fell |
one vote short of getting AB o
2.570, the Hill Bill, past the <

Assembly Education ComniiN
fee. The bill's opponents ques-
tioned enacting a law on the
state level when the constitu-
tional basis of its federal
counterpart was already being
challenged.—

B

ut now , with the Supreme _
Court decision on his side, issue) has b^n resolved," the
Hill said his hopes for the November elections may

a
z
D
>

BUSTED - Newton's fourth law of physics states that 14-foot trucks don't fit under 11 -foot bridges. The driver
of this truck which is filled with Olympics merchandise, found out the unfortunate consequences when he tried
to fit through the Strathmore underpass betweep Lots 6 and 8. Please see story on page 3.

cent increases and the need for future
iitcreases to a mixture of debts for past
expenditures, future construction plans
and inflation.

Hook said the general increase could
involve raising student, faculty and
staff parking permit fees and hiking
entry fees from $2 ^o $3 for all campus
parking lots.

Transportation Services Ad-
ministrator Mark Stocki, who propos-
ed the recent parking fee increases,
said implementing the hikes will
enable CPS to garner "additional in-
come" and will "cushion against
(future fee increases.)"

Stocki explained CPS must pay its

"outstanding debts" which include
more than $8.4 million for the con-

struction of Lot 4, which is

located under the John
Wooden Center, and more
than $2.1 million for the
Faculty Housing ProjectV^
parking facility. Hook said
CPS must pay off its outstan-
ding debts before it can con-
sider future construction pro-
jects. But, she added that the
only site under consideration
for construction is Lot 1,

which is currently in "prelim-
inary planning stages."

Stcx^ki ruled out any possi-

bility of any fee increases be-
fore Jan. i, 1985, but said
"that doesn't mean that would
preclude any fee increases in
the future."

Sunday Parking Demand
Despite the fact that 1,998

drivers paid an entry fee on
Sunday, July 1, Stocki said
7,000 to. 8,000 cars often park
in campus facilities on Sun-
days. He attributed "heavy
use" to people using parking
facilities for major campus
events and claimed CPS
decided to^ charge drivers on

Continued on Pag« 6

*now, that (the constitutional

b ii r .s . future h ave been
revitalized.

The bill would mandate
that recipients of Cal Qrants,
Guaranteed Student Loans,
Educational Opportunities
Program Grants, Bilingual
Education Grants and Gradu-
ate Fellowships to complete
either a statement of com-
pliance w^ith the federal
registration law or a statement
explaining why they are ex-

empt^
-~-^ was only one vote short
before," he said, adding.

-£hange_the jQQmmittee's com -

position and positively affect

the bill when it is reintroduc-
ed.

"Maybe the public would
be better served if one half of
the committee (membership)
was defeated,'* the
Assemblyman said.

However Bill Chavez, an
Assembly Education Commit-
tee staff member, said there
isn't much likelihood of a ma-
jor personnel change within
the committee. "I imagine

Continued on Page 5

UCLA and Columbia astronomers
team up^ to^^disGOver^a^ streamer
By Chris Dole, Assistar)t Copy Editor

Continued on Page 17

Olympic Notes —
Los Angete fOllce Department uniformed officers are
now standing guard outside the UCLA Olympic Village in
adfdition to private Los Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee security forces. ,

•Four thousand athletes and coaches housed in UCLA's
six dormitories will be entering the ViUagg^rou^ the
James E. West Alumni Center starting July 14.

•News of what happens during the Olympics will be
spread around the world by over 8,000 visiting accredited
joiimalists, including newspaper, radio and television
reporters.

With a little more than two wec^ to go before the
Gkmes, over three million of 4 9 million available Olym-
pic tickets have been sold,

•**Cynrinastics will be televised to the world — mpre than
half the world's pcmulation will be watching gymnasts In
Pauley Pavilion/ UCIiA Chancellor Charles Young was
t^uotwl aK sittylng In the UCLA Monthly. —

~

—r

—

A team of UCLA and Columbia University
astronomers are the first to identify a fragile-
looking gaseous streamer near the center of
our galaxy.
The astrophysicists nfade two observations

with the world's largest radio telescope before
they were certain, of their find, said UCLA
Associate Professor of Astronomy Mark Morris,
who recently finished a session of celestial

observations with two Columbia University
graduate students. They used the National
Radio Astronomy Observatory's Very Large
Array radio telescope,' located on a high jJajae,
near Socorro, New Mexico.'" .

-

The simply-structured, ionized-gas streamer,
called "The Arc," measures about 150 light
years in length (roughly 250,000 times the
diameter of the solar system) and appears to
be perpendicular to the plane of our pin-
wheel-shaped galaxy.

"It's an unheard of structure," Morris said,
noting that the slender gaseous filaments' com-
posing The Arc somehow- withstand the tur-

bulent starwinds and violent star explosions of
the galactic center. He said the fact The Arc is

a simple, highly-ordered structure "cries out
for a simple explanation."
That explanation may come in the form of a

theory developed by University of Chicago
Astrophysicist Eugene Parker, who was Morris'
teacher at the University of Chicago, Morris
said. o

'

Parker has argued that the rotation of our

galaxy produces magnetic fields similar to
those produced by a dynamo's (electrical
generator's) turning magnets, said Morris. He
added that gaseous streamers similar to The
Arc might be a natural result of the magnetic
fields predicted by Parker's Dynamo Theory.

"Only a magnetic field could account for
the long, thin filaments of The Arc," Morris

J^M- H^. explained^ 'Anything^^^aseous^must be-
constrained in some way to keep (the gas)
frono drifting apart." He said a magnetic field
affects ionized gas like a toy magnet affects
iron filings sprinkled on top of a piece of
paper: the filings form themselves into a pat-
-tem"characterlstie-:6f the maghetic field's
shape.

Morris said although radio astronomers have
been observing the galactic core since \he
1950's, they have not been able to see with as
much detaiL using single-dish radio telescopes
as his team could do with the Very Large Ar-
ray. '

The telescope, seen from an airplane, would
look like a large three-pointed asterisk spread
across the ground, each evenly-spaced arm of
the asterisk sporting nine 85-foot dish anten-
nas, Morris said.

He explained that the dishes are movable
and can be placed closely together (an array
appropriate for scanning large areas of the
heavens) or spread out to make the asterisk 20
miles across (the best layout for looking in

detail at snialler sections of the sky). His team
Continued on Page 5
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Alumni Association fights

for originat UCLA song^^^^

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

By David Eum, Staff Writer

For more than 30 years,

Bruins have taken ridicule
from our distant cousin up
north, UC Berkeley, about our
fight song, "Sons of
Westwood." The song is a

direct copy of Berkeley's "Sons
of California" with revised
words and a UCLA 8-cIap
tacked on at the end.

In celebration of the 50th
anniversary of the UCLA
Alumni Association, the school

will step out from under
Berkeley's shadow with a new
fight song — produced
through the combined efforts

of the Academv Award-winn-
ing composer Bill Conti and
the winner of an AlumnT
Association-sponsored fight

song lyrics contest.

First Vice President of the

Alumni Association and
Chairman of the Fight Song
Commmittee Judy Postley said

the contest winner will receive

$1,000 plus a fully paid Life
Membership in the UCLA
Alumni Association.

Fight Song Committee
member and self-described
UCLA "historical expert"
Steven Sann said in addition
to the six traditional fight

songs, UCLA has modern
fight songs, such as "Cele-
brate," which is sung at

athletic events to raise spirit.

He added that all modern
fight songs were derived from
other sources.

Sann noted the fact that

most traditional fight songs.

like "Fight on Men of
Westwood," have been forgot-

ten by the UCLA community
and only remain as accompa-
nying music for song girl

dance routines. "For this and
other reasons, the Alumni
Association decided to develop
a new fight song solely for

UCLA." "We hope (its a song
which) the students can
remember the lyrics to and
can call their own."
Although several artists

were suggested to compose the
music, one nfime seemed to
stand out from the rest," Sann
said. "We wanted someone
who could compose an awe-
inspiring, spirited and uplif-

ting type of music for our
fight song," Sann noted. "Bill

Conti fit the bill."

Sann said Conti was an
ideal choice since he has writ-

ten some of the m^st inspiring

music and scores for movies -

including the theme song to
- «<x?ky^^-.

—"Gonna Fly Now"— which received an Oscar
and a Grammy nomination.
His credits also include the ti-

tle song fr^ the James Bond
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film "For Your Eyes Only,"
for which he received his se-

cond Academy Award
nomination, arid full scores of

"Private Benjamin" and "The
Right Stuff," the latter garner-
ing him an Academy Award
this year.

Although he has a busy
schedule, Conti said he was

happy to take time out to

compose the music for the

fight song. "Not only was it

an honor for me to be asked,

it was an interesting idea,"

Conti said. "And4 believe I

can 'contribute musically to

the fight song»_ _
"And although I am not a^

UCLA alumnus (Conti's alma

maters are Louisiana State
University and the Julliard
School of Music), I have at-

tended and enjoyed UCLA
sporting events," Conti said.

Continued on Page 5
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MARK TAPER FORUM
EIGHTEEIITH SEASON
The only difference between student
and regular subscribefs is the price—
the same seats, the same subscriber
magazine, the same workshops and
the same bonus offers (half-priced

tickets). WhicTi means students get
the same privileges at a discount of

up to 65%! 5 plays for $30!
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VIVA
VITTORIO!
With
Vittorio Gassman

"Mesmerizing!"
Aug. 23-Sept. 16

American Premiere

THE HANDS

By
Mark Medoff

"Riveting!"

Sept. 22-Oct. 28
brld Premiere ;

Directed by

Gordon Davidson

Play 2

PASSION
By Peter Nichols

"Ingenious!"

Nov. 4-Dec. 30
West Coast

Premiere

MARK TAPERFORUM
(.«»rdon Uavidwin. Artislic Director f\ Center Theatre (iroup

• ^^ Music Center

"BIG DADDYAND I

HAVEAN OFFERYOU
_CAN'T REFUSE.T.

STUDENT
_ SUBSCRIBERSGET
5 PLAYS FOR $30/'

Play 3

THEWOMAN
WARRIOR
By
Tom Cole and
Joyce Chopra
Adapted from. —
books by
Maxine Hong ^

Kingston

"Stunning!"

-<— .'" " ->

Jan. 13-March 10

World Premiere
Directed Ijy

Gordon Davidson

Play 4

TRAVELER
IM THE DARK
By
Marsha Norman

"Powerful!" '

'~

West Coast
Premiere
Directed by
Tom Moore.

news Peter Pae. News Editor
,

jein-Pierre Cativiela, Assistant Mews fdfror"
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Truck's roof shearectoff
in impact with underpass
By Tom Lombardo

A rented truck's roof was
,torn off Tuesday morning
when the truck hit the
Strathmore Drive underpass.

According to University of

California Police Department
Officer Ken Barger, %he 14-

foot high truck was traveling
east on Strathmore when it

struck a support beam of the

bridge which connects parking
Lots 6 and 8. The underpass
has a sign stating, "U-Foot
Clearance — No Trucks" at

the eastbound entrance.

Barger said neither the
bridge was damaged nor the

driver injured in the accident

which occured before 9:30
a.m.
The truck was rented from

Budget Rent-A-Truck by the

Henri D. Oppenhimer Produc-
tion Company and was en
route to tne James E. West
Alumni Center when the acci-

dent occurred.

HDO employees transferr-

ing cargo into another Budget
Rent-a-Truck said that some
of the freight, mainly signs

and unerected tents for the

Olympics, had been damaged
in the collision.

The cargo box of the two-
axle moving-van hit the sup-
port beam head on, said Jerry
Lombardo, an eyewitness to

the accident.

"The collision lifted the
front wheels off the ground
and jammed the (beam) into

the front part of the cargo
area^" he said. "Then the
front wheels slammed down
and dug the truck in even fur-

ther," Lombardo continued,
"and the (driver),, without get-

ting out (of the truck) to see

what happened, first tried to

back out. Then he went for-

ward, which ripped the roof
off more."
"He kept on driving — he

just went all the way
through," said Barger, adding
that tne driver was "more or
less following the^brders of his

supervisor," who gave the
driver directions.

I'he collision and the subse-

quent drive through the
underpass crumpled the rear

of the truck's roof and caused
the cargo bay to collapse. The
door frame and doors at the

Officials cite different reasons
for increased hielicopter traffic
By Christopher Howell

Increased helicopter ac-

tivity over UCLA may in-

volve emergency exercises,

but Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee and
Los Angeles Police Depart-
ment spokesmen stress that

the chopers' 'primary uses

are for other functions.

"My Understanding is

that this is activity related

to (UCLA) Olympic Village
security," said Dr. Marshall
Morgan, director of
UCLA's MedStar program.
UCLA's helicopter, which is

used for transporting
trauma victims to the Med-
ical Center, is not involved
in any such exercises, he
added.

Morgan noted that on
several occasions, while on
MedStar's helipad, he . has
spotted military helicopters

maneuvering above the
campus.

LAPD and LAOOC
spokesmen downplayed any
security function the
helicopters may be ser\'ing.

Instead, thev claim that
most of the helicopters are
carrying either television

equipment qr building ex-
ecutives who are inspecting

They claim that most oj

the helicopters are carry-

ing either television
equipment or building ex-

ecutives u^ho are inspec^

ting Olympic construc-
tion.

Olympic construction.

According to LAOOC
spokesman George Broder,
Hughes Aircraft has given
the committee access to an
entire fleet of helicopters.

Broder said the helicopter

traffic "might" be security
related but is more likely

due to inspection of Olym-
pic construction bv ar-

rear of the truck remained at-

tached only at the truck's bed.
Officer Barger said colli-

sions such as Tuesday's have
happened "several times be-

fore."

chitectural executives. He
said the committee is taking
"'advantage of the helicopter

fleet because the executives'

time is "invaluable," with
so little time before athletes

arrive at UCLA on July 14.

- An LAPD spokesman,
who declin€?d to be iden-

tified by name, said it

would be "safe to assume"
the police helicopters were
fxilfilling some security role.

However, he would not
jconfirm they were on any
special patrol over UCLA.
He suggested instead that

ABC -^ tne network which
will cover the Games —
may be contrit)uting to the
bulk of UCLA's increase in

helicopter traffic.

ABC's Vice President of^

Operations Bob Trachinger
said while the network
plans to use helicopters in

covering the Games,
helicopters have not yet

been used. /

Blue Moon

HIGH-TECH

The Converse
running shoe: high-tech design built for stability

and durability. Lightweight cushioned comfort. Available
now in a vanety of sizes and colors for men and women.

CONVERSE SHOE
BOUTIQUE

925 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD
VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS. 824-2478

COnVERSC

Rdyniond of Lohaoh 11

1281 Westwood

First Time Introductory Offer

^25" reg. ^2700
Cut, Blow & Condition
With Coupon - New Patrons

(In order to receive this A'yy AJL.JL.a
Special - please mention that */ /"OOOO

—479-8089you have this coupon)-

(Offer good until December 31, 1984)
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Kirstie Alley as Maggie in Cat on a Hot Tin Roof. 1983-84 season

PlayT

THE 1985
REPERTORY
FESTIVAL
Three of the

world's greatest

classics.

May 19-Aug. 11

CALL 972-7654
to charge by phone or for a free
brochure. (One subscription per full-
time student I.D.) Students earn
money -rail 972-7372. —

^

I

FACIRC 4830 N. Vincland Ave.
(corner of Vineland and

taiiteefstiiifi)""^

HOME AND CAR STEREO
EQUIPMENT r'-

COMPLETE VIDEO LINE

•TO
EQUIPMENT

VMbST MAJOR BRANDS

10-25% DISCOUNT FOR UCLA
STUDENTS WITH ID OR AD

Valid only through

Tdm NcCauley, call for
appointment

14l-4««l or 980-77II

offer expires July 30th, 1984

. . .all summer long.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness

jjid primary caire needs while the student health centeris closed.
• no appointment needed ^ -.—

-
r —— —

• no waiting
• x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)

_• qualified physician always on duty
• with discount prTces equivalent to Student Health^---—'

'

"

:

—

EXTENDED HOURS -

8 am to 8 pm
Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
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ABOUT RAPE:
EMPOWERMENT THROUGH AWARENESS

1
"»

A rape prevention and education
worlcshop

at noon
2 Dodd Hall

The UCI-A Rap>e Prevention and Education Services are co-sponsored by the
Women's Resource Center and the Departnnent of Community Safety.

summer bruin

Two naviL Jruins garner $16JDQ

from Jackie Robinson scholarship
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CAaAz.
Grand Opening

Since 19Z4. when Mama Rosa Caligjuri stepped off the boat
in.New York, the Cahgiuri family has been cooking fine

Itahan food in the New World. And now" afjer tremendous
success in Santa Barbara, Anthony Jr has brought his

family's recipes to Westwood Village.

The Chase Restaurant has a comfortable and easy

,
atmosphere. When you step inside, it's like walking into

one of those classic neighborhood Italian restaurants in San
Francisco, New York or New Orleans. There are no

pretentions here — just the best ingredients cooked with
experience and served with pride. The freshest seafood,

chicken, the finest Provimi veal is

hand-trimmed by Anthony .*"-,

What's especially good? What isn't? Try the Scampi —
truly jumbo shrimp — or out-of-this-world Caesar Salad.
They feature such home-style favorites as Linguini with
White or Red Clam Sauce, Fettucini, Ravioli and home"

made Minestrone. And in addition to their superb Veal Pic-
cata, they offer Chicken Piccata^nd Shrimp Piccata.

There's always a nightly special, too.

Owners: Mik« Falivena and Anthony Caligiun

Open Sun.-Thurs. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.

Chase
1049 Gayley Avenue
Westwood Village
824-1310

Fn.-Sat. 11 a.m.-l a.m.

^We honor Master Charcie Visa,
j

'American Express, Diner's Club
No checks accepted ,.;

W* reserve the right to nlus* tmrvich ta anyone )

^ _ __^ :z:p^

Valet Parking in rear after 6 p.m.

>X'X->X-X>'>X^ >::::::::::::%::::::::%::%%y::!%^^

By Kimberly Noel
H

The Jackie Robin.son Foun-

dation/Cbesebrough Ponds

Scholarship Program presented

inccnning freshmen Kyrin T.

p:aly and Dante M. Truitt

with $16,000 scholarships on

June 9,"in" a special Dodger

baseball pre-game ceremony.

The scholarship program
"waS" established in 1978 in

honor of ba.seball great Jackie

Robin.son. As the first black

major-league baseball player,

Robin.son was a determined

seK- achiever and an athletic

piont»er in his lifetime, and
the scTiolarsiiip is intended to

recognize outstanding students

and aid them in their own
pursuit of s^lf-achievement,

explained UCLA Coordinator

Diedre Brown.
Diedre said the program is

funded in part by the Jackie
Robin.son Foundation of*^ New
York ^and additionally by The
Chesebrpu^h Ponds Corpora-
tion. ' ^

The crTferia for eligibility

for the .scholarship includes

outstanding academic ac-

complishments with a
minimum grade point average
of 3.5, community service ac-

tivities and a "potential for

success," added Brown. Of the
80 students who applied this

year, seven were granted in-

terviews, and two finalists

were chosen, Ealy and Truitt.

The award is coordinated
through the Office of the Vice
Chancellor of Student Affairs
at UCLA which is the only
West Coast school involved in

the scholarship program.
This year marks the first

that the scholarship has b^eri
awarded to two students. In
the past, only one $16,000
award was given. In addition
to the four-year scholarship,
Chesebrough Ponds supplies
summer jobs at its facility or
through one of its subsidiaries

for the recipients. An annual
visit to New York and tour of
the Chesebrough Ponds facili-

ties are also a part of the prize
package. Chesebrough Ponds
also encourages the scholars to

seek employment with their

facilities after college.

Chairman of the Jackie
Robinson Scholarship Fund
Dr. Ewart Brown, M.D. said

he and the committee were
pleased at the level of
cooperation between Vice
Chancellor Doby's office and
the Jackie Robinson Founda-
tion. Brown added, "the stu-

dents we chose are of such
4iigh caliber, that with or
without (President) Reagan's
Affirmative Action Program,
the\' will excel."

Ealy, pursuing a career as

an advertising art director,

said, "I feel honored. These
great people believing in me
gives me incentive to succeed
—T a vote of confidence. I'm
pVoudtohaveit."

Truitt, who is interested in

business and movie produc-
tion, said,**Finally someone
patted me on the back for all

the work IVe done. All my
work has paid off. (Winning)
is a real sigh of reliefr

^

It takes total confidence.

And at Swpercuts, we get that

-*^-confidenee by training our —
^people to cut hair perfectly.

That way no nnatter how
you like your hair cut. you're

*i going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or

your nrx)ney back.
"How do you guarantee SF

haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a

Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

We're changing the wayAmerica cuts its hair.

Westwood 1650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1 558
'Shampoo and blow Ofy available at addiiKXvai coal (S>IMS €MRA COfVORATION
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Parking contract

Continued from Page 1

through stack parking. Level
one and 150 spaces on level
two of Lot 8 will be reserved
for the LAOOC, Stocki said. .

The standard number of
parking permits for Lot 8
were sold, .Hook said, despite
fewer ayailable spaces during
the 40-day period. Hook e;c-

plained that stack parking,
which does not usually take
place duwtg-4he-^trmniei, in
being used to accomodate the
extra cars.

According to Stocki,
LAOOC is not using its entire
parking area allotment for
parking. Lot 4 is being used as
a storage area, Stocki said, ex-
plaining that because
LAOOC's contractual agree-
ment is for exclusive use of the
area, only LAOOC can con-

trol how it is used.

Preferential parking ar-

rangei^ents have been made,
however, for ASUCLA student

employees who will be work-
ing during the Games, Hook
said. Student workers will be

able to park in the Veteran's

Administration lot and take

shuttles, financed by the
LAOOC, to the Olympic
Village. Sunset Recreational

Center and Lot 11 parking
areas are within the Olympic
Village area and are therefore

off-lImTts to everyone but
those with official Olympics
credentials. Hook added.
During the Olympics,

UCLA students and staff will

be able to park at Warner
ElertientarySchool on
Westholme for a $2 per day
fee with the presentation of a

spring quarter registration

card and UCLA photo iden-

tification.

Astronomy
X^ontinued from Page 1
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analyzed data from both con-
figurations before they were
sure of what they founci.

The team's discovery did
not come easity, Morris said.

He explained that hot, newly-
formed stars are the major
cause of radio-wave sources in

the gajbixy. The first
astronomers tp "see" The Arc
thought it's shape was caused
by a number of such newly-
forming stars, in a manner
similar to how constellations
are perceived in the night sky.

Morris and his graduate
students thought they were on-
ly looking at the effects
associated with star formation.
When their first scan using the
spread-oyt array indicated a
streamer-like structure, they
"thought their data was junk^*'

Morris said. He added that

when their machines malfunc-
tion, they give readings in-

"dicating "filamentary struc-

tures."

But they verified their data
with another test with the
same array and then a few
months later, they scanned
The-^^Atc'^with the condensed
array. Morris said the con-

thursday, July 12, 1984

densed array provided the
team with a basic "picture" of
The Are, which they then-
detailed with the data provid-
ed by the spread-out array.

The result vvas an actual
picture of The Arc which ' is

recreated by computational
techniques from the radio
waves detected by the VLA.

Since his team's discovery,
other astronomers have inten-
sified their efforts to scan the
galaqtic center, Morris said.

He added that his team still

has much work to do in study-
ing The Ajc, and they will

return tcf* the VLA in two
weeks to continue their
research. "This is only the tip

of the iceberg," he said, ad-
ding he next wants to measure
how The Arc is moving for

clues as to its origin, and he
wodld also like to verify his

teacher's Dynamo Theory.
Morris completed his

undergraduate degree in
physics at the Unversity of

California at Riverside, his

graduate studies at the Uni-
versity of Chicago, and he
received his post-doptorate
fellowship at California In-

stitute of Technology. He cur-

rently teaches Astronomy 3
and parlous upper-division
astronomy classes.

.
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ON A SPREE
{^
FOR $398

TM

Ideal lor commuting to

and from \<w)fh or

school Easy to ride

6526 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 4«a-7191

OLYMPIC SPECIAL

20*/^ off any single framing project

Frame it yourself - or we'll frame it for you!

STORES COAST TOCOAST

1917 Wilshire Blvd.. S.M. 90403

829-5626
Free Parking in Rear Mon.-Thur. iO-8, Fri.-Sat. 10-6. Sun. 12-5

Not Vahd with other promqhons^ttus coupon requmct — good thru Ju^ ?5. ' 99*
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LSAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAt

VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE
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Hill Bill
Continued from Page 1

that there are a tew members
in jeopardy," he said, "but 1

imagine the committee won't
change that much."

Furthermore, Chavez
underplayed the weight com-
mittee members placed in the
uncertain .status of the federal
bill at the time of the Hill Bill

vote.

"Regardless of the Court's

decision, there were a number
of members who feel it

(registration) should not apply
only to those who receive fi-

*nancial aid," he said, adding
"It seemed to be that the big-

gest issue raised with the bill

was that of equity."

Chavez said Hill cannot

reintroduce his bill earlier

than January 1985.

Special Assistant to UCLA's
undergraduate president Ran-
dy Banis, who lobbied against
the bill's passage in April,

concurred with Chavez in

claiming committee members
placed little emphasis on the
then pending Supreme Court
decision.

"Our *why don't you wait
until the Supftme Court
decider' argument , didn't get

accepted very well," Banis
admitted. "They rejected the
argument because they didn't

need it."

Banis placed confidence in

future efforts to defeat a rein-

tro<^uced Hill Bill. "We've got

time, and we won once,"
Banis said. "We (already)
know what to do."

Fight song
Continued from Page 2

"It is not right for a top-

caliber university like UCLA
to be sharing a fight song,

especially with the excellent

"afhletlc fradllidrrwfilcH UCLX
possesses," Conti added. Conti
stressed he wants' to produce a

tune that can "stand the test

of time," and not just another

college "go get'em" fight song.
The new fight song will be

premiered in a ceremony at

Westwood Central Plaza on
_Sept,__3Q and will be sung, for
the first time as the school's

official new fight song at the
Stanford football game oq.
Oct. 6. Conti will make a
guest appearance and conduct
and lead the UCLA Bruin
marching band for both occa-
sions.

OAKLEY'S

208-6559 1

Unisex

Specializing in Complete
Hairstyling ir Layercuts

"Student DiscBunTs on Hair Styles

tvj^h-Reg. Card
Serving Westwood Village Since 1930

^"
1061 Gayley

op«,Mo„.s.,

Acron the streetfrom Baxter '• Remtthtrant 208-968

1

5
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed Dermanentlv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
1410 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135

10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

I •

i
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
for information. Plaasm C»ll:

Encino (213)990-3340
Los Angetes-West (213) 202-1924
Central City: (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

REDISCOVER

ASW
The Best Hamburgers,
Root Beer & Floats

i 1 660 Santa
Monica Blvd.
(Westwood to Santa
Monica, 1 mile West,

near Harrington)

HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
FOR EYES

New Improved

Permalens III

Total

Permalens 6^np
Bausch&Lomb v |j|jj
30 Day Extended

^^
Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total fnci. exam, care KIT"

Afollowups)
Total

2168 Pacific. L.B.. (213) 591 1594

7232 Van NuysVN., (213)786-5892

414 StateCollege Bl. Anaheim (714) 774-4510

9400 Firestone Downey (213) 803 1222

1482 S. Robertson. LA.. (213)278-1744

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

EYE SURGERY/
ELIMINATE GLASSES

'T«>CiOC««! vsc^fVyfiiw.^

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Dr. Myron J. Taylor
Minister

vtohrvt. Wakefield
Associate Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

10808 Le Conte Ave.
208-8576

9 cm Church School
10 cm Worship Service

STUDENTS WELCOME

*^We atz Chxiitian± ortftf, but

not tht QfUif i^xixtian^'.

FREE

LOAN
CARS

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA &DATSUN
Nt-w Bc«ch P»ugs & Paints Penn; 0<l Adius*

Vaivt.-^ Carb r.ming Bra'.es. Dutch Chf< -

Bdtlery & Front Alignnr^ent

Repiace- all Shoes and limngs Pat* rront

Wheel Elearings Turn Drjms h\ needed In

spect wheel cyts Master C'l & Fill Systenr*

FREE

VALLEY
TOWING

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE
BRAKES

From Lube 8i Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
7957VanNuv5 8tvcl.2HBIksSo o^Roscoe * MOSt VWS

$39.95*

$49.95*

Al AUTO

Out of the ashes
a STORE is bom.

NOW
OPEN

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

the finals'

SWIMWEAR SUPl>LIER TO THE U.S. SWIM
TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

MEN'S SUITS
styles I I 10-11 14

sizes 28-38

$7.00

r^i

WOMEN'S SUITS
styles 8 1 4 1 -8 1 44

sizes 28-40

Assorted colors

$12.00
SWIM GOGGLES $3.30 KICKBOARDS $5.50

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF ACTIONWEAR
I 107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

824-4765
VisaWC/AE

—"
STORE HOURS: M9n-Sat, 10arti-9pm

Sun, 12pm-6pm
Validated parking with $ lu purchase

10% discount for situdents (not valid on sale merchandise)

t y Ir
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Present opy

tl RECORDc lhaIa'club.^
THE RAVE UPS

THIS SATURDAY.HSr^°°^

f^l'Buv their EP "Class Tramp".. J'

Slat TOWER records or^HINO. . .hear THl

s/raVE UPS on KLAika 60s/80s class ac
KROQ nightl

Hiw/DJ EDDIE X.CLUB LINGERIE . .JULY 19.
w/Top Jimmyl

Complete Copying. Printmg &
Binding Available
Quality Xerox 9500

NO MINIMUM
For Students

and Fscutty

with ID.

47(M778
PCS COPY 1 646 Westwood Blvd.

(icroM from Food King) Park in rear

• •

t^

I ^ S^l ^..^SQCIAL F A

C

ter

i£jT 2§T
'8 iZ^4Arm

JOIN THE ELITE TM

The new standard

o< motor scooter

technology and
convenience

6SM SANTA MONICA BLVO / PHONE (213) 4M-7191

82.5-2^ I ^ I

Carlton Hair International
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14
---- >

. »i^m'iM*Mm

Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

IWTERNVTIOfAL

USCIUIMLHUL

GOUU THRU: 7/16/84

WE
nscDir

EVERYTHING I OFF

WHY
PAY
MORE?

^ SiiyEP-REEO
ELECTRONIC TYPEWRITER

$24599

Retail »500a»

SALE PORTABLES
ON SALE

PANASONIC!
SHARPI SANYO! AND
OTHER BRANDS
STARTING AT

$3999

ANSWERING
MACHINES
OSANVO
• Dual Cassette

•VOX
• CPU

Model 1100

NEW MODEL)

$6999

NOW
OPEN

7

DAYS

IIVTERfATIONVL

DISCOUNI MAR!

MON -SAT. 11.-7 PM-* SUN. 12-5 PfA

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHECK OR
CREDIT CARD PRICES. 4H HIGHER

UMiT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES. CA 90066

r- 390-4477

Prices sut)fecT to cnange

Not responsible for

typographical errors.

Limited to stock on h^nd.

Parking
Continued froiti Tagje I

~
~ """^ '"^ ""

Sundays because it is "providing more and more service at a

higher cost and serving, by and largfe, a non-Campus popula-

tion."

CPS grossed $2,652 from 1,326 cars on July 1, the first Sun-

day the $2 entry fee was charged, Stocki said. He added that an
additional $2,019 was earned from the $3 entry fee at Lot 32
which accomodated 672 cars Sunday.

Stocki said he did not know the exact number of cars parked

July 1 because permit holders were not included in CPS'
figures. But,-' he said the low number of cars which payed for

parking reflected the fact that no special events were held on
campus.- The number of cars that w-ere parked, and the gross

income made on July 8 from non-permit parkers, have not been
compiled yet, Stocki added. )

CPS has incurred no extra costs since it began charging Sun-
day parkers because no extra workers needed to be hired, Stpcki

said. He explained the information booth staff now also sells

parking tokens, which allow entry into the gated lots. The
am6unt of staff on Sundays fluctuates and is based on the
number of events scheduled, he added.

Although Hook said CPS does not know the ratio of student
to nbn-student parkers on Sundays, she explained Sunday
parkers are "predominantly off-campus people" who attend
special events. Hook added that surveys have not been con-
ducted on Sundays to determine the number of students using
the parking facilities, and CPS workers were not stationed at
gate entries to question drivers.

Reasons for recent hike

According to Administrative Vice Chancellor James Hobson,
Hook proposed the recent increases in December 1983 because
CPS was paying workers for Sundays and not receiving any in-

come from campus lots. Additionally, Hobson said CPS wanted
to get more money from Lot 32 parkers ^because he claimed
most of them are non-students.

Other options such as changing all daily entry fees from $2 to

$3 across the board w^ere considered, he said, adding that the~
resolution to implement the current decision was made June 19.
Hobson, who finalized the decision to implement Stocki's

proposals before they were approved by Chancellor Charles
Young, said he approved the proposals because he saw them as
a way to gain parking revenues from non-UCLA members
while minimizing the financial impact on students.
-Hobson added that he made this decision without data
documenting student usage of CPS lots on Sundays or their dai-
ly use of Lot 32.

Notification of recent changes
Hobson said he notified all deans, directors, department

chairs and administrative officers of the increases on June 19,
and Stocki notified all faculty and staff about Olympic period
parking changes. »

Stocki said students were not mailed notification of the entry
fee changes. "There really is no vehicle of notifying students,"
Stocki added.
A parking service attendant, who wished to remain

anonymous, said signs notifying the general UCLA community
about the implementation of the decisions were posted beginn-
ing June 27 along parking entrances and at kiosks-.

Hobson said student leaders should have been aware of the
proposals about the parkiiig situation. But 1983-84
Undergraduate President Ben Van de Bunt, who was a member
of last year's Student Parking Allocation Task Force, said Tues-
day he "never heard a word" about the proposals or thedeci-_
sions until the information was pubTiihed in a recent^uiSHw"
Bruin article. -^

—

'—
•—

~

The administration made the parking changes without "wor-
fyi4fig^abou^ stttdent-involvement, which 1 think Isunfoffuriater""'
Van de Bunt said. He noted his curiosity and concern that the
proposal was made during December, a month "when student
government met very little because of final exams and winter
vacation. Van de Bunt said he believed the decision to imple-
ment the current fee increases was made after his term in office
ceased.

;> •
.

Undergraduate president takes action
Undergraduate President Gwyn Lurie expressed opposition to

the recent fee changes and the administration's plan to raise en-
try tees to $3 across the board. Lurie said she sent letters to
Young and members of the parking administration to propose
an alternative plan. .

JLude said her i^roposd^-^irto raise 1^
f?,*\^^i-.- u^^""^"^"^ ^^^^P* members of the UCLA communi-
ty. Additionally, she said the daily entry fee should be reduced
to *1 tor full-time students, who should also be able to park
tree on Sundays. Lurie said she would like to see her proposal
adopted for one year while studyingits effects.;iC"^_'"' ""i^ypar ^YnlIest^a^ungatsettects. _ —

ine recent fee change and the possible increased entry fee is
not right and it is affecting students who are already being af-

.*7 7 "jf P^'''^'!?g shortage on this campus," Lurie said.

»nY fL k rl^ "^^"^ '° increase its revenue, Lurie said,

rnt. Tf °^ ?.^.'° non-students "didn't matter." But "the
coijcern k students," she emphasized.

nt n.^ A '"^u
'°

^"'J®'
'"*"y proposals and decisions are made

nize arounSn"i«ue^"'' "'' "°* °" '"""'^"' *'^*'^ *'*'' '**
"°'^'"

tin^A^A^'Y, ^^"l
^"""'^ °"* ^'^n (the parking administra-

XThI ^^
'^ ^?. "'^ ^"«)' ^"'^ ^e should have been part of

ino tdmfT.,Z'^^''^^
process," Lurie said, adding that the park-ing admmistration s actions were "unfair

" *

cam?u, n^!!r T^- °" ^,""**«>'=' "« "°t predominantly off-

dt^a or r^^^i
\^"™ explained, although she said she has no

OarkeisilinHil^". a "««««n' sul^veVJ to prove that Sundayparkers are indeed students without parking permits.

•V-
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Viewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor
\y

Editorial

Give us a break
The newly-instituted $2 parking fee on Sun-

days IS an outrage.
Although The Bruin recently criticized the

parking fee, we will continue to voice our
disgust and opposition until the fee on Sundays
IS eliminated for UCLA students.
And once again, we call upon student gov-

ernment leaders to commit themselves to
eradicating this parking fee which is successfully
intensifying the frustration felt by the thousands
ot student drivers without parking permits.

It was not unusual for 7,000 to 8,000 cars to
park in UCLA lots on Sundays before the impos-
ed fee. Only 1,998 drivers paid for parking on
the first Sunday the fee was collected.
The administration cited an increased demand

for v^itor parking on Sundays as a major reason
for the $2 fee. However, the empty parking
spaces on July 1 contradicted the administra-
tions claim.

Charging students $2 on Sundays is not neces-—sary^ for the financial survival of the university.
the CFS insists on charging $2 for parking on

Sundays, only non-UCLA visitors should be
charged.
UCLA students with a photo i!d. and a valid

registration card should be able to park for free.
The students* needs must be heard and con-
sidered.

Editorial

Counterpoint

A lucky student
By David V. Coste

After reading about poor Andrea Hackett's brutal college ex-perience m her July 9 Viewpoint, my own life ^mS tobnghten up a bit; just like when you watch the cha^S^ nsoap operas and then your life seems carefree in compari^n othe poor saps on the tube.
^

Heck, I have just one small complaint that now pales beside
^is senior's (whoops, graduate's) unfavorable

A dangerou
The United States Supreme Court

ha? set a dangerous precedent by
voting to uphold the Solomon
.Amendment which will force eUgt

Tm in- r majortha1~wrir(^^ me a
it

But that's not really
n to school life — I meanrelated to school. Whe

imprisoned existance^V— I can't measure up to the problems
^tlw^-otiT poor graduate enc0amered:And^i!^whar^el^^

ble students to register with the
Selective Service System before
receiving federal financial aid.
The law discriminates against

middle and lower class citizens who
must rely upon federal financial aid
to meet the costs of attending in-

stitutions of higher education.
The Solomon Amendment is an

ominous legal decision be^jause indi
vidual states may be influenced to
pass similar laws designed to deny
state financial aid to those eligible

idents who do not regb^ter.

In California, if passed next ^ , ^ ,

legislative session, Assemblymanr^"*^ ^ enforced it must

» precedent
No such mechanism exists to force

wealthy students — who do not
need financial assistance from the
-government to complete their
education ~ to register.

The advocates of these proposals
argue that financial aid is *a
privilege and not a right.' But we
see equal opportunity as a right.

Financial aid is a crucial step in
providing the underprivileged an
equal chance to climb up the socio-
economic ladder. -

In a country which proports to of-
fer equality ^nd justice for all, we
find this discriminatory law abhor-
rent and intolerable.

_J[f Selective Service registration is

be done

true, about the high percentage of seniors being in agreement
with her, then it is true that I must be'^the luckiest student on
campus. .

These nrghts I am on my knees thanking Gdd' for those "fash-
ion mongers" who force all those poor women to wear those
wonderful leather soled pump? which I just love to see every
day on campus. I thank Him that I was born a man so that I
could have a choice of shoes to wear while I journey to various
locations, such as the campus or perhaps one of the nearby con-
venience stores located in Westwood Village. I am thankful that
I was a boy who was always getting his face dirty so that now, ^—^^^^^«««««.......«^
years later, I do not mind crossing the treacherous "dust bowl" detour from Bruin Walk ^ah
nature — no concrete). ,

^ ^ ^ »

Frank Hiirs bill would make draft-^^^^^^^^^ ''^8^''"^^^^^^^^^^^^

registration mandatory if a student
'^^''^ ^--*^-

receives even state financial aid.

Hiirs bill and the Solomon

i*rW.jr\.

Amendment are unfair in that they
establish an unconstitutional Bill of
Attainder by singling out the poor
and minority segments of the popu-
lation for enforcement of Selective
Service registration requirements.

cial assets.

While it is too'late to believe that
the Supreme Court will protect our
lofty ideals of justice, it is not too
late for Congress to repeal the law.
We must make our congressmen

understand the Solomon Amend-
ment's incomistency with this coun-
try's founding principles.

-- *

I am aiso^ thrnkfurt!!^^
would sound crazy. But as we ocal students, especially Miss Hackett, know well that not having
a car m Westwood could be a blessing. ^

I am thankful that I am not forced to park illegally, get a ticket and have to bitch about it in
the school paper. .-

,

^Lam definitely very luok^^be feiny major because the fact that 1 won't get a Job (and pro-
bably starve as a consequence) is the only drawback. Everything else is peaches — hell permis-
sion to enroll slips abound: teachers have them, administrators have them and the students have
them.' They're practically littering the halls.

Finally, I am thankful that I understand and deal with these problems whether J like them or
not...what am I saying? What problems do I actually like? Parking and housing? Administrative
bullshit? Westwood insanity (the best-dressed youth gangs in the country)?
The year-long construction project on Bruin Walk? Ridiculous letters on the compact disc is the

Viewpoint section? All those lines? Actually, the lines aren't that bad. Sure, some are long, but it

depends on how you look at them. While I'm standing in line for registration, for instance, I
usi^ally like to think of how inexpensive the tuition is here compared to the private .schools I at-
tended before, where the lines arte much shorter.

Sure, there are problems here. But every campus has its problems. And while I am thankful
that I can deal with these without public wailing, I hope that in the future I will fight when I

can, accept what I can't and understand the nature of them all. On top of that, I hope I never
let thpgff inmnvpnienres hnther mf! In the point of covering over the many more significant expe-
riences in school: my friends, classes, experiences and achievements.— '

. 1

Coste is a senior n^ajoring in musid.

Onnmrmtv ol C.ililornM. Ln
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plies with the Communication Board's policy pro-
hibiting the publication of articles that perpetuate
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must bear the author's name, address, telephone
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ANNOUNCING

SWENSEN-S
• Chocolate Fantasy and Surnmer Dream Sundaes
• Croissant Sandwiches and Gourmet Salads
• Swensens supreme ice cream - 6 new extra rich
flavors

• Upstairs/downstairs dining (upstairs available for
private parties)

. . . pluB all Qour ol5 fauoritea made freali dailg on tl^e

premtBefi. in ti(e old ^n J^ranctfico tradition

BRING IN THIS COUPON
^NDSAVEr|r| o/ ^"^"-^

1051 Broxton Ave. ^ I .1 /g^ ^ood and
208-6785 mm Vr t\M ice cream

%%::::::W:%::::::W:::::%::::::W:¥^^

FREESTYLE is providing a limited number of
orientation cuts (by appointment) with our
new cutters These cuts are being offered to
orient you to FREESTYLE If you haven t been
to FREESTYLE this is an ideal time to come m
and find out why people call us The Perfect
Alternative to High Priced Cuts

• HUNTINGTON DEACH 960 7714
• COSTA MESA 546 4440
• SANTA ANA 972 9494
• ELTORO 566-5571
• DR£A 99a44l0
• SANTA MONICA 2l3/62S092a M-F '

• MANHAHAN DEACH 213/546-1233
,

• RIVERSIDE 6«9 5202

STYLED
CUTS

ONiy

MEN

WOMEN

M-F 9-8 SAT 9-5.30

SUN 11-4:00

IM \

_

W^^mxk ^

H^?v^lHBpA' * 'jW

Mpl^^

WM
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HIGHEST QUALITY

CONTA
AT PQWN-TQ-EARTH PRICES.^-

Bausch A Lomb • Hydrocurve • Vistakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntax • Parmalens

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Ey«
PAIR Examination

I

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Eye
PAIR Examination

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal Service • Pro-
fessional Care • Pair of Soft
Lenses • Eye Examination
QIatrcorna Test • Lens Rt-
ting • Complete Training •

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Same Day Service Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee

review William Rabkin. Review Editor-

Robert Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

Theater

'Nagasaki*
sitcom turned
morality play
By John Ison, Staff Writer 6

^Na^asakV visitors: some welcome, some not

Olympic Arts Festival

Visttors from Nagasaki is a pitch-black comic fable of God
family, death^ and war — specifically war of the nuclear kind'
It succeeck brilliantly, but not in the ways you'd think; it ex-
ploits neither the endless opportunities for graveyard humor nor
t)\e potentially maudlin theme. Instead, this production relies
on razor-sharp pacing, smooth plotting, and sensitive perfor-
mances from a well-chosen cast for its catastrophic power. A
situation comedy turned morality play. Visitors from Nagasaki
IS both hilarious and haunting. ' /^
The action seems to concern the typical evening of the typicLl

assimilated Asian-American family. Esther (Emily Kqroda)
holds the fort in this three-generation household. She has the
thankless task of keeping peace between her faded 60's idealist
daughter Lynn Qeanne Sakata) and her 80's fashion-zombie son
t'aul (Timothy Dang) by spouting Christian wisdom among her
primarily Buddhist family members. A kind and well-meaning
housewife, Esther is also a bit eccentric. To keep her face Idok-

'

mg young she soaks it in bowls of watermelon, careful to rinse
herself off with water afterward ("So that lint and dog hair
don t stick to your face"). She is notorious for inviting visitors
trom her native Japan to enjo> her hospitality - notorious, that
IS, to her family, who are either unemployed, underemployed
or unemployable.

This evening Esther is in a frazzle, because she has yet
another bomb to drop" (no pun intended) on her brood: urged
on by her church group, she has invited an authentic survivor
from World War II Nagasaki to speak at her home. How will
that go over with her apolitical husband Jake (Bill Lee) who
wants to make ketchup "the Official Vegetable of the 1984
Olymp ics"? Hip Pastor Bob Eng tMerv Maruyama), in Haw^:
lan shirt and puka shells, gives his support. But could his
religions authority stand up to self-proclaimed dictatoi> of
morality, pro-nuker Chieko Chambers (Susan Haruye loka) and
her arch-conservative husband K. Chuck Chambers (Gregory

Continued on Page 10

Concerts

Black Flag soars
in San Diego;
Berlin hits wall
By Jeff Goldman

We here at the Daily Bruin review section have written
a great deal about the various clubs and venues in the Los
Angles area, so when Black Flag announced a club date
in San Diego, this writer felt it might be interesting to
check out the "scene" down south. The show took pla<» at
the Adams Avenue Theater, a long, narrow hall that holds
about 650 people. It is essentially an old movie house
(complete vwth two small balconies on the sides of the the-
ater), and consequently the stage is barely big enough to
support a four piece band.

_
The opening group of the evening was DC3, who, like

three of the four groups on the bUl this night, hails from
Los Angeles. Former Black Flag guitarist, Dez, and
1 wisted Roots leader and 45 Grave keyboardist Paul
Roessler head up DC3, a band dedicated to guitar wor-
shippers of all kinds. The majority of the band's tunes con-

What's behind the-^Masks in Motion^?
By Cynthia Castle

/Masks in Motion," the Craft and Folk Art Museum's con-
tribution to the Olympic Arts Festival, claims to be an interna-
tional exhibition of masks that emphasizes an ethnographical

$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Eye
PAIR Examination

Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

• Amber
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• Aqua

fitting free of • Green
ctiarge.

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

"S475-7602I

sight
11645 Wilshire Blvd.,Suife 1070, W.L.A.

inu • MMtercw

Optometric Center vision nun
Dr. Qreantpan Accepltd

— — --•— » ...^o.^ >«.».
. cunjiiaan;ca an ernnngrapn icai

understanding of the mksks ritual functions. AlthouKh an
outstanding

.

collection of masks, the exhibition fail.? to convey

!i!!.-
'""-^ ?'g"'f'^a"^

f
and life of these masks in relationship to

their tratimonal cultures. i:hus, for those who are seekinK an
enlightening ethnographical experience, "Masks in Motion" will
be a disappointment. However if one is on an Olympic cultural
expedition with the kids and cant get tickets to LACMA'sDay in the Country exhibition, which is right across the
street, "Masks in Motion" will be a .suitable alternative

In purely vi.sual terms, the masks are fascinating iVi theirunique forms. Many modern European artists such as Picassoand miembers of the German Expressionist Movement were in-trigued by the primitive expressive quality of tribal masks and
incorporated them into their art. Echos of the African Kam-

There are several wonderful masks that exhibit extraordinary
artistry in their creation. On example is the shell encrustedWoot mask of the Mumbembe tribe. This is a masteroid ofconstruction and design. TLe^WoQt is only^^oft^X^fa"!-cmation masks that are visually pleasing for their unusal expressive quality, craftmanship and unique conception
Although Uij enjoyable to examine the surface appearence ofthe masks, Understanding of their ritual significance to the^rcreators is needed to fully appreciate these often sS obtoUnfortunatly the instructional videos ^hat are suddo^H fa

SuffnlS^mror
'-' " ''' --''' '"-' - ^«" - -"^S'aily

no^rZiots; fz p^iau-sr."n-irif
actua masquerades are filmed, the videos lack ade<u^ Trrltion to explain- t_he serious nature of the activiti^ Th^ aspiritual community effort to control negative forcel^n kL

*

vironment looks like nothing more than'W e nttive an,."'For example in the "Dje Mask Dane*" video one se^ maskeddancers ,n fiber garmets that re.semble haystacks and^thTr paTticipants who roll p»er hot coals. Such activities appear st'anJeand evfin hiimnrmn tn an oiitiiiH.. ,.h...... ..i... „;.' ''"ange

To further distance the ethnographical reality from the
viewer, the masks have been divided into five functional
categories; Seasonal Cycle; Polarity; Balance of Opposites;
Social Matrix; and the Profane. Although this scheme hints at
the ritual function of the mask; i t is only a suporfioiul labeling;
adding no genuine meaning to the hundreds of indivdual masks
within each category.

Ilna-jn^sk.-w]iQs.^pkiiuaLimuculimce7is efiectively^-shrQuded
by the " Polarity: Balance of Opposites'^category, is an African
Senufo mask. This is a zoomorphic mask that involves the
stylistic combination of crocodlFe jaws, warthog tusks and
antelope horns. Unfortunatly the function o7 this remarkable ar-
tifact is left unexplained.

It is known that the Senufo have^combined the elements of
three powerful animals — the crf)codile, the warthog and the
-antelope — to create the ultimate weapon against evil spirits.

During the actual masquerade this pnece of heavy artillery even
spits fire. The ritual is performed when there is evidence of evil

spiritsJtlmt.nee4d to be exflrciz^Jbx«aah© o©Him4ifti4yT -The^n^
tire village gets together and, using this fire-spitting mask, the
community participates in scaring off the evil spirits. Regardless
of the rit^rf^^entific effectivness, it allows for a communal
catharsis that gives all members the feeling that they have
helped rid their community of negative energies.

,

mnrnui to an outride obsen e i who la^kplamation of th^ ritual and its function.

* Sadly, Tiowever,We^enufd"frFes^^ hangs uselessly
on the museum wall along with the other "Polarity: Balance of
Opposites** masks. This display like the rest of the "Masks in

Motion** exhibit fails to convey the tremendous spiritual potency
of the masks when activated by community involvment.

Despite the museum's attempt to bring these masks closer to

the viewer, the failure of the- 'Masks in Motion*' exhibition
perhaps reflects more our culture and approeh to art than the
failure of any one curator. Our tradition is to place art on a

pedestal, admire it from afar, in a spiritually aesthetic sense.

These masks, on the other hand, were intended to play an ac-

tive role in the survival of the society. Aware of this conflict,

the museum tries to rasolve it by hanging the masks on the wall
to be admired for their aesthetic qualities while offering sup-

plemental ethnographic information. The result is an exhibit

that is visually interesting but ethnically uninformative, denving
the masks of much of their vital energy.

Masks In Motion* will be at the Craft and Folk Miis4>«im
s proper e^- 5900\VlEhh^el^

.AugystJ9. -»-r-

^st of sonic force gaitar solos by Dez and wild keyboard
riffs by the dreadlock covered Roessler. A perfect opening
act for this night of punk/heavy metal.

Next up was St. Vitus, a four man band who force one
to ask the question, 'What's the dividing line between
punk rock and heavy metal?* St. Vitus's songs begin with a
fast, hard hitting punk beat, but quickly degenerate into
heavy metal via inane lyrical content and looooong guitar
solos. While many of the hard core members of the au-
dience attempted to do ^me slamming to St. Vitus's

HSitisie, they quickly gave up, irad resorted tDwatehingGiire
another thrash around in the middle of a human circle in
an hilarious parody of breakdancing. (Picture a six foot
five punk with spiked hair and heavy boots attempting a
few of the more common breakdancing movement^; and
you get th^ Idea.)

At this point in the evening it became obvious that the
majority of the San Diego audience was here to see the
headliners, Bliack Flag, and that any other music presented
on the stage was not going to penetrate their hard heads.
Needless to say, one of the hottest bands in critical circles
these days, Arizona's The Meat Puppets, with their brand
of Neil Young-p&ychedelic/country/punk rock and roll, did
not go over very well.

While the punks tried — albeit without much en-
thusiasm ~~ to enjoy the opening tunes of The Meat Pup-
pets' set (thte audience even slam danced to the group's
cover/parckly of an Elvis Presley song), by the middle of
the set they were yelling obscenties and throwing garbage
at the three long-haired musicians. The Meat Puppets took
it all in stride though, attacking the audience itself with
obscure cover songs, long iams and such verbal abuse as "1

might suck but you swuUqw; baby," and "You want to

kick some a.ss? (Ytiahl) Th^n kirk the guv s ass who:

Contiqued pii Page 10
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East-West's
haunting— ^^

vNagasaki*
Continued from Page 9
Niebel)?

If this plot is beginning to look like an Asian All in the Fami-

iaS ;^"'' '^''''-

^";i^''
'^'' battleground of one-liners and

slapstick gags appears Mrs. Kawage (compelling June Kim)barely able to speak English but able to communicate the hor:

IC.J rin'r'r^''^,
""^ N^g^^^*^> ^i**^ ber agonized, distrustful^re. Unfortunately, no one listens to her impassioned pleas fordisarmampnt- fK«% ,^».^f«- t,. * .u i- T . * ***^

"'*

Flag strikes; Berlin falls

1;
— ." "" ^"^ i«iciK> lu iier impassioned pleas tordisarmament; they prefer to turn the discussion into Issues andAnswers as interpreted by Championship Wrestling. When op-posing sides of the nuclear arms battle yank off Mrs. Kawage's

radiated artificia limbs a.s weapons, the plav takes on a sur-
real, metaphorical edge. This is not TV, folks', it scH,^ms to say
1 his IS a fable that may be thousands of vears old
Although the ^akano family's bantering seems at times to betolen from a bad NBC sitcom, writer Perrv Mivake Jr. has tm

nlaV.^K '

''^'''^'^-
'.^T' ^V^'^'"*"« '»"'^'*^ di'^loirue. When the

nX-Ti '^"""'' It doesnt come to a crashing halt. Director
BetFN Muramoto can l>e thanked for this; h.er eleven-i^erson cast
ha.s perfect timing and well-choreographpd blocking. Excep-

So'ch"";'" '

H^"^^ '''h'
"^ '^' ^'^^'y '-^^ right-winl^r

h.s r..h^ T i "^J V'^"^["^"^^^">n from woman to witch is
ust right. Kurodas Esther has a gentle blend of pathos anddokish dignity that makes her a true CM,mic/tragic heroine. RavCreeveys ghoulish set and light design must be commended

ejspecially the construction of a giant cockroach that hide^throughout Act One in baby's swaddling

frnn7x.r'\^''t t ^'''"^>
'
especially live comedy. Visitorstrow .\uirusaki is highly recommended

"Plavc^i^l
^'''"' ^^^'^"^'' P'^y^ ^'•«"g»^ AuK"^ 5 at East West

Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar.

-^Sigmund Freud

Continued from Page 9
throwing stuff at meP In the end, The
Meat Puppets kept their dignity intact while
this San Diego audience proved themselves
to be nothing but a bunch of stubborn,
closed-minded morons.

Finally, the heros of the evening, Black
Flag, took the stage — but without lead
singer Henry Rollins. Instead, Milo, former
lead singer of the Descendants, opened up
in Rollins* place with a ten minute version
of an old Descendants son^ entitled "Ice
Age." Rollins eventually took the stage,
and after advising the audience to "Save
your missiles for those who opprjgss yotu" he
dedicated the"TO)rf song to 'MthW who got
busted tonight," and led the band into a
raucous "Nervous Breakdown."

Within moments Rollins, one of the most
arresting front men in rock and roll today,
took on the qualities of a wild animal just
released from a prolonged stay in a tight
cage. Prowling around the stage, juices
secreting from his body, Rollins protected
his territory from would-be stage-divers
while, along with drummer Bill Steveason
guitarist Greg Ginn, and bassist Kira
Roller {sister to Paul), ripping through
such hard hitting Black Flag songs as "Six
Pack," "Future Time," "My War, ' and "I
Love You."

In addition to his aforementioned stage
antics, Rollins exudes-4^ threatening aura,
both sexually and psychologically, with his
dress attire (one pair of running shorts) and
with his act of staring down individual au-
dience members with his dark, Charles
Manson-like eyes, not to mentiOiT creaHng
mock suicide images by making his hand
look like a pistol and pointing it at his own
head. Unfortunately, Rollins occasionally
takas these pseudo-threats too far, such as
when, after telling the audience "You got
on my stage, now Vm gonna get on vours

"

he Crawled around on the floor singing
"Black Coffee," and daring the punks stan-
ding above him to attack him. Too much
Henry, too nauch.
The night finally came to^-to «nd with

Black Flag performing their encore with the
house lights turned on, and a few hundred
ear-shattered fans were left to go off into
the quietly divine San Diego night.

By William Rabkln. Review Editor

Terri Nunn, lead singer of Berlin, is the
Pia Zadora of sex-rock. Like John Waters'
favorite movie star, Nunn is a strikindy
unappealing little dwarf whose lack of
charisma and all-around desirability is mat-
ched only by her astonishing self- deception
as to her owp appeal.
Not that a lack of beauty should stand

between a woman and a career as a rock
star, but when your entire career is based
on enticing men to buy your records
because it's the next best thing to having sex
with you, vou'd better be sure there's so-
meone out there paying attention.
And as Nunn so brilliantly displayed last

week in Berlin's concert at the Greek The-
ater, there s no reason for anyone to pay at-
tention. (Let alone for anyone to pay the
ten or 15 bucks it costs^to see her )

fKoY^^iL^""" ^^^^ ^"^ *^ understand is
that talking and singing about sex -~ or in
her case, shrieking about sex -~> is not 'the
•same thing^ being erotic. Lyrics likeWant a lude?/ I don't care/ You can takeme home and tear my clothes off' aren't
sexy; they're laughable. And when Nunn

Its just embarrassing. It's like watching aporno film starring Chuckles the Clown, Or
Chuckles the Chipmunk.

Unfortunately, Nunn insists on being the

Sterall "^^ ^' ""^^^ *^^*'' fortunate

J^ yS^^t^^ MILLION MILESFOR ONE OF YOUR SMILES/^
Let your friends say
that about you. —

_t» t^
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ttils Issue. Any person beNevIng that on
advertisenr>eot in ttils Issue violates the
Board's policy on non-dlscrlmlnatlon
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corr^pkiints In writing to the Business
Monoger. Dally Bruin. 308 Westwood
Plaza. Los Angeles, CA. 90024 For
asslstorwe with housing discrimination
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EDUCATION SERVICES 4-A

^METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL ^^Church services, meditation, t![

^healing, lectures, music. Si
i)(classes. seminars. Services jl

^( Sundays 10:30AM. Church OfJ^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420^

HELP WANTED ao-A

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career/^^ppor-
lunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus.- high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around 213-827-5000

.

COSMETICS part-time. Bullocks
Westwood Ralph Lauren Cosmetics. Ex-
perience preferred Please call (818)706-
0423

VVANTtD: GRADUATE
STUDENT-P.H.D. EQUIVALENT
(PART-TIME) HIGHEST IN-
TELLLIGENCE LEVEL-
CREATIVE WRITING- HARD
LIBRARY RESEARCHING. ETC
(PARTICIPATE IN SMALL SEM-
INARS AND IN CONTACT
WITH SCHOLARS AND
SCIENTISTS) FOR EDUCA-
TIONAL INSTITUTION IN WEST
LA. TO UPDATE ANQ ADD
TO FItMED EDUCAtlONAL
^LIBRARY. COMMENCING
SALARY $6/HR. AND UP, OR

I

PER CONTRACT EACH PRO-
GRAM- ADDED LANGUAGE
jHELPFUL- ON GOING
YEARLONG PROGRAM-
SOME LOURS IN LIBRARY
PLEASE WRITE CAREFUL LET-
TER TO P.O. BOX 24884 LA.

EASY Money!! Oaity Cash Bonuses Big
money working only 25 hours a week.
Great atmosphere, nice pepple, plus
benefits Earn $400-$900 per week We
will train. Pleasant personality and vo^ce
are only requirements. Great summer job'
Call Dana at 639-6969

ENJOY decorating? Art? Unique opportu-
nity full or part-time. Will train- Call D»ane
393-2263

BACHELOR Apts Available now. adjacent
campus Utilities paid. Furnished. $450 00/
month (2 people) 473-6595, 643-3256

COMFORTABLE furnished single in
Palms, pool, security, sublet late August
thru December, $300-mo Negotiable
838-7177.

APTS, UNFURNISHED tii-r

WANT to make money at the Olympics?
Be independent Sell official Olympic
balloons. Hundreds of miles, hundreds of
dollars for yourself, starting at the torch
relay Call Balloons in Motion. 744- I9fl4^

ONE bedroom and two bedroom Within
walking .distance of campus. 1 year lease,
or possible special summer arrangement
208-1356

UNFURNISHED for rent $425 Mar Vista.

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE.. ZZZ. :....5-A

TWO tickets for Olympic rowing. Will sell

at cost 399-3411.

GOOD DEALS....... ...7^......„..7A

ROYAL Office Model typewriter, self-cor-

recting, dual ribbon. $749 new. asking
$260. 990-7541 evenings.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224.

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery and pick-up in

LA aea at 22V2«/mi. ' $l400/mo. to start.

Min. requirement: 4-yr college degree.
GPA 3.5, good SAT or GRE scores Full
Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent

\'l59^fp salaq^ increases. Gteai office environment
in MDR business park.

working people we're
around. 213-827-5000.

For bright, hard-

the best place

WANTED: DAILY ADULT
PRIVATE PROFESSIONAL
SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR
AND WORKOUT FOR THIS
SUMMER. (PHYSICIAN'S
ORDERS) BY ADULT
!?ESIDING IN WESTWOOD-
HAVE OWN PRIVATE POOL
BUT ELIGIBLE TO USE UNIVER-
SITY POOLS- CPR CERTIFICA-
TION REQUIRED. 470-3589
AFTER 4PM. MEALS. EX-
PENSES. UNIVERSITY LEVEL
COMPENSATION.

TYPEWRITER for sale. Good manual
(non-electric). Recent Royal model. Very
portable, light & compact. Works well. Ask-
ing $60 obo. Marlyn or message. 826-
9596.

JZii
Vivitar 70-1 50mm, f3.8 zoom lens, close
focus. With 2x matched multiplier, haze
filfer, carrying case. Negotiable. Debbie,
206-8431

. 8-5 or (818)848-4341 eveninos.

FULL-TIME person for floor covering
business. Duties include customer rela-
tions. Will train on small computer. Order-
ing materials and scheduHng 657-4200.
Salry negotiable

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice. BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great officii en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises.' Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

GIRL Friday - need temporary help.

Receptionist, light typing $5/hour. 20
hours/week. 553-4871.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
5-WEEK BEACH-ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM PLUS 2-WEEK SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. NEED EXPERIENCE WITH
CHILDREN. SPORTS. AND CAMPING.
MINIMUM AGE 21 . 472-3349.

HAND car waxing at homes, flexible hours,
no experience necessary. • Must have car.

$5/hour during training, $10/hour aftec

~i(Ke64a. ————

-

RESPONSIBLE person to babysit in my
home 2-3 days per week. Part-time. CallLea395-162 2

SALES Rep. Health/Rtness software.
Groundfloor opportunity. International
company. Full/part-time. Salary plus com-
mission. 818-788-0888 .

SECRETARY-wee offer highest s^^g{:|^
with excellent increases and career oppor^
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75wpm, BA
degree, GPA 3.5', hijgh SAT or GRE scored
required. Great office environment with
established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.

Blue Cross Medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best
' around. 213-827-5000.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs
receptionist Immediately from 8am-1pm.
Please call 652-5010.

WORK for women's rights. NOW political
action committee Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity 458-2937

25 profit-minded persons needed to sell
Westwood Express. Unlimited Profits
Possible! Call immediately for appoint-
ment Westwood Express 275-1069 Think
Money!

JOBS: MEDICAL STUDENT
GRADUATE OR
EQUIVALENT (MINIMUM)
L9r.9"^f^^ AND WORK
WITH A GENTLEMEN.
WESTWOOD AREA AS HE
ENGAGES IN SUMMER
SHAPE-UP PROGRAM
(YOU ALSO PARTICIPATE)
YOU ARE ABLE TO INSPIRE
ENJOYMENT. BROAD
RANGE OF SPORTS AND
SWIMMING. SCIENTIFIC
IKNOWLEDGE - JiP^RIS
MEDICINE - :: -^^
KINESIOLOGY. CPR. ETC.
MECESSARY (PLEASE RES-
POND ONLY IF QUALI-

IFIED) EXPENSES AND
^/IEALS AND COMPENSA-
TION EQUATING TO YOUR
iDUCATION END RESULT.
IT CAN BE fdU, TOO.
>LEASE WRITE- IMMEDVaTE
lEETING TO P.O. BOX
M070. LA.CA.90024.

Small single mih-«harmtn^ garden-Tiinrsei^
ting Store, fridge, and utilities included
Call for appointment to see "No pets"
Days 392-5786 Eves 398-1049

WESTWOOD Village $1200 Urge 2-
bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647

WESTWOOD Village. $750 Large t-

bedroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,
balcony, newly decorated, hsated pool!

691 Levering Ave.subterranean parking
208-3647.

WLA Duplex Sepulveda near
bedroom, attractive back unit'

Available 7/26 or 8/1473-9236

^ico. 1-

$500

2-BEDROOM, 2-batb,^ew carpets and
drapes, built-ins. no pets. Palms area
$750 00, 558-0893

$400-$4iO Brentwood bachelor. Unfur-
nished By appt. M-F. 11728 Mayfield #4
271-6811.

VACATION RENTALS 53-F
APARTMENT Single Westwood Couple
or single person only. July 26 thru Aug. 6
Nicely furnished, pool Campus. $1,000-12
days 206-1028 or 208-8497. 7

B & B,5 miles UCLA. Pool, Olympics only.
Old-home. suf>ny rooms. $80 doubleT'
391-9490

MODERN guest house Air-conditioned.
Walk to UCLA (Levering Ave.) 7/14-9/9
$400/month. 476-8478

OLYMPIC Visitors! Rent beautiful 2-

bedroom house in Westwood. July 2lst-
August 12. 473-8767

OLYMPIC Games Rental. Bedroom, bath,
cooking. Private entrance Near campus
$50 daily. 477-2730 after 4 00pm.

OLYMPICS. RV parking space in private
fenced yard. Utility Near Barrington
SMFWRY 478-7453

°""'<'^«"'P^ • *^-^ APTS. TO SHARE .-ZZsTf

l^RSONAL

INVESTMENT Company phone repre-

sentative. Parttime. 12-20 hours/week.

"CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-6158

.RUSH Rush Rush! Reg packets for conti-

nuing students interested in rushing are
due July 27th. Come by 2224 Murphy and
pick one up .

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed" legally. Campus
location. Summer:Saturday classes. Ac-

10-A Make appointments for our brokers from
furnished leads $5/fT0ur plus cornrfiTssion.

Make up to $800/month. Mid-Wilshire of-

fice. 213-384-9300.

LARGE, prestigious Westside Law firm

seeks receptionist from 9:00am-5:30pm
Monday through Friday. Please call Lorin-

da or Bobbie. 3 1 2-4000.

STUDENT for part-time work as shipping
clerk in La Cienega for clothing company.
Call Susan.558-00 17.

THOMES Cook Mastercard, traveler's

checks. Sales/general public relations. $5/
hour plus commission. Job starting im-

WANTED Part-time help. Drive luxury
company cars as your own! Extra cash
displaying business publications in your
«rea. No selling. Call The Small Business
Journal Administration Office for details

(213)290-2172 ext.245. ,

$4/hour typist and/or shipping clerk. Part
or full-time. Phone 478-1105, 11.00am-
5:00pm. / ^

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

APTS. FURNISHED.. SOF

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

Full Year.
I $600 and ud. Singles and
loft apartments
IPishwosher^Air^-Parking^

—

FEMALE non-smoker needed for own
room. $355/month. Must be clean and,
quiet. Call Joan, 470-6133 .

FEMALE to share huge apartment with
same. Prefer someone employed during
the day. $225-per month, Ist-last month-
4772862

565 Gayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sun.
HI 824-5836

^credited. University Traffic' School Phone ^^^.^^'^ '^®f*^a'^ Restaurant accepting

^-Reservations flP4.^«iAi
~ applicatrans: Waiter. B&rtehder or Hostess."Reservations. 824-55817

Steve Patterson-
Happy 21st BIrttiday

I miss you I

Mtt'uimt^
Ciema

Mon-Thurs, 2-5pm. 939 Broxton Ave. JOB OPPORTUNITIES 32-D

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED .Tl2-A

DAUGHTERS Of DTvorced HdmosdXuar OT
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381.

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75/week. Call 553-9828 for in-

formation.

RESEARCH subjects for study of blood
pressure under varying conditions. $10 for

i hours. Call Iris- 825-6475.

RESEARCH Subjects needed. Smokers
who smoke at least 1 pack a day. ages
18-30. Contact Michael Lyvers. Franz Hall

®5^^- PX^-*" 825-2961 and leave
fnessasgdr"

HELP WANTED 30 A

ENGLISH major grad student needed to
^o "bfa^y research and writing for a novel.

MALE and Female models wanted for free

professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure

Salon. Ask for Esther 474-8298

MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
NEEDS f'ART-TIME AND FULL-TIME—44ELP TO DO GOMPUTCf} CODIfviS ANG?
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING. MUST BE
VERY DETAIL MINDED AND ABLE TO
WORK INDEPENDENTLY WORK STUDY
AND BE-LINGUAL STUDENTS PREFER-
RED. $6.59/HOUR. CALL I^OXANNE AT
68078.

Mother's hefpffr 2 mornlngs7week. Care for

infant. Ellen 450-5306. -

MOTHER with 2 small boys needs your
help. Large Encino estate. Cook, clean,

drive, non-smokers, 818-990-13^7.

Need Manual Typewriter repairs. Work in

my home. Call for more information: 876-

0143.

PART-TIME fresh flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality.
Westwood/Downtown $4/hour plus com-
mission. 489-1660

P>H-tlm8 SftlAry negotiable. 825-5644.

PART TIME Person Friday. Needed: an
energetic self starter to work in a Beverly
Hills Law Office on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons Please contact Bob Kaufman
at 275^132.

PERSON to do measures for floor-covering

business. Need reliable car. Requires 25
hrs/wk® $6/hr plus mileage. Potltion open

Major Savings Bank
Needs Three Articulate,
Enthusiastic Students For
Telephone Public Rela-
tions Work. Work En-
tails Speaking With Other
Banks And Financial In-

stitutrohs. '
^

~^

No Selling Involved
This is a Part-time Perma-
nent Position. 4hrs a
dayIS days a vy/eek. $5/
hr plus Bonus equals $8/
hr average. Westwood
office. Please call Trisha
Stanard 397-6029. .8-12
A.M.

FEMALE non-smoker. Spacious, sunny
apartment. Available 7/27-8/15. $250 total.

10 min. to UCLA. Mary, 837-7057.

LARGE studio $540 Walking distance to
-campus. Kitchen with stove and
refrigerator. 276-1446. ,. .

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms.
C&D, Dishwasher, R&T Available im-
mediately64l Gayley 879-3744

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, 1 -bedroom. 644 Landfair #?02
Klease calfChuck 208-1837 '

2-bedroom/2-bath, Encino. New, extras.
$425 mo. plus '/i utilities 15 mon: from
UCLA Call Bonnie. (213)464-8381

$525^ Mar viela! All new decor. 1-

bedroom Pool, laundry, parking. Near
Marina arid beach.^13-18 1-8.

OWN room, share bath Great apt., short
walk to UCLA. Rent $330. Grad student
preferred. Call 208-7626. ^ '

ROOMMATE to share spacious, beautiful
two bedroom Beverly Hills apartment.
Hardwood floors, beamed ceiling, own
garage. $425 for one, would consider two
roommates for $600. Available Aug:—r—

Unique, lovely apartment. 275-7965.

$295/month Apt. to share, male. 1 bik. to
campus. Rustic townhouse ( bedroom

f, fitning, kitchen.* dowhsfairF"
). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. in-

cluded. 208-7527 eves & weekends

HOUSE FOR RENT 56^
PACIFIC Palisades. $2000/month.
Available for all or part of August and
September only. 3-bed . 2-ba View home.
Conveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd _
area. 454-4641

4 bedroom, 2 dens, fully carpeted, 2 full

baths, fenced, $900. Crenshaw District
735-0416 Thomas

$550 and $850 1 and 2 bedroor^s, 2 full

baths, attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to, campus 1 year lease No
pets. 474-2260,

age. F

EXPERIENCED salesperson for fine men's
Nothing store. 470^718. contact Sam.

MOmnii^d 61 August. 657^ - -- ._

PIZZA Restaurant. Full. or part-time.

ble houf». Regular Johrfs 826-3565.

AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per

week of your time may result in a growing
income. The hours are flexible If you have
aoma tima nv«Hah<ii anrt wnnlrl lik> in

Flexi-

develop a a«oond income and be in

businett for yourself...phone now for inter-

view: 213/450-6874.

WAU TO UCLA
Spacious singles, "

1-bedroom apartments.
Towers Apartments
10941 Strattimore

20B-7294
Pool, elevators, security,

[garage. Annex 543. 547
tLandfalr. 540 Glenrock
'

8 47 e.4A3. 510. ai
tLondfglr.

$900.00/mo. 3-bedroom, 1 -bathroom house
(one of two on lot). Fireplace, hardwood
floors, large private yard, off-street parking
VenicerMar Vista 396-tOOt

HOUSE FOR SALE TTSST
EXCITING Spanish! West of Overland 2
bedrooms, diningroom Hardwood-floors
Beautiful kitchen. • t^ireplace. Relaxing
lacuzzi $139,950 Wynn. 477-7001.

-F-ALL ia-loveii Beautifully decorated- 3 plus"-
10 ft plug 2 in Culver City Bright, top^ftoor.
end unit. Many amenities including pools!
childcare. and full security Evenings 837-
5660; days 391-6721 Sheri, Fred Sands
Realtors ^

-PACIFIC PALISADES- mobile home, waik
to beach, ocean view, pool, jacuzzi
$47,500 or offer 45&-50S6.

PERFECT home for student or professor.
Charming 1 bedroom Venice home in mint
condition-.io blocks to beach Hardwood
floors, hutch and dining room, private yard
Plus valuable R-4 lot! Only $109,500 Red
wood Reality 392-5786, eves 822-4632

SANTA Monica, north Wiishire Bright
Spanish. 2-bedroom8, sunroom Large
corner lot $309,000 00 Owner 828-2670

rf'l

ROOM A BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP J2X
FEMALE* Room and board- exchange lor

houaework Nice private room, b«lh. TV
N«w UCLA 474-0336 / .

A



\

/

^^

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP 62P INSURANCE........... 91-1 TUTORING OFFERED 98-1 FOR RENT lOM TRAVEL

summer bruin

105-J

MALE-cpok, dnvei share household
chores- room and board plus use of car-

must have Driver's License, foreign stu-

dent preferred Beverly Hills Mr Winkler-
278-4141

ROOM, board and salary for childcare
housekeeping and errands Must have car
Near UCLA 472-8775

ROOM and board for child care Beautiful
home near campus. Car necessary Call
Morrison 274-6726

REAL ESTATE....: 61-1-

Dental Office for sale. 1 780 sq.
foot. Crenshaw Blvd. Gardenia

I

Dental equipment also for
sale. Owner will finance. Call
Debbie, agent for details
376-08r

ROtoM FOR RENT......... 64-F

BEAUTIFUL guest house, garden view,
private, immaculate 2 rooms, bath and
kitchen, across from UCLA. $650/month
279-2342

INSUHANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPMfMORE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• 50Zs
• Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

• Suspended License

• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

FRUSIHATED with CHEMISTRY? We
teach all levels as well as prepare for ex-
ams. Want results? Call 891-1 180

LEARN Martial Arts and get in the best
shape of your life. Call Master Lee. 479-
3633 '

QUALIFIED English teacher 3 years
Overseas, offers conversatton/lessons, in-

dividual/group. Reasonable rates Chris
474-9433

TUTOR: Economics. Math 1 Term paper
help: writing, grammer. typing Call Robin
553-1655 (days)

Refrigerator Rentals
'O' dofms so'O'ities 'fafefn.nes

Si Co ops
Oc'ionai i<zei

fo' 'fee cJeiive'\

Coll Polar Leasing
390 8647 anyt.me

We rent new T V s 4 rnicrowoves »00'

TYPING 100-1

BRENTWOOD Male or female for private

,(|
bedroom within large .2-bedroom apart-

1 ment $325/month including utifities Call
620-9642

CALL: 213663 2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

MOVERS ..v^^.^.^^^;,-,. 94-1

ECONOMY MOVING
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced Call anytime
392 1108

Accurate typist/transcriber WLA low rates
Rushes welcome Manan 391-3622. 7 days
BETTER qualjity gets results Word pro-
cessing. Xerox 860 Dissertations,
repetitive letters, tjan§crii«iQfv^ic^ Lwda
204.0947>

. /'S' ' — •-
'

'

BJ'S Word processing Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes etc
Bobbie 390-2207

DRAKE Hotel Santa Monica On the
beac/1. All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd
394-9354.451-1260

OLYMPICS Private entrance and
bathroom Walk to Westwood No smok-
mg $125 per day 473-3483

OLYMPICS: Large, deluxe room in private
home, king-waterbed Barnngton and S.M
fwy $250/week 478-7453

ROOM, kitchen privileges in lovely canyon
home 25 minutes UCLA $235 00' Need
car 476-3347. evenings, weekends
ROOM Available during- Olympics in

Brentwood Large apartmient Close tc

UCLA and other facilities 820-2348,

SIGMA Nu has spaces for the second
summer session housing There are a few
available now' For further mfo call 824-
5362

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

39^8^AnytirT>e

PERSONAL SERVICE .T.T.T.9S^I

TENSION? Relax with holistic message in

your home. Swedish-acupressure-balanc
ing By appointment 456-8648.

This IS a fake ad
paste-up

EDITIf^/WORD' Processing: Established
author will help you clarify your ideas and
present them with power Grammar, con-
tinuity, style Books, theses, term papers.
Elizabeth Brenny (213)392-6677

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term
papers-resumes IBM Free editorial
assislance/speling/grammar correction
Student discounts Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

LETTER Perfect Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

Just use the header for PERSONAL SERVICE .95-1

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel Reasonable
rates Clean, quiet, residential 6060 W
8th St

. Los Angeles 213-931-9533

ROOMMATES b5-F

CHRISTIAN female seeking two room-
mates' in" cufe. 'Westwood apartment
$23000 per month Call Melissa: Days
937-1987, Home 472-4283

FEMALE preferred, non-smoker, grad stu-

dent or professional Own t)edroom. bath
in Brentwood Available 7/15. 826-2454.
message.

FEMALE preferred to share bedroom in

2-bedroom Duplex Ocean Park, 4 blocks
from beach Available now. Call Mary,
392-8871 evenings , weekends.

HOMELESS"? Female to share University
owned apartment Available immediately'!'

Call Nell/Robyn/Millicent 390-1821 $209

MALE Grad student wanted to share lovely

^-bedroom Palisades home with female
roommates No smoking 459-2647, Col-
leen.

ROOMMATE wanted' to share beautiful

-furnished 3-bedroom Spanish house in

great S M location Spacious yard and
garden Pets ok Non-smoker $6Qp/month
Call 828-3242. C,

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

1 1941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #3
2 bloclcs west of San Diego Freeway

SUBLET Z^, ...gp
ACADEMIC year sublet, lovely professor's

apartment. Beverly Hills. 9/84-6/85. .$600/

^—ffwnth. Smglo womoni 277- 1 713.

CONDOS FOR SALE 67 F

WLA/Mar Vista 2 plus 2'/^ townhouse.
vfireplace. pool, spa, security, serene set-

ting $133,000 397-1931.

— The Balloonery
Send a colorful
b o u q u e t o f

helium balloons
or decorate a
party! We deliver
MjjII Valley nrxL
LA. arenas. Men-
tion this ad for
UCLA student

TYPING 1001

d-t s c o u n f
(818)705-1075.

J

One han l-^jpinq

and Word Rrocemming
25% Student Discount

P*«<
r<crt*on». The»»». Hwumt. AppliCQ-

Mon*. icrtpii. togal. statisttcar fquo-
«j«i». »onguoQ«KT>anv fvpMfViw.
RUtN TYMNO WHILf YOU WAIT!
Spe«no. E<«tlna Fot^gn Sludmt Hat>.
MinutM from compm in WLA.

398 0455 391-3.385

Lease/option/sale
$»200/monmr lof>-t\oofr-^
bedroom. 2-bath. Security.
Close to UCLA. New carpet.
Assume large loan. Call Toni.

agent 475-0102.

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

BUSINESS and theatrical resumes/term-/
papers/etc by professional expert. Very
low price. Mike 21 3-931 -4574

Mfcn«>Mwfwaai^an«taa*w

TENNIS 80-G

JUST starting out or making a comeback, I

have the expertise and the enthusiasm to

make you a t>etter tennis player Tony,
470-3006 V

INSURANCE. 9f'\

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle ln$urar>ce Refused?

...Too High?

Carx:elled? *

Low Monthly PayTT>onts
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-^225 Ask for Ken

MOVERS »\
JERRYS Moving andBenvery^he^aretuT
movers Free estimates. Experience and
rettable Jerry 213-311-5657

E LEPHANT Ti
Moving
657-2146

Apartment J. Offices
|

:>r^ nnt fiftrvirfl fnr Pmnn tU.

-€NTERPR+SES Alobite disc -

jockey service (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-

9594 Reasonable rates.

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher^
proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT.
Let's discuss terms Brian A. Bdhn, Har-
vard Honors Graduate. 654-3979.

HAVE a Literal Arts major? Take new
ierf-siioring test to determine your career
options. Will also receive valuable career
information $15:00, guaranteed. Liberal

Arts Career Information Service, 11684
Ventura Boulevard, Suite 499-F, Student
Cliy. CA 91 604r -— -—T—
PRIFESSIONAL Body Massage Masseur
will come to home or office Catering to

Westwood. Beverly Hills area. 652-1286.

Professional Writer-editor. Top writing,

edrting assistance. Papers; manuscripts;
resumes; scripts; books; theses; disserta-

tions 473-4193 >

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance or

editing for that manuscripts not working.

Word processing also available. 392-8842.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential

1 1322 Idaho Ave . #206. VyLA 477-8226

PftOPiSSIONAL PHOTOORAFNIR
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Molo/Fenxile Pro/Norvpro
for upcoming sesskxu

Fatttion. CommtcM, Theatrical
Call for oppplntnnent

DfL AMD SECMTARIAL SiRVICiS
Theses, term papers, manuscripts.
resumes. ttiefT>es, fronscriptkxv. AM work

)
on IBM word processors. ProfessJooaJ ser-

,
vice at student discount.

540-9177
Wowffwftie Bva. Sfe 437-

Torrance. CA. 90503

OpIE DAY lYPINO
Professional writer with BA -

i,

Bn^lish will typt a/id edit terir/
papers, theses, etc. Or editing only
A!%o offer ccn$id€n^;a! diagnirsi^ oii
screenplays and treatments fori
authors/agents/produrers. Ov. i 25
years experience. Westvvv.-u{(
^illajie. Bill Delaney 824-51

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Forrher UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential.

11322 Idaho Ave
, #206. WLA 477-8226.

RUTH 208-5449. On campus. Theses,
dissertations Library approved list. Term
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

THE Wright Type: Word processing. Term
papers. Resumes and cover letters our
specialty. Call about our great job search
program. You never have to type a letter

again 5 30-8.00pm. 935-8814.., ;

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-03ae.276-ail71. «

TYPING- Xerox i 627 Low prices Term
papers, scripts, 'resumes, etc Spelling/

ggammaf nelp Vemce 827-8643
"~^

Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you piac6d
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to make some extra

money for our trip

this summer!!

m
iiSS?l

IT

TRAVEL .105-J

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip. ChicagO"$250.00
roundtrip«Call Diane. 213-671-8686

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii. Mex-
ico. and Europe. Call 479-2657
VACATION Baja I will take up to 4 people
in a Class A motorhome for as long as 30
days for $500 per person. Jack. 395-9263.

STUDENT
AIRFARES

Airfares
One Way

- London
$330
Madrid
$449
Paris

$409
Copenhagen

$449
turoll passes
IssuecTohiri^^

spofw
~

National Student Travel

Bureau of the USA

208-3551

Council Travel

1093 Broxton Ave.,

Los-Angeles, CA 90024

LAX-FRA
$699R.T.
I ways $399

Honolulu

Chk:aoo
Miami
Mexico City

Lonckxi

Fronkfurt/OussekJorf

Ports

Anwtefddm
Hong Kong
Tokyo
Sidney ,

Tel Aviv

Conbbean Cruise
Acapuk:o. 6 days inci.

HonokjKj. 8 day pkg.
Puerto Vollorta. 6 day

.^Uom
» from
..«„.>. .from

..^ from

from
from
from
from
from
from
from

_ from
r~. from

from
au from

from
pkg.from

$2M
$3M
$339
$296
I 249
11569
:;499
1499
$674
$659
$565
$1100
$699
$960
$432
$329
$359

CALL 208-4444
OMN MON.-FRI.: 9-6 AU YEAR

ASIA
TOURS &TIMMELI
10929 Weytxjm Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Hornburgar Hamlet upstoks)

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

CUTE 1975 $1300 Honda CVC AM/FM^
cassette 80M New brakes, new clutchr
798-NBH Call 246-4122. ..

PORSCHE 67 911. 5-speed. air. one
owner. AM-FM cassette, mint condition,

r extertor Catt 859-7095

WHY rent! '75 Buick Regal $1750 obo.
Good condition, one owner. PS, PB. TW.
air, new tires Clean, recent repairs with
receipts. 816-985-0189, 818-761-6337.

1970 Chevy Malibu Automatic transmis-
sion. Runs great. Needs some work. $600
otx)^ Tom 473-0249.

1973 Gold Capri 6-cytinder, AM/FM stereo
cassette, mag wheels. Runs well. $1500.
Steve, eves. 454-93 16.

1973 Gran Torino Sport. 75.000 miles,
runs well, new tires, needs paint. $730 00
558-1105

»

1973 Gremlin. Runs well, well maintained
$400. 274^4364

1973 VW Bug. AM/FM cassette, one
owner, runs great, cheaply insured. $1500
obo. 397-3416

1977 Saab EMS. white, stereo, air-condi-
tioning, sunroof Good condition. $3000
obo. (818)990-9209 1 . .

1978 Toyota Corolla lift-back SR-5. 5-
speed. New radial tires, CB. 55M. AM/FM.
Excellent conditkMi in and out $2,700 00
477-4695 —

—

1980 FOUR tXK)R Rabbit. 43.000 miles,
anrvfm radk) tapedeck, air condition. 552-
6284-days. fl59-a9QS.oigbte, . :.

1961-YW Jetta, $4,700. Super-clean, mint-
AM/FM cassette, sunroof. A/C. 5-speed
4-door. (213)828-5383.

1968 edrrraro 2-28^ BTacTi-goTd" loaded"
moon t-top. $10,000. 472-8775

'69 Chevy Nova, 307, small engine,
automatic, air-condition, radio, 4-door.
Perfect transportation. $679 obo 559-
3726.

'71 SAAB wagon. Completely overhauled,
excellent condition or unique classic.
$1895 obo .Manfred, 273-2434, 274-1586.

73. ^G ^^'dget. GoodconditkMi, low miles:
$1500(213)85415162 " -——
'73 Volvo 142. One owner. Good condition.
Air conditioner. Overdrive. $1300 818-
981-7549.

Please Note:
The Bruin is not responsible

for minor typpgraphicar
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

_ ,s je —jL. J

•74 4-door Datsun 8210 good condition.
Best offer evenings 453-1 342, 820-4091

,76 Honda Civic auiumatic, air, brown Wiin
tan interior. Low mileage. 1 -owner. $1,800
829-3029 after 4pm.

'77 Celica. A/C, AM-FM, cassette
.equalizer, sheepskins, great conditran.
$2350.0O-obo. Must see. 820-41 10

'77 PQrd Mustang. 55M. V4. autb, PS, PB^
air, excellent condition. $2900 obo. Call
Colleen 208-1 734 home, or 385-0077 work.
•77 Subaru 5-speed. AM/FM cassette
$1.200 obo. 820-5273.

'82 TOYOTA Celica QT liftback. Special
black package. Sunroof plus. $8750 obo
213-934-4559.

iiiLlimTlLLLLM^^.r'L,LLi. .i^,,
, I I , ^^^

Methods of Placing a ClCissiiied Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classiiication)
d. In Person with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: MJT 9-4.

Classified: 825-2221. 825-2222.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^TTT iLLmsTl.im»^U
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NCAA
Continued from Page 15
intentions, not tp mentlorr
their wallets.

At a meeting last week at-

tended by the athletic direc-

tors from all Division- 1 schools

in Chicago, ther^ was another
hot item to discuss: the col-

legeJootball championship.
College football is the only

NCAA-funded sport that does
not have a natiohal champion-
ship game and in the past few
years there has been some in-

terest in forming a title game
which would end all of the
endless arguments as to who is

No. 1

.

But quicker than you could
say yes, the proposal was
unanimously voted down in ^
hand vote. If the vote had
passed the proposal would

Olympic Briefs
Continued from 1*age 15
UCLAs Pauley Pavilion,
which is currently undergoing
a facelift. The construction
should be cotnpleted by next
week.
Three members of ,the U.S.

team, who should be familiar
with the site, are UCLA's
Peter Vidmar, Mitch Gaylord
and Tim. Daggett. These three
men recently swept the top

^ three positions ^t the Olympic
trials, a feat which has never
been done by members of the
same team.—In May, it was Gaylord and
Daggett Who lead the Bruins
to the NCAA gymnastics title

in Pauley Pavilion as Vidmar,
who graduated the year be-
fore, watched from the
sidelines as an assistant coachli„
OK. So gymnastics is the

most popular sport, but what
about rhythmic gymnastics?
The event will be contested
from August 9-11, the first

time it will be held during the
Olympics.
Rhythmic gymnastics in-

volves using four devices dur-
ing floor exercises—a hoop,
ball, club and ql ribbon. The
contestants are scCred on their
overall excellence, and one
gold medal is awarded to the
high scorer.

Valerie Zimring, who will
attend UCLA in the fall, is

have been put on the NCAA
ballot and then a final deci-
sion would have been reached

~at the NCAA conventtoh in
January.
The championship game

could have been played as ear-
ly as W86 but tradition
prevailed for the mythical na-
tional championship.
"There was overwhelming

support against the playoff
structure," Dalis said. "You
would have to consider the
impact on the bowl games and
more importantly the educa-
tional impact, all of, the lost
class time.

"Our Chancellor's (Charles
Young) point of view is very
clear on that."
Which clearly meant that

UCLA said no to the national
championship idea.
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TOP QUALITY COPIES

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy & Santa Monica Blvd

)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd.

WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F 8 30 - 7 pm
SAT 10 -4 pm

AUTO INSURANCE
Xand Motorcycle)—

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

-i^suraide, Inc. - 11 00 Glendon Suite 1447

Gyro

1

LIKE NOTHING
YOUVE

7

one of the three women on the
U.S. squad. The coach, Alia

'Svirsky, defected from the
^—

S

oviei-iJiriurr ttr the~tJnited
States in 1974.^
In the past, the sport has been
dominated by the Soviet
Union and Bulgaria, however
this yeat, but both countries
are boycotting the Olympics.
That - leav^ West Germany,

Japan and China as the medal
favorites.

Tennis competition will
begin on August 5 at the L. A.
Tennis Center on the UCLA
campus. There will be five
days of action, but no medals
will be awarded since it is a
demonstration sport.

From 1896 to 1924 tennis
was a medal sport, but after a
dispute between amateurs and
professionals, it was discon-
tinued. In the 1968 Mexico Ci-
ty Olympics, tennis was
obrought back as an exhib-
ition, and now it's once again
returning.

Under the Olympic format,
pros under 20 were able to
qualify for the team, which
explains the presence of
America's top player, Jimmy
Arias. Arias was ranked No. 3
in the United States last year
and No. 5 in the world.
Two other top players who

will battle with Arias are
Sweden's Mats Wilander,
ranked No. 4 in the \yorld,
and Australia's Pat Cash, who
advanced to the semifinals of
the 1984 Wimbledon Tour-
nament before losing to the
eventual champion John

. McEnroe.

The Olympic baseball team
continued on its tear with a
8-0 victory over the Japanese
cpllegiate all-stars^, and the

socccc ^;g-;g-^'^*j:»^gi^^-^>^>V>%>V!L*

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 466-7191

MIDTERMS COMING!
SELF HYPNOSIS

Means No Crammina, No Worries
It Could Mean A's For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Call Success Center
Teri Hopwood, Registered Hypnotherapist.

Director 989-2923

i

The Hair Salon

Women and Men '

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only)

^J^RMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS $I8&UP
— for appointment caH 208- 14M ^==

*=^*
'^y

1007 BROXTON AVE (Above Marios Restaurant). WESTWOOD

V3
H
<
X

<

team's overall record is now
17-2-1. UCLA's Shane Mack is

playing well, while USC's
-Mark McGwire and Arizona
State's Oddibie McDowell
each drove in a pair of runs
and Mississippi's Will Clark
drilled his team-leading eighth

homerun against the Japanese
team.

; -„
^^

' — — Keviri Daly

O
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Readings by Miss Sjubil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?
Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help j^u solve these problems and—
advise you on the best direction for your future.
All readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

CaU now for an appointment 47 1 "
|870

Alao availdbleforparty and group meeOngm.

\^,m PALM *"

INTRODUCTORY
CERTIFICATE

^iJ^'^ Value
Now you can have the
benefit of a reading
of your choice forJust

SJ^QOO
(Reg. 125.00)

Umltod Off«r

.\

THBAtfSWEiR 15 tASYf

MrMAfiNIFICBNT BUKOBRe
BY QJJAblTY SPIB1T5 AND

CjOOP riMfiS ' THEli
T HIGH gRlCBS/

U7n SAW VICBNTB 5LVP.
(atmonxana)
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Use your
coupons!
Patronize

Daily Briun

Advertisers!

MOPEDS. ....119K FURNITURE 126-l

SERIOUSLY for sale, Classic Vespa I25cc
Primavera. 500 miles. $900 obo. New.
China Blue. 474-87^1

1983. Honda Arrow 50 Scooter, only 100
miles, like new. Warranty, helmut. basket
$600 obo. Mike, 996-0245.

1984 Derbl Moped. Perfect ' fcondition.
Rides two. Includes theft-proof lock $500
or offer. 208-8843.

79 Tofnos moped.
5273.

LIQUIDATING assets: Dining room set

$jpOO. L-sViapedj sectional sofas/sleeper
10, -trssJi© tabis- $150. Dhtirne rug

$200. All new. 828-2034
,

MUST sell asap. prices so low on bed,
dressers, desks, television, night tables
and more. Please call 473-9089

Seats 2. $175. 820-
MISCELLANEOUS rtnr* »w »«Tmm t2«-L

FURNITURE. 126-L

BICYCLES FOR SALE..' . TT3-K
10-SPEED Bike. (KHS) Good mechanical
condition. Must sell immediately. $75 or
best offer. 479-21 1 1

.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114.K

HONDA XL250. Mint Extras $600 476-
3347 evenings, weekends.

MOPEDS... .119>K
MOPED fo^ sale. Puch 5 years old. Good
condition

342-3636
$200. Includes helmet. Ken

WHITE co(Jct> tpullout Q-size bed) $100
Maple table. 4 chairs with leavM $200;
2-mattress $50. 472-8775

FREE-STANDING trapeze, walker, quad
cane, oxygen cart, oxygen regulators, ox-
ygen stand. Good condition. 846-3547.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.>r..129-L
GRAND Piano. Hallet-Davis. aged walnut,
heavy, beautifully turned legs; carved
music holder, lovely sound, including
bench. $2950.00. 654-9990

SPINET piano made by Kimball. Walnut
finish, like new. $1,000 negotiable
(213)391-3436.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133-L

ELECTRONIC memory typewriter. Brother
EM-1, always serviced, excellent condition.

Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-

riflgfl, many features—$56^ OCU>bo, 664.

\
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THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DOI!

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER!

§!• • I«]iONATEBL
AND

SAVE LIVES
ATTHE

UCLA BLOOD DONOR CENTER
UCLA 's only permanent on campus, donor facility

OPEN ALL SUMMER! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE
UCLA MEDICAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOR, ROOM A2'-
260. JUST DOWN THE HALL FROM STUDENT HEALTH.
OPEN MON.-FRIDAY 8:00 AM TO 5:30 PM. CALL 825-
0888. ^

UCLA li ASUCLA (CAREER ft STUDENT} EMPLOYEES
CONTINUE TO RECEIVE 4 HOURS ADMIN. LEAVE
WITH PAY OR COMP TIME (ASUCLA) FOR EACH
DONATION! AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY.

::?5ft::::::%::::::::::::y:%::::::::::%::%^ >S:::V:::::%::::::; %%%%: •-•_•*•_•_'

>>x<<-«^x->x->:-x-x-:-w^>>w->x-

MUSIC LOVERS AWAKE

CREEK AUDIO from ENGLAND
"TrrfT

At last, inexpensive audiophile

equipment that works! Audition
the tuner *an^/br amp. Our
customers tell us they are
Spectacularly Beautiful. Only^
$299 each. A truly great quality

piece.

2212 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Santa Monica 453-4451

HOURS: Mon^Sat. 10^6^^

« :< n summer bruki

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE 4»EfAP AA
(WITH REBUILOABLE CORE) !k£&ll'% ^"

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTAUj<\TION ^^V^*#•
NO HID6eN CHARCES

, mClUDES TUNE Wl
MAINTENANCE SEHVICE

1. Tunrup
2. Valvt A4.
3. Ub«

4.0«ChM|i S. OmcIi Bmmv WcMT
5 BralM AJ 9 Im|mcI Front End
6. amdi Kk 10. CompriMkMi T«l
7. ScfviCT Air CkiKf 1 1 . (Pimyw T«« Cooltog

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$49.95

Pmu A UkorfGM* Ak FUmt atr*)

yo(Niy)A TOYOTA DATSUN $79.95

USED CAM DIAGNOSIS - tSS.SSTHIS IS AN HONEST GABAGE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7912

NCAA members

vote down NCAA
T.Va package

Adjustable AEROBIC WEIGHTS
of water you can drink.

CLEVER!
Also straps to bicycle,
windsurfer boom,
exercise bar.

Available from
ASUCLA Students' Store

Nike - Westwood
c^ Helen's Cycles

SUMMER VOLUNTEER— PROGRAM
Project Macnpeds

your help vy6fl3ng^with
^ aBus<
neglected children

• ••••••••I
• t • *.*.* •_• • • '.•;•:•;•;•>;'

' •••-•lOI"

that need your love
and attention. You can
make the difference in

_ a child's life. _—S ign-ups KH 417

CHICAGO (AP) —
Members of the NCAA on
Tuesday drummed the

organization out of the college

football television business for

1984, ending a 32-year ar-

rangement by voting not to

participate in the NCAA's
hastily arranged TV package.
By a vote of 66-44, the

athletic directors of the foot-

ball-playing universities of
Division I-A voted down an
NCAA plan that would have
replaced the one killed by the
U.S. Supreme Court several
weeks ago.

In that decision, the high
court ruled that the NCAA
could not continue as the sole

bargaining^ agent for its

,

members, terminating a four-

year, $263.5 million deal be-

tween the NCAA and the CBS
and ABC networks, as well as

another two-year, $11.1
•million package with ESPN, a
national cable network.

The vote left the door open
for the College Football
Association, which has 63
members, or the Football
Television Planning Commit-
tee, a coalition that includes
the CFA as well as the Big
Ten and Pac-10 conferences,
to become the dominant
bargaining agent for such
television packages.

Funded by the CACof ttie PAB

i

' f
O.

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMi 1 KK CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses

r-*-r-r*. .y

Bausch & Lomb
^oft Lenses

99
'Change the color of your

eyes'* soft lenses

-.. Slecp-in soft lenses^
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

159
249Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses

Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam; fitting, training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-
cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

JSANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531

NCAA Executive Director
Walter Byers conceded the
vote was "a short-term
repudiation" of the organiza-
tion, but added, "if you took a
poll, the votes would be over-
whelmingly in favor of the
NCAA plan that was struck
down by the courtv^^^

Had its proposal succeeded,
the NCAA plan still would
have required approval from
U.S. District Judge Juan Bur-
ciaga, who originally ruled
the organization had violated
federal antitrust laws.

That ruling came in a
lawsuit brought by the univer-
sities of Georgia and
Oklahoma, two members of
the CFA. The suit was thp
outgrowth of a two-year
dispute between the NCAA
and CFA, whose members ne-
goITated a $180 million con-
tract with NBC only to be
forced to rescind the pact
under threat of stiff NCAA
penalties.

Recruits

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center) *

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.-
(H bik. south of Pico)

Visa, Master Card. Expires 7/25/84 with this ad.

ROMANCE DOESN'T HAVE TO Bfe EXPENSIVE
FINE JEWELRY: SPECIALIZING IN ENGAGEMENT SETSAND WEDDING BANDSWHOLESALE PRICES TQTHE PUBLIC

tH^7 S H.ll St.. Suite J40 OPEN MON.-SAT
^Los Angeles. CA Ph. (2T]) 488-07;?

Continued from Page 16

attend in the fall. Raymond
Young from Hawthorne High
School was the state champ in
the high hurdles (13.73)^ and.
fintshed second in the state
300-meter intermediate hur-
dles (36.80). Anthony
Reynolds is the reigning L.A.
City Champ in the high hur^
dies (1X9), 300-;netef inter*
mediate hurdles (36.83), long
jump (24-0) and ran a leg on
the winning 1,600-meter relay
team at the City Champion-
ships.

Albert Nicholson placed
fourth in the state meet in the
high hurdles (14.36), while at-

tending Millikan High School
in Long Beach. Anthony
Washington of Antelope
Valley High School converted
to the 400-meters after runn
ing short sprints and turned i

a 47.67 at the Souther
California ChampinnQhip^;

—David La

y
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Olympic Briefs
Continued from Page 16

:eltics ied the NBA with 14^
The U.S. team upped their

jrecoxd to, 5-0 and will play
another NBA all-star team
NBA tonight in Greensboro,
N.C.
The women's Olympic team

played a group of all-stars be-
fore the men's game, and
use's Cheryl MUler led the
way with 20 points and five

assists.

Former Bruin Denise

Curry, a member of the 1980
Olympic team, added 12
points as did Janice
-Lawerenoe, the college player

lous Forum. NCAA
of the year from Louisiana

-r^

Teeh
The women's team ended

the exhibition schedgje with a
24-0 record and will return to
their training site in Fountain
Valley, California. Coach Pat
Head Summittof Tennessee
plan$ on playing a few men's
teams as one last tune-up be-
fore they open up Olympic
play on July 30 at the Fabu-

Quftk: What Olympic
sport is' considered the mcwt
popular by the .public? It's

gymnastics, which was the
firsf event to sell out for this
summer's Games. Competition
will begin on July 29, and
with three days rest inbet-
ween, the event will run until
August 11.

Gymnastics will be held at

Continued on Page 13

UCLA All-American, Shane Mack, hit a homerun last week for the U.S. Olympic team

Continued from Page 16
"pay advertisements during the
contest know they will not
have exclusive rights during
that time. Instead of only two
games on a Saturday after-
noon there could be as many
as four or five on network TV
and many others on cable.

Thus the advertisers will
pay the networks a lower
price and the networks in turn
will refuse to get into a bid-
ding war with college foot-
ball. If it sounds simple it's

not. -i

Another factor which will
n^t only hurt the weaker
teams, but also UCLA, is the
NCAA TV revenue-sharing
system. Since UCLA will pro-
bably make around -$7(K),000
from the Metrosjwrts packtlge
they will not get their share
from the NCAA.
"How can anyone benefit if

television right's feejv^ went
down?"Dalis said. The win-
ners were the networks.
"A lot of the public think

that the big schools are going

'

to make more money but it's

just the opposite. They're go-
ing to lose at the live gate.
Last year there were 14
basketball games on TV and
some claimed that their atten-
dance was down."

Dalis said that UCLA will
not be able to market their
games next year because they

Peter Dalis

•v\' o u 1 d violate their
Metrosports deal b\ interfer-
ing with the scheduled telecast
in the Los Angeles market.
You can look at it another
way: Who would want to
pick up the tab for a UCLA-
Oregon State game when
Metrosports is already televis-
ing another contest?

The viewer will be the real
winner since he can sit in his
living room and watch college
football at its finest each
Saturday afternoon. But it's

too early to tell if a majority
of the big schools will reap the
benefits, because those could
be hard to come bv if the
networks hold tight to their

, m Continned on Page 13
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UCLA STUDENT SPECIAL;
Hair Cut ^8

|

Perm and Cut . . i^ . . . .^251
I

I

I

I

I

Call George at

international Coiffures

Open 7 Dayi

1419 West^^^^ood Blvd. 479-8625
478-93 1 6

Wirh th« coupon Good thru 7/26/84 I

- - ... J
BAUSCH & LOMB

SOFT CONTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR *Wrm THIS AD E](F. SEPT. 1.19M

BAUSCH & LOMB $ t OO *
30-DAY LENSES 1^9
CHANGE THE COLOR OF
YOUR EVES WITH TINTED
SOU LENStS 42a^

> Ask for

PETER & KURNAJEC
Genera/ Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!

(f':

,\

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

Written Money Back Guarantee
on all lenses INCLUDES FITTING.
CARE KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW-UP VISITS Same Day Service on

IS. All types o< contacts fated .

—

SUNGLASSES BY: 2~- "•**^' • l. b^ *». l««« i.tn. fw.ck«. cm«««.

£YE FASHIONS OPTICAI

* r

TOES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACC-NITE FOR S5 00 ALL YOU CAN lAT

3021 Stmtm Monica Blvd.. SaBta Monica 829-9839 Master Ciiars« -VIm

STRESS — < <

r^^

a force exerted upon (or

resisted by) a body"

sSStmu
Westwo€xl -

10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32]

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDAR!

p BUY A QUESAPfLlA & GET ONE

Summertime
"Livin is Busy'l

a

'^EMmmm^m ^uv a BURRITO RANCHERO &
I nUlffSa GET ONE

KBStt BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
rtmim NACHOS

Olympics —
Wheredidthey all come^from?/

'

'

A noon hou r panel discussion on

TIPS FOR REDUCING and MANAGING
•u.

BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH SPECIAL

NOON
July 12th THURSDAY

KinseyHall141
x_^

*with val id UCLA studgnt or faculty I D.

Sponsored by
Student Psychological Services

Personnel Department
Ombudsman —

i-
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Olympic Notebook ... 16 days until Opening Ceremonies

1984
Olympic team also has a
number of other players from
the Southern California area,

including starting middle
blocker Craig Buck, a former
Pepperdine star.

LA
For years the sport of

volleyball has been dominated
by Southern California players
whether playing in a gym or
on the beach. And on the col-

legiate level, the sport has on-
ly one king, that being UCLA.
But what about the interna-
tional level? - ^

The funny thing is that the
United States has never Won a
medal in the Olympics. But,
that could change this summer
as both women's and men's
teams have an outstanding
chance at a medal, and some
observers are predicting a gold
for the men.
Now that the United States

has finally begun to emerge on
the international level, it's no
coincidence that ^ most of the
key performers have played on
a collegiate level in the
Soqthern California area. For
example, on the women's
team, there are five members
from use and one from
UCLA. On the men's, team,
three Bruins and three Trojans
are mi the roster.

The lone Bruin on the
women's team is Jeanne
_Beauprey, who two )ears ago
Was the team captain and an
All-American setter. Last
summer Beauprev plaved on
the U.S. team at the' World
JJniverMty Gafnes^ and aft^H^^

an impressive performance,
she was in\itecj to tr\()ut lor

(he Olympic tean).

Beauprey saw considerable

action as a middle blocker on
the U.S. team that won the

gold medal at the Pan-
American Games last summer,
but an injury has curtailed her
playing time at the moment.
She suffered a leg stress frac-

tiire and missed a recent tour
in Japan and the Soviet
Union.
Now Beauprey is back and

fighting for playing time at a

position (middle blocker) that
she hasn't played since her
freshman season at 'UCLA.
UCLA women's volleyball
coach Andy BanachoWski said:

"It just shows what a great

athlete she is when they ask

her to switch positions."

Members of the Olympic
team from USC are: Carolyn
Becker, Debbie Green, Kim
Ruddins, Paula Wciskoff and
Sue Woodstra.

The men's team is lead by
the great all-around player
Karch Kiraly. a four-time
All-American at UCLA who.
led the Bruins to four NCAA
titles during his career. Other
former Bruins on the team are
Sieve Salmons and Dave
Saunders.

Three former Trojans who
are currently staring for the
United Srtates^tre^^etter Dusty^
Dvorak, and outside hitters

Pal Powers
and Sieve Timmons. The

If Southern California is the

mecca of volleyball, then no
doubt Indiana is the basket-

ball capital of the world.
Where else in the United
States would an Olympic
basketball exhibition game
draw a crowd like^hey did on
Monday evening at the
Hoosier Dome?
An overflow crowd of

67,596 came to see the Olym-
pians as they defeated a groQp
of NBA all-stars 97-82. The at-

tendance in the new $8.2
million dollar structure broke
the record mark which was set

in 1982 when 61,612 witness-

ed Georgetown and North
Carolina^ j)lay for the NCAA
Championship.

Leading the way for the

Olympic team was St.John's

Chris Mullin with 18 points,

while North Carolina's Sam
Perkins and Michael Jordan
added 14 and 12 respectively.

Cal State Fullerton's Leoo
Wood also had a fine game
with five^ rebounds ancl^four
assists. Larry Bird of the
World Champion Boston

Continued on Page 15

AfHretic Department names
top 13 Men^s track recruits

The UCLA Athletic Department recently released
the top 13 recruits of 1984 for the men's track and
field team.

. First year Head Coach Bob Larson will direct a
talented incoming class which totals 25 athletes, a
number that includes scholarship at^letgs and

New head track coach, Bob Lfirson,

has a talented field of new recruits

cnming in the fall. :

walk-ons.
• 'I

Of the top_ JiLjrecruits, six specialize, in iield^

events. Jim Beene comes from Santa Barbara
Community College wHere Be HidnTIHrow TorWe
school, but did throw the 16 lb. hammer unattach-
ed with a best of 179-6. In high school, though,
Beene led the nation in the 12 lb. hammer with a
best of 203-8. .

Jim Stephens comes to the Bruin campus from
Hellgate High School in Missoula, Montana where
he threw the discus (184-0) and the shot put (54-

10). Chris Sweeney comes from nearby Saddleback
College in the Orange County area where he finish-

ed second in the State Community College Cham-
pionsiups in the shot put t56^), and he also throws^
the discus (170-3). Dave Wilson was the
Washington State Champ in the discus (194-3) and
shot (59-1) while attending Snohomish High School.

Johnny Lee from Santa Monica High School was
the Soutnem Galifornia Champion in the pole vault

(15-6). Transferring from Mt. San Antonio Com-
munity College is Trent Willis w|io finished third in

the state meet in the triple jump (50-11-^4) and is

aU;o impressive in the long jump (25-1)^ ^

Three distance runners are included in the top

13. Tom Grewe won the State steeplechase title

(8:57.3) in the Community College State Champi-
onships while attending' Santa Barbara Community
College. In high school he was the 1982 California

State Champ in the mile. Mileman Jim Ortiz placed

second in his specialty (4:10.06) at the state high
school meet this past year. In his sophomore year at

Barstow High School, he had a best of 8:59.3 in the

tt^o mile. Coming from Dana Hills High School is

Andy Sims, who placed third in the state meet in

the half-mile (1:51.42).

^ome speed men also signed letters of intent to

: \ Continued on Page 14
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Jeanne Beauprey, former UCLA volleyball captain, is the lone
Bruin on the Women's Olympic Volleyball team.

By Melanie Margin

Ships Westwood, the restau-
rant that never closes, will

nevertheless one day bow to
the inexorable tide of modern
skyscrSpenr*

^
along Wilshire Boulevard, ihe
classic example of 1950*s
California coffee shop-style
architecture will eventually be
torn down to make way for a
high-rise office building, ac-
cording to Ginny Kruger, the
planning deputy for westside
Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky's
office. But Ships customers
take heart — there are no
immediate plans for closure of
the restaurant. According to
owner Emmett Shipman, the
restaurant might relocate in
Westwood.
Opened in 1957, the

Wilshire Boulevard restaur^pt
was ultra-modern for its time.
Utilizing the latest in post-

World War II materials cruises above an upswept,
technology, designer Martin boomerang-shaped cantilever
Stem Jr. incorporated colorfu)
plastics and sturdy formica in-
to Ships* design in addition to
terrazzo floors and i^usto

roof. The restaurant, now
dwarfed and anachronistic
Innion^^lilljiigh- rises of the
Wila^jl^^rridor, was once in

I

regulars, she says, are a com-
bination of two groups:
older local residents and
young UCLA students who
come by late at night when
everything else is closed.

1950's coffee sho
made tile wajls. The originul the vanguard of modern,
circuitry included separate commercial architecture

ill #entullly Yjgld to high-rise

& TV I

electrical lines to each table
for toasters -^--m S hips
hallmark. With a toaster at
each table, said Shipman,
customers always were guar-
anteed hot toast.

Although tables and toasters
had to be rej^Mced over the
years, the red and yellow
balloon-like plastic light fix-

tures and the rolled stainless
steel counters are original.
Outside, a neon rocket ship

During the time when merif^

traveled to tlie moon and the
United States felt the
economic boom of the post-
war years. Ships flourished.

Customers by the tlioiisands,

young and old, stopped in for
coffee or a meal — many
coming regularly.

Vera, a seven-year veteifan
waitress, says she serves solne
patrons who have been eatii^g

at Ships since it opened. The

A couple who moved to
Hollywood when it was only
dirt streets. The Bev. Leonard
Eilers, 86, an(J his wife
Frances, W, have returned to
Ships over and over again
since it opened. "Any cowboy
will go anywhere for a good
roast-beef sandwich," their
daughter Joy said, referring to
her father who is also known
as "The Preaching Cowboy."
Joy especially likes the indi-

vidual toasters. But she does
not like urban sprawl, and the

loss of an older Southern
California way of life. "Pro-
gress is the root of all evil,"
she said, referring to the
systematic appropriation of
Southern California land for
modern high-rises. "We don't

J||ceit, but we're helpless."
The Lqj Angeles Conser-

vancy, an organization con-
cerned with the survival of
buildings representative of
Southern California life and
history, is dedicated to "the
recognition, preservation and
revitalization of our urban en-
vironment." But even the L.A.
Conservancy feels the futility
in trying to preserve Old
Westwood. "The economics
(in keeping a building like
Ships) don't pan out," said
spokesperson Buthann Lehrer.
There was an analogous

situation, she explained, in the
effort to save Tiny Naylor's,

Continued on Page 6
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Pub still dry

after permit

the rich get richer

in college football?
By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

It has been two weelcs since
the Supreme Court ruled that
the NCAA's control of college
football telecasts violated fed-
eral antitrust laws and thus
the NCAA lost their 32-year-
old hold of TV rights. Since
then the NCAA has been

According to UCLA
Athletic Director Peter Dal is,

the Bruins will not stike it rich

because they are obligated ta

denied again

By Sean McColbugh

Neither beer nor wine will

be flowing from th^
Cooperage Pub anytime soon
as the Alcoholic Beverage
Control Appeals Board last

Monday reversed a previous
ABC decision to issue an on-
campus liquor license.

This decision marks
ASUCLA's second failed at-

tempt to obtain a license for

the Pub which has remained
dry since the Coop's remodel-
ing two years ago.
The ABC had granted the

license in both instances, but
the Appeals Board reversed
those decisions based on peti-

tions submitted by UCLA
Public Health Professor Ed-
ward Bada.

According to ASUCLA Ex-
ecutive- Director Jason Reed,
"Edward Rada is working
with his Methodist Church
and the

^Monday, July 16, 1984

Democrats join

OUR HOME IS YOUR HOME - Olympic dignitaries greet the first Olympic athlete, People's Republic of
China's triple-iumper Zou Zhenxlan, to enter UCLA's Olympic Village. From left: UCLA ChanQellor Charles
Young, LAOOC President Peter Ueberroth, Village Mayor Jim Easton, Mayor Tom Bradley (behind Zhenxlan)
and Councilman Zev Yaroslavsky.

a contract with Metrosports,
who will carry 15 Pac-10
games during the course of 12
weeks. Dalis also feels that
UCLA will suffer at the gate
for those games televised live.

A good example of a live

iicrambUi^ for an alternative MT^/^*^''^'*
will be the

totherulinir
- ^*^«-n«"ve Nebraska game on Sept. 22,

* which Dalis said will no doubt
The first reaction to the

landmark decision was that
people thought schools such \s
UCLA, USC, Notre ^ Dame,
Oklahoma and other *

college
football powerhouses would
strike it^ rich. The NCAA
would no longer have a say in
what many people see as a
windfall for the big^ football
program schools. The rich
would get richer and poor
would get pnorPr righf?
Wrong.

have an -effect on the atten-

dance. "What . would you
rather do, pay $17 a ticket or
watch the game in your living
room?" Dans questioned.

^ CBS official said that last

year th4B UCLA-Nebraska
game was worth around $1.2
million, but this year the
value will be about $800,000.
Dalis warns that the Networks
are only going to pay so much
for garnet because p^opU who

Los Angeles County
Commission on Alcoholism" to

keep the Pub alcohol-free.
Racia feels he is spearheading
a statewide movement against
alcohol on college campuses.
Reed said.

. Raymond Chavira, chair-

man of the County Commis-
sion on Alcoholism's Preven-
tion Committee alleged during

The 'Appeals Board
report states the Pub is

not "a bona fide^ eating

place — Servomation
would provide only en-

chiladas, burritos and
tacos from watming
truys, which, like salatk

or sandwiches, do not
fall within the statutory

definition of 'meals'.

Increased staffing^ LAOOC contract

9 profits

to fill ticket

By Philipp Gollner
Senior Staff Writer

^

T^ie^ 1^4^ i^emocfatlc^ Na-
tional Convention officially
l^egins today in San Francisco,
and over the next four days,
3,931 delegates from all over
the country will decide who
will lead the Democrats
against Ronald Reagan in
November's election.

The delegates will also draft
a party platform and select
future party officials.

Although most expect
front-runner Walter Mondale
to win the nomination, Col-
orado- Sen. Gary Hart has
promised to fight to the very
end for the top spot on
November's ballot. In addition
to Hart's challenge, Mondale
faces pressure Trom the Rev.
Jesse Jackson on several platv
form issues.

> 99

tlie hearings that "alcohol
with young peoplle tends to be
a more important process
because (of) their relative lack
of maturity."
A May 31 Daily Bruin arti-

cle reported Rada testifying in

front of the hoard that he is

^ Continued on Page 15 against granting the license for

Continued on Page 4

By kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

UCLA's Campus Parking
Service is not finding the
Olympics as great a ptofit-

making venture as many other
vendors, according to
Transportation Services Ad-
ministrator Mark Stocki.

Although other lot owners
have hiked their Olympic
parking prices, Stocki said
UCLA, wAich negotiated and
signed a contract with the Los
Angeles Olynfipic Organizirtg
Committee in 1981, is charg-
ing the LAOOC the normal
$2 per space rate. While profit

is important, it is not the
main objective^ Stocki said,_
adding, "the main point is to
have successful Games."
LAOOC officials were

unavailable to comment on
their parking, contracts with
other vendors.

The LAOOC is renting ap-
proximately 3,500 spaces for a
40-day period, which began
July 1. The spaces which are
set aside include tHe residen-

tial area lots. Lots 4 and 6

100,000 parking spaces at $10
each to Olympic spectators
during the Games, Stocki said,

explaining GPS expects to earn
$1 million from visitor parking
in addition to the LAOOC
funds for the allocated lots.

Stocki said he was not con-
cerned with raising prices for

spectator parking because the
drivers will primarily not be
students. The total expected
income from visitor parking

and LAOOC renting is $1.28
million.

Despite the \yay LAOOC
uses its parking spaces, it is

required to pay . for all of
them, Stocki said, adding that
the contract stipulates that all

areas are to be vacated be-

tween Aug. 16 and the first

week of September.
; Stocki said that for any area
not vacated according to

Continued on Page 6

Jackson complained earlier
in the primary season about
primarv election procedures in
several states which hold
run-off elections when no
candidate receives over 50
percent of the vote. Jackson
contends that this process
discriminates against himself
and other minority candidates
because,^ he chaims, blacks are-
less likely to win in a head to
head contest with a white

\

candidate. He has vowed to
push for a platform amend-

Continued on Page 4

and portions of Lot 8.

But CPS expects to sell

Olympic Notes
Simultaneous ceremonies to open the
Olympic Villages at UCLA and USC took
place Saturday morning. Village Mayor Jim
Easton and Los Angeles Mayor Tom
Bradley welcomed athletes to the UCLA
Village, while Village Mayor Philip N:
Brubaker and City Councilman Robert Far-
rell welcomed athletes to the USC Village.

The UCLA Olympic Village will have a
population of some 4,40? during the
Games. Athletes and coaches from Algeria
to Zimbabwe, 62 countries in all, will be
housed in the Village, which boasts of pro-
viding all the comforts and conveniences of
a small city.

Stadium's newly constructed "Main Street,"
an area designed for all possible needs that
athletes might have during the Games.
On Main Street, athletes are able to

phone home, exchange money, eat, send
mail, purchase sundry items, pjay video
games, get a haircut and dance at
"ChamfjS," the Village disco.
The Village will also provide a wide

range of medical services, including dental,
eye and radiology care. A variety of inter-

national cuisine will also be available
around the clock. ^7"

The 1984 Games, the largest in Olympic
history, will involve about 7,800 athletes

./

The UCLA Village fealurts an.enclave of from 141 nations competing in 'a record 221
shops and entertainment centers at Drake medal events in 21 sports.

^
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Report cites work place, chemicals

as majti causes of Lab melanoma
, ,1 I

,
- - . fc* - _ .. . „ ,, I 1 —- —— — —

By Kati Rocky

LARKSPUR — Work environments and chemicals at the
University of California-operated Lawrence Livermore Labora-
tory were determined as agents which caused employees to con-
tract malignant melanoma at a four times the normal rate, a
recently released state health department report stated.

Malignant melanoma, a rare form of skin cancer, can be fatal

if not diagnosed in its early stages. Melanomas commonly begin
in pigmented cells of the skin, such as a mole or wart, and
spreaa^&pidly.

In 1980, the state health department reported findings which
concluded that between 1969 and 1980, Livermore employees
had contracted malignant melanoma at four times the rate of
the general population.

This report did not offer reasons for the higher rate, and in
1980 the Department of Energv* and various other agencies sup-

* ported state health department efforts to determine what had
caused the increased melanoma rate at Lawrence Livermore
Laboratory, Chief of the State's Cancer Epidemiology Section
Dr. Donald Austin said.

According to Austin, 32 workers who were employed between
1J69 andl^ were diagnosed as^ having melanoma. Employees^^
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were questioned about their lifestyles and personal habits, or
their next of kin were consulted if the employee had died.

Austin said he also obtained laboratory records concerning
employment and medical data. This data provided him with
what jobs employees held and where their offices were, Austin
said, adding that all of, this information was coded and fed into
a computer.

Four melanoma-free Livermore employees were also inter-
vieVved and compared with each of the 32 employees who con-
tracted melanoma, Austin explained. He said these control
groups, composed of people having the same age, sex, race and
time of employment of the employees who contracted
TTielanoma, were questioned about their lifestyles and personal
habits.

Data from this study showed, as a group, Livermore
employees did not match the description of any medically-
recognized, unusually high risk melanoma group, Austin said.
He added that high risk types, have either light .skin, many
moles or a higher education. Austin said he thought it was
strange tliat the latter wa^ a> high-ri&k groufi, but that is what
statistics have shown. . »

Continued on Page 5
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Official to offer Games transportation tips

People can ride to UCLA on public, reserved bus line:

Barbara Myers, discharge
coordinator at the UCLA
Medical Center, will speak on
"Getting to UCLA the Easy
Way During the Olympic
Period," at noon on Wednes-
dayr^a^y 18 in Center for
Health Sciences Room 13-105.

Myers will discuss public
transportation and reserved
bus lines and routes, said
James Mundy, Education
Director for the UCLA Allied
Health Programs.

.

The one-hour pFesentation
is aimed to alleviate the traffic

and parking pains that UCLA
employees, students, hospital

patients and visitors will face
during the Olympics, Mundy
said.

The UCLA Medical Center
Ts' presenting the program
because the Medical Center
\aiill be most severelv affected
by the Olympic traffic. "We
(the Medical Center) can't
curtail operations. We can't

stop treating patients just
because of events (the Olym-
pics)," Mundy added.

. —Sherry Haraguchi

^I)'8iii}
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The Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only)

PERMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING
t=r=^^^EaALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS S 18 & Uff

For appointment call: 208-J 468

1007 BRQXTQN AVE. (Above Mario's Restaurant). WESTWOQD

V5V

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUKlEUP
LUBE & Ottr

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosrh Plugs & Paints P%r\nz Oil Adjust

Valves. Carb Timing Bra'.es. Clutch. Chieck

Batfery & Front Alignment
'

FREE

VALLEY
TOWING

$39.95*

RELINE
BRAKES

Repface all Shoes and linmgs' Pack Front

Wheel Bearings. Turn Drjrns as needed. In

spect wheel cyK Master C 'I. & Fill System.
'

$49.95*
From lube & Oil to OverhoMl • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

^, ^. (818)785^112 (213)27S2865
A 1 AUTO 7957 Von Niiys Blvd . 2^ BIks So. of Roscoe * MOSt VWS

^ecare

mpic Visitors.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.
^-NofipporntmefTt needed, no waitmg: ;

—
-T""^

""^
;

'—T"*^

• All Olympic visitors welcome. '
„ '

• Qualified physician always on duty.
'

• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics, Sun., Aug. 5.

-EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA IE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AP

\QS3h6b

SANTA

OLYMPIC
f

MONICA BL.

H IGHEST QUAUTY
SOFT CONTACT LENSES

AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES
Bausch S tomb • Hydrocurve • VIstakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntax • Pamalant

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT LENSES
UP TO 30 DAYS CONTINUOUS WEAR

*—— *•

.

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Inchidm Ey«
PAIR Examination

I

DAILY WEAR SPH SOR LENSES

$199
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A Includes Ef•
PAIR Examination

EXTENDED WEAR SOR CONTACT LENSE^^

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Personal Service • Pro-

fessional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Eye Examination
• Glaucoma Test • Lens Fit-

ting • Complete Training •

Follow-up Visits for 6 Mon-
ths • Chem. Care Kit •

Same Day Service Most
Lenses • Written Guarantee

$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

A IncludM Eya
PAIR Examination

^'PaC

Five rich, natural
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of
>charge.

• Amber

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

"S 475-76021
^^^\\\

sight visa • Masterc«r

bptometric Canter VhionPtaM

Dr. Greenspan

[?

USAC to pay
own overhead
for 1984-85

By Loel Solomon
City Editor

The Undergraduate Stu-
dents Association Council ap-
proved its $149,440 Proforma
Budget Tuesday, electing to
pay for more than $25,000 of
yearly maintenance and
utilities costs td which council
members previously objected.
Those council members,

lead by Undergraduate Presi-
dent Gwyn Lurie, contended
that ASUCLAj Services and
Enterprises* budget — which
includes Students* Store and
food services revenue —
should absorb the overhead
costs in USAC's operating
budget so student government
can use its funds for student-
oriented activities.

At USAC's June 27 meeting.
Undergraduate President
Gwyn Lurie said, "My per-
sonal feeling is that we should
very seriously look into having
ASUCLA pay (USACs)
overhead costs.".

But Lurie mellowed her

^
news Peter Pae. News Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Assisunt News Editor

SERIOUS COVERAGE — Photographers interested in snapping shots of
the UCLA Olympic Village opening ceremony have their equipment sear-
ched by an entrance guard to ensure tight security.

' --~-»*^ .^

contention at Tueday's
meeting, explaining if the
ASUCLA Board of Control
decided to pay for USAC's
maintenance and utilities costs

at its next meeting, the funds
already budgeted would be a
"windfall.**

"We'll pay for it here or
pay for it there,'* Lurie said.

"Either way students are go-
ing to pay.

Lurie withdrew another
argument waged at the June

meeting that USAC should not
include the expenses because
they do not appear in the
Graduate Students* Association
budget.

"We have a completely dif-

ferent budget structure than
GSA,** she said. "They can
wait on their (budget for the
BOG decision). We can*t wait
pn ours."

The budget approved by
council covers all expenses

Cpntinued on Page 5
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mt S^tniier Sox
"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY**

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9:00 — SAT 9-6 — SUN. 11-4

1928
SRRROP

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

"^^'°^^
S1S?D^?S ISIvS'^OKER AND NON-SMOKERIMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

KELAX — Swnch
toapipm"

A true ptfw wnokcr
dOMnoi tntialc

Com* m >of our (rM
instruction

brochure
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11645 Wilshiw Blvd Ri.Ha 1070. W.L.A.

UCLA
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BRUIN

TIRED OF TWEEZjNG

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTEJD HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed permanently - by Electrolysis

Corripljmentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
1410 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

I
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Augi
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SHIRIN'S
European Concept

in Hair & Nails

11635 Barrlncton Gt.

In Brentwooo Village

I

I

I

I
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I ''We Love Students''

I DISCOUNT

-

I Save 50% on all Haircuts,
I Perms & Hi-liting (with this ad)

I Call for appointment

!_ 476-7477
------------------ 1*-- -T^^^-^Ti--
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Parking Service ponders plans

for future UCLA lot development
By Kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

Although the development of new parking structures and the
creation of new lots are not in UCLA's immediate future. Cam-
pus Parking Service is considering various construction options.
Transportation Services Administrator Mark Stocki said.
CPS is evaluating possible building sites on and near campus -

to t>etter accomodate the UOLA community's parking needs.
Stocki said construction on Lots 1 and 4 are among the major
parking projects under consideration.
A structure containing an office building and more parking is

bemg considered for Lot 1, Stocki said. Lot 4, the Wooden
Center parking lot, may be extended underground beneath
Spaulding Field, he added.

According to Stocki, building underground parking lots is ex- -.

pensive, but they also are *a more efficient use of space"
because lots can be built underneath existing structures. Con-
verting Lot 32 into an above-ground parking structure is also
under consideration, but it is not a priority project at this time
he added.

'

CPS Manager Mary Hook named more possible areas for con-
struction. Hook said that in addition to the Lots 1 and 4 con-
struction proposals. Lot 3 may be extended westward. Addi-
tionally, Lot 12 and the Sunset Canyon Recreation Center lot
may be developed. Although many construction options exist
"not all will be chosen," Hook said.

Although Stocki and Hook did not specify when construction^
will begin, they said CPS could begin building without totally
eliminating its current outstanding debts. "We are not preclude—

x

ed from doing it (taking on additional debts)," Hook ^aid. "We
may take on additional debts before these are paid off."

^-^ Continued on Page 6

*35s
Complete w/single-
vision plastic lenses.

choice of tints.

With Student or Staff LD.

GOOD LOOKS . . . GOOD PRICES

ii

lU8^CjlendonAve.-;~ -

"

Westwood EXPIRES: 7/22/84 li
In the village!

200-3570 ^ '-

ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations
1310 San Fernando Blvd

. Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd

. across from
Busch Gardens, in Van Nuys

1717 W Colorado. E3gle Hock
7606 Foothifl Blvd . Tujunga
9024 Recreation (j^ircle Fountain Vallev

/^
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IT IS

THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DO!!

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER!

§!• NATEBLOp
And

SAVE LIVES
-AHHt

jJCU BLOOD DONOR CENTER
UCLA 's onlypermanent on campus, donor facility

OPEN ALL SUMMER! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE
UCLA MEDICAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOR. ROOM A2-
260. JUST DOWN THE HAU FROM STUDENT HEALTH.
OPEN MON.-FRIDAY 8:00 AM TO 6:30 PM. CALL 826-
0888. - —
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GMAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO

GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938

for information. Please Call:

Encino (818) 990-3340
Los Anoehs\^est (213) 202-1924

CeMral City (213) 268-2683
Orange County (714) 731-3059

UCLA li ASUCLA (CAREER ft STUDENT) EMPLOYEEl
CONTINUE TO RECEIVE 4 HOURS ADMIN. LEAVE
WtTH PAY OR COIMP TIME (ASUCLA) FOR EACH
DONATION! AVAIUiLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY.

REDISCOVER

ASvir

The Best Hamburgers;
_JRoot Bepr & Floats

1 1 660 Santa
Monica Blvd.
(Westwood to Santa
Monica, 1 mile West,

near Barrington)

HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
FOR EYES

New Improved

Permalens III

S125
Total

Permalens 6^4 op
Bausch&Lomb v | jjl
30 Day Extended

^^
Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total incl. exam, care kit

& followups)

S75
Total

2168 Pacific. LB., (21J) 591 1594

7232 Van NuysVN.. (213)786 5892

414 StateCollege 81 Anaheim (714) 774-4510

9400 Firestone Downey (213) 803-1222

1482 S Robertson. L.A . (213) 278-1744
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EYE SURGERY/
ELIMINATE GLASSES
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Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future stUl a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems an(t
advise you on the best direction for your future.

Ail readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment
' AUo availableforparty and group meettngm.

471-1870

INTRODUCTOEY
CERTIFICATE

$1500 Value
Now you can hmve the
benefit of a reading
of jroor choice forJust

FSYCKIC READINGS g ASTROLOGICAL CHAH IS

Liquor license
Continued from Page 1

"public welfare and moral

reasons," as well as legal

issues.

Rada was out of state and

could not be reached for

comment at press time.

But whether moral or legal

concerns prompted Rada to

file the petitions, the Appeals

Board denied the license pn

technical grounds.

In the first Appeals Board

decision, ASUCLA was denied

the license because it was
defined as a student organiza-

tion, Reed said. To comply
with the board's wishes, the

association contracted- §nj)iit;^

side vendor to obtain the

license and operate the Pub.

However, in the recent ap-

peal, the board found that

"Servomation would merely
be acting as an agent of

ASUCLA, a party determined

earlier to be ineligible for a

license," ABC Appeals Board
Council Floyd Mitzner said.

Additionally, the Appeals
Board report states the Pub is

not "a bona fide eating place
— Servomation would provide

only enchiladas, burritos and
tacos from warming trays,

which, like salads or sand-
wiches, do not fall within the

statutory definition of 'meals.*"

The Appeals Board report

goes on to state that, as pro-
posed, the Pub does not meet
the requirements neeessary for

it to be considered a "bona
fide restaurant" apart from
the Coop.

In order for Servomation to

obtain the liquor license. Reed
said, the ASUCLA Board of
Control would have to give

the vendor power to make
decisions in critical areas, par-

Convention
Continued from Page 1

ment which would prevent
this practice in th^ future.

In addition to calling for an
end to run-off elections,
Jackson's forces have said they
will lobby for three othei: plat-
form amendments, two of
which concern foreign policy.
But the Southern orator is ex-
pected to make his biggest im-
pact on the convention during
a speech Tuesday night. If

ticularly in hiring standards
and enforcement of pay scales
"The BOC wanted the Pub

run by our own^ standards,"
Reed explained, emphasizlrtg"
the difference between Ser-
vomation, a profit-pursuing
entity, and non-profit
ASUCLA. >

BOC Alumni Representative
Richard Ebbert said the
association has tracjitionally

hired students preferentially
and paid them exceptional
wages. He concurred with
Reed in noting that the BOC
does not want these values
sacrificed by Servomation.

While ASUCLA struggles to
obtain a liquor license for the
Puh, students a^UC Berkelgy^,.^
California State" Universfty at

Northridge and several other
universities across the state in-

dulge at licensed campus
pubs.

"Places like Berkeley and
Northridge have never been
tested," Reed said, adding
that opposition starts the^-
scrutinization process in mo-
tion.

"^' ^^
But ASUCLA's Pub, having

been subjected to. the Appeals
Board's scrutiny and found in-

eligible for a liquor license,

faces three options. First, the
board can take their argument
to ani^ appellate court — a
"feasible" move according to

ASUCLA attorneys but an
alternative Reed has not had
time to j6qnsider. Secondly,
the BOC can elect to alter the
terms of its agreement with
Servomation. And, finally, /

there exists the option of giv-

ing up the battle altogether.

Reed, however, maintained
that the third alternative is

the least likely course of ac-

tion: "We will never give up
the fight."

said in the AP story. "(The
question) is whether or not

America is ready, not whetlier
a woman is ready."

Although the suspense over
Mondale's choice as runn-
ing-mate is now over, this-

Jackson can . stir "up" his au
dience the way 1ie~has*t>een^
doing all along during the
trampaigri trail, the more soft-
spoken Mondale^ may appear
rather dull in comparison.

Indeed, many observers
question whether Mondale
will be able to inspire the kind
of zeal on which party unlfjT
and morale depend. At the
convention, the former vice-
president will be pressed to
show the nation's Democrats
he is in fact ready to lead this
country. (According to the
latest Gallup jk)!!,. Mondale i&
running 19 points behind
President Reagan.)

Nonetheless, some Demo-
cratic Party leaders believe
Mondale's choice of New York
Representative Geraldfirie Fef-
raro as his running mate has
enlivened the campaign.

"It's a breakthrough for the
women of America," House
Speaker Thomas P. (Tip)
O'Neill was quoted as saying
in an Associated Press article
last Thursday. "She's a great
person a great choice, and I
thmk she'll be a great asset to
the Democratic party?'

Others, however, were less
enthusiastic about Mondale's
choice. Choosing a woman as
vice-presidential running-mate
yas "pr^matiirp politioQlly,

week's convention will be far

ixpm boring. 12,000 print and
television journalists will en-

sure that millions of people
around the world will be
-given a chance to see the ex-

citement in San Francisco's

George R. Moscone Conven-
tion Center.
"Viewers will witness the
keynote address by New York
Gov. Mario Cuomo", followed
by speeches from such party
strongmen as Massachusetts
Sen. Edward Kennedy, former
President Jimmy Carter and
O'Neill. Mondale, Hart and
Jackson will deliver speeches
aimed at swaying delegate
loyalties and influencing plat-

form debates.

However, neither Hart nor

Jackson is expected to attract a

significant number of addi-

tional delegates te their
camps. Most estimates place

Mondale's delegate total at

well over the 1,967 needed for

nomination.
On Wedi^esday evening,

Hart will address the convefT-

tion crowds ih what may be
his last chance to attract
publicity before the official

nomination Thursday.
Observers expect Hart to be at

his best during that speech,
capitalizing on the last-minute

opportunity to expose Mon-
dale's weaknesses.

In addition to the excite-

ment inside the convention
center, many groups ranging
from the Ku Klux Klan on the

right to the Communist
Worker's Party on the left,

Sen. Howell Heflin (D-Ala)
will e6mpete/for m6dla
coverage tnitside.

f^^>n

Livermore
Continued from Page 2

Austin said because the
Livermore employees who
contracted melanomas were
not members of an unusually
large, high risk group, Liver-
more employees had to be
contracting melanomas
because of some common
denominator in their past his-
tory.

Austin said he found five
factors in common between
melanoma victims, which are:
• Work with radioactive ma-
terials.

• Work with volatile
Pbptographic chemical ex-
I>6sure

• Work at Site 300, a small
nuclear bomb detonator test

site in Alameda County.
(Austin noted that nuclear
bombs themselves are not set
off there, only the device
which allows them ^o_ ex-
plode.)

~

• Work at a nuclear explo-
sion test site on a South
Pacific island.

• Have duties of a chemist.
In Austin's opinion, he said

that "these five factors make
Livermore employees four
times more' susceptibTe to
melanoma t;han the general
population and would explain
the four times higher than
normal melanoma rate."
Of the 32 cases, Austin said

33 percent had some associa-
tion with radioactive materials
in their work place, 32 per-
cent made at least one visit to
Site 300, 16 percent worked
around volatile photo chemi-
cals, 4 percent were in the
presence of nuclear tests con-
ducted near Pacific islands
and 2 percent of the people
performed chemist duties.
Livermore's Biomedical

Director Dr. Mort Mendelsohn
said the laboratory is very
skeptical of the way Austin
has interpreted this data, and
they are in the process of
analyzing and evaluating the
report to decide what actions
to take.

But Mendelsohn said the
laboratory is in agreement
with the recommendations
Austin proposed.

These recommendations in-
clude:

• Begin a screening and
surveillance program on all

people who fail into the high
risk category;"
• Have an industrial
hygienist study the five risk

factors and try to identify the
specific agents.
• Treat any new cases as past
ones have been, with inter-
views and control-group com-
parisons.

• Notify past employees who
may be at a high risk of con-
tracting melanoma. ^ —
• Have independent resear-
chers, not connected with the
laboratory, conduct any fur-
ther studies.

"We have already begun a
major campaign counting
moles and determining which
people are Irt a higti-risk
group, and we will comply
with all of the other recom-
mendations except one,"
Mendelsohn said.

Mendelsohn explained that
the laboratory is . not sure
about the necessity or possibil-

ity' of contacting all former
Livermore employees that
may h^ve a high risk of con-
tractiiig malignant melanoma.

Further reports will be con-
ducted, and he expects the
melanoma studies to continue
for 10 more years, Mendelsohn
added.
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TOP QUALITY COPIES

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy 8i Santa Monica Blvd

)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd
WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F 8 30 - 7 pm
SAT 10 - 4 pm

BAUSCH & LOMB

SOFT CONTACTS
*89 PER

PAIR *WIIH IHW AO EXP. SETT. 1. 19M

BAUSCH & LOMB $
30-DAY LENSES 129
CHANGE THE COLOR OF
YOUR EYES WITH TlffTED
SOFT LENSES 129*

Written Money Back Guarantee
on all lentcs. INCLUDES FITTING.
CARE Krr. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS. Same Day Service on
most contacu. Ail types of contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY; g^ "**^-•!.*»>,. La«,. m.^,,^ r.,*^, ca.,^

EYE FASHIONS OPTICAL
3P2 1 S««f Mo«ic« Blvd., S«»f Moaic* 829-9839 fUmntrnt Chars« -Vtoa

USAC
Continued from Pace 3
unrelated to undergraduate
student government's seven
commissions and the offices of

the general representatives,

the two vice presidents and
the president.

The budget also provides
more than $275,000 for USAC
commissions and offices which
the budget subcommittee will

allocate this summer, •
'

course of the year. •

The council also discussed
recent parking hikes. "They
(administrators) always seem
to do these things in summer,"
said Second Vice President
Monica Ibarr^, noting the
council's difficulty in mobiliz-
ing vacationing students dur-
ing the summer."

Lurie revealed X'proposal to
counter the newly established
-Sunday parkirtfiffee^ and Xol'

In other budget- related
business, the council elected

Administrative Vice President

-32 rate hike, which sh^ said
she presented to ad-

thtst
Beth Fujishige and Student
Welfare Commissioner Mike
Cohn to sit on the USAC Pro-

gramming Committee. The
committee is responsible for

distributing more than
$125,000 to various student

organizations during the

minislialui s—

e

arlier tn rs
month. The proposal calls for
subsidizing student parking by
differentiating between stu-

dents and non-students and
increasing non-student park-
ing. **W^e^e anxiously
awaiting a response for that
proposal," she said:

UTO INSURANCE
-^snd Motorcycis)

TOPflW§URER offers special
collejge student progranr> to

sharbly lower your present
ratea Faculty and others may
alsofenefit. Call us In

^—

—

WesivGGd: 208-3548

ilnsurkIde, Inc. - 1 100 Glendon Suite 1447

Ri FR€€ of THIRST/
>Ctt€flrm'et^^.
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Anat
-fcXM

Groo>
and

1Wo Hi-lte pdyethytone
tion drinking caps, velcro straps.

designed
to be hand het

STOR
* Increas* A*fObk: Fitness

mbicycle frame wirKlsuirfer boom
pole.

U0per Body
* Prevent Dehydration

COUPON EXPIRES 8/17/84

II^ERrATIOfAL

OISCOUNI MARI

M/FM STEREO
e Stereo Headphone
e Separate Volume,

Torie, Power Controls

' Belt Clip

NOW
OPEN
7

DAYS

II^ERrATIGNXL

WOODSTOCK

PHONE

PEANUTS CKaractert
•1956. 1965 Un<t«d F«aturM

' Syndicate, inc.
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THE GENIE
PHONE

ADD
A
LITTLE

DECORATOR TOUCH
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in Two-Tone
Colors
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OISCOUNI MART

MON.-SAT. 11-7 PM • SUN. 12-5 PM

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHECK OR
CREDIT CARD PRICES. 4H HIGHER

LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER —
12220 VENICE BLVD.

LOS ANGELES, CA 90066

390-4477

Ma%)»<Cart]

Prices subject to change.

Not res{)onsible for

typographical errors.

Limited to stock on hand

s\

'-XT'

«.h*M^^^M^^MW^l^.^^ A^_->-am*^^>MM_Mki^

Ours is a dining experiencewhere^^DiijcanJeeUbe
""•"^friendliness anJ'tas^^^^^ .

."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches.

NQWiEATimiNG PASTA SALADS

.

Call atiead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

Santo Monica: 2222 Wilshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

Encino; f85^D777

V
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a choice,
a responsibility

California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
since 1969. . .

• FRXX pregnancy tMtn,
with results while^bu wait
Unplanned pregnancy/

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
$595rCOMPLETE

(WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS. LABOR. INSTALLATION .kSt. nrk^TMWF I !PINO HID6eN CHARGES INCLUDES TUNE UP!

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. Tunnip
2. Value Adl
3. Lube

4. ON Omimi > 8. OMdi BMlcry Water

5. Brake aJT 9. lM|Mct Front End
6. Oaidi M. 10. CowpiMrton Teat

7. Scnte Air Cfeaner II. (Pnaawf i Teat CooUng Syrtem)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z, 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

$49.
95

Ships •• K

Pana * Labor (Gaa ft Air Film atta)

ii{]'^^^j/;iu;r' TOYOTA DATSUN $79.
95

Ml USED CAR DIAGNOSIS - SSO.OO
» THIS IS AN ITONEST GARAGE *

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4652 • 829-7012

•'•?•>•••••>••/

•Tai

general op local anesthesia
• Birth control

• Qynecplogical exams

Family Planning
Associates Medical Group
WIL8HIRE DISTRICT
601 8 Westmoreland Ave.

ALI HAIR SALON

-=^=- («18) 788-7«S8 .-——_=,
WEST LOS ANGELES -*————
12304 Santa Monica Blvd

(813)820^084

confidontif.l • professional • affordable

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A HKOI rsSIONAl. OPIOMI IRK ( OKPOKAiiON

20%
Discount

With any regular

"Hair Service:
""^

Haircuts
"

Perms
Color
Etc.

*

Come see tis soon
208-6300

1093 Broxton. Westwood
(•bov«Wh«r«lio«s« Records)

.. /
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Continued from Page 1

also a 1950's vintage coffee
shop. Although it could not be
preserved at its Hollywood
location, a massive attempt
was made to save the drive-in
by relocation. Moving the
structure did not prove fea-
sible: a citizen who volun-
teered to move the building
did not carry through on the
offer. Tiny Naylor's, though
still standing today, is doomed
for demolition. The same
analysis applies to Ships.
The L.A. Conservancy has

made no attempt to save the
Ships building .because it

would be a lost cause, accor-
ding to Lehrer. Its location,
she says, prevents preserva-
tion. "The entire Wilshire cor-
ridor is going to high-rises,"
she points out, and Ships is

one of the last one-story
buildings to go.

The valu^e of the Ship?
building is less than 10 percent
the value of the land
underneath it, according to

tax assessment records. In
1977, the land was appraised
at $2,585,550, whereas the
restaurant was appraised at

$147^588,

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

'Change the color of your
eyes" soft lenses

^159
Sleep-in soft lenses,
Permalens, DuraSoftr

Bausch & Lomb

SUMMER CLEARANCE

. SALE
A ON ARTIST MATERIALS A
I 40% TO 50% OFF I

ON MANY ITEMS

'159 !

Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses ^49 |

Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. &
folldwup visits (one year) and deluxe chcm. kit. |

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-
cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

JSANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531
I

MONTH OF JULY
-•--^

CASH. CHECK. VISA. M.C. AND AM.EX

28!
2605 Lincoln BJvd. (at Ocean Park

" le Lucky StiopptngCcnrc
1421 S. Robertson Blvd.

SUIlnif Pieo)—

Visa, Master Card, Expires 7/25/84 with this ad. *
I

I

AMICHAEL'SA
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS

HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOD - 915 WESTWOOD BLVD
LONG BEACH ^^ ?137 BELLFLOWiR^BLVB-^
IWEW EXTENDED HOURS - MON.TO FRI 8:30-6:30. SAT 9-5

S&Ufn
' Westwood

10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32]

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENOARI

MON. BUYAQUESADILLA & GET ONE

YOU CAN AFFORD A

NAKAMICHI
STEREO CASSETTE DECK

TUES. BUY A TQSTADA & GET ONEx^ FREC

WED. TACO-NITE FOf^ $5 00 ^LL YOU CAW EAT

THURS ^^^ ^ BURRITO RANCHERO &
GET ONE

ei>E ^^^ ^ PIJCHER OF BEER AND GET
^MCl. NACHOS

• Dolby B-C
• Timer Switch-
• Memory
• Auto Repeat
• Metal Tape
• Master Fader

COME IN AND AUDITION
"

mm IS the most MUSICAL
sounding cassette deck in the

world.

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH SPECIAL
2212 WILSHIRE BLVD.

Santa Monica 453-4451

^Wlth valid 1 \C[ A student or faculty ID UOI (DO »«__ rs . . .

A&ordingTo offtcials at the
Los Angeles Planning
Department, no permits for

either demolition or construe*
tion have been issued yet.

Parking contract
Continued from Page 1

schedule, LAOOC will be
charged for damages incurred
in addition to the payment
agreed upon in the contract.
But he added, "The critical

thing is to get the spaces back
— not the $2."

•Much of the money received
from renting the spaces,
however, will only offset CPS'
costs during the Games. Addi-
tional costs include paying
salaries for a larger staff, mak-
ing new signs, changing park-
ing gates and installing addi-

tional lighting, Stocki explain-

ed.

This lost revenue, in addi-
tion to the increase in parking
staff and their hours of

employment, greatly decreases
CPS* share of the Olympic
profits, Stocki said.

^^Because of increased ex-

penses, Stocki said CPS ex-

pects to clear approximately
$300,000 of the visitor parking
revenue and the $280,000
brought in by LAOOC. "If

$300,000 (of the visitor park-
ing revenue) comes in, Fll be
very happy," he said.

The money CPS generates
from the Games will be put
into existing budget reserves,

Stocki "Sard: Those Tu jfidST" In
conjunction with existing
reserve funds, will be used to

pay off current CPS debts
which include the Wooden
Center Parking Structure pro^

ject, the Faculty Housing
Parking project and other
campus construction
endeavors which have created
a^ debt of more than $18
million.

Construction
Continued from Page 3

Stocki also said that* addi-

tional debts could be incurred,
and the decision to begiri con-
struction is merely "a matter
pf cash flow." Stocki added
that CPS would "never begin
(construction) if we couldn't
cover the cost of construc-
tion."

iriewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Editorial

Anything for $$
The UCLA administration and Campus Park-

ing Services are forgetting that the students are a
top priority.

Students generate and contribute to the ex-
cellence, vitality and livelihood of this universi-
ty. Yet, as far as parking is concerned, the needs
of the students have been shamefully neglected.
The CPS negotiations with the Los Angeles

Olympic Organizing Committee resulted in theLAOOC paying $2 per parking space.
However, students are already paying $3 at

Lot 32, and there is a strong possibility that an
across-the-board, $3-a-day parking fee may be
imposed. - -r— /

The additional income raised by the fee hikes
will be be a buffer against future fee increases
according to Transportation Services Ad-
ministrator Mark Stocki.

BfGt by Stocki's own admission, CPS must
repay $18 millioa in "outstanding debts,--in-
eluding more than $8.4 million for the construc-
tion of Lot 4 and more than $2.1 million for the
Faculty Housing Project parking facility.

Counterpoint

A brighter view of UCLA

With gargantuan debts like this, the recent
parking fee increases are just the tip of the
iceberg. Unless students speak out and tight now
to lower the parking rates, the fees will only
continue to increase.

We cannot afford to pay the debts of UCLA.

By Stephanie Kaufmann
I am not surprised that Andrea Hackett has

complaints about UCLA (Bruin Viewpoint, Ju-
ly 9). .^

'^

I am surprised that she found it so in-
tolerable that she wrote such a scathing criti-
que of the university yet apparently never took
the initiative to try to improve UCLA or, fin-
ding it completely unsatisfactory, chose to
leave.

Miss Hackett complains about the housing
and parking situation. A little beforehand in-
quiry may have told her that 1) it is incredibly
difficult to get into the dorms, and if you do^
you probably will only be able to stay in for a
year; and 2) housing in Los Angeles is very
expensive, especially in Westwood.

Learning this she may have chosen a dif-
ferent campus, or, determined to stay, she
may have taken as I have, a considerably
cheaper — albeit uncool — apartment in
West L.A. close to real supermarkets and
taken (horrors!) the Santa Monica bus which
stops right at Hilgard.

Her enrollment problems, like the housing
and parking "are connected to an important
fact about UCLA: its a big place. It means
many things, red tape, long lines, bit classes
and hundreds of equally deserving people ask-
ing for the same spot in a class.

One way to get around the enrollment
crunch is to get to know professors long before
vou have to ask for an enrollment slip,
because they are more likely to say yes to a

student they know, then one who just appears
on the first day of class, hoping to squeeze in.

The most disturbing thing about Miss
Hackett's letter was her attitude towards^
education in general. Her goal, which she at-
tributes to all of us, was the UCLA diploma.
Well, my goal is to learn, to become a well-
rounded person and, yes, to be able to deal ef-
fectively with "real life." I believe I am get-
ting all this through attending classes and
cultural events at UCLA and through meeting
the wide variety of people who study and
teach here.

Miss Hackett does not even bother to
or even criticize the classes she attendedr Did
she learn anything she considers valuable?

""!™

As an English major, can she now unders-
tand literature and express herself any better
than she did in high school? These are the
questions that I would ask when evaluating
my education.

'

There is something for every taste at UCLA.
Miss. Hackett says that college doesn't "prac-
tically prepare us for our futures." Did she
ever apply for an internship or use the Career
and Placement Planning Center?

I am glad I chose a university with so many^
options. I am going to sit back, enjoy the
California sun and the best education money
can buy. As for Andrea Hackett, the fact that
she spent four years at an institution she hated
is her problem, not UCLA's:

'

Kaufmann is a junior majoring in music.

Letters

KL\ _____
Editor:

In response to the article in

the July 9th issue of the
Summer Bruin concerning the
issue of increased airtime for

KLA Radio during the Olym-
pic Games, we want you to

know that an acceptable KLA
programming schedule has
been worked out to maximize
the time KLA is played in the

Students' Store and ASUCLA
-fBe4 laf^ltHofl

the Associated Students, we
are confident that KLA: will
not only enjoy increased
coverage during the Summer
Games, but will continue to
establish itself as a quality
student programming unit of
the ASUCLA Comniunicatjons
Board.

We support and salute the
efforts of this our campus
radio station.

Jason C. Reed
Executive Director

We are confident that the

agreement will allow our
radio station to be heard by a

ASUCLA-

wide audience at the ap-
propriate times, considering

the on-going activities of the

various ASUCLA facilities.

With the combined efforts of

Vincent Landay
Junior

Political science

Landay is the general
manager of KLA.
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Katherine Jane Bleifer

Mjuuging Editor

lerry Abeles

NewsEdHor
Peter Pae

Viewpoint Editor

leanif Kim
Assistant Ne«vs Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela

, CityEidHon
Nic k Bucci

Barbara Oziuba
Cofiy Editor

* lulia Davis

Sports Editor

David Ijing

Review Editor

William Rabkm
Photo Editor

Hyung Kang

Unsigned editorials represent a majority opinion
of the Summer Bruin Editorial Board. All other
columns, letters and artwork represent the opt*
nions of their authors. They do not reflect the
views of the Editorial Board, the staff or the
ASUCLA Communications Board. The Bruin com-
plies with the Communication Board's policy pro-
hibiting the publication of articles that perpetuate
derogatory cultural or ethnic stereotypes.
Written material submitted must be typed or writ-

ten legibly and must be double-spaced. All material
must bear the author's name, address, telephone
number, registratioin card number and affiliation
with UCLA. Names will not be withheld and phone
numbers will not be published. When multiple
authors submit material, some names tnay be kept
on file rather l^n published with the material.
The Bruin reserves the right to edit submitted

material and to determine its placement in the
paper. All submissions become the property of
The Bruin. The^ Communications Board -lias a
media grievance procedure ior resolving com-
plaints against any of its publications. For a copy
of the complete procedure, contact the Publica-
tions office at 112 Kerckhoff HalK
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CUdfScUeA^
STERLING SILVER GIFTS •

ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO • AUDIO

• 'appliances • TV

5 inch screen

$429.00

POMTMLE TMINITNOM OOIOM

4 inch
screen

$449.00
KV-4000
POIITAM.C TRIMITROM COiCMI TV

KV-MOO
TMINITRON COLOM TV

Portables for the Summer
4 inch

9 inch Trinitron
# Trinitron d^^oQ nO
$399.00

*'*^^""
K¥-4U»
POKTABLE TniNnnoN coion TV

nc/i

Fully

Portable
VCR

$599.00

Vour Chotc*

b
U T»

M99
M

SNM»
•NlOO
• TV

RCA &
Sharp

TtaaMi
•Mi Mm • TMCk

• Auto tcM usKtfi JS mm J «
Nikon widr JOfilr Ims

• Prf>({r4mm«>d 4ulo ••iipusurr

(onrrol
• Auto film liMdin|{, ^V4nt e,

rewind
• (Uvh pi>p\u(> JuliwndlK jtiv

$132.90

Konic>
Ctler VitfM

• Sinalf Wns trWrx prfvi«"w

ing lor virwirtg 4ci urjt v
• Buill-tn dirrttionjl fijsn.

ret h^rars aulomjlit jlK
• four fWnwnX lib mm (fill

kUsv l«>n«

• Folds flat

•'"'""
$159.00

vmjilrsi
lighK-st *r\i\

ej*irsr 1(1 use

Konica Color
Video $399.00

MOM TUES FRI 10 6
WED THURS 10-7

SUN 12 S (SAT. CLOMO)
859-7175

WE ACCEPT MOST MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

8921 WEST PICO - LOS ANQELES

LIBRARY HOURSDURING
I HE OLYMPICS

Saturday, July 28 - Sunday, August 12

All units closed on Saturdays and Sundays (with the excep-
tion of the Biomedical Library). It is anticipated that Tues-
day, July 31 will be declared an Administrative Holiday — if

so, all units (including .the Biomedical Library) will be
closed. '

.

Library Unit Monday Friday Exceptions

Architecture & Urban Planning 8 a.m . - 12 noon

Art ' 10 a.m. -3 p.m.

Biomedical ; 8 a.m. -7 p.m.

Monday. 7/30;

CLOSED

Saturdays: 9

a.m. -5 p.m.

Sundays: 1 p.m
"•-"6 p.m.

Chemistry

College

9 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

10a.m. -2p.m.

Education 8i P.syr.holngy 10a.m. -2p.m.

Engineering & Mathematical

Sciences —^
9 a.m. -3 p.m.

English Reading Room

Geology - Geophysics

Law

Management

Map"

Music " ''

Newspaper Stacks
It

Photographic Services

CLOSED

9 a.m. -3 p.m.

9 a.m. -3 p.m.

9 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. Monday, 7/30:

CLOSED

review WHIiam Rabkln. Review Editor

Robert Remstein, Assisunt Review Editor

TriE
By Jeff Goldman. Stdff Writer

Bruce's bold new LP
; *Born in the a.S.A.'

Bruce Springsteen: Bom In The U.S.A.; Columbia Records.

Born In The U.S.A., Bruce Springsteen's first release since his

1982 solo effort, Nebraska, and first LP with the E Street Band
since 1980*s The River, is a record that contains the upbeat, ex-

uberant feel of The Boss's classic. Born To Run, while retaining

the stark, lyrical, social messages of Darkness On The Edge Of
Town and the aforementioned Nebraska: This juxtaposition of

inspirational music with a bleak view of America's heartland,

has resulted in Springsteen's most accessible and successful LP to

date.

The album begins with the title track, an angry cry against

the injustices faced by the Vietnam veterans — a theme that
has concerned Springsteen for a long time, most notably during
his 1981 concert stop at the Los Angeles Sports Arena when he
performed a benefit show on behalf of those who fought in that
bitter war.

Springsteen sings "Bom In The U.S.A." with his usual,
tremendous emotive power, turning the tune into the most
socially powerful song he has ever written. The song begins
with the heartfelt lines:

Bom down in a dead man's town
The first kick I took was when I hit the ground
You end up like a dog that's been beat too much

Physics

10a.m. -3p.m.

9 a.m. -1 p.m.

!. 10 a.m. -2 p.m.

8 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

8 a.m. -3:30 p.m.

7 a.m. -5:30 p.m.

10a.m. -2p.m.

Monday, 7/30:

CLOSED

Powell Reading Rooms '

University Archives

University Elementary School CLOSED

University Research Library 8a.m. -3p.m.

(Includes Public Affairs Service, Oriental Library, Special
Collections Theater ""Arts Library, Circulation Loan Desk,

Microform Reading Service Reference, Periodicals,

Stacks, Graduate Reserve Service, and Library Cashier)

Till you spend half your life just covering up.

The song continues with the veteran's plight of being forced to
go to a foreign land" in order to "go and kill the yellowman."
Once the soldier returns from Vietnam however, he encounters
indifference on the part of both his "VA man" and the boss at
the refinery where he had once been employed.

In the tune's climactic moment, the veteran recalls his
brothers experience in Vietnam: \

Had a brother at Khe Sahn
Fighting off the Viet Cong
They're still there, he's all gone
He had a woman he loved in Saigon
I got a picture of him in her arms

The song ends with the bleak vision of the Vietnam veteran's
current and future condition: "I'm ten years burning down the
road / Nowhere to run ain't ^ot nowhere to go."
Other highlights on' side one include the fiery guitar solo

(reminiscent of "Prove It All Night" from '78's Darkness On The
Edge Of Town) in "Cover Me," and the humorous "Dariington
.County," in which two "big spenders" from New York travel
down the "dixie highway" to Darlington County where .they
plan to "rock all night." There they pick up on some local girls,
using outrageously hilarious lines like, "Our pa's each own one
of the World Trade Centers." The song ends as one of the big
spenders, taking a girl back to New York City, sees his friend
"handcuffed to the bumper of a state trooper's ford." This song
represents the only truly lighthearted moment on the album, ac=
tmg as a pleasant diversion on this otherwise serious-minded
LP. _^^

After a very average (for Springsteen) tune, "Working on the
Highway," the opening side closes with two powerfully somber
numbers, "Downbound Train," and "I'm On Fire." The former
concerns the desperate feelings of a man whose lover has walk-
ed out on him. In a scenario characteristic of the song, the
disturbed lover imagines hearing his partner's voice until, Spr-
ingsteen sings, "(I) Put on my jacket, I ran through the woods /

**At night I wake up with the sheets
soaking wet
And a freight train running through
the middle of my head
Only you can cool my desire
Tm on fire/^

—Bncce Springsteen ^

I ran till I thought niy chest would explode." The song con-
cludes .withJthe^jdisappnintment of the man when he realizes he
never really heard his former lover's voice. The final lines of the
song, "Now I swing a sledge hammer on a railroad gang /

Knocking down them cross ties: working in the rain / Nnw
don't it feel like you're a rider on a downbound train," stress

that the unrequited lover's life has become an unforgivingly
lonely day-to-day grind. ^

The final song on side one, "I'm On Fire," with the unsettl-

ing quietness of The Boss alone with his guitar and a rhythm
machine, is, along with the title track and the closing tune,
**My Hometown," one of the strongest numbers on the LP. The
short, Johnny Cash-influenced song is downright haunting, as it

effectively deals with the theme of desire and jealousy in a little

over two minutes. After the estranged lover demands that he
can take the object of his desire "higher" than her current
flame, a spine tingling synthesizer weaves itself in, as the song
climaxes with the lines, "Sometime^ it's like someone took a
knife / Baby edgy and dull and cut a six-inch / Valley through
the middle of my soul." The tune ends with this following ten-

sion-filled vision: "At night I wake up with the sheets soaking
wet / And a freight train running through the middle of my
head / Only you can cool my desire / I'm on fire." An instant
classic.

The nostalgic concerns of side two begin immediately with
"No Surrender," a depressing look at a couple whose childhood
ideals have since been lost to the ">yar outside still raging" that

is not theirs "anymore to win."
"Bobbie Jean," the next tune on the second side, is a touching

salute to a childhood sweetheart who has suddenly gone away
without saying goodbye to the boy she's known since they were
sixteen. Despite Springsteen's most sophomoric lines on the en-
tire LP, "We liked the same music, we liked the same bands,
we liked the same clothes" the song is affecting in a sadly
nostalgic manner.

After a look at a romance that has lost it's spark in "I'm
Coin' Down," Springsteen and the E Streeters tear into "Glory
Days," a tune that looks at people still hanging onto a few
glorious childhood menibries. First we meet a former star high
»:hooI pitcher who used to l>e able to "throw that speedball by

Continued on Page 10
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CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR NEW

T.V. COMEDY GAME $HOW
'ANYTHING FOR MONEY'

. . . IF TRIVIA IS NOT YOUR THING, THIS
MAY BE YOUR CHANCE TO BE ON A

T.V. GAME GAME SHOW
ALL YOU NEED TO HAVE FUN & WIN $ IS AN OUTGOING

PERSONALITY AND YOUR OWN INTUITION —
FOR INTERVIEW:

CALL TERRI AT 818/986-5343, 5344
MUST BE 1 8 OR OLDER M-F 1 0-4
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ENUVRGEMENT

V

When you order
processing by

KODAK
Just order processincf by Kodak of_any 24- or 36-exposure
forr oTXodak coTor print film, youTI receive a certificate for a
free 8" x 10" or 8" x 12'* enlargement.

When you order processing of any 12- or 15-exposure roll

of Koddlk color print film, or any size roll of slide film, we'll
give you a certificate good for one free 5" x 7" full-color
enlargement. See us for details. And always ask for quality
processing by Kodak.

Offer expires July 21 , 1 984
Certificate expires
Jan. 31,1985

CameraTTHi-Fi

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD
One Block South of UCLA
Parking Validated atji ABM
or Allied Lots with $7 50

Purchase

Hours: 9AM-6PM Mon -Sat. (213) 208-5150

<.
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Springsteen's 'O.SJV.'

J-*.

Continued from Page 9
:^you / Make you look like a fool bo>,

but now only sits around in a "road-
side bar," drunkenly recalling his
"glory days." Next we see a former
teenage beauty who is now a divorced
mother with children, admitting that
"wheh she feels like crying / She starts
laughing thinking about glory days."
The tune ends with Springsteen pro-
phesizing, "I hope when I get old I
don't sit / around thinking about it

but I probably wUl . . . time slips
away / and leaves you with nothing
mister but / boring stories of glory
days

.

"

-

; .

The single* to the LP, "Dancmg Tn
The Dark," follows, and represents a
tremendous achievement on Springs-
teens part. The tune, addressing
boredom and our basic desire "for
some action," our need for change
when life suddenly becomes a tread-
mill, displays Springsteen s awareness
for currents of popular music, as he
successfully updates his sound through

-ihe^^use of a dominating synthesizer^
riff. This experiment on Springsteen's
part has resulted in the number one
single in the country.
The final tune on Born In The

U.S.A., "My Hometpwn," is a disturb-
ing look at a middle America grown
up from the innocence of the '50s and
early '60s, a song that proves to be ex-
tremely complimentary to the title of
the LP. Whereas "Born In The
U.S.A." displays the plight of the
Vietnam Veteran, "My Hometown"
offers us a glimpse of post-Vietnam
middle America, a portion of our
country that has attempted to^sufvive
the race riots of the mid-sixties, the
heightened tensions bi:ought on by the

Vietnam war in the late '60s and early
"TOs, and the collapse of our economy
in the late '70s, without much success.
The tune opens with the protagonist

of the song recalling a scene from his
childhood, sitting on his father's lap
in, "that big old Buick" as they drive
through town. Springsteen then sings,
"He'd tousle my hair and say 'son take
a / good look around this is your
hometown.'" The narrator takes us
through the racially and economically
troubled '60s and '70s, until we finally
arrive at the present time, which also
results in the climax of the tune:

Last night me and Kate we laid in bed
talking about getting out
Packing up our bags maybe heading
south

I'm 35, we got a boy of our own now
Last night I sat him up^ behind the
wheel
and said son take a good look around
this is your hometown.

, ,

* •.

,

« .

While an artist like Michael Jackson
may be sweeping the country with
songs about illegitimate children and
"thrilling" monsters, Bruce Springs-
teen, as evidenced throughout this
album and most particularly in the
opening and closing tunes, is the true
American king of 1980's rock and roll,
as he successfully presents important
socio-political themes to millions of
listeners around the world. In addi-
tion, while guitarist Miami Steve Van
Zandt, making his final appearance as
a member of the E Street Band before-
going solo with his own Little Steven
and The IDisciples of Soul group, and
the big man, saxophonist Clarence
Clemons, -are not nearly the factors

Bruce iri the American heartland

they once were, the E Street Band still

retains its status as America's best
band, in the same manner that Bob
Dylan's back up group. The Band,
was number one back in the '60s.
Many old time Springsteen fans

have been put off by the seemingly
overeager, joyous sound of Bom In
Jlie^lA5.A.,W a closer listen reveals
a nostalgic look at the past that is

quickly destroyed by an exceedingly
bleak vision of the present and future.

Bruce Springsteen is one of America's
most valuable and richest resources,
an artikt who conveys important
messages to a vast number of people in
this country and throughout the
world. As such. The Boss is one of the
few people in our lives who has the
potential to raise tlie consciousness of
a nation, as Bob Dylan had doneiie
fore him, promoting honest, moral
values by pointing out faults and
failures within society itself.

The "FAT FIGHTING " Nutritional

Supplement Containing A Natural Substance
Recent clinical studies have brought to light a fact which could very
well be the answer to your dieting problems There's a natural substance
in your body which transforms food into energy by burning up excess fat
As you grow older, your level of this substance drops drastically That
IS why people tend to gain weight as th«rage . . . even though they may be
eating no more than ever. Obviously, if we can find some way to maintain
our level of the fatfighting substance, it would be easier to keep our
weight down. That's what "Maintain" does. A natural weight loss supple-
ment. It lets you eat without putting on extra pounds. Clinical studies
to test the effectiveness of "Maintain" showed that over a 4-week period^

^ .jiSSffs^̂ *!*^^*!.
:

%"'''^-"*'

patients average weight loss was approximately 12 pounds. So. if you've
tried other diet plans and failed, here's something that makes sense
It s as easy as coming in and talking to our trained nutritional experts.

SPRING
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"
SOFT

CONTACTS $169
"CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR"

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
SOFTS

S139* EYEGLASSES
iCLUOES GLASS OR
PLASTC LfNSfS ^tlGLf
VISION NOM^RSQE)
AMD FRAMES FROM OUA
SPECIAL SELECTION.

I
City Copy & Printing §

;•: KJMJ- sanl.i M.m.< j Blvd., VVi-stw.HKJ $
;.;

I J hiks, v\«-si ot \\,siv%(M»(i HivH I >:

;: 473-4047 or 478-2602 i

ifnawiflEo- ^. c5«E WT extra^'
'"™"^'' '^"'^^^^^ ^'™^- t'«'N"« and follow up. exam,

EYE oPENiNGi ^lT=j^Jon D. vogei, P.P. 1 1 32 Westwood Blvd

.

\H WESTWOOO VILLAGE
Sine* 1971

UCLAOrad

^^:^^ a professional corporation L.Av ^A 90024 208-301

1

VALIDATED PARKING WITH PURCHASE • VISA * MASTERCARD • WITH AD AT TIME OF PURCHASE

v\ilhmin.OOPY :•:

XEROX 9210
I

New Service ;;

LAMINATING I

GREAT EARTH IS YOUR SPORTS VITAMINS HEADQUARTERS

'VA

Interested in Community Service Experience?^^
OMMI$$|0|

IUCLA STUDENTLSPECIAL
|

iHalrCut ^8 ..
'

I

nas five programs this summer!
,—. »,,...—-

WORKOUT

SPORTS PACK

Concentrated

Nutrients for

Optimal Performance

^C99 IT'S NEW!

•

30 packets / 150 tablets

Each packet contains 5 tablets.

GET MORE MILES

FROM YOUR MUSCLES

mmnokft

WORKOUT The AEROBIC
ENHANCER FOR EXTRA
ENERGY, STAMINA
AND ENDURANCE!

^99 '^'^ NEW!
m 50 TABS

Naturalenergy supplementcombines500
meg. Octacosanol with proven factors...
Cytochrome-C. Inosine and Aspartic Acid.

GREAT BODY"
FITNESS FORMULA

FOR MEN

GREAT BODY'

HTIESSFOIMUUS

ALL NATURAL ANABOLIC
SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEN

799 ^° ^^^^

if you're looking to achieve maximum
performance, build up your body with
the Great Body^"^ Fitness Formula
for men.

GREAT BODY"
FITNESS FORMULA

FOR WOMEN
ALL NATURAL ANABOLIC
SUPPLEMENTS FOR

WOMEN

799

Cut t • ^2St

Southeastern Asians with tutoring and assimiliation)
Sat. 8 a.m.-l p.m. '

Call 825-4592 or come by KH 409 if interested.

???'l^^^ ^^^ (helps runaways and abused children)
Wed. 2 p.m.-8 p.m. teen center

??^^ boPii!?l"2 P-fTi- Mac CIdren Hall
Call 825-4724 or conne by KH 41 1 if interested

cam^J)
^®^*-'^'®'* <'^®'P "<>' Inmates of probation

Mon., lues., Ttiurs. 5 p.m,-10 p.m.
Call 825-2415 or come by KH406 if interested '

Call George at

International^Ooiffures
1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8825

I

Op«n 7Dayj
478-9316

,With this coupon Good thru 7/30/84

EI?Sl*rr;!l?S?i,:?*'-'**'^
(helph-o, Jr. High and

IVIon., Ttiurs. 2 p.m.-7 p.m.
Call 825-2066 or come by KH 41 1 if interested

ASIAN EDUCATION PROJECT (help tutor Asian
immigrants in the English language)
Sat. lO a.m.-3 p.m.
Call 825-71 84 or come by Campbell Hall 2240 if interested

.^^

If you're looking to achieve maximum
performance, build up your body with
the Great Body^*^ Fitness Formula-'
for women. *

^""^"^^

MORE GREAT SUMMER VITAMINS AT GREAT LOW PRICES
.Hi

yilTH

CALM TMPTOPHMI

SlimCALM
pWWWflorwM

RED TAG
WATCH SALE
FOR I WEEK ONLY

^--"-JULY 16-ZT

Service

PRICES SLASHED 40-50%
.ON SPECIAL RED TAG

WATCHES

825-2333 (KH 408) for more Information •

. 'J

SAVE ON A LARGE i

SELECTION OF BRAND ,

NAME WATCHES

SHANES JEWELRY
OPEN MON-SAT

10:30-6

___ 1065 BROXTON AVE.
^^WESTWOOD VILLAGE

VALIDATED PARKING
208-8404

DiSiGMED FOR

EXTREME STRESS

TIME RELEASE
30 TABS

High strength formula. 160 mg. balanced
B complex to aid your body's increased
needs under stress. AH 11 B vitamins!

RELIEF
""sr.

i! FROM P.W->-

RM.S*'-
*Pre-Menstnial SyiNtrome

IT'S NEW!
100 TABS999

Doctors discovered lack of certain nutri-

ents can brin^ premenstrual symptoms.
P.M.S. contams all of these nutrients

f

The NATURAL
FAT-H6HTER
LIPOTROPIC FORMULA

499^w mo Til100 TABS 100 TABS

Full Strength Half Strtngtii

Lipotropics are fat emulsifiers that help
keep cholesterol soluble in the body. It

also is great as an aid in weight loss.

OCY-I

NATURAL E

wlANTI-OXIDAHTS
(T

400 I.U.

399^# aO TAI30 TABS

Protects against damaging cells that can
accelerateaging process, cigarettesmoke
air pollutants, etc. Oxy E complex helps.

OVER 175 STORES NATIONWIDE • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED • NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
offers good thru 7/31/84

WB ESH
•-1

WEYBURN

VITAMIN STORES QRCAT EARTH VrfAMINS

.*.M.N , a: ;)()A«« It) t flHIH fHll ts

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
INSIDE BI-RITE DRUG

1000 WESTWOOD BLVD.
(213)824-5171

STORE HOURS:
Mon. thru Fri.: 9:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m
Saturday: 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

' _^-— Sundays: 12:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

/

. .^ •# _-

•^
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classified
15 words or leu

I day, 15 words of less. ^3.30
Eoch adoltlortal word per day 22c
5 days, 15 words or less $12 CX)

(consecuttve orxl rxyvrefurxiable)
Eoch odditloTKil word acx

Peadlir>e
Ckiss Ur>e.

1 worklrtg day \n odvonce by 3pm
Class DIsptay,

2;.working days in advarK:e by 4pm
Office Location I12KH

ClostMed Hours: a.m. to 4p.m. Mon-
doy through Friday

The management reserves the right to
chonge, reclosslty. revise, or refect
ony classified advertisement not
nteehng ttie standards ot ttie Dally
•ruin.
The ASUCLA CocwTHjr^catJOfu Board fully
supports the University of Californto's
policy on rxxvdiscrimirKition. No medi-
um shall accept advertisements which
present persons of any given ortcestry,
color, natiorx3l origin, race, religton. sex
or sexual orientaflon in a demeanirxi
way, or imply that they are llnr>lted fo
certain positiorvs, capacities roles or
status in society Neither the Daify Bruin
not the ASUCLA Communications Board
hos Investigated any of the services
odvertlsed or advertisers represented in
this issue Any person believing that an
advertisenr^enf in this issue violates the
Board's policy on' non discrimirKition
stated herein should communicate
complaints in writing to the Busirwss
Marxjger Daily Brum, 308 Wesfwood
Plaza los Angeles CA P0024 For
assistance with housing discrinr^irxition
problems call' UCLA Wousing Office
825-4491 or Westside Fair Housina
652 1692 ^

HELP WANTED .'. ao-A HELP WANTED 30-A JOB 0PPORTUNITIES.........„32D VACATION RENTALS....!. 53-F

BEVERLY. Hills attorney needs part-time

typist (60wpm)/law clerk $5/hour. Up-
perclassman preferred. 855-1861

BCXDKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
irironment with established, fast-growing
ximpany in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place •

around 213-827-5000.

COSMETICS part-time. Bullocks
Westwood Ralph Lauren Cosmetics Ex-
perience preferred Please call (818)706-
0423

CONCERT TICKETS
FOR SALE .6-A

DIANA Ross August 6th. UniversaL Am-
phitheatre Two excellent seats second
row Call 553-2996 -' ^

GOOD DEALS .....y-A

"•"•^-f -v

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery and pick-up in

LA aea at 22'/2C/mi ' $l400/mo to start

Min requirement: 4-yr college degree,
GPA 3 5, good SAT or GRE scores Full

Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent
salary increases Great office environment
in MDR business park For bright, hard-
working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000

ENGLISH major grad student needed to

do library research and writing for a novel.
Pan-time Saliary negotiable 825-5644.

ENTREPENEUR needs salesperson to sell

10 marine stores along West Coast Con-
tact Gary Dulkowski. 393-3940

EXPERIENCED salespersoH' for fine men's
clothing store 470-3718. contact Sam
FITNESS Sales Person Fitness-conscious
and knowledgeable, bright personalily,
energetic, own vehicle Earnings unlimited
Phope 213-392-5448 ' -

GENERAL OFFiCE-lntelligent. friendly,
hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA degree. GPA 3 5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to stfirt with excellerrt_rajses, _Blue
C ress—m©dlcaT;iop"~aentaT For bright,
hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

^A/ANTfD: GRADUATE
|STUDENT-P.H.D. EQUIVALENT
(PART-TIME) HIGHEST IN-

"TELLLIGENCE LEVEL-
I

CREATIVE WRITING- HARD
LIBRARY RESEARCHING, ETC.

(PARTICIPATE IN SMAU SEM-
INARS AND IN CONTACT
IWltH SCHOLARS AND
SCIENTISTS) FOR EDUCA-

I

TIONAL INSTITUTION IN WEST
LA. TO UPDATE AND ADD

I

TO FILMED EDUCATIONAL
L^BRARY. COMMENCING
SALARY $6/HR. AND UP. OR
PER CONTRACT EACH PRO-
GRAM- ADDED LANGUAGE
IHELPFUL- ON GOING
YEARLONG PROGRAM-
SOME LOURS IN LIBRARY.
PLEASE WRITE CAREFUL LET-

TER TO P.O. BOX 24884 LA/

'L^

WANTED: DAILY ADULT
PRIVATE PROFESSIONAL
SWIMMING INSTRUCTOR
AND WORKOUT FOR THIS
SUMMER. (PHYSICIAN'S
ORDERS) BY ADULT
RESIDING IN WESTWOOD-
HAVE OWN PRIVATE WOL
BUT ELIGIBLE TO USE UNIVER-
SITY POOLS- CPR CERTIFICA-
TION REQUIRED. 470-3589^^-^
AFTER 4PM. MEALS. EX-
PENSES, UNIVERSITY LEVEL
COMPENSAIIOR—^.

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
5-WEEK BEACH-ORIENTED DAY Pf^O-
GRAM PLUS 2-WEEK SIERRA CAMP-
OUT NEED EXPERIENCE WITH
CHILDREN. SPORTS, AND CAMPING
MINIMUM AGE 21 472-3349

ROYAL Office Model typewriter, self-cor-
recting, dual ribbon. $749 new. asking
$260 990-7541 evenings

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-
lege people ( students/faculty) Good
5!!e^«l«

discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224.

'

Vivitar 70-150mm.f3.8 zoom lens. Canon
mount, close focus. With 2x matched
multiplier, haze filter, carrying case Neco-
tiable-Debbie. 206-8431. 8-5 or (818)848-
4341 evenings.

LARGE, prestigious Westside Law firm
seeks receptionist from 9.00am-5:30pm
Monday through Friday. Please call Lorin-
da or Bobbie, 312-4000.

MACHO'S Mexican Restaurant accepting
applications: Waiter. Bartender or Hostess,
Mon-Thurs. 2-5pm 939 Broxton Ave.

MEDICAL Receptionist- Plastic Surgery
Center- Mornings 7:00-12.00. Want an
energetic, bright and efficient person
203-8166. 461-6737. Roberta.

MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
NEEDS PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
tif.'^P TO DO COMPUTER CODING AND
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING. MUST BE
VERY DETAIL MINDED AND ABLE TO
WORK INDEPENDENTLY. WORK STUDY
AND BE-LINGUAL STUDENTS PREFER-
RED $6.59/HOUR. CALL ROXANNE AT
68078.

I^RET
Mother's helper 2 mornings/week. Care for
-'ant El lon 450-50 .

• —'—

JOB OPPORTUNiTIES 32 D
ADMINISTRATIVE assistant Import/export
distributor company seeks qualified person
to work with V.P. marketing Management
experience academic/practical helpful.
Some office equipment proficiency is

desired. Position full-time. Excellent work
environment Some travel may be re-
quired. Candidates should call (213)760-
1801 for interview appointment. Resume,
references required.

AMBITIOUS??? Eight to lw> hours per
week of your time may result in a growing
income. The hours are flexible If you have
some time available and would like to
develop a secohd income and be in
business for yourself, phone now for inter-
view: 213/450-8874.

ASPIRING Commercial and fashion
photographers needed for Santa Monica
based Ad agency. Please call 395-4050

EASY Money!! Daily Cash Bonuses. Big
money working only 25 hours a week.
Great atmosphere, nice pepple, plus
benefits. Earn $400-$900 per week. We
will train. Pleasant personality and voice
are only requirements. Great summer job!
Call Dana at 83ft-6Q60. ^

U>BS: MEDICAL STUDENT,
GRADUATE OR
EQUIVALENT (MINIMUM)
IStP"^!^^ and WORK
WITH A GENTLEMEN.
WESTWOOD AREA AS HE
ENGAGES IN SUMMER
?Ji^.^^-^P PROGRAM
(YOU ALSO PARTICIPATE)
YOU ARE ABLE TO INSPIRE
ENJOYMENT. BROAD
RANGE OF SPORTS AND
SWIMMING. SCIENTIFIC
KNOWLEDGE - . SPORTS
Imedicine ~
KINESIOLOGY. CPR. ETC.
Necessary (please res-
pond ONLY IF QUALI-
lED) EXPENSES AND
ABAiS AND COMPENSA-
TION EQUATING TO YOUR
EDUCATION END RESULT
IT CAN BE FUN. TOO.
.EASE WRITE- IMMEDIATE
lEETING TO P.O. BOX
M070. LA. CA. 90024.

APTS. FURNJSHED SQ-F

WALK TO UCLA |
Spacious singles,

" "¥

1-bedroom apartments^ 4—Towers Apartments J"
10941 Strathmore

208-7294 J
Pool, elevators, security, 5

[garage. Annex 543. 547 f
[Landfair. 540 Glenrock.
[Also 478.483. 510. 516
Laridfalr.

OLYMPIC Games Rental Bedroom, bath,

cooking. Private entrance. Near campus.
$50 daily. 477-2730 after 4:00pm.

OLYMPICS. RV parking space in private

fenced yard. Utility. Near Barrington
SMFWRY 478-7453

2 bedroom house. Large, old. Spanish.
Olympics $35/day/person and second
UCLA session $950 month. 473-6109.

APTS. TO SHARE.. •f • • • • • • •««••••O^^r

FEMALE preferred. $300/mo. includes
utilities. Culver City. Days 671-9461. After
" -2316. Rita.

OWr) room, share bath. Great apt., short
walk to UCLA. Rent $330. Grad student
preferred. Call 206-7626.

ROOMMATE to share spacious, beautiful

two bedroom Beverly Hills apartment.
Hardwood floors, beamed calling, own
garage. $425 for one. would consider two
roommates for $500 Available Aug. 1.

Unique, lovely apartment 275-7965

.

2-bedroom/2-bath, Encino. New, extras
$425 mo. plus '/i utilities. 15 men. from
UCLA. Call Bonnie. (21 3)464-838 1,__,__^

$295/month Apt to share, male 1 bik to

campus. Rustic townhouse ( bedroom
upstairs, living, dining, kitchen, downstairs
). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. irv

cluded 208-7527 eves. & weekends

HOUSE FOR RENT; .56-F

•PACIFIC Palisades. $2000/month.
Available for all or part of August and
September only 3-bed., 2-ba. View home.
Cdnveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd.
area 454-464 T

4 tjedroom. 2 dens, fully carpeted, 2 full

baths, fenced. $900. Crenshaw District
735-0416 Thomas

HOUSE TO SHARE ..57-F

A^ATURE, educated lady seeks same. 50
or older, to share beautiful, tranquil horne
tn Pacific Palisades Private bedroom and
bath, fully furnished. Non-smoker. $450.
Available September 454-3166.

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

Full Year.
I $600 and up. Singles and
loft apartments

IDishwasher, Air, Parking.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9am-5pm Mon.-Sun.

824-0836

HOUSE FOR SALE 58F
FALL in love! Beautifully decorated 3 plus
10 ft plus 2 in Culver City Bright, top floor,
end unit. Many amenities including pools,
childcare, and full security. Evenings 837^
5660; days 391-6721 Sheri, Fred Sands
Realtors.

PACIFIC PALISADES mobile home, walk
to beach, ocean view, pool, jaou2zi.
$47,500 or offer. 459-5056.

NEED model for haircut and blow-dry

fT?..'"J.?^„Z S'"'". B«>»"y Hills.

Need Manual Typewriter repairs. Work in
my home. Call for more information- 876-
0143.

- PERSONAL 1Q.A

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-61 58

PAh I f iMk Person Friday. Needed: an
energetic self starter to work in a Beverly
Hills Law Office on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons. Please contact Bob Kaufman
at 275-5132.

MODELS needed for Ad Agency, 18 to 25,
male and female, no experience neces-

• sary; please call 395-4050

THEAltM ^rfs Majors : Actors and Ac-
tresses needed for voice over commer-
cials; please call 395-4050

$66 and $860. 1 and g bedrooms, 2 full

baths, attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease No
pets. 474-2260

PERFECT home for student or professor.
Charming 1 bedroom Venice home in mint
condition-10 blocks to beach. Hardwood
floors, hutch and dining room, private yard.
Plus valuable R-4 lot! Only $109,500 Re<J-
wood Reality 392-5786, eves 822-4632.

REAL ESTATE.. ,....61i-

Dental Office for sale. 1780 sq
foot. Crenshaw Blvd, Gardenia.
Dental equipment also for
sale. Owner yyill finance. Call
LDebtJie, ogarU fof
376-0806.

ROOM & BOARD

RUSH RUSH RUSH! Applications for con-
tinuing students interested in rushing are
due July 27th. Come pick one up in 2224
Murphy.

RUSH rush rush. Those intersted in sorori-
ty rush: Reg packets are available at 2224
Murphy and are due July 27th. Come by
and get one!

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed" legally. Campus-
location. Saturday. Sgriday. weekday
classes. Accredited. University Traffic
School. Phone Reservations. 824-5581

.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED./. .12-A

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual 'mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
-needed. Atf conftdentiaf "CalP Julie"
Schwartz. 464-8381 .

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75/week. Call 553-9828 for in-
formation.

NONDIABETICS needed for research with
artificial pancreas. IV's inserted. 8 hours,
$50. Call Carol 855-4691

.

RESEARCH Subjects needed. Smokers
who smoke at least 1 pack a day, dges
18-30. Contact Michael Lyvers, Franz Hall
6574, or call 825-2961 and leave
messasge.

HELP WANTED 30-A
ATTRACTIVE females and males to deliver
classy, award winning dancing telegrams
(strip to bikini-typa costume, no nudity
ever) $300-$400 weekly, part-time. 306-
3449

PART-TIME housekeeper needed. 4-hours
a day. 3 days a week. $5/hour. Call after-
noons 473-6648

PARTY help. Ten responsible people
needed to assist at private pool party July
22nd. 10 hours, hourly pay 306-4972.

PERSON to do measures for floor-covering
.business. Need reliable car. Requires 25
hrs/wk® $6/hr plus mileage. Position open
beginning of August. 657-4200.

RESPONSIBLE person to babysit in my
home 2-3 days per week. Part-time. Call1-03395-1622
SECRETARY-wee offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious
hard-working people. Accurate 75wpm BA
degree. GPA 3.5'. high SAT or GRE scores_

_ requjfed: Great officie-^envlrdnment^ wiVh
established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.

Blue Cross Medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people we're the best
around. 213-827-5000.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs
receptionist immediately from 8am-lpm
Please call 652-5010.

STUDENT for part-tin^e work as shipping
clerk in La Cienega for clothing company
CallSusan,558-0017.

WANTED Part-time help. Drive luxury
company cars as your own! Extra cash
displaying business publications in your
area. No selling. Call The Small Business
Journal Administration Office for details
(213)290-21 72 ext.245.

$4/hour typist and/or shipping clerk. "Part
dr full-time. Phone 478-1105, llOOam-SQQpm

WArrr to make money at the Olympics?
Be independent. Sell official Olympic
balloons. Hundreds of miles, hundreds of
dollars for yourself, starting at the torch
relay. Call Balloons in Motion. 744-1984.

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political
Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-

APTS. UNFURNISHED..... 52 F
EXCHANGE HELP 62F

vancerpent
2937. ^ '

opportunity. 458-

25 profit-minded persons needed to sell
Westwood Express. Unlimited Profits
Possible! Call immediately for appoint-,
merit. Westwood Express. 275-1069. Think
Money!

DINING GUIDE 41-E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westvi/ood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very <iffordable prices. 478-4845.

APTS. FURNISHED.... ..50 F
COMFORTABLE furnished single in
Palms, pool, S€«curity, sublet late August
thru Decembe-. $300-mo. Negotiable
838-7177.

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms.
C&D, Dishwasher. R&T Available im-
mediately641 Gayley 879-3744

SMALL one bedroom apartments. Near
UCLA. Lease. One or two quiet adults No
pets. 208-3797.

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, 1-bedrogm, 644 Lane/fair #202
Please call Chuck 208-1837

APARTMENT for rent. 2-bed, 1-bath,
seperate dining room, in 4-unit building. 2
blocks from UCLA, carpets, drapes, wsher,
dryer, security. Please call Monday-Friday:
859-4457, Saturday. Sunday, eves: 552-
3584. Adulte preferred. Apartment
available approJ>yAugust 5 . $950/month . .

LARGE STUDIO $540. WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. KITCHEN WITH
STOVE AND REFRIFERATOR. 276-1446.

UNFURNISHED for rent. $425. Mar Vista.
Small single with charm in garden-like set-
ting. Store, fridge, and utilities included.
Call for appointment to see. "No pets"
Days 392-5786 Eves. 398- 1049.

WESTWOOD Village. $1200. Large 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool., subterranean- parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD Village, $750. Lat^je 1-

bedroom, dining r<X)m;"*t)oiJt-in kitchen,
balcony, newly decorated, heated pool
subterranean parking. 691 Levering Ave
208-3647.

WLA Duplex. Sepulveda near Pico. 1-

bedroom, attractive back unit. $500.
Available 7/26 or 8/1473-9236.

^3.3^ °^^ board for
ctilldcare. Two boys. Home
r>ear campus. UCLA student
only, organized, mature. Guy
or gal O.K. Car necessary. Call
Morrison 274-6726

1 -bedroom, furnished, 2-3 people, $600
up. Fall rental. Lease, parking. 1387 l\^id-

vale, 1 1097 Strathmore, 454-821 1

.

$325. Mar Vista. All new decor 1-

bedroom Pool, laundry, parking. Near
Manna ana Mfldh. 313-IB1B.

T

2-BEDROOM, 2-bath, new carpets and
drapes, built-ins, no pets. Palms area
$750.00, 558-0893

VACATION RENTALS 53-F
APARTMENT Single. Westwood. Couple
or single person only. July 26 thru Aug 6
Nicely furnished, pool. Campus. $i 000^12
days: 206-1028 or 206-8497.

OLYMPIC Visitors! Rent beautiful 2-
be<^roQfp tKuae in WoBhamod. Jwty a let-
August 12. 473-8767

FEMALE. Room and board- exchange for
housework. Nice private room, bath. TV
Near UCLA. 474-0336.

MALE-cook, drivq, share household
chores- room and board plus use of car-
must have Driver's License, foreign stu-
dent preferred. Beverty Hills. Mr. Winkler-'
278-4141.

ROOM, board and^ salary for chttdcaj©
housekeeping and errands. Must have car'
Near UCLA. 472-8775

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F
BEAUTIFUL guest house, garden view
private. Immaculate 2 rooms, bath and
kitchen, across from UCLA, $650/month
279-2342.

DRAKE Hotel. Santa Monica. On the
beach. All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd
394-9354,451-1260

FEMALE, non-smoking, graduate student-
preferred Furnished poolhouse. lite cook-
ing, refrig Private entrance, Bel-Air. close
to UCLA, $350/month including utilities
references 472-1836.

OLYMPICS. Private entrance and
bathroom. Walk to Westwoqd. No smok-
ing. $125 per day. -473-34^

OLYMPICS: Large, deluxe room in privateiMm, hlriy-wfl!«med. Barrington and S M
fwy $25Q^»9ek. 478-7463 ~^^~ -^

'

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F

ROOM, kitchen privileges in lovely canyon
home. 25 minutes UCLA. $235 00 Need
car. 476-3347. evenings, weekends.

mondaV July 16, 1984 dassifiad 13

ROOM Available during Olympics
Brentwopd. Large apartment Close
UCLA and other facilities. 820-2348.

to

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel. Reasonable
rates. Clean, quiet, residential. 6060 W
8th St , Los Angeles 213-931-9533

ROOMMATES 65-F

CHRISTIAN female seeking Nvo room-
mates in cute, Westwood apartment
$230 00 per nfK>nth. Call Melissa: Days
937-1987, Home 472-4283

FEMALE preferred to share bedroom in

2-bedroom Duplex. Ocean Park, 4 blocks
from t>each. Available now. Call Mary.
392-8871 evenings, weekends. '

FEMALE roommate preferred to share
WLA 3-bedroom "condo Own bedroom
$240/month, $330/security. Available im-
mediately. 397-8322.

HOMELESS? Feotale to share University

owned apartment Available immediately! t!

Call Nell/Robyn/Millicent. 390-1821. $209

ROOMMATE wanted to share beautiful

furnished 3-bedroom Spanish house in

great S.M. kx:ation. Spacious yard and
garden Pets ok. Non-smoker. $600/nrK)nth
Call 828-3242

PERSONAL SERVICE ..95.I personal SERVICE 9S-I

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
^ HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

11941 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite #3
2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

TYPING

Xonee'd
One JDaij l-^pinq

100-1 RAVEL 105-J

i
and Word Pr«>cemmlng
25% Student Ditcount

OoMdatiorw. rhmes. R*$urT>*t. AppJico
hor*. jcnpfs, i«gai staiisticot. fquo
«oni kxiQuoow. monv lvp«»yt«^
tusN TYPING While you waiti
SotaiTQ fdrtifig f<x9tQn SlucJenl Help
MkutM from comput m WLA

3<58-0455 391-3385

FOR RENT 101-1

Refrigerator Rentals
'or aorms so'onfies Ifatemifies

4 Co ops
Opfionoi M/es

tor free delivery
Call Rolar Leasing
390 804 7 anytime

We rent new i v s 4 microwaves too

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1 FYPING 100-1
TRAVEL...-...;:.. .7..... 105-J

SPARKLING clean house. Own room and
bath, safe neighborhood. Mar Vista. $325
Tom. 930-1313. 391 -8887 V

SUBLET 66-F

APARTMENT for sublet August 1-

September ?1. WLA. approx. 3 miles from
UCLA. $5a /month for large funoished 1-

bedroom apartment. 825-3491 or 477-
7809. .

SECOND Summer Session. Female, non-
smoker. Aug. 12-Sept. 22. $198.75 per
month. Furnished 1 bedroom. Sharon
208-2158. Cathy 824-4005.

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olynnpics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Expertenced.
Excellent refererx:es

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829-4908

ATTENTION actors, models! Beautiful
portfolio photos at affordable prices RJ
208-4353

RELIABLE service. WaJking distance cam-
p«us MA./15 years typing experience
Formef UCLA secretary PtK>ne 474-5264

TENNIS. SO-G

AVAILABLE for summer employment
California credential mature teacher-wide
range of activities offered. Suzanne 208-
5273.

RESEARCHWRITING assistance All aca-
demic subiecta Professionat. confidential
1 1 322 Idaho Ave . »206. WLA 477-8226

RUTH 208-5449 On campus Thm^,
disaertatiorw. Library approved list Term
pepefs. ExperierKed. Cut-rate.

THE Wright Type; Word processing Term
papers. Resumes and cover letters our
specialty Call about our great job search
program You never have to type a letter

again 6:3O-8:0Opm 935-8814

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writina Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0JB8.276-9471

.

LEARN the correct, simple approach to

"tennis! Former #1 player on Santa Monica
College's Championship Tennis Team.
Debi 466-4021.

INSURANCE 91-1

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle lnsurarx;e Refused?

...Too High?
Carx:elled?

Low Monthly Payments
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225..^^ for Ken

BUSINESS and theatrical resumes/term-/
papers/etc. by professional expert. Vary
low price Mike 213-931-4574 ^

D.J. CY ENTERPPISES Mobile disc
jockey service. (213) 747^5699. (213) 734-
9594 Reasonable rates.

INStjRANCE BROKERAGE

WHYt¥arMORE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles
e No Insurance/Cancelled

• 502's
e Multiple Tickets/

Accidents
e SuspehcTed Licens^ _
• Exotic Cars

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher,
proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT.
Let's discuss terms. Brian A. Bohn, Har-
vard Honors Graduate 654-3979.

FRUSTRATED writing/edrting grad school
statements, papers, resumes? Professional
help from published author with Journalism
Master's. Dick. 208-4353.

HAVE a Liberal Arts major? Take new
self-scoring test to determine your career
options. Will also receive valuable career
information. $15.00, guaranteed. Liberal

Arts Career Information Service. 11684
Ventura Boulevard. Suite 499-F. Student
City. CA 91604.

PRIFESSIONAL Body Massage. Masseur
will come to home or office. Catering to

Westwood. Beverly Hills area. 652-1286.

Professional Writer-editor. Top writing,

editing assistance. Papers; manuscripts;

resumes; scripts; books; theses; disserta-

tions. 473-4193 —....—,

—

^-

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA. 477-8226.

RESEARCH-Wi iting-Editing Assistance.
M.A. proofreading, help with grammar,
organization, etc; papers, dissertations.

Steve 271 732 .

X>NE DAY TVPfMO
Professional writer with BA
English will type aiid edit tetwl
papers, theses, etc. Or editing «>nlv

Mm) offer confidential diagnosis oti

screenplays and treatments forj

duth >rs/agents/producers. Ov- i 25
y^drs experience. Westvvv><Ht|
Villaue. BiU Delaney 824-51

LAX-FRA
^699 R.T7
I ways $399

New York.

nonoajltx.....^......

Chicago
Miami
Mexico City"
Lorxlon

Franldurt/Dussekjorf
^—*-

rCKU 7 r .

Antsterdam
Hong Kong
Tokyo
Skjney
TelAvtv

ConbteonCnise—
Acopukx). 6 days inci air

MorK)hjkj, 6 day pkQ
Puerto Vollarta, 6 day pkg fronts $359

CALL 208-4444
OMN MON.-FRI.: 9^ ALL YEAR

from $1100
from $a99

49AO
from $432
from i329

TOURS &TRAVEL
10929 Weyburn Ave.. Westwcxxj

(Mext to Hamtxirger Hamlet upstairs)

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip. Chicago--$250 00
roundtrip Call Diane, 213-671-8686

VACATION Baja I will take up to 4 people
in a Class A motorhome for as long as 30
days for $500 per person Jack. 395-9263.

AUTOS FOR SALE ....:.:..112-K

IS it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the US Government? Get the

"

facts today! Call 1 -31 2-742-1 1 42 ext 8147

1973 Gold Capri 6-cyiinder. AM/FM stereo

cassette^ mag wheels. Runs well. $ 1500.
Steve, eves;. 454-9316.

1973 Gran Torino Spbrl 75.000 miles,

runs well, new tires, needs paint. $750.00
558-1105

1973 Gremlin. Runs well, well maintained.

$400. 274-4364^- ^
1973 TRIUMPH Spitfire 1500, blue, ex-

cellent condition, very reliable, convertible,

great fun to drive, moving over seas
$3,050. 208-0338.

^

1973 VW Bug. AM/FM cassette, one
owner, runs great, cheaply insured. $1500
obo. 397-3416

1977 Renault LeCar, silver, sunroof. AM/
FM, runs great, must sell quickly. $1200
obo. 824-4290.

Low Monthly Payments

loweBt Ratea-Availahle
TUTORING OFFERED. I

CALL: 213-663'2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

MOVERS .94-1

LEAHN Martia l Artr^md-get^
shape of your life. Call Master Lee. 479-

3633
'

.

"Spanish and German Summer Specials"

Small groups (5)- $3.00 per hour or

private (semi-private)- $12.00. 789-5298. •

TUTOR: Economics, Math 1. Term paper
help: writing, grammar, typinc Call Robin
553-1655 (days).

•C

E LEPHANT T
Moving
66^2146

Apartments, Offices

Professiorxal Sendee for Peanuts

TYPING 100-1

OOARANTEID
MOVERS ~1

BETTER quality gets results. WOfd pro-

cessing, Xerox .860. Dissertekions.
repetitive letters, transcription, etc.- Linda.

204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, deperv
dable. fast turn-<^round. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie 390-2207.

EDITING/WORD Processing: Established^

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

* 397-8597 Anytime

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

392-1108. ^
JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Free estimates. Experience and

reliable. Jerry 21 3-31 1-5657.

PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1

TENSION? Relax with holistic message in

your home. Swedlsh-acupressure-balanc''
Ing. By Af^poihtment. 456-86411.

author will *help you clarffy your' i0eas and
present them with power. Grammar, con-
tinuity, style. Books, theses, term papers.

Elizabeth Brenner (213)392-6677.

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term
papers-resumes. IBM. Free editorial

assistance/speling/grammar correction.
Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

GENERAL typing. IBM Selectric, fast, ao^

curate. $1.50-per page. Evenings and
weekends 478-8676, days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 936-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored

on diskettes for fast, easy corrections.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE. 826-4993

QUALITY Typing. One day service, low
rate, walking distance from UCUV. Call

4/4-2'J/O.

GDCBLB^ daily bruin
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORIM
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical. Now it's

convenient.

Required InformationT^
«jj^

Name

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your ad here: __^__

Ad Start Date- Classification:

Number of days to run:
jj.. ^.-

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.
Cancellation must be made before the deadline. The Bruin is not responsible for

mino. typographical errors.

RATESi
I day. 1 5 words or less .- $3.30

Each additional word per day 22(1

5 days, 15 words or less, t^ $ 12.00

Each additional word ... SOd

DEADLINEi
I working day in advance by 4 p.m.



pO.

u mondav, July 16. 1984

LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?
l^^^^il^^J?!'* FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
IS -LOOKING FOR A PERSON WITH A PROFFSSIONAL ATTITUnF
PnRc^^^J^J?J:'.?J'L^^''

'^^^ SUCCESS*" wPoV^'fer^Troven
rn^A^Tc^^ ,V."

L'^CLUDES TECHNICAL TRAINING AND INCOMEGUARANTEE WHILE YOU GET STARTED ONCE YOU COMPLETE
^xA'^^.'^Ill^^YJi^^^'^^

OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY WITH UNLIM-

LlN^J^YOUR^^RElSME^^a
''''' CONFIDENTIAL CONSIDERATK)N

FAHMEliS INSURANCE GROUP
8703 La T^cra. Suite 201
Los Aagclca. CA 90045

•^ FADMfltS

.' OdOUP '^

C HA S E
U R A N T

Homemade Italian Recipies
Family Run

Old San Francisco Atmosphere
'30S. '405. 50S Jukebox

1049 Gayley Ave. • Wesrwood
Sun.Thurs. ^^ loi^ Fri. Sat.
1 1 a.m. 1 1 p.m. 0^4'"l^l0 1 1 am. 1 a.m.

Also IOI2 Siare Sireei. Sania Barbara

**I AIN'T AFRAID OF NO CAVITY
WHEN THERE IS
LARRY FRIEDMAN —
CAVITY BUSTER

Far Appointment:
478-0363

Tooth Bonding:

• No Anesthetic necessary
• Repairs chipped and broken teeth
• Please mention this ad . ._^

• Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome
Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)

1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica).
^»^

• 1400 Westwood Bl.

• 3 Blocks S, of Wilshire

STROMAS
I2PAKCANS

Reg. $5.19

Easy Parking.

Frpp de liyery w/$ 1 4T>in7piircbase-

VISA
474-1617

proof of age

required

Sept. S & 6

opy
Complete Copying. Printing &

Bindina Available
Quality Xerox vaOO

NO MINiMLHM
For Students

anafmuMfy
with r.O-

47(M778n COPY 1 646 Westwood Blvd.

(acroM from Food King) P^rk m rear

If you are not satisfied with your present
automotive garage

^ GIVE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE A REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Studentsf

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Wastgata)

477-6551 Vlaa-Maatarcard
24-Houf Talaphona Mobile-Am. Expfaaa

\

Campbell
Continued from Page 15
saw considerable playirig^ time
as a starter and was in-

strumental in the Bruins drive
for an 11th NCAA crwon.

If it were not for volleyball,

Campbell felt he could have
played basketball at the Divi-
sion I level. Pac-10 ^hools
that expressed interest in his

talents were Arizona, Stan-

ford, Washington and

Washington State, but he was
not offered a scholarship.
Campbell also had more than
a few offers from Division II

-.schools .
.

-

It was UCLA assistant
coach Denny Cline who
scouted Campbell last year
and passed tne word on to
Scates. After taking one look
at his stature, Scates must
have thought of himself as a
fortunate man. Some coaches
wish they were as lucky.

Basketball

Post It
in the

Daily Bruin

Deadline: 12:00 noon,"

2 days before

paper comes out.

')

HANDS-ON
^ DAY WORK-

SHOPS OFFERING:
• Computers for Each

Par^cipant • Personalized

Instruction • Comfortable Learning
Environment • Convenient Locations

COSTA MESA HOLIDAY INN
July 23 & 24^^—^^-.^—_ July 2S& 26

LONG BEACH EDGEWATER HYATT
Aug. 2 & 21 Aug. 22 & li
REDONDO BEACH PORTOFINO INN

Aug. 27 & 28 Aug. 29 & 30
SANTA MON4CA HOLIDAY INN

Sept. I2& 13

FOR COMPLETE INFORMATION
AND A $25.00 DISCOUNT CALL

COMPUTER CONCEPTS:

213/592-5902^
DONT BE LEFT BEHIND!

Continued from Page 16
"Yoli see, there were these

four or five German girls,"

Robertson said laughing.
"They walked into our locker
room before a game, while
coach Newell was giving a pep
talk. Newell, see, used to
always chew on this towel,
and well, when he saw the
girls, he almost bit right
through it. The worst thing
was, we (the players) didn't
know anyCerman and
couldn't say Hi how ya do-
ing?'

"

Needless to say, Newell
escorted the girls out. You
have to wonder if that could
happen now with Olympic se-

curity?

Well, security has definite-
ly tightened over the years,
while amateur basketball has
virtually vanished, which is

another reason it is very hard
^compare Th^e '60 Olymptc"
team with ni<|||P recent
squads. ^
"Amateur ball has disap-

peared," Robertson said.
"Nowadays, the Olympic team
plays exhibitions against NBA
all-star teams. Back then, we
used to have exhibitions
against other amateur groups
like the AAU."
"Most good amateur players
played for good amateur
teams and not in the NBA."
said West, who joined the
Lakers in* 1961. "The NBA
wasn't as big then, but I think
it was better than it is now.
There were fewer teams and
more talent on each team.
Now, it's spread out too
much."
The game of basketball has

changed over the years, and
the Olympic selection process
is a different ball-game as
well. ^: u_ •

received an automatic bid for
starting on his team. "So
many great players were left
off like John Havlicek."

West, for one, didn't think
he would make the team at
first. *The first night we
played, I was horrible,"
recalled the great pure
shooter. **I couldn't do
anything right. Luckily, the
last night I had one ot those
nights we all dream of, seor-
ing 39 points, and theii I felt

better."

This year, Olympic Head
Coach Bobby Knight invited
certain players tp the Olympic
Trials. In the end, it was he
and his assistants who picked
the squad.

Another changed part of the
game is players' roles. Nowa-_
days, you have a shooting
guard, a point guard, a small
forward, a power forward and
so on.

"I like to think I did a little

Bit of everythTffg,'' said
Robertson, who dished off
9.5assists and grabbed down
7.5 rebounds per game during
his outstanding NBA careerr "

"Back then, players did

:

what needed to be done,
shoot, pass, rebound, it didn't
matter. Nowadays, positions
are more specific. A poipt
guard is someone who directs
the offense, but can't shoot."
"My main role on the teain

was to play defense," said
West, who is the sixth leading
NBA scorer of all-time, "but
we all did a little bit of
everything."

Putting playing roles aside,
both Hall of Famers agree the
role of the gold medal has
played a very special role in
their lives.

"At the time, it was seem-
ingly insignificant," West said.
"But the older I got, the more

In 1960, there was a single
elimination tournament with
six to eight amateur tpam^;

I

-^ 7 --»«-•

-

IK W»* fclim il.T
,

with the top seven men from
the winning team making the
squad. The remaining
members were selected by the
AAU; — —

"I don't think we picked the
best team," said West, who

importarrt and special—rt

became. Now, it is more
special than an NBA champi-
nnship."

Campbell
Continued from Page 16

trademark of the Los Angeles
Laker's Kurt Rambis. Camp-
bell also had the knack of
banging bodies on the court

and in his senipr season
averaged 19.9 points and 10

rebounds a game.
After a junior .season in

which he scored 14 points per

game along with seven re-

bounds, Campbell received an
inquiry from Chatsworth
volleyball coach Steve Berk.

Berk left a note for Campbell
to visit him at the PE office.

"I didn't even know who h^
was, "Campbell said. "I
though I was in trouble. I was
thinking of how to get out of

it.

Luckily for Campbell h^
payed Berk a visit, and ended
up> ^)laying on the volleyball

team. At the start, it took

some time "Sto iron out his

coordination since he had
never played before.
Throughout the year, though,
he steadily improved and by
the end of the first season he
was named co-MVP of the
West Valley League.
Now, after a bai^ner senior

volleyball season, Campbell
findis himself in the haven of

coUegiate yolleyball. Only a^

few freshman are talented and
fortunate enough to become
starters in their first year at

UCLA and certainly

has a good opportunity.
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Briefs

NCAA awardjs Dewis; UCLA
names Bennett to SID post

UCLA's "Karen Dewis
was awarded an NCAA
post- graduate scholarship
for her excellence on the
tennis court and in the
classrpom.

The 22-year-old was
given a $2,000 scholarship

to attend UCLA Law
School in the fall. In her
four years at UCLA, she
compiled a GPA of 3.727.

As the captain of the
UCLA Women's Tennis
team last year, she finished

up with a 26-13 record in

singles play. Dewis also
owns tne best lifetime
record for singles and dou-
bles play in UCLA history.

The Athletic Department
welcomed a new addition
when they named Bill Ben-
nett as as.sociate sports in-

formantion director at the
close of . this past school
year. '

^

During the 1983-84 aca-
demic year Bennett served
as .sports information direc-

tor at Nebraska Wesleyan
University. A 1974 graduate
from the University of
Nebraska, Bennett was also

assistant sports information
director at his alma mater
from 1974-81 and sports in-

formation director at
Nevada-Las Vegas from
1981-83.

^ SSSi^-^^:-:?

In the~~tast six years tnily^
Karch Kiraly and Ricci ->

Luyties, who led the Bruins to |
four cansecutive NCAA
crowns, started as "fFeshman

.

Last year's prized freshman. Last year's freshman volleyball sensation for UCLA was Asb-
Asbjorn Volstad of Norway, jorn Volstad, who made the all-tournament team at the NCAA

Continued on Page 14 Championships.

NCAA
Continued from Page 16

non-CFA Eastern powers,
Pitt, Boston College, Syracuse,
West Virginia and defending
National Champ Miami, into
Tointng^eir coaiiturn."

Meanwhile, the CFA
started to wield its power
when they^ave^ lion-members
a two-day deadline (after
Tueday's decision) to join the
organization if they wanted to

participate in the TV profits

tor 1984.' They also threatened-.:

non-members with cancelation
of exi.sting game cx)ntracts.

What remains to be seen is

how the Pac lO/Big Ten will

negotiate with the major net-

works while under contract to

Metrosports, and there is also
the (juestion of how powerful"
the CFA can become in the
future.

Dispute or no dispute, one^
thing is assured: the viewer
will have a full day of college

football telecast.s. every Satur-
day.

'Was it the best amateur team
of all-time?" asked West.
"Well, I think so, but I'm pre-
judiced." --.^.^.^^

7 Well one thing is for certain
it has withstood the test of
time.

AUTOS FOR SALE 112.K AUTOS FOR SALE;. 112-K

1977 Saab EMS. white, stereo, air-condi-
tibning, sunroof Good condition. $3000
obO. (818)990-9209.

J 978 Toyota Corolla lift-back SR-5, 5-
speed New radial tires, CB. 55M. AM/FM.
Excellent condition in and out $2 700 00
477-4695

"77 Subaru. 5-speed, AM/FM cassette.
$1.200 obo. 820-5273.

-J9ai-VW Jeita, $4,70^ -Super^tean. TTTint
AM/FM cassette, sunroof, A/C. 5-speed
4-door (213)828-5383.

1982 Camaro Z-28. Black-gold loaded.
moon t-top. $10.000. 472-8775
'72 VW Bug Great condition. New engine,
new tires. FM stereo. $2000 obo 938-
7053.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114.K

HONDA XL250. Mint, txtras. $600. 476-
3347 evemf>g&. weekertds.- -

.

^

'76 Honda 550 Excellent condition. 19,000
miles. $600. Nights. 471 -2864.

'76 Kawasaki Police Special. Beautiful.
Good condition. $1300. 838-6460.

MOPEDS :...119-K

1984 Derbi Moped. Perfect condition
Rides two. Includes theft-proof lock. $500
or offer. 208-8843.

79 Tomos moped. Seats 2. $175 820-
5273.

AGGRESSIVE.
" r^Nw The Converse Connors and Evert

top of the line full leather shoe
for competitive tennis.

^ For men and
women who
play to win.

5%Offw/UCLAI.D. Reg.

OOliyEIISE
SMOC

conVERSE BAIITIAIJE
925 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD

VILLAGE OP£N SEVEN DAYS. 824-247

Carlton Hair International!
~- INTRODUCTORY OFFER t

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's-r-

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD iM.

T-rT-T-

2/^

' wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.

479-0014 475-3264

FURNITURE.
:2?5± STEREOSmrS/RADIOS ISI-L

fURNITUBE.. 126-L

MUST sell: wicker furniture (desk, book
case, chest), queen size bed. book case.
chairs, and lamps. 824-4290.

i/VHITE couch (pullout 0-size bed) $100,
Maple table. 4 chairs with leaves $200*
2-mattress $50. 472-8775

NAD 7120 Tuner/Amp. Perfect condition.
Original box. 10 months old. $225/obo.
818-906-1675. leave message anytime.

— OFFICE EQUIPMENT... 133-L

73 MG Midget Good condition, low miles
$1500(213)854-5162

'73 Volvo 142. One owner Good condition.
Air conditioner Overdrive. $1300 818-
981 7549. .

76 Honda Civic automatic, air, brown with
Ian interior Low mileag^ 1 -owner $1 800
829-3029 after 4pm
'^7 Celica, A/C, AM-FM. cassette
equalizer, sheepskins, great condition.
$23S0.00-obo Must see. 820-4 1 10
77 Ford Mustang, 55M, V-8. auto, PS. PB.

air, excellent condition $2900- obo Call
Colleen 208- 1 734 hnm^ nr -^fl^.nn77 ...r,ry

'81 Honda 400 Hawk. $750. Call Lorenzo
473-7356 evenings, office 825-2266.

MOPEPS..... .......llfl.K

1983, Honda Arrow 50 Scooter, only 100
miles, like new. Warranty, helmut. basket
$600 obo. Mike, 996-0245

Please Note:

The Bruin is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

riassifiod ads are non-
lefuntlfihlp

• • MATTRESS • " •

All new hotels sets guaranteed i

TWIN SIT $5« FULL SIT $68
QUEfNSET$«a KINO SIT $98New 5 piece bedroom set «iiaNew full size sleeper /ijjNew sofG and love seot "IIZ $159

1

Oak finish coffee tables
"

J20end tables $15, lamps «7

THE WAREHduSE
397-S030

LIQUIDATING assets: Dining room set
SlOOOj L-shasiied sectional sofas/sleeper
$1000. trestle table $150. Dhurrie rug
$200. All new 828-2034

MUST sell asap, prices so low on bed
dressers, desks, television, night tables

MUSICAL INSTRUMENT 129.

GRAND Piano, Hallet-Davis. aged walnut,
heavy, beautifully turned legs; carved
music holder, lovely sound, including
bench. $2950.00. 654-9990

ELECTRONIC memory typewriter. Brother
EM-1. always serviced, excellent condition.
Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-
nage, many features. $565.00-obo 654-
9990.

Complete^Copy Service
• Copies 3' No Limit
Letter or Legal

Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store.

:m*.T zss ILLL^^SVLLL^H^* LuAl^^.

ana mofe. HIease call 473-56fl§

Methods of Placing a Classified

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa x

2. By M^il, with a che.ck (specify dates and classification)
6. In Person ;yith cash, check' or charge. WeVe in 11^

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hourly M^9-4.

ClassififtH- ftZS-2221; 825-2222

^ -n '^'STi^tt^^^-^^^

Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.

West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm

/65i

Corner of Olympic Qose to Campus

CAFE, BAR& CABARET
Lunches frbm $2»o-$5*o

EHi^ners from $5»o-$li»<>

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
L presents

.

Every Sunday Afternoon

;

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

July 16 ' The Aldeberts - 9:30 p.m.
July 17 ' Ceaser & Weiss - 9:30 p.m.
July 18 ' Michael Feinstein

July 19 - Out of Sports, Carol Weiss
July 20 - Wayne & Brenda - 10:00 & 11:10 p.m.
July 21 ' Mary Ann Randl "The Rag Lady"
July 22 ' Tt> be announced

1061 Broxton Ave.—WestwuuJ Village ~ 208-3830

-i-L
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[? sports DavkJ Lang. Sports Editor

Kevin Daly. Assisunt Sports Editor

Was the
West Big '(?:

reflect upon
1960 Olympics
By David Lang

Sports Editor

Many people say it was the
best amateur basketball team
ever assembled. A s(|uad
which averaged 102 points per
contest vvhiTeonlv allowing
5 9.5. Of the 13 team
members, 10 went on to play
in the NBA, and three of those
have since been inducted into

the NBA Hall of Fame.
The team was the 1060 U.S.

Olympic basketball scpiad.

Jerry West, Oscar Robertson,
Jerry Lucas, who are all Hall
of Famers, were part of the
starting five. The team had so

much talent that future
Boston Celtic great, John
Havlicek, onl\ made the team
as an altefnate, and future
Seattle Supersonics player/
coach Lenny Wilkens didn't
even make the squad.

"It was a team for all

sea-sons/*^ said starting guard
Jerry West. "VVe~ could win

' any type of game. We played
tough defense and our offense
was consistent whethe^r we
played a running game' or a
slowdown tempo."

But^ in past years, there
have been many outstanding
amateur teams, such as the
1956 U.S. Olympic basketball
team, which won all eight of
their contests by at least 30
points. And dont forget the
1976 American team that
regained the Olympic gold in

Montreal. Advocates for each
could petition well, but only
time reveals greatness.

"You have to look at the
legacy people leave," -West
said, who became a 14-year

St ever?
Besides shooting through the

opposition. West and Robert-
son found their Olympic expe-
rience off the court something
very memorable. .

*'It was culture shock,"
West said. "I had a pretty
sheltered background, coming
from West Virginia and a
small community. Then we go
to Rome, and it's this big
noisy city where you can't
understand what people are
saying."

Robertson also felt out of
place in the new surroun-
dings. "It was very different,"
he said. "Before the Games
began, we played in Geneva
and Lugano, Switzerland, and
it seemed very isolated."

Not only was the scenery
new, but International
Basketball brings new ele-

ments to the game that the
players had not been exposed
to.

"You couldn't communicate'
to the officials," said West,
who was always well-man-
nered on the court. "A team-
mate drove around a defender
and knocked him over while
driving to the basket. He was
given a technica.1 foul for

-uftsportsman like conductr^

Many experts consider Oscar Robertson and Jerry West two of the greatest guards ever to play
the game. They were also teammates, on what many experts consider the best amateur basket-
ball team ever assembled.

NftA star for the Los" Angeles yet But it was a great team.
Lakers. "Look at how many we had such speed and re-
went on to play in the NBA." bounding and great shooting.

It has to stand the test of but truthfully we had too
time," said starting forward many shooters.
Oscar Robertson, "it would be Too many shooters? Well,
hard^o compare the team to maybe, but how's this for a
present teams, because they starting lineup. Jerry West at
haven't stood the test of time guard, along with Lester

Lane; Oscar Robertson at
forward with Terry
Dischinger; Walt Bellamy at

center against big opposition
and Jerry Lucas against
smaller teams, if you look at
NBA career scoring totals,

these six guys combine for
over 87,000 points.

.
I* ii

NewjrivalrY ah'ses in college

Why? Because he didn't
help the defender up.

Robertson tells of an inci-

dent concerning the language
barrier, or lack of, between
the U.S. team and officials.

"One of our guys was ber-
rating a ref for a call and
didn't realize he could speak
English. During the next
time-out, the ref came over to
-ew- bench and told (head)^
coach Pete Newell that if the
player didn't keep quiet, he'd
be given a technical. All of us
on the bench were rolling, it

was hilarious."

Off the court very interest-
ing things can happen as well,
especially in a foreign place.

Continued on Page 14
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By Kevin Daly

Assistant Sports Editor ^
'

The final chapter of the NCAA's involve-
ment in college football telecasts was closecT
last Tuesday in Chicago when Division I

schools voted 66-44 in favor of ending their
32-year agreement with the NCAA.

Without the NCAA in the picture, a new
rivalry has developed between the College
Football Association and the Pac 10 Big Ten.
r)»e CFA persuaded its nicmb< is to vote
against the NCAA's last proposal while the
I* c 10 and Big-K^ wen in favor of the
^ < JiVA's TV packauc
Both major conferences (Pac-lO'I^ig Ten)

igncd contracts last year with Metrosports to
jjeyisi^ select games, and both.would have-
^

'
nefited from the NCAA revenue sharing

.\\sic'm.
'"

i

Now the two conferences have indicated
they'will attempt to form a separate coalition
to rival the CFA. The Pac-10 and Big Ten
television committee, represented by athletic
directors Peter Dalis of UCLA and Don
Canham of Michigan, will meet with officials
from ABC and CBS in the following weeks to
discuss future plans.

While CBS backed the NCAA's plan, ABC
opposed the idea. Now both networks are tak-
ing a wait-and-see attitude and both claim
they will not enter bidding war. That war
could be fueled by Ted Turner's Super^tation

yYT^^!.^^!.*^^ '^ though! to be offering Over

use and Michigan State were the only^two
conference schools who voted in favor of the
CFA, but both schools will remain a member
^nhe Pac-10/Big Ten TV package.

,

The CFA consists of the major teams from
the South, Southwest and East and are .seeking
a TV pa<;kage worth up to $60 million, while
the major networks are countering in the $30
million range. The CFA also plans to limit
each team to four television appearances a
year, and teams not televised will divide 25
percent of the revenues.
"The bottom line now is that we need to

evaluate the different packages that will be
pitched to us," said Donn Bernstein, ABC's
coordinator of college football telecasts.

^^0«r best -shot was the coalition, but that's

Campbell is latest find

fisMJCLA^olleybali^=
By Kevin Daly
Assistarit Sports Editor

I\ri \t V 's inougnx to De »»ermg ov
$30 million for cable rights for the CFA deal.

dead now. We need to do a lot more studying.
Certainly we can't buy both packages."

Last year the two major networks lost a
combined $14 million. Now both ABC and
CBS (NBC has prior commitments and will
only televise^a few select games) figure to take
their time in settling contract talks with the
CFA, while the Pac-10/Big Ten package Avill
not be finalized until a few weeks before the
season opener (late August).

If the Pac-10/Big Ten holds an ace, it's that
they have control of two major markets, Los
Angeles and Chicago. They also have four
marketable teams in UCLA, USC, Michigan
aAd Ohio State.

The two conferences arp hoping fn c*>r>^^rp

Continued on Page 15

Some coaches wish they
were as fortunate as
.UCLA's Al Scates, who
year after year captures the
NCAA title and then lands
the top high school recruits
in the area.

Foliowirig their 11th title

in the 15 years the NCAA
has sanctioned volleyball,
Scates has struck another
recruiting goldmine \yith six
|op prospects, including
three who ^re members of
the U.S. junior national
team.

One member of the
junior national team (the
other two are Jamie Cleary
and Matt Whitaker) that
will compete in China this
summer is Jeff Campbell, a
6-7 middle blocker from
Chatsworth High. His
presence in the Bruin lineup
next year has Scates grinn-
ing with anticipation.

"We think that Campbell
is going to push (Tim) Ot-
terman fnr a starting posj

—

tionjiLihe middle block,;!
Scates said. "We're going to
have to work with him in
all phases of the game, but
he's a super athlete."

Campbell led Chatsworth
to the L.A. City title this

past year and was named
MVP of the city, which is

not bad for a guy who
picked up the sport only a
year ago.

As a basketball player
Campbell picked up the
nickname "Rambis" because
he wore thick-rimmed
glasses, which are a

Cuntlnued on Page 15
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Young Americans, a weak fo

due to bw voter registration

By Philipp Gollner and
Loel Solomon
Staff Writers

SAN FRANCISCO —
Young Americans, the
baickbone of the anti-war
movement in the 1960s and
70s, are no longer considered
a viable political force.

Most studies indicate that
only one in every four young
persons between the ages of 18
and 24 is registered to vote.

Thus, it is no surprise that
students make up less than 5
percent of the Democratic Na-
tional Convention's delegates.
Despite these sobering

statistics, several youth groups
managed to attract attention
at this week's DNC.
On Tuesday, Democratic

Presidential candidates Gary
Hart and the Reverend Jesse
Jackson addressed a meeting
of the Young Democratis of
America, and throughout the
week, caucuses planned
strategies 4a4nforro candidates
and delegates about the par-
ticular concerns of young peo^.

ple.

These concerns, as stated in
a YDA report, include:

1^ The needs for voter
registration and awareness
campaigns to increase the in-

fluence of young people in na-
tional and local elections.

•^ Making mote federal
money available to students to
pay for schooling. (According
to a YDA report, the Reagan
administration is responsible
for reducing federal aid grants
and loans by up to 50 percent.
• Reducing the high level of
youth unemployment!
•^ ^^utting an end to growing
U.S. military involvement in
Central America and other
Third World regions. Many
Young Democrats fear that
young American men might
be called upon to fight
another Vietnam-style war.

Although Young Democrats
persuaded DNC Platform
Committee members to in-

clude several youth-related
issues in the platform, at least
one California delegate ex-
pressed doubt that these con-
x«ms^ are taken seriously^ - by
Party leaders.

^ "Right now, they (youth
jissues) have been butweighed
by issues that attract the popu-

; Continued on Page 4

THE COLORS OF THE WORLD - The UCIA Village shows its version of Olympic community Unforftnately, not every country's flag is flown in this display.
t k u niiunHy. unrorra

parking hours

Platform planker —
Gary Hart didn't bid

goodbye easily, refusing

to concede or withdraw
his candidacy prior to

the nomination. Before

Mondale had the
nomination in his hands,

he'd added a Hart plank

to his platform, catling

for sharp limits on the

use of military aid
abroad. Jesse Jackson
apologized for his cam-
paign rhetoric, which
has t>een descrit)ed as

offensive to Jews in par-

ticular — Mondale end-

'e^ up compromising
with Jackson on an af-

firmative action plank.

By Kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

Because of an expected in-

crease in the number of night
parkers due to the upcoming
Summer Games, paid parking
will be extended for an addi-
tional two hours each day un-
til the Olympic period ends.

The new parking hours,
which began July 14 and will
continue until Aug. 13,
change the hours of operation
from 7;00 a.m. -9:00 p.m. to
7:00 a.m. -11:00 p.m..
Transportation Services Ad-'
ministrator Mark Stocki said.

The decision to. extend the
hours was made because of
"increased non-student activi-
ty" in the lot areas, Stocki ad-
ded.

'after 9:00 p.m. without pay-
ing, Stocki claimed, saying,
"We see a lot of activity hap-
pening during those hours
(9:00 p.m. to 11:00 p.m.)."

Wants to discourage campers

Stocki said GPS will staff

the areas later than usual to
discourage campers and tour
buses, which have access to

Lot 32, from staying over-
night.

GPS Manager Mary Hook
said the people who are af-

fected by the extension
primarily were not students,
adding that students who fre-

quently park in the evening or
weekends could purchase a
night parking permit.

This extension could, offer

Gampus Parking Service
greater control over the Int^

.

"I don't believe we are in-

conveniencing students," Hook
said. "If a student is parked

there (Lot 32), he probably
isn't on student business. We
are trying to serve the needs of
the students and staff.'*

The new Lot 32 fee increase
to $3 a day is permanent and
not just for the Olympic
period. Although everyone
who goes to Lot 32 must pay
$3 to park, students can pur-
chase a Lot 32 permit for only
$2 at any information booth,
Stocki said, adding that the
student rate is also permanent.
"We are legitimately trying

to take every precaution that
we c^^n to accomodate stu-
dents at the $2 rate," he said.

~~

Stocki also said that all fees
and permit prices will remain
intact until Jan. 1, 1985. "We
iiave no commitment to in-

crease permit or entry fees,"
id."Ri~said. "Our (GPS) only

commitment is not to raise
them before January 1,-4^85."

Stocki said, explaining that in

the past, lot gates were left up
and night parking was free

until 7:00 a.m. But more
visitors are using the spaces

Doctor reveals truths of plastic surgery
By Christina Skacan, Stoff Wr/ter

People do not t^ke plastic surgery seriously,
a speaker told an audience of approximately
40 Wednesday at the Genter for Health
Sciences.

Speaking on "Plastic Surgery: Truth and
^Consequences," Dr. Harvey A. Zarem, Ghief
__QrPlastJc and Reconstructive Surgery, at th^
UGLA Medical Genter, expressed concern for
both a "certain lack of integrity" in the field

of plastic surgery and the public's reaction to
plastic surgery.

People do not adopt a serious attitude
toward plastic surgery, Zarem said. He added
that the prevailing public attitude that anyone
who advertises in the Yellow Pages, can do an
adequate job which he claims is far from ac-
curate. ~~ .«'

"^

Using plastic surgery to improv^ oneself is

not unique to America or to Hollywood, he
explained. "It (the desire for cosmetic im-
provement) seems to be innate in mankind,"

: Zarem said. "Altering the body for cosmetic
purposes is as old as civilization." Zarem add-

and style.

A truly qualified plastic surgeon spends the
first meeting with a patient correcting the pa-
tient's misconceptions, Zarem said. People
come in expecting a quick, easy job, he ex-

plained, adding that a common reaction to the
truth about plastic surgery is disbelief. ^-

'

Zarem stressed that there are always risks

with an^r type of surgery. One out of five
plastic surgery patients suffers some complica-
tions and requires further surgery, Zarem said.

In addition, Zarem said that a considerable
number of people come into his office after be-
ing disfigured by someone who claimed to be
a qualified plastic surgeon. "For every one
virgin nose (one that has not been operated on
before) worked on, five come in to fix a bot-
ched job," Zarem added.

There are a number of people who advertise
quick and easy plastic surgery, Z^rem said,
adding that there are plenty of "boys in the
back room" willing to inject people with
silicon to enhance the patient's figure or facial
characteristics.

ed that like ail other types ot. surgery, plastic

surgery should be done with professionalism

•.+

For example, one of these so-called plastic

Continued on Page 6

Regents to discuss tax prop,
vote on professorial salaries

By Lauren Blau, City Editor

The University of California Board of Regents will discuss the
^ implications of a Howard Jarvis-sponsored tax initiative for \]C
and vote on professorial salary increases at its regularly-schedul-
ed monthly meetings today^nd Friday at UG San Diego—

In a report to the board. Regents General Counsel Donald
Keidhaar stated a proposition has qualified for the Nov 6
general election which, if passed, could seriousely impair the
university s ability to issue revenue bonds and to increase stu-
dent tees and hospital charges.

. w J.*'!/^P°^ ^\^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ proposition, entitled "S^ve Prop. iX.
initiative by its proponents and sponsored by Jarvis and the
American Tax Reduction Movement, is designed to reverse anumber of court decisions which the initiative's proponents
believe have undercut 1978's Proposition 13.
A summary from UG President David Gardner's office stated

that professors will get a two-Step salary increase, totaling 12 8
percent, if the Regents approve the salary hikes. The major in-
crease, which is 9 percent, would be effective July 1 1984
while the second step would be implemented Jan. 1, 1985 Gov'
George Deukmejian's 1984-85 G^jeral Fund Budget signed onJune 27 allows funds for the raises^L _^

In otfier Regents news, the Committee on Educational Policvwui discuss conclusions and recommendations of the Californik
Post-Secondary Education Commission's recent report. Accor-ding to the summary, the CPEG report includes an update of

^?'!!T"?^^
"^""^^^ transfer student statistics, a recommendation

of whc he r m Hiut Uit; Cui l forhia Basic Educational .mcills Test- "•- -.«-.. w..,,a iJUMc r^uucauonai .Skills lest
should be required before admittance to a teacher training pro-gram and conclusions from two legislatively-mandated stucSes.

\,

«

+
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Olympics to shorten library hours

By Sherry Haraguchi. Staff Writer

Members of the UCLA community
who are planning to use campus
libraries during the Olympic period
will face shortened library hours due
to the Summer Games.

Library administrators shortened
library hours because the normal uni-
versity working day of 8:00 a.m. to
5:00 p.m. has been changed by UCLA
administrators to 7:00 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. during the Olympic period.

. Library administrators' expectations
of low student library usage during
the Olympics also contributed to their

' decision to shorten library hours, said
Ruth Gibbs, Associate University
Librarian for Research and Instruc-
tion. ^ -:-',.

Although library officials anticipate
that library user needs will be
minimal during the Olympics, the
same officials could not estimate How

- many students will need to use the
hbraries during the two weeks.
However, Summer Sessions

Associate Director Gary Fenders said
" there is a possibility that graduate stu-
dents working on their dissertations
and students enrolled in the 10 week
Summer Sessions courses will need to
use the libraries. Fenders added that
there are approximately 800
students enrolled in the 10 ^
week session.^ "I hope students
tan accommodate to the

^(shortened library) hours,"
Fenders said.

„ A naernber i}£ Alpha Chi
"Sigm^, UCLA's chemistry
fraternity, said the shortened
library hours at the chemistry
library will indeed affect the
studies of undergraduate and
graduate chemistry students.
Frofessor- of Chemistry and
Biochemistry Malcolm Nicol

said the shprtened library hours limit
undergraduates* study time but will
not hinder any research since the
faculty and some graduates have ac-
cess to the libraries after public hours.

The library recall system will also

change. The recall system is normally
utilized by those who wish to locate
books that have been checked out of
the library, said Assistant .University

Librarian Rita Scherrei.

Libraries on campus send recall

notices to people who have checked
out books which others need, thereby
making the books available to those
who request them, Scherrei explained.
Scherrei said recall notices will be sent
whenever people request them.
However, she added that the books
will not be recalled until after August
12 because the Olympics will make
coming to campus difficult.

Books can be checked out durifig

the Olympic period, but no books will

be due during the Olympics, Gibbs
said. -

Furthermore, Scherrei said, the use
of the Stack Annex, which is located

in Inglewood, will be reduced during
the Olympic period. The Stack Annex
will be in service only twice a week
during the Olympics, Scherrei said.

Library Hours during the Olympics

Saturday July 28-Suryday August 12

All units will be closed on Saturdays and Sundays {with the exception

of the Biomedical Library). It is anticipated that Tuesday, July 31 will be
— if so, all units iincluding thedeclared an Administrative Holiday

Biomedical Library) will be closed.

Library

Architecture £r Urban Planning

Art

Biomedical

Chemistry

College

Education 8- Psychology
Engineering & MathematTcal Sciences
English Reading Room
Geology-Geophysics

Law
Management
Map
Music

Newspaper Stacks

Photographic Services

Physics
'

Powell Reading Rooms
University Archives

University Elementary School
University Research Library

Monday-Friday

8 a.m.-t^noon
10 a.m.-3 p.m. (CLOSED Monday 7/30)

8 a.m.-7 p.m. Saturdays: 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Sundays: 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

9 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

10a.m.-2 p.m. - -

9 a.m.-3 p.m.

CLOSED
9 a.m.-3 p.m.

9 a.m. -3 p.m.

9 a.m.-3:30 p.m. (Closed 7/30) >
10 a.m.-3 p.m. (Closed 7/30)

9 a.m.-l p.m. (Closed. 7/30) ^

10 a.m.-2 p.m.

8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

8 a.m.-3:30 p.m.

7 a.m.-5:30 p.m.

10a.m.-2p.m.
CLOSED
8 a.m.-3 p.m. a
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Nuclear arms,

KKK opposed at

demonstrations

By Charles Silvers

and Loel Solomon
Staff Writers

•(SAN FRANCISCO) A
peace rally held Monday out-
side the George Moscone Con-
vention Center — the site of
this week's Democratic Na-
tional Convention — attracted
approximately 15,000 pro-
testers and featured a speech
by the Reverend Jesse Jackson
and other elected officials.

**We should choose the
human race over the nuclear
race," Jackson asserted, pro-
pounding his "no first strike,

no second strike" platform.
.'/ He went on to propose cut-
ting the military budget and
using the extra money to
create jobs for the unem-
ployed.

- Less than 100 San Francisco
police officers oversaw the
demonstration.

=^^^~^if^second - rsAly held

— Approximately 15,000 demonstrators gathered outside the
George Moscone Convention Center to hear Reverend Jesse Jackson's
peace platform.

"

member of the John Brown
Anti-Klan Committee, said he
had heard the Klan had
received a permit to protest
several Aitinths ago. ^

The rally remained
peaceful, however, and the

Bruin could confirm no arrests

in either protest.

40 UC officers transfer to UCLA
for increased Olympic security
By Christopher Howell

Thirty University of California Police Department officers
have been temporarily transferred here to augment UCLA's
Olympic security forces, and an additional 10 transfer officers
will begin duty July 28. •

The 40 officers, scheduled to remain at UCLA through Aug.
13, will arrive from seven UC*dCampuses and the university's
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, UCLA Community Safety,
Assistant Vice Chancellor John Barber said. He added that UC
Santa Barbara, which is also hosting Olympic athletes, will not
provide any new officers.

According to a Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Committee
sj^wkesman, the LAOOC will reimburse UCPD for the addi-
tional officers. The funding complies with LAOOC's policy of
paying back public agencies for Olympic securUy,^ the
spokesman added. "^

In addition to increasing its presence on campus. Barber said
that UCPD will strengthen security at the university's nuclear
reactor, which was shut down permanently in June, and at the
UCLA Medical Center. An "intensive" patrol will guard the
reactor, and the night-time hospital policy of restricting access
to authorized personnel only will be extend^ to 24 hours a day.
Barber explained. «

According to Barber, the new officers will allow the depart-
ment to deal more effectively and efficiently with a number of
crowd-related problems, such as pickpocketing.

But Barber estimated that the most significant logistical pro-
blems the expanded force will face relate to^e projected in-

- Continued on Page 4—

Tuesday, anti-Ku Kliix Klan
protesters turned out to
counter a rumored KKK
demonstration which never
materialized.

Sign-carrying protesters
chanting **Reagan in the
White House. Klansmen in the
street. We've got to fight
white supremacy," dominated
close to a full block of
sidewalk outside the Conven-
tion Center.
One demonstrator, a

But San Francisco Deputy
Police^ Chief George Eimeil
said there was no permit
issued to the Klan, and he ad-
ded that "They're (KKK)
wasting their time."

Most police officers directed
traffic on a street running
parallel to the Convention
Center, but several hundred
members of the special police

forces anticipated violence and
arrived after the demonstra-
tion began. _^^.._
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T.V. COMEDY GAME SHOW
*ANYTHING FOR MONEY'
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EMPOWERMENT THROUGH AWARENESS
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FOR INTERVIEW:
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Drs. Kummer & Kummer
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Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

A rape prevention and education
" workshop

Thursdays at noon
2DoddHall

V •*

9*
Change the color of your

eyes** soft lenses

$159
Sleep-in soft lenses,

Fermalens, DuraSoft,
Bausch & Lomb

«159 _
Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses mt*V7
Price Includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training, &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit. ,

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this ini^ ^ S^^ Jft
€X\iQeM clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. mf^F

ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 2^4-0653
1421 S. Robertson Blvd.

(V4 blk. touth of PtcoV
2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park

In the Lucky Shopping Center)

' Visa. MasterCard. E](pirM 8/25/84 uith this ad

L

The UCLA Rape Prevention and Education Services are co^sponsored by the
WorDen's Resource Center and the Department of Community Safety.
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• Available
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OPEN
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REDISCOVER

Best Hamburgers, Fries, Root Beer and Floats

FiLGET THE INFO
FROH THE

Welcome the Olympics with A & W
1 T660 Santa Monica Blvd. 820-4443

(Westwood Blvd. to Santa Monica, 1 mile west to Barrincton)
Santa Monica Bus Line #1, direct to restaurant from UCLA

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Pr. Myron J. Taylor
Minister

John C. Wakefield
Associate Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

10808 Le Conte Ave.
208-8576

9 am Churcti School
lO am Worship Service

Youths
Continued from Page 1

lar vote/' said Alma Martinez,

a recent UCLA graduate.

"They don't weigh heavily

(compared to) constituencies

that vote heavily."

Another reason youth issues

do not receive the attention

they Reserve, said United
States Students Association

President Greg Moore, is that

Democrats feel it is enough to

m, erely point to the
Republican Party's record on
youth issues. Moore claimed
the Republican Party's
economic and educational
policies have alienated many

long run, it's going to affect

us.

However, YDA Staff Direc-
tor Bonnie Wetterer said the
budget disparity \s not due to

a lack of commitment by
Democratic leaders. "It's a
sign that "the Republicans have
more money than the Demo-
crats," she said. "It's not an
indication that we don't get
much support from the Par-
ty.

But even with support from
the top, youth groups in the
Democratic Party cannot ex-

pect support from politicians

unless they are successful at

getting studenJts to register and
vote.——: '

At the YDA meeting, Col-

STUDENTS WELCOME

Wc axe Chxixtianx only, but

not the onfif Cnxiitiam.
"

The Hair Salon

Women and Men

^14.00 CUT, CONDfTION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
~i[New clients with ad only) —^^"-

PERMS. CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING
SPECIALIZING IN SCULPTURED NAILS $l8icUP

For appointment call: 20S-I4M

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Al>ovc Mario's Re$au7aM)TWESTWOOD

o-v^

• Ask for

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply...
the bestr

— Delegates erupt at Monda/s Democratic National Con-
vention opening at the George Moscone Convention Center in San Fran-

cisco.

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247 ^
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Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the 'best direction for your future:—

•

All readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment Hr Mi"!O #V
AImo availableforparty and group meetings.

^UGTOHY
CERTIFICATE
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young people, especially stu-

dents.

But Moore also noted that
Democratic Party leaders are
realizing today's youth is more
conservative. He said this new
Republican block causes a
threat to Democrats in
November's Presidential elec-
tion. "I don't want students to
be the margin that will put
him (Reagan) over the top."
— ilepublicans .are investing^
heavily in their newly ac-
quired source of support.
"They are outspending us 10
to 1," YDA President Bill Belk
said, adding that "And in the

orado Sen. Gary Hart asserted

that the problem of low voter
turnout among young people
can only be solved by an fim;^.^

peal to idealism. t^
Recounting his own political

awakening during John F.

Kennedy's Presidential cam-
paign, he said, "he (Kennedy)
challenged our idealism that
life is not just taking but also

^ving."
^Ask yburselT one question
— why are young people not
voting?" Hart added. **I

believe it's because we're not
challenging them and their

idealism."

Police transfer
Continued from Page 3
crease in campus automobile traffic.

Although supporting officers usually attempt to assist officers
rosponding to police calh, the es tima ted increase in traffic t;dTr
gestion may prevent quick backup responses. Barber said. To
alleviate the problem, Barber said officers will patrol their
sperifir areas in pairs; throughout the Olympic period.-^4iey^
be their own backup," Barber explained.

—
Although the Los Angeles Police Department and the Los

Angeles County Sheriffs Department will also participate in the
security effort. Barber said those departments would be pursu-
mg different tasks and might not be immediately available to
assist UCPD forces.
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Protesters ,

arrested, faces

felony charges

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Ninety-five people were ar-
rested on felony conspiracy
charges Monday in a
demonstration by an arm of
the anti-nuclear Livermore
Action Group, according to
police, who estimated the
crowd at several thousand?
-Police said the protesters
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were taken into custody for
blocking sidewalks at the
heart of the financial district

— about a half-mile from the
Moscone Convention Center
where the Democratic Na-
tional Convention began
Monday.
The protest was intended to

show a link among the "Dem-
ocratic Party, corporations in

the area and militarism,"
Gretchen Ritter of the Liver-
more Action Group said.

Those arrested were iden-
tified as members of the
group's War Chest Tours,
which planned tentatively to
hold further demonstrations
on Wednesday and Thursday
The Livermore Actioti

Group has previously spon-
sored dozens of anti-nuclear
-demonstrations in the San
Francisco Bay area, including
road blockades at the
Lawrence Livermore National
Laboratory last year that led

to the arrest of more than one
thousand protesters.
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orientation cuts (by appointment! with our
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orient vou tu FREESTYLE If you haven t beeri
to FREESTYLE this is an ideal time to come m
and find out why people call us The Perfect
Alternative to High Priced Cuts
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California's finest and n}ost experienced family planning
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with results whiie^ou wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/
general or local anesthesia
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Gynecological exams
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Family Planning
"^~~ ~~"

Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 8. Westmoreland Ave.

(813) 788-7883
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12304 Santa Monica Blvd.
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> International Coiffures
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TOOTH TREK III

THE SEARCH FOR DECAY
PREVENTIVE AND RESTORATIVE

DENTISTRY

For Appointment:
478-0363

• Tooth Bonding
• Specializing in cosmetic bonding
• Repairs chipped & broken teeth
• Covers stains and whitens.

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire & Santa Monica)
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' '<—% ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS

^ ^.'jewelry • VIDEO • AUDIO
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- r-rrrTh^^J^ue test of a pizza is its morning

will you still

love me
tomorrow?

after taste. As you take the first bite -
do the corners of your mouth upturn in
the beginnings of a smile? Do your
eyes crinkle with delight at the

memory of the night before? Our pizza.
is great - hot from our ovens, or cold
from your refrigerator. So take the

morning after test. And you'll see why
we say - we serve . .

.

the pTzza
that'll love you

5 inch screen

$429.00
4 inch
screen

POnTASLE TRINITNON COlOff

$449.00
KV^4000
POMTABW TMINITRON COLOM TV

KV»400
TRINITMON COLOn TV

Portables for the Summer

9 inch Trinitron--- $429.00

Plastic surgery
Continued from Page 1

surgeons may claim to be able
to perform a face-lift in an
hour, an operation which
Zarem said takes three to four
hours when properly done.
Zarem maintains that people
should be well informed.

**Be Cautious," Zarem said,
citing a recent survey con-
ducted on agencies which
supposedly give the names of
responsible plastic surgeons.
He said two-thirds of the
plastic surgeons referred by
the agencies were "not really

qualified."

Prospective patients should
typically avoid doctors who
perform plastic surgery in
their offices, Zarem said. The
setting in a medical center
such as UCLA, where surgery
is monitored and observed by
students and other profes-
sionals, serves to **keep doctors
honest," Zarem explained.
Doctors who advertise

quick, easy plastic surgery typ-
ically do not have the patient's

best interests in mind, Zarem
said, adding that plastic
surgery can be successful and
gratifying, but patients should
know the truth and the. conse-
quences.

KV4100
POMTABLE TniNITflON COLOR TV
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VCR

$599.00
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PIZZAZZ
9U BROXTON AVE.. AT LE CONTE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
(213)208-0255

And Here's A Very Special Offer!

$4.95 buys you X3 dinner size ( ± 12") pizza
with any two toppings, (q $6.40 value)

$7.95 buys you a large pizza withany two
toppings, (a $9.95 value)

From now until June 1984,

;
Not valid with any other ads or discounts.

Please present this ad.

MON-THURS .... HAM-1AM • FRI-SAT 11AM-2AM
SUNDAY 4PM-1AM

taste Pizzazz!
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I
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Panasonic
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• Sinsir lens retlex preview-
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• Built-in directional fUsn,
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glass lens
• folds (tat

• Auto focus ^^_^ __,
$159.00
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GIVE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!
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n viewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

The arguments against vivisection
By Rick Kraus

"A day will come when the world will look upon to-
day s vivisection in the name of science they way we look
today upon witch hunts in the name of religion.

"

Henry J. Bigelow, former Harvard physiology professor.
Millions of dogs, cats, mice, rats, monkeys and other

animals are tortured and harmed each year in the name qf
science. The public has refused to demand a stop to this
cruelty.

They incorrectly believe that medical progress requires
animal research. This unquestioning belief in vivisection is

not only morally indefensible, it is also scientifically
fraudulent. It is in our best interest to stop animal ex-
perimentation. ^"'""

'
• V

Newspapers are filled with letters by researchers who
wonder how a well-intentioned "misguided few" can
possibly oppose animal rexparrh _____ -''''::

..

For their information, the "misguided few" include da
Vinci, Voltaire, Schopenhauer, Tolstoy, Ghandi, Jung,
G.B. Shaw, Nobel Laureates Schweitzer and Hesse, plus
thousands of prominent doctors and researchers of today
who condemn vivisection completely.

Vivisectors claim that animal cruelty in the lab does not
exist except for rare occasions. This is completely false.

The evidence pf cruelty can be found in almost any
research journal. UCLA has its share of experimenters per-
forming cruel experiments on animals.
An experiment typical of the cruelty going on at UCLA

and other research institutions was performed in the
depar^ents of Pharmacology and Psychiatry at UCLA.
The experiment involved removing both eyeballs from

Rhesus monkeys and studying the effects of hallucinogens
on their behavior (Siegel, Brewster, Johnson and Jarvik,
1976).

J J ,

In j another UCLA experiment out of the Neurop-
sychiatric Institute, rats were aggravated by shocks and
drugs causing *\.. vicious biting attacks that often result in
death " (Sbordone and Garcia, 1977). Both these experi-
ments h^d the dubious "honor" of being included in
Physical and Mental Suffering of Experimental Animals,
by'leff Diner (1979).
Do animals feel pain? Of course they do. Yet researchers

falsely claim that because animals feel less pain than
humans, researchers have the right to do as they please.
This ridiculous statement can be extrapolated to mean that
a person who can feel a lot of pain is entitled to harm a
person who experiences little pain.

At this point animal researchers will say that you cannot
treat animals as though they are humans. What they real-
ly mean is that animals are different than humans and
must be used for the advancement of knowledge. And if

animals get hurt in The process, then so be it.

"// there happens to be f)ain involved, I think (experi-
ments) should still be done, " said Dr. Jesse Washington, a
UCLA campus veterinarian, in a recent issue of The
Bruin.= ^ •^- ^

'——crrr

Dr. Washington*s job as a veterinarian, according to
Webster's New World Dictionary, is to deal with "...the
prevention and treatment' of diseases and injuries to
animals, " not to help cause the diseases and injuries.

For animal researchers, the ends justify the means. This
argument has a familiar ring: Hitler used it when he
allowed experiments to be done on Jews.

^"~ Such a comparison to the Holocaust mighT seem to be
an exaggeration, but what then is the best term for the
fact that close to 100 million animals are used in laborato-
ry experiments each year in the U.S. alone?

Vivisectors justify their experiments in a number of
ways. First, they point to the Animal Welfare Act which
"prptects" lab animals. What they do not tell you is that
rats, mice, birds, fish and all cold-blooded animals are ex-

cluded from the Act.

In addition, one provision states that if anesthesia would
"interfere" with the results, it does not have to be ad-
ministered. And who makes this decision? You guessed it:

the researcher.

___^ Second, the researchers say that when animals must bei
killed during or after an experiment, it is done painlessly

~ and is, therefore, justiffable. They cannot really mean
this.

If they did, they would be implying that killing a
uman being "painlessly" by chopping off his/her heaa or

injecting him/her with sodium pentobarbital is also justifi-

able, and this is obvioulsy false. A being can be harmed
without feeling pain. ,

Vivisectors nave a cortvenient method for drawing the

line between animals that should or should not be used in

research: all animals in the human species are safe. All

non-human species are fair game. This species-based divi-

sion is completely arbitrary, and most beneficial for scien-

tists.

Animals can be so similar to humans^ as to have eyes,

ears, noses,^brains, communication, lllesight and a

have electrodes surgically implanted into their brains.
Primates and other animals are blinded, and dogs are
burned in the esophagous with lye.

Brain research is performed on unanesthetized primates
and cats, and pigeons are shocked repeatedly by dectrodes
firmly attached to their pubic bones — and the list goes
on. These experiments have occured within the last few
years, and they are not exceptions.
Suppose that ultra-intelligent Martians laTlded on

Wilshire Boulevard and wanted to do "painless" research
on humans — and kill them afterwards, of course. Since
they are more intelligent, probably feel more pain than we
do, and have virtually cured cancer on their planet, do
they have the right to experiment on us?
The answer is no, because our intelligence and pain

levels have nothing to do with our right to life. And most
irnportantly, the promise of an end to cancer (or whatever
disease you think is important) gives no one the right to
hsLtm another sentient being.
Human pain might be less intense than Martian pain,

but that in no way lessens the human ability to feel pain.
Experiments on animals are not applicable to humans.

Who believes this? Here is a small sample of scientists and
medical publications:

**An experirnent on qn animal gives no certain indication
of the result of the same experiment pn a human being.

"

— Dr. Robert Koch, Nobel Prize winner (1906).
"No animal tumor is closely related to a cancer in

human beings." — Lancet (an English medical journal
1972). „„____ ,_. _^. /
"The idea, ait understand it, is that fundamental truths

are revealed in laboratory exp^mentation on lower
animals and are then applied t^he problems of the sick
patient. Having been myself trained as physiologist, I feel
in a way competent to assess such a claim. It is plain
nonsense." — Sfr George Pickering, Regius Professor of
Medicine at the University of Oxford.

Researchers are unwilling to eveiH look at the scientific
findings indicating such inapplicability, or discuss them
with anti-vivisectionists. '

Instead they repeat their favorite phrase: "Anti-vivisec-
tionists don't know what they're talking about." Unfortu-
nately, it does not matter whether the animal research op-
ponent is a Nobel laureate, ex-vivisector or recognized
medicaj authority. The answer ^sialways the same.

Evidence that anintal studies are inapplicable to humans
abounds. A few examples: If penicillin had been tested on
guinea-pigs, it might not be available today because it kills

_^these animals . .
. .

-

" Aspirin, theTfTosTcbmmonly used drug today, Tcills most
laboratory animals. Digitalis, which lowers blood pressure
in human patients, was witheld from the market for years
because tests on dogs produced dangerously high blood
pressure levels.

Morphine calms and anesthetizes humans but causes
;:nnanlacal excitement in cats and mice, while dogs can
tolerate doses up to 20 times higher than humans. This is

only a partial list.

Letters

mtltrnirmt!^ photographer for The Bruin.

Still, reseai cheis refuse to accept that the applicability
of animal experiments to humans is highly questionable at
best.

"What are the alternatives?" cries the public. "Should
we ejmeriment on humans?" Unfortunately, humans are
indeed the guinea-pigs. Thalidomide, a: "safe" tranquilizer,
was marketed after three years of tests on animals, show-
ing no harmful effects.

Even though many pregnant women who were taking
the drug reported deformities in their babies, the drug was
still sold. Why? Because the animals who were given the
drug had no bad reactions.

In effect, the reliable clinical studies were ignored and
the faulty animal studies were taken as gospel. Dogs, cats,
mice, rats, and as many as 150 different strains of rabbfts
were tested, until finally a certain strain of rabbit produc-

ts deformed offspring. Only then was the drug taken off
^nhe shelves. This is only one of many such examples.

Medical progress would not come to a halt if animal
-Research stopped Today, Some ImportanTdiscoveries bwing^
nothing to animal research include the microscope. X-rays,
thermometers, stethoscopes, blood transfusions, disinfec-
tants, antibiotics and many anesthetics.

Anti-vivisectionists are not against medical progress and
cures. We oppose the immoral methods used to strive for
medical progress^ just as we oppose immoral methods of
achieving any gow.

If the vivisectors are confident with their positions (both
moral and scientific) then I urge them to accept the invita-
tions extended repeatedly by anti-vivisection organizations
to debate in public, on television or on radio, so that the
truth can be revealed. It is easy to say that opponents of
animal research do not know what they are talking about.
It will be less easy to prove it.

Kraua, a senior majoring in geographt/, is a staff

Donating blood
Editor:

Summer vacations and the
Olympic Games will place a
heavu strain on local blood
supplies. Please donate this

'Summer.
Blood shortages of varying

degrees happen almost every
summer because the blood
needs of hospital patients re-

main fairly constant all year
and the number of available
donors drop sharply during

* the summer months due to
vacation schedules.

In fact, 10 to 15 percent of
the local blood supply is given
by high school and college
students during the regular
school yeaiv and these donors
are now on summer break and
won't return until fall.

Combine this with the traf-

fic congestion and company
closings during the Summer
Olympics and a blood short-
age is nearly inevitable!

Since the UCLA campus
population is our primary
source of blood donors for the
JJCLA Medical Center, we
appeal to everyone who meets
the basic requirements to
donate in July,^ August or
September.,
A quick call to 825-0888

will determine \f you can
donate.

We appeal to supervisors to
be lenient 4n^ allowing
employees time off to donate.

If youare a do nor
elsewhere bring your donor
card so we can stamp it and
keep you up to date.

If you've donated in the
past but it has been a while,
please donate nowl If you
know someone who has used
blood in another hospital
anywhere in the United
States, you can donate on
their behalf at the UCLA
Blood Donor Center.
And if you have ever

thought about giving but kept

_*i__i-

putting it off now is the time.
And as an added plus, all

UCLA and ASUCLA student
and career employees wTtT
receive four hours of ad-
ministrative leave with pay or
comp time (ASUCLA) for
each donation made at the
UCLA Blood Donor Center.
The UCLA Blood Donor

. Center is conveniently located
right on the UCLA campus.
An easy 15 minute walk from
almost anywhere. And there is

no need to worry about traffic

or parking, especially during
the Olympics.
We are located in the

UCLA Medjcal Center and
can be easily found by taking
the "0" elevator to the "A"
level then following the brown
4ine on the floor to room A2^
260. We are open Monday
through Friday, 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. (Tuesdays from 9
a.m.).

Call 825-0888 for informa-
tion or appointn>ents. Ap-
pointments are not required
but are suggested for your'
convenience.
Due to increased security

measure during the Olympics
we ask Weryone to bring their

UCLA kp. cards. They will
be needed to gain entrance to

the MedicM Center.
— V , David CUwy '

Coordinator
UCLA Blood Donor Center

.:v*V'
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California Graduate Institute
CUsscs begin September 12 ind end December 17

J984Fall Class Schedule

1000-
II 00-

1 00-4

200-5
2 00-5

200-5
2 00-5
2-00-5

3 00-5

3 00-6

4 00-6

500
5 00

5 00

5 30

5 00

6 00-8

8 00-1

8 00-1

8 00-1

1 00 pm
2 00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
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Barbara Cook
hot stuff!

By Dirk Smillie

At a time when "fast-food" singers often rise

from obscnrity to become overnight
luminaries, it is refreshing to discover true,

unrefined talent in a form devoid of
smokebombs, $50,000 synthesizers or stacks of

Marshall amplifiers.

Barbara Cook took the stage of the
Westwood Playhouse last Friday evening '

—

opening night — and performed an exciting

and often touching mix of Broadway, standard
and pop songs, accompanied solely by the
sounds of a piano and a stand-up bass. Wally
Harper's precision on piano anci Kevin Bran-
don's dexterity on bass gave Cook's voice a
rich backing, especially through tunes such as

the passionate "Come Rain or Come Shine/*
the poignant "Ain't Love Easy," or the
sprightly, jazz-tinged, "I Can Cook." That she
can.

As Cook ran through a 15-song repertoire,

her voice itself took on the sound of a fine in-

strument, alternating between ultra-high notc*s

smooth as glass, and rapid-fire jazz progres-
sions a la Ella F'itzgerald. The songs, by such
fine compo.sers as Leonard Bernstein, Marvin
Hamlisch, Carol Hall and Melissa Manchester,
were selected as expertly as they were
rendered. The songs Cook performed truly
were, as she put it, "an eclectic batch."
Cook appeared at the well-attended, 500-

seat Playhouse loosely swathed in a black
pantsuit peppered with glittering rhinestones.
Her flowing, shoulder-lertgth blonde hair
belied the fact that she is now 56. Although
she is still slightly heavy-set, her weight today
is much less than it was in the early seventies, _ _ __
when she went from 115 pounds to almost ^""iT"^ ...
200. and went for months without working.

Barbara Cook: Broadway ingenue is a ^ngtng ^rvxvor

The dual problems of her divorce and a scarcity of Broadway
parts at the time may have contributed t6 the singer's brief
withdrawal from stage and song, but in an interview with the
Bruin last week. Cook offered her own explanation:

"I think I needed not to work for a while, I needed some
time off to make a transition to becoming an older woman.
Other women have made the transition more gracefully than
me, but I really didn't know how to do it because, well, I was
the quintessential ingenue. Of course I've never thought of
myself as that, but that's what people labeled me.
ll^M almost as if I decided to murder the ingenue...! said to

CONCERTS

myself, *No one else is going to get rid of the ingenue but me
I'll do it my way; on my own terms.*"
Cook said she "got fat" simply because she didn't want to

work — and used her weight as a pretext not to.

As to the theory that her singing has improved as a result of WestwnnH^ she will immpHiatply leave fnr Npm/ Ynrf,
whpr^ chp

anything. It makes absolutely no sense to me to thint" that
you've got to have 50 pounds on you to sing Tosca." -^-wf

Cook has certainly proved this time and again, beginning
with her first role on Broadway as the ingenue lead in

"Flahooley," and subsequent leading roles in musicals such as

Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Carousel," and "The King and I,"

Bernstein's "Candide," and Kern's "Showboat." In 1958, she
won a Tony Award for her role as Marion in "The Music Man."

Within the last decade. Cook has, among other things,

played Carnegie Hall twice, recorded four, albums; taped a live

show for various PBS stations nationwide, sung as a soloist with
the L.A. Philharmonic and performed in Europe. In fact Cook
^usf returned front a seven concert tour in Paris earlier this

month. After she finishes her nine-day, 13- show engagement in

her added weight. Cook said she tliought the idea "silly.

"If you're in tbp shape, you're able to do more of just about
plans to open on Broadway this fall with largely the same mate

Continued on Page 11

THEATER

'The Flag is Up' — don't bet on it

By John Ison, Staff Writer

The Flag is Up... the white flag, that
is. Yet another original Los Angeles play
surrenders to the terrifying trend of "sit-
comizing" Little Theatre.
What is this dread disease, this fatal

epidemic that threatens to suck the life
out of Los Angeles legit theatre? Call it

"The Love Boat Syndrome." Its chief
symptom* include-stereotyped charactefsV
hackneyed subplots, l^ck of a coherent
plot, and an outbreak of embarrassingly
unfunny one-liners. The growth started
on television, where it had positive but
nonetheless controllable effects on such
shows as "Barney Miller" and "Taxi."
Then the malignancy set in, with "The
Love Boat," the biggest threat to the
ht)pe for Quality on Television. After
such a widespread catastrophe, could
"Love Boat Theatre" not follow?

Here it is, folks. Who else but a televi-
sion-oriented writer would dare apply to
the stage the "concept'' of "Big Cap
Horse Racing" at Santa Anita? Sure, it's

got action. Yfiah, it's gnt Inudmnuthed

always good for a few laughs. And it's

got conflict coming out of its ears with
the wives of the loudmouthed gamblers
and cute drunks. But could you call it

theatre and believe it?

Not this time. , The Flag is Up, an
ensemble production based on James E.

Allard's original concept, disappoints all

but the viewer bottle-fed on situation

comedy. Like most sitcoms, there is no
plot, just i-convenient "dilemma" that

could be easily resolved in a short period
of time. The dilemma at hand involves

the effect winning the Big Cap
sweepstakes will have on the Santa Anita
gamblers. For hip Leroy (Willard Pugh),
it means the attention of his "dream
girl,"(Rika Allard) who will look at him
only after he wins a couple hundred
bills. For slick Lenny (Lenny Berlanger),
it means instant financial success. For
horse race addict Herb (Herb Mitchell),
it means further financial success, biit for
his wife Sophie (Gulshin Gilbert), it

could m6an the end of their mar-
riage...Each character's problem resem-
blos a Christinas pieseiit that unly lack&- Tl J r^

—

:
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gamblers and cute drunks - they're the right paper to be gift-.wrapped in.

You know that ft will eventually be
wrapped up, if only to prevent the loss of

your patience.

You'll find echoes of many popular
television sitcoms in this play. Watching
even one episode of "Fantasy Island" fa-

miliarizes you with Hollywood pro-
ducer-hustler Bruno Bambino (excellent

Bruno Marcotulli). With his promise of

film stardom to innocent Candice
{Kathleen Denney), lie hopes to win her
over both in bed and bank account. You
can almost count the minutes until Bruno
gets his face slapped.

If yoii loved "The Honeymooners,"
you surely will recognize Jackie Gleason's

and Audrey Meadows* affectionate
banteri'ng in the relationship between
good-hearted drunk Doc (Ron Walsh)
and good-hearted barmaid Katie (Kelly

McMahon). Doc's been stuck on Katie
* for years, but his macho pride keeps him
from revealing his love to her. Katie's got

a soft spot for Doc, but she waits for him
to make the first move; she's-jiast an old-

fashioned girl, understand. (You'll spot

some pI
E vf! Arden's motherly oharm in

Bo Diddley's
chunk-a-ciiunic

By Jeff Goldman. Staff Writtr

Bo Diddley is one of the most influential figures in rock
and roll, a transitional artist in the late '50s and early '60s
whose songs provided the foundaHon for the British inva-
siOTi. From The Rolling Stones to The Yardbirds, from TheWho to Bruce Springsteen, Diddley s trademark sound,
Chunka'Chunk-a-Chunk, a-Chunk-Chunk, has been the
beat that hundreds of c}a$sic rock and roll tunes hive been
built upon. Tunes such as The Who's "Magic Bus," or Spr-
ingsteen's "She's The One,** are popular examples of Bo's
**hamtx)ne*' groove.

It was indeed a pleasure to see this great R&B master
perform at the Music Machine last weekend. While Did-
dley does show up at local clubs a few times a year, this
performance was made extra special with the addition of a
backup band made up of The Blasters (minus keyboardist
Gene Taylor), with lohn Doe alternating on bass and D.J
Bonebrake playing the all-important maracas — the latter
two musicians are of course members of local dariings^X

After a dynamic set by The Savoy Rhythm Kings' — a
talented group of musicians who play R&B/Swing tunes
and are led by two, true to the bone "belters"; check them
,out if you getthe chance — The Blasters took the stage
and ripped out a couple of old R&B covers.
With the sweaty SRO crowd alreadv worked up to a

near frenzy, chanting and screaming for "Bo," Ellas Bates
(Diddley's real narpe), America's true gunslinger, took the
stage.

Fashionably attired in a scintillating red pair of pants,
an equally sparkling red shirt with white "towboy em-
broidery and a tremendously wide collar, and a skipper's
cap complete with a gold plated medallion, Diddley rip-
ped into a killer version of, what else, "Bo Diddley."
Chunk-a-Chunk-a-Chunk, a-Chunk-Chunk. With his
trademark square guitar with the built in "Bo Diddley*
neon sign flashing on and off, Diddley and his all-star
backup band tore through such classics as "I'm A Man "

"Mona," and "Hey Bo Diddley" ~~ the latter tune com-
plete with the call and response treatment between th^
audience and the singer that traditionally marks Diddley's
shows.
The second set of the evening, absent of the technical

problems-that plagued the first (broken strings, touchy
amplifiers, etc.), was a real barnburner. With John Doe
on bass, and D.l. Bonebrake putting down his maracas
and replacing Bill Bateman on drums, blues master singer
John Lee Hooker, a member of a star^tudded crowd that
included Billy Zodm and Exene of X, Percy Mayfidd, Big
Joe Turner, and Lee Allen, took the stage and joined EMd-
dley in a rousing version of Dale Hawkins' (and made

-famouTl)y the Creedence CleafwafeTTlevivalJ^^uzre^."*"
Chunk-a-Chunk-a-Chunk, a-Churtk-Chunk.

Later on in the set, with a member of the Savoy
Rhythm Kings' horn section playmg^^ong, and assorted—
female members of the audience dancing on the stage,
Diddley shouted out such classics as "Road Runner,'* and a
new song, "I'm Looking For A Woman." Another
highlight of this second set occurred when Diddley hopped
in back of the drum set and played along to a tune sung
by Blaster Phil Alvin.

Chunk-a'Chunk-a-Chunk, a-Chunk-Chunk. Ahhhhhh,
if only every night could be like this ...

Continued on Page 11

By Rodrigo Flores

Somehow the Olympic Auditorium, full time Roller
Derby hall, part time Punk-a-thon hall, provides one of
^he most interesting settings for punk rock in LA.
^ Clubs are expected to have new bands, and halls or
giant stages are tor the well known stars, but the Olympic,
virtually indestructible with its concrete and steel struc-
tures, provides bands^ that we might not see otherwise,
with the kind of stage fTiey might not see until much later
in their careers — a 4000 capacity hall which actually at-

tracts 4000 people.

Friday's show was just one of those events, with thou-
sands of punks crammed inside for the five-band show.
The opening act Entropy, like most of the new crop. of
punk bands, features a thrash, metal sound and a strong
relentless set with lots of punkch. This Westside band
which can be seen at the Cathay de Grande at least twice
a month, normally would not get booked at any other hall
show without vinyl out, but playing the Olympic with
strong headliners like the Toy Dolls, the Addicts — excuse
me ADX (don't wanna worry the parents here) and the
Effigies, Entropy had a good chance of impressing a^ large
group of people who might otherwise never see them.
Of course, not many people go for the openers, preferr-

CouUnued uii Page 10
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USeACQMPUTfeR?

No, but we can teach
you.

What is wordprocess-
ing anyway? And
what can it do for

^ you? Where would
/[a/it you go to learn more

about computers? Don't fall further behind,
come and discover why people are so excited
about the world of computers.

TIME: 7:00' 10:00PM
DATE: Tuesday, July 3 1st

COST: $20.00 c

Call and make your reservations NOW.
Seating is limited.

SYDNEY LEARNING STORE^^
11049 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles, CA 90025

. ^ (213)473-9691
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WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

m$

Other Locations.
=^=4310 San Fernando Blvd , BurbanI

15745 Roscoe Blvd . across from
Busch Gardens m Van Nuys

—1717 W Colorado. Eagle Rock —
7606 Foothill Blvd . Tujunga

• 9024 Recreation Circle Fountain Valley

Bang the Drum
Louder

We're Gung-Ho for
Active Footwear

A BOAT, A BRIDGE, A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS NEW
BALANCE - MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS - WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR: FLEXA-
TARD. LA GEAR
WESTERN TOWN: LEE WRANGLER - CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT & ACCESaORIES - A MILI-

TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS.

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 395-5839
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zany Toy^olls charm
Continued from Page 9
ing to get drunk and eat rather than
»et there early. It's too bad this was
the case, for their set was short and
energetic.

The Effigies, who have a new
album out on Enigma, played their
working class Chicago blues punk of-
fering a taut, rhythmic and lean soynd
reminiscent of a punkier Joy Division
at times, and other times falling into
thrash-metal outbursts, followed by
electrifying soloes — just long enough
to shake the buzz of the ears — before
going back into the song.
Had this band been from England

they would be punk superstars both
there and here. Lvrically they are not
the most adept ot bands, with a kill-
ing cynicism arid a loser's attitude on
life, but they represent the working
class attitude of America as artists,
something not altogether easy, since
most artists do not see themselves as
working cla.ss, and those who do
usually do so from a leftist point of
view. The Effigies tend to have a
more cynical and nihilistic point of
view; sometimes too much so, as in
last year's "We Are X)a Machine,"
with its nothing-we-can-do- anyway
attitude.

The Toy Dolls, the true^eadliners
of the evening, soon took the stage
dressed as bad English school boys,
with Olga, the lead singer and
guitarist, dressed in a red jacket,
white oversized sunglasses, black
pants and a wide and .short, red tie.

Together with his crewcut and thin,
bony frame, he looked like a lizard in
heat prancing relentlessly up and
down the stage.

The Toy Dolls were originally

associated with the Oi skinhead
movement, but as the latter turned
fascistic, the Toy Dolls revamped their
music and image and went for total
silliness and lightheartedness, avoiding
politics at all costs. Their sound is fast,
hard and punchy, but not thrash,
coming from the Ramones-Dickies

^ school of mania^, rather than Minor
Threat's schcJoF of thrash. Whereas
the Ramones sound tired nowadays,
and the Dickies are just flexing their
mussels (a band pun, oi, oi, oi), after
their two year absence, the Toy Dolls
are in top shape. With only one pow-
erful and fun album out, they rely on
their crazy and loony show to convert
audiences to their buzzsaw sound.

This is important since most of the
audience had probably not heard
more than one or two songs, namely
the hit "Nellie, the Elephant, " and
"Boris, the Spider." But with the ap-
propriate rendition of Elvis' "Blue
Suede Shoes," ("money! show! go!") at
a breakneck pace, as well as singalong
"Camptown Races," with hundreds of
spiky haired punks singing "Poo-Dah-
Doo-Dah, " the Toy Dolls showed that
punk rock can still be fun and light
and relevant today. The soloes were
short and sweet, and included "When
the Saints Go Marching In," "Dixie,

"

and for all union dudes "The Star
Spangled Banner," slightly modified,
not like Hendrix at all — more like
Bozo the Clown on acid.
The headliners, ADX, recently sign-

ed to Sire records, put on a rock show
worthy of the Forum, with a taped
"Eroica,'* for an introduction as well
as some circus music.

Friday's show demonstrated that
ADX should give up its punk consti-

Bo Diddley's friends: The Blasters

wrrocTrrt^L.""!!^ '^L*r^"§ ^^^mm^m^mr^hard rock (not metal) crowd. There's
nothing wrong with th^ rock star at-
titude and their controlled^ sound, but
Friday's crowd was not too interested,
and after being told repeatedly to
leave the stage by the band, some of
the audience left the hall instead.
"Chtnese^Takeaway," and the new
"Bad Boy," are bonafide hits, packed
full of melodies and singalong
choruses, as most of their songs are,
but they exhibit such a total lack oj
charisma and fun on stage, that most
people soon found themselves bored,
and not even the hits or the makeup
could keep them interested.
The three slam pits going furiously

slowed down and quickly merged into
one during ADX's performance, which
was tight and professional but hardly
inspiring.

The Toy Dolls will be at Perkins'
Palace on Saturday, a show not to be
missed if you've missed zanyness in
punk. Opening will be the Meteors,
punk-a-billy rock from England; MIa\
who have a new album out on the
Dead Kennedy's own label; the
Breakouts, a real good street punk,
not thrash, band from the city of con-
ventionly love, San Francisco; and
Stukas Over Bedrock, who you
know...

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE ^m^wm aq

„,.^.
(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE)

INCLUDES: PARTS.LABOR. INSTALLATIONNO hid6en charges

MAINTENANCE SERVJCE
$595.
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

I. Tunriip
2 VaivcAdi
3 Uibc

4 OUOuno*
5 Brake Ai^
6 Gutch Ad)
7. Scrvtcc All Ckuwi

8. Chcdi flMtery Water
9. Inspect From End
10. GNnpreaalon Teal
ll.(PTtaa<OTTtalCoolhnSv«twi)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 260Z. 2802 $20.00 XTRA)

$49.95

Parte tt Labor (Gaa A Air Film atra)

cooiMy/^ TOYOTA DATSUN $79.95

m^ i

"%IJ?JRll" DIAGNOSIS - t3:—THIS IS AW HONEST CAlKcE
1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829-7912

.^wvwggggwo:<<<<<<.>>:<>:,r,:.>:.>;^^^^^^

TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHINGjiWAXING UNWAJIT^^
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed oermanentlv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
141 Westwood Blvd

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

GO ON A SPREE
(l
FOR $398

TM

Ideal tor commuting to
and from vvork or

school Easy to ride

Spree'

4
.>?»*»

«525 SANTA MONICA BLVO /PHONE (213) 4««-7igi

'*5>

•:<«c<«KW<»;^^^^^^^^^^^^^w^^^^x^^^SSSc^SSS:*

HIGHEST QUALITY TIT

SOFTCONTACT LEN: ^\:
-'

.-./^

rXJ-EARIHJWCEa
Bausch S Lomb • Hydrocun/e • VIstakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Pemtalens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

II COMPLETE
PACKAGE

PAIR

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Sen^lce • Profes-

sional Care • P^ir of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test
• Lens Fitting • Complete
Training • Follow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee

5^-

-r-- .^>5 OLDC
m

f^LSAT
LSAT • MCAT • 6RE

6RE PSYCH • GRE BIO
fiMAT * DAT • OCAT PCAT

iiiii'"'/

.r^.

'I

VAT • MAT • SAT
NAFL MED BDS

ECFMG • FLEX • VOE
NOg^ NPB I • NLE

Ste^-K __
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1931
fot information. Pfeaao Call:

Encino:(2l3)99(M340
L08 Angeles-West: (213) 202-1924
Central City (213)268-2683
Orange County (714) 731-3069

QUALITY
SPIRITS

->$h^
JOLLY GOOD?

A CovCfL /

HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS
MEDICAL GROUP

FOR EYES

TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

Includes Eye
Examination

Five rich, natural-
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask
our *eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of
charge.

• Amber

• Blue

• Aqua

• Green

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEM-^ AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

sight
"S! 475-7602

^ Visa • MastercanI
> VlaiM Plans

Optomttric Center Accepted
Dr. Greenspan

YEA. PRAUGHTS or

ICECOUDMICHELOB
A MICMEL03 PARK

[JV5T QCkt foKSooTH';

$^

New Improved

Peimalens lli -

5125
Total

Permalens 6^#%p.
Bausch&Lomb v |3n
.in na\/ PvtonHnH WW30 Day Extended

Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total Incl. exam, care kit

& folk)wups)
«75

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1070. W.
11777 SAN VICENTE ©LVD.

^

BHENTVffDOfi CA &0049 a^Q-IMB

Total

2168 Pdcitic LB (21JID91 ib94

7232 Van NuysVN (2l3i 736-5892

114 StateCoHeqe 81 An^he:m (7l4i 774-4510

')4U0 Fireslonp Downpy (2lJi 803 1222

1482 S Rnhertson LA (?13i 278 1744

PT/FT OHfOMFTRisi .vArjrFf)

^,
,EYE SURGERY/

ELIMIMATFGiAyt:^<t

Cookie
Continued from Page 9
rial, presented in a more "theatrical
form," she said.

In the show's present form. Cook
performs with exuberant ease, yet
she remarked that after more than
thirty years of singing before au-
diences, she still feels an occasional
pang of pre- performance anxiety.
"I don't mind it; I would be ner-
vous if I weren't nervous... With
that extra adrenalin you can do
things onstage you've never imag-
ined," she said.

Cook described herself as "slight-
ly hysterical" before her Carn^^gie
Hall debut in 1975 — now regal-
ed as one of the finest performances
ever at the Hall — because much of
the material was monologue and
music she had never performed
live.

"It was scary as hell. I had all

kinds of apprehensions. I thought
that somehow I'd be able to pull
the music off, but I didn't know
^whether I'd be able to pull the
^ening off."

At the finish of last Friday's
show, a standing ovation proved
that Cook had again pulled the
evening off — and the ingenue pro-
ved that she is still, as the New
York Times has said, "Among the
best singers of our time." 1_
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Katie's pep-talks with Sophie.) Walsh
and McMahon work well together,
and Walsh is a standout, as he knows
how to be hammy while preser\ing his
quiet dignity.

The cast is basically television slick
and perfectly adequate. The play,
written by the eleven-member cast,
will not be printed in the next edition
of "Best American Dramas " One
must, however, commend scenic artist
Tad Doyle for his clever and authentic
set design, combining the grandstand
and bar of happenin' horse-race palace
Santa Anita.
To encourage audience participa*

tion, the producers held a raffle based
on the actual Tick Six Ticket

"

sweepstakes alluded to in the play.
Apparently some people won prizes by
filling out the tickets included in the
programs, but others did not. Like the
production, the contest was a win-lose
situation.

"The Flag is Up" continues Fridays
and Saturdays until August 2,5 at the
Pan Andreas Theatre, 8325 Santa
Monica^BK-d. Tickets are $10; call
655^4137 for reservations.

This pair is hot to trot in The Flag is Up'

Poetry is truth dwelling

in beauty. _ QilfUlan

HI9N-TC/^H.

The Converse
running shoe: high-tech

riesign built for stability

and durability. Lightweight cushioned comfort. Available
now in a variety of sizes and colors for men and women

CONVCIIS6 SHOE
BOUTKMIC

convmsc 925 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD
VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS. 824-2478

Carlton Hair International:
_ - INTRODUCTORY OffiR— — •

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS /
WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY

WESTWOOD
Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner WilshireAA('estw(W)d Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

-•- ^

NQ CLOSING COSTS

Grand Opening Special
• No Appointment Necessary
• Open 7 DayS'8:00 a.m, to 8:00 p.m.

• Family Medicine atAffordable Prices

• 24 Hour Emergency Coverage
• Facility Specializes In Treatment of:

sports injuries

lacerations
sprains
fractures

back injuries-

—

.

eye injuries
•

pap smears
birth control counseling

and all types of physical examinations.

X'Ray, Laboratory and Physical Therapy on Premises.

Brentwood: (213) 207^523
11611 Son Vicente Blvd.

also at:

N. Hollywood: (818) 765-091 1 Van Nuvs: (818) 996-9922
13440 Sherman Way 1691 2 Sherman Way
Mention this ad for $10.OO discount

^^^^^^^Ri

—•T""—--•—-

Night valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

Conference room^
Media center

Fitness center,

-Pool, Spa

EXTRAVAGANCE'
YOU CAN
-AFFORDlI—.^

$89,950 to $159950
11 :^ 7 iX77 2476 <Mi

1 44 VETERAN AVENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH OF W4LSH1RE

\
•

r

1
1

f
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•
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15 words or l«u
1 doy. 15 words o» tMS $3.30
Eoch odditiorxil word p«r day. 22<
5 days. 15 words or Ims „ $12.00

(consacuttve orx) rKxvr«furKJob(«)
loch odditkxxjl word 60<

Deodiirw
Class Line.

1 workir^ day In advarK;« by 3pm
Closs Display.

2 workina days in odvarK:* by 4pm
Cmce Location 112KN

Clo«sm*d Hours: •ojh. to 4pjn. Mon-
day through Frldoy

Tho moTMigomoftt rosorvoa tho right to
ct«of>o«, roclosslty, rovlso, dr ro|oct
any cloMitlod odvortlsomont not
mootlitg tt>o ttortdardt ol ttto OcNIy
ruin.

- Tho ASUCLA Communications Board fulhy

supports tr>o Ur>lvor$ltv ot Californlas
pollCY on norvdiscrlmirxjtion No mod»-
um shall occopt advortisoments wtiich
present persorts of arry given orjcestry,
color. natKXKJl origin, race, roMglon. sex
or sexual orlontafion m a domeanlrKi
way. or imply tfxjt thoy are limited to
certain positions, capacities, roles, or
status m society Neither the Oolty Bnjm
nor ihe ASUCLA Communicatiorts Board
has investigated any of the services
advertised or advertisers represented in

this issue Any person bellevlr>g that an
odvortisement m this issue violates tt>e

Board's policy or^ rH>n-dlscrlmir>ation
stated herein should communicate
complatnts in wrltir>g to ttw Businou
Marvsgor, OoMy Bnin. 306 Westwood
Piofa, LOS Angolos. CA 90024 For
assistarK:e wilh housirm discrimlrxjtion
problems, coll UCLA Housing Office.
825 4491. or Weslside Fair Housing.
652 1692

PERSONAL..... lO-A HELP WANTED 30-A JOB OPPORTUNITIES .....3ZU APTS. UNFURNISHED 52 F

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-6158

RUSH RUSH RUSH! Applications for con-
tinuing students interested in rushing are
due July 27th. Come pick one up in 2224
Murphy.

RUSH rush rush. Those intersted in sorori-

ty rush; Reg packets are available at 2224
Murphy and are due July 27th. Come by
and get onet

TRAFFIC Tickets •fixed" legally. Campus
location Saturday, Sunday, weekday
classes Accredited. University Traffic
School. Phone Reservations. 824-5581

.

Blair Stodaard
Congratulations

on your
Graduation!

Let's Celebrate!
I Love You,
Anne

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED. .12A

EDUCATION SERVICES. ....w. . . .4 A
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
y^ednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
58-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

^METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL J^Church services, meditation. 7
.^healing, lectures, music, i^
.^(classes, seminars. Services^
^( Sundays 10:30AM. Church Of .)(.

^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420.)(.

^( Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759 jjf

SPORTS TICKETS
FOR SALE.. 5-A

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-838 1

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75/week Call '^53-9828 for in-

formation.

COUNSELOR. Full-time position. After-

noons and evenings Counseling teenage
tx}ys at residential treatment center. Entry
level position, excellent benefits. Call

8 18-347- 1326.

DELIVERY Driver-Delivery and pick-up in

LA aea at 22'/i«/mi. ' $1400/mo. to start.

Min. requirement: 4-yr college degree,
GPA, 3.5. good SAT or GRE scores. Full

Blue Cross Medical, top dental, excellent
salary increases Great office environment
in MDR business park. For bright, hard-
working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

DOWNTOWN non-profit business
organization needs clerk with good
English-typing-office machine capabilities.
Some Japanese helpful. (213)628- 1263.

EARLY morning child care needed. Good
pay Close to campus. C^ll evenings,
475-4764. -

EMGLISH major grad student needed to

do library research and writing for a novel.

Part-time Salary negotiable. 825-5644.

ENTREPENEUR needs salesperson to sell

to marine stores along West Coast. Con-
tact Gary Dulkowski. 393-3940.

EXPERIENCED salesperson for fine men's
clothing store. 470-3718. contact Sam.

EXPERIENCED gardener for large garden;
household maintenance. Brentwood. $5/
hour. 476-5747 before 10:30am.

FITNESS Sales Person Fitness-conscious
and knowledgeable, bright personality,

energetic, own vehicle Earnings unlimited
Phone 21 3-392-5448.

1 season ticket/Olympic tennis, front row
center court Best offer 207-8089. ask for
Richard

NONDIABETICS needed for research with

artificial pancreas IVs inserted 8 hours
$50 Call Carol 855-4691

RESEARCH Subjects needed. Smoker*
who smoke at least i pack a day. age;
18-30 Contact Michael Lyvers. Franz Hal
6574. or call 825-2961 and leave
messasge.

UNDERGRADUATES needed to fill ou'

questionnaire for PhD project 30 minutes
S5 00 Call Debbie, 397-3710.

LOST

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice. BA degree, GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises, Blue
Cross medical,top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000

GREAT SUMMER JOB WITH CHILDREN
5-WEEK BEACH-ORIENTED DAY PRO-
GRAM PLUS 2-WEEK SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. NEED EXPERIENCE WITH
CHILDREN. SPORTS. AND CAMPING
MINIMUM AGE 21 472-3349.

2 each: Olympics closing ceremonies Sec-
tion 29 row 15. Gymnastics UCLA Make
offer. Hart 553-3958 •

CONCERT TICKETS

FOR SALE 6A
DIANA Ross August 8th. Universal Am-
phitheatre Two excellent seats, second
row Call 553-2996

GOOD DEALS 7-A
ROYAL Office Model typewriter, self-cor-

recting, dual ribbon $749 new, asking
$260. 990-7541 evenings. \\

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col^

lege people ( students/faculty) Good
. grades- discount . -- C all Boord tnsurancer-
716-0224.

Viyitar 70-150mm-f3.8 zdBbrstens, Canon
mount, close focus. With 2x matched

17-A

BLACK Cocker Spaniel Male, white mark
ings. extra large body and ears Rewarc
(213)455-2437

PREGNANCY 20 B

«•• •••••••••••••••••• e^
• Pregnant? Having second J
• thoughts? We care. Free*
• testing, counseling, resources*
; available. Westside Life Center !
• 2004 Ocean Park Blvd. Suite A •
• S.M. Call 450-5222. For ap- •
• pointment call 396-1111. •

SALONS .^i-b

multipllei
. hazo fi lte r , carrying case. Nego-

hable-Debbie. 206-8431, 8-5 or (8 18)848-
4341 evenings.

Perms, Jeri Curls,

—Pfess A Cufis

—

LARGE, prestigious Westside Law firm
seeks receptionist from 9:00am-5:30pm
Monday through Friday. Please call Lorin-

da or Bobbie, 312-4000.

MACHO'S Mexican Restaurant accepting
applications: Waiter, Bartender or Hostess,
Mon-Thurs, 2-5pm 939 Broxton Ave.

MEDICAL Receptionist- Plastic Surgery
Center- Mornings 7:00-12:00 Want an
energetic, bright and efficient person
203-8166. 461-6737, Roberta.

MENTAL HEALTH RESEARCH SURVEY
NEEDS PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
HELP TO DO COMPUTER CODING AND
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWING. MUST BE
VERY DETAIL MINDED AND ABLE TO
WORK INDEPENDENTLY." WORK STUDY
AND BE-LINGUAL STUDENTS PREFER-
RED. $6.59/HOUR. CALL ROXANNE AT
68078. _
Mother's helper 2 mornings/week. Care for

infant. Ellen 450-5806. —:

—

—
T

—

Need Manual Typewriter repairs. Work in

my home Can for more filTormation: 876-'

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Import/export

distributor company seeks qualified person
to work witn V.P. marketing. Management
experience academic/practical helpful.

Some office equipment proficiency is

desired. Positk>n full-time. Excellent work
environment. Some travel may be re-

quired. Candidates should call (213)760-

1801 for interview appointment. Resume,
references required.

AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per

week of your time may result in a growing
income. The hours are flexible. If you have
some time available and^would like to

develop a second income and be in

business for yourself...phono now for inter-

view: 213/450-8874. ^^ .

ASPIRING Commercial and fashion
photographers needed for Santa Monica
t>ased Ad agency. Please call 395-4050

EASY Money!! Daily Cash Bonuses. Big

nf)oney working only 25 hours a week.
Great atmosphere, nice pepple, plus
benefits. Earn $400-$900 per week. We
will train. Pleasant personality and voice

are only requirements. Great summer job!

Call Dana at 839-6969.

MODELS needed for Ad Agency, 18 to 25.

male and female, no experience neces-
sary; please call 395-4050

THEATER Arts Majors: Actors and Ac-

tresses needed for voice over commer-
cials; please call 395-4050

WANT to make money at the Olympics?
Be independent Sell official Olympic
balloons. Hurnjreds of miles, hundreds of

dollars for yourself, starting at the torch

relay Call Balloons in Motion, 744-1984

WORK for Women's Rights NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-

vancement opportunity. 458-
2937

25 profit-minded persons needed to sell

Westwood Express. Unlimited Profits

Possible! Call immediately for appoint-
ment. Westwood Express. £75-1069. Think
Moneyl

DINING GUIDE 41E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine'^

at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

APTS. FURNISHED 50-F

SINGLES, singles w/loft 1-bdrms, 2-bdrms
C&D, Dishwasher, R&T Available im-
mediately 641 Gayley 879-3744

SMALL one bedroom apartments. Near
UCLA. Lease. One or two quiet adblts. No
pets 208-3797.

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, 1-bedroom 644 Landfair #202.
Please call Chuck 208-1 837

1-bedroom, furnished, 2-3 people, $600
up. Fall rental Lease, parking. 1387 Mid-
vale. 1 1 097 Strathmore, 454-821 1

.

$525, Mar Vista. All new decor. 1-

bedroom. Pool, laundry, parking. Near
Marina and beach. 313-1818.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms, 2 full

baths, attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
^.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

j 0143

I NOW is the time to disfeat Reagan and
stop the arms race. SANE, tha

& Manicure
$5.00 discount with this

conpon

largest peace organization is currently hir
ing for its community outreach program
Summer and year round positioris open
Cdll 392-3074.

m
10884 Weybum Ave., L.A. 90024

Bibles Books - Gifts

Mon -Sat till 1 1 PM Sun 2-6 PM
208-5432

5
10% off all black

products
this week
BlUf N GCM.0 HAIR D€SIGN
10908 leConte Wosfwood

(at entronce to UCLA)
20fl 5863

A*kfovVlckJ

PART TIME Person Friday. Needed: an
energetic self starter to work in a Beverly
Hills Law Office on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons. Please contact Bob Kaufman
at 275-5132.

I

FREE

PART-TIME housekeeper needed. 4-hours
a day, 3 days a week, $5/hour Call after-
noons 473-6648

.8-A

NEED model for haircut and blow-dry
Bruno and Soonie Salon, Beverly Hills.

Call 277-7045, Kozo.

PERSONAL lO-A

ST. JUDE'S Novina. May the sacred heart
of Jesus be adorned, glorified,' loved and
preservejd throughout the world now and
forever. Sacred heart of Jesus pray for us.
St. Jude, worker of miracles, pray for us.
Help of the hopeless, pray for us. Say this

prayer 9x a day. by the 8th day your
prayer will be answered It has never been
known to fail. Publication must be promis-
ed. Thank you St. Jude for granting my
petition. C.G. •—

HELP WANTED aJJ-A

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

O'DAYiMPLOYMENT
call 394-3215 or 393-6865

ATTRACTIVE females and males to .deliver
classy, award winning- dancing telegrams
(strip to bikini-type costume, no nudity
ever) $300-$400 weekly, part-time. 306-
3449 J .

^1
jy<jLAI Laura,
'Wenn nicht self
[chemie, Ich eine so
nette Person wie sle

wahrscheinlich
nicht getroffen. Seligkeit

und Eflog In Leben. Auf
wiedersehen and Vjel
Gluck.

Aft

BEVERLY Hills attorney needs part-time
typist (60wpm)/law clerk. $5/hour. Up-
perclassman preferred. 855-1861

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
*vith excellent increases and career oppor^
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, ^typing skills a plus.
BA degree, GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental For bright,

hard-working people We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000 .

COSMETICS part-time. Bullock^
Westwood Ralph Lauten Cosmetics Ex-
Pflriflncft prnfitrrarl Plaaaa call (eie)706
0423. , i J

PARTY help. Ten responsible people
needed to assist at private pool party July
22nd. 10 hours, hourly pay 306-4972.

PERSON to do measures for floor-covering
business. Need reliabfe car. .Requires 25
hrs/wk® $6/hr plus mileage. Position open
beginning of August. 657-4200.

RESPONSIBLE person lo babysit in my
home 2-3 days per week. Part-time. CallLea3 9S-1622.
SECRETARY-wee offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75wpm. BA

,

degree, GPA 3.5'. high SAT or GRE scores
'

required. Great office environment with
established, fast-growing company in MDR
business park.

Blue Cross Medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best
around. 213-827-5000. ^

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs
receptionist immediately from 8am-1pm.
Please call 652-5010.

STUDENT for part-time work as shipping
clerk in La Cienega for clothing company.
CallSusan,558-00l7.

WANTED Part-time help. Drive luxury
company cars as your ownl Extra cash
displaying business publications in your
area. No selling. Call The Small Business
Journal Administration Office for details

(21 3)290-21 72 ext.245.

$4/hour typist and/or shipping clerk. Part

APARTMENT for rent. 2-bed, 1-bath.

seperate dining room in 4-unit building. 2
blocks from UCLA, carpets, drapes,
washer, dryer, security. Please call Morv
day-Friday: 859-4457. Saturday. Sunday,
eves: 552- 3584. Adults preferred. Apart-

ment available approx. August 5. $950/
month.

AVAILABLE 9/1 . Van Nuy9 Freeway ctose.

2-bedroom, 2Mi-bath, a/c. security, Jacuzzi,

luxury townhouse, mature non-smoker
preferred. No pets $850/month. 818-786-
1682.

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom. $925.
Spacious, ck)se to UCLA, refrigerator,

stove, carpet, & drapes, newly painted.
271-7019.

LARGE STUDIO $540. WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. KITCHEN WITH
STOVE AND REFRIFERATOR. 276-1446.

UNFURNISHED for rent. $425. Mar Vista.

Small single with charm in garden-like set-

ting. Stove, fridge, and utilities included.
Call for appointment to see. "No pets"
Days 392-5786 Eves. 398-1049.

WESTWOOD Village. $1200. Large 2-

t)edroom. 2-bath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD Village. $750 Large 1-

bedroom, dining room, built-in kitchen,

balcony, newly decorated, heated pool,
subterranean parking. 691 Levering Ave
208-3647 ^
WLA Duplex. Sepulveda near Pico. 1-

bedroom. attractive back unit. $500.
Available 7/26 or 8/1473-9236. .

VACATION RENTALS. ....53-F

. APARTMENT. Single. Westwood. Couple
or single person only. July 26 thru Aug. 6.
Nicely furnished, pool. Campus. $1,000-12
days 206-1028 or 208-8497.

OLYMPIC Visitors! Rent beautiful 2-

bedroom house in Westwood. July 2l8t—
August 12.473-8767 '

OLYMPIC Games Rental. Bedroom, bath,
cooking. Private entrance. Near campus.
$50 daily. 477-2730 after 4:00pm.

OLYMPICS. RV parking space in private

fenced yard. Utility. Near Barrington
SMFWRY 478-7453

"

ROOM and board for Olympic visitors near
UCLA. $75/day/couple. Call after 4pm.
838-6244.

Security Building
Acrossirom^Comput

2 bedroom house. Large, old, Spanish.
Olympics $35/day/person and second
UCLA session $950 month 473-6 109.

APTS. TO SHARE 54 F

FEMALE preferred. $300/mo. includes
utilities Culver City. Days 671-9461. After
6pm 836-2316, Rita.

NON-SMOKER female preferred. 2-

bedroom Venice apartment. Own room.
$2l2.50/month. utilities included. 3 blocks
from beach. Call 396-531 1 from 8-1Qpm

.

OWN room, shaie bath. Great apt., short
walk to UCLA. Rent $330. Grad student
preferred. Call 208-7626.

ROOMMATE to share spacious, beautiful

two bedroom Beverly Hills apartment.
Hardwood floors, beamed ceiling, owh^
garage. $425 for one, would consider two
roommates for $500. Available Aug. 1 . ,

Unique, lovely apartment. 275-7965.

OK Summer Only or
Full Year.

I $600 and ud. Singles andi
"off a p art me n t s

IDishwasher, Air, Parking.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on prennlses

_9am-5pnn Mon.-Sun.
824-0836

To Share'beautiful 2-bedroom apartment.
Beverly Hills. During Olympics. Use of all

facilities included. 275-9566.

_2-bedroom/2-baLh^ _gncinQL JAew^^extras

WALK TO UCLA
Spacious singles,

1-bedroom apartments.
Towers Apartments

, T0941 Strathmore
208-7294

Pool, elevators, security,
[garage. Annex 543, 547
[Landfair. 640 Glenrock.
[Also 478,483, 610, 516
[Landfair.

$425 mo. plus V2 utilities. 15 mon. .Jrom
UCLA. Call Bonnie, (213)464-8381

.

$295/month.Apt. to share, male. 1 bik. to

campus. Rustic townhouse ( bedroom
upstairs, living, dining, kitchen, downstairs
). Fireplace, private patio, garage. Util. in-

cluded. 208-7527 eves. & weekends.

HOUSING SERVICE :.55F
Wt will housesit. Young, professional
couple, resident of 15-years, strong trade
references. Mr. Davis, 277-4662.

HOUSE FOR RENT 56^
PACIFIC Palisades. $2000/month. ^
Available, for all or part of August and
September only. 3-bed.. 2-ba. View home.
Conveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd
area. 454-4641

WESTWOOD Condominium. 2-bedroom.
2-bath. Security gate and garage Patio
air-conditio.ner and fireplace. For lease at
-$950/month *Mr; Chase 6T3-3320 daV^"
379-2349 eves.

4 bedroom. 2 dens, fulty carpeted. 2 Tull
baths, fenced, $900. Crenshaw District
735-0416 Thomas.

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52F
4

1 -bedroom $520. Convenient to UCLA.
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. $200
security deposit. Mr. Grossi. evenings
477-3194.

**

2-BEDROOM. 2-bath, new carpets and
drapes, bulH-ins. no pets. Palms area
$750.00. 558-0893

2-bedrooms. $775 convenient to UCLA.
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. $200.
security deposit. Mr. Grossi, evenings
477-3194.

^

4-bedroom. 2'/i-bath townhouse. WLA.
$1,500/month includes gas. 826-4854 .

HOUSE TO SHARE .....57F

LADY has exclusive house-will rent 2
bedrooms to mature responsible person(8).
Non-smokers. Utilities paid. 874-0833.

MATURE, educated lady seeks person. 50
or older, to share beautiful, tranquil home
in Pacific Palisades. Private bedroom and
bath, fully furnished. Non-snwker. $450. »

Available September. 454^166.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F

1^

or full-time
. Phone 4?»n 9. 1 1 00am-

5:00pm. »

$525 includes utilities. Westwood Village.
AWraet iye upper Uaii iw lu r . PirBpiace. Iflun-
dry.^tside brick BBQ. 279-1887.

^ANTA Monica, north Wilshira RriqM
Spanish. 2-bedrooms. sunroom. Large
corner tot. $309.000 00 Owner, 828-2670

HOUSE FOR SALE... sa.F

FALL in tove! Beautifully decorated 3 plus
loft plus 2 In Culver City. Bright, top floor
end unit. Many amenities including pools,
childcare. and full security. Evenings 837-
5660, days 391,-6721 Sheri, Fred Sands
Realtors.

.f

PACIFIC PALISADES mobile home, walk
to beach, ocean view, pool, jacuzii
$47.500 or offer. 459-5056.

PERFECT home for student or professor.
Charming 1 bedroom Ve>nice home in mint
condition- 10 blocks to beach Hardwood
floors, hutch and dining room, private yard.
Plus valuable R-4 lot! Only $109,500 Red-
wood Reality 392-5786, eves 822-4632

REAL ESTATE 61-P

Dental Office for sale. 1780 sq.
foot. jCrenshaw Blvd. Gardenia.
Dental equipment also for
sale. Owner v^l finance. Call
pebble, agent for details
376-080^.

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP 62 F

FEMALE. Room and board- exchange for

housework. Nice private room, bath, TV.
Near UCLA. 474-0336.

MALE-cook, drive, share household
chores- room and board plus use of car-

must have Driver's License, foreign stu-
dent preferred Beverly Hills. Mr. Winkler-
278-4141

ROOM, board and salary for childcare,

housekeeping and errands. Must have car.

Near LX^LA. 472-8775.

Room and board for
ctiildcare. Two boys. Home
near campus. UCLA student
only, organized, mature. Guy
Of gal O.K. Car necessary. Call
Morrison 274-6726.

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP... 63-F

PART-TIME live-in. house help Mornings.
Beverly Hills home. Call Linda 550-7694.

ROOM FOR RENT.. 64-F

BEAUTIFUL guest house, garden view,
private, immaculate 2 rooms, bath and
kitchen, across from UCLA. $550/month.
279-2342.

DRAKE Hotel. Santa Monica. On the
beach. All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd.

394-9354,451-1260 y
FEMALE. non-8nrK)king. graduate student-
preferred. Furnished poolhouse. lite cook-
ing, refrig. Private entrance, Bel-Air, ck)8e
to UCLA. $350/month including utilities,

references 472-1 836.

OLYMPICS. Private entrance and
bathroom. Walk to Westwood. No smok-
ing. $125 per day. 473-3483

'

OLYMPICS: Large, deluxe room in private

"Iwme, king-waterbed. Barrington and S.M.
fwy. $2S0/week. 478-7453.

•

PRIVATE room. bath. Very' quiet Pool.

Kitchen. 10 min. from UCLA. Must have
references. $350/month. 478-6769. Adult
only. •

SUBLET. :66^ PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1 TYPING mo,, TRAVEL.....: lOW
APARTMENT for sublet August 1-

September 31 WLA. approx 3 miles from
UCLA. $600/mpnth for large furnished 1-

bedroom apartment 825-3491 or 477-
7809.

SECOND Summer Session Female, non-
smoker, Aug 12-Sept 22, $198 75 per
month. Furnished 1 bedroom. Sharon
208-2158. Cathy 824-4005.

SPACIOUS bedroom in 3-bedroom apart-
ment in Westwood (furnished) July 29-

f®H®I"^f 6 or less $300/month 470-
J f9o/3 1 2-5546

CONDOS FOR SALE 67F
BRENTWOOD condo, cheerful 1 -bed/bath,
pool, spa, security, patio. $147,000
assumable loan. 13% OWC, small second
Broker. 474-7395 .

PRIME Westwood penthouse condo, north
of Wilshire. One block to campus. Custom
decorated 2-bedroom, 2-bath unit, full se-
curity building Spa/Rec room Assumable
12% loan. $179,500 00 Call owner 208-
6268

The Balloonery
Send a colorful
bouquet of
helium balloons
or decorate a
party! We deliver
to all Valley and
LA. areas. Men-
tion this ad fer
UCLA student
discount
(818)705-1075.

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

ATTENTION actors, models! Beautiful
portfolio photos at affordable prices R.J.
208-4353—'

1;

AVAILABLE for summer employment
California credential mature teacher-wide
range of activities offered. Suzanne 208-
5273

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms
$210,000 276-6536,(408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-

bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,
garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244,000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212

AT WESTWOOD/^

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM"^"
WEbTWOOD VILLAGE-
2r3/477'2476

BUSINESS and theatrical resumes/term-/
papers/etc. by professional expert. Very
low price. Mike 213-931-4574. ^

DJ CY ENTERPRISES iy/lobile disc

jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-

9594. Reasonable rates.

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher,

proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT.
Let's discuss terms. Brian A Bohn, Har-
vard Honors Graduate. 654-3979.

FRUSTRATED writing/editing grad school
statements, papersj^osumes? Professional

help from published author with Journalism
Master's. Dick, 208-4353.

HAVE a Liberal Arts major? Take new
self-scoring test to determine your career
options Will also receive valuable career
information. $15.00, guaranteed. Liberal

Arts Career Information Service, 11684
Ventura Boulevard, Suite 499-F, Student
City, CA 91604.

PROFESSIONAL Body Massage Masseur
will conrte to home or office. Catering to

Westwood, Beverty Hills area 652-l28fr.

Professk>nal writing assistance, all manu-
scripts. Word processing or join ESL con-
versation and writing workshop. 392-8842.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING, EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206, WLA 477-8226.

RESEARCH-Writing-Editing Assistance.
M.A. proofreading, help with grammar,
organization, etc; papers, dissertations.
Steve 271-7329.

• Exams coming! Self-hypnosis •

J means no cramming, no wor- 2
• ries. Could mean A's for you. •
• Call The Success Center. 989- J
• 2923 as soon as possible for •

J
{)est results

24 HOUR CHIDCARE^

ROOM, kitchen privileges in lovely canyon
home. '25 minutes UCLA. $235.»:j. Need
car. 476-3347, evenings, weekends, t
^OM Available during Olympics—rrr

TBrentwood. Large apartment. Close to

UCLA and other facilities. 820-2348.

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel. Reasonable
rates. Clean, quiet, residential. 6060 W.
8th St.. Los Angeles. 213-931-9533.

ROOMMATES 65-F

CHRISTIAN temaie seeking two room-
mates in cute. Westwood apartment.
$230.00 per month. Call Melissa: Days
937-1987, Home 472-4283

FEMALE preferred to share bedroom in

2-bedroom Duplex. Ocean Park, 4 blocks
from beach. Available now. ,Call Mary,
392-8871 evenings, weekends.

FEMALE preferred, share sparkling clean.^
new house. Safe neighborhood. Mar Vista.

$325. Toni 930-1313. 301-8887.^ -"^ —r. *-
' FEMALE- Roommate preferred to share 1-

_ t>edroom apartment. Non-smoker. 15^

minutes from UCLA. Call 477-3253-after
7-30pm.

Female grad student/professlonal to

share 1 bedroom apartment in Palnis.

Forking available, near bus lines. Security
bidg. $210/mo plus utilities. Susan, 559-
3648.

HOMELESS? Female to share University

owned apartment. Available immediately!!!

Call Nell/Robyn/Millicent. 390-1821 . $209

MALE PREFERRED, non-smoker to share
2-bedroom, 2-bath condo in Playa del Rey.
Fully furnished, pool, Jacuzzi, raquetball.
tennis. Call Alan 306-0771 leave message.

ROOMMATE wanted to share beautiful

furnished 3-bedroom Spanish house in

great S.M. location, Spacious vard and
garden. Pets ok. Non-smoker. $600/month.
Call 828-3242

TENNIS 80G
LE.ARN the correct, simple approach to

tennis I Fofmef#1 player on Sarrta Monica
College's Championship Tennis Team.
Debi 466-4021

throtitirh tr).e Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Ucensed. Experienced.
Excellent references

HAPPY DAYCARC CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829^908

JMSllBANCL »»•»*• »••••••••'•Sid

AUTO INSU]^ANG§^
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

..JooHigh?
Cancelled?

Low Monthly Paynients
STUDENT DISCOUNTS
396-2225...Ask for Ken

MOVERS.......... 94-1

ECONOMV-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

392-1108.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movQr§. Free estimates. Experience and
r«liatjle. Jerry 213-31 1-5657.

f lephantTI
Moving
657-2146

Apartments, Offices

Protetsional Sen^e for Peonuts

PROFiSSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Norvpro
for upcomir>g sessions

Fashion, Commercial, Theatrical
Call for appointment

(ait)so»-06<o

TUTORING OFFERED ,..98-1

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults. Individualized program in writing
skills, grammar, reading comprehension,
vocabulary, SATrrOEFL. Stephanie 395-
4688.

LEARN Martial Arts and get in the best
shape of your lifer Call Master Lee. 479-
3633

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, deper>-
dable. fast turn-around. Dissertations,'
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbie 390-2207

EDITING/WORD Processing: Established
author will help you clahfy your ideas and
present them with power Grammar, con-
tinuity, style. Books, theses, term papers.
Elizabeth Brenner (213)392-6677

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term
papers-resumes IBM. Free editorial
assistance/spelmg/grammar correction.
Student discounts Mrs Finn 786-8742

GENERAL typing. IBM Selectric, fast, ac-
curate. $1.50-per page Evenings and
weekends 478-8676, days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshire
location 935-5570.

LAX
$699 R.T.
I ways $399

New York,.

Horx)lulu...T. ^

from $23a
$33t

CtilcoQO .from $339
MkamI from $29t

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

PLEASE!!! I type 95 wpm IBM Selectric.
will type anything, anytime. Call Audrey,
858-4975 '

QUALITY Typing. One day service, low
rate, walking distance from UCLA Call
474-2370

Mexico City

London
Ffdokfurt/DussekJOff
Paris

Amsterdam
Hong Kong
Tokyo
Sidney
Tel Aviv

Coribbeon Cruise

from
from

!i249
!;S69

from !;699
from
from
from ! 659
from $M9
from $ 100
from $«99
from %9BO

1699
1674

RELIABLE service Walking distance cam
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave , »206. WLA 477-8226

RUTH 208-5449 On campus. Theses,
dissertations. Library approved list. Term
papers. Experienced Cut-rate.

THE Wright Type Word processing Term
papers. Resumes and cover letters our
specialty. Call jpbout our great job search
program You never have to type a letter

again 5 :30-8:00pm. 935-8814.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, tfieses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writinq. Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-03iB8,276-9471

.

TYPING by word processing-professional,
personalized service. Quick, easy editing.

Office:8624A Reseda, Northridge. 885-
50^8^

OIL AMO UCMtAMAL tllVICIt
Theses, term popers, manuscripts.
recumas, tfwrr>es. tronscrlptkxtt. AH work

I

on IBM word processors. Professkxxil ser-

vk:« at student discount.

540-9177
'21515 Hawttxxne Blvd, Ste 432

Torrance, CA. 90503

Acapulco. 6 days inci air from $4**
Honolulu, 8 day pkg. from S329
Puerto Vollartd. 6 day pkg.from $3S9

CALL 208-4444
Onn MON.-FRI.: 9>6 ALL VIAR

ASM
lOURSATRAVEL
10929 Weytxjm Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Homburoer Hamlet upsfoirs)

AUTOS FOR SALE 112K
1973 TRIUMPH Spitfire 1500. blue, ex-
cellent condition, very reliable, convertible,

great fun to dnve, moving over seas.
$3,050, 208-0338

,

1973 VW Bug AM/FM cassette, one
owner, runa great, cheaply insured. $1500
obo 3973416

1974 Mustang. 66,000 miles. New paint,

transmission. Stereo, radials, air Great irv

Side. out. $1850 (213)476-6077

1976 Toyota Corolla Rv/hs well;
mechariically sound. $800. V^a^ara, 825-
8339 days 'i

1977 Renault LeCar, silver, sunroof, AM/
FM, runs great, must sell quickly. $1200
obo, 824-4290.

1977 Saab EMS, white, stereo, air-condi-

tioning, sunroof. Good condition. $3000
obo. (818)990-9209.

1978 Toyota Corolla lift-back SR-5, 5-

speed. New radial tires, CB. 55M. AM/FM
Excellent condition in and out $2,700 00
477-4695

SANDRA'S TYPING
SERVICE OF WLA.

Fast, accurate, discount, wltti

student I.D! Rusti service at rK) ^
extra ctKirgei 838-4027. {
Leave message. <^

'ONEDAYTVPINC*
Professional writer with BA i;

English will type and edit terwi
papers, theses, etc. Or editing only
'Mso offer confidential diagnosis oU
!«creenp{ays and treatments forj

authors,'agi>nts/producers. Ovv;r 25
years experience. Westwo^df
.Viilage. Bill Delaney 824-51

1981 Fiat. $2000, Pinan Farina convertible,

5-speed, fuel injection, air-conditioning,

alloy wheels, alarm, luggage rack, low
miles, warranty, extra clean. 780-1122,
547-0024.

1981-VW Jetta, $4,700. Super-clean, mint
AM/FM cassette, sunroof, A/C, 5-speed,
4-door (213)828-5383. ^___^
1982 Camaro Z-28. ^Black-gold loaded,
moon t-top, $10,000. 472-8775

'72 VW Bug. Great condition hiew enginey^
new tiros_fA/Lstereo. $2000 obo 938-
7053.

'73 MG Midget. Good condition, loW miles.

$1500(213)854-5162

FOR RENT. ;«.101-l

Refrigerator Rentals
for dorms sororities fra'emifies

& Co ops
Optionoi sizes

tor free delivery

Coll Polar Leasing
390-8647 anytime

Wc rent new T V s & mic.rowcjves too'

TRAVEL 105-

J

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

PERSONAL SERVICE ......95-1

SPARKLING clean house Own room and TPMQir>M7 a^iavuiitT hniiotir mn^t^tagfl in

bath, safe neightiorhood. Mar Vista. $325
Toni. 930-1313. 391-8887.

ypur home. Swedish-acupressure-bala^
ing.^y appointment. 456-8648. ^,

"Spanish and German Summer Specials"
Small groups (5)- $3.00 per hour or
private (semi-private) - $12.00 789-5298

TUTOR: Economics, Math \. Term paper
help: writing, grammar, typing. Call Robin
553-1655 (days).

TYPING .100-1

TYPING: last, accurate, IBM Selectric,
dose campus. Ca ll Barbara, 826-9714.

One Dai^ l^pinq
and Word Procmmming
. 28% Student Discount

DliMrtaftoi'u. Thesei, DMumes. AppMco-
ftoru, icrtpfi, legal, ifottallcat. Equo-

WW TYWNO WHILI YOU WAITt
Sp««no. Edmng. Foratgn Studw^ H«p.
Mlnuf> f>t)m comput jn WIA

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-'"

$200.00 roundtrip. Chicago-$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane, 213-671-8686.

VACATION Baja. I will take up to 4 people

in a Class A motorhome for as long as 3C

days for $500 per person. Jack, 395-9263.

AUTOS FOR SALE 112.K

'73 Volvo 142. One owner Good condition.
Air conditioner. Overdrive. $1300. 818-
981-7549.

76 Honda Civic automatic, ai r, brown with C
"tan interior. Low mileage. 1 -owner. $1,800.
829-3029 after 4pm. -^.^ . :-

•77 Celica, A/C, AM-FM, cassette
equalizer, sheepskins, great condition.

$2350 00-obo. Must see. 820-41 10

"77 Ford Mustang, 55M, V-8, auto, PS, PB,
air, excellent condition. $2900 otx). Call
Colleen 206-1 734 horpe, or 385-0077 work.

'77 Subaru. 5-speed, AM/FM cassette.

$1,200 otx). 820-5273.

'78 Toyota longbed camper/crawl-through,
icebox, hitch, good radials and brakes. Off
Hilgard. $2000. 474-2258.

$999 bargain. 2-door Fiat 1 974n excellent
condition. Original owner Europe-bound.
Elizabeth Ward 478-0357, 398-2820

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE .114.K

HONDA XL250. Mint. Extras $600 476-
_3347 evenings, weekends.

<

< tpM:lal: R«(mMMv« MtM« •••

3Q8 0455 391-3385

IS it true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1 142 ext 8 147.

MGB GT '68. Wire wheels, new tires, rac
Ing green, runs, best offer. 656-2415, Mar-
cia. .

PLYMOUTH '66 Valiant Signet Slant 6.

Automatic, air, clean. Must sell. Shown
Sunday only-208-5273.

PORSCHE, '67 911. 5-speed. air. one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine,
white exterior. Call 859-7095.

VW RABBIT 1977. 65.000 miles, automatic
transmission, excellent condition, moving
tq^urope. $2000 obo 392-2354.

1973 Gold Capri. 6-cylinder, AM/FM stereo
cassette, mag wheels Runs well $1500
Steve, eves. 464-9316 .

1973 Gran Teriwe Oporl 75.000 i i illw.
runs well, new tires, needs paint $750 00
558-1105

'76 Honda 550 Excellent condition. 19,000
miles $600 Nights, 471-2864.

'76 Kawasaki Police Special. Beautiful.

Good condition. $1300. 838-6460.

'81 Honda 400 Hawk. $750. Call Lorenzo
473-7356 evenings, office 825-2266.

'82 Z45 Magna CTM paint 9M $2500.00
dbo. '82 Honda CX500 CTM 8M $150000
obo. 942-5625 days, 978-8166 eves. A$k
Daymond

MOPEDS ^^9:JC

1983, Honda Arrow 50 Scooter, only 100
miles, like new. Warranty, helmut, basket.
$600 obo. Mike. 996-0245 .

1984 Derbi Moped Perfect condition.
RWes two Includes theft-proof lock $500
nrnffer ?na.aa43.

79 Tomos moped. Seats 2/ $175. 820-
5273. ^

->

/
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Isn't it lime she had . : — •

DicAn^oi^d E>evrFii2QS

/ !

Above: Dtamond Studs priced from $495. to $6750.
others ovoiloble from $32.50

While vouVe at it,

dress uf) lier stud earrings witli

Bannim Jackets .

.

ExternJ the posslbilitlet for dressing up her
ears wHh earrlr>g Jackets, ianing iackets
have no post. They are held in piece with
any stud earring. Combine different studs
to create any mood or effect that strikes
her. With our earring Jackets and her stud
earrings, she wlii discover on entirely new
earring wardrobe.

DkjrTKXKl ear jackets $895.

Heavy 14K gold ear Jackets $1 75.

We hove:
• diamond ear Jackets
• cultured pearl ear Jackets
• UK gold ear Jackets
• canned gemstone ear Jackets such at.-
amethyst, garnet, malachite, lapis, tiger eye.
and many more ...

Priced from $14 to $5000.

Recall your summer of '84 forever wifh an official Olympic momenio
• pendants • charms • bracelets

• sHck pins • Me tacks • cuff links • money clips
• coin jewelry • ond more . .

.

FOR MORE INFORMATION — CALL U8I

C 10% Discount to Students and Staff with IJD~)
1 65 wastwood blvd

.

w«st<MOotl vill.ag*

(213)20t-3131

e Our staff of 20 IncHictoe

7 Qreckite Qemdoglete

9 30am to 5 30 pm Monday thru Saturday \* ^^ v*/ w i s/ w .
inC
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Olympians
Continued from Page 16 ~7~~~^

Florence Griffith (200m dash),

Sherri Howard (4 x 400m
relay), Jackie Joyner (hep-

tathlon, long jump), Dave
Laut (shot put), Karin Smith
Havelin throw), Dwight Stones
(high jump), Mike Tully (pole

vault)

Baseball (exhibition) — Shane
Mack

Basketball — Denise Currv

Gymnastics — Tim Daggett,
Mitch Gaylord, Tony Pineda
(Mexico), Peter Vidmar

Kayak — David Gilman

Rhythmic Gymnastics —
Valerie Zimring

RoVving — Carol Bower,
Kevin Still

Soccer — Jeff Hooker

400m IM), John Henry Escales

(Spain, 400m freestyle), Rafael
Escales (1500m freestyle),

Jean-Marc Francois
(Venezuela, 200m freestyle),

Ute Hasse (West Germany,
100m breaststroke," 200m
breaststroke), Bruce Hayes (4

X 200m freestyle relay),
Thomas Jager (4 x 100m
relay), Sophia Kraft (Sweden),
Robin llesimy {A X

J
100m

freestyle relay), Giovanni
Minervini (Italy, 100m
breaststroke, 400m medley
relay), Franz Mortensen
(Denmark, 100 & 200m
freestyle), Suzanne Nilsson
(Sweden), Nir Shamir (Israel)

Tennis — Patricia Hy (Hong
Kong).. Elizabeth Minter
(Austrailia)

Volleyball — Jeanne Beaupry,
Karch Kiraly, Steve Salmons,
Dave Saunders, Tauna
Vandeweghe

Water Polo — Joe Vargas

Swimming — Ralf Diegal Wrestling — Dave Schultz,
(West Germany, 200m IM, x^MajJc Schultz

FREE
ENLARGEMENT
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Wheii you order
processing by

KODAK
Just order processing by Kodak of any 24- or 36-exposure
roll of Kodak color print film, you'll receive a certificate for a
free 8" x 10" or 8" x 12" enlargement.

When you order processing of any 12- or 15-exposure roll
of Kodak color print film, or any size roll of slide film, we'll
give you a certificate good for one free 5" x 7" full-color
enlargement. See us for details. And always ask for quality
processing by Kodak.

Offer expires July 21 , 1 984
Certificate expires
Jan. 31. 1985

^ameraA Hm
1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA
Parking Validated at ABM
or Allied Lots with $7.50

Purchase

Hours: 9AM-6PM Mon.-Sat. (213) 208-5150

"*'"^*"'°°^ • ^^^^ fmHWrni 126-1 MISCELLANEOUS 128-1 STEREOSm/S/RAWUS m-l OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133-L
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PARKING for small car only across from

UCLA Law School. 474-0598. Call AM or

eves.

FURNITURE 126-L

AM/FM stereo console unit, reclining chair,

dinette set. end table. Call 453-6407 leave
message.

-

FOR Sale; Brown/tan/beige sofabed. $350.
Call David at 659-6300 eves, 825-9441
days.

—~
4.IOUIDATlf^ assets: Dining room set

$1000, L-shaped sectional sofas/sleeper

$1000. trestle table $150. Dhurrie rug
$200. All new. 828-2034

MUST sell asap, prices so low on t)ed.

dressers, desks, television, night tables

and more. Please call 473-9089

MUST sell: wicker furniture (desk, book
case, chest), queen size bed, t>ook case.
chairs, and lamps. 824-4290.

WHITE cduch (pultout O-size bed) $100,
Maple table, 4 chairs with leaves $200;
2-mattress $50. 472-8775

MISCELLANEOUS iz»-l

BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDENTS:
MICROSGOPE, EXCELLENT CONDITION.-
BRISTOL-650 BINOCULAR; OIL IMMER-
SION. CASE INCLUDED. CALL MICHAEL.
276-4334.

ONE-YEAR membership at Ed Parker
Karate Studio. Cost $510.00. Will sell for

$400.00obo. Call Alan 306-0771 leave

message.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS llsT
GRAND Piano. Hallet-Davis, aged walnut,
heavy, beautifully turned legs; carved
music holder, lovely sound, including

bench. $2950.00. 654-9990

NAD 7120 Tuner/Amp. Perfect condition.

Original box, 10 months old. $225/ot>o.
818-906-1675, leave message anytime.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT... 133-L
ELECTRONIC memory typewriter. Brother
EM-1, always serviced, excellent condition,
Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-
riage, many features. $565.00K)bo. 654-
9990.

ELECTRONIC memory typewriter. Brother
EM-1. always serviced, excellent condition.
Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-
riage, many features. $565.00-obo 654-
9990.

Please Nofe:

The Bruin Is not respon-
sible for minor

typographical errors.

Classified ads Are non-
refundable.
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serious contenders for the
gold.

"They (the Americans) now
know they're the best because
they've beaten the best (the
Soviets)," Scates said. "In the
past we'd been talking about
winning a medal. Now we're
talking about winning a gold

_inedal and anything less really

shoi^Wn^^be tolerated."

Talentwise, there aren't
many teams that have the
ability to match up with the
U.S. team physically.
However, of the 12 players on
the U.S. team only eight are
expected to see considerable
playing time during the
Olympics.
The catalyst for Beal's of-

fense is setter Dusty Dvorak,*
who was an Ail-American in

his collegiate career at USC
and has been setting for the
national team the past four
years. An outstanding
playmaker and setter, Dvorak
is probably the one, player the
U.S. can not afford to lose,

because he has been doing the
bulk of the setting for the
Americans the past few years.

Chris Marlowe, the U.S.
captain ' and an eight year
member of the national team,
backs up Dvorak. But in kll

fareness to Marlowe, the U.S.
hitters would be thrown out of
sync without the superb set-

ting of Dvorak.
At the middle blocking/

quick hitting position, the
Americans have both talent
and depth. Craig Buck, a 6-8
graduate from Pepperdine, is

an intimidater factor at the
net, and he starts alongside
Steve Timmons, a teamate of
Dvorak's at USC. Timmons is

a strong blocker alongside
Buck, but more importantly
he gives Beal great offensive
flexibility because of his
tremendous ability as a back
court hitter from the back
row.

Former Bruin Steve Salmons
was starting at middle blocker
earlier in the year but an inju-
ry enabled Timmons to move
into his starting position.
Salmons gives the U.S. great
depth at the middle blocking
position and he should see
plenty of playing time coming
off the bench.

Pat Powers, a 6-5 jumping
jack who also attended USC,
is another starter on the team.
Powers is considered one of
the world's most effective
spike^s, although he has a
tendency to be somewhat in-

consistent. Notably effective
hitting from the left front,
Scates says that Powers is

always worth a start even
though he's often described as
a hot or cold player because
"when he's on ne's absolutely
unstoppable".

Playing what Beal has
termed the "swing hitting"
positions are Karch Kiraly and
Aldis Berzins. In Beal's system
only Kiraly and Berzins do the

CHASE
R U R N

Homemade Italian Reciples
Family Run

Old San Francisco Atmosphere
•3bs. '40S. 'SOS Jukebox

1049 Gayley Aye. • Westwood
Sun.Thurs. oo^ loi/^ Frl.Sat.
1 1 a.m.l 1 p.m. O^^'lold 1 1 a.m.-l a.m.

Also 1012 Slate Street. Santa Barbara
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SWlttWEAk SUPPLIER TO THE U.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOSANGELES

USA

USA ,

IS

GYMNASTICS

Show your
support for the

U.S.
' Gymnastics

Team
Long Sleeve
T-Shirts
sizes S-XL
reg. * 13.75

NOW •9.99
— SEE OUR—
COMPLETE

SELECTION OF
SWIMMING,
RUNNING,
AND ACTION

WEAR

1 1 07 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

V.S./MC/AE
814-4J«5

accepted STORE HOURS: Mon-Sat, 10am-midnight

Sun, 10am-9pm
Validated Parking with MO purchase

!•% UlscMiiit tor students

passing, which is one aspect of
the game that usually gives
the bigger players (middle
blockers) some trouble. Scates
feels that this area of the of-
fense is especially effective as
Kiraly and Berzins are both
outstanding passers and back
court defenders.

Having just Kiraly and Ber-
zins handling the passing has
played a vital role in the
team's offensive attack. Their
presence allows the other
players on the court to con-
centrate on what they do best,

and Kiraly and Berzins are so
proficient at passing the ball

that even against a strong ser-

ving teanni, the U.S. offense is

seldom disrupted.
Kiraly is generally con-

sidered the U.S.*s top all-

around player. A four time
All-American at UCLA who
led the Bruins to three NCAA
titles, Kiraly has moved from
the setting position he oc-
cupied in college to the sw-
ing-hitting position, which en-
tails much more passing and
hitting duties. An outstanding
hitter, Kiraly has already
gained Beal's respect as a
scorer and Beal's offensive
scheme attempts to get him as

many Sets as possible.

Dave Saunders is another
former Bruin who should see

significant playing time in the
Olympics. Saunders also plays
the swing-hitting position and
has been challenging Berzins
for a starting spot over the
past few months. However,

Saunders is more effective
coming off the bench, so Beal
has left Berzins in the starting
lineup.

One of the major criticisms
of Beal's team is that per-
sonality conflicts have kept
some of the U.S^'s top talent
off the team. Tim Hovland,
generally considered one of
the top two or three players in
the country, left the team a
few years ago after he was in-

volved in a dispute with Beal.
Both parties claimed that their

differences could never be
resolved.

Another top player who
wasn't even allowed to try out
fdr the team because of a per-
sonality conflict with Beal was
former UCLA setter Singin
Smith. Along with Randy
Stoklos, who played at UCLA
for one season, the pair are
the top beach volleyball
players in the world. Stoklos
also had his share of dif-

ferences with Beal and was
another star player left off the
U.S. team.

Beal has also prevented cur-
rent collegiate players from
trying out because he has
placed great emphasis on se-

niority and keeping the team
together throughout the entire
year. Ricci Luyties and Doug
Partie, who guided UCLA to

four NCAA titles, were not
granted a tryout with the
Olympic team. Scates has said
that both have more talent

than some of the current
reserves.

However, despite the
absence of some top players on
the national team, the squad
has continued to win, which
Scates says is the bottom line.

Coaches
Continued from Page 1
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dver as the diving coach for
|he womea'3 team midway
through last season and will

^Iso continue as an assistant

dbach for the men's swimming
team.

In gymnastics. Bob Daniels
hiis been named an assistant

coach for UCLA's women's
tetim. Daniels recently served
as an assistant coach at Cal
St^te Northridge.

Nash Rivera was n^med an
assistant to women's basketball
coach Billie Moore, com-
pleting Moore's coaching staff

for the upcoming season. A
longtime high school coach at

Mat^r Dei and El Dorado
(Placentia), Rivera brings over
20 years of coaching experi-
ence to UCLA. This past
season Rivera was an assistant

men's coach at Chaffey Col-
lege in Alta Loma.
Summing up the additions

of the new coaches, Holland
said, "Each of these in-
dividuals bring successful
coaching backgrounds with
them to UCLA. We look for

them to help us continue our
commiti^nent to excellence here
at UCLA, as Bruins, in the
season ahead."'
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We care for Bruins

.

. . . and Olympic Visitors.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.
• No appointment needed, no waiting.
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty. ..

• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (If needed)
•Openuntil9PMdurlngOlympics, Sun., Aug. 5. , /

EXTENDED hours:
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter
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U.S. Olympic Volleyball

could strike gold in 1984

Fofmer Bruin Steve Salmons was a starting middle blocker

on the U.S. Olympic Volleyball team, until a back injury

knocked him out of the line-up earlier in the year. Salmons
is now playing a key role off the bench.

UCLA appoints six

women's coaches
By Kurt Kumetat^
Senior Staff Writer

By Kurt Kumetat
Senior Staff Writer

Although the sport of volleyball was origi- .

nated in the United States, American teams
haven't fared well in international competition
over the years. But that figures to change
dramatically within the next few weeks as the

U.S. men's team prepares for the upcoming
Olympic Games.

Since 1964, when volleyball first became
sanctioned as an Olympic sport, ^America's
best showing was a seventh place finish in the
1968 Mexico City Games. So it comes as a
surprise that the U.S. will enter the Summer
Games as the gold medal favorites, when the
vollevball competition begins in the .Long
Beach Sports Arena on July 29.

UCLA volleyball coach Al Scates, who's
Bruin teams have won H NCAA champiour
ships in the last 15 years, is one observer who
feels that the U.S. team has never been
stronger than it is today.

"This is the most talented team I've seen
anywhere," said Scates, who has coached U.S.
teams in international competition and was
the U.S. Olympic coach in the 1972 Munich
Games. "This is easily the best team that the
United States* has ever assembled in terms of
talent. And they've certainly worked harder
and longer than any other team that we've
had."
Guided bv head coach Doug Beal, the U.S.

team has been dutifuly preparing for the
Olympics the past four years at their perna-

ment training base in San Diego. Ranked as

low as the fifth or sixth in the world a few
years ago, the U.S. team has steadily improv-
ed and today^^js considered among the world's

top three or four teams along with the Sovie|

Union, Cuba and Japan.
In 1981, the U.S. compiled a .625 winning

percentage against international competition
and the Americans have improved upon that

percentage every year. In 1982, the U.S. had a
.750 winning percentage and improved the

mark to .774 in 1983. This year, the team has
won 34 of its 39 matches, including a 27
match win streak.

Over the past four years, the U.S. has a los-

ing record against only two countries, Cuba
and Brazil. The U.S.'s record against Cuba is

10-15 and against Brazil the Americans are 7-

8. The U.S. holds advantages over Canada
(23-3), Japan (25-14), Poland (14-5), Argen^
tina (4-1), Bulgaria (7-1), China (4-0) and the
Soviet Union (4-2). -^. --

It was an encouraging sign for the U.S.
team when they recently swept a four game
series from the 1980 Olympic champion, the
Soviet National team. It was a remarkable feat

considering that the Soviet >eam had not lost

in their home country in nearly five years. It

was so embarassing to the home team that
Tass, the Soviet news agency, reported that
the U.S. had lost the first match.
Many observers now feel the U.S. is closer

than ever to win its first Olympic volleyball

medal and that the Americans should be

Continued on Page 15

UCLA Women^s Athletic Director Judith Hollanij announced
on Monday Jiily 16 the hiring of one head coach and five assis-

tant coaches for the upcoming school year.

Named as head coach of the women's cross country team was
Bob Messina, who had previously been the cross country coach
for the men and .women at Gal State FulleTton the past two—years. Messina was also named^as_^^fi iissistant ^oach. for the
women's track and field team.
• An outstanding runner in his collegiate days at San Diego
State, the 34-year-old Messina ran on the professional track cur-
cuit for four years after graduating from college before deciding
to pursue a coaching career. Messina gained his first coaching
experience at University High in Irvine where he coached both
the boys and girls cross country teams to GIF titles. UCLA's
Polly Plumer is one of three GIF track distance champions that

Messina coached at University High. -^ '

Holland also announced that Art Venegas, an assistant on the

rruen's track team for the past three years, has been hired to

/york with the women *s team as a weight and throwing coach.
Tliis season, John Brenner, who set a collegiate shot put record,

was one of Venegas' pupils. Decathlete Jim Connolly is another
UCLA performer who benefited from Venegas' coaching this

past season as he set a school record in the javelin toss.

The hiring of Messina and Venegas completes the coaching
staff of the new women's track and field head coach Bob
Kersee. __.— "Our goal is ^o Tiave the nation's finest conbined

UOLA sets record with 46
members in Summer Games
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela

Staff Writer

—- UCLA has much to be
proud of in its athletic his-

tory, but even before the

Olympics begin on JuIy^^R,"
another Tecord will be
broken — more athletes
from UCLA will be~t1iel«;

than ever before.
""

All told, 46 former, cur-

rent and future UCLA

and
field and cross country program," Holland said. "With the ad-

dition of Bob Messina as head cross country coach and Art

Venegas as assistant track coach, the staffing of our program is

complete. I feel that we are now ready to go out and achieve
that goal."

Greg Giovanazzi, a member of the 1976 NCAA champion
UCLA volleyball team, was hired as an assistant to head coach
Andy Banachowski's women's volleyl^alLcStaff. As the volleyball

coach at Santa Monica College for two years, Giovanazzi guid-

ed the Corsairs to the 1983 State JC title. Giovanazzi was also

an assistant coach under Al Scates on last season's NCAA cham-
pion men's volleyball team at UCLA. Giovanazzi is jtill involv-

ed in volleyball as a player and has recently appeared in the

Pan Am and World University Games.
Holland also announced that Van Austin would continue to

work with the Ul,LA divers this comuig seasQn. Austin took

Continued on Page 15

athletes will compete in the

coming Games. That in-

cludes UCLA alumni and
incoming freshman, as well
as cur]|e^ students.

This contingent is believ-

ed to be the largest ever to

represent a single university
in one Olympic Games,
UCLA Sports Information
Director Mark Dellans said

Tuesday.
^

. ,

.'"

—
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In ad d i t i on ', five

members of the UCLA
coaching staff will serve as

Olympic coaches while
thr^ other former Bruins
will join them on the
Olympic coaching staff. _
UCLA's record athletic

participation this year is no
break from the^^past — the

school has a fine recotd of

Olympic success, haying
earned 82 medals over \the

years.

The Bruins have had at

least one competi*^ in

every game since the school

was founded in 1919, e^n
during the boycotted 19^

Games, when Bruin-to-be^

John Henry Escal^ repre-

sented Spain in the 1500
meters in Moscow.
And UCLA has been

quite successful in its quest

for the gold: 36 of 82
medals awarded were gold,

while the school has won at

least one gold medal in

every Games since they
were last held in Los
Tngeles in 1932.

Bruin athletes will repre-

sent 11 countries in all, in-

cluding Austrailia,—Deii-

mark. Hong Kong, Israel,

Italy, Mexico, Spain,
Sweden, Vcncz^ielar

Valerie Zimring, new to

UCLA, will be competing
in the rhythmic gymnastics
event, new to the Olym-
pics.

A complete list of UCLA
athletes and coaches
follows: '

—

Athletics — Evelyn Ashford
(lOOui dash, 4 A lOOn i

Germany — arid the United
States. ---* ----"

Some familiar names
among UCLA competitors
include track and field stars

Evelyn Ashford, Willie
Banks, Greg Foster, Jackie

Joyner, Dave Laut, Karin
Smith, Dwight Stones and
Mike Tullv.

Ashford currently holds
^he world record in the 100
meter dash and the
American record in the 200
meters. Banks, Foster,
Joyner, Stones and TuUy all

hold American records in

their events.

Other 'notables, Jnclude
CLA gymnastics stars

Peter Widmar, Mitch
Gaylord an^ Tim Daggett,
who went^ie- two-three in

the U.S. Gymnastics finals,

something^members of the
same s/e4iool have never
done before.

Wrestlers Dave Schultz
[ark Schultz will rep-'

it the U.S. in wrestling,

)ort for which UCLA
team, Similarly,

Oilman will compete
le kayak event, despite
)ns])icuous lack of kayak
ntry near UCLA.

relay), Willie Banks (triple

jump), Jeanette Bolden
dashyi Julie—Brown-

(marathon), Greg Foster
(110m high hurdles).

Continued on Page 14

Willie Banks, the
American record holder in

the triple jump, is one of
the 46 members repre-

senting UCLA in the 1984
Olympics.

rJ- - J ' "
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Democratic Party

pulls In edges for

consolidated front

By Loel Solomon
City Editor

SAN FRANGISGO — Last
week's Democratic National
Convention passed with few
surprises as Vice President
Walter **Fritz" Mondale hand-
ily seized the Party's nomina-
tion.

The convention was so pre-

dictable, in fact, that the San
Francisco Examiner
distributed an "Extra" inside

the George Moscone Conven-
tion Center declaring the can-
didate's victory before the roll

call vote of the states even
began.

Hart and Jackson forces
showed little effort to raid
Mondale's delegates, and a

Analysis

threat by the Hispanic Caucus
to boycott the convention's
first nominating ballot in pro-
test of the Simpson-Mazzoli
Immigration Bill never mate-
rialized.

Yet, the convention was not
completely void of excitement.
Mondale aborted a move to

replace Democratic National
Committee Chairman Charles
Manatt with former Carter
aide Biert Lance^ but not be-

fore drawing a significant
amount of criticism for the at-

tempt. In addition, New York
Gov. Mario Cuomo, Seri. Ed-
ward Kennedy and the Rev.
Jesse Jackson brought conven-
tioneers to their feet on more
than one occassion as they
lambasted President Ronald
Reagan and appealed t04)arty
unity.

"To succeed, we will have
to surrender small parts of our
Individual inTefests, to build a
platform that we can all stand

ASUCLA facities

Low patronage forces
cut in employee hours
By KimbeHy Noel. Staff Writer

Olympics hit home — A UCLA undeclared sophomore Gregory- Easton,
»a member of Sigma Nu fraternity, carried the torch through fraternity row
Saturday evening to the delight of the Greeks.

ASUCLA student employee work hours have been sharply
reduced as a result of fewer Olympic visitor dollars being spent
within ASUCLA facilities. . ^

Olympics-related budget revenues are more than $300,000
below the expected amount, as of July 17, ASUCLA Executive
Director Jason Reed said. ASUCLA had expected to earn
$745,000 between July 9 and July 17 and actually received
$444,000, ASUCLA Assistant Executive Director Margaret Snow
said. The Bearwear department had budgeted $463,000, but ac-
tually received $177,000 during the nine-day period. Snow add-
ed. (

The Olympics budget is based on projected profits from
tourist business. Reed explained, adding that fewer tourists have
been here than expected, and those here are not spending the
amount anticipated.

"The income simply does not match the budget," Reed said.
"We've (ASUCLA) been underwhelmed rather than over-
whelmed." :mzr:z=r=- - -^-—zrrr—r-

The problem has been an "ongoing" one. Reed said, adding
that he w£^ not directly responsible for any employee work
hour changes. Reed maintained that service area managers were
"talked to" regarding the problem, but Central Receiving
Management Assistant Joe True said that student management
was not contacted at any time prior to the change in student
work hours.

*

"If students are to be hired as management, why aren't they
used in the decision making process?" True questioned. "We
have minds and can do more than tell other student employees
when to take a break."
True attributed the current budget proBlems^o ASUCLA's

"huge expenditures" such as vending carts, new forklifts, stu-
dent employee shirts and the Annex itself. "We can meet tourist
needs, but on a less extravagant scale," he said.

Continued on Page 5

on ... proudly singing out the
truth for the nation to hear, in

chorus," Cuomo, now a prime
candidate for the Party's
nomination in 1988, ar-
ticulated in his address to the
convention.

Rep. Henry Waxman (D-
Los Angeles), a Hart delegate,

said he expects Hart and
Jackson supporters to stand
behind the Party's nomination
despite their disappointment—

Continued on Page 5

Educators attack Republican policies
Calls for support for schools hit SF convention

PropG^ed

By Philipp Gollner
Sen/or Staff Writer

SAN FRANCISCO — The
federal government must in-

vest in education if it is to en-

sure this country's leading role

Tn the^^bild, t>A^ aiifhofities

on public education said at ' remedial reading programs,"
last week's Democratic Na- she added,
tional Convention in Salt ^"American Federation of

McDonald asserted "Ronald
Reagan talks about excellence

in education, but in the final

analysis, he has bought
missiles and guns, not books.

'*The Republicans talk
about going back to the
basics, yet they don't support

•-<'

Till

as important as investing in
material capital. "We must
invest in the human in-
frastructure of this country, or
else nothing else will work,"
he said.

Shanker chided the Reagan
Administration for shifting
funds designated for educa-
tional programs to other gov-
ernment sectors, especially

Francisco. Teachers, AFL-CIO President defense. Instead of providing
"I know that when our Albert Shanker agreed with the money needed to keep

schools woikrAmerica works,'^

—

McDonald that the Reagan—public educa tio n Iti t act,
Administration has been

By Lauren Blau, Ot^f Editor

SAN DIEGO — The University of Califomia^Board of
Regents took a stand against the Howard Jarvis-sponiored tax
initiative which could limit the Regents fee-raising power and
prevent the university from selling bonds.

According to UC General Counsel Donald Reidhaar, the
newest. Jarvis-sponsored tax initiative is intended to "reverse a
number of court decisions which the initiative's proponents
believe have undercut Proposition 13, the (state properlk') tax
initiative passed in 1978." T

But the "Save Prop. 13 Initiative" might severely limit the
Regents' power to govern, maintain and improve UC because of
the initiative's vaguely-worded language whic^ Reidhaar said
jnight be interpreted to apply to more than state property taxes.

"Additionally, Reidhaar said the initiative would prevent the
university from issuing any revig^nue bonds which are often used
to finance parking structures and dormitories.

At Friday's Regents' meeting, UC President David Gardner
presented a ^motion, which received affirmative votes from all

board members present except Gov. George Deukmejian, who
serves as president of the Regents, who abstained.

The Regents' motion stated in part that "the University of

California opposes, in the strongest terms possible, the new Jar-

vis initiative — whether intended by its authors or not, this

measure^ if enacted by the voters, would create fiscal chaos in

virtually every aspect of the university's operations."

The motion also said the Jarvis initiative may be in direct
|

contradiction with the California Constitution which defines |
UC as autonomous from the state. §

According to the motion. Article IX, Section 9 of the State I

Kentucky Superintendent of

Public Instruction Alice
McDonald told delegates last

Wednesday at the Moscone
Convention Center. The states

"must bear the cost, and the

federal government must be
our partner," she said.

remiss in its commitment to

education. "Something is

wrong," Shanker said. "We're
in danger, we could go down
as a country."

Shanker sai4 investing in

human knowledge is at least

Shanker claimed. President
Reagan **proposes solving
educational problems with
school prayer.'

According to the "Demo-
cratic Fact Book 1984," the
Reagan Administration has cut
real federal spending for
education by 25 percent^
Those cuts, the book states,

include a 21 percent reduction
in federal aiik-'to college stu-

dents and reduced spending
for educational programs for

the disadvantaged.

'The book claims the Reagan
Administration would have
eliminated low cost loans to

266,000 students and cut Pell

Grants tO one million eligible

undergraduates, had ^such
proposals not been defeated by
Congress.

Both speakers said they
were confident a Democratic
administration would be more
supportive of public educa-
tion. "There must be leader-
ship at the federal level, and
Walter Mondale and
Geraldine Ferraro will ^ve
that leadership," McDonald
declared. "The Republicans

Constitution gives the Regents the authority to govern UC in—h'l not July 4th - But it \% thg last day lof the Democratic National

—

talk about education,—wo
keeping "the university as tree as possible from political and sec- Convention at the Moscone Center in San Francisco, and the time to Democrats invest in educa->

Continued on Page 4 celebrate the rumination. * tional excellence
"
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Children's Literature prof
gives up 'kid stuffv at 70
By Leslie Madden

English Senior Lecturer
Emeritus Jerome Cushman,
who is best known as the prd-
fessor of the Childrens's Liter-
ature class here, will retire on
August 1 after 19 years at

UGLA.
Cushman, 70, began

teaching Children's Literature
at UCLA in 1965. He said he
is not tired and still loves
teaching, but the university
says he must retire due to his

age.

Cushman, who also teaches
Adolescent Literature,
estimated that he has taught
approximately 1,800 students
per year for the past 10 years.

It is very difficult to
measure his influence on his

students, Cushman said. But,
he added, he achieves a sense
of satisfaction whenever
former students say his
teaching helped them with the
process of educating their own
children.

TJiejcelatively simple nature
of tfie literature studied in

both Children's Literature and
Adolescent Literature is the
primary reason for the classes'

popularity. **It (Children's
Literature) is not a difficult

elective," Cushman said, ad.
ding that the course's subject
matter is pleasant, and stu-

dents are familiar with many
of the books from their
childhood.

Cushman's main objective
has been to express his love of
children's literature in his

classes and to communiQate
the importance of reading in a

child's learning process.

The experience oi dealing
with children's literature ana
exposure to problems that

Program opens scientific exploration

BEDTIME STORY - Prof.
Jerome Cushman, best known for

his classes in children's and ado-
lescent literature, is retiring. Let's

give a warm goodbye to Dr.
Cushman, boys and girls.

children face through litera-

ture, are instrumental in

preparing .students for paren-
thood, Cu.shman emphasized.

Continued on Page 4

Sleaze

By Jennifer Morris

Actre.s.ses, teachers, retired couples, stu-

dents and businessmen can now actively

participate in and help support important

University of California research in the nat-

liral and social sciences. . .

University of California Research Expedi-

tion Program, which was established in

1975, sponsors two-to-three-week research

expeditions in 39 countries for non-Universi-

ty community members- interested in the

natural and social .sciences, including ar-

chaeology, architecture, ecology and
botany. _,_.. ,.._ ^

UREP volunteeris pay fees ranging from
$570 to $1,600 to participate in the research

projects, said Patricia Cascardi of UREP
Administrative Services. Cascardi added
that the fees are a tax-deductible donation
to the University of California. A limited

number of partial .scholarships based on fi-

nancial need are available for students and
teachers.

Rising costs and budget cuts in federal

spending have jeopardized many research

programs, Cascardi said, adding that public

support and participation in the UREP pro-
grams allows UC profes.sors to continue
their research.

No special academic or field experience is

necessary for most expeditions, Cascardi
said, adding that volunteers do not have to
be UC students to participate.

Extension credit for students and non-
students can also be arranged for some of
the programs, Cascardi added.
UREP participants should be prepared

for any sort of research site living ac-
comodations, ranging from modest hotels to
tented «amps with limited facilities.

An exploration of Peru's Chimu Empire,
which controlled one of the earliest and
largest state societies in the Western hemi-
sphere, is the next scheduled expedition.
Team members will assist professors in ex-

cavating artifacts, measuring and recording
locations where artifacts are found,
documenting findings through photography
and preparing archaeological rerfiains for
analysis and classification in the laboratory,
Cascardi explained.

Expeditions exploring the blue penguins
of Philli Island in South Australia and the
origin of prehistoric Sardinia's Nuraghi
Towers, which are stone towers with hid-
den rooms and winding staircases, are
among other trips scheduled for this sum-
mer.
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Stricter collection policies

lower student loan defaults
By Jennifer Morris

r

Stricter loan enforcement policies have kept UCLA default
rates more than 100 percent below the national averages.
UCLA was forced to create stricter procedures for collecting

unpaid National Direct Student Loans because the federal gov-
ernment made its loan-awarding regulations more stringent for
colleges, said Student Loans Services Director Sandra Tarling.
The result of these stricter procedures, Tarling said, has been

a lowered percentage of defaulte^^ NDSL loans (from 5.6 per-
cent in 1983 to 5.19 percent as of June 30, 1984), leaving
$900,000 unpaid to the university. She said she considers
UCLA's default rate excellent in comparison to other univer-
sities, and added UCLA's percentage of unpaid NDSL loans is

100 percent lower than the national average of 10.4 percent.
^ The university takes four steps to collect funds when students
reach a def^lt status, Tarling explained:
• First, students are contacted by phone regarding their un-
paid loans.

• Second, if students remain in default, the university takes
students to small claims court and reports the default to credit
bureaus.

• Third, the university refers the payments to collection agen-
cies if the loans remain unpaid.
• Fourth, if none of the other measures prove successful, the
collection agencies file suit against the students in municipal
court.

Tarling said that the latter two measures have been in use for
some time, but the first two measures began in spring quarter
1984. She added that the university considers a student in
default if the student has a payment which is delinquent by 120
days or more.

.^ _______
According toTirling, the amount of NDSL money available

for loans varies with the amount of money collected annually
from past loans and the amount of money the Department of
Education contributes.

Department of Education funding has steadily decreased
because of federal budget cuts, Tarling explained. In 1932-83,
$760,000 in federal funds were contributed to the NDSL pro-
gram, Tarling said. She added that UCLA provides an addi-

Continued on Page 4

MAINSTAGE
Students' Store

— The Valleyaires Barbershop Chorus performed July 15-21 for all passers-by ?n front of the

UC officiais claim 10 percent reg fee increase

needed in 1985-86 to save student proarams
By Allison Murad

The University of California

could face financial difficulties

in 1985-86 if registration fees

do not increase approximately
10 percent, UC officials said.

- -Although UC officials
disagreed on the severity of

the projected financial pro-
blems, UCLA Budgetary Af-

fairs Coordinator Eart Rober-
son said that implementing
the $70 student fee decrease
for 1984-85 without planning
any future increase could
result in cutting campus, pro-

grams.
Roberson predicted that UC

could face bankruptcy at the
end^of the 1985-86 fiscal year

'

if it both continues to finance
extensive campus programs
and if registration fees are not
increased to combat annual
inflation.

"We can live with this deci-

sion for one year, but next
year's fees will not cover the
student programs that we cur-
rently support," Roberson
said. "Each campus will be
obliged to re-incVease fees in

1985-1986 to keep its special

services functioning."

Accopjjftng to UCLA's
1
983-84

Jbudget, the campus
spent $!fe million on student
health, counseling services, in-

tramural sports and women's^
athletics, all of which are
funded solely by student fees. —
"With the lowered intake of

funds next year, we may be
forced to cut some of these
programs or face serious fi-

nancial trouble in attempting
to run them without a fee in-

crease in 1985," Roberson
said. "Of course there is also a

Continued on Page 4
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Jarvis Initiative
Continued from Page 1

tarian influence in its internal
-affairs." V —

But, if the Tarvis initiative is

passed, "Such a shift would
clenrly violate a crucial prin-

M/^

ciple thought by the framers
of California's Constitution to
be important enough to in-
clude in the state's highest
law," the Regent's motion
stated.

Deukmejian, in explaining
his reasons for abstaining from

the motion vote, said his ad-
ministration is doing a "very
extensive analysis" on the ini-

tiative, and he was not
prepared to vote on the mo-
tion because the results of the
analysis had not been deter-
mined.

FINALS COMING!
HYPNOSIS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You
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Director 989-2923
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Reidhaar's analysis for the

Regents determined that UC's
governing ppwer might be_
jeopardized through the new"
Jarvis initiative's attempt- to^

insure proper implementation
of Proposition 13.

The initiative defines sever-

al terms, which if applied to

the university, would affect

almost all monetary asp)ects,

Reidhaar said at Thursday's
finance committee meeting.

For example, the initiative's

broad definitions of "taxes"

and "fees" could be inter-

preted to include university

fees of virtually every kind,

including dormitory charges,

athletic events, student ser-

vices, hospitals and cafeterias,

Reidhaar's report stated.

A "tax" is defined as any
governmental levy which does
not constitute a fee, an
i^ssessment, or a fine. A **fee"

is " *any charge' made by a
governmental entity for *the

direct costs of the services

provided to or direct benefits

conferred upon the particular
|>ersons or property subject to

the charge,' or *to pay for the
direct costs of a regulatory
program under which the per-
son or property subject to the
charge is regulated,'"

Reidhaar said in his report to
the board.

What is an open question^
is whether or not these fees
are meant to be included
within the operational parts of
the initiative. This very uncer-
tainty would virtually assure
lawsuits being brought against
thp university in connection
with the university's setting of
fees, the practical effect of
which would be to create fi-

nancial chaos of unprecedent-
ed proportions," the report
claimed.

"I do not wish to overstate
the threat, but I do not wish
to understate it," Reidhaar
told the finance committee
Thursday.

According to Reidhaar, the
initiative would require a
two-thirds majority vote of
both the state Assembly and
Senate to increase any fees
taking a great deal of authori-
ty of running the university
away from the Agents.

Reidhaar told the finance
committee Thursday and the
full board Friday that he does
not believe the Jarvis initiative
applies to UC, but he said he
expected some other lawyer's
to disagree with his opinion.
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Loan defaults
Continued from Page 3
tional sum equal to one-ninth the federal contribution

„„w i'^'^^°'' ""J?"''^ loans in the NDSL program has been

f^tnfjT"l^''^'^r" "!"** the stricter measyres were in-
stituted, Tarling said, predicting that the figures will continueto improve and eventually stabilize, unless there is a recessionwhich would push the figures up.

t'xession

fnJ^L'^pA^'" F'°^^'^ ^^''r^
"'^ improved the default ratesfor the Educa^onal Fee Deferment loans and the University/Regents loans, Tarling said.

^"iversuy/

igS^^^^hnlTl'"''''
'""* ^ 8.14 percent default rate during the

Th„ ,i; K ^^f'
^"'°""ted to $500,000 in unpaid loans.The rate has gone down to 5.35 percent as of June 30 19^The funds for the EFDL come from a revolving a«:ount con'taming unive„ity funds from previously paid loan!, s^saW.

imnJovS ?rom'4*^Q^°'
^^ Unive«ity/Regents loans have also

]^^°Ai ^.-^Lp^''*"'' '*'*''«^h amounted to $200 000 in

f""Pt 1

""^ '" »«2-1983. to 3.51 percent in 1983 1984 The

unlit£ NDs'l
^''"" ""'^«"»y f"nd^ and peisonal donatio,^!

oTElton^SrC^.^aiS^*' ^ ^-^^^^ ^V the Department

^J^^^̂ ^^^r^^^t r^for these loans to

FGG ' deCfAAQO J^"- ^' 1385," Hershman said.

n .• yf^Z r.^^^ "At that time, we will be able

^« bX ihT
'^"^" ^

u
*° ^'««^'y «^ the implica-

po.^s. b.l.ty that even a substan- tions of the fee cut and oec

nowwnT^V" ^T'Jl''"'
^•^^* increases neid to beTnow will not cover the deficit made "

.

I^Z':ll^ t!o;.faf '

^^"'^^"^
l,i^-^^«'d Gov. George-

aiiuii lee. Ueukmejian approved a
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But UC Vice President of
Budget and University Rela-
tions Bill Baker said he felt lit-
tle concern over the UC's fi-

nancial situation as a result of
.
the registration fee decrease.

"I would not use the term
bankruptcy," Baker said. "The
state of California is replacing
the $70 fee loss on each stu-
dent, and inflation rises only 5
percent annually."
UC Budget Director Larry

Hershman said registration
costs will most likely rp.in

reduction in the educational
fee, which is one of the
registration fees, because stu-
dents and legislators felt

registration costs had risen too
rapidly over the last few
years. Though the state
replaces the UC's $70 per stu-

dent loss, it does not cover the
yearly j/iflationary rise, accor-
ding to Roberson.

Although the non-resident
students will also benefit from
the reduction, their fees will
increase $68 in the fallJbring:

.v-_.
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Cushman
Continued from Page 2
Cushman began his career

at UCLA with a joint ap-pomtment from the English
department and the Graduate
School of Library' and Infor-
mation Science. Prior to coming to UCLA, Cushman spem

in r?''
^'

l^^ ^^*^^ *>brarianm Sehna Kansas, where heML
CU

shows and art exhibits.

Immediately before coming
to UCLA, Cushman served as

Ohief librarian for tlie New
Orleans P^ablic Library "for

five years.

In the future, Cushman
plans to travel, prepare a book
of puppet stories he wrote and
review children's books for the

Los Angeles Herald Examiner,^ > 1 • 1 _

functions, including puppet

, ^ ».„. ..^ may
return to UCLA to teach
future Summer Sessions.

Democrats
Continued from Page 1

"There's too much at stake (to
be divided)," he said.
However, several Jackson

supporters are bitter over the
convention's rejection of pro-
posed platform ammendments
on affirmative action and
primary election rules. "Fm
not really sure the powers that

be fully understand what the
(Rainbow Coalition's) message
was," Billie Boykins, a Jackson
delegate from Missouri, said.
"They used us to ride to vic-
tory."

But Los Angeles Mayor
Tom Bradley said he was im-
pressed by the level of minori-
ty participation in the cam-
paign thus far and expressed

Continued on Page 6
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Hour cuts
Continued from Page 1

Although Reed said the Annex located across from Lot 6 wasdesigned to show off UCLA as a beautiful campus to Olympic
visitors, he said he sees many UCLA students viewing the cam-pus as an armed camp." Because of this view, they have not
patronized the Olympic facilities. The students, in addition tothe small amount of tourists, forced ASUCLA to reduce studentemployee hours. Reed said.

"Store management," which includes service area managers,
division directors and the executive director made the decUion
to reduce hours, ASUCLA Students' Store Dir«jtor Tim Bayley

A certain level of sales activity had been budgeted, and the
^"^l"?;! ^fc'^^'^y

"^^ ^^^ '^^^^ **^^*' bayley explained.We (Students' Store) are 62 percent below budget," Bavlev
said, adding that student employee hours had to be cut in order
to match labor with business activity" and that this practice iscommon with all businesses.
True said hours in central receiving were cut approximately

ASUCLA has not made enough money to
cover its costs, and each day, more labor
and equipment expenses are incurred than
1^ • 1 T^ 1 --. , i^ —

1^
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TOP QUALITY COPIES
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.
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income received. Reed said, adding that
"if it (the Olympics) was over today, we
would owe money.

"

Special Discounts to

Students & Faculty

THE PRINTERS & COPIERS
(Bundy & Santa Monica Blvd

)

12124 Santa Monica Blvd
WLA Phone 207-5820

Hours M-F 8 30 - 7 pm
SAT 10 - 4 pm

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH
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<

John C. Wakefield
Associate Minister

CALL TERR! AT 818/986-5343 5344
MUST BE 18 OR OLDER M-F 10-4
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two weeks ago. Some student employees working there have

fromXo I ^h"
'"* ^""^ f ;° ^ ''«"" P^' -^^ «nd otherstrom JO to 12 hours per week. True said.

To enact the changes, both the Students' Store and the Annex

Tl R^'* ^f' P-r- ""**'"^ "^ '«'"«'"'"g °P«n ""«' 9^
p.ni., Heed said explaming the closing hour will be extended
gradually until the Olympics when they will close at TlZXThe situation at this point could b^ either temporary or per-manent Reed said, explaining it is solely depenaent^i^n'The
flow of customers. Student employees will be called back as
business improves, Reed said, adding, "I hope we end up pay-ing some overtime, f i"'y

But True charged that ASUCLAs action was illegal and im-moral. It may not be illegal according to law. True said but "ifyou value someone's word, its illegal.^ 1--

y^Z-'-^^^^IH^^^ 5aying_3K^ messed up. and y^' have topay, ne added.
True said he has created and circulate a petition stating that

student employees are suffering financially from the cuts in

O^m Ics
^ various plans to work for ASUCLA during the

According to the pMitiQO^.studenfs . i ,. order to accommodate
their working schedules, made plans which include having topay rent for renewed leases on Westwood apartments, not
^'?'?*'/"S in summ^^^ session classes because the schedules con^

R. Perry Fuller ^

University lyilnlster

10808LeConteAve.
208-8676

9 am Church School
lO am Worship Service

STUDENTS WELCOME

not the oniif CHzxUtiani.
"

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
AI'HOIl SSIONAI.OI'IOMI IKIC C ()l<l'( )KA 1 1( )N

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

$99
"Change the color of your

eyes" soft lenses

'159
Slecp-ln soft lenses,
Permalens. DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses i&49
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. &
toUow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-
cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

^ANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

28
2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park

in the Lucky Shopping Center)
>421 S. Robertson Blvd.
VA bik, south of Pico)

Visa, MasterCard. Expires 8/25/84 with this ad.

{\

flict^with the 40-day Olympic period and not seeking employ-ment elsewhere because of management's commitment. The
petition also called on management to rectify the situation.
True called on ASUCLA, rather than students, to absorbmore of the cost through cutting back on expected expendituresA compromised set of working hours between what was promis-

ed and what is actually happening is what student employees
want now, True said, adding, "We are the Associated Students
running this, not Associated Adults' from off-campus

"

But Reed said ASUCLA could no longer continue to absorb
student wag^, adding, "We (ASUCLA) have absorbed tens of
thousands of dollars in student wages already."
ASUCLA has not made enough money to cover its costs, and

each day, more labor and equipment expenses are incprred than
income received. Reed said, adding that "if it (the Olympics)
was over today, we would owe money."

But Reed >aid he 4topes^^SUCLAr-wrilhi>e closer to the pro-
jected budget by Aug. 13. Reed, who said he is "deeply con-
cerned about the situation, explained he wants^ta^id students
by offering compensation wherever possible.
To attain this goal, ASUCLA is providing various compen-

satory measures for its employees.
ASUCLA now acts as a job placement service for its

..employees, Reed said. ASUCLA uses its personnel department
to place student employees in other positions with the Los
Angel^ Olympic Organizing Committee, the May Company
and other retailers at Santa Monica Place Mall, he added.

Additionally, non-Olympics positions on campus have been
created in an effort to employ some of the displaced student
employees. Reed said. These jobs include painting, cleaning and
doing general campus maintenance, he said, explaining that
ASUCLA originally planried to offer these jobs during the
1984-85 school year.

In aHother move to try to compensate for cutting work hours,

p^-^..^l^^L""rr ^''^,^f'"g
offered at the South Plaza Deli/Btiryrer

UCLA
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- . . coming
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Watch
Forit!

Best Hamburgers, Fries, Root Beer and Floats

Welcome the Olympics wifh /y& W
,,7^

1 1660 Santa Monica Blvd. 820744/3 ^(WestwoQd Blvd to Santa Monica. 1 mile feJto B^rmtOTi)
Santa Monica Bus Line #1, direct to restafii;6nt frOm UCLA

All Shampoos are Not the Same!
Wholhvf You Mjvp

OR/ BRITIIF. THIN or OllY HAIR

Cotmill lh« f ipertt M

Bar which offers deli combinations for $5.75, which will now
cost employe^ $2.95; and Burger combinations will cost
employees $2.25 instead of $3.75. *

r

OAKLEYS HAIRSTVLING
1061 Gayley Avenurr—

Westwood
Across from Baxter's Rest.

FREE HAIR ANALYSIS
AND TRIAL SIZE

NEXXUS SHAMPOO
with coupon

N€
rHAS THI tJCMT SHAMPOO FOR YOU!

FormulJtrti for ih« 80't I
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LOOKING FOR A FUTURES -=r*r-

INDUSTRY LEADER FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
IS LOOKING FOR A PERSON WITH A PROFESSIONAL ATTITUDE
AND A STRONG DESIRE FOR SUCCESS. WE OFFER A PROVEN
PROGRAM WHICH INCLUDES TECHNICAL TRAINING AND INCOME
GUARANTEE WHILE YOU GET STARTED, ONCE YOU COMPLETE
TRAINING YOU WILL OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY WITH UNLIM-
ITED INCOME POTENTIAL. FOR CONFIDENTIAL CONSIDERATION
SEND YOUR RESUME Ta "! if!

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
87tSU 'm#ra. SaHc 201
Lo« Aa««l«s. CA 9««45

rARMfRS
4lNSU»AN((^
^ OdOUP ^

ED KOCPIN
1928
Sn . PROP

e®mJber1S0X
**WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY**

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9.00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1

M

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

toapip9"

A trut pip* tmokf
doMnol inlMto

Come tn tor our IrM
instruction

brochure'

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512

FamilyPlanning:
a choice,
a responsibility

California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
since 1969. .

.

• FRSB pregnancy tests, ,

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/

general or local anesthesia
• Birth control

• Gynecological exams '

fisp
Family Planning

^

Associates Medical Group
"WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmoreland Ave.

(213)738-7283

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd

(213)820-8084

confidential* professional • mffordable

SUMMER CLEARANCE

SALE
ON ARTIST MATERIALS

40%T(r50%DFF
W1MAWY1TEMS
JHONTH^OF JUi;¥-

CASH. CHECK. VISA. M.C. AND AM.EX.

4MICHAEL'SA
3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS:

HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOD - 915 WESTWOOD BLVD
LONG BEACH - 2137 BELLFLOWER BLVD

*NEW EXTENDED HOURS — MGN.TO FRI. 8:30-6:30, SAT. 9-5

Complete Copy Service
• Copies 3* No Limit ^

Letter pr Legal

Use of IBM Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store.

Spiral j^inding -^

Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 am-5 pm

Corner of Olympic Close to Campus
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y

EYE OPENING!
IN WESTWOOD BILLAGE
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$20. CARE KIT EXTRA. .
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Democrats
Continued from Page 5
faith that it will continue. "I

feel very confident that Jes$e

Jackson will maintain the in-

volvement of the disenfran-

chised," he said.

Whether or not the Rain-
bow Coalition will become a

permanent fixture in the
Democratic Party is open ^ to

conjecture. But, if Jackson's
new position as the Party's

director of voter registration is

any indication, the Democrat-
ic Party may become what it

purports to Be — the Party of

all people.

Another previously under-
represented group, women,
were elated by Mondale's
selection of Rep. Ceraldine
Ferraro (D-New York) as his

running mate. Jackson sup-
porters lauded the decision,

claiming credit for creating

the pressule which brought it

about. Hart lamented in his

speech, "I only wish I had
picked her first." But mant
Hart, Jackson and Mondale
supporters alike sported ."Fer-

raro for America" placards
and joined in the Ferraro-

mania.
Most agree Ferraro is an

asset to the ticket. Manatt
claimed the addition of the

first female vice-OFe^ential

"Here^ is the truth about
the future^ we arelivitig on
harrowed money and bor-

rowed time ... We're
fighting for the American
future^ and that's why
we're going to win.

"

Walter Mondale

nominee will narrow the
margin between Reagan ar^d

Mondale by at least 3 percent.

According to Executive
Director of the California
Democratic Party Mike Gor-
don, polls have shown that

people vote for the top of a
ticket. "The vice presidential
candidate doesn't ever carry
the presidential candidate," he
said. "What it (the selection)

does do, is bring a new-
dimension to the ticket."

Ferraro may, however, also

b e a liability to the
Democrats. A New York
Times/CBS News poll,
reported Iti the Tim^srreve^
ed that her candidacy
generated criticism among
middle-age men and the elder-

ly. The pole also shows unfa-
vorable response in the. South
— a region which Mondale
strategists have identified as a
key area the Democrats need
to make a strong showing in

order to beat Reagan-
But the ultimate strategy for

the Democrats will be, in the

words of Rep. Pat Shroder
(D-Colo.), "to take off
Reagan's Teflon coating and
put on him a fly paper suit."

Mondale addressed the
Reagan record, claiming the

President is responsible for the

country's current $200 billion

deficit, the arms racfe, at-

tempts to scrap Social Security
and Medicare and a growing
toxic wastes problem^

"Here is the truth about the

future," Mondale said, "We
are living on borrowed money
and borrowed time ..^ We're,
fighting for the American
future, and that's why we're
going to win."

Submit to
Viewpoint.

-v

fl viemipoint Jeante Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Editorial

Unethical business
In what could at best be called unethical

busing management, ASUCLA is nullifying
commitments it made to student employees.
ASUCLA asked students to commit themselves

to working a large number of hours during this

summer.
When ASUCLA management realized that

they had grossly overestimated the amount of
business that they would get due to the Olym-
pics, they severely cut the student workers'
hours.

In any self-respecting corporation such actions
on the part of management would result in
worker protests, if not a strike action. Here, of
cdurse, the students are powerless victims!
ASUCLA promised students a certain number

of work houlrs, and many made plans according-
ly.

Students who renewed leases' on apartments,
chose not to attend summer classes expecting to
work 30-40 hours per week and did not look for
employment elsewhere are suffering financially,
perhaps unable to pay their bills.

ASUCLA is a student-run, non-profit corpora-
tion. When the career management staff makes
_a_whopping judgmental error in marketing, the
student employees should not have to bear the
brunt of the consequences.
ASUCLA makes money throughout the year

and can absorb the "losses" much better than
the student employees can.

Although revenues are below the expected
amount, we question whether ASUCLA is actu-

ally losing money. If ASUCLA was not spending
as much money, the revenues would be higher.

UCLA could cut back on expenditures such as

vending carts for example. Why are these carts

littering this campus anyhow?
They are an eyesore and unnecessary extrava-

gances. Why is there a Mrs. Fields cookie cart

when there are two Mrs. Fields cookie stores just

minutes away in the village?

The cosmetic compensatory measures taken by
ASUCLA management are not enough. Giving
employees a $1.50 or a $2.80 discount at the

South Plaza I>eli/Burger Bar will not pay their

jent^__
We are also disappointeff~tBaf^ ASUCLA"

management has such lo\)v^ regard for student in-

put. There are students in ASUCI^mana^^
ment, yet student management was not con-

tacted at any time prior to the change in student

work hours. _^^
We students are people with ideas, talents and

energy to contributie, and we will not be ex-

ploitea or taken for granted.

Editorial

Stop the Jarvis Initiative
If an initiative sponsored by

Howard Jarvis and the American Tax
Reduction Movement is passed in the
November 6 general election, financial
chaos would overwhelm virtually
every feature of the University of
California's operations.

This initiative proposes to preserve
Proposition 13, the tax reduction ini-

tiative passed in 1978.
As Proposition 13, which Jarvis co-

authored, ravaged the education
system, the Jarvis initiative would also

have a tremendously negative impact
on the UC system.

The measure contradicts Article IX,
Section 9 of the State Constitution
which gives the Board of Regents the

authority to govern the University'of
California.

~'
'''^- -

'

' " ' "
'

It does so for the purpose of keeping
the University as free from political

and sectarian influence in its internal

affairs as possible.

However, the Jarvis Initiative could
shift the power to issue revenue bonds,
set fees, and otherwise arrange the

University's financial affairs from The
Regents to the State Legislature where
a two-thirds vote of both houses would
be necessary to do any of these things.

We support The Regents in their

resp>onsibilities to govern and manage
the financial affairs of the University.

Allowing the Legislature to controj the

financial aspects of the University

would be both foolish and dangerous.
It is possible that the Legislature

could set UC fees so that students

would be paying the debts and exf)en-

ditures of the state in addition to

educational fees.

It is a^o probable that the Jarvis

Initiative would lead to the deteriora-

tion in quality of the University.

We commend UC President David
Gardner and The Regents for their

strong opposition to the Jarvis Initia-

tive.

UC students must support the Uni-
"versity and The Regents by fighting

this initiative in November.
We urge CalPIRG, the

Undergraduate and Graduate Students

Associations, UC Student Lobby, as

well as individual persons to defeat the

Jarvis Initiative.

No one wants higher taxes at the
expense of quality education. Howard
Jarvis must be told that education and
students must not be ravaged in order
to save taxpayers a few dollars.

The image of Miss America
By Louise Yamall
There is something

refreshingly appropriate about
Miss America posing nude for

Penthouse magazine.
Penthouse publisher Bob

Guccione said it best. When
asked if he thought he had
debased an American symbol
by printing in his September
issue photographs^ pf Miss A in

jexually explicit poses with

another woman, he replied, "I

don't think she is any less of a

symbol with her clothes off."

Guccione's reply shows he
did his homework back in the

early '70s when unveiling

stereotypes was "in." For those

of us too conditioned by the

conservatism of the early '80s

to remember, the stereotypical

sex kitten is jiist the flip side

of the stereotypical goody-
goody Miss A.

Both are symbols that sell

^jDsmetlcs, clothes and at-

titudes to women by playing

upon their needs to feel goodipoi

boiaDout themselves.

• Seeing the images of sex kit-

ten and Polly Purebread com-
^ rhed is funny\ VaTnes s

a

Williams has created the
pe^ect American gargoyle. It

should grace the entrance to

the White House and we ttll

should laugh. We only rein-

force the absurdity of these

symbols by taking them
seriously.

Better yet, maybe a statue

should be erected in New York
harbor next to the Statue of

Liberty — a two-faced
woman who welcomes all

women (and men, because
they get their share of
stereotyping also) to the
American system. The plaque
at the base ^would scrap the

"sick, hungry, poor masses!"

of the old model and say,

"Now give me your egos and
your pocketbooks and get

ready to join the American
image rat race!

Looking bad because one
has sold out happens all the

time in this, country. People

compromise their dreams and
ideals because they want to

make a buck. On another
level, our government foments
violence in other countries to

protect its economic interests,

even as it claims it does so in

In Williams* case, she saw
that her physical beauty could
earn money and status. She
chose to pose nude to, par-

ticipate in one version of the
American dream, then she_

chose to pose smiling and pure^
to participate in another.

Looking at the scandal from
this perspective, one could say

Williams tried to capitalize on
her good looks, while Guc-
cione and the photograpFeF
who^old him the photos tried

to capitalize on the American
public's susceptibility to scan-

dal. The headline on the
September issue aims to entice

all of us: "Miss America. My
God, She's Nude."

So why should we dwell on
how baa Williams or anyone
else in this scandal looks?

None of us can escape com-
pletely from "selling out."

.

The Real World" — as we
call it from the hallowed halls

of UCLA — won't let us.

Yamall
writer.-
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SHIRIN'S
European Concept

in Hair & Nails

11635 Barrincton Ct.

In Brentwood Village

//"We Love Students

DISCOUNT-
Save 50% on all Haircuts,

Perms & Hhliting (with this ad)

Call for appointment

476-7427

SSBUta
Westwood

10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDARI

MON. BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

m TACO-NITE FOR S5 00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

^-mM- ^^^ ^ BURRITO RANCHERO &
THUIIS* GET ONE

BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS

•

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH SPECIAL
'With valid UCLA student or faculty ID.

w lUAtrr

FT CONTACT LEi
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bsusch A Lomb • Hydrocurve • Vistakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Permalens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE$199

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES — '

UP TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examinatiorl '* Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Tesf

• Lens Fitting • Complete

Training • Follow-up

Visits 4or 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses

• Written Guarantee

$159
TINTED SOFT LEN$ES LTiImlnJtfJn

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

Five rich, natural- • Amber
looking translucent

colors ( . . Just ask • Blue

our eye-care
specialist for a trial * Aqua
fitting free ' t)f '

charge. * ^''••"

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

TJtaht
";S 475-7602

Visa ^Mastercard
Vision Plans

Optometric Center Accepted

Dr. Greenspan

1 1645 Wilshire Blvd.. Suite 1070. W.L.A. "
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The Antenna
Theater's
Chris Hardman
In 'Aknnesia*

Olympic Arts Festival

Guided tours through the brain,

with songs/laughs and Walkmen
By Jennifer Kim

Weirdness is a subjective state; Anten-

na, a crazed audience- participation

group out of Northern California, brings

you weirdness, courtesy of Chris Hard-
man's Amnesia (Royce Rehearsal Hall,

through July 22nd). Combining the thrill

of a carnival's haunted house and the

artsy vibrancy of post-modern sculpture

(Melrose Ave. era), all resulting in a tru-

ly half- psychotic experience, Amnesia^s^

aim to bring the state of an amnesiac in-

to ,the mind of the unwary theater-goer
indeed pulls through. Most of the au^
dience-participants (audience-members
no longer) ended up reeling • outside of

Royce ^all after the show. Oh yeah.

and bizarre. As a finished work, as an
actual piece de theatre, ho>vever, it

leaves a lot to be desired.

The set of four tape-recorded stories,

each relating to various stages of "your"
past, not only have difficulty connecting
with each other (the play's interludes

serve only to describe the temporary in-

sanity buzzing in your head and little

else), but are all told from the masculine
point of view which leaves the women-
folk feeling a little left out. Then again,
this theatrical mess probably is part of

-the desired effect. Desired? Maybe not^

UCLA. Oh yeah, play. Oh yeah, Olym
pic Arts Festival. Oh yeah.

We, the bumbling audience, equipped
with Sony Walkmans each containing a
tape that serves, a<; our guide, are pushed
by actor/prompter/tourguides through a

melange of splatter- painted Melrose-ian

sculptures in an attempt to remind us of

*our' past. We are asked to remember
crazy Uncle Chuck; Mom tells us to help
her with the dishes, and we must feed

grandma her medicine (grandma is

another of those disjointed Melrose- ian

sculptures). Fat, grey headed Dr. Rand
-^ whose facial pafts are smashed
around his head in cubist fashion (nearly
all the performers are wearing such ex-

istential headgear) — gives us nice
shoulder massages while Dr. Victoria

Briggs explains how our confused state of
being relates to the state of an amnesiac.
Indeed, we end up feeling vague about
everything, which, if it's the sole aim of
this unusual venture, is the "play's" suc-
cessful aftereffect.

Yes, as an experiment, it is marvelous.
You are expected to be the guinea pig, so

if sitting twelve rows away or more from
the stage has been your ideal concept of

theater, you will probably want to avoid
this very hands-on experience. People
touch you", you touch them; you are ask-
ed to stand up and do amazing things (in

the privacy of your own recording, and
with some reassurance from the per-

formers and the audience n^embers
around you who are already engaged in

.similarly silly artivitips) If

Yet, this recorded extravaganza does
attempt to break the barriers between
audience and—performers;—faithfulperformers;—far

Antenna's fetish for putting their au-

dience through mazes. Amnesia really

barriers between the watcherfr-

and the watched — it certainly turns out
not to be what you'd expect, or even
what you think it might turn out to be.

You figure it out.
*

Housed in probably the smallest the-

ater of the entire Arts Festival, Brain
Hotel, created by the innovative likes of
Mimi Seton (of Wazo Wazo fame) and
Tony Abatemarco, along with -Bill

Castellino, Mark Bringelson, and Jane
Schulman (Seton, Castellino, Schulman,
and Bringelson comprise the full cast), is,

if you can believe in such impossibilities,

a brightly Freudian musical. The work
follows Wazo Wazo closely in its neo-
driimatic style by casting traditional
musical theater into a dizzying ^hirl of

self-introspection, seraphic harmonics,
and surprisingly offbeat humor. This is

not performance art, although the more
conservative minds of the city might
mistakenly call it such. Brain Hotel i^

truly part of a new form of musical the-
ater, built to provide entertainment that
is immediately enjoyable — the basic re-

quirement of any Thysical — as well as

being cerebrally engaging.
Sung completely a capella (very

challenging to perform for more than an
hobr without intermission), the musical
shows us the lives of four eccentric
humans; eccentric, really, for the parts
of human nature they must play — liter-

capably maintaining the rich tonal tex-

tures of the musical's score, and amusing,
in that much of the incidental comedy
was due to their strong solo abilities. The
dialogue did its share in providing unex-
pected laughter, not a real surprise when
the entire dialogue must be sung. It

ranged from lines like, "We'll be waiting
in the lobby with the potted plant" to

more personal matters such as Bringelson
proclaiming that his "body/ is ve-he/ ry

wha-hite." And throughout, a firm grip

is kept on Reality, the script revealing
everything that can be revealed concern-
ing hotels, people who go tp them, and
particles of Freudian psychology, not

to necessarily in. this order nor any other.
Schulman had some trouble with her

vocals, which came across too softly, but
she—sizzled as an uncharacteristically

rly silly artivitips)—If ynu are an ally body, liuait, stjul, and iniild. Tlie promising eye on lifo oc vvoll as

devil-may-care torch singer during a
dream sequence in the work (she repre-

sented the mind of the four). Best per-

foYmances were turned in by Bringelson,

who indentifies with the soul, performing
the virginal, mother's boy-now-full-
grown character to the hilt: *Dear Mom,'
he writes, 'I can't come home... because I

want to come home' and Seton's whim-
sical persona, a double-fork-tongued
female who represents the heart, and
whose snappy personality and wit are

equally compelling.

Castellino's fiery character, completing
the circle by representing the body, is

also well-handled in light of its potential

triteness (macho types often are). In fact,

it reached a bizarre pinnacle durfng the

dream sequence, as he becomes a god for

the eighties, a terrifying amalgamation of

bisexual hip ^nd break-dancing punk as

he marches down his temple's aisle, with

chants of Porsches and of Christie
Brinkley marking the b^at of his

footsteps.

Brain Hotel is truly a harmonic
wonder, worthy of being considered an
Olympic sporting event when you con-

sider the death-defying endurance of its

performers as they act, sing, and dance
nonstop for the entire performance. A
bright earful for any privileged to be

there, and enough to send you home
both thoughtful of the musical's uncom-

full of

RECORDS

Carrasco reaches for

immaturity, St. Vitus

for metal blandness
Joe "King" Carrasco; Tales from the Qrypt: ROIR Casset-
tes. Of late, the vinyl produced hrfjoe "King" Carrasco
wallows in stupidity. Carrasco apparently suffers from the
"Looney Tune Syndrome," an artistically fatal malady
under which the victim visibly labors toward uttef
silliness.

Carrasco's musical misconception, which becomes more
obvious with each successive album, is that American rock
and roll of the early 1960s was created by an asinine,

frivolous bunch of innocents for the consumption of an
asinine, frivolous bunch of innocents. The concept is as

rooted in Animal House as it is in the B-52s. Party
Weekend, his last album, produced by that molester of
fine garage talent (The Bongos) and debaucher of rever-

Joe "Kin^** Carrasco

explorer of th^ unusual. Amnesia pro-

vides a interesting jungle of the strange

» •> ' -f —y —-.— ......— .

quartet formed by Bringelson, Schulman,
Castellino, and Seton was both tight.

that amazing energy the performers

posess.

ent, bright traditionalists (Marshall Crenshaw), Richard

Gottehrer, sounded dangerously close to the Chipmunks
flailing away at roots music. The blame for this unseemly

affair doesn't fkll squarely on Gottehrer's hyperactive

knob- twiddling, however; Carrasco made even these

throw-aways sound heavy-handed. He was conspicuously

straining to embody the "lighthearted" spirit of American

garage bands suph.as The Kingsman and The Swinging

Medallions.

Carrasco's biggest mistake, however, is equating
lightheartedness with airheadedness. This is grievous given

the quality of his work before he signed his name to

MCA's dotted line. ROIR's release of his demo tapes only

serves to prove that while Carrasco was once a talented,

insightful tradtionalist, he's now a gaudy buffoon.

Tales From the Crypt, is closer to the insanity and in-

tensity oJi Carrasco's live shows than anything e\^ he's

released. It'^ a wild, un.self-consclous blend of Tex-Mex
and Garage band sensibilities. Two or three chords, a

pu4l^hy, "bunka-bunka-bunka" bass line, and some hot,

repetitive organ fills are the essence of this super-melodic

music. These songs are simple, danceable and catchy,

shooting straight for your guf oy way of your feet.

Carrasco isn't pursuing frivolity for its own sake here.

The overblown mannerisms of his succeeding work are

nowhere to be found in this mixture of rhythm and blues,

rock and roll and mariachi music. "Betty's World' bor-

rows heavily from two of this genre's better known ar-

chetypes. The organ riff is lifted N<?hole from the ? and the

Mysterians' classic, "96 Tears," while the guitar riff comes

to us by way of Sam the Sham and the Pnaroahs' "Wooly

Bully." It certainly doesn't sound original, but it's rowdy

fenough to be fresh. Indeed, that's the secret to his charm

here; he steals nearly everything he writes, but he's barely

in control when he plays and sings "Wild 14," the spittin'

Contihued on Page 10
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California Graduate Institute
Classes begin September 12 and end Deccnriber 1
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1984 Fall Class Schedule

10:00- 1:00 pm
11 00-2:00 pm
1:00-4 00 pm
2:00-5 00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5:00 pm
2:00-5 00 pm
2:00-5 00 pm
3:00-5 00 pm
3 00-6:00 pm
4 00-6:00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 30-7 30 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
6 00-8 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm

9 30-1

II 00-

1 00-3

200-5
2 00-5

500-7
5 00-8

5 00-8

5 00-8

5 00-8

5 00-8

8 00-1

800-1
8 00-1

8 00-1

8 00-1

8 00-1

2 30 pm
2 00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm

1 00 pm
I 00 pm

C-191-3

P-30

C-141

322

821

308

505

C163
414

B-IOI

C-121

841

326

609

C-121

B-lOO

C-121

304

B-103

810

403

C-142

414

C-I5I

403

C-121

C 182 3

B-104

703

401

401

LI
El
T-5

Tl
408

408

MONDAY
Clinical Supervision Practicum
Theories of Psychoanalysis

.

Theories of Personality

Introduction to Object Relations

Clinical Hypnosis
PsychoanalytK Treatment of the Child
Rorschach I

Human Sexuality

Group Supervision (Practicum)

History and Systems
Group Process and Technique
Psychopharmacoiocy
Symbol Formahon and Verbal Thought
Varieties of Mealing

Group Process

Statistics

Group Process and Technique
Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis

Physiological Psychology

Introduction 1Q Behavioral Medicine

C. Horn. PhO
D CliflTord. MD
L Moss. PhD
D. CliflTord. MD
W Unger. MD
D Sharon. PhD
J. Besser. PhD
A Brovar. MD
D Pnmac, PhD
R Phillips. PhD
E. Jacobson, PhD
A Brovar. MD
D Clifford. Mb
T Oleson. PhD
J Packer. PhD
R Hunter, PhD
R Phillips. PhD
L Hedges. PhD
T Oleson. PhD
J Besser. PhD

TUESDAY
Applied Technique orMFCC
Psychopathology I

Group Supervision (Practicum)

Psychological Assessment I

Psychotherapeutic Techniques of MFCC
Group Process

Proposal Research it. Ill

Learning and (ognilion

Psychological Anthropology
Theories of MFCC
Theories of MFCC
Current Literature

(CAD Child Analysis

Psychoanalytic Theory Part 5

Psychoanalytic Theory Part I

Cross-Cultural Mores and Values

Cross-Cultural Mores and Values

A Alvarez. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
D Sharon. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
M Koven. PhD
L Weisbender. PhD
M Karlovac. PhL)

L Peters. PhD
M Gerson. PhD
L Moss. PhD
R Gruener, PhD
V Hansen. PhD
W Er^in. PhD
J Van Buren. PhD
F Peters. PhD
D EspaAa. PhD

II 00-

2 00-4

2 30-4

2 00-5

200-5
2 00-5

5 00-7

5 00-7

5 00-8

5 00-8

5 00-8

5 00-8

800-

1

8 00-1

8 00- I

8 00-1

2 00 pm
00 pm
30 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
()Opm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
00 pm
1 ()0 pm
I 00 pm
I 00 pm
1 00 pm

WEDNESDAY
Projective Techniques in Clinical Practice

Group Supervision

Oroqp Process

TKeories of Personality

Psychopathology I

Psychosomatic A Stress-Related Disorders

Group Supervision (practicum)

Group Process

Neurology for Psychologists

teinian Theory and Technique-!-

Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment III

Pathological Characters m Literature

Clinical Practicum II

Clinical Practicum III

Physiological Psychology

E Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
i Packer. PhD
W Ersvm. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
L Moss. PhD
D Pnmac. PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Brovar. MD
K Paniyian.^O -

R Hunter. PhD
W R Johnson. PhD
G Gross. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
R Gruener. MI)
W R Johnson. PhD

10 00-1 00 pm
10 00-1 00 pm
10 30-12 30 pm
n 00-2 ooprn
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
200-5 00 pm
J 00-5 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm

5 (M)-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
6 00-8 00 pm
8 0()-IO 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00-10 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
.800-1; 00 pm

THtRSDAY
C-191-3 Clinical Supervision I. II. Ill

602 Psychology of Birth Experience
414 Group Supervision (Practicum)

317 tg9 Psychology

706 Exist Psychology and Bible Personalities

310 The First Two Years A Clinical Perspect

B-104 Learning dnd cognition

C-I8I-3 Proposal Research I. II. Ill

C-121 Group Process

( -19! Clinicjl Practicum I

C-I6I Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

816 Assertive Training

B-lOO Statistics

( -121 Group Process

C-4 Clinical Case C onlcrence

C-I Clinical C ase C onfcrence

T-D introduction to Psychoanalytic Technique

PD Personality Develop &. Dream Analysis

C-121 Group Process

301 Writings of Sigmund Freud

822 Advanced C linical Hypnosis

R Phillips. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
R Johnson. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M ICovcn. PhD
L Weisbender, PhD
G Bloch. MDand
R Benitez. DSW
L Singer. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Gooth. PhD
R Alexander. PhD

Marcus. PhD
R E Johnson. PhD
M Koven. PhD
Van Buren. PhD
D Espai^a. PhD

J F R. I D AY
5 00-8 00 pm 112 (.omprehcnsivc Review

5 0()-8 00pm C-I 71^ Social B.ises of Behavior

Staff

B Weiss. PhD

V R _I1_A JL
9()0-l2()Opm
i 00-3 (10 pm
3 00-6 00 pm

B-lOO

X-124^

BI05

A T
Statistics

-Group Process and Technique-

Research Methods

J Gillespie. PhD
-£, Jacobson. PhD
J Gillespie. PhD

Professional Seminars

Most scmin.irs qudlilv lor ( oniinuing Lducalion lor Nurses and social workers

\pprovcd for Veterans Benefits for those who quality under VA Regulations

•Ml professionals are welcome loailcpd

900-5 00 pm ScPt 1
,

5 Psychodrama Techniques iw Therapy L Moss. PhD
VOO-I 00 pm Sept 16

9 00-5 00 pm Sept 22 The Significance of Boundary in Symbiosis A Panajian. PhD
9 00-l()0pm Sept -23 in Psycholhrrapy

6 OO-IOOO pm
900-500 pm

Sept 28

Sept 29

Psychosynlhesis T Oleson. PhD

9 00-5 00 pm , Oct 20 Diaxnosis and Treatment of Multiple

9 00- I OO pm Oct 2

1

Personality

R Solomon. PhD

6O0-l0O0pm Oct 26

9:00-5 00 pm Oct 27

WorkinK with the Homosexual Client

900-500 pm
9 00-300 pm

Nov 3

Nov 4

9 00-5pOpm
9,00-3 OOpm

9:00-500 pm
9 00-300pm

900-5 00 pm
9 00-5:00 pm

Nov 17

Nov 18

Dec 1

Dec 2

Social Bases of Behavior

Social Bases of Behavior (2)

Social Bases of Behavior (3)

Dec 8

Dec 9
» r

l^enatai and Postnatal Implications in

Psychoanalytical nioughi

T Oleson. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

B Wfeiss. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

W Erwin. PhD

Continuing Education Classes

CGI has been approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing education

for psychologists AP/Ca'ppfpvarrslifh?led''rb orgahiMilons and does nxsv tmpty endDrvrmmt of

individual offerings.

9:00-5:00 pm Sep<^ $p«rts Psychalogy aiirf PnferaiaBCC

Enhancenicnl

A, Brovar. MD
T Oleson. PhD

6:00-10:00 pm Nov 9
9 00-5 00 pm Nov 10

DMseatic Violeace M Gerson, PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles. Orange County, and San Fernando Valley

Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location

Individual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships

are available by arrangement.

The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

Stale of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology.

Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and

MFCC licenses in the State of C aliforma

Non-profit, federal and state lax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting sludents.and penonnel.

For addtUoital litformati^it or a catalogne. phase contact:

California Graduate Institute
School off*ro/essiona/ Psychology Celebrating 16 years of continuous operation as the first

independent graduate school of psychology in the nation.

(in^ ittk-didd lino r.lendnn AvgnuP. 11th Hoor

West Los Angeles California 90024

t m
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Husker Du does the Byrds and does thein well
Continued from Pa)2;e 9
image of Elvis Costello's "Radio, Radio," is thundering,
big beat rock and roll as the band plays it hot and sloppy.
The cover of Chuck Berry's "Sweet Little Rock and Roller"
is pure garage band bliss; the harmonies are out of kilter,

you*d swear the rhythm section is drunk and Carrasco
sounds like he's rolling on the floor, kicking and screaming

• rather than singing. It's crazed, but it sure ain't stupid.
Comparing the two versions of "Buena" now available

illustrates the progressive onset of Carrasco's immaturity.^
The version found on Tales From the Crypt is delightfully
sloppy and energetic. Carrasco attacks the lyrics with such
abstpdon that his English sounds as bad as his Spanish.
Kris Cummings' farfisa is firey and prominent. The ver-
sion that appears on Party Weekend, however, is polished
to a fault. Vocals are massively overdubbed, Carrasco is

reduced to mugging and Cummings' organ has disap-
peared. It's hollow, calculated and silly. Perhaps Carrasco
should develop a sense of perspective before he goes judg-
ing the men and women of the early sixties as ignorant in-
nocents. After all, they certainly didn't elect an actor
President.

— Kent Andrade

Husker Du: Eight Miles High; SST Records. This one
roars. Like X's treatment of The Doors' "Soul Kitchen,"
Minnesota's Husker Du has done well in combining the
app>ealing tunefulness and imaginative lyrics of *60's pop
with a musically and socially updated punk coarseness and
resiliency. Here the moodily floating, psychedelic, now-
classic guitar-based sound of The Byrds is handed a new
urgency. Husker Du pumps it up and turns it louder by
means of their patented Triple P (power-pop punk), echo-
ing, hearty sound, accomplished with maximum flailing,

fuzzed-out guitars that sustain dramatic imminence. Yet
they've got the good popular sense to maintain melody
over such raucous loudness — a feat that was demon-
strated in last year's excellent Metal Circus. If Chrissie

Hynde were a man, she might sound something like this:

tough and angry yet sensitive, pained yet self- assured,

committed but also compassionate. This record could be
the "hardcore" single of the year— why not check it out?

— Peter Henne

St. Vitus: St. Vitus; SST Records. Local label SST,which
began as an outlet for L.A. punk bands, has had its share
lately of the heavy metal revival, \^at with Mbtorhead-
influenced bands Wurm and Overkill attached to the
label. The Minutemen covering "Ain't Talkin* Bout
Love," and Black Flag's My War drawing comparisons to
early Black Sabbath. But now SST has gone a step further
and released the self-titled debut of a local, genuine heavy
metal band, St. Vitus.

Let me first say ever>'thing nice I possibly can about St.

Vitus: Unlike most metal records, it keeps special sound ef-

fects and sooped-up vocal tracks to a minimum, instead
forthrightly delivering the bare goods of the music.
They've convincingly captured Black Sabbath's surroun-
ding, pervasive, bludgeoning "evil" sound with screeching
guitar; stark, slow, rolling drums; and high-strung-due-
to-medieval-torture vocals. Armando Acosta, credited for
"drums and barbaric thunder," is important for his stor-
my, back-beating pounding, styling his playing unconven-
tionally yet not inappropriately for this kind of rock. St.

Vitus has used an interesting twist: they're dedicated,
grungy headbangers, yet they consider themselves Chris-
tians.

But all of this is not enough to save St. Vitus from me-
diocrity - not nearly enough. Acosta seems to be the only
consistently creative force in the band. Cuitarist Dave
Chandler nas absolutely nothing new or interesting to give
us on his solos - fortunately, they're kept reasonably short.

Yes, they've got Black Sabbath down cold - but they
simply revive wnat was, after all, a simple-minded and
pretentious attempt to express evilness to begin with. If

you just have to buy metal, St Vitus is probably a fair

choice - but My. War would be far, far more rewarding.

— Peter Henne
• • *

The Sun City Girls: Sun City Girls; Placebo. A looooooong
time ago, some bands ran out of chords to play, melodies
to pick, beats to drum and keyboards to plink. They simp-
ly came W a dead end, and to a finality of creativity. In
short, to the Pacific Ocean of the Old West.

In their eyes, there was nothijig else they could do that

Continued on Page 11
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BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE Ai»Av 0A
(WITH REBUILOABLE CORE)
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MAINTENANCE SERVICE
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1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA

453-4652 • 829.7«12

MIDDLE EAST FILMS
Free Screenings
New Film Added!

Israel — The Right To Be An overview of the Arab-
Israeli conflict in the 20th century, this film has an
Israeli viewpoint that contrasts with previous films
in this series. Screens Tuesday, July 24 in 3178
Bunche Hall at 2:45 pm.
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Brooke Sheilds, actress,
model and Ivy League coed,
has been signed by Villard

Books to write what will

essentially be the high school
and college girl's guide to hav-
ing it all. The book, as yet un-
titled, will be published in

June, 1985. <

The goal of the book, says

Ms. Shields, is "to show young
women how to have a com-
plete, active, well-rounded

,

life." She will offer advice on
how to cope with the demands

^ and pressures of schoolwork,
social life, friends, boyfriends,

parents and future planning
along with tips on health,

beauty, nutrition and exercise.

Ms. Shields plans to share
with her readers some of the
particulars of her own life in-

cluding how she handles her
dual identities of superstar
and college student, her —
thoughts on dating, her special

relationship with her mother
and her adaniant stance
against drugs and alcohol.

jQomplete Copying. Printinj^li
* * Bindirrg Avaitable

,^.; Quality XeroK 9600 j:

NO Mlf^fMOM
.' Forf ^

and
wit>^._

4704778
KftCOPY 1 646 Westwood BM.
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
for information. Pl»as» Call:

Encino: (818) 990-3340
Los Anoehs-West (2 13) 202- 1924

Central City: (2 13) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS
MEDICAL C;R0UP

FOR EVES

New Improved

Permalens III

5125
Total

Permalens e.i#^p
Bausch & Lomb v |Jin
30 Day Extended

^^
Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total incl. exam, care kit
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Total

^168 Pacitii, L b |21J| 591 1544
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9400 Firestone Dowppy (213)803 1222
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Records
Continued from Page 10
hadn't been done already a
"trillion- rh 1 11 16h - (q ii an t r i Ilion
point seven times before. So
taking their cue from perfor-
mance artists who seek to

create an event instead of a
museum piece, they fashioned
their music unstructured and
loose, with open directions,

every performance necessarily

different.

This is hard to describe in

purely musical talk.

Concepts like Industrial,

Dadaist, Noise, Performance
.Events, etc, etc, all

ultimately fail to describe a

reco,rd which seeks to
transverse the waters of the

previously mentioned cubicles.

Nightmare, dark destruction,

apocalyptic movie music, seem
to only perpetuate the myth of

the possibility of description;

they pretend to describe the

use the event can have.

Furthermore, one can't even
call it rtiusicA as they use tape
loops, *^^ncn*te, explosions,

and sometimes even instru-

ments:-

This first release by the Sun
City Girls features guitars,

bass, drums, loops, peyote,

and other assorted stuff. Take
it not lightly, and stay away
unless you liked Flipper and
bought Voice of the Angels.

Massive on the scale of a
missile exploding in your
eyeball, unrelentlessly relen-

ting, torture and islands of

beauty coexisting, beautifully

apocalyptic and ironically
sadistic. Not an event for the
whole family.

Between animal noises and
drudge there appear spoken
poems and musical
nightmares. Atonal chording,
lounge jazz (imagine spending
the rest of your life at the
Holiday Inn lounge, in' City of

Industry^, and a vision of

Eraserhead backwards might
best describe this group's art.

Picture: just out of school,

no job, no money, nowhere to

go, cockroaches where you
live, except you are older and
out of it, not hip, ugly, it's

-cool to be poor and young,
'^ut not poor and old, old is a

sin. Then you go to the local

loser bar, Bakersfield swingers

abound; there's Uncle Jim in

the corner talking to everyone/
no one, no one cares, he says

is^ are taking- over the

4and, see that pizza place?

Palestinians own it..."

Picture: OOhweee, Ack
ack, OOhwee, ack ack, "many
^mall furry creatures together

grooving with a pict" or

something of the sort* Sound
sculpture to sound sepulcher.

Reminiscent of early Pink
Tloyd.

•See? This is not music but.

an attempt to convey an expe-

rience; ultimately the Sun Ci-

ty ^irls are performance ar-

tists of music rather than
musicians performing, and
thus cannot be judged as we
usually judge a band.

Interesting as Apocalyse and
just as powerful, if painful,

— Rodrigo Flores

LIKE NOTHING
YOU'VE EVER

SEEN!

ununA nc uniiviiinnn

«&2S SANTA MONICA BLVO / PHONE (313) 4M-7191
'
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RIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando BIyd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd . across from

Busch Gardens in Van Nuys
1717 W. Coldrado, Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd . Tujunga
9024 Recreation Circle. Fountain Valley

¥>:¥ft¥ft¥ft%¥ftWi%¥ft:;^

.j,-:"V
SENIOR
CITIZENS
PROJECT

is seeking a

PROJECT DIRECTOR
FOR 1984-85

Help the elderly In the community and
gain valuable experience In organiza-

tion, management, leadership, bud-
geting, & public relatior^, while being
stipended.

lif Interested, comeHup to Community
>TTim|i

825-2333 and ask for Dave Suruki.h

RUa Ffi€€ of THIRST/

ii^&i^i^i^^i^i^^

wpSrwoon COMPLETE WITH PLASTIC
iSl^E vYlI^IISeT LENSES TINTED

208-3570 Empires July 30. 1984 IN A DOZEN COLORS!

1 ^^ dUcount on all RX giaiici w/itudent or itaff LP .

-v

'ei^^dt^M
^ Two Hi lee polyethylene

bottles action drinking caps velcro straps

Anatomically desigr^ed t>y University Fitne^
Experts to t>e harxj held while exercising.

Groove^ fit t>icycle fran>e wirxisurfer boom
and ski pole. '_

STOP
* Increase Aerobic Fitr>ess
• Firm and Strengthen '

Upper Body
•Prevent Oehydratk>n
HMt Stress

..•i'.»'

FREE

LOAN
CA-RS

TUNEUP •

LUBE & OIL

RELINE
*

BRAKES

VOLKSWAGEN
ilONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Paints Pennz Oil. Adjust

Valves Carb Timing Bral.es Clutch Check

Battery & Front Ahgnnnent

FREE

VALLEY
TOWING

Replace all Shcjes and hmngs Pack Front'

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In-

spect wheel cyls. Master C/l. & Fill System

S39,95*

$49.95'

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul "Quality at Lowest Prices"

*(81d) 785^112 (213)275-2865
A 1 AUTO 7957 Von Nuyk Blvd 2/iBlk$ So cX Roscoe * MOSt VWS

>bu CAN
TfACH St4AKe lb

USE ACCVV\PurER?

No, but we can teach

you.

What is wordprocess-
ing anyway? And
what can it do for^

you? Where would
you go to learn more

about computers? Don't fall further behind,
come and discover why people are so excited

about the world of computers.

TIME: 7:00-10:OOPM
DATE: Tuesday, July 31st

COST: $20.00

Call and make your reservations NOW.
Seating is limited.

SYDNEY LEARNING STORE^"
11049 Santa Monica Blvd.

West Los Angeles, CA 90025

(213)473-9691

*i984 Sydney Learning Stores, jnc. B.C. Chaca«.t<;rs "News Cn.mi) C hicaBa.Jpc^l964
^ ^^^^

MOVIES WITH
SOUND

CHINOhi^^
20 XL
SOUND
MOVIE CAMERA

$13995
BEL-AIR* super buyers have scored a super
coup on this camera. Just point and shoot. 2X Zoom lens gets into action.

WITH BOOM MICROPHONE

fllOll
814 XL
CANOSOUND
MOVIE CAMERA

$39995
Super 8 Sound Movies 8:1 Macro Zoom
Lap Dissolve Valve leader. SPECIAL

CLOSE-OUT!

^i^ism^
1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.s
One Block South of UCLA

Parking Validated at ABM or
Allied Lots with $7.50 Purchase

hOu rs:9 AM-O PMMon.-Sat . (21 3) 208-b 1 b0

\
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r classified
CLASSIFIIO INPOtMATIOM

15 words or I«m
1 day. 16 words oi Ims... $3 30
|och oddittonoi word p«r day 22c
5 doys. IS words or ••ss....„ $12 OO

(corMM:uttv«'arxlrxxvf«(undat}l*)
Each ocJdWtorxil wwd^^. „....dOC

'"
Class Urw

1 worttrxj day In odvdrK* by 3prT>
Clou Display.

2 working days In advanc« by 4pm
Omc« Location n2KN

CtOMNlMl Hours: 9ojm. to 4p.in. Mon-
doy MMough Mdoy Mt-iaai

Th» mowcigoiwwl r»««rv*s fh« right to
c»ion9«. rvclossNy. rovta*. or i«|m1
any clastlftod adv*rtlt«fn«nt not
mooting ttto ttondords ol tfto Dotty

The ASUCLA Commurvcatioru Board fuHy
supports ttio Unlvorsity of Coltforrilas
poMcy on norvdiscrimirxjtkxv No modi-
um shaN occopt odvortlsonrtonts wWch
prosont porsorM of any given ancestry
color, notional orloln. roce, religion. «ex
Of sexual orientaffon In o dofneonlng
woy, Of Imply ttxjt ffiey ore limited to
certoln positions, capacities, roles, or
status m society r4elttier the Doily Bruin
r»Of tt>e ASUCLA Communicotlofw Board
txas Investigated any of tr>e sen^lcos
odvoftlsed or odvertisers repfesented In
tt>ls issue Any person believing ftxjt on
advertwemenf in this issue violates the
Board's policy on non-dlscrimlnatlon
stated herein should communicate
compioirits in writir>g to ttie Business
Manage* Dqjiy Bruin. 308 Westwood
PIOM. Los Angeles. CA. 90024 For
osslstonce with houslrw discrimination
problems, coll UCLA Housing Office
825-4491, Of Westslde Fair Housing
652-1692

PERSONAL 10A HELP WANTED >.„.30A APIS. FURNISHED ...50^ APIS. TO SHARE ...54.F

CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver 456^158.

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed" legally. Campus
location. Saturday, Sunday, weekday
classes. Accredited University Traffic

School Phone Reservations. 824-5581.

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED 12 A
DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75/week Call 553-9828 for in-

formation.

NONDIABETICS needed for research with

artificial pancreas IV's inserted. 8 hours,

$50 Call Catol 855-4691.

RESEARCH Subjects needed Smokers
who smoke at least 1 pack a day, ages
18-30 Contact Michael Lyvers. Franz Hall

6574. or call 825-2961 and«leave
messasge

ATTRACTIVE females and males to deliver

classy, award winning dancing telegrams
(strip to bikini-type costume, no nudity

ever) $300-$400 weekly, part-time. 306-
3449

.

BEVERLY Hills attorney needs part-time

typist (60wpm)/law clerk. $5/hour. Up-
perclassman preferred. 855-1861

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus
BA degree, GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-

vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people . We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

COSMETICS part-time. Bullocks
Westwood. Ralph Lauren Cosmetics. Ex-
perience preferred Please call (818)706-
0423.

WALK TO UCLA
Spacious singles.

1-bedroom apartments.
Towers Apartments
10941 Strathmore

208-7294
Pool, elevators, security,

I

garage. Annex 543. 547
[Landfair. 540 Glenrock.
jAlso 478,483. 510, 516
r Landfair.

LOST 17-A

EDUCATION SERVICES 4-A
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings
12:10-120 Mondays. Moore Hall 305,
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476.

SPORTS TICKETS
FOR SALE

• •••••••••••••V'M

FOR sale; Olympic opening ceremony
tickets plus others Call 453-6407 leave
message.

OLYMPICS Gymnastics tix-2 ea. men's
and women's finals-4th and 5th row $350
ea %$1300 for all-what a steal! 206-0946
after SOO-Steve or Kathy.

OPENING/Closing $200 seats for $600/
pair Also t/f pass $60 seat, V-ball tickets.

•714-581-8148 eves.. 714-732-6721 days.

1 season ticket/Olympic tennis, front row
center court Best offer 207-8089, ask for

Richard

2 Opening Ceremony, 2 Closing Ceremo-
ny, $500 each or $1900 all Kevin
(818)784-2557

CONCERT TICKETS

FOR SALE .6-A

DIANA Ross August 8th, Universal Am-
phitheatre. Two excellent seats, second
row Gall 553-2996

iSOOD DEALS .....n......Z:.7-A

^:!f^
L^

10684 Weybum Av.. L.A. 90024
Bibles Books - Gifts

r-Mon -Sat till 1 1 PM Sun 2-6 PM
208-5432

BLACK Cocker Spaniel. Male, white mark-
ings, extra large body and ears Reward
(213)455-2437

HELP WANTED .....30 A

Administrative Assistar^ts

Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

O'DAY EMPLOYMENT
can 394-3216 or 393-6866

DOWNTOWN non-profit business
organization needs clerk with good
English-typmg-office machine capabilities.

Some Japanese helpful. (213)628-1263.

EARLY morning child care needed Good
pay Close to campus. Call evenings,
475-4764.

EDITORIAL secretary, medical journal. Ex-
cellent typing, grammar and spelling. Part-

time. Call Stacey 825-6521

.

ENGLISH major grad student needed to

do library research and writing for a novel.

Part-time. Salary negotiable. 825-5644.

EXCELLENT income for part time home
assembly work. For info, c^ll 504-641-8003
ext. 8737 - •'

EXPERIENCED gardener for large garden;
household maintenance Brentwood $5/
hour. 476-5747 before 1 0:30am.

FRENCH-speaking household help and
child-care needed part-time Own transpdr-
tation required. 276-0729

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellerit raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,

hard-working people were the best place
around 213-8275000.

GREAT SUMMER-JOB^ WtT4

COUNSELOR Full-time position. After-

noons and evenings Counseling teenage
boys at residentiarifeatment center. Entry
level position, excellent benefits Call

818-347-1326. ^^^
DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs
$1400/month, 22'/^lbs/mile with excellent
raises Requirements: BA degree, GPA
3.5plus. good SAT scores Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

DENTAL Supplies Sales. Good telephone
voice required. $5.00/hour to start. Will

train rat 8)708-1 166. Ask for Mr Warshaw.

GENERAL OFFICE
PERSON with car for

major PR firm-neat

appearance, must
be available for 40
hr. week. $200/wk.
plus some overtime
and mileage. Call

Sally at 274-6342.

JOB OPPORTUNITIES.. ....32-D

ADMINISTRATIVE assistant. Import/export
distributor company seeks qualified person
to work with V.P marketing. Management
experience academic/practical helpful.

Some office equipment proficiency is

desired. Position full-timtf. Excellent work
environment Some travel may be re-

quired Candidates should call (213)760-
1801 for interview appointment. Resume,
references required.

AMBITIOUS??? ^ight to ten hours per
week of your time may result in a growing
income. The hours are flexible. If you have
some time available and would like to

^evelp£_a„seconds incomfi—and- be in

Security Building
Across from Campus
OK Summer Only or

Full Year.
i$600 and ud. Singles and
loft apartments
iDlshwashier, Air, Parking.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9om-5pm Mon.-Sun.

824-0836

$525, Mar Vista. All new decor. 1-

bedroom. Pool, laundry, parking. Near
Marina and beach. 313-1818.

$550 and $850, 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths, attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease No
pets. 474-2260.

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52 F

APARTMENT for rent. 2-bed. 1-bath.

seperate dining room in 4-unit building. 2
blocks from UCLA, carpets, drapes, wsher.
dryer, security. Please call Monday-Friday:
859-4457. Saturday, Sunday, eves; 552-

3584. Adults preferred. Apartment
available approx . August 5 . $950/month

.

AVAILABLE 9/1, Van Nuys Freeway close.

2-t)edroom, 2V2-bath, a/c, security. Jacuzzi,

luxury townhouse, mature non-smoker
preferred. No pets. $850/month 818-78^
1682.

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom $925.
Spacious, close to UCLA, refrigerator,

stove, carpet, & drapes, newly painted.
271-7019.

'

LARGE STUDIO $540. WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. KITCHEN WITH
STOVE AND REFRIGERATOR. 276-1446

UNFURNISHED for rent. $425. Mar Vista.

Small single with charm in garden-like set-

ting. Stove, fridge, and utilities included.
Call for appointment to see "No pots"
Days 392-5786 Eves 398-1049. " ~:z~-z:

ROYAL Office Model typewriter, self-cor-

recting, dual ribtK)n. $749 new, asking
$260. 990-7541 evenings .

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

leges people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call BoQrd Insurance
716-0224 "" -' ' - ,

5-WEEK BEACH-ORJENTED DAY PRO-
GF^AM PLUS 2-WEEK SIERRA CAMP-
OUT. NEED EXPERIENCE WITH
CHILDREN, SPORTS. ANa^ CAMPING
MINIMUM AGE 21 472-3349.

business for yourself.#.phone now for inter-

view: 213/450-8874.

ASPIRING Commercial and fashion
_phQtographers needed for Santa Mon ica

WESTWOOD Village. $t200. large 2-

'

bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

K itchen .

^

J ireplace , balcony , ne\yly -deco -

rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

FREE 8-

A

NEED model for haircut and blow-dry.
Bruno and Soonie Salon, Beverly Hills
Call 277-7045, Kozo.

PERSONAL .....10-A

Iv
RUSH RUSH PUSH

Reg packets for Rushees
are available In 2224
Murphy and are due
July 27th. Come by
orxj get onel

INVESTMENT Company Phone Rep. Part-

time eves. Mid-Wilshire office. Make ap-
pointments for our agents from furnished
leads. Salary ' commission up to $800/
month. (213)384-9300.

MACHO'S Mexican Restaurant accepting
applications; Waiter, Bartender or Hostess,
Mon-Thurs, 2-5pm. 939 Broxton Ave.

Mother's helper 2 mornings/week. Care tor

infant. Ellen 450-5806. .,

Need Manual Typewriter repairs. Work in

my home. Call for more information: 876-
0143. -

NOW is the time to defeat Reagan and
stop the arms race. SANE, the nation's

largest peace organization is currently hir-

ing for its community outreach program.
Summer and year round positions open.
Call 392-3074.

based Ad agency. Please call 395-4050

MODELS needed for Ad Agency, 18 to 25,
male and female, no experience neces-
sary; please call 395-4050

OUTSIDE sales. Aggressive, ^oal-setting
individual, 22-40, service-oriented, in-

dustrial and commercial. 213-225-4111.

PART-TIME financial phone sales. Experi-
enced only. E.F.Hutton and Co. Mr. Van-
Nest . 273-9800 , 826-5 1 73

.

WESTWOOD Village. $750. Large 1-

bed room , din ing room, built-in k itchen
.

balcony, newly decorated, heated pool,
subterranean parking. 691 Levering Ave.
208-364^.

WLA Duplex. Sepulveda near Pico. 1-

bedroom. $500 available 7/26 or 8/1.473-
9236

1 -bedroom $520. Convenient to UCLA.
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. $200
security deposit. Mr. Grossi, evenings
477-3194.

THEATER Arts Majors\ Actors and Ac-
tresses needed for voice over commer-
cials; please call 395-4050

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vanceme^nt opportunity. 458-
2937.

2-BEDROOM, 2-bath. new carpets and
drapes, built-ins. no pets, Palms area.
$750.00. 558-0893 .

.—

-

2-bedrooms. $775 convenient to UCLA.
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. $200.
security deposit. Mr. Grossi, evenings
477-3194.

PART TIME Person Friday. Needed: an
energetic self starter to work in a Beverly
Hills Law Office on Tuesday and Thursday
afternoons. Please contact Bob Kaufman
at 275-5132.

^(
For T.J.y Bear, Drive

Ins, Gate 15, Tail
G a t € r s , Crazy
Weekends, Quiet Mo-
ments, 2'plus of the

happiest years of nty

life, and our love am
\ife toffether. . . Okii On^

OtJan

PART-TIME housekeeper needed. 4-hours
a day. 3 days a week. $5/hour. Call after-
noons 473-6648

PERSON to do measures for floor-covering

business. Need reliable car. Requires 25
hrs/wk® $6/hr plus mileage. Position open
beginning of August. 657-4200. d
RESPONSIBLE person to babysit in my
home 2-3 days per week. Part-time. Call

L e a 3 9 5 • 1 6 2 2 .

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs
receptionist immediatefy from 8am- 1pm.
Please call 652-5010.

STUDENT for part-time work as shipping

clerk in La Cieneg^ for clothing company.
CallSusan.558-0017"

$4/hour typist and/or shipping clerk. Part

or full- t ime. Phene <178 110ft ,
—1 1 :iPOQiw

5:00pm.

DINING QUIDE 41E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845. J .

^SOCIAL EVENTS 44 E

WESTSIDE Catholic Singles invites you to
join us for recreational activities. For in-

formation, call 935-0467.

APTS. FURNISHED ..50F

BACHELOR Apts. Available now, adjacent
campus. Utilities paid Furnished $450.00/
month (2 people). 473-6595. 843-3256

.

UNIVERSITY owned single apartment.
One block from UCLA. Available July
20th-Sept. 7th, $350/month or for Olympic
period plus security. Must be UC Student.
Call evenings, (714)974-4 1 68

1-bedroom, furnished, 2-3 people, $60a
up. Fa ll renta l . Lease , paiK l i iy 1 38 7 M l fl-

vale, 1 1097 Strathmore. 454-821 1.

$525 includes utilities. Westwood Village.

Attractive^-upper bachelor. Fireplace, laun-
dry. outside brick BBO 279-1887.

VACATION RENTALS 53-F

^tJEST-HOUSE. Brentwood, near UCLA.
Mountain view. Sleeps 2. $400/week. now
thru August. 472-5726.

OLYMPIC Visitors! Rent beautiful 2-

bedroom house in Westwood. July 21st-
August 12.473-8767

OLYMPICS. RV parking space in private
fenced yard. Utility. Near Barrington
SMFWRY 478-7453

^

OLYMPIC Housing! Room for rent, kitchen
privileges. 2 blocks from UCLA. $80/day
Call 208-6759.

ROOM and board for Olypipic visitors near
UCLA. $75/day/couple. Call after 4pm
838-6244

FEMALE preferred, $300/mo. includes

utilities. Culver City. Days 671-9461. After

6pm 836-2316. Rita.

FEMALE share room luxury apt. Newly
furnished. Pool-jacuzzi. Walk-UCLA.
$325-mo. Aug.-Dec. (possibly permanent).

Naomi. 208-8991

.

NON-SMOKER female preferred. 2^

bedroom Venice apartment. Own room.

$2l2.50/monthr. utilities included. 3 blocks
from beach. Call 396-531 1 from 8-10pm.

- - - - ...--- —

OWN room, share bath. Great apt.. sfK)rt

walk ta UCLA. Rent $330. Grad stud^t
preferred. Call 208-7626.

. it:

HOUSING SERVICE 55-F

WE will housesit. Young, professional

couple, resident of 15-years, strong trade

references. Mr. Davis, 277-4662.

HOUSE FOR RENT 56-F

^^^M ^M^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^M^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^K.
•^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^f^ ^^ ^^ "^T

% WALK TO THi OLYMPICS Jt

^ Prime Westwood North of If
IT Wllshire location. Spacious 3- IT

^ bedroom. 2-bath house with 2!
:^ city view, molds room, r^ew ^^ kitctien, high beamed ceilings, i
^ deck and Jacuzzi. $1500/day ^^ $35.000/month. Coll 213-477- ^^ 6261 days or 213-470-9486 ^
9^h ^^% ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^W* ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^1^ ^^ ^^

FURNISHED, quiet, 1-bedroom house.
$650. Living-room, kitchen, dinette. 1 btock
south Wilshire, Santa Monica. 828-9654

.

GUEST house for rent. Large, private,

refrigerator, furnished. Available for the
month of August Excellent area. 5
minutes from UCLA. $900 total rent. 837-
8543.

PACIFIC Palisades, $2000/month.
Available for all or part of August and
September only. 3-bed.. 2-ba. View home.
Conveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd.
area. 454-4641

4 bedroom, 2 dens, fully carpeted, 2 full

baths, fenced, $900, Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas.
' '

'
' '1

4-bedroom, 2V2-bath townhouse. WI_A.
$1 ,500/month includes gas. 826-4854.

HOUSE TO SHARE 57 F

LADY has exclusive house-will rent 2
bedrooms to mature responsible person(s).
Non-smokers Utilities paid. 874-0833.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58 F
FALL in love! Beautifully decorated 3 plus
loft plus 2 in Culver City. Bright, top. floor,
end unit. Many amenities including pools,
childcare, and full security. Evenings 837-
5660; days 391^721 Sheri. Fred Sands
Realtors.

PACIFIC PALISADES mobile home, walk
*° _ ''®?^^i ocean view, pool. Jacuzzi.
$47,500 or offer. 459-5056.

PERFECT home for student or professor.
Charming 1 bedroom Venice home in mint
condition- 10 blocks to beach Hardwood-
floors, hutch and dining room, private yard.
Plus valuable R-4 lot! Only $109,500 Red-
wood Reality 392-5786, eves 822-4632.

REAL ESTATE 61-P

Dental Office for sole. 1780 sq.
foot. Crenshaw Blvd. Gardenia.
Dental equipment also for
sole. Owner will finance. Coll

?fx^Sl?A.^O®"* 'o^ details.
376-0806.

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. .62-F

Room and board for
childcare. Two boys. Home
near campus. UCLA student
only, organized, mature. Guy
or gal O.K. Cor necessary. Coll
Morrison 274-6726.

ROOM, board and salary for childcare,

housekeeping and errands. Must have car.
Near UCLA. 472-8775.

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP 63-F
PART-TIME live-in. house help. Mornings.
Beverly Hills home. Call Linda 550-7694.

APTS. TO SHARE 54.F
"^'OM TO" RENT 64-F

2-bedroom/2-bath.
' Encino. New, extras.

Sa?9 iriu., plus '/a utilities 15 min from
UCLA. Call Bonnie. (213)464-8381

F.tEAUTIFUL guest house, garden view,
privates immanilata P rnnmut haih i\nri

kitchen, across from UCLA, $550/month.
279-2342

[l^^ih]

o^
monday, iuJy23, 1984 cteMified la^

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F

DRAKE Hotel Santa Monica. On the
beach. All kitchenettes. 33 Pico Blvd
394-9354,451-1260

FEMALE, non-smoking, graduate student-
preferred. Furnished poolhouse, lite cook-
ing, refrig. Private entrance. Bel-Air, close
to UCLA, $350/month including utilities,

references 472-1836.

HUGE, sunny. Private entrance, bath.

Light cooking, sundeck, laundry. Walk
campus. $450, $35/day/Olympics. 479-
8748.

- "O^^^S 94-1 TYPING lOQ-l FOR RENT 101-1 TRAVEL

PRIVATE room. bath. Very quiet. Pool.

Kitchen. 10 min. from UCLA. Must have
references. $350/month. 478-6769. Adult
only. * *

ROOM Available during Olympics in

Brentwood. Large apartment. Close to
UCLA and oth^r facilities. 820-2348.

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel. Reasonable
rates. Clean, quiet, residential. 6060 W.
8tft St., Los Angeles. 213-931-9533.

ROOMMATES 65-F

FEMALE preferred, share sparkling clean,

new house. Safe neighborhood Mar Vista.

$325. Toni 930-1313. 391-8887.

FEMALE Roommate preferred to share 1-

bedroom apartment. Non-smoker. 15
minutes from UCLA. Call 477-3253-after
7:30pm.

FEMALE grad student/professional to

share 1 bedroom apartment in Palms.
Parking available, near bus lines. Security
bidg. $210/mo plus utilities. Susan. 559-

3648

ROOMMATE wanted to share beautiful

furnished 3-bedroom Spanish house in

great S.M. location. Spacious yard and
garden. Pets ok. Non-smoker. $600/month.
Call 828-3242.

4th roommate needed. Aug.-$187 and. or

Sept. -$246. Kelton and Levering. Call Bob
805-527-3308

ACADEMIC year sublet, lovely professor's

apartment, Beverly Hills. 9/84-6/85, $600/
month. Single woman. 277-1713.

APARTMENT, for sublet August 1-

September 31 . WLA, approx. 3 miles from

UCLA. $500/month for large furnished 1-

oedroom apartment. 825-3491 or 477-

7809.

OLYMPICS: Beach Apt., share w/2, $40/

day negotiable-July 20-Aug. 13. (213)392-

8791 (Ask for Apt. -207).

SECOND Summer Session. Female, non-

smoker, Aug. 12-Sept. 22, $198.75 per

month. Furnished 1 bedroom. Sharon
208-2158, Cathy 824-4005.

TENNIS 80G
LEARN the correct, simple approach to

tennisi Former #1 player on Santa Monica
College's Championship Tennis Team.
Debi 466-4021

.

INSURANCE. 91-1

WHYPmMGRE...
?of A«to/Motoxcyles_

No Insurance/Cancelled

SOZs
Multiple Tickets/

Accideyrts

Suspended License

Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments

Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

105J

AUTO INSURANCE
Motorcycle Insurance Refused?

...Too High?

Carx:elled?
Low Monthly PayrT>ents
STUDENT DISCOUNTS

-^96-2225..Ask for Ken_^

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime
392-1108.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
locatk>n. 935-5570.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Carefu
movers. Free estimates. Experience anc
reliable. Jerry 213-31 1-5657

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE. 826-4993

PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1 PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #3
2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

SERVICES OFFERED...... 96-1 TYPING 100-1

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multl-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experler»ced.
Excellent referer>ces

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santo Monica

829^908

BUSINESS and theatrical resumes/term-*

papers/etc." by professional expert. Very
low price. Mike 21 3-931 -4574.

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc

jockey service. (213) 747-5699, (213) 734^

9594. Reasonable rates.

EXPERIENCED editor, library researcher

proofreader, and tutor available FT/PT
Let's discuss terms. Brian A. Bohn, Har
vard Honors Graduate. 654-3979.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING, EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA
TIONS. 473-4193

RESEARCH-Writing-Editing Assistance,

M.A. proofreading, help with grammar,
organization, etc; papers, dissertations

Steve 271 -732g.

RESEARCHAVRITING assistance. All aca
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226.

Dil AMD tlCtfTAMAL tlRVICES
Theses, lerm papers, manuscripts,
r»surT>es, themes, trorwcriptkxis AB work

I

on IBM word processors. Professkxiol ser-

vice at student discount.

540-9177
21515 Hawthorne Blvd. Ste 432

n—T TofTonce, CA 90503

TUTORING OFFERED • • •*«'• b • • « m^^' -I

LEARN Martial Arts and get in the best
' shape of your life. Call Master Lee. 479-

3633
'

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." Guaran-

—teed

—

resul ts.—Nationally—cecogaized.-

MuitipHication, Divtskm, Addition. Subtrac-

tion, Phonics, Spelling, Reading Com-
prehension. 390-3920-Margaret

TUTOR; econom ics . Math 1 <- Term papers-

help: writing, grammer, typing. Call Robin

553-1655 (days).

TYPING 100-1

MOVERS 941

A' Quality Wordprocessing from $1.50/

page. Experienced. Dissertations, Term
papers, Theses, Resumes. Editor's Note,

306-5089.

Accurate typist/transcriber. WLA low rates.
'^

Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622, 7 days

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-

cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,

repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda.

204-0947.
'

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-

dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie. 390-2207.

EDITINGA/VORD Processing: Established

author will help you clarify your ideas and

present them with power. Grammar, con-

tinuity, style. Books, theses, term papers.

Elizabeth Brenner (213)392-6677.

EXPERT Typing: Theses-reports-term

papers-resumes. IBM. Free editorial

assistance/speling/grammar correction.

Student discounts. Mrs. Finn 786-8742.

GENERAL typing. IBM Selectric, fast, ac-

curate. $1.50-per page. Evenings and

;,
weekends 478-8676, days 656-4101
x6202-Betsv.

One Haii I'^pinq

SANDRA'S TYPING
SERVICE OF WLA.

Fast, accurate, discount, with

^ student I.DI Rush service at no
^ extra charge! 838-4027. 4« Leave message. ^

l^NE DAY TVPIN«»^
Professional writer with BA 1.

English will type and edit tertp^

papers, theses, etc. Or editing only

Also offer confidential diagnosis oli

screenplays and treatments fori

authors/agents/producers. Ovci 25

j

years experience. WestwD^dj
.Village. Bill Delaney 824-5

m

OUALITY Typing. One day service, low
rate, walking distance from UCLA. Call
474-2370.

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WfllTING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professiorwil. confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226. ^-,
RUTH 208-5449. On campus. Theses,
dissertations. Library approved list. Term
pepefs Expenenced Cut-rate.

THE Wright Type: Word processing. Term
papers. Resumes and cover letters our
specialty Call about our great job search
program. You n'd\?er have to type a letter

'

again. S:30-8:00pm. 935-8814.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.
Virginia 278-0388,276-9471

.

TYPING: fast, accurate, IBM Selectric,

close campus. Call Barbara, 826-9714.

TYPING by word processing~prof<r iional,

personalized service. Ouick, easy editing.

Office:8624A Reseda, Northridge. 885-
5098.

E LEPHANT T
Moving
667-2146

Apartments, Offices

1 Service for Peonuti

f
and Word Procmmming
28% Student Discount

'^ OteMTtattont. ThMM. RMum««. Apc*co-
tlont. •crtpti. l«oal, statistical, Equo^

tlons. kjnguaoM. many typMtytM.

tUSN VmUQ WNILI YOU WAIT1
SpcMno. EdHlnQ. roMton Stvxl^nf Help,

<9ft 045b

You Know Us.

You Know
Our Readers.

Why not place

an ad with
us?

Daily Bruin

Classified

825-2221
825-2222

-F, 9-4

Refrigerator Rentals
foi dorms so'onties 'ra'^'niiies

& Co opi
Optionoi si/es

'or tree (leiivf'v

Call Polor Leasing
390 864 7 anytime

"^e rent new 1 V s & microwaves toc'

TRAVEL 105-J

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

New York. from $23t
Hor»olulu from $338
Chicago from $339
Miami ^ from $298
Mexico City from i249
LoTKJon from i569
Franlifurt/DussekJorf from $699
Paris from S6f9
Arroterdam from $874
Hor»Q Kona from $655
Tokyo . .V. r: 7 .rT from $585
Skjney from $1100
Tel Aviv from $899
Caribbean Cruise from $980
Acapuico, 6 days Irxil.oir from $432
HofX)lijkj. 8 day pkg. from $329
Puerto Vallarta. 6 day pkgfrom $359

CALL 208-4444
OPfN MON.-FRI.: 9-6 ALL YEAR

ASIM
TOURS ATfUa^EL
10929 Weytxjm Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Hamtxirgor Hamlet upstairs)

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: NY JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip. ChicagO"$250.00
rourKttrip. Call Diane, 213-671-8686.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii, Mex-
ICO, and Europe. Call 479-2657

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

IS It true you can buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Government? Get the
facts today! Call 1312-742-1142 ext 8147

MGB GT '68. Wire wheels, new tires, rac-

ing green, runs, best offer. 656-2415. Mar-
cia.

PORSCHE. '67 911 5-speed. air. one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine,

white exterior Call 859-7095.

VOLVO '68 144s Auto/air 136Kmi. New
paint, new t>rakes. mileage and condition

excellent $1.400. 454-7660.

1973 Gold Capri 6-cylinder. AM/FM stereo

cassette, mag wheels. Runs well $1500.
Steve, eves. 454-9316.

1973 VW Bug AM/FM cassette, one
owner, runs great, cheaply insured $150C
obo. 397-3416

1976 Toyota Corolla R^jns. erell;

mechanically sound $800 Barbara. 825-

8339 days
.

1978 Toyota Corolla lift-back SR-5. ' 5^
speed New radial tires. CB. 55M, AM/FM
Excellent condition in and out $2,700.00
477-4695

1981 Fiat 2000. Pinan Farina convertible.

5-speed. fuel injection, air-conditioning

alk)y wheels, alarm, luggage rack, low
miles, warranty, extra clean. 780-1122,
547-0024

1981-VW Jetta. $4,700 Super-clean, mint
AM/FM cassette, sunroof. A/C. 5-speed,
4-door (213)828-5383.

1982 Camaro Z-28. Black-gold loaded,

moon t-top. $10.000 472-8775

'66 Red VW Bug, good condition, needs
minor repairs. $1200. Marti or Alan. 394^
7181

TRAVEL 105-J

UCLA WEEK
TO MEXICO!

September 24-October 1

PUERTO VALLARTA from $2691
Includes: roundtrip airfare, 7 nights at hotel
with private beach, transfers, sightseeing,
and morel

HURRY, SKATS ARK LIIMfTKDI
A 5 50 deposit will hold your space.

^ f TRAVEL SERVICE M-F8:30-6.SAni-3
A-level Ackerman Union

Pitom Mblect to chor>ge wtthout notice: HnDited ovaitabiUtv.
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CAFE, BAR& CABARET

\^

Lunches from %1*^'%S*^

Dinners from $5»<>-$n»«

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents ^

i^ery Sunday AftfrVioon

jazz 1-5 p.mi

uly 23 ' The Aldebtrts - 9:30 p.m.

^uW24 ' Ceaser & Weiss ' 9:30 p.m.

July^S ' Joyce Higgins

July 26\Ms. Marcie Howard - 9:00 p.m.

July 27 'Wayne Si. Brenda - 10:00 & 1 1 :30 p.m.

July 28 ' Mary Ann Randl - "The Rag Lady"
July 29 ' Ca^hy Segal Garcia - 2:00-6:00 p.m.
July 30 ' The Aldeberts - 9:30 p.m.

July 31 ' Ceasar & Weiss - 9:30 p.m.

1061 Broxton Ave. - Westwood Village - 208-3830

m
s^wv

__^

*:i!:l»

^i^

Other commemorative
Jewelry available:

,
»^

9S6K

«i coin jewelry
• diamond charms

•bracelets •money clips
• 14K diamond pocketwatch

• stickpins • cufflinks • tie tacks
• keytiolders • card cases^ lapel pins

. . Priced from ^3^' to ^5,5pO

tj^O% J)iscount_to St and Staff with I.dZI^

loss w««t\MOO(> bivd
w • St wood vtllag*
los anoal** 90024

I V IXJ 2 ti^3 1JMl

OLYMPIC HOURS
July 27 through August 1

1

Monctav through Soturdov
Open 10:30 a.m. and evenings

Sundovs
11 30 to 5:00 p.m.

• Our staff of 20 includes

7 Qraduate Osmologista'

J
n m n I n fc^ O l

* ^'P'®'"* Members of

6 UU U I B r S , lie. *^ Q'-^- Alumni Association

^
In service to the community since 1 946 mastercard • visa • amancan express

Four U.S. swimming records set

MISSION VIEJO, Calif

(AP) — Four American
records in pon-Olympic events

were established Saturday
night in an exhibition swimm-
ing meet staged by the U.S.

Olympic swim team.

Records were set by Dara
Torres in the women's 50-

meter freestyle and in three

relay events — the women's
200-meter freestyle relay, the

women's 200- meter medley
relay, and the men's 200-

meter medley relay.

Torres broke the American
record and also established a

world-best clocking with a

time of 25.61 seconds in

leading' off the women's 200-

meter freestyle relay team.
Her time bettered her world-

best clocking of 25.62 seconds

set last year.

Since the 50-meter event is

not an Olympic event, there is

no recognized world record,

only "world best."
>

Joining Torres on the 200-
meter freestyle relay team
were Carrie Steinseifer, Jenna
Johnson and Jill Sterkel. The
team's time was 1:43.25,
breaking the former American
record of 1:43.56 set in 1980.

Making up the women's 200-

meter medley relay team were
Betsy Mitchell, Tracy
Caulkins, Johnson and Sterkel.

The team's time was 1:55.00,

breaking the former American
record of 1:55.39 set in 1982.

Making up the-^men's 200-

meter medley relay team were
Rick Carey, Steve Lundquist,
Pablo Morales and Rowdy
Gaines. All are current or
former world-record holders.

The team's time was 1:41.21,
breaking the former American
record of 1:41.30 set in 1982.

Pac-10
Continued from Page 15
the year was the highest in

UCLA history. Neuheisel also

excelled in the classroom and
was selected to the Pac-10
All-Academic Team, as well as

receiving an NCAA post-
graduate scholarship.

UCLA placed two golfers

on the Pac-10 first team. Duf-
fy Waldorf, who recently won
tne California State Amateur,
and Mike Blewett drew the
honor.

The gymnastics team won
the Pac- 10 title on their way
to the NCAA title, taking
three of the six individual

competitions in the conference
championships. Mark Caso
won the still rings, the parallel

bars, and the all- around title,

while Tim Daggett was nam-
ed Pac-10 Gymnast of the
Year. v^- #. .

.

In swimming, UCLA's John
Sauerland tied Cal's Alan Ger-
sham for the Pac-10 title in

the 50 free, Jager was named
Pac-10 Swimmer of the Year
along with Arizona's George
DiCarlo.

In tennis, UCLA's Michael
Kures was named Player of

the Year, while coach Glenn
Bassett shared the Pac-10
Coach of the Year award with
Washington's Doug Riffin.

Briefs
Continued from Page 15
No. 5 player in the world, and
Australians Pat Cash, a semifi'

nalist in singles and a finalist

in doubles play at the recent

Wimbeldon Tennis Champi-
onships.

Coghlan is the reigning
world champ in the 5,000-
meters and has also competed
in the 1976 and 1980 Olympic
Games. At Montreal he placed
fourth in the 1,500 and in

Moscow, Coghlan just missed

a medal again, as he finished

fourth in the 5,000.
Coghlan has a large follow-

ing on the west coast,' since

he's been training in San
Diego for the past eight
yeares. Coghlan also competes
on the indoor circut in

California, where in 1981 he
set the world indoor mile
record at 3:50.6.

'"

— Kevin Daly

TO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP INSURER offersspecial
college student program to
sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. -1100 Glendon Suite 1447

AUTOS FOR SALE 112.K

'69 Toyota Corona, rebuilt engir>e. 4 new
tires, reupt>olstered, receipts. $1600. 479-
7571. Betti, eves

'72 VW Bug. Great condition. New engine,
new tires. FM stereo. $2000 obo 938-
7053.

•73 MG Midget. Good condition, few mi|M.
$1500(213)854-5162 —
'73 Volvo 142. One owner. Good condition.
Air corKlitioner. Overdrive. $1300. 818-
981-7549.

77 Celica. A/C. AM-FM. cassette
equalizer, sheepskins, great cor>dition.

$2350.00-obo Must see 820-41 10

'78 Toyota lohgbed camper/crawl-through,
icebox, hitcti. good radials and brakes. Off
Hilgard $2000. 474^2258.

'79 Prelude,

clean. New
message. ''

Excellent condition. Very
paint. 780-1086 l»>v

$999 bargain 2<kx)r Fiat 1974 excellent
condition. Original owner. Europe-tX)und.
Elizat)eth Ward 478-0357. 398-2820

MOTpRCYCtES
FOR SALE ^..: 114-K

'76 Kawasaki Police Special. Beautiful
Good condition $1300 838-6460.

^OPEDS .119K FURNITURE 126-L

1983. Honda Arrow 50 Scooter, only 100 MUST sell asap. prices so low on bed

$6^o^®MlJr qSJ^'iri^'
^®"""^' ^"^^^^ '*'®^'^' ^«^**5' television, night tablesouuoDo.MiKe, 996-0245 aryj more. Please call 473-9089

WHITE couch (pullout O-sjz^ bed) $100,

FIIRMITIIDC 4«fi I
^^P'® *®^*^' ^ chairs with leaves $200;rUfimiUHt .^IZO-L 2-mattress $50. 472-8775 J

?^^^ *^®''®° co"so*« unit, reclining cFiair, MISCFLLAMFHIIC iOfl I
dinette set. end table. Call 453.^407 leave

""'^^^'•'^WbUUS 128-L
"^•***0*- BIOLOGY AND MEDICAL STUDENTS
FOR Sale: BrownAan/beige sofabed $350 oJS?5?^°^^' EXCELLENT CONDITION,
Call DavW at 659-6300 eves 825-^1 BRISTOL-650 BINOCULAR; OIL IMMER-
days.

^^ ^^^^' ^^^^ SION. CASE INCLUDED. CALL MICHXEL.
LIQUIDATING assets Dining room set

2ZS±21
,

JiZ' t':snabrr;^ iShrrj:^ musical instruments i29-l
$200. All new. 828-2034 "« GRAND Piano. Hallet-Davis. aged walnut,

heavy, beautifully turned legs; carved
- ^ V music holder, lovely sound, including

MATTRESS * * * I ^'^^ $2950.00. 654-9990

hote..et.cxx,ant^. . QFFicE EQUIPMENf ISS^L

ELECTRONIC menrK>ry typewriter. Brother
EM-1, always serviced, excellent condition,
Daisy wheel, full-line correction, wide car-'
ri^gc. many features. $565.00^bo. 654-

^_ ^^ 9990.
^

FHi WABEHOUSl .

^'

1 TVPgWWITgRS, a i^ric. IHM Mode l "D"
$165. Model "C" $140, Olympia $70, all
~ ^condition. 818-784-3000.

/

Ql^fr]

UCLA's Mitch Gaylord, the NCAA all-around Gymnastics
champion, will represent the U.S. in the Olympics.

\

the finals^

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S. SWIM
TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

MEN'S SUITS
styles III0-III4

sizes 28-38

$7.00

WOMEN'S SUITS
styles 8 1 4 1 -8 1 44

sizes 28-40

Assof*ted colors

$12.00
SWIM GOGGLES $3.30 KICKBOARDS $5.50

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF ACTIONWEAR
1 107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

824-4765
Visa/MC/AE STORE HOURS: Mon Sat, 10 am-midnight

Sun, 10am-9pm

Validated parking with $10 purrhase
10% discount for students (not valid oh sale merchandise)

monday, July 23, 1984

Pac-10
Continued from Page 16
second with 125, ^llowd by
the Big 8 (82), % League
(63), WAC (30), SWC (27),
South East Conference (18),
and the Atlantic Coast Con-
ference (14).

In addition, 18 Pac-10
athletes earned individual
NCAA titles in four different
sports, with six of those
crowns captured by Bruins.

Bruin Tim Daggett won
three individual titles at the
NCAA Gymnastics Champion-
^ips as he took the pommel
horse, the still rings, and the
parallel bars. Another Bruin,
Mitch Gaylord won the NCAA
Gymnastics overall tiUe.
Gaylord, Daggett, as well as
former Bruin Peter Vidmar
will represent the United
States in the Olympics.
Tom Jager won two NCAA

crowns in the water, as he
won the 50- and the 100-yard
freestyle. In track and field,

John Brenner capped off an
outstanding career at UCLA
as he won NCAA titles in ^he
discus and shot put.

Aside from NCAA titles,

many Bruins captured Pac-10
crowns and first-team honors.

In baseball, outfielder
Shane Mack and infielder Pete
Beall were selected to the
All-Conference team. Mack
was also chosen as a first-team

All- American by the
American Baseball Coaches
Association along with makinjiZ

the 1984 Olympic team.—

^

Kenny Fields and Ralph
Jackson were named to tne
All-Pac-10 list in basketball.

During the past season. Fields
led the Bruins in scoring with
17 points per game"^*wnile
Jackson surpassed Roy
Hamilton to become the all-

time UCLA assist leader.
The UCLA football team

not only grabbed the Rose
Bowl crown for the second
consecutive year, but also
landed seven players on the
Pac-lO's first team.

Receivers Mike Sherrard
and Paul- Bergman, along with
tailback Kevin Nelson and
guard Duval Love were four
of the 13 offensive players
selected. On the other side of
the ball, linebacker Neal
Dellocono and safety Don
Rogers and defensive back
Lupe Sanchez' were chosen to
the first team.
Quarterback Rick

Neuheisel, who received Pac-
10 honorable mention, was
awarded The Conference
Medal, which is the highest
honor a Pac^lO athlete can
achieve, h is awarded to the
outstanding senior athlete at

each conference school who
exhibits "the greatest combina-
tion of performance and
achievement in scholarship,
athletics and leadership."

Neuheisel was named the
1984 Rose Bowl Player of the
Game, while hts .693 passing
completion percentage during

Continued on Page 14

Briefs
Continued from Page 16

Third baseman Cory Synder
of Brigham Young University
also hails from California,
where'^he attended high
school.

Injuires can be a very unset-
tling experience for athletes,

but when they occur before or
during the Olympics they can
be earthshattering. For U.S.
sprinter Calvin Smith, who
holds the world record in the
100 meters (9.93) and is the

'

defending world champ in the
200, a hamstring injury kept
him from qualifying in Either

event. However, Smith is the
fourth member on the 400-
meter relay team.
A few other prominent

foreign athletes were not as
fortunate as Smith, and will

not compete in the Games.
The two missing attractions

will be Swedish tennis star
Mats Wilander, out with a
wrist injury, and Ireland's
distance specialist Eamonn
Coghlan, who hasn't healed
from a leg stress fracture.

Wilander, ranked No. 4 in

the world, was considered the
gold medal favorite in the

^

tennis competition, which will

be held on the UCLA campus
at the L.A. Tennis Center.
Now the likely favorites will
be America's Jimmy Arias, the

Continued on Page 14

• Ask for

l»ETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

para la communidad

PASADE

Who says money can't buy happiness?

Become Involved
CONTACT: THE HISPANIC CONSUMER LANGUAGE PROJECT

51 DODD HALL
(82)-55969

DIRECTOR: RAUL ANORVE

(CARPOOLING IS AVAILABLE)
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DPoanm sports David Lang, Sporu Edkor

Kevin Daly, Assistant Sports Editor

Viewpoint: A graduate student says some anti-
vivisectionists aren't doing their homework and
John Caldweli cialms police harassment; page 9.

Review: A look at Royal Opera Company's Turandot
and Peter Grimes is grim; p^ge 10.

Inside sports:
The Bruin takes a look at the U.S. Olympic baseball
team, a former UCLA baseball star who is playing for

the U.S. Olympic team, and the first Bruin to win an
Olympic medal.

' '
\

':'' ~

UCLA

Former Bruin goalkeeper Tim Harris was a member of the U.S. Olympic Soccer team until

the squad added 1 3 professional players to the 1 7-man roster.

Olympic Briefs...5 days until Opening Ceremonies
^^.?

Ireland's Eamonn Coghlan, who has dueled America's Steve
Scott over the years, will not be competing in the Olympics
because of a leg stress fracture. Coghlan holds the world
record in the indoor mile. LiB^m

1984-1985 UCLA
BASKETBALL SCHEDULE

(Y

Oay, Date

Wed., Nov. 14

Tues., Nov. 20

Fri., Nov. 23

Sat., Nov. 24
Sat.^Dec. 1

Sat., Dec. 8

Sat., Dec. 15

Wed., Dec. 19

Sat., Dec. 22

Sat., Dec. 29
Thurs., Jan. 3

Sat., Jan. 5
Thurs., Jan. 10

Thurs., Jan. 17

Sat., Jan. 19
Mon., Jan. 21

Thurs., Jan. 24

"SaTTTjan 20
Fri., Feb. 1

Sun., Feb. 3
Thurs., Feb. 7

Sat.. Feb. 9
Thurs., Feb. 14

Sat., Feb. 16
Thurs., Feb. 21

"'Sun., Feb. 24

Thurs., Feb. 28
Sat., Mar. 2

Thurs., Mar. 7

Sat., Mar. 9

Opponent (Site)

Intra-Squad Preview (home)
Athletes-ln-Action (home)
Idaho (home)

Santa Clara (home)
Depaul (Chicago, 11.)

Memphis State (Memphis, Tn.)
USlU(home)
BYU (Provo, Ut.)

St. John's (New York, NY.)
Oral Roberts (home)
Oregon State (Corvallis, Or.)

Oregon (home)
Washington State (home)
Arizona State (Tempe, Az.)

Arizona (Tucison, Az.)

Washington (home)
California (home)
Stanford (home) ^

use (Sports Arena)
Notre Dame (home)
Washington State (Pullman, Wa.)^
Washington XSeaTfte, Wa.) -^-=
Stanford (Stanford)

Arizona State (home)
-California (Berkeley) —

^

^

1984

Louisville (home)
use (home)
Arizona (home)
Oregon State (home)
Oregon (Eugene, Or.)

What's the Olympic Games
without some kind of con-
troversy? It comes with the

territory, as organizers and
athletes have found out.

Peter Ueberroth, the presi

dent of the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Commit-
tee, has endured many ques-
tions about the eastern-oloc

boycott and how it will affect

the Games. Now he's battling

with ABC, who own the
televising rights to the 1984
Olympic^.
ABC paid a very handsome

sum of $225 million to televise

the Games, but they claim
that a clause in their contr-act

says they won't have to pay
the full amount because of the
boycott. ABC wants to see

what affect the boycott will

have on the TV audience.
Ueberroth says that ABC

owes the LAOOC in the
neighborhood of $60 to $90
million ai

a settlement before the Olym-
pics begin on July 28.

coach Alkis Panagoulias aban-
doned a team comprised of

amateurs and replaced them
with 13 professionals. The
17-member team now has only
four amateurs, including
UCLA's Jeff Hooker.

Another Bruin who failed to
make the final roster was
UCLA goalie Tim Harris, who
was considered one of the top
young ' goalies in the country.
Harris started on the U.S.
team last summer in the Pan
American Games, but was
dropped from the Olympic
team in favor of David Brcic,

a member of the New York
Cosmos, and Clemson Univer-
sity's Jamie Swanner.

"I'm happy for the guys on
the team and I'm behind them
100 percent," said Caligiuri,

who took a year off of school
to play on the U.S.
developmental squad. "But at

the same time» I feel like L
the team.—Not

rules if they haven't played in

the World Cup tournament.
The two other amateur

players remaining on the team
are Duke University's Tom
Kain and Michael Fox, who
kept his amateur status while
playing for the Cosmos.

U.S. Olympic Baseball
coach Rod Deadeux of USC
announced his final roster of
20 players, arid nine members
_played their collegiate ball in

California.

UCLA's Shane Mack, who
has been battling a deep
slump^Hn the exhibition series,

was named one of the three
outfielders on the team. The
other two outfielders are
Arizprta State's Oddibe
McDowell and San Diego
State's Chris Gwynn.

-^„ Rounding out the California

* --«

—r-

«

UCLA's Paul Caligiuri
knows all about controversy.

He was cut from the U.S.
Olympic Soccer team when

team.
because I worked so hard or
gave up so much, but because
I think I've proven myself on
the field." .

-:—-.—

-

Caliguiri expressed his
disappointment that he didn't
have an opportunity to tryout
against the pro players, who
are eligible under Olympic

ros ter CaliforniaI -first-are:
baseman Mark McGwire of
USC, infielder Flavio Alfaro

= Bob Caffrey
of NCAA Champion Cal State
Fullerton; and ^tchers Sid
Akins of USC, Don' August of

Chapman College and John
Hoover of Fresno State.

. Continued on Page 15

PaC'10 captures five NCAA
championships in 1983-84
By David Lang, Sports Editor

Some people believe the Pac-10 con-
ference had a bad year during 1983-
84. They^ l6ok back and recall that on-
ly two basketball schools were selected
to play in the NCAA tournament, and
neither one of those teams made it

past the regional semi-finals. And this

past fall, the final colleee football

standings had no Pac-1/^ school in the

top- 10, with UCLA being the only
conference representative in the top 20
(13thbvUPI).

But during 1983-84, the Pac-10 cap-
tured two-and- half-times as many
NCAA titles than any other Division 1

conference. For the first time since
1977-78, the Pac-10 collected five

NCAA crowns, and now have won at

least four championships in 14 of. the
la^ t 15 ytaiA. The Dig Ten, llie

Southwest Conference and the

Western Athletic Conference won two
NCAA titles apiece.

What makes it even more im-
pressive is the five NCAA crowns for

the Pac-ia were oat of 12 NCAA
championship sports the conference
particpates in. The five crowns signify
the llth tim^ the Pac- 10 has ac-

complished this feat, an honor only
matched once by another conference,
theWAC, in 1980-81.

UCLA led the Pac-10 with three
NCAA crowns as they successfully

defended their title in volle>;ball and
added NCAA championships in gym-
nastics and tennis. Oregon won the
NCAA track and field title and
California captured the water polo
crown.

Overall, the Pac-10 has won 165
NCAA luam Utlus. Tlit^ Bl^ Thi iiold.*; After ooptuf ing three NCAA ind ividual titles. UCLA's Tim Daggett qualified

British magazine

says KAL 007

was spy plane

By Louise Yarnall

Staff Writer

When the Soviet Union said
last fall that Korean Airlines
flight 007 was an American
spy mission, not many
Americans took notice.

But a few weeks ago, the
same allegation rose from the
unexpected source of a repu-
table British defense
magazine.

After a brief flurry of news
coverage, climaxed by
Secretary of State Caspar
Weinberger's response that the
magazine had "picked up
lock, stock and barrel the total

set of lies that the Soviet
Union published after the
Korean airliner was shot
down," the issue vanished
from public view.
Whether denounced as

Soviet propaganda or ignored
because of its improbability,
the argument presented in the
eight-page article provides an
interesting insight into
military logic.

According to the author,
who wrote under the generic
pseudonym "P.Q. Mann," the
United States deployed KAL
007 as a "decoy plane" to test

the capability of its electronic
intelligence for tracing Soviet

emergency communications
after the invasibn ^ its

airspace.

The chief problem with this

^ Contuiued on Page 4

University of California. Los Angeles

PASS nr ON — Runners keep the Olympic spirit alive as they relay the flame across the country to the opening ceremonies at the LA. Coliseum. The
flame will pass through Newport Beach tomorrow on It's trek through the Southland.

Village variety

UCLAk
By Barry Edelman

UCLA has rolled out the
red carpet for 62 national
teams from Algeria to Zim-
babwe who will enter the
Olympic Village here within
the next week.

Spread over 120 acres of the
northwest segment of campus,
the Village will accommodarte
4,300 athletes, coaches and of-

ficials. The temporary living

environment incorporates the
dormitories and suites, along

V

red carpet teams
with recreational facilities and
a 24-hour-a-day medical
center. A makeshift shopping
mall sits above the upper seats

of a specially-constructed
Drake Stadium outdoor
cinema.

"The athletes are here to

compete, and we will provide
an environment designed to let

them realize their full poten-
tial," said Village Mayor Jim
Easton.

The Los Angeles Olympic

corporate sponsors will cover
all the costs for goods, services
and facilities used at UCLA
for the Olympics. So far,

LAOOC has financed the*
needed improvements for the
Village. The benefits to UCLA
include a $1,175 million
renovation of the dormitory
cafeterias and the $450,000
resurfacing of Drake Stadium's
track. I

pound weightlifters, among
others, mill below," explained
David Meckel, a key architect
of the Village.

To the north side of the In-
tramural Field, a bus depot
with i25 numbered stations
will be the departure and ar-
rival point for the Village res-

idents. Buses will arrive every
three minutes to shuttle
athletes to the various com-

LAOOC has also con- petition and training sites off-

^ . structed temporary structures campus, including the other
Organizing Committee and its , during the last five weeks to Olympic Village at the Uni-

help facili tate the living en-—vursity of Southern California

beef
Volunteer group employs 1,000 to protect tourists
By M.H. Levinc

A group of about 20 Cuardian Angels,
the controversial New York-based volunteer
security organization, congregates in an
alley off Hollywood and Highland and are
about to go out on patrol.

The Cuardian Angels have patrolled the
streets of Los Angeles for three years. But
tonight's patrol is special. Tonight, Lisa
Sliwa, one of the group's national leaders
and the wife of founder Curtis Sll^a, will

lead the troops. Sliwa is in tov^n to mobilize
over a thousand Cuardian Angels to help
provide secuntxfprlhe DJympiq. Games..

"All of the hoodlums and the punks are
looking at the Olympics like it*s gonna be
gravy," Mrs. Sliwa says. "Its so spread out
here, that it's so easy to commit a crime
and get away with it." She says that tourists

will most likely be the attraction of these

hoodlums and punks, and in particular,

"They'll go for the Japanese." "They know
they have expensive cameras, and they
think the Japanese are easy targets," she
adds.

Founded five years ago, the Guardian
Angels have five thousand members with a

chapter in every major city. The Angels rely

solely on private donations to maintain
their organization.

iLach Angel goes through an application

screening process, and according to Lisa^
Sliwa, one in 12 are accepted. The accepteS^
applicant must go through a rigorous 12-

week training period in physical fitness,

martial arts, first aid and cardio-pulminary
resucitation.

The extent and success of their organiza-
tion varies greatly from city to city. Police

officials* reaction to the Angels ranges from
praise to condemnation.

Lieutenant Neil Zachary of the LAPD
Hollywood division does not think that the
Angels are helpful in fighting crime. "To
my knowledge, they have not made an ar-
mrest in Los Angeles," he said. Zachary add-
ed tffct jie met with one of the organiza-
tion's leaders, and the leader later claimed
that he "officially authorized" the Guardian
Angels in Los Angeles. "I gave no such
authorization," Zachary said. "I haven't
had any problems with them ... but I have
no knowledge of their actually doing
anything to deter crime.**

Not all police officials, however, agree on
the capabilities t)f the Angels. "I've heard
that they are effective in the New York's

subway system, " said UCPD Police Chief
John Barber. Although the Angels have not
been granted official status as a security

foree^4er the Olympics, Barber sees, no harm

vironment of the athletes. A where the other 80 teams will

white-caged bridge with stay.

rings "allows the 4'2' "The LAOOC has wan ted
60-pound gymnast to go
uijobstructed from her
warm-up site in the Wooden
Center to the competition site

in Pauley Pavilion while 400-

parity between UCLA and
use's Villages to avoid na-
tions' griping about their facil-

ities," said Dr. Norman
'^' Continued on Page 7

Continued on Page 8

Pl^i-SWAP — Athletes and spectators alike are trading pins, building

large collections that span the glofc)e. Olympic sponsor pins and team
'pins are the hottest items.

^1

Continued on Page 15 for the U.S. Olympic Gymnastics team. ' .
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DQuLE news compi/ed from the Associated Press

Religious meetings in public schools OK'd by House
WASHINGTON — The

House today approved and
sent to the White House
legislation allowing student
rengioys meetings in public
high schools. Passage, on a
vote of 337-77, reversed the

chamber's May defeat of a

similar bill.

The legislation, already
passed by the Senate, is an
amendment to a bill providing
almost $1 billion over two
years to strengthen the
teaching of mathematics and
science. After passing the
amendment, the House ap-
proved the entire bill, 393-15.

2 sewer workers

x^

Editor*s note

My staff and I welcome you to Los Angeles, the
1984 Summer Games and the UCLA Olympic Bruin.
During the course of the next two weeks, we will work
double time to bring UCLA's visitors a unique perspec-
tive on the Summer Olympics. The UCLA Olympic
Bruin will publish daily, covering everything from the
sporting events and Olympic fanfare to university,

state and national news.

_ During your visit, we hope you have the opportunity
to visit our university in its entirety, because UCLA is

more than a host to the XXIII Olympiad. It is a highly-

acclaimed • educational institution which continuously
strives to be at the academic forefront.

Although the UCLA campus has been revamped tor

the visitors and the world's television audience, the
beauty of this university is not in its formidably-built
architecture but in the minds it enriches.
As you look around our campus, we hope you will

recognize that our university may be grand, but it is

the university's academic standards that make UCLA
supreme. .

Again, we welcome you to our city, our campus and
our top-ranked student newspaper.

Sincerely,

Katherine Jane Bleifer

Editor-in-Chief

survive cave-i

of 20-foot ditch

SACRAMENTO — Two
sewer construction workers
were buried, alive Wednesday
in a collapsed 20-foot ditch.

The men were pulled to

safety by fire department
rescue workers after the vic-

tims' fellow workers dug
through to them by hand.
The men were identified as

Joe Zentner, 27, 4i n d
Geronimo Vasquez, 29, of
Sacramento. Hospital
spokeswoman Linda King said

Zentner suffered a broken
pelvis, while Vasquez suffered
several broken ribs. They were
taken to UC Medical Center
for treatement.

The morning accident oc-

curred in .suburban Rancho
Cordova, about eight miles

east of downtown Sacramen-
to.

Fire chief turns in

own son for arson

in Contra Costa

MARTINEZ, Calif. —
Even after half a lifetime

fighting fires, no job proved

tougher for Fire Chief Thomas
Birdwell than turning in the

man who confessed to setting

the worst brush fire in county

history. The arsonist, he says,

was his son.

"It hurts," Birdwell said

Monday as he waited for 21-

year-old David Allen Birdwell

to appear in Municipal Court

to face 15 counts of arson. "In

my occupation, there is no

alternative but to report it,

even though he is my son. If

he committed the crime, he

should pay for it."

The younger Birdwell
pleaded innocent Wednesday
to all counts after being
assigned an attorney from the

Contra Costa County public

defender's officer Municipal
Court Judge John Hatzen-
buhler set a preliminary hear-

ing for Aug. 9.

Birdwell faces a maximum
prison sentence of 105 years if

convicted of all counts in an
Aug. 7, 1983, Port Costa fire.

Soviet woman
becomes first

to wall( in space

MOSCOW — Soviet
cosmonaut Svetlana Savitskaya
left her orbiting Salyut 7 space
station Wednesday and
became the first woman to

walk in space, Tass reported.

She was joined on the space
walk by cosmonaut Vladimir
Dzhanibekov, the official

news agency said in a one-
sentence report. It said they
"went into open space ... ir

accordance with the flighi

program."
Miss Savitskaya,

Dzhanibekov and Igor Volk-
blasted into space last week
aboard a Soyuz T-2 space
ship.

They joined tfiree other
cosmonauts, Leonid Kizim,
Vladimir Solovyev and Oleg
Atkov, who have been aboard
the orbital research station for
167 days as of Wednesday.

Miss Savitskaya is on her se-

cond voyage in space, the only
woman to do so.^ She* spent
nine days aboard the. Salyut 7

in August 1982.
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Wight exhibit tells

history of museum

with mosaic images

By Steve Newman

A cultural art exhibition
currently on display at
UCLA's Frederick Wight Art
Gallery can leave viewers with

Jl more complete image of

humanity.
"The Mosaic Image: The

First Twenty Years of the
Museum of Cultural History,"
which is being presented by
the Museum of Cultural His-

tory, began July 17 and will

be on display until August 19.

The exhibition draws from
-the Museum of Cultural His-

tory's 60 previous cultural ar-

tifacts exhibitions to give a

"mosaic image of humanity."
The mosaic image is a

technical term refering to the
use of different objects to

create a complete impression.

Exhibition Curator Barbara
Birney explained.

The exhibition, which con-
tains more than 300 cultural

artifacts from over 60 world
cultures, includes Native
American carvings, puppets
from Asia, cast bronze objects

from Nigeria, masks from the
Papuan Gulf, textiles from
many countries and other ar-

tifacts, Birney said.

The artifacts currently on
display are among "the most
historical and stunning" pieces |
of the museum's 150,000 ^

holdings, Birney said, adding space BOOGIE - High-tech design complements the disco on
Continued on Page 5 Street, exclusively for the athletes' entertainment.

Main

20-second diagnosis

Heart disease predictor
aids in quicic treatment

By Christina Skacan, Staff Writer

A team of researchers recently developed a device which aids
doctors in more accurately diagnosing acute heart disease.

Dr. Harry Selker, a Robert Wood Johnson Clinical Scholar at
UCLA's Department of Medicine, was among a group of
researchers this year who developed the predictor, a simple
calculator programmed with the researchers' e<|uation for
diagnosing acute heart disease, Selker said.

The predictor enables physicians to diagnose, in \mder 20 se-
conds, whether or not a patient experiencing chest pains is suf-
fering from acute ischemic heart disease. Ischemic heart disease,
Selker explained, is a mechanical blockage of the blood supply
and is the most common cause of heart attacks.

Selker, who is also an instructor of medicine at Boston Uni-
versity, worked with other researchers at Boston Citv Hospital,
where research on the equation has been done since 1979,
Selker said.

The heart attack predictor was tested in six hospitals, in-

cluding tvVo major Ivy League Medical Centers, two middle size
hospitals and two rural hospitals, to determine its applicability
in the medical profession, Selker said. As part of the testing, the
researchers asked the (|uestion, "Does it (the predictor) make
diagnoses more accurate?" Selker said, adding that the answer
was affirmative in all six hospitals.

Selker added that the predictor has helped decrease unneces-
sary admissions to coronary care units b> 30 jiercent in4hese^six^—

-

hospitals. Selker noted that there was not an increase in

misdiagnoses (patients not admitted to a coronary care unit who
later suffered a heart attack) in any of the hospitals.

In the past, physicians had to rely largely on instinct, in addi-
tion to more obvious symptoms such as chest pain when
diagnosing heart attacks, Selker said.

JThe heart attack predictor supi)]enients the d()ct()r"s dragiu)sTs2]
by calculating the probability of acute'heart disease. The doctor
asks seven ciuestions, and based oh the patient's answers, he
enters various numbers corresponding to the equation into the
calculator, Selker explained.
The doctor asks ciuestions concerning chest pains, history of

heart attacks and use of nitroglycerin for chest pain, Selker said,

adding that the doctor then analyzes>-the patient's electrocar-
diogram.

Continued on Page 7

Dean of Students tries to shakid
^stern disciplinarian' stereotype
By Alice Iwasaki

Often times a Dean of Stu-

dents conjures up an image of.

the stern disciplinarian ^—

-

paddle in hand — whose only
purpose is to punish naughty
students. But UCLA's Dean of

Student? Raymond Goldstone
hardly fits that description.

Goldstone stresses that peo-
ple should come to him for

advice, although his office is

seen merely as a place where
students go when in trouble.

"I want to try to maintain a

balance between administer-

ing discipline (and) advising

groups and actiyities that are

more edifying," he said.

Goldstone added that he
thoroughly enjoys his work. "I

like my job, and I am glad I

am not like other people who
are always complaining about
their jobs. I work with neat

people who are first-rate and
dedicated.^^ ^^"^^

^

Goldstone makes his
presence known across campus
by serving as a member of the

University Policy Commission,
the ASUCLA Board of Control

and the Committee on Public

Services. He also serves as

chair of the Commencement
Committee.

But in addition to commit-
tee work, Goldstone finds

himself busy assuming more
direct responsibilities of the

Dean's office. These duties in-

clude advising students on

disclosure of private records as

Wfell as advising honoraries
and administering disciplinary,

actions.

Goldstone is primarily con-

eh J

He continued at UCLA
receive a master's degree

Latlii^American history
1966 and a law degree
1969.--. ^.

cerned with student behavior
on campus, especially academ-
ic dishonesty. But he stresses.

'Not everyone is guitlyT

"I want to protect the inter-

ests of students and deal with
people fairly and if the stu-

dent is guilty, then he will be
punished," Goldstone said,

borrowing a quote from tele-

vision tough-guy Baretta: "If

you can't do the time, then
don't do the crime."

Goldstone feels certain stu-

dents may cheat because they
are underprepared for subjects

such as Mathematics and
English. ^~~' ^

Another probliem he sees at

UCLA is the lack of interac-

tion between student groups.
Goldstone feels that the UCLA
community has to live with
and try harder to adapt to a
changing environment.

"Each person has to help
others to get along better," he
said. "But then again, it is

hard to accomplish anything
without any respect. We must
help the community ^t along
better as it gets increasingly

more diverse." '

As a student at UCLA dur-

ing the turbulent years of the

'60s, Goldstone received keen
insight into the UCLA com-
munity. He graduated Phi

Goldstone then left UCLA |
to work with the Los Angeles ^

County Public Defender's of- g
fice. But he returned to UCLA
in 1976 because, "I love
UCLA and get enjoyment in

participating in the process of

education, inside a/id outside

^Continued on Page 5 Dr. HiNTy Selker

Failed gasket leads to I

Z)
grievance procedures tor racial I5eta Kappa in iyt)4 with a

discrimination and public bachelor's degree in history.

By Christopher Howell

A basement flood and
subsequent power failure at

the Reed Neurological
Research Center forced thcL.

relocation of several pa-
tients and staff members,
but no injuries or major
damages were reported in

the Tuesday morning, July
24, incident.

According to Larry
Grohs, facilities
maintenance supervisor for

the Center for Health
Sciences, a gasket in Reed's

water main failed at 11:45

a.m. and caused the flood.

The flood triggered an
automatic emergency shut-

transformers, but Grohs
said that emergency
generators quickly restored

power to the building's

critical areas, which in-

_clude patient monitoring
systems and eFevators.; - -

"Adequate" power was
restored to the buildinJE; at

11:00 p.m. Tuesday night,

Grohs said, when another
generator was connected to

Reed's electrical system.

Damage to the building

totaled less than $2,000,
said Grohs, who noted that
Reed's bare concrete base-

ment sustained little water
damage. Most of the dam-
age was to the building's

electrical transformers,
Grohs said, adding, even

duwii uf ih« building's that was "not a significant

in Reed Center

problem."
» Inconvenience through
disruption of service to the
building's occupants was
the biggest effect of the
flood, Grohs said.

^- ^ Accord i ri

g
"t

o
' H e alFR

'

Science spokesperson Kathy
Dern, five Reed patients

and several staff members
were moved from the first

floor, in what Grohs term-
ed as a "precautionary"
measure.
Grohs noted that elec-

trical generators will con-
tinue to provide an ade-
quate power supply to Reed
until the building's
transformers are repaired.

He added that they are
waiting for the needed
parts to arrive.
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KAL
Continued from Page 1

allegation is not technical, but
moral. It assumes the
American government would
use any expedient means of
obtaining intelligence informa-
tion, even if it meant risking

the lives of civilians without
their knowledge.
A pro-American defense

publication seems an unlikely
source for such an allegation,
but Defence Attache, as the
name suggests, is a magazine
for the military, not patriotic,

mind.
Interspersed throughout the

pages of the article, entitled

^^Reassessing the Sakhalin In-

cident," are. glossy, full-color
ads for weapon r>'. Tanks, gre-

nades,^ m.issile launchers, even
an artillery fire control system
called "Quickfire: complete
artillery fire control — at your
fingertips^ tempt would-l>e
Pattons with the latest in con-
ventional warfare technology.
The magazine rt^ads like a

Pentagon catalogue, with arti-

cle after article detailing the
latent features of state-of-ttie-

art military devices.

Mann reviews the Sakhalin
incident from this self- con-
sciously' technical perspective.
He bases his argument on two
kinds of 'precedents." First,

he alleges that a pair of

American spy missions in the
early (iOs invaded Soviet
airspace"to test the sensitivity

of the first American elec-

tronic surveillance satellites.

Second, he claims there have
been past "intelligence-

inspired" incidents of- crviHan
jetliners coming dangerously
close to being shot down by
the Soviets.— —

^

.Mann devotes several pages
to describing how, in 1964,
the American government
supposedly sent spy planes into
Soviet territory to test the ca-
pability of their new Ferret
satellites. Ferrets differed from
the photo-reconnaissance satel-

lites in that they eavesdropped
on radio and radar transmis-
sions.

Both spy planes were shot

down, killing the three pilots

on board in one ca.se, and sub-.
^ jecting them to public shame

tories^ of-the^ satellites;' spmce-
shuttle and jets. He spends
comparatively little space —
less than one paragraph — on
the discussion of previous
civilian aircraft used in spy
missions. The one specific ex-

ample he presents is based on
supf>osition.

In 1978, a civilian South
Korean airliner made an
emergency landing on Soviet

soil after, some sources allege,

it had been threatened with a
mi.ssile.

Through the array of
evidence, partial evidence,
diagrams and hypotheses, the

magazine's stance appears less

t>f Soviet -aif^space to trigger

"all manner of military radars

and electronics," which a

civilian aircraft could not do.

The spy plane then turned

back, Mann says, because it

could not penetrate into Soviet

airspace as far as a civilian

plane without getting shot

down. Once Soviet radio

communications and radar

were alerted, the Ferret satel-

lite and the Challenger could

track the Soviet communica-
tions network for approx-

imately two hours.

If this technical point seems

convincing, the article's less

technical speculation is often

The f chief problem with this allegation is not technical, but moral. It

assumes the American government would use any expedient means of ob-
taining intelligence information, even if it meant risking the lives of civilians

without their knowledge.

in the other. The American
government insisted the flights

strayed into Soviet territory by
mistake. Mann says the claim
is a political posture.

Mann says, in the Sakhalin
incident, the operation was
expanded to include the space
shuttle. Challenger, which
was launched a few days prior
to the event, and the KAL 747
jet, to test shuttle intelligence

technology and to ensure a
safe entrv into Soviet airspace.

American strategists probably
assumed, Mann hypothesizes,
that the Soviets would never
shoot down a civilian plane.
Mann sketches ()ut the

operation with diagrams char-
ting and timing the trajec-

Soviet, as Weinberger said,

than .strictly military.

M an n
,
jn ven ts an in-

telligence mission to match the
known facts, and when his

argument provides answers to

some of the more puzzling
points in the KAL incident, it

can seem plausible.

Mann offers an answer to
one question raised by the
liberal Progressive magazine at
the time of the KAL downing.
It asked, "What was a U.S.
military reconnaissance air-
craft doing *on a routine mis-
sion' in the same area, at the
same time as KAL?"
Mann replies that the spy

plane escorted the civilian
jetliner through the first zone

not as credible. In fact, when
Mann gues.ses about American
governmental policy, he
reveals his biases about U.S.

military and diplomatic
policy.

He particularly (|uestions

the United States' diplomatic

h?.sponse to the incident and
complains the government has

**soft-pedalled*' it. He also

doubts the claim that KAL
pilots misnavigated the plane
because, "a genuine naviga-

tional error with fatal results

... would have brought forth a

different diplomatic reaction."

He continues: "The United
States would have realized
with horror, that the Soviet

Union had erroneously a^sum-

_£d__that_the_ flightswas _4«ten=-
tional ... And the answer
would have been to open
every door on informa'tion
about the flight to try and
convince the USSR it was
mistaken."

In his conclusion, he sur-
mises a secret accord was
made between the United
States and the Soviet Union in
which the United States
agreed to "demilitarize the
shuttle" if the Soviets agreed
to less efficiently investigate
the KAL wreckage. (He main-
tains that since last fall, the
United States has downplayed
the shuttle's military poten
tial.) - -^

Mann ends on th i^^
speculative note, suggesting a
possible collusion between the
Soviet and American gov.
ernm^nts to hide the truth
about KAL from everyone else
in the world.

Part of the reason Mann's
piece failed to draw extended
attention is that no one ever
claimed it to be anything but,
in the words of the editor of
Defense Attache, "fresh mate-
rial" that "gives much to pon-
der." In art introduction in-

tended to temper the story's

impact, the magazine editor
also states his disbelief that
"KAL 007 had a spy mission."
. The questions surrounding
the tragedy istill remain, and
Mann raises several points.

Ten people who died on the
flight .still have not been iden.

tified. The air traffic con-
trollers monitoring the flight

still have not been questioned.
-r- —Continued on Page 8-^
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Two UCLA profs honored
for research achievements
Two UCLA professors were

among 269 scholars recently
elected as fellows of the
American Association for the
Advancement of Science.

UCLA Biology Professor
Larry Simpson and Anatomy
Professor George W. Bernard
were elected to AAAS on May
28 of this year for their
research achievements.
AAAS, founded, in 1848,

primarily includes science and
engineering faculty members
from various U.S. universities.

It is the largest scientific
organization in the United
States, AAAS Senior Com-
munication Associate Joan
Wrather said.

AAAS elects fellows annual-
ly based on candidates*
research and contribution to

the advanpement of science,
Wrather said. Fellows ^ are
recommended by other AAAS
members within the can-
didate's scientific area.

Simpson received his

research fellowship on the
mitochondria deoxyribonucleic
acid of the parasitic protozoa
Trypanosome. Trypanosomes
are protozoa that cause certain

blood diseases, such as African
Sleeping Sickness, a disease
which affects the blood and
later the nervous system,
Simpson explained.

Simpson's research involves
studying the genetic organiza-
tion of various hemoflagellate
protozoa, single-celled organ-
isms that live and feed on the
blood.

Simpson said he was "very
pleased" by the recognition of

the award.
.Bernard conducts his

research on bone structure,

bone development and bone
growth.

Bernard said he was "very
honored" by the award. He
said he considers AAAS one of

the most distinguished scien-

tific organizations in America.
— Curtis Hillman

Qoldstone
Continued from Page 3
of the classroom."

Before becoming the Dean,'
Goldstone was Assistant to the

Dean of Students, an executive

staffmember of the
Chancellor's Summer Task
Force in Urban and Minority
Affairs and a Speqial Assistant

to the Vice Chancellor of Stu-

dent Affairs.

Being named Dean of Stu-

dents has been one of the most
memorable events for

Goldstone. He says being
named Dean gave him "a
sense of joy and heavy respon-
sibility."

Bu.t the most enjoyable
aspect of being Dean, he said,

is th\g pride he has when he
introduces himself as the Dean
of UCLA. "I'm proud when 1

go to other campu.ses and say
I'm the Dean of UCLA. Jt
means a great deal. I feel pro-
ud to represent UCLA, and
there's nothing more memora-
ble than that."

Art festival
Continued from Page 3

that many of the artifacts

have special symbolic mean-
ing.

Birney explained that many
of the cultures included in the

exhibition have art forms
which constitute-'* very impor-
tant part of their, lives. "(The
art forms are) built into

everything that they do and
(have) enormous symbolic im-

plications for the culture.

Whereas we hang paintings on
walls, they incorporate art

work into their daily living."

i-Ji—special effort has been

the exhibition, including radio

spots and special flyers
directed at Olympic visitors,

Birney said. Birney added that

she expects the exhibition to

be well attended.

The exhibition, which is

sponsored by the Ahmanson
Foundation and Manus, the

museum's private support
^roup, is free and open to the

public.

The Wight Gallery 4^
located in the Dickson Art

Center and is open Ju^day,
11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
Wednesday -through Friday,

11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. and
Saturday and Sunday, 1:00 to

5:00 p.m. Call 825-1461 for

made to thoroughly publicize more information.

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A professionTTl^ptomktric corporation
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DWIGHT
STONE
BAND

HAYFEVER

OAVID
LUTKEN

WISHFUL
THINKING
Jazz Fusion

L Y

A
12:00

1:30

" 3.-00

6.-00

BURN WITH
PASSION

LYNN
KELLOG b
MARTY
GETZ —

^

O 12.-00

IJOL
SPECIAL
GUEST

JAMES
ROBINSON

3.-00

6H)0

MAGIC BY
GREG OnO
bBOB
REMSTEIN.
Pianist

RICO Jazz

DAVE McKENZIE
QUARTET

F
i24n

2:30

6:00

• • • •' r* • • • • • • • • •

THE FORCE
• Jazz-

-ALAN-

^
••••^•••••*

12.-00

RICHARDSON
JAZZ TRIO 1:30

^6AN& —
CALLED SAM
- Rhythm b Bkies eKM

MAGIC WITH
GREG OnO
BOB REMSTEIN
-solo piano-

TIME FLIGHT

OSAMA
Jazz -

A
1.-00

1:30

6.-00

• ••••••••••«« • • • ••••••
INNIS FREE ^ffk
Irish Music fj^^ 12.-00

DEBORAH CALLI
Pop 2:46

CHRIS LDFTIS
• Solo Guitar

'
4:30

MINDLESS
REPETITION
Pop 6:00

EARLY MAN
Pop 8:30

•••••••••••••

DANCE CENTER

CHRIS LOFTIS

Foil Guitar

TERRY GARDNER
TRIO

LA JAZZ CHOIR

RICHARD ELLIOT
Jazz 8:00

MO
PETER SPELMAN
Solo Guitar

ROOM 211

Bluagrass ,

TERRY GARDNER
Solo Guitar

TRAIN TO SLIGO
- Irish Foil -

JAMES LEE

STANLEY BAND

EXPOSE Jazz

Eg 10.-00

11:30

1:45

3K)0

6.-00

8:00

TU

JERRY O'BEIRNE

LES WISE Jazz

BOB STANTON
-Solo Guitar

STEVE RECKER BAND
-Jazz

VONOA SHEPHERD
Melow

DONMcLEOa mime
DADDY'S GIRLS
Vocal Jazz -

V 10:00

11:30

MAGIC BY
DAVID WILLIS

BARBERSHOP QRT.

ALAN RICHARDSON
TRIO Jazz

000 WAH RIOElir
- Country

-

POP ART Pop

INT'L MIME
FESTIVAL

A10:00

IIKN)

2:00

6:00

9:00

10:00

WE
AUG
TERRY GARDNER
Solo Guitar

ALOHA BAND
Pop

KING'S KIDS INT'L

•Singers

AFTERBURNER
Jazz -

—

^

OTHER VOICES
^oa^ —

8.30

U S T

^[PlOKn

11:30

DAVID CASTLE
Solo Piano

CYNTHIA UHERBACH 12:15

LOCKET BAND
COMEDUIN JERRY 1:45

GARFUNKEL

PHIUIP HAMORY 2.-00

TERRY GARDNER TRMK 3:15

FAT CHANCE Pop 5:00

BURN WITH PASSION
Jin- 8:00

AlOHM

11:30

10)

• • • ••••••••••••

DAVE McKENZIE
- Solo Guitar

• • • •

"^

2:30

6.-00

• • • •

lOKM

2:30

4:30

TH

FR

"THTDWiNDLE
FAMILY ORCHESTRA

RUTH BARREH/
"CYNTHwrsMrm

~~

Fol(

ZAZOU Pop

KING'S KIDS INT'L
-Singers-

THE PRIME MOVERS

EIGHT TO THE BAR |||
LYNN CAREY b THE

**
GOOD TIME BAND
COMEDIAN JEREMY
GARFUNKEL

PHILLIP HAMORY

GALLERY Pop

OONMcLEOD Mime
MARK HAYES
b SILVER HIEIS

12.-00

HIGH TIDE Jazz

LEE MICHAELS

ARCO IRIS Latin

JOHNMcCLOY
Solo Guitar-

BE BE C Pop

CHARLES GREEN

-

Rhythm b Bkies -

FOOL'S FACE Pop

ANDRUS BLACKWOOD. 10:00
CHERYL PRUm b
TERRY DESARIO

EIGHT TO THE BAR
Vocal Jazz
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^ TIMES AND DATES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE

6:15

~8:30~

I 12:30

LOCATION:
UCLA's Central^ Plaza. where~

Westwood Boulevard

T45:

4:30

6.-00

8:30

10.-00

11:30

2:25

2:30

4:00

6:30

HAROLD PAYNE

BOB STANTON

VONDA SHEPHERD
Melow

MICHAEL RUFF

2.-00

3:30

5Kn

8.-00

becomes a ped«trian mal.

(Between the John Wooden

Center and Ackerman Union.)

DAVID CASTLE
Sok) Piano

ARCO IRIS Latin

ROOM 211

THE BALTIMORES
ACapelaTrN)

WAYNE JOHNSOlil
TRIO Jazz

FOOLS FACE Pop

T10:00

1:00

3.-00

5:15

7.-00

9:00

v^

• • •

SA
TERRY GARDNER
ITAL ROOTS

• • • • •

A
THE TOYMAKER
- Theatre

SANTA MONICA
DANCE CENTER

MARK HAYES
fr SILVER HEELS

THE 45's Pop

• • • •

10:00

11:30

2H)0

3:15

50)

7:45

MARK b SARAH if|
FISHLOCK ClassN:al |||
KINGS KIDS INT'L

OTHER VOICES

THE BALTIMORES
ACapelaTrio

KINGS KIDS INT'L

AUGUST Jazz

BEDFORD STREET
BAND Pop.

10:00

11:30

1:30

3.-00

4:30

6:15

8:30
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Village
Continued from Page 1

Miller, UCLA's Olympic
Coordinator.

Both Villages are heavily
decorated with banners of ma-
jenta stars on orange and
chrome yellow fabrics.

"The Munich Games' colors
were greens and blues,
iiriemotional and cold, while
those here will sparkle in the
Southern California sunlight

^'^

Mekel said.

->"Main Street," which con-
sists of many segmented tents
supported by 90 tons of steel

bars, will offer athletes a slice

of Americana. Here, they can
purchase jeans and fast food,
get the latest hair style, play
video games and dance at the
disco "Champs."

Mekel said Main Street was
"inspired by the circus* festive

but temporary atmosphere."
The international guests

will find their sleeping
quarters very clean. Fresh
paint and new carpeting have
helped spruce up the dor-
mitories which will house two
persons to a room in the resi-

dence halls and up to eight in

a suite.

'In the dormitory lobbies,
the UCLA Student Olympic
Committee commissioned
murals depicting Olympic
symbols and athletes in action
to welcome the visitors.

The first-ever Olympic
Village libraries will appear in

Sproul, Dvsktra, Rieber and
Hedrick Halls. "They will act
as a clearinghouse for infor-

mation about the UCLA
Village and the Games in the
surrounding area' and an
alternative form of recreation
to those athletes who want to
get away from the excitement
of the Games," said UCLA
librarian Bill Fischer, the or-

ganizer.

ARA Services, Inc. will
cater the Olympian-sized
meals in the dormitory cafete-

rias. Numerous international

dishes and a 27-topping salad
bar with ^ kinds of breads
and 45 seasonings are planned
for each meal. For snacks, a
fruit and yogurt bar will be
available 24 hours a day.

''The challenge was to
create a broad-based menu to
suit all competitors' diets,"
said Faye Clarke, ARA's vice
president and general manager
of food service for UCLA's
Olympic Village. ARA had to
plan for extremely different
dietary needs among the
athletes. According to Faye,
some wrestlers may need
8,000 calories while tiny gym-
nasts may consume only
1,500.

A typical dinner at Sproul
Hall will include four hot en-
trees, aside from rare roast
beef and shrimp cocktail, two
soups and 21 beverages.

If the athletes want gastric
relief, an ur^nt health care
clinic just west of Pauley
Pavilion can provide help.
Doctors there will treat
routine medical, dental arid

optometric problems. More
serious and complicated il-

lnesses and injuries will be
handled by the UCLA Medi-
cal Center.

In the UCLA football
team's locker room, physical
therapists will use ultrasound,
whirlpool and massage to heal
and relax athletes after their
training at Drake Stadium,
the Recreational Center's pools
and the Wooden Center.
To soothe the Olympians

spiritually, a staff of 25
m u 1 1 i- 1 i n gu ists and a
psychiatrist will help them
worship in five denomina-
tions, meditate and relieve
tension.

Showing the spirit of the
Village volunteers, medical
director Dr. Gerald Finerman,
UCLA professor of sports med-
icine for the past 13 years, en-
thasiastically remarked,
"There's a certain amount of
pampering that goes along
with treating a top athlete."

Eredictor
Continued from Page 3
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According to Selker, whether a patient should be admitted to

a coronary care unit depends on accurately determining if that

There are approximately 1.5 million people with chest pains
admitted to coronary care units each year in the United States.

About one half of these people. are not suffering from acute
ischemic heart disease, Selker said.

a choice,
a responsibility

C^lifornia'^ finest and most experientfed family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
$ince 1969. .

.

• VRBB pregnancy tests,
^ -r with^reaiilts while you wait^

• Unplanned pregnancy/ ^

general or local anesthesia
• Birth control

. • Gynecological exa^is
•Y^wVA.*/) .».Vkf*A»ft^*.

)

Family Planning

Associates Medical Croidff

WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S. Westmoreland Ave.

(218) 738-7283

WEST LOS ANOELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 820^084

confldantlAl * professional* affordable
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Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner WilshireAA/estwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264
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FANTASTIC CUTS BY SUNNY
Cut Blow Dry

& Condition SI 2.00

Body Wave or Perm
$30.00

Highlights S 30.00

r PARI
^Beauty Salon

L

Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
825-2161

Angels

I y^ LIKE NOTHING

Gyro- '-•^i^- YOU'VE EVER

1 4 35U/estwood^BIvd , Westwood, C

A

473-0066 479-9325 , .

—
"Whole Body Waxing

>

(with thiS'/^Hj {20% uff]

W^^mmmsmmrnm^mm^mm'm^

6WS SANTA MONICA BlVD / PHONE (213) 466-7191

' t

NIKON FG
ftrcan do it alI...or you can!

.••;:-^^

\ l>:

In the programmed mode, the
Nikon FG sets both shutter and
aperture controls while you just
focus and shoot. In automatic^ou
set the aperture, the FG sets the
shutter speed. And in manual, you
control both aperture and shutter
speed for maximum creativity.

NIKON FG
w/50mm f1 .8

SERIS E NIKON LENS

YOU PAY $233

Nikon
We take the worlds
greatest pictures

IM

REBATE

YOUR
COST

35
$198

CAMERA & Hl-F(

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Blo^k South of UCLA
Parking Validated at ABM

or Allied Lots with $7.50 Purchase

Hours 9 AM-6 PM Mon-Sat (2131208^150
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"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness ..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches.

NOW FEATURING PASTA SALADS.

"Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wilshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

Encino: 17644 Ventura (near White Oak) 986-0772

Continued from Page 1

with the Angels' helping out

on the streets, adding, "we're

taking all the help we can

get."

In an attempt to understand

the role the Angels play in

crime-fighting, the San Diego

Association of Governments
initiated a study to statistically

determine the effectiveness of

the Guardian Angels.

Sociologist Christine Curtis,

co-director of the study, said

though there have been no
statistics released revealing the

number of citizen's arrests

made by the group, the
Guardian Angels do "provide
a positive role model" for

young, often underprivileged

teenagers.

According to Sliwa, the
organization has not only
helped deter crime through its

physical presence on the
streets, but it also provides
youth with a better way of fit-

ting in society than through a
gang.

These kids, she says, "don't
relate to the police." The
police in urban cities like New
York are often white subur-
banites, according to Sliwa,
and they do not fare as well as
the Guardian Angels in
reaching a large black and
Hispanic community.

Sliwa adds that the A.ngels
are more successful in
recruiting and deterring swial
outcasts because they are
"operating against the
American ethic of Me Myself
and I ... We're saying that
you can get recognized and
get attention for doing
sonriething good. The message
we're sending to young people
is that it's cool to care about
other people."

It is nine o'clock p.m., and
the Guardian Angels are ready
to go oirt on patrol. They
search each other for
weapons, drugs and drug
paraphernalia. (As citizens,

Jjgy^ are not allowed to carry
w e apons7~7Crr^^7rg^s-^e
mutually equipped with a t-

KAL
Continued from Page 4
Korean Airlines still has not
either shown that its pilots
were misled by their instru-
ments or taken responsibility
for the error. Meanwhile, the
findings of the search for the
wreckage remain sketchy and
inconclusive.

In the interim, another
casualty of the KAL jetliner
tragedy is rumored from the
East. The pilot, who pur-
portedly shot down t|ie jet
was subsequently dispatched
to Afghanistan. He was
reported dead earlier this
year, some say by his own
hand.

shirt and red beret is a pair of
handcuffs while on patrol).
They do a coup le of stretching
exercises, and then they march
down the street.

"We re gonna be all over
this town," Lisa Sliwa says.
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Viewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Counterpoin Viewpoint

Medical progress
By Robert Zane

While reading Rick Kraus' article on vivisection in the
July 19 issue of The Summer Bruin, I sooTTrealized that he
IS among the many who stand for animal rights in medi-cme yet know little about medicine itself.

I have found that most people fighting against vivisec-
tion are often inadequately informed.
My first encounter with an anti-vivisectionist was in

Westwood Village soon after an article appeared in theLA Times on this subject.
Her leaflet accurately cited the Times' article on the

number of dogs sacrificed in research labs this year ao-
proximately 2,000. /

»
f

But what her leaflet failed to cite was that more than
98,000 dogs were killed in pounds in the same year, an
amount almost 50 times that number sacrificed during
research.

,

As it turned out, she had never read the Times article,
but was given this information to hand-out. And while I'm
on the subject of dog pounds and death, I ask Mr. Kraus
to do some research there, instead. Does Mr. Kraus really
believe that the pounds can afford to painlessly put 98,000
dogs to death a year?

I will acknowledge that Mr. Kraus was able to support
his editorial with quotations from several individuals ih
the medical field. For example, his citing of Dr. Koch in
1906: "An experiment on an animal gives no certain in-
dication of the result of the same experiment on a human
being."

I ask Mr. Kraus, is a quote from 1906 the best that he
can come up with? Without the use of animals in
research, medicine would probably be back where it was
in 1906 and not where it is today, 19841

Evidence shows that animal studies using drugs and the
Mse of animals to improve surgical technique proved
beneficial to the human race. An often suggested alter-
native to animals given by anti-vivisectionists is the use of
terminally ill individuals or even dead people.

I ask any anti-vivisectionist if he or she would be willing
to donate their living body to research when they are ter-
minally ill.

Furthermore, I myself would not feel comfortable
knowing that the surgical procedure that I am about to
undergo was only previously tested on dead people.

Finally, I would like to get back to the purpose of Mr.
Kraus' article, the supposed pain inflicted on laboratory
animals. First of all, several organizations, including the
S.P.C.A., keep a iclose watch on what goes on in animal
laboratories.

Secondly, any researcher who wants his experimental
results accepted by the medical wotld will want to-
simulate human environmental conditions as accurately as
possible.

Vivisection, according to Taber's Medical Dictionary, is

...the cutting of or operation upon a living animal for

Police harrassment at UCLA
By John Caldwell
On Friday, July 6th, at approximately 11:30

p.m., I entered Mira Hershey Hall to pick upmy girlfriend. She is currently a counselor in
the Freshman Summer Program. —
The Freshman Summer Program was hav-

ing a dance in the dorm's cafeteria, and a stu-
dent I knew told me that my girlfriend was
inside the dance. I entered the door of the caf-
eteria, and a student Community Safety Of-
ficer violently grabbed and pushed me back
out of the door.

I informed him that since he was not a
policeman he didn't have the privilege to grab
me. He replied to this by pointing to the
"police" insignia on his police department
badge and told me to "read that."

Jhe CSOs were posted at the door to**check
to see if people had their hands stamped. I did
not get my hand stami>ed initially because I
aid not know that it was necessary. However
immediately after the CSO violently grabbed
and pushed me, a FSP counselor stamped my
hand. The two CSOs at the door still refused
me entrance to the dance.
With my hand properly stamped I stood in

front of the door arguing with the CSOs
regarding my "right" to enter the party. I

again attempted to enter the party and was
once again violently grabbed and pushed away
from the door.

Several UCPD officers arrived in response to
the CSOs call. One of the responding officers'"
immediately told me to step outside. As I was
walking out I told him that I hadn't done
anything illegal. He then told me to "shut the
fuck up

' and that he would "kick my ass" as
he pulled and cocked his billyclub towards
me.
As I walked outside he pushed me along."

Then when we reached an outside wall, he
threw me against the w,all, kicked my legs
apart and roughly searched me. The officer
then wanted to fill out a field-information
card on me, which asks for one's race, weight.

hair and eye colors, any distinctive marks and
gang affiliations.

I initially objected to the offlcer's interroga-
tion but later complied with his request for \
the information after he threatened to take me"^"
to jail.

After the offlcer called in to the station
about me and I was released, I protested that
he as well as the CSOs had violated my rights.
The offlcer then told me that I had no right to
be in the dorm and that the UCPD could All
out field information cards on anybody, at
anytime.

The officer did, however, admit that the
CSO was wrong in grabbing and pushing me.
He also admitted that his initial conduct was
forceful because of the large concentration of
Blacks at the dance.
The offlcer, over my objection, then told

me to wait under the watch of his partner
while he went back inside to flnd out what
had happened. The initial questioning lasted
20 minutes. After 10 more minutes, for a total
of 30 minutes, the offlcer returned and told
me that I was free to go, and that I could
even go to the party in the dorm.

He, however, told me again that^didn*t
have a right to return to the dorm or go
anywhere else on campus. He also said that
the UCPD could arbitrarily kick anyone off
campus at anytime, and that if he heard of
any more problems about me again he was go-
ing to kick me off campus.
^ Aside from my obvious case of CSO and
police brutalify, ttie incident raises a numl>er^~"
of troubling questions. What, for instance, is

the proper role of the CSOs? It seems that the
CSOs are currently much more of a parapolice
force than a community service group.
_ Secondly, how often does the UCPD tram-
ple over the constitutional rights of people on
campus?
These and other questions about police con-

duct at UCLA niust me addressed.

Caldwell graduatedfrom UCLA in 1981,

-«4

physiological investigation and the study of disease. The
operations are usually performed upon an anesthetized—animal undei cuiidiliuiis slmilario those encounteredln an

—operating room of a hospital."

This includes administering any medications used for
alleviating pain to the research animal. Anyone not
employing these techniques is not a vivisectionist, but is

rather ap exception as was Hitler during his experimenta-
tions on Jews.

Viewpoint

By Cristina Skacan
It is infinitely gratifying to know that Walter Mondale Heeded my exhortations on political

equality (Bruin, July 9).
^

Zane is a UCLA graduate now attending Tufts Universi-
ty, School of Medicine.

'

Ho ended this season's rliffhangef by actually selecting a woman as his vice-presidential
nominee.

It seems evident that Mondale, typically shrouded in old-line liberal rhetoric, has made an at-
tempt to shed his characteristically boring image. As the flght heats up with the very popular in-
cumbant President Reagan, Mondale has brought out the b|g guns in an effort to gain badlv
needed ground. —-— • ^

The advice of a woman as his running mate is cleverly calculated to appeal not only to those
disenfranchised by the Reagan Administration, but to those who espoused Senator Hart's "new
ideas," in addition to "those simply disenchanted with predictable politics." The time, A seems is
finally right for a woman on the ticket.

The fact that there is a woman on the ticket is a breakthrougl) in itself, not because a woman
would necessarily do a better job than a man because she is a woman. It is rather that we have

stepped even closer to a system based on merit in this, the land
of freedom and opportunity. The eventual outcome will be that
capabilities for the job will not include one's sex.

But in this instance, there is more to it. Wouldn't the choice
typically expected of Mondale be an older party-man from a
geographically appealing region of the country? Wouldn't the
obvious choice for the party be Senator Gary Hart..
Why didn't Mondale pick Hart, a political "neo-liberal" with

a dedicated following and national attention? Could it be that
the two contenders' differences were irreconcilable? Or is it that
their meeting of the minds to mend the proverbial fences just
didn't generate the excitement that Mondale wants and needs to
have a viable shot at the presidency.
The national sensation caused by Mondale's historic flrst in

choosing a woman running mate has shed new light on his deci-
sion making capabilities. Maybe he is not the predictable paity
animal so scorned by the new generation of political activists.

But are we jumping on the bandwagon for the right reasons?
Whatever the motives, Walter F. Mondale will go down in his-
tory as the flrst man brave enough to do it. But I wonder if
she'll get paid as much as a man.

Christina Skacan
, Tunior

:_ History

Skacan is a staff writer for The Bruin.

^
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California Graduate Institute
Classes begin September 12 and end December 17

1984 Fall Class Schedule

10 00- 1 00 pm
11 00-200 pm
1 00-4 00 pm
2 00-5:00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
VOfl-SOOpm
3 00-6 00 pm
4 00-6 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 30-7 30 pm
5 00-8 00 pm

• 6 00-8 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

9 30-12 30 pm
1 1 00-2 00 pm
1 00-3 00 pm
2 00- S 00 pm
2 00 -S 00 pm
5 00- 7 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
^ 00-8 00 pm
5 0((-8 00 pm
S 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm t

8 00-10 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
8 00-10 00 pm
8 00-10 00 pm
8 «M)- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

1 1 00-2 00 pm
2 00-4 00 pm
2 30-4 30 pm
2 00- S 00 pm
2 00-5 (»0 pm
2 (M)-5 00 pm
5 00-7 00 pm
5 00-7 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5,00-8 00 pm
^00-8<K)pm

<; (MJ-8 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm'
8 (M)- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm-
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

10 00-1 (H) pm
10 00-1 00 pm
10 30-12 30 pm
1

1

00-2 0()j)m

2 00-5(K)*pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 (K)pm
3 00- S (0 pm
5 00-8 (M» pm
*i 00-8 00 pm

5 00-8 00 pm
5 (M)-8 00 pm
6 00-8 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00^11 00 pm
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MONDAY
Clinical Supervision Praclicum
Theories of Psychoanalysis

Theories of Personality

Introduction to Object Relations
Clinical Hypnosis
Psychoanalytic Treatment of the Child
Rorschach I

Human Sexuality

Group Supervision (Praclicum)
History and Systems

.
Group Process and Technique
Psychopharmacology
Symbol Formation and Verbal Thought
Varieties of Healing

broup Process

Statistics

Group Process and Technique
Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis
Physiological Psychology

Introduction to Behavioral Medicine

TUESDAY
Applied Technique of MFCC
Psychopathology 1

Group Supervrsion (Praclicum)

Psychological Assessment I

Psythotherapeuiic Techniques of MFCC
(jroup Pro<.ess

Proposal Research II. Ill

Learning and C ognition

Psychological Anthropology
Thcoriesof MF( (

Theories of MFCC
( urrent Literature

(C A-nC hild Analysis

Ps>choanalyiit Theory Pari 5

Psychoanalytic Theory Part I

Cross-C ullural Mores and Values
Cross-C ullural Mores and ValuesWEDNESDAY
Projective Techniques m ( Imical Practice
Group Supervision

Ciroup Process

Theories of Personality

Psychopathology I

Psychosomatic A Stress-Related Disorders
Group Supervision (practicum)
(jroup Process

Neurology for Psychologists

KIcinian Theoo and Teihrnque I —::

—

Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment III

Pathological C haraclers in Literature
Cli nical Praclicum II

CTinicarPractitum III

Physiological Psychology
j

~T~~h' ~t "i S
~ D A~~Y

'~~~

Clinical Supervision I, II, III

.Psychology of Birth E- xperienc*-^-^- -^
(iroup Supervision (Practicum)

—Ego Psychology

Exist Psychology and Bible Personalities
The First Two Years A ( linical Perspect
Learning and ( ognition
Proposal Research I, II. II

U

(jroup Process

( linical Practuum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Assertive Training

Statistics

Group Prwess
C linival C ase Conlerence
C linical C ase ( onference
Introduction to Psychoanalytic Technique
Personality Develop A Dream Analysis
Group Process

Writings of Sigmund Freud
Advitnced Clinical Hypnosis

C Horn, PhD
D ClifTord, MD
L Moss, PhD
D ClilTord. MD
W Unger. MD
D. Sharon, PhD
J Besser. PhD
A Brovar, MD
D Primac. PhD
R Phillips. PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
A Brovar, MD

' D ClifTord. MD
T Oleson. PhD
J Packer, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
R Phillips, PhD
L Hedges, PhD
T Oleson. PhD
J Besser. PhD

A Alvarez, PhD
V Sheppcrson, PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
D Sharon. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
M Koven, PhD
L Weisbendcr. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
L Peters. PhD
M Gerson. PhD
L Moss. PhD
R (iruener. PhD
V Hansen. PhD
W Erwin, PhD
I VanBuren, PhD
F' Peters. PhD
D ^spaAa. PhD

E Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Packer. PhD
W Ersvm. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
i^-Moss. PhD
D Primac, PhD
J Packer, PhD
A Brovar. MD

—A Pan^jian. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
W R Johnson. PhD
G Gross. PhD
A.J'amuian. PhlX
R (iruener. MD
W R Johnson. PhD

R Phillips. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
J Packer. PhD
An^^vare/.'PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
R Johnson. PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
R Hunter, PhD
M Koven, PhD
L Weisbender. PhD
G Bloch. MDand
R BeniteA DSW
L Singer, PhD
R Hunter, PhD
M Koven. PhD
J (iooch. PhD
R Alexander. PhD
D Marcus, PhD
R E Johnson, PhD
M Koven. PhD
Van Buren. PhD
D EspaAa. PhD

5 00-8 00 pm
5 (M)-8 00 pm

All
C-171

FRIDAY
Comprehensive Review
Sov.ial Bases of Behavior

Staff

B Weiss. PhD

9 00- 1 2 00 pm B.lOO
I 00-3 00 pm C-1 21

T7Hy-6 oopm " ~Fnro5'

V RSAT
Statistics

Qfpup Process andlJechnique
Research Methods

J Gillespie. PhD
-E. Jacobvun, PhD
J Gillespie. PhD

Professional Seminars
Most seminars qualify for ( ontmuing Fdu^.ttion for Nurses and social workers
Approved for Veterans Benefits for those who qualify under VA Regulations
All professionals are welcome to attend ,

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00- \ m pm

Sept 15

Sep! 16

Ps)clK><r»iiia Techniques in Tli#«py L. Moss . PhP

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00- 1 00 pm

6.00-|0()0pm
9 ((0-5 00 pm

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00-1 00 pm

t} 00- 10 00 pm
9 00-5 00 pm

9 00-5 00 pm'
9 00-3 00 pm

9 00-5 00 pm
9O0-3 00pm'

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00-3 00 pm

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00-5 00 pm

Sept 22

Sept 23

Sept 28

S^pt 29

Oct 20

Oct 21

Oct 26

Oct 27

Nov 3

Nov 4

Nov 17

Nov 18

Dec I

Dec 2

Dec 8

Dec 9

The Significance of Boundary la 3yMkiMls
in Psyckollierayy

Psychosynlhesis

Diagnosis and Treatment of Multiple
Personality

Worfcing with the Homosexual ( lienl

Social Busts of Behavior

Social Bases of Behavior (2)

Social Bases of Behavior (3)

A. Panajian. PhD

T Oleson. PhD

R. Solomon. PhD
i.

T Qleson. PhD ,'

S

v'

B Weiss. PhD

B.Weiss. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

Prenalal and Postnatal Implkalions in

PsychoanablicaJ Tkougkl
W Erwin. PhD

_ ^ Continuing Education Classes

CGI has-been approved^y the American Psychological Association to offer continuing education
lor psychologists APA approval is limited to organizations and does not imply endorsement of
individual offerings.

9:00-5 00 pm Sept 9 Sports Psycfcology ami Pailanniicc
Enlnaccawat

A. Brovar. MD
T Oleson. PhD

6 00-10 00 pm
9 00-5:00 pm

Nov 9

Nov 10

DoaMstIc VUlenc* M. Gerson. PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles. Orange County
Group Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location
Individual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy. Disserutiop Study, and Internships
are available by arrangement.
The California Graduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of PubUc Instruction
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UCLA's Mack and Olympic
batters
By Tarn Til

Staff Wthtar

UCLA's Shane Mack, the starting right fielder on the U.S. Olympic Baseball team has hit
over .500 the last two weeks to raise his batting average to .271

.

U.S^ Olympic baseball team

Far a wma^ mad a half, the U.S. Olympic
basebaEP teani, Iwi been on the move, never
staying ajay plaor lor waor^ than three days be-
fore naoviag oaiD arm challenges, new opjx)-
nents, bat iIimiiI ahrays ending with the same
result, wha/t U-Su Coach Rod Dedeaux calls
^pil\ik)2jsmf^ the vflagCL.'"

While thr oppoaeais have been sent reeling,
while the plarvcn have almost dropped from
exhamtio4ai» Shane Mack has learned to relax.
When thr lonr be^ao, lr» members of the

team cotild ima^mt ]^ boM grueling the tour
would be. One paitknlaHx nast> stretch had
the teitm plajfiii^ in 19 different cities in 20
day*^ andlem of them were major
metropolitaB areas. For €ver\ Philadelphia,
there waft a Cape CoiL Sure, you can go to
Chicago, bat the next dav vou have to go to
Battle Creck„ Mich., the hoaie of Kellogg's.

In the cad^ ctajs of the trip, n-ou couldn't
blame Madk« tibe iocmer UCLA star who ter-
rorizetf (the Fac^lO far three >^ears, for wanting
to come hoBHe.. On «Mne mornings, it was up
at 5:30i a.m>, then a trip of a few hours to the
ae^it sile« a giir, and then sleep, with the

v^ '^utine starting again the next day.
His battmg average never got off the

pound, hanging around the .150 mark. Then
ae learned to relax.

*u ."^^^Sr
^"^ °^ *^° games, some guys made

that adjustment," says Mack, the lone Bruin
on the 20-man U.S. squad. Tm hitting close
to .500 over the last week and a half. Before
that I was doing terrible, hitting .150
somethmg. I m almost at .300 now."
What has worked in Mack's favor on the

tour is that several of the games have been
played in major league ballparks before major
league games. Cleveland, Detroit, Bostwi,
Houston and San Francisco have been a few of
the stops on the tour, and Mack and his
teammates have benefitted from the advice of
people who should be listened to. - -

"I was holding the bat real tight,** says
Mack. "I talked to Rod Carew^in Boston, and

D JiP*^
"^e about relaxing, l^lse talked-

m

Bobby Bonds. I'm standing straighter now,
and I get more power... hitting has a Iqt to do
with the mind.

"

_. ._ :__

But while playing daily for a month and
half (the team has had three offdays since
June 16) has tired the team, it has also given

Continued on Page 14

has that gold medal look
By Tom Timmermann
Staff Writer

Hyperbole abounds when it

comes to the Olympics. Half
of the people involved are
labelled great, or near great,
and impossible comparisons
with performers and teams
from years past are made.

But if anybody tells you
that the U.S. Olympic
baseball team is the greatest
amateur team ever assembled,
believe them. '^'^~

With the possible exception
of their fielding, the Olympic
team fy~strong Th every
department. The team batting
average is .313, thay aro fiio

ficial roster has an ERA of
over 2.50. John Hoover, who
iias thrown the most innings
of anyone on the team, also
leads in ERA, with A neat
0.81. This team doesn't mess
around.

"Our future is now," says
coach Rod Dedeaux, better
known locally as the longtime
coach of use's baseball team.
"We can't take pitchers who
will be good in four or five
years. We need the ones who
are best right now. Now, you
take the pitchers from the
other countries. They will be
experienced pitchiprs."

'"hat might be the one

cessful on over 80 percent of
their stolen base attempts and
the team ERA is 2.09. The
team averages over seven runs
a game, which leaves a lot of
leeway for subpar fielding.

So what if the pitching staff

doesn't have any lefties. In 31
games, of which the team has
lost four and tied one, no pit-

cher still on the 20-man of-

saa-disadvantage the U.S. team
has. Up until June 11, when
the team opened training
camp4fl-touisville, Ky:, most
of the team members only
knew each other as opponents.
The oldest players on the team
are Billy Swift and Flavio
Alfaro, both of who will turn
23 in October. The youngest
member is Chris Gwynri,
brother of San Diego Padre

outfielder Tony, who won't be
21 until October.
'*Vm an optimist," savs

Dedeaux. "I think we're going
to win."

So do a lot of other people.
"We felt we had to win

every exhibition game," savs
former UCLA star Shane
Mack. "If we lost, people
would ask 'What are we sen-
ding to the Olympics?'

"

"Everyone on the staff is a
good pitcher," says former Cal
State Fullerton catcher Bob
Caffrey, who has been home
only one day after his Fuller^
ton team defeated Texas in the
^ampionship game at the
College iVorfd ^ries in June^
"They can locate their pitches"
and throw the breaking ball

over the pTafe.^'
"

If the pitching staff has a
problem, it's that they have
too many people who should
be in the starting rotation.
Dedeaux plans to cnoose three
(of his eight man staff) to be
starters, who he'll look to get

Continued on Page 13

The amazing Moses anch

his incredible win streak
By Jim O'Connell
AsxKkjted Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Edwin Moses doesn't worry
about his winning streak en-
ding. He just wants to make
sure it lasts for one more final~ one that would mean gold
for the world record-holder.
The last time Moses was

defeated in a 400-meter hur-
dles final was seven years ago.
^inoe then he has set the
world record three times and
won 89 straight finals.

"The streak doesn't matter
right now," Moses said Tues-
<^*y at—a—news

—

conference

straight finals in the
^OOnmelar hurdte.

"Pm looking for number 90
because that will be in the
.Olympic Games and-
gold medal."
Moses began his amazing

string of victories — quali-

fying heats don't tount toward
thp streak — on Sept. 2, 1977,
in Dusseldotff, West Ger-
many, and his latest was in
the Olympic Trials last month
when he made sure he would
have a chance at a second
gold medal.
He set the world record of

47.02 seconds in August 1983
in Koblenz, West Germany.
There is a strong group of

hurdlers in Los Angeles who
will make Moses work for his
90th straight victory, among
them the man who last beat
J^oses to the tape in a final,
Narald Schmid of West Ger-
many.
"He is the guy to beat,*^said

Moses, who won the 400 hur-
-dles-in^ Montreal ifr 4976. "He
should be on the minds of
myself and the other

Continued on Page 14
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YOU CAN AFFORD A

NAKAMICHI
STEREO CASSEHE DECK

• Dolby B-C
• Timer Switch
• Memory
• Auto Repeat
• Metal Tape
• Master Fad6r

COME IN AND AUDITION

We feel that the BX150 at only
»499»» Is the most MUSICAL
sounding cassette deck In the

world.

^2 WILSHIRE BLVd!
Santa Monica 453 4451

HOURS: Mon.-Saf. 10-6

ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
-HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS " 389-9060

Other Locations:^*

1310 San Fernando Blvd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Bfvd, across from
Busch Gar<|ef>s m Mfix\ Nuyr

1717 W Colorado. Eagle Rock
7606 Footfiill Blvd .'Tujunga

9024 RecceatiOrt Circle Fountain Valley

Olympic Briefs. ..2 days until Opening Ceremonies

By Jean-Pierre Catlviela

Staff Writer

— History has a funny way of burying itself.
As a people, we've been telling stories about

the Olympics since they first began in ancient
Greece. As a nation, most of us are aware of
America's Olympic heroes; names like Jesse
Owens, Jim Thorpe and Mark Spitz will bear
many more years before they are forgotten.
And UCLA, having educated some 156

Olympians, has and will continue to have
many names to point to and to be proud of.
But there is one we've missed.
He was a man named Farid Simaika, a stu-

dent at UCLA during its early days, a world-
class diver — and one of UCLA's stranger
stories.

*

For many years, UCLA records have in-
dicatpd that the * " ""tchoors first Olympic uiedalii^l young man.was George J. Jefferson, who won a bronze in

<

ite Simaika as
rnpic medaiist

the 1932 Los Angeles Olympics. But it has
been discovered that Simaika, a foreign stu-
dent^ won UCLA's_fy-st Olympic medal in the
1928 Games, UCLA Historian Steven Sann
said this week.
Sann attributed the misinformation to poor

recording and lack of funding during UCLA's
early days. "There was no money for sports in-
formation back then," Sann said. "We were
lucky if we could pay the coaches." .

Sann also said it is possible Simaika was not
the first UCLA athlete to win a medal, as
future research may show that an earlier med-
alist existed.

Simaika's story begins in 1907 in Alexan-
dria, Egypt, the place of his birth. That arid
land may seem like a strange place for a
world-class diver to come from, and perhaps
that is why Simaika came to California as a

LA.

»»v' Continued from Page 12

^ The CoK of the XXIII
Olympiad mOk officially be
aeclared open cashr SatuitUy

f^f^Pg wben tiK Pkoidait of

opening speech. MmmdA Bey
has been IImji i if to josl 16
;^prds b^ the iBtanational
^^ynipic Cn—am, wfaidb \s.

customary far (tihe official an-
nounceaaoit.

,«j5 <^*P«cify crowd of
120,000 at the Los Anflelei
Coliseum is cxpccfted with the
ceremoaacs hegBngq^ M 4:30
p.m. and wmmimL wridk 7-30
P m. 142
to

and if

^he pricje is a steep $200
dollara.

value ol the tidkct.
There w€l be

guest speakers, including the
President of the LAOOC,
Peter V. Ueberroth. Edwin
Moses, the unbeatable 400
meter hurdler, will take the^
prestigious athletes oath and
will speak 45 words. The
LAOOC will not release the
names of the other sheakers
saying that it's a confidential

matter.

Former Bruin Mike Tully
continued his onslaught in the
ix>le vault as he broke his own
American record last week at

the Prefontaine Invitational in

Eugene,Ore. Tully surpassed
his outdoor mark of 19-0

H

which he set at the U.S.
Olympic trials by clearing
jaj

1984
not to challenge the world
record of 19^V4 set by the
Soviet Union's Sergei Bubka
earlier in the year.

Some other big marks at the

^ Tully also had three at-

tempts at 19-2V^ and chose

Prefontaine classic, named
after the late Oregon distance
star Steve, were turned in by
China's Zhu Jianhua, the
world record holder in the
high jump at 7-10, who won
in his first appearance in the
U.S. with a leap of 7-7 V\\
and by distance specialists

Joaquim Cruz, Steve Scott and
John Walker.

Oregon's Cruz, who will
compete under his native flag
of -> Brazil in the Olympics,
won the 1,000 in 2:14.54.
Cruz rcaptured the 800 and

y

SEE YOUR PHOTOS
TODAY
• **

SEE YOUR SLIDES (E-6)

TODAY
* • •

ENLARQEMEMTS
- TOMORROW—

*••
LOW FILM PRICES

WE PROCESS

1,500 meters at the 1984
Continued on Page 15
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Fields inks pact
with Milwaul<ee
By John Nadel
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES (AP) — For-
ward Kenny Fields, who sign-
ed a four-year contract with
the Milwaukee Bucks Tues-
day, admitted that his recent-
ly completed career at UCLA
was less than satisfying.

"I just want to enjoy the
game again," Fields said by
telephone from his parents'
nearby Inglewood home,
when asked about his budding
career in the National Basket-
ball Association. "I really
began to enjoy it during the
post-season (all-star tourna-
ments). It's been two or three
years since it's been fun."

Fields, a 6-foot.7, 225-
pounder, was the 21st player
selected in the first round of
last month's NBA draft. He
finished his four-year career at
UCLA as the school's sixth
leading scorer. In his senior
season, he averaged 17.4
points and 6.9 rebounds per
game.
The signing took place in

Los Angeles. Terms were not
announced, but Fields said,
"It's a great contract."

Milwaukee Coach Don
Nelson said Fields is "a tal^

ented player who can play our
style of basketball."

Fields' career at UCLA was
up-and-down almost from the
start as the Bruins gradually
fell from national prominence.
Late in his freshman year,
Coach Larry Brown of the
Bruins dismissed him from the
team for a brief period before
taking him back.

Fields, 22, played his final
three years at UCLA under
Larry Farmer, who resigned
from the coaching position last

spring.

"I didn't have any conflict
with Larry, he's a nice per-
son," Fields said. "It could
have been so much fun there.
There were $ lot of problems
there which I don't care to
discuss.— *^ was accused of a^Tor of
different things which weren't
true. I think I was (a
scapegoat). Now that UCLA's
behind me, I'm enjoying
basketball again."

*

While admitting he hopes to
help the Bucks in his rookie
year. Fields said, "Right now,
I just want to make the team,
get over the initial jitters. And
enjoy the game again."

As far as UCLA is concern-

Kenny Fields, UCLA's sixth all-time leading scorer, signed a
four-year pact with the Milwaukee Bucks.

ed. Fields said the school
made a smart decision when it

hired Walt Hazzard to suc-
ceed Farmer.

"I think the addition of
Coach Hazzard is a good

move," he said. *T think
they'll be all right. It will take
a while to get the program
back on the right track. If

anybody can do it, Coach
Hazzard can do it."

Simaika —
Continued from Page 10
Though his early history is

obscure, records show Simaika
was a member of the
respected Hollywood Athletic
Club as early as 1927. Simaika
was also on the roster of the
Los Angeles Athletic Club in

1928. He was probably at-

tracted to the region because
of its reputation as a center
for the world's best swimmers
and divers, much as Mission
Viejo is a center for swimming
today, Sann said.

Simaika was coached by
Fred Cady, who was on staff
at the L.A. club, and who
coached some of the world's
greatest divers during that'
time: Clarence ^^BusterV*-
Crabbe, **Dutch" Smith,
Mickey Riley and Georgia
Coleman among others.

Work apparently went quite
well for Simaika as he made it

to the 1928 Olympic Games in

Amsterdam.
Stanford University's Al

White had picked upr the ^old=^
in platform diving at the 1924
Paris Games, and Ulise Des-
lardins, a Stanford alum who
had also competed in Paris,
was probably a favorite to do
the same in Amsterdam. Des-
jardins, a Frencli-Canadiaa
from Manitoba, Canada (born
in 1907, the same year as
Simaika) and an American cit-

izen, would represent the
U.S., Simaika would represent

Continued on Page 14
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Olympic Baseball
Continued from Page 10
six or seven strong innings out
of before going to the bullpen.

* About the only pitcher not
being considered for the star-

ting rotation is Pat Pacilo of
Seton Hall, who has had
shoulder problems. Some
strong favorites for the star-

ting rotation would be Sid
Akins, who played under
Dedeaux at USC and already
knows the words to Dedeaux's
theme song, "McNamara's
Band," and Billy Swift of
Maine, the Nd. 2 pick in the
spring baseball draft.

The infield is uncertain, on-

ly because they are long on
shortstops and* short on second
and third -baseman. Mark
McGwire, another Trojan,'
will be fighting for the first

base spot with Mississippi

State's Will Clark. Its a tough
choice: McGwire's hitting .380

on. the team's American tour,

while Clark is hitting . 402.

Dedeaux Teels tliat Clark is the
best looking young hitter he
has seen since Fred Lynn and
that while McGwire doesn't

have the power that another
former Trojan, Dave

Kingman, had, he has plenty.
"You don't have to hit the ball
500 feet. 370 will usually be
enough."
The outfield, which could

probably play in the major
leagues already, will be
Gwynn, Mack and Arizona
State's Oddibe McDowell,
who just signed a contract
with the Texas Rangers.
Gwynn missed part of the tour
with an ankle injury, which
gave Dedeaux a place to put
Clark.
On its barnstorming tour of

the nation, the Olympic team
has played before some fairly
good sized crowds. In Battle
Creek, Mich., where the U.S.
Olympic hockey team drew
2,000 people for a game be-
fore the Winter Olympics, the
baseball team drew 7,200, a
sellout crowd. Other sellouts
have been in Cooperstown,
N.Y., Albany, N.Y., Norfolk,
Vir., Durham, N.C., Jackson,
Miss., and Tri-Cities, Wash.,
Hutchison, Kan; and San An-
tonio Tex. _^

Prior to Monday's Angel-
Mariner game at Anaheim
Stadium, 20,000 people show-
ed up early to watch the
Olympians mangle a team of
Orange County All-Stars, 14-

2.

Dedeaux feels that the more
popular support Olympic
baseball has, the better chance
it has of becoming an official

sport. "If they can draw at the
gate, they'll make it an official

sport," said^edeaux.
With their cross-country

odyssey coming to an end, the
team has now settled down in
the USC Olympic Village,
relaxing for the first time since
the tour began. Two more in-
form^^ exhibitions are
scheduled prior to the opening
game of the Olynipic baseball
tournament, Fridav at 6 p.m.
at Stengel Field in Glendale
and Sunday at 1 p.m. at Blair
Field in Long Beach. Their
first game is against Chinfee
Taipei on July 31. (

There is talk that if KoiVa
were to win the Olympic
baseball tournament here, it

would greatly improve the
chances of the game becoming
an official sporr at the" 1988
Olympics in Seoul, South
_Korea. But don't count on the
Koreans knocking off the
home team.

Tye said that I'd do
anything to see baseball made
an official sport," says
Dedeaux. "But..."

The Oiyntpics...oniy 2 days away. Two of the top players on the U.S. Olympic Baseball team
are USC's Mark McGwire and UCLA's Shane Mack, diving
iDack to first base ahead of McGwire's tag. ^^

Welcome Olympic Visitors!!!
Come visit us for the Westsides best Thai Food.

Specialties include: Thai Salad • Satay Beef • Pad Thai
Curries • Shrimp Pancakes
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Americans who qu-alified,

especially since they have not
seen him before."

The other Americans whp
will face Moses and Schmid
are Danny Harris, an 18-

year-old sensation from Iowa
State, arid Tranel Hawkins,
^nother newcomer to interna-

tional competition who hails

from Moses' hometown of

Dayton, Ohio.
"I didn't get to see them

run in the trials for obvious
reasons," Moses said, drawing
a laugh from the media. "I

ran in lane 8 and couldn't see

them," he said, explaining
that it was his position at the
start — not the fact that he
finished ahead of his rivals —
that kept him from seeing the
racers.

"I haven't analyzed any of
Harris' races," Moses said of

his much younger competitor.
"But in a meeting between us,

my 28-year-old body thinks

it's 18."

Harris, a defensive halfback
at Iowa State, burst upon the

track scene much the way
Moses did in 1976. The NCAA
champion has turned in a
clocking of 48.02, the second
fastest time this year behind
Moses, making him the fifth

fastest man in the history of
the event.

In' addition to Schmid, Har-
ris and Hawkins, Moses will

face a field featuring Henry
Amike of Nigeria and Sven
Nylander of Sweden, who
competie for the University of

Missouri and Southern Meth-
odist, respectively.

"This should be the best

competition for me," Moses
said. "You never know who's
going to run well and there's

no guarantee the streak will

continue. I should have the

advantage because of m>' year^
of experience and competing
at big meets, small meets and
under all conditions. I always
hope I'm ready for any situa-

tion." \
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his homeland, Ej^pt.

There were no real surprises

in the springboard competi-
tion: Desjardins won the gold
medal and Simaika won the
bronze. But that changed in

the platform competition.
While rules were slightly

different then, the competition
was basically similar: after
each diver had completed a
series of dives, a panel of five

judges multiplied performance
scores by difficulty factors,

and came up with the overall
score.

When the judges had added
up the scores for the platform
event, Desjardins, undoubted-
ly the favorite, had won the
silver medal — and Simaika
had won the gold.

It must have been quite a
moment for Simaika. From
around the worlds he'd come
to train with the best, and
now he'd topped them all.

He'd made good," arid now he
stood on the highest platform,
ready to receive the gold
medal. What a thrill for him
to watch his country'« flag run
up the pole as the orchestra
played the Egyptian national
anthem.

It was about then, with the
flag halfway up the pole, that
the judges discovered they had
made a mistake when they

tian would have to settle for

the silver. The men were ask-
ed to change places, one flag

replaced another and the song
the orchestra finished was the
"Star- Spaneled Banner."

Simaika nadn't lost to just

anyone: records at the Inter-

national Swimming Hall of

Fame quote many as calling
Desjardins the "greatest diver
of the half-century."

No doubt both men had
some trouble looking at each
other that day.

Simaika's diving didn't end-
ed there. Between 1927 and
1935, he won four Amateur
Athletic Union championships,
three in the platform and one
in one-meter springboard div-
ing.

In the second semester of
the 1930-31 academic year,
Simaika enrolled at UCLA's
College of Letters and
Science, barely two years after
the campus had moved to

Westwood, and only seven
vears after it had changed
from a two-year to a four-year
school. He stayed for four
years, but left school for the
professional diving circuit in
1935, never completing his

degree.
^

Simaika starred in several
World's Fail water shows.
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tallied the final scores. After
modifiers had been figured in,

and the scores completely
totaled, they found th^t Des-
jardins, not Simaika, had won

back when a major appeal to
the fairs was athletics com-
petition, ii«—appeared—tn--the
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Mack
Continued from Page 1

1

Mack the opportunity to
address his problems im-
mediately. And he knew there
were parts of his game he
needed to concentrate on.

"I knew I needed to work
on a lot of things. There was a
lot of stuff I needed to know,
and (the tour) showed that I

drd. Playlng~every day gives"
you a chance to work on it. At
UCLA, I was just trying to
work oh things."

Mack was drafted by the
San Diego Padres as the 11th
pick overall in the draft, and
he has already signed with the
team. (He can't recieve any
money from the club, though,
until after the Olympics,)
After the Games, he will
report to the Padre affiliate in
the California League, after
which he'll go to winter ball
and then be given a chance at
AAA

—

He's not afraid. "Pi

Chicago, Cleveland and New
York shows and toured with
the famous Billv Rose
"aquacades" in 1937,' *39 and

Continued on Page 15

this."

Mack has a knack of mak-
ing everything Ippk easy. As a
sophomore, he hit .419, and
though he's hitting only .271,
Dedeaux still has enough con-
fidence in him to bat him se-
cond in the lineup. '*He
started off bad," says
Dedeaux, "but he's starting to
hit."

Thf?:^ support^the team -has
gotten so far has been good,
especially, says Mack, in ma-
jor league cities. "It's a thrill,

with the crowd chanting
UISIA!"

^

Depsite the fact that the
team wasn't really a team at
all until the middle of June,
there have been no problems
with developing a cohesive
feeling. "We knew if we all
got together, we could play
together. Thi^ team would
make a good strong AA
team."

Given the chance. Mack canKonk^ TTD nein them pi
ball has got to be easier than in the world.

help them prove to be the best

Simaika
Continued from Page 14

-^^Interestingly, one of Ifls-— - o /» »^»«»^ v»* Ilia

most popular diving acts was
a blindfolded tatidem high
dive he performed with his

L.A. Athletic Club colleague
hall- of-famer "Dutch" Smith!
The dives were filr^ed by
Metro Goldwyn Mayer's Pete
Smith, assumed to be Dutch's
brother?

Another of his famous acts
was a 66-foot tower dive that
he performed twice, daily at
the Canadian National Exhib-
ition in Toronto.

Simaika's seven-year profes-

sional diving career included a
European tour with Desjar-
dins, the man who had taken
the gold medal from Simaika's
neck at the 1928 Olympics.
-They had become good
frionds.

But World War II clou^d
the world and the diving
cicuit. In 1942, Simaika
returned to the U.S., became
a citizen and enlisted in the
Army,Air Corps. He became a
pilot.

He remained a citizen for

two years, until early 1944,
when his plane was shot down
over New Guinea. Simaika,
37, was captured and killed

by headhunters.
Simaika was awarded the

Distinguished Flying Cross
posthumously, and has been
inducted into the Interna-
tional Swimming Hall of
Fame, at Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida.

His memory remains as a
tribute to UCLA Olympians,
and to history as yet un-
covered.

Briefs
Continued from Page 11

NCAA Championships and
will seek to win medals in

both races this summer.
Seott wen tli€^m ile i n

3:54.44 while Walker, the
1976 Olympic gold medalist in

the 1,500, took the top honors
in the 5,000 at 13:43.32. The
New Zealander will bypass the
shorter race and concentrate
on the 5,000 in the Olympics.
Former Bruin Dave Laut,

who won the shot put at the
Olympic trials , placed second
at the Prefontaine classic with
a mark of 68-1 1^2, while
another former Rniin, Karin
Smith, had virtually no com-
petition in the javelin and
won the event at 195-3.

While American and foreign

athletes a busily preparing for

the Olympic, the east-bloc
countries that are boycotting
the Games are participating in

Olympic Day meets. While
the festive mood has not been
evident the record-setting per-

formances have.
Two world records have

fallen, one has been tied, and
a new American mark was set

in the heptathlon.' Jane
Frederick's totaled 6,611 in

jEast Qermany to break th^

record of 6,520, held by
UCLA's Jackie Joyner.

—By Kevin Daly
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Robert Remstein, Assistant ReView Editor

OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL
r

a daring Turandot, Flute,

Op
Grimes

Gwyneth Jones as Tur^ndot

.

By Bob Rems tein. ^%%\%\.Qnl Review
tlliVOT

—— ~~~

Some have callf'd Mozart's The
Magic Flute the ^lealest opera ever
written. Whether that is true or not.
The MiifTjc Flute certainlyus one of
the most unusual operas ever compos-;
ed. Its somewhat/^)nfusinK and con-
voluted plot concerns the triumph of
reason and love (|0 that order) over
the forces of darkness, while also ad-
ding; elements of political satire and
Masonic mysticism.

The Royal Opera of Covent
Garden, in its performances last week
at th^ Dorothy Chandler Pavilion, of-
fered a supremely artistic Magic Flute,
elegant yet entertaining, beautifully
sung but also highly visual.

The basis for the opera's story is

Mozart's cc^cern for Freemasonry, a
45ort of rationalist and mystical frater=

nal society that was popular among
certain artists and intellectuals toward
the end of the 18th century. Pamina,
daughter of the Queen of the Night,
has been kidnapped by Sarastro, the
head of this secretive organization.
The Queen of the Night sends
Tamino, a noble prince from a faroff
land, to rescue her from his clutches.
When Tamino reaches Sarastro's pal-
ace, he becomes convinced that
Sarastro is really good, and decides to
undergo the tasks necessary to become
an initiate in his society.

Eventually, Tamino and Sarastro
team up to defeat the forcp^ nf fh^
Queen of the Night, saving their tem-

pie of wisdom. It has hf>pn tnggQ^t^^
that the Queen of the Night represents
Empress Maria Theresa of Austria
who strongly opposed the Freemasons;
that lamino represents Joseph II of
Austria, who was much more liberal
in his attitude toward the group; and
that Pamina stands for the Austrian
people, caught between these two ex-
tremes.

As a story, this is a psycho-political
fairy tale. When put to music bv the
mature Mozart, this being his final
opera, it becomes a work of great
beauty and considerable substance. In
this production, the sets and the stag-
ing were often more captivating than
the actions of the characters were.
The singing, however, especially by
the main characters, was excellent.
Stuart Burrows, as Tamino^ sang with
a warm and engaging tenor voice.
.RpberLLloyd. as Sarastro^ was a pro-
perly awe-inspiring bass. Thomas
Allen, as the whimsical bird-catcher
Papageno, provided both humor and
emotion in his singing, receiving the
best response from the audience.
Ulrike Steinsky, as the Queen of the
Night, had some difficulty navigating
the jumps between the high notes in
her part. Helen Donath, who played
Pamina, won mv heart, at least, with
her lyrical and lovely, yet suprisingly
powerful soprano.

The orchestra, under the direction
of Sir Colin Davis, played
magnificently throughout, providing a
rirh background to a truly degaiil

Placido Domingo and Yoko Watanabe in Turandot

B y Wi lliam Rabkm. Kevievv Editor

if you've seen Turandot once,
you've seen Turandot r Period. With
the possible exception of Carmen, no
opera has been more standardized in
its performance than this^.

Just thinking of Turandot brings
one Italo-Chinese cliche to mind im-
mediately: the long, sweeping staircase
down which the princess makes her
long, sweeping entrance. The staircase
that dominates every production of
the opera ever done.

Until now.
The Royal Opera Company's pro-

duction of Puccini's last woi;k ly
nothing less than radical. Gone are
the stairs, gone is the ice princess.
What is here is a work that is far
more stylized than the usual produc-
tion. But at the same time far more
human.

vow never to love a man and the stirr-
ings she feels inside. Calaf, too, is

giverr doubts — he is not the usual

The big problem with Turandot has
always been its people: in order to
make his point about the power of
love, Puccini made love seem impossi-
ble. The hero chases and wins a
princess who's been a monster all her
life while neglecting the beautiful
slave girl who loves him so much she
dies rather. than endanger him. And
while Calaf does win over Turandot
at the end, the prize hardly seems
worth Liu's sacrifice — the creep wins
the bitch and they deserve each other,
as one astute observer put it.

But director Andrei Serban opted to
make> Turandot a little more

cocky swain, but truly lovestruck, of-

fering the princess his life not because
he IS sure he'll spare it, but because
life isn't worth living without her.

This production could not work
without a Turandot who could act
brilliantly. Fortunately, Gwyneth
Jones is a superb actress, managing to
convey the intricate, conflicting emo-
tions this interpretation calls for. (It's
probably to her advantage here that
this is her first Turandot.) Unfortu-
nately, she is not as good a singer as
An actress — she has always had a
tendency towards shrillness, and when
she has to hold a note she occasionally
comes dangerously close to a shriek.
The rest of the. cast is uniformly

brilliant. Placido Domingo is not only
_ the best tenor ia the world, but with

production.
psyt'liolog

us a princess who is torn between her

his panache and his dashing good

1^1
^ ^e is also the perfect Calaf.

(Alas, thanks to the bizarre acoustics
at the Dorothy Chandler Pavilion,
Domingo's voice was too often muffl-
ed, or overwhelmed by the orchestra— at least in one part of the theater.
People sitting elsewhere claim there
was no problem. The fault, it seems,
Ify in the house, and not in the star.)
And Yoko Watanabe is a delicate,
beautiful Liu, with a voice as shy and
yet as strong as the character herself.

This was the world premiere of this
production of Turandot. While it may
have been a radical H^parfur^ ff^m

^chulugically plausiDie. He has given the past, one suspects t will be the
'
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Jon Vickers stars in a grim Peter Grimes
By Jennifer Kim

Few operas are as depressing

in a Doestoevskian manner as

is Peter Grimes, performed
recently at the Music Center
by the Royal Opera of Covent
Garden. Consequently, this

Benjamin Britten work has yet

to receive popular acceptance
by the opera world. The pro-

duction starred Jon Vickers,

who is considered, especially

after having played the part
for seventeien years, to be the
world's fjnest interpreter of

the role. With a deep and
mournful bass to complement
his mature and sullen charac-
terization of Grimes, the old

•^. hermit fisherman, Vickers
almost embodied the
foreboding gtey-blue land-
scape in which the opera was
situated. This is no well-loved,

crowd-pleasing work, this
Tefer GrJmes, with scene affeF
longfaced scene of minor-key
arias which emphasize harshly
the atmosphere of the
Borough, Britten's troubled
Fast Anglican fishin-g town.

For the most part, this dif-

ficult opera was handled with
remarkable ease by the Royal
Opera. The orchestra was
more than adequate, although
onstage activities sometimes
interfered with the opera's
flow, including a frustratingly

long scene change behind old

fisherman's quilts (the stage is

j^ithout a formal curtain).

However, certain clever
touches made up for these

problems, such as the casual
appearance of the cast onstage

before the house lights went
down for the first scene, in
which the townsfolk enter a
courtroom in readiness for
Grimes' inquest.

His young apprentice has
died at sea before the time
frame of the opera begins, and
Grimes' questionable conduct
has put him under the suspi-
cion of the townsfolk.
Although the eventual verdict
is one of accidental death.
Grimes realizes that the
townspeople will never accept
his innyence. In an especially
powerful moment, he cries out
bitterly, "You wash your
hands... the case goes on in
people's minds!"

^leather Harper proved a
lush, yet delicate alto and an
equally fine actress in her por-
trayal of the widow Ellen Or-
ford, the one woman Grimes

—tT«sts and ^he- only wornah
Grimes' new apprentice John
(intelligently played b\ young
Massimo Mezzofanti) loves
and looks up to. Harper and
Vickers were an ideal operatic
team as their contrasting
voices, a stormy, booming
bass and a sweet, yet strong
alto, created gorgeous duets
and thoughtful solos,,

The Anglican tongue is

quite difficult to assume, and
even more difficult to discern
clearly unless the singer can
manage to strike a medium
between authenticity^ and ver-
bal clarity. In this case,
Thomas Stewart as the wise
old skipper Balstrode was a
refreshingly audible bass.

helping the crucial stages of
the opera along with his

masterful execution and expert
diction. Also notable was
baritone Stafford Dean, the

magistrate of the Borough,
whose remarkable tenor-
bordering-baritone singing
was a wonder to hear due to
its a^urance and authority.

Although the least accessible
of the operas in the Olympic
Arts Festiv^al series, by no
means was Peter. Grimes the
least important.
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^Sundays 10:30AM. Church Of 2.
4( Cosmic Consciousness. 10420j(.
•jr Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759 ,¥.

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE 5-A

ASSORTED Olympic tickets for sale

Track/Water Polo, finals. Great Seats
competitive price 206-0903 day or 208
5481 eve -— '

^

' —
GYMNASTICS Tickets-Men's team op
tional finals and women's rhythmic finals

$95 00 seats, make offer Steve or Kathy
206-0946 after 3 00pm.

NEED a place to stay tor two people in ex
change for 7 Olympic track tickets Call

203-633-1 1 54 or 203-5&5-5836. Leri. .

OLYMPIC tickets Best seats Cheap
Opening and closifig AH finals m gym
nasties, track/field, « swimming, diving,
basketball, and boxmg Many are 4 seats
together Best offer Sandra Royal, 553
2249

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential Call Julie
Schwartz, 464-8381.

The UCLA Summer Bruin Office will be

open this weekend, Saturday and Sunday,

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank $25-75/week Call 553-9828 for in-

formation.

fvJONDIABETICS needed for research with
artificial pancreas IV's inserted 8 hours,
$50 Call Carol 855-469 1

.

NORMAL, healthy male volunteers be-
tween the ages of 18-45 for gastric acid
secretory studies A monetary compensa-
tion is provided to compensate for the ih-

convenience Call Vern Maxwell (213)478-
3711 X2138, 8AM-4PM Center for Ulcer
ReSfearch and Education

112 Kerckhoff Hall

Classified Phone: 825-2221

HELP WANTED 30-A HELP WANTED SO-A APTS. FURNISHED .50-F

LOST 17-

A

BLACK Cocker Spaniel Male, white mark-
ings, extra large body and ears Reward
(213)455-2437 ,^,^

PREGNANCY 20-B

BUSINESS-PERSONAL SECRETARY
needed for busy psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA Receptionist, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands. 15-

20 flexible hours/week Ideal for student
$5 00/hour start depending on experience
Must have- car Available August 15. Call

now: 476-4453

OLYMPIC Senate Seat Basketball tickets

All events. VIP parking, Forum Club
passes Willing to negotiate any part of

package Call Janet at 725 - 1 345.

OLYMPIC tickets 2-yolleyball Finals. $100
each. 4-Track and Field passes. $80 each.
Tim 479-2929

1 season ticket/Olympic tennis, front row
center counr Best 9fter. 207 8 89. ask for

Richard. __
2 OLYMPIC tickets -closing ceremonies.
Coliseum August I2th Section

15 $95 each 553-3958

2 OPENING Tickets, mid-field, section 22,
row 63 $800/both or best offer. 818-848-

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology
services

Clerk Typist/File Clerk. Requirements: 1

year file clerk experience with minimum 45
wpm typing We are willing to train a
bright, aggressive individual as a legal

secretary. Excellent benefits. Congenial
work environment Call Karen 273-1870.

? —
EARLY morhing child care needed Good
pay Close to campus. Call evenings,
475-4764.

EDITORIAL secretary, medical journal. Ex-
cellent typing, grammar and spelling. Part-

time. Cati Stacey 825-6521

.

SALONS 21-B

DOWNTOWN non-profit business
organization needs clerk with good
English-typing-office machine capabilities
Some Japanese helpful. (213)628-1263

Driving school is looking for college stu-

dents willing to work fulltime. We will train

you to teach driver's education and train-
igg. Call Mitch o r Mario at 881-1594.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-
time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary

PART-TIME housekeeper needed. 4-hours
a day. 3 days a week. $5/hour Call after-
noons 473-6648

special discount for
students _: _i

The Women's Heahh
il Cl in ic—

(213) 657-4269

' Perms, Jeri Curls,

j
Press & Curls

j
& Manicure ""^

I $5.00 discount with this

j
coupon '^~- ~

p~^--=-tO% off all black ^"'-^

I
products

.ihls-

Part-time sales You can make great
money helping businesses with advertis-
ing. Call Mr. Schilling at CMS Marketing
Co-Op (213)657-4519

PART-TIME receptionist needed for small
Westwood office Clerical and light typing
with flexible days and hours. Cpntact Sue
or Roz at 470-8246

UNIVERSITY owned single apartment.
One block from UCLA Available July
20th-Sept 7th, $350?month or for Olympic
period plus security. Must be UC Student
Call evenings. (71 4)974-4 168

1 -bedroom, furnished. 2-3 people. $600
up Fall rental Lease, parking 1387 Mid-
vale. 1 l097"Strathmore, 454-82 1

1

APTS. UNFURN1SHED..T.7;;....52 F
APARTMENT for rent. 2-bed. 1-bath.

seperate dining. room in 4-unit building. 2
blocks from UCLA, carpets, drapes, wsher,
dryer, security Please call Monday-Friday:
859-4457. Saturday. Sunday, eves: 552-
3584 Adults preferred. Apartment
available approx August 5. $950/month.

AVAILABLE 9/1. Van Nuys Freeway close.
2-bedroom. 2^/?-bath. a/c, security. Jacuzzi,
luxury townhouse. mature non-smoker
preferred No pets. $850/month. 818-786-
1682.

I

I

4
I

-1^

S
5017. SALONS 2i .b I

B(.UE N' GCUD HAIR DES(GN
lOQOe LeConfe WmIwooO

(at •ntronce to UCLA)
208 5863

1 lui VIcfcl

TELEPHONING. Beverly Hills, three days.
Sept 4-6, 4pm-7pm $5 00 an hour Call
Lucille Morris. 273-7600

JOB OPPORTUNITIES .32-0

^DMINISTRATIVE^assist^nt. Import/export
distributor company seeks qualified person
to work with V.P. marketing. Management
experience academic/practical helpful.
Some

^
office equipment proficiency is

desireo. Kosition full-time. Excellent work
environment. Some travel may be re-
quired. Candidates should call (213)760-
1801 for interview appointment. Resume,
references required. ^

BRENTWOOD 2-bedroom. $925.
Spacious, close to UCLA, refrigerator,

stove, carpet, & drapes, newly painted.
271-7019.

LARGE STUDIO $540. WALKING
DISTANCE TO CAMPUS. KITCHEN WITH
STOVE AND REFRIGERATOR. 276-1446

LARGE studio, small room for b«d. sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-

cluded. $650/month. Walking distance 1o-
UCLA. 276-1446.

$525 includes utilities. Westwood Village.

Attractive upper bachelor. Fireplace, laun-
-dfy. outside bftck BB€^ g79-i^7.

$550. 1 -bedroom, large. Adjacent B.H.
1,000 sq. ft. dining room, walk-in closet. La
Jolla. north of Wilshlre. No pets. 653-5435.

Olympic Swinnming Tickets

at cost
2 tickets on August 2 for

prellmlrKirles diving.

1 tickets on August 1 for

Pentothalon
Coll (415)595-5865.

CONCERT TICKETS

FOR SALE 6-A

DIANA Ross August 8th. Universal Am-
phitheatre. Two excellent seats, second
row.Best offer Call 553-2996

GOOD DEALS 7.A

Electric portable typewriter $60 Call 473-
5496. Westwood. .

INSURANCE War! Will -beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business
Sporls-cars. multiple ttckets. gobd driver

"discounts. Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount Call Boord Insurance
716-0224.

BLACK HAIR SPECIALS
SHAMPOO, BLOW DRY &
?«?!" • * • $15SHAMPOO. PRESS. CURL $20

YVETTE

J*y

«)

i -^^ Glendon Ave., Westwood
(3 1 closed Monday

^REE.

HELP WANTED 30A
. HELP WANTED ao-A

ASPIRING Commercial and fashion
photographers needed for Santa Monica
based Ad agency. Please call 395-4050

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY- Health-
related, flexible hours, extraordinary in-

come potential. Mr. Bushnell 466-9157.

"Foundation Grants" Research, develop-
ment, production, joint venture. You may
qualify. Disclosure form and information
gijidelines. $24.80. Foundation Research
Div. E.P.B.I. Management Dept. 3000 E.
Colfax Denver. Colorado 80206.
MODELS needed for Ad Agency. 18 to 25.
male and female, no experience neces-
sary; please call 395-4050

OUTSIDE sales. Aggressive, goal-setting
individual. 22-40. service-oriented, in-
dustrial and commercial. 213-225-41 11.

PART-TIME financial phone sales. Experi-
enced only. E.F.Hutton and jCo. Mr, VaQ^
Neet. 273-9800. 826-5171.^"

"

THEATER Arts Majors: Actors and Ac-
tresses needed for voice over commer-
cials; please call 395-4050

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political
Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937.

5650 and $775 two and three bedroom
apt. luxury. Security, carpet, stove, air.

Palms. 397-4117.

VACATION RENTALS 53-F
For Olympics: Two bachelor units, parking
available. 1 -block UCLA, gymnastics, ten-
nis. Reasonable rates. Call 474-8129.

QUEST-HOUSE. Brentwood, near UCLA
Mountain view. Sleeps 2. $400/week. now
thru August. 472-5726.

Olympic visitors. Sublet completely fur-
nished studio. 1-blk from UCLA 2-4 wks
Call 784-9278 after 6pm.

TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 per
we«k. (505)776-8648.

APTS. TO SHARE.......... ..54.f
FEMALE preferred. $300/mo. includes
utilities. Culver City. Days 671-9461. After
6pm 836-2316, Rita.

.8A
NEED model for haircut and blow-dry.

Bruno and Soonie Saloh. Beverly Hills.

Call 277-7045. Kozo

PERSONAL 10A
MOVING to New England September f-irst

Would you like to join me? Leaving sun-

shine, smog, surfers and superficial peo-
ple. Interested in someone sincere,

honest, caring, compatible and believes

that thoughts and love bind two people
Am 32 gay male physician Hassan P.O.

ARTIST-need house rendering/drawing
done. $75. Call John 274-1101. Hurry!
Hurry! Hurry!

ATTRACTIVE females and males to deliver
classy, award winning dancing telegrams
(strip to bikini-type costume, no nudity
ever) $300-$400 weekly, part-tim«. 306-
3449 -

"-'

Pu* 490 1 DiBii twuuO LA. Ca. 90049

BEVERLY Hills attorney needs part-time
typist (60wpm)/law clerk. $5/hour. Up-
perclassman preferred. 855-1fl61

DENTAL Supplies* Sales. Good telephone
voice required. $5 00/hour to start Wili
liatri. (818)706- H W. AflK fflr Mr. Warshaw. Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

FRENCH-speaking household help and
child-care needed part-time Own transpor-
tation required 276-0729.

INVESTMENT Company Phone Rep. Part-
time eves. Mid-Wilshire office. Make ap'
pointments for our agents from furnished
leads. Salary ' commission up to $800/
month. (213)384-9300.

Musician wanted. Bassist wanted by
AuCourant. LA area original high-energy
Pop/wave band. Robin 372-6856.

Needed FR 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-
vice P/T 4PM-9PM. Warehouse. Airfreiflht

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm Is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Frlday 3pm-6pm
Call Paula. 273-09O4.

DINING GUIDE 41.E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvri Th^

NON-SMOKER female preferred. 2-
bedroom Venice apartment. Own room.
$2l2.50/month, utilities included. 3 blocks
from beach Call 396-531 1 from 8-

1

0pm.

RESPONSIBLE female to share large 2-
bedroom in Shermah Oaks. Beautiful with
lots of extras. $350 907-6920.

To Share beautiful 2-bedroom apartment.
Beverly Hills. During Olympics. Use of all

facilities included. 275-9566.

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,
clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities,

furn.. pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479^
5947.

$375 plus $375 security. Non-smoking,
neat, quiet female to share 2-bedroom. 2-
bath sunny, luxury Palms apt. Pool, laun-
dry, close to shopping, bus lines Security

ggi^raph:^».""i:ar
'""""'

il
'
^?. *:;!i"^"'

»' » "« '^*^"«'
825-04 1 7 weekdays.

L
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ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.

INSURANCE ., ....91-1 TYPING.... lOO-l

»«-5k^'^^
^"^ ''"**•"* exchange -for

<Sf^-"^
'earning disabled child Need carSorne evening sitting 459-7448.

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361

ROOM FOR RENT 64F MOVERS 94-1

DRAKE Hotel Santa Monica. On the
beach. All kitchenettes 33 Pico Blvd
394-9354,451-1260

FEMALE, non-smoking, graduate student-
preferred. Furnished poolhouse, lite cook-
ing, refrig. Private entrance. Bel-Air. close
to UCLA, $350/month including utilities

references 472- 1 836.

FEMALE non-smoker must love animals,
private bath, kitchen priviledges $250/
month 477-7771

.

HUGE, sunny. Private entrance, bath
Light cooking, sundeck, laundry. Walk
campus $450. $35/day/Olympics 479-
8748.

OLYMPICS 2 beds, private bath, females
preferred, near UCLA 858-8337 after 6pm
Negotiable. —
Quiet, private room-bath. Breakfast kitchen
privileges Laundry linens Westwood-
Wilshire Male faculty-student. Olympeans
474-7122.

WILSHIRE-ORANGE Hotel Reasonable
rates. Clean, qui^t, residential 6060 W.
8th St.. Los Angeles 213-931-9533.

$325 Room for rent with private entrance
in Brentwood. Call evenings 472-8269

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful 8f Cheap
Careful & Ccxnplete

397-8597 AnytlrDe

E LEPHANT Tl
Moving
657-2146

_ Apartrnents. Offices

Profe$$kxx3l Servk:e for Pearxjts

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced Call anytime
392-1108

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing expenence.
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writing Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

TYPING: fast, accurate. IBM Selectric.
close campus Call Barbara, 826-97 14.

TYPING by word processing -professional
personalized service Quick, easy editing
Office:8624A Reseda. Northridge 885-

JERRYS Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers Free estimates Experience and
reliable Jerry 213-311 -5657

'

OMMATES .65-F SERVICES OFFERED
'.

96T

TRAVEL
: ...J05.J

DISCOUNT Courier flights to N Y JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip. Chicago-$250 00
oundtrip. Call Diane. 213-671-8686

LA -Cairo-Europe exciting past and future
historic tnp 3 weeks from $1007/2 weeks
frorh $850. plus airfare , Inauguration
special 5% sales commission first ten.
with full land payment by August 1st!
Departure September i. 1984 GW Call
Isabelle (818) 791-4918.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-
fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii, Mex-
ico. and Europe Call 479-2657

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K
FORD Fiesta. '78 vSport AM/FM/Cassette
Red/Gold stripe. $l600/obo. Rick, 553-
-5050 x236. — U_

FEMALE Roommate preferred to share 1-

bedroom apartment Non-smoker 15
minutes from UCLA. Call 477-3253-atter
7:30pm.

MGB GT '68 Wire wheels, new tires., rac-
ing green, runs, best offer 656-2415, Mar-
cia

HOUSING SERVICE.... 55-F HOUSE FOR RENT 56-F

-*3|C5|C3|C5|C^C:|C*%3|C5|C****3|C:^

MALE, senior or grad student, share
Brentwood apartment $450. own room
and bath Tim 479-2929.

MALE PREFERRED, non-smoker to share
2-bedroom. 2-bath condo in Playa del Rey.
Fully furnished, pool. Jacuzzi, raquetbati
tennis. Call Alan 306-0771 leave message.
WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,
clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities!
furn.. pool, parking). Anytime 213-479^
5947.

24 HOUR CHIDCARt
through the Olynnplcs (oiulti-
Hngual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experlerx:ed
Excellent references

, ii^tFT* DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St Santa Monica

829^908

PORSCHE. '67 911 5-speed. air, one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine
white exterior Call 859-7095

VOLVO CLASSIC- '67 122S 4.door. im-
maculate condition, rebuilt engine/trans,
overdrive. Michelins. etc. $2,950. Mr
Bushnell 466-9157,

WE will housesit. Young, professional
couple, resident of 15-years. st»ong trade
references Mr Davis, 277-4662. _

flease Note:

The Bruin is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are nori!
refundable.

WALK TO THE OLYMPICS

HOUSE FOR RENT .56-F

FURNISHED, quiet. 1 -bedroom house.
$650. Living-room, kitchen, dinette. 1 block
south Wilshife. Santa Monica. 828-9654.

GUEST house for rent. Large, private,

refrigerator, furnished. Available for the
month of August. Excellent area. 5
minutes Tfdm UCLA. $900 total rent. 837-
8S43.

PACIFIC Palisades. $2000/month.
Available for all or part of August and
Septemoer only. 3-bed.. Z-t)«. View home.
Conveniently located in prime Sunset Blvd.
area 454-4641

WESTWOOD Condominium. 2-bedroom.
2-bath. Security gate and garage. Patio.

air-conditioner and fireplace. For lease at

$950/month. Mr. Chase 613-3320 day.
379-2349 eves.

4 bedroom. 2 dens, fully carpeted. 2 full

baths, fenced, $900. Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas.

4-bedroom. 2'/^-bath townhouse WLA.
$1 ,500/month includes gas. 826-4854.

Prime Westwood North of
Wilshlre location. Spacious 3-

bedroom. 2-bath house with

^ city View, rndkjs room, ^ r)ew j£.

^ kitchen, high beamed ceilings. II
^ deck and jacuzzl. $1500/day II
^ $36.000/month. Call 213-477- II
^M261 doyi or 213-470-9486 Jf.

^ eves. jl

HOUSE TO SHARE... 57 F
LADY has exclusive house-will rent 2
bedrooms to mature responsible person(s)

^orcoupte. Utilities paid $500 874-0633.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58F
BANK executive's own home. 2-story-4-

bedroom. 2-bath, familyroom. BMilt-in-kit-

chen. Master-Suite. $249,500. Wynn,
477-7001.

LIVE near the Marina. Walk to restaurants/

"

shops. 2-bed. home. Remodeled-kitchen,
tow-price $1 33.000 Wynn. 477-7001

4th roommate needed Aug $187 and, or
Sept $246 Kelton and Levering. Call Bob
805-527-3308 .^^ - ^^— *

-

-^^—^-^

SUBLET 66F
APARTMENT for sublet August 1-

September 31 WLA. approx. 3 miles from
UCLA. $500/month for large furnished 1-

bedroom apartment. 825-3491 or 477-
7809.

APT.. 5-6 month sublet. Single, completely
furnished. Hollywood. Available early
August. Only-$299/mo.. Including utilities

461-5331

SECOND Summer Session. Female, non-
smoker. Aug. 12-Sept. 22. $198 75 per
month. Furnished 1 bedroom. Sharon
206-2156. Cathy 824-4005.

SPACKXiS bedroom In 3^bedr66m apart-
ment in Westwood (furnished). July 29-
September 6 or less. $300/month 470-
3796/312-5546

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FeoKilo Pro/Norvpfo
lor upconr>lng ses$k>n$

Fashion. Commercial. Theatrical
Call for appolntnnont

(•16)50a-«6«0

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc
jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates.

EDITING/WORD Processing Established
author will help you clarify your ideas and
present them with power. Grammar, con-
tinuity, style Books, theses, term papers.
Elizabeth Brenner (2 1 3)392-6677.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS: RESUMES;
SCRtPTS. BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

1974 Mustang II. 4-speed. 4-cylinder. runs
m regular PS. PB. Sunroof, a-c. mags
stereo. $1650 Call 453-2658 after 6pm
1976 Toyota Corolla Runs well;
mechanically sound. $800. Barbara 825^
8339 days.

1981 Fiat 2000. Pinan Farina convertible,
5-speed. fuel injection, air-conditioning,
alloy wheels, alarm, luggage rack, low
miles, warranty, extra clean 780-1122
547-0024

'66 Red VW Bug. good condition, needs
minor repairs. $1200 Marti or Alan 394-
7181

'69 Toyota Corona, rebuilt engine, 4 new
tires, reupholstered. receipts $1600 479-
7571. Beth, eves _^
'72 VW Bug Great condition New engine;
new tires FM stereo. $2000 obo 938-
7053

CONDOS FOR SALE...... .7.:67-F

g-bedroom 1-bath wtth^fwany extras .

of charm. Super neightX)rhood near UCLA.
$165,000. '474-7485

PRIME Westwood penthouse condo, north
of Wilshlre. One block to campus. Custom
decorated 2-bedroom, 2-bath unit, full se-
curity building. Spa/Rec room Assumable
12% loan. $179,500.00. Call owner 208-
^6268

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
11322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA 477-8226.

'± TUTORING 0FFERED_v.„^.98-l

'73 Fiat 850 Spider Convertible. Cute, fun
Sportster. Excellent condition. See it. love
it! Moving, must sell. $1800. 764-34aL
oves. 824-2977

'76 Fiat Spider. 46m Loaded. Excellent
condition Must see $4000/obo Mark,
(work) 384-7979 (home) 838-0188

'"

$999 bargain. 2-door Fiat 1974 excellent
condition. Original owner Europe-bound.
Elizabeth Ward 4764)367. 398-2820r-

—

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults Individualized program in writing
skills, grammar, reading comprehension
vocabulary, SAT/TOEFL. Stephanie 395^
-466& —!

nfcAL CvTATCft 6Vh

Dental Office for sale. 1780 sq.

I

foot. Crenshaw Blvd. Gardenia.
Dental equipment also for
sale. Owner will flrxince. Call
pebble, agent for details
376-0806.

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms210.000. 276-6536.(406)625-02 1 2

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms. fireplace, hardwood floors,
garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244.000 276-6536. (408)625-0212

BICYCLES FOR sALE::::r:3i3-K
Swinn. Collegiate 3-speed ladies bike w/
pump. Very good condition Leaving coun-
try. S50. 47flh3Q40(h)/82&-444^(>^) —

MEMORY-TRAINING 'Children." Guaran-
teed results Nationally recognized.
Multiplication. Division, Addition. Subtrac-
Wen . Pfim iics. Spelli f ig. Read ing Com-
prehension 206-4063-Margaret.

TENNIS 80-G
LEARN the correct, simple approach to
tennis! Former #1 player on Santa Monica
Colleges Championship Tennis Team
Debi 466-4021.

TYPING 100-1

A' Quality Wordprocessing from $1.50/
page. Experienced. Dissertations. Term
papers. Theses. Resumes. Editor's Note
306-5069.

MAKING a comeback? Or just starting out.
I have the expertise and enthusiasm to
resurrect your same. Private court Tonv
470-3006. ''

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing. Xerox 860 Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE...: 114.K
'76 Kawasaki Police Special Beautiful.
Good condition. $1300. 836-6460.

'82 Z45 Magna CTM paint 9M $2500 00
obo. '62 Honda CX500 CTM 8M $1500 00
obo 942-5625 days. 978-8166 eves. Ask
Daymond

RIDES OFFERED ...115 K
SALT Lake City ride offered Share gas
and driving July 28 or 29 472-5394

INSURANCE .\ .....91-1

The whole worid Is crazy over the
Classified Olympic Editions, if you
want to be a part of the madness
call us at 825-2221.
i5-word line ad. $3.30/day

$12.00/weel(
Use your Visa or l>1astercard over
•he phone for ease.

^/*<^^

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc!
Bobbie 390-2207. - "

GENERAL typing. IBM Selectric. fast, ac-
curate $1.50-per page Evenings and
weekends 478-8676. days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.——^ ~ » . —-r- -

LETTER Perfect. Professional word^ro^
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
\OQM\on. 935-5570.

FURNITURE. .126L

RANCE BROKERAGE

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 626-4993

I • •WHYtWrMORE.
• For Auto/Motorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• 502'8

• Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

• Suspended License
• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

CALL:213-663-22Bt
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

QUALITY Typing. One day sen^ice. low
rate, walking distance from UCLA Call
474-2370

One Daij Taping
and Ward Rracemmlmg
2S% Student Dtscount

W«««fta«oni. ThmM. Htumt. AppMco
•torn. tctfpH. tagoi. Hoftttlcal, Equo-
Mom. lanouogM. mony lypMfyies
RtlSN TVmNO WHILi VOU WAITf
SpeWng, Fdttino fot»Qn Slud«ot He<p
Mlwu<Bi >im ii Lm iipmm wm

• MATTRESS • * *

M r>ew hotels sets guaranfeedl
TWIN SIT $S8 FULL SET $61
QUIEN SET $M KINO SET $98
New 5 piece bedroom set tna
New fuH siM sleeper ~^:..:.j^.:.„....fli9
N«w sofd ond tove seaf....„. .~:..:$15»
Oak finish coffee tobies $2©
eryj fables $15, lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

FOR Sale: Brown/tan/beige sofabed $350.
Call David at §59-6300 eves, 825-9441
days.

MISCELLANEOUS 128 L
BIOLOGY AND f^EDICAL STUDENTS
MICROSCOPE. EXCELLENT CONDITION
BRISTOL-650 BINOCULAR; OIL IIVII^ER-
SION. CASE INCLUDED. CALL MICHAEL
276-4334.

;
s

f JW»^!!. r, W. JS-

• \

ONE-YEAR membersfiip at Ed Parker
Karate Studio Cost $51000 Will sell for
$400 00obo. Call Alan 306-0771 leave
message.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT 133-L

.1 «0'- '

tp«cM: t«p«imv« i*n*^ •»«

.W8 0455 391-3385

TYPEWF^ITER^electric. IBM Model 'D"
$165. Model "C* $140. Olympia $70. all

good condition 618-784-3000

.».
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The ASUCLA Students' Store
may be the best place in Los
Angeles to find souvenirs of the
1984 Olympics. We've kept our
regular low prices, and added
jwhole new areas of clothing and
gift items. The selection shown on
this page is only a saqiple of what
-you'll find inside the Storc.^

^

A visit to the Store means a trip to

the Central Plaza, too, where the
Olympic spirit is in full swing. En-
joy free entertainment at the
"Mainstage" outside the Store, or
sip a glass of wine at the Hungry
Tiger's "Village Cantina" on the
A-level Ackerman patio.

Visitors are welcome to enjoy the
Central Plaza and shop in the
Students' Store, B^level Ackerman
Union. Just head north on
Westwood Boulevard until it

becomes a pedestrian mall. A
"UCLA Welcomes the World"
banner identifies the Central
Plaza; the Store is at the north end
of the Plaza. We're open 7 days a
week. To check on our extended
Olympics hours, call 825-771 1.

308 Westwood Plaza • Los Angeles, CA 90024 * Brieve! Ackerman Union • Open 7 dav| weekly • Phone (213) 825-7711

A S i; C T. A • S T U D F N T S > >

3 killed, 39 injured in WestW(It*
By Philipp Gollner and
Lyrine Weil. Sxaii Writers

Three people' were killed
and 39 injured — 11 critically— when a car plowed down a
busy Westwood sidewalk Fri-
day night.

A 20-year-old female hit by
the car was pronounced dead
on arrival at UCLA \fedical
Center, Senior Faculty Physi-
cian Larry Baroff said. Other
victims were taken by am-
bulance and private cars to St.

Johns, Cedars-Sinai, Santa
Monica and Brotman
hospitals.

Baroff said the injured were
mosdy young, ranging iri age
from 2 to 45 years old. At
press time, two people were in
surgery at UCLA's Medical
Center.

Police said Daniel Lee

Young, a 20-year-old In-
glewood resident, rammed his
Buick Regal through the
crowd on Westwood Boule-
vard from Weyburn to Kinross
Avenues at approximately 35
miles per hour. The car stop-
ped when it struck a bus kiosk
on the corner in front of the
Glendale Federal Savings and
Loan. ' -

"The car just drove into the
crowd," witness Randy Grant
said. "People were flying.
There was a guy hanging onto
the hood of the car."
"The scene was chaos," Bill

Burke, commander of the Los
Angeles Westside Task Force,
said. "Many individuals were
lying on the sidewalks."
According to Burke,

Westwood was filled with its

usual weekend crowd when
the incident took place at 8:55

auto tragedy
p.m.

"It was a typical Friday
night here in Westwood
Village, with many people en-
joying this entertainment
center," Burke said.

Kevin Long, a witness who
went to the UCLA Medical
Center to find out if his miss-
ing friend had been admitted
for treatment, said Young's
car slowly appproached the
intersection of Weyburn
Avenue and Westwood Boule-
vard, then suddenly sped onto
the curb.

Police arrested Young at
approximately 9 p.m. *'We
have the driver of the car in ^
custody at this time," Burke
said. "He is under arrest for
attempted murder.
"As nearly as we can

determine, it was an inten-
Continued on Page 12

In WMtwood - one of Friday night's 42 victims is removed
from tfie scene by paramedics. The accident occurred near the intersec-
tion of Westwood Boulevard and Kinross Avenue

Viewpoint: The Bruin welcomes guests
to LA.; page 13.

Review: Met Theatre's Circe and Bravo is

nominated the Official Noisemaker of the
1984 Olympics; page 25

Inside sports:
~"^

The Bruin previews the Olympic Opening Ceremonies,
why Libya pulled out of the Olympics at the last mo-
^ment and-aschedule of Olympic events highlight the

University of California. Los Angeles

'Fix-it' crews

on 24-hour call

during Games

By Kimberly Noel
"

Staff Writer

Emergency crews will be on
hand 24 hours a day at UCtA

Saturday. July 28. 1984

to solve campus or Olympic
Village facilities problems that
could arise during the 40-day
Olympic period.

According to Administration
Assistant Vice Chancellor
Allen Solomon, the Los
Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee contracted UCLA
employees to main tain all

Heavy traffic expected

Police stress bus use
to ease parking crunch
By Sherry Haraguchi
Staff Writer

The 1984 Summer Games
are expected to generate ex-
ceptional traffic and parking
conditions at UCLA and in

West Los Angeles, a campus
transportation services ad-
ministrator said.

.KEEPING YOUR GUARD UP - With the plethora of police pro-
tection covering .campus, the strangest vehicles are being

R E

Olympic Village facilities and
the two UCLA venue sites,

Pau ley Pavilion and the Los
Angeles Tennis Center.
The crews on 24-hour call

are comprised of facilities divi-

sion managers and supervisors
and emergency electrical and
mechanical stand-by
employed, UCLA Director of
Mainteflanc* and Alteration
Rod Milton said. These staff

members are maintaining a
command post and sleeping on
campus behirid the facilities

building in four recreational

vehicles so that they can be
quickly and easily contacted in

case of a crisis, Milton ex-

plained.

~~Most of the~sland-by per-

sonnel took part in the in-

stallation and inspection of

many Olympic Village facili-

ties, Milton said, so they are

familiar with the equipment
and can repair it.

Many of the employees are

working 12 to 14 hour days,

seven days per week, said

Solomon. He added that the

LAOOC is paying all overtime

salaries.

The contract stipulates that

the LAOOC will pay for the

round-the-clock services of

keis and

employed.

UCLA, the^::DS AngeteiT
Police Department and the
Los Angeles Department of

Transportation plan to work
together to control the

UCLA-Westwood traffic and
parking situations as best as
possible, said UCLA Transpor-

_ Nation Services Administrator
Mark Stocici.

Traffic will be heavy during
the Olympic period, Stocki
said, but "no major traffic
breakdowns" are expected to
occur. The use oi^ ahemate-
modes of transportation such
as buses is strongly advised to
help alleviate the Olympic
Jxaffic and parking situation,—

Transport variety abounds for travelers
Umos to pedicabSfjoffer multitudes of moving modes

^

By Steve Newman

For** those people who may
not want to travel by public
transportation or private
automobiles during the Olym-
pics, bicycles, pedicabs,
limou^nes and helicopters
may represent feasible alter-

fiatives.

Bicycles are one mode of
transportation during the
Olympics, but Transportation
Services Administrator Mark
Stocki warns of Olympic traf-

fic danger for bicyclists. "If
people wish to come to the
Games by bike, we urge them
to use extreme caution,"
Stocki said. "I would hesitate
bicycling in Olympic traffic,"

said Campus Parking Service
Manager Mary Hook.
However, Stocki said he

does not expect there will be a
significant number of bicycles
used fot traveling to the
Games. **No governmental
agency report which I have

don't come to major events on
bicycles,*' Stocki said^ For
those who wish to come to
UCLA by bike, Stocki's office
provides a bike route informa-
tion service and i>A^map of
Westwood area bikeways. If

interested, please call 825-
7639.

The Automobile Association
of America also provides its

members with information on
bicycles, in its ^SouthexiL
California Bicycling pamphlet.
AAA Travel Counselor Norty
Stewart said bicycling will be
a good way to travel during
the Olympics. "Bicycling will

be one of the best forms of
transportation. It will be safe
and a great way to get
around," Stewart said, adding
that Olympic traffic will be
lighter than had been ex-*

pected.

Stewart recommended sev-

eral recreational bicycle routes
including the 7.1 mile Santa
Monica Bike^j^av, a circular

Stocki added.
But, for those who insist on

driving to UCLA, parking i^;

available on campus, in
Westwood, at the Federal
Building and at various Park
and Ride locations in Los

^^Angeles, Stocki said.

worniaintt'iianue

Continued on Pa^e 10
W
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setMi lias sliuwii bikes to be a
—mute tlirougfr we^^tern Santa

significant factor. Most ^^eople Monica with a view of scenip

coastline. A good place to

enter the route is at the in-

tersection of Ocean and
Wilshire Boulevards, Stewart
said. The 7.3 mile Sepulveda
Basin Bikeway winds through
the Sepulveda Dam. Recrea-
tion Area with an excellent
view of the surrounding
mountains. The bikeway can
be entered by traveling north
on Balboa Avenue past the
JVentury Freeway in the San
Fernando Valley.

The 19.1 mile South Bay
Bicycle Path stretches along
the coastline from Santa
Monica to nearly the Palos
Verdes Peninsula with an
ocean view tliat extends to
Point Dume .ift Malibu. It

begins at California Avenue in

Santa Monica, Stewart added.
Local bicycle rental shops

include Budget Bike Rentals in

Ocean Park and Hermosa Cy-
cles in Hermosa Beach.
Budget Bike Rentals, located
on Ocean Front Walk be-

Campus parking
University of California

Police Department officers

—^
For additional transporta-
tion stories, "please

1 see
pages 2 and. 3.

will direct on-campus traffic,

Stocki said. UCLA Transpor-
tation Services and Campus-

tween Winward Avenue and
Continued On Page 6

Parking Service worked
together to ensure enough
parking to accomodate "every
segment of the campus," in
addition to Olympic spectator
parking, Stocki added

.

Although during the Olym-
pics CPS will recover expenses
incurred on staffing,,
maintenance and repairs
through charging $10 ^try
fees and Olympic event pre-
paid parking fees, Stocki said
he* still discourages people
from driving to campus to
minimize traffic problems.

i\

ttmmmmm-.~lM

Olympic spectators travel-

Continued on Page 5

v3.
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Taxis expand
services for

Games traffic

By Kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

Taxi companies will expand
their standard fare of services

to capture the tourist trade.

The varied and increased

services during the Games are

an attempt to offset the losses

incurred through increased
bus services, representatives

from several taxi companies
.said.

"We offer tours, by the day
jor hour in cabs or station

wagoas,** A-1 Auto for Hire

driver Jim Smith said, adding
that his company modified
their services because "all

those buses will take away
some of our business, so we
have to do more."
"You can order your taxi

the dav befjj^e," said Beverly

Hills eafr

Westwood parking

Games demand allows lots

to increase rates threefold

A CAPfTAL WELCOME - Capitalist, that is. This greeting' appears on

an apartment building on Gayley Avenue at Landfair.

Tinv Crosbusch, whose com-
pany will have 362 cabs on
Los Angeles str(?ets during the

Olympics. Twenty-five addi-

tional drivers were hired to

accomodate the expected
needs of the Olympic visitors.

work eight hour shifts in front

of the Los Angelas Coli.seum

and other Olympic event
scenes. "Competing with other

cab companies is not our con-

c e r n ,

*

' ICC C o r p o r a t e
any^ Offtcer—Secretary Ilya " *' * "^^siiid^.Heshel

"We are concerned with spec-

tator needs being covered and
our regular customers, like

seniors, rx?ing taken care of."

"Buses can't take people to

dinner or the theater while
they're here — that's oiir job,"

United Independent Taxi

too many taxis may be on the

streets.

Clark charged that the City

Council, in trying to insure

taxi availability, created a

potential problem. by allowing

he said. But any customer
who orders a cab and keeps4 Chief Dispatcher Joe Clark
the driver waiting will be re- said. He added that he thinks
quired to pay $12 for each enough service existed
hour the driver is delayed. previously to meet Olympic
Twenty drivers from In- visitor needs, but with the ad-

dependent Cab Company will dition of a new cab company.

the franchise of the L.A. Cab
Company, which was given

permission to operate as of

May 1984.

Clark said the City Coun-
cil's choice to allow smother
franchise wfll hurt all taxicab
drivers, adding, "There will

be too many taxis in the

streets and not enough
customers after the Games."

But Regulation of Public

Transportation Division
Engineer Jack Reynolds cited

Continued on Page 9

By Philipp Gollner

Ser^ior Staff Writer

A beautiful sight awaits

Olympics visitors in the
VVestside: Palm-lined drives

in Beverly Hills, Spanish-style

homes graced by bright-red

bougainvillaea and, of course,

wide beaches bordering the

majestic Pacific Ocean.

During the day, tourists can

stroll along Westwood's busy

boulevards and buy everything

from high-tech greeting cards

to freshly-baked chocolate-

chip cookies. At night, they

can visit one of the many local

discos or take a pedicab to the

theater.

But this tourist-book
description of the Westside

neglects to mention the one

aspect nf daily living which

-

hardly any Westside resident

can ignore: parking.

According to most accounts,

Westwood's perennial parking

shortage is expected to get

much worse during the Olym-
pics. To capitalize on the in-

creased demand, local parking

garages will be charging up to

three times their usual rates

during the Olympics.
For example. Century Park-

ing on Gayley Avenue will

charge $20 for 12 hours, in-

stead of the normal $5.40. Ac-

cording to the lot's manager,
Gulam Paikar, the increase is

designed to keep spaces
available for regular and mon-
thly customers.

"We want to keep people
away from here," Paikar
claimed, adding that he is try-

ing to keep regular customers
happy and not to make a lot

of money from desperate
tourists.

Village Parking Service,
located across from Bullock's

Department Store ob
Weyburn Avenue, will also be
charging more for parking
during rhe Olympics. A
spokesperson for the company

Continued on Page 8
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Fthe thought of fresh,

delicately-seasoned, mesquite-

grilled beef^ pork and veal

hasatyet led you toThe ^
Worst, where sausages and
Jiot dogsuachiem^ulinaiy art

form, nestled in fresh, French

lettes, blanketed with

sweet, smothered onions,

dijon or whole grain mustard

or, ifyou prefer, homemade
sweet or sour relish,

maybe this will.

In The Spirit

Ot Gaod Health

& Better Eating

fresh & Natural Ingredients

Fresh Fish • Rack of Lamb • New Yorl< Steak • Nachos
Hamburgers • Trinidad Chicken • Beef Stroganoff

__JShrimp by the Pound • Quesadillas • Sandwiches
#> Fresh Fruits & Great Vegetable Dishes, Salads
Lasagna • Quiches • Nick's Nuffins • Desserts • more,

IMPORTED S DOMESTIC WINES S MINERAL WATERS
44 BEERS-FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

LUNCHEON • DINNER • TAKE-OUT

SATURDAY i SUNDAY CHAMPARNF RRIIMnH

10839 National at Westwood Btvd West Los Anpeies

470 2661 ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

r
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OurWurst Offer,

I In Westwood at 10874 Kinross, between Westwood Blvd. and Glendon.
I

Any sausage or hot dog. Limit one coupon per purchase. Offer expires September 30, 1984.
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YOU CAN AFFORD A

NAKAMICHI
STEREO CASSEHE DECK

• Dolby B-C
• Timer Switch
• Memory
• Auto Repeat
• Metal Tape
• Master Fader

COME IN AND AUDITION

We feel that the BX150 at only

M9900 is the most MUSICAL
sounding cassette deck in the

world.

2212 WILSHIRE BLVD.
Santa Monica 453-4451

UrM IDO. k$^^ O-,* 4r\ o

newsT:Peter Pae, News Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Assisunt News Editor

Avoiding the parking blues

UCLA locals encouraged
to use buses and shuttles
By Sherry Haraguchi. Staff Writer

The use of public transportation to and from UCLA during
the Olympic period will help avoid traffic and parking pro-
blems, a speaker told an audience of approximately 75 at the
Center for Health Sciences Wednesday, July 18.
UCLA students, faculty and staff will be doing themselves "a

great justice"' by using public transportation, because they will
not have to deal with limited parking here, said UCLA Medical
Center Discharge Coordinator Barbara Myers. Myers, whose
daily work at the Patient Escort Service provides her with direct
contact with various modes of transportation in Southern
California, said she recommends the use of buses, shuttles and
taxi cabs during the Olympic period instead of automobiles.

There are currently 11 bus lines traveling to the UCLA area
from various parts of West Los Angeles. The Santa Monica
-Municipal Bus Lines and the Southern CaHfomia Rapid Transit
-DistriiJt will extend their service to accnmadate passeiTgefs ^uf^
ing the Summer Games, Myers said, adding that the Culver Ci-
ty Municipal Bus Lines has not planned to extend its service for
the Olympic period.

SMMBL and RTD buses that normally do not run on
weekends will run on weekends during the two-Week Olympic
period, Myers said, noting that all buses will come into UCLA
on Gayley Avenue instead of Westwood Boulevard during the
Olympic period to avoid the usual traffic in Westwood.

Myers also discussed various RTD, SMMBL and CCMBL bus
lines, routes and costs.

Santa Monica Municipal Bus Lines
Five Santa Monica bus lines, currently come into the

UCLA-Westwood area, Myers said, adding that most of those
lines will be extended during the weekdays of the Olympic
period. Most of the lines will run early in the morning to ensure
that UCLA employees arrive on campus no later than 7:00 a.m.

Bus Number 1, which runs about every 10 minutes ,during the
weekdays, begins its route in the Venice area and travels on
Santa Monica Boulevard to the UCLA Bus Terminal. The bus
runs at 15 and 20 minute intervals on Saturdays and Sundays,
respectively.

Continued on Page 4

ALL THE COMFORTS - The second floor of Sproul Residence Hall never looked so good as the dorms get
ready lor their international guests.

proposes student seat on education commission
By Paula Fitzgerald

The Los Angeles Collegiate
Council and the Califoi-nia
State Student Association are
actively supporting a bill

designed to establish a two-
year student seat on the
California Postsecondary
Education Commission.

Assembly Bill 3247, propos-
ed last January by CSSA and
introduced by Assemblyman
Tom Hayden (D-Santa

Monica), sets forth a nomina-
tion process which recom-
mends students to the gov-
ernor for appointment to
CPEC. The commission is a
citizens' board organized to

coordinate the efforts of
California colleges and univer-
sities and to provide recom-
mendations to the governor
and legislature on issues
relating to higher education.
The bill passed the

Assembly on May 30 but was

postponed at LACC's re(juest

to include more student
groups in the nomirtation pro-

cess. "The existing language
excluded community colleges,

privates and independents,"
said^'LACC Corporate
Secretary and UCLA student
Goby King.

LAGG and CSSA agreed
upon several compromises at a

June 20 meeting. The first

clarified that four student
Continued on Page 4
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Bus lines
Continued from Page j3

The Number 2 bui line also has its

routes in the Venice and downtown
Santa Monica areas but reaches UCLA
via Wilshire Boulevard. Bus Number
3, which ordinarily comes into UCLA
only during the weekdays, will also
stop at the UCLA Bus Terminal on
the weekends during the Olympic
period. Myers said the bus travels to
Los Angeles International Airport and
is helpful for people living in the
Westchester and Marina Del Key
areas.

Line Number 8, which travels in
Santa Monica along the Ocean Park
Boulevard area, will run every 15
ipinutes on weekdays, every 20
minutes on Saturdays and every hour -

on Sundays, Myers said, noting that
special buses will be available in the
evening to serve those leaving Olympic
events.

People living in the Palms and
Culver City areas can ride the
Number 12 line, which travels in Cen-
tral Los Angeles, Myers said, adding
that it do^^aotTun on Sundays.
-—Culver City Municipal Bus Lines

The Number 6 bus line is the only
convenient Culver City bus line to

UCLA, Myers said. The Number 6
line starts at LAX and is helpful for
those living in Culver City, Myers
said, adding that it runs only Monday
through Friday and will not extend its

service for the Olympics.

Southern California

Rapid Transit District

The RTD has added 550 buses and
numerous- new bus routes to operate
direct service to Olympic venues,

Myers said. The special Olympic bus
lines include park-and-ride services,

express services and shuttle services,

Myers said, adding that the RTD shut-

tle service will cost $2 to and from
UCLA Olympic venues.

Various buses going to other Olym-
pic venue sites will also be in service,

"^yefs saidTA special RTD bus service
guide to the Olympics was created to

enable passengers to reserve seats and
to purchase RTD Olympic bus tokens,

tickets and passes, Myers said, adding
that the guide can be obtained at locm
RTD customer service centers.

Six regular RTD lines coming into
the UCLA area are available for peo-
ple living in Central and East Los
Angeles, Myers said.

The RTD Number 2 bus runs from
downtown Los Angeles along Sunset
Boulevard, stops at UCLA and goes to

CPEC

Pacific Palisades, Myers said. Bus

Numbers 20 and 21 also traveji in

downtown Los Angeles, but run along

Wilshire Boulevardon a 24-hour basis,

Myers said.

Bus Number 429 is an express that

runs on the Hollywood Freeway from

downtown Hollywood to UCLA,
Myers said. Line Number 431 is set up

to transport West Los Angeles
residents to and from downtown Los

Angeles and West Los Angeles, Myers

said, adding that the bus is used by
executives who work in downtown Los

'

Angeles and live on the Westside.

Bus Number 560, formerly the 88,

runs on an hourly basis and is widely

used by passengers coming to

Westwood from the San Fernando
Valley, Myers said, adding that the

bus travels from LAX to Pacoima.
Bus Number 567 is helpful for peo-

ple coming from Huntington Park and
West Compton, Myers said. The 567
comes to UCLA and also travels to

Pacific Palisades.

Bus fares

The basic fare to board the RTD,
Ifhe Santa Monica and the Culver City
bus lines is 50 cents. Transfers within
the same bus line are free on the Santa
Monica and Culver City bus lines, but

they cost 10 cents if the transfer is for
another biis jUne, Myers said, adding
that RTD transfers always cost 10
cents. ^ }^

Myers suggested that people who
plan to ride the bus during the Olym
pics purchase Santa Monica bus tokens
or an RTD pass. Myers also advised
bus riders to obtain a bus schedule
and to arrive at the bus stop at least
five minutes ahead of time.

Taxi Cabs ^

Taxi cab companies also have fran
chises that travel into the UCLA area
Myers said. Cab companies, such as
United Independent, the. Independent
and the Beverly Hills cab companies
are quite reliable, Myers said. Senior
citizens can purchase tickets to ride
taxis at a reduced rate, she added.

For those UCLA employees who
definitely cannot use, public transpor-
tation during the Olympic period,
Myers suggested carpooling by calling
the Park-and-Ride service at 825-7639.

But, Myers said that she encourages
people to use buses during the Sum-
mer Games because the Olympic
period is only temporary. **Who
imows; you tnay4ike this vrayiyi com-
ing to work. It's certainly safer and
less expensive," Myers added.

Continued from Page 3
groups, which include CSSA
and the University of Califor^
nia Student Body President's
Council, will provide the gov-
ernor with two to five student
nominees. The other

nominating groups, termed
"composite groups," include
representatives from private
institutions and community
^lleges^ ..; -t, ' ....

According to LATXT"Chair
and UCLA student Randy
Banis, these measures yield
greater representation for in-

dependent and community
colleges and permit the
LACC's independent student
caucus, the largest in Califor-
nia, ^-to- be involved in the
nominating process.

Government and Public Af-
fairs representative Bruce
Hamlett said that AB 3247

should include the current
<^PEC policy for student par-
ticipation. The policy states

that if a vacancy occurs and
no student currently sits on
the commission, a student will
be appointed for a six-year
term, he explained.

presently, no provision ex-

ists for placing a currently-
enrolled student on the com-
mission unless a vacancy oc-
curs.

The late Assemblyman Bob
Moretti (D-Los Angeles) ap-
pointed a student in 1974 to a
six-year pi^blic member post.

Continued on Page 8

Welcome Olympic
™-Cdnf^ visit us for the Westsfdes best Thar Food
Specialties include: Thai Salad • Satay,Be6f • Pad Thai

Curries • Shrimp Pancakes
11500 PICO BLVD. WEST LOS ANGELES

FREE NEXICAN BEER^
WITH THIS AD WHEN YOU BUY ANY

COMBINATION PLATE OR SPECIAL OF THE DAY.

Iff

Lunch/Dinner
Sunday from 5 p.m.

(2 blocks w. of 405 fwy.)

477-5118

Offer expires Aug 15. 1984
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Success Center
Teri Hopwood

Registered Hypnotherapist, (HEC), Director
1 5 years

Complete Professional Service

• Relax • Lose Weight
• Stop Smoking • And More

' Develop Speed, Strength, Skill- All Sports
' Photographic Memory, Speed Reading
' Self Hypnosis

^

' Student/Senior Citizen Discount
(818)989-2923

TEL-US LTD
1 24 HOUR

TELEX
!13-552-6000 I

Backed by Complete
Telephone Answering

Mail Service
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(^ FOR $398
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Complete Copy Service
Copies 3^ No Limit
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^Jse of IBM Correcting Typewnfer
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;
Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates/ Reduction
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Parking
Continued from Page 1
ing to UCLA by car should
have already applied for
reserved spectator parking.
Those people with reserved
parking will be directed to
park in 'designated "Prepaid
Parking Only" areas, Stocki
said.

UCLA employees with valid
permits can park in their usual
area and are advised to
disregard the "Prepaid Parking
Only" notice, Stocki said.
Employees must be prepared
to show identification upon lot

::entry, he added.
Stocki said off-campus park-

ing will also be available for
students, faculty and staff
without permits who need to
come to campus during the
Olympic period. Warner
Avenue Elementary School,
located at 615 Holmby
Avenue, will have approx-
imately 150 parking spaces
"available, Stocki said.

UCLA students with a spr-
ing 1984 registration card and
staff members with a UCLA
staff identification card may
park in the Warner Avenue
lot, which' will be open daily
from 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
for a $2 entry fee, Stocki said.

An entry fee will be charg-
ed in all campus parking lots

between 7:00 a.m. and 11:00
p.m. instead of the usual 7:00
a.m. to 9:00 p.m. until Aug.
12 because of increased non-
student usage of ttie lots,

Stocki said. Information and
Parking stations on campus
will open at 6:15 a.m. beginn-
ing July 25, he added.

Parking during the Olym-
pics for Associated Students of
UCLA employees has been set

aside. CPS^wilL accomodate
employee^*^m need of parking,
Stocki said, adding that
ASUCLA is responsible for

working with their employees

to find out how many people
need parking permits during
the Olympic period.

Higher fees and lower access

The entry fee in all campus
lots will be raised to $10 be-
tween July 25 and Aug. 12 in
order for CPS to garner addi-
tional income from non-UCLA
visitors during the Olympics,
Stocki said. The fee hike is

designed to offset the cost of
extra staffing, traffic direction
and other expenditures incur-
red by CPS during the Olym-
pics

Lots 4, 6, and ll, the
Sunset Recreation Center's
parking lot and portions of
Lot 8, all of which are oc-
cupied by Los Angeles Olym-
pic Organizing Committee,
will remain closed to visitors

until after the Summer Games
are over, Stocki said. The
metered parking lot near the
University Research Library,
which currently holds
ASUCLA Olympic supptTes, is

also off-limits to the public.
While most campus en-

trances will be open during
the Olympic period, several
campus entrances >vill be clos-

ed to the public, Stocki said.

Bellagio Drive will be com-
pletely restricted for the use of
LAOOC until Aug. 15. Stone
Canyon Drive will be closed
to all cars entering from
Sunset Boulevard between Ju-
ly 29 and Aug. 11 but will be
open for cars exiting campus
to make right turns only onto
Sunset Boulevard, Stocki said.

Although the Westwood
Plaza and Sunset Boulevard
intersection will be open to
traffic between July 7 and
Aug. 15, Stocki said that
commuters are encouraged to
use other campus entrances
because both streets will be
used for Olympic athlete bus
departures. Stocki added that

Continued on Page 11
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The Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only)

SPEOAUZINC ,N SCUL}TU%SiNAI^Ste& UP
For appointment call : 20S- 1 468

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Above Mario's Resuurant). WESTWOOD

Phone ahead! Your order will be ready on arrival.

'' T'* . 'O' (Jiriirtq ,1

-,101 f. •'<4'

Wilshire-Western .... 701 S Western Ave 480-8552
Beverly-Fairfax 7825 Beverly Blvd. 932-8760
Westwood 10982 ,J. Pico Blvd 474-9345/474-1034
Santa Monica

. . 1612 Montana Ave 828-9965
La Clenega i789 S LaCienega Blvd. 837-7437/558-9459
West Hollywood 8351 Santa Monica Blvd 650-911

2

Hollywood 1603 No a Brea Ave 876-9019
Century City 10251 Santa Monica Blvd 277-9911/2778638
•^^r Vista

1 1 700 Venice Blvd
^3'"^^ 3409 Overland Ave
Manhattan Beach 921 Sepulveda Blvd.

397-9006/397-9118

558-9976

374-9210

URSULA'S COSTUMES INC.
9336 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

(enter gate on
Ince Blvd.)

X213)959-8210
• Rental
• Sales

•^Alterations
• Custom Dressmaking

Located on the lot of

Laird International Studios
T^

Westwood
10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDARI

MON. BUY A QUESAD1LLA & GET ONE FREE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & "GET ONE

WED« TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 jfkLL YOU CAN lAT
^ , .

'

-rmMmmmmm- ^^^ ^ BURRITO RANCHERO &
TtflUnSii G£TONE

»» ^^"^ ^ PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
rifia NACHOS
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SUM. BRUNCH SPECIAL
*with valid UCLA student or faculty ID.
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PETER B. KURMAJEC
Genera' Saies 'fAanaget

Simply...
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

Sony
WM-8
Stereo

Walkman
675
with

Remote

ToSCO

Center Focus
7x35

Binoculars

TelGQuest ^^^nd^
Prix

$5490
-

Transportation
Continued from Page 1

Market Street, charges $3 an

hour or $9 per day, Budget

Bike Bentals Owner Elyse

Singer said. Singier added that

free deliveries of four or more
bicycles are available. For
more information, call Budget

Bike Rentals at 451-424^.

Hermosa Cycles, located at 20

13th Street in Hermosa Beach,

charges $3 an hour or $12 a

day for rentals. Owner Harold

Schumaker said. For more in-

formation, call Hermosa Cy-
cles at 374-7816.

Another transportation
alternative is the pedicab, a

three-wheeled man-powered
vehicle which can accomodate
two or three passengers.
First-Class Pedicabs will pro-

vide shuttle service during the

Olympic period, said Pegg>'

Kidwell, First Class Pedicabs

administrative coordinator.

Kidwell said she would like

to charge $50 an hour, with a

two-hour minimum, for
pedicab use, but she added.

Remote • Cable Ready

pvus

Sony
STR-VX550 Receiver

$249^0

she is willing to negotiate. To.^

reserve one of their 20
pedicabs, call 208-8898.

Kidwell noted that there is

some concern for possible safe-

ty hazards in Olympic traffic.

But Kidwell said safety is her
'number one" concern.

Kidwell added that she is

working with police to ensure
that the pedicab operators
know and follow all traffic

regulations and to plan routes
which will not disrupt fast

traffic. "An overload of cars

will be holding up traffic, not
pedicabs," Kidwell claims.

Carpooling and vanpooling
kre other means of transporta-
tion for which there is a great
amount of interest, said
UCLA Ride-sharing Coor-

^dinator Patricia^ Phillips. A
match Jist, which matches
people interested in forming
carpools, is available, Phillips

said, adding that some faculty

are participating Jn vanpools-
using university vans. For
more carpool information rail
825-7639.

'

Rental car reservations have
increased significantly, accor-
ding to Therese Delsanto, a
rental agent for Enterprise
Rent-A-Car. Enterprise
Rent-A-Car charges $29 95
daily and $179 weekly for
economy cars including Dodge
Colts, Volkswagen Rabbits
and Chevy Chevettes.

Avis Rent-A-Car in Beverlv
Hills charges $31 daily and
$144 weekly for cars such as
Ford Mustangs or Mercurv
Capris. Budget Rent-A-Car's
Westwood outlet charges $29
daily and $150 weekly for
Ford Escorts and Nissan Sen-
tras.

Limousine services will also
be available to UCLA during,
the Olympic period, but res-
ervations should be made as
early as possible because there
may be a last minut^ rush,
said Starlite Lifnousines
Dispatcher David Johnson.
Starlite Limousines charges
$40 an hour for standard
Cadillac limousines and $50
an hour for limousines with a
sunroof, wetbar and televi-

sion. Both rentals require a
12-hour minimum.

Rolls Royce Limousines of-

fers a chauffeured Rolls Royce
Phantom V for $100 an hour,
with a 10-hour minimum and
an obligatory 15 percent gra-
tuity, said Rolls Royce
Limousines Owner Kevin
Bvron

.

Limousines traveling to
UCLA during the Olympics
are under special Los Angeles
Department of Transportaion
regulations, Stocki said. Stag-
ing areas, where limousine
drivers must wait for
passenger pick-up orders, have
*-^^*-" *^* "P spix;iiicaiiy

—

vyt- -

limousines on Hilgard Avenue.
The official limousine pick-up
and delivery site is located on

Continued on Page 10^
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Any aerobics exercise, whether swimming, running, or taking your
favorite dance class, depletes your body of water soluble vitamins
and minerals. Come to Great Earth Vitamin Discount Centers. Talk
with our nutrition consultants about all your sports vitamin needs

FREE SPORTS GIFT!
With purchase of $10.00 or more.
Limited offer while supplies last, so hurry!

WORKOUT™
SPORTS PACK
concentrated nutrients for optimal performance

15
• !•

30 packets 150 tablets

Each packet contams 5 tablets. WORKOUTTM
Aerobic Enhancer for endurance. CARNITINE
COMPLEX converts fat to energy. ELECTROLYTE
COMPLEX replaces important minerals lost in
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BODY POWER
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BODY
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19 Body Powerful.
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GET MORE MILES
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Naturalenergy supplementcombines 500
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"
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GREAT BOOr'-
FITNESS FORMULA

FOR MEN
ALL NATURAL ANABOLIC
SUPPLEMENTS FOR MEN

60 tabs

If you're looking to achieve maximunn
performance, build up your body with
the Great Body^^ Fitness Formula
fo r men.

—

GREAT BODY^^
FITNESS FORMULA
FOR WOMEN
ALL NATURAL ANABOLIC
SUPPLEMENTS FOR
WOMEN
60 tabs 799

If you're looking to achieve maximum
performance, build up your body with
the Great Body^*^ Fitness Formula
especially for women.

MORE GREAT SUMMER VITAMINS AT GREAT LOW PRICES

TIME RELEASE
30 TABS

High strength formula. 160 mg. balanced
B complex to aid your body's increased
Tweeds under stress. Alt 11 B vitamins!

BELIEF «V«'.'

^ FROM PWS-
Helps Relieve The

*Pre-Menstnial Syndrome

999 IT*S NEW!
100 TABS

Doctors discovered lack of certain nutri-
ents can brin^ premenstrual symptoms.
P.M.S. contain^ all of these nutrients!

The NATURAL
FAT-RGHTER
LIPOTROPIC FORMULA

liC."^^^^ "100 TABS ^100 TABS

Full Strength Half Strength

Lipotropics are fat emulsifiers that help
keep cholesterol soluble in the body. It

• also is great as an aid in weight toss.
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NATURAL E
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f 1, •

400 I.U.

399^# aO TAI30 TABS

Protects against damaging cells that can
accelerate aging process, cigarette smolce
air poltutants. etc. Oiy E complei helps.

OVER 175 STORES NATIONWIDE • SATISFACTION GUARANTEED • NUTRITION CONSULTANTS
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Continued from Page 2

said daily parking rates would
be increased from $3 to $lO.

She added, however, that

rates would not be changed
for monthly-permit holders

and regular patrons.

UCLA, which controls
choice parking spaces close to

Olympic event sites, has join-

ed its Westside competitors in

the lucrative Olympics park-
ing market. Instead of the

normal $2 fee. Campus Park-

ing Service will charge $15 for

spaces reserved by tennis and
gymnastics ticket holders.
Visitors without reserved park-
ing will have to pay $10 for'

one of the coveted spaces.

But visitors who can't afford^

the higher rates are not totally

CPEC
Continued from Page 4
Nancy McFadden, the second
student to fill the seat, began
hei^^ix-yeftr-4erm in 1^84
according to the current
policy, she could be re-app-

pointed in 1990 whether or
pot she is a student.

CPEC also provides for stu-

dent input another way,
Hamlett said, pointing to the

out of luck. According T6"^Fr
article in Thursday's Los
Angeles Times, parking will-
be offered for $5-a-day in a
lot just south of the Federal
Building on Wilshire ^Boule-
vard, and a $2-a-ride shuttle
bus will carry visitors to
UCLA. ^

Although parking rates on
the Westside may seem high,
they appear inexpensive when
compared to parking rates
across town near the Los
Angeles Memorial Coliseum.
The Los Angeles Times
reported in another article last
week that many homeowners
in that area will turn their
lawns into profit-making park-
ing lots, and a few gas stations
near the Coliseum are ex-
pected to charge up to $50-a—
day for parking..

Student Advisory Committee
which convenes prior to mon-
thly CPEC meetings and
allows students arTopportunity
to comment on CPEC's ac-
tions.

Hamlett added that he does
not feel a two-year student
post would be as effective as a
six-year post because two

Continued on Page 9
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^ Les Daly
^
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"What a British Pub should be."
— Jim Oram

Sydney Daily Mirror
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Continued from Page 2
different reasons for the fran-
chise of L.A. Cab. Reynolds
said that the franchise was not
in response to the Summer
Games but rather in response
to the problems of existing cab
companies.

Extreme discourtesy, over-
charging customers and
subleasing cabs are some ex-
amples Reynolds cited as pro-
blems.

After a series of hearings
lasting from December 1983
to February 1984, the City
Council decided to completely
overhaul the system, using one
cab company to "set an exam-
ple" Reynolds said, adding

that the L.A. Cab was the
companv chosen, and its 270
cabs will be among the 1,300
taxis servicing the needs of Los
Angeles during the Olympics.

All cab company licenses,
with the exception pf the L.A.
Cab Company's, come up for
renewal in March 1985,
Reynolds said, explaining that
if at that time there have not
been "complete changes in the
manner of operations,*'
licenses will not be renewed.

Taxis servicing the UCLA
area will be stationed along
LeConte Avenue between
Westwood Boulevard and
Gayley Avenue, according to
Transportation Services Ad-
ministrator Mark Stocki.
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JOIN THE EUTE TM

The r>ew standard
o( motor scooter

technology arnl

convenience

CPEC
Continued from Page 8
years, he claimed, is an insuf-
ficient amount of time for a
student to gain the expertise
-needed to ije effectiver

Hamlett said, between ensur-
ing that a currently enrolled
student sits on the commission
and providing the expertise of
"^ non-student who would

a choice^
a
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California*s finest and most experienced family planningi
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^y^cjc^TOwerrecTive: a non-student w
There is a trade-off," serve a longer term.

Ignorance is never out of style. It was in
fashion yesterday, it is the rage today, and it

will set the pace tomorrow.
—Franklin K. Dane
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Bi-Rite Drug Stores
Your Complete Drug Store

1000 Westwood Blvd.

Westwood Village

208-3701

1 1 706 Wilshire Blvd.

West Los Angeles

208-4567
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FANTASTIC CUTS BY SUNNY
Cut, Blow Dry

& Condition $12.00

Body Wave or Perm
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JriMMIGRATION
over 40 years of experience

•Permanent Resident Status
JCfeen Card)

^Permission to Work-

• Temporary Visas

Deportation

Transportation

• U.S, Citizenship

• Political Asylum

Call the Law office of

Tasoff and Tasoff
• a professional corporation

(213)474-2545
10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

Westwood, CA.
*

Continued from Page 6

Gay ley Avenue near
Strathmore Avenue.

Helicopter service to the

Games is especially limited,

said Carl6ne Vandervort, ex-

ecutive assisf^ant^ to the presi-

dent of Jetcopters Incor-
porated. Jetcopters Inc. will

primarily provide chartered
flights, many of which have
been reserved for up to a

year-and-a-half.

However, people can call
after 4:00 p.m. to see if there
-feave^been any cancellations
for the next dav. If service is
available, it will cost $500 an
hour for a helicopter that ac
comodat^ four passengers and
$750 an hour for a helicopter
that holds six passengers:
Vandervort said the helicopter
service is used as a shuttle be-
tween a multitude of heliports^
with Century City's "Gateway
East being most frequently
used to accomodate UCLA-
bound passenger^.

Facilities
Continued from Page 1

additional costs of operational

upkeep incurred, Solomon
said, adding that stand-by
personnel will be present at

each Olympic event site dur-
ing the Games. Additional
workers involved in the
agreement but not on 24-hour
c a 11 a re _c u s t o d i a n s and

^^^^
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!

THE ALL AMERICAN BURGER
ISO© Westwood Blvd. corner of Ohio XviT
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WELCOME TO JEWISH LA.

tion and honor us by pining our festivities througliout your stay in

August 3rd Bronya Shaffer;

"Can marriage work in the 80's?"
Ms. Shaffer is well known for her captivatina Dresenta-

St^lhThLT? '^^TH
Perspectives wihKrn n-

_^ sight She has founded and directed countless sue.
cessful marriage encounter groups.

""""""e^^ ^"c-—
-^I
—^-—

»
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August 10th Drl Clara Zilberstein;

"The Integration ofPsychology andJudaism"

t?/*, annTifr '® l'^"")«^al psychologist in private prac-tice and has expertise in remarried families .

Friday night programs are gratis and begin at 7:30 pm foilowed by a fuilcourse siMbbat banquet '^ ""

CHABAD HOUSE 741 Gayley Avenue, Westwood ;»08-751

1

grounds workers, lie said^

Facilities workers are keep-
ing a log of all maintenance
calls to determine which ser-

vices are covered by contract
and which ro^uire additional
payment, Solomon said.

R e g u 1 a r c am p us
maintenance operations will

continue while Olympic
Village needs are met, Milton
said.

Both campus and Olympic
maintenance problems are
relayed through a command

post where a manager is
always present, Milton said
Two radio channels carry all
calls — one for general cam-
pus maintenance and the
other for the Olympic Village
he explained. Emergencies can
be classified from street light
outages to plumbing problems
in Pauley Pavilioa.

To insure that non-Olympic
camp u s-4a^c tlHi trs

'

a ird^
"nraintenance needs are met,
Solomon said that student
custodial employees are work- .

ing on the upkeep of campus
grounds. The students were
not hired because of the
Olympics, Solomon explained,
but rather as part of a pro-
gram implemented last year
which uses student workers in
grounds maintenance.
Solomon said the student

worker program is an "ongo-
ing** one and till continue
after the Games are over.

1

.
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Continued from Page 5
Strathmore Drive will be open
for eastbound traffic but the
Strathmore Place underpass,
between Lots 6 and 8, may be
closed during the arrival of
Olympic event attendees. ^

Off-campus parking
The parking rates in

Westwood are expected to in-
crease tremendously, Stocki
said adding that the
Westwqod parking fees will
possibly range from $1 to $2
for every 20 minutes with the
maximum rate of "at least**

$20 for the day.
The "Village Parking** lot

on Broxton Avenue is one of
the lots with increased rates
during the Olympics. Em-
manuel Bucyana, parking at-

tendent for Village Parking,
said the current 50 cents per
half-hour parking rate with a
M: maximum Nvill be raised _

during the Olympics to 75
cents per half-hour with no
maximum.

Cars will not be permitted
to park on most of the busy
streets around the perimeter of
UCLA and Westwood. These
streets will be designated as
"No Stopping Anytime** areas,
said Los Angeles Department
of Transportation Engineering

Associate Pramod Athalye. In-
cluded in these restricted
streets are Wilshire Boulevard
past the San Diego Freeway to
Glendon Avenue, Gayley
Avenue between Witshire
Boulevard and Landfair
Avenue^ much of the stretch
of Sunset Boulevard near
UCLA, Gayley Avenue and
Veteren Avenue between
Weyburn Drive and Ashton
Avenue.
Parking at the Federal

guilding, located on Wilshire
oulevard, will be $5, Stocki

said, adding that a ride on the
shiittle from the parking lot to
UCLA will be available for $2
each way.

Gayley Avenue ^ill be des-
ignated as a preferential bus
lane and commuters are
discouraged from driving on
Gayley Avenue in order to
alleviate traffic congestion,
Stocki said. Le Conte Avenue,
between Westwood Boulevard
and Gayley Avenue, will be
designated as a taxi and
limousine pickup area, Stocki
added. Landfair Avenue will
be a one-way street going
southbound.
The pedicabs that will be

traveling throughout
Westwood will cause further
traffic tie-ups and will be
"horrendous traffic hazards**

Continued on Page 12

CAFE, BAR& CABARET

J

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents

July 28 ' Mary Ann Randl - "The Rag Lad7'"

July 29 ' Cathy Segal Garcia - 2:00-6:00 p.m.

July 30 ' The Aldeberts - 9:30 p.m.

July 31 - Ceasar & Weiss - 9:30 p.m.

Entertainment Every Day
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5 FAIVCY IVAILS
J GRAIMD OPEIVIIVG SPECIAL.
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^ ** "x^^^s^ ^^ spcjcialize in complete nail care — sculptured nails

t ""^OTx^ porcelain — acrylic — Juliette — China silk wrap —
fL T'""^^/ ^ manicure — pedicure
i 1063B W.Pico Blvd. 470-BeB3
feCI^Angeles B0064 470-B6B4
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20% off any single framing project

Frame it yourself - or we'll frame it for you!
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STORES COAST-TOCOAST

1917 Wilshire Blvd., S.M. 90403

829-5626
Free Parking in Rear Mon.-Thur. 10-8, Fri.-Sat. 10-6, Sun. 12-5

A/or Valid with ottwr promotions, tttis coupon required— good thru August 25, 1 984
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11641 Pico Blvd.

(at Borrington)

West LA

477-7740
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OVER lOQiMPbRTED BEERS

R^MfGHT — TUESDAYS
BEER $1.00 A bOTTi

TASTINGS

FrI-Sat Sun
30am-12am—4'10pnn ^v^

URCTTDINNER FOOD TO GO

Every Sunday Afternoon

Jazz 1-5 p.m.

1061 Broxton Ave. — Westwood Village — 208-3830

ONE HOUR PHOTO
• Highest Quality

• Low Prices

• Overnight Service on Enlargements, Ektachrom6 Slides

QUANTITY DISCOUNT"•'.nvw,,^,j,

.

Brentwood
11 701 wilshire Blvd
Corner of Borrlngfoh—

Los AnaelesrGoir
820-1919
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Bring us as many rolls as you like of
1 lO, 126, or 135 color film for developing

orKl prlntlrig and get the following discounts.-

$3 OFF any Roll of 36 Exposures

$2 OFF any Roll of 24 Exposures

$1 OFF any Roll of 12 Exposure§^

.
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I
Not Valid with ottier Discounts
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Fituil Phase—Pfices Reduced

LA. looks better than ever...from

The pleasure, prestige and security ofhigh rise

living in the heart of Westwood Village are now
within reach ofdiscriminating,- value-
minded buyers.

• Homeowner's As5>ociation fee from

—

ontry $130 per inonth*--—^-
• 24-bf)nr doorman, valet fHtrking sert'ice

• Panoramic city views

• Swimming pool—spa
• Walking distancefrom Westwood

Village's leading shops, restaurants,
theatres and UCLA campus

*

1^2 Bedrooms, 2 Bedrooms iSr

Entertainment Areafrom
$160,000 to $435,000
Sales center and models open daily

10 a.m. to 5 p.m.

969 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024 (21^) 82,4 0453
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SCOVER

Best Hamburgers, Fries, Root Beer and Floats

301 Westwood Blvd.
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire) '

477-0559
Mon.- Sat 8-8, Sun. 10-6
Credit Cards Welcome

Parking
Continued from PageTT
during the Olympics, Stocki
said. ^

Welcome the Olympics with A & W
"' -—*-

1 1660 Santa Monica Blvd. 820-4443
jfWestwood BlvdrtcrSanta Monrca, 1 mite west to Barrineton)
I

Santa Monica Bus Line #1, direct to xesUuxdnxX from UCLA

Save Up To $3.00
on Film Developing &

Printing

36 Exp Roll $3.00 off
24 Exp Roll $2.00 off
12 Exp Roll $l.QOoff

Offer Good With C-41,
110, and 126 35mm
Color Print Film

Not Valid With Other Coupons

2 For the Price of 1
Get 2 Prints of each photo
when you bring in a roll for
developing and printing

Offer Good With C-41,
110, and 126 35mm Color

Print Film

One Coupon Per Roll

Mot Valid With Other Coupons
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<^\CLU ± Limousine ServicCy M(

CHAUFFERED LIMOUSINE SERVICE
STRETCH LIMOS EQUIPPED WITH —

TV • BAR • SUN ROOF • STEREO • TELEPHONE
SPECIAL RATES FOR AIRPORT & OUT OF TOWN TRIPS

(213) 221.5492 • 24 HOURS • (818) 289.LIMO
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GRAB
^ Their Attention!
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ANSWERED
Over 13,000 Missionaries Will Flood Los Angeles

Dunng The 1984 Olympics! (la rimes. june23. ^oL)

AHEND A FORUM-WORKSHOP GIVEN BY THREE ACCLAIMED
T-EXPERTS ON CULT AND MISSIONARYACTMrt^"^

Harry J. Cargas, Ph.D.

^Uoiocv Webste^UFHve^

&?t.n%^1^5 (Au-iK3^"^S TiJJ^n-SrS

Rabbi Qr. Emmanuel Schochet

??^kP^ Graduate Studies. Maimonldes College. Professor

Rabbi Ben-Tzion Kravitz

Director of Chabad Counter-Action
Merriber of Task Force on Cults and Missionaries of the
Jewisti Federation of Greater LA. —^ ^•ej) wi rne

THEARMY
_ NEEDS
PHYSICIANS
MRT-TIML

The Army Reserve
offers you an excellent op-
portuniry to serve your
country as a physician and
a commissioned officer in
the Army Reserve Medical
Corps Your time com-
mitment IS flexible, so it can
fit into your busy schedule
You will work on medical
pro|ccts right m ynur com-

Because the pedicabs cause
heavy traffic during regular
Westwood hours, the three-
wheeled vehicles will have an
even greater "negative im-
pact" on traffic during the
Summer Games, Stocki ex-
plained. Thejpedicab drivers
must be "very, very careful "

otherwise they "won't stand
much of a chance against a
car or bus," Stocki said.

Sandy Brown, Holmby-
Westwood Property Owners
Association's Vice President of
Community Affairs, stated in
the newsletter that over 500
parking warning signs have
been posted at many com-
munityentrances to
discourage people from park-
ing illegally during the Olym-
pic period.

Parking areas at UCLA, the
Federal Building, Westwood
and ^fTe Parle and Ride loca-
tions in Los Angples will
"hopefully" provide sufficient
parking durihg the Olympics
Stocki said. But, it is "tough
to guess" the number of
visitors who will drive to
UCLA since the Olympics is

"not an event that happens
every year, and there is
nothing to compare it (Olym-
pic parking) with," he added.

Nevertheless, Stocki said an
extensive towing plan around
UCLA and the surrounding
communities will be imposed
and the LAPD will be very
strict on enforcing rules and
regulations during the Olym-
pics. "I can assure you that
there are hundreds of tow
trucks in the area, and they're
gomg to be very, very busy."

Westwood tragedy

oa pnfnT^AcrmlssfdnT^
CHABAD HOUSE • 741 Ooyley Ave. • Westwood • For information: 208-7511

munity In return, you
wilJcomplement yourcareer
by working and consult-

. . /siciansdur-
ing monthly Reserve
meetings and medical con-
ferences You will enjoy
the benefits ofofficer status,
including a non-contri-
butory retirement annuity
when you retire'from

the Army Reserve, as WeU
as funded continuing
medical education pro-
grams A smalJ investment
of your time IS alJ It takes
to make a valuable medical
contribution to your com-
munity and country For
more information, simply
call the number below—ARMYRBERVE.

Call:
Maj Michael F. Lyons, MSC

(714)836 2866

Continued from Page 1

tional act," he added.
A UCLA Medical Center

spokesman said there was no
indication that Young was in-
toxicated at the,time of arrest.

Los Angeles Fire Depart-
ment Inspector Ed Reed said
^5 fire units, 12 police cars
and 31 ambulances fesponded^
to the call. Police cordoned off >
Westwood Boulevard from

''^

Wilshire Boulevard to LeCon^

SUMMER
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"
SOFT

CONTACTS S169 "CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR"

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
"

SOFTS=^

EYEGLASSES
INCLUDES GLASS QR
PLASTIC LENSCS (SINGLE
VISION non-gvSej
.AND Ff^ES p,^0^^ „.J
SPECIAL SELECTION.

te Avenue, drawing hundreds
of spectators to the scene.

Amidst the confusion, peo-
ple searched the crowd for
their friends and relatives.
"I'm looking for my 13 year-
old son," one woman explain-
ed to a University of Califor-
nia police officer. "He has no
ID. I have no way of finding
out if he's safe."

Others stood by to watch
victims being loaded into am-
bulances.

Reed said tl^e victims sus-_
tained injuries ranging frorn^
minor scratches to serious"
head'infuries. Although many
visitors to Westwood Friday
night^were Olympic athletes,
out on the eve of the Olympic
Games, Baroff said no athletes
were injured. Of the conscious
victims who were interviewed,
Baroff added, none were af-

filiated with the Olympics.

EYE OPENING!
IN WESTWOOD BILLAQC

Since 197t

UCLA Grad

;«SSrK "*'" '''''' «""™ ^"^'^''TEE, FiniNG, TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM. IF REQUIRED:

grarj^ Jon p. O.D. 1132 Westwood Blvd
L.A., CA 90024^?:==:;irr:r a professional Corporation .

iS^iio^m£̂ !iMi!mPlM:»^- vi^A . MrtSTcncAnp wm i ad at timl uV nuHtJHA.'tP

208-301
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Peter Pae and Jean-PierTe-
Cativiela contributed to this
story.

Gpt g hot tip?

Call 825-2795

Viewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor
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Welcoming words
Welcome to L.A.I
It is with great pleasure that we, as well as most other

Southern Californians, welcome all the visitors, foreign
and American, to the Olympics.
We hope that all of the guests of Los Angeles get a

chance to visit many of the wonderful attractions that

^^^J^^p^^iornm has to offer, not the least of which is
the UCLA campus.

Brides ail the decorations for the Olympics, visitors are
urged to take a look at the beauty of the architecture and
the flora and fauna, features which have given UCLA the
distmction of being considered one of the most attractive
campuses in the country.

Another good reason to visit tfCLA is its location on the
west side of Los Angeles. It is onlv minutes away, even in
rush hour traffic, from the stars' homes in Bel Air, the ex-
quisite shops in Beverly Hills and Westwood, the unique
people of Hollywood, and^the worid:^fanious beaches of
-Maiibtt and Santa Monicar

'"'""'^ '"'"'"" "

Finally, we hope that your stay in Los Angeles is a plea-
sant, safe, and healthy one, filled with joy and excitement.

Y'all come back now, y'hearl

Editor-in-Chief

Managing Editor

Viewpoint

Symbolic mascot
By James Bozajian

After having watched the Democratic National Convention at
great length, I now fully understand why the jackass is the
symbol of the Democratic Party.
The speakers at the Convention couldn't have done better

had they taken lessons from Pinocchio himself; hour after hour
the leaders of the Democratic Party lied to the American peo-
ple.

Letters

The Democrats tried to deny the literally undeniable fact that
President Reagan's policies have led to a recovery and immense
strengthening of the economy. -, z

They lied that America will benefit from the failed liberal

economic, social and foreign policy agendas of past disastrous
Democratic administrations.

Moreover, although a solid majority of Democrats are either

ideologicaHy moderate or conservative, only the voices of the

very fringe of the left wing of the party were heard at the con-
vcntion. ^—

-

The Democratic Party leadership will, of course, attempt to

laugh off these accusations. But who will have the last laugh

come -Nov. 6 when moderate and conservative Democrats,- as-

well as southerners and westerners, all of whom have long been
ignored by the Democratic Party, help Ronald Reagan in

crushing Walter Mondale so badly that "Fritz" will wish he had
never left Minnesota? .

Bozajian, a sophomore majoring in political science, writes

for The Bruin.

Olympic spirit

Editor:

I am saddened by the
apathy that surrounds so
many people as the Olym-
pics approach.
My co-workers at UCLA

complain endlessly of traf-

fic, parking and hype; they
wish it would all just go
away.

Neighbors in Westwood
won't go to the Coliseum
even if I offer thert* free

tickets; they sound as if

they'd been invited to a
_Juneral. Where^^ is the
Olympic spirit?

There was a time when
the Olympics were a cele-

bration of joy. To me, it

was the only time that the

nations of the world
gathered for peace, not
war. I rejoiced at the com-
radery which grew among
the competitors.

The embraces and tears

at the closing ceremonies
_were genuine; I prayed that

someday the whole world
would embrace as well.

Where has the meaning
gone?

I think we've buried it

under pretensions. With all

its Olympic finery the

UCLA campus looks, well,
-r overdressed.

The countless banners,
structures and official per-
sonnel have unfortunately^
distanced the campus from
its own people.

I wonder if the apathy
has come because the world
has come, but the residents
are locked out.

Still, there is a- place
where I've found the
Olympic spirit. On Sunday,
August 12, you'll find me
on the street close to Dorsey
High School.

When I wltT^ff^^ud^ent
there vye knew one thing
for certain; the world had
forgotten us .

When we travelled to
West L.A. or the San Fer-
nando Valley for athletic

events, we saw the shiny
new buildings and the
spacious grounds, and we
remembered our own

HOWA SOVIET OLWICBOVCOTT
WILL HURT THE AMERieANS...

. crowded campus with the
crumbling bungalows and
chain link fences. '___

We saw people who
would never set foot in the
inner city — our home —
because they were afraid

(of us?). We knew we were~
the forgotten people.

But on August 12, the
world is finally coming.
The Men's marathon will

pass by dear old Dorsey,
and, with a few simple
banners and a single "WW-
come XXIII Olympiad"
sign, we'll welcoAie the
>yorJd to our home.

We'll proudly point to
our new Olympic training

^^Tack ~ "the only new-^ing
we have — and we'll
remember, perhaps for the
rast of our lives, that for
those few fleeting moments,
we were, at last, part of the
world.

Philip J. Sakimoto
Graduate student

(
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ASUCLA
Editor:

During the past week I

have been called a rabble
rouser, an agitator^ and a
malcontent.

my part in student protests

against hour cuts, then I

accept them with pride.,_

I have also been accused
of acting only in self- inter-

est. If that means I did not
sit back and let my hours
be cut without a fight then
so be it. I do not feel my
integrity has been
discredited, but rather reaf-

firmed.
And despite the criticism,

the protests did some good.
Central Receiving
employees have been given
more work hours.

Working all day last
Thursdav and Friday (July

19, 20) ASUCLA Manage-
ment developed a plan to

restore hours. Dock workers
were very pleased with the
results, and we do ap-
preciate the effort put into

it by management.
Hours are being increas-

ed in the store. The sum-
mer is becoming a good one
again for student
employees. Petitions and
emergency meetings should
not have to be a course of

action here.

I hope management-
Avorker relations can build
on this experience (regular-

ly scheduled meetings be-

tween student supervisors
and Tim Baily are^ a^posi-
tive step)

.

ASUCLA will prosper if

all parties work together.

Joe True
Senior

History

Jackson
EdUiM:!.

Speaking about Michael
Jackson, how come he
always looks like the kind
of guy who brushes his

teeth with chocolate pud-
ding? I mean, this guy is

unsanitaryl Look at him in

that Thriller thing ->r ick!

He's got gook all ovPT^him.
At least his sister is cute ^^

maybe if he were as clean
as she is, he could have a
city named after him too.

Just think — the little town
of Michael right next to the
,j?ity of La Tolla. ,^,, '. .,

.c TT-

. f.If these "titles" refer to

Brian Lowry
Alumnus

\

\

.•;
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Viewpoint

s diplomacy
By Andrew Guiness

International diplomacy is the most delicate form of political enterprise. Here
the art of compromise, by which politics is generally defined, becomes a fine art
particularly between East and West.
The nuances of international diplomacy require skills of negotiatioas and

- n F ^"^^'T',^^*^^*"" of implied political and actual legal language. The recent
t amboyant ventures into international politics by the Reverend Jesse Jackson
sidesteps these considerations and more. Jackson's style may be the winningtorm in the short run, but it becomes disruptive and inconsequential in the long

The maverick style of Henry Kissingers one-man traveling diplomatic showw^ always sanctioned by the fact that he was representing the interests of theKJb government. Jackson, on the other hand, has no official sponsorship for his
diplomatiji endeavors.

"^^!f^^^*"if^y *' predicated on his self-appointed role as international

f^t^ u : I
righteous pdfeition may be generated in part by well inten-tioned altruism, but Jackson is a master politician attempting to garner as much

pohtical mileage from these diplomatic journeys as he possibly can

imnnLnf^'"^ ?: u ^.^-.^ ^; ^^*^"^^" f^o'" Syrian captivity and Americansimprisoned m Cuban jails after conventional U.S. diplomatic efforts had been

^lad"^
"^^^^ stunning achievements, and Jackson received well earned ac-

_But a man, known^M^Jhin^ too seriously^-W entered into interna^-tlonar-lroubfe spots in order to maintain his turbulent domestic politicalmomentum. He is stepping into a larger political arena where he has no right to

Jackson may have genuine ideological differences with the Reagan Ad-minLstration and he may well have the support of many Americans who
acTdo^e"^' ^''^^"' ^""'^'^ ^''"^' ^"' '' *^"^' sufficient^ause lor him to

Inconsistency and misjudgement on several diplomatic fronts have wrackedthe Reagan Administrations ability to deal a winning hand n inteSonddiplomacy, but this does not justify independent action
mtemational

Ramsey Clark and Jane Fond^, among others in the past, out of a sense ofmoral indignation and political frustration, have taken diplomacv inTJTheirown hands attempting to hasten an often cumbersome diplomatic prc^
"'"

But aside from bringing concerns into international public attention thev ac

within fh"^ % ^^^^""r*'
^^^,P«sitive political expressions that can workwithin the system. To work outside the system serves only to impede and further complicate the carefully nurtured process of diplomacy

^
Jackson now says he wants to talk with the Russians about the health andpolitical status of the Sakharovs and (while in Moscow) ho^fu£ ^frt somt

-^

( dlST (30T tAIP OFF FROMWmV PimET,,,

.
THEV5AIPMVi^A0()Bfmj£SSEi/ACKS(W»

Jewish dissidents." He may draw worldwide attention to these issues, but he
will be used as a tool of Russian propaganda that may sacrifice future negotia-
tions.

*

Just as in the recent Jackson trip to Cuba, the ramifications of Jackson's ef-
forts may produce more harm than good. Like Castro, Chernenko may exploit
the circumstances to embarrass the Reagan Administration by insinuating that
the U.S. government is impotent at making progress with the Russians.

Furthermore, theRussians will attenipt to show the world that the efforts of
J?"« man can succeed at what an entire II S Stat^ D^wirtment has failed to ac-
complish.

J^ J ^^^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ °"* ^^ Jackson but it will serve only to^ake future
U.S. diplomatic negotiations with the Russians more difficult. Whether or not
the Reagan Administration is doing the job that is needed in dealing with the
Russians or any other foreign power is an issue to be taken up onlyby tho elec-
torate and public opinion expressed at home. n

It is not to be usurped by unofficial independent intervention. Traditional
diplomatic channels should not be tampered with, especially when dealing with
the Russians. If the Russians can show the world that one man unofficially hasmore political viability than a seemingly intrangent U.S. government, severe

Ce'I^"Wri^" ^^ ^^'""^ '" ""^^^^ ^'^^ ""^ *^^ '^'''^^' particularly

onm!!?if!!l''J^''^ ^°H*^i?i"v'*5 ^*^*^". ^ forgetting, is more a political actioncommittee than an established political party or the party in poCver. If he is tobe responsible to himself and his constituency, he should well regard the limits
ot nis political power.

I ^f^'''' ^"^ tremendous potential in becoming an increasingly important
leader m American society.. His important strides towards giving Blacks andother minoriti^ a stronger voice in public issues is far from completedHe has much more to do in working towards equal and fair representation

Continued on Page 15
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1 Malibu's Premier Ocean-View Restaurant
Steaks-Lobster-Seafood '^-^~ ?^?^^ Pacific Coast Highway

t2l3) 456-3010— ^
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Open Monday thru Friday 5 pm
Saturday, Sonday 4 pm —
All Major Credit Cards, Traveler's Checks Welcome

\
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r^aef u!«u :'"'" v/1 ouiiboi OR raciTic

tho olli^^-^^y- J"^* P^st Big Rock Drive- onthe oceanside- or please 5all for directions.
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Recognized as thi 's finest dinim
, lucated lii the heart of Mallbu.

Continued from Page 14

Ind'lv^ntl"^'^
Coalition. That is why he should stay atlh^and devote his extraordinary vision and energy on national and

L^:rdr^"lT •rcar^'''"^
-^^ - -"- ^^

Guiness graduated from UCLA in 1980.
"" '
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At long last, it's time
for the Olympic Games
A truly awesome Opening Ceremony kicks
off tlie Games second time in Los Angeles
By Tom Timmermann
Senior Staff Writer

With enough flash and
pizazz to last a lifetime, ^f
iiot4w4> weeJ«, the XXfflfd"

^^i^

Olympiad ^eis under way
with the traditional (and in
this case, unforgettable)
Opening Ceremony Satur-
day at 4 p.m. at the Col-
iseum before competition
begins Sunday throughout
the city.

Produced by David
^olper the ceremony
stars thousands of volun-
teers who sing, dance and
run around for three hours,
generally having a good

_L\ me and putting
everybody's woes on the
back burners. No Russians?
Big deal. This ceremony is

enough to leave people
dancing in the aisles for
days, which is g(Kxl because
they need the place for
track and field starting on
August 3. At $200, the cer-
emony in well worth the in-
vestment in tickets.

Reporters at Thursday's
dress rehearsal were sworn
to secrecy about the cere--
monies, though it probably
wouldn't violate any sacred
trust by saying, yes,' there is

dancing.

—Thft biggest misfo rtune '

may well be that with

ing star who hasn't lost a
race since 1977. Also on
hand will be President
Reagan, who will offiiciallv

open the Olym pics. Juan
Antonio Samaranch, head
of the International Olym-
pic Committee, and Peter
Ueberroth, head of the Los
Angeles Olympic Organiz-
ing Committee, along with
about 92f,000 spectators in
the sold-out Coliseum.

After the singing and
dancing half of the pro-
gram, the Olympic teams
of 140 countries will enter
the Coliseum, led by the
team from Greece, tradi-
tionally the first team in
the parade. As host coun-
try, the United States will
pull up the rear, close on
the heels of the team from
Zimbabwe.
The LAOOC is playing it

close to the vest about who
will light the flame, though
Nadia Comaneci, the
Romanian gymnast who a
lot of people thought would
do it, has denied that it
will be her. Ueberroth did
say that it would be "so-
ftleone famous", which
eliminates you and me, but
leaves a good many people
with a shot.

David Lang, Sfx>rts Editor
Kevin Daly. Assistarit Sports Editor
"^nm Timmermann. Otympic Editor

sieveral Olympic competi-
tions that don't cost
anything. The men's 190km
road race, which starts
later4n-the^ay on the same^
course is also free.

Other events that will
produce medal winners on
the first day of competition
are swimming, shooting
and weightlifting.

Swimming, the premier
event in the early days of
the Games, will have finals
in four races, the men's
100-meter breaststroke and
200-meter freestyle, and the
women's 1 00-meter
freestyle and 400-meter in-
dividual medley. Neither of ________^ ^^^^the men;s evente will be UCLA's Pauley Pavilion, all dressed up and ready to 90 will be the^SSContinued on Page 20 the gymnastics competition, which will begin on SunS^y nSjhs suS as

Schedule for the start

of the Olympic Games
Sunday, July 29
0800-1200 Equestrian Santa Anita Park

3-day event - dressage test

083^1025 Swimming Olympic Sv^lm Stadium
Women's 1 00m freestyle heats
Men's 100m breaststroke heats

Women's 400m individual medley heats
.

Men's 200m freestyle heats

0900-1230 Basketball

0930-1200

sz„'S, T^-'zi';z^ r.rsri~-=—

-

By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

mpics go on, but Soviet-led boycott won't go unnoticed
is a battle between Tyrell
Biggs of the U.S. and

Tf c^rv, I u.
Francesco Damiani of Italy

e'S: '"^IT" f!"^*"^ ^ «>« ^old. Somehow, ^the Soviet Union announced
they would boycott the 1984
Olympics, because of "anti-
soviet" hysteria in Southern

glamour has left the event.
There will be no battles be-

tween the U.S. and the Cuban
boxing teams, who shared 10

<i
\^

Libya's last-minute pullout,
-thf? two girls -who-were to
carry Libya's placard in the

^ parade of nations may be
left in the Coliseum tunnel.
While the identity of the

runner who will light the
Olympic torch remains to
be known, it is now known
who will carry the
American flag into the Col-
iseum in front ot the U.S.
team. That honor will go to
E& Burke, a 44-year old
^hammer thrower taking
part in his third Olympics.
Burke was chosen by a vote
among the captains of th^

leriean teams taking
part.

The Olympic oath will
be taken for all the athletes
by Edwin Moses, the hurdle

Not all ot the athletes
will be there, as com-"
petitors in the soccer com-
petition, which takes place
at three locations in addi-
tion to the Rose Bowl
(Stanford, Annapolis, Md.
and Cambridge, Mass.) will
miss the ceremony, as will
some people who have
events early the next day.
Above Average rounds of
applause are expected for
the teams from Romania
^nd Yugoslavia, two
Eastern European countires
that defied the Soviet
boycott.

The first medal of the
games should be given out
^about^-ftoofl—01T Snndayv
when the wom^en's 70km
cycling road race is com-
pleted in Mission Viejo.
The event is free, one of the

Califnrn.a TU * - •
-v.ai,ij^ icains, wno snarcci 10^amornia. The stunnmg news titles at the 1983 Worldcame the morning of May 8, Championships (clLd^^^n

Uler rhe sTu>ck has subsided. can forget about the U S-

Temrnd^dXTBC-r
"'^'^

^"'^!1 ^"^^ ^ *^^ ^---d.
^Twclf^^t^^^ amateurWysts Mark Spitz and Don- team in the world, the Cub^s

embarrassed the U.S. at last
summer's Pan American

Inside...

Uby^ pulls out of the Games .....Page 18
The U.S. soccer team needs a quick start......'.".7page 18Rowdy Gaines wants the medal he didn't get in
'980

^ ^ ^ ^ p -g
How will the -U.S.' do in the Olympics?..JZIZp^e 19
What's on television? .„„ .,, pgge 22

<.^

na de Varona that America's
George DiCarlo would have
been a silver medalist in the
1,500-meter freestyle because
no swimmer has ever come
within 10 seconds of the
USSR's Vladmir Salnikov in
that event.

Then we will hear from
track and field commentators
AI Michaels and Marty Li-
quori that the U.S. women
should capitalize on the
absence of East Germany and
the USSR and capture a
number of medals. Amid the
celebration, well be left with
the impression that some of

medals^ Wilt be "Fa:inte3r
-"" the sad fact is that the
announcers are accurate in
their description.

.k T^^''?!.^';^
'"^"y ^^^er sports i

that will be affected by the §
boycott, such as basketball I
boxmg, gymnastics, rhythmic -
gymnastics, volleyball, cycl- ^
ing, fencing, wrestling, and i
yes even the modern pen- d
tathlort.

.
, ^Mp

The world will miss seeing Without the presence of
|t the great Cuban super- ^^^^ Eastern-bloc shot out-heavyweight Teofilo Stevenson ters, former Bruin Dave Lautcan will his fourth straight Is nnP of the fovoH^l fpboxmg gold medal. What's left the gold med^.

°''^"^"" '"'

Games and easily won the
gold.

T*^e U.S. and the Soviet
Union have not met on the
basketball floor since the ill-

fated championship game in'
the 1972 Olympics, and it will
be four more years before the
teams meet again. The memo-

IJ
of that 1972 game is still

vivid in the mmds oi many
Americans, who witnessed a
shocking 72-71 loss after the
officials gave the USSR three
chances to win the game. In
the 1976 Games, Yugoslavia
upset the USSR in the semifi-
nals and in 1984, the Russians
will not catch the wrath of
Bobby Knight.
The list goes on and on of

the missing athletes and na-
tions who are favorites for
medals, and sometime during
the course of the Games,
when we're relaxing in front
of a television or watching the
event in person, the drastic ef-

fect of the boycott will be
glaring, especially in track
and field^ ^gwimming and
gymnastfcs., <

What will Mary Deck^ndo

Olympics. A gold medal is a>

gold medal."
Lewis has nothing to worry

about since he'll likely capture
his share of gold medals, with
a possible four, and his main
competition is in L.A. The
imprinters, hurdlers and
distance specialists in the
men's competiHnn ar^ mostly
not from the boycotting na-
tions. :

The Forum
Italy vs. Egypt

Uruguay vs. France

Coto de Caza
Riding

Shooting Prado Recreational Area, Chine
Free pistol

Women's sport pistol

Clay target, trap

Cycling Mission VIejo
Women's 70km individual road race

WOO-1100 Modern Pentathlon

0900-1600

093^1130 Gymnastics

Some of the top male track
and field performers who will
not be in the Olympics are

marathoner Waldemar Cier-
pinski of the Soviet Union,
who has won the gold at the
last two Olympics; Soviet pole
vaulter Sergei Bubka, the
world record holder at. 19-4 Vi;
jafvelin thrower Uwe Hohn of
East Germany, who broke the
world record last week with a
mark nf .'^43. __
many's shot put tandem of
Udo Beyer, who holds the
world record at 72-10^1^ and
Ulf Timmermann; 1983 world
champion shot putter Edward

Sarul of Poland; and the top
three world performers in the
discus and hammer throw
events.

Without the trio of shot
putters competing, the U.S.
may sweep the event, and
should capture medals in the
javelin and discus. Former
^Bruin JDave Laut will now be
the favorite in the shot put
(lifetime best: 72-3), while
Tom Petranoff should take the
top honors in the javelin. His

Continued on Page 20

1000-1400

1100-1400

1300-1800

^346-1846

Volleyball

Boxing

Cycling

Pauley Pavilion, UCLA
Men's compulsory exercises

Long Beach Arena
Korea vs. Tunisia
China vs. Japan

Sports Arena
PreWmmary bouts

Mission Viejo

1400-1600

14301800

Men's 190km individual road racQ,.

Field Hockey East L.A. College Stadium
Australia vs. Ma\aysia

West Germany vs. Spain
\n6\a vs. United States

Weightlifting Gersten Pavilion, Loyola
Flyweight - up to 52kg, group B

DasKeiiMill " ' The Furum
Yugoslavia vs. West Germany

United States vs. China

trf

Olympic wBriefs„.Day 1 of the Olympics

1500-1700

1500^18(to

Gymnastics Pauley Pavilion
Men's compulsory exercises

Equestrian Santa Anita Park
3-day event - dressage test

without the East German
women chasing her? Don't ex-

pect any record performances
from Decker. And what about
the U.S. women swimmers,
who took just one gold in 1976
to the East German's 13?
They should clean up in the

medal count, but will be left

with the lingering thought of

the boycott.

Without two Soviet world
champions in gymnastics, will

the world accept Mary Lou
Retton and UCLA's Mitch
Caylord as the best? Only

L.A.
hv!iT *^«* ^*^epre-01ympic
^»ype has, come to an end, are
mx-xeady^er- tho roal h>rpe?

1600-1800
. Modern Pentathlon

^f^ plans Off- televising 186
nours of Olympic coverage
and if we can recall the 1976
^ames or an afternoon of the
^uper Bowl, then get prepared
^or a barage of the same. Ex-
^P^ this time we'll get two
solid weeks of coverage.
Sports fans should be

awaiting the excellent analyst
coverage, which includes the
wisdom of former Bruin
"^ight Stones, who inbet-
weeri his high jumping duties

J^»"
lend his /gift of gab.' And

[or Stones, an accomplished
spQakpr

, that means he'll talk-

U.S. record in the high jump
at the trials with a mark of

-^?-87^%«t^4ie'll have his hands
full with the 21-year-old
Chinese sensation, Zhu
Jianhua. Jianhua holds the
world record at 7-10, and has
been very impressive in two
meets in the last week. -^

On Wednesday evening at
Mt. SAC he cleared 7-7^4 on
his opening jump, said it was
average for him, and called it

a night. He may not speak
English but his message was
clearly understood by Stones
and company.
Former Bruin Evelyn

Ashford also looked impressive

time ^yill tell, but as Carl »ng to his audience a lotLewis has said, "It's still the Stones 'i^^ ^^e the

while aufliurlMg the 400 meter—and went on to
relay team. Ashford pulled a perdine.
hamstring at the U.S. trials

1984
and was prevented from runn-
ing in the 200, an event she
hdds the Amefrican record in
at 21.83. Before suffering her
injury, she did qualify in the
100, where she holds the
world record at 10.79.
Along with Stones, two

other^ former Bruins will be
working with ABC as expert
commentators. Ann Meyers,
an All-American basketball
star at UCLA in the late '70s,
will work on the women's
basketball broadcasts. Helping
out with the volleyball tele-
casts will be Kirk Kilgour,
who lead UCLA to their first

NCAA volleyball title in 1970

1615^1745

1800-2000

1800-2200

1830-2230

Coto de Caza
Riding

Swimming Olympic Swim Stadium
Women's 100m freestyle finals
Men's 100m breaststroke finals

Women's 400m individual medley finals

Men's 200m freestyle finals

Weightlifting Gersten Pavilion
Flyweight . up to ^2kg, group A

Boxing

Volleyball

;SlJ_j

1830-2030

1900-2100

coach at Pep-

—Kevin Daly

Sports Arena
Preliminary tx)uts

Long Beach Arena
Argentina vs. United States

Canada vs. Italy

Gymnaetics Pauley Pavilion
Men's compulsory exercises

Foott>all (Soccer)
Italy vs. Egypt, Rose Bowl

Norway vs. Chile, Cambridge, Mass.
France vs. Qatar, Annapolis, Md.

United States vs. Costa Rica, Stanford

2QQQ-2330 Boeketba l l The Forum
Australia vs. Brazil

Spain vs. Canada
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Libyan team pulls out of

OlyTiipics at last inmute
TRIPOLI, Libya (AP) -

Libya announced Friday
that it Ts withdrawing its

team from the Los Angeles.
Olympics, a day after Li-

byan journalists were
denied entry to the United
States. V

A brief communique by
the official Libyan news
agency JANA said, "The
Socialist People's Libyan
Arab Jamahirya has decid-
t»d to withdraw from the
Los Angeles Olympic
Games."

It gave no reason for the
decision, but the Los
Angeles Olympic Organiz-
ing Committee announced
Thursday that the State
Department had refused en-
try to three Libyans who
applied for journalist
credentials at the O ly ii i

]

Peter Ueberroth, presi-
dent of the organizing
committee, said the Libyan
journalists would "not be
permitted to enter the
United States or into the
Los Angeles Games."
He declined to say why

the State Department refus-

ed to admit tne Libyans.
State Department

spokesman Brian Carlson
said Thursday in
Washington that the
department had no im-
mediate comment.

**It\s not for me to
speculate. It's a government

decision and we're just

responding to that deci-

sion," Ueberroth said at a
mid-morning news con-
ference.

Libya's six-man sports
delegation has one
weightlifter and five
equestrians, Ueberroth said,

but a chartered plane to

transport the team's horses
to Los Angeles apparently
has been canceled by the
Libyans.

"The charter was cleared
to land in the United
States. It was canceled
there," said Ueberroth. "As
to why the journalists — if

indeea they are journalists
— were denied, you'd have
to talk to the appropriate
governrhehf agency. At this

time, I really don't know.
Ve beerr^tJeattng^ with"

the State Department."
Ueberroth identified the

three by their last names,*
which he s|>elled as Khayal,
Shlago and Abdes'sadk. He
said Libya also has eight of-

ficials in Los Angeles with
their six athletes.

"There is no trouble with
the Libyan athletes or -of-

ficials,' Ueberroth said.

"They're all cleared and
they are welcome. We're
asking them to apply for

different journalists' creden-
tials. We'd like to have
them here to cover the
Games."

U.S. promises to come out flyihg

in soccer opener with Costa Rica
STANFORD CAP) - The United States

Olympic soccer team, composed mostly of

players with professional experience, will

play its first game immediately after torch

-

lighting ceremo-
nies Sunday night.

A crowd of
about 50,000 is

expected at Stan-
ford Stadium, one
of four sites for

first-round games
in the 16-team
soccer competi-
tion.

"Our first game against Costa Rica is the
key. If we beat them, then I think we have
a good chance to go through to the Sfecond
round," says U.S. Coach Alkis Panagoulias.
The Costa Rican team has a highly

regarded goalkeeper, Marco Rojas. In four
qualifying games, the team won 1-0 and

played three scoreless ties.

Seven of the United States' 17 players are

from the roster of the North American Soc-

cer League's New York team, the Cosmosr
Three collegiate^ players, Tom Kain of

Duke, Jeff Hooker of UQLA, and Jamie
Swanner of Clemson, are the only team
members with no experience in U.S. pro
leagues.

Ricky Davis, a former Cosmos player,
says, "We're going to come out flying.

Eivery player is so psyched up. I really think
we can win a medal."
The team's toughest first- round test fig-

ures to be next Tuesday at the Rose Bowl,
where it faces Italy.

First-round matches will be played
through Friday at Stanford. After the Sun-
day night opener, the matches scheduled
are West Germany- Morocco, Egypt- Costa
Rica, West Germany-Brazil, Egypt-United
States, and Saudi Arabia-West Germany.

opes^

medal and regain speed in t/ie pool
By Denne H. Freeman, Associated Press

"Old man" Rowdy Gaines, the ancient
mariner of the U.S. swim team at the age
of 25, almost became too discouraged with
the sport he once dominated
to qualify for the XXIII
Olympiad.

'When I finished third in

the Pan American games last

year everybody wrote me off,"

.he said. ^X was really down
and definitely depressed."

Gaines was once the world's -

No. 1 freestyle sprinter.

In the 1980 Olympics, he

would have been favored to win five gold
medals if the United States hadn't pulled
out of the games in Moscow because of the
Soviet intervention in Afghanistan.

"It hit me pretty hard," he said. "I lost a
lot."

Then he tired of being the
target of every sprint swimmer
in the world.

4

He announced his retire-

ment in 1981 after establishing
a world record of 49.36 se-

conds in the 100-meter
freestyle. It still stands.

B[ut a bored Gaines return-

Continued on Page 20

catch the spirit!
: come on. take a tumble, get cool,
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Team
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wave of medals
By the Associated Press
A sport-by-sport look at the medal

chances for U.S. athletes and teams in
the 1984 Summer Olympics

ARCHERY
The United States has won more

Olympic archery^ medals than any
other country since competition in the
sport began in 1904. Darrell Pace
1976 gold medalist and two-time
world champion, leads the men's team
with Rick McKinney, current world
champion. The women's team is given
little chance of winning a medal
although the United States has
dominated women's competition since
it began in 1972.

BASKETBALL
Coached by Bobby Knight of In-

diana University, the U.S. men's team
expects tough matchups with Italy,
the current worlxtvchampion-
Yugoslavia, the defending gold medal-
ist, and Brazil, the best from South
America. The women's team, coached
.% Pat Head Summitt of the Universe
ty of Tennessee, received a huge boost
when the 1983 Pan American team
defeated the Soviet Union in an ejchib-
ition match. The United States is the
favorite for the gold in both tourna-
ments.

BOXING
With the absence of three-time

Olympic champ Teofilo Stevenson of
Cuba, Tyrell Biggs has a good chance
at winning the heavyweight gold
medal. Mark Breland, the five-time
Golden Gloves champion, is con-
sidered a favorite in the 147-pound
class, while Pernell Whitaker, who
defeated Cuba's two-time Olympic

champion Angel Herrera this summer
IS the favorite at 132. Still, it will
tough for the American squad to'
match the five gold medals won by
U.S. boxers in 1976.

CANOEING
The Soviets and East Germans have

dominated both canoeing and kayak-
ing in the Olympics and world cham-
pionships. The United States has won
m^/'^^ "^^?^^ in canoeing - both in

u.
.~~ ^"^ ®^^" ^i^h the Eastern

bloc boycott, 1984 Icjoks like another
year up the creek without a paddle for
America.

CYCLING
The last American medal in cycling

came in 1912. This year the drought
should come to an end. The American
team has been l)olstered by an intense
three-year development program, an
increase in international competition
a^d the Soviet-led boycott.

DIVING
_ Greg Louganis, a silver medalist in
platform diving in 1976, gives the
American men's team an excellent
chance of taking the gold in both spr-
ingboard and platform. Louganis, the
current world champion, and Bruce
Kimball are the mainstays of the
men's team, while Megan Neyer is the
top hope on the women's side. The
United States won both golds in spr-
ingboard in 1976.^^ '-

EQUESTRIAN
Although West Germany is con-

sidered the world power in equestrian
competition, the United States is given
a good chance at gold medals in both
team and individual competition in
jumping and the three-day event. The

Umted Stages took the. team" g6IHTir
the.three-day in 1976. Bruce Davidson
leads the way in the three-day, while
Melanie Smith is our top chance in
jumping.

FENCING
Even with the absence of powers

Poland, Hungary, East Germany,
Bulgaria and the Soviet Union, the
United States' chances at their first
fencing medal since 1960 are slim

FIELD HOCKEY ^
The United States has never won a

game in Olympic field hockey com-
petition, but the men did win a
bronze medal in 1932 when just three
nations were entered. The outlook for
the men doesn't improve in 1984 as
India and Pakistan should dominate
play, but the American women, who
will be participating in the Olympics
for the first time, are seeded fourth in
th^ Games. The Netherlands,
^"stralia and West Germany are seed-
ed first through third, respectivelvT" ~

GYMNASTICS
Gymnastics, although a glamour

event in Olympic competition, has not
been a success for the United States
Since 1932, the United States has won
one medal in men's competition — a
bronze in floor exercises in 1976 —
and one in women's competition — a
team bronze in 1948. Japan and
China should dominate the men's
medal count without the Soviet Union
and East Germany, while Romania
should rule the women's competition
with the absence of the other East
bloc countries.

HANDBALL
Another sport where American

medal chances increased greatly with
the Soviet-led boycott. The Soviet
Union men won the gold medal in
both 1976 and 1980. Yugoslavia and
Poland were considered threats to
Soviet dominance, so the Olympic
field is wide open. The U.S. women's
team was seeded 11th before the
boycott but has a realistic chance at a
bronze with many of the better teams
out of the competition.

JUDO
The 1984 U.S. Olympic judo^team

is considered our strongest ever and
m.any observers feel this team could
match the two medals won in 20 years
of competition. Ed Liddle, 132
pounds, and Craig Agena, 143
pounds, are considered two of the best
to match the Japanese, who have
dominated the sport along with the
Soviet Union.

MODERN PENTATHLON
With the absence of the Eastern

bloc nations, U.S. chances for a medal
improved greatly in the modern pen-
tathlon. Soviet athletes took the first
three places in the 1983 World Cham-
pionships and won the team title,
followed by Hungary and France.
Dean Glenesk was the top American,
finishing 13th, while the American
team was eighth.

ROWING
After winning just two medals in

rowing in 1976, the United States is

looking for success in 1984. The U.S.
men's eight and four without coxswain
both set course records in the
prestigious Lucerne International
Regatta. Again, the absence of East

Continued on Page 21
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CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SI22LINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS)
OPEN 7 DAYS

BEER & WIN^ • SPECIAL LUNCH (11:36-4:00)
DINNER * FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

!
SAME MODERATE PRICES

Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village
l114Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-9214

Ceremonies
Continued from Page 16
greatly hurt by the boycott.
But the women's events

' will. As it stands now, the
United States could easily

pick up three gold medals
here in the first day.

In team sports, American
squads will start play Sun-
day in basketball (facing
China), field hockey (facing

India), volleyball (facing
Argentina) and soccer (fac-

ing Costa Rica, at Stanford).

Also on the first day will be
the compulsory exercises in

men's gymnastics, where
the American contingent
appears to be as strong as

ever, preliminary rounds in

boxing and equestrfari
events and the first day of
the modern pentathlon.
But for Saturday, the big

event is the Opening Cere-
monies. Thursday's dress
rehearsal showed there
were still some kinks to be

worked out (costume
changes taking too long, the

sound system being consis-

tent), but that is all secon-

dary. For three hours, you
can leave your cares behind
and go to happier place"*

where there are no
boycotts, wars, traffic or

crime, just a lot of friendly

people. The ride home on
the freeway may not be any
easier, but it's a great way
to start.

Gaines

GO FOR THE GOLD WITH US!
OUR CARS OFFER FULLY. STOCKED BARS,
A/C, MOONROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, TV

AND SOME VCR'S,

WE ALSO HAVE BODY GUARD AND
SECURITY SERVICE AVAILABLE

984-2200 877-3020

Continued from Page 19
ed to swimming five months
later, although he never
recaptured the special blazing
speed that had made him the
beijt in what is swimming's
answer to track's 100-meter
dash.

"I thought about retiring

again then 1 decided I've been
around so long what's one
more year?" Gaines said. "If I

had (luit Lwould bti kicking
myself 20 years from now, I

thought that when I got to 50
I might be reallvmad at

Boycott
Continued from Page 17

mark of 327-7 was the world
record until Hohn topped his

throw last week.
While the missing male per-

myself. 1 decided it was better
to try and fail then not to try

at all."

Gaines, of Winter Haven,
Fla., was second in the 100
freestyle in the Olympic Trials

behind Mike Heath. He was a
poor seventh in the 200
freestyle and failed to qualify
in that event.

"I guess t*.ere are a lot of
people putting their money on
Mike Heath," said Gaines.
"But I've always -^wam best

when I was the underdog.
"Since 1980, there's been

nothing but pressure, pressure.

pressure on me since I was on
top. Then I graduated from
college (Auburn) and it's hard
to swim when you aren't in

school."

Gaines said he finallv
realized it wasn't a crime not

to win every race.

"It's real important for me
to win the 100 because it's my
last hurrah, so to speak," said

Gaines. "There's no way I'll

swim again after this meet.
But I'm not going to jump Tint

of the sixth floor window
where I'm staying if I don't
make it."

formers will put a damper on
the competition in the weight
events, almost every event in
the women's competition will
be affected. The Ea.st German
and Soviet women are
dominating figures in the

sport, as well as the weight
room. Not only are they big,

they're fast.

The fans will be deprived of

a classic race between the
U.S.'s Evelyn Ashford and

Continued on Page 22
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U.S. chances
Continued from Page 19

-Germany^ and the; Soviet
Union. should enhance
American medal chances.

SHOOTING

ly bruin

Having won two gold
medals in 1976, the U.S.
shooting team is looking for a
good medal harvest in 1984,
especially with the absence of
the Soviets. Ed Etzel and Glen
Dubis, the only qualifiers in

mote than one event, lead the
men's team, while Wanda
Jewell, Kim Dyer and Pat
Spurgin are the leading
women.

SOCCER
The United States has never

won a medal in Olympic soc-

cer competition and has won

Just one game, a 2-1 victory
over Estonia in 1924. The
U.S. team this year will have
a number of players from the
North American Soccer
League, but medal chances

_are very slim.
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SWIMMING
One of the sports the United

States has seem ingly
dominated in Olympic com-
petition, swimming should
agam be a harvest of medals
in both the men's and
women's competition. Having
set three world and five
American records in the
Olympic trials, the Americans
look for big things from the
teams. John Moffet (100-meter
breaststroke), Pablo Morales
(100 butterfly) and Rick Carey
(200 backstroke) wefe the
world-record setters at the

Trials and all three wtiTbe tfie

favorites at Los Angeles. Dou-
ble American-record setter
George DiCarlo's medal
chances improved in both the
400- and 1,500-meter freestvle
with the absence of Vl d̂rrfitf

Salnikov of the Soviet Union.
Individual medley star Tracy
Caulkins, the only swimmer to
qualify for three events at the
Trials, will lead the women's
team, which should shine
without the East German
women in attendance. Jill

Sterkel is now the favorite in
the 100-meter freestyle and
Mar\' T. Meagher is favored in
the 100-and 200-meter butterf-
ly-

SYNCHRONIZED SWIMM-
ING—This will be the first ^-ear of

Continued on Page 23 • Across from Lot 1
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DISNEYLAND
BECAUSE YOU'RE HERE
TO SEE THE BEST

Cjold medals. World records.

National champions. The most out-
standing performances in the world
are happening right now in South-
ern California.

And the best entertainment per-
formance is right here at Disneyland,
where perfection is always running
strong. With parades, music, danc-
ings and stage shows from morning

^ill night, the Magic Kingdom brings
you the best entertainment lineup

youU ever find

!

So if you're looking for a world-
class entertainment event, the start- »

ing block is Disneyland. Because if

having fun was an Olympic event.
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Clinical Supervision Practicum
Theories of Psychoanalysis

Theories of Personality

Introduction to Object Relations

Clinical Hypnosis
Psychoanalytic Treatment pf the Child
Rorschach I
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Symbol Formation and Verbal Thought
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Introduction to Behavioral Medicine
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Statistics
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Research Methods

Professional Seminnr\
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B Weiss PhD

J. Gillespie. PhD
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Most seminars qualdy for Continuing Education for Nurvev and wkwI w,Kkef«rr-
Approved lor Veteran s Benefits for those v^ho qualify under V\ Regulations
All prolessionals are virelcome to attend.

Teiltativ_ely, these are the

events that ABC plans to shovT
in their Olympic ci>^rage this

weekend. Actual coverage will

be dictated by what's happen-
ing at the different events.

Saturday, July 28
7:30 p.m. Opening Ceremonies

Sunday, July 29
1 1 :30 a.m!-6 p.m.

Cycling .-^

Equestrlao

Modern Pentathlon
Shooting
Swimming ——, --

7 p.mi-Mldnight

Gymnastics
Swimming
Weightiifting

Boycott
Continued from Page 20
East Germany's Marlies Gohr
in the 100 meters. The former
Bruin holds the world record
at 10.79, set at^ altitude in

Colorado Springs, while Gohr
has clcx^ked a sea level time of
10.81.

While an injury kncx^ked
Ashford out of the 200 at the
Olympic trials, she would
have had to contend with
Marita Koch of East Ger-
many, the world record holder
at 21.71. Kcxjh also has the se-

cond fastest time in the 400 at
48.16, just behind world
record holder Jarmila
Kratochvilova of
Czechlovakia.
The U.S. has only three

women who are considered to
be the best in the events:
Ashford, Decker, and mara-
thon runner Joan Benoit. The
Eastern-bl(x? women have the
4^-4bFee perforn^ers in nearly

-

every event.

___Tlie only two notable male
swimmers absentees are
Salnikov, who was a heavy
favorite in the 400 and 1,500

Continued on Page 24
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A Brovar, MD
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Individual and Group Supervised Training, Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships
are available by arrangement
The CaliforniaGraduale Instirtjte has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction
State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical P$ycholo«y andMFCC licenses in the State orCalifornui
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California Graduate Institute
School of Professional Fsycholo^ Celebnting 16 years oT continuous operation at the first
mdependeril graduate school of psychotofy in the nation.

(213) 208^240 1100 Glenion Avenue, 11th Floor
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• heat >
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• instant
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470-4778
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OLYMPIC SPECIAL
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U.S. chances
Continued from Page 21

Olympic competition for syn-
chronized swimming. The
duet of Cahdie Costie and
Tracie Ruiz are the highest-
ranked team in the world and
^rr^onsidered the iones to beat
for the gold.

TRACK AND FIELD
The track and field com-

petition could be subtitled:
•'Carl Lewis in Pursuit of Jesse
Owens." Lewis will try to
become the first man since
Owens in 1936 to win four
jtold medals in one Olympic
track and field competition.
Lewis is considered the heavy
favorite in the 100 and 200
meters and the long jump. He
also \**ill i-tm in the 400-meter
relay. Edwin Moses is ex-
pected to continue his nearly
seven-year-long winning streak
in the 400-meter hurdles.
Dwight Stones in the high
jump, Mike Tqlly in the pole
vanlt, Greg^ Foster in the^

sidered medal prospects with
the Soviet Union before the
boycott was announced

WATER POLO
The United States finished

sixth in the 1982 World
Championships and of the
J^^ms^that iinished ahead -of-
them only West Germany and
the Netherlands will be in Los
Angeles. The Americans are
pven an excellent chance of at
least matching the bronze
meaal finish in 1972

WEIGHTLIFTING
The top four countries in

weightiifting - Soviet Union,
Bulgaria; East Germany and
Poland ~ will not be in Los
Angeles, so American chances
are brighter, although no
American completed his lifts
in the 1983 World Champion-
ships.

WRESTLING
The United Spates has never

won a medal in Greco-Roman
wrestling, but is the most suc-
ce^ul team in fxeestyling bis
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WESTWOOD VILUGE
CHIROPRACTIC

Complete Spinal
Examination and
Consultation

If You Suffer Fronri

• Whiplosti
• Backache '

• Stiff Necic
• Headacties
• Pain in Arms or Legs
• Sports Injuries

101S Goyley Ave., Suite 220, Westwood 208-7763

llO-meter hurdles and Alberto
Salazar in the marathon are
also considered excellent
choices for the gold in their
events. On the women's team,
middle-distance runner Mary
Decker, sprinters Evelyn
Ashford, Chandra
Cheeseborough and mara-
thoner Joan Benoit are solid
gold-medal prospects.

VOLLEYBALL
The United States has never

won a medal in Olympic
volleyball, which began in
1964. Dominated by Eastern
bloc countries since its incep-
tion; volleyball should be a
wide open sport in 1984. Both
the American men's and
women's teams were con-

tory, having won 74 medals to
the Soviet Union's 46. With
the absence of the Soviet
Union and Bulgaria, the Unit-
ed States and Finland are con-
sidered the top freestyle
teams.

YACHTING
Although the America's Cup

competition might give the
impression the United States
and Australia have dominated
yachting, that's not the case in
the jQlympics. Jfl tW ^ven-
classes competed in the
Games, certain countries have
dominated certain events.
New Zealand and West Ger-
many are expected to give the
United States the most com-
petition in the waters off Long
Beach.

W. lOMDOh
BRENTWOOD'S ULTIIVIATE aOTHING STORE

DESIGNER RESALES
11661 SAN VICENTE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90049— 213/826-464 9—— —
MON.-SAT. 10:30-5:30

VAUOATED PARKING

AVAILABLE IN THE ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE
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Boycott
Continued from Page 22

freestyles; and 100-meter
backstroker Dirk Richter of

East Germany, who has upset

world record holder Rick
Carey of the U.S. twice in the

last two years.

A number^ -female world -

record setters from East Ger-
many who will not be com-
peting should make things

easy for American*s~~Nahcy~
Hogshead and Cynthia
Woodhead in the sprints. Tif-

fany Cohen in the middle
distances and Tracy Caulkins
in the medley events. Without
the likes of Birgit Meineke,
who hasn't lost a race in two
years in the 100 and 200 free,

Astrid Strauss and Ute
Gewenigef, it means gold for

the U.S.

While {{^omania's Nadia
Comaneci has retired and is

now a guest of the LAOOC at

the Games, the world will be
looking for a new darling in

gymnastics. One who fits the
Ml isr Retton, who will have
her gold medal chances
enhanced by the absence of
the Soviet Union's Natalia
Yurtchenko, who won the
all-around title at the 1983
World Championships.

In an article in Sports Il-

lustrated on the Soviet
boycott. Great Britain's Sebas-
tian Coe, the Olympic
1,500-meter champ in 1980,
said that it's payback time Tor
the U.S. "The Americans have
sown the seed and reaped the
whirlwind," he said. "But the
the 1980 boycott was far less

devestating than this one
could be."

So while the Olympics will

continue, no doubt we'll be
reminded sometime about the
absence of some of the star at-

tractions. But the boycott
shouldn't take anything away
from the festive mood of the
competition. The party will go
on.

^-et the Games of the XXIII
Olympiad begin. And with a
drum roll, please.
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Covering up with
Jon-Erik Hexum

By Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

Jon-Erik Hexum has been getting most of his beefcake- sus-
tammg exercise lately dodging potshots rather than hefting
[)arbells. It seems his new GBS series, Ooverup, is the biggest
joke of the new season ... and nobody has even seen it yet.

Undeniably, the Coverup premise is an irresistable target
Hexum, who earned hunk status with a pec-ful poster that sold
a hot two ^million copies, plays a globetrotting, skin-flashing
male model who is actually a CIA agent. What critic could
resist a sharp barb or two?

"Yep, they are just attacking me from all sides," Hexum
grins. "I say fuck em. I'm not concerned with the erronious

Continued on Page 27
Jon-Erik Hexum

THEATER

I Mom vse. Macho at the Met

%ir-^*»

By John Ison. Staff Writer

Despite competition from police sirens and
helecopters, Donald Freed's Circe and Bravo
(currently playing at the Met Theatre on
Poinsettia Avenue) gets my nomination for the
Official Noisemaker of the 1984 Olympics.
Why? In two hours, the play contains

enough sound effects, strobe lights, screaming.

us all," soften the soldier's cobalt-plated armor
before the whole set melts down? Will the au-
dience stick around for Act Two to find out?

At last week's showing, not many of the au-
dience stuck around. The production's ham-
mering pace, coupled witn the too-sudden
shifts in tone, make this exhausting drama.
With two arresting presences in Circe and
Bravo, Freed should have aimed for the sexual

and bombastic speech-makmg to last a dozen tension that rennessee Williams achieved in
Opening Ceremonies. While playwright Freed
raises important questions on the nature of
political power and war- mongerine, he relies

""^'^fps'^

?-, il.y

on Freudian cliches and and shrill moralizing
to answer them. One need not be a
psychologist to understand that most
authoritarian leaders may at heart be
frightened of their own authority. But in

Freed's stick-figure world, all- powerful
military figures are little boys, and their seem-
ingly submissive women are mothers waiting
to welcome them back to the breast. (If this

were a film, Yoko Ono would have to do th^
soundtrack.)

Like many -writers of protest literature.

Freed creates characters who stand for
broader political concern^; as in much protest
literature, problems occur when polemics
overshadow the human drama. In Circe and
Bravo, the symbolic figures are the First Lady
of the United States (Barbra Rae) and a taci^T

turn Secret Service agent (Jimmy Broome)
who holds her captive at the Camp David
retreat. Why she's a prisoner in her gilded
cage is not the issue in Freed's drama; why the
Secret Serviceman is so taciturn matters only
in the general scheme of things. The central
conflict is between the First Lady (code name:
Circe, the infamous witch of classical myth),
who stands for intuition, freedom and emo-
tion, and the Secret Serviceman (code namei"
Bravo, for no apparent reason) who deplores
all she stands for in his macho insecurity.

Both characters are strong-willed; but one
never wonders who will triumph. Instead, the
question is what will triumph. Machismo or
Motherhood? And looming 6ver all of this

his plays about older woman/younger man
conflicts. But the overwrought psychoanalytic
exchanges between Rae and Broome suggest
that Freed prefers fire to steaminess.
Understandable, but the writer must not
forget that this is theatre, not the lecture hall.

If Freed introduces the characters in a
mystery/espionage story format (with a little

sexual tension thrown in for good measure), he
had better develop them in the same mileu.
Instead, Circe and Bravo are caught up in
Symbol Land, their fascination as characters
dissolving into didacticism.

Freed has gained considerable fame for
weaving politics with art; recently, his play
The Last Testament of Richard Nixon was
successfully translated to the screen by director
Robert Altman. Unfortunately, in Circe and
Bravo he combines the two elements less

gracefully.

James Broome in 'Cirte and Bravo'

J

heavy- handed struggling is the threat of nu
clear war. Can theJFirst Lady, the "mother of

\^

Director Paul Koslo attempts to bring a
cinematic style to the play — there is even
movicctype incidental music, thanks to
Leonora Schildkraut's sound design — but its

appeal is gimmicky. Like Dawn Holl-
ingsworth's lighting design, the gesture is all

flash.
•

At least the performances contain both flash
and substance; you will not feel manipulated
by their overwhelming power. Barbra Rae's
CTree is a sexy, sarcastic First Lady who plays
her official role with veiled anger. With a
voice the texture of smoked honey and a look
that petrifies on sight, Rae is nothing short of
masterful. Handsome James Broome succumbs^
to hysterical overacting Jowards the end, but
through most of the play hp pf^r^nrf^fif^Q frh^

taut, fear-frightened image of the Soldier

Cohtinued on Page 28
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OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL

Marathon of i

By Bob Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

Jazz. It means different tilings to different people. Monday
night at the Hollywood Bowl, several musical styles were placed
under the Jazz heading, including modal bebop by the Wynton
Marsalis Quintet, jazz/rock fusion by Bob James and his group,
big-band jazz by the Count Basic Orchestra, R&B/fusion by
The Crusaders, and the jazz/ rock/classical hybrid of Free
Flight. The result was The Great Olympic Jazz Marathon, an
entertaining evening of diverse rfiusic, some o! which was not
really jazzy, and some of which was less than great.

Master of Ceremonies Joe Williams set the tone for the even-
ing by dedicating the performance to the memory of the late

William "Count" Basic. The Count and his big-band led the
world of maini^tream jazz for several decades, arfiieving a stan-
dard of excellence by which all other such jazz bands must be
judged. Appropriately enough, even after Basic's death, the
Count Basic Orchestra, led by long-time Basic saxophonist p]ric

Dixon,. blew away the other groups on the program. VV^hen Joe
Williams, hiipself a former Basie-band vocalist, sang a set of
blues numbers with the band, you can bet the Count would
have been mighty proud.
The five-and-one-half hour program began with P>ee Flight,

a (juartet which garnered critical acclaim a few years ago for its

eclectic mix of classical material and jazz interpretation. Ever
since the departure of Milcho Leviev, the band's original
pianist. Free Flight lias been moving in the studio-po[) direc-
tion. The band's current keyboardist, Mike (Larson, former
musical director for David Bowie, definitely made his influence
known here by contributing three particularly bland composi-
tions. The group's best number was a latin/samba version of
"Take Five," in which the band's overall sound overcame the
plasticity of Carson's keyboard work. Let's hope that Free
Flight can recover from their current musical malaise.

Next up was the Wynton Marslis Quintet, featuring? the
Grammy-award winning Wynton on trumpet, his equally tal-

ented and somewhat less egoistic brother Branford on sax-
ophones, and the. vastly underrated Kenny Kirkland on piano.
They played the most cerebral music of the show, and, by do-
ing so, played to an audietice that did more imbibing than
listening. The Marsalises, seeming to realize this,^ stepped off-

stage whenever they were not playing. They did a beautiful in-

terpretation of "Lazy Afternoon," dedicated by Wynton "to a
ham sandwich that somebody's eating."

Continued on Page 29 Branford Marsalis
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Less than 5 minutes from Campus

Tablecloths

.

. . Napkins . . . W' PIZZA tOO!
(RATED BEST BY A M LA (KABC-TV)-OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

,

LUNCH MON.-FRI. — COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DINNER SPECIALS All S-Course Dinners Complete (witti Soup and Salad • Beverage & Dessert)

naltmn Roataurant in a Ught-Haartad Roman Styia

WEST L.A. 10929 W. PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787-ANNA.

APPI F I FTTCR nilAI ITY

WORD PROCESSING
PER MONTH
lease-option

TRAQ 7 X 35
Quality optics ~
at an in- $
credibly low
price

Ust $49.95
iNCLVDES
CASE

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of U C.L.A. jn Westwood Villagej

HOURS: Mon.-Frj. 9 AM-? PM. Sat. 9 AM-6 PM.

Camera & Hf-Fi trade-ins wanhd (213)208-5150
' carf> * Mffy pricw and aw Jh^trt to tJhm^. Qfmmm ImNtd lo ilodi on hmd.

$64
OR $1888
Includes:
APPLE 2C COMPUTER
DISK DRIVE INCLUDED
•128K OF MEMORY
• RUN OVER 10.000 PROGRAMS
• TOTALLY EXPANDABLE

Apple He

APPLE HIGH QUALITY

.

VfOEO MONfTOH -^

PORTABLE
RUNS ALMOST ALL Of THE
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS FROM
THE ORIGINAL APPLE II.

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM
ALLOWS YOU TO EASILY INSERT. DELETE
AND MOVE TEXT

Dealer

DYNAX
PERSONAL SUPPORT^

COMPUTERS j
"We make It simpla"

10431 Santa Monica Blvd., W.L.A. 90025

(?13).
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Continued from PajB:e 25
opinions of the press."

_.^ut h^ is concerned that oeonlp lmr.«, i> ^ - ^ '

'

•

'

'

male model And that takes so^t„W°„:^„'g^ ^o„7y T^IndZ o)people saw him m the short-lived series VoyaS It wl theposter s phenomenal success, not the series thLt]^\.- "^f^
}'}^

into the arms of aging vide^ vixen ir«nr I. t'Z"
'*"'8''t

of a Male Model a TV ^™ ^ .u / 9°"'"^ '" ^^^ Making

Nidsonttin^ '
' ^"^ """^ ''''' ^-"^-^ »° ^^e top of thf

up with Jon-Erik Hexum

Thats^jjieiLLh^prftss - and os.oryone else - really noticeJhim. Critics jabbed the 27-vear-old aotnr f^r -k •

"""^^ea

will be a big success. Look, we've got action, adventure

^her^e'two^^-
""'* "^^"^ "'' ^^^'"'* "^"^ '''"'^^ °" ^^^

Hexunj, while capitalizing on the male model hype wantspeople to remember "I have always been an actor. I was^revea professional male. I did two newpaper inserts and twocatalogues before I got Voyagers and then I stopped doing Ubecause of the stereotypes about models. You know, that theycan t walk and chew gum at th7;..r,. h.v.^ •• u^ 2!L
Hexum s parent divorced when he was four-years-old and he

a^H f!^ !f ^^l*"^"" T'^-^^ began acting in the second gradeand later did what the summer stock circuit in plays ifke ALong Day s Journey into Night and Pirates of Penzance

RECORDS

Smiths
The Smiths: The Smiths;
Rough Trade/Sire. The
prcblem with Brit bands
these days is that they are
all so bent on success in the
States they'll do anything. I

• • «i .^. ,
:^^ "^"'^^ *^ ^ ne said no, not tooconvmcingly w, h a sly smile on his face.' So then the; ask me

i^ I m gay and I reply No.' And they write ^he blurtfo^ My
P^^Vr;.^ '".T ^^^'' .>J«"ghs, shaking his head dispairing^
ly That s not how I said those things. The number one precept
of journalism is to come up with a good article. If you got to H^
to do that, too bad. All kinds of that shit happerl^ to'me1 I

'^Zr^u'^u?^"''''^- ^ ^^"1 "^^ anything about ii anyway."Wi h all that attention being lapped on Hexum, the networks
quickly realized how profitable it would be to attract the "Mak-
ing of a Male Model audience every week. Hexum's phonebegan to ring. -

;

: -• ^.^^.^ -^ ^J^^^^

Ynt^lu'^7''''^^
/'"''^^ conservative - "a Republican straightdown the line as far as the economy is concerned" - Hexumearned degre^ in philosophy and economics at Michigan State

sarhTC'^"''^*'^-*"i?
^'' ^^-Jj^^-ting in New York' Hexumsays he got parts right away basically because of tvpe '

hesays I m white bread as hell, from the mid-west and all
'

And
at the same.time, I don't think I'm a real bad actor either.''

Voyagers brought him west, and here he has stayed, buying

tSub of LA '-'

^ '^^'^^^ "^'^^ '" Burbank, "what I call

was immediate y approached by numerous camps to do amale model series. I went to where the deal was most fruitful
not just financially, but in terms of creative influence

"

He's hoping the Coverup stories won't just be contrivances
designed to get him out of his clothes. But Shakespearian drama
isn t what Coverup viewers will be looking for and he knows it.

"There is nothing wrong with being a sex symbol, not thatwe re trying to do that, but let's be realistic. I mean, what do
you expect to come out of the show? That doesn't mean you
can t be a good actor and you can't be serious about portraying
a your character," he says. "The show is real commercial and it

CHASERES T A U R N T

"V

HomeiTiade Italian Recipies
Family Run

Old San Francisco Ainnosphere
•3QS. '40S. '50S Jukebox

1049 Gayley Ave. • Weslwood
1 1 a.m.- 1 T p.m. O^^'tSlO ] ] a.m.- 1 a.m.

Also IOI2 State Street. Santa Bart^ara

itmniim'i9A!'i'ji«wmi^imim]i>¥uvitJmMmi»f*<vv'*^'«"ii)v.myf'rj''f)ii'\\vjvrmi'imiK'>ta

FREE BINOCULARS
When you present this coupon it

and purchase 5 rolls or film at

reoular price. -
.

fhtommmnet twotmiie^

102S W6STW0OD BLVD.
one BkxA Sooth of iX^LA

HOi^RS MON.^ JAJ^PJJI

(2i:^20»-St6O

hov
'"'".

i A ^^^^^'•"P,^ on the way, his problems with the pres.shave started again^ "I just did 200 interviews in Phoenix a theCBS convention. People fired questions at me at this big newsconference, rude and sarca.stic shit like Do you feel like a ierkhaving your shirt off?' I need to do those interview, but I w!,n'ttake mucli abuse from them. I fired right back and said Noyou should feel like a jerk asking me that question.' I'm not in:timidatedby them at all."
" "ui m

But he is intimidated by the notion of being stuck in Coverupfor several years. "I want it to go for a little while but geeTnot too long. I want to do features, just like everybody else.'^

season Cnt^iJl''^ '^ rf*'^ ""^ '^^"'^^ ^^^"' '^^ ^«^' televisionseason. Commg next; The return of Beaver Cleaver.

mean anything: putting
producers before songs,
deals before records, etc,
etc. Commercialism comes
in massive reverberating
overdoses.

Now come the
Strawberry Switchblade,
Prefab Sprout and the
Smiths, which do soft and
quiet pop while putting a
t>vist worthy of a John
Waters movie in their
songs.

The debut album bv the
Smiths represents that kind
of mentality. On the TirsT
listen the music sounds kind
of wimpy, like they don't
quite know what to do and
where to go. Things like
poor production and lame
singing spring to mind.

But on the second listen-
ing the sound becomes
more focused. "I see they
are trying to be commer-
cial, what a bunch of
Lamos, I mean Limevs.

"

Continued on Page 28

HELD OVER |

BY POPULAR DEMAND!
IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

IT'S CAPTURED EVERYONE'S HEART

Maintenance cost*; are mrUtriari A»9«<
representative to. .etai.s on t.nanc.ng Pnce.e^ecU-.^^Z::^^
^ccumn^^ubseq^^ P^'O^ "'« O" or attar deadline Sa(«s

•>•

i. )
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1 CARDS PSYCHIC RLAl)lNr.<; 1 A^iRAL6<^J<^XiV:iURTr.

Readings by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?
Should you make a change in ypur job or career?
Is your future still a complete niystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the best directionJor your future.
Ail readings are confldential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment 4 f "
|870

^to4» avaitB6toforptwt^ und group —^***r|rf"

We care for Bruins^^

TAROT CAfiPS

INTRODUCTORY
CERTIFICATE

Now you can have the
benefit of a reading
ofyour choice forJust

$ioo<> (Reg. 126.00)

Umltod Oftar

Smiths...

S PSYCHIC READINGS J ASTRO! QCICAL CHARTS

MeOipace
immeaute^ Caie MedKJl Clinic

and Olympic Visitors.

Continued from Page 24
Starting paying attention to the singing, the first thought is,

"What is he whining about, he's got the dole, right?" Righto.
Except wrong in the end.
On the third listen, being drunk and all (the things we do for-

Review), Style becomes clear as Perrier. The Smiths aren't try-

ing to be a kick-asis band, but rather they are a mood band,
with hypnotic trances that recall Joy Division's repetitive beats
and guitar textures that recall REM's own picking.

The lyrics are probably the most interesting aspect of this

band. They are not your typical boy meets girl, girl loses boy^
but rather thev are the tvoe hnv meets hoy^ boy leaves hoy for
boy/girl. Or they are explorations into the insecurity of a man's
sexuality. At one point Morrisey sings "I'm not the man you
think I am," setting the mood of ambivalence and insecurity.

The themes are deeper than other androgynous would-be
idols' posture of "I fucked the boy. Knotty me. I'm so bad, " as
they deal rather with a boy's growing pains, which get com-
pounded bv the fact that he likes others boys, and this boy has
to deal with working and unemployment and boredom and...

Well, life in general. Thus this album becomes very endear-
ing very quickly, as it's about people in general, more than it is

about I'm macho or I'm gay or I'm purple. Just simple heart-
breaks apd loneliness and happiness in general.
The one weakness is found in the imagery, sometimes too

sparse and stylized (like modern dance) which tends to make
the meaning hard to hold and the mood difficult to sustain.

Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.
No appointment needed, no waiting.
All Olympic visitors welcome.

• Qualified physician always on duty.
• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics. Sun., Aug. 5.

EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1 990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

2 1 3-470-8880

^inbr but important. Maybe if the Smiths work on this pro-
blem the next album will be a great one.

— Rodrigo Flores

Mom vs. Macho
Continued from Page 25

Broome and Rae deserve a more coherently-written
smoothly-produced vehicle than Circe and Bravo. The problem
with employing theatre as a fireworks display is that you must
wait for the smoke to clear to see the next burst of light.

J^'"^
^"d Bravo plays Thursdays through Saturdays at

8:00pm, and Sundays at 7:00pm. Tickets are $10. The Met
Theatre is located at 649 N. Poinsettia Place in Hollywood.

W
I

^rAC

Summer Quarter
20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

Ncu

Contcmptinirv

Dining ylmJ^CL
Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

NO CLOSING COSTS

Uur executive chef was previously with Pliim Tree restaurant and
our seafcx)d chef was formerly with Mon Kee's of Chinatown.

Trv our Plum's spicy beef, chicken with tangerine sauce, crab with

ginger and green onions-and pan fried jumbo scallops.

Open 7 days a weekj lunch * dinner cocktails

Happv Hour with complimentary hors d'oeuvres

week-davs 4:00pm to 7:00pm.

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at llOOGIendon Avenue. (21)) 208 • 3977

AT WESTWOOD

Night valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

^Conference mom^
,

Media center

Fitness center,

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD

STERLING SILVER GIFTS •

ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO • AUDIO

• APPLIANCES • TV

t.

li:onica'

Golor Video
Camera
The world's

sniallest, lightest
and easiest to use

'^St!*f\if.jtt»^

Vi^

CV301

Konica Color Video Camera and ^a/\a m%Sharp Portable VCR. The Pair: ^999 ."O

•*«^ '' '' i-*' l}±JKiST'mJ

159W
3 Way Power- AG/Battery/Car

Adaptor
/' Muti-Voltage

$279.M

Jazz at the Bowl
-"Continued from Page 26^

that is. He appeals to the pop fan insL of IheTazzlistene'rd

'^^^'^t'
*" ^ ''^ its generally agreeable stufffrhW^

included the worst moment of the show, a pair of intermrnabj
long drum solos, one on a traditional drum ^t, and one on elec^

Kn """' '^"" °"' ^'"^ ""'^ imagination by HarvTy

The next hour-and-a-half was the high point of the concert-^beGount may be gone.^bat the CounrB^e OrchStrasSonl Their set inpl uded a l ightn ing quick verMou uf "There Wffl
Never Be Another You and a scat version of a Charlie Pa/ker
bebop tune, sung by the bassist and the trumpet section. SingerCarmen Bradford joined the band for three standard tunes in-

it-T^ch'^Trgtt."^"''""" °' "^ "°««^^"- -'^ '^'

The crowd really went wild when emcee Joe Williams sang
with the Basie band. Known for his somewhat talky style of do
ing the blues, Williams demonstrated at the bowl just why it is
that he IS considered to be one of the greatest blues singers of all
time. This man conveys emotions to his audience — effortlessly
and with impeccable taste. •

The Crusaders closed out the program with a comparatively
sluggish set that Was enlivenecL/SSly by the appearance of
former Basie trumpeter Harry "S^ts" Edison for one number.
Hre interpretation of one song, "Memories of You" made up for
whatever lack of taste might have preceded it.

•
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Looking for something special for her...
for hlin...for the faniil\ ...for the home?

7\
A^Qte IS Q fronslucent chalcedony occurring in nature with curved
irregular bonds of different colors or different depths or transpar-
encies of the some hue... in red, brown, white, gray and blue-
groy. No two ore alike. The more you look, the more you wont^

.\.milc Coasters
*Qpproximorely y/i to 5 inches.

**• eoch

Use them as coasters. . . ^

or use them instead of
doilies. They're so much nicer!

Est
ED KOLPIN

®be Sitidcr Sox
1920
SP PROP

"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9^ _ SUN 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKFR
IMPOflTEQ FROM22^NTRIES"

^^^^^^

RELAX- -Switch
toapipm-

A tru* pips »fnok*r

Corn* m tof our fr««
instruction

brochure

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512

ORIGINAL

it

Place one under a perfume bottle,

Q vase, o treasured artifact.

What o fabulous gift idea!

Duy one for S4.95
or Q set of four S 19.60
or o set of six S29.70
or a set of eight S39.60
or Q set of twelve .... $59.40

Delow: l.iir^'ci .\jL,ra(e Slices
'5 by 8 inches to 13 by 17 inches

$19.50 to S395.

Above: .\^alc IJookciuls
*3 by 7 inches to 7 by 10 inches

$18. toSl35. -

(...aren't they beautiful?!

We, at Crescent, always use them
for gift giving . . . why don't you?)

*Becouse of unusuol one-of-o-Kind shapes t- prices will vary

CALLUS... we'll be delighted to fake your order!

Recoil your summer of '84 forever
wlfff) on official Olympic memento —

• colnjexvelry •diamond charms • Olympic Commemorative jewelry
="= * •4KgoldarKl diamond Docket watch • men's i»w»inr^

——

^

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS
__ OPEN 24 HOURS
=-2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

• cord cases • key rings • and more . . . Priced from $3.95 to $5.500.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION — CALL USIfl

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando Blvd. Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd., across fronn

Busch Gardens in Van Nuys
1717 W Col'^rado. Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd . Tujunga

9024 Recreation Circle Fountain Valley

( 1 0% Jgiscount to Students and Staff with LDr~)
1055 wsaiwpod blvd.
w • « t w o o d V t I f p »
los anQttl** 90024

(213)208-3131

OLYHmC HOURS
July 27 ttvough August 11

Mondovs mroucah ._
open 10:30 am. and

SurxJavs
llOOam. to 500 p.m.

-^£^rC^^

• Our staff of 20 include*

7 Graduate Qamologlsta

J'eiueiers.

In sarvlca to the community since 1946

• Diploma Members of

the Q.I.A. Alumni Association

inc.

valtd«t*d parking

mattarcard • viaa • amancan axpraat

Classified

%W,950 to $15^95
213 / 477 2476 1?)

14 4 VFTERAN AVENUE 1 BLQCKG [30UT1 \ OF VVILbHIRt:

21" Color

Watchman TV
fD-20a 'ISS."
FD-30a ,^__ .„

9" AC/DC Portable Color
TV/VTR Monitor

ANfiOUNCEMENTS

^^OEEEingQS

BmImcII Ensign

|lnstaFocusBinocutars|

uM-utreLii

/

MON TUES Fn 10-«
,WEO THUnS 10-7

OOOf llfCO'T W%tg%g%
v«#c I w«Loi riuu

an
SALES

S23«»

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
Meeting*: MorxJays. Moore Hall

305. 12:10-1:20. Wednesdays.
Neoropsychtatric Institute 68-236.
12:10-1:20. For alcohoHcs or In-

dividuals who have a drinking
problem. 825-0644 or 933-3476.

PANASONIC

The Outsider/

Travelvjsion ^

,

TR-1030P IJ

4^Way Power'
...5-A

859-7175
«139«

JK ACCEfT MOST HUOH CKDIT CAIIM

LOS ANGELES

SPORTS TICKETS
fOR SALE..

ASSORTED uiympic tickets tor sale,

•i^ack/Water Polo, finals. Great Seats.
competitive price. 206-0903 day or 208-
5481 eve

OLYMPfC ttck^ts. Besr seats . Cheap.
Opening and closing. All finals in gym-
nastics, track/field, swimming, diving,

basketball, and boxing. Many are 4 seats
together Best offer. Sandra Royal. 553-
2249.

OLYMPIC Senate Seat Basketball tickets.

All events. VIP parking, Forum Club

passes. Willing to negotiate any part of

package. Call Janet at 725-1 345.

OLYMPIC tk^kets: 2-Volleyball Finals. $100
each. 4-Track and Field passes. $80 each.

Tim 479-2929. ^—

^

bUUU DEALS

H ^ ^^^^^ *° •**'y '°'^ ^° people in ex-

^Jjange for 7 Olympic track tickets. Call

£S?:?33-1 164 or 203-565-5836, Len

Ofynipic Tickets

at cost

2 tickets on August 2
for prelinnlnaries diving

—1 ticket on August 1

—

for PentothkDn
Coll (415)695-5865

SAVE 30% to 55%
On sporting goods and I

sportswear comparable
to Adidas. Brodes, Izodj
dnd Prince. Free lnfo-1

SASE to Future Lines, Inc.

10850 Wllshire Blvd.

^ #800
Los Angeles, CA. 90024
or call (213)470-2628
Also gredl moneymaker

I

fuf sludenfs and rdcu|ty|
wltti rx> spare timel >/

INSURANCE Wirr~Wip beat anyonai.
prices, or don't want your business.
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts. Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty) Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance
716^224.

FREE
NEED model for hair cut and blow-dry.

Bruno and Soortie Salon. Beverly-Hills.

Call Kozo or Michael

• * * *

COMMERCIAL CLASJ

W*

PERSONAL 10-A
CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver 456-6158

• Teens, Adults, Children

• Taught by CASTING DIR Carol
Soskin. Joan Simmons, CLIO Award
Winner Michael Cutt

* Beg & Adv ClassesA/ideo Facilities

* NEW-theatrical scene study class I

if FREE Introductory class

Call 818/905-1003
15928 Ventura Blvd. /^207 Encint

MOVING to New England September Rrst.
Would you like to join me? Leaving sun-
shine, smog, surfers and superficial peo-
ple. Interested in someone sincere,
honest , ca iiiiiiy. uuriipaiitJ iH ana pgllgvw
that thoughts and love bind two people.
Am 32 gay male physician. Hassan P O.
Box 49031 Brentwood LA. Ca. 90049.

SIGMA NU has rooms for rent for the se-

cond summer session Please phone 824-
5362 lor further info.
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CLAtSIFIID INKMHMATION
1 5 words or less

1 day. 15 words or less .$3.30
Each odditkxxit word per day 22c
5 days. 15 words or less ^12 OO

(corvecutive arxl rxxvrefundable)
Each oddltkxxsl word 80<

DeadHne
Class Line.

1 worl(lr>g day In advance t>y 3pm
Class t^sploY,

^ 2 worklna days in advarx;e by 4pm
Office Location II2KH

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES EMPLOYMENT OB OPPORTUNITIES 32 D

/. -.

i

vs. '<

# CtassHted Hours: 9a.m. to 4p.m. Moiv •
'^ day through Frkkay a25-2221 #
5^ •
# The marKtgement reserves the rtght to #
# chortge, redosstty, revite. or reject %% any classified advertisement not a
A meeting ttie standards of the Dally a
J Iruln. •
J The ASUCLA Communk:atlor« Board fully T
T supports the University ol Californias •
2 policy on noo-dJscriminatlon. No nr>edi- •
J um shall accept advertiserr>ents which •
# present persons of any given ancestry, •
# colof notiorKJi onain, race, rellaKXv sex #
•~or wxaoT ortenroffefT ih d Qsf^Qr^ •
# woy. or imply ftxat they are limited to •

cerfoirv p>osltions, capacities, roles, or %
status in society Netthter the Doily Brum ^
rx>r the ASUCLA Commur»lcat(or>5 Board ^
fKa investigated any of the services ^
advertised or odvertisers represented in ^
this issue Any person believing that on T
advertisement in tr>is issue violates the ?
Board's policy on non-discrimlnotion ?
stated herein should communicate T
complaints in writing to ttie Business •
Morxager. Daily Bruin. 308 Westwood •
Plaza Los Angeles, CA 90024 For •
assistarK;e with tKxjsing discrimination #
problems, coll UCLA Housing Office. •
825 4491, or Westside Fair Housing, •
6^1692

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)

^^mprehensive
Gynecology
services

special discount for
students

The Women's Health
Care Mediral CW^in

' (213) 657-4269

* * * * -^ * -^ ^ ii li^ iiiit, n * a.* 1, 1, 1, in, i, ii ii n 1, ti i, t, n 1, * * 1, -I, Hi, i, -t, 1, 1, iiii ii

n
*—•-

*
*
*

attentioir

Campus Clnbs and Organizations I

THE

STUDENT DIRECTORY •

WANTS
YOUR

NUMBER

*
*
* *

Please call 825-2161 for more informa1U(UL„
(ask for Internal Display)

*
*
*
*
*
*

*

*

***************^*t,1,'t,**1,1,1,1,1,lil,-k1,1,1,iH,i,i,i,i,^,i,i,i,i,1,1,

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED .12-A

'W-s

.'-/»

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Compensa-
tion provided Call 825-8583.

NTORMAL, healthy male volunteers be-
tween the ages of 18-45 for gastric Bad
secretory studies A moneXary compensa-
tion (s proy\cie6 to compensate for the in-

convemence. Calf \/ern Maxwell (2t3)478-
-^74^*2 tae, 8AM-4PM Center toi^tWi
Research and Education.

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381

DONORS needed for off-campus sperm
bank. $25-75/week Call 553-9828 for in-

formation.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to
participate m the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis. This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy Call 825-7755

Please Uotei
The Efum ts fKJt respons Ibte

for minor typographical
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

O'DAY EMPLOYMENT
c<iM 394-3215 or 393-6865-^

Administrative assistant needed to run
non-profit Afghan Medical Relief Program.
To set up Medical units in Afghanistan
Seeking highly motivated individual Volun-
teer plus expenses. Dr Simoin, 825-5007
or 456-8041.

Musician wanted. Bassist wanted by
AuCourant. LA area original high-energy
Pop/wave band. Robin 372-6856.

NEED someone to clean apartment one
day/week, preferrably on Saturday. Call
208-0140.

OUS INESS-PgR SONAL SECHETaIRY
needed for busy psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA. Receptionist, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands 15-

20 flexible hours/week Ideal for student
$5 00/hour start depending on experience
Must have car Available August 15. Call
now 476-4453

Clerk Typist/File Clerk. Requirements: 1

year file clerk expenence with minimum 45
wpm typing We are willing to train a
bright, aggressive individual as a legal
secretary. Excellent benefits Congenial
work environment Call Karen 273- 1 870.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-
time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or

_
Mary.

Needed Frr 8AM-4:30PM Cu^omer Ser-
vice. PfJ 4PM-9P^^. Warehouse. Airfreight

Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

Part-time sales. You can make great
money helping businesses with advertis-
ing. Call Mr Schilling at CMS Marketing
Co-op. (213)657-4519.

PART-TIME receptionist needed for small
Westwood office Clerical and light typma
with flexible days and hours." Contact Sue
or Roz at 470-8246.

Part-tlmo Rocepttonitt
Beverty Hills Low Firm is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Friday 3pm.6pm.
Ca« Pouk3. 273-0904.

RELIABLE Secretary for Real Estate of-

fice Great Potential Call 208-4100

TELEPHONING. Beverly Hills, three days.
Sept. 4-6, 4pm-7pm. $5 00 an hour Call
Lucille Morris, 273-7600.

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY- Health-

related, flexible hours, extraordinary in-

come potential. Mr Bushnell 466-9157.

"Foundation Grants" Research, develop-
ment, production, joint venture. You may
qualify. Disclosure form arjd information
guideTTnes, " $24 80 Foundation Research
Div. E.P.B.I. Management Dept 3000 E.

Colfax Denver, Co<orado 80206.

OUTSIDE sales. Aggressive, goal-setting

individual, 22-40, service-onenfed. in-

dustrial and commercial. 213-225-41 1 1

.

PART-TIME financial phone sales. Experi-

enced only E F Hutton and Co. Mr Van-
Nest. 273-0800, 826-5173..

WORK for Women s Rights NOW Politica

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad
van cement opportunity 458
2937..

Computer Fourtran programming help
needed to work on special program. 820-
7433. Sam.

/̂'^Ic^^

-•S:,

COPY machine operator. Good pay wrth
experience- xerox 9000. Kodak. Full-time
or part-time. Apply at 10349 West Olympic
Blvd or call David 552-0942/ 655-7880

DENTAL Supplies Sales. Good telephone
voice required. $5.00/hour to start Will
train. (818)708-1 166. Ask for Mr. Warshaw
EDITORIAL secretary, medical journal. Ex-
cellent typing, grammar and spelling. Part-
time. Call Stacey 825-652 1

FRENCH-speaking household help and
child-care needed part-time. Own transpmr-
tation required 276-0729.

INVESTMENT Company Phone Rep. Part-
time eves. Mid-Wilshire office. Make ap-
pointments for our agents from furnished
leads. Salary ' commission up to $800/
month. (213)384-9300.

MENTAL Health Research Survey needs
part-time and full-time summer help. Code
and clean interviews. Computer experi-
ence not necessary. Must be very detail
oriented and able to work independently
Math aptitude helpful Work study students
preferred Please call Roxanne at 206-
8078

^\ //=f
rvO)W^

V.m^
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The whole worid is crazy over the
Classified Olympic Editions. If you
want to be a part of the madness
callus at 825-2221.
15-word line ad. $3.30/day

$12.00/5 time rate
Use your Visa or Mastercard over
the phone for ease.

daily^bruin
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical Now it'

convenient.

Required Information
^

Name

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your ad here:

Ad Start Date: Glassjfication:

Number of days to run:

ALL CLASSIFIED AOi ARE NON-REFUNDABLE. __
CanceHation must be made before the deadline. The Bruin is not resDonsiblefor
mino, typographical errors.

o^^ioiuiciur

^'
RATESi
I day, 1 5 words or less ....

Each additional word per day^
5 days, 1 5 words or less

Each additional word. ...

S3.30

SI2.00

...aoi

DEADLINEi
1 working day in advance by 4 p.rfi.

Saturday, July 28, 1984 dMsiflMi 31

The UCLA Summer Bruin Ofdce will oe
open this weekend, Saturday and Sunday,

10am - 2pm.— 112 Kerckhoff Hall

Classified Phone: 825-2221

DINING GUIDE

-You can reach the classified staff
Monday thru Friday

9 a.Bt. to 4 p.m.- -
.

825-2222

.41-E

VYASA VwygTanan Hestaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

UUSE FOR RENT. 56-F

APIS. FURNISHED 50-F

UNIVERSITY owned single apartment
One block from UCLA. AVaHable July
20th-Sept. 7th. $350/month or for Olympic
period plus security. Must be UC Student.
Call evenings. (714)974-4168.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

bgths Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. Nc
pets. 474-2260. >•

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditioning, parklr>g,

laundry, etc. No pets.
565 Oayley Ave.

Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
824-0836

FURNISHED, quiet. 1 -bedroom house
$650. Living-room, kitchen, dinette 1 block
south Wilshiy . Santa Mbnica. 828-9654.

WESTWOOD Condominium. 2-bedroom.
2-bath. Security gate and garage Patio,
air-conditioner and fireplace. For lease at
$950/month. Mr. Chase 613-3320 day
379-2349 eves.

2-bdrm house, needs furniture. Westwood
near UCLA. $70 day. kitchen, and full

bath. 825-0054.

BANK executive's own home. 2-story-4-
bedroom. 2-bath. familyroom. Built-in-kit-

chen. Master-Suite. $249,500 Wvnn
477-7001

AT WESTWOOD^

LIVE near the Marina. Walk to restaurants/
shops. 2-bed. home Remodeled-kitchen.
low-price $133,000. Wynn, 477-7001

.

2-bedroom l-bath with many extras Lots
of charm. Super neighborhood near UCLA
$165 000 474-7485.

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. .62-F

SPECIAL Ed student exchange for
teaching learning disabled child. Need car.

Some evening sitting. 459-7448.

APIS. UNFURNISHED

LARGE studio, small room for bed. sepa
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in

eluded. $550/month. Walking distance tc

UCLA. 276- 1446

Westwood Village. $750. Urge 1 -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-
bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, buiH-in
kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated, pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

$650 and $775 two and three bedroom
apt. luxury. Security, carpet, stove, air.

Palms 397-4117.

VACATION RENTALS

A GUEST House. Furnished Culver City
single, w/ kitchen, bath. $65/day. $400 per
week. (213)839-9152.

For Olympics: Two bachelor units, parking
available 1 -block UCLA, gymnastics, ten-
nis. Reasonable rates Call 474-8129.

GUEST-HOUSE, Brentwood, near UCLA.
Mountain view. Sleeps 2. $400/week. now
thii^kugust. 472-5726.

Olympic visitors. Sublet completely fur-

^tOdtO T-Um IfOTfTUCLA. 2;4-WR5.
Call 784-9278 after 6pm.

OLYMPIC housing. Fully equipped one-
bedroom apartment near UCLA. 2 people

ROOM FOR RENT. .64-F
si

HUGE, sunny. Private entrance, bath.
Light cooking, sundeck. laundry. Walk
campus. $450, $35/day/Olympic8. 479-
8748.

OLYMPICS. 2 beds, private bath, females
preferred, near UCLA. 858-8337 after 6pm.
Negotiable.

Quiet, private room-bath. Breakfast kitchen
privileges. Laundry linens Westwood-
Wilshire. Male faculty-student. Olympeans
474-7122. -

1-2 mos. Rent negotiable Walk to UCLA.
Furnished (kitchen utensils too). Parking;
spacious. Sue 824-5020.

$325. Room for rent with private entrance
in Brentwood. Call evenings 472-0269.

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parlcing, Secured
building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pcx)l,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
^BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

PRIME Westwood penthouse condo, north

of Wilshire. One block to campus Custom
decorated 2-bedroom, 2-t>ath unit, full se-

curity building. Spa/Rec room. Assumable
12% toan. $179,500.00. Call owner 208-

6268

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.

Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-

per deck. Charming! 2-bedroom§.
$210,000. 276-6536,(408)625-0212

65-F^jEMNIS 80-G

• All clients screened wltn
p>^K:>tos arxj refererx:e$

• 13 yrs of repeat clients
• A persoTKil service with com
puterlzed updates.

20\ Discount to students and staff

wtttiod. .

MAKING a comeback? Or just starting out,

I have the expertise and enthusiasm to

resurrect your game. Private court. Tony,

470-3006

insuran':e

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts Request "Brwft Program "

880-4407/880-4361.

MOVERS
^00/week . 473-5453.

TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 per
week. (505)776-8648.

.PTS. TO SHARE 54-F

FEMALE share large furnished WLA one-
bedroom apt. near Wilshire with same.
Prefer mid-20's. $225/month. 473-5453.

RESPONSIBLE female to share large 2-

bedroom in Sherman Oaks. Beautiful with

lots of extras. $350. 907-6920.

To Share beautiful 2-bedroom apartment.
Beverly Hills. During Olympics Use of ail

[acilitiesincluded. 275-9566.

WLA - 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,

clean. Qrad/professional. $425 (utilities,

'urn., pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-
DVf^ r . ,_. . —

FEMALE preferred. Clean, quiet house
with garden, safe neighborhood. Mar Vista.

$325/month. Toni. 930-1313/391-8887.

MALE PREFERRED, non-smoker to share

2-bedroom, 2-bath condo in Playa del Rey.

Fully furnished, pool, Jacuzzi, raquetball,

tennis. Call Alan 306-0771 leave message.

4th roommate needed Aug.-$187 and. or

Sept.-$246. Kelton and Levering. Call Bob
806-527-3308.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime
occooocobooooQc

CONDOS FOR SALE .67F

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-

t>edrooms. fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!

$244,000 276-6536. (408)625-0212

PERSONAL SERVICE.

>9OCOO000O0OO0
ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-'

ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

3921108.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable. Jerrv 213-311 -5657.

$375 plus $375 security. Non-smoklrig.
leat, quiet female to share 2-bedroom. 2-

Dath sunny, luxury Palms apt. Pool, laun-
dry, close to shopping, bus lines. Security

3l.<lg/pkg. Available for 5 nr>os. Valerie,

325-0417 weekdays. • .

Please Note:

The Bruin Is not respon-
sible for minor

typographical errors.

Classified ads are non-
' refundable.

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
'• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Qill for Appointment Today

473-5001
1 IQdl U/iUhirp Rlvd Suitp #3

2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

RAVEL 105-J

ASUCLA
TRAVEL

Welcome to all Olympic visitors. We can
handle all of your travel arrangements.
Inexpensive airfares to worldwide destinations

Trips to San Francisco. Las Vegas, the
Grand Canyon, Yosemite, Mexico and more

• Tours across the USA and Canada
• Cruises, and trips to Hawaii
• and Much More!

. . TRAVELSERVICE • M-F 9-5:30. SAT 11-3

AQ[ 1^1 AX^ A-level Ackerman Union
^1sJKJK^\yjf Prtc«$ subject »o change without notice; Mmiteo civaik3t>«fy.

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced
Excellent references

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26tl>St Santa Monica

«f59-4908

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc
jockey sen/ice. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates .

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Protessional, confidential.
1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA. 477-8226.

TUTORING OFFERED

ENGLISH tutor-experienced w/children and
adults. Individualized program in writing
skills, grammar, reading comprehension,
vocabulary. SAT/TOEFL. Stephanie 395-
4688

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." (3uaran-
K99<i results. Nationally fecogntzed.
Multiplication. Division. Addition, Subtrac-
tion, Phonics. Spelling. Reading Com-
prehension. 208-4063-Margaret.

DtSCOUI^ Courier flights tor N.V.J^K-
$200 00 roundtrip. Chicago-$250 00
roundtrip Call Diane. 213-671 -8686.

LA -Cairo-Europe exciting past and future
historic tnp 3 weeks from $1007/2 weeks
from $850. plus airfare Inauguration
special 5% sales commission first ten.
with full land payment by August 1st
Departure September 1. 1984 GW Call
Isabelle (818) 791-4918.

AUTOS FOR LEASE IH-K

COAST-TO-COAST car rental and leasing.
1735 N. Cahuenga Blvd . Los Angeles.
Ca. 90028 (213)464-4705 Low rates!

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

FORD Fiesta. '78 Sport AM/FM/Cassette.
Red/Gold stripe. $1800/obo Rick, 553-
5050 x236
"

VW Bug 1977 50,000 original miles good
running condition, new paint, sunroof,
stereo, am/fm cassette, $2800 obo. 837-
8543.

PORSCHE. 67 911 5-speed. air. one
owner, AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine,
white exterior. Call 859-7095.

VOLVO CLASSIC- '67 122S 4-door. im-
maculate condition, rebuilt engine/trans,
overdrive, Michelins. etc. $2,950. Mr.
Bushnell 466-9157.

1974 Mustang II, 4-speed. 4-cylinder, runs
in regular. PS. PB, Sunroof, a-c, mags,
stereo $1650. Call 453-26Seaftef epriu^^

'66 Red VW Bug, good condition, needs
m\x\OK repairs. $1200. Marti ox Alan. 394-
7181. ^

TYPING 100-1

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie. 390-2207.

LCTTER^ Perfect. Profwssional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPTNGr Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE. 826-4993

'69 Toyota Corona, rebuilt engine. 4 new
lires, reupholstered. receipts $1600. 479-
7571 . Beth, eves.

'72 VW Bug! Sunroof, stereo Excellent
condition. $2000 766-8850.

'73 Fiat 850 Spider Convertible Cute, fun
Sportster Excellent condition. See it, love
Jtl- Mov ing , must s»ll . $1 80 . 764-3422,
eves, 824-2977.

'76 Fiat Spider. 46m. Loaded. Excellent
condition. Must see $4000/obo Mark.
(work) 384 7070 (homo ) 836-01 00 .

MOTORCYCLES
•jp^ma

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. MA. /1 5 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

lanee'A
One JDaif ^^f^^r^(\

2S% Student Discount

'82 Z45 Magna CTM paint 9M $2500.00
obo. '82 Honda CX5(X) CTM BM $1500.00
obo 942-5625 days, 978-8166 eves. Ask
Daymond

FURNITURE ...126-'

TH£ AU-NATURAl SIHP ALTERNATIVE"

ioo%
conoN
FUTONS

WHCXfSAli TO
TNlCOftMUMn 3993508

Rip VonWMd*
futooCo

DteMrtatkxw. rh*t«$. Resumet. Appico-
Mont, icriptv i«oai. statistical. Equo-
tlon«, longuogm. many typMtylM.
tUSN TYnNO WNILI YOU WAITI
Sp«ano. Edmng. For«gn Studwil H»lp.

MInutM from campus in WIA

398 0455 391 3385

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda,
204-0947.

FOR RENT 101-1

MISCELLANEOUS 128-

Refrigerator Rentals
for dorms soronttes ffaternt'ies

h. Co ops
Op'ionai si/es

lor free deiive'v

Call Polar Leasing

We fftnl r>i»w'T Vs 8i"nn'rro(*Jrjve'. toci'

LOCAL artist silling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio. Call for appoint-
ment. 393-8848. . ~

ONE-YEAR membership at Ed Parker
Karate Studio Cost $510 00 Will sell for

MUUlXI6bo Call Alan 3M-6»1 leave
message.

\

%
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OUDON'T NEED A
I6KBT

MEET THE
ATHLETES!
They're here!! Thousands of athletes - from Algeria to
Zimbabwe - are staying at UCLA's Olympic Village.

When they aren't training for the Games, they're out
exploring our Central Plaza area and mingling with the
crowds Keep your eyes open, and you're bound to
meet an Olympic competitor!

TO ENJdY
T E

OLYMPICS
dP

w,
DISCOVER TRADING!

HERE?
UCLA's Olympic activity centers on the
campus* Central Plaza, located at the end of
Wcstwood Boulevard where the street
becomes a pedestrian niaHr'^'^^^"^^^^^

^^^ —
The easiest way to travel to UCLA is to

use the RID. Santa Monica, or Culver City
buses. All offer direct service to UCLA. If
you can't ride a bus. the best days to visit
UCLA are eariy on August 2 through 5;
Olympic competition on campus does not
begin until 5:30 pm during this period, and a
limited amount of parking is available.

You II see lots of people wearing vests, shirts, and hats covered with colorful enamel pins These
pin traders are busy exchanging Olympic pins representing different countries, events and loca-
tions. Amencans discovered this favorite European pastime in Sarajevo, and you'll see athletes
students, visitors and Olympic staffers building their collections in our Central Plaza. If you want
JJ joiiim,a« you have to dois buy a few pins for yourself and wear them on your shirt Watch forsomeone wearing different pins, propose a trade, and see your collection grow<

F R E EAINSTAGE
ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz musicians. Mimes, Magicians, Dance
Troupes and more appear on our Mainstage
across from Olympic Village "City Hall." You
never know what you'll findll Free entertain-
ment Is scheduled from 10 am to 10 pm every
day. Relax and enjoy the festive atmosphere. It's
a great way to meet foreign visitors and
irthletesl ^___i__—-.—^^

There are plenty of restaurants
on campus offering everything
from p\ 7.7.n tn ice cream! Right
across from the Olympic Village
City Hall is Ackerman Union.
On First Floor Ackerman is The
Trerhousc. Tor Asian
specialties, pasta, grilled sand-
wiches, subs, or a salad bar.
The Cooperage on A-Level
Ackerman features Mexican
food and made-toorder pizza
Our own Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlor is located in the
Kerckhoff Coffee House, next
door to Ackerman. Wine and
beer plus nachos and other food
can be found at the Hungry
Tiger Cantina overiooking the
Mainstage. Or. you can munch
popcorn, Mrs. Field's coookies
and other treats on the Plaza!

and magazines can be found in the

UCU boolcstore located in the Cen-
tral Plaza. We have an^^pecially
larjie collection of souvenir t-shlrts,

and our sportswear departments
carry brand names lilce Levi, Nilce

and Asics Tiger. Talce advantage of

our regular low prices and picic up a
memento of the '84 Games!

CHp These Co

r

,^ns for Exfra
Savlng*!^^::^

M

'z:zzil^l^ '.—.. ^_L-;

*^ ^^^\ - O*^* nNc^" ««ic

^

PHOTOS
Tak« a pictur* of th« fantastic facad«
of th« Olympic Villag* City Halll
You don't oTon no«d a
wo[U loan you ono froo whon you
buy Kodolc film.

ANQLk 8TUDIHT8' 8T0BI • 808 Wtstwopd PUsa
FHJ OptB 7 4«ys a WMk

OUVEMIRS
A huge assortment of UCLA and

_9MpJc wuvenire,joster^ hoiiiry

05^
UCLA

Viewpoint: Douglas Rose challenges
Herbert Medina's "facts" on Central
America; page 7. -^.

Review: Dudley Moore's fees! Defense
should make little cents; page 14.

Gcifn Oi,

inside sports:
The U.S. wins 6 of 9 gotd medals, Induing 4 IrTtheswimmmg competitions, the U.S Basketball team
outclasses the Chinese and the U.S. Soccer team
kicks away its first opponent; page 8

Univnity of California^ Los An^ctes

Bomb scare locl(s

«ea surrounding-^

Olympic Village

By Loel Solomon
City Editor

A bomb scare at the UCLA
Olympic Village forced the
evacuation of close to a 100
sightseers from the university's

-Central Plaza for nearly half
an hour while police agencies
investigated suspicious objects
in two UCLA buildings within
the Village. Police dogs were
also used to sweep the area.

Neither the Olympic Village
nor Pauley Pavilion, where
the gymnastics preliminary
competition was in progress,
were evacuated.

**There were suspicious ob-
jects observed ... in the (John)
Wooden Center and in the
(James E.) West (Alumni)
Center,'* University of
California Police Chief Patrick
Connolly said, adding that he
was pleased with his depart-
ment's quick response.

Continued on Page 4

Vied Center
By Christina Skacan
Staff Writer

The UCLA Medical Center
has markedly increased securi-
ty as part of their preparatidh
for the the Olympic Games. '

The Medical Center staff
was concerned about the
Games' impact on the volume
of both in-patients and out-
patients, security, the in-
convenience to staff and pa-

®Monday.July 30. 1984

Suspect charged

^miJI'^ JJ**"*®"
- OlV^Pia" and former Bruin Rafer Johnson, 49, climbed the 99 steps to light the torch in

hikes security during Games period
adding that the security in-
cludes the University of
California Police . Department,

tients and visitors, said Medi-
cal Center Deputy Director
Aaron Lohr.

UCLA Community Service
Officers and an outside agency
which works for the Universi-
ty of California.

The Medical Center staff is

also prepared to handle any
disaster or large-scale medical
emergency, including situa-
tions linked to terrorism, Lohr
said. The UCLA Medical

As a result ot both the
staffs concern and the Olym-
pics, security at the Medical
Center has intensified greatly,
Lohr said. "We (the Medical
Center staff) just thought that
in order to protect our pa-
tients, we would keep visitors

out," Lohr explained, adding
that the Medical Center has in
effect been "locked-up." All
entrances to the Medical
Center are closed except nine
strategically-located entrances
monitored by security persc^-
illCli f. ,7 4. .

- Everyone entering the Med-
JcalXIenterjxuist show either

Center is an officially-
designated hospital for the
Olympics and is alxn

In addition, a procedure
facilitating rapid processing
through the hospital system of
anyone in the Village who
may be ill or wounded has
been established at UCLA,
Lohr said. Emergency care is

administered in the Olympic
Village Polyclinic, an im-
mediate health care center
where triage may' also be per-
formed.

Patients who need fuilliei

volume of business in July.
However, the staff anticipated
approximately a 10 percent
decrease in the number of pa-
tients due to the Olympics,
Lohr said, adding that so far
their prediction has been cor-
rect. From July 1 to July 25,
1983, there were 470 in-pa-
tients at the Medical Center,
Lohr noted, adding that fig-

ures for the same time pericxi

£L

UCLA identification card or
some other form of identifica-
tion and state his business,
Lohr said. Patients must also
have a statement from their
doctor verifying their need to
enter the Medica^ Center.
When asked what^ happens if

someone, even a patient, does
not show identification to get
into the Medical Center, one
Medical Center security guard
replied, "We don't let them
in, period."

The entire Medical Center,
including the Neuropsychiatric

member of the County Medi
cal Alert System which- reacts
to emergency medical situa-
tions, he added.
The County Medical Alert

System requires the hospital to
conduct two or three simu-
lated disaster drills during the
year, Lohr said. In addition,
the hospital staff conducted
drills to test their ability to
handle an influx of wounded
persons from any Olympic
Village or non- Olympic site,

he said.

In a disaster,—ir~ medical
team immediately arrives by
helicopter 4it the site^^to. begin
evaluating the magnitude and
nature of the emergency, Lohr
said. Members of the County
Medical Alert System perform
triage (sorting of the wound-
ed) on the site and disperse
patients to available medical
facilities in the area, Lohr ex-

plained.

Hospitals in the area radio
information on available staff

and bed space to the team at

the site ahead of time. The
.UCLA emergency department
staff has been increased in
order to handle both major

medical care are escorted to
the Medical Center and dis-

persed to the proper ^

the hospital, Lohr said, id-
ding that the Medical Center
staff has treated approximate-
ly four such patients so far.

In addition to security
preparations, the Medical
Center staff attempted to
predict the volume of business
during the Olympic Games.
Their task was "difficult"

because the volume is con-
stantly changing, Lohr ex-
plained.

Generally, there is a high

this year show 43(1 m-patients.
This decrease in business

'

amounts to approximately a
$1.2 luilliuii toss in gross reve-
nues, Lohr added. This loss

may be recovered in August
and September if tlie decrease
is due to people postponing
their non-urgent medical care ^

because of the Olympics, he
said. _.;;

Working Tiours in many
parts of the Medical Center
have also been changed to

minimize inconvenience due
to traffic and general conges-
tion caused by the Olympics,

Continued on Page 4

with murder after

Westwood tragedy

. By Christopher Howell

A murder charge was filed
against the man who allegedly
killed one and wounded 54 by
driving a car down a crowded
Westwood sidewalk last Fri-~
day night, July 27.

Daniel Lee Young, 20, of
Inglewood, was charged with
the murder of Eileen Deutsch,
15, of Queens, New York.
Deutsch was one of many
struck when a Buick Regal
plowed through pedestrians
along Westwood Boulevard
between Weyburn and Kinross
Avenues at 35 miles per hour.

Deutsch was pronounced
dead on arrival at UCLA
Medical Center Friday night.

At press time, five victims
were in critical condition at
UCLA Medical Center and
surrounding hospitals.

The Los Angeles County
district attorney is expected to
identify charges today which
will be brought against Young
in addition to the murder
charge, LAPD spokesman
George Sumpter said.

According to Sumpter,
Young had vowed to either
"get even" with or 'get
revenge" on the police and
was on probation for an In-
glewood burglary conviction.
However, Sumpter said he did
not see Young's burglary con-
viction as a possible motive for
the attack.

A UCLA Medical Center
spokesman said Friday that
there was no indication Young
was under the influence of
drugs or atcohol at the time of
his arrest, but Sumpter said
the results of Young's body
fluids analysis become
available today.

Altl\pugh the car smashed
into a crowd only blocks away
from UCLA's Olympic
Village, LAPD Commander
William Booth said that Fri-
day's incident was not Olym-
pic-related and had no impact
on Olympic secirity. "There
was no 01ymi4ic security

Continued on Page 4

UCLA to aoordinaie smog study
New data to help scientists understand air pollution

IiuUiuie, is paying for the In- and min6r medical
creased security, Lohr said, cies, Lohr said.

1

emergen-

By Steve Newman

Ten governmental agencies coordinated
by the UCLA atmospheric sciences depaKJ
.ment will perform an extensive study on
smog in the Los Angeles Basin between
Aug. 5 and Aug. 18.

Project BASIN, an acronym for Basic
studies on Air flow. Smog and the INver-
sion, is a $300,000 study using advanced
scientific equipment to collect atmospheric
data on three "classic August smog
episodes" (particularly smoggy days) ex-

Machiraju.

Weather balloons, Doppler Acoustic
Sounders (which determine wind speed ^and
the height of the inversion layer), tracer gas
and air-pollutant detectors will be among
the data measuring devices used^ Machiraju
said. „.._

The BASIN research team will release
198 weather balloons, Machiraju said, ad-
ding that each balloon electronically
transmits temperature and pressure infor-
mation to the ground.

pgcted to ooour in the 13 day peiiud, said SU balloons Will beBASIN Co-Executive Director Savithiin
released at 11 sites

Continued on Page 4
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Soviets call for Int'l conference on Middle East
MOSCOW — The Soviets called Sun-
day for an international conference on
the Middle East at which the United
States, the Soviet Union, Israel and its

Arab neighbors, and the Palestine
Liberation Oreganization would take
part.

The iiiiinediate reaction frotn the

"The question of an international con-
ference has come up many times; the
United States has always been opposed
to it,

In Jerusalem, a senior government
official rejected the Soviet call, but
declined to discuss specific details of

Aruba, another Caribbean island.

They attributed their report to Juan
Pedro del Moral, Venezuela's minister

of transport and communications.
Four U.S. citizens were among the

82 passengers on the plane that also

had a crew of five, according to of-

United States and Israel was negative.
A senior Israeli official did not rule

out a Soviet role in an international
conference, however, provided that
Moscow restored diplomatic ties with
the Jewish state, which the Soviet
Union broke off. during the 1967
Arab-Israeli war.
The statement carried by the of-

ficial news agency Tass said the gov-
ernment drafted the proposal because
of its concern "over the remaining ex-

plosive situation in the Middle East."
The Tass statement appeared to reflect

the thinking of the highest levels of
Soviet leadiershifK

The statement said the participants
should consider a Soviet blueprint for

a settlement based on the return of
lands captured by Israel since 1967,
creation of an independent Palestinian
state encompassing Arab^ East_
Jerusalem, and guaranttn^^s of peace
and securit> for all states in the
region.

It called for participation by Syria,

Jordan, Egypt, Lebanon and the
PLO, and said the United States and
the Soviet Union should be included
because they play an important role in

the region and co-chaired the last such
conference, which broke down in 1973
in Geneva, Switzerland.

In Washington, State Department
.spokeswoman Anita St(K^kman said:

the proposal. "I won't go into these
details....A country that has no rela-

tions with a side in a conflict has lost

its main role in a peace process and it

is clear that such a proposal is not
serious," the official said.

Venezuelan jet flight

hijacked witfi 87 : I I ^

PORT OF SPAIN, Trinidad — Five
gunmen, demanding that Venezuela
give them military weapons, hijacked
a Venezuelan jetliner Sunday with 82
jjther people aboard and forced it to
land here while they negotiated,
authorities said.

Television reports in Caracas, the
Venezuelan capital, said the DC-9 of
the Aeropostal airline took off hours
later and apparently was headed for

ficials in Caracas.
"^

Sources at the Caracas airport said

the hijackers had demanded that the

plane be flown to Haiti.

Earlier, another television station in

Caracas, Channel 2, played a recor-

ding that it said was a radio report

from the pilot, Arturo Reina, saying

the hijackers claimed they had
gasoline and pistols and threatened to

"blow up the plane" if their demand
were not met.

Future of McDonald's In

San Ysldro considered

forts to turn the site into a memorial
park. .

Starmann said a decision on the site

ancl the brick shell that remains of the
McDonald's restaurant is still pending.

James Oliver Huberty killed 21 people
and wounded 19 others in a 77-miqute

SAN DIEGO — An official of the

McDonald's Corp. who toured the

restaurant where 21 people died in a

barrage of gunfire earlier this month
said Sunday , he was touched by the

cohesiveness of the community and ef-

hail of gunfire on July 18 before being
killed by a police sharpshooter.

It was the worst single-day mass
killing by a lone gunman in the na-

tion's history.

On Saturday, work crews stripped

the interior of the building, carting

away milkshake and french fry
machines, hamburger grills, sinks,

pipes and tables.

But Starmann maintained Sunday
that the future of the site and th&
building are undecided.

"There are a lot of different sugges-
tions as relates to a more active use of
Ihe^site, something that would actively^
provide a service or a benefit to the
community rather than something that
is only a memorial," Starmann said.
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love me
tomorrow?
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The true test of a pizza is its morning
after taste. As you take the first bite -
do the corners of your mouth upturn in
the beginnings of a smile? Do your
eyes crinkle with delight at the

memory of the night before? Our pizza
is great - hot from our ovens, or cold
from your refrigerator. So take the

mprning after test. And you'll see why
we say - we serve ..

.

the pizza
thatll love you
in the mornins!

PIZZAZZ

TRAQ 7 X 35
Quality optics

'19."at an in-

credibly low
price

Ust $49.95
INCLUDES
CASE

BUSHNELL 7kS5
WfbE SPORTSVIEW
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iBushneU ^ ^' w
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Jat $66.95 CASE

BUSHNELL 7kS5
EXTRA WIDE
Extremely $9A 95
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INCLUDES
CASE
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1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
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,

HOURS: Mon.-Frl. 9 AM-7 PM, Sat. 9 AM-6 PM,
Sun. 1 1 AM-5 PM
WANTH> (213)206-5150

CAFE
911 BROXTON AVE., AT LE CONTE
=^=-WESTWOOD VILLAGE^=

^13) 208-0255

And Here's A Very Special Offer!

$4.95 buys you a dinner size ( ± 12") pizza
with any two toppings, (a $6.40 value)

$7.95 buys you a large pizza withany two
toppincrs. (a $9.95 value) -

From now until August lb, 1964.
N0t valid with any other ads or discountt.

Plea$« present this ad.

MONTHURS .... UAM-IAM • FRI-SAT 11AM-2AM
SUNDAY 4PM-1AM ^
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Fast medical service

ViUage's PolycUnic stands
ready'for quick treatment

By Christina Skacan. Staff Writer

A pulycllnlc In UCLAVTCHy iiiplf Village w ill pi uvlde iin

mediate health care services for Olympic athletes during the
Summer Games.

The polyclinic, an international term referring to an im-
mediate health care center, will treat athletes, trainers and
other members of the United States and foreign delegations here
in the Village, said American Medical International Public
Relations Representative Carole Baker. The polyclinic will also
give emergency care to Olympic Village visitors and refer them
to the UCLA Medical Center if necessary, Baker added.

Physical therapy, emergency care, laboratory services and
dental and optometrical care are among the services the clinic
offers. Baker said. The polyclinic is equipped with modern
"state-of-the-art" facilities to offer the best possible care. Baker
added. f '~: -^

Balcer said that all the athletes, injured or not,- have access to
the physical therapy equipment at the polyclinic. Polyclinic
Assistant Administrator Ann Ludlow said she expects approx-
imately 80 percent of the Olympic athletes to work out on the
polyclinic's equipment.

The clinic was established by American Medical International
with the cooperation of the Los Angeles Olympic Organizing
Committee and the Los Angeles County Medical Association
AMI is providing the polyclinic services, free of charge, at an
estimated cost of $2.5 million. Baker said.

The polyclinic, which is open 24 hours a day, is staffed by 40
doctors and 250 staff members, many of whom are volunteers,
leaker said. "They (the polyclinic doctors, administrators and
staff) see it as a once-in-a-lifetime experience to be part of the
largest athletic event in the world," Baker added.

__ Because there is little data regarding the type and number of
medical emergencies treated at past Olympic medical facilities,
AMI has instituted a complete computer record system to pro/
vide future games with proper medical records. Baker said.

Continued on Page!

IN MEMORY - Sympathizers for the victims of last Saturday's hit and run tragedy in Westwood left flowers
at the Westwood/Kinross bus kiosk. The bus stop halted the violent rampage which killed one person and \n-^edbA,

,

Proposal penned

Sunday paricing ciiarges raise Lurie's ire
By Sean McCollough

UCLA's Undergraduate
Student Council reviewed a
proposal to shift newly-
established campus parking
fees from students to non- stu-
dents at a July 25 meeting,
but no action was taken.

After a 90-fninute post-
len^ because of lack of

quoruj^. President Gwyn
Lurie's proposal, calling for
lowered parking fees for stu-

dents, was discussed.

The Parking Services cost
hike, which went into effect

July 1, levied a $2 fee for
Sunday parking, which
previously had been free. The
daily parking rate for Lot 32
in Westwood was raised to $3.
A letter from Lurie to

Cirancellor Charles Young
proposes to charge students $1
and non-students $3 Monday
through Saturday and to
eliminate student parking fees

on Sundays altogether.

The Chancellor's Office said

Thursday that Young intends
to meet with Lurie within the
next two weeks to discuss the
issue.

The council also took no ac-

tion on a request by UCLA's
radio station KLA to tape
record council meetings."
Council members met the re-

quest with mixed switiments,
but Administrative Repre-

"-AContinued on Page 6

FREE NEXICAN BEER
WITH THIS Ab WHEN YOU BUY ANY

COMBINATION PLATE OR SPECIAL OF THE DAY.
Offer expires Aug. 1 5. 1 984
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Printing
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BLOCKED OFF - Police closed the entrance to Lot 6 on Sunday after-
noon when two suspicious objects were spotted, one in James E. West
Center and the other In John Wooden Center In the Olympic Village. The
police swept the area for bombs, but none were found. ~.

Basin smog
Continued from Page 1

around the Los Angeles Basin
each day. The researchers will

use optical scientific devices to

track the balloons and record
the atmospheric data as the
balloons' elevations increase,
Machiraju said.

Researchers will release
tracer gas southeast of UCLA
in the city of Vernon and will
track the gas by aircraft and
automobile. They will detect

and between mountain and
flat land. I believe it will

become the standard by which
scientists compare their (at-

mospheric smog) models
against."

Machiraju said she hopes to

create a three-dimensional me-
teorological pict4ire of the Los
Angeles Basin and understand
pollution transport. The
three-dimensional picture has
never been made before
because it requires at-
mospheric;^ data at various

harmless gas, sulfur liex-—altitudes arid locations, which

Bomb scare
Continued from' Page 1

Police would not disclose
what object was spotted in the
West Center, but officials said
an unattended athlete's bag
sparked the investigation in

the^Wooden Center^
One Lbs Angeles Police

Department officer at the
.scene said a bomb threat had
been phoned in. Associated
Students of UCLA House
Manager Peggy Dyson concur-
red with the officer.

"they (LAPD) just told me
to lock off the first floor (of

Ackermah Student Union)
because they think he (the
caller) may be in here," Dyson
explained.

Among those locked inside
the Students' Store were three
members of Great Britain's

^synchronized swimming team

who were unshaken by the oc-
currence.

"We're used to jt around

the London area," Amanda
Dodd said. Teammate
Caroline Holmyard said she
did not feel endangered by the
scare, * adding "the security
around here is really quite^
good."

However, most visitors'
Olympic spirit was not damp-
ened by the scare. Peter and
Patricia Lewin, toqrists from
New York, said they were
^'^not really" frightened by the
evacuation and would return
to their sightseeing as soon as
police allowed them. **It

doesn't come as a surprise,"
Mr. Lewin said.

Nancy Cutler contributed to

this story >

aflouride, which simulates a
path taken by smog, through
the chemical analysis of air,

Machiraju added?—-

—

Pollutant detectors, capable
of determining concentration
levels of ozone, carbon diox-
ide, nitrogen dioxide, nitrogen
monoxide, sulfur dioxide and
hydrocarbons, will be in
operation at over 20 surface
stations where air pollutants
are monitored, Machiraju
said.—Fer appro^itnately iwo
years Machiraju will analyze
the data garnered from the
experiment, she said.

Atmospheric Sciences Pro-
fessor Dr. Morton Wurtele,
who will supervise Machiraju's
data analysis with At-
mospheric Sciences Assistant

Professor Dr. Roger
Wakimoto, said he is "very
excited" by the amount of
data that will be collected in

the project. "I think it's going
to be a unique data base both
in the amount of information
available and unique land-
scape between sea and land

^T?uaes a:

will now be supplied by the
weather balloons, Machiraju
added.

Machiraju said her ultimate
goal, with respect to the pro-
ject, is to create atmospheric
models which account for and

"

predict sea breeze, land
breeze, mountain and valley
pollutant flow.

The 10 governmental agen-
cies involved in the study were
very cooperative in making a
complete study possible,
Machiraju said. The main^
sponsors of the study are the
California Air Resources
Board and the South Coast Air
Quality Management District.

Machiraju added that the
California Institute of
Technology, Southern
California Edison, the United
States Forest Service, the Na-
tional Weather Service, Na-
tional Aeronautics and Space
Administration, the En-
vironmental Protection Agen-
cy, the Marine Corps, the Air
Force, the Navy, and the Ar-
my contributed personnel and
equipment to the study.

Auto tragedy
Continued from Page 1

breached by the incident," he
said.

Sumpter indicated that an
attack like Friday's is not
readily preventable in a
crowded are^Jlsuch as
Westwood. Citing th«
"tremendous" number of of-
ficers in Westwood Friday,
Booth said "the incident won't
(result in) any additional
police deployment."

Although one Olympic band
member, identified as Julie
Wood, 22, of Whittier, suf-
fered numerous fractures in
the incident, Sumpter said no
Olympic athletes or officials

were injured. He added that
several athletes were in the
area at the time of the inci-

dent and offered their
assistance to police and
emergency personnel at the
scene.

Medical Center-
tDontinued from Page 1

Lohr said. Many employees
will work from 7:00 a.m. to
3:30 p.m. instead of from 8:00
a.m. to 5:00 p.m. to alleviate
expected peak congestion
around 4:00 p.m.
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have \^ removed permanentiv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentarv Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
141 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Otf

.
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Homemade Italian Recipies
Family Run

Old San Francisco Aimosphere
'30S. -405. '50S Jukebox
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If you are not satisfied with your present

automotive garage

^ , GIVEUSAJBY.We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS!
OVAR

• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE A REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
^XOMPLETEMUFFI FR 9 EXHAUST WOI
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1t27 Santa Monica Blvd. tat Wastgata)

477-6S51 Viaa-Maatarcard
244<our Talaphona Moblla-Am. Expraaa
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WESTWOOD
1278 Westwood Blvd., Westwood, 475-8161
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Linear Power
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Alarm
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DWIGHT—
STONE
BAND

HAYFEVER

DAVID
LUTKEN

WISHFUL
THINKING
- Jaa Funon

A
12.-00

1:30

3in

6.-00

BURN WITH
PASSION

LYNN
KEUOG fr

MARTY —
GEH
SPECIAL
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DAVE Mckenzie
QUARTET

THE FORCE
^Jazi- z ^ i2»
ALAN
RICHARDSON
^lASTRIO
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A BAND
CALLED SAM
• Rhythm Er Blues 6.-00

MAGIC WITH
GREG OnO
BOB REMSTEIN
•solo piano-

TIME FLIGHT

i^k 12:00

1.-00

1:30

OSAMA
• Jazz- 6.-00

INNIS FREE
•Irish Muse-

DEBORAH CALLI

Pop

CHRIS LDFTIS

-Solo Guitar

MINDLESS
REPETITION
Pop.

EARLY MAN
Pop-

@ 12.-00

2:45

4:30

6.-00

8:30

SU

•••••••••••••••

I TH

SA

SANTA M0NN:A
DANCE CENTER

CHRIS LDFTIS
Foil Guitar

TERRY GARDNER
TRN)

la jazz choir

rk:hard ellk)t
•Jazz

^110:00

12:30

1:45

3.-00

6.-00

8:00

|10:C|p

12:30

ROOM 211

THE TOYMAKER
MOMENTS NOTICE
•Jazz 2:00

SLOW BURN 4:30

SUSAN RHIHARDSON 6:40

CAROL WEBER 8:40

MARK ir SARAH
fishlock

mk:hael ruff

high tide

paddy west
roberta kelly

state prism

11:11

AiOHn

11:30

1:30

3:00

4:30

6:15

8:30

MO
PETER SPELMAN
SoloGuiGr

ROOM 211

-Bhiegrass-

TERRY GARDNER
Solo Guitar

TRAIN TO SLIGO
Irish Foil

JAMES LEE

STANLEY BAND
EXPOSE Jazz

'10«

11:30

1:45

3H10

6.-00

Bin

JERRY O'BEIRNEw

lit
MAGIC BY
DAVID WILLIS

BARBERSHOP QRT.

ALAN RICHARDSON
TRIO Jazz

000 WAH RIDERS
•Country

POP ART Pop

INT'L MIME
FESTIVAL

Ai

LES WISE Jazz

BOB STANTON
-Solo Guitar

STEVE BECKER BAND
• Jazz-

VONDA SHEPHERD
•Melow^

DONMcLEOD mime
DADDY'S GIRLS
Vocal Jazz-

10A)

11:30

1:30

5:15

7:30

9:00

10.-00

11:00

12:30^

2K)0

6:00

8:30

DAVID CASTLE H 10KM
SoloPiano |^
CYNTHIA UHERBACH 12:15

LOCKET BAMn

AUGUST

COMEDIAN JERRY 1:45

GARFUNKEL

PHILLIP HAMORY 2M
TERRY GARDNER TRIO 3:15

FAT CHANCE Pop 5:00

BURN WITH PASSION
Bin

r-^r-'^f^
r r r r r r i

—r r r

• _' ^r-^r rrrrrrrrrt
r^r^ r-^ r-^ r^^^^ r r rr r r r
•^ r- r r r r^r r r r r r r l

r r r r r r r r r r r r r I

•- r r r rrrrrrrrrt^rrrrrrrrrrrr
^ ^^ rrrrrrrrrrr
^r-^r- rrrrrrr r r r
^^^^^ rrrrrrrrr
^^^^ rrrrrrrrr
r r r r r r r_f=~ rr r
r r r r r r r r r r^rrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrr

»" r r rrrrrr

••••••••••••• • • •

TERRY GARDNER
•Solo Guitar

ALOHA BAND
Pop -

O lOHN)

44d0
KING'S KIDS INT'L
- Singers •

AFTERBURNER
- Jazz-

OTHER VOICES
Pop

2:30

6.-00

8KN)

HIGH TIDE Jazz J^J^IOA)
LEE MICHAELS 11:30

ARCO IRIS Latin • 1.-00

JOHN McCLOY
Solo Guitar 2:30

BEBECPop 4:30

CHARLES GREEN
- Rhythm b Blues 6:15

FOOLS FACE Pop 8:30

TIMES AND DATES SUBJECT
TO CHANGE

DAVE Mckenzie wy lOiM andrus blackwood. iohm LOCATION:w
THE DWINDLE 12i)0

FAMILY ORCHESTRA

RUTH BARREH/
CYNTHIA SMITH
- Folc -

ZAZOU Pop

KING'S KIDS INT'L

FR
iii»«

»

THE PRIME MOVERS

EIGHT TO THE BAR

LYNN CAREY b THE
GOOD TIME BAND
COMEDIAN JEREMY
GARFUNKEL

PHILLIP HAMORY

GALLERY Pop

DON McLEOO Mim
MARK HAYES^

K

2:45

4:30

6:00

8:30
• • • •

104N)

11:30

2:25

2:30

4KI0

8:30

CHERYL PRUMT b
TERRY DESARIO

JIGHT TO THE BAR
-Vocal Jazz

HAROLD PAYNE

BOB STANTON

VONDA SHEPHERD
Meiow-

MICHAEL RUFF

O
( 12:30

UCLA's Central Plaza, where

W^twood Boulevard :

ISO

3:30

5H)0

8.-00

becomes a pedestrian maN.

(Between the John Wooden

Center and Ackerman Union.)

DAVID CASTLE
SoloPiano

ARCO IRI& Latin

ROOM 211

THE BALTIMORES
A Capela Trio -

WAYNE JOHNSON
TRIO Jazz

T

FOOLS FACE Pop^

lOKW

1.-00

34»

5:15^

JikL
-9:001

b SILVER HiaS

-o

TERRY GARDNER A
ITAL ROOTS lA.
Reggae

THE TOYMAKER
Theatre ^

SANTA MONICA
DANCE CENTER

MARK HAYES
fr SILVER HEELS

THE 45's Pop -

8:15

a • • t

10.-Q0

11:30

2.-00

3:15

5:00

7:46

MARKfrSARAA
FISHLOCK Classical

KINGS KIDS INT'L

OTHER V0K:ES

THE BALTIMORES
A Capela Trio

KINGS KIDS INT'L

AUGUST Jazz

BEDFORD STREET
BAND Pop

ID
lOiN)

11:30

1:30

3:00

4:30

6:15

8:30

V
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LOOKING FOR A FUTURE?
l??S?.^>^J?P.''S2SKf^ INSURANCE GROUP OF COMPANIES
^un^^^2i^£^AI^^^J^'F^Lt PROFESSIONAL AtTITUDE
SS^Sr^n*?J?.?'^^ DESIRE FOR SUCCESS. WE OFFER A PROVEN
^M^^.^"'^" INCLUDES TECHNICAL TRAINING AND INCOME
SnAS^^^jyUIJ^ ^^ ^" STARTED. ONCE YOU COMPLETE
TWINING YOU WILL OPERATE YOUR OWN AGENCY WITH UNUM-
K?tx El£9J?Er'*^^^'"'^^ ^^^ CONFIDENTIAL CONSIDERATIONSEND YOUR RESUME TO:

FARMERS INSURANCE GROUP
•7tS La T^mwm, S«lC« ttl
Lo« AbscIm. CA 9««45

(ABM(RS

- GROUP ^

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Paints Penru Oil Ad|ust

Valves. Carb Timing Bra'.es Clutch Check

Battery & Front Alignment

FREE.

VALLEY
TOWING

$39.95*

RELINE
BRAKES

Replace all Shoes and 1 mings Pack Front

Wheel Bearir>gs Turn Drums as needed In

spect wheel cyls. Mister C/l. & Fill System
$49.95'

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • ''Quality at Lowest Prices"
^ (818) 7854112 (213) 275-2865

A 1 AUTO 7957VahNuv»Blv<j.2J^BIksSoofRo$coe * MOSt VWS

USAC

Esi
ED KOtPIN

1920
S« PROP

fce Olinder Max
"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY~

IN SANTA MONICA
9:35-9 00 3|/fc J^ _ SUN. 11^

3 9AY-eX^BRT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX - "Switch
- toaplfM"

A true p«pe smoksr
do«s not inhal»

Com* in lor our U99
instruction

brochure

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSMIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512 */

M. Rashti, MD (213) 828-8637
General Practice

• Check-Up
• Physical Therapy, X-Ray, Lab
• Food and Chemical Allergy Tests

Yale Wilshire Medical Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103

House Calls Available to Santa Monica. CA 90403
Your Residence or Hotel Corner Yale & Wilshire

• Ask lof

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

GMAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • fiRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT • MAT • SAT

NArL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

€Mey4lMPIiM
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938
fot information. Pl9a%9 Call

Encmo (818) 990-3340
Los Anoeles- West (2 1 3) 202-

1

924
Cantral City: (213) 268-2683

Orange County (714) 731-3059

THE OLYMPICSONLY COME ONffi
EVERY FOUR YEARS .

wrri tii,-u»,-i*i.t„n*t.t;t3eKKif,»hHJaitaaamiimmi6**»itt<\, -winmi

AREN'TYOUGUD YOU'RE NOT THE

A CLIMACTIC EXPERIENCE
FUN, GIFTS, CARDS, FUN

1027 GLENDON AVE.
Weslwe«d Village

Souvenirs . M-Sot 1 0-i 1

824-3873 Sun 12-8

"Me^ivoDd

b
we

ullock's

''

8twood|H

IH

Freudian
Slip

weybum

c
0
c

Vp kinross

1

• wilshir*

Continued from Page 3
sentative Rick Tuttle stated
the station's right to tape the
public meetings.

Section 54953.5 of Califor-
nia's Brown Act specifically

states that any person atten-
ding an open and public
meeting of a local agency's
legislative body can tape the
proceedings.

Polyclinic
Continued from Page 3

Steps have also been- taken
to bridge any language or
cultural gaps that may arise,

Ludlow explained. Inter-
preters, available through
LAOOC, will facilitate com-
munication between patients
and doctors, Baker said. In
addition, all the doctors at the
polyclinic have had training in
"cross-cultural patient rela-
tions."

Sixty-two patients have
already been treated at
UCLA's polyclinic. Two
similar polyclinics are located
at the University of California
at Santa Barbara and the Uni-
versity of Southern California.

' -—^

The best kept
secret of
our age.

Formula 405.
Aging is inevitable. Yet.
why hurry the process?
• Dermatologists tests have
proven Formula 405 works.

• You'll see results witNr^ K) days—
fir>e lines and dry skin will seem
to disappear.

• Formulo 405 will drarnatically
contribute to healthy, younger
looking skin.

Jormulo 40S—at ony age your
skin will lOve it.

S MAGICAL MOISniMZItt
Enriched Face Cream Is the fomrHio for
dryer skins and outdoof cx:tlvlty. Ught
Textured Moisturizer Is a new silky version
ttwt penetrates instantfy. Moisturlzlfxj
Lotion Is the al^purpose protector for
normal and conobinatlons skins.

NcH»yttueaftindl>ofmuio40ib#oiii»

SO'Off
on any Pormulo 40S Product.

To get your refund send proof of purchase
(Front panel of Fofmuia 406 box) &
register tope with store name and pxteeTs)
pokj arctea to DOAK PHARt^ACAL (5o INC
700 Shames Drive. Westtxjry, fslY 11690

Name

Address

City : Slats. -Zip.

ThJj refund oftsr^lifrtted to 2 purctufM per
tarn»v/acl(*eM Offsr oood onJy )n ttis US A Offer
void where prohtoltea foxed or ofherwtoe reitrtcted
by low ANow 6-8 weeks for refund. Oup«cate»
tacilmllei or copies wl not be honored
Offsr expires 9/30/S4

Scientifically Fonnulated

fonnula405'
your akin wMlovtli.

'
—
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n vieimpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Counterpoint

Facts not fiction
,
By Douglas Rose
The article by Herbert Medina on U.S. involvement in Cen

tral America was laudable in its intent to get students interested
in this issue (Bruin, Jurte 21).
However, the article collapses in the second half when

Medina attempts to make a case for imminent American in-
volvement. \_

In the region the "scariest of facts" and "reports" that Medina
uses to make his case are baseless and contain no truth what-
soever.

Medina starts his barrage of fabrication by claiming that the

'

"U.Si has actually begun to transfer Black and Latino soldiers
out of, rapid deployment battalions." Unfortunately for Mr.
Medina, this is simply untrue.
There has not been a transfer of Black and Latino soldiers out

of rapid deployment divisions (the rapid deployment forces are
division strength not battalions). If there has or had been a
transfer, you can be sure that this would have been widely
reported.

Mr. Medina then states that there are "reports that Black and
Latino soldiers hesitated to fire on their Grenadian and Cuban
counterparts." Again, Mr. Medina has quite a scoop.

If there had been a failure of Black and Latino soldiers to fire

in combat, a review in U.R.L. of magazines and newspapers

\-:'

.»* »

"These opening ceremonies have resulted in the closing
of my bank account." 2:.L

int

Miss America's compromise

from that period found not one mention of a failure of Black
and Latinos to fire during combat.

Next, Mr. Medina <>laims that the army is replacing the iOlst
and 82nd Airborne Divisions with the 91st Airborne in Texas.
The reason, states Medina, is that the 91st is 98 percent white,
and the army wants its front line forcas to be predominantly
white.

One wonders from where Mj:. Medina got this alleged **fact."

There is no such unit as the 9lst Airborne in the U.S. Army. I

also challenge Mr. Medina to find any company, regiment aivi-

sion, battalion, etc. in the U.S. Army that is 98 percent white.
There is not one. (Incidentally, the 10 1st is based at Fort

Kentucky , not Fort Bragg , Nortk-l
Medina claims.)

The U.S. Army is one of the most integrated institutions in

Jhe U.S. This can be illustrated by the fact that over 50 percent
of the NCO's in the army is made up of minorities.

Before writing my reply I checked newspapers, magazines
and contacted the public affairs office of the Department of the
Army. I only wish that Mr. Medina had taken as much time be-

fore making his baseless allegations.

Readers should take Mr. Medina's advice to become more in-

formed on the issues in Central America. I only hope that they
and Mr. Medina make their decisions and judgements on the

basis of facts, not fiction.

Rose is a senior majoring in history.

By Kimberly Carr
I would like to comment on Louise Yarnall's

Viewpoint article entitled "The Image of Miss
America" (Bruin, July 23). The rules for entry
and conduct set by the Miss America Pageant
are stringeM. „ The contestants pose tq ex-
emplify stereotypic standards of beauty, grace,
talent and intelligence for the benefit of future
young women nationwide.
Thus is born a set of standards for us all.

We are encouraged as young girls to believe
that the necessary qualities of a Miss America
con);estant are attainable, but in reality nqt all

of us grow up to possess the necessary at-

tributes.

So ends fantasy and begins the real world.

self-ideology, wherein she criticizes the flaws
in this country's political and economical
systems without supplying anything positive
about the moral fiber in America. Using Yar-
nall's logic the Statue of Liberty, dressed in a
!!refreshingly appTopxiate" manner should-
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rhe so-called controversial "cattle calls," i.e.,

beauty pageants, personify not only physical
beauty but emphasize added qualities one has
to offer. So the controversy, that beauty is the
only criterion, dies.

According to Webster's Dictionary the
following words are defined:
•nudity — "devoid of clothing"
•sexual — "having or involving sex,"
"erotic," "stimulating"

•explicit — "free from all vagueness and am-
biguity, unreserved, externally visible, specific,

perfectly clear, direct."

I have seen the pictures in question in the
September issue of Penthouse magazine. There
are a total of 19 pictures: two of which are
"tasteful" nudes, nine in which Miss Williams
is clothed and eight sexually graphic photos.

"There is something refreshingly appropriate
"about Miss America posing nude for Penthouse
magazine," Ms. YarnaH says ia her Viewpomt
This statement is not only inappropriate but
incorrect for the following reasons.

First, some photos show Miss Williams nude
but, moreover, they are sexually oriented and
explicit. These photos lack the natural beauty
of women's sexuality.

Secondly, Ms. Yarnall should see the pic-

tures for herself. The explicit nature of some
of the photographs could hardly be considered
appropriate.

,

Thirdly, general value judgements are dead-
ly because we are individuals and are all dif-

ferent. Ms. Yarnall's so- called "philosophy" is

a mixture of sarcasm ("Pofly Purebread"),
moral, ethical and political cynicism which
appears to be devoid of any compassion or

stand as a denun^tion of the optimistic ideals
and opportunities she has represented.

I am an artist and have drawn nudes. An
artist creates and imagines something natural
which becomes (juietly, privately beautiful.

VVhat is "refreshing" about ^'sexually explic-

it" pictures? Are Williams and Yarnall asking
the American public for a "stamp of approval"
for questionable behavior? If so, will future
Miss Americas stray from the iHf>aU of th»—
Pageant as well?

The immoral minority comes through loud
and clear at Penthouse which perpetuates sex-

ually explicit images which exploit women.
The millions of dollars from the record sell

outs of Penthouse could feed hundreds of
thousands of hungry people for some time.
Certainly no one will be starving at Pen*
thouse.

Yarnall says "Looking bad because one has
sold out happens all the time." This statement
is an over-simplification of the facts. Further-
more, I would point out to Miss Yarnall that

Miss Williams is apparently the first and only
Pageant contestant to have "sold out."

Being caught with her pants down may
earn her even more notoriety and financial

gain. The timing is unfortunate. Williams'
reign as the first Black Miss America would in^

Itself have provided her with significanF
jwards^ jjomething she no dniiht dreamt

about.

My point is that one can attain personal
goals without compromising oneself. With this

in mind, I feel a certain amount of sympathy
for Miss Williams, who has seemingly com-
promised herself in my e^tes.

There are beautiful things out therie that are
becoming extinct or defaced. I fight and am
frightened by what I see and hear. And what
was once thought beautiful and innocent is

now being disfigured and raped by politics

and money. '

I am confident though that moral attitudes
rerpain alive and actions to the contrary are^

dealt with how one pays the price.

tions office at 112 Kerckhoff Hall.
einpalliy fur women. :

Ms. Yarnall exhibits what I call a synthetic

4k«

Carr ts a stafj member in the Department oj
Anthropology. ..lllli_ " '^'-
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TUES.

BUYAQUESADILLA & GET ONE

WED.

BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 ALL YOU CAN lAT

THURS -^^ "^ BURRITO RANCHERO &
GET ONE

FRI ^^^-'^ P^^CHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS

BRUNCH SPECIAL

jmUNCH SPECIAL
With valid UCLA student or faculty \0

MOVIE GUIDE
MANN

THEATRES

?(?i?f**i
'"D^'^W^JO"" AND THE TEMPLE

70 mm Dolby THX Sound
12 30^3 Oas 30-8 00 10 30

?08 4366

VILLAGE
%1 Bfoxlon

?08 5576

BEST DEFENSE (R)
12.00 155 3 50 5 30 8 00 10 10
f" Sal UfeShow 12 00 a m

LAEMMLE
THEATRES
WX.Ajiiir. jHiiaiil

- ;.: ^^
•--•

'l

?iH,oi^uQ. ^ ..
»-"EMEUIITRIER

^77 «ai ^''c o *^°" ^" ^ 3a7 50 10 20A77 5581 Sat Sun 12 30 2 50^5 2a7 5a 10 20

9036W.lsh.fe Mon Ffi -e""??!?"
274 6869 Sat Sun 2 15-4 15 6 10-fl 00-10 00

BRUIN
948 Bfoxton

6REMUNS (f»6)

70mm 6 track Dolby Stereo
"f? 30 3 00 5 30^8 W-fO 30

^^^H
^^^^^^1

' « ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^B

gl
^^1
^Hl^BJ^^I^H

WESTWOOO I

1050 G*yl(?y

208 7664

LAST STAR FIGHTER (PG)
t 15 3 3054580010 15

WESTWOOOII MEATBALLS II (PG)lOMUivipy 12 15-2 15 4 lb 6 15 8 30 10 45
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 30 am208 7664

WESTWOOO Hi
1 0»0 Gay iey

—

208 7664

STAR IBEimiiPO-
12 45-3 00-5 15 7 30^9 45

MONICA I
'

1332 2nd St

3949741

CARMEN
MoftFfi 7 40 9 40

Sat Sun 1:40 3 4a5 4a7 4a9 40

MONICA II

1332 2nd St

394 9741

ERENDIRA
Mon -Fri 7 20 9 20

Sat Sun 3 20-5 20-7 20^9 20

m??;H*?.
"(XIANCIHG THE STONE

lo^o,il^' c ^
Men Fri 6 00 8 05 10 05

394-9741 SaL Sun 1 5a3 55-6 00-8 05-10 05

REGENT
1045 BrOxton

2083259

PliRPi F BAIN (R)

12 0^2 30 5 00-7 30 10 00
Fri -Sal Late Show 12 30 am

PLAZA
1067Glendon
208 3097

,o,n. PURPLE RAIN (R)
12 303005308001030

FriSat Late Show 12 45 a m

rm^Jf?, QABRIEIA

\qaq7^,^^ c r.
Mon -Fri 7 OaO 00

394 9741 Sat Sun 1 00.3 00 5 00-7 00-9 00
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THEATRES

FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

652 1330

UNDER THE VOLCANO (R)

1003205408001010
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10a3 20-5 408:00-16 20

CENTURY PtAZA MEVin tMOm STORY (PGI

Sn7^"^,^ c
130-3 30-5:30-7:30-0

2040 Ave of the Stars
5534291

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC II

Hllywd BJ Nf Cahuenoa
464-4111

CCNERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

CONAHTHE
OfSTROYER (PG)

12:30-2 35-4 40-6 4$
8 55-11:05

NOUYWOOO PACIFIC IH CHEECHACHONGASTHE

ffi .t S?J^ GM0STBU8TER8 (PG)

J750711
"'^'^

,o«o
70mm Dolby stereo

^75-0711 12 00 2 3^5 00-7 30-10 00
Fri-Sal Late Show 12:15 a m.

Hgwd^^ Nr Cahuen^, COR«C^wViSn;?R*s\.
.,^ ^"'

12 30-2 25 4 20-6 20 8 2016 26
f^n -Sat. -Late Show-

1

2 10 am

I
LANDMARK

I THEATRES

J?JS ^'."vl""*
" "EVENOfOFYHE nerds (R)

^75 nA^'"^^. o
Won -Fn -5 45-7:45-9 45
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and the A A nominated short "Goody Two Shoes'

'

Every Friday nighl at rrwdnioht CAFE FLESH
Every Saturday night at midnioht
THE PINK FLAMINGOS

**********. *^^^^^-^^^ ^^^ ^ ^
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Gymnastics

Day of perfection
as U.S. vaults to
gymnastics lead

By Jean-Pierre Cativiela,

Staff Writer

Consistency was the name of the game foruCUX's Tim Daggennn^J^vnmasS
ru.s" S.TSns p^r-'-

"^"^^ '"""«' "^'^ '^ -^ '"«>"»

U-S. grabs four golds: pair
world swim fall

—^y-Kati Rocky^^

U.S. Olympic swimmers
kicked off to an outstanding
start with four gold medals
and a world record perfor-
mance by Steve Lundquist in
the 100-meter breastroke on
^penftrg day at^tii^^
McDonald's Swim Staduim.

Also setting a world mark
was West Germany's Michael
Gross in the 200 freestyle with
a time gf 1:47.44, to break his
own record of 1:47.55 set at
his country 's^ Olympic trials.

But the most exciting race

over 10 seconds from silver
medalist Suzanne Landells of
Austria.

"I think I cpnld have swam
faster if the East Germnas had
been here,"said Caulkins. "We
would have pushed each
other."
^While most people conc^
the gold medal to Gross in the
200 free, one person who felt
otherwise was Mike Heath of
the U.S., who thought he
could have done better than
his silver medal finish.

"I'm just a little upset that I

Sl^^X go any faster, '\;^kl

•

"I'm numb right now , but
I'm going for the 20t)
(breast), "Moffet said. "So
we'll just see what happens."
Another one who just miss-

ed out on the medal ceremo-
nies was Jeff Float, who plac-
ed fourth in the 200 free.
Float, who is 80 percent deaf
jnd_relies on the reaction of

Continued on Page 12

— Late ly, the United Staf^
men's gymnastics team has
been honored with headlines
filled with phrases like **they
could" and "they might."

Last night, thev did.
In a day filled with perfor-

mances nothing less than as-
tounding, including no less
than ten perfect-ten scores,
the U.S. men roared to a first
place lead in the Gymnastics
competition, scoring 295.30
points in the compulsory exer-
cises.

China and Japan placed se-
cond and third with 294.25
points and 292.40 respectively.
The U.S. score was the best in
the team's history.

UCLA's Peter Vidmar was
the hero of the day with a
team-leading 59.25 points and
a ten in the pommel horse.
Vidmar also tied Japan's Koji
Cushiken for the lead in the
men's all-around. USA's Bart
Conner and China's Li Ning
(Ning scored two tens for
China^..iollow cks© behind,
both tied at 59.05, and
China's Tong Fei is fifth with
58.95.

"I knew it was possible, but
I was realistic," U.S. men's
coach Abie Grossfeld said
following the competition. "I
said the Chinese were the
favorites, but I knew our boys
could do the job."
"Our whole intention was

to try to get ahead of the Jap-
anese for the first time, and to
give the Chinese as much of a
scare as we possibly could,"
Conner said. "And I gu^
we've done that."

Vidmar said good workouts
helped the team to success.
"Our workouts in the past
month have gone better than
we ever imagined, " he said.
"Every gymnast on this team
has been more conscientious
than he's ever been."
The compulsories are a

crucial part of the competition
because the gymnasts perform
a set routine for each exercise
and are easily compared with
each other. Creativity, an im-
portant factor in the optional
exercises, is not given as much
weight.

Because creativity is hard to
measurer optional exercises""
tend to be scored higher, mak-
ing an early deficit in the

Continued on Page 12

Johnson lights up Olympics

swimmers Nancy Hogshead
a im i ..drrie atemscitcr m the
100 freestyle. The pair was
locked in a light battle most of
the way with Hogshead
holding a brief lead until the
last 50 meters, finishing in a
time j)f 55.92. they both em-
braced one another as the
crowd roared its approval.

Lundquist's winning time of
1:01.65 outdistanced silver
medalist Victor Davis of
Canada and bronze medalist
Peter Evans of Austia.

"I feel like the grinch who
stole Christmas...my heart is

so big right now," said Lund-
quist, v^o was a member of
the U.S. team that boycotted
the 1980 Games. "^*f-couldn't
be happier."
The other gold medal

wasn't even a contest as Tracy
Caulkins won the 400 individ-
ual medley in 4:39.24.
Caulkins winning margin was

and 200 free at the U.S. trials.
"But I guess that time is really
irrevelant in the Olympics. I
am happy about the medal."
One of the most disappoin-

ting performances came in the
iy)y} breast,, where world
record holder John Moffet of
Stanford placed fifth with^
time of 1:03.29. Moffet pulled
a groin muscle in his morning
preliminary heat and struggl-
ed home well behind Lund-
quist, who he defeated at the
U.S trials to set the worid
mark.

Inside...
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^^
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\c\

U.S. wins gold in cycling.'." .'i
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s gymnastics preview i\

92,655 witness
quite a 'show'
By Kevin Daly,

Assistant Sports Editor

It has been two days since
the spectacle of the Opening
Ceremonies which left
observers in a state of jubila-
tion. It was American
patriotism and the Olympic
spirit at its finest.

When a number of the
12,000 performers at Satur-
day's ceremonies spelled out
'Welcome' on the turf of the
Los Angeles Coliseum, the
same staduim that host^ the
1932 Olympic Games,Jt waa
exf^ded to everyone suppor-
ting the Olympic movenment.
But no doubt this year's edi-

tion had more flai^, more
Hollywood to it. There was
the music of Duke Ellington,
Count Basic, Michael Jackson
and countless others. Producer
David Wolper said that he
wanted the ceremonies to
be**majestic and inspira-
tional, 'v and the 92,655 on
hand can agree they were in-
deed something to behold.

OlvmoTc «!!. ^;h 'n
""^ ^^ ' 1^'^'°^^ '^onor o1 lighting the Coliseum they were gr^^Olympic flame at the Opening Ceremonies. "

Continued on Page 13

Monday's Olympic

Games Schedule

MONDAY. 30 JULY 1984
^

0730-1030 Rowing Lake Casitas
Men s and women '.s elimination

heats

0800-1200 Equestrian 3-day event -

dressage test

0800-2230 Modem Pentathlon
* Fencing

0830-1100 Swimming Men's 100m
Butterfly heats

VVomens 200m freestyle heat.s
Mens 400m individual medley

Women's 200m breaststroke heats
Mens 4x200m freestyle relay heats

0900-1230 Basketball 1 game -

women's round robin
YUG vs. USA

1 game - men's preliminaries
ITA vs. FRG

0900.1600ShootingSmall-bore rifle,

English match
Clay traget, trap

Running game target

1000-1400CyclingCSU Dominguez
Hills Velodrome

1km time trial - final
Individual pursuit - qualification

1000-1240 Gymnastics Women's
«)rnp(ilM)ry exercises

1000-1400 Volleyball 2 matches

-

women's preliminaries

CAN vs. PER
JPN vs. KOR

1100-1400 Boxing Preliminary bouts

1200-1500 Wrestling Anaheim
Convention Center—Greco-Roman prplimTnarfes - 48,

62, and 90kg

1345-1845 Hockey 3 games - menV
preliminaries

HOL vs. CAN
PAK vs. NZL
GBR vs. KEN

1400-1600 Weightlifting
-BantamwWght ^up^o 56kg, groopr

1430-1800 BasketbaH 1 game -
womeiVs round robin

^ » AUS vs. CHN
1 game - men's preliminaries

EGY vs. BRA

1500-1800 Equestrian 3-day event -

dr(>ssage test

1615-1800 Swimming Mens 100m
butterfly finals

. Women's 200m freestyle finals

Men's 400m individual medley
finals

Women's 200m breaststroke finals
Men's 4x200m freestyle relay finals

1730-2010 Gymnastics Women's
compulsory exercises

WOO-2200 Boxing Preliminary bouts

1800-2000 WeighUifting
bantamweight r up to 561^, group

A

1800-2030 Wrestling Greco-Roman
preliminaries - 48, 62, and 90kg

1830-2230 Volleyball 2 matches

-

women's preliminaries

BRA vs. CHN
FRG vs. USA

1900-2100 Football 4 games . first

round matches
BRA vs. SAU, Rose Bowl
CAN vs. IRQ, Cambridge
YUG vs. CMR, Annapolis
FRG vs. MAR, Stanford

2000-2330 Basketball 1 game -

women's round robin
KURvs. CiN .^

1 game - men's preliminaries

YUG vs. AUS
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WE ARE HERE1^
1051 BROXTON

UCLA
WEYBURN

SEE YOUR PHOTOS
TODAY

SEE YOUR SLIDES (E-6)

TODAY
* * •

ENLARGEMENTS —
TOMORROW
* * •

LOW FILM PRICES

WE PROCESS
FUJI FILM

village hour photo
'A BLOCK SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS

AT 929 WESTWOOD BLVD
208-4502

HIGHEST QUALITY

CONTACT LENSES
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

BauschSLomb • Hydrocunre • Vlstskon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Permalens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

$199
EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A ^
PAIR

UPTO 30 DAYS CONT, WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal ^Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test
• Lens Fitting • Complete
Training • Follow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee

COMPLETE
PACKAGE$159

TINTED SOFT LENSES £SSS:.B?

Five rich, natural- • Amb«r
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask • Blue
our eye-care
specialist for a trial * Aqua
fitting free of
charge. • Green

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST
vVs^iiLli

(213)

Sight

PHONE
475.7502

"Vita •Mastercard
Vision Plans

Optometric Center Accaptad
Or. Qreenspan

^645Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1070 w. L.A.
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U.S. soccer wins Knight has U.S^hoopsters
in front^f 7»,265^= playing with intensity
By Bob Timmermann

The United States soccer
team did not disappoint the
largest crowd ever to see a
soccer game in North
America.

Before a crowd of 78,265 at

Stanford Stadium in Palo
Alto, California, the
Americans, on the strength of
two goals by Ricky Davis,
defeated Costa Rica 3-0, in an
opening round game in Croup
D. r

Davis matched his first wal
in the 23rd minute on a penal-
ty kick. Teammate Jean'
Willrich added another goal
at the 35 minute mark. Davis
scored his second goal in 'the

second half.

It was the first Olympic
soccer victory for the United

.States since 1924, when they
defeated Estonia 1-0 irr Paris
(Estoriia has since disappeared
from the map, but Costa Rica
hopes to avoid Estonia's fate.)

The win gave an important
boost to the U.S. team's

chance of advancing to the
quarterfinal-medal round. The
United States jwill nejct face
the Italians, Tuesday, ^t the
Rose Bowl, at 7:00p.m.

The Italians were also win-
ners on Sunday as they scored
a violent 1-6 victory over
Egypt.

The game was marred by a
total of 12 yellow and red
penalty card*.' Egypt received
six yellow cards and three red
cards.

The Italians earned two
yellows and one red. Eg\ptian
Mohamed Fedki and Italy's

Continued on Page 12

By Associated Press

INGLEWOOD, Ca. - The United States
opened its bid for another basketball gold
medal Sunday by shooting 60 percent from the
field and pressuring China into 25 turnovers in
a 97-49 rout sparked by the play of Alvin
Robertson and Leon Wood.

U.S. Coach Bobby Knight understated the
triumph.
"We played fairly well," Knight said, poin-

ting out that the Americans had a "down
spell" early in the first half and that their play
"dropned off in the first seven minutes of the
second half.

"

"Leon and Alvin showed good awareness
defensively and got the offense going excellent-
ly," he said. Robertson, an Arkansas product,
paced the Americans with 18 points^ all but
two in th^ second half. Wood contributed 10
assists.

The Chinese, who lost 7-foot-2 Hang Peng-
san because of a heart attack last spring, lack-
ed the height, quickness and talent to match
up with the Americans. They shot on\y—&f^
percent for the game, 29 perpent in the second
half.

Michael lordan and Vern Fleming started
the ball rolling for the Americans early in the
first half as they combined to pull the U.S.
away to a 25-11 advantage by combining for

10 straight points in the Group B game.
Knight, using his full complement of 12

players, watched his team continue to pour it

on, and by halftime the U.S. was up 50-29

after the Chinese, pressured by the American
defense, committed 16 turnovers.
Fleming and Jordan ignited the United

States again by making the first two goals of
the second half. Wayman Tisdale then tapped
in a missed shot by Fleming for a 56-29 lead
and after that, Chris Mullin and Patrick Ew-
ing led the way.

fter MulHn's goal madeTt 70-4h, iCnight"
came off the bench to yell at guard Leop
Wood because of a turnover. Then the
Americans went on a 13-2 spurt to build their
margin to 40 points at 83-43. Jordan finished
with 14 points and Ewing and Mullin had 12
apiece.

Welcome Olympic Visitors!!!
Come visit us for the Westsides best Thai Food. Lunch/Dinner

Specialties include: Thai Salad • Satay Beef • Pad Thai Sunday from 5pm
Curries • Shrimp Pancakes (2 blocks w. of 405 fwy )

1 1 500 PICO BLVD. WEST LOS ANGELF?^' 477-5118

UCM

Attorhey Assistant TRAiriiMQ Program
FALL 1984 at UCLA

opy ress

Two intensive, practical Certificate
Programs for persons interested in a
paralegal career who are:
seeking ney^.ski//sio.hBip with career .

advancement or change
-just entering the job market and wish to
augnnent a coffege education
-returning to the work force after an
absence.

These programs are Intended to prepare
candidates to perform a wide variety of
legal ass ignment s w ith a law firm,
corporate legal department, bank,
insurance company, or public agency
and include: .

• An eight-month Evening Litigation
Program beginning in September which
covers civil litigation, civil procedure, legal
research, pefsonai tn>ufy law. eomnF>eretaf^
law. entertainment law. and criminal law.

'

•An 18-week Corporations/Litigation
Program beginning in October which
covers corporation formation and mainte-
nance, securities law. pension and profit /
sharing, real property law. bankruptcy law.
civil procedure, legal research, and

Placement services are available.

Application Deadline: September 1. 1984

For a brochure and application^ calJ„

(213) 825-0741. Or mail the coupon to:

Legal Programs, Suite 517. UCLA
Extension. P 0. Box 24901. Los Angeles,
CA 90024.

Please send me information on the Attorney
Assistant Training Program.

WE WILL TRANSFER
YOUR PICTURE OR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers

• instant
lettering

• numbering

470-4778
1646 Westwood Bl. LA 90024

contracts

Now in their 12th year, these programs
are approved fay the ABA and offered in

cooperation with the UCLA School of Law.

Name ^•- —

Address

'City/Slate/ZIP HL JS2
6525 SANTA MONtCA BLVD / PHONE (213) 466-7191

TEL-US LTD [24 HOUR

TELEX
213-552-6000
Backed by Complete

Telephone Ar^werlng
and

Mall Service

GET HAPPY!

|Fin<l Happy Hour
specials in the
Daily Bruin

.

Cyclists wheel to first

summer gold for U.S-

monday, july 30, 1984 11

fly Associated Press

MISSION VIEJO, Ca. -
Connie Carpenter-Phinney a
four-time world champion
sprinted the final 200 meters
to edge teammate Rebecca
Twigg on Sunday and claim
the gold medal in the first-
ever women's Olympic cycling
roadrace.

Her triumph gave the Unit-
ed States its first gold of the
1984 Summer Games and the
first medal of any kind in
Olympic cycling since Karl
Schutte won a bronze in 1912.

Carpenter-Phinney, 27, of
Boulder, Colo., who .has said
she will retire from com-
petitive cycling this year,
overtook Twigg, 21, of Col-
orado Springs, Colo., at the
finish line to win by inches.
The bronze medal went to

Carpenter-Phinney.

American Alexi Grewal,
who returned to cycling last
week when a drug-related
suspension was lifted
outsprinted Canada's Steve
Bauer to take a gold medal in
the men's 190-kilometer

third-place finisher Sandra
Schumacher of West Ger-
many. Unni Larson of Nor-
way finished fourth and Italy's
Maria Canins fifth.

Carpenter- Phinney, whose
_^jiusband, Davis, competed m
the men's road race Sunday
afternoon, finished the 79- ki-
lometer (49 mile) race in two
hours, 11 minutes and 14 se-
conds.

"When we came in on the
course today and there was so
much cheering, I told
everybody, *If we don't win a
medal, weTe gonna have to
crawl out of here,' '* said

(US-mile) Olympic cycling
road race Sunday^

Grewal, 23, finished with a
time of four hours, 59
minutes, 57 seconds, with
Bauer taking the silver and
Dag Otto Lauritzen of Nor-
way the bronze^
^^rewal was suspended for
30 days after a urine test from
a cycling classic in Colorado
showed evidence of the bann-
ed stimulant ephedrine.
Grewal said the only
substance he ingested was an
herb of unknown origin that a
friend told him would help his
performance. The suspension
was lifted two days after it

'-^-^k effect.

Tossup for women's
gymnastics team title
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela,

Staff Writer

It is said that women's
^mnastics became a glamour
sport when Olga Korbut came
to the Olympics in 1972.
Well, if she didn't do it.

Nadia did in Montreal in
1976.

There probably won't be
any Nadias this year, that
doesn't mean there will be

competition — with the
Soviets out, they have a ge-
nuine opportunity to make a
name for themselves, just as
tlie Chinese men's team did
last year when they won the
World Championships.

nothihg to watch.
The Soviet boycott this year

may do more good than harm
~tp gymnastics. The Soviets
have won every women's team
title since 1952; their sudden
absence, has thrown a monkey
wrench in the works. With
the Soviets out, someone else
will have to assume the
women's gymnastics crown.

It could be China or
Romania. Even the U.S. is in
the running.
By tonight, there's a good

chance we may know which
one, if any of them, will win
the gold.

China is top-seeded for the

U.S. team members Mary
Lou Retton, 16, and Julianne
McNamara, 19, are the ones
to watch for the home crowd.
Retton had five perfect

scores over the weekend of Ju-
ly 14 and 15, when the U.S.
team defeated Canada, while
McNamara had two perfect
scores that same weekend.
One came on the parallel bars
and the other was in the floor
exercise.
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Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

L/ur executive chef was previouslv with Plum Tree restaurant and

our seatood chef was formerlv with Mon k'ee's ofChinatown.

. Trv our Plum's spicy beef, chicken with tangerinesauceLcrab^vvith

.
ginger ond green onions and pan fried jumbo scallops.

Open / davs a week • lunch • dinner cocktails

Happv Hour with complimentary Kors dbeuvres ™^.. •

weekdavs 4:00pm to 7:00pm. ^
1057 Tiverton Avenue, VVescuood. Validated parking in budding,

tntrance at IKXHilendon .Avenue. (213) 208 • 3977

Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
825.2161

C Manicsijre & Pedicure $ 1 5"« (reg. $20oo>
$ 1%^ (reg. $ 1 800)

Wespeclalize In complete nail pare - sculptured nails
.porcelain - acrylic - |uliette - China silk wrap - .

manknjre — pedicure *
IO«3»W.P,coBlvd. 470-9693 %

The Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14.00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
$5.00 MANICURE
(New clients with ad only) *'^*»r

PERMS. CELLOPHANES & HICHUGHTINr ^^
SPECIAL^Nh IN SCULPTURSiNA,^Sl8& UP

^^

For appointment call 208-1468

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Above Marios Renaur.n.). WESTWOOD

iMnnMiir in iiaW iitm i|T'i i i i mT ii\i-Y-iV1 i V----------J |
. . .

>:./.\^

<^\Cli4 ± Limousine Sew

CHAUFFERED LIMOUSINE SERVICESTRETCH LIMOS EQUIPPED WITH —_^rV>BAR . SUN ROOF • STEREO • TELEPHONE—
^"'^SM'x'i^T^® ^^^ AIRPORT & OUT OF TOWN TRIPS(213) 221-5492 • 24 HOURS > (818) 289-LIJilO

V. ;

ik?R-. IMMIGRATION
over 40 years of experience

Permanent Resident Status • Deportation
(Green Card)

• U.S. Citit^nship

• Political Asylum

• Permission to Work
• Tempbrary Visas

'^ y

i

Call the Law office of

Tasoff and Tasoff
K ) -/>̂

^

a proie%<iona\ corporation

/

Jgl3) 474-2545
10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

^
r^ Westwood, CA.

We care for Bruins . .

.

. . and Olympic Visitors.
Receive- convenient quality medical care for your inlurv illnessand pnmary care.

^'

No appointment needed, no waiting.
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty. .

^
•

• X-ray. laboratory, & medications in one visit (If needed) -
• Open until 9 Pf^ during Olympics, Sun.. Aug. 5.

EXTENDED HOURS.
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

^ 213-470-8880
Summer Quartar
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IT IS
THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DO!!

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER!

§!• NATE BLOOD
AND

SAVE LIVES
ATTHE

UCLA BLOODDONOR CENTER
UCLA 's onlypermanent on campus, donor facility

n^^ JirL^a^^^^^ CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THEUCIA MED CAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOP POOM ao

??o?M i^.S
^WN THE HALL FROM^SK^LT^^

8888
'^^^•"^'^'^^Y ®'00 AM TO 5:30 PM CALL 825:

H^'-A * ASUCLA (CAREER i, STUDENT) EMPLOVESC

WITH PAY OB COUP TIMf (ASUCLA) FOB EACM
DONATION! AVAIIABIE AT THIS IcSjATION ONU

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
APK()H:sSI<)NAI.()RK)Mi:rKR;C()KI'()l<\ll()N

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

'Change the color of your
eyes" soft lenses

• Sleep-in soft lenses,
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

Gymnastics

159
249!Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses

Price includes one pair of sOft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. & I
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit. I

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in- $O fi '

eludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. ^O
teANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531
2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park

in the Lucky Shopping Center)
H21 S. Robertson Blvd.

(</> bik. south of Pico)

Visa. MasterCard. Ejtplres 8/25/84 with this ad.

I

I

I

I

A full service Travel Agency located conveniently on

^.^^JJJS^t
^'^^""^^^ ^ ^n airlin-

computer reservation system for world-wide destinations

WELCOME OLYMPIC VISITORS

AiilinDOMESTIC

USA «CANADA

Continued from Page 9

compulsories hard to make up.
"When you're leading the

Olympics after compulsories,
that's great," Grossfeld said.

China's excellent showing in

the days first session made the
U.S.'s evening coup especially

surprising. China led Japan by
almost two points at the end
of the first session, and seemed
to have the compulsories
wrapped up. They scored six

tens during the session, and
had captured the crowd as
well; Pauley resounded with
applause each time China's
scoreboards lit up. Only one
team member, Li Yuejiu,
went tenless.

About the crowd, Chinese
gymnast Lou Yun said
(through an interpreter), "I
fe^ that competing over here
j^'ery comfortable, and the
crowds have been very friend-
ly. It's just like competing at
home."

But though the crowd was—
warm to China, there was no
mistake that the U.S. owned
the home crowd. When Mitch
Gaylord came off the parallel
bars with a ten, the crowd let

him know what country., he
was from with a standing ova-
tion and a cloud of waving
flags.

The competition isn't nearly
over though, and the men's
team expects a fight. "The
Chinese are tough com-
petitors," Grossfeld said. "I'm
sure they probably feel confi-
dent that they can still beat
us. But it certainly helps to be
ahead."

Soccer
Continued from Page 10
Sebastiano Nela were ejected
for a fight in the 69th minute.

The games only goal was
scored by Aldo Serena in the
63rd minute. Serena headed it

iiT from a cross from Pietro
Fanna.

Italy and the U.S. are nqw
tied for first in group D, with
two points. The top two teams
in each group advance to the
quarterfinals.

In other action, in group A,^
Norway and Chile fought to a

HAWAII
Islow '^tsi^VS^^l^T,SZ:S'^ are st,„ ava„ab,e and one wee. packages start

islands such as Maul K^al and^hfBl„,r^^^^^^^
''^"'^^'^ ^"'^ "^°^^ ^'^° ^'^<^ "f^eraui. i^auai, and the Big Island with car rental and deluxe condominiums included

MEXICO . ^

oTa1ourtr°;5'tSeTcaian IteZZ: pIcSs t^l^'ar^r ' "'^^^^"^ '^^ ^ «^J- ^-"'-"'a
Cancun, and iSexIco City sta.IsTow as 5^26^ Include

*"" '^"•"° """""'" ^"P"'"'
roundtrip airfare from Los Angeles with accomodations. ^

CRUISES ^ -

-'--^-'-:—

)iaska" th^r^HKJ"**"***^-
"^"'^ ^"^ °"^ ^^^"^ -^^-^'^es through the Mexican Riviera -Alaska, the Caribbean

, around Hawaii and more in ilm .n. jiUbli
' ^^^ '

Cambridge Mass.

And Qatar pulled off a mild
surpr i se by tying med

RAIL
Amtrak and Eurall/Brltrall passes and tickets available as well.

ASUCLA TRAVEL CAN OFFER YOU ALL
...ANDMOREI

"
^, .^, ; 7»

TRAVEL SERVICE • M-F 9-5:30. SAT 11-3

>4SUr^l AX^ ^-'®^®' Ackerman Union
/-IyJ\J\^ ly-ir Pncw subject to Change wtnwut notice: Nmlted avoikiljllltv ^

favorite France 2-2 at the
Navy-Marine Corps Stadium
in Annapolis, Md.

It was Qatar's first ap-
pearance in Olympic soccer.
Qatar should now be able to
advance to the quarterfinals
since thev have easy games
against Chile on Tuesday and
Norway on Thursday.

Swimming
Continued from Page 8
the other swimmers at the
start, was sitting in third place

^f^ ^ meters to go but end-
ed up in fourth at 1:50.18

"I happy with it (my time)
but I thought I could go
faster, "said Float. "I thought I
could go 1:49. Tomorrow I

he 800 free relay). It's going
to be a bloody battle between
the Americans and the Ger-man.. But we have more

.

What the Germans have go-
ing for them is Gross andThomas Fahrner, the bronze
medalist m the 200 free. And

^uld^h
**^%f^^'"g that it^"Id be a foreign affair ifGrcm IS near the\ad in the

anchor leg.

Ceremonies
Continued from Page 9
with warm applause. Two
communist countries
Romania and XDhiha, were
given loud cheers and a stan-
ding ovation from President
Ronald Reagan, who was
viewing the ceremony with his
wife Nancy in the press box
atop the Coliseum.

The crowd broke into a
frenzy when the U.S. team
entered the stadium and the
589 American athletes
responded with a zeal usually
saved for the closing ceremo-
nies. They were dancing
around, giving high-fives and
more importantly, expressing
the Olympic spirit.

Amid the celebration there
was a nervous anxiety as the
crowd wondered who would
carry the torch into the Col-

" iseum: first it was Gina Hem-
phill, the granddaughter of
Olympic great Jesse Owens,
who took a lap around the

-^ track with the torch before she
handed the Olympic symbol to
former UCLA decathlete
Rafer Johnson. The 1960 gold
medalist at Rome proceeded
to climb the 99 silver-lining
steps to the Coliseum torch.

There were speeches from
LAOOC President Peter V.
Ueberroth and IOC President
Juan Antonio Samaranch of
Spain, before Reagan officially

declared the Games of the
XXIII Olympiad open. And
after 400-meter hurdler Edwin
Moses took th^ athletes oath
the show was over, but cer-
tainly not the memories.

When most people recall
the show, they will remember
not so much the speeches or
even the immense heat, but
they will recall the wonderous
colors of the participating na-
tions. From Switzerland's five
different colors, which repre-
sented the colors of the Olym-
pic Tings; to Indians in red
turbans, Bermuda in their
famous shorts and the
numerous sheiks with their
robes, there was something for
everybody.

It was quite a celebration.

monday, July 30, 1984
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• YAMAHA
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•S.Ai^
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• BOSTON . DBX

AGCOUSTICS-' .DAHLQUIST

• HARMAKKARDON__*.CRADQ
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STERLING SILVERGIFTS •

ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS
lEWELRY . VIDEO" AUDIO

• APPLIANCES • TV
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K:onica*

Color Video
Camera
The world's

smallest, lightest

and easiest to use

CV301

Konica Color Video Camera and
Sharp Portable VCR. The Pair: $999,00

-WGi [AlETALl

SS159.00

3 Way Power- AC/Battery/Car
Adaptor

Muti-Voltage

$279.90

21" Color

8921 WEST PICO

WestiMfood

Watchman TV
FD-20a »159.»

^- Ciicctp
11641 Pico Blvd.
(at Barrington)

West LA

477-7740

]

THfCK CRUST — AUTHENTIC STYtE
Y- -—^V

. . ^U'D HAVE TO G0 10 CHICAGO
P TO GET PIZZA THIS GOOD"

--A

9" AC/DC Portable Colorl
TVAn'R Monitor

19

18

; -v.

OVER lOO IMPORTED BEERS

Bustineil Ensign

7x35
jlnsta Focus Binoculars

I

SUM UST MM
CITT
SAUS

PANASONIC

The Outsider/

TravBlvision

TR-1030P
1
5"

4-Way Power

A INT'L BEER NIgHT — TUESDAYS
fTATURED BEER $100 A BOTTJf

16

/
313095

859-7175
JfE ACCEPT MOST MAJOII CREDIT CARBS

LOS ANGELES

, BEER TASTINGS.
,„

14

,
, Mon-Thurs Fri-Sot Sun
M:30am-llpm ll:30am-12am 4-lOpm

-4
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DINNER FOOD TO GO

Olympic Special
10% OFF

Any Alcoholic Beverages
with This Coupon
except sale Items

—

•/.< /:

'.' >- "J

'
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Welcomes the 1984 Olympics
Fine Imported and Domestic Wine & Liquor

Over 300 Kinds of Beer

1127 Gayley Avenue
(next to Cafe Casino)

DUTY FREE PRICES

^^-^ I
KINROSS

at42ayj
$10 Minimum Purchase Required For Validation

aW^^l5>5 WESTWOOO^
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FILMS

The
Defense'?
No defense
By Marc Weinberg. Staff Writer

Some people just have no taste.

There are lots of talented actors out
there who could do anything they
want and end up doing crap. Alan
Arkin, for example, can go from The
Seven Percent Solution to Chu Chu
and the j^hilly Flash as if he has no
idea ^hat works and what doesn't.

Burt Reynolds keeps doing Smokies
and Cannonballs as if his kindly,

white-haired old mother will starve if

he doesn't make the extra money. And
Dudley Moore apparently does
anything anyone tells him to do. As
long as his name comes above the ti-

tles.

Let's face it, Dudley Moore should
kill his agent. He should take a stake

and run it through his heart. In fact,

he sh6uld shoot anyone who's been
helping him choose his scripts, and
that probably means Susan Anton. I

don't care if she is his girlfriend, she's

obviously trying to sabotage his

career. The next thing you know,
she'll have him starring in a sequel to

Golden Girl.

Obviously, whoever's helping him
choose his scripts doesn't know a dog
when they read one. True, Moore has
made 10 and Arthur, but he's also

starred in Wholly Moses, Unfaithfully
Yours, Romantic Comedy, Six Weeks
and now. Best Defense. That's two
good films in seven at bats. For a

baseball player, those are marginal
.statistics. For a film star, however,
those numbers spell disaster.

And boyv, does disaster. ever describe

Helen Shaver learns of Dudley Moore's plans in 'Best Defense'
A^
government contract. Moore appears
to be on the verge of losing his job
when, out of the blue, a lunatic slips

him the plans for a working gyro. He
is hailed a hero by his firm, who wins
the needed contract with the informa-
tion. The gyro will provide the design
for a crucial element in an Army
tank's anti-aircraft missile guidance
system.

^est Defense, an unfunny spoof of the
establishment, the defense depart-
ment, American security, and
anything it chooses to assault. Moore
stars as an inept defense engineer

' who's been trying (unsuccessfully) to

perfect a DYP gyro, which will land
his industrial defense plant a crucial

But before too long, everything's go-

ing wrong again. A murderous in-

dustrial spy/munitions dealer wants
th^ plans for the gyro. The gyro is

defective, but his firm doesn't want to

know about it. And at the center of all

this, or rather in the future, is Lt.
Eddie Murphy, fighting a battle in

Kuwait, while not knowing whether
or not the missiles on his tank are go-

ing to work.
If all of this sounds convoluted and

confusing for a ninty minute jripyie,

you're right. The film irritatingly

alternates between the plights of
Moore and Murphy (who never meet),
trying desperately to create suspense
while haphazardly satirizing
everything in sight (the government,
defense systems, Arabs> etc.). It

Continued on Page 15

OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL

Tis the season to
see galas: tra-la

1
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By Bob Remstein, Assiztant Review
Editor

The games of the XXIIIrd Olym-
piad have taken years of planning
— all so that the world can witness
the competition between its finest

athletes. It's only fitting, therefore,

that ABC-TV and The Greek The-
ater, and The Los Angeles Philhar-
monic and The Hollywood Bowl
should at least spend a few months
planning their respective pre-Olym-
pic galas.

And what a pair of events these
were! The ABC special, which
aired on Thursday night, was film-
ed at The Greek Theater in
Hollywood on the previous evening
before a crowd dominated by
well-dressed celebrities and Olym-
pians, and Olympic committee or- ^ ^^ „„^
gajiizers. With the exception^^ 4h€

—

quartet of operat ic ^greats: Pant
Plishka, Florence Quivar, Benita
Valente, and Mr. Gala himself,
Placido Dominco. They performed
a collection of mostly American
music, including two works comis-
sioned specifically for the 1984
Summer Olympics.

First up was John Williams'
Olympic Fanfare and Theme, a
piece which, if not familiar to you
already, will be by the end of the
games because of its use as an ABC
Olympics theme. Next was Leonard
Bernstein's 1949 work Prelude,
Fugue, and Riffs, played with pro-
per rhythmic bounce by the or-
chestra and featuring the smooth
clarinet work of Michele Zukovsky.

This was followed by the artistic
zenith of the evening, Morton
Gould's American Sing, a six-part

tape from an empty soccer stadium
in Madrid.

While the ABC special was not a
part of the Olympic Arts Festival,

the Gala Prelude to the Olympics,
held Friday night at The
Hollywood Bowl, was a featured
event in the Olympic Arts Festival.

Appropriately ending a week of
great OAF programming at the
bowl, including The Great Olympic
Jazz Marathon, Handel's Messiah,
tmtt An Evening^ t)f Rodgers, Hart-
and Hammerstein, this gala was
done in a more relaxed, artistic

fashion than the ABC special was,
although it was certainly no less

splashy.

The program featured The LA
Philharmonic, conducted by
Michael Tilson Thomas, The Los
Angeles Master Chorale, and a

celebrities, who arrived shortly be
fore- the show began, the crowd had
arrived hours earlier, and after hav-
ing spent that time in a hot open-
air theater, they were suprisingly
ouiet and restrained, choosing to
direct their energies toward identi-
fying the stars who filed into the
seats down below.
Excited cries from various

women could be heard as they
spied familiar faces: **There's
Webster." "Where?" Sitting right in
front of where Lloyd Bridges just
walked." "What?" "Yeah. Oh look!
There's Pat Boone."
The show itself was typical of

most TV galas; it featured many^
big names and had many of them
do as little as possible.' Pretaped
segments, most of which were vi
gnettes toasting^the achievements^^f- ^ong-cycle receiving its—worT3

Eddie Murphy is annoyed in 'Best Defense. * You will be too.

previous Olympic greats, were in

terspersed between all sorts of live

performances. Particularly notable
among the live material was an
amazing performance of Stephen
Sondheim's "Send in the Clowns"
by the divinely inimitable Sarah
Vaughan. The best female jazz
singer in the world, she held
nothing back on this number,
covering a two-and-one-half octave
range with remarkable sensitivity

and control. An almost equally high
point came when tenor Placido
Domingo, currently the darling of
the opera world, appeared on stage
|S Bpish a song he had begup on to remember!

premiere. Mr. Gould took six tradi-
tional but not too familiar
American folk songs and arranged
them for the four singers and the
orchestra. Bass Paul Plishka
delivered the "Ox-Driving Song"
with booming power and a touch of
melancholy, while Florence Quivar
demonstrated her vocal artistry in
the supremely doleful "Wondrous
Love.'*

The show ended with a bang, lit-

erally, as Beethoven's Symphony f^9
finale was followed by one of the
Bowl's most spectacular fireworks
?>hnws pvpr This wag truly g night

Best (?) Defense
Continued from Page 14
doesn't add up.

Aside from the fact that the story's just plain uninvolving,
there's a problem with (filmmakers) Gloria Katz and Willard
Huyck's approach to comedy — they seem to think you can
make a movie funny by making it loud and confusing. It was
this approach which made Indiana Jones and the Temple of
Doom busy (they wrote the script) and they have hardly lost a
beat here. Everybody in the cast screams — Moore's wife
screams because she thinks her husband's a loser; his boss
screams because she thinks he's lazy; the spy screams for the
gyro; Murphy screams at the tank, and Moore screams because,
well, he's Moore and he thinks screaming's funny.

You'll want to scream, too, but not because your laughing.
Rather, you'll scream because you wasted $5.50 on a movie that
features strategic guest star Eddie Murphy for all of twenty
minutes. Or in the words of several theater exhibitors, "Boy, are
we pissed!"

HAVE A HAPPY
DAY!

. . . DAILY BRUIN . . .
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CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR NEW

T.V. COMEDY GAME SHOW :

'ANYTHING FOR MONEY'
LIVE IN LA.?

VISHING FOR THE OLYMPICS?
THIS MAY BE YOUR CHANCE TO BE ON

A T.V. GAME SHOW
ALL YOU NEED TO HAVE FUN & WIN CASH IS AN
OUTGOING PERSONALITY AND YOUR OWN

INTUITION — FOR INTERVIEW-
CALL KELLY AT 818/986-5343, 5344

lUST BE 18 OR OLDER M-F 10-4 .
::...• '
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classiffied
CLAttlFliO INFORMATION

15 wofds or less

1 day, 15 words or less „ $3.30
Each oddltiorxil word per day 22<
5 days. 15 words or le$s.._ $12.00

(corwecutlve artd rxxvrefundable)
Each addltkxx3l word 80C

/

Z OoMUne,
2 1 working day In odvarx:e by 3pm
2 Closs Disploy.
• 2 working days In advance by 4pm
2 omce Locatkxi U2KH

• Classified Hours: 9a.m. to 4p.m. Mon-
• day through Friday 825-2221

Ttte management reservea>4tte right to
chartge. reclassify, revise, or reject
any classified advertisement not
meeting ttie storKkirds of tt>e Dally
•ruin.

The ASUCLA CommurWcatkxM Board fuHy

supports the University of California's

poNcy on rxxvdtscrlmirx3tlon. No medi-
um stKill accept odvertlsem^ts which
present persons of any given ancestry,
color, notional orlain, race, rellgkxi. sex
or sexual ortentaiton In a demeaning
way, or imply ttKjt they are limited to
certain posltiorts, capoclties, roles, or
stqtus in society. Nelttier the Dolly Bruin
r>or the ASUCLA Communlcatkxw Board
has Investigated any of ttie servk:es
advertised or odvertlsers represented In
tt^ issue. Any person bellevlrx} ttKSt an
advertisement in tt;iis issue vkskstes ft\B

Board's policy on f>on-discriminatlon
stated herein should communicate
complaints in wrltlr)g to tt>e Buslneu
Manoger, OaNy Bruin, 3O0 Westwood
Plaza, Los Angeles. CA. 90Q24. For
assistance with htousing discrfiDlrxstkxi

problems, call UCLA Housing Office.
825-4491. or Westslde Fair Housing.
652-1692.

OLYMPIC tickets Best seats Cheap
Opening and closing. All finals in gym-
nastics, track/fielrf, swimming, diving,
basketball, and boxing Many are 4 seats
together Best offer Sandra Royal. 553-
2249

EMPLOYM
HELP WANTED 30-A

OLYMPIC Senate Seat Basketball tickets

.All events. VIP patking. Forum Club
passes. Willing to negotiate any part of

package. Call Janet at 725-1345.

OLYMPIC tickets: 2-Volleyball Finals, $100
each. 4-Track and Field passes. $80 each.
Tim 479-2929

CONCERT TICKETS

GOOD DEALS 7A
INSURANCE War! Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business.
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program".
880-4407/880-4361. '

Olympic Bus Tickets: Cerritos. Expo Park,

late afternoon. August 8th. Will take best
offer, cash-only. 836-7766.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224.

FREE .8A
NEED model for hair cut and t>low-dry.

Bruno and Soonie Salon. Beverly-Hills.

Call Kozo or Michael

.

PERSONAL 10-A

••^t

ANNOUNCEMENTS
EDUCATION SERVICES
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings:
12:10-1:20 Mondays, Moore Hall 305.

Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute

68-236, 825-0644 or 933-3476

Earn a
_College Degree__

Off-Campus

/VtarvwODd College
Scranton, Pa., offers

A full, external degree program
through self-study and two,

two-week residencies.

• Enroll whenever you are ready

• Receive credit for related

work experience

• Study at your own pace

• Use the free "dial-a-question"

• Graduate with a bachelor of

science degree in accounting
or business administration

from a regionally accredited

institution

, Designed fbr adults 21 years
'
of age and older who reside

50 miles or more from Scranton.

PHONE 717-348-6234

Off-Campus Degree Program
Marywood College Admtsaiens Office

Scranton, PA 16509

Send more information to:

A

ACTOR Development Workshop. Beginn-

ing and Intermediate; Monday and Wed-
nesday evenings 7-1 1pm Teaching staff

over 39 years professional acting experi-

ence. For information and interview, call

(818)763-2028 ext. 461. Classes begin

Aug. 6. Free Orientation Seminar Aug. 1

.

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-6158.

MOVING to New England September First.

Would you like to join me? Leaving sun-

shine, smog, surfers and superficial peo-
ple. Interested in someone sincere,

honest, caring, compattble ar>d believes
that thoughts ar>d k>ve bind two people.

Am 32 gay male physician. Hassan P.O.

Box 49031 Brentwood LA. Ca. 90049.

SIGMA NU has rooms for rent for the se-

cond summer session. Please phone 824-

5362 for further info.

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED 12-A

Name.

Address

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral

research. Only small amount of your time

needed. All confidential. Call Julie

Schwartz, 464-8381

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic

hot flashes to participate in the study of a

new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided! Call 825-8583.

NORMAL, healthy male volunteers be-

tween the ages of 18-45 for gastric acid

secretory studies. A monetary compensa-
tion is provided to compensate for the in-

convenience. Call Vern Maxwell (213)478-

3711 x2138. 8AM-4PM. Center for Ulcer

Research and Education.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to

participate in the study of a new non-

suigtcal treatment for er>dometrios«s. This

includes women who have never been

treated and those who have, failed the

standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755.

PREGNANCY 20-B

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE 5-A

ASSORTED Olympic ttekets for sale,

Gymnastics/Water Polo finals. Great
Seats, competitive prk^es. Jim, day:206-

0903eve:20e-5481.

NEFn piare to rtay fry

change for 7 Otympic track tk:kets.

2(»^3-1 1 54 Of 203-565-5836. Len.

ina«-
Call

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology
services

special discount for

students

The Women's Health
Carf Medical atnic

(213) 657-4269

BOOKKEEPER-- We otter highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great qffice en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people Were the best place
around 213-827-5000.

BUSINESS-PERSONAL SECRETARY
needed for busy psychotherapist pcactice
in Westwood near UCLA. Receptionist, typ-

ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands. 15-

20 flexible hours/week. Ideal for student.

$5.00/hour start depending on experience.
Must have car. Available August 15. Call

now: 476-4453 ^^
Clerk Typist/File Clerk Requirements: 1

year file clerk experience with minimum 45
wpm typing. We are willing to tratn k
bright, aggressive individual as a legal

secretary. Excellent benefits. Congenial
work environment. Call Karen 273-1870 .

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.

Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950, ask for Tina or
Mary.

Computer Fourtran programming help
r>99694 to work on special program. 820-
7433. Sam.

COPY machine operator. Good pay with

experience- xerox 9000, Kodak Full-time

or part-time. Apply at 10349 West Olympic
Blvd or call Oavtd 552-0942/ 655-7880.

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed

truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs

$1400/month, 22^/z lbs/mite with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree. GPA
3.5plus, good SAT scores. Great office en-

yironmenl Ifi MDR_ business park^ Blue

Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place

around 213-827-5000.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed tor phones and general of-

fice. BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-

vironment in MDR business park. $1400/

month to start with excellent raises. Blue

Cross medical,top dental For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000

GREAT AUGUST 20th-3lst JOB! Youth

leaders for Sierra camp-out near Yosemite.

Must be minimum age 21. Experienced w/
youth, camping. & with local references.

$200/week. 472-3349, after 4:30pm only.

MENTAL Health Research Survey needs
part-time and full-time summer help. Code
and clean interviews. Computer experi-

ence not necessary Must be very detail

•oriented and able to work independently.

Math aptitude helpful. Work study students

preferred. Please call Roxanne at 206-

8078.
' ' I '

Musician wanted Bassist wanted by
^uCourant LA area onginal htgh-enerfly

Pop/wave band. Robin 372-6856.

NEED someone to clean apartment one
day/week, preferrably on Saturday. Call

208-0140.

Needed F/T 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-

vice. P/T 4PM-9PM. Warehouse. Airfreight

Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

Part-time sales. You can make great

money helping businesses with advertis-

ing. Call Mr Schilling at CMS Marketing
Co-Op. (21^57-4519.

PART-TIME receptionist needed for small

Westwood office. Clerical and light typing

with flexible days and hours. Contact Sue
or Roz at 470-8246.

RELIABLE Secretary for Real Estate of-

ftoe. Great Potential. Call 206-4100

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-

scores required. Great office envlronmenf
with established, fast-growing company in

MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around (213)827-
5000

SHARP, versatile, part-time person needed
for West LA firm to assist with bookkeep-
ing, general office, and light typing 3
days/week: flexible. Call (213)478-2524

TEACH in Tokyo! Unique position for

woman to teach learning disabled 9-year-

old girl Sept -June Must have experience
w/handicapped or brain-injured children

Degree in related field. Visa provided. Ex-
cellent salary. Send resume plus letter(s)

of rec to: R. Dendy c/o Volpicelli, 610
Homat Commodore, 5-13-28 Roppongi,
Minato-Ku Tokyo Japan.

TELEPHONING. Beverly Hillfe, three days.
Sept. 4-6. 4pm-7pm $5 00 an hour. Call

Lucille Morris. 273-7600

lOB OPPORTUNITIES .32-0

$650 and $775 two and three bedroom
apt luxury. Security, carpet, stove, air.

Palms 397-4117

'ACATION RENTALS 53-F
A GUEST House. Furnished Culver City
single, w/ kitchen, bath $65/day, $400 per
week (213)839-9152.

For Olympics: Two bachelor units, parking
available 1 -block UCLA, gymnastics, ten-

nis Reasonable rates. Call 474-8129.

TAOS Ski Valley, NM Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6 $300 per
week. (505)776-8648

APTS. TO SHARE 54-F
RESPONSIBLE femaltf to share large 2
bedroom in Sherman Oaks Beautiful with

lots of extras $350 907-6920

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath Fox Hills apt with UCLA senior
Pool,

. tennis, security-parking $397 50
410-9182

V

AU Pair tor one child. Must be non-
smoker, love kids. S5QJ}0/week plus room^
and board-707-1587

EXCEPTIONAL OPPORTUNITY- HeaHh-
related, flexible 'hours, extraordinary m-
come potential. Mr. Bushnell 466-91 57.

"Foundation Grants" Research, develop-

ment, production, joint venture. You may
qualify. Disclosure form and information

guidelines, $24.80 Foundation Research
Div. E. P.B.I. Management Dept 3000 E
Colfax Denver, Colorado 80206.

WORK for Women's Rights NOW Political

Actiori Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937 ^ _-_-^

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,
£lean^ Gfad/protesstonal. 442^^ (utiUtiee .

turn., pool, parking) Anytime. 213-479-
5947

$375 plus $375 security. Non-smoking. •

neat, quiet female to share 2-bedroom. 2-

bath sunny, luxury Palms apt Pool, laun-
dry, close to shopping, bus lines Security
bidg/pkg Available for 5 mos Valerie.

825-041 7 weekdays

HOUSE FOR RENT 56-

4 bedroom, 2 dens, fuHy carpeieti. 2 full

baths, fenced, $900, Crensha>tt Dislricf."

735-0416 Thomas.

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
j««iik^ Mon^-Friday 3pm-6pm.
Call Pauld. 273-0904.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
BANK executive's own home. 2-story-4-

bedroom. 2-bath. familyroom Built-in-kit-

Chen Master-Suite. $249,500 Wynn.
477-7001

LIVE near the Marina. Walk to restaurants/

shops. 2-bed. home Remodeled-kitchen,
low-price $133.000 Wynn. 477-7001.

1-batfv wttfv many extras . Lots

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIOE .41-E

of charm Super neighborhood near UCLA.
$165,000 474-7485

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

HOUSING
APTS. FURNISHED.

62-F
FEMALE, 26. will exchange domestic ser-

vices for room and board Especially good
with elderly and disabled References.
818-338-0530

.50 F

$550 and $850 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid 1-2 car spaces. Laundry
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

Modem Security Building

Across from UCLA
$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditioning, parking,
IdurkJry, etc. h4o pets.

SPECIAL Ed student exchange for

teaching learning disabled child Need car

Sonr>e evening sitting 459-7448

ROOM FOR RENT. .64-F

LARGE Room- Sigma Nu House right by
campus' Great place for 2nd session or

rest of summer. Females only. $350. 208-
4651

OLYMPICS 2 beds, private bath, females
preferred, near UCLA 858-8337 after 6pm
Negotiable.

Quiet, private room-bath. BreakfastJkitchen
privileges Laundry linens Westwood-
Wilshire Male faculty-student. Olympeans.
474-7122.

$3k'5. Room for rent with private entrance
in Brentwood. Call evenings 472-8269.

565 Oayley Ave.
MarKiger on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
i24-0836

ARTS UNFURNISHED. .52-F

iMwiHee ier—

i

wtelligeM.—eeweeiewtieu> ,

hard-working peopl«. Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degraa. GPA 3.5. high SAT or ORE

LARGE studio, small room for bed, sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-

cluded $550/month. Walking distance to

UCLA. 276-1446.

Westwood Village. $750. Large 1-t>edrom,

dining room, txiitt-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly dacoratad. heated pool, subterranean
parking. 001 Levering Ave 206-3647.

Westwood Village $1200 Large 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, buiH-in

kitchen firfplaQf. faflteonx* HftYyly dflCQ-
rated, heated, pod, tubtarilinean parking.

601 Levering Ave. 206-3647.

• All clients screened with
photos and references

• 1 3 yrs of repeat clients
• A p)ersorx3l servk:e with com
puterlzed updofes.
2444 Wllthire llvd. Santa
Monlco. 4S3-1M1

Discount tc O jdPoti
,
jt.a i»af* w.

Please Note:

The BruIn is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

C lassif leO ads are non-
—

refundable.
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ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE preferred. Ctean, quiet house
with garden, safe neighborhood. Mar Vista
S325/month. Toni. 930-1313/391-6887

SUBLET .66-F
OLYMPIC Visitors: 2-bedroom, 2-3 weeks.
1 -block to UCLA & Village $136/day
213-824-3442.

CONDOS FOR SALE 67-F
TOWNHOUSE in Westwood ViNage
Fireplace, |xx}k shelves, private patio, up-
per deck^. Charming! 2-bedroom8
$210.000 276-8536.(408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA 2-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,
garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244.000 276-6536. (408)625-0212

SERVICES

INSURANCE
CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880:4361

LLLl^tlllllLl^^t LH^m^^^^p^Y^r^Py. .£Hm^^q^t^t^
Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.

Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222
>lLLl.l.S.t^^^^^^. Llll^l' l.l.<^^^i|^^^g^J

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers Free estimates. Experience and
reliable Jerry 213-31 1-5657.

PERSONAL SERVICE
This is a fake ad. Just use the header for
paste-up.

SERVICES OFFERED.
DJ CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc
jockey service (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594 Reasonable rates

WHYPfarWKME,
• For Auto/Motorcylee-

P.O Boxes from $6.00/month.
Village Business Center 1093
Ave Suite 210 208-7947.

Notary

Broxton

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE.
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS 473-4193

RESEARCHWRITING assistance. All aca^
demic subfects. Professtonal. confidential.

1 1 322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA. 477-6226

TUTORING OFFERED
MEMORY-TRAINING "Children " Guaran-
teed results. Nationally recognized.
Multiplication. Division. Addition, Subtrac-
tion, Phonics, Spelling, Reading Com-
prehension 208-4063-Margaret.

NS[TRANCE BROKERAGE

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Expefierx:ed.
Excellent referertces

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
.1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829^908

YPING
BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Unda
204-0947

No Insurance/Cancelled
SOZs
Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

Suspended License
Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213'663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

MOVERS 94-1

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.
392-1108.

OdOC090000000COOOOOG
'^

' GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Ctieerfut 8i Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytlnr>e

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

82S-2221, 825-2222

M-F, 94

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resunr>es, etc.
Bobbie 390-2207.

GENERAL typing IBM Selectric, fast, ac-
curate. $1.50-per page. Evenings ar>d
weekends 478-8676. days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.

jConeei
One Daif 7'^pmq

mmd Ward Frocmmmimg
25% Sfudent Otecount

OtMafiottont. rhMM. BMumM. Apotco-
ttont, tatfjH, Isgol. ttoMMcai. fquo-
Nont. longuog*^ marv typMfytM
MftM TYMNO WNILIYOSWAJTI
SpMna WWno. Foi*an Studwit HK>.
MlTK^M from campM mmA

3^80455 391 3385

LETTER Perfect Professional worti pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonat>le
rates. All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshir»
location 935-5570

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 626-4993

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experier>ce.
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential
1 1 322 Idaho Ave. . #206. WLA 477-6226.

RUTH 208-5449 On campus. Theses,
dissertations Library approved list. Term
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: tenri
papers, ttieses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-03ee.276-9471

.

FOR RENT 101-1

-Re

daUy^bruiii
MAIL-IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical Now it's
convenient.

quired Infof fUdl iun

Name

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your ad here:

Ad Start Date:

Number of days to run:

Classification:

ALL CLASSmmO ADS ARK NOM-RKFUNDABLsT
Cancellation must be rvade before the deadline. The Bruin is not responsible formmo. typographical errors.

RATKSi
I day, 1 5 words or less $3.30
Each additional word per day. 22(1

5 days, 1 5 words or less $ 1 2.00
Each additional word SOC

OKAOLIMBi
I working day in ad\/ance by 4 p.m.

Ptmmam MNik* ch«ck
^y«bi«toi

'ASUCLA DAILY BllUlif'

I
Attn: Classified

M2KH
1308 Westwood P\3za
[Los Angeles. CA 90024

ffetngerator Rentals

4 Co-ops
Op^ona! si/es

fo' f'ee deiive'v
Call Polar Leasing

We rent new t v s & m(crowaves too'

MISCELLANEOUS
LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio. Call for appoint-
ment. 393-8848.

SPORTS EQUIPMENT
COOLER, Coleman, Super Oscar 6 gallon.

Almost new. Leaving country. $22. 479-/

3040(h)/825-4443(w).

.RAVEL
TRAVEL 105-J
DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-
$200.00 roundtrip. Chicago -$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane. 21 3-671 -8686.

L.A.-Cairo-Europe excitiT>g past^ and future
liisloric trip. 3 weeKsTrom fl 0077 2 weeks
from $850, plus airfare . Inauguration
special. 5% sales commission first ten,
with full land payment by August 1st.
Oepartwe Septembei 1. 1984. G W Can
Isabelle (818) 791-4918.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest alr-
fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii, Mex-
ico, and Europe. Call 479-2657
TRANSPORTATION
[AUTOS FOR LEASE

Joshua, dear, I'm

A

111-K
COAST-TO-COAST car rental and leasing.
1735 N Cahuenga Blvd.. Los Angeles
Ca, 90028 (213)464-4705 Low rates!

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K
FORD Fiesta. '78 Sport AM/FM/Cassette.
Red/Gold stripe. $1800/obo. Rick. 553-
5050x236.

PORSCHE. '67 911 5-speed. air, one
owner. AM-FM cassette. rebuiH engine
white exterior. Call 859-7095.

VOLVO CLASSIC- '67 122S 4-dQor, im-
maculate condition, rebuilt engineArans
overdrive. Michelins. ^tc. $2,950 Mr*
Bushnell 466-9157.

1974 Mustang II, 4-speed. 4-cyllnder. runs
4n i»gular. PS, PB, Sunroof, a-c. mags
stereo. $1650. Call 453-2658 after 6pm.
'73 Fiat 850 Spider Convertible. Cute, fun
Sportster. Excellent condition. See it, love
ill Moving, must sell. $1800 764-3422
eves. 824-2977 .

•73 VW Westfalia Camper. Rebuilt engine,
new clutch-paint job. air. $3400. Original
owner (21 3)398-7000.

'76 Fiat Spider. 46m. Loaded. €xcellent
condition. Must see. $4000/obo. Mark,
(work) 384-7979 (home) 838^1 88

SO glad you pieced
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to make some extra
money for our trip

this summer!!

University of California, Los Angeles

^

Viewpoint: ASUCLA employees defend
the management for cutting workers'
hours; page 9.

Review: Chevy Ch'ase stars in Fletch.
hero for the 80 's ^': page 1 7.

a

G i^ '^^ e s

Inside sports:
UCLA's Bruce Hayes brings home the gold in the 800

r^on/^S^'w^o ^^' ^^^^^'^ gymnastics team is

?h^^?% t J^i ^^'^^"'^ 'f^ f^e team competitions andthe U.S. baketball team is still on a roll; page 10.

Two arrested

^Tuesday. July 31. 1984

celling stolen

Games tickets

By Mrchael MeDermott
Staff Writer

University of California
police undercover agents ar-
rested Jwo Los Angeles resi-

dents Sunday after the
suspects allegedly were
observed selling stolen Olym-
pic tickets to anxious tourists
just south of the Ackerman
Union bookstore. Police of-
ficials announced yesterday. §

The tickets were being' sold t
"at face value," a UCPD q
Detective B. Franklin said.
However, police officials |declined to comment whether q
the Olympic tickets were for |
the gymnastic events, which ^
are held in Pauley Pavilion.

According to a Beverly Hills
Police Department press
release, the Olympic event
tickets were amoung 220
TJiifered duTtng a July 27 rob-
ber>' in a residential area of

ENTERTAINING THE GUESTS - The
Center.

Kids of America" perform songs from the movie Footloose at the Federal Building's Olympic Hospitality

Beverly Hills.

In addition, a black male
and female fitting the descrip-

tion of the two suspects were
seen Saturday July 28 selling

the stolen tickets for the
Olympic Opening Ceremonies.
A description of the siispectif

was then distributed via tele-

type machine to all Olympic
law enforcement officials, the
press release stated.

But. neither the Beverly
Hills police nor the UCPD

By Melanie Martin

At last. The People's
Republic of China has return-
ed to the Olympics. Thirty-
two years and Mao Tse-tung*s
Cultural Revolution have in-

tervened since The People's
Republic of China last entered
the 1952 Olympics in Helsinki.
In Los Angeles, they want to

make friends and win — in

that order.

"We really don't care much
about the points or gold

tty^o

nor
would speculate on the con-
nectxon^ Weea ^the^c^ ^^ want-tn par- Olympic^- aspirations:^^
seen at the ODenmu Cefemo- fiVir^af** o«^ r«„b« u^Z.^ ...S *i__ .

" J V^i

from the Olympiiss because
the International Olympic
Committee acknowledged The
Republic of China (Taiwan).
China rejoined in 1979, but
boycotted the 1980 Moscow
Gaines as did the Ujiited
States.

This year, the Chinese have
brought 225 atheletes, in-

cluding 88 women, and will

participate in 16 events, ac-
cording to Chinese press dele-

gate Ms. Xhang. For the
future, China has even bigger

Chincac mthlctva mmy spurn
personal glory, and they also
want to Bring honor to their
country. For that, they have
to win. The Chinese have
never won an Olympic medal
in previous Games, out many row.

Zhu Jianhua, wor/d record
holder in the high jump,
cleared 7 feet 10 inches last

June — breaking the world
record for the third time in a

In 1983, Jianhua^ 21,
Chinese athletes are medal \yas voted China's top athlete^
favorites in several events of Continued on Page 7

^. <z/

seen at the Opening Cefemo
nies and the suspects arrested

J_Sunday in front of Ackerman
Union.

Franklin, who was partially

Continued on Page 6

ticipate and make more
friends," said Ma Qiwei,
president of the Peking Sports
Institute in a Sports Illustrated

article.

In 1956, China withdrew

hope we can host an Olympic
Games before the end of the
century," said Lu Jindong,
assistant chef de mission for
the Chinese team, at a recent
press conference.

Survival Day to mark
Hiroshima anniversary
By Lisa M. Smith

<s

You can reach the classified staff
Monday thra Friday

9 a.ni. to 4 p.m.
BZS'22Z1 ^

Energy from trash

UCLA to get fuel 1

By Curtis Hillman

UCLA will soon become the nation's first

universitv to use energy recovered froni„a_
sanitary landfill.

Getty Synthetic Fuel, a subsidiary of
-Texaco Oil Company, approached UCLA
two years ago about the feasibility of using
-tnethane gas instead of oil as arr energy-
source. GSF is involved in the recovery and
processing of methane gas from sanitary

landfills for use as an alternative source to
oil.

"^

Through an agreement signed on Feb. 7
between the two, GSF will extract and
treat methane gas produced bv a sanitary
landfill located in tne Sepulveaa Pass area,

which runs parallel to the San Diego
Freeway and connects West Los Angeles
with the San Fernando Valley. The
methane gas will then be transferred to a

purification plant close to the landfill site

where liquids and other contaminants will

be removed from the gas,'* Getty Media Ad

The underground pipeline to UCLA was
recently completed, Taylor said. Further
construction will include the drilling of per-

forated pipes into the landfill, the building
of a purification plant and the removal of

the methane gas, Taylor added.
In a sanitary landfill, the garbage is

compacted ant^-^ time,, breaks: dc

biochemically. This decaying process pro-

duces methane.

To ensure against gas leaks, the landfill is

protected by liquid and methane gas con-
trol systems as well as a cement or steel cap
for further protection, Taylor said.

"It'll (using the methane gas instead of

oil) save the school one-quarter of a million

dollars," said Assistant Vice Chancellor of

Administration Allen Solomon. Solomon
added that using the methane gas will supp-
ly approximately 30 percent of UCLA's cen-

tral steam plant energy needs.

The GSF plant will provide UCLA with
as much as four pillion cubic feet of gas

While millions of people focus on Los Angeles And the OlyirTT
pic Games, the '84 Mobilization For Peace and Justice hopes to
spread the message of worldwide peace in a demonstration
marking the 39th anniversary of the Hiroshima nuclear bomb-
ing-

Initiated by the Federation for Progress, Survival Day '84
will take place on Sunday August 5, in MacArthur Park. Accor-
ding to Federation for Progress' literature, this demonstration
will call for peace and justice so that tragedies like Hiroshima
and Nagasaki do not happen again.

Survival Day '84 is the culmination of Survivalfest '84: two
weeks of cultural events and activities emphasizing peace for
the world. Tlfe primary goal p{ Survivalfest "84 "is to send a
message to the Reagan Administration and to the people of the
world that the American people share with the world's people
the heartfelt desire for peace, survival and justice," stated
UCLA professor Judy Chu, president of Federation for JP^gress
of the Los Angeles cHapter, ^nd Carol Ono, co-coordinator of
'84 Mobilization forP<

vispr Rill Taylnr said, aHHig^ fhp gas will per day. Delivery to UCLA will begin this

then be piped to UCLA. fall

and Justiccrr

Survival Day '84 Vfll be /divided into two major parts. The
March for Peace and Jptic^ assembles on Shatto Place between
4th and 6th Streets at iSrOOl ^oon Sunday. The second part, the
International Festival artd Rally in MacAuthur Park, begins at
2.00 p.m. with speakers Wh as peace activist Daniel Ellsberg,
author Norman Cousins, a^d/former aide to President Carter
Midge Costanza.

will be participating in Survival
re Asian Coalition, MEChA and
lisarmament, non-intervention in

.. , „ „, .
Jtional social justice," explained

Marshall Wong, a member of the UCLA Asian Coalition and
an Outreach coordinator for ^Survival Day. "Many forms of
economic and racial oppressioiAare perpetrated by the Reagan
Administration on {)eople all ovA the world. It's important that
this demonstration takes place during the Olympir^ With fU.
eyes ot the world on Los Angeles, \nd that the American people

Continued on Page 5

Several UCLA organizatn
Day '84 as well, including
GALA. "We are advocating
Central America and interi

< I. 'I'-i V

V-.'/v

^•^i
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DDQ news compiled from the Aisoaated Press

Westwi • I • suspect called 'walking time bomb'
LOS ANGELES — A man held in

an auto rampage on a Westwood
sidewalk that left one dead and 54 in-

jured, described as a "walking time
bomb" by his sister, expressed remorse
Monday for the victims, his attorney
said.

"He looked very withdrawn, very
quiet, very solemn," said Fred J.
Nameth, attorney for Daniel Lee
Young, 2L
Young was booked for investigation

of murder and was held without bail

at county j'ail."'

—

- ^'
"~ ^

"I had to keep asking him questions

to bring things out of him," Nameth
said. "He doesn't quite understand
what's going to happen to him. He
expressed remorse about what hap-
pened to the victims."

Young was not prone to violence,

Namteth said, but an older sister "who
seemed to know him best" perceived a

problem.
"'Walking time bomb' was how she^

described him," Nameth said. "She~
just felt he needed help and he wasn't

getting any," he said, adding that he
didn't remember the sister's name.
Toung has nine sisters and two^
brothers.

Israel radio that* Shamir's Likud bloc
had assured itself of "a much larger

and more significant number" of

coalition seats than Shimon Peres'

Labor Party.

Support of the Sephardi Torah
Guardians is not enough to assure

Shamir of a majority in the Knesset,

or parliament, but it could have a
psychological effect on three other

religious parties that won a total of

seven seats, Israel radio satd. Those
parties have not yet decided which
major party to support.

Rabbi Yitzhak Peretz said members
of his Sephardi Torah Guardians party

felt closer ideologically to Likud, and
."for us, ideology tipped the balance."

He was 'expected to demand tougher
state adherence to Jewish religious law
and increased funding for religious in-

stitutions serving Sephardic Jews of

Middle Eastern origin.

Labor won 44 Knesset seats in the

July 23 election and the goverrimg"^
Likud bloc won 4L Both have been
trying to line up support among
smaller parties for the 61 seats needed

'Wl

woos 4 Knesset seats

as power struggle continues

JERUSALEM — A religious party

with four seats in the new Parliament
agreed Sunday to negotiate with
Prime Minister Yitzhak Shamir on
forming a coalition government. A
Likud official said the development
"gives the Likud a clear advantage
over Labor."

Deputy Premier David Levy told

^^«
C/L

TRACK

for a majority in the 120-member
Knesset.

Doctors make female

of one Siamese twin
TORONTO — Doctors separating

2 Vi -year-old Siamese twins chose "the
more active, aggressive infant" to

leave as a boy, and made the meeker
child a girl, the chief of surgery at the

Hospital for Sick Children said Mon-
day.

Both children have male
chromosomes, but they shared just one
set of genitalia.

It would have been possible to make
both children girls, but their parents
said they wanted' at least one boy.

"Lin was the more active, ag-
gressive infant," Dr. Robert M. Filler

'^said, and "seemed to be the more ap-
propriate child to leave as a boy."
Win will be given hormone treat-

ment to develop as a woman,
although she will not be able to have
children. Lin should be capable of fa-

thering children.

W.^3B»»^

Dekige of reporters create

big stories out of little acts

LOS ANGELES — A drunken
man on the University of California at

Los Angeles campus tosses a blue rag
on the ground. At the University of

Southern California, someone throws
a pack of cigarettes over a fence.

But by the time Los Angeles Police

Department press officers received in-

quiries from reporters, the dirty blue

rag and the pack of cigairettes have
b^ome bombs hurled by terrorists at

the Olympic Villages.

There are 7,000 journalists in Los
Angeles to cover the Olympic Games,
ana they all want that hot story.

"The Olympics are the big news,"
said^LAPD Cmdr. William Rooth. "In
almost any arrest situation in Southern
California, we get calls wanting to
know if it is Olympic-related. If we
have a holdup, a shooting or arrest a
prostitute, we get a calT wanting to

know if it is related to the Olympics."

toM.pET!Tio(rss,^f.sr
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• Check-Up
• Physical Therapy, X-Ray, Lab
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House Calls Available to
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Yale Wilshire Medical Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103
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Corner Yale & Wilshire

DISCOUNT PRICES
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RAYBANS • CARRERRA
PORSCHE

VUARNET • SUNCLOUD
WAYFERER
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IT'S A BIG WORLD - But all the people seem to be in the same place ... outside Ackerman Union, near the Lot 6 turnaround.
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Dogs wear ID tags

UCLA Olympic security
is 'notiiing to baric at'
-B>LE^ic_PjQtruch

Some university employees are required to wear speciaJ
identification tags during the Olympic period. But, even
their canine companions have joined the trend by wearing
(what else?) dog tags.

"Some of the employees regularly bring their dogs to

work with them," said Botanical Sciences Management
Services Officer Kip Brott. "For a joke, a couple of dog&
had their pictures taken for security badges."
One credentialed dog's owner. Jack Rader, is a

greenhouse manager in Botanical Sciences. "Midnight," his

five and one half-month-old black poodle, accompanies
him to work every day.

"I really need to have her with me, because she's still a

puppy," said Rader. "Besides, she's somewhat of an orchid

fiend, and if I leave her at home, she'll eat up all my or-

chids."

Rader went on to. add that Midnight is still in the

United States vs. China

Chinese prof studies student differences
By junko Takase

There are vast differences
between the study habits of
Chinese and American college

leenrrhg^srage, but "as soon as she's pa<Jt that, she'll be
staying at home."

For now, however, she's been allowed limited access to

UCLA's Life Sciences building;

According to House Staff Coordinator for the School of

Medicine's Dean's office Pamela Marks, access into the

building will be restricted starting Monday. Only
authorized personnel \yearing the special identification

badges will be allowed to enter the building.

Continued on Page 8

students, accordin^g to a
Cliinese physics professor cur-
rently visiting UCLA.

Physics Professor Fan Wang
came to UCLA to participate

in a nuclear research project

with UCLA Physics Professor

Chun Wa Wong and to learn

more about American college

students, said Wang. The pro-

fessor is visiting from The
People's Republic of China's

Nanking University.

"In general, UCLA students

are diligent," Wang said, ad-

ding, "But they are not as

good as students at Nanking
University because they

everybody receives financial
support from the gov-
ernment," Wang said, adding
that he admires the superior
quality of UCLA^ physics
doctoral students compared to
similar students at Nartking.

"I think this (the superior
quality of UCLA's Ph.D. stu-

dents) is because America's
technology is more advanced
than China's," Wang said,

adding that American univer-

sities have an overwhelming
number of world famous
physicists.

Since 1960, Wang lTas"been

a physics professor at Nanking
University. Wang, a leading
expert in nuclear physics, par-
ticipated in the Peking Winter
Nuclear Physics School from
1980 l^o 1981. The interna-

(UCLA students) do not like

studying for a long time."

Wang attributes the dif-

ference between the Chinese
and American college students

to the tendency of American
students to work or engage in

recreational activities, such as

parties, on the weekend.
"The Chinese students study

all the time because almost

tional conference enabled
Chinese American physicists to

give their lectures to Chinese
graduate students.

Wang met Wong at the
conference and found that
they were both interested in
the study of quark nuclear
physics. Wong invited Wang^
to UCLA to work on a
cooperative research profect in
quark nuclear physics, yvhich
studies nuclear movement.

>yang received a formal in-

vitation to visit from the
UCLA physics department in

the summer of 1982. Wang
obtained financial support for

his research at UCLA from
the National Science Founda-
tion of America, a governmen-
tal science foundation which
supports American scientists'

research.

Wang and Wong have been
working on the research pro-

ject since October 1983.
Wang said the research would
be completed in October 1985,
afterwhich he will visit other

"universities on the tast Coast.

Reversed State Bar decision passes
269 candidates into
By Sherry Haraguchi

Staff Writer
questioned the fairness of the

grading procedure of last Ju-

__j . '

I ly*s exam and appealed to the

Aftei^ approximately five—cornmittee to Teconsider its

decision. The graduates claim-

ed that the Bar deviated from
the established grading

months of disputing the grades

of the July 1983 Bar Exam, a

California State Bar commit-
tee reversed its test-grading

decision and passed an addi-

tional 269 canaidates.

Approximately six law
school graduates from all over

California gathered in San
Francisco to hear the an-

nouncement, which Commit-
tee of Bar Examiners Execu-

tive Director James Tippin, Jr.

made after a private July 14

committee meeting there.

The graduates werei^part of

a larger group who initially

policies and failed to ap-
propriately notify the Bar Efx-

am applicants of the change.

The committee added a

new "performance" section to

the July 1983 exam, UCLA
Law School Dean Susan
Prager said. She explained the

performance section measures
the practical skills lawyers

need to deal effectively with

judges, other lawyers and
clients. To adjust to the addi-

tluil uf the peifuiiiiaiiLr %ec'

tion, the examiners used a

grading procedure known as

"scaling," which enables all

exams to remain equally diT-

'

ficult each year.

According to UCLA Law
School graduate Louis Vega,
one of the applicants affected

by the committee's decision,

the dispute arose as follows:

Before the test was ad-
ministered, the applicants
were notified that they needed J
a score of 1,260 (70 percent)

out of 1,800 points to pass the
exam, said Vega.

After the test the examiners
decided the performance sec-

tion was too easy, so they
decided to reduce the perfor- ^

Conilnued on Page 6 FSJ
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jitter home

spurs comparison
imbridge to UCLA

By Robert Paul Dellaville —

-

LONDON, England — I

got the idea to write this col-

umn at UC President David
Gardner's gala inauguration in

April. Among the dignitaries

present were Tom "Airport"
Bradley, Gov. George
Deukmejian (looking shorter
in person), and Harvard
President Derek Bok, "proud
alumnus" of UG Elementar\
Sch(K)l

billing went to

of (Cambridge
He compared

a "finely tuned
the real com-
that of the UC

Still, top

Lord Ashb\'

University.
Gardner to

auto." But
parison was
System and Cambridge.

In the weeks ahead, I will

travel to Cambridge and com-
pare its .student life with that

"oT UCLA — the university

No. I in the department of

comparing itself to other
universities.

Cambridge sits 100 miles

north of London, about a

two-hour train ride. Logically,

a UC]LA students first step to

reach irigt, it is a charter flight

to London.
The charter I took, British

Midlands for. >$705, was
relatively mrld: only a 15

hour flight delav and two
passengers to a seat. I asked

for a .seat in the non-.scream-

ing-children'-s section but
didn't get nt

.

On a charter flight, vou

meet interesting people, such
as six-year-old Chris, who
shared our flight. Chris was
proficient at spitting, coloring

the walls of the cabin, stomp-
ing on feet and repeating the

word "hiccup" ad infinitum.
He provided most of the enter-

tainment for the 12-hour
flight.

When we landed, the crew
apologized for the slight delay

and expressed hope that we'd
fly British Midlands,again.

It's a half an hour by train

from (iatwick Airport ^o Lon-
don's Victoria Station. At the

train station, it's advisaible to

avoid person.s with large
bleeding forehead gashes offer-

ing to share their bottle of

whiskey. Also avoid tho.se of-

fering to cart yoiir luggage to

the nearest hotel for free.

We took a taxi to the War-
wick Hotel, on Warwick Way
and obtained a' room for a

mere 14 pounds a night. The
room, almost the size of my
Westwood apartment, con-
tained three beds, one of

which was unusable.

A telephone booth adaption
of a shower and a sink stand

in one corner, while in the ad-

jacent corner stands a closet

that smells So strongly of in-

cen.se, that it can't be opened
without nau.sea, let alone used
for the storage of clothes.

From the opposite wall

hangs a two-foot chunk of

plaster.

Gray Line Tours-

to supply shuttle

to use venues
^Gray Line Tours will pro-

vide a special Olympic shuttle

service between Los Angeles
hotels and events held at the
Los Angeles. Memorial Col-
iseum, the Sports Arena and
the Swim Stadium at USC.

Shuttle service will com-
mence July 28 and run twice
daily through Aug. 12.
Bound-trip tickets costing $11
must be reserved in advance
by making a $1 deposit at the
Gray Line terminal.

Passengers will pay the re-

maining $10 upon boarding
the shuttle each morning!
Shuttle service originating
from Los Angeles Interna-
tional Airport will pick up at
the Holiday Inn, Hilton Hotel
and Hyatt Hotel.

Service originating from the

ADAPTING TO THE ENVIRONMENT - It didn't take long for Dar
Rednycky of the Ukraine in the Soviet Union to don a distinct California
style.

The bathroom in the War- numerous cracks, is plastic
wick Hotel is rather small, and is in its last days of glory,
about the size of a vacuum The grafitti decorating the
closet. The toilet seat, with Continued on Page 5

downTown vicinity will pick
up at the Biltmore, Hilton,
Figeroa, Bonaventure and
Mayflower hotels. Service
from the mid-Wilshire district
will pick up at the Wilshire
Hyatt, the Sheraton
Townhouse and the Am-
bassador hotels.

Pickup times and further
shuttle information may be
obtained at the Gray Line
terminal located near Farmer's
Market at Third Street and
Fairfax Avenue or by calling

(213) 481-2121 between 8:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. daily.

— Allison l^urad

catch the spirit!
--xome on. tafre a TumBle.^ g^^^^

kick back. . .relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

SPLASH!

FREE

LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP
XUBE 8( otr

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & IDATSUN
New Bosch Plugs & Paints Pennz Oil Adjust

Valves Carb Timing Br^'ces. Clutch. Check

Battery & Front Alignment.

FREE

VALLEY
TOWING

^39.95-

RELINE
BRAKES

Replace all Shoes and linings. Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drums as needed In-

spect wheel cyls. Master C/l. & Fill System.
$49.95*

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul - "Quality at Lowest Prices"
* (818) 785-4112 (213) 275-2865
r\ trt.:-.w ....._«...-. «,.»...«_ • KAl AUTO 7957 Van Nuys Blvd., 2'/, BIks So. of Ro»coe Most VWs

Join the festivities at our

HAPPY HOURS
Happy Hour anytime through August 12th.

OLYMPIC SPECIAL
f\f\. BUDWEISER

33(t A MUG BUD LITE^ MICHELOB

the steat taste

CAFE
91 1 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

WESTWPQD VILLAGE

(213) 208-0255

iheffnods'

USA:
IS

OYNMASTtCS

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

Show your support for

the U.S. Gymnastics
Team

T-Shirts

Sizes S-XL
Long Sleeve

H2.50
3 for $36.00

Short Sleeve

~nT.oo~

USA ^
GYMNASTICS

—!!-:,

SEE OUR
COMPLETE

SELECTION OF
SWIMMING,

RUNNING, AND
ACTION WEAR

1107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

Visa/MC/AE 814-4JAS

4 for $30.00

accepted

STORE HOURS: Mon-Thurs, 10am-midnight
Sun 12pm-6pm

Validated Parking with MO purchase
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Best Hamburgers, Frie||^oot Beer and Floats

HOPEFUL - Both Franz Meier of Switzerland (left) and his coach Roger Hauser are confident of Meier's
chance for a gold medal in the 400 hurdles.

Survival Day
Continued from Paji^e 1

speak with one voice to show
oppositon to these policies,"
Wong added.
Midge Costanza, a member

of the Federation's Board of
Advisors elaborated: "We in-

tend to use the world-wide
media coverage of the Olym-
pics as an opportunity to send
a message of peace all over the
world. We want to establish,

through the media, the impor-
tance of non-intervention in

Central America because those
people should be allowed their

right to self-determination, to

social justice and to economic
development."
The Fe-deration's primary

concern, however, is the nu-
clear arms race escalation.
"We have reached a point
where weapons that nations
possess are so—dangerous, ^o
frightening, that we must look
toward negotiated peace ...

peace negotiation is the only
way," Costanza lamented.

Hiroshima survivor Shigeko
Sasamori, who will sp>eak at
the demonstration, agrees,
"Peoplte who are concerned
with peace and justice in the
w^orlci need to have their
voices heard. And now, more

than ever, is the time."
In conjunction with hopes

of being one of the largest

rallies for peace and justice in

Los Angeles history, one his-

torical first will definitely take
place. The eternal Flame of
Peace in Hiroshima, which
burns in the memory of the
100,000 who perished, will be
brought to Los Angeles for
Survival Day. In addition, a
coordinated moment of silence
between the people of Los
Angeles and Hiroshima will
take place at 4:15 p.m. to
mark the exstct moment the
first atomic bomb was drop-
ped.

Welcome the Olympics with A &W
1 1660 Santa Monica Blvd. 820-4443

(Westv^ood Blvd. to Santa Monica, 1 mile west to Barrington)
Santa Monica Bus Line #1, direct to restaurant from UCLA

Cambridge
Continued from Page 4
bathroom's walls explicitly
lists many actions certainly

not possible in such a small

area.

Instead of a knob on the

side of the toUet , there 1s"~ar

giant stainless steel button on
its top, resembling a thermos
dispenser. The toilet paper is

purple and^ rough. English
bathrooms hardly compare to

UCLA's but colored toilet

paper~s6^iTrtive^^^

UCLA's administration
should seriously consider br-

inging this attraction to our

campus bathrooms. Perhaps
the school colors would oe

nice.

They are able because
Ihey think they are able.

-Vergil

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFr:S^IONAI OPTOMl TRIC CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses
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cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. 28!
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CHASEREST U R N

^7ii
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^^

Homemade Italian Recipies
Family Run

Old San Francisco Atmosphere
, m '305. ^OS.. 50S JukCbOX

1049 Gayleir Ave. • Weslwood
Sun.Thurs. «r>v«. lOi^fc Fri. Sat
11 a.m. 11 p.m. O^^'lOllJ 1 1 a.m. 1 a.m.

Also IOI2 Siace Street. Santa Eiarbara

ACRYLIC ^ILSO
H m II ^ $8.50 off

R#%ILw reg. price

• quality service for over 1 years_^^
• open 7 days a week \>^

• franchise information available

The Nail Garden

4 biks south of Wilshire

PASSIVE^^^__ ^_^^ (electronic muscle

EXERCISE stimulation)

4 1 Westwood Blvd.

475-0500

$10.00

IT IS

>• ^H
- . t1

THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DOI!

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER! -

NATE BLOOD
AND

SAVE LIVES
ATTHE

UCLA BLOOD DONOR CENTER
UCLA 's only permanent on campus, donor facility

OPEN ALL SUMMER! CONVENIENTLY LOCATED IN THE
UCLA MEDICAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOR. ROOM A2-
260. JUST DOWN THE HALL FROM STUDENT HEALTH.
OPEN MON.-FRIDAY 8:00 AM TO 5:30 PM. CALL 825-
0888.

EMPLOYJESUCLA ai ASUCLA (CARggP
TF TO RECEIVE 4 HOURS ADMIN. LEAVE

WITH PAY OR COMP TIME (ASUCLA) FOR EACH
DONATION! AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY.
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Stolen tickets-
Continued from Page 1

responsible for the arrest of

the two suspects, said he
merely was "following infor-

mation that (was) received

from the teletype machine."
^"Our involvement was pretty

much cut-and-dry," he said,

adding that the UCPD merely
detained the suspects until the

BHPD arrivec^

Franklin explained that he

confiscated the tickets which
were being held in a "leather.

_zipper-type " attache case.

One other detective was also

involved in the arrest.

The two suspects, who were
charged Sunday with suspicion

of burglary and receiving

stolen property, are being held

without bail, at Bevely Hills

Police station. They are iden-

tified as 32-year-old Patricia

Perry and 42-year-old Jimmie
Osborne, who initially iden-

tified himself to UCPD of-

ficers as Frankland Meed-
more.

Beverly Hills police officials

stated yesterday that upon ar-

riving at the UCPD station to

take custody of the two
suspects, the officers im-
meaiately recognized the male
suspect. The man who had
identified himself to UCPD of-

ficers as Frankland Meedmore
was recognized as Jimmie
Os-borne, "a hot prowl
burglary suspect with an
outstanding no-bail felony
warrant" for grand theft.

Neither police agency would
disclose whether all 220
Olympic event tickets had
been recovered.

Bar Exam

i:;

Continued from Page 3

mance section's value from it's

original 600 points to 573
oints. But, the examiners
ept the overall required

points to pass the exam at

1,260, even though the total

points for the test have been
reduced, Vega said.

Therefore, Vega concluded,

the applicants actually needed-
71.1 percent to pass the exam,
instead of the 70 percent
mandated by the examiners.

After months of hearings

and meetings and the possibil-

ity of litigation against the

Committee of Bar Examiners
in the state Supreme Court by
the petitioners, the committee
decided to "retroactively pass

all applicants" who scored

above 70 percent.

In a recent letter announc-

process," the letter stated.

The precise number of how
many of the 269 were UCLA
law school graduates is not

known, according to the Bar
Examiners Committee and
UCLA School of Law officials^

The names of those who were
recently admitted into the Bar
have not been compiled yet.

Director of Examinations Jane
Peterson Smith said.—About 49 percent of^e ap-^

proximately 8,000 people who
took the test in July passed the
exam. Smith said. UCLA
graduates taking the exam for

the first time have a higher
success rate, averaging 80 per-
cent, Prager said. However,
only 72.2 percent of the
UCLA graduates passed the
Bar Exam last July (before the
reversal), Prager added.

ical to me that the perfor-

'"mahce test would be a disad-
vantage to our students,"
Prager added.

Prager said she could not
comment on whether or not
4he reversal will significantly

increase UCLA's 72.2 percent
passage last year because the
UCLA passage rate after the
reversal has not been released.
However, Prager said, the re
cent reversal was a "fair ac-
tion" by the committee.

Vega stressed that he and
the other 268 people affected
by the committee's decision
are now lawyers because "we
passed the test," not just
because the Committee of Bar
Examiners decided to pass 269
who originally "failed" the ex-
am.

ing the reversal, the examiners
said the notice to applicants

regarding the grading pro-

cedure change may have been
"unclear or ambiguous."
However, the examiners main-
tain that the grading change
was "valid and reliable"
because it "improved the qual-
ity and fairness of the grading

"Frankly, that (72.2 per-
cent) ™is—not^- ,as good a&—It

should be, and we're concern-
ed about it," Prager said, ad-
ding -that she^did not know
why UCLA graduates scored
"significantly lower" on lasl

July's exam than in previous
years. Since the^JICLA Xaw
School has one of the leading
clinical programs in the Unit-
ed States, "it doesn't seem log-

The recent reversal was an
Jlu np receden ted m ove p

n

behalf of the Bar," Vega said,
adding that questions will be
raised as to how the Bar exam-
iners will handle the "next
group (that) challenges them."
A total of 1,260 out of 1,800

points W'illjje required to pass
ttie current July exam, which
was administered on July 24,
25 and 26, Smith said.
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Chinese athletes
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Continued from Page 1

In Los Angeles, he is the gold
medal favorite.

Gymnast Li Ning won six

out of a possible seven gold
medals in the 1982 World
Cup. In a Los Angeles Herald
Examiner article, U.S.- gym-
nastics coach Abie Grossfeld
called Ning's abilitv "unreal— he does a double-twisting
double back (somersault) on
the floor ... with a slow run
... he can do a somersault
over 10 feet — and land on
his feet. He doesn't even need
a pit."

Along with Li Nin
China's other formidable
gymnasts, Tong Fei, Li Xiaop-

Nvomen's platform competi-
tion. Other women divers,
Zhou Ji Hong, Peng Yuanchun
and World Cup Champion Li
Yihua also promise to be dif-
ficult competition for United
State's Wendy Wyland and
Michele Mitchell.

Aside from the honor the
Chinese will surely bring
home, they will also bring
memories of American friends.
Xhang said her stay at
Hedrick Hall, where the
Chinese are housed, has been
enjoyable. The service people
have been kind, she said, and
•4h^-have e ven-^gamgd-to-ray
"hello" in Chinese.
Gymnast Ning feels the en-
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Readings by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?
Should you make a change in your job or career?
Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
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All readings are confidential and guaranteed
to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now f^ an appointment 47 "
i870
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**We really dont care much about the points or gold
medals. We just want to participate and make more
friends,"

— Ma Qiwei

ing, Xu Zhiqiang and Lou
Yun, will be top contenders in
the men's competition.
The Chinese men are not

the only ones from their coun-
try who will compete for
medals. The women's gym-
nastics team, with Ma
Yanhong and Zhang Hong,
will challenge the powerful
Romanian and American
women. Because of the Soviet
boycott,^ the Chinese women
gymnasts have excellent
chances for several gold and
silver medals.

Divers Li Kongzheng and
Tan Liangde will challenge
World Champion Greg
Louganis of the United States
~fot the gold iffe d a 1 . Li
Kongzheng's program for the
men s platform competition is

identical to Louganis* and in-

cludes a reverse 3*/2 somer-
sault tuck and a back 3'/2 to

make it the most difficult pro-

gram ever attempted.
Chen Xiaoxia is China's

hope Tor a goTd^^fn^^ TC

vironment at UCLA has been
supportive and friendly, ac-
cording to the Herald Exam-
iner article. "Everybody likes
the Chinese atheletes. From
being polite to helping us,

everything has been quite
pleasant so far," he said, ad-
ding, "No matter where we
go, everybody gives us a
Special welcome." •

The only things that press
delegate Xhang has not liked
about her stay at UCLA have
been the transportation and
the telephones. It is too far,
she said, to walk from
Hedrick to the main Olympic
Village entrance near the
lames E. West Center, where
she must take a shuhle car to
the events. These shuttles do
not run very frequently, she
said.

Phone service has been slow
in getting underway, Xhang
said after she had been staying
at the Village for 10 days. She
could receive calls but still

had trouble calling out.
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Luck affects everything; let your hook
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Dog tags
Continued from Page 3

In addition to havinj^ their

photographs on the badges,
people working in the Life

Sciences building during the

Olympics will be identified by
a special color code that in-

dicates their status. Maries satd"

a badge's blue background
signifies a student with 24-

hour access into the building,
a yellow background denotes a
staff member with only
daytime access and a red
background indicates academ-
ic or managerial staff with
24-hour access.

Midnight, incidentally, has
a blue background^on her
badge. Perhaps she's studying
to be a "dog-tor."

^^Lord Tarkin.

I should have

known it ivould

be you that was
holding Voder ^s

leash. 1

recognized your

foul stench when
brought on

board/'

— Princess Leia

STAN BILCHIK

CARPETS /FLOORING

TT925 Ventura Blvd.
Studio City, CA

91604
(213)506-6757
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Viewpoint Jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Letters

"Parking probfem
Editor:

The recent initiation of a $2
fee for Sunday parking ($3 in
Lot 32) is "an outrage," as
The Bruin editorialized on Ju-
ly 12th, unfortunately it's only
the tip of the iceberg.

The Bruin should look
beyond the impact on students
and investigate the parking
situation in general.

Let's face it, parking on
campus is out of control, too
many cars and not enough
spaces. So what happens?

Parking lots are torn up to
construct buildings. The
LAOOC building and the
Northeast Campus Center are
only two recent examples of
-construction on parking lots:

You might remember that
the loss of parking spaces in
Lot 1 to the LAOOC building
were to be off-set by the gain
in spaces in the new parking
lot below the Wooden Center.

But did any money from .

construction of the LAOOC ASUCLA
building pay for the spaces
lost to its construction?
Of course not, university

funds can't be used to build
parking lots. Only user fees
can be used to build parking
lots and that translates into
higher parking fees.

In effect, our parking fees

are building some of the same
parking spaces over and over
again.

Doesn't this strike you as
counter productive? Usually
buildings are torn down to

build parking lots.

Now, I'm not recommen-
ding that Royce Hall be razed
for a parking structure^ but do

buildings on parking lots if

they also had to come up with
the funds to replace those
parking spaces?
The biggest fantasy to come

out of the Campus Parking
$ervices is their explanation of
*Mncreased costs" and
"discouraging demand" as the
reasons for jacking daily park-
ing fees to $10 for the Olym-
pics.

What is the increased cost
of charging $ia during the
Olympics for?

Hiring additional people to
count the money? The goug-
ing tactics taking place on
campus during the Olympics
are a disgrace.

You won't find UCLA on
the list of organizations pledg-
ed^ riot to raise prices during
the Olympics. Not when
there's money to be made.

Thomas Petersen

SUff
Instructional Media Services
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as were many others . For tne

—

sheet given to all those hired

Editor:

- As aTn employee of
ASUCLA, I was recently ask-
ed to sign a petition in protest
of ASUCLA's recent cutback
of employee work hours.

I refused to sign the petition
for a number of reasons.

First, it is very obvious that
ASUCLA has not been receiv-

ing the business it had an-
ticipated. It is pointless to be
fully staffed it there is no
business.

I have worked in a major
amusement park, and anytime
crowds were below expecta-

tions employee hours were
cut^

that constituted only a
month's worth of work.
Even if I worked full-time,

I knew that the money I

would be making in that
month would be insufficient
to support me for the entire
summer.

I, therefore, kept my other
^art-time johi which I knew I

you think the building plan-

ners would readily put
Second, 1 was hired to work

for the Olympic period only.

would have all summer long.

ASUCLA provided me with
hours that worked around my
other schedule. I never ex-
pected, nor was I ever pro-
mised, to work 40 hours.

ASUCLA made a commit-
tment to their employees that
they would work this summer
(a promise they are trying to

keep even if it means minimal
hours for some).
But this committment was

for the Olympic period only,

not the entire summer. What
were people planning to do
the rest of the summer?

As lar as I know, no one~
was hired on a full-time basis.

The Olympic Committment

clearly states: "Your Olympic
schedule is based on the pro-
jected needs of the Service
Area.

"Should the Division's
scheduling needs change dur-
ing this period of employ-
ment, you... may be asked to
work a ^greater/fewer number
of hours."" —

I find the statement that
cutting hours is illegal absurd.
ASUCLA is not to be blamed
for unrealistic anticipation of
tourist business.

They are not the only ones
suffering from a lack of
business. Merchants in.

Westwood Village are also
feeling the crunch.

Business is lower this sum-
mer than it was last summer.
No doubt many people who
work in Westwood are also

losing hours.

Roxanne Contaoi
Senior

'

^^

same time that you are
chastising ASUCLA for laying
off students, you are also say-
ing that ASUCLA should
remove vending carts.

Jiist who do you think are
working these vending carts?
UCLA students that is who.
These students go to the same
school and pay tjie_^same fees
and have the same types of*
problems such as paying bills

and other living expenses as
the students your defend in

your editorial.

The vending carts serve a
purpose. They are there for

the convenience of the
athletes, tourists and yes stu-
dents. The Bruin staff cannot
tell me that students don't use
these vendinij carts, because 1

work mt these emits mnd I
know for a fact that students
make use of the carts.

I have had my hours reduc-
ed and I face the same uncer-
tainties about future hours as

Contradiction
Editor: — —

—

Your editorial regarding
ASUCLA nullifying commit-
ments it made to student
employees was ruined by a
serious contradiction.

The major point in the

any other student employee.
Therefore I am sensitive to

students who have had their

hours cut. —__!__-_
It is clear that your editorial

was hastily written with little

consideration given to all

ASUCLA student employees.
It does not make sense to de-

fend a groups of ASUCLA
editorial was that »ASUCLA is student empiuyees while at the

same time attack a group of

ASUCLA student employees
when both groups are filled

was tnat »A5U<jla is

acting unethically in cutting

back student employees'
hou rs.—It

—

is—obvious th \rHps^—H

—

hs—OBVIOUS tna
ASUCLA made a mistake
when it overestimated the
amount of business it expected
to do.

But ji\SUCLA is making an
effort to place students af-

fected by lay offs into other

positions.

The contradiction in your
editorial is that at the very

with same problems of being
layed off and having hours
reduced.

Philip L. Gabriel II

Senior

Editor's note: Gabriel, who
is a student at Washington
State University, is attending
summer session at UCLA.
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Romanians edge U.S. gymnasts, Peters protests scores

Olympic dust kicked up
as top teams scuffle
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Staff Writer

You wouldn't think it was possible on UCLA's Olympic-

clean campus^ butlhfi^ dust was rising at Pauley Pavilion yester-

day.
After Sunday's men's gymnastics compulsory exercises, in

which the United States finished ahead of favorites Japan and

China, the U.S. women leaped to a healthy lead in their com-

pulsories. After the morning competition, the team was in first

place with a score of 195.70, nearly six points ahead of West

^^ermany, the nearest competition. They also placed first

through fifth in the all- around, with a tie for sixth place — for

a while.

Then the Romanians took the floor, and kicked up one very

large dustcloud.

They showed themselves as a premier world gymnastics

power. When they finished ripping through their routines with

a team score of 196. i5, they had edged the Americans into se-

cond place by almost half a point.

——The all-around^va& also turfled upside dowrn—as^ Ro«»ani^
stars Lavinia Agache and Eeaterina Szabo tied for first place,

displacing U.S. tearh leaders Mary Lou Retton and Julianne

McNamara, who finished the day third and fourth. Romanian
team members Laura Cutina, Simona Pauca and Mihaela

Stanulet each scored 39.0 points, and tying three ways for sev-

enth place.

Szabo picked up the loudest applause when she scored the on-

ly ten of the day on the floor exercise.

Part of the Romanians' success is due to their depth and con-

sistency — their lowest score for the night was a 9.6, and while

the Americans were dazzling on the horse vault and the floor,

they simply did not have the bottom scores to win the team
events.

But though the competition is very stiff, it's also limited to

the top three teams — Romania, the U.S. and China. They
finished 196.15, 195.70 and 194.15, respectively — within two
points of each other. West Germany, now 4» fourth place» trails

by more than four full p>oints.

U.S. and Hayes
take home gold
By Kati RockT"

It was another exciting day
for Americans at ftfe^

McDonald's Olympic Swim
Stadium as the U.S. swimmers
won two gold medals and had
a world-record performance in

the men's ' 800-meter free
relay.

Tension mounted as the
West Germans and United
States men's 800-meter relay

teams battled it out until the
very end, with the U.S. winn-
ing by just an eyelash.

UCLA's Bruce Hayes,
swimming the anchor leg,
pulled ahead of West Ger-
many's Michael Gross in the
last 10 meters and won by
four hundredths of arsecoiidT
The U.S. also shattered the
world record with a time of
7:15.69.

"It was the race of my
life, "said Hayes, who qualified

for the relay by finishing third

in the 200 free at the U.S.
trials. "I was glad it was
here...coming off the third
turn, T satd, *Fuf your head
down and go. Kick as hard as

you can.' With twenty-five
meters to go, I was with him.
I just put my head down.'"
Another high point of the

day was American Mary
Waite's victory in the women's
200-meter free style with a
timeof-l:59.23.

She beat her teammate and
longtime competitor Cynthia
Woodhead, who took the
silver with a time of h59.50.
In a very tight race that
Woodhead lead throughout
most of the way, Waite began
to come on and barely out
touched Woodhead to~^aplufe'
the gold medal.

"I'm so happy this is over
with,", said Waite. "I've been
waiting for it all my life."

In the men's 200-meter but-
Continued on Page 13
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Athletes cheered,

judges jeered

By Lynne Weil, Staff Writer

A predominantly American
crowd gave cheers to the
gymnasts and jeers to a judge
during the U.S. women's
gymnastics team competition
in Monday's compulsory exer-
cises.

Favorites Mary Lou Retton
and Julianne McNamara led_
the group with 39.50 and
39.45, respectively. The team
finished compulsojyes with a
score of 195.70, a tally which
to some was too low due to
the alleged bias of Romanian
judge Julia RoteresctL ^^ ' ^

• Fans booed and yelled when
Rotere s cu g ave Trace^^

Olyinpic schedule

for I M
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HO'S ^^^^^^ SHJlMGHJli
CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERSTO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPEOAL LUNCH (11:30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

1114 Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-92 1

4

0730-1030

0830- 1145

Rowing Lake Ca.sitas

Men's elimination heals

llockev 2 games - men's
|)reliminaries

AU$ VS. ESP
USA V.S. FRC

0830-1035— Swimmini; WomrnV40thn
frf<'st\ le heat.s

Men\ l()GmJreest> le heats
Women's l(K)m haelcstroke htats

Mens 2(H)ni haeLstroke heats
Women's 4xl(H)in freest\l<- relin h«;its

0900-1230 Basketball 1 ^anie - women's
round robin

Romania's Laura Cutina scored a 9.8 on her floor exercise
and is tied for seventh place in the women's gymnastics
all-around competition.

The domination is also evident in the all-arounds. Of the cur-
rent top ten women, five are from Romania, three from the
U.S. and two from China. At present, the nearest competitor
from another country is 15th placed Romi Kessler, of
Switzerland.

Continued on Page 13

Talavera a controversial- •0.40
for her balance beam routine,
which drew 9.90*s from the
other judges. They were not
alone in their anger,

"We performed particularly
well on the balance beam,
which I thought was critical,"

coach Don Peters said at a
news conference after the
event. **(But) I was very
unhappy with the scores we
received in that event.

"We got hammered on the

balance beam,** Peters ex-

plained. "There's a Romanian
judge on the panel ... Her
^&CQres were ab om i n ab 1e ,-

Continued on Page 13

*- AUS vs. USA
I name - men's preliminaries

CHN vs FHA

0900-1600 Shooting C'lay target, traj)

Running game target

Women's air rifle

0930-1130 Gymnastics Men's optional

exercises

1000-1400 Cycling CSU Dominguez Hills

. ,. ,

.
Velodrome

Sprint series

Individual pursuit - tjuarterfinals

Individual {Miints race - <|ualifiiation

1000-1400 Votlevb'afI 2 matches - men's
preliminaries

EC.Y vs. CAN
ITA vs. CHN

1100-1400 Boxing Preliminary bouts

1100-1530 Handball Titan Gymnasium. CSU
Fullerton

3 games - men's preliminaries

SWE vs. KOR
DEN vs. ESP
YUG vs. ISL

1200-1500 Wrestlinc Creco-Roman prelims
48. 52, 62. 74. 90 and over lOOkg

1330-1830 Yachting Long Reach Shoreline

Marina
First race - seven clas.ses

IFinn. Flying Putchman. 470. Soling, Star,'"
Tornadb, Windglldery

1400-1600 Modem Pentathlon Heritage Park
A(juatics Complex

Swimming

1 400- 1600 WelghlliftIhg Pc^attierw elgfir^iifT

to (iOkg. group B

1430-1800 Basketball I game women's
round robin

YUG vs. KOR
1 game - men's preliminaries

USA vs. CAN

West German Michael Gross celebrated his f^cnnd vvorld record in as many days by winn-*'^^*- ^J»3i 1 1 leal I iwiii^i t^^i v.«i ^^»*^«> '**»<rfi^i gLPij Ilia arat^uim YYWl IW f vV^-^' '^ ILl ***^ ^^ I

ing the 1 00-meter butterfly. Gross also tocrtc the gold medal in the 200 fredstlye.

1430-1745 Hockdy 1 game - wf^mert'ft round
robin

HOL vs. NZL
1 game - men's preliminaries

INDvs MAL

1500-1700 Gymnastics Men's optional ex-

er ci.ses

1600-2300 Baseball Dodger Stadium
2 games - first round

ITA vs. DOM
TPE vs. USA

1615-1800 Swimming Women's 40()m
freesKie finals

Men's lOOm frtH'style finals

Women's lOOm backstroke finals

'Men's 200m bacjtstroke finals

Wombn's 4xl(X)m freestyle relay finals

1800-2200 Boxing Preliminary liouts

1800-2000 Wcightlifting Featherweight - up
to 60kg, group A

1800-2030 Wrestling Greco-Roman prelims -

48, 52. 62. 74, 90 and over 100kg

1830-2030 Gymnastics Men's optional~ ^ exercises and feani finahr

1830-2300 Handfran

1830-2230 Volleyball

3 games - men's
preliminaries

SUI vs. JPN
ROM vs. ALG
FRC vs. USA

2 matches - men's
preliminaries

BRA vs. ARC
USA vs. TUN

1900-2100 FootbAll 4 games - first round
matches

ITA vs. USA, Rose Bowl
NOR vs. FRA. Cambridge
CHI vs. QAT, Annapolis

EGY V». CRC, Stanford

2000-2330 Basketball ' 1 game - women's
round robin

' CHN vs. CAN
^- . 1 pamp . m«>n\ prelimlrmHes

AGGRESSIVE
The Converse Connors and Evert

top of the line full leather shoe
for competitive tennis.

For men and
women who
play to win.

.-F^CONVERSE^tf^^ SHOE
925 WESTWOOD BLVD.. WESTWOOD

VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS 824-2478

HeHEAPEST
PRICES IN
TOWN

For Pots and Plants

URU vs. ESP
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MoneKT:?^/?fi&tiy^Pair^f goldsJoc-LLSs
win for Saudis
By Bob Timmermann

Saudi Arabia spent millions

of its petro-dollars on its soc-

cer team, but it wasn't enough
to defeat a powerful Brazilian
squad, falling 3 to 1 before a
crowd of 40,799 -at the Rose
Bowl.

In other action, there were
no major surprises as gold
medal favorite Yugoslavia
defeated Cameroon 2 to 1 at

Annapolis, Md., Iraq tied
Canada 1 to 1 at Cambridge,
Mass., and West Germany
shut out Morocco 2-0 at Stan-
ford.

The^ Saudi team -took out

multi-page, full-color ads in

national magazines and
bought commercial time on
ABC, but the Brazilians were
not impressed.

Brazil's Augilmair Olivetra

scored off a pass from team-
mate Carlos Verri in the four-

teenth minute. Silvinho Paiva

scored Brazil's second goal in

the fiftieth minute.
Verri finished Brazil's scor-

ing - with a goat tliat^audt
goalkeeper Mohamedom Alh-

sa in got a hand on, but
couldn't stop.

Saudi Arabia's Majeeda
Mohammed "The Desert Pele"

got the only Saudi goal in the

sixty-eighth minute on a

penalty kick.

Tonight at the Rose Bowl,

the US soccer team receives its

first major test of the tourna-

ment as it takes on Italy. The
US was a 3-0 victor over Costa

Rica Sunday, while Italy beat

Egypt 1-0.

hoopsters a likely bet

Yugoslavia, the favorite for

the gold, won its first game of

the tournament and its first

international match with its

current squad. Borislav
Cvetkovic scored the game-
winner in the seventy-first

minute.
~

Canada scored first against
Iraq in the seventieth minute
on a goal by Gerry Gray.
Iraq's H.S. Mohammed was
able to salvage a tie with a

goal in the eighty- third
minTTfe!^

Tomorrow's games at other

sites are Norway vs. France at

TJamtridge7 Chtle^vs.^atar-a^
Annapolis, and Egypt vs.

Costa Rica at Stanford.

Egypt will be without three
players who were suspended
for actions in Sunday's match
against Italy.

By Mark Hazelyvood,

Staff Writer

Through two full days of

basketball at the Forum, there
doesn't seem to be much
mystery as to who is playing

"golden" basketball. In both

the men's and the women's
competition, the USA has
been the class of the field.

On Sunday, "Bob Knight
and the Boys" put on a clinic

at the expense of the People's

Republic of China, winning
by a margin of 97-49. Guard
Alvin Robertson led the
Americans with 18 points,

while Michael Jordan added
14. Cal State Fullerton's Leon
Wood, who didn't start " the
game, contributed 10 assists in

just 24 minutes. Many of those

assists came on fast breaks, as

the U.S. was much too quick
for the Chinese.

|

To China's credit, however, «

they hung in there until the |
miserable end, as Robertson |
and Wood were quick to point 5

out in interviews afterwards. ^

The only factor that seem- ^

ingly can beat the Americans |
is themselves. Knight has
worked har^ fof^weeks^to pre-

vent that. Wood, when asked

about overconfidence after the
China game, answered (with

Knight glaring at him): "With
the type of players we have.

we would never get overconfi-

dent. We played the NBA
nine times and we took it as

another game, each time."

Wood 'and his teammates

shutout the NBA 9-0 during

their pre-Olympic exhibition

matches. The Americans will

face Canada today, in what
will be a tougher test than the

game against China. Canada
gave medal contender Brazil a

real scare Sunday before losing

83-82.

With Cheryl Miller and
Lynette Woodard leading the

way, the U.S. women explod-

ed near the end of the first

half Monday and kept it going

in the second half, beating a

good Yugoslavia team, 83-55.

Miller led all scorers with 23

points. Yugoslav coach Milan
Vasojevic stated in a formal

interview later that "Even if

the Soviets had been hercy the

U.S. would have taken the

gold, they have such a good
defense."

USCs Cheryl Miller paced
the U.S. women's Olympic
basketball team with a
5ame-high 23 points in their

83-55 victory over
Yugoslavia.

Even though the U.S. has

gained the most attention on
the basketball court, there

have been several entertaining

games. Sunday morning
Uruguay and France tipped
off in a battle (that's an
understatement) of two conti-

nents. ,

The two teams were quite a
contrast. France, in sparkling

blue Adidas uniforms, had size

and speed. Uruguay, in white
uniforms, had their yellow
numbers running all over

Continued on Page 14

Carlton Hair International
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$t4 Men $18 ^

Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve ttie ri^t to refuse servtces to arry client who'^

—

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

~

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

. . . / mcognizBd that Law
touchag avry aapact of

Amarlcan Ufa. What I laamad
Ih Um School waa cartain to

giva ma apacial knowladga

that would alwaya ba In

damand.

Consider the
aifiference a
law degree
caa make;
The Son Femcmdo Vofley Coiltge of low
hos b«en meeting the iMedb (>f locd
resMfof^ sinc» 19^. We ore veiy proud
ofHiectuc^JegdeducotkHiwe *

provMe. We are fully ocaredited by Hie
Commltfee of ao»^ Exommeri of 4ie Stole
&Qr, and offer bofli fiiH ond p<srMfme
l>ro9rom&. inhHertiiiQiy, over 70% of
OMf i^udent body i$ comprised of port-

time students who ore currently

emf^yed in onother field or ore
homemcAersv

Sah FettiandS
College oflaw
OF uNiVERsmr of lavmm

Sepulveili^ Ca. 9t543 -

(313) »^-5Tll .

AMfouM oi*rotivNrry uievwsifY
' YOUB LAW SCHOOL I^ THE VALLEY^-

J

1301 Westwood Blvd.
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)

477-055SL__
Mon.- Sat 8-8, Sun. 10-6
Credit Cards Welcome

Save Up To
on Film Developing &

Printing

36 Exp Roll $3.00 off

24 Exp Roll $2.00 off
12 Exp Roll $1.00 off

Offer Good With C-41,
110, and 126 35mm
Color Print Film

Not Valid With Other Coupons

or the Price of 1
Get 2 Prints of each photo

developing and printing

Offer Good With C-41,
1 10, and 126 35mm Color

Print Film

One Coupon Per Roll

Not Valid With Other Coupons

fifOiem

Across from Lot 1

discount on any Giant Sepi's 5
Submarine Sandwich z

10968 LeConte e
^•eeeeeeee COUPON eeeeeee
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Continued from Page 11 _
There's absolutely no excuse
for that kind of scoring at the
Olympic Games."
Floor technician Bela

Karoyli hinted that Roterescu
deliberately slighted Talavera
to give the Romanian team an
edge in the competition. "It

was a perfect execution,"
Karoyli fumed immediately
after the event. "I'm
frustrated because Tm sure in

the evening session the scores

for Romania will be higher,
but will thev be fair?"

— Karoyli also said the
—discrepancy in scoring was

unprecedented. "This is the
first time in Olympic competi-
tion that there's been a dif-

ference of five-tenths of a
point." *

Talavera, however, was
more generous to the Judge:
"Basically, on most of the
events the scores were lower
than they should have been,"
she told an ABC reporter.
"We'll just have to make up
for them in the optionals on
Wcidnesday."

Continued on Page 14

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 11

Despite Romania's slight lead, U.S. gymnastics coach Don
Peters seems sure that they are still in the running for the gold.
In a press conference early yesterday afternoon, Peters said the
^.S. would be in striking range of the gold medal no matter
^what happened in the evening competition.

Expressing concern with scoring. Coach Zhou Jichuan said
China's chances of catching up with the U.S. and Romania de-
pend on the judgements in the optionals. "

Peters and members of the U.S. team expressed displeasure
ith the- way they had been scored . They all expressed hopes

that the evening scoring of the Chinese and Romanians
would be just as tough. Was it? Zhou didn't seem to think so.

"In my own opinion, there were several gymnasts, including
Mary Lou Retton of the United States, who die' the same
perfect routine as the Romanian athlete did," Zhou said. "But
there was only one ten."

Romanian coach Maria Cosma said she had no problem with
the scoring. "I'm sure the scoring went according to the exer-

Continued on Page 14

Swimnning
Continued from Page 10
terfly, Stanford's Pablo
Morales won the silver with a
time of 53.23, losing out to
West Germany's Michael
Gross, who broke the world's
record with a time of 53.08.
Morales held a slight lead over
Gross until the last 20 meters
of the race.

'This is absolutely
unbelievable, I capnot believe
it, it is amazing," said Gross,
who now has won two golds
and one silver.

Teary-eyed Morales was hot
as .pleased with his perfor-
mance. "Well, I was going for

the win. This was going to be
the culmination of a. lifetime
dream. Whenever you feel

that kind of spirit, it is kind of
disappointing at first, but it

was my lifetime best effort
and the way I finished up I

knew I gave it my all.
"

Morales is swimming two
more individual events and
said, "In no way can I let this

race affect mer**

A pair of Canadian swim-
mers captured gold medals
which marked the first time in

seventy-two years for their
home count r\'.

Taking home the golds for
Canada were Alex Baumann,
who won the men's 400-meter
IM with a time of 4:17.41,
and Anne Ottenbrite in the

w o m e ir'T~2 - meter
ijreaststroke with~a~ time of
2:30.38

After hearing his national
anthem, Baumann said, "I

was very proud to be a Cana-
dian at that point, and I've

been working so long for that
moment, it's oeen a long grind
for me as well as Canadian
swimming, and I'm glad we
finally hold the gold again."

Ottenbrite was equally as
happy. "I felt great. Everyone
was really very close after this

morning's finals so it all

depended on who wanted the
race the most."

U.S. swimmer Susan Rapp
placed second, right behind
Ottenbrite, with a time of

2:31.15. "I'm really happy
with the silver," she said, "ygu
can't beat it."

UCLA's Bruce Hayes anchored the U.S. 800-meter freestyle
relay team to a gold medal victory by outdueling West
German ace Michael Gross.

In The Spirit

Of Good Health

& Better Eating

Fresh & Natural Ingredients

Fresh Fish • Rack of Lamb • New York Steak • Nachos
Hamburgers • Trinidad Chicken • Beef Stroganoff
Shrimp by the Pound • Quesadillas • Sandwiches

Fresh Fruits & Great Vegetable Dishes, Salads
Lasagna • Quiches • Nick's Nuffins • Desserts • more

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & MINERAL WATERS
44 BEERS-FROW ALL OVER THE WORLD

IMMIGRATION

LUNCHEON • DINNER • TAKE-OUT

SATURDAY & SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH

10839 National at Westwood Blvd . West Los Anoeles

4702661 ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Permanent Resident Status
(Green Card)

Permission to Work

over 40 years of experience

• Deportation

• (J.S. CitizGnship
•.A

Temporary Visas • Political Asylum

Call the Law office of

Tasoff and Tasoff
a professional corporation

(213)474-2545

10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

Westwood^jCA.___^_

SEE YOUR PHOTOS

TODAY
• **

SEE YOUR SLIDES (E-6)

TODAY
***

ENLARGEMENTS

TOMORROW
• •

LOW FILM PRICES

r-t

Mift. WE PROCESS^ FUJI FILM

village hour photo
% BLOCK SOUTH OF UCLA CAMPUS

AT 929 WESTWOOD BLVD.
206-4502

CAMERA & HI-FI

HAS THE WORLD'S SMALLEST
FM CASSEHE PLAYER

WALKMAN
WM-F10

$6995
List

Price^ttaw

• The world's smallest FM cassette player, fits in

—a pocket! i *

Dolby B noise reduction lowers tape hiss

dramatically

Metal tape capability to play back all.your tapes
Frequency generator (FG) servo control and
counter-inertial flywheel help maintain tape speed
even.when the unit is in motion
Sony's new Acoustic Turbo MDR-VVSO headphones
use aspecial ducted port for good bass, light weight
Specialheadphone safety switch

Local/Distant sensitivity switch

1025 Westwood Blvd
One block south of UCLA

Hours: M-F 9am-7pm
Sat 9am^pm
Sun llarp-Spm

Please present ad

\ ^
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UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDARI

MON. BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

—t

^a .^^ BUY A BURRITO RANCHERO &
inUlffS> GET ONE

mw^m ^"^^ ^ PITCHER OF ^^^R ANDJjETrnl. NACHos"—~"

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

SUNf BRUNCH SPECIAL
witfWalid UCLA student o^ faculty ID

?•;•<

WELCOME
OLYMPIANS
A BOAT, A BRIDGE, A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS NEW
BALANCE MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS - WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR: FLEXA-
TARD. LA. GEAR
wrr.rrrtN town / rr whanci rn camp
LAND: tOUIHMtNl S. ACCESSOHiES - A MILI-
TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS.

...^H
.
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1431 Santa Monica Mall

(213) 395-5839

Limited idition Stereo
I I

^TTaato (E^xcaLu
'V

xc&LLzncs at ins

Sa^t <P'
//

1LCE.

• YAMAHA

•ADS

li.A.F,

• BOSTON

ACCOUSTICS*

• DBX

• DAHLQUIST

ARMAtt1CA^D0ir=^^Mro

•TANDBERG •THRESHOLD •GRACE

•JAMO 'THORENS

AND MANY MORE!
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8685 VVILSHIRE PLVD. • BEVERLY HILLS, CA 9021
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Basketball
Continued from Page 12

"^

them, when they started to

sweat during the game. Im-
posing, they were not. Their
three coaches all are under 5-

6. You've got to wonder where
their experience comes from.

The Forum crowd took to
Uruguay's balding 5-7 point

guard Carlos Peinado, who
spent most of the game on the

floor diving after balls or tak-

ing charges.

Uruguay does boast one

great player in forward
Horacio Lopez. Lopez, who
"played at Qufncy College in

Illinois in. 1978 and at Hut-
chinson J.C. (Kan.)in 1980,

scored 30 points against the
French, althougn being
double-teamed and at times

triple-teamed.

With Lopez on his game,
Uruguay wiped away a six

point half-time lead by the

French and took a seven point

lead of its own early in the se-

cond half. Like the team
itself, Uruguay's deportment

on the court was ugly at

times. Uruguay throws elbows
with the best of them. (The
Italians and ^he Yugoslavs are

considered the best at rough

play.) When France started to

elbow back, they got
thewmselves out of their

gameplan. Elbows led to

fisticuffs twice in the second
half.

France regrouped, and
when regulation was com-
pleted the game was all tied at

73-73. Uruguay, however
started the extra period two
points down, as coach Ramon
Sosa was issued a technical
foul before play resumed:
Later he said, shaking his

head and with a smile on his

face: "All day the Holland ref

didn't understand Spanish, yet

when I swore at him in

Spanish, he suddenly had a
great understanding for the
language."

Despite the self-imposed
handicap, Uruguay came back
and beat the French, 91-87.
Uruguay, who is in the USA's
bracket, is looking for its first_

medal in basketball since
1956, when they edged out, of
all countries, France, for the
bronze medal.

' •« « • • •

The West German team has
a real American flavor to it,

with Indiana's Uwe Blab and
Washington's Detlef Schrempf
and Christian Welp as their
top players. The threesome
scored 50 of West Germany's
83 points in a loss to
Yugoslavia Sunday. Schrempf,
who led Washington to a

Pac-10 title and the NCAA's
this past vear, scored 30
points. With this front line,

(the 7-0 Welp has been moved
to forward) the West Germans
can play with anybody inside,
but their guards were eaten
alive by Yugoslavia on Sunday
and by the Italians on Mon-
day. The result, two quick
losses for the West Germans.

UCLA P. A. announcer Don
Sawyer has been having all

kinds of problems with the
foreign names at the Forum,
Sawyer had members of the
Italian press rolling in
laughter, with his butchering
of the Italian names. In

Detlef Schrempf, who sparked the Washington Huskies to
the Pac-10 title last year, is the leader of the West German
^ympic^asketbaH tearTL :

Sawyer's bfhalf, John Ramsevyer s

considered the

announcers, has
problems .

—With

Iean of P. A.
also had his

names—kke-

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 13
cises performed," she said.

Despite the hometown
crowd, the Chinese and
Romanian athletes were
greeted quite warmly. "The
American crowd was very
good," Chinese gymnast Wu

Continued on Page 16

came aftet Szabo's perfect per-
formance on the floor.

Since Comanechi won the
hearts of the world at Mon-
treal in 1976, Romania has
been looking for someone to
compare with her. Agache
and Szabo, who are tied for
first place after last night,
seem likely candidates.
After the competition,

Agache said of Comanechi, "I
would like to be like her, and
later, even do better than her.

Szabo has already earned a
formidable following, but she
has yet to win the hearts of
the crowd (or the scores of the
judges) the way Nadia did.
With such tough competition
from the home team, this just
might not be the right year for
it.

Men's Competition

The U.S. men's gymnastics
Continued on Page 15

Judge

Jiani said. "They gave us a lot

of applause. We were a little

bit nervous, but we were able
to perform to our very best."

During warmups, the now-
famous Nadia's theme was
played, and shortly after,
Nadia Comanechi was in-

troduced to the crowd for the
second time in the last few
days. She was cheered hearti-

ly; the only louder response

Continued from Page 13

Talavera's team-mates
agreed that the judges were
unusually harsh. "1 knew
there was something funny go-

ing on," McNamara said of
her uneven parallel bar per-

formance. "I had two tens and
two 9.8*s, so it came out to be
a 9.9." ;

"
"I think I should have got-

ten a ten," McNamara added.
*T think I did the best bar
routine I've ever done."

Retton seemed upset with

her 9.95 call in the floor
routine. In fact, a television
commentator said he had
never seen a gymnast grimace
in such obvious disappoint-
ment with suph a high score.
But at the news conference,

Retton was more sport-
smanlike: "I think that's the
best floor I've ever done," she
said. T played to the crowd
and they reacted.

••

But fans are easily impress-
ed — it's the judges, not the
crowd, that the team needs to
court now. In the next few
Hays, thoy will ddiglii iiiOre In
points than in popularity. '

•-•I

Gymnastics
w(^m dally bruin

Continued from Page 14
'

team will seek to hold on to its

lead following in the optional
exercises today. After scoring a
team total 295.30 in Sunday's
compulsories, the Americans
need to hold off the explosive
Chinese long enough to pick
up the team gold m^al.
The Chinese are a little

more than one point back,
and with a phenomenal
amount of talent, have the
ability to catch up. U.S. men's
coach Abie Grossfeld is op-
timistic about the optionals.
"The Chinese are only human
also, and while they're very
good, they make mistakes like

any gymnasts," he said Sun-
_aay.

But Grossfeld said the team
won't be holding anything
back in the optionals. "You
can t play it safe. The Chinese
are very good, so are the Jap-
anese. You can't play it safe
and win the Olympics," he
said. —— -—

"We're definitely going to
have our work cut out for us
because everybody's in the
evening session," current all-
around leader Peter Vidmar
said Sunday. "We're just going
to have to go out there and be
tougher than we were tonight,
because we know the Japanese
and Chinese are going to be
very, very tough."
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• No appointment needed, no waiting
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty
• X-ray. laboratory. & medications in one visit (if neededi
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics. Sun.. Aug 5 ^
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Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1 990 WestwQod Boulevard

Los Angeles. California 90025

213-470 8880
Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
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OLYMPIC tO'PAC
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China's Ma Yanhong lead her team with a total score of

39.05 on the opening day of the women's gymnastics conv
pulsory exercises.
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government the government should»- ' —*— .—a^^ --

not support the people.
— Grover Cleveland
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR-— DEilVERY SERVICEr^
^"^

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

• •.'••.'.
Santa Monica: 2222 Wllshire (corner of 23rd)

Entertainment WedFri, Full Bar 829-7829

^444Ve »al<) 986-0772
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SIT DOWN,
RELAX,

...READ THE
DAILY BRUIN

GO ON A SPREE
^^

FOR $398

TM

Ideal fof commultng |o

and from wofk Of

school Easy to nde

65?b SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 464-7191

^opy ^^ >ress
WE WILL TRANSFER
YOUR PICTURE OR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers f^^^^^^^^

• instant ^fWK^^^^
Jettering^

• numbering

470^778
1646 Westwood Bl. LA 90024

Basketball
Continued from Page 14
Pierluigi Marzorati,
Essamelden Aboulenein and Ji

Zhaoguang, it is truly an an-

nouncer's nightmare.

Notre Dame coach Digger
Phelps, who is teaming with
Keith Jackson (when was the
last time Keith Jackson
covered basketball?) has a few
bad memories running up ar\d

down the court during these
games. Guard Leon Wood is

one of them. Digger lost a

recjuiting battle to of all

schools, Arizona (so did
UCLA) back in 1980, to get

Leon to sign his letter of in-

tent. The U.S. team also in-

cludes center Jdte Kleine, who
went to Notre Dame ft)r a

year, before transfering to

Arkansas. Sunday, Yugoslav
guard Drazen Petrovic, who
had been rumoured to be
coming to Notre Dame in the
fall, told the press that he has .

decided against traveling-
across the Atlantic to South
Bend, Ind.

As far as crowds go, no
sellouts yet. In fact the 17,000
seat Forum hasn't been near
capacity for a game yet. The
USA - Y ugos 1 avia wDjnenls^
game drew aproximately
5,000 people. It seemed that
most of those were Italians
waiting for their men's team
to take the floor in the next
game against West Germany.

The ultimate=
in eyewear creations.

What is

ri5tian JJior
LUNETTES

The Private Eye
OPTICIANS

''Expensive Eyewear
At a Visable Discount"

complete RX and lab on

^

premises

151 S. Barrington PI.

Brentwood Village
tJtocks soutrroTSunset)"
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The Original World
Famous

Birkenstock

* ^^^^. }^°^^^ ^^^•' Westwood Village •
(by UCLA main entrance) 208-7307

14447 Ventura Blvd.r(at Van N^iys Blvd)
Sherman Oaks 788-8443

8629 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood
855-0744

11 11 Prospect, Lajolla, CA 92037
(619) 454-7577

Palm Springs at 275-S. Palm Canyon Dr
(Vineyard Mali) f619\u^.ll7^

Comfort Shoes and Natural-Fiber Clothing

revieiiif William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

By Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

*VIA, Mister Fletcher.
"

thal?^'
"'^"^^ ?/«" ^nind spelling

[[Enough of your bull, Fletcher
"

Okay guys, what's the big deal?'*
You are going to tape record the

most private bedroom conversations ofthe most important people inAmerican journalism."
'^

''

onZlr^
'^'^''^^* ^^""^ ^"""^ ^^" «^^

''Taxes, Mr. Fletcher.
"

[[What about 'em?''
"You haven 't paid any.

"

The hard-boiled, sure-fisted, grim-
faped and boozy-breathed detectives
who braved chancy dames with lethal
proportions and obvious vi lains
wearing black are long gone.
The moody sleuths who represented

the social conscience and toiled in a
world where the villains weren't
always clear and the cases, more often

-44i^n no^, -reflected widely held"
cultural fears of conspiracy and loss of
identity, have become mired in ex-
haustive overplotting anbd belabored
prose.

Just when it looked like everything
that could be done to the detective
had been done to the detective, justwhen It looked like the genre was ar^
^tically iiankrupt, alon^came i^fee/jr

''When I went to your house, essen-
tially you offered me money. Never
offer a reporter money.

"

'Or what?"

ri?L ''^J.f'"^ ^^ ^^^*^ i^to you,"
t letch satd, and never let you go.

"

Fletch became a smash best-seller in
1|974, copped the Mystery Writers of
Americas Edgar Award and led to
one prequel, five sequels, and three^
spin-offs. It also sparked a wave of
stylistic imitators that continues today.
Gregory McDonald's hero, a wise-

...acking and slobbish reporter, was a
..reaction against the unrealities of the
conventional gumshoe's macho
altruism. Fletch shirks responsibility in
general and heroics in particular. His
interest is himself and he is only press-
ed reluctantly into heroics if \{ serves
his libido, his longevitity, his ego, or
his wallet.

He was also a reaction to the pon-
derous writing that characterized the
genre. McDonald's sparse style em-
brtces the attention -getting techniques

FLETCH
The hero for the
*80s is a greedyi
lecherous coward.
No wonder everyone
is crazy about him

Mick Jagger play* fletch," Douglas
says. "David Bowie was even men-
tioned."

"It's true, Mick expressed interest in
playing Fletch," McDonald says. "The
situation existed for a long time and
thaijikfully, the man who ran the
record company turned out to be one
of the most decent men I have ever
known. He considered the property
first and his needs second."

Douglas contacted the record com-
pany and "got a sense tha^ the\' were
interested in selling the rights. The
movie business was too expensi\e for
them. But not for Douglas. In the 10
>'ears since he first read Fletch, he had
established him.^elf as a talented pro=

of television and the economical plot
ting of the original genre masters. Pro-

_se is downplayed and the emphasis is

on crisp, fast moving dialogue and
vividly choreographed sex and blood-
shed. It's almost like a screenplay,
which is what Fletch has finally, and
inevitably, become.

"Everyone between the ages of 17 to
70 has approached me about doing
Fletch" says McDonald. "It's been so
long coming the reality of finally be-
ing made hasn't caught up with me
yet."

The reality is that Chevy Chase will
portray Fletch for Director Michael
(TAe Candidate) Ritchie and pro-
ducers Peter (Fjna7 Countdown)
Douglas and Alan (Modern Problems)
Greisman from a screenplay written ^__

'=^>y Alan^T/ie Jn-Lawy) Bergman with^—panyr
some help from Phil Alden Robinson
(Bhinestone) and Jerry (Smokey and
the Bandit III) Belson. Joe Don Baker
(Walking Tall), Tim (Animal House)
Matheson and George (Cheers) Wendt
are along for the ride.

Fletch may read like a good movie,
but does that, mean it cari be one? If

the movie history of the p;-oduction
staff is any i • dication, Fletch could
easily become a parody of itself, a
mad-cap comedy of dubious quality.

But the fact the Fletch is even being
made at all is a testament to Douglas'
dogged determination and, perhaps,
an indication of how much pressure he

ducer, having brought The Final
Countdown and Hav Bradburv's
Something Wicked This Wuv Comes
to the screen. "

Douglas met with William Morris
agent Stan Kamen, who represaitcd.
Rfchie, Cnia.se and much of the talent
involved, and was able to package a
sweet dear for Universal Studios The
studio bought Fletch.
And then asked for a whole new

story.

"They didn't think the plot u as very-
interesting. The studio was loaded up
^^»'"« movies at the moment and
-seiHnR^^riigs m Santa- Monica just
didnt have anv oomph. Thev for
some rea.son I could not fathom
wanted to set the movie in Miami''
s^ys Jerry Belson, who was brotight in
by producer Alan (ireisman to fashion
the frekh^ screenplay. "We went to
Miami and concoted a brand new
story not based on any 'Fletch' book.
It was almost like an Evita story, the
wife of a Latin American dictator uses
her feminine wiles to get Fletch to
help her. I guess it was kind of like
Body Heat, too."
When Belson and Greisman return-

ed, the "group of Unixrcrstil cxcos who
told us to go were thrown out'and so
was my script," Belson savs. "I guess it

was darker th^ii the> had wanled/1
Douglas and Greisman went looking

for a screenwriter to adapt the book.
They settled on Andrew Bergman,
who had written two detective novels
in addition to his screenwriting work.
'^"I had never done an adaptation be-

fore, and that reallv appealed to me,"
Bergman says. "The book had a lot of
e^nerg}' and fun and I thought it would
be a good vehicle for Chevy Chase."—Adapting

—

me an.s changing,—arncf
Bergman did. "The main problem was
that most of the book takes place over
the telephone, wh ich is something that

'. I .1 ... "

1974 at LAX and had it read by the

time his plane touched down in New
York. In the book, Fletch is lazing

around as a beach bum to crack a

seaside drug ring. Along the wajv
Fletch is. ensnared in a plot by a rich

aviation executive to embezzle several

million dollars from the man's com-

will exert to keep the ittovie true to
the book.

Douglas first picked up the book in

"Mr. Fletcher, I have a proposition

to make to you. I will give you a

thousand dollars fust for listening to

it,
" said millionaire aviation exec Alan

Stanwyk. "If you decide to reject the

proposition, you take the thousand
dollars and go away and never tell

anyone we talked. Fair enough?"
*Is it criminal? 1 mean, wha

want me to do?"

"Of course."
' "Fair enough. For a thousand bucks
J can listen. What do you want me to

do?"
I want you to murder me.

"

what you

Xft.

Fletch survives, though, to expose the
ring, foil the embezzlement and hop a
plane to Buenos Aires with $3 million
in his suitcase.

- Jt-Was^*jft great four hour read" and^
although he was only "a second assis-

tant director with dreams of
grandeur" he began to chase after it^

-He tracked the book down to Gokin^
bia Pictures, where comedian Alan
King owned the rights but "didn't ap-
pear to be doing anything with it."

Douglas, son of actor Kirk Douglas,
tried to get the project moving by ar-

ranging financing, "but it always fell

apart." King Igst interest and sold the
rights to producer Jonathon Burrows.
"He was a young kid totally out of

his element trying very hard to get
Fletch made," recalls Douglas. "I was
in a position where I could offer him a
deal to do it."

But the deal never materializedT—

^

The two clashed and Burrows ended
up selling the rights to an English

won't work on the screen," he says. "I
had to throw all that out and open it

up, push Fletch out into the field, as
it were. I also thought he was con-
sistently nasty to women in the book,
he brutalized his wives, so I got rid of
that."

"Mrs. Fletcher told me a great deal
about you...she has told me you are a
vicious, violent man, a liar and a
cheat, and that she left your bed and
board because she absolutely couldn't
stand you anymore. She did not aban-

^ioit you. She escaped with her life."
"Vicious and violent. Bullshit. One

night I stepped on the cat's tail.
"'

lYgu pitched the cat through the.

>

Fletch said Sure. ^2 record company where dastardly

,
plans were afoot.

But its Fletch he plans to murder. "They were talking about having

\J

window of your seventh floor apart^
ment."

"The whole place smelted of cat.

"

"Mrs. Fletcher, thinking reasonably
that she might be the next one
through the window, packed and
left.

"

"Nonsense. She didn't smell. She
was always in the shower. She washed
her hair every half hour.

"

Adapting also means adding, and
Bergman did that as well. "I gave him
ticks which I thought would help
define his character, like making him
a Laker fan, and would create a cer-
tain shgrt-hand histnrv and texture,
\\^ says. *T also combined the two sep-
arate plot lines. ^ Very little^ of

Continued on Page 18
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Fletch: From page to screen with America's favorite coward
Continued from Page 17
McDonald's dialogue made the transi-

tion. Everyone's rhythmn is different;

mine is different than his. He vnas
writing something to be read, I was
writing a performance piece."

Shortly after Bergman turned in his

script, he was called away to direct
his screenplay for Big Trouble, a com-
edy starring Alan Arkin and Peter
Falk. So when rewrites were needed,
the producers were forced to find so-

meone else. They went to Belson first,

who did some retouching, and then to
Phil Alden Robinson, who had just
written the Steve Martin comedy All
of Me for Universal.

"The screenplay is xlifferent from
the book," Robinson agrees. "The
studio felt strongly about making a
good Chevy Chase movie. Fans expect
a certain style from his movies. Chevy
came up with a lot of great dialogue

l^eople are going to love hearing him
say. I think Hollywood vaults are
loaded with bad, loyal adaptations.
No one wants to do something counter
to what made the Fletch book- so

wonderful. We're staying true to the
spirit of the spirit of the book. This
won't be National Lampoon's Fletch."

Robinson read the Bergman/Belson
draft, met with the cast and produc-
tion staff and wrote a draft. Then, in

consultation with Chase, he wrote
another. "He is not some Hollywood
guy doing a star turn. He has thought
very carefully about Fletch and the
story," Robinson says. "An actor will

always make changes with you or
without you. The sn^rt actors will tell

the writer their suggestions and
together you figure out how to make
them work."
Complications arose on the Big

Trouble set and Bergman stepped
down as director, thereby becoming
available again for any Fletch rewrites
needed once the film began shooting.

"Now that the film is shooting, it's

sort of been like dial-a joke," says

Bergman. "I hope McDonald likes the
script."

He does. "They are being quite

faithful," he says. "Of course there are

changes. There have to be changes.
They seem very respectful of the book
and Chevy absolutely fits my vision of

Fletch. I think if you were to hold a

national election. Chevy Chase would
be the one Fletch readers would chose
as Fletch."

"We've carefully maintained the

spirit and humor of Fletch/' Douglas
^
adds. "Greg is pleased with the integ-

rity that is there. I know I wouldn't
tolerate a slapstick, goofy

Continued on Page 19
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CHINESE
I
BUFFET

$3.71 Lifiicli«

$4.98 Dinner t

The Viking's Table
11668 W.Pico Blvd. 478-8892

MOVIE GUIDE
MANN

THEATRES

10B2S UnObrook
206 4366

I JONCf ANO THf TBUnj
OF DOOM (P«)

70 mm Oofty-THX Sound
12 30-3 00-5 3M 00-10 30

VIUASf KtTOCFENKdn
961 Broxlon 12:00-1 65-3:5(W:30-8 00-10 l6
208-5576 Fri -Sat -Late SN)w 12:00 am

LAEMMLE
theatrIes

ROYAL
11S23SM
477 5581 -Sun

L'ETE MEURTfttER
Mon -Fri -5 30-7 50-10 20

•12 30-2 50-5 2O-7:5O-10:20

RUIN
948 BfOKteo—
208 8998

6RCMLfNS(P6)
70mm6 track Oottty Stereo
12:30-3:00-5 30^00-10 30

WErmvooo
1050Gayley
208 7664

LAST STAR FIGHTER (PS)
1 15-3:30-5 45-8 0^101$

'"Wnj'OpOII MEATBAaSU(Pfl)
1050 Gaytey 12:15-2 15-4 15-6 15 8 30-1045
208 7664 Fri -Sal -Late Show-12;30 a.m.

MUSIC NAU
9036Wilshire
2746869 Sat

LESCOMPRES
Moo -Fri -6 154100-10 00

-Sun -2:154 15^:108:00-10 00

ii-iiiiiriwi;.v;;i-----if-fn w^Seassffewsssft

MOmCAl CARMEN

lS^o7lfi^' * o
Moo.-Fri -7:40-9 40

394-9741 sat -Sun -140-3 40-5 40-7 40-9 40

MONKA H ERENDIRA

3949741 Sat. Sun -3 2O-5:2O-7:20-9:20

WESTWOOOW
1050Gayley
2087664

HAR TREK III (P6)
12:45-3 00-5 15-7 309 45

REGENT
1045 Broxton
208-3259 -

PURPLE RAIN (R)

12:00-2 30-5 00-7 30-10 00
Fri.Sal- Late Show 12 30 am

MONICA III MNMNONfl THE STONE
Mon.-Fri -b IJU-SIB^TO B^l

394-9741 Sat -Sun -150-3:55-6 00-8 05^10 05

MONICA IV

1332 2nd Sf
QABRIEU

lo^oT-, o « Mon -Fri -7 00-9 00
394 9741 Sat -Sun -100-3 00-5 00-7 00-9 00

PUZA
1067 Glendon
208 3097

PURPLE RAIN (Rl

12 30-3 00-5 30-8 00-10 30
Fri-Sat LateSr>ow-12 45am

FINE ART!
8556 Wilstiire

652 1330

UNDER THE VOLCANO (R)

100-3:20-5:40-8 00-10 10

PACIFIC WALK-
THIATRIS

PICWOOO
Pico/Wtstwood
272 8239
394 2569

MUPPETS TAKE MANHAHAN (PG)
12:30-2:50-5: 10-7:30-d 45

PLITT
THEATRES CINERAMA DOME THE LAST STARFIGHTER (PG)

Sunset Nf Vine 12:30-2:25-4 20-6 15-8 15-l6l5
466-3401

CENTUftY PLAZA JUNGLE BOOK (G)
Century City Daity 1.00.3:00-5;00-7.00-9 00
2040 Ave of the Stars

"v-'.mw-».w

553-4291 -^

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars
553-4291

NEVER ENDING STORY (PG)
130-3 30-5 30-7 3O-d:30

HOUYWOOO PACIFIC I

Hllywd 81 Nf Cahuenoa
464-4111

Fri-Sat

MEATBALLS II (PG)
1 00-320-540-8001626

•Late Show- 12:30 a.m.

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC r
Hllywd Bl. Nf Cahuenoa
464-4111

CCNIRAt CINEMA
THEATRES

COHAN THE
DESTROYER (PG)

12:30-2:35-4:40-6 45
8:55-1105

SSiJW, <^f* "• CHEECH4CH0N0ASTHE

;jr?in ^"J? ,CORSICUN BROTHERS mh
^04 41 n 12:30-2:25-4:20-6 20-8:20- 16 2(5

Fri-Sat-LateShow-l2:l0am

AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh. at Westwood
475 0711

6H0STBUSTERS (PS)
70mm Dolby Stereo

12:00-2:30-5:00-7:30-10:00

Fri-Sat.-LateShow-12:l5a.m

AVCO CINEMA II REVENGE OF THE NERDS (R)

^7c o,'J,^*'"*^ Mon -Fn -5 45-7:45-9:45
475-0711 Sat-Sun.-1:45-3:45-5:45-7:45-9 45

AVCO (^EMA IN
Wiish at Westwood
4750711

THEKAlUTEKI0(P6)
12 30-3 00-5:30-8 05-15:30

LANDMARK
THEATRES

W .^ -A. ^

U?^ S M Blvd.
. Mon Fri 5 00-7 20-9 40

478-6379 479 5269 Sat Sun -2 40-5 0O7 209 S
and the A A nominated short Goody Two Shoes'

'

fvery Friday night at midniflht CAFE FLESH
Every Saturday night at midnight
THE PINK FUMINGOS

•••••••**^^#
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Fletcit
Continued from Page 18
Fletch."

Chase is signed for a sequel,
so if the film turns out to be a
hit, the adventures of the
wise-cracking, irreverent
reporter could continue as a
motion picture series.
McDonald, meanwhile, in-
tends to do some tinkering
with his creation.

"There will be nine Fletch
books total, with Fletch and
the Widow Bradley at one end
and Fletch and the Man Who
on the other," he says. "That
will chart Fletch as he grows
from a rather naive an-
ti-authoritatian to where he is

suddenly protecting the
establishment and joining it."
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1 00 s of Fine 1 4k Gold Jewelry Items at Wholesale Prices
Rings, Pearls, Diamonds, Men's Jewelry

Bracelets, Chains, Necklaces, Olympic Items.
Largest Selection of Watches

10% Discount for Student, Faculty, or Employee with UCLA I . D.

M«iorr^roH.r H
^°^5 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VILLAGE •208-8404Ma

i
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V 15 words or IMS
• 1 day. 15 words or Ims. ^ $3 30
• Eoch oddmonol word p«r doy 22<
• 5 days. 15 words or Ims.. $12 GO^ (consecuttvv arxj norwadiTKidbt*)
• Eoch oddttkxxH word.... soc
% Dcodin*:
Z OossUrw
2 1

worWr^ doy In odvoinc* by 3pm
Z Class Display.
5_2workJng days In advance by 4pm
"J~

Office Location XWOk

• Clossllled Hours: •ojn. to 4pjn. Mof»>
• doy fhrough Prfdoy •2S-2221

• Tho monooomont rosorvos Iho rtoM to
• chonoo. roctossNy. rovtso. or ro|oct
% ony closslflod odvortlsomont not
• iTTS!'^ **** stondords of Iho DaMy

r Tho ASUCl> Communlcatkxu Board fuiyT support* tho Unlvorslty of CaMfomlai
2 PO«cy on non-dUcrimlnatkxt Ho modl-• um Iho* occopt advortisomonts which• present persons of any gh^en ancestry

• or s^xuol ortentaflon in a dorneonina
• way, or Imply that they are Hmltod to
• certom positions, capocltles. roles, or
% status In society. Neither ftm Ddltv ioHn
• nor the ASUCLA ConrwTHjnIcatlons Boord
% has investigated any of ttw services

advertised or advertisers represented In

^ this Issue Any person believing that an
^ advertisement in this issue vkDkites tt>e

^ Board s policy on rK>rvdiscrlmlnation
r stated herein should communicate
J complaints In writing to the Business

2 Monoger. DaHy Bruin. 30fl Westwood
• Plaza. Los Angeles. CA 90024. For• assistance with housing discrimination

f ^l>^^f> c°"
.
UCLA Housing Office.

• 825-4491. or Westslde Fair Mousing.
• 652-1692.

DAUGHTERS 6f DIvorcedT Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381

.

MENOPAUSAL women with symptOftTfilTc
not flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Compensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8583. _
NORMAL, healthy male volunteers be-
tween the ages of 18-45 for gastric acid
secretory studies. A monetary compensa-
tion IS provided to compensate for the in-

^nvenience. Call Vern Maxwell (213)478-
3711 X2138, 8AM-4PM. Center for Ulcer
Research and Education.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to
participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis This
tncludeo women who have nmvm been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy. Call 825-77.S.S

PREGNANCY 20-B

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EDUCATION SERVICES
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Meetings:
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 93a<?476.

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive _

Gynecology
services

special discount for

students

TbeWomen's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

5-A
ASSORTED Olympic tickets for sale.

Gymnastics/Water Polo finals. Great
Seats, competitive prices. Jim, day:206-
0903 eve 208-5481.

OLYMPIC tickets. Best seats. Cheap,
ppenirj^ and closing. All finals in gym-
nastics, track/field, swimming, diving,
basketball, and boxing. Kteny^ are^4 seats
together. Best offer. Saridra Royal, 553-
2249

OLYMPIC Senate Seat Basketball tickets.
All events. VIP parking. Forum Club
passes. Willing to negotiate any part of
package. Call Janet at 725-1 345.

OLYMPIC ticketo: 2-Volleyball Finals. $60
each. Tim 479-2929.

OLYMPIC tickets. Track and field. August
10. Best offer. Rita 208-0279. Gary 390-

§21L

GOOD DEALS.
INSURANCE Warl Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your bu8lf>e8s.

Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts. Request "Bruin Program".
800-4407/880-4361.

:' SPECIAL tow cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224.

Perms, Jerj Curls,

Press & Curls

& Manicure

$5.00 dUcovnt with this

coapoa
10% off aU black

prodvcts
this weak

s5
I

MiX N- GOiD HAR DCSiGN

1090a LaConI* WMtwood
(of •nirarx:* to UOA)

209-5a63
AakfarVlcU

ElVIPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED. .30-A

FREE
NEED model for hair cut and blow-dry.

Bruno and Soeeie Salon, Beverly-Hills.

Call Kozo or Michael.

PERSONAL ..10-A

ACTOR Devetopment Workshop. Beginn-

ing arid Intermediate; Monday and Wed-
nesday evenings 7-11pm. Teaching staff

over 39 years professk)nal acting experi-

ence. For infonnatton and interview, call

(818)763-2028 axt. 461. Classes begin
'
t Aue 0. Tree Oilerilalkwi Oemiwer Auf . l i—

-

-A«gr

CAMBRIOQE Diet. We deNver. 4564158.

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-

tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm,
BA degree. GPA 3.5, high SAT or ORE
scores required. Great office environment

with established, fast-growing company in

MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,

top dental. For bright, hard-working people

we're the best place around. (213)827-

5000

SHARP, versatile, part-time person needed
for West LA firm to assist with txx>kkeep-

ing. general office, and light typing. 3
days/week: flexible. Call (213)478-2524.

SPERM Donors Needed. Caucasian,
brown hair-brown eyes , and/or brown

Clerk Typist/File Clerk. Requirements: 1

year file clerk experience with minimum 45wpm typing We are willing to train a
bright, aggressive individual as a legal
secretary. Excellent benefits. Congenial
work envlrohment Call Karen 273-1870.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-
time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.
Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

Computer Fourtran programming" help
needed to work on special program 820-
7433. Sam.

COPY machine operator. Good pay with
experience- xerox 9000. Kodak, Full-time
or part-time Apply at 10349 West Olympic
Blvd or call David 552-0942/ 655-7880.

DELJVERY Onver-Uee own vwt or okwed
truck for delivery ol packages up to eoftw.
$1400/month. 22'/^lbs/mile with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree, GPA
3.5plus, good SAT scores Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.— --

I

EXCELLENT income for part time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
flxt. 8737.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

, fice. BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-

vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical,top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

GREAT AUGUST 20th-3lst JOB! Youth
leaders for Sierra camp-out neeu^ Yosemite.

— Must be mmmtm age 21. Experier>ced^ir/

—

youth, camping. & with local references.

$200/week 472-3349. after 4:30pm only.

INVESTMENT Co. phone representative.

Part-time 12-20 hours/week. Make appt.

for our brokers from furnished leads. $5/
hour plus commission. Make up to $900/
month. Mid-Wilshire office. 213-384-9300

MENTAL Health Research Survey needs
part-time and full-time summer help. Code
and clean interviews. Computer experi-
ence not necessary. Must be very detail

oriented and able to work independently.
Math aptitude helpful. Work study students
preferred. Please call Roxanne at 206-

8076.

MOTHER'S helper part-time. 1 Infant.

Light cleaning. Experience needed. Call

Mrs. Levine 399-8233.

Musician wanted. Bassist wanted by
AuCourant. LA area original high-energy
Pop/waveband. Robin 372-6856.

NEED someone to clean apartment one
day/week, preferrably on Saturday. Call

208-0140.

Needed F/T 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-
vice. P/T 4PM-9PM. Warehouse. Airfreight

Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

Part-time sales. You can make great
money helping businesses with advertis-

ing. Call Mr. Schilling at CMS Marketing
Co-Op. (213)657-4519.

PART-TIME receptionist needed for small
Westwood office. Clerical and light typing
with flexible days and hours. Contact Sue
or Roz at 470-8246.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities tor intelligent, conscientous
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus,
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
a>mpany 4n ^ADR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

COMPLETELY furnished condo for rent,
summer school 1-bed. i-bath Playa del
Rey. Pool, security bidg. parking $700/
month plus deposit 822-4286.

$550 and $850 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished Gas
and water paid 1-2 car spaces Laundry. ¥
1 .4 jfniles to campus. 1 year lease f^p
pets. 474-2260

JOB OPPORTUNITIES. ,32-0

AU Pair for one child. Must be non-
smoker, love kids. $50.00/week plus room
and board-707- 1587.

EXCEPHONAL OPRORTUNITY- Hee«h-
relatmd. flexible hours, extrmordinary In-

come potential. Mr. Bushne» 466-915 7.

'Foundation Grants " Research, develop-
merit. production, joint venture You may
qualify. Disclosure form and information
guidelines. $24 80. Foundation Research
Div. E.P B.I. Management Dept 3000 E.
Colfax Denver. Colorado 80206.

WORK for Women's Rights NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement op^portunity. 458-
2937.

Modem Security tullding
Across from UCLA

$600 arxj up. Furr^lshed
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft
apartments. Dimhy^amher,

I
air condltionlnQ, parMriQ,
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
824-0836

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm is seeiclng

o n articul ate, bright,
"©ndroetlc. rdCdptlOf^JSt to
worlc. Mon.-Frlday 3pm-6pm.
Call Paula. 273-0904.

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F

r
LARGE studio, small room for bed. sepa-

rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator Utilities in-

cluded $550/month. Walking distance to

UCLA. 276-1446.

~WesTwo6d vniage $/^bo X^rgen-Dedroom.
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647 ^

ENTERTAINMENT

DINING GUIDE
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices. 478-4645.

Westwood Vi4tage'$^200. Lrarge^g^
t>edroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated, pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

$650 and $775 two and three bedroom
apt. luxury. Security, carpet, stove, air.

Palms. 397-4117.

V^'-A

TELEPHONING. Beverly Hills, three days.
Sept. 4-6. 4pm-7pm. $5.00 an hour. Call

Lucille Morris. 273-7600.

PART-TIME Fresh Flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality. $4.00/

hour plus commissidn. Westwood/
Downtown location. 489-1660.

hair-blue eyes. Call F.G.E.
Cllnic.-e2(W723. 820-0^;^.

Medical ^^kLiABLt: secretary for Real Estate of-

fice. Qreat Potenftal. Call 208-4100

The whole world is crazy over the
Classified Olympic Editions. If you
want to be a part of the madness
callus at 825-2221.
15-word line ad. $3.30/day

$12.00/5 time rate
Use your Visa or Mastercard over
the phone 'or ease.

7
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ROOM & BOARD
VACATION RENTALS 53-FBtXCHANGE HELP 62-FBCONDOS FOR SALE 67-FBtUTORING OFFERED 98-|BAUT0S FOR LEASE 111 K

A QUEST House. Furnished Culver City
single, w/ kitchen, bath. $65/day. $400 per
week (213)839-9152.

For Olympics Two bachelor units, parking
available 1 -block UCLA, gymnastics, ten-
nts Reasonable rates. Call 474-8129.

TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-
dQ(niTliums in secluded Roc^y Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6 $300 per
week. (505)776-8648.

PTS. TO SHARE 54-F

SPhClAL td student exchange for

teaching learning disabled child. Need car.

Some eveninq sitting 459-7448.

ROOM FOR RENT 64-F
Female Private entrance, share bath, no
smoking. Close to UCLA $325. 472-8775

Furnished room and bath for quiet female
preferred l-mile from UCLA Post grad
student preferred. Light kitchen privileges
475-6156.

RESPONSIBLE female to share large 2-

bedroom in Sherman Oaks Beautiful with
lots of extras $350 907-6920.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2'bath Fox Hills apt with UCLA senior!
Pool, tennis, security-parking. $397 50
410-9182

WLA 2bed-2ba, share with responsible,
clean.' Grad/professional $425 (utilities,

furn.. pool, parking) Anytime 213-479-
5947.

1-2 Females Shite 2-bedroom apt St&rt

August 15 Walk to UCLA $225-person
$450-own room 208-3918

$375 plus $375 security Non-smoking,
neat, quiet female to share 2-bedroom, 2-

bath sunny, luxury Palms apt Pool. Iaur»-

dry, close to shopping, bus lines Security
bidg/pkg Available for 5 mos. Valerie.
825-04 17 weekdays. —- ' /

"

OLYMPICS. 2 beds, private bath, females
preferred, near UCLA 858-8337 after 6pm
Negotiable

,

Quiet, private room-bath Breakfast kitchen

privileges. Laundry linens Westwood-
WilsNre Male faculty-student. Olympeans
474-7122

SIGMA NU has rooms for rent for the se-

cond summer session Please phone 824-

5362 for further info.

$325. Room for rent with private entrance
in Brentwood Call evenings 472-8269

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE preferred Ciean. quiet house
with garden, safe neighborhood Mar Vista

$325/month Tom, 930-1313/391-8887

Roommate needed 2-bedrm, l-bath Secu-
rity, pool, jacuzzi. sauna 2-mtles from
beach $350/month (213)827-5309. 7pm-
1 1pm

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." Guaran-

teed results. Nationally recognized.
Multiplication. Division, Addition, Subtrac-

tion. Phonics. Spelling, Reading Com-
prehension. 208-4063-Margaret

COAST-TO-COAST car rental and leasing

1735 N. Cahuenga Blvd.. Los Angeles.
Ca. 90028 (213)464-4705 Low rates!

UTOS FOR SALE, 112-K

YPING 100-1

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing; term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.

Virginia 278-0388.276-9471.

'73 VW Westfalia Camper. Rebuilt engine.

new clutch-paint job, air. $3400 Original

owner (21 3)398-7000.
-

'76 Fiat Spider 46m Loaded. Excellent

condition. Must see $4000/obo. Mark,

(work) 384-7979 (home) 838-0188

m Why let people fish around?

Let them know what youVe gotl

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking. Secured

vbuiiding. Lush landscaping,

Conference room, Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 veteran avenue
6 bux:ks from
westwood village
213/477-2476

(Bull BZ5-ZZZI

INSURANCE 91-1

VAVl

YPING 100IHAUTOS FOR SALE 112.K

^/*12^^
NSUBANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPnrMGRE...
• For Auto/Mptorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• S02fm
• Multiple Tickets/
Accidents

• Suspended License
• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowest Rates Available

_CALL; 213'663'2281

Xonee*^
One Dai^ 7'4pmq

and Word Procmmmimg
25% Student IMtcount

Ouanotioos, rhM*t, RMumM, Appttco-
tlurw. icftplt. I«gal. KatMical. Equo-
(kxw, longuaoM. many typMtyln
RUSH VtmHQ WHILI YOU WAITI
Sp>aina EdMng. For«gn SludarK Haip.

MlnulM from comput In VM>

I

t

'H CXJ' /I ^ IHti

FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

ACCURATt typistAranscriber. WLA. Low
rates Rushes welcome Marian 391-3622,
/days.

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing. Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947.

"Catch" US at 825-2221

PIcAsc Note:
The Bruin Is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.

C iass > f4e€^TK»s^

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbie 390-2207.

GENERAL typing. IBM Selectric. fast, ac-
curate $1 50-per page. Evenings and
weekends 478-8676. days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570

FORD Fiesta. '78 Sport AM/FM/Cassette
Red/Gold stripe $1800/obo Rick. 553-
5050 x236. .

1981 Fiat 2000. PinanFariria convertible.

5-speed, fuel injection, air-conditioning.

alloy wheels, alarm.* luggage rack, low
miles, warranty. eAra clean. 780-1122
547-0024.

PORSCHE. '67 911 5-speed. air, one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine,
white exterior. Call 859-7095.

Toyota Liftt>ack Deluxe, Autonruitic, Air.

AM/FM Cassette, 50.000 miles, excellent
$2790. 477-4695.

VOLVO CLASSIC- 67 122S 4-doof. im-
maculate condition, rebuilt engineArarts.
overdrive, Michelins. etc. $2,950 Mr
Bushnell 466-9157.

1974 Mustang II. 4-speed. 4-cyfindef. runs
in regular. PS. PB, Sunroof, a-c. mags.
stereo. $1650 Call 453-2656 after 6pm
1977 Toyota Corolla 2-door lift-back. good..
tires, automatic, air. i owner, good care
$2.100 472-6788

1978 Camaro Z28 Yellow 55.700mi. 1979
Monte Carlo Black 90.000mi. Both e«-
cellent condition $3500 each. 213-838-
7419.

refundable.

HOUSE FOR RENT.
$2,700 Bel-Air spacious 4-bedrm 2-1/2-
bath. Excellent location, neighborhood, air.

Must pre-Qualify 627-7788

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
ADORABLE 2-bedrm m WLA, $ 139.95a
2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950. Great
WLA location. North of Olympic, fixer, 3
plus 1.$ 189,000 Please contact George
Christopoulos

, agent for Jon Douglas
822-2460,478-9741

ROOMMATES 65-F

MOVERS

ECONOMY-MOVINCi
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.
392-1108.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993 Z^

1981 Plymouth Valiant Must sacrific*!
Sharp. Runs well. $3000/obo PP Day or
eve 996-3147.

67 Dodge Dart. Automatic $500Westwood . 473-5496: ——

BANK executive's own home. 2-story-4-

bedroom. 2-bath. familyroom. Built-in-kit-
chen Master-Suite $249,500 Wynn
477-7001

• All clients screened with
photos arKJ references

• 13 yrs of repeat clients
• A personal service with com
puterized upKlates.
2444 Wllshire llvd
Monica. 4S3-1M1

20% Discount to students and staff with

JERRYS' Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers. Free estimates Experience and
reliable. Jerry 213-31 1-5657

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264
RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
11322 Idaho Ave. #206. WLA 477-8226.

'73 Fiat 850 Spider Convertible Cute, fun
Sportster Excellent condition. See it. love
m Moving, nuist w«. $1800. 764-3422^

FOR RENT. 101-1

$anta Q

-J >so

OUARANTECD
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

Pefrig«rator Rentals
for dorms sororities fraternities

& Co-ops
Optional si?es

for Uee delivery
Call Polar Lvating
390 8647 anytime

We rent new T V s & microwaves too'

FURNITURE

• 'MAHRESS-
AH new hotels sets guaranteed!

TWINflT$5t FUUSfT$M
«UIiNSfT$M KINO SIT $M
New 5 piece be<lroom «et.„ *ii«New full size sleeper

, ZfliJl
New sofa and love seat ;_
Oak finish coffee tables.
end tables $19, lamps. ^"o I

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

LIVE near the Marina. Walk to restaurants/
shops. 2-bSd. home, f^emodeled-kitchen,
Ipw-price $133,000. Wynn, 477-7001

.

-SO much for the mof>eyl 3 plus loft plus 2
-tn.Cutver City Bright, top^oor condo wit

vaulted ceiling. Many amenities including
security, pools, childcare and much more.
$110.000-$1 19,000 Sheri, Fred SandS
Realtors, nights: 839-5660; days: 391-
6721.

SUBLET 66F
OLYMPIC Visitors: 2-bedroom, 2-3 weeks
1 -block to UCLA A Village. $135/dav
213^4-3442 „_-^-

CONDOS FOR SALE .67-F

SPANISH-/Hi-tech. House/studio, architec-
turally inspired by Schindler and others.
2-bedrm/2-bath plus studio. Japanese
soaking tub, backyard and extras.
$92,000 933-3307
•^- *

.

2-bedroom 1-bath with many extras. Lots
of charm. Super neighborhood near UCLA
$165,000 474-7485

HOUSING NEEDED 60 F

VISITING Faculty on Sabbatical at Rand/
UCLA wants 3-t)edroom house, apt., or
cpndo in WLA or Santa Monica area. Sept
1%/une 30, 1985 Call Diane or Bruce
(602)299-0654

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms
$210,000. 276-6536,(408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms. fireplace, hardwood floors,

tarden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
244.000 276-6536. (408)625-0212

INSURANCE
CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program "

880-4407/880-4361

SERVICES OFFERED.
PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS: BOOKS^ THESES^ ofsSERTA-
TIONS 473-4193

24 flbUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
Excellent references

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829-4908

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK
$200.00 roundtrip. ChicagO"$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane, 213-671-8686.

L.A.^^airo-Europe exciting past and futurr- tOCAL artist sSiJ^SJISISr'dSwSS!

MISCELLANEOUS 128

historic trip. 3 weeks from $1007 / 2 weeks
from $850, plus airfare . Inauguration
special 5% sales commission first ten,
with full land payment by August 1st!
Departure September 1, 19Q4. G.W. Call
Isabelle (818) 791-4918.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii, Mex-
ico. and Europe Call 479-2657 '

and prints from studio. Call for appoint-
ment. 393-8648.

OFFICE EQUIPMENT.
Electric Typewriter $40. Westwood. 473-
5496.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential.
1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226.

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc
lockey sen/ice. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates. ~—
PO. Boxes from $6 00/month.
Village Business Center. 1093
Ave buile iflO 208-7947.

'

Notary

Broxton

i

I

Methods of Placing a Classiiied Ad:
^

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.

Clas_siffed: 825-2221, fl2R-:>999

I

^^>llS.^^^LLl.»t^^^'lLLC^.^».^^ sxs

Review: Ray Charles still kicks out the
blues at 54, Spanish sensation Julio Ig-

lesias sets house records at the Universal
Amphitheater, and Jennifer Kim looks at
high-tech Nikolais Dancers; page 16.

j

Inside sports:

I

The U.S men's gymnastics team brings home a gold
medal, an advance look at tonight's women gym-
nastics, U.S. basketball continues its series of
trounces, and more U.S. swimming gold; page 10.

Untversity of California. Los Angeles

Republican senators

sponsor public forum

to include 'all voices'

By Paula Fitzgerald
^

In response to the
Republican Party's abol-
ishment of regional-level plat-

form hearings, six liberal and
moderate Republican senators

sponsored a public forum in

JVashington. D.C. Monday
without the Party's sanction.

, The action was spearheaded
by"~Sen. Lowell Weicker (R-

Conn,) and supported by
Senators Charles Mathias
(R-Md), Robert Stafford (R-
Vt), John Chafee (R-R.L),
Mark Hatfield (R-Ore.) and
Mark Andrews (R-N.D.) in an
attempt to generate greater

discussion on the Repnhliran
Party's platform, Weicker's
Legislative Director Kim
Elliot said.

The platform is drafted
every four years and is intend-
ed to be a document of the
Party's philosophy and goals.

"They were afraid in their

desire to have a smooth con-
vention, the Republicaj^^^^rty
would leave out some voices

that wanted to be heard,"
Senator Mathias's Press
Secretary Ann Pincus said.

"They (the senators) didn't

want the appearance of all

Republicans speaking with one
AToice and simply endorsing

oWednesday. August I. 1984

Students' Store

TlwW off victory — Last night was a happy one for U.S. gymnasts Bart

Conner (left) and UCLA' Peter VIdmar (right), as they led the American's

to a gold medal in the team competition, (see page 10)

ASUCUV Still under budget
as Olympic sales stay low
By Kimberly Noel. Staff Writer

The official beginning of the Olympic Games and the arrival
of more expected visitors have not improved business at the
Associated Students' Store, an ASUCLA division manager said.

Things are not getting better, we're worse off," ASUCLA
Students' Store EHrector Tim Bavley said, adding that although

~

sales have increased each day of the Olympic Games, ASUCLA
still has failed to meet budget projections.

-'^~

"I don't see us catching up with budgeted sales, ' ASUCLA
Executive Director Jason Reecl concurred, explaining that
ASUCLA projected revenues to increase as the Olvrapics con-
tinue.

Rearwear, the department which sells Olvmpic and UCLA
merchandise, was $715,(XK) below budget as of Julv 30. Tho Ju-
ly 18 figure was $286, OIK) below projections.

"(Its) likely well lose money," Reed said , adding "If we
make any revenue, it will he negligible."
To compensate for the inaccurate revenue projection, student

hours were reduced two weelft prior to the Games. Recently,
however, ASUCLA has increased many student employee hours.

- One of the hardest hit departments is Central Receiving
where 26 student employees were offered transfers and are now
working at different job locations. Mosl of those students are
now employed as maintenance workers, completing a project
which was originally planned to begin fall quartler 1984.

Additionally, employees have been working at information
carts near the South Plaza Annex from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and
hmve received personnel rcterrals to the Robinson's department
store at Santa MonJca Place Mail w^here 20 part-time positions

were offered.

Despite the transfers, employees still working in the Students*

Continued on Page 8

Reagan's policy," she addedT

"(They wanted) to remind the

Reagan side of the Party that

there is another side."

Last January, the
Republican National Commit-
tee, White House officials and
the Republican Party's Plat-

Westwood suspect faces 55 felony counts
By Lynn Elber

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Fifty-

five felony charges, including

murder, were filed Tuesday

Village, scattering bodies like

bowling pins.

Daniel Lee Young, 21, of

Inglewood, who was held

without bail since his arrest

a news conference.

"He said, 'Somebody will

have to grieve for these peo-

ple, but I will get a lot of

publicity as a result of the

trial,*" Philibosian quoted

and tried to melt into the

scene," the district attorney

said.

Eileen Deutsch, 15, of New
York City, was killed in Fri-

day's rampage. Of the 54 peo-

ple injured, three of those who
Trent Lott (Congressman,
R-Mtss.) made a joint decision

. Continued on Page 9

Friday night, has shown no

against a fornaeir mental pa*'—remopse for his victims and is

tient arrested after a car mentally fit to face the
plowed down a crowded charges. District Attorney ^^^^ ^^^„^ „. ...^ ^. ^
sidewalk in W es tw o od Robert Philibosian insisted^

year old New York gi^ serious on Tuesday.

Young as saying.

Young was charged with *\«^ ^" j!^^^ ^ critical had

one count of murder - a 15- ^^^^ conditions upgraded to

UCLA doctor works in Afjghanistan
1st U.S. physician in area since Soviet occupation

By Kristlne Kimotsuki

^ -fc.

Earlier this year, a UCLA Medical

Center administrator became the first

American physician to enter Afghanistan

and provide medical assistance since the

Russian occupation began in 1979.

On May 3 1984, UCLA Emergency Med-

ical Center Assistant Residential Din^tor

J5r^ Robert^^-Simon established a mobile

emergency medical/surgical unit which

operates within the 85 percent of

Afghanistan not occupied by Russian forces.

Simon said he travelled legally to neighbor-

ing Pakistan and then entered Afghanistan

without a VISA.
Afghanistan is a mountainous country

about the size of Texas and is bordered by

the Soviet Union, China, Pakistan and Iran.

Simon said the Soviet army invaded the

country in 1979 because they want a

warm-water port and Afghanistan is a

"stepping-stone" to the Persian Gulf. He
added that he traveled to this "landlocked

country" because of the desperate need for

medical care there.

With a population of only 15-19 million

people, Afghanif<tQn in not burdened with

overpopulation like other Middle-Eastern

countries such as India. Simon chose to

uplift Afghanistan's medical treatment
because of this lack of overpopulation: "I

will not go to a place where I can make
people well only to have them face starva-

tion," Simon said.

Starvation and malnutrition have become
the chief causes of disease in Afghanistan

since the 1979 Soviet invasion, Simon said.

He added that there are currently no other

surgical units, besides the one he establish-

ed, in the area of Afghanistan held by
"freedom fighters," although more units are

desperately needed. "Freedom fighters" are

Afghanistani villagers fighting the Soviet

troops.

The Simon-established mobile medical

unit, which is staffed by one physician and
several health assistants, opens at 5:30 a.m.

so that patients can travel to the 'clinic in

the dark and avoid detection by Russian

helicopters.

The mobile medical unit had cost

$10,000 to establish and is equipped for

surgery and emergency medical care, Simon
said, adding that the funds for the unit

"^ DonliniipH on Patrp 8— ^4t-—

—

54 counts of attempted
murder, one for each victim

injured when the car mowed
down screaming pedestrians

along Westwood Roulevard
near the University of Califor-

niarat Los Angeles campus.

Arraignment was scheduled

for Wednesday at West Los

Angeles Municipal Court, and
Young will remain in custody

without bail, Philibosian said.

"We don't see there's any
indication other than he was
sane and in possession of his

-faculties," Philibosian said. He
also said Young had been
removed from restraints used

on him after he was jailed.

Young was arrested Friday.

Police said the car he' was
driving jumped a curb and
careened at 35 rnph down the

sidewalk. ,

The car ffh'ally crashed^ tntb

a glass bus stop kiosk at

Westwood Boulevard and
Broxton Avenue, and the
driver was arrested, grinning

as he was led away.
Philibosian said Tuesday

that Young acUially tried to

get away.
"He calmly exited t

Those three were Rocio
Martinez, 3, of Santa Monica
at UCLA Medical Center with

brain damage; Ngi Hue
Truong, 22, of Alhambra,
who was at UCLA^after one
leg was amputated below the

knee and who also suffered in-

ternal injuries and Kimberly
Horger, 16, of North
Hollywood at Brotman Medi-
cal Center with brain damage
and multiple abdominal inju-

ries, hospital officials said.

Young's family said he had
been having mental problems. __

Daniel's brother Larry, 24,

said his younger brother had
been disturbed since at least

April, 1983, when he was
convicted of a burglary in his

neighborhood.

"He just never used to be
like this," said Larry Young, a

UCLA graduate. "He just

became really paranoid. He
thought everybody was out to

steal from him."

La<rry Young said his
brother was briefly placed in a
mental clinic after he poured
gasoline over himself and held

book of matches in an ap-a

parent suicide attempt.

\yf-
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news compiled from the Associated Press

Hijacked plane may have landed in Iran
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) - A Hk

jacked Air France jetliner with 64
people aboard that refueled at a
Cyprus airport left early Wednesday
on a forced flighjt to Iran, and an Air
France spokesman said the plane
landed in Tehran.

Iran's revolutionary Islamic gov-
ernment had said when the Boeing
737 was hijacked during a fJight over
Europe Tuesday afternoon that it
would be barred from landing in
Tehran. But the Air France spokesman
in Paris said, "We heard from our sta-
tion staff there (in Tehran) that the
aircraft was on the runway."

There was no immediate confirma-
tion of the report from the Iranian
government.
One of the plane's stewards escaped

from the craft while it was being
refueled at Larnaca in southern
Gyprtis. Air France headquartersTT
Paris identified him as Deniel Egea.

Air France said the plane had 58
passengers, including the hijackers,
and a crew of six when it was seized
over Luxembourg.

House asks Reagan to ax

Buiford fromj»in^
WASHINGTON ^ Amid argu-

nients that the Environmental Protec-
tion^ Agency was "abused, debased,
degraded and very nearly dismantled"
under Anne M. Burford, the House on
Tuesday urged President Beagan to
drop the former EPA chief from an
environmental advisory committee.
The Democrat-controlled House,

which led last year's investigation into
allegations of mismangement at the
EPA, voted 363-51 for a resolution,
previously adopted by the Senate, ask-
ing the president to withdraw the ap-
pointment.

The resolution is non4)inding and
has no legal effect, but it does put
Congress on record as opposing Bur-
ford's appointment as chairwoman of
the National Advisory Committee on
Oceans and Atmosphere. She is

scheduled to assume the post on
Thursday.

Beagan already has said he will ig-

nore the advice.

Reagan asks 'restraint'

from UAW negotiators
DETBOIT^— President Beagan has

injected himself into the auto industry
labor negotiations, calling on the
United Auto Workers union to use
some restraint" in their demands this
summer, it was reported Tuesday.

If the union did otherwise, Beagan

said, it could endanger "the recovery,
the expansion that we're having."
The president spoke in an interview

with Detroit television station WDIV,
which taped the remarks Friday. A
station spokeswoman said the inter-
view was not broadest until Tuesday
at Beagan's request.

^*I do think that we have to keep in
mind: Yes, the workers did make some
concession" in 1982, Beagan said.
"On the other hand, while the

automobile companies now are back
in a profit position, there were several
years there in which they were runn-
ing tremendous Ipsses.

Ex gov't agent testifies

in favor of De Lorean
LOS ANGELES — A disaffected

government agent, testifying for John
Z. De Lorean, said Tuesday be was
told the day before the automaker's
arrest on drug charges that "this thing
is f coming clear out of the White
House."

* •I

i • *
• *

smea

*T heard Mr. Meese's name men-
tioned," said former DEA agent
Gerald Scotti, referring to presidential
counselor Edwin Meese III.

Defense attorneys previously have
alleged Meese was involved in direc-
ting the De Lorean drug case, but the
claim never before was raised in tes-
timony.

Meese and the White House have
denied any involvement.

Scotti, who joined forces with De
Lorean's defense after he left the DEA
under fire last year, spilled out 'his
version of furious arguments which he
said raged between the FBI and DEA
over where De Lorean would be ar-
re^tei^
The FBI, he said, favored New

York; The DEA and the chief pro-
secutor wanted a Los Angeles arrest.

During a Los Angeles hotel room
meeting on the subject on Oct. 18,
1982, Scotti said a phone call came in.

'

"They said FBI headquarters was
on the line and wanted him arrested
in New York," said Scotti.
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The Olympic Opening
Ceremonies were just

as exciting from the ex-

terior of the Los
Angeles Coliseum as
the crowds gathered

m
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• 4
under Robert Graham's
sculptures (top), last-

minute spectators
hunted for tickets, and
those "just hanging
out" got a few peeks at

the events on the in-

side.
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Letter home

Ta/es of adventure
spice local pub talk
By Robert Paul Dellavalle

V

The closest pub to Pembroke College is the Mill. A
regular at the Mill, at least when he's in Cambridge, is

Dr. Rodney Baguley, M.A., Ph.D., D.Litt, F.S.A. Scot.,
F.R. S.A.I. His bu.siness card reads, "Polar Research, Ex-
ploration, Archaeology', Artist."

At first we wondered if Rodney was true blue or just an
excellent con man. He stands over six feet tall with a close-
ly cut crop of graying hair and a boyish grin, an expres-
sion that hardly evty leaves his* face after a couple of pints
of ale. His neck is exceptionally long and, I suppose, he
drinks a bit.

Rodney is always the first to buy a round of drinks. It

isn't hard to get him to talk about his adventure. The
other night h6 brandished a medal commending "courage
and bravery in an Antarctic expedition" when he allegedly
saved the lives of two men stuck in a crevice.

In September, Rodney is to lead an expedition through
the Northwest passage in Greenland to the North Pole — a
feat yet to be successfully completed. But this Renaissance
man is not to be pigeon-holed mto xmVy-one fieich

Rodney also digs up ivory tooled by the Vikings hun-
dreds of years ago. He can tell where to dig in Greenland
by looking for discolorations of the ice in satellite photos.
These markings give away the position of old settlements.
Rodney is also an artist. He is currently designing

something for Steuben. I did manage to see a goblet he
carved in h^nor of the Dampers Club.
The Dampers Club is an honorary society of all Cam-

bridge students who hfive^ fallen into the River Gam fnlly^-
clothed. Usually this is accomplished while punting or
pushing a gandola-like boat ^long with a pole. (Too bad
Chancellor Charles Young couldn't add a river to UCLA's
atmosphere. It would have been such a nice touch for the
Olympics — we could then have hosted some of the water

"

sports.)

Anywav, Rodney had carved the front of a punt, a pole
and two legs sticking out of a body of water on his goblet.
After showing that off, lie spoke of his brunch with the

___-_^ ' Continued on Page 8

RELAXING BEFORE THE RACE - In this case, runners Annette (left) and Kristine Tannander from Sweden's
track team are preparing to compete with all the other tourists on campus.

GPA main consideration ,i>it

UC admissions guides limited, group says
By Kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

Eliminating grades as the^
sole criterion for
undergraduate admission to
the University of California
system has been proposed by
the UC Board of Admissions
and Relations with Schools.
BOARS is a systemwide ac-

ademic senate committee
which formulates recommen-
dations regarding admissions
policies for all UC campuses.

The board is composed of one
faculty member from each UC
campus who elects one chair
jind vice chair.

The intent ^oTlHr BOARS
proposal is to broaden the
standards for acceptance to
UC schools by adding other
criteria to the admissions
policy in addition to high
school grades, BOARS Chair-
man and UCLA professor
Phillip Curtis said.

BOARS is requesting that
all UC campuses establish a

cutoff point somewhere below
a 4.0 GPA where students
below this range could be
evaluated on more than just
high school grades. However,
students above this yet to be
determined cutoff point would
not be affected by further ex-
aminStion other than high
school grades, Curtis explain-
ed. He added that UCLA
would not be affected, as it is

the only university within UC
that has been successfully us-

Continued on Page 7
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js ease student
Freshman Summer Program cushions changeBy Lisa M. Smifh ^

Wednesday, august 1, 1984

By Lisa M. Smith

Adjusting to the academic
and cultural environment of
UCLA is no small task for any
incoming student. Yet, for
minority and lower-income
students who generally do not
come from a background of
higher education, the adjust-
ment can be more difficult.

The Freshman Summer
Program, originated in 1977,
orients minority and lower-
income students to enter
UCLA. FSP focuses on some
of the problems these students
may face during their univer-
sity careers by conducting a
summer session of special
classes and workshops.
The largest problem FSP

students face is in coping with
the rigordus university cur-
riculunu J^ helps studente-,
focus on their studies by
enrolling them in classes
which are complementary in
some way, such as English
composition with a psychology
"content course*' (a class
where the student uses both
reading and writing skills
which is essential for English
composition ideas), or
mathematics with a computer

not express himself coherently, other departments so that the
is in trouble," said Andrea student learns to write ** add-
Spolidoro, an FSP ad- ed Fairchild.
nriinistrative assistant. To prac-
tice composition skills, stu-
dents are given assignments in
their English courses that cor-
respond to their content class.

Students taking English 1 and
Political Science 1, for exam-
ple, must write compositions
about subjects encountered in

**There is a push for
^composition adeptness'
in FSP because the
student who knows his

material, but cannot
exp r ess bjmselj
coherently, is in trou-
ble,

''

T ^^^ Andrea Spolidoro

their political science class,

said Edward Anderson, direc-
tor of preparatory programs
and one ol the founders of
FSP.

Assistant Professor of
Psychology Halford Fairchild
considers FSP the ideal model
for university education. "The

However, FSP can "spoil"
its students with attention.
"The problem with FSP" ac-
cording to Fairchild, "is that
it is misleading in that the
student moves from the ideal
learning situation to one that
is less than that (large classes

during the academic year)."
V The orientation program
hopes to decrease attrition
rates among minority and
lower-income students. Accor-
ding to Assistant Director of
Preparatory Programs Oscar
Porter, FSP has had a
dramatic impact on these at-

trition rates. "Over the past
four years, stpdents who went
through FSP performed con-
siderably better than those
eligible students who did not,"
he said. Studies done by the
UCLA Planning Office show a^

46 percent decline in attrition
rate for minority and lower-
income students from 1979 to
1983 as ^ result of FSP.

science course.

Mastering composition skills
is one of the major concerns of
FSP. "There is a push for
'composition adeptness' in FSP
because the student who
knows his material, but can-

The program has helped
students who have continued
their studies. "FSP made me

^ more confident in myself,"
d^as^^re small, the ratio oL said ICimberly ILaw^^^radu-
teaching assistants to students ate student in Afro- American

COUPON^

is high (one TA to eight stu
dents in FSP, as opposed to as
many as one TA to 100 stu-
dents in regular classes), and
lastly, FSP is a collaborative
effort between English and

»

•••••• COUPON^

Studies. "When I came into
FSP in 1978, I had problems
critically analyzing material. I

was intimidated by faculty
and non-minorities and

Continued on Page 7

Suspected TV pirateeis

charged $300 for use
By Loretta Noffslnger, Associated Press

SAN JOSE, Cilif. _ Thousands of television viewers
suspected of pirating pay-television signals are being told
to dismantle their antennae and pay $300 each, or they
will be sued - a strategy which backers say has been suc-
cessful in other cities.

Letters to the suspected pirates from an attorney for
I'remier Communications Network Inc. say that an "elec-
tronic and photographic survey" showed they were using
unauthorized microwave antennae and may face civil
penalties of more than $1,000 for violating state and fed-
eral laws.

Premier, located in Burlingame, is about 40 miles north
ot San Jose, where some of the first letters are being sent
1 he company holds the Home Box Office franchise in the
ban Francisco Bay area.
Tho^e suspected of stealing the microwave transmissions

are told that they can avoid being named in an upcQjning
lawsuit only by removing their equipment, mailing the
^JOU to a Sunnyvale post office box by Aug. 15 and sign-
ing an agreement to st(3p illegal microwave interceptions.
The letter calls the money an "out-of-court settlement."
That s extortion. That is utterly and completely il-

legal, said San Francisco attorney Melvin Belli, who Is
representing several hundred Sacramento residents fighting
a similar case.

The Sacramento residents sued California Satellite
Systems after a simiTar mailing, claiming the letter
amounted to extortion, fraud and misrepresentation.

Belli said his firm lost that court skirmish but has ap-
pealed. He said he already has heard from more than a
half dozen San Jose recipients bfthe Premier letter wKo^
want to sue.

Oakland attorney H. Wayne Goodroe, who represents
Premier and whose signature is on the Bay area letter
called it a "simple demand letter on the people who have
been ..stealing the signal for years. I think Mr. Belli
knows the purpose of a demand letter."
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11 -day-old baby doing well after

youngest-ever heart transplant

By Larry Thorson, ^^zoaQitd Press

LONDON — The world's youngest heart transplant patient,

11-day-old Hollie fioffey, squirmed, yawned and waved her
arms and legs like any other baby on Tuesday, the day after she
received a donor's heart. Her doctors said they were very pleas-

ed with her progress.

Tom Cosgrove, chief administrator at London^s National
Heart Hospital, said the 6.5-pound infant was being fed milk
through a nasal tube as well as taking fluids intravenously.

She was kept in a germ-free incubator under intensive care
with two nurses on 24-hour watch and connected to a variety of
monitoring instruments. A white cloth around her head held the
monitors* leads in place as she dozed, yawned and squirmed.
"She is waving her arms, and legs like a normal baby. The

doctors are very pleased with her," Cosgrove said.
• Her parents, Anthony Roffey, 26, and Janet, 24, watched

their first child through the plastic-walled incubator but were
unable to touch her.

The Rpffeys, who are from Ashford in Kent, southwest of
London, made no comment to reporters, but the baby's grand-
father, Richard Roffey, said his son called him after the opera-
tion.

Previously the youngest person to have the operation per-

formed was a 2 V2 -week-old who died soon after the surgery in_

Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1967. The youngest surviving heart
transplant patient was a 2-year-old girl who received a new
heart in Ann Arbor, Mich., in June and left the hospital only
last weekend.

Hollie received the heart of a brain-damaged 3-day-old
Dutch baby in an operation that started at midnight Sunday.
Surgeon Magdi Yacoub had flown to the Netherlands to pick up
the heart and returned to implant it in Hollie.

Hollie faced certain death without the transplant because she

was bom without the left side of her heart.

Mondale-Ferraro ticket

claims American Dream
fulfillment in campaign
By David Espo. Associated Press

NEW YORK (AP) — With running mate Geraldine Ferraro
at his side and President Reagan in his sights, Walter F. Mon-
dale embarked on his fall Presidential campaign Tuesday by
declaring, *T smell victory in the air."

"Let's win this campaign and build the American dream and
build our future," the Democratic Presidential candidate said.

For the next 100 days, Mondale said he and Ferraro will have
one national message:

"In the future, the American dream that worked/ for
Geraldine Ferraro must be the birthright of every single
American without discrimination ... that dream should be for
every American and not just for the rich."

Ferraro, the first woman vice presidential candidate on a ma-
jor party ticket, told a hometown crowd in the borough of
Queens, "We're gonna fight, and we're gonna win and we're
gonna have the kind of America we believe in.

~

1

The ticket mates made their first joint campaign appearance
on the steps of the Queens Borough Hall at a rally billed as a

For the next 100 days, Mondale said he and Ferraro
will have one national message: '"In the future, the
American dream that worked for Geraldine Ferraro
must he the birthright of every single American
without discrimination ..> that dream should he for^
every American and not just for the rich.

"

homecoming for Ferraro who got her start in public life here
less than a decade ago. It also gave Ferraro an opportunity to
introduce Mondale to her hometown, just as he presented her to
his hometown of Elmore, Minn., shortly before the Democratic
Convention.
"We kngw he will fight for our values because they are his

values too," she said of Mondale.
A crowd of several thousand people listened in the bright

noontime sunshine. In the distance, anti-abortion protestors,
could be heard yelHng **Shame."

Mondale says the formal kickoff of his campaign comes on
Wednesday m Jackson, Miss., but the appearance in New York
was the first time the two have been together since leaving the
convention, and had all the trappings of a major rally — a long
line of local politicians flanking them, members of the can-
didates family present and a band to provide musical accom-
paniment.
Mondale and Ferraro tossed political bouquets in one

another s direction.

Mondale said he is not asking the 'American people to support
the ticket, "because there is a woman on the ticket. I want your
support because Geraldine Ferraro is on the ticket and deserves
to be.vice president of the United States."

For her part, Ferraro said Mondale has been a fighter all his
career. -''^ —

-

—The randifiaty l.wgan his day with a tdephene call to W\v ""

-3-

tions Democratic governors attending the National Governors
Association meeting in Nashville. 4

BOARS
Continued from Page
ing this system for the past
two years.

The proposal, targeted at
other UC campuses which still

use grades as the sole admis-
sions criterion, offers alternate
standards which include using
Achievement Test spores in

English, mathematics and
another area of the student's
choice. Additionally, admis-
sions offices should use "as
many other different criteria

as warranted," Curtis said.

Although BOARS has ad-
vocated its position on admis-
sions for some time, it has
become a more pressing pro-
blem recently because of the
surplus of (Qualified applicants.

"We hope that the proposal
gets widespread approval for

the next entering class provid-
ed there is the same surplus."

Each year, campus admis-
sions officers must deal with
more qualified applicants than
4hey can accept, Curtis said.

Approximately half of the
available spaces for entering
freshmen are reserved for stu-

dents meeting the GPA
jiriteripir, Curtis explained,
while the remaining spaces are
allotted for students who for

various reasons opjpose redirec-

tion.

"Broadening the measures
^br ^determining who is the
most academically able is the
idea," Curtis said.

A larger staff to evaluate

FSP
Continued from Page 5
without FSP, I would have
undoubtedly been less suc-
cessful."

The program also helps stu-

dents adjust to various lifestyle

changes. Students meet with
dormitory counselors who ad-

vise them about various
aspects of college life: using

on-campus resources, learning

time management and helping

^yrtth clarifying their goals and
expectations about their col-

lege career.

The 10 dormitory
counselors, each responsible
for approximately 25 students,

^tress ^at education as a
wliole involves more than ac-

ademics. "We try to make the
student culturally and
polrtTcJally aware. Education
isn't only in the classroom,"

FSP counselor Tonya Fit-

zgerald said.

The program offers oppor-
tunities for students to make a
social ^transition as well.
Varibiis activities planned by
the dormitory counselors help

Siie FSP students make an
asier transition into a new

soci^ environment. By engag-

ing in activities such as group

lu^Os dally bruin Wednesday, august 1, 1984 news 7

the new criteria~is needed to
implement the BOARS pro-
posal, Curtis said, explaining,
"Although it's more work (to
further evaluate potential stu-
dents), the payoff in evalation
is worth it. The extra cost is

not that substantial."

Although similar proposals
have been brought to the UC
^oard of Regents and the
systemwide Academic Senate
in past years, the groups have
not adopted the proposal, and
BOARS has no authority to"

enforce the guidelines. Curtis
said BOARS plans to bring the
curtent proposal to both
groups, and if it is approved,
the proposed admissions
changes would be effective in
1986.

Because some high schools
haye higher grading standards
than others, Curtis said grades
are not always an accurate
reflection of a potential stu-
dent's academic ability. It is

difficult to determine which
s(udents are the most academ-
ically able in relation to others
because of this discrepancy, he
explained.-^-^

—

But Curtis said that aspect
of the problem is not BOARS'
focus of concentration. "Indi-
vidual campuses may in-
vestigate the acceptability of a
sch oo 1V g^f ad 1 n g pollcies

,

BOARS will not," he said, ad-
ding that BOARS is more con-
cerned with policies that af-

fect the entire UC system
rather than an individual
campus' problems.
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opy ress

sports, socials and dances, the
student hopefully becomes less

intimidatec and more prone to
interact with fellow students.
"These types of activities help
the student deal with being
away from home," said head
counselor Mike Oanaka.
Most FSP students come

from high schools that lack
college preparatory classes.

"The elementary and secon-
dary schools that these stu-

dents came from neglected the
development of fundamental
skills," according to Fairchild.

Anderson agrees that many
schools are not preparing their
students to compete with
other incoming students who
are more academically

WE WILL TRANSFER
YOUR PICTURE OR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers «^^^^^^^/

• instant ^PfllHS^^
lettering

• numbering

470-4778
1646 Westwood Bl. LA 90024

SEE YOUR PHOTOS
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TODAY
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***
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village hour photo
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(213) 221-5492 • 24 HOURS * (818) 289-LinO

r

prepared. "However, some
middle- and high-income stu-

dents are coming into UCLA
unprepared as well,' Ander-
son said.

"It is important to realize

that the student who performs
exceptionally well in high
school has earned the right to
be here by achieving in the
environment set before them.
These students are caught in a
societal and educational ine-

quity. It is not the fault of the
student that the need for a
program like FSP exists."

catch the spirit f

come on. take a tumble, get cool,

kick back..,relaxJLoo enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge ... r-—SPtASHI—
Join the festivities at our

-7-

Man can acquire knowledge^
hut not wisdom. Some of the
greatest fools ever tcnown
were teamed men.

— Spanish proverb
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Gontinued from Page 1

came from private donations
as well as his own personal
funds.

Between 9() and 100 pa-
tients visit the medical unit
each day. However, the
number of patients often
varies dde to battles or bomb-
ings, Simon said.

Simon recently .traveled to

Washington, D.C. and went

gress to seek government funds
for further work in
Afghanistan. He said he will
not know Congress' decision
for **a few months." Simon
said his main concern at this.^
point is his urgent need for
volunteers to help him with
typing, libraiy work and
compiling mailing lists in
order to receive donations.

For more information, con-
tact Dr. Robert R. Simon at
825-5007. ^

ASUCLA
Continued from Page 1 —

—

- —-^
Store will be working longer hours each day. Because of the re^

cent increase in visitors attributed to the Olympics' progression,

ASUCLA has extended Students' Store hours from 8 a.m. toll
p.m.

IMMrCRATION
over 40 years of experience

Permanent Resident Status
(Green Card)

~9 Deportattorr

•Permission to Work

• Temporary Visas

U.S. Citizenships

Political Asylum

Call the Law office of

Tasoff and Tasoff
a professional corporation

(21 3) 474-2545
10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

Westwoud, CA. ——^ —^

Cambridge pub
Cnntinucd from Pagf 4

Chilean ambassador. He is a 1 it of a show-off, but an
awfully nice man.

Drinking with noted scholars is not a skill in which one
receives much practice at UCLA. Should the Cooperage
ever open up alcoholic beverage service, it would be un-
likely to be frequ^ted by UCLA professors. It lacks the
environment of the lush Faculty Club, the only facility on
campus which serves licjuor.

But most of all, the sheer number of undergraduates are
prohibitive of any bar mingling around the campus. Pro-
fessors would be overwhelmed. Could you imagine*
meeting in your favorite bar that student you. see in every
office hour and who also sits in the front fow of your
class?

Editors,

Don't be dismayed 'by

the opinions of editors

or critics* They are °

only the traffic cops tif

the arts*

Gene Fowvler

Republicans
Continued from Page 1

to eradicate national issue-
oriented regional hearings.
They also decided to use tes-

timony given at local town
hall hearings, not sponsored
by the RNC to obtain input at
the grassroots level, said Lott's

Press Secretary Susan Irvy.

Additionally, the regional
hearings were foregone
because they attracted too
much media attention, said a
Republican Platform Office
staff member who asked not
to be identified. The staff

member speculated that
Weicker did not feel local
town hall hearings generated
enough national press
coverage.

"He (Lott) feels it was
premature for Weicker to
judge the content of the plat-

form process because it will be
held in August," said Lott's

Press Secretary Susan Irvy.

Committee Platform members
will hold a public hearing
Aug. 13 which will serve as
their single opportunity to ob-
tain testimony on national
issues.

Usually the Party sponsors
more than one day of testimo-

ny, Elliot said, explaining that

Weicker felt the additional
meeting was neccessary in
order for the Party to gain suf-

ficient input <« their platr^

form.
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STAMT TRAiniriQ Program
FALL 1984 at UCLA

Two intensive, practical Certificate

Programs for persons interested in^a-,

paralegal career who are:

-seeking new skiffs to help with career

advancement or change
-just entering the job market and wish to

augment a college education

-returning to the work force after an
absence.

These programs are intended to prepare

candidates to perform a wide variety of

legal assignnnents with a law firm,

jcpiporate legal department, banic^

• An eight-month Evening Litigation

Program beginning in September which
covers civil litigation, civil procedure, legal

_ research, personal injury law. comrT>erc

law, entertainment law, and criminal law.

• An 18-week Corporations/Litigation
Program beginning in October which
covers corporation formation and mainte-

nance, securities law, pension and profit

sharing, real property law, bankruptcy law,

civil procedure, legal research, and
contracts. *

"^ ~
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Pandemonium
at Pauley aS U.S.

takes gold medal
By Lynne Weil, Staff Writer

-The erowd leapt t^> its feet.

Men screamed, women cried

and complete stranjL^ers clunj;^

to one another in disbelief.

Had a terrorist attacked an
athlete? Was there a l>omb
scare in Pau 1e^ Pavilion? Far
from it — the pc^ople were
merely in shock, having seen
Olympic history in the mak-
ing. For the first time ever,

the United States men's gym-
nastics team had won the
gold. And the fans went wild
with adulation.

"Tfn tingting, Tm aTmosTTrr
veiled ^a flag-wavTiTgtiJars,

Barbara Kraiis. "I spent all

day here watching, from mor-
ning to night. What a finish!"

Pauley was filled with thou-
sands of fans just as excited,

just as exuberant as Kraus.
They stamped, they hollered,
and when the flag was hoisted
and the boys got (he gold they
belted out the National An-
them. They raised their hands
above their heads .and clapped
in time to the thunderous "U
— S — A, U — S — A —

"

that reported^v coutd^be heard
from two bl(x:ks away.
"When the flags were going

up. It felt really good,"
Florida resident Gary Dolgin
said after the event.
"Everyone was really patriotic

and behind their country.^*!*"

But Americans weren't
alone in their enthusiasm —
even citizens from other na-

tions got caught up in the
thrill of the U.S. team's vic-

tnry.

outstanding, ' said Donald
McLarnan, who witnessed the
1932 games in Los Angeles.
"Fve never seen a perfor-

mance like that, and I'm hap-

py I was here to give the team
my support."

Without a doubt, however,
the gym nasts' bi^^^t ians^

were their families. On hand
at the floor's edge was Bruin
alumnus Peter Vidmar's fa-

ther, Jim.
"I'm elated — emotional

and elated," the elder Vidmar
beamed as the team left the
podium, medals in tow. "I've

" seen"rriy s^ do well, really

_

well, biit never under this <«

kind of pressure. It was im- i

portant that he was able to |
keep his cool."

|
After the? event, however, it <

was a different story. Vidmar
and his team mates loosened
up noticeably, slapping each
other on the back and joking
with reporters.

Team coach Abie Grossfeld
set the tone at a news con-
ference immediately after the
victory. "It was unbelievable,

fantastic. I've never been .so

nervous in my life," Grossfeld
said. "It was a dream come
true.

"They are the greatest
athletes I've ever been with,"
Gros.sfeld added. "Physically,

spiritually, and in every other

way."
Grossfeld compared Tues-

day's U.S. upset to the
American hockey team's 1980
triumph over the Russians. "It

was equal to that in excite

Five for five for

U.S. swimmers
Gold medal sweep for Uncle Sam
By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

The victorious U.S. gold medal gymnastics team of Bart Conner, Peter Vidmpr, James Hartung, Mitch Gaylord, Scott
Johnson and Tim Daggett celebrate to the standing ovation at Pauley Pavilion. It marked the first time the U.S. has ever
won the gold in team competition and only the second gymnastics medal ever, the last coming in the 1932 Games.

U.S. Gymnasts conquer the gold
By Jean-Pierre Caciviela.

Staff Writer

In what has been an
astonishing upset from start to

finish, the United States gym-
nast ic s team ifat row 1 y
defeated China to win the

team gold medal Tuesday
night at UCLA's Pauley
Pavilion.

The gold was the first gym-
nastics medal the U.S. has
won since the 1932 Los

Nebraska's Bart Conner, the
U.S. won despite early predic-"
tions that they would get only
a bronze or a silver. China
had been an early favorite,

and they won last night's opr
tional exercises competition
with a score of 296.55, almost
a half point over the U.S.
score of 296.10.

But the U.S. had a 1.05

point lead left over from Sun-
day's compulsory exercises,

and that was enough to edge

586.70.
~^ All the performances were
were nothing short of tremen-
dous. Gaylord, 23, became the

first American ever to score a

10 with his flawless perfor-

mance on parallel bars Sun-
day, and last night he added
another perfect performance
to his record when he scored

10 on the rings.

"It represents a new era for

gymnastics," Gaylord said of

tne victory. "We were so

Seven 10.0s were awarded
during the optionals, to bring
the total number of 10.0s
awarded during the team
competition to 17. Three went
to the U^S. last night, three^ta
China, and one to Japan.
Conner scored a 10 on the

parallel bars and UCLA's Tim
Daggett picked up a 10 on the
high bar.

Gaylord, Conner and
UCLA's Peter Vidmar quali-

fied to continue in the all-

.
•«<-

_____ ment, ' Grossfeld said. "In the

—

A nPie les G flmes, when- they—them over China wi th a com- psyched . . . it feels awesome ai-ound competition. Vidmar
,,^ ^.....^ ^IL^he way to gymnastics world, no one ^^^^ ^ ^**^^^ medal. Led by petition total of 591.40 to to be the pioneers of "this .c fircf ir, fk^ ^n o^^ j o^ r„,

America to se0lk\e games,*- would ever have thought we'd y-?tAjS_MitcjL_Gaylprd_ani. 590.80. Japan finished third sporW^^ . ^-^ ^ ^

There's been much conver-
sation about the flawless
scores given in the gymnastics
competition the past few days,
but across town at USC there's

another story of perfection 6c^
curing: five swimming events
and five golds for the U.S. on
Tuesday.
A pair of Olympic records

were set in the process by
Rowdy Gaines in the 100-

meter freestyle at 49.80 and
Tiffany Cohen in the 400 free
al 4:07.10. And not to be out-
done. Rick Carey broke a
Olympic record in the morrr-
ing qualifying heat in the 200
backstroke, and won the gold
later in the evening.
"Knowing that this was my

last race I said to myself, this

is it, "said Gaines, who at 25 is

the oldest member of the U.S.
team. "Win, lose, or draw,
there's no looking back, and
no looking forward."

Gaines can look forward to
one more race, the 400-meter
free relay, and then he'll be
able to ease into his planned
retirement. As a member of

the 1980 U.S. team, Gaines
woundered if his youth was
escaping him. When he had
finished a badly beaten sev-

enth in the 200 at the U.S.
trials, his future wasn't too
prominsing. Now he'll be
shooting for another gold on
Thursday.
The two other golds cap-

tured by the U.S. were in the

1:02.55, and in the women's
400-meter relay team.
With the crowd on their

feet, waving American flags

and chanting for their home
country, the U.S.'s Nancy
Hogshead fought off a big

challenge from a Netherlands^
team and won the gold.
Hogshead also had the support
of Jenna Johnson, Carrie
Steinseifer and Darra Torres,
the world record holder in the

50 free (a non-Olympic
eyent)

.

"Those last couple of strokes

hurt so bad, "said Hogshead,
who tied Steinseifer for the

gold in the 100 free. "I just

TcepT^ihkTng USA:; USA. If-
was great.

"We were shooting fpr it

(world record). You always do
when you're that close, but it

was more important to win."
For Carey and the partisan

crowd, it seemed more impor-
tant to break a world record
and win the gold in the same
race. After Carey had broken
the Olympic mark in the mor-
ning heat with a time of
1:58.90, he told ABC's Donna
DeVarona that he would
break his own world record of

1:58.86.

But Carey's winning time of

2.'0.23 was admittedly a^
disappointing touch to a gold
medal performance. "I just

feel it's a pretty slow
time,"said the junior from the

University df Texas.

"I can do that in a workout.
I thought with all the excite-

ment that I'd be a little faster.

Olympic Schedule
for Wednesday

0730-1030
0800.1115

Rowing
Hockey

2 Men's and women's repechage
1 game - men's preliminaries

HOL vs. NZL
1 game - women's round robin

-AUS vs F^G.

0900-1230

0830-1100 Water Polo Runnels fool, Pepperdine University
2 games - preliminaries

CAN vs. YUG
CHN vs. HOL

Basketball 2 games - men's preliminaries

FRG vs. AUS
CHN vs. CAN

Fencing Long Beach Convention Center
^Men's individual foil preliminaries

Modern Pentathlon Goto de Gaza
Shootmg

0900-1800

0900-1200

rD900-I6WT

1000-1400

1000-1800

1000-1240
1000-1400

1100-1400
1200-1500

1330-1600

Shooting Rapid-fire pistoT

Men's small bore rifle - 3 positions
Cycling CSU Dominguez Hills Velodrome

Sprint - quarterfinals

Individual pursuit - seminfinals and finals

Individual points race - qualification
Equestrian Fairbanks Ranch, San Diego

3-day event - endurance test

gymnastics Women's optional exercises
Volleyball 2 mattches -->vomen's preliminaries

CAN vs. KOR
FRG vs. CHN

Boxing Preliminary bouts
Wrestling Greco-Roman preliminaries - 52, 57,

68, 74, 82, 100 and
over 100kg; Group finals - 48, 62, and 90kg
Water Polo 2 games - preliminaries

BRA vs. ESP
ORE vs. USA

South Africans 'Hilary Lubner heat thp Chi nf><;p
"

and Dinky Kahn said. "And
we're rooting for you all the

way."
Young and old alike cheerqd

on their newfound heroes.

"It was great. I'm so proud
"to he am\mericarr;""

is first in the all-around so far

Continued on Page^44

women's 100 back, as Theresa
Andrews edged out teamate
Betsy Mitchell in a time_jQf

I don't know what happened.
I reallv don't know. There's

Continued from Page 13

vear-old Todd Hough, a resi-

dent of Washington D.C. "I

may even want to be in the

Olympics one day."
Even veteran Olympics

observers brimmed with team
pride. "They were just

Grossfeld's enthusiasm was
reflected sixfold in the
athletes' faces and responses.

"This is easily the greatest

dav in mv life, no doubt
about it,' Bart Connors told

S^^he^ pr^ss. "Nothing matches^

U.S. women out to floor Romania's
gymnastics machine for the gold

the feeling of when you suc-

ceed as a team. There's six

times the feeling, six tim&s the

emotion.
"This has to be the greatest

moment for us all as a team,"

Continued on Page 1
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Inside 7 -,-t^fc^

Basketball 12

Shooting. : \,..\ 15

Boxing 15

By Jean-Pierre CatTvlela
^~"-

Staff Writer

The best fireworks of the year continue
tonight — and it isn't even Julv.

'

What's more, the show will be taking place
indoors at Pauley Pavilion, when Romania,
China and the United States fight it out for

the women's gymnastics team championships.
The U.S. women haven't won an Olympic

medal in gymnastics since taking a bronze in

_JheJteam event At the 1948 London Games^
.Tonight,. they are all but assured of taking a
medal, probably at least a silver. With the
U.S. less than half a point behind the Roma-
nians, the overall outcome depends heavily on
tonight's competition.

Today's optional exercises make up the se-

cond half of the women's team competition.
Optional, exercises are generally much more in-

teresting and creative then the compulsory ex-
ercises, as they allow the athletes to show off

their best routines. Being more subjective,

they also tend to be scored higher. Therefore,
tonight should be a night of Amazing
pyrotechnics and quite possibly, some perfect

scores.

Following Monday's compulsory exercises,

with team scores of 196.15, 195.70 and
194.15, respectively. The nearest competitor is

West Germany, nearly four points behind.
All three of the leading teams are expected

to do well tonight. Romania, an early

favorite to win the gold, is quite strong in the
optionals, especially on the floor and uneven
parallel bars. Going in with the lead, they
probably have the best shot, but the U.S. is rn

striking distance.

China also has an excellent_reputayqn in the

J the leaders are Romania, the U.S. and China,

optionals, but at two full points behind the
leader, they have ground to make up.

In the all-around, the ones to watch are

Romania's leaders Ecaterina Szabo and
- Lavinia Agache, along with U.S. leaders Mary
Lou Retton ahd Julianne McNamara. Szabo
and Agache are currently tied for first place,
with compulsory scores of 39.55. Retton and
McNamara are third and fourth, with 39.50
and 39.45 respectively. U.S. gymnast Kathy
Johnson rounds out the top five with 39.10.

Both, the U.S. and Romanians have looked
very good on the floor recently — no one on
either team scored less than a 9.60 Monday.
Szabo scored the only ten of women's competi-
tion so far on the floor.

1330-1830 Yachting Second race - all classes
I345-I845 ^—Hockey 2 games - men's preliminaries

PAK vs. ken
: GBR vs. CAN

1 game - women's round robin

CAN vs. USA
1400-1600 Weightlifting Lightweight - up to 67.5kg, group

1430-1800

1600-2300

1700-1800

1730-2010

1800-2200
1800-2000

1800-2030

1830-2300

Basketball-^— 2 games - men's preliminaries

EGY vs. YUG
USA-vsT^mU^

Baseball

1830-2230

1900-2100^

2 games - fir^t round
CAN vs. NCA
JPN vs. KOR

Modem Pentathlon Goto de Gaza
Running

Gymnastics Women's optional exercises and team
finals

Boxing Preliminary bouts
Weightlifting

Lightweight - up to 67.5kg, group A
Wrestling Greco-Roman preliminaries - 52, 57,

68, 74, 82 and
over 100kg; Finals - 48, 62 and 90kg

Handball 3 games - women's round robin

KOR vs. AUT
, YUG vs. FRG
* CHN vs. USA

Volleyball 2 matches - women's preliminaries

JPN vs. PER
USAvsrBRS:

Pootball

Continued from Page 14 qualifying heat.

Rick Carey captured one of
backstroke in a time of 2:00

five U.S. gold medals on Tuesday by taking the 200-meter

.23. Carey set the Olympic record of 1:58.99 in the morning

1930-2200 Water Polo

2000-2330 Basketball

4 games - first round matches

'

MAR vs. SAU, Rose Bowl
CMR vs. IRQ, Cambridge
YUG vs.( CAN, Annapolis
FRG vs. BRA, Stanford
2 games - preliminaries

JPN vs. ITA
AUS vs. FRG

2 games - men's preliminaries

ITA vs. BRA
FRA vs. ESP

r
J \

y
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y^S;-basketball just keeps rolling along
Jordan scores 20 as U,S.

routs Canadians^ 89-63
Associated Press

INGLEWOOD, Cal. — Michael
Jordan and Steve Alford bombed away
from the outside asi the unbeaten
United States men's basketball team
cruised past Canada 89-63 Tuesday in

the Olympic tournament.

Jordan of North Carolina tossed in

20 points and Indiana's Alford, getting
more playing time Tuesday, added l5
as the Americans raised their record to

2-0 and dropped Canada to 0-2 in the
Group B contest.

The strong effort was more evidence
that the rest of the 11 teams in the
tourney may be fighting only for the
silver and bronze medals as the U.S.
heads for its~>rinth gold in 10 tries

sinc^ 1936.

Canada; vtrrually the same team
which beat the U.S. for the gold at

the World University Games last year,
.met its match against this contingent
of college standouts molded by Coach
Bobby Knight.

The )Americans led 6-4 and pulled
away for good as Jordan hit three
goals in a 16-2 spree. At halftime, the
U.S. was up 43-28.

They piled up a 22-point lead in the

second half, let it slide back to 15 then
p)oured it on again at the end.

Vern Fleming, Chris Mullin and
Sam Perkins each added 10 points.

Gerald Kaznowski and Greg Wilt-

jer, each with 11 points, paced
Canada.

In another men's game Tuesday also

involving Group B teams, China,
routed by the United States Sunday,
rallied to upset France 85-83.

Yaguang Li scored 31 points and
Libin Wang 26 in leading China, 1-1,

over France, 0-2. Richard Dacoury,
who led France with 20 points, missed
a layup with six seconds left and
China leading 84-83.

China had trailed 48-39 at halftime
and 59-45 with 16:38 remaining be-

fore starting its comeback. France had
beaten China in four of their last five

meeings before the Olympics.
There will be a full slate of men's

games Today. In addition to U.S.-
Uruguay, China faces Canada and
.Spain meets France.
The Group A games will pit West

Germany, 0-2, against Australia, 1- 1;

Egypt,0-2, vs. Yugoslavia,2-0, and Ita-

ly,2-0, against Brazil, 1-1.

The top four teams in each group
will advance to the quarterfinals.

Women hoopsters demolish
Australia and look invincible

Associated Press "^

INGLEWOQD, Calif. ~(AP)
Australian Coach Brendan Flynn
predicts no Olympic opponent will

come close to beating U.S. women's
basketball team, calling the Americans
the best of all time.

"The American team at the moment
is the greatest wonien's team ever to

play basketball. We were trying to

keep it within 20 points," Flynn said
Tuesday after the United States
swamped the Australians 81-47.

To illustrate the Americans'
domination of the Australians, the
United States shot 60 percent from the
floor and had a decisive rebounding
adavantage 34-24. They also forced
the losers into 31 turnovers.

Pat Head Summit t, the U.S.
women's coach, smilea when she was
told of Flynn 's prediction.

"I certainly hope he's right," she
said. "But we have to be realistic. We
are beatable. I just don't want us to
beat ourselves.".

The American women have looked
as invincible as the U.S. men, winning
their two starts by an average of 32
points, much to the delight of flag-

wavingJ'orum fans. ,,

Flynn found the U.S. man-to-man
defense too much. "They just totally
deny your passes — they are so quick.
It's so difficult to get into your of-

fense," said the coach of the 0-2
Aussies.

And he marveled over an American
offense that sped its way to a 51-28
halftime lead. "It must be very, very
difficult for Coach Summitt to have so
much talent and mold it into a team.
It takes a great job to take 12
superstars and make them into one
unit." y^

Cheryl Miller was the target of the
Australians' tough, physical defense.

As a result, she shot 15 free throws,
made 14 of them, and collected 20
points.

1 don't worty about being a mark^
ed woman," said the 6-foot-3 Southern
California star. "There are 11 others
just as good as me." Miller had ample
help, especially from the bench. Three
substitutes combined for 35 points:
Cindy Noble had 13, Curry 12 and
Woodard 10.

Jennifer Cheesman, a 26-year-old,
5-fo6t-5 guard,- hit seven of eight free
throws for a team-leading 13 points
for Australia. . 'zr.
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BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE
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THURS. BUY A BURRITO RANCHERO &
GET ONE

Maintenance costs are included m the Homeowner s Associatton budget, a copy of whtch is available al sales office See sales
representative for details on financing Prices effective date of publication Subjfect to prior sale on or after deadline Sales
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Italy^spoils U.S/s
bid for 2nd straight
By Bob Timmermann

A crowd of 63,264 turned out

at the Rose Bowl to give the

United States soccer team a

raucous welcome to Los
Angeles, but Italy's Pietro

Fanna spoiled the party with

a lone goal in the games 54th

minute to prop)el Italy to a 1-0

over the United States.

The loss by the U.S. coupl-

ed with Egypt's 4-1 smashing
of Costa Rica forces the U.S.
to beat Egypt Thursday at

Stanford to advance to the

quaterfinals. Both teams have
records of 1-1, but Egypt has
the tie-breaking advantage of

goals scored.

Bruin Jeff Hooker came into

the game in the 61st minute,
but missed to the right on his

,only shot attempt .

U.S. star striker, Ricky

Davis said, 'We know what
we have to do. We have to go
up to Stanford and beat
Egypt.'
He added, *'the Italians

were very good, and attacking
them was like attacking 35
men."

Other scores ... at Harvard,
France beat Norway 2-1, and
at Annapolis Chile beat Qatar
1-0. Stanford hosts the big
contest today as the Federal
Republic of Germany plavs

Brazil. Over 60,000 have
al ready been sold for the
match.

Attendance average ... for

the 12 matches played so far,

there has been an average of

32,756 over all four venue
sites. The four sites are the
Rose Bowl Harvard Universi-

ty» Annopolis ^and Staiiford

Univesity.

UCLA's Jeff Hooker, one of only four amateurs on the U.S.
Ofympic soccer team, missed his only shot on goal iri the
U.S.'s 1-0 loss to Italy Tuesday evening at the Rose Bowl.

Swimming
Continued from Page 11

not much to say about it, to

tell you the truth."

Cohen began the day with
an easy victory in the 400
free, defeating Great Britain's

Sarah Hardeastle- and June
Croft by over three seconds.
And like most Olympic
athletes, it was something
special for the 18-year-old
from Mi.ssion Viejo.

There are others who have
had the same dreams of winn-
ing a gold medal, and not all

of them are the athletes. Just
listen to Gaines, who nearly*

broke his own world record of
49.36 in the 100 free.

"My grandmother dreamed
this was going to happen, "he
said. "She told me, this sounds
kind of stupid, but she told
me she had a dream the other
night and she swore this was
going to come true. But you
know me, I just go 'right
grandma, sure.'

-

—'-But it came Jxue, L-just
didn't want to disappoint her,
I guess."
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RESTAURANT
FRESH HSH
MARKET

44THE GREAT FISH EXPERIENCE
• EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
• HAPPY HOUR
• FOOD TO (So
• LARGE SELECTION OF FRESH FISH
• ALL FISH BROILED OVER MESQUITE CHARCOAL
• OPEN DAILY

Sun. thru Thurs. 1 la. m.-10p.m.
Fri.&^Sat. 11 a.m.-10:30p.m.

11701 Wllshire Blvd.. Brentwood (213)473-1551

FREE VAUDATED PARKING

LSAT • MCAT • GRE
GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO

GMAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VOE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

EPUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

SiiKe 1938

For mtormation. Pitas* Call:

Encino: (213) 990-3340
Los Angeles-West (213) 202-1924
Central City (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

».
.

• EEHnilK PSYCHIC READINGS KSiiilllMIL«IHC«f.1iMSMl\ii« El^il

Readings by Miss Sybil
Are you uncertain about a close relationship?

Should you make a change in you i job or career?

Is your future still a complete mystery to you?
Miss Sybil can help you solve these problems and
advise you on the best direction for your future^

dl AH readings are confidential and guaranteed ^

tfl to be satisfactory or no charge.

Call now for an appointment "J ^J^^JO/

O

Alao avatlableforparty and group meetingm.

mm

LOT CARDS PSYCniC READINCS M ASTROLOGICAL CltARrls

DISCOUNT PRICES
OINJ

H?AYBANS • CARRERRA
PORSCHE

VUARNET • SUNCLOUD
WAYFERER

PRESCRIf^TION
L ENSFS AVAK AB[ F

WAYFARER $35
YOU KNOW WHEN YOU SEE IT

SPECS APPEAL
•

I t SS THAN / HOUR St RVICE

1082 Glendon Ave
WESTWOOD (in the village)

208-3570

UCLA's Mitch Gaylord salutes the crowd as he receives a

^/Ve care for Bruins

.

•.V..-

'.'> -

. . . and Olympic Visitors.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.
• No appointment needed, no waiting.
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty.
• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
^Open untff9 PM during Olympics. Sun., Aug. 5. —
_ .

• EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm*^

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1 990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880

MONICA BL.

near perfect 9.95 on the high bar.

Gymnastic^s
Continued from Page 11
with a total of M8.55, follow-
ed closely by China's Li Ning
and Tong Fei, second and
third v^ith 118.45 and 118.40
resp)ectively.

Conner took fourth with
118.30 and Japan's Koji
Gushiken took fifth with
118.20

Asked if he was aware he
h^d qualified for the all-

around, Conner said, "I have
no idea, and to tell you the
truth, I don't even care. This
(the team competition) is the
most imjX)rtant thing. T think
everybody agreed l^fore we
came here that all of our indi-
vidual chances to win a medal
are alt^ound up in one thing— and that's the team."

"There's a lot of flukey
ings that have to

you to win a medal in' an in-
dividual event," Conner said
"For all

hit and we really pulled
through on high bar."

Gaylord tutned in the best
U.S. performance in the op-
tionals, a 59.35. Apart from
the 10 in rings, he had a 9.95
on horizontal bar, 9.90s on
vault and parallel bars, 9.85
on pommel horse and 9.75 on
floor exercise.

Vidmar was second for the
Americans, with 59.30 for the
six exercises, including a 9.95
on the horizontal bar, and
Connet had 59.25 points, and
a perfect mark in the parallel
bars.

Other American scores
were: Daggett with 59.0,
James Hartung with 58.90 and
Scott Johnson with 58.35.
Tong Fei paced China with

59.45, including Jt,^ perfect
things that have to happen for mark on rings, and Li Ning

had 59.40, with his perfect
score on the same apparartus.

of us to have a medal—Lou Yun also had a^ perfect
in our gym bag tonight is a
really great thing."
Gaylord said the team did

not feel they had the medal
locked up until they'd begun
the last event. "It was too
close before we got on high
bar," he said. "We needed to

mark on the horse vault, and
finished the optionals with
59.25. v.^

Japan was led by Koji
Gushiken and Shinji Morisue
with 58.95 each. Morisue
turned in a perfect score on
the high bar.

Women's gymnastics
Continued from Page 10

Both the floor and the
balance beam are going to be
crucial — the floor because
scores from both teams are ex=-
pected to be. very high. The
balance beam is usually view-
ed as a U.S. weak spot, but
they came through nicely
Monday. Romania's lowest

team apparatus score was in
the beam, a quite respectable
48.75, *^
Both teams competed sepa-

rately Monday, appearing
J^ery .energetic and drawing
the crowd's cheers. When they
come together tonight, the
sparks should really fly.

OfPAC

^ Summer Quarter.

.

20% DIGCOUNTWITH THIS AD

Pandemonium
Continued from Page 10
Connors concluded.
"We made history (in the

Compulsory competition)
Sunday night," noted Vidmar.
"Knowing that, knowing we
were the underdogs, we said,
*Hey, we've got nothing to
lose.'

"

And so they won it all. The feeling.
f—- itf

-
- o

U.S. team's showing in this

week's individual competition
will prove or disprove their
talent as singular performers.
But as a team, they have pro-
ven themselves.
"From this point on, we

will always be Olympic
champions," Mitch Gaylord
concluded. "Ihat's a great

U.S. takes two
shooting medals;
6 for 6 in boxing

By Associated Press

The United States added
gold and bronze medals in

shooting Tuesday at the 1984
Summer Olympics, while its

talented, electrifying swimm-
ing team dug for more and
the men's gymnastics team
sought to end a long drought.

Pat Spurgin of Billings,
Mont., won the gold medal in
women's air rifle with a na-
tional record score of 393 put
of 400. The old American
record was 391.

"I performed well," Spurgin
said. "I just wanted to come
in and shoot well and have a
little fun. I guess I did both."

China also won shooting
gold, its second of the Games,
as Li Yuwei took the running
game target.
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AGGRESSIVE
The Converse Connors and Evert

top of the line full leather shoe
for competrtive tennis.

For men and
• women who

play to win.

CONVERSE
ooo CaI shoe
-^^^ *'^^"^BOUTIQUE

925 WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD
VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS. 824-2478

In trap shooting, Luciano
Giovannetti won Italy's first

gold medal in a dramatic
three-man shootout. Don
Carlisle of Fort Benning, Ga,,
took the bronze.

Detroit boxers Steve Mc-
Crory, a leading contender for
gold in the 112-pound class,

and Frank Tate, the world
champion at 156 pounds, won
their first matches of the
Games. McCrory's was a
walkover when his opponent.
Tad Joseph of Grenada, failed
to make the weight. All six

U.S. fighters who have fought
so far have been winners.

The swimming team
already had six gold medals
and a total of 10 medals
overall, and it was all but cer-

tain to add more to its

treasure chest. Overall, the
United States had 10 gold
medals and 17 total.

Meanwhile, Indian field
hockey officials filed a protest
with stadium officials at the
Olympics after a spectator
tore UD another spectator's In-
dian flag during a game be-
tween India and the Uhited
States.

Contemporarv

Dinins

Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

Uur e.\ecutr\e chef was previously with Plum Tree restaurant and
our seafood chef was formerfy with Men XeeVofChinatown!
Trv our Plum's spicy beef, chicken with tangerine sauce, crab with

ginger and green onions and pan fried jumbo scallops.

Open 7 davs a week • lunch dinner • cocktails

TTappv' Hour with complimcntarv hors dbeuvrcs
"

weekdavs 4:00pm to 7:00pm.

1057 Ti\-erton .Av-enue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at I KK> Glendon Avenue. (243) 208 • 397r ^ i^-
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CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR NEW *

T.V. COMEDY GAMESHOW

:

'ANYTHING FOR MONEY' :
it'

LIVE IN L.A.? *

VISITING FOR THE OLYMPICS? i
^ THIS MAY BE YOUR CHANCE TO BE ON ' t

A T.V. GAiyiE SHOW J

ALL YOU NEED TO HAVE FUN & WIN CASH IS AN
*

OUTGOING PERSONALITY AND YOUR OWN *

INTUITION — FOR INTERVIEW: •

CALL KELLY AT 81 8/986-5343, 5344 J
MUST BE 18 OR OLDER M-F 10-4 *

itititititk'ltitititltitititititititititititititititititititititititit

STOMACH
GRUMBLING?

Don't Fret!

The Daily

Bruiii has

FREE MEXICAN BEER
WITH THIS AD WHEN YOU BUY ANY

^L OFTHE PAY.
Offer expires Aug. 15, 1984

some great

ideas if

you've got

the EATS!

1 303 WESTWOOD BL.. 2 BLKS. SO. OF WILSHIRE
(213)478-2282

i GRAIVD OPEIVIIVG SPECIAL
J
Sculptured IMailn $25»« (re^. $4S»o) *

* •''*"
, $ 1 «»« (reg. $ao»«) t

•^ Manicjxre & Pedicure ^ | ^oo (retf . $ 1 H*^} S
J — ' 'X'^^^S^ ^^ sp<H-ialize in complete nail care — M>ulpliire<i nails J* -^^Tv?* porcelain — acrylic* — jiiJietle — China silk wrap — J
|l

.""""^ f ^ manicure — pedicure? J
a 1063» W.Pico Blvd. ""

" 470-9693 ^
tLow i%nf<el«s 90064 470-9694 4i

'*•.•*•*•-•-.•_•_•_•_•

'-•-•••.•.•.•.•.< .'•-.-•-•-.-.-.-.-•-•

MOVIE GUIDE
MANN

THEATRES

NATIONAL INDIANA JONES AND TNI TEMPLE
1092S Lindbfook Of DOOM (fO)
208-4366 70 mm Oofty THX Sound

12 30-3 00-5 304 00-10:30

VILLMf
961 Bfoirton

206-5576

KSTOEFINSEm
12:00-1 55-3 5^5 304 00- 10 lO
W. 'Sat -Lite Show-tT^i.m

•RUIN
948Broxton
206 8996

70mm 6 track Oofty Stvw
12 30-3 005 304 00^10:30

1060Gay«ay
206-7664

T
1:154 30-5;4S4 00-10 li

«»nWOD g MEATMLUIfn
lOSOGaylay 12:1S-2:15-4 154 154 30-10 45
208-7664 Fri -Sat -Late SHOW 12 30 am

WESTWOOD Nl

lOSOGaytey
208 7664

STAflTIIKMIPfi)
12 45^3 00-5 15-7 30-d 46

REQENT PtNlfLE RAM (R)
1045 Broxton 12 00-2 305 00-7 30^10 00
208 3259 Fri Sat Lata Show 12 30 am

PLAZA PIMPLE RAW (R)
1067 Glendon 12 30-3 00-5 304 00^10 36
206 3097 Fri Sat Late Show- 12 45 a m

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

«I|I«I*V> •••«•!'.ryVA^;
'
' ^

ROYAL , L'EH MEURTRIER
11523 SM Blvd Monfn 5 30-7 50-1020
4775581 Sat Son 12:302 50-5 20-7 50-1020

MUSCNAU LnCOMPRa
9Q36WilaMr» Mon-fTt4t*41»tO00
274-6869 Sat Sun 2 IS^JM 1O«:00-1O00

1332 2nd St Mon -Fri 7 4fr9 40
394 9741 &l.-SlM.-1:403:40-S 40-7:40-9 40

MOMCAI
1332 2nd St.

394-9741
Men Fri 7 20-9 20

SM.4M.4 20-5 207 209 20

MOMCAM MMAMCMQTNESTOMI
1332 2nd St Men Fn 6 004 05^10 05
394 9741 Sat Sun 1503 55 6 004 05^10 05

monn:aiv sasriela
1332 2nd St Mon fri 7 00-9 00
394 9741 Sal Son 10O3.QO5 0O7 0O9 00

PACfPICWALK.IN
THEATRES

FINE ARTS
8556 Wllshire

65? 1330

UNDER THE VW^CAItO (R)

1003 20-5 40^8 0010 10

MUPPTTB TJUamumMTTM IM}
Picomtstwood 12 30^2 504: 10-7 »i:4i
2728239
3942569

PtiTT
THEATRES

^^•J.. ^>>S*x^+>;-j?^^f^•i^^^K:cc•i^•V:^^^^'•'••'•:

wooo
I

wwooo

CENTURY PLAZA JUNGLE BOOK (G)

Century City Daily 1 00 3 00 b 00 / 00 9 00
2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

CENTURY PLAZA
Century City

2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

NEVER ENDING STORY (P6)

1 30 3 30 5 30 7 30 § 30

THEATRES
mwpwww^Twwwn^w I.I.V.-.-.I.W.J.-.

IM mt^
AVCO CINEMA I

Wilsh at Westwood
475-0711

::v:v>x::xxjj^i )ii^
GHOSTBUSTERS (PG)

70mm Dolby Stereo

12 002 30 5 007 30 10 00
Fri Sat Late Show 12 15 a m

AVCO CINEMA II REVENGE OF THE NERDS (R)

Wilsh at Westwood Mon Fri 5 45 7 45 9 45
475 0711 Sal Sun 1 45-3 45^5 45-7 45-9 45

AVCO CINEMA III

Wilsh at Westwood
475 0711 '

THE KARATE KID (PG)

12 303 005 30-8 05-10 30

CINERAMA DOME THE LAST STARFIGHTER (PG)

Sunset Nf Vine 12 30 2 25 4 20 6 15 8 15 10 15

4663401

HOLLYWOOD PACIFN: I «„....,.. ^
Hnywd 8. H, Chuenga

, oo 3r5?oTa)"i)12
Fri Sat Late Show 12 30 a m

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC H
Hliywil 8l H' Cdhuengd
464 4111

CONAN THE
DESTROYER (PG)

12 30-2 35 4 40 6 45

8 55 1 ( 05

HOLLYWOOD PAORC M CHEECH A CHONG AS THE
'I'i'y*.'^ ^' ^' CJh"«"fl» CORSICUN BROTHERS I ,

12 30-2 25 4 20 6 20 8 20 10 2C

Fri Sat Late Show 12 10 a m
464 4 1tt

LANDMARK
THEATRES

r^
IdilillkMU i'l'mYrrMiuMiM

NUART THAT SINKING FEELING
11272 S M Blvd Mon Fn 5 00 7 20 9 40
478 6379 479 5269 Sat Sun 2.405 00 7 20-9 40

and the A A nominated short Goody Two Shoes'

Every Fnday night at midnighl CAFE FLESH
Every Saturday night at midnight

THE PINK FLAMINGOS

ititiritititititiritirifiritiritititiririrititirititit^

ft:?SSft:SSS?ft%%%^¥S??^^

ewe
COMPANY WEST

^.SoC. d KAto^^ tyoAu/a/fi- Hie4ife&/u. cftore'

Major Credit

100's of Fine 14k Gold Jewelry Items at Wholesale Prices.

Rings, Pearls, Diamonds, Men's Jewelry,
Bracelets, Chains, Necklaces, Olympic Items.

t Largest Selection of Watches

10% Discount for Student, Faculty, or Employee with UCLA I.D.

1065 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VILLAGE f 208-8404
S SPECIAL OLYMPIC HOURS: Mon.-Ffi. 10:30a:Tn.-6p.m..S«r. 1O:30a.m.-11 p m.. Sun. 2 p.m.-11:00p.m. Validated Park!

s&
\ >

(f
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Robert Remscein, Assistant Review Editor

CONCERTS

Ray Charles does
the blues; Julio
Iglesias croons
By Bob Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

Ray Charles, perhaps more than any other musical per-
former, t'pitomizes the heart and soul of American music. His
music encompasses everything from jazz to country and
western, from today's dance music 'to that most directly emo-
tional form of American music — the blues. Sunday night at
the Beverly Theater, he covered a wide range of songs, in-
cluding several of his own best-known numbers, in a show that
needed only to feature his voice in order to be a superb evening
of entertainment.

Although the fifty-four year old Charles has not enjoved the
string of hits recently that he did in the lOSOs Mid 4^rly ^k)s,-hts^
live performances are as soulful and powerful as ever. His voice
remains strong, and his heartfelt delivery rarely fails to elicit

audience response.-

Backed up by a full 17-piece big-band, Charles moved easily
through a set which included old standards like "Oh, What a
Bt&autiful Morning, " a couple of recent hits:

"
Knock oil Wood,

"

and Chic's "I Want Vour Love" (it would have been better left

undone)^^jj^ral originals, and lots of blues. Despite all the
hoopla createtf by the large backup group and by Charles' five
female backup singers, the most entertaining numbers were the
simplest ones in which he just let his voice do the talking*

"Georgia on My Mind, " clearly a crowd favorite, was sung
with Charles' distinctive vocal combination of gruff power and
gut-wrenching bluesiness. This, however, hardly prepared the
audience for his even more moving version of "Come Rain or
Come Shine," recorded once with not half so much feeling by
Barbra Streisand. On the following number, a quick blues,
Charles demonstrated his vocal virtuosity by trading off riffs
\vith the guitar. He really connected with women in thfe au-
dience on "Darling, Do I Ever Cross Your Mind?," a slow, gos-
pel sort of blues. Since th^ was the second show of the evening,
he chose not to do an encore. The audience loved him anvway.
Etta James, the women who had belted out "When The

Saints Go Marphing KT at the opening ceremonies for the
Olympics earlier in thfe day, performed an exciting opening act
of rock/R&B. Supported by a seven-piece band, she showed that
she deserves greater recognition. Although several songs sounded
too much alike, her version of "Sunday Kind of Love," sung as
Billie Holiday was magnificent.

OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL

Ray Charles: still going strong

By Marc Weinberg. Staff Writer

Singers are a varied lot. Some become
famous due to their talents — these are the
Ella Fitzgeralds, whose vocal skills dazzle au-
diences. Others, like Olivia Newton-John,
earn fame not from their voices, but because
of their looks. Recording artists like Neil Dia-
mond and Barry Manilow have achieved suc-
cess through their songwriting skills. Then
there are those who make it through sex ap-
peal .

Such is the case of Spanish sensation Julio
Iglesias, who is currently setting the house
record at Universal Amphitheatre with ten

consecutive sold out shows (tickets for which
are priced between $20 and $30 — as much as
the Jacksons). He is a slightly above average
pop balladeer with reedy vocals and an uncer-
tain command of English, but the largely
female crowd at Monday night's performance
didn't se^m to mind. It was a shriek and
scream show.

Iglesias is something of an overnight sensa-
tion here in the states. Though he has per-
formed overseas since 1968 (he sings in five
different languages), he has yet to release an
album in America (an oversight to be cor-

Continued on Page 17

Nikolais Dancers: high-tech with little effect
By Jennifer Kim

Nikolais Danc^ Theater performs "The Mechanical Organ

— Nikolais evenings tend to be very electronic, much of the
music coming from the old guard of synth composers. These
evenmgs also appeal to the teeming masses, fairly uninformed
tolks who enjoy their own preconceptions of modern dance- first
timers to a modern dance concert are rarely surprised at a
Nikolais concert. Nikolais' abstract props, colors, bodies, andbormg little blips and bleeps seem to embody the popular view
ot modern dance.

T^fi
^^{l-if^/ormed modern dance cbntingent do not, as a

rule, like Nikolais very much.
Tensile Involvement is historical Nikolais, a short work thatwas a landmark achievement when it premiered in the 1950s

1 he dancers nrianipulate a rainbow of long, slender bands thattorm diagonal and horizontal planes across the stage- eerie
shapes are created, the dancers becoming tangled momentarily
in the bands, freezing when a soloist emerges, then running offonly to reappear a bit later. The stage quivers with the strain-,
ing dancers and props, true to the dance's name

Another brief piece as well as a lo^al premiere. Video Game-
does not deserve to live onwards in anyone's modern dance ar-chives save adolescents who don't know the difference betweenmodern dance and classical music anyway. All this work in-
volves are blacklit unitards sewn with glowing, fluorescent
rron-hke squar^ and hexagons and what-not-gons. Might havemade a nice fashion show once, but no more The music, toowas a worthless electronic mix. of video game noises and notes!

I .^'^f V^"u^ *^^ audience at the^ginning, however,when the blacklights turned ^ before curtain, turning all ofour clothes fluorescent purple - but the novelty soon proved
quite yawn-fetching. > t' ^^ ^

Liturgies, a seven-part work, is perhaps every Dungeons andDragons fantasy rol ed into one, with wizards and sor^rers andceleBrants dancing in one after the othet. Dancers may be Zn ^

hanging upside-down on racks, creeping around in silver fun-

rki'^ur^.f?!""!"?,^/''^"'^
suspended on long leashes attached toth9 theater's eeiling. This laj>t manuever, incidently, gave its

Continued on Page 18

Iglesias
Continued from Page 16
rected in the next two weeks). In-
deed, he has only performed here for
one year, because, he admits, -he was
frightened of the difficult American
market. He claims that many of his
friends tried and failed here.
What distinguishes Iglesias from his

peers, however, is his subdued sen-
suality. Unlike Tom Jones, who liter-

ally reeks of sex, Iglesias downplays
his charm. He doesn't shake his fanny
all over the place; rather, he behaves
like a traditional crooner — he's sort
of the nice boy next door.

Unfortunately, this approach is not
endearing in all respects of his con-
cert. Standing rooted to one spot for
long periods, he appears a bit rigid

and uncomfortable on stage. The
show }s imaginatively produced —
with video screens popping into view
and a 22 piece band backing him up
— but this works both for and against
him. While sometimes the support
complements his performance, on
other 6ccasions, he seems dwarfed,

—particularly when he asks one of his"

three female backup singers to sing a
duet with him (they all have more
range than he).

Though Iglesias sang^ several songs
in English including "To All The Girls

I've Loved Before", he is a far better

^Vocalist in his native Spariish.rAs he is

.still unsure of our language, his per-

formance on classic ballads like *^As

Time Goes By" was timid.

Nevertheless, Iglesias cojnes off as a
sincere vocalist lacking the pretensions
and well-worn show business glitz of
seasoned American balladeers. It is

this refreshing vulnerability which
distinguishes his concerts and endears
him to audiences. If he could only
exhibit a little more ease on stage and
become more familiar with English,
he might have a lasting career here.

mmmmmti

RECORDS

An New Order of Zany singles
By Rodrigo Flores

New Order: Thieves Like Us;
Rough Trade. The joke is wearing
thin, but it seems this band insists

on upsetting its most devoted fans.
Their latest is a sorry excuse for
Human League syntho-riff ("Don't
you want me baby," no we don't)
which goes anc^ further expounds
the argument that this band should
give up its attempts at mass
marketing dance-oriented music in
favor of good depressing riffs you
can dance to if you want to. The
flipside is a lot better even if it

sounds vaguely like "Leave Me
Alone," which as you know sound-—ed like "Ceremony" anyway. The
guitars and bass songs sound much
better than the Dance Craze stuff.
The faithful will have to wait; this
is one confused band right now.
Echo and the Bunnymen: Silver;

Korova. OK, so we did the Bun-
nymen already, jj^t singles are a bit
different; for oiinhing, they have
B-sides. Wow. What a discovery,
you say. But for the truly faithful
this represents a heartbreaking
choice, namely "do I spend 4.98 for

^two songs, one "of which might
suck?" Truly hard choices for the
budget minded, but c'est la vie. In
this case the flip is called "Angels
and Devils," and it goes back to a
rougher Bunnymen of yesteryear,
with simple chord progressions (G-
F) and a quiet melody. This is one
of those cases where the flipside is

better than the official hit, which is

too syrupy and embellished for this
reviewers taste. There's also an ex-
tended mix of "Silver." Ho hum.
Zany Guys: Party Hits, Vol II;

Placebo. Arizona seems to have a
lot of good bands these days. Meaty
McPuppets aside. For one thing the
Zany Guys' (reviewed a while back
on This is Phdenix Not the Circle
Jerks compilation) four song EP is

among those seven inchers that
make you go "Oh yeah, I knew a
bunch of guys like that once." The
music is Hardcore Cabaret Metal,
not really any style in particular,
but rather anything that falls in the
spirit of zanyness, a good laugh,
and a few brews. Songs about lone-
ly paperboys in the rain, who can
only make it with a whore. Or a
funny putdown of country trendies.
Or anything else that is real and
Main Street America, with all its

zanyness and perversity is here. Fun
music for unpretentious people,
kind of like drinking beer at the
beach or barbequeing with friends.
The Mighty Sphincter: The

Mighty Sphincter; Placebo. Hm-
mmm, don't quite know about
these guys, they try to be funny,
they even succeed^ but their ap-
proach sometimes is so normal in
their weirdness that it gets boring.
They don't break new ground
(metal-punk for hardcore people)
and they don't do anything that is

impressive musically either. They
do wear funny costumes and they
have so-called "funny" songs, like
"Fag Bars,'* which means either
they spend a lot of time in them

,

or they are writing about stuff they
don't know about. The promo sheet
says they are all Gods in this band.
Pretty funny, no?

Painted Willie: Ragged Army /

Paper Tiger; Spinhead. Remember
Sin 34? Well Painted Willie is the

bastard son out of the ashes. A
..three piece ensemble to rock the
slightly disturbed among you. This
is hardcore? Out of a dead end
wallops fresh sounds with the rock
arrangement of a Hfe time — bass,
guitars, drums, and vocals.
Then the weirdness starts and

you ask, is this hardcore? Is this
punk? And then you shall beam
and smile —

- there's hope, there's
brightness. This is an obnoxiously
enjoyable three song EP, from one
of this reviewer's favorite local
bands. Take it not lightly.

Echo and the Bunnymen: Life at
Brian's; Korova. Taken from a
British TV special called Life at
Brian's, this new 12 inch by Echo
and the Bunnymen is endearing to
say the least. All the songs have
been previously released with the
exception of "All You Need is

Love," a cover. What makes thfe

.songs here so endearing is the calm
and relaxed way they are done, no
fancy studio frills here, just the
songs being played by a band at
play. For once, the music is not
lush and hei'oic, but simple and
tense, proving that Echo and the
Bunnymen are a band that doesn't
need a studio to be great. Vou'll
And here "Seven Seas," same as the
albu^i; "The KiUing Moon. " done
without effects, as though they just
stuck a microphone in the middle of
the room; the extremely trippy
"Viliers Terrace," from older and
weirder days, and the very
beautiful "Stars are Stars," with its

renaissance feel and wide eyed
mood. Not for the uninitiated, but
if you own one or more Bunnymen
albums, go for it.

Welcome Olympic Vlsltorslll
Come visit us for the Westsides best Thai Food. Lunch/Dinner

Specialties include: Thai Salad • Satay Beef • Pad Thai Sunday from 5 p.m.
Curries • Shrimp Pancakes (2 blocks w. of 405 fwy.)

1 1500 PICO BLVD. WEST LOS ANGELES - 477-5118

(Hhe binder loxi
Est

EO KOCPIN
1928
SR . PROP

"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 1 1-4

-4-

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPA IRING

RELAX- Switch
to a pip*'

A trua (Mpa tmoktr
does not inhale

Come in lor our frM
iniUMCtior>
brochure

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVO^rr: SANTA MONICA
828-4511 •828-4512

Drs. Kumtner & Kummer
A PKOFLSSIONAL OPTOMi: p^IC CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & LQmb

Soft Lenses

'Change the color of your
eyes** soft lenses

159

y-**'*/ / '

'» X"

Sleep-in soft lenses/
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

-.">

I

"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness . .

."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches.

NOW FEATURING PASTA SALADS.

1

<^Q\\ ahead to order your food to gor

159
$24.9'

Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses ^•^^
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training, & •

follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-

cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DEUVERY SERVICE!

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531
I

I

L

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
In the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Bh;d.
('/2 blk. south of Pico)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wilshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Fuil Bar 829-7629

—

» ;
^^

;^v^^

Visa, MasterCard. Expires 8/:i5/»4 with this ad.j
I

Enc ino : M6AA Ventura (noar Wh ite Oa lc) 986-^

c,-^

'is^-^.
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(213)828-8637M.Rashti,MD (213)826

General Practice

• Check-Gp
• Physical Therapy, X-Ray, Lab
• Food and Chemical Allergy Tests

House Calls Available to
Your Residence or Hotel

Yale Wilshire Medical Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Corner Yale & Wilshire

GO ON A SPREE
4^
FOR $398

Ideal fof commuting to

and Irom work or

school Easy to nde

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 4««-71»1

Final Phase—Pieces Reduced

«^

LA. looks better than ever...from

I hi' Iflvusure. /jrestij^v upui security ujhij^h rise

liviHfi in the heart hf Viestu'iKnl Vill(4}>e are unit'

li'ithiti reach itfili^i ritHinatiti}^. luilue

mincted huycvK. — "-

• llofiieowner's Association fee from
only $130 per month*

• J t h(mr (i<Ktnnun, lalet fnirk'ini^ sen ice

• /'(tNontnttc city t'ieics

• Sn'ituniifi}^ (HHil—sfHt

• \%'alkinv distancefn

m

i West

w

tnut
I 'illd^e s leading slxt/js restaurants,
theatres and (/CI.A campus

I & 2 Redrt^nns, 2 Bedn>oms ^
Unti'rtammeftt A reet fmnt

$160,000 to $435,000
Sales center ami matlets (tpen ttaity

lO a m. In 5pm

969 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles, (AJJOOJ^ (J/^) SJi 045^

Nikolais Dance—

—

Continued from Page 16

dancer (Jung Auyang) the effect of gliding about on the floor in

an almost magical way. But what Auyang did had nothing to

do with what the company did in 'Celebrants' or the trio of

females did in 'Carillon'. This large work, while fluid and
mesmerizing at best, was more a string of short studies that

would have fared better with some sort of thematic tag.

The Mechanical Organ was the only work, with the possible

exception of Tensile Involvement, that tried to be a serious

modern dance piece. Also segmented, it did not fare well as an
attempt to present a cohesive group of dances. Concerned with
being cute, and using reflecting metal benches (representing the

awful synth music, apparently), the dance gave some idea of

who its better though less than outstanding dancers were as

Nikolais pumped it with demanding choreography. Joy Hintz'

solo 'Obsession with Circles' stood out as the best performance,
her technique and showmanship being outstanding -^ but
otherwise Organ was a trivial attempt at dance, the
choreographer having only created difficult choreography
without doing anything with it. '

•^'

All you need in this life is

ignorance and confidence, and
then Success is sure.

— Mark Twain, 1887

LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
ON XEROX COPIES

Sti salcsperstin lor dtrlails om f iituitcinK and lloinet>« lu r s \ss.k iat ion Pri«.t s t f It cl i% t dale ol puhlii aiionsuhitct u> prior sail on or alur dradlint- Saks oiiurrioK subsi qui ni lo this dau max nsiili in una%ailal>iliix ol
an> or all pri«.f U\ t-K

per copy

.

with

minimum

per copy
no
minimum

Uj ^

Ly "-J

Uj ^
U.

COPYLAND, INC.
11717 W. Pico Blvd.

W.LA, CA 90064
479-3957

Open M-F 8:30-7:30

Sat: 11:00-6:00

2918 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA
453-1867

Open M-F 8:30-6:00

Sat: 11:00-5:00

m

/-\ classified
CLASSIPIfD INFORMATION

' 1 5 words or leu
• 1 day, 15 words or less S3 30
I tcx;h odditiorxil word per day 22<
I 5 days, 15 words or less „ $12.00
f (corisecutlve orxl norvrefurtdoble)
I
Each additioPKal word 80C

I
Deadline

-ClGM^iner—
1 worjdrxj day In advorrce by 3pm

Gloss C)isp)lay,

2 worklr»a days In advarK:e by 4pm
Ofiftce Location 112KH

INSUHAiMv^t War! Will beat anyone s
prices, or don't want your business
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Requdst "Bruiri Program"

{ 880-4407/880-436W-

Wouri : »o.m. >e 4p.m. Wen-
• day mrough Friday •25-2221

• The marKigement reserves the right to
^ change, reclassify, revise, or reject
^ any classified advertisement not
A meeting the standards of tt>e DallyZ Iruln.

^ The ASUCLA Communications Board tully

T supports the University of Calitornla's

J policy on rK>n-discrlminotion No rT>edl-
• um shall accept advertisements which• present persons of any given ancestry,
• color, rxitibnal origin, race, religion, sex• or sexual orientation in a derr>eaning
• way, or Imply that they are limited to
• certain positions, capacities roles or
9 status In society. Neither the Daily BruIn

nor tt>e ASUCLA Communications Board
has investigated any of tt>e services

A advertised or advertisers represented In

^ this issue Any person believlr>g that an
T advertisement in this issue violates the

J Board s policy on nondiscrimination
• stated herein should comrriunlcate
• complaints In writing to the Busir^ess
• Manager, Daily Bruin, 308 Westwood
• Plaza. Los Angeles. CA. 90024 For
• assistance with housing discrlmlrxjtion

• problems, coll UCLA Housing Office,

• 825-4491, or Westslde Fair , Housing,
m 652- 1692

GOOD DEALS
BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
ia;iaMi'MtM»fi ^

FREE 8-A

model for hair cut and blow-dry

Soonie Salon. Beverly-Hills.

NEED
Bruno and
Call Kozo or Michael

PERSONAL 10-A
ACTOR Development VV'prkshop Beginn-
ing and Intermediate; Monday and Wed-
nesday evenings 7-1 1pm Teaching staff

over 39 years professional acting experi-

ence For information and interview, call

(818)763-2028 ext 461. Classes begin
Aug. 6. Free Orientation Seminar Aug. 1

.

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-6158.

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pre— (LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology—
services

special discount for
students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

Computer Fourtran programming help
needed to work on special program. 820-
_.7433. Sam _

COPY machine operator. Good pay with

experience- xerox 90uo. Kodak. Full-time

or part-time Apply at 10349 West Olympic
Blvd or call David 552-0942/ 655-7880.

DCLIVERV Duvei -Usn uw ti van uf c luaed how—pl us commi ss ion

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED.

SERVICES

HalUEH .21-B

12-A

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DUCATION SERVICES.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Meetings.
1210-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
V/ednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

SPORTS TICKETS

FOR SALE
ASSORTED Olympic tickets for sale.

Track/Water Polo/Gymnastics finals. Great
Seats Jim, day;206-0903 1-3PM.
eve 208-5481

GOOD DEALS
SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
rades discount. Call Boord Insurance.^ 1 (H)gg4

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381.

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8583.

WOMEN with endometriosis who de&jre^to.

participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis. This
includes women who have never beert

treated and those who have failed the
'. indard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED.
BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-

yironrhent with established, fast-growing

company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place

^Eaturina HiCacli <^tuu

Perms, Jeri Curls,

Press & Curls

& Manicure
$5.00 discount with this

coupon '

10% off all black

_^ products

£1

5
I

this week
BlUE N' GOID HAIR CXSIGN
1090e leConfe Wwtwood

(0» entrof>c« to UCLA)
2OS-5063

Aali for VIckl

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED 30-A

truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.
$1400/month. 22V2lbs/mile with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree. GPA
3.5plus. good SAT scores. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working peopl6 were the best place
around 213-827-5000.

GENERAL OFFICE -Intelligent: friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA .degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises, Blue
Cross medicilftop dental For bright,
hard-working people were the best place

' around. 213-827-5000.

GREAT AUGUST 20th-31st JOB! Youth
leaders for Sierra camp-out near Yosemite.
Must be minimum age 21 Experienced w/
youth, camping. & with local references.
$200/week. 472-3349. after 4:30pm only .

.INVESTMENT COr phone reprosentat iye .

-Part-time 12-20 hours/week. Make appt.
for our brokers from furnished leads. $5/
hour plus commission. Make up to $900/
month. Mid-Witehire office. 213-384-9300.

MENTAL Health Research Survey needs
part-time and full-time summer help. Code
wnd clean interviews. Computer experi-
-'enpe not necessary Must be very detail
oriented and able to work independently.
Math aptitude helpful. Work study students
preferred. Please call Rolfenne at 206-
8078.

EMPLOYMENT

NOW is the time to defeat Reagan and
stop the arms race. SANE, the nation's

largest peace organization, Is currently hir-~

ing for its community outreach program.
—Summef^ afvd

—

y^etf—retm^

—

po si t ion s
available. Call 39' -3074.

PART-TIME Fresh Flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personaliW. $4.00/

We iMwood/
Downtown location. 489-1660.

around. 213-827-5000
peo
1271

\ Customer service. Santa Monica based
computer software Corporation has two
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator The ideal can-
didates should have; good communication
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision. For more information contact
Mary in^ recruitment at 4fiO.P4P4 ftvtAnainn

373.

MOTHER'S helper part-time. 1 infant.
Light cleaning. Experience needed. Call
Mrs. Levine 399-8233.

NEED someone to clean apartment one
day/week, preferrably on Saturday Call
208-0140.

Needed Frr 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-
V ifift Prr 4PM.9PM

, Wareheuoo. AiHrelghl
Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

Part-time medical receptionist wanted. No
experience necessary. Call Dr. Oilman
826-4591

.

""
•

RELIABLE Secretary for Real Estate of-

fice. Great Potential. Call 208-4100

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm,
BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE
scores required. Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in

MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

SHARP, versatile, part-time person needed
for West LA firm to assist with bookkeep-
ing, general office, and light typing. 3
days/week: flexible. Call (213)478-2524

.

SPERM Donors Needed. Caucasian,
brown -bair-bfown «yes. and/or brown
hair-blue -eyes. Call F.OvE. Medical
Chnic. -820-3723. 820-0377.

Valet parkers $5.00 an hour. Prime Marina
Del Rey restaurant. Call M-F. 9-3
r? 13)723-8459

"08 OPPORTUNITIES 32-D
AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per
week of your time may result in a growing
income. The hoursare flexible. If you have
some time available and would like to

develop a second income and be in

business for yourself...phone now for inter-

view: 213/450-8874.

AU Pair for one child. Must be non-
smoker, love kids. $60.00/week plus room
and board-707- 1587.

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
y a n e ems in uuuo r iu ni ty.

—458-
2937.
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INSURANCE 9MBTYPING. 100-lHAUTOS FOR LEASE 111-

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Friday 3prT>-6pm
Call Paula. 273-0904.

Female. Private entrance, share bath, no
smoking. Close to UCLA $325 472-8775.
Female Beautiful, private furnished room
$180. Utilities paid. Need light, babysitting
Close to UCLA 475-9041.

Furnished room and bath for quiet female
preferred l-mile from UCLA. Post grad
student preferred. Light kitchen privileges.
475-6156.

^^^^^^

Tell them you saw it in the
DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS.
n^i^umtLLimn LL..i......t„, ..J

.^M^^-
NSCTRANCE BROKERAGE

WHYEWTMORE...

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIDE

ROOM FOR RENT.
,.41-E

.64-F

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

FEMALE own room-bath, kitchen
priviledges. 12.blocks beach, 10 minute
bus to UCLA. $275/month including
utilities. From 8-1 5-84. 395-6255.

For Auto/Motorcyles
No Insurance/Cancelled
502's

Multiple Tickets/
Accidents

Suspended License
Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVlVALtJ

f

HOUSING
^PTS. FURNISHED. .50-F

ROOMMATES 65-F
MOVERS 94-1

COMPLETELY furnished condo tor rent
summer school. 1-bed, 1-bath. Playa del

Rey. Pool, security Wdg. parking. $700/
month plus deposit. 822-4286.

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt. $400.00 to

$1200.00 month. 633 Gayley Ave. #^
I tel (213)208-5920.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms, 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets 474-2260. —

FEMALE preferred Clean, quiet house
with garden, safe neighborhood. Mar Vista.
$325/month. Toni. 930- 1 3 1 3/39 1 -8887.

MALE, senior or grad " Student, share
Brentwood apartment. $410, own room
and bath. Tim 479-2929.

Roommate needed 2-bedrm. 1-bath. Secu-
rity, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from
beach. $350/month. (213)827-5309 7pm-
11pm.

JERRYS Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers Free estimates Experience and
reliable. Jerry 213-31 1-5657

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Ctieap
Careful & Complete

397-8697Anytlnrie

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditioning, parking,
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM fy^onday through

Sunday
824-0836

o • Photos and ref's on all clients
o • 1 3 yrs of repeat clients

20% Discount to students and staff with ad

,

2444 Wilshir« Blvd
Monica. 453-1861
CCOOCOOOO&&!

Santa

.66-FSUBLET.
OLYMPIC Visitors: 2-bedroom, 2-3 weeks,
1 -block to UCLA & Village $135/day.
213-824-3442.

SERVICES OFFERED.
D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc
jockey service (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates.

P.O. Boxes from $6 00/month Notary
Village Business Center. 1093 Broxton
Ave. Suite 210 208-7947.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS, MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS. BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS 473-4193

CONDOS FOR SALE, .67-F

PROFESSIONAL Writing Assistance. All

manuscripts word processing. Or join ESL
conversation and writing workshoo 392-
8842. '

APIS. UNFURNISHED. .52 F

LARGE studio, small room for bed. sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-

cluded $550/month. Walking distance to
UCLA. 276-1446.

Westwood Village. $750. Large 1 -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

'

Westwood Village $1200 Large 2-

bedroom, 2-bath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated, pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex.

Resident manager needed for small, 3 unit

complex. Stove, refrigerator, utilities uv
eluded Close to UCLA $370/month. M-F
462-2164.

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming' 2-bedrooms
$210.000. 276-6536.(408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. T-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244.POO 276-6536, (408)625-0212

AT WESTWOOD

VACATION RENTALS. 53F
A GUEST House. Furnished Culver City

single, w/ kitchen, bath. $65/day, $400 per
week. (2 1 3)839-9152.

TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 per
week. (505)776-8648.

Walk to UCLA. Daily rental private room,
private bath, kitchen, $1 5-day. 633 Gayley
Ave. tekP 1:^)208-5920.

PTS. TO SHARE 54-F

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath Fox Hills apt. with UCLA senior.

Pool, tennis, security-parking. $397.50.
410-9182.

WLA 2bed-2ba, share with responsible,

clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities,

furn., pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-
5947.

1-2 Females. Share 2-bedroom apt. Start

August 15. Walk to UCLA. $225-person
%A GO-own room . 208-39 18.

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance, all

riianuscrtpts. word processing. Or join ESL
conversation and writing workshop. 392-
8842.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. AH aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential

11322ldaho Ave , #206, WLA 477-8226.

24 HOUR CHIDCAi?E
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving. regul6r
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
Excellent refererjces

HAPPY DAYCAI?£ CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829-4908

UTORING OFFERED. .981

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." Guaran-

teed results. Nationally recognized.

Multiplication. Division, Addition. Subtrac-

tion , Phonics, Spell ing, Readir

prehension. 208-4063-Margaret.

HOUSE FOR SALE
ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA, $139,950

"2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950. Great

WLA kx;atkm, l»4orth of Olympic, fixer. 3
plus 1.$ 189.000. Please contact George
Christopoulos

. agent for Jon Douglas.

822-2460.478-9741.

SO much for the money! 3 plus loft plus 2

in Culver City. Bright, top floor condo with

vaulted ceiling. Many amenities including

security, pools, childcare and much more.

$11 0,000-$ 119.000. Sheri. Fred .Sands

Realtors, nights: 839-5660; days: 391-

6721.

SPANISH-/Hi-tech. House/stu^Jio. architec-

turally inspired by Schindler and others.

2-bedrm/2-bath plus studio. Japanese
soaking tub. backyard and extras.

$92,000. 932-3307. _«^wj

VISITING Faculty on Sabbatical at Rand/

UCLA wants 3-bedroom house, apt., or

rnndo in WLA or Santa Mon ica area Sflpt

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room,. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUt
6 BLOCKS FROM- , '

WESTWOOD VILLAGE
21V477-2476

A
Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to make some extra

money for our trip

this summer!!

i -^

TENNIS 80-G

MAKING.a comeback? Or just starting out.

I have the expertise and enthusiasm to

resurrect your game. Private court. Tony,

470-3006.

INSURANCE
CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's

prices or don't want your business!

Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts. Request 'Bruin Program".

880-4407/880-4361.

l^^

(S(5)9«I7

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVING

1-June 30. 1985. Call Diane or Bruce

(602)299-0654.

Call us for lowest rate available Complete-

ly equipped.
392-1108.

experienced. Call anytime.

ACCURATE typist/transcnber. WLA Low
rates Rushes welcome. Marian "39 1-3622,
7 days >. .

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing. Xerox 860 Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbie 390-2207.

GENERAL typing IBM Selectric. fast, ac-
curate $1 50-per page Evenings and
weeliends 478-8676. days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed, Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy correctigns
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

RELIABLE sen/ice Walking distance cam-
pus. MA./15 years typing experience
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388.276-947

1

Xonee'A
One Dac4 7*4pmq

COAST-TO-COAST car rental and leasing
1735 N. Cahuenga Blvd

, Los Angeles
• Ca. 90028 f2l 3)464-4705 Low rates! *

'

AUTOS FOR SALE.
PORSCHE, '67 911 5-speed, a.r. one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine.
white exterior Call 859-7095

Toyota '79 Liftback Deluxe. Automatic. Air.

AM/FM Cassette. 59.000 mites, oxceftent
$2790 477-4695.

1977 Toyota Corolla 2-door lift-back, good
tires, automatic, air. 1 owner, good care
$2.100 472-6788

1978 Camaro Z28 Yellow 55,700mi 1979
Monte Carlo. Black 90.000mi Both ex-
cellent condition $3500 each, 213-838-
^419.

1981 Plymouth Reliant. Must sacrifice!
Sharp Runs well $2895/obo PP Day or
eve 996-3147

'73 VW Westfalia Camper Rebuilt engine,
new clutch-paint job. air $3400 Original
owner (21 3)398-7000

and Word l*racmmmlmg
25% Student Discount

Diuefiatkxu ThMM. RMumm Apptico-
flofu. »cnpti, tagoi. jtotuficaJ. fcquo-
•wn». kmouogm many fYpestytei
RUSH TYPING WHILE YOU WAITl
Sp^UfxTtdlflno Rye^jn Sfudeni Help.
MtnufM from carnput m WLA

Sp*ctal: l«p«Mtlv* M»*r« $M
398 04f55

t

MISCELLANEOUS

LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio Call for appoint
ment 393-8848

39^3385

' 9 W '

1 II m T L LI H S ^ ^ ^L L L L » » 1 » ^ L H 1 1 i> * ^ 1^

Methods oj Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your M#istercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4

Classiiied: 825-2221, 825-2222.
^LLLS^^^^^^ -*-'^'^^-'

FOR RENT.

.L^ \l,\\\Ll^\\^^^.i.^.^^mmm ^. ^^^^ mm^ml2 -•

1011

Refrigerator Rentals
for dorms sofonfies fraternities

& Co ops
OptiorKil si/es

tor tree delivery
Call Polar Leasing
390 8647 anytime

We rent new T V s & microwaves too'

SJEREOSlJyS/RADIOS 131-1

Panasonic 5' B-W TV. AM-FM radio,

cassette Electric or battery. $tOOobo
2Qfl:4flflfi.

:

RAVEL
RAVEL 105-J
DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-
$200.00 roundtrip. Chicago--$250.00
roundtrip. Call Diane. 213-671-8686.

Please Note,*

The Bruin is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

Why let people fish around?

Let them know what you've got!

J)

\)

/

*A\«I

"Catch^us at 825-2221
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MEET THE
ATHLETES
They're here!! Thousands of athletes - from Algeria to

Zimbabwe - are staying at UCLAs Olympic Village

When they aren't training for the Games, they're out

exploring our Central Plaza area and mingling with the

crowds. Keep your eyes open, and you're bound to

meet an Olympic competitor!

^HYMPIGS
iSP .

WxHERE?
UCLA's Olympic activity centers on the
campus* Central Plaza, located at the end of
Westwood Boulevard where the street
becomes a pedestrian mall.

The easiest way to travel to UCLA is to
use the RTD, Santa Monica, or Culver City
buses. AU offer direct service to UCLA. If

you can't ride a bus, the best days to visit

UCLA are early on August 2 through 5;
~ "Olympic competition on campus diDes not
begin until 5:30 pm during this period, and a
limited amount ofparidngis available.

You'll see lots o\ people wearing vests, shirts, and hats covered with colorful enamel pins. These
pin traders are busy exchanging Olympic pins representing different countries, events, and loca-

tions. Americans discovered this favorite European pastime in Sarajevo, and you'll see athletes,

students, visitors and Olympic staffers building their collections in our Central Plaza. If you want
to join in, all you have to do is buy a few pins for yourself and wear them on your shirt. Watch for

someone wearing different pins, propose a trade, and see your collection grow! _ _

-^w^
£ £F — R___

^-JM Al N ST A
ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz musicians. Mimes, Magicians, Dance
Troupes and more app>ear on our Malnstage
across from Olympic Village "City Hall." You
n^yex know what you'll findll Free entertain-
ment \z scheduled from 10 am to 10 pm every
6di^. R^\Bx ^n^ enjoy the festive atmosphere. It's

a areat way to meet foreign visitors and-

There are plenty of restaurants
on campus offering everything
thjm ptJtza fo icecream! RighT
across from the Olympic Village
City Hall is Ackerman Union.- - - '

'

7jj^
Treehouse, for Asian
specialties, pasta, grilled sand-
wiches, subs, or a salad bar.
The Cooperage on A-LeveL
Ackerman features Mexican
food and made-to-order pizza.
Our own Baskin Robbins ice

cream parlor is located in the
Kerckhoff Coffee House, next
door to Ackerman. Wine and
beer plus nachos and other food
can be found at the Hungry
Tiger Cantina overlooking the
Mainstage. Or. you can munch
popcorn. Mrs. Fields coookies
and other treats on the Plaza!

A huge assortment of UCLA and

Ofympic souvenirs^posteivboolcSr^

and magazines can be found in ttie

UCLA boolcstore located in the Cen-

tral Plaza. We have an especially

large collection of souvenir t-shirts,

and our sportswear departments

carry brand names lilce Levi, Nilce

and Asics Tiger. Talce advantage of

our regular low prices and picic up a

memento of the '84 Games!

attiletesi

'aipTh€seCo
,^nsforExtraSav|r^

^"^^^^o^^ I

"^r-,

o»v oo' ; co^:„.o

.^''
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PHOTOS

^gV;/9'^^^
"^^

'
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COx(^ \oC
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xOV
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* ' T-' 1 OptB 7 days a wftk

Tak« a pictura ol th« fantastic lacad«
of th« Olympic ViUag« City Halll

You don't ••n n««d a camera —
w^ll loon you ono froo wli«n you

' buy Kodak film.

A8U0LA STUDSnS* 8T0U • 808 Wtstwoo4 PUia
iM A«|iiM^ OA 900a4 • (818) OiO-TTH—
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UCLA

Review: mo is Buckaroo Banzai? Is he a
Japaneses cowboy? Is he a neurosurgeon?
Or IS he a rock star? Find out on page 13

University of California. Los Angeles

Visitors Center

presents campus

to int'l guests
By KuelLi *

The UCLA Visitors Center
is conducting special campus
tours in several foreign
languages during the Olympic
period.

Visitors from Argentina,
Taiwan, Germany, Japan,
Hawaii and New York were
among those who toured
UCLA, said Director of
Community Relations Carole
Magnuson.
The tours, which began Ju-

ly 14 and will end Aug. 14,
are specifically for the Olym-
pic period, Magnuson said.

The tours are specifically
for the Olympic period,
Magnuson said. The daily
tours are conducted in
Japanese. Spanish, French
and English. Tours in
Hebrew, Chinese, German
and other languages can
be arranged upon request,
she added.

The daily tours are conducted I
in Japanese, Spanish, French |
and English. Tours in
Hebrew, Chinese, German
and other languages can be
arranged upon request, she
added.

Volunteer tour guides and
student employees lead the
tours around the campus.
The majority of the guides are
UCLA alumni or parents of
students, said Domestic Tours
Director Jean Ford Schilling.

-Student guide Teannett^^

^Thursday. August 2. 1984
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THE BEST PLACE IN UNE — This youngster has his parents in training
by making them hold his place in the gymnastics line while he relaxes.
Coca-Cola in hand.

Westwood

Community sets
tragedy victims'
By Loel Solomon. City Editor

Westwood Has answered inhumanity with

iZrwr''"""L'"j'*'^^''''^
"f 'F' *«^'^'' auto tragedyJ^bch left one «fead and 54 Inj-Urldnqerchants and corTcerned citizens have established the Westwood Victims

LTfhl? r"* ,"?"""'""> """^ ^''"""^ -ho are unablLTopa> their hospital costs.

One such victim is Rocio Martinez, 3, of Santa Monicawho IS presently m a semi-coma at UCLA Medical CenterAccx)rdmg her father, Marcelc, Martinez, Rocio hasalready undergone one brain operation and is expected to

r^Zii^T ' ? '*? '"'T^'-
A^^hough her condition is im-proving- just a few days ago she cric^l for herJirsl timesince being rendered unconscience in the accident ^

Martinez said his daughter may have t(, spend np to threemore weeics in the hospital.
The ^ost has already reached the $1(),(XK) l^veil Mar-inez estimated, whose family has neither the insurance

unds nor the savings to pay for RcK-io's care. "We're goinir
to need (the fund)," he said.

^ M mj.

,Jh ^""^ .^j" ^ distributed to the needy victims of the
tragedy, said Stewart Tracy, a friend of the Martinez fam-
ily and originator of the program.

^
Although "there are some merchants who want nothing

to do with it (the fund) because it's bad publicity andwould hurt business,** Stewart said the fund has received
favorabJe response from most West^vood merchants.

bhell Starlcman, manager of the Old World Restaurant
said he originaiJy "didnt want the doom and gloom to
stay with us for the two weeks (during the Olympics)/'
but now plans to support the fund.

"So far, the people that we've talked to have been
Continued on Page 7

high school students who
recently toured the campus
were "very enthusiastic" and
"very impressed" with UCLA.
The one-hour walking

tours, which are held daily at
10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. and By Eric Potruch
a;Oa

Soviet Olympic boycott to cast
nosfjadows on intl relations

- St,»Hpnf anid^ l^flnnfff^ Tfto ' ^ *• p/ CHC rocrucR . powers.—j^J^Qfint gu ide J eannett^

—

3;U0 p.m.,—are open to hi- "a» »k» »: r ,.l o rr

^^rV^-J^"! ^!^— -..^'t;a,r^g-; £^angs^freq uently-asked questions V i s tor s r an o btain a Unions Olympic boycott as a aJreaX so^^n^^^such as, "Where are the schedule of tours from the in- nolinW r«L/ fTi-T a . .!: ul^^^^JI'.^}^!^!^?^^ }?^^ *

Kolkowicz added although

^t^\ %\ ^^^^^ are the schedule of tours from the in- political move, UCLA experts

cff. J T „,
formation assistants around say the boycott will have no

Student guide Ion Warner campus or can call the UCLA lasting impact on future rela-
said that a group of Japanese Visitors Center at 206-8147. tions between the super-

__ _ — ^^ ., m-^m^ uv«va«^V4 will

_• .*_ f
^*'"^

.

Soviet the Soviet boycott has im-
mediate political conse-
quences, they will not be long

LAOOC gossip hotline

Rumor Center hears few credible claims
By Kimberly Noel, Staff Writer

Have you heard that Peter Ueberroth has
d6ah#0de-da? Most likely, neither has the
Los Angeles Olympic Organizing Commit-
tee's Rumor Control Center. In fact, the

averaged 100 caDs per day since the open-
ing of the Games, are mostly referring those
calls to other information numbers or
answering the questions themselves.

"We began as an idea originated by the
staff of the Human Relations Commission,"RCC has been receiving far fewer Turnor^T^Hn^^^^^^^^

calls than tl^ev had .ntioLt.A
^artinez exprained. The greaf diversity ofcalls than thfey had anticipated

**M6st of our calls relate to the' Games
^ themselves, they ask questions like 'Can we
bring food into ^he Coliseum?' or 'What
time is the hockey game?' " Division Chief
Lionel Martinez said. He added that the
organization worked hard to develop com-
munity contacts around the venue sites in
Los Angeles so that rumors could be direct-

L.A.*s population and the likelihood of mass
demonstrations occuring here during the
Games increased the need of an organiza-
tion which could keep the public accurately
informed, he added.

Insuring that accurate information is

readily available to the public reduces ten-
sion during urban disturbances and large

hasn't had a significant impact
one way or the other," Execu-
tive Director of UCLA's
Center for International and
Strategic Affairs William Pot-
ter said.

A SovietConsulate
spokesman, Gennady German,
voiced an opinion similar to
Potter's. Reiterating the Soviet
position that the Los Angeles
'Olympic Organizing Commit-
tee's rejection of certain Soviet
conditions led to their "inabili-

ty to attend," he said the deci-
sion was not politically

_jnotivated.
"We feel these (th^

lasting. "The Olympics will be
over soon," he said, "and the
scar of the boycott will soon
disappear."
The real attention

,

Kolkowicz explained, should
be focused rather on getting
past the increasingly hard-line
rhetoric that pours forth from
both countries. "Relations are
getting worslgf because we
have a President committed to
an anti-Soviet stance," he
said, calling Reagan's policy
toward the Soviet Union "Con-
frontational.

"

"The bottom line," he said,
"is both nations know that

ly addressed, and accurate responses could ,

Public events such as the Olympics, where
rvA ^^<««..-.L'l. . f,.-..—-....! ^i.~J I mace rtr\rtffcinr> ir- .rx..-...^^...^^^.. XM .* • tbe quickly formulated.
But the 20 operators, who hail from the

Suicide Prevention Center, along with- the
140 community contacts who are either
formally or informally considered leaders in
their respective %reas, aren't fielding any
nimnri; ? ^___

mass confusion is common, Martinez said.

Additionally, Miami officials, who
recently dealt with recent racial distur-
bances, enacted a similar information net-
work there and suggested it to Los Angeles
officials as an aid during the Olympics.

boycott and relations in they can't cross a certain line
general) are two different —a point of ho return, " sug-
areas,"hesaid. gesting that Reagan's rhetori-

But according to Potter, the cal stance mav have con-
decision was probably tributed to the Soviet decision
motivated by America's not to participate.

Those "in the know" people, who have
Although there have boon no major i|ici-

Continiied on Page 7

boycott of the Moscow Games
in 1980 and the Soviet desire
to embarrass President Reagan
in an election year. "Soviet ac-
tions are not geared to assist

Reagan in getting re-elected,"
he said.

"Everything is political in

the Soviet Union, so it's not
surprising that they used the
hn

"Reagan's rhetoric is very
offensive to the Soviets,*'
Kolkowicz said. "They've
spent a long time trying to
make themselves a super-
power, and in his rhetoric,
Reagan treats them as a
second-rate power,"
Domestic politics in the

Soviet Union have also played
yrntt politic ally ,

" UCLA a largo role in the dc^isitmr
Political Scfence Professor "There is weak leadership in
Roman Kolkowicz asserted. ' Continued on Page 6
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Hijacked Air France jet lands in Tehran
NICOSIA, Cyprus — A hijacked

Air France jetliner with 63 people
aboard landed early Wednesday in

Iran, its fourth stop since Arabic-
speaking hijackers commandeered the
plane and demanded to be flown to

Tehran, an Air France spokesman
said.

Iran's revolutionary Islamic gov-
ernment had said when the Boeing
737 was hijacked Tuesday afternoon—during a flight over Luxembourg that

it would be barred from landing in

Tehran. But the Air France spokesman
in Paris said, "We heard from our sta-

tion staff there (in Tehran) that the

aircraft was on the runway."
An airline spokeswoman said it was

understood that Iranian authorities

were in radio contact with the air-

^ craft, but said Air France had no in-

formation on wljat negotiations might
be taking place.

However, a Tehran tower control
official, contacted by telephone from
Beirut, Lebanon, said the hijackers
made no immediate move to open
negotiations. •

' ^

hearing scheduled for Young's ar-

raignment on one count of murder
and 54 counts of attempted murder.
"He is unable to cooperate with

counsel in assisting me with his

defense," Nameth said.

West Los Angeles Municipal Court
Judge Sherman W. Smith Jr. suspend-

ed the arraignment until Aug. 22, but
prior to that, a competency hearing
will be held in Superior Court, Depu-
ty District Attorney John H. Reid said.

Britain and China prep

for Hong K6nglransf8f~
HONG KONG — Britain and

China next month plan to sign a draft

agreement outlining the terms under
which the busy, commercial British

Xinhua carried a Foreign Ministry

statement confirming Sir Geoffrey

Howe's announcement, which ap-

peared to 'meet Peking's demand for

an accord by September.
Earlier, China's Foreign Minister

Wu Xuequian called Howe's four days

of talks in Peking, which concluded

Tuesday, a "breakthrough."
For 50 years after 1997, the accord

will "provide for the preservation of

all the rights and freedoms which the

people of Hong Kong now enjoy,"

Howe told a news conference in Hong
Kong, where he came after the talks

Tn Peking.
~ "~"

* '^^

Selective Service may

—

have bought name list

PALO ALTO, Calif. -^ Two young

Klomberg, never got any ice cream
from Farrell's Ice Cream Parlour. In-

stead, he got a reminder from the

government that he is required to

register for the draft.

And, in a copyright story Wednes-
day in the Peninsula Times Tribune, a
Selective Service System official con-
ceded the agency may have bought a

list of birthday club members to

bolster its roll of potential, draftees.

Two months ago Johnny got a card
from Selective Service reminding him
he was required to register for the

draft within 30 days of his 18th birth-

dayr
~

For the Record—

—

—-^

colony of Hong Kong will be ttrmed brothers were hopinglo get free treals

over to Peking's Communist gov- when, they signed up an imaginary
ernment in 1997, Britain's foreign boy for the birthday club run by a

secretary announced Wednesday. chain of ice cream parlors.

The official Chinese news agency But the boy they invented, Johnny

In Tuesday's paper, the Bruin incor-
rectly reported that UCLA's --Asian
Coalition is a participating member of"

Survival Day *84. Instead, the Con
cerned Asian Pacific Students for Ac-
tion will b^ involved in Survival Day
'84.

Psychiatric tests ordered

for Westwood suspect
LOS ANGELES — Psychiatric tests

were ordered Wednesday for the
young man charged with murdering a

Teen-a^ girl and attempting to

murder 54 other people by running

them down with a car on a busy
Westwo(xl sidewalk.

"My opinion is that he may be

mentally incompetent," ^aid pj[«rf^ |-

Nameth, the attorney for Daniel TLee

Young, 21, of Inglewood, at a court
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catch the spirit!
come on. take a tumble, get cool.

kick back. ..relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat take the plunge. .
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Joinjheiest ivitiesotour^

HAPPy HOURS
Happy Hour anytime through August 12th.

OLYMPIC SPECIAL
BUDWEISER

A MUG BUD LITE
MICHELOB

.990

the sreat taste

Success Center
Teri Hopwood

Registered Hypnotherapist, (HEC), Director
[;

15 years ;

Complete Professional Service
^

• Relax • Lose Weight ^

• Stop Smoking • And More
;}

Develop Speed, Strength, Skill- All Sports >

Photographic Memory, Speed Reading >

Self Hypnosis !

Student/Senior Citizen Discount !

(818)989-2923 l

CAFE
911 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213)208-0255
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UCLA Extension awarded grant
Money to pay for store chain employee instruction^
By Junko Takase

The Western Association of
Food Chains awarded UCLA
Extension's business and
management department a
$4,000 grant to train WAFC
employees for management
positions in the retail food in-

dustry. ' ^ ,

WAFC, a trade association

of chain food stores,liwarded
the $4,000 grant la.st spring
quarter to Extension's Profes-
sional Designation in the
Management of Retail F(K)d
Markets program, said UCLA
Extension Business and
Management Department
Associate Director Thomas
Badger. He added that the
award is specifically designed

to train WAFC employees for
managerial positions..

The program for tfiFWAFC
employees began in spring
quarter of this year and will
continue in the fall and
winter.

The Professional Designa-
tion in the Management of
Retail Food Markets program

Continued on Page 6

Political savvy

Student grabs nationwide
Young Democrats post
By Paula Fitzgerald

Staff Writer

UCLA student Steven Girsky was elected president of College

f .u^
Democrats of America, the nation-wide college branch

D 1 ,
'^^"^pS^a*'^ Party, after their national convention in

Berkeley, California last month.
The CYDA's national convention was attended by colWes

representing 17 states, in which each college was allowed four
votes and a total of 150 were pa.ssed. Girsky won the nomina-
tion with 88 percent of the vote after a two month campaign ~

A seriior majoring in math/system science and former CYDA
national secretary, Girsky's UCLA involvement includes student
government, the Jewish Student Union and three vears with the
Bruin Democrats..
As president of CYDA, Ciirsky said he plans tu pu rsuFimRtenT

voter registration for the November Presidential election and
address student issues spanning from financial aid to U S
toreign policy.

"Are we living in the Stone Age or the Space Age?" asked
Uirsky making the point that even though the student vote has
declined in recent years, students do "see the problems" with
4^^^^^"*" '^^*-"^^^*^-"*^^^^ and wilL be motivated to vote iof-
the Democratic nominee, Walter Mondale.

Despite a Presidential straw poll taken during UCLA's
undergraduate elections last Mav in which Reagan harlxired 46
percent of tlu' ballots cast, Girskv claimed, 'Reagan is not ^miw
to win with UCLA students."

.

Girsky said the UCLA sludent bodv will not endorse Reagan
because they are aware of how the current administraUon han-
dles social and foreign issues. AVhv hasnt the KRA passed, and
why are we proping up dictators and supporting them with
militarv aid?" he asked.

C^irsky expressed concern over the Reagan Administration op-
ting for military solutions over i>ossible economic and social
alternatives. Citing recent U.S. involvement' in Lebanon and

Continued on Page 7
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CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SI2ZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

r

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food In Westwood Village

1114Gayley (loc«l«d behind National Theatre) 208-9214

INTERNATIONAL COMPETITION
Competition brings out the best in everything whether it be Athletics. Politics, or... Haircuts.
If you've had those other $8 haircuts in town come give us a try. We'll show you whose/ 1.

HairCut $8
Perm and Cut ^25
Call George at -— __

International Coiffures
1 4 1 9 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625

478-4316
Op*n 7 days with chit coupon Good thru 8/ 30/84

HIGHEST QUALITY

rrCONTACT LENSES
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bausch A Lomb • Hydrocunfe • Vistakon • Wesfey Jessen • Syntax • Permalens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

III
COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

EXTENDED WEAR SOF CONTACT
LENSES

UP TO 30 PAYS CONT. WEAR_.

—

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test

• Lens Fitting • Complete

Training • Follow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses

j>Wr;tterLGuarantee""~~

We care for Bru ins

/•''"iff'

imnn'iiMrv ijir MvaiCiil CliriK

$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

Includes Eye
Examination

Five rich, natural-' • Amber
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask • Blue
our eye-care
specialist for a trial * Aqua
fitting free of

charge.

. . and Olympic Visitors.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.
• No appointment needed, no waiting.
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty/
• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics, Sun., Aug. 5.

-—- *

—

'-^— ^—
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• Green

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

VIi '

sight
TS 475-7602

Visa • Mastercard

Vision Plans

Optmnttrlc Canter Accepted

EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles. CaHfornia 90025

213-470-8880

fPAC

11645 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1070, W. LA.

Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

t s
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Letter home

Unequal male/female ratio

clouds Cambridge night life

By Robert Paul Dellavalle

The most striking difference between student life at

UCLA and its counterpart at Cambridge is the male/
female ratios. While the UC campuses enjoy a one-to-one
ratio, Cambridge suffers under a 3 male to 1 female im-
balance.

The other night I met a theoretical physicist. Dr. R.R.,
at the Mill who has taught at UCSB. He cortipared the
two campuses: "Here you have to queue up for a cutie,
(woman, that is) while in California, they just fall into
your lap, there are so many of them." Apparently, all of
the suntanned beauties at UCSB have left quite an impres-
sion upon R.R.

R.R. had also visited the UCLA campus while in the
^>tates. He was amazed at how well the average student
dressed. Perhaps tha t's due to the m ale/female
equilibrium.
The female poverty of Cambridge has no ready explana-

tion. Only three of the 26 or so colleges are restricted to

men, and shortly only one ^vill be, as Pembroke and
Peterhouse have begun to admit women.

At any rate, the Cambridge man's inexperience with
women due to short supply is probably a leadingJactor in

Cambridge's divorce rate. Approximately twiee^as many
marriages in Cambridge break up than the British Na-
tional Average should predict.

Rodney, a noted polar explorer, dictates his motto oil_
the problem, "What you don't have, you don't miss."^
On the other hand, Tony, a recently-divorced civil

Continued on Page 6

Prof analyzes myths of crime s roots
New book takes the 'wild' out of winning of the West

By Kuei Li

The Wild West may not

have initiated contemporary
American violence, according
to a recently-published book
by a visiting nistory lecturer

here.

Many people believe that

the violence in America today
stems from the violence in the

Wild West, Visiting History

Lecturer Roger McGrath said.

However, rape, burglary,

bank robbery and grave juve-

nile offenses rarely occurred in

the Wild West, the period

during the late 1800s when
America was first developing,

McGrath* states in his book,

"Gunfighters, Highwaymen,
and Vigilantes: Violence on
the Frontier."

In his book, McGrath stat^ _

California Press in May 1984.

McGrath used letters,

diaries, court records ' and
hundreds of newspapers from

Many people believe thai

the vfolence in America

today stems from the vio-

lence in the Wild West,

However, rape, burglary,

bank robbery and grave

juvenile offenses rarely

occurred in the Wild

West, the period during

the late 1800s when
America
developing.

was fi rstthat the predominant forms of

Wild West violence included
gunfights, vigilant ism,
stagecoach robbery and vio-

lent conflicts between Native

Americans and Caucasians,
and these forms of violence

are virtually extinct today.

McGrath's book is an over- McGrath said his book ma-
view of the Wild West terialized as a result of his

published by the University of cqriosity. "I wanted to see if

the Wild West period for his

—book. — ——

the Old^West was truly repre-

sented," he said. After four
years of researching the Wild'
West, McGrath discovered
that the Old West was not as
"wild" as depictions by other
scholars suggested, he added.
The American frontier's

murder rate was four to five

times higher than the murder
rate in contemporary
American cities. Bvjt, McGrath
said, the Wild West was a
safer environment to live in.

McGrath explained that the
frontier's high homicide rate
was primarily the result of
men willfully confronting each
other in gunfights. Women,
inn^pcent bystanders and the
elderly were rarely victimized
by crime. Highwaymen fre-

quently robbed stagecoaches,
but passengers and drivers
were usually left unharmed,
he added.
Among other topics

McGrath discusses in his book
are outlaws, the treatment of
minorities and the role of
jwomen in th& Wild West.
McGrath said that he wants to
**refocus America's con-
sciousness on the frontier ex-
perience" through his book.
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Simply...
the best!
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^Nt) CLOSING GOSTS

AT WESTWOOD
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GO FOR THE GOLD WITH US!
OUR CARS OFFER FULLY STOCKED BARS,
A/C, MOONROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, TV

AND SOME VCR'S,

WE ALSO HAVE BODY GUARD ARD"~
SECURITY SERVICE AVAILABLE

984-2200 877-3020
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Night valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

Conference room.

Media center

ORIGINAL

Pool, Spa

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD ^

WORLD FAMOUS

$8^950 to $159950

HAMBURGERS
OPEN 24 HOURS

2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS ^ 389-9060

rf 213 / 477 2476 (a)

14 40 VETERAN AVENUfe 4, BLOCKS SOUTH OF WILSHIRE

Other Locations:
1310 San Fernando Blvd.. Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd.. across from
Busch Gardens in Van Nuys

1717 W Colorado, Eagle Rock
7606 FoothiM Blvd , Tujunga
9024 w^c r oation Circle. Foun tain vaiiey
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Olympic ticket sales soar
as Games fever catches on

OQ©Da daliy bruin thursday, august 2, 1984 tmwm ^

LOS ANGELES (AP) —
Thousands of people jammed
in Hollywood Park located in
Inglewood as early as 12:30
a.m. Tuesday for a chance to
buy Olympic tickets three
days after competition began.
The Hollywood Park ticket

fair, which began Tuesday
and will remain in operation
through Thursday, has tickets
on a cash- only basis for at
least eight events, including
some premium tickets such as
diving and basketball finals,
said Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee
spokesman Steve Montiel.
The Olympic fever ap-

parently went to the heads of
some people at Hollywood
Park Tuesday morning. ^*They opened the *'gates7
and everybody ran,'* one
woman said. "The big fat lady
... knocked me on my face."

Tickets are being sold at
three locations: Hollywood
Park, nine ticket and informa-
tion centers and at some
^lympic venu«,

At the ticket fair, tickets

were available for basketball,
boxing, diving, team hand-
ball, swimming, synchronized
swimming, tennis and track
and field, with purchases
limited in some events to fdur
or eight tickets per buyer.

The premium tickets for
diving and basketball finals,
available at the ticket fair,
had been set aside for boycot-
ting countries, sponsors and
other national Olympic com-
mittees, Montiel said.

No tickets at all are
available for gymnastics or
Closing Ceremonies, he said
adding that he did not know
if any other events had been
sold out Tuesday.

Tickets also are available at
five competition sites, but the
only tickets sold at the sites
are those for the particular
events scheduled there, he
said. Those sites are the Rose
Bowl for soccer, noon to 7:30
p.m.; Dodger Stadium,
baseball, 8:30 a.m. to 5:30
43,m.; Santa Anit^, equestrian,
9 a.m. to 5 p.m.; Prado

ABC vies for Games', rights cost cut
Network says boycott may decrease TV audience
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The American

Broadcasting Company is negotiating to
lower the $225 million fee it agreed to pay
for the rights to televise the Summer Olym-
pics, a network official said Tuesday.
ABC, concerned that the boycott by the

Soviet Union and other Eastern bloc nations
might decrease the television audience,
received the right in June to re-open discus-
sions with the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee about the fee. The
network has paid all but $45 million of it
"The ratings have been yery favorable,

and we anticipate a positive resolution of
the matter," said Tom Mackin, ABC's
director of program information.
He said that in prime time, 23.9 percent

of homes with televisions and 48 percent of
those which were turned on watched
Saturday's Opening Ceremonies. The fig-

ures for prime time on Sunday were 24.3
percent and 44 percent, he added.

In eight cities, the prime time audience
on Monday night averaged 26.7 percent of
television homes and 47 percent of those in
which the set was on, Mackin said. The cit-

i^ are New York, Chicago, Los Angeles,
Philadelphia, San Francisco, Detroit
Boston and Washington, D.C.
Mdckin called the ratings "excellent, a lit-

tle better than we expected."
He also said that any money returned as

a result of negotiations with the LAOOC
would go back to advertisers."
The -LAOOC was to give Olympic

surplus funds to youth athletic clubs. Repre-
sentatives of the LAOOC did not return
telephone inquiries Tuesday.

Last week, LAOOC spokeswoman Amy
Quicii said that after the contract with ABC
had been sjgned, the Games became a big-
ger bargain for the network because several
events were added, the New York Times
reported Tuesday.
Roone Arledge, president of ABC News

and Sports, has said that any reduction in
the rights fee was expected to be no more
than $30 million, the Times said.
"We have never said the figure $30

million in negotiations and discussions,"
Mackin said Tuesday. "We never said $30
million. We never said a figure."

Regional Park, shooting, 8
a.m. to 3 p.m.; East Los
Angeles College stadium, field
hockey, 7 a.m. to 7 p.m.

At the nine ticket and in-

formation centers, tickets were
being sold for baseball,
basketball, boxing, equestrian.
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Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lei;ises

99
**Change the color of your

eyes'* soft lenses

159
Sleep-in soft lenses,
Permalens. DuraSoft,

Bausch & Lomb

^159
Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses 4^49
Price includes one pair of s6ft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.
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JSANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653
2605 Lmcolp Blvd. (at Ocean Parit 1421 S. Robertson Blvd.

in the Lucky Shopping Center) ('/a bik. south of Pico)

Visa, MasterCard, Expires 8/25/84 with this ad.

Must reading: .

38 experts tell

what to do about
sports injuries.

New collection

-feprints 38 lead
articles from the

widely-read news
letter. Sports
Medicine Digest.

^Written by top
sports medicine
and orthopedic spe-
cialists involved

with athletes of all

ages, tx)th sexes, from playground to

pro arena.

Vital subjects include: Care of on-
field injuries; Drugs and exercise;

Kiot-weather fluid needs; Facial injury

update; many more subjects.

Valuable reference covering all

sports in concise, readable style.

Bonus feature: 12 original cartoons
by "VIP".

Ord«r your cooiet nowl

J UCLA Student and Health Sciences
Bookstores, Los Angeles, CA 90024
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SovietiiQycott
Continued from Page 1

the Soviet Union," Kolkowicz
explained, calling the heads of

the Soviet Communist Party
who comprise the Politburo
"doddering old men." There
are much stronger forces in

the country, such as the
military, that are stronger
politically, he said, adding
that the Politburo is both
physically and politically
weak, so their rhetoric must
be strong to make up for it.

Kolkowicz said when
Reagan stops his "cowboy
rhetoric" and the Soviets "stop
their "Commissar strutting,"

talks will be possible. The ac-
tual conflict, he said, is be-
tween rhetoric and real poli-
,tics.

But Potter said that first the
Soviets nlust feel as if it s pro-
ductive to talk with the^J.^-
government. "The prognosis
for the future is not good," he
said, adding that Sovie^t- Unit-
ed States relations are depen-

dent upon the outcome of the
November election. But even a
change in administration
would not bring about an im-
provement in relations in the
short term. Potter said, and
may even make them worse.
"The Soviets are persuaded

perhaps unfortunately, that
the period of detente was the
exception, not the rule," he
said. "As a consequence, they
are seeing in the Reagan Ad-
ministration the true nature of
the beast, and they are not
likely to change their percep-
tions with a change in ad-
ministration."

Kolkowicz said because of
the precedents the super-
powers' boycotts set, we are
likely to see more of them in
Olympiads to come.
Kolkowicz added, however,
that future "non-involvement
will be purely symbolic."
"Arms-control talks are

Tnuch more sertolis concerns™
than Olympic non-participa-
tion," he said. 'We must
establish a sense of proportion
between the two."

Extension grant
Continued from Page X
results in a certificate of com-
pletion, not a bachelor's
degree. Badger said. He added
that retail food industry exec-
utives teach the program's
courses.

WAFC has chain stores in
over 12 Western states and
awards 16 grants per year to
major educational institutions
for WAFC employee
managerial training. Badger
said.

"It's difficult to attract
qualified employees, in the

retail food industry.
Therefore, major trade
iissociations of the retail food
industry send their potential
employees to universities and
private institutions to train
them in management
development programs,"
Badger explained.
The Sm^ll Business Ad-

ministration supports the
WAFC program here. Badger
said. The Small Business Ad-
ministration is a governmental
agency which provides educa-
tional opportunities and fi-

nancial help to owners of
small businesses.

O

Cambridge
Continued from Page 4

engineer, says **But you do miss what you have had!"
Dr. R.R. was impressed with the alcohol consumption

among UC undergraduates. The drinking age is 18, and
most walk home after the last round, while others ride
bicycles.

t

AN INCREDIBLE TAPE
for

AN INCREDIBLE PRICE

XL II 90 Reg 379
XL II 8 90

Sale $2.59

Reg 4.99 Sale

XLII60 Reg 2.99 Sale

$ 2.79

$ 1.99

Alpine • Kenwood • Concord • ADS • JBL- Crimestopper • CJifford

SOUND 1/2 Block South sf Wilshire Boulevard
In Between Metro & UA Theotre

1278 Westwood Blvd. 475-8161

Yet, the early closing tlmeis for bars do make a game out
of drinking. Pubs close at 11:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. on
Sundays. But there are ways around these time limits.

Most of the 26 Colleges at Cambridge have a bar on
their premises with licenses that allow drinking officially

until 11:30 p.m. or midnight.
Currently, thgjpambridge Festival is on, and there is_air

official festival b^ at the ADC Theater with a midnight
closing time.

The Cambridge Festival is a lovely two weeks of events.
rhe plays this yeir include Twelfth Night, Shaw's Back to
Methuselah and/Marlowe's Dr. Faustus, as well as new
and lesser-kno^n plays. The acting performed by students
is generally good, but the most impressive aspect of Cam-
bridge Theater is its intimacv. There are seldom crowds of
more than 100, and often there are crowds of 50 or less.

This allows for true interplay between the actors and the
audience — the essence of drama. This excitement should
be the aim of theater, and is far from the huge acts in
London or Los Angeles.

CANT GET IW7 ^ >t didn't niatter to these folks with their portable
television set outside of Pauley Pavilion.

Rumor control
Continued from Page 1

dents to generate rumors,
RCC Operator Carl Harris
said he occasionally receives
crank calls. Those "non-sen-
sical questions or statements,"
number only eight out of a
total of 388 calls placed since
the service's inception last
Thursday.

But, Angelenos die} offer
one crank worthy of follow-up— Donald Duck is going to
blow up the Coliseum.

Victims fund
Continued from Page 1

receptive," said Tim Hall, the
owner of Alice's Restaurant
and member of the committee
which will distribute the aid
to victims. "We feel it hap-
pened in^ our community, and
the responsibility is ours," he
said.

Hall said that the fund is

still in the start-up stage and
contributions can be addressed
to: Westwood Victims Fund,
Security Pacific Bank, Post Of-
fice Box 24207, Los Angeles,
California, 90024.

Girsky
Continued from Page 3
Central America, Girsky said,
"We have to be careful when
we do these things because we
are setting examples."
"UCLA is not that conser-

vative of a campus," said Gir-
sky, noting that he believes
the addition of Con-
gresswoman Geraldine Ferraro
to the Democratic ticket will

put a charge into students and
produce a higher voter kirn
out in November. '
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Two intensive, practical CertificMe
Programs for persons interested in a
paralegal career who are:

-seeking new skills to help with career /

advancement or change
-just entering the job market and wish to

augment a college education
-returning to the work force after an
absence.

These programs are intended to prepare
candidates to perform a wide variety of

legal assignments with a law firm,

corporate legal department, bank^

insurance company, or nt|hlic aqpnry

•An eight-month Evening Litigation
Program beginning in September which
covers civil litigation, civil procedure, legal

research, personal injury law, commercial
faw, entertainment law, and criminal law.

• An 18-wee1( Corporatrbns/Litigation
Program beginning in October which
covers corporation formation and mainte-
nance, securities law, pension and profit

sharing, real property law, bankruptcy law,
civil procedure, l^gal research, and
contracts.

Now in their 12th year, these programs

Placement services are available

Application Deadline: Seplemb^f 1, 1984

For a brochure and application, call

(213) 825-0741. Or mail the coupon to^
Legal Programs, Suite 517, UCLA
Extension, P.O. Box,24901, Los Angeles,
CA 90024.

Please send me information on the Attorney
Assistant Training Program

Name

and include:
Addfooodiu dppfcjvyd by the aba and ottered in

^cooperation with the UCLA Sghool of Law. City/State/ZiP HL J54
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California Graduate Institute
Classes begin September 12 and end December 17

1984 Fail Class Schedule

10 00-1 00 pm
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1 00-4 00 pm
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2J|0-S00pm
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L Moss. PhD
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J Bcsscr. PhD
A Brov4r. MD
D Primac, PhD
R Phillips. PhD
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A Brovar. MD
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T Oleson PhD
J Packer PhD
R Hunter PhD
R Phillips. PhD
1 Hedges. PhD
T Oleson PhD
J Bcsser. PhD

A Alvarez. PhD
V Shepperson, PhD
\ Alvarez PhD
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V Shepperson, PhD
M Koven. PhD
1 Wcishcnder PhD
M. Karlovac. PhD
L Peters. PhD
M (lerson. PhD
I Moss. PhD
R (jruener. PhD
V Hansen. Phb
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Women gymnasts win
silver under protest

piympic events

r Thursday
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Romania's Ecaterina Szabo demonstrates the form that placed her second
In the all-around competition behind the U.S/s Mary Lou Retton with a
score of 39.375.

By Jean-Pierre Cativiela,

Staff Writer

A pile of protests and controversial
scoring threw a shadow over the
women's gymnastics team finals Wed-
nesday night, as the Romanian team
held off the United States to take the
gold medal. The U.S. won a silver
and China picked up a bronze.
A protest by U.S. gymnastics coach

Don Peters delayed the awards cere-
mony on Wednesday night. The pro-
test was aimed at a long delay fallow-
ing American gymnast Julianne
McNamara's performance on the
balance bar, which may have caused
problems for gymnasts trying to keep
"warmed up."

Cpiipled with an unprecedented
nurtiber of perfect scores and. fnan>L
scoring protests at the compulsory
competition Monday, the problems
have spurred discussions over whether
scoring procedures in gymnastics com-
petition should bfe changed.
Anyone who's watched the

development of g\'m nasties over thp
last eight years knows the final scores
don't say much much anymore. The
competition has to be seen not on the
scoreboards, but on the floorboards.

Six 10,0s were scored Wednesday
night in the womens' .team finals af
Pauley Pavilion, including two for the
U.S.'s Julianne McNamara and one for

the U.S.'s Miry Lou Retton. Roma-
nians held off the United States and
China to win the team gold medal, in

an Olympics that has made 10s look

easy. Already 24 perfect scores have
been handed out in the gymnastics
competition, 17 going to the men and
seven to the women.

Whether or not they are easier to

get now than in the past remains a

matter of opinion, though many gym-
nastics experts have indicated that

scoring methods and judging are due
for a change. However, it can't be
denied that the performances Wed-
nesday night )\'ere dazzling.

Romania outclassed the only serious

competition it had, winning the gold

medal in the team competiliuii» and

forcing the U.S. hopefuls to settle for
the silver. China picked up the
bronze.

"We were happy to be the silver
medalists," U.S. coach Don Peters said
after the competition. 'T don't think
we performed 100 percent our best as
a team, but all three teams had errors
as the competition went on. That
often Happens at meets with a lot of
pressure."

The c^^efeat was hardly a big sur-
prise. Ronmnia retained a lead of 0. 45
points from the compulsory competi-
tion, and remained a favorite for the
gold from the beginning. The U.S.
had gone into the competition with
ogtMTiism, but they met their fate on

Continued on Page 10

Men gymnasts hope

to repeat miracle of

gold in all-around^^^
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela

Staff Writer

Tonight's men's gymnastics
^^rfl-around ^in^als^ should present
some familiar scenes at Pauley
Pavilion.

UCL'A^s Peter Vidmar and
Mitch Gaylord are no strangers
to the Pavilion, and neither are
their excellent performances.
With the team gold medal under
their belts, the U.S. has a chance
to win another gold in the indi-

vidual all-arounci competition.
That chance is Vidmar. As a

native of Los Angeles, and the
leader after Sunday's compulsory
exercises and Tuesday's optionals,

he doesn't have far to go to bring
the g6ld home.

Vidmar's lead is very narrow;
his preliminary score ot 5y.lJY5

puts him a mere twentieth (0.05)

of a point ahead of China's Li— Continued on Pai
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Classes are held in West Los Angeles. Orange County
(iroup Theory and Practice is ofTered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location
Individual ar>d (iroup Supervised Training, Didactic Therapy. Dissertation Sjudy. and Internships
are aviiilable by arrangement
The ( ahfornia (jraduaie Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction.
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I
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California Graduate Institute
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U.S. flips over
swimmers' sweep
By Kevin Daly

Assistant Sports Editor

It was enough to leave everyone in the overflow crowd
at USC*s'"McDonald*s Swim Staduim on Tuesday with a
touch of patriotism — maybe even a lar«e dose of it.

^ In all, the United States swept gold medals in the five
swimming events, and during each race and after the
rnedal ceremony, the flag waving was non-stop. The
crowd certainly enjoyed hearing the Star Spangled Banner
as each gold medaf was awarded.
One U.S. athlete was SOT touched by the scene and the

flag-waving crowd, that he wept on the stage whiie the
American flag was being raised. Countless odiers raised
their fists in the air in appreciation, while the contingent
of the American tefim sitting in the athletes' section were
catcalling for their teammates.

*'I think if you put 16,000 screaming people ajround any
pool in the country, the swimmers wduld respond with
^taster times," said U.S. Coach i>on Gambril.
' Uqw that's an understatement. With 11 gold and five
^silver medals in 14 events 16 date, the Unit^f^ates k pro
ving that not only do th^ have superior tSent, but they
are also enjoying a home- pool advantftge.
How can you explain the extraodinary event on Mon-

day, when the United States defested a tough West Ger-
man team and fh#>ir Afv> Mm4h>»I tlrr^ in frKiTSift. mf*trr

Contlmied on Page II

These are Knight^s days of glory^
Controversial coach

quieting the critics

By Mark Hazelwood
Staff Writer

Pay $35.00 and be extreme^
ly lucky in a lottery ^d yoii

can sit behind the United
States Olympic basketball
team at the Forum. There you
not only don't have to pack
along the binoculars or opera
glasses (as Tome Europeans
prefer), but you gain the add-
ed attraction of the Bobby
Knight Show.
Be warned however, this

section is not for the weak
hearted. No one has inquired
yet, but it may require a PG-
13 rating.

Robert Montgomery Knight,
who has coached at West
Point and Indiana now for 19

years, has been the study of

reporters, players, opposing
coaches, psychologists, police,

you name it.

Is he brilliant? As a basket. The volatile Robhy Knight, hftad nnanh of the undefeated
ball coach there is little doubt. U.S. Olympic Basketball team, exhorts hjs players on to

Continued on Page U their third consecutive win.
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Hegg captures cycling gold
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES —
American flags waved again
in triumph Wednesday as

Steve Hegg won a gold medal
in cycling, adding one more to

the impressive crop the United
States has harvested in four
days of Summer Olympic
competition.

At the awards ceremony for

the 4,000-meter individual
pursuit, with the oft-played
sounds of "The Star-Spangled
Banner" filling the air, Hegg's
thoughts flew in many direc-

tions. ^_'

"I thought of my country
and how proud I was to rep-

resent it," he said. "I thought
that someday we would have
world peace and how it wor-
ried me that bigger bombs
were being built every day."

Hegg beat Rolf* Golz of
West Germany with a time of

4 minutes, 39.35 seconds.
Golz finished in 4:43.82.

Earlier Wednesday,
American Leonard Nitz took
the bronze medal in the 4,000
meter race by beating Dean
Wood of Australia.

The gold medal Hegg will

-tftke home to Dana Points-
Calif., a short trip down the
coast, was more garnish for
America's Olympic cycling
feast after so many years of

famine.

It was 1912 when the Unit-
ed States last captured an
Olympic medal in the sport.

The drought ended in a
downpour Sunday when Con-
nie Carpenter-Phinney and
Rebecca Twigg finished one-
two in the women's 49-mile
road race, and Alexi Grewal
won the men's 118-mile road
race.

Women's Gym
Continued from Page 10
the balance beam. McNamara
fell from the beam and receiv*-

ed a low 9.2, while Tracee
Talavera had her problems.

"We worked well as a team.
We deserved the silver
medal," Retton said. **Of
course we were going for the
gold, but the silver's just as

good."
' n III ;., II

,

Perfect! Flanked by her teammates, Julianne McNamara jubilantly

steps away from the uneven parallel bars after scoring a perfect
1 in the team competition.

scoring only a 9.15. Michelle
Dussere also managed only a

9.4, and that was enough to

hang up the Americans'
chances for a comeback win.

"It was only six to eight
minutes, but it was the longest
six—to-eight minutes I've ever
seen," Peters said of
McNamara 's wait. "The long
pause in front of Julianna's
routine had a lot to do with
breaking her concentration."

McNamara had been placed
fourth in the all-arounci com-
petition after the com-
pulsories, but with the help of
two tens, she is currently tied
with Romania's Laura Cutina
for third. Retton is now
leading the "field" with a pre-
liminary all-around score of
39.525. Right behind her is

Romania's Ecaterina Szabo
with a 39.375. Szabo scored a

' 10.0 on the horse vault and

her teammate Simona Pauca
scored a ten on the beam.

China's team placed far-

above the fourth place West
Germans — more than a nine
point difference. Chinese star^

\la Yanhong had^ a perfecF
score on the uneven bars, to
lead her team with an op-
tional score of 39.15. She
placed fifth in the all-around
so far with a preliminary score
of 39. 10.

thought the three teams
were all very fine," said
Peters. "If you tossed us up
two more times, you might
come up with two other win-
ner^." '
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Coverage,

Knight
Continued from Page 8

,_.
..Knight owns a career winning
percentage of .737. He has
won two NCAA titles at In-
diana (1976 and 1981). Just
this past year, he engineered
an extremely young Indiana
team to the NCAA's Final 8.
In the process, his Hoosiers
knocked off No.l ranked
North Carolina. Since the col-
lege season ended in March,
Knight has concentrated on
putting together an Olympic
team that could beat foreign
teams that have worked
together for years.

It seems as though, in just a
couple of months, he has cor-
ralled an immense amount of
talent into something very
special. Team USA took nine
straight games from NBA All

-

Stars and is currently 3-0 in
the XXIII Olympfad, whipp^
ing China, Canada and most
recently Uruguay on Wednes-

= day. The Americans Jiave^
looked gopd enough to""beat
some of the teams with just
four players on the court.

What has had the above
groups raising their eyebrows
for 19 years is the means to
the end. To say Knight is a
disciplinarian, is like saying
Michael Jordan is a pretty

good ballplayer. Sitting
behind the American bench
for two halves, you get an
idea :

,—,, "
.
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Tuesday afternoon. Knight
had his latest team facing
Canada, who is coached by a
cage'y New Yorker Jack
Donohiie. America's coach
was wearing a pleasant
enough outfit on the outside, a
pair of navy blue golf pants, a
white shirt with r^ pokodots.
Knight, 43, who now has to
compete with an expanding
waist Ifne, spends much of his
time pulling his pants up over
that midsection. The hair on
his head is now completely
gray.

3ut make no mistake about
it, the Knight on the inside is

still a powerhouse. "We've
talked about that before^".he
barked at 7-0 center Patrick
Ewing, who had just been
yanked from the game for
committing what Knight con-
sidered a stupid foul.

-^Sure, there are other
coaches who are
disciplinarians, but no one can
match Knight's intensity dur-
ing a game. It's non-stop. It's

that same intensity that he
demands from his teams. If

they dnn't Ho it, they find thF"
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pine. "It's hard to get up and
Continued on Page 12
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Swimming
Continued from Page 8

freestyle relay? Now people
are calling the foursome of
Jeff Float, Mike Heath, David
Larson and UCLA's Bruce
Hayes the "Grossbusters.**

"I was glad it was here,"
said Hayes, who beat Gross on
the anchor leg by just .04 of a
second. "I could really hear
the crowd the last 50 (meters).
I said *just put your head
down and go. Kick as hard as
you can.' .

"

Tiffany Cohen, winner of
the 400 freestyle on Tuesday
in an Olympic record time of
4:07.10, said it was the
crowd, and not her competi-
tion, that pushed her to a gold
medal performance.

"I think I was pushed by
the crowd," said Cohen, who
beat her nearest opponent -by^

over three seconds. "I couldn't
say what would have happen-
ed if—they

WOMEN'S SUITS
styles 8 1 4 1 -8 1 44

sizes 28-40
Assorted colors

$12.00
SWIM GOGGLES $3.30

MEN'S SUITS
styles II 10-11 14

sizes 28-38

$7.00

Pick one

up at

kiosks

located on

were here or not. There pro-

bably would have been a
-World record broken, because
we would have been pushing
each other."

But if there was one special

moment that stood out, it was
when Rowdy Gaines, the
oldest member of the U.S.
team at 25, finally captured
that elusive gold medal in the

100 freestyle. The fans were
chanting for Rowdy even be-
fore he entered the pool, and
he was the clear-cut favorite
to win over Mike Heath from
the United States, who had
topped Gaines at the trials.

When Gaines broke the
Olympic record with a time of
49.80 (he also holds the world
record at 49.39), he clearly let

everyone know how special
the moment was. The smile
was from ear to ear, and the
fist was clenched and raised

into the air.

In 1980, Gain^ was con-
sidered the cinch favorite to

win the gold in the 100 and
200 freestyle, and he probably
would have won a gold in the
400 and 800 relay teams. But
when the boycott was an-
nounced, it was a bitter pill

for Gaines to swallow. He was
despondent, and his perfor
mancc in the pool

"I was scared," said Gaines.
"I was scared to lose."

^own-of^ ihfi__crawd
had yet to settle when the

women's 400-meter relay team
won the last gold of the day in

an exciting duel with the
Netherlands. When Nancy
Hogshead touched the wall

first, completing the relay in a

time of 3:43.43, there were
more cheers, more flag wav-
ing and one last national an-

them.
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Men's Gym
Continued from Page 9
Ning. Not far behind Ling
and Vidmar are China's Tong
F(^, the U.S.'s Bart Conner
and Japan's Koji Gushiken.
The competition among the

top 10 athletes in the all-

around is so stiff that each
must score near perfection to

remain in the running tonight.

A mistake like a fall from the

horizontal high bar costs at

least a half point, enough to

knock first-placed Vidmar
completely out of the top 10.

Finalists in the all-around

competition are chosen based
on preliminary scores, which
are the average of compulsory
-ftftd

—

optional—exercise scores.

The top 36 gymnasts are
chosen, with a limit of three

to a country.' "^^

Vidmar, Conner and
Gaylord will compete for the
United States; UCLA's Tim
Daggett and Nebraska's James
Hartung and Scott Johnson
are out of it. They placed
eighth, ninth and 16th respec-

tively, well within the top 36,

but because of the three per
country limit, they cannot
compete.

Daggett will be back to

compete in the apparatus
finals on the side horse and
the high bar. Johnson, 23, is

finished competing for these

Olympics because he didn't

qualify for any apparaus final.

At i3, he probaoly won't be
competing in the 1988 Olym-
ics, but you can bet he'll still

l^imited dition Stereo
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^ ftfet*fteh
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Knight
Continued from Page 11

play a5 hard as you can," said

Olympian John Koncak of

playing for Knight in a recent

story in the New York Times.
"I mean, youVe got to play

for your life every time you
play."

The players have seemingly
accepted Knight, because the

results of that work have cer-

tainly been there, especially

on defense. Those who watch-
ed Leon Wood play defense at

Cal State Fullerton, wouldn't
have recognized him against

Canada on Tuesday or against

Uruguay on Wednesday.
For some learning defense

has been a new experience.
After the Uruguay game,
Oklahoma forward Wayman
Tisdale repeated to the press

what he had told Knight,
after Knight had con-
gratulated him on his defense
in the first half. "I sort of lik-

ed it," said Tisdale with a big
gnm — '"^"";

^

~"=

Does Knight go too far?

Team USA's coach, who has
had to live with the bad
publicity of—an

—

aggiavaled
assault conviction of a poljce

officer during the Pan
American Games in 1979 and
a dismantling of an LSU fan
during the NCAA Final Four
in 1981, has gone over the
edge more than once. He easi-

ly makes Olympic assistant

coach George Raveling seem
like a mute, which is no small
task. When the time came, in

1982, to appoint a coach,
there were those who had res-

ervations about Knight.
Knight has answered his

critics. With the exception of
one technical foul during the
exhibitions against the NBA,
Knight has been a good egg.
What he has done best is

measure just how much to get
on each Olympian, all of
whom are stars in their own
right and not accustomed to
such criticism. With Ewing, it

was that one mistake and he
was out of the game.
With Wood against

Canada, it was different.
Wood, playing the point
guard position, first blew a
three-one-one fast break by
^Arging^ "Leon, ynu ve got to
pull up," Knight screamed. A
minute later. Wood threw a
bad pass. "Leon, god dammit.

r
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make a bounce pass." When
Canada brought the ball back
down, he let a Canadien
guard go right by him. "ieon,
come here." Wood, head
down, trotted to half court,
where Knight met him
halfway and gave him an ear-
ful.

Yet, after he had finished
what he had to say, he left

Wood in the game.
Sin)ilar was Knight's treat-

ment of Tisdale, after he fail-

ed to give weakside help.
After a quick blast by Knight,
Tisdale played a great gameT
Clearly Knight gets a great
deal ojf satisfaction in molding
his players.

Wednesday, he talked about
coaching Tisdale, for instance.
"One thing I have enjoyed
more than anything in
coaching this team is working
with Waymon Tisdale. He is

an enjoyable player to be
around and he's done an ex-
cellent job at working to do
what we want."
A smile crept over Knight's

face at this point. "I, get on
Wayman's ass and he reacts to
it. What Wayman doesn't

—

i

' u review William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein, Auisunt Review Editor

-t.

.

understand, is that the more
he reacts to it, the more I'm
going tgl get on his ass."

By Lee Goldberg, Staff Writtr

The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai— Across the Eighth Dimension is not
an easy film to classify. Just ask the
stars.

"It sounds like a story about a Jap-
anese cowboy," says actor Peter
Weller, who plays Buckaroo Banzai.
"What they are going to see is a guy
with this funky eastern bent and an
old western charm."

Co-star Jeff Goldblum says it's "rock
and roll, brain surgery and other
strangeness."

One self-proclaimed Holly\\/ood in-

sider described it as a "new wave
thing, a kung-fu science fiction film
with a country flavor, you know?"
The real story isn't any less strange.

Buckaroo Banzai is a neurosurgeon,
T-ock star, philosopher and adventureF
who, with his Hong King Cavaliers, a
group of scientists turned musicians
headed by Goldblum, tries to save the
-worlds from evil aliens John Lithgow
and Christopher Lloyd. Ellen Barkin^
plays Banzai's love interest, Ronald
Lacey (the evil Nazi from Raiders of
the Lost Ark) portrays the President,
Robers Ito of Quincy fame is Banzai's
mentor and Jaime Lee Curtis has a
cameo as Banzai's mother*

"It's basically a B-movie plot," says

screenwriter Earl Mac Ranch. "What's
so complicated is the backstory and
the little nuances, the off-the->vall

ideas. The movie is not as crazy as it

sounds."

It doesn't sound crazy. It sounds
campy.

"It's not campy, it's not a poke, it's

not tongue-in-cheek and it's not a
send-up," Ranch says. "It's not trying
to be cute or funny. I think it is fun-
ny, but not because the actors are try-

ing t.o be funny. They take themselves
very seriously. The humor comes out
of certain juxtapositions of in-

congruous events."

"I know when- I'm getting close to

camp," says W.D. Richter, a prolific

screenwriter (Brubaker, Invasion of
the Body Snatchers) who is making his

directorial debut with this film. "I

have actors who, by virtue of their

own talents, prevent me from going
^over that line. Jfou could have cast

"this film In a certain way which"
would have made it impossible not to

be campy,"—The bigges t casting " problem was
buckaroo himself.__^_ • •

"Some obvious names came to

mind," says associate producer Neil

Canton, "like Tom Berenger and
Kevin Kline, but we decided to go
with someone who was much the way
Sean Connery was in making Dr. No,
someone for whom this would be his

big role."

Richter and Canton settled on
Weller, whorii they had seen as Diane
Keaton's lover in Shoot the Moon.

Weljer sees himself as a natural for

the role. Buckaroo Banzai is Peter

Weller, only better at it. At least,

that's what Peter .Weller believe

.

"I have senses for the stuff Bujpkaroo

does. Because I grew up in a military

family, I moved around quite a bit.

Consequently, I've been exposed to so

many different things' so I have the

kind of metropolitan nature about me
thg^t Buckaroo is about," Weller says.

"It blew Richter's mind when he met
me. He didn't know a guy like me
who was a musician and also knew
about guns,, or a ,guy who could race

motorcycles and could also race cars. I

have a lot of Buckaroo's talents but

less extravagantly. Buckaroo is

brilliant at those things.

"Buckaroo is a guy who feels great,

whose curiosity is larger than life, a

guy everyone can be," Wellei uun-

He*s a neurosurgeon,
a philosopher
a rock star,—^—
and an adventurer.
AndJie*s coming to
save^e universe
next week.

Peter Weller as Buckaroo (top) is Earth's only hope against the evil forces of

(bottom) Dr Emilio Lizardo (John Lithgow, center) and his henchmen John

was a terrific violinist and philosopher
as well as a physicist. Buckaroo is the
Da Vinci of the 80s."
The character could be a little too

multi-dimensional for moviegoers to
accept. Screenwriter Earl Mac Ranch
is keenly aware of the danger.

"He's many-sided and, in many
ways, larger than life. Is there any
way this guy can find acceptance? I

think there is," he says. "The thing is,

he isn't so unusual. People who really
accomplish something in the world ^re
multi-faceted. Whether it's a brain
surgeon who likes to race cars or a
scientist who enjoys writing spy
novels, these people aren't hard to
find in the real world. There are peo-
ple similar to Buckaroo out there."

*Buckaroo Banzai doesn't have anf

tinues. "Albert Einstein, for instance, right)

O'Coniwr (Vincent Schiavelli, left) and John Bigboo te (Christopher Lloyd

superpowers," Canton stresses. "We
didn't give him all those professions to
say,*Hey, aren't we cute?' We did it to

emphasize his versatility."

___The movie is just a sjTialLpart of the
myth Ranch has been constructing, on
and off, for the last nine years.

Buckaroo Banzai was inspired by
"all those out and out, press-the-ac-
celerator-to-the-floor, non-stop Kung
Fu movies that came out in the early
'70s. But it didn't evolve in a direct
fashion," Ranch says. "It picked up a
lot along the way until it became a
big, tangled ball of string."

A ball of string which Rauch, a de-
cade ago, dropped into Richter's lap
over dinner.

"I had just come to Hollywood and
he was making a nice living writing. I

-was struggling. I used to go over to his
house three or four nights a week and
one night I said to him I'd like to
write a script about this unusual guy
and it's called Find the Jetcar, Said
The President - A Buckaroo Banzai*
Thriller "hduch recalls. "So Rick
laughed, said *Okay, great, why don't

Susan (Richter's wife) and I and our
corporation give vou some money to

doit?' :'

Rauch went off to write it and
never finished it. "I got 80 or 90 pages
into it and just (juit for some reason.

Over the years, though, I would start

other Buckaroo scripts."

Rauch laughs. "It's so easy to start

something and then since you're real-

ly, in the back of your mind, not as

serious about it as you should be, vou
end up writing half of it and convinc-
ing yourself it stinks. You shove the
100 pages in your drawer and forget

It.

So Rauch's drawers began to
overflow with Buckaroo Banzai
stories.

"Each time I'd start from scratch,

do something completely different.

One of 'em was called The Strange
Case of Mr. Cigai^s, and it was about
a big, huge. King Kong-size robot and
there was also this bit about Hitler's

cigars and some big secrets and some
exotic locales. It was crazy." —

Buckaroo Banzai remained largely

forgotten, a fanciful notion that stayed
in the, back_.xj£Jauch'^ mind _as hfe_

wrote New York, New York for direc-

tor Martin Scorceseand^^everaT un^
produced screenplays for various folks.

Then, three years ago, Richter and
Canton formed a partnership and
started looking for projects for their

company to produce. Richter
^remembered Buckaroo Banzai.

"Rick was looking around for pro-

jects and, by this time, had a
phonebook-size file of Buckaroo Ban-
zai stuff," Rauch says. "Somewhere
along the line I had given him all the

•scripts. Rick's kind 6f like a script ar-

chive. His room is full of scripts that

people have given him or that he has
picked up." i

Continued on Page 14
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Buckaroo
Continued from Page 13

Richter felt they could convince a studio to finance a

Buckaroo Banzai film. All they needed was a usable, completed
story. Ranch sat down at the typ)ewriter and drafted a whole
new adventure he entitled "Lepers from Saturn."

Richter presented the script to MGM head David Begelman
shortly before the writers' strike. "The deal," Rauch recalls,

"was made in a week."

_ And then Buckaroo Banzai languished again. The strike

dragged on. Begelman, blamed for ithe lackluster business of^
Cannery Row and Pennies From Heaven, left the studio, form-
ed Sherwood Productions, and offered 20th Century Fox
Buckaroo Banzai. Three drafts and several months later,

Buckaroo Banzai was finally in front of the cameras.
Weller, for one, is sorry the experience is over.

"I h^ve these two wonderful ex-girlfriends and they're both *

nuts. They see me as a total compulsive. One of *eiji, who lives

out here, said 'what are you going to get off on after this
,

movie? This one is sort of it for you. It's like you get to do
everything you like in real life and now you get to be brilliant

at it because it's a movie. What's going to hold any fascination
for you after this?' " Weller says. "And you know, I thought
about that for awhile. And I got a little depressed. I mean,
yeah, what could be better than riding motorcycles, fighting

aliens, having romances, driving fast cars, dodging bullets and
knives,* getting into some rock and roll and spaceships and
stuff?"

Nothing, probably. 20th Century Fox is no doubt hoping aif-—

diences will find the next best thing is watching someone else do
it..
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825-4491, or Wesfslde Fair Housing '

652-1692 (

EDUCATION SERVICES.

Earn a
College Degree
Off-Campus

ANNOUNCEMFNiS

EDUCATION SERVICES 4-A
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Meetings:
12:10-120 Mondays, Moore Hall 305.
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatnc Ihstitute

68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476. '

GOOD DEALS.
INSURANCE War! Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business.
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program".
880-4407/880-4361.

OLYMPIC PINS! Sponsor pins! Team pins.

Chirta, Israel, etc. Tremendous selection!
Lffy 470-1903 leave message.

SPECIAL km cost auto Insurance for col-
legt people ( students/faculty). Good
»#§• aiawu i H. Call BuufU iniwncfl
716-0224

"VWopywoDa College
Scranton, Pa., offers

A full, external degree program-
through self-study and two.

'

two-week residencies.

• Enroll whenever you are ready

• Receive credit for related
work experience

•^STudy at your own pace
^~~~

• Use the free "dial-a-question"

• Graduate with a bachelor of

science degree in accounting
or business administration
from a regionally accredited

.
institution

Designed for adults 21 years
of age and older who reside
50 miles or more from Scranton.

PHONE 717-348-6234

Off-Campus Degree Program
Marywood College Admissions Office

Scranton. PA 18509

Send more Information to:

CED
SERVICES
SALONS... 21 B

{
*

I

I ^eatuxin^ ^HCucH <StifUi, I

Name.

Address

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Getinvovled:
The Campolon for Economic Democrocy 4Ki<^ o simple

goal; to get people involved In \Y\e basic decisions that af-

fect their lives. CED lobbies, organizes, and does research
about the Issues of toxic waste, womens* rights. Central
American policy and safe and affordable energy.
We go to ttie (fdot^f thp^rtesuef^e worl< to elect sound

progressive carldldofes^o state bnd local office by
educating p>eople on the] Issues and showing them just
what their vote cofvdorv,^ J,..,^^

We are growing, ana/we>are looking for articulate,

politically minded people for wori< In our outreach project.
Training provided. Summer and Fall time.
$8,500-$12.000/yr.
393-3707-Asl( for Chris.

. JeffCorlsr

$

V^^^^^^^^^^-^^^

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

Press & Curls

& Manicure
15.00 di«co»nt wHb thto

coapoa
10% off aU bUck

products
this w««k

I

I

I

I

t

I _.

5 BLUE N- GOLD HAIR DESIGN
10906 LsCont* WMlwood

(at •ntranc* to UOA)
20ft-6«63

AafcfovVlcki

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. 30-A

^*^^^M^.^^^^^^4^4^4^^p^^^^^^^1

RESEARCH
SUBJECTS NEEDED.

PREGNANCY 20-B

12A

^NETAPHYSICAL.SPIRITUAL ^^Church services, meditation. tT
^healing, lectures, music. IT
^classes, seminars. Services jI
^Sundays 10:30AM. Church OfJ
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420^^

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual- or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of .your time
needed, lui confidential. Call Julie
Schwart2. 464081. -
MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8563.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to
participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis. This
includes women who have n^ver been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7756.

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy"— (LOW COSTT
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.
BA degree, GPA 3 5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place
around 213-627-5000.

PFPQnMAi

CAMBRIDQE Diet We deliver. 456-6158.

Please Notct
The Bruin is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.—C laasifted ads are non '

refundable.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-
tinw in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.

Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950, ask for Tina or
Mary.

Computer Fourtran programming help
needed to work on special program. 820-
7433 Sam.

Customer service. Santa Monica based
computer software Corporation has two
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator. The ideal can-
didates should have; good communication
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision. For more information contact
Mary in recruitment at 450-2424 extension
373

WANTED: Household help, full-time. Room
anti board, gnnd niy fW^nrlv Hila hnm«,
live-in. References required. Call Bee or
Leonard. 213-273-2433. nHKnlngi.

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED
DELIVERY Drivew-Use own van or ck)sed
truck for delivery of packages up to eoibs.
$l400/month. 22'/^lbs/mile with excellent
raises. Requirements: BA degree, GPA
3.5plus, good SAT scores. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park, Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-¥vorking people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

FILE CLERK. Westwood Uw Firm has
opening for part-time file clerk. Light typing
and responsible attitude required. Call
Tracy 478-2541 after 2pm.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice. BA degree, GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/

' month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top jjental. For bright,

hard-working people "^e're the best place
around. 213-827-5000

GREAT AUGUST 20th-31st JOB! Youth
leaders for Sierra camp-out near Yosemite.
Must be minimum age 21 . Experienced w/
youth, camping, & with local references.

$200/week. 472-3349, after 4:30pm only.

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM BRENT-
WOOD NEEDS PART-TIME WORKERS.
CALL RICHARD. 820-1666.

INVESTMENT Co. phone representative.

Part-time 12-20 hours/week. Make appt.

for our brokers from furnished leads. $5/
hour plus commission. Make up to $900/
month. Mid-Wilshire office. 213-384-9300.-

MESSENGERS. Westwood Law Firm has
openings for part-time messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car and good
driving record. Call Tracy 478-2541 after

2pm.

MOTHER'S helper part-time. 1 infant.

. Light cleanir>g. Experience needed. Call

, Mrs. Levine 399-8233.
, ^^1 .—

,

NEED someone to clean apartment one
day/week, preferrably on Saturday. Call

208-0140.

Needed F/T 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-

vice. P/T 4PM-9PM. Warehouse. Airfreight

Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

NOW is tfie tinrte to defeat Reagan ar>d

stop the arms race. SANE, the nation's

largest peace organization, is currently hir-

ing for its community outreach program.
Summer and year round positions
available. Call 392-3074.

PART-TIME Fresh Flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality. $4.00/
hour plus commission. Westwood/
Downtown location. 489-1660.

Part-time medical receptionist wanted. No
experience necessary. Call Dr. Oilman
826-4591.

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-

tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm;
BA degree. GPA 3 5, high SAT or GRE
scores required. Great office environment
'with established, fast-{|rowing company in

MDR business park, Blue Cross Medical,

top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-

5000
t ,

SPERM Donors Needed. Caucasian,
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or brown
hair-blue eyes. Call F.G.E. Medical
Clinic.-820-3723, 820-0377.

THE Wurst Hot Dog Restaurant needs
part-time counterhelp. 8^4-9597.

Valet parking $5.00 an hour. Printe Marina

Del Rey restaurant. Call M-F, 9-3

(213)723-8459.

32-0'OB OPPORTUNITIES
WORK for WomerTs RightsT NOW PoUtical

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-

vancement opportunity. 458-
2937.

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Low Firm 1$ seeWrig
on articulate, brigfit.
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Frlday 3|Dm-6pm.
Call Paula. 273-0904.

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIDE . .41E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

«OLD
HEDAt:

BREAKFAST
at

Lfnttxnaiional Cuxft.

801 Hilgard Ave, LA.
August 1-12

7:00-9:00a.m.

15.50
entree, eggs any style,

specialty croissants,

pastries, orange, tomato

or grapefruit juice, cof-

fee^ tedK or Sanka

GQc^Ds dally bruin ttiursday, august 2, 1984 review 15

AU Pair for one child. Must be non-
snK)ker, k>ve kids. $50.00/week plus room
arKJ board-707-1587.

MOVERS 94IBTYPING 100-1

HOUSING
APTS. FURNISHED 50 F

COMPLETELY furnished condo for rent,

summer school. 1-bed, 1-bath. Playa del

Rey. Pool, security bidg, parking. $700/
nrwnth plus depbsit. 822-4286.

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt. $400.00 to

$1200.00 month 633 Gayley Ave. #9.

iel.(21 3)206-5920.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

Modern Security Building
. Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Fumistied
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dlstiwastier.
air conditioning, parking,
laundry, etc. No pets.

56^5 Ooyley Avou
Manager on premises
9-5PM MorKJay ttirough

Surxjay
824-0836

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F
LARGE studio, small room for bed, sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-

cluded. $550/month. Walking distance to

UCLA. 276-1446*

Westwood Village. ^750. Large 1 -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 206-3647.

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-

bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, bdlcony, newly deco-
rated, heated, pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647. -"

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex.
Resident manager needed for small, 3 unit

complex Stove, refrigerator, utilities in-

cluded Close to UCLA $370/month. M-F
462-2164.

VACATION RENTALS 53-F
TAOS Ski Valley, NM. Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 per
week. (505)776-8648.

Walk to UCLA. Daily rental private room.
private t>ath, kitchen, $1 5-day. 633 Gayley
Ave. tel(2 1 3)208-5920.

APTS. TO SHARE 54-F
NEED roommate for 2-bedroom apt. in

Marina area. Pool, sauna. $25l/month.
Must like cats. Prefer female. 213-823-

8275, message.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath Fox Hills apt. with UCLA senior.

Pool, tennis, security-parking. $397.50.
410-9182.

SHARE with female. Own room. Available

Aug. 15. Near Santa Monica/Bundy
$297 50 plus deposit. 207-9801

.

WLA 2bed-2ba, share with responsible,

clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities,

furn., pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-

M7^-
1-2 Females. Share 2'bedroom apt. Start

August 15. Walk to UCLA. $225-person
$450-own room. 208-3918.

HOUSE FOR RENT 56F
4 t>edroom, 2 dens, fully carpeted, 2 full

baths, fenced. $900, Crenshaw District.

735-0416 Thomas.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F

ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA, $139,950.

2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950. Great

WLA location, North of Olympic, fixer, 3
plus 1,$ 189,000.Please contact George
Christopoulos , agent for Jon Douglas.

822-2460. 478-9741.

SO much for the money! 3 plus loft plus 2

in Culver City. Bright, top floor condo with

vaulted ceilirtg. Many amenities including

security, pools, childcare and much more.

$110.000-$1 19,000. Sheri, Fred Sands
Realtors, nights: 839-5660; days. 391-

6721

SPANISH-ZHI-tech. House/studio, architec-

turally inspired by Schindler and others.

2-bedrm/2-bath plus studio. Japanese
soaking tub, backyard and extras,

$92,000. 933-3307.

WESTWOOD-CLassic Spanish. 2

bedrooms. Magnificent Master-suite.

Jacuzzi-tub. Diningroom. Beam-ceilings. 2

baths. Character! $219,500. Wynn. 477-

7001.

HOUSING NEEDED. 60F
VISITING Faculty on Sabbatical at Rand/

UCLA wants 3-bedroom house, apt., or

condo in WLA or Santa Monica area. Sept.

1-June 30, 1985. Call Diane or Bruce.

1(602)299^654.

ROOM FOR RENT
"emale. Private entrance, share t>ath, no

smoking. Cloee to UCLA $325. 472-8775.

Furnished room and t>ath for quiet female

preferred 1-mlle from UCLA. Post grad

student prefei'red. Light kitchen privilegat.

475-6156.

$265 ssch T¥»o spacious rooms. Quiet

house, kitchen, washer/dryer. WLA PiCo/

Robertson 839-251 1 meaaage.

$275/mo. Extra large room. King bed. #8
bus. Mature only. References. Availabl«

Aug. 1st. 478-7453.

ROOMIVIATES
Roommate needed 2-bedrm, 1-k>ath.

rity, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-mi|es fror

beach. $360/aK)nth. (213)827-5309. 7pm-

11pm.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

nK>vers. Free estimates Experience and
reliable. Jerry 213-391-5657.

'i(<M»'nf;Mnyc

1^/1 •Finjici^.t

• Ptiotos arxj reTs on an clients
• 13 yrs of repeat clients

'c s'uaet'ts ar,a stat' witr ja

2444 Wllshir* tlvd. Santa

Monica. 453-1S61

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc
jockey service (213) 747-5699, (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates.

P.O. Boxes from $6.00/month.-x Notary
Village Business Center. 1093 Broxton
Ave. Suite 210 208-7947

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING, EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS 473-4193

PJPOFESSIONAL Writing Assistance All

manuscripts word processing. Or join ESL
conversation and writing workshop 392-
8842

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave , #206, WLA 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.

Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored

on diskettes for fast, easy corrections.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

SUBLET ...66 F

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance, all

manuscripts, word processing. Or join ESL
conversation and writing workshop 392-
8842

Xanee'A

and Word Proceaaing -#

2S% Slud«nt Discount if
Ossenotions 'n«s«s (J«ium«i Appjica if
'tons scnpM ••go* stotisttcoi tquo ^
'lorii languages rnan\ typestytes 4^

RUSH TYPING WHILI YOU WAIT! V
SoeMing (diiing Foie«gri Student Meip W
Minoiej 'rcy» campus 'n WIA if

Special tepelifiv* l«N*r« •$« if

FURNISHED 1-t)edroom apt. in Beverly
Hills. $650/month. 1 year. Call 12-1pm 7-

10pm, 276-4333.

OLYMPIC Visitors: 2-bedroom, 2-3 weeks
1 -block to UCLA & Village. $135/dav
213-824-344?

CONDOS FOR SALE 67-F
TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming!' 2-bedrooms

'

$210.000. 276-6536.(408^5-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms. fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244,000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential.
1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA 477-8226

PftOFE$$IONAL FHOTOORAPNfR,

SEEKS NEW MODELS
Male/FenDolo ProfHon-pro

for upcoming sessions
Fashion. Commercloi. Theatrical

~Calt for oppolntnr>ent
(S1t)504-«440

398-0455 391-3385

FOR RENT. 101-1

Refrigerator Rer^tals
lor dorms sororities fratetnifies

i Co ops
Optional si/es

for free deiiverv

Call Polar Leasing
390 864 7 anytime

We 'enl new I V s & microwaves too'

AT WESTWOCX)

24 HOUR CHIDCAR€
fhrough the Olympics (mulfl-
linoual) olso loving, tegulor
daycare. Licensed. Experlefy:ed.
ExceHent referer>ces

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St Sar^ta l^onica

829-4908

RAVEL
RAVEL 105-J

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping.

Conference room, Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTW^OOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

TUTORING OFFERED.
FRENCH/Spanisti/Englisti tutor witfi

multicultural background. Extensive
teacfiing experience. Negotiable rates.

Yves 651-0509/376-8680 ^^
MEMORY-TRAINING "Ctiildren " Guaran-
teed results. Nationally recognized.
Multiplication. Division, Addition, Sutmac-
tion. Phonics. Spelling, Reading ^om-
prehension 208-4063-MarQaret.

TUTORING NEEDED
Second or tt^ird year Law Student needed
for tutoring first year law student! $10/
hour. Begin in Sept. 3&S-625S.

YPING 100-/

ACCURATE typist/transcriber WLA Low
rates. Rushes welconne Marian 391-3622,

7 days

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-

cosslhg. XerOit 860. Dissertations,

repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda,

204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-^
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters. ' resumes, etc.

Bobbie 390-2207.

EDITING/WORD Processing: Established

author will help you clarify your ideas and
present them with power. Grammar, con-

tinuity, style. Books, theses, term papers.

Elizabeth Brenner (2 13)392-6677.

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N.Y.JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip, ChicagO"$250.00
roundtrip Call Diane. 213-671-8686.

RAVEL TICKETS FOR SALE .106-J

1 one-way plane ticket. SanFrancisco to

Boston, $200/ofter. good thru 8/10. 213-
829-0852.415-776-1997. ——

112-K
PORSCHE. '67 911 5-speed7 air, one
owner. AM-FM cassette, rebuilt engine,
white exterior. Call 859-7095

Toyota '79 Liftback Deluxe, Automatic, Air,

AM/FM Cassette. 59.000 miles, excellent
$2790 477-4695.

1975 Mustang, 40,000 miles, air condition-
ing, AM/FM ^tereo, PS, PB. $1,400 o»x>.
Runs well. Devon. 824-2912.

1977 Toyota Corolla 2-door Utt-back. good
tires, automatic, air. i owner, good care.
$2.}00.A7i-67ltith I1981 Plymoutr) Reliant. Must sacrificed

Sharp. Runs well $2895/obo PP Day or
eve 996-3147

'67 Mustang. Rebuilt 302 Completely
restored All stock. Automatic A/C. blue.

$3000 obo. 213-824-0436.

•73 VW Westfalia Camper. Rebuilt engine,
new clutch-paint job, air $3400 Original
owner (213)398-7000.

OPEDS 119-K

1978 VESPA P200 scooter, good condi-

tion, new tires, rack, backrest, windshield

$950/obO. 470-9435

IMQIIRAMPC

GENERAL typing IBM Selectric, fast, ac-

curate. $1.50-per page Evenings and
wieekends 478-8676, days 656-4101
j(fi2Q2.

FURNITURE

^Batsy.

CALL us last t>ecause we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your businessi
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts. Request "Bruin Program
"

880-4407/880-4361.

S(TRANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPAYMORE ..

.

For Auto/Motorcyclea

N« Insurance/Cancelled

Multiple Tickets/

Accidents
Suspended License

Exotic Cars •*

'~'r^ Low MonthTy Payments
* Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213'663'2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVALIt

LETTER Perfect Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. MA./ 15 years typing experience
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

Tk

*

^•••••••••••••^^^^^
Typing/Word Processing ^

•Reports • CHsseftations J
•Resumes •Scripts •Books I

479-2747 ^
Poperworkshop jl

1 539 1 /2 Westwood Btvd. j^
est. 26 years 4>

• • MAHRESS • •
•

Al new hotels lets guoronteedl

I
TWIN SIT %M FULL SH $«•
eUHN SIT %M KINO SIT $«S
New 5 piece bedroom set.....: „.i11S
New full size sleeper flSf
New sofa and love sect $1S9

I

Oak finish coffee tal3ie».
.;

$ao
erxl tables $18, kimps. .! $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

'I**•»» »» »»^<^»»»A»»W^

ISCELLANEOUS
LOCAL ahist selling paintings, drawings,
arHl prints from studio i Call for appoint-

ment. 393-8848.— *.'-

TRAVEL
TRAVEL...

TRAVEL

105 J

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVINQ.
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.
392-1106

OUARANTIEO
MOVIRS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful 8i Complete

397-6597 Arrytkne

FROM $369 One week in Waikiki
including roundtrip air from Los Angeles,
7 nights hotel near beach, transfers and
more. Additional trips are available to

Maul, Kauai, A'the Big Island on request
from $594 including rental car.

IBAVfl ygVITF tn firsigs wtttMut nolirai iimtted ew^abi
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UCLA CELEBRATES
THE 'OLYMPIC * GAMES

JOIN
• us«
The ASUCLA Students' Store
may be the best place in Los
Angeles to find souvenirs of the
1984 Olympics. We've kept our
regular low prices, and added
whole new areas of clothing and

^Tigift items. The selection shown on
this page is only a sample of what
you'll find inside the Store.

A visit to the Store means a trip to
the Central Plaza» too, where the
Olympic spirit is in full swing. En-
joy free entertainment at the
"Mainstage" outside the Store, or
sip a glass of wine at the Hungry
Tiger's "VilUge Cantina" on the
A-level Ackerman patio.

Visitors are welcome to enjoy the
Central Plaza and shop in the
Students' Store, B-level Ackerman
Union. Just head north on
Westwood Boulevard until it

becomes a pedestrian mall. A
"UCLA Welcomes the World"
banner identifies the Central
Plaza; the Store is at the north end
of the Plaza. We're open 7 days a
week. To check on our extended
Olympics hours, call 825-7711.

30e We».wood Pl.^ . L^ Angela, CA 90024 B-level Acfccman Union • Open 7 days weekly • Phone (213) 825-77 1

1

ASUCLA • iN » S T O Jt-R

OQ£

Review: Reviews of a few 'icey' L.P.'s
for summer enjoyment; page 13.
Viewpoint : a viewpoint lauds th^

I

ll^i A ;

replacement of the Confederate flag at a^^^^^
' S.F. Civic Center flagpole; page 7

Game s

Inside sports: UCLAS Peter Vidmar garners the
silver medal in men's all-around gymnastics, a
nostalgic look ^kck at the U.S. gold medal basketballteam and it s three more gold medals for the U Sswim team; page 8

"-^

University of California. Los Angeles

.

Parlcing opens

on east side

of Westwood
By Tom Lombardo —

;

Some temporary "no park-
ing" curb space in Westwood
is now available for parking
due to unexpectedly light traf-
fic, city officials said Thurs-
day.

The east side of Westwood
Boulevard between Le Conte
and Lyidbrook Avenues,
where parking was previously
available only until 2:30 p.m.,
has now reverted to a normal
24 hour metered parking zone.
Additionally, Weyburn
Avenue east of Westwood
Boulevard, previously a "no
parking" zone, is now a park-
ing zone after 6:00 p.m. but is

still restricted between 8:(X)
a.m. and 6:00 p.m., Los
Angeles City Transportation
General Manager Don
Howery said.

Howery added that the I
changes were made because |Westwood traffic has past the

^

"first crunch" of congestion
and will not increase again
until next Thursday, when the I
Games return to UCLA in the
afternoons and evenings. But,
he said, "no plans to ne-

impose parking restrictions at

that time (have been made)."
Howery attributed the light

congestion partly to an
absence of "background traf-

fic," explaining, "the normal
Westwood traffic .is not

rrS A BIRD, - It's a plane. No, it's the Fuji Rim Wimpl Ah, but the Goodyear blimp need not worry about
competition for television coverage - Fuji Rim has lent its blimp offfcially to the Los Ar^geles Olympic Organiz-
ing Committee for the Olympic Games.

r k v^h«m^

Facilities spruced up

LAOOC iunding gives UCLA
Business Enterprises Ad
ministrator Sam Morabito.

around." > By Allison Murad
Los Angeles City Coun- .

S^efT^rSSon^'" .^.''?^^ c^'^'^rt "^1 ^^^P Aside frorrnrundreds-^

tCug^r-it was rfa^^^^^
'^^

^^"f
"^ ""[ this Ob^mpic employment openings provid-tnougnt It was reasonable to summer long after the Games ed by the Olympid; campus

CJontinued on rage-T-are over, accordirig-to-UCLA^^fS.5iIitr^^^re

landscaped with little cost tp
the university. Morabito s^iH.

**M uch of the rapid
preparation in repairing the
faculties and beautifying the

Pot linked to tuifgrthroat disorders
Marijuana smoki'ng studied for health effects

By Christina Skacan, Staff Writer

Marijuana smoking may lead to lung and
throat disorders, according to preliminary
results from research currently in progre^
at the UCLA Medical Center.

Dr. Donald Tashkin is conducting the
study on marijuana usage in an attempt to
correlate heavy marijuana smoking and
lung disease such as cancer. The prelimi-
nary data indicates that marijuana smokers
3how breathing- afcribrmalilies, Tashkin
said.

The study analyzes approximately 300
heavy marijuana smokers and approximate-
ly 100 people who do not smoke marijuana,
Tashkin said, adding that a heavy mari-
juana smoker is someone who smokes two
or more joints a day in the course of five or
more years.

About one half of the non-marijuana
smokers use tobacco. The other half of the
same group does not smoke anything at all,

Tashkin said, adding that the study*s sub-
jects range in age from 25 to 49.

The study showed, for example, that
heavy marijuana smokers statistically have
inflamed tissues In llic rtsplratory tract.

This inflammation can result in labored
breathing, Tashkin said, adding that this

inflammation is characteristic of those
tobacco smokers who have been smoking
heavily for a long time.

Furthermore, marijuana smokers have a
higher frequency of respiratory symptoms
such as coughs, phlegm production and
chest colds, Tashkin said.

As a preliminary test for the study, the_
researchers performed"a"broncTioscopy (in-

sertion of a tube into the respiratory tract
which allows the researcher to see the inte-
rior of the tract) on 20 of the subjects,
Tashkin said. Included among these 20 sub-
jects were people who smoke only mari-
juana, those who smoke both marijuana
and tobacco and those who smoke only
tobacco, he added.

Abnormalities, such as inflammation,
were detected in all the smokers in the pre-
liminary test, Tashkin said. The researchers
found abnormalities in the large central -

airways of the subjects, he said, a condition
which is unusual for tobacco smokers.
Damage to the central airways, including

Continued on Page 4

campus for the Olympics was
funded by the Los Angeles
Olympte- Organizing Commit-
tee and would not have been
completed fpr many years
under normal circumstances,"
Morabito said.

According to the contract
between the LAOOC and
UCLA, "the university will

recover all its costs for goods,
services and facilities utilized

for activities related to the
Olympic Games."

Additionally, "the LAOOC
or its corporate sponsors agree
to finance improvements and
additions to recreation, hous*
ing and o^her campuyiacilities"
to be used by the LAOOC
which would be of short-term
benefit to the LAOOC and of
long-term benefit to UCLA."
The LAOOC provided ap-

proximately $1.2 million to
refurbish and upgrade the
undergraduate dormitories in

preparation for the Olympics,
Morabito said. New carpeting
and desk tops were installed
and rooms were painted in ih
percent of the rooms, while
new furniture and fixtures
were put into -remodeled
common areas and lounges.

^Friday. August 3. 1984

Olympics spur

enthusiasm in

U.S., prof says.

By MaHcS. Welner

The Olympics have brought
a multitude of projects aimed

"-«^=4>eautifyirrg^-Lo5- Angeles"
and making its people more
culturally aware. Manv feel
such effects are bound to end
with the Games, but a UCLA
sociology professor said he
feels the benefits will be long
lasting.

"The timing couldn't be
better," said Associate Pro-
fessor of Sociology William
Roy, who teaches a course in
American society and has
researched social trends.
"The pendulum . . . is star-

ting to swing back from
cynicism towards enthusia^sm,"
Roy. said. "In the past couple
of decades, it's been very
stylish to be cynical, and I

think that's changing. I think
the Olympics will accelerate
that change."

"The Olympics are coming
at an opportune time ... You
know, we had a war machine
that didn't work — Vietnam.
We had a corrupt presidency
that didn't work. We had a
non-corrupt presidency that

"Tfie Olympics are
coming at an oppor-
tune time . . . You
know, we had a u^r
machine that didn't
work ~ Vietnam, We
h a d a corrupt
presidency that didn't
-tvorkr non-
corrupt presidency that
didn't work, and here
is something that's
working/*

— William Roy

LAUUC provided approx-

Continued on Page 4

didn't work, and herfe is

something that's working,

"

Roy explained.

Rallying around the Games
has provided a great deal of
"cohesion and a culture that I

can't imagine anything else

doing," Roy said. "It's ^'
jomefhing that's been-HHssing

-

from the city of Los Angeles
for a long time — neighbors
are talking to neighbors."

L.A. Beautiful Executive
Director Gail Watson express-
ed a similar viewpoint. "Our
greatest legacy is networking
support for small groups ,..

camaraderie," she explained.
Watson said her organization
provides a variety of
beautification, fund raising
and other programs for the
Olympics.
"The Olympics provided a

common goal. In our case,

rlpan-nn —we found people
very suppk)rtive," Watson ad-

Cootinued on Pag« 5
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NRC gives godhead for Diablo opening
WASHINGTON — The Nuclear

J^egulatory Commission on Thursday
cleared the way for operation of the
Diablo Canyon nuclear power plant,

which had been set back for years by
design questions and earthquake fears.

The commission vote was 3-1 with
one abstention.

Before the vote, government safety

officials said no significant threats

were uncovered during an exhaustive

investigation into allegations of pro-

blems at the California plant and a

..few harassment incidents against
workers at the site.

~"

Pdcific Gas & Electric Co., which
owns the plant near San Luis Obispo,
said it hopeH to have the first reactor

producing electricity within 100 days.

Air France hijackers

surrender in Tehran=
Three hijackers of an Air France jet

surrendered Thursday at Tehran air-

port after freeing 46 hostages and
blowing up the cockpit of the empty
Boeing 737.

The 44 passengers and two
crewmen were unhurt, after the two-
day ordeal of terror and the hijackers,

as yet unidentified, were "taken
away" according to officials at the
Iranian airport who would not give

their names. The three gunmen
commandeered the plane Tuesday
during a Frankfurt to Paris flight and
stopped at Geneva, Beirut and Cyf)rus
before reaching Tehran, where the hi-

jackers demanded France release five

Iranian prisoners. "

The gunmen first said they would

shoot one French hostage per hour,
then threatened to blow the plane and
passengers up by 4:30 p.m. Tehran
time (9 a.m. EDT) if their demands'
were not met. At least one American
was among the passengers.

Iranian officials reached by tele-

phone from Beirut said the hijackers

surrendered soon after the deadline.

Steven Leslie Wilson, 39, of Inyo, who
was serving a 25-years-to-life term for

the murder of his father-in-law.

Prisoner X- K1 I from
Is'- 1 , first in 15 years

When the van arrived at its West
Sacramento destination, after making
one stop in the town of Folsom, the

doors were still sealed but ,a hole had
been cut in the roof.

U.S. drops 2 sanctions

Polish gov't

IJ'OLSOM, Calif. An inmate
convicted of first degree murder
escaped from Folsom prison Thursday
after he sneaked into a sealed delivery

van and rode through the main gate,

then cut his way out with tin snips.

Prison spokesman Ted Zink said the

breakout marked the first time in 15

=years that an inmate had successfully

escaped from "behind the walls" of

the 3,150-inmate prison, located about
20 miles northeast of Sacramento.
The prisoner was identified as

", I ^.

WARSAW, Poland — The United

States has decided to drop two sanc-

tions imposed after Poland declared

inartial law in 1981, in response to. the

recent general amnesty under which
hundreds of Polish political prisoners

will be freed, the official news agency
PAP reported Thursday.

Washington will lift a ban on scien-

tific and cultur-al exchanges and
restore U.S. landing rights to the

Polish state airline LOT, the agency
said.

The report said the United States

also had informed the Polish gov-
ernment that it will withdraw its ob-
jections to Poland's membership in the
International Monetary Fund if the
amnesty is fully implemented.

Oiym|iics bus-f

leads police to
LOS ANGELES — A man accused

of following an Olympic bus while
carrying explosives led police Thurs-
day to a house where they found more
explosive devices, 100 pounds of black
powder and at least 20 guns, police

said.

Foqr homes in the city's San Fer-

nando Valley were evacuated and the
occupant of the house was arrested for

investigation of possessing destructive^

devices. Police Chief Daryl Gates said.

He said neither man was involved
in any plot to attack Olympic athletes

or facilities but simply had an "affec-

tion" for explosives.
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Fever spreads

Pin trading hits Games
as unofficial pastime
By Lynne Well. SXa^i V^riter

An epidemic of exponential growth has hit the Olympic
crowds — Pin Fever. It is widespread and highly contagious.

You've seen the groups of people huddled together outside
Pauley Pavilion like lepers in their own little colonies, pqring
over enamel-coated pin collections. You may know someone af-

flicted by pin-trading mania. Its symptoms are easily spotted:

tiny holes in one's clothing, an unquenchable desire to barter

and the mantra-like repetition of the phrase, "Got any PINS?"

There is no anecdote for Pin Fever. Once affected, victims
become increasingly addicted to collecting and trading. They
often wander from one pin-ogling cluster of people to another,
stopping only to see what pins they can swap for their own.
They construct elaborate systems of exchange, and they scram-
ble for rare and unusual pins to trade and to keep.

Souvenir pin-trading in the United States was once the ex-

clusive hobby of ski enthusiasts, who would purchase enamel-
=coated metal pins at resorts and later swap their souvenirs for

others. Americans adopted the sport in 1980, when visitors to

the Lake Placid Winter Games gathered in the streets to trade
sports-oriented pins.

Since then, pin-trading networks have formed, along with
pin-collecting clubs. Pin buffs periodically sponsor conven-
tions. More often, however, they merely seek out one another to

trade their objects of delight on an informal basis.

The avid collector finds many opportunities to practice his

hobby at thfe Olympics, where pins from the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee, corporate sponsors, the media
and other countries change hands.
The location matters little — deals are made both inside and

outside the competition sites and in the Olympic Villages. Jour-
nalists at the main press center in the Los Angeles Convention

Continued on Page 6

FEVER PrrCH — Trading tables by the Olympic Village overflow with pins and pin traders. This new sport has
attracted athletes and spectators alike. — —

—
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UCLA Med Center pediatric nurse deputes drniisV-l

By Christina Skacan

Staff Writer

A nurse who was recently

dismissed from her job at the

UCLA Medical Center is

disputing the reasons for her
termination.

Registered Nurse Melody
Shapiro, a clinical nurse in

Pediatric Intensive Care at the

Medical Center^ was dismissed
from her position on July 15.

Shapiro claims she was
dismissed because of her in-

volvement with the California

Nurses Association. CNA, the
nurses' union on campus, was
established approximately one
year ago. "The standards that

were applied to other nurses

in terms of discipline were not
applied to me," Shapiro said.

Shapiro, who is CNA
secretary/treasurer, was a
"shop-steward" (the union
representative) for the nurses

on the third floor of the Medi-
cal Center. Shapiro said she
was a "well-known union of-

ficial"among hospital personnel.

Continued on Page 5
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UCPD chief awards commendations

for qtiick response to auto tragedy

UCLA Police Chief Patrick Connolly awarded a commenda-

tion Monday to all Community Safety personnel for their con-

duct in last Friday's Westwood auto tragedy.

In the commendation, Connolly praised the University of

California Police officers, dispatchers, emergency medical

technicians. Community Service officers and Livermore Protec-

tive Services officers for their effective response to "a disaster of

major proportions." Connolly added that the actions of those

involved "undoubtedly saved further loss of life" and offered **a

shining moment in the history of (UCLA*s Community Safety)

department."
Connolly noted in- the commendation that when the accident

occured Friday night, UCPD was also providing security for

Princess Anne of Great Britain who was visiting UCLA's Uni-
versity Faculty Center. He cited the "dedication and diligence

of all personnel who were on duty at the time" as the factor
allowing police and emergency teams to deal effectively with
both situations.

In addition to commending on-duty personnel, Connolly
praised off-duty officers from his and other university depart-
ments who, upon hearing .about the incident, offered their

assistance. Connolly said this was the reason individual com-
mendations will not be issued.

Christopher Howell

LAOOC
Continued from Page 1

imately $2 million to cover
rental facilities and daily maid
services, Morabito said, ad-
ding that unused funds will go
into the Residence Halls'
reserve account to be allocated
to repair and remodel the fa-

cilities in following years.

The LAOOC also provided
$1.75 million for renovation of
the four undergraduate Resi-

dence cafeterias, a project
which had begun in 1979 and
completed in 1983.

Morabito said he anticipates

the facilities will be left in

good condition, but he said it

is too early to tell whether ad-

ded funds are needed to

prepare rooms for fall quarter.

Though Residence Hall fees

will go up 3 percent in the

fall, Morabito added that the

increase is in no way related

to Olympic expenditure and
occurs annually ±o cover infla-

tion.

Aside from the improve-
ment in living conditions for

dormitory residents, Morabito
said approximately 250 stu-

each summer, Morabito said.

According to the contract
between the LAOOC and-,

UCLA, the LAOOC provided
$450,000 to install a worid-
class track surface at Drake
Stadium for use as one of the
six "official practice tracks."

Additionally, the 50,000
square foot Olympic building
located at Le Conte Avenue
was constructed by the
LAOOC in 1982 for ad-
ministrative purposes. After

Dec. 31, 1984, UCLA will

begin to use the building v for

university programs.

The LAOOC also provided
$200,000 to widen Bellagio
Drive from Sunset Boulevard
to the residential area in an-

ticipation of heavy bus traffic

entering the Olympic Village.

The analytical laboratory

located in Louis Factor Health

Sciences Building also received

$900,000 in support funds and
$700,000 in equipment from

the LAOOC for "doping con-

trol analysis" of 1,500 athletes

during the Olympic period.

This facility, which enables

rsonnel to detect the use of

dents were employed in the
Residence Halls this summer
to provide regular housekeep-
ing and custodial servfc^ for

the atheletes. The six residen-
tial facilities normally employ
approximately 50 students

drrugs and other substances

banned by the International

Olympic Committee, will

enable the Department of

Pharmacology to increase its

exploration of sports medicine

in the future.

Marijuana
Continued from Page 1

inflammation, which is

generally found in much older
tobacco smokers, seems* to in-^

dicate that marijuana smoking
causes extensive damage to the
respiratory tract, Tashkin
said. But, he added, the study
is still in progress, and the
data is just preliminary.

There are differences be-
tSveen marijuana smoking and
tobacco smoking which may
account for the differences in

damage to the respiratory
tract, Tashkin said. "Mari-

juana is more irritating to the

inner airways" because it "is

smoked much more rapidly,

ihhaled more deeply and held

longer," Tashkin explained.

Consequently, a higher con-

centration of smoke may
penetrate an area in the respi-

ratory tract at one time, he

added.

In addition, the study also

showed a higher prevalence of

throat disease in marijuana
smokers, a condition also due
to the high concentration of

smoke in an area in the; respi-

ratory tract, Tashkin said.

Westwood
Continued from Page 1
make more parking avail-
able," the Councilman's Press
Deputy Michelle Krotinger
said. Yaroslavsky's action was
also influenced by a petition
by the Wp<;twnnH Vjj lage
Merchant's Association, Execu-

tive Director Scott Regberg
said, adding that the associa-

tion hopes that increased park-
ing will help to improve
business which is not as

luerative—as had—been—ese-

pected.

00(^00 daily bruin
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The Nurses Administration, which was ultimately responsible
for dismi^ing Shapiro, "acted in the best interests of patient
care said Nursing Assistant Director Rebecca Hathaway
The administration followed proper and ordinary procedurewhen deabng with Shapiro's dismissal, Hathaway said, adding

that Shapiro was terminated for failing to fulfill lier job respon-
sibihties in terms of patient care. Hathaway stressed that the
administration did not terminate Shapiro for union activity of
any land. She added that the administration was concerned
with Shapiro's job performance, but she could not elaborate
further.

Last April, Shapiro received an unsatisfactory evaluation
from her head nurse. According to Shapiro, she discussed the
evaluation with the head nurse but did not sign it, thinking that
It was "still subject to revision." When she was terminated
Shapiro realized the evaluation had been put on her record.

Approximately one week later, an incident occurred in ICU
which Shapiro said she believes was a major impetus leading to
her termination.

Shapiro was the nurse in charge in ICU at that time. Shapiro
claims that the hospital received a complaint from a parent of a
chi d she cared for. But, Shapiro maintains that she gave the
child adequate care and that the unit was under-staffed and
had been for some time.

She was the only nurse to receive a warning letter resulting
from the incident, Shapiro said, adding that the rest of the
nurses in the unit received verbal counseling. Shapiro maintains
that she received the letter because she exercised her right to
have a union representative present when she was called to
discuss the incident, not because of her performance as a nurse.

However, the administration maintains that it was Shapiro's
performance as a nurse, not her union activity, which prompted
the warning letter, Hathaway said.

A final incident which led to her dismissal occurred in June,
Shapiro said. Another nurse asserted in passing that Shapiro was
sleeping at a patient's bedside in ICU during her break, a claim
which Shapiro denies. Shapiro added that it is commonplace for
nurses to take their breaks in the unit rather than walking to
the cafeteria. Both the administration and Shapiro refused to
divulge the head nurse's name. Consequently, she could not be
reached for comment.
Shapiro said she thinks the administration "took this opportu-

nity to fire me," and that her performance did not warrant
dismissal. Shapiro added that she was promoted last January.
However, Hathaway said the administration feels that

Shapiro's performance deteriorated since her promotion, and
she did not meet the standards outlined in her promotion letter.
Hathaway added that there were a number of incidents concer-
ning Shapiro's performance that prompted the administration's
concern and ultimately Shapiro's termination. However,
Hathaway said she could not elaborate on these incidents
because of the personnel matters involved.

A number of attempts to compromise were initiated by the
administration, Hathaway said, adding that she could not
comment on what the compromises consisted of. It is "unfortu-
nate that we were unable to work out the situation before it got

to this point. But that^was her (Shapiro's) choice," Hathaway
added. ^ — !» • «.w- .

However, Shapiro maintains that the only compromise of-

fered to her was resignation instead of termination. She was
terminated on July 15, approximately two weeks before she was
to begin her pregnancy leave. The UCLA Employee Benefits
Department and Prudential Life Insurance are still deliberating
as to whether or not she will leceive rier benefits.

friday, august 3, 1984 news 5

Shapiro is in the proc^ of filing a grievance in response to
the warning letter she received as well as an unfair labor prac-
-tices charge against her termtnattonT^TheadmlnTstration will

respond to the grievance and the charge, and if Shapiro finds
the response unsatisfactory, she may take it to an impartial
third party for a hearing. Labor Relations Specialist Mark
Speare said. He added that the hearing officer will be agreeable
to both sides and will review the documentation presented by
both the administration and Shapiro.

Shapiro is supported in her efforts by the American Federa-
tion of State, County and Municipal Employees as well as the

American Federation of Teachers, two unions here on campus.
Labor representatives from CNA could not be reached for

comment.

Olympic effects

Continued from Page 1

ded.

Another consequence of the
projects is Los Angeles' grow-
ing in cultural awareness. Roy
said he feels "that kind of pos-

itive influence may . be more
long lasting."

According to Allan Baker,

press manager for the Olym-
pic Arts Festival, the event has

vaulted Los Angeles into its

"rightful position" in the ar-

tistic community and will

make it much easier for

foreign troupes to perform in

the city. There have already

been conferences discussing

the Dossibilitv of more regularpossibility

festivalsrF

pointed to the vast number of

skilled jobs being carried out

*by volunteers —jobs previous-

ly left to "the professional."

"It sort of shattered our
views of professionalism fn this

country ^-^ "the idea if you
want to have it done right,

you have to have a profes-

sional do it," Roy said. "It's a
model for a kind of civic activ-

ity that can be used for

everything from county fairs

to Boy Scouts to the Tree Peo-

ple."

Roy said he feels civic pride

will also lengthen the ultimate

effect of volunteer groups.

"Many said 'why - would
anyone give their time and ef-

fort witl^out getting paid?'

arts festivals, he added.

Aside from the cultural ex-

pansion of Los Angeles, Roy money."

fort without getting paid?'

Well, they will. Ihey are get-

ting paid in other ways than
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. . . and Olympic Visitors.
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and primary care.
• No appointment needed, no waiting
• All Olympic visitors welcome
• Qualified physician always on duty.
• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics. Sun., Aug. 5.
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"Ours is a dining experience where you can feel the
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Call ahead to ord^r your food to go.
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DELIVERY SERVICE!
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Santa Monica: 2222 Wilshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Fri, Full Bar 829-7829

—

EnCinO: 17644 Ventura (near White Oak) 986-0772
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CONTACTS IN ONE DAY
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GOOD LOOKS — GOOD PRICES
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THROUGH AUG 31,1984

$129 EXTENDED WEAR OR
SOFTCOLOR CONTACT LENSES*

COMPLETE

*All prices include
fittings Care Kit and
Follow-up Visits

Soft colors in one weeK

1082 Glendon Ave.
Westwood
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208-3570

Pin trading'
Continued from Page 3
Center swap pins as often as
they do outrageous stories.
Strangers stop one another on
the streets of Westwood to in-
quire about pins.

What is the appeal in pin-
trading? "It's a once in a
lifetime opportunity to meet
athletes and athlete-watchers
from other countries in your
own backyard/' explained
pm-lover Eliot Lewkow of Los
Angeles. "And you can collect
a lifetime of memories in just
two weeks."

"Pin trading is a great way
to meet people," UCLA senior
Teri Sousa agreed. "It's a fun
way to take part in the fun of
the Olympics." Sousa said she
has been trading on a casual
basis for one week, and she
nowhas 15 pins.

More avid collectors
abound. Take Los Angeles res-
ident Dan Eaker. for example,
who said he has "hundreds" of
pins, some of which^ he ac-
quires each Saturday at
trading shows at the Rose
Bowl. Baker is a self-professed
professional pin-trader.
Or how about Joel Tararsh,

a CBS cameraman who
started in the bush league of
pin trading two weeks ago
and is well on his way to pro-
fessionalism at a collection
rate of eight new pins per
day. Tararsh explained his

strategy: good media- related
pins get good foreign pins,

which he prizes the most for

their novelty.

Usually, that's how most
pin deals are made. They are
done purely on a matter of
taste: A pin owner^ deter-
mines how valuable a new pin
is then decides what can be
sacrificed for the new prize.

True traders, however, also

take note of a pin's rarity.

Often, that's determined onlv

by rumor. But a Valencia
publisher has put out a popu-
lar collector's guide listing all

types of corporate sponsors'

pins that have been made for

'he Olympics as well as the

quantities in which they were
produced and, if they are

rare, why.
There are some interest in

g

explanations for why a par-

ticular pin is no longer being

produced, tbr example, only

400 pins depicting Sam the

Olympic Eagle holding a

Coca-Cola bottle were
manufactured. After the pin

went into production, the

LAOOC ruled that the mascot

could not be depicted holding

a sponsor's product. A certain

edition of American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Com-
munication's pin was ruled too

large by the corporation^^

which produced only 200.

For whatever reasons, pin

traders and collectors take an

interest in the pins they ac-

quire and try to attract fellow

traders' interest in the hope of

swapping foj something br>t^

ter. They may seek rare on€»
or ones that are merely pretty.

Pin traders' tastes may differ,

but they have one thing in

common: they're all bitten
by the same bug which is due
to go into remission in just

over two weeks.

Start
stretchina
now and
avoid imil
ing a miiscio*

V^_J n Viewpoint Jeanie Kim, Viewpoint Editor

Viewpoint

Fighting racism
By Juvenal Martinez

All opponents of slavery, racism and the Ku Klux Klan
race terror can claim July 6 as a real victory.
On July 6, the "California Hundred " flag was raised in

San Francisco's Civic Center on the same flagpole which
previously flew the Confederate flag. The "California
Hundred" flag is a unicjue standard from Calfornia's Civil
War history being the banner of the first 100 Californian
volunteers who paid their own way back east to join the
fight against the slave-owners.

This victory comes only after" a three-montb long fight
to get down and keep down the hated banner of racism
and slavery, the Confederate flag.

The battle was joined on April 15, 1984 when Richard
Bradley, a Black member of the Spartacist League and the
Xabor Black League for Social Defense, climbed a 50 feet
tall flagpole in the San Francisco Civic Center. Clad in a
uniform of a Union soldier Bradley tore down the Con-
federate battle flag that was flying as part of a display of
18 "historic" flags and hurled it to the ground where it

was burned.
Demonstrators below carried banners, "Down with the

Confederate flag of slavery and the KKK" and "Finish the
Civil War! Forward to a Workers State" sang the Union
marching song "John Brown's Body," and denounced the
Confederate flag as the banner of "the slaveowners' whip
and the KKK's years of lynching, burning, shooting and
bombing."
That same day, an all-white jury for a second time ac-

quitted Klan/Nazi killers, of the 1979 murder of five civil

rights and labor organizations in Greensboro, North
Carolina.

Bradley also cited the successful fight just last year by
heroic Black students at the University of Mississippi —
"Ole Miss" — to stop the school's official flying of the
Confederate flag, stating "If it's not going to fly at Qle
Miss, it sure as hell is not going to fly in San Francisco!"
The next day, when the arrogant administratipn of

Mayor Dianne Feinstein put up another Confederate flag,

Bradley went right back up the flagpK)le and tore the racist

banner to shreds.

For a second time he was arrested. But a tidal wave of

publicity and public protest forced the Mayor to back
down — she announced that the Confederate flag would
no longer fly in Civic Center. "I don't intend to do
anything to op)en a wound or be otherwise offensive/'

Feinstein told reporters, "we will take a look at how histo-

ry can be depicted with another flag.""

Bradley and the Spartacist League solved the Mayor's
problem when on April 29 he climbed the flagpole a third

time and hoisted a replica of the 33-star Union flag that

flew at Fort Sumter, South Carolina.

The Spai tacisls donated the historic Fort Sumter gar-

was hoisted aloft at Fort Sumter by special order of Presi-
dent Abraham Lincoln in a national celebration of victory
over the Confederacy. Lincoln was assassinated that same
night.

But Democratic Mayor Feinstein seemed determined to
go to war against the whole course of American history.
On the day after it was donated, the Fort Sumter garrison
flag was removed on Feinstein's personal authority and
was subsequently shredded and thrown away. This
outrage was revealed at a dramatic five-day trial of
Richard Bradley which ended June 4 with a hung jury,
deadlocked at eight-to-four for acquittal on charges of
"vandalism." The District Attorney subsequently dropped
all charges against Bradley.

The effort to reraise arty banner of slavery w^as short-
lived: in the early morning hours of June 29, militant
workers used an acetylene torch to topple the entire

flagpole on which the racist "Confederate national flag"

flew, dropping the "stars and bars" into the dirt where it

belonged.

This dramatic act, not meetings in the mayor's office or

board of supervisors deliberations, finished the city's at-

tempts to fly the Confederate flag..

It took the dramatic public action of Richard BracHey,

the Spartacist League and the mass sentiment of outraged
Bay Area Blacks and all opponents of racism to end the

flying of the banner of slavery and KKK terror.

JTh£_ issue of slavery was decided by blood and iron in

rison flag to the city because of its historic role in the fight

against slavery — the opening shots of the Civil War were
fired against this flag. After two days of fierce bom

b

ard-

ment by Confederate forces, on April 14, 1861, this flag

was hauled down and spirited away back North where
throughout the Civil Waf it was used in patriotic

demonstrations.

Exactly four years later to the day, the very same flag

the Civil War, where over 350,000 Union troops died and
200,000 Black soldiers fought and turned the tide of battle

against ^Vl' slave-owners.

Olympics opened.
Fortunately, the extent of

the cutbackji was considerably
reduced prior to the July 23rd
issue of the Bruin going to

press.

By re-scheduling Fall
maintenance work, re-assign-

ing student workers and fin-

ding openings at Santa Monica
Place, we have managed to
put employees from the most
severely affected area — Cen-
tral Receiving ^-^ back to
work.

It is no secret that for
ASUCLA Services and Enter-
prises, levels of employment
are always directly tied to

levels of sales.

We receive no state subsidy,
no student fees — sales are
virtually our only source of

income.

During high customer
periods, such as Fall Rush,
our sales are up and so are
student work hours.

During lower-than-
^ budgeted sales periods like

But the promise of Black equality wm< !,''iayed: the

racist KKK arose to terrorize- Ulack pc »>pie and enforce Jim
Crow segregation that lasted nearly a hundred years and
whose racist legacy is with us to this day.

Their banner was — and i ; to this day — the Con-

federate Hag. In acting to

insure that it does not fly in

San Francisco, the Spar^
tacist League says: "it took

the first American revolu-^

tion to get rid of the
British; it took a second
American revolution — the

Civil War — to get rid of

slavery; and it will take a

third American revolution,

a workers revolution, to

end Black oppression once
aad. for all with victoAouT"
socialism."

Martinez is a graduate
student majoring in Latin
American studies.

"^

we have been experiencing the
past few weeks — student
work hniir<; npof^ssariiy have to

Letters

ASUCLA

MISS MllWS MARCiftRET THAJCHFRS &IRIHPAV,„SEMP

Editor:

As theSummer Bruin

HERSOWE MARINES WITHkM LITHE MOTE.,,

reported, ASUCLA was fofccd
to cut back student work
schedules the weeks before the

be adjusted to meet customer
needs.

And that concerns us just as

much as it concerns the stu-

dent affected by the cutbacks.
Our student employees have

continuously stood behind
ASUCLA in times when we
have needed students to work
extra -hours — on busy foot-

ball weekends, during Rose
Bowl appearances on January
1st, for special events during
Finals Week.

Jubt as our student workers
stand behind us, ASUCLA
stands behind them in at-

tenipting to do all we can to

increase Olympic sales and,
thereby, bring student hours
to the level we planned for

during this Olympic ^riod.
We know there is August

rent Xo pay, fall- reg fees to

plan for, groceries to buy. We
share those same concerns.

We want you to know that

we are doing all we can to

turn the situation around.
Your Associated Students

has a memory. That is one of

the things that makes
ASUCLA unique. And we also

know that there is life after

the Olympics!

Jason C. Reed
Executive director

ASUCLA
/

"^
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Olympic
Silver for Vidmar
in ail-around final
Japan's Gushiken wins gold
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Staff Writer

No one could have picked a winner at the men's gymnastics
all-around finals at Pauley Pavilion last night.
The competition was so completely and consistently close that

even the most profound calculator jockeys found their eyes
glued to the floor, as one gymnast after another fought for a
position among the medal winners.

Outstanding gymnast Koji Gushiken withstood the pressure of
the most competitive all-around finals in Olympic history, and
for his effort, hell be taking home a gold medal to Japan.

Peter Vidmar, who led the United States to a team gold
medal on Tuesday, won the silver. Li Ning, an early favorite

"^or the gold, managed^ a 1)r6nze to add China's flag to the
medal ceremony.
On his. surprise win, Gushiken commented, "Going into

tonight, I was in fifth place, losing by 0.175 points. I knew that
if I took the exercises very carefully, and did my best, I would
win."
Vidmar didn't seem too disappointed with his silver. "It was

so close," he said. "If I stop to think that the difference turned
out to be just a half step, a half hop during the whole competi-
tion. It might bother me a little, but Koji deserves all the credit
in the world; he had an outstanding meet. I'm happy to. have
the team gold medal, and if I had the chance to change the
medals around, I wouldn't do it."

^
After the fourth of six rotations had been completed last

night, it looked like gold for either Vidmar or Li, who were
tied for the lead with 98,875 points. But Gushiken, although in
third place, was only 0.025 points behind the leaders.

In the fifth rotation, Li lost the lead with a 9.8 on the
parallel bars, while Vidhiar scored 9.9 on the vault. Vidmar
appeared to have the gold all but locked up. But Gushiken per-
formed an almost flawless high bar routine, earning a 9.95 and
pushing aside Vidmar and Li to take the lead.

In the final rotation, Gushiken was the first to compete on
the floor, while Vidmar led off on the the parallel bars. Vidmar
needed to score at least a twentieth of a point higher than
Gushiken for the gold, but his 9.9 on the bars wasn't enough to
do it, as Gushiken also scored a 9.9 on the floor.

Vidmar then had a silver medal in his pocket, but Li could
have tied for the silver if he received a 10.0 on the high bar. He
had already scored three on other apparatus, but last night he
came up with a 9.9, good enough for a bronze, but not a silver.

Bart Conner and UCLA's Mitch Gaylord finished strong,
sixth and fifth respectively. Along with Vidmar, they still have
^^hance foL more Olympic medals when the men's apparatus

Continued on Page 11

More ra lly cries for
U.S. swim re lay team
By KatI Rocky. Staff Writer

Thousands cheered for U.S.
swimmers Mary T. Meagher
and Geore DiCarlo during
their gold medal perfor-
mances, but what really had
the fans out of their seats w^
the U.S. 400-meter freest^lje

relay team's close victory over
Australia.

Rowdy Gaines pulled ahead
of Australia's Mark Stockwell
iXL. the final 50 meters to give
tRe U.S. a new world record
time of 3: 19.03, with
Australia finishing in 3:19.68.

"1 can*t take, any of the
credit, "said Gaines, who won
the gold in tl^ 100 free on
Tuesday. "These guys got me
the lead. I really didn't do

anything. I asked for a lead. I

didn't care how much^-
hundereth or whatever."
Meagher and team ate Jenna

Johnson had a tight race in

the women's 100 butterfly,
with Johnson leading for the
duration fo the way. But
Meagher took the lead and the
gold in the last 10 meters,
much to the delight of her
family and friends numbering
28 that were in the stands
cheering hef on. She clocked 4>-

59.26.
*

"I just died the last 25
(meters), "said Johnson. **I

meant to get ahead of her and
not let her pass me. I saw her
coming and all I thought was
*Oh no, her she comes.' I

Continued on Page 12
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UCLA's Peter Vidmar salutes the Pauley Pavilion crowd after winning the silver medal in the
all-around gymnastics final. Vidmar was tied for the lead with China's Li Ning going into
Thursday night's routine but both were undone by gold medalist Koji Gushiken of Japan.
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Track and Field opens up^oday

CffMo-JloaMa 9<Mi|>
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2 games • first roaad
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1430-1800 Basketball I game - women's
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Carl Lewis will begin a busy nine days of competition today
when he runs in the qualifying heats in the 100 meters.

Lewis will run 11 races and long jump two days in the
Olympics.

By Tom Timmermann
S^r\\or Staff Writer

Track and field, the Olym-
pic competition that
everybody remembers, gets
underway today at the Col-
iseum, with a flying start.

Well, make that a walking
start. The first medal figures
to be given out in the 20km
walk, maybe not the most ex-
citing event in the world, but
an Olympic event all the
same .~ Coing^n^Tmuttarieoiis^
ly will be another glamour
event, the women's shot put.
Whoever wins the shot put

medal will, barrmg the tem-
porary suspension' of gravity,
not be the best in the world,
not by a long toss. The
Eastern Europeans pretty
much own the event, although
this year they're sort of leasing

it out. The shot put, like most
women's events, has been dec-
imated by the boycott, and no
event escapes totally unscath-
ed.

The world record holders at

200. 400. 800. 1.500 and

IMB.I045
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3,000 meters for women all
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1936 tr.S. Olympic basketball team

From gravel and mud to

cozy confines of a gym
By Mark Hazelwood. Staff Writer

Tailored uniforms, sponsorship by shoe companies, hand-
and-foot service in the Olympic Village, and a celebrated tour

around- the couhtry, playing NBA all-stars in front of packed

houses: yes, the U.S. Olympic basketball team has been the

toast of the nation.

Wednesday, eight men held a press conference inside the

Forum and talked about Olympic basketball of an earlier era.

An era when the ball used for the Olympics had untanned pat-

ches, of leather, and resembled something closer to a soccer ball;

when nriembers of Team USA, as they are referred to today,

had to play exhibitions just to raise enough money to travel to

the Games; when Olympic basketball was played outdo^jrs.

_ In 1936 at Berlin, basketball was_ included in the^ official

Olympic program for the first time. Sam Baiter, Francis

Johnson, F^rank Lubin, Art M(^llner, Carl Shy, Dwayne Swan-
son, Bill Wheatley were all members of the U.S. team that

competed in 1936. They also helped bring home America's first

gold in basketball, when the United States defeated Canada, in

a memorable game, played outside in a driving rainstorm. That
win began anOlvmpte wm streak of gold for the United State?

that would last until 1972.

From the pioneers of Olympic basketball, the seven, along *

with 82-year old assistant coach Gene Johnson, they have «

managed to age gracefully. But when you look back there was ^
nothing graceful about their road to the gold medal. |

Thefr road started with qualifying. Early in 1936, there was '^

a national amateur championship held in New York at Madison J

Sfjuare Garden, to determine the Olympic roster of 14. Seven ^

players from the winning team qualified. Five members of the ^

runner-up (}ualified and two others were selected from the re- « -i/ i
• r%

itiaining teams. °^^^^ ^ Joaquim Cruz is considered the favorite to win the

Those teams invited to the qualifying tournament included Qo'^^ medal in the Star-studded field in the 800 nneters. Qual-

Continued on Page 11 ifying heats for the half mile begin today at the Coliseum.

Track
Continued from Page 9

won't be at the Olympics,
along with record holders in

the 100 and 400 meter hur-

dles, both relays, the shot put

and discus. That doesn't leave

much.
Men's events haven't been

hurt much, for reasons you
can try to figure out yourself.

There, the only record holders

missing will be Russian pole

vaulter Sergei Bubka, East

German shot putter Udo
Beyer, East German javelin

thrower Uwe Hohn and Rus-
sian discus thrower Yuriy
Dumchev. The field events

certainly won't be glamour
events for the men, but on the

track, it will be hard to notice

the absence, especially with
the show Carl Lewis figures to

put on.

But Lewis only has heats of

the 100 meters today. In the

walk, it looks to be Mexico's

ELrnesto__ Caiito in a walk.
Canto is the world record
holder, and has two minutes
on the rest of the field. This
event is free also, as it leaves

the stadium and takes to the

streets of Los Angeles, going
up and down Exposition Boul-

evard. There are a few
Eastern,. Europeans who ~are

good walkers, but none would
have been able to catch Can-
to.

The women's shot put is an
Continued on Page 12
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Julianne McNamara is tied for third place in the women's
all-around gymnastics event and will be shooting to catch
Tier teamate and first place leader Mary Lou Retton in

tonight's finals.

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 9 -

competition begins tomorrow.
Conner and Gaylord are both favorites to win the gold in

parallel bars, while Galylord has a pteliminary lead in the
quest for a rings medal. China's Lou Yuil is well on his way to
a gold on the horse vault, with two perfekucores so far in'the
preliminaries. Japan's Morisue also has two perfect scores in the
high bar, and looks like the favorite, though China's Tong Fei is
right behind with a preliminary score of 9.975.

Women s Competition

Tonight's women's all-around finals sh^w potential for
American gold, with the U.S.' Mary Lou Retton the current
leader. But don't let that fool you — the competition is as tough
as ever.

Preliminary scores of the current top five in the all-around
are all within 0.425 points of each other. That is less than half
a point, or a fall from the balance beam. A drop in balance
beam scores plagued the U.S team Wednesday night. With
three scores under 9.5, including a 9.2 from American Julianne
McNamara, the beam has been a serious problem for the U.S.
women.
McNamara is currently tied for third in the all-around with

Romania's Laura Cutina. Romanian star Ecaterina Szabo is

placed second and China's Ma Yanhong is fifth.

One or two low scores can turn everything around a when
the competition is this tight. One example is Romania's Lavinia
Agache, who had been a strong contender in the all-around
along with teammate Szabo. But after a 9.2 on the floor and
9.4 on the beam at the team finals, she dropped to fourth place
on her team, and won't even be able to compete. <t

r^tmona Faiica, who scored a 10.0 on the beam at the team
finals, will compete for Romania along with Szabo and Cutina.
For the U.S., Kathy Johnson will join teammates Retton and
McNamara. Johnson is currently placed^sixth.

'~'

Basketball
Continued from Page 10
^the two top AAU teams. Universal Studios of Los Angeles and
the team from McPherson, Kan. Also invited was the national

champion YMCA team from Wilmerding, Pa. and five college

teams representing different geographical areas of.^the country:

Washington, Utah State, Arkansas, DePaul and Temple.
The team sponsored by Universal, which included Lubin,

Baiter, Mollner, Shy and Swanson avenged a one point loss to

McPherson in the AAU champioitship and won the NAC.
Baiter, 74, a UCLA graduate of 1929 (as were Mollner, Shy and
Lubin) and a former sports director at KLAC, says that winn-
ing the NAC was a relief.

Five players thus qualified from the McPherson team, in-

cluding Frank Johnson, Wheatley and Gene Johnson, who was
the McPherson coach. There was a great rivalry between Uni-
"versal and McPherson, that still exists today. The players, all In

their 70s, tend to nfiix upjilst what happened in the qualifying

tournament. As Baiter quipped, "we've gotten -along so well for

all of these years, becfiuse we never see each other."

With the team set, the next step was getting to Berlin. Trou-
ble arose when Universal Studios, whose owners were
predominantly Jewish, refused to sponser a team going to

Olympic Games hosted by the Nazi's. From there it was up to

the Universal Seven to get to New York and the boat to Berlin

on their own. - *" "
,

"We had no funds and we had to be in New York by July

9thj a week," explained Lubin, who at 6-3 was the center of

the Universal team and its only real star. "So we played exhib-

ition games to raise money. We played one in Denver, we
played one in Tulsa and we finally got to New York. I had
telegraphed my wife and told her not to get on a boat for

EMropc until she saw mo.

When the team arrived in Berlin, they were in for a few sur-

Continued on Page 12
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Basketball
Continued from Page 11

prises. First, the Games were held outside on gravel courts.
Also, FIBA (the International Amateur Basketball Federation)
at the time had determined that only seven players could play
in » game. Thus, the late head coach Jim Needles had to alter-
nate players each game, in order to give all 14 a chance to play.
Even though these were the Games of Hitler, only one

American player met the German Chancellor. That name was
Francis Johnson. "I shook hands with Hitler, but it was more
an accident than anything else. He was di-'unk wondering
through the streets with a girlfriend one night. He just happen-
ed to stop by where we were staying. He shook hands with us,
but I don't remember if he said anything."

Despite the problems, the United States did get a bye in the
first round. In the second round they beat Esthonia 52-28. After
another bye, they beat the Phillipines 56-23. In their semi-final
match, the United States won 25-10, setting up their final with
Canada.

Although the team disagrees about a lot of things, no one
argued that playing the final in the rain against the Canadians
was a disaster. "It's unbelievable. For two days we were trying
to get the game postponed (because of the rain)," said
Wheatley. "You would shoot the ball, it would Tiit the ground
and stay there^ It was under the worst possible conditions."
The court was a gravel court, surrounded by bricks, which

when it rained kept the water on the court and created a
swimming pool of sorts. After four inches of rain the night be-
fore and-a thunderstorm th^at began in the second half, it was
almost ankle deep in places.

For what was practically a game of mud football. Needles
started what he considered to be his best seven that day. At
center was. 6-8 Joe Fortenberry. At forwards were Frank
Johnson, Ralph Bishop and Carl Knowles and at guards were
Carl Shy, Jack Rayland and Bill Wheatley. It was fortunate
that Fortenberry was able to play at all, as before the Olym-
pics, FIBA had ruled that players over 6-3 were ineligible. The
United States, however, was able to get the rule repealed in
time.

fortenberry led the U.S. team with eight points and
Wheatley chipped in five against Canada, as the United States
won 19-8. "Because of the rain, we scored only 19," explained
Baiter, "or at least I hope it was the rain."
With the rain continuing to pour, the United States was

awarded their laurel crowns by Dr. James Naismith, the
founder of the gan>e of basketball. Afterwards Naismith made a
short speech that still has the players laughing today. "In his
speech," recalled Baiter, who as a former broadcaster has no
fear of a microphone. Dr. Naismith said, " *My dream has
come true. This is basketball at its greatest.' We looked at each
other, with the rain coming down and shook our heads."

While the 1984 U.S. team was in the locker room Wednes-

iQQ«
^'^^^^^'^S *° ^oach Bobby Knight, the seven members of the

^u^n^^ r
^^ a^»stant coach were honored at halfcourt.

Ihe 13 000 fans cheered the first gold medal team, some 12 800
more than that cheered in the rain in Berlin.

Swimming
Continued from Page 8

didn't really have anything
left."

Without the presence of the
USSR's world record holder
Vladmir Salnikov, and West
x;^rm a ny's—Michael—Gross

medal performance.
"You've got to deal with

morning and night, "said
DiCarlo, who competed for
the University of Arizona last
year. "I was racing people
during the race rather than
for a time. I didn't reallv

who said he couldn't accept a
win knowing that Salnikov
wasn't competing, DiCarlo

think about the time that
much. I knew I had to go out
fast."

^

Karen Loomis
Annelie Maclnnis
^Marci Merdler

Holly Neville
_^Cathy Schwartz
1--Suzy Smith

Steve Sokoloff
Julie Tabata

Stephanie Whitney
Melina Zrecny

pulled in another gold for the
U.S. DiCarlo's time of
3:51.23 was a new Olympic
record, and he was closiy pur-
sued by teamate and silver

medalist John Mykkanen time
fo 3:51.49.

Although DiCArlo won the
gold, consolation heat winner
Thomas Fahrner of West
Germany clocked a faster time
4han DiCarle at ^SO.^lr^ut-
DiCarlo said that Fahrner's
performance clidn't take
anything away from his gold

Twu more Olympic marks
and one world record were
broken in the women's 100
breaststroke and in the men's
200 breast.

The world mark was set by
Canada's Victory Davis, who
touched the wall at 2:13.34 in
the 200 breast, also breaking
the Olympic mark.

Holland's Petra
Vanstaveren broke the Olym-
TJTC^Oa breast with aTTD9 .887
and afterwards she celebrated
by uncorking a bottle of
champaigne.

Creative Staff
Eric Junker
Mike Lau
Nina Pechi

Tracic
, Continued from Page 10^-
entirely different story. '^e
best anyone in the field can
muster is about five feet off
the world record. This may
well be the most tainted
medal this side of weightlif-
ting.

Track notes: Hate to break the news
to yoq, but the qualifying round for
the women's shot put has been
cancelled. Seems that there are only
16 entrants in the competition, so the
preliminary round was cancell-
ed... Other heats and preliminary
rounds scheduled for today: The
beginning of the heptathlon, starring
UCLA s Jackie Joyner as a favorite for

""^^ ^^^"^^ *"^ 800 meters... the
mens 800 could be one of the classic
races with the likes of world record
holder Sebastian Coe of Great Britain;
Steve Ovett. the 1980 Olympic champ
from Great Britain; Brazil's Joaquim
Cruz, who compteted for Oregon last
year and who some consider the
favorite in this field; and the U.S. pair
of Earl Jon« and Johnny Gray, who
Doth broke the Amerian record with a
time of 1:43.74 by tying at the
trials... In case you're concerned, a
few other qualifying sessions have
been cancelled:the mens 110-meter
hurdles on Sunday, the women's 3,000
meter on Monday and the women's 4X 400 and 4 X 100 meter relays on
Friday. The men's javelin has been
pushed back from 5:10 to 6:30 p.m. so
the competitors aren't looking into the
sun when they throw... Longjshot td»k- .~»1J J t r

«»»wiiic lur "..^.. wic^ iuniW...L.onfESnot t(ye gnm mn\» ]
,
former Bmin Willie win the flOkin walk! flw MUrtyasiaBanks in the triple jump, the men's

400-meter hurdles and 100-, 800- and
lO.OOO-meters and the women's 400-

of Kenya, who's best time in the race
is an hour and 13 minutes behind
Canto's best. /.v

review William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

from
LA'S Wanda Coleman
and Henry Rollins
By John Ison, Staff Writer

Producer/Entrepreneur Harvey
Kubernick is a smart man, for he
knew not to call his recent "Evening
of Spoken Word"(Sunday, July 22,
7:30pm) a poetry reading. Except for

the fiery phrases of the amazing Wan-
da Coleman, none of the featured per-
formers read anything good enough to
be called poetry^—
Shame, as punk rockers Chris D.,

John Doe of X and Henry Rollins of
Black Flag were among those
featured, well-known in pop music for

their biting, and perceptive-.lyxici.
They should have brought their elec-

tric guitars onstage; it is clear that on-
ly Coleman, the winner of a 1984
Guggenheim Fellowship, has an ex-

pressive, well-tuned instrument in her
poetic voice. While the others tried to
cQmpenisate with hearty, rhythmic
vocals, their works revealed a lack of

true lyricism. Perhaps that's what you
get when you mix poetry with punk;
lots of artificiality, some artifice, little

if any art.

Chris D., the first speaker of the
event, personified this odd combina-
tion. He began his set by announcing
that his pieces were "all run together

for you (the audience) to sort out."
While anarchy is a vital quality to the
punk concert, it only confuses the
poetic listener* who cannot tell one
work from the other. With his
monotonous, droning vocal tone,
Chris D. doubled the confusion.

Hearing Chris D. onstage, one
doubts that his poetry would lose its

inaccessibility on the printed page. He
crowds his lines with bizarre, esoteric
images like "vibrating urine sky" and
"middle-class dumbfucks" that
reverberate in the mind like a stale

earache . If Chris-IV learns to focus his
anger — and whether or not he has
cause for anger may be debatable —
he may bring clarity and power to his

voice.

John Doe ijpnmediately followed,

reading verse as original and distinc-

tive as his name. Like that of a writer

of short stories. Doe's gift lies in

creating a scene and vivifying crucial

details. In his best pieces, "Sometimes
the Glass is Better than the Drink,"

and "Plenty More Where That Came
From," Doe strains the images^ dialog

and narrative until they seethe with

tension. Read in a rolling, reggae-

Continued on Page 14

Wanda Coleman

RECORDS

Cool LP's for^ummer:
Icicle Works & Icehouse

By Bob Remstein

Assistant Review Editor

Black Flag's Henry Rollins: a poet as well as a punker

Icicle WorksiF Icicle Works; AristaT"
The 1960s are back — again! Over the
last year or so, a number of Sixties- in-

fluenced groups have made their mark
in rock music. Their music, unlike the
beach-bouncy pop of such bands as

Blondie, The Go-go's, and The
Bangles, takes a darker look at life, us-

ing benign, folklike, guitar- based,
backgrounds to cushion the listener

from the tension and moodiness of the
vocals. This category includes, among
its better members, R.E.M., Wirie

Train, and The Long Ryders — all

*are from the US. British groups,
perhaps less consciously retrospective

than American bands are, have tended
to combine technological advances of

the 1980s, i.e. synthesizers, with the^

moods and harmonic "progressions of

the 1960s, thereby annoying purists

while creating what is actually a more
progressivi^style.

Icicle Works, with its mixture of

'80s technology and '60s atfhospheres,

exemplifies this trend rather well. This
British trio has been groomed as one
of the top new bands of 1984, having
toured as one of the opening band^^ for

The Pretenders' concerts earlier this

year. Their debut album shows both
great promise and considerable uncer-
tainty — the best songs on the LP
combine a strong sense of style with
surprising power, the lesser cuts,

liuwever, . seem to wander a bit, in

search of the aural manifestation of

. the style the group hears so clearly in

its collective minds.
For an unproven band, their first

"Single, "Whlsper~to~n
Fly)," has received an unusual amount
of US radio airplay, perhaps partly
due to advance notices, but more like-

ly because of the bright, ringy sound
of the chorus ("We are, we are, we
are but your children...). This plea-

sant but hardly groundbreaking tune
barely scratches the surface of the
album. For some real fun, try listen-

ing to the second song on the LP, "In
The Cauldron of Love."
The moody and mysterious verses

set the stage for a driving, drum-
dominated chorus offset by marvel-
ously ringing vocal harmonies. The
tension is finally released in the last

line, of the chorus, as lead singer Ian
^cNabb roars, ia his best Jim Mor-
rison-like fashion, "In the cauldron of

lovel'

Throughout the LP, Chris Shar-
rock's dynamic drumming activates

the textures, providing the touch that

separates Icicle Works' sound from
that of so many other '60s/folk- in-

fluenced bands. Cool textures only
carry a group so far, though. The big
question ' about this band is whether
their songwriting will be striking
enough to control their often overly
elaborate lyrics. Lines like "As the
willow weeps, as the lizard peepsA

Down tepid streams with dreams of^

passing through" from the song "As
The Diaguiiriy Flies" deiiionsl raie just

Continued on Page 14
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tA's angry poet$
Continued from Page 13

cowboy voice, John Doe resembled
a beer-stained Will Rogers.

Unfortunately, Doe reveals his.

shortcomings as a poet when he
abandons his narrative style. He
tends to escape into offhand
remarks and not- so-funny lines as

"Fort Lauderdale is Marina Del
Rey with grease," charming only
the audience members most easy to

please (or groupies of his band, X).
With his talent for tall-tale weav-
ing, Doe should concentrate on

. becoming the O. Henry of the
Eighties.

After a 25-minute intermission
with early Bob Dylan serenading
the folks over the air waves, Henrys
Roltm.s^ ^Id not appear onstage.
Entering from the rear of the
Siuditorium, bare-chested with a T-
shirt wrapped around his hair, the
infamous Rollins proceeded to hop
from one empty seat to another,
annoying/delighting the crowd and
jaeciting his worlts, Admitt<>fUy iyyw

proved since this reviewer heard
him last, in a voice strained from
too many recent concerts.

^^ Rollins' poetry still smacks of tor-

tured-teen self-pity, but he in-

tersperses it with welcome humor.
His best poem graphically depicted
a child- killer's crime, ending with
a sneering scold from, Rollins, 'You
never think to clean up your mess,
do you?" A charismatic performer
with or~ without musical backing,

Rollins still resorts to simplistic pro-

se-like poetry in his works. He
needs discipline — and not neces-

sarily the kind that the leather/

punk scene brings.

As always, Kubernick knew to

save the best for last. Wanda Col-

eman, a black poet born and raised

tn South Central Los Angeles, is an
arresting performer. Bles.sed with a

graceful sense of speech-rhythm,
Coleman understands as well the

redemptive power of rhyme and
meter in verse. She declares herself

"angry," but she rarely lapses into

hvsterics. From the first reading,

"jump Rope Sociology in Six Parts,"

it is evident that Coleman writes

"sophisticated TyricsTmhljed \vith a

delightfully ironic tension. She
simmers, nearly explodes, then
disregards the cauldron of emotion
with a mock-cheerful note of resig-

nation. Bv the seCs climax, " 'Tis

Morning Makes Mother a Killer,"

_Coleman commanded the stage like

a balladic Billie Holiday, a lyrical

Leontine Price.

"An Evening of Spoken
Word*'(presented by Freeway
Records) always brings delight to
the Los Angeles club scene, but like

a unpracticed chorale, the collected
voices must cohere into a listenable
force in order to succeed: Too much
cacophany and not enough col-

oratura make Harvey's show a dull
one.

Icehouse's latest
Continued from Page 13
how muddled their metaphors can
get.

Half of this debut LP works, and
half either suffers from ordinary
songwriting or leaden imagery, yiew-
ed instead as a debut record, it

becomes a distinctive piece of work
from a promising young band.

Icehouse: Sidewalk; Chrysalis.
Australian pop/rock groups have
developed a reputation over the years
for following the leads of their British

and American counterparts. Icehouse,
though, is among the mp s

t

chameleonic of the crowd. Pretty as

their new album Sidewalk often is,

one can't help wondering whether this

group ever had a sense of originality.

Lead singer Iva Davies, the sole

songwriter for the group's two most
recent releases, has the ability to sing
like a number of celebrated vocalists.

His strongest vocal influence is the
smooth, doleful voice of Roxy Music's
Bryan Ferry. On Icehouse's last album

=jelease, 1982's Primitive Man LP, the^
rest of the band put their guitars and
keyboards and their heads together
and produced an album that rivaled
some of Roxy Music's best sounds.
Songs like "Hey Little Girl'- and
"Street Cafe" were cleverly written
exercises in catchy but romantic, elec-

^ tronic pop/rock.

Nothing on Sidewalk quite matches
the songwriting level of these two
tunes. Jumping from style to style.
Icehouse never stays in one long
enough to develop the songwriting

finesse necessary to make the style

wotk. As usual, there are plenty of
Roxy Music-like songs- on Sidewalk.
"This Time," with its strong verse but
weak chorus, sounds like prime Bryan
Ferry material, and "Someone Like
You" comes closest to being an imita-
tion of Icehouse's own "Hey -Little

Girl," only not nearly as memorable.
On side two, "Sidewalk" and "Shot

Down" are pages right out of Simple
Minds' book of drawn-out riffs, with
crackling drums and impassioned rock
vocals. Once again, Iva Davies has
another vocalist's inflection down pat.
On other tunes, though, i he sounds
somewhat like David Bowie or even
Split Enz's Tim Finn.

It's only on "Taking This Town,"
the first single from the LP, that
Davies apparently isn't singing like-
anyone but himself. With its bouncy
beat and "na-na-na-na" singalong
chorus, "Taking This Town" has
aspirations toward being a hit single,

but, catchy as it is, the production
falls flat.

In fact, the first difference one_.
notices between Sidewalk and the
records that preceded it is the produc-
tion. Whereas the vocals on "Hey "Lit-

tle Girl," for instance, were well-

defined and the drums were punchy,
the material on the new LP sounds
mushy, with ill-defined vocals and
deemphasized percussion.

Icehouse has the potential to pro-
duce alluring if imitative records. On
Sidewalk, though, they've not only
tread on too many other toes, but they
have also taken a step backward.

Welcome Olympic Visitors!!!
Come visit us for the Westsides best Thai Food. Lunch/Dinner

Specialties include: Thai Salad • Satay Beef • Pad Thai Sunday from 5 p.m.
Curries • Shrimp Pancakes (2 blocks w. of 405 fwy.)

1 1 500 PICO BLVD. WEST LOS ANGELES 477-5118
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PERSONAL

CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver. 456-6158.

EMPLOYMENT

mm .30-A
SERVICES
SALONS...

World Renowned Psychic Judy Hevenly.
Olympic Special. Top Celebrity Clientele*
Once in a lifetime opportunityr Offices in

Westwood aruJ Van Nuys (213)871-8054
and (818)997-3755.

THE Wurst Hot Dog Restaurant needs
pan-time counterhelp. 824-9597.

Valet parking $5 00 an hour. Prime Marina
Del Rey restaurant. Call M-F. 9-3
(213)723-8459.

I 3e.a.iuxin^ jBLuck .cStuUi \

I—
I

PULIIIUAL 11-A -f

Perms, Jeri Curls,

r-Press 8t Curls

—

CLINICAl Therapist needed full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.

Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950, ask for Tina or
Mary.

t

f
.^^^^^^^^^^.^^4^^^^^
*
-^

ANNOUNCEMENTS
EDUCA..,
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings:
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305,
W#dnesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute

68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476.

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

****Mj|^jMM

Get Invovled
The Compajgn for Economic Democracy has a simple

goal; to get people involved in the basic decisions that af-
fect their lives. CED lobbies, organizes, and does research
about the Issues of toxic waste, womens* rights. Central
American policy and safe and affordable energy.
We go to the root of the issue; we work to elect sound

progressive candidates to state and local office by
educating people on the issues and showing them just
what their vote can do.
We are growing, and we are looking for articulate,

politically minded people for work in our outreach project.
Training provided. Summer and Foil time
$8.500-$12,000/yr.
393-3707-Ask for Chris.

"T
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BLUE N' GOlO HAIR OCSIGN
I0908 LeConte Weitwood
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RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
PREGNANCY

12-A
20-B

GOOD DEALS
INSURANCE War! Will beat anyon^
prices, or don't want your business
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts. Request "Bruin Program'
88(M407/8e0-43ei.

OLYMPIC PINS! Sponsor pins! Team pins.
China, Israel, etc. Tremendous selection!
Larry 470- 1 903 leave message
SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-
lege people

( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral

research. Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-838

1

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided Call 825-8583.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to

participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis This
includes women who have never been
treated and those ¥vho have failed the
standard forms of therapy Call BP5^77fif;

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COSp
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

' students *- —

-

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 637-4269

NOW is the time to defeat Reagan and
stop the arms race. SANE, ttie nation's
largest peace organization, is currently hir-
ing for its community outreach program.
Summer and year round positions
available. Call 392-3074 .

OFFICE assistant for West Hollywood Real
Estate office. Front office appearane. typ-
ing (45wpm-plus) and phones $5.50/hour.
15-20 hours/week. Contact Suzy 278-1385.

PART-TIME Fresh Flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality. $4.00/
hour plus commission. Westwood/
Downtown location. 489-1660.

Part-time medical receptionist wanted. No
experience necessary. Call Dr. Oilman
826-4591

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degree, GPA 3.5, high SAT or ORE
scores required Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in
MDR business park Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

DRIVERS: Commission equals $5-$8/nour.
Flexible hours. Economy vehicle, in-

surance and neat appearance a must.
Knowledge of Southern Catttomla area
helpful. Contact Jim at Universal Courier
473-6563.

DRIVING school is looking for college
students to work full-time. We will train you
to teach driver's education and training.
Call Mitch or Mario at 881 -1 594.

FILE CLERK. Westwood Law Firm has
opening for part4lme file clerk. Light typing
and responsible attitude required. Call
Tracy 478-2541 after 2pm.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice. BA degree, GPA 3.'5plus, high SAT or:
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
nwnth to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

Qf^AT AUGUST 20th-3l8t JOB1 Yoottr-

SPERM Donors Needed. Caucasian,
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or browri

*

ha ir.blue eyeo. Ga ll r.O.C. Med ical

leaders for Sierra camp-out near Yosemite.
Must be minimum age 21. Experienced w/
youth, camping. & with local references.
$200/week. 472-3349. after 4:30pm only.

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM BRENT-
WOOD NEEDS PART-TIME WORKERS
CALL RICHARD. 820-1666.

INVESTMENT Co. phone representative.
Part-time 12-20 hours/week Make appt!
for our brokers from furnished leads. $5/
hour plus commission. Make up to $900/
month. Mid-Wilshire office. 213-384-9300.

MESSENGERS. Westwood Law Rrm has
openings for part-time messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car and good
driving record. Call Tracy 478-2541 after
2pm.

MOTHER'S helper part-time 1 infant.
Light cleaning. Experience needed. Call
Mrs. Levine 399-6233.

Needed FfT 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-

Cllnic. -820-3723, 820-0377.
w tfw. P /T 4PM-9PM Wa^^house. Airfreight
Bus. 77^4374 Kimiko.

a 1* a 5

*^
r--
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AU Pair. 2.children. Drive. English-speak-
ing, rive-in. 15 minutes UCLA. Private
room. $200/month 825-3064. 559-6981

.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

Customer service. Santa Monica based
computer software Corporation has two
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator. The ideal can-
didates should have, good communication
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision. For more information contact
Mary in recruitment at 450-2424 extension
373.

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex.
Resident manager needed for small. 3 unit
complex. Stove, refrigerator, utilities in-
duded. Close to UCLA $370/month. M-F
462-2164.

5HED

66-FBTYPING 100 1

FURNISHfeD 1 -bedroom apt in Beverly
Hills. $650/month. 1 year. Call 12-1pm 7-

^lOpm. 276-4333.

Weelwood Village. $750. Urge 1 -bedroom
dining room. bulH-in kitchen, balcony new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-
bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, built-in
kitchen fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD: 1 -bedroom, fireplace, pool
secure parking. Walk to UCLA $775'
|^)^a''a|>te Aug. 20 208-2584(eveninqs).
Lahue studio, small room for bed. sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator Utilities in-

cluded. $550/month. Walking distance to
UCLA. 276-1446.

OLYMPIC Visitors: 2-bedroom, 2-3 weeks
l-bk)ck to UCLA & Village. $135/dav
213-824-3442.

ONDOS FOR SALE BT-F
TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck. Charming! 2-bedroom8
$210.000. 276-6536,(408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE A blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,
garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
$244,000,276-6536.(408)625-0212

NSURANCE ...911

53-F
DELIVERY Drtver-Use own van or clo«»d^
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.
$1400/month. 22^/^ lbs/mile with excellent

* raises. Requirements: BA degree, GPA
3.5plus, good SAT scores. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park, Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

ZirWANTED: Household help, full-time. Room
and board, good pay Beverly Hills home,
live-iri. References required. Call Bea or
Leonard. 213-273-2433. mornings.

APTS TO SHARE

JOB OPPORTUNITIES. 320
AU Pair for one child. Must be non-
smoker, love kids. $50.00/week plus room
and board-707- 1587.

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political
Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937.

VACATION RENTALS.
TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains
for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 oer
week (505)776-8648

Walk to UCLA. Daily rental private room
private bath, kitchen, $1 5-day. 633 Gaylev
Ave. tel(2l 3)208-5920

54-F
NEED roommate for 2-bedroom apt. .
Maflfva area. Pool, sauna. $251 /month.
Must like cats. Prefer female. 213-823-
8275. message.

OPEN minded, mature male to share
beautiful 3-br townhome, WLA; Cable,
fireplace, microwave. Jacuzzi, security. Call
Marc/Harry 207-0342. evenihgs. Rent
$430.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom.
2-bath Fox Hills apt with UCLA senior!
Pool, tennis, security-parkirtg. $397.50
410-9182.

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple t.ckets, good driver
discounts. Request 'Bruin Program"
880-4-407/880-4361

Part-time Receptionist
Beverty Hills Low Firm is seelcing

an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
worlc. Mon.-Friday 3pm-6pm.
Call Paula. 273-0904.

SHARE with female. Own room. Available
Aug. 15. Near Santa Monica/Bundy.
$297.50 plus deposit. 207-9801

.

WLA 2bed-2ba, share with responsible,
clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities,

furn., pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-
5947.

WHYPAYMORE .. .

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/CaBcelled

S02'8

Multiple Tickets/

Accidents
Suspended License
Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663'2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Low
rates. Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622,
7 days.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE. 826-4993

RELIABLE service Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary. Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca~
demic subjects Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writing Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

^•••••••••••••^•^^^^

J Typing/Word Processing J
J "Reports •Dissertations J
jL 'Resumes •Scripts •Booics I
jf . 479-2747 ^__ J

* Paperwortcshop ^l

4> 1539 1/2 Westwood Blvd. ]^
4- est. 28 years 4.

One Dai^ Ti^pmq

'67 Mustang. Rebuilt 302 Completely
restored. All stock. Automatic. A/C. blue
$3000 ObO 2t3^824-0436 .

'73 VW Westfalia Camper Rebuilt engine,
new clutch-paint job. air. $3400. Original
owner (213)398-7000.

Please Note:
The Bruin is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

MOPEDS
1978 VESPA P200 scooter, good condi-
tion, new tires, rack, backrest, windshield
$950/obo 470-9435.

A

•
•

•

and Word Procesming
2S% Student Discount

D«M»ftaiKXi4 lf>e»«s R*sum«t Aopitco
tions scnpfs legoi slaiislicai tcjoo

RUSH TVFINO WHILI YOU WAIT!
So»H'ng tdifing ^o'e^gfl Sfuoeot M#ip

Mipulei from Lomtxjvtfi WlA

tp«ciat t«p«miv» i«ft*fi asc

•

it

•
•

398-0455 391-3385

Joshua, dear, I'm

so glad you placed
a DAILY BRUIN
Classified ad and
sold those old

bikes and
unwanted furniture

to make seme extra

money for our trip

this summer!!

ENTERTAINMENT

DINING GUIDE

1-2 Females. Share 2-bedroom apt. Start
August 15. Walk to UCLA. $225-person
$450-own room. 208-3918.

HOUSE TO SHARE

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced Call anytime.
392-1108

Please Note:

Ttie Bruin is'not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

•y-

FOR RENT...

'> ?

.41-E

57-F

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at verv affordable orices. 478-4845.

COLD
HEDAL

BREAKFAST
at

UntcKnationuL Caft

801 Hilgard Ave, LA.
August 1-12

7:00-9:00a.m.

$5.50

Share cute Reseda House w-prof. female
and daughter-3 year. Gdner-washer-dryer.
Near fwy. Avail.-9/15. $300-1/2. 345-5884.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable. Jerry 213-391-5657

HOUSE FOR SALE. 58 F

entree, eggs any style,

specialty croissants,
pastries, orange, tomato

ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA, $139,950.
2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950 Great
WLA location. North of Olympic, fixer, 3
plus 1,$ 189,000. Please contact George
Christopoulos

, agent for Jon Douglas.
822-2460.478-9741.

SO much for the money! 3 plus loft plus 2
in Culver City. Bright, top floor condo with
vaulted ceiling. Many amenities including

security, pools, childcare and much more.
$11 0.000$ 119.000. Sheri. Fred Sands
Realtors, nights: 839-5660; days: 391-

6721.
.

SPANISH-/Hi-tech. House/studio, architec-

turally inspired by Schindler and others

2-bedrm/2-bath plus studio. Japanese
soaking tub. backyard and extras.

$92.000 933-3307.
^^

WESTWOOD-CLassic Spanish. 2
bedrooms. Magnificent Master-suite
Jacuzzi-tub. Dinir>groom. Beam-ceilings. 2
baths. Character! $219.500. Wynn. 477-

OUARANTiED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

R«trig*rator Rentals
for dorms sororities '-olerriities

fli Co ops
Optional siies

(or free cleiive'"v

Call Polar Leasing
390 8647 anytime

Wp rent n#»w t V <; ft mirrowove*, tooi

r^

'f^'

^unsi^

ERVICES OFFERED.
D.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc

iockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-

9594. Reasonable rates.

P.O. Boxes from $6.00/month Notary
Village Business Center 1093 Broxton
Ave Suite 210 208-7947

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING, EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCR IPTS, BOOKS; TMgSES : PISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

TRAVEL
DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N Y.JFK-
$200.00 roundtrip, ChicagO"$250.00
roundtrip Call Diane, 213-671-8686.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii, Mex-
ico. and Europe. Call 479-2657

RAVEL TICKETS FOR SALE .106-,

1 one-way plane ticket, SanFrancisco to

Boston, $200/offer. good ttiru 8/10. 213-

829-0852, 4 1 5-776- 1 997

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-

Toyota "79 Liftback Deluxe, Automatic, Air.

AM/FM Cassette. 59.000 miles, excellent

$g790. 477-409 "

—

FURNITURE.

or grapefruit juice, cof-

fee, tea, or Sanka

7001

HOUSING
APTS. FURNISHED. 50-F

HOUSING NEEDED 60-F

VISITING Faculty on Sabbatical at Rand/
UCLA wants 3-t)edroom house, apt., or

condo in WLA or Santa Monica area Sept.

1-June 30. 1985. Call Diane or Bruce.

(602)299-0654.

RESEARCHAVRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects . Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA. 477-8226

1977 Toyota Corolla 2-door lift-back, good
tires, automatic, air. 1 owner, good care,

$2,100,472-6788.

1981 Plymouth Reliant Must sacrifice!

Sharp Runs well. $2895/obo. PP. Day or

eve. 996-3147.

MISCELLANFnil.S 19ft.

I

COMPLETELY furnished condo for rent,

summer school. 1-bed, 1-bath. Playa del

Rey. Pool, security bidg, parking. $700/
month plus deposit. 822-4286.

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt. $400.00 to

^1200.00 month. 633 Gayley Ave. #9.

;00M FOR RENT. ...64-F

24 HOUR CHIDCAR€
through the Olympics (multi-
lingudl) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
Excellent references

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa f^onlca

829-4908

LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio Call for appoint-
ment 393-8848.

klbX Alll.l.^^l.l.l.l.^^^^i.^Ll.i^^^^i.^^.,^^^^-^r^

tel (213)208-5920.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnlstied

and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwashier,
air conditioning, parking,
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Ooyley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
824-0836

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F

Pacific Palisades private studio apartment.

Great location, ideal tor graauaie feiudeni.

non-smoker. $450. Includes utilities. Mrs.

Sheldon 3(iM-01 1 5 or 454-2829. ^-^="

BEVERLY Hills. Pool, kitchen privileges,

need car. Grad student preferred. $325/
utilities included, leave message. 783-
5151.

Female. Private" entrance, share bath. r>o

sntoking. Close to UCLA $325. 472-8775.

Furnished room and bath for quiet female
preferred 1-mile from UCLA. Post grad

student preferred. Light kitchen privileges.

475-6156.

Room and bath in private home. Brenf^

wood area. Limited cooking privileges.^

Mature individual. Male-Female. (213)472-
4744.

$265 each. Two spacious rooms. Quiet

house, kitchen, washer/dryer. WLA Pico/

Rof>ertson. 839-25 11 message.

ROOMMATES 65-F
Roommate needed 2-t>edrm. 1-bath. Secu-
rity, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from

beach. $350/month. (213)827-5309. 7pm-
11pm.

IO600O5OCCOC0O0!

• PMotos orxj reTs on all clients
• 13 yrs of repeat clients

20% Discount fc siuoens ana star wif^ aa

Tell them you saw it in the

DAILY BRUIN CLASSIFIEDS.

UTORING OFFERED.
FRENCH/Spanish/English tutor with
multicultural background. Extensive
teaching experience. Negotiable rates.
Yves 65 1 -0509/376-8680.

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." Guaran-
teed results. Nationally recognized.
Multiplication, Division. Addition. Subtrac-
tion. Phonics, Spelling, Reading Com*
IJretrension. 208-4063-Margaret.

UTORING NEEDED. 99 I

OIIa00oftc50

Second or third year Law Student needed
for tutoring first year law student. $10/
hour. Begin in Sept. 395-6255

YPING

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-

cessing. Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda.
204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.
Bobbie. 390-2207.

GENERAL typing IBM Selectric. fast. ac~
curate. $1.50-per. page. Evenings and
weekends 478-8676. days 656-4101
x6202-Betsy.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

(Haii BZ5-ZZZI

Monica,
cessipg. personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

.X^^^ y
I

/
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OU DON'T NEED A
ICKET

MEET THE
ATHLETES!
They're here!' Thousands of athletes - from Algeria to
Zimbabwe - are staying at UCLAs Olympic Village
When they arent training for the Games, they're out
explonng our Central Plaza area and mingling with the
crowds Keep your eyes open, and you'fe bound to
n>eet an Olympic competitor!

>

I

UCLA's Olympic activity centers on the
campus* Central Plaza. located at the end of
Wcstwood Boulevard where the street
becomes a pedestrian mall.
The easiest way to travel to UCLA is to

use the RTD, Santa Monica, or Culver City
buses. AU o«er direct service to UCLA If
you cant ride a bus. the best days to visitUCLA are eariy on August 2 through 5;Olympic competition on campus does not
beginuntil 5:30 pm during this period, and a

ji s

OLYMPICS

DISCOVER TRADING!

— --I —— "-jj "« H^iiuu.
Jumtcd amount of parking is avaltabler

You //see tote of people wearing veste. shirts, and hate covered with colorful enamel pins Thesepm traders are busy exchanging Olympic pins representing different countries evete and locat.ons,Amencans discovered this favorite European pastime in Sarajevo anLuT^e atSlltstu ente. Visitors and Olympic staffers building their collections in Lc^Z^^l^yZZnt
to ,o.n ,n. all you have to do is buy a few pins for yourself and wear them on yourS^rt wZSsomeone weanng different pins, propose a trade, and see your collection J ow-

_£_£_

E R S SAINSTA
ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz musicians. Mimes, Magicians, Dance
Troupes and more appear on our Malnstage
across from Olympic Village "City Hall." You
never know what you H findll Free emertaTr»r
ment Is scheduled from 10 am to 10 pm every
day. Relax and enjoy the festive atmosphere It'sa great way to meet foreign visitors and
athletesi

T]j€reareplentY of restaurants
on campus offering everything
from pizza to ice cream! Right
across from the Olympic Village

S!y^.f^^_» Ackerman Union.
Un First Floor Ackerman is The
Treehouse, for Asian
specialties, pasta, grilled sand-
wiches, subs, or a salad bar.
The Cooperage on A-Level
Ackerman features Mexican,
food and made-to-order pizza
Our own Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlor is located in the
Kerckhoff CofTee House, next
door to Ackerman. Wine and
beer^Ius pachos and other food
can be found at the Hungry
Tiger Cantina overlooking the
Mainstage. Or, you can munch
popcorn, Mrs. Fields coookies
and other treats on the Plaza!

OUVENIRS
A huge assortment of UCLA •and
Olympic souvenirs, posters, books,
and magazines can be found in the
UCLA bookstore located in the Cen-
tral Plaza. We have an especially
large collection of souvenir t-shirts,

and our sportswear departments
carry brand names like Levi, Nike
and Asics Tiger. Take ifdvantage of

our regular low prices and pick upa"
memento of the '84 GamesI

Clip T

-tr=-

, vV>c ^<00

V7
L 21 A-_:

a«t^»^

^

PHOTOS
Tak# a picture of th« iantartlc lacacU
of ihm Olympic VUlag« City Hcdll
You don't ••n oMd a canMra -
w^Tl loan you ono frM whon you
buy Kodak film.

K«U|iiii,u booM • 0119) ai».mi
O|«ireosa—

^
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-

Jerry MalDers, aka Beaver

w5r^d?sn't";h'^%^
^^"'^^^^'^ ^^'' ^an and

pSe 14
^^ ^"^ ''''"^ ^"y"^^^«- Details Sn

w»-

G« '^^ f^ s
their domin« on S thfuS^SwiS; TT^"^ «*""""«
Caulkins and Rick Carav «^^^ Stadium as Tracy
Sports begins oi^^pagf | ® ^"^ ^° '^' ~''«^«

University of Californ ia. Los Angeles

Index drop and

market rise called

'only a boomlet'
By M. H. Levjne

r~-Th^ Index nof Leading
i^conomic Indicators — the
government's gauge to
measure economv's health —
fell 9 percent in June, dropp-

;"| /̂^
^^^_f»"t time since the

rJ8 1-82 recession.

Instead of taking the news
as a negative sign of the
future, the stock market has
welcomed the fall as an in-
dication that interest rates will
decline. Because of this, the

Analysis

market has soared in the last
four days. On Thursday in-
terest rates fell, and an' all-
time record volume of 172 83
million shares were traded. In
addition, the Dow Jones in-
dustrial average of 30 in-
dustrial companies had risen

* over 31 points.
Ovfer the last two years, the

Index has been constantly ris-
ing, indicating that new
businesses were starting up
and current businesses were
expanding — creating a
greater demand for money
from banks and driving up in-
terest rates.

Real interest rates — the
prime rate minus inflation —
have been a thorn in the side
of President Ronald Reagan.
But over the past year, they
have been just as high, with
the Prime Rate at 13 percent i
and inflation at 3 percent, as

^

they were during the Carter
Administratio n whpn the
Prime Rate peaked at nearly
20 percent and inflation top-
ped out at 11 percent.
--^ Continued on Page 5

Lot 32 fee drops

to $5 as others

cut parking prices

^HTS^!^ ^^ ~
.P^®

^''® ^"^ ^'^^"^ ^VS '< a" fof America's darling Mary Lou Ret-

pTu'leXS.L ?g.9,

-'^-'-^—
's gymnastics all-around fin^a. laJ[ ^ht'^i

Language as an event

Translator teams
By Samuel Koo Associated Press

LOS ANCELES - After the
flag-raising ceremony, Japanese
weightlifter Masahiro Kotaka took
off his bronze medal and put it

around the neck of an American
woman, Reiko Omura, amid wild
cheers from his teammates.

Miss Omura, who lives in the Los
Angeles suburb of Culver City,
received the tribute for — as
Kotaka put it — "absolutely first-

class and dedicated" service as a
Japanese language interpreter.

She is part of a 700-member
"language team" the Los Angeles
Olympic Organizing Committee has
deployed to help the athletes and
officials from 140 countries taking
part in the XXIIIrd Olympiad.
The interpretersT, tiearrly two-

thirds of them women/and mostly
unpaid volunteers, /are ayailable
around-the-clock at the Olympic
Villages, competition sites and con-
ference areas.

message

By Kimberly Noel
Staff Writer

In an attempt to 'get back_^in^ _with other Westu-ood
Village parking vendors,
^ampus Parking Service
dropped the Lot 32 efitrv'^ fee
from $10 to $5.

"The Village is back to
norma rates," CPS Manager
Mary Hook said, adding that
while individual lot maximum
rates vary, all other Westwood
lots have lowered prices. Hook
said that CPS did not want to
conipete with Village lots, but
rather to "supply parking

r^f.^?
when other vendors are

Hook said CPS investiga-
tions revealed that some lots
have maximum rates as low as
$3, while other lots charge up
to ^y.

Despite the possibility that
other lots may change their
rates again. Lot 32 prices will
"not chani^e hack and forth

"
Jsfoolr mmuUi. Gurwmat* j»Wm

*

r^mafn in effect untilthc w.,^..,
of the Games, she said, ex-
plaininfi that Lot 32 prices.
along with other campus lots,
will return to their regular $3
and $2 rates, respectively.

Although CPS will be im-
pacted financially by the entry
fee decrease. Hook said the
full economic effects will not
be known until the total in-
come and expenses for the
per iod are evaluated.
Hook speculated that a con-~

tributing factor to Westwmxl
parking price decreases could
be that people are relying

Continued on Page 4

The team also fields a 150-

member '"flying squad" for
emergency calls at hospitals, hotels
or^^eitjver the need arises. The
Olyinpic delegation drivers and
hostesses are also trained linguists.

Jose Goncalves, bom in the west
African country of Cape Verde, is

the deputy director of the language
service. He says the team has 23
working languages but can handle
up to 100 different tongues.
The 23 languages routinely

covered by the interpreters are
French, Spanish, German, Arabic,
Amharic (spoken in Ethiopia),
Bulgarian, Czech, Danish, Finnish,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Japa-
nese, Korean, Chinese (Mandarin),
Norwegian, Polish, Portugese,
Romanian,. Serbo-Gjoatian,
Swedish, Turkish and Russian.

Soviet and Polish athletes are not
here at the Games because their
countries are boycotting, but Gon-
calves says the interpreters are busy
helping Soviet and Polish referees,
technical staff and joiimiiHi«fa

Rooftop access f-estricted
Merchants comply with security agreement

Continued on Page 5

By Christopher Howell

Hooftop access 4t^ the Westwood
area has been restricted by an agree-
ment between local police agencies
and the owners of buildings which
have a firing line into the UCLA
Olympic Village.

Los Angeles Police Department
Commander William Booth said
members of the department asked sev-
eral Westwood building owners and
university organizations to only ^low
authorized personnel rooftop access
and to inform the department
whenever a request for access is made.
"As a matter of logic," Booth said, the
voluntary agreen)ent applies "to any
tall building arouhdthe Village within
a line of fire."

The agreement also covers UCLA
buildings, said Campus Facilities
Management Supervisor Rod Milton

ring access inquiries to the UCPD,
which would in turn approve the re-
questr with LAPD. He said it was^is
understanding that the LAPD would
have final say on requests for access to
campus buildings.

Associated Students of UCLA Stu-
dent Union Director Mark Panatier
said his organization has a similar
policy, explaining that ASUCLA has"
agreed not to" allow free access to
Ackerman Student Union and Ker-
ckhoff Hall roofs, Panatier added that-
the rule did not apply to maintenance
and other personnel who had
legitimate business on the rooftops.

Aside from the voluntary agree-
ments which help in the security ef-
fort. Booth said numerous helicopters
around campus monitor the rooftops
with the help of other undisclosed
devises. "Helicopters watch for
anything they can see from the airadding that hys organization "gets in-^_lhat would pose a hazard to thequines from anumber of people wan- public," he said, adding "When itting to aooess a roof. .-. ..-. .,—m^, ..

—

% . "

•''v^

Milton added that Campus
Facililties established a policy of refer-

ourcomes to the sophistication of
technology, we're just going to keep
people guessirig."
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Letter home

London theater lacks
its traditional luster
By Robert Paul Dellavalle

LONDON — I finally get a

sampling of the London the-

ater, and it , unfortunately
compares poorly to the Olym-
pic Arts Festival.

Let's start with Peter O'
Toole in Bernard Shaw's
"Pygmalion." Throughout the

first two acts, Peter had trou-

ble keeping his balance. His

slurred words killed more than
one line.

This is not to say that he ac-

tually was inebriated, but
merely that he's quite compe-
tent in acting completely
sloshed, especially when he
trips across the stage speaking
his lines with his back to the—

^

other actors. His performance
was comparable to *his ap-

p)earance on the "Latenight

(^>^4^ David Letterman" show,
whete at points, he was smok-
ing two cigarettes at once.

Next, "The Real Thing," by
Tom Stoppard, is a real dud.

Aside from a few contracep-
tive jokes and a hackneyed
soliloquy on love, the play i§ a

waste. The plot revolves
around the life of a self-

centered playwright and is a

self-indulgent attempt at an
autobiography. A play about a

playwright? Come on!

Lastly, the best show was

"Evita,*J whose opening was
undoubtedly delayed due to

the Falklands War. Unfortu-

nately, there was more
dramatic reading of songs

than singing. This spoiled the

show for those familiar with

the sound track.

Of course it is unfair to

compare these shows with the

Royal Shakespeare Company's
"Much Ado About Nothing"

and Japan's leading theater,

Waseda Sho-Gejiko's rendition

of "The Trojan Women," but

these fine performances do
lead one to a critical palate.

On another British note,

grocery shopping in London is

quite entertaining. The stores

are full of thousands of unfa-

Mainstage music turned down
LAOOC says noise
By Kimberiy Noel. Staff Wrim

disturbs Olympic-related events

Mainstage musical groups have been told

to lower their sound levels because the per-

formances have disturbed Olympic-related

events, an ASUCLA manager said Friday.

As a result of a compromise between the

ASUCLA-run Mainstage staff and the Los

Angeles Olympic Organizing Confmittee, 35

musical performances, have been changed,

ASUCLA Activities Coordinator Lee Zeid-

man said.

ASUCLA was asked to "keep the groups'

sound levels down" because the LAOOC
was monitoring the performances and

found them "disrupting," Zeidman explain-

ed

musicians playing electrical instruments to

use only acoustic ones. Two of the 35

musical performances could not be chang-

ed, and as a result, they were eliminated,

Zeidman said.

A Mainstage employee, who wished to

remain anonymous, said the changes took

place because the LAOOC said the music

was "destroying the concentration of the

Olympic athletes in the Village."

The employee added that Zeidman said

no employees should talk to "press people,"

and his job was to "please the LAOOC and

no one else," in a closed staff meeting Fri-

day morning.
According to Zeidman, this was not the

first time that a compromise was reached

The LAOOC named the Jam«_E.West_^ between Mainstage and the LAOOC.
Center and various interview sites as places

where the music was most disturbing,

Zeidman said, adding that media activities

were also interrupted on occasion.

As a result, Zeidman said he asked all

"The schedule changed before because

tlie music interfered with the playing of na-

tional anthems and flag raisings," he said,

adding that servicing the needs of Olympics
Continued on Page 5
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CPS worker claims cut hours

equal a breadfTof contract
By Kimberty Noel
Staff Writer I

A Campus Parking Service
student employee filed suit
against CPS Manager Mary
Hook and CPS at the Santa
Monica Municipal Courthouse
Tuesday, claiming that they
broke a verbal agreement by
cutting the employee's work
hours.

Lee Gately, a UCLA stu-
dent, said CPS had promised
him a minimum of 30 work
hours per week before and
after the Olympics and a max-
imum of 40 work hours per
week with the potential for
overtime during the Games
according to the May 1984
agreement he made with CPS.

But Gately said that in the
seven weeks- he has worked for
CPS, he has onlv been
scheduled ior 148 of the 220
hours he was promised. "(I)
took" this job under the impres-
sion that it would be ertough
to pay bills," he said.

Gately said he is suing for
the balance of the unworked
hours at his present hourly
wage which totals $504.

Because of the nature o^ the
suit, the number of unworked
hours is likely to increase,
which would also cause the
amount of damages incurred
to increase.

According to Gately, com-

munication between the two
parties existed before the suit.
Gately said that in mid-July,
he wrote a letter to Hook and
met with CPS Assistant
Manager Charles Cuenod
regarding the situation.

"He (Cuenod) said he felt
guilty and embarrassed
because it was such a
niistake," Gately said regar-
ding the meeting.
Hook said that she received

a letter from an employee who
wanted more work hours, but
she refused to name the
employee. She also said "that
employee," had spoken with a
s up&rvl&ox, who ** tried to

UCLA fifofjQ direct lecture
Library program to highlight
By Junko Takase

A UCLA history professor will direct a
lecture series entitled "People in Towns "

during the 1984-85 academic year at the
UCLA William Andrews Clark Memorial
Library.

iJ^^
^lark Library, which is a research

library for scholars in various academic
fields, annually presents a lecture series on
academic subjects, said UCLA History Pro-
fessor and 1984-85 Clark Library Professor
JEugen Weber,

clarify the situation."

Gately, who plans to repre-
sent himself in court, said he
discussed the situation and the
possible repercussions of a
lawsuit with two different
lawyers — one from the L.A.
Free Clinic and another from
the San Fernando Legal
Center who told him that he
had a "good case."
Hook said she refused com-

ment on Gately s legal action.
But in terms of student hours.
Hook said that student
employees were not promised
specific hours.

They were "clearly inform-
ed that hours were flexible,"
Hook said, adding that the
normal workload was "up to
19 hours per week." Addi-

The Clark Library Board of Directors
chose Weber as'the Clark Library professor
in spring 1982. Weber, who is an expert on
modern European history, completed his
Master of Literature degree in history at

-Cambridge University* Emmattud College
in 1954. Since 1956, he has taught courses
in 19th and 20th century European historv
at UCLA.

t^ y

As Clark Library professor, Weber decid-
ed on the topic for the annual lecture series,
arranged all the lectures and invited seven
to eight visfting professors from all over the
United States and Europe to deliver .the lec-
tures.

UnHl recently, the lecture series focused
on subjects in the 17th and 18th centuries.
However, the board of directors, which is

led by UCLA Geography Professor and
Clark Library Director Norman Thrower,
decided to expand the theme of this year's
annual lecture series to covet the 19th anrf
early 20th centuries, Weber said.

tionally. Hook said overtime is

discouraged.
An additional grievance,

according to Gately, is that

modern European history

In the past, the Clark Library did not
make a specific effort to invite the public to
the annual lecture series, Weber said, ad-
ding that he is aiming at attracting
civilians," not just specialists. "It (this

year's lecture series) will establish ties be-
tween the Los Angeles civilian and the
scholarly activities of the university,"
Weber said.

^

The series of eight lectures, which will be
held once a month beginning in October
and ending in May, are ^free and open to"
"me public as well as ^holars*

Weber wUl present the first lecture en-
titled, "And Man Made the Town," on Fri-
day, Oct. 19, 1984.

Included among the other lectures in the
seri^ are "Urban Planning: Architecture
as Pl-opaganda,-^ by UCLA Senior HistorT
Lecturer Albert Hoxie, "Walking the City
Streets: Social Role and Social Identifica-
tion in the Towns of 18th Century
England by University of London History
L^turer Penelope Corfield, "The Rhetoric
of Contention: Conflicts Between Towns
During the French Revolution" by Universi--
ty of California at Davis History Professor
Ted Margadant and "Rome: One City forTwo Kinds of People" by Philippe
Leyillain, history professor at the University
of Lille in France.

All eight lectures will be ||ublished in a
book, "People in Towns," after the series
ends, Weber said.

The Clark Library is located at 2520
Cimarron Street in Los Angeles.

CPS employees are not allow-
ed to work other jobs, even
though they work at CPS on a
part-time basis.

Two other employees were
forced to quit other jobs be-
fore CPS would officially hire

Continued on Page 4
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IMMIGRATION
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• Permanent Resident Status
(Green Card)
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• Temporary Visas
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Tasoff and Tasoff
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Night vdlct

parking

Secured building

L^ysh kndscdpuig.

Conference room,

Medi.1 center

Fitness center.

Pool, Spa

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD

y

$89,950 to $15^950
213 / 477 2476 tS

14 4 VETERAN AVENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH OF WILSHIRE

THE MISSING LINK — This tourist outside of Ackerman Union lets her
T-shirt do the talking as she expresses her view of the Soviet's non-par-
ticipation in the Games.

ee reduction
Continued from Page 1

more on public transportation

to get them to and from the
Games.
To avert any possible losses

that could have been incurred.
Hook said GPS began cutting
expenses whenever possible be-

fore and during the Olympics.
Stack parking was originally

budgeted during the Games
but was eliminated. Hook

said. Although salaries for
staff members no longer need
to be given out, less revenue \s

expected to be earned because
fewer parking spaces are
available.

Additionally, Hook said the
Lot 32 shuttle bus, which
operates for student use, was
eliminated during the Gamas
because the lot is primarily be-
ing used for Olympic and
Westwood Village visitors.

CPS lawsuit
Continued from Page 3
them, Gately explained. One
of those employees worked for
ASUCLA and the other was
hired bv Telecf>n)/nunicatioris,
Gately .said, adding thaf those
employet-s, along with man\
others, readily (juit other jobs
or like himself "stopped look-
ing" once hired l)y CPS

(^lienod cited two reasoas
why secojid job> a?. ,4kM
allowed for CPS eniploxc
iiecausc CP .S em .

""^L another j(^h f ouid con-
Tlict withtheir ( I>S dnti(

~
Cuenod explained.

Secondly, if a .student works
at another UCLA job location,
either CPS or the other UCLA
employer would be' responsible
ior paying overtime ahd vaca-
tion pay' if the eniployoe
worked more than 40 hours in
'* .^J^t^n week. Hook said that
ASOCLA employees are par-
ticularlv in conflict Ijecause
[lieir departments are a.ssign-
ing overtime during the
Games.

^(•^•ording to Galelv. '

"'

CPS student em])l'(n ^ ^ .

.

'^^*OrTOi»ain. nameless
plan to file i^uit fori their 4o«4
'<nirs if Gatelv's suit K

cessful.

vl IT'

1164 1 Pico Blvd.
(at Barringfon)

West LA
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Economic Index
Continued from Page 1

»n!?°.i;'
'^"''/''^ '"'^^^ failing

>ng. Walter Mondale may
have lost a political weapon to
ftre at the President during
the campaign. The press kmamly reporting positive reac-tions to the economic
slowdown, and most analysts
are shying away from the idea
that the decreased Index will
lead to a recession in 1985.

I
"l-.^oul'int worry about theLeadmg Indicators until therehave been three monthly

decmes in a row," Irwin
Kellner, chief economist at
Manufacturers Hanover said
in a Aug. 1 Los Angeles Times
•"•t'c'e. "Inflation remains
moderate, and business inven-

.
tones remain low, which

ugnt tor economic growth."
Some analysts, however.

believe that with the national
=r5ebt accumulating, recessic*

IS inevitable. The debt will
kill pur economy," said Mark
Staylor, a financial planner atDean Witter Reynolds in
Westwood. "When the gov-
ernment keeps borrowing it
puts a squeeze on the private

Mainstage
Continued from Page 2
and doing aJl things possible
to insure that they were suc-
cessful was his main concern.

Although changes weremade, Zeidman said
Mainstage student employees
have been offered an increase
in hours rather than hour
reductions which have
plagued other ASUCLA
employees.

"One day we overestimated
employees and had to send
two home, but they have been

-jor^and interest rates must

Ad^cording to UCLA
Economics Professor Mark
fu . ' J

^ one-time blip (fall inthe Index) is nothing to get Mshook up about." He said tha

I
••^^""''''^* *^'n may bea boomlet," and that short-

term trends are not as impor-
tant as long-range ones. He
contended that if left un-
checked, the debt could be themain source of economic dif-
ficulty in the next presidential
term.

However, it- is likely thatthe Reagan Administration
wUI incorporate falling inter-
ft rates into their campaign

Los Angeles meeting of Latino

r^ZT^A '^'"^^"' *•>« Times

dT'm n
^'^"""'y Secretary

Donald Regan as announcing.
The outlook for the next 12months does look very good."He claimed this is so becausedemand for money will fall

fears of inflation will subside*

^^iffuVhe"'
'"**'^"* '^*« -"

Staylor disagrees. "IfReagan wins," he said, "they'll
be no holding down interest
rates, unless he cuts spending
and raises taxes."

Saturday, august 4, 1984
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Most;

given the opportunity to make
up that lost time — we are
not cutting hours," Zeidman
said.

With the hope of generating
more business for UCLA, the
Mainstage has embarked on a
*lyer campaign," Zeidman

A^\ u f.""^
employees are

distributmg flyers and Daily
Bruin newspapers in off- cam-
pus locations. The campaign
also creates more work hours
tor those student employees,
Zeidman added, as no new
employees were hired to
distribute the materials.

RedTscovfr

Best Hamburgers, Fries, Root Beer and Floats

Languages
Continued from Page 1

"In an Olympic Village, our
interpreters are standing by
for whatever help we can pro-
vide — monitoring the swit-
chboard for any strange

language popping up or taking
athletes and coaches to the
polytechnic (hospital) located
in each Village," said Gon-
calves, who speaks Portugese,
Spanish, Italian, French and
English, in addition to his
Cape Verdian.
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««THE GREAT FISH EXPERIENCE
• EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
• HAPPY HOUR
• FOOD TO GO
• LARGE SELECTION OF FRESH FISH
• ALL FISH BROILED OVER MESQUITE CHARCOAL
• OPEN DAILY

Sun. thru Thurs. 1 la.m.-IOp.m.
FrI. &. Sat. 1 la.m.-IO:30p.m.

1170! WilshireBlvd.. Brentwdod (213)473-1551

FREE VAUDATED PARKING

f
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per copy
with
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per copy
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COPYLAND, INC.
11717 W. Pico Blvd.

W.LA, CA 90064
479-3957

Open M-F 8:30-7:30

Sat: 11:00-6:00

2918 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA
453-1867

Open M-F 8:30-6:00

Sat: 11:00-5:00
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London theater
Continued from Page 2
miliar labels. Yogurts are
especially interesting with
flavors including peach
mango, kiwi-gooseberry and
rhubarb.

I do miss the clerks at theWestward Ho Market
especially when they smash
your fruit as they ring it up
and never say "thank you." )

The aisles in Westward Ho
were built for munchkins with
shopping carts - you never
tail to literally run into so-
meone.
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The core , where she felt a
constant unsureness, this
structure always near collapse

which could so easily be shat-
tered by a harsh word, a

slight, a criticism, which
floundered before obstacles,

was haunted by the image of
catastrophe, by the same
obsessional forebodings which
she heard in Ravel's Waltz.
The waltz leading to

catastrophe: swirling in
spangled airy skirts, on
polished floors, into an abyss,

the minor notes simulating
lightness, a mock dance, the
minor notes always recalling

that man's destiny was ruled
by ultimate darkness.

Anais Min

----^^
%%%%%%%« *'''=^^'*^^'==*^^

SUMMER GAMES SPECIAL
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The best value in a preamplifier today
" ~''^
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Retton discovers gold in tiie vault
1

Mary Lpu becomes first American woman
to taice ali-around gymnastics crown
3y lean-Pierre Caciviela hanH «h*> v,^A f^ o^ . iBy Jean-Pierre Caciviela

Staff Writer

Julianne McNamara who placed fourth in the all-around, is tied for the lead in^thTunevenbars going into Sunday evening's apparatus finals.
uneven

The gold rush continues as
wimmers run=total teja

By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

Last night America's Mary
Lou Retton did what the en-

tire United States women's
gymnastics team had been
unable to do on Wednesday
evening — she outdazzled the"

brilliant Romanian competi-
tion. Her performance earned
her the all-around gold medal.
Romanian star Ecaterina

Szabo picked up a silver
medal, while her teammate
Simona Pauca edged
American Julianne McNamara
for the bronze.

Even perfect performances
aren't enough to win a team
gold medal, if your teammates
aren't coming thi'ough for
you. When it all comes down
to one gymnast, only individ-
ual talent and determination
are enough to succeed. jl„

Retton was by no means the
runaway victor. Szabo led the
competition for most of the
evening. Prior to the final
rotation of competition, Szabo
held onto a slim 0.05 points
lead. Slim as that was, half
that had. been enough for
Japan's Koji Gushiken to win
the men's all-around gold the
night before.

In the final rotation, Szabo
was the first to compete on
the 4ineven parallel bars,
while* Retton had to wait for
the fifth position on the vault.
Szabo had had problems with
her bars routine at Wednes-
day's team finals, and it hasn't
been liei best routine during

hand. She had to score at least
a 9.95 to tie Szabo and share

-the gold, and only A perfecT
score would be enough to beat
the Romanian.

It was only a few minutes
before Retton had her chance
at the vault, but it seemed like

^urs. Retton paced nervously

near the runway as she waited
for her turn .

When it came, she did what
will probably be remembered
as the best vault routine
Olympic history.

Retton's first vault was
ilawless. It had the. length and

Continued on Page 12

Nacfia and Olga have gone

America has found a new dariing
By Lynne Weil, Staff Writer i„ women's gymnastics

r-^ 1 1^ 1 %# ,
^ ^"1 sure, for a whileCocky stocky Marylou Ret- everyone will be looking "«;

ton strode to onto the mat short, very powerful ^r\s orwhere, two hours before she their teams,'' Retton's^advi orhad earned a perfect 10.0 in Bela Karolyi, who before he
the floor exercise. She was se- defected from Romania hadcond in the Imeup of the three coached Nadia Comanichi
medalists; she had won the * ' ' ~
gold.

said after Retton's victory.
"She is a new kind of idol

"

Retton has the star quality
that the fans adore and future
Olympics hopefuls will try to
copy. It shows in her now-
famous smile — clenched
jaws, all teeth, almost a snarl
at times. It shows in that

The gold m^dal hunt con-
tinued for the U.S. swimmers
as they came up with four
more on Friday at USC's
McDonald's Stadium. People
are now referring to this
Olympic event as the U.S.
swim relays, and rightfully so.
The U.S. ran their medal

count to 18 golds in the 24
'

y'<l"
ts to dale as Rlclr-Cafey,-—Tiffany Cohen and two

members of the U.S. women's
400-meter freestyle relay team
picked up their second pieces
of gold.

For Tracy Caulkins and
_Nancy Hogshead, the relay
victory marked their third
gold medal performance. And
today, Carey figures to snatch
another gold as a member of
the highly-favored U.S. 800-
meter medley relay team.
Whatever was bothering

Carey on Tuesday after winn-
ing his first gold in the 200
backstroke — he said he was
upse^ because of his slow time
of 2:02.23 — has passed after
tiiC moody man from the Uni-
versity of Texas won the 100

other end of the spec-
trum, said Carey, the world-
record holder in both the 100
arid 200 back. "I wanted to
win. I wanted to go one-two
with this guy right here (Dave
Wilson, who finished second
at 56.35).

"It (his time) wasn't that

good, but I Hnn> care.
won.

Talk about your winners,
Caulkins knows a thing or two
about the subject. After en-
during the 1980 boycott, she
has held on to her status as

of fhe

the competition
Meanwhile, Retton's best

*—fvent has been the -vantt. ^he
is a born jumper, with ex-
tremely powerful legs to give
her vaults the length and
height necessary for very high
scores.

Szabo gave a great perfor-

Q^c^^«
on the bars, scoring

one ot fhe top swimmers in „
Continued on Page 10 9.9, \nd forcing' R^^on

Pauley Pavilion exploded^in-
to the cheers of several thou-
sand. The crowd was split be-

tween chanting her name and"U- S - A, U -S- A!"
She was their star.

Retton had grabbed their _,
attention for several days with jaunty, bouncing boxer's gait,
her stunning show of skill in The girl reeks of charisma and
the compulsories. Bat her confidence,
standing with the fans on Fri- If she was nervous during
day night was no longer a her in the press conference
Oiatter of athletic prowess, after the meet, it didn't show.
Retton had joined the ranks of "Well, I did it," she stated
the Gymnastics Darlings — firmly. "All the hard work, all

now it's Olga, Cathy; Nadia the frustration paid off, and I

and Marylou. won."
But' Retton is different. She If she was shaky before she

waves to the crowds — the earned her second 10. of the
others would turn demurely night on the vault, she wasn't
away. Her muscular legs and admitting it: "I was under a
broad shoulders put her in a lot of pressure, but I work
different class from their pix- best under pressure," she later
Te-like physiques. And while said.

her camera-shy predecessors Retton, 16, has been feeling
spoke softly, timidly in inter- the pressure since she started
views, Retton \s bold and up competing eight years ago.
front. ,

But according to her coach.
In short, Retton exudes Don Peters, the drive to win

strength and confidence — the isn't what makes Retton a
mark of a new type of model ^ Continued on Page 11

Schedule of Olympic events

SAT. AUGUST 4,1984

0800-1030 Rowing Women's places 1-6

finals

HoduQ?—,2gafiMK- mm's
preliminaries

FRC vs. MAL
AUS VI. IND

0830-1015 Swimming Mens 200m
individual medley heats

Women's 200m butterfly heats
W<wnen"s 2D0m baclutroke heats

i*» 4xl00m medley rtsiay heatr-

SUNDAY. AUGUST 5, 1984

0800-1020

mara
Alliklki Women's

thon start

Basketball 2 games - men's
preliminaries

AUS vs. EGY
USA vs. ESP

0800-1115 Hockey 1 game - mens
preliminaria
NZL vs. KEN

1 game - women's round robin

HOL vs. FRC

0800-1030 Rowing Men's placet 1.6

fiaak

0830-1300 Cycling 100km team time

trial

\

0000-1230

OOOO-lTOOFencingMen's individual .sabre

preliminaries
Men's team foil preliminaries

0000-1500 ShooUng Clay target-sheet

0030-1240 Athletics 0930 - Mens javelin

qualifyini;
1000 - Mens 4()0m heats

Women's 400m quarterfinals
1 130 - Heptathlon long jump

1 140 . Womens 100m heats

1000-1700 Ba.seball 2 games first round
DOM vs. USA
ITA vs. TPE

1000-1400 Volleyball 2 matches - n»en's

preliminaries

ARC vs. TUN
BRA vs. KOR

Boxing Preliminary bouts

Basketball 2 games
women's round robin

KOR vs. CHN
CAN vs. USA ,

0080-1800 Fencing Men's & women's
team foil preliminaries

0830-1300 Athletics 0930 Women's
javelin ({ualifying

0930 - Women's 400m hurdles heats
1020 - Women's marathon finish

1 100 - Hammer (}ualifylng
1130 - Men's 1 10m hurdles heists

1000-1230 Diving Womens
springboard preliminarkft

1000-1400 VolleybaU 2 matches -

women's semifinals

1100-1400 Boxing Preliminary bouts

laOO-aoOa HmmlmH St gunm
HandbaJi 3 gamei - meti's

preliminaries
ISl. vs. JPN

FRC vs. SWE
YUC vs. ALG

1400-1800 Equestriin Jumping training

competion

1400- 1600 WeighUifting Light
heavywsfghl - up to 82.5kg, group B

1430-1800 Basketball 2 games - men's
preliminaries

BRA vs. FRC
CANvs. FRA

CAN v$. jrtV /

NCA vs. KOB,
I

nen's
|

1345-1845 Hockay 2 games - mens
preliminaries I

HOL VI. CBR
PAK vs, CAN

1 game - women's round robin

AUS y. CAN

1430-1745 Hockey 1 game - men's—prdim inariat

ESP vs. USA
1 game - women's round robin

USA vs. NZL

1400-1600 Wdghtlifting Middle
heavyweight - up to 90kg. group B

1430-1600 Basketball 1 game - men's
classification semifinals

1500-1730 __IMyW Women's
spr ingboard preliminaries

Romania's Ecaterina Szabo won the silver medal In the all-

around finals after leading her country to the gold medal in

the team competition on Wednesday night.

Canto wins^20K walk; LewiV wins heats
By Tom Timmemnan
Senior Staff Writer '

The Carl Lewis Show, which figures to overshadow
everything else that happens at this summer's Olympics, Wasted
no time in doing so Friday as Lewis; two qualifying heats in the
100 meter dash were the focus of the opening day of the track
and field competition.
Even though they were only the first two rourids of the heat,

which served to narrow the field from 88 to 16, Lewis served
notice to everyone he was deadly serious' about winning his four
gold medals.
While Lewis controlled the morning, the evening belonged to

Mexico's Ernesto Canto, who walked throught the streets of Los
Angeles faster than anyone ever before, as he turned in an
Olympic best in winning the 20 kilometer walk — the first

medal handed out in the Tack and Field competition. Canto
was joined on the victory stand by countryman Raul Conzalez,
who finished seven seconds behind him in second place.
The track competition's second medal was won by Claudia

'k with a time of 55.79. she touched the'waU^fit^^lt^"^ niJ^'^ '^"
a"*'

^^^^ m the 200 individual medlev but f^**^*^
°^ ^^ Germany, which the stadium announcer adeptly^ '

[

""' "'^ anthem The error might have been a freudian slip: if not for

^ ^
^^^ boycott, an East German may well have won the event.

yerslty of Texas won the 100 Tracy Caulkins was not the first to hrflak fr^m tK^ kj^u • ^ IZ!^——^-—

—

back With a toe of 55.79. she touched the ^JTiirTin!^ S^^ STi^"?'!!"**.?^ "^Ml"?" "^<^y but

Lasch's winning toss of 67-2 Vi was over six feet off the world
record,

A lot of what happened to Lasch in the evening centered
around National Anthems. As second place finisher Mihaela
Loghin of Romania prepared for her final toss, the Mexican Na-
tional Anthem started upiQr_Canto and Loghin who certainly
didn't need anymore pressure, waited until it was over before
throwing. Loghin's toss was not her best, and she ended up los-

ing by one centimeter.

"It was a great experience for me," said Canto after the race.
"We received very strong support from the crowd. Los Angeles
has a very strong Mexican community, so we weren't surprised
by it. It is a feeling that will stay with me the rest of my life."

Canto's win didn't go unnoticed: in celebration, fans through
Somberes on the field as Canto crossed the finished line.

But the 100 meters, which might not be the American sweep
that had been expected, due to a subpar performance by Ron
Brown, clearly belongs to Lewis. He won his/second race of the
day with a time of 10.04, which is more impressive when you
consider he pulled off in the final few yards after securing a
spot in the semifinals.

"
-^•

Lewis did say afterwards that he could have gone fastar than
10.04, but he was placed in lane 8, where he was crowded by

Continued on Page 10

1600-2030 Athletics 1600 - Women's
lOOm quarterfinals

1615-1930 - Heptathlon javelin & 800m
1636 Men's lOOnt semifinals

1655 - Womens 800m semifinals
1740 - Mens 800m quarterfinals

1800 - Triple jump final

1825 - Men's 400m hurdles semifinals

1910 - Men's 100m final

1600-2000 judo Extra lightweight - up to

60kg category

1700-1900 Swimming Men's 200m

^

in dividual medley finals
'

Women's S»Om butterfly finals

Men's 1500m freestyle finals

Women's 200m backstroke finals

Men's 4x100 medley relay finals

1730-2030 Gymnastics Men's apparatus
finals

1800-2200 Boxing- PrdiminarjJwubL

1800-2000 Weightlifting Light
heavyweight - up to 82.5, group A

1830-2230 Handball matches men's
^

preliminaries

ESP vs. KOR
ROM vs. SUIv

DEN vs. USA

1500-1700 FootiMU Quarterfinal

match

1600-1935 AthleUcs 16001835-
Women's 100m semifinals Ac final

1610 - Men's long jump qualifying

1625 -Men's 110m hurdles

quarter finals

1700 - Men's 400m quarterfinals

1710 - Men's javelin final

1735 - Women's 400m semifinals

1805 Men's 800m semifinals

1855 Men's 400m hurdles final

1600-2000 Judo Hainightweight - up

I
to 65 kg category

1730-1930 Cyn»nastio» Women's
apparatus finals

1800-2200 Boxing Preliminary bouts

1800-2000 Wdghtlifting Middle
»vyweight-ti^to90kg. group A

1830-2200

1830-2230 Volleyball 2 matches - meh s

preUminitnei
EGY vs. JPN
CAN vs. CHN

a0iO-S330 llMlirttidl 2 games • men's
preliminaries
II A vs. YUG
CHN vs. URU

i00O>S300F«adngMen's indtvkiiuJ sabre

mnar

1830-2300

1830-2230

8000^2300

Basketball 1 game -

women's round robin

AVS vs. YUG
1 game - men's classification

semifinals

Handball 3 games -

women's round robin

FRG vs. AUT
CHN vs. KOR
YUG vs. USA

Volleyball 2 matches -

women's semifinals

FoatbaS Quarierfinal

match

Men's team foil

finals

>

J!
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West Germany

kicks Saudis, 6-0

By Bob Timmermann

It was a wild nij^ht in the

Olympic Soccer tournament as

18 goals were scored in the

four matches last night.
Leading the scoring barrage

was West Germany as they

trampled Saudi Arabia 6-0 at

Stanford, to advance to tjie

(juarterfinals.

Two Germans, Christian

Schreir and RudoK Bommer,
each scored a pair of goals. In

case you're wondering, the

Germans came nowhere near

"the Olympic record oT most

goals in a game. /Denmark
holds the distinction of 17 in a

game against France in 1908.

Yugoslavia and Iraq also

left defense behind. The Slavs

trailed 2-0 at halftime, but

roared back to win at An-

napolis, Md., 4-2, on a trio ol

gcjals by Stjepan Deveric.

The win sent Yugoslavia in-

to the (juarterfinals with a

perfect 3-0 record. Yugoslavia

will play West Germany in a

quarterfinal match at Stanford

on Monday.
At Cambridge, Mass.,

Canada used a pair of goals

by Dale Mitchell to down
Cameroon 3-1. Canada finish-

ed wfth a 1-1- 1 record to nose

out Cameroon (1-2) for the se-

cond (quarterfinal spot in

group B behind Yugoslavia-

Canada will face Brazil,

who like the Slavs, finished

the first round with a 3-0

record.

Brazil, before a large con-

tingent of its fans at the Rose
BowJ. heat Morocco 2-0. After
a scoreless first half^ the

Continued on Page 12

Swimming
Continued from Page 8

the world and probably would
have won two golds even if

the East German ,,women had
been competing.

Caulkins won the 200 indi-

vidual medley in an Olympic
and American record (she

broke both of her ow^
records) time of 2:12.64, with

the U.S.'s Nancy Hogshead
taking the silver medal at

2:15.17. Caulkins also won
the 400 IM earlier in the

week.
**Nancy was out there

pushing me and that felt

good, "Caulkins said. "I went

one-tenth of a second faster

than the trials so I guess that

was all right. I felt strong the

whole way but I don't know
what I could have done bet-

ter."

There was not much that

Cohen could have done better

after she cruised to a victory

An the 800 free in an Olympic^
record time of 8:24.95.

Cohen, who handily took the

gold in the 400 free, had an

easier time of things in the

800. She defeated silver med-

alist Michele Richardson, at

15 the youngest member of

the U.S. team, by nearly six

seconds. Richardson clocke^ a

8:30.73.

"I may have gone out a lit-

tle too fast but I wanted to get

out there and I had to take it

out fast, "said Cohen, who was

in tears afterwards as she hug-

ged Richardson. "I wanted to

set the world record because

this may be my last Olympics

and I wanted to do something

special."

In the 400-meter relay, the

U.S. women wera^ just too

much for silver medalist West

Germany and bronze medalist

Canada as they captqred the

gold with a time of 4:08.34.

The U.S. team of backstroker

Theresa Andrews, butterflyer

Mary T. Meagher, Caulkins in

the breaststroke and Hogshead

swimming the^ireestyle^ had_a

Continued on Page 12
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Apparatus
Continued from Page 8

China's Ma Yanhong and the

U.S.'s Julianne McNamara are

the current leaders in the

uneven bars. McNamara
finished fourth in the all-

around competition and will

definitly be a strong com-
i^etitor. Yahong will also be
looking for gold, after
finishing sixth, in the all-

around and winning a bronze

in^he team competition.

Romanian Simona Pauca is

the current leader on the

balance beam, with a prelim-

inary score of 9.90. She scored

a ten on the beam during the

optional exercises. Teammate
Szabo is not far behind with a

9.85 preliminary score.

The competition on the

floor will be very tough. Cur-

rent leader Szabo scored a

10.0 and two 9.95's in com-

petition so far, and as the cur-

rent leader, she will be tough

to beat. McNamara is not far

behind, despite a disappoin-

ting 9.7 on the floor at the

all-arounds. Only 0.05 behind

the leader is Retton, who can

always be counted on as a

tougn competitor.

Men*s apparatus finals

It's time for the men to take

the floor tonight in their indi-

vidual apparatus finals. After

Continued on Page 11

Track
Continued from Page 9

photographers. He said he did

not feel comfortable until >

almost halfway through the

race.

The Joyner family, Al and

Jackie, trying to catch the

Lewises as track and field's

first family, both performed

well. Al qualified in the triple

jump and Jackie did well in

the opening day of the hep-

tathlon. But Al may have

learned a lesson about taking

care of his little sister.

"Jackie didn't stay at the

village last night, so I picked

up her number for her. I gave

the number to Valerie
Briscoe-Hooks because I knew
she would see Jackie today.

Jackie thought I had her

number and she was looking

all over for me, I heard she

was panicking, so I went out

to the trailer to look for her. I

took about 30 minutes out of

my warm up.: I got back on
the track at 9:20 and we were
called to the call room at

9:25. I was worried about

Jackie and I didn't have time

to warm up. I ain't worrying

about her tomorrow."

Lewis showed his speed
again in the press interview

area as he ran through,
escorted by four LAOOC
employees. Lewis will be back
today, for the semifinals and
finals of the event.

Rrown, who has a mild leg

injury that he's receiving
treatment for, finished second
in his heat to qualify, but he
did it with the slow time 'of

10.4, one of the slowest quali-

fying times of the day. The
other American, Sam Graddy,
won his heat going away with
the time of 10.15. The U.S.
was one of three countries to

advance three runners to the

semifinals, the others being

Canada and Great Rritain.

Edwin Moses jogged his

way into today's 400 meter

hurdles semifinals, with the

time of 49.33. Moses pretty

much strolled the last 100

meters of the race, and admit-

ted later that he didn't want
to have to run the race in 47

seconds if he didn't have to .

"You can only regain so much
body fluids in a 24- hour
period," said Moses.
"Whoever loses the least

amount of body fluids may

Continued on Page 11

, The U.S/s Rbn Bro\A/n, the

only person to beat Carl

Lewis in the 100 meters last

year, won a preliminary heat
in his specialty in a slow
10.40.
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ASK ABOUT OUR 90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING • MERCHANDISE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

1301 Westwood Blvd.
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)

477-0559
Mon.- Sat 8-8, Sun. 10-6

-^—CrecWt Cards W^kronrie

—

Save Up To $3.00
on Film Developing &

Printing

36 Exp Roll $3.00 off
24 Exp Roll $2.00 off
12 Exp Roll $1.00 off

Offer Good With C-41,
110, and 126 35mm
Color Print Film

Not Valid With Other Coupons

?^9Bgr

2 For the Price of 1
Get 2 Prints of each photo
when you bring in a roll for

developing and printing

Offer Good With C.41,
110. and 126 35mm Color

Print Film

One Coupon Per Roll

Not Valid With Other Coupons

«^0iMS». * ! *
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Apparatus
Continued from Page 10
winning the gold in the team
competition, you can bet the
.Americans will have more
medals draped around their

necks by the evenings end.
Tonight at the men's ap-

paratus finals, U.S. gymnasts
Bart Conner, .Peter Vidmar
and Mitch Gaylord are all

favorites for gold among the
field of competitors.

On the floor exercises, Con-
ner shares the preliminary
lead with China's Li Ning and
Lou Yun; each are tied with a
score of 9.925.

On the pommel horse,
Vidmar and Li are also tied

for first place with prelims of

9.950. Both of them scored

perfect tens on this apparatus
in the men's compulsories last

Sunday.

Gaylord is the current
leader on the rings, just ahead
of Li and Japan's Koji
Gushiken. Both Gaylord and
Li had perfect scores in the
optionals.

China's Lou Yun is a strong
favorite for the gold on the
vault with two perfect scores

in the compulsories and op-
tionals.

On the parallel bars,
Gaylord and Conner share the
lead, tied with preliminary
scores of 9.950. Both scored
tens on this apparatus, Conner
in the compulsories and
Gaylord in the optionals. •

Japan's Shinji Morisue is a
strong favorite for the high
bar, with two perfect ten!* in

the preliminaries. If he's less

than perfect, China's Tong Fei
is right behind, trailing by
0.025 points.

Retton
Continued from Page 9
winner.. _„

"She's a tremendous athlete

and one hell of a competitor,"
Peters told reporters. "The
combination of those two
qualities has made it possible

for her to be an (Olympic
champion."
And apparently, Retton's

champion status has not gone
to heir head — she is described
by people who have worked
with her as friendly and open.

"She is poised, an\d is

gracious," said Ann Lane, an
athlete escort for the Olympics
who accompanied Retton after

she won the gold. "She let us

hold hold her medal and take
a picture. I was really im-
pressed by her style."

Retton's liberal recep-
tiveness to the fans has also

boosted her popularity. While
others turn toward their
team-mates before and after

an event, Retton turns to the

Continued on Page 12

Track
Continued from Page 10
win the race."

Moses' main riyal, Harald
Schmid of the Federal
Republic of Germany (West
Germany), won his heat, but
not very impressively. "I don't

feel good," he said afterwards.

"I'm not sure what's wrong,

but I'm tired. I just don't feel

well."

In the first day of the hep-

tathlon, UCLA's Jackie Joyner

finished 20 points behind
leader Judy Simpson of Great

Britain, and eight points

ahead of Glynis Nunn of

Australfa after four events.

Today, Joyner has the long

jump, the javelin and the

800-meter run, three of her

better events which will make
her a favorite to win a medal.

Joyner did especially well in

the 200-meters where she

finished with the best time
among all competitors. Simj>-

son picked up much of her
lead in the high jump, for she

had the best ever effort in a
heptathlon.

In the qualifying for the

triple jump, former UCLA
star Willie Banks barely did,

making the 12-man field on

his final attempt. He'll have to

improve a good deal in today's

final to catch Arkansas's Mike
Conley, who jumped 17.36

meters to match the fourth

best leap ever by an
American, and narrowly miss-

ing the Olympic record.
Banks' best jump was only

16.59 meters.

In qualifying for the 10,000
meter run, Pat Porter was the

only American to make the

final, as Qraig Virgin and
Paul Cummings didn't get' out

of their heats.

catch the spirit!
. come on. take a tumble, get cool,

kick back... relax, look around, enjoy

S the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

SPLASH!
Join the festivities at bur

, ^
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Happy Hour anytime through August 12th.
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OLYMPIC SPECJAL
-^^ BUDWEISER
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CAFE
91 1 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

WLSTWQOP VILLAGE

(213)208-0255

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & IDATSUN

TUNEUP
LUBE & OIL

/
NewBoich Plugs & Paints Penn/ Oil

Valves. Carb Timing Brakes Clutch

Battery & Front, Alignment

Adjust

Check S39.95^
RELINE
BRAKES

Replace all Shoes and Immgs Pack Front

Wheel Bearmgs Turn Drums as neecjed. In

spect wheel cyH. Master C/l. & FHI System.
$49.95*

From Lube & OH to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"
* (818) 7854112 (213) 275-2865

Al AUTO 7957 Van Nuv» Blvd. 2/4 BHu So o*Ro«;oe * MOSt VWS

GO ON A SPREE^
1^

FOR $398
_^ Ideal tor commulir>g to

p3l^ and from work or

. school Easy lo ride

6S2S SANTA MONICA BLVO / PHONE (313) 4««-71«1

t

Contcmponirv

Dinme

Chinese

Seafood

Restaurant

c

-UuT 4';a.'i.m i\ c' c hchvai^pTcvu)u.slv uuh Plum Tree rtMaurum^ond-

our Ncatood chet was tormerlv with Mon Kee's ot Chini\.town.

Trv i^utPlum's spicv beet, chicken with tangerine sauce, crab with

iZinuer and ereen onions and pan tried jumho scallops.

^\^^:w I da\ s
;i ucek • lunch • dinner • codiails

Happ\ Hour with compjimentary hors dbeuvres. " •

ueekdav^ 4:00prr. to 7:00pni.

1057 Tiverton .Avenuo* Westwmid. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at, 1100 Glendon Avenue. (213)208- J'^TT

1

Spend your
money wisely.

Advertise in the
Daily Bruin

825-2161 825-9891

_4---'

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROF rsSKJNAl OPTOMllTRIC CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

"Change the color of your
eyes** soft lenses

^159
Sleep-in soft lenses,

Permalens, DuraSoft,
> Bausch & Lomb

^249
Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses ^^^^
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in- $O 49
eludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. ^^^9

ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Bh/d.

~^^ bHt. soMth of Pico>-

Visa. MasterCard. Expires 8/25/84 with this ad.

mKBYPrmn
BIFFEKHCL

Thp/Crypfonife K4 keeps '^oijr twke s^fe. and
keeps If looking like new

Thick full vinyl sheathing and nob»te mrtui pro-
trusions protect your hike s finish from rlvnage
while out p,itenteci ilouMe Uxkiruj Jt'sicjn protects

your bike from tfieft

Even our carrying brvjckets .ire fully vinyRoated
The safer you keep your bike, the niore we keep

your confidence

KRYPWMITEmmmmm isnmtnm
Kryptonitc Bike Lock Corp. I'. ,ic .n MA

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

WELCOME
OLYMPIANS
A BOAT, A BRIDGE, A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS. NEW
BALANCE MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR. FLEXA-

TARD. LA. GEAF^
WESTERN TOWN: LEE WRANGLER - CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT 8. ACCESSORIES - A MILI-

TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS.

C The Power. The Grace @ 18.00

Shipping @ 2.50. 2 or more 3.50

31 Santa IVlonica Ma
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 395-5839

6*/^% Sales tax (Calif, res. only)

OTY TOTAL

TOTALD Check or Money Order

D MasterCard DVisa D Amer Express
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MOVIE GUIDE

J FAIMCY IVAIL.S {
t GRAIVD OPEIVIIVG SPECIAL. ¥
^ Sculptured IMails

Fill

MANN
THEATRES

Ift'lYlY •YJ*-iiii-i-ri

NATIONAL INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMPU
10925 Lindbrook 0F000M(P6)
208 4366 70 mm Dolby THX Sound

12 30-3 0^5 308 0^10 30

VILLAGE
961 Broxton

208 5576

KIT DEFENSE (R)

1:15-3 3a5 4S^0ai0 15

Fri.-Sat-LateShow12 00am

•RUIN
948 Broxton

2088998

1 6REMUNS(P6)
70mm 6 track Oolby Stereo

12 3^3 00^5 30-10 30
Sneak ?\wmi Tontght at 8 00

WESTWOOOI
1050 Gayley

208 7664

LASTnARFIGIfTER(P6)
12 45-3 00^5 15^7 3a§ ij

WESTWOOOH
1050 Gayley

208 7664

TNEJOYOFSEX(R)
12 30-2:3(M 30« 30^ 30^10 30

IVESTWOOOUI
1050 Gayley

208 7664

MEATIALLS M (PG)
12 45^2 30-4 IS* OM 00^ 10 06

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

GRANOVIEW USA (R)

12302 30^ 3&« 308 30-10 30

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

^ r ... $ 1 5»« <rc|<. $aO»«) ;
^ Manic^Mre dk Pedicure $ 1 2»o (reg. $ 1 8»<') f
j — '

!^^^v VVe specialize; in complele nail rare; — srulplur«;d nails J
r -'<^"^X\' porcelain — Acrylic — )uliette — China silk wrap — ^
r. - -^-xl y ^K manicure — ptnlicure ^
\ 1063»W. Pico Blvd. 470-9093 ^
k LoM AntfeleM 900«4 ^T9'?^"7.iF

s:/«<'.j!<<.:-:;j

' '-'^•^-" '^' -^ '^ "-• > iVi I < n'ii

ROYAL L ETE MEURIRIER
11523 SMBlvd Mon Fri-5 30-7 50-10 20
477 5581 Sat Sun 12 30-2 50-5 20-7 50-10 20

MUSK HALL LIS COMfflES
9036Wilsbire Mon Fn 6 15-8 00-10:00
274 6869 Sat Sun 2 15-4 15-6 1M 00-10 00

m^im^if'^^'i^

MONICA I

1332 2nd St.

394-9741 -

CARMEN/GAMIELA
Mon -Fn 7 00-9 00

MONNIA n ERENDIRA
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 20-9 20
394 9741 Sat -Sun 1 20-3 20-5 207:20-9 20

MONCAW. ROMANCING THE STONE
1332 2nd St - JKon -Fn 6 00-8 05-1005
394 9741 Sir5flirT5O3 5«0O«0Sia05

MOMCAIV MUSICAL PASSAGE
1332 2nd St Men -Fn* 408 20 1000
3949741 Sat Sun -1403 206 408 201000

PLA2A
1067 Glendoo^

208 3097

PURPLE RAM (R)

12 303 005 308 001030
Fn-Sat Late Show 12 45am

PACIFIC WALK-IN
THEATRES

MMliiiiiiV*Vai.Vi *

^J-?^^v•^^v•^v>^^^v^^^^l;l^A^j .
'
.
'.T

-.-.-. - - > .— .».

.

FMEARTS
8S56 Wilslvre

652 1330

UNDER THE VOLCANO (R)

1:003 205 408 0010 10

PLITT
THEATRES

^mmmmmrn

mm.

iiiiifiiiiBililMMiMi

SBSSBSn

mmm

GO FOR THE GOLD WITH US!
OUR CARS OFFER FULLY STOCKED BARS,
A/C, MOONROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, TV

,
AND SOME VCR'S,

WE ALSO HAVE BODY GUARD AND
SECURITY SERVICE AVAI LABLE

984-2200 ^ 877-3020

PICWOOO
Pico/Westwood
272 8239
3942569

MUPfCTS TA« HANHAHAN (8)
12 302 505 107 309 46

CINERAMA DOME
Sunset Nr Vine

466-3401

THE LAST STARFIGHTER (PG)

12 303 005 3010 36
Sneak Preview Toniglit at 8 OO

iiit

CENTURY PIAZA JUNGLE SOCK (Q)
Century City Daily 1 003 005 007 009 00
2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

CENTURY PLAZA NfVER ENONM STfMV (PG)
Ctttuty aty 1 30-3 30-5 30^7 30-9 30
2040 Av» of ttm Stars
553-4291

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC I THE PHIUDELPHM
Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenoa EXPREUIPG)
4644111 1003 205 408 0010 20

Fn-Sat -Late Show 12 30 am

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC H

u'/^7^^^. 12 30-2 30-4 3S-6 id's 45- 10 _

_

?64-41MlT '" •^' '••• ^*^ '^^

GRANOVIEW USA A)

VVestwood
10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

*»

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALEi^DARI

MON.^ A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

^M

GEMKRAL CIMEMA
THEATRES

wFFF^FFrrrwrmrrtnrr

AVCO CINEMA I

Witsh. alWestwood.
475 0711

..i......>..Mi!y!jjijjw..i,i.i..j.n.i,uj;npij^

•^'••••• ••^-•-••^-'^-^•-'

GHOSTBUSTERS (PG)
70mm Do/by Stereo

12 002 30 5 007 3010 00
Fri -Sal -Late Show- 12 15 am

AVCO CINEMA II

Wilsh at Westwood
475-0711 Sat

REVENGE OF THE NERDS (R)

Mon Fn 5 45-7 45-9 45
-Sun 1 45^3 45-5 45-7 45-9:45

Fn Sat Late Show- 11 45

NOLIYWOOO PAOFC M

ilK, n "' ^'^"^ "*f -WY OF SEX (R)4M 4in
12 302 25-4 206 15 8 15 10 15
Fn-Sat -Late Show 12 10 a .n

'tues.

LANDMARK
THEATRES

'*^'*T**'*TT*Tf*T'T'!l*!"!^*!f?T**********'

::v;v;;r.v:-;.-;:;Mi:w:yr.^

^^^^^B
^^^^l^^H

AVCO CINEMA III

Wilsh at Westwood
475-0711

THE KARATE KID (PG)
12 303 005 308.05-16:30

NUART
1 1272 S M Blvd Sat THAT SINKING FEEUNQ
478-6379 479.5269 2 407 209 40

andtheAA nom short GOODY TWO SHOES
Sun UMEUGHT-4 15 8 40

plus THE PAWNSHOP & 3 more special Chaplins

BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NITE FOR S5 00 ALL YOU CAN EAT

^B--^^ BUY A BURRITO RANCHERO &THURS. GET 6nE - .- ---^ -^^^^
•

FRI,
BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS

?^At At Mulninht rut PtUU PI AMIIlCn*

i'tii:<!l < il ! i ! i:i!'. ii >! !<!:!.;»!
^«^:^::::::x::^fer^^^^tS»g^!^;w^>m:>:<^ :::::::: : r-r.x-i.x.-.x.-.-.-.xio: :•::
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*with valid UCLA student or faculty ID.
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Swimming
Continued from Page 10

winning margin of 3.63

conds.

The other gold medal
awarded on the day came as

somewhat of a surprise as

unheralded Jon Sieben of

Australia knocked off West
Germany's Michael Gross in

the 200 fly. Sieben's time of

1:57.04 set a new world
record and amazingly was
four seconds (2:01.17) faster

than his previous lifetime best.

"I didn't expect John to go

so fast and I was concen-

trating on Rafael (Vidal-

Castro of Venezuela) and
Pablo (Morales of U.S.) of

course," said a surprised

Gross, who had looked
unbeatable in the qualifying

heat. "And of course I cannot

see him in lane 6 or 7."

Vidal-Castro won the
bronze with a time of 1:57.51,

while Morales, a silver medal-

ist in ^the 100 fly, placed^

fourth with an American
record time of 1:57.75.

Continue^ from Page 10

Brazilians scored two goals in

six minutes. Dunga (the
Brazilians love nicknames)
scored the first goal in the

64th minute. Teammate Kita

scored another in tRe 70th
minute after a goalmouth
scramble.

Brazil and Canada will face

one another at Stanford Mon-
day.

There is no action today in

soccer. Play resumes Sunday
with quarterfinal matchups of

Italy and Chile at 3 p.m. at

Stanford, and France vs.

Egypt, 7 p.m. at the Rose
Bowl.

Gymnastics
Continued from Page 8
altitude only Retton's legs

could produce, and a landing
which those same legs helped
to pin perfectly; it was ini-~

mediately apparent that Ret-
ton would at least share the
gold — even the strictest

jud ge could hardl y have
scored Hetton below a 9.97

She got a 10.0, a gold
medal, and shortly afterward.
she made Olympic history by
following up with another
I>erfect score. The crowd was
jubilant.

Szabo, who had made up
ground only to lose it, looked
stricken. Of losing the gold,
she said, "besides the dis-

mount, on which T sidestepped
just a little, I did very well."
Romanian women's coach

Adrian Goreack said^ "L-can't
say that I'm very happy about
the judging. For example on
the balance beam, the judges
considerd Mary Lou Retton's
performance to be worth 9.80.
She deserved a 9.60."

Luckily for Mary Lou Ret-
ton, the judges felt differently,

giving her the scores she need-
ed to become the new golden
girl of women's gymnastics.

Retton
Continued from Page 1

1

crowd, smiles and waves.
'That's what the public likes
in an athlete," Peters explain-
ed. "That's what makes her an
even bigger champion. "

That's also what makes
Olympics observers like UCLA
junior Molly Martinsen s^y
"She's darling, she's great. I'm
so happy she represents our
country."

»j[?m
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Wifliam Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

America's still leaving it to Beaver
By Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

Jerry Mathers never stopped being
Beaver Cleaver. In the twenty-two
years since the cancellation of Leave It

to Beaver^ the character has lived on
in endless reruns and a recent mer-
chandizing blitzkrieg of t-shirts,

napkins, bumper stickers, cereal boxes,

paper plates, greeting cards and best-

selling books.

And now Mathers is back where it

all began, at the Cleaver house on the

Universal Studios backlot, shooting 13

episodes of Still the Beaver, a Disney
jChannel situation comedy premierinj

this fall. Joining Mathers are Tony
Dow as his brother, Wally, Barbara
Billingsley as his mother and Ken Os-

mond as Eddie Haskell.

"This isn't a revival," Mathers
stresses, "it's basically a new show.
We are not redoing 234 episodes of

Leave it to Beaver. We want to do a

warm, contenii)orary family show and
that fits in well with Disney's format.

'They are exactly what we were l(K)k-

ing for and we were exactly what they

were looking for."

I'he strii^Kling cable network wav
having problems finding proiiraiiis

both chijdren and parents c<jnld watch
together. "Beaver isn't fust v.

kKl>/' Mathers .sa^ htit by adults,

grandparents, college ,
stuuentN you

name it. It has a very broad and loyal

audience ancJ' {>eople waut to see more
of Beaver."

New Millionaire, The 'Munster's
Revenge, The Wild Wild West
Revisited, Rescue from Gilligan's

Island, and Father Still Knows Best.

The only revivals to translate to week-
ly series, Bret Maverick and Sanford,
barely made it through a sea.son.

Still the Beaver, -Mathers and Le-

vant maintain, is different.

"The response round the country to

Beaver is phenomenal," says Mathers.

"People have a .sincere interest in the

characters and what has happened to

them."
"I think Beaver has transcended

cult," says Levant . "A real relation

Still tin - Btuixcr was orii;iiiall\ ' pit-

ched to CBS, which aired tlie 2-hour

pilot and then passed on a new, \vtH»k-

l> KeH i ion. The Di.sTie\ series pieks up
wliere the original series and the CBS
pilot left off.

"When Leave it to Beaver ended,

Wally was going to cf)llei»e and Beaver

was going to High Sehfjol. The con-

cept is that Beaver got his girlfirend

pregnant in college, got married and
the marriage fell apart. So he dragged

himself home with the kids and found

himself," explains Brian Levant, pro-

—ducer 4tnd writer of Still the Beaver.
It was easier to let things happen to

him than take control of his life and

be the person his parents always ex-

pected him to be. By being a single

parent with two young sons, he found

himself. Now, in the series, we are

Starting with a single parent who is

doing the best he can and relying on

his family to help him over the rough

spots."

• "And," Mathers adds with a grin,

"Beaver won't be such a schlemiel."

"We are building on whiat exists and

continuing a tradition, we hope, of

fine family entertainment,'- Levant,

says. "Look, just try and name three

sitcoms on the air today whert? the

kids are raised by their natural

parents. Now turn the dial back to

1957. Things have changed. I think

there's a place now for a contem-

porary, family show."
R^jtv^r wflj! revived during a spate

of television rem|ikes including The

Return of the Man From Uncle, The

ship has developed between the

viewers and fhe Cleavers. It's amazing
how close we can feel to thcvSe people

and what happens to them. Can you
say the same thing about Sanford and
Son wdd—Gilligan's Ishmdi This is ^

Jerry Mathers as the young
Cleaven (aboirei

more like Star Trek, which has made,
what, about $100 million at the box
office?"

The trend towards series revivals,

which continues next year with / Still

Dream of Jeannie, and Return of Mr.

£^c/,is easy to understand.

"/ think Beaver has transcended

cult, " says Levant. "A real

relationship has developed between

the viewers and the Cleavers,

It's amazing how close we can

feel to these people and what
happens to them. Can you say-

the same thing about Sanford

and Son and Gilligans Island?**

"The network thinks why take a

.f hanee on sometlnnu new whefj there

is sornethinij: that ' ; -
!>''' '" "

1 he television uuiustrv reiwi/ed the

•otential of Beaver

revivifl a decade ago. i'urncr.

?m•trmd of \\H' (Jahic Xt'vvs Neiwi i!

pioneer of the "superstation c^'ncept

the all-new Beaver (below)
•of wliieh KTVU is a prii

linkere<i with resurrcrtm

\\ ith an all-new eas«

TnTpTeTT

silOU

lie thought the populariiv was just

Tn THe n:inv MMfh-^rs ya .
•> His

mistak _„.

Lni\(Tsal }>assed on the Tiirner n*

tiori—anrl—

t

u'iraii tuuinj,—wiih a con-

tinnatioii. .Serveral scripts were writ-

ten and rejected hy Mathers, Dow and
con»pany.

"If Brian Levant liadn t come
along, ^wo wouldn't have dnnc^ITT Thi»

scripts we were getting were so rotten

and outlandish we didn"^ want
anything to do with them," Mathers
recalls. "In, one, Beaver is wandering
around the country aimlessh after ser-

-ving-in Vietnam. He left h is wife and
-kid . The ^vife^ and 4id are kidnapped-
in a bank robbery and Beaver goes in

to substitute as a hostage for them.

"CmonT That was crazy," he con-

tinues. "That was a case of Universal

having a script lying around and
changing tKe names to rriake it Leave
if to Beaver. It could just as easily

have been characters from any other

serias. The Beaver character relation-

ships just weren't there. The viewers

know the Cleavers very well and
wouldn't accept something that didn't

understand them as well as they do.

In another script, Beaver and Eddie
Haskell were best friends. That may
be a fine story line but it isn't-

Beaver."

Still the Beaver, they hope will be.
^

"Remember the feeling yoii walked
atway with at the end of every Leave

it to Beaver show?" Brian Levant oaks.

"That's what we warn."

S
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RECORDS

The Best of Kansas; A^cbntradiction in terms
By Marc Weinberg. Staff Writer

Kansas: The Best Of Kansas; CBS
Records. Whatever happened to rock
and roll? When it first started out,

back in the fifties and sixties, it was
the sound of anarchy, the inspiration

for a generation of rebellious youth.
Back then, the heroes of the cause

recorded several chart-topping records
and then disappeared — either
through death or disagreement (rock

bands, it seemed, were made of vola-

tile members, who always ended up
hating one another). Either way, these

artists vanished at their peaks, when
they were still cohtributing greatly to

rock.

Nowadays, rock and roll has
become just another business. Groups
who were big in the sixties and seven-

ties are still around, but only as

anachronisms, as they recycle their old

music for now or tour in *Good Ol'

Rock'n'Roll Shows'. In any event,

rock has taken on a contradictory
meaning — nostalgia. The protest

songs of yesterday are^ part of the
establishment today. "Hey, remember
the good ol' days of flag burning?"

Such is the case of Kansas, a band
which reached its musical peak almost
seven years ago. Sure, they still per-

form and release albums, but they've

long outli^d their ability to con-

tribute to music. Their most recent

release (and their eleventh album to

date) reinforces that fact.

A majority of the songs represented

here are from the mid-seventies (the

two most recent selections are the

weakest).. The tunes, including
"Carry On Wayward Son," "Dust In

The Wind," and "Song For America"
were AOR (album-oriented rock radio)

anthems in their time, but they, like

the stations which featured these
songs, sound tired and lifeless now
(have you heard KMET lately?). This
is music for the acid head turned thir-

ty, who still has black light posters on
the wall. ^

And gosh, what music! Kansas has
always been a pop band with art rock

pretensions, relying heavily upon syn-

thesizers and violins. At their best,

they recorded melodic if heavy-hand-
ed ballads and lengthy rockers. While
they were certainly a popular band (as

evidenced by 3 platinum and 5 gold
albums), they were never particularly

innovative, either — hence, their

tumble from prominence.

Now the band performs on double
bills with another Columbia Records
wash-out. Heart. From headliners to

golden oldies in one short swift kick in

the pants.

Even if Kansas continues to record,

this album should serve as their tomb-
stone.
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RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED JEMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED.

EMPLOYMENT
LT.TMJI I \WL} lOB OPPORTUNITIES. ...32-D

DAgiihtrERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381.
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Hotrtrfif 6W I6»i

MENOPAUSAL wortServ with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compfensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8583

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to

participate in the study of a now non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy Call 825-7755.

-EAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
'REGNANCY 20-B

EDUCATION SERVICES.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305,
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825^)644 or 933-3476.

FHEE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students

The Women*s Health
-Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

1

AU Pair. 2-children. Drive. English-speaK-
ing. live-in. 15 minutes UCLA. Private

room $200/month 825-3064. 559-6981

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree, GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or

GRE scores required. Gregt office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing

company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people We're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.

Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950, ask for Tina or
Mary

CuBtommr service. Santa Monica baaed
(x>mput»r software Corporation has two
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator. The ideal can-
didates should have; good communication
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision. For more information contact
Mary In recruitment at 450-2424 extension
373.

GOOD DEALS.
INSURANCE War! Will

oon I wanT

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs
$1400/month, with excellent raises. Re-
quirements: BA degree. GPA 3.5plus.
good SAT scores Great office environ-
ment in MDR busir>ess park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental. For bright, hard-work-
ing people we're the best place around.
213-827-5000.

Aerobic instructor needed. M-W-P noon
and substitutes. $8-$1 0-hour. Beverly Hills

YMCA. Randy 553-0731

.

INVESTMENT Co. phone representative.

Part-time 12-20 hours/week. Make appt.

for our brokers from furnished leads. $5/
hour plus commission. Make up to $900/
month. Mid^Wilshire office. 213-384-9300.

MESSENGERS. Westwood Law Firm has
openings for part-time messengers. Must
be dependable, have own car and good
driving record. Call Tracy 478-2541 after

2pm.

MOTHER'S helper part-time. 1 infant

Light cleaning. Experience needed. Call

Mrs. Levine 399-8233.

Needed F/T 8AM-4:30PM Customer Ser-

vice. P/T 4PM-9PM Warehouse. Airfreight

Bus. 776-4374 Kimiko.

NOW is the time to defeat Reagan and
stop the arms race. SANE.. the nation's
largest peace organization, is currently hir-

ing for Its cortimunity outreach program.
Summer and year round positions
available. Call 392-3074.

OFFICE assistant for West Hollywood Real
Estate office Front office appearane, typ-
ing (45wpm-plus) and phones. $5.50/hour.
15-20 hours/week. Contact Suzy 278- 1 385

.

PART-TIME Fresh Flower stand manager.
Energetic and outgoing personality. $4.00/
hour plus commission. Westwood/
Downtown location. 489-1660.

Part-time medical receptionist wanted. No
experience necessary. Call Dr. Gilman
826-4591

.

WORK tor woinen s Hights. NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937

Part"ttm« Recepflonitt
Beverly Hills Law Firm is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Friday 3pm-6pm.
Call Paula, 273-0904.

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIDE... ...41-E

beaX anyone's
your business.prices, or

Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts Request "Bruin Program".
880-4407/880-4361.

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

GOLD
MEDAL

BREAKFAST
at

UntcxnutionaL Caft

801 Hilgard Ave, LA.
August 1-12

7:00-9:00a.m.

.- $5.50 ^

OLYMPIC PINS! Sponsor pins! Team pins,

China. Israel, etc. Tremendous selection!

Larry 470-1903 leave message. ^

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance
716-0224.

CAMBRIDG^ie^Wedelive^5?6158^
World Renowned Psychic Judy Hevenly.

Olymptt Special. Top Celebrity Clientele.

Once in a lifetime opportunity. Offices in

Westwood and Van Nuys (213)871-8054
-.and (8t8)d97.375&. —

The UCLA Summer Bruin Office will be
open this weekend, Saturday and Sunday,

10am - 12noon.

112 Kerckhoff Hall

Classified Phone: 825-2221

entree, eggs antj style,

specialty croissants,
pastries , orange, tomato
or grapefruit juice, cof-

fee, tea, or Sanka

HOUSING
ARTS. FURNISHED. 50-F

PULITICAL 11-A

tMPLOYIVIENT
HELP WANTED. .30-A

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

CED
Getlnvovled '

'^-•' "•

Ttie Campaign for Economic Democracy has a simple $
goal; to get people involved in thie basic decisions that af- J
feet their lives. CED lobbies, organizes, and does research

"^

about the Issues of toxic waste, womens' rights, Central
American policy and safe and affordable energy.
We go tb the root of the issue; we work to elect sound

progressive candidates to state and local office by
educating people on the Issues and showing them just

what their vote can do.
We are groJ^ing, and we are looking for articulate,

politically minded people for work In our outreach project.
Trolnfng provided. Summer and Fall time.
$8,500-$12.000/yr.
393-3707-Ask for Chris

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥- s/Tsz-s/zv^z-rvyiMvyi v^MMO. ^ IWUOD NEEDS PART-TI

DRIVERS: Commission equals $5-$8/hour.
Flexible hours. Economy vehicle, in-

surance and neat appearance a must.
Knowledge of Southern CaJifornIa area
helpful. Contact Jim at Universe* Courier
473-6563.

DRIVING school is looking for college
studentsvto work full-time. We will train you
to teach driver's education and training.
Call Mitch or Mario at 881 - 1 594.

FILE CLERK. Westwood Law Firm has
opening for part-time file clerk. Light typing
and responsible attitude required. Call
Tracy 478-2541 after 2pm.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,
hard-working person With good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or
IGRE scores required Great office en-
ivironment in MDR business park. $1400/
pionth to start with excellent raises. Blue
fCross medical,top dental. For bright.
fyptrrt-wnrtrmg people were the best place
}around. 213-827-5000

.

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM BRENT-
9^^...^^^?? PART-TIME WORKERS

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. .30-A

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE
scores required. Great office environment
with established. f€wt-growing company In
MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

SPERM Donors Needed Caucasian,
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or browri
hair-blue eyes. Call F.G.E. Medical
Clinic.-820-3723. 820-0377.

THE Wurst Hot Dog Restaurant needs
part-time counterhelp. 824-9597.

Valet parking $5.00 an hour. Prime Marina
Del Rey restaurant. Call M-F. 9-3
(213)723-8459.

WANTED: Household help, full-time. Room
and board, good pay. Beverly Hills home.
liVfl- in Rflfarances re^yirod. Col l Pea..n .. . .wi tfi ihw rw^Miroo. uoi i oea of ai^^^ fgeflVm.
L>.o.rd.2,3-273-2433:nKKnlnfl-.-. f.ST,*?^.':

COMPLETELY furnished condo for rent
summer school. i-bdd. l-bath. Playa del
Rey. Pool, security bidg. parking. $700/
month plus deposit. 822-4286.

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt. $400 00 to
_$1200U)0 momh. «3a Gaytey Ave. i»r
tel.(2 13)208-5920.

$550 and $850. T and^ 2 bedrooms. 2 full
baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease No
pets. 474-2260.

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
arKi unfurnished. Singles
anal^one bedroonr) loft

apartnnents. Dishwasher,
air conditionino, parking.
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayiey Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

SurKJay
824-0836

rfi^:-WFUnNIS II CD.....

LARGE studio, small room for bed. sepo-
rate

^^^^'J^^<^^.
refrigerator. Utilities in-

'

'

Ciuded. $550/nf>onth. Walking distance to
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.52-F«ROOMMATES 65-FBTUTORING OFFERED YPING ldll;KM»l];l

Pactflc Palisades private studio apartment.

Great location, ideal for graduate student.

rN>r^smoker. $450. Includes utilities. Mrs.

Sheldon 394-01 1 5 or 454-2829.

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex

Resident manager needed for small. 3 unit

complex! Stove, refrigerator, utilities in-

cluded. Ctose to UCLA $370/month. M-F

462-i2l64.

Westwood Village. $750. Large 1 -bedroom,

dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-

ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean

parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-

bedroom, 2-bath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-

rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647

WESTWOOD. 1 -bedroom, fireplace, pool,

secure parting. Walk to UCLA. $775.

Available Aug. 20 208-2584(evenings)

WLA apartment for rent. Newly decorated

one-bedroom upper, stove, refrigerator,

drapes, balcony. $650. 826-6106.
9:00am-6 00pm.

Roommate needed 2-bedrm. 1-bath. Secu-

rity, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from

beach. $350/month. (213)827-5309. 7pm-
11pm.

10000000000004

VACATION RENTALS. .53-F

i

TAOS Ski Valley. NM. Luxury Con-

dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,

for 3 couples or family of 6. $300 per

week (505)776-8648.

Vtfalk to UCLA. Daily rental private roonv
private bath, kitchen. $15-day. 633 Gayley

Ave tel(2 13)208-5920.

ARTS. TO SHARE 54-F

Apt. to share with grad or professional. 2-

t>edroom. 2-t)ath in Westwood. Furnished.

Security, Parking. Pool. Near park and 4

buslines to UCLA. $460 Diane 470-2747-

w, 473-2533-h.

NEED roommate for 2-bedroom apt. in

Marina area. Pool, sauna. $251/rTK)nth.

Must like cats Prefer female. 213-823-

8275. message.

OPEN minded, mature male to share

beautiful 3-br townhome. WLA; Cable,

fireplace, microwave. Jacuzzi, security. Call

Marc/Harry 207-0342. evenings. Rent:

$430.

SHARE with fenmle. Own room. Available

Aug. 15. Near Santa Monica/Bundy.

$297.50 plus deposit. 207-9801

.

WLA 2t>ed-2ba, share with responsible,

clean. GrSd/professional. $425 (utilities,

fum.. pool, parking) Anytime. 213-479-

5947

1-2 Females. Share 2-bedroom apt. Start

August 15 Walk to UCLA. $225-person

$450-own room. 208-3918.

HOUSE TO SHARE .57 F

Share cute Reseda House w-prof female

and daughter-3 yeer. Gdner-washer-dryer.

Near fwy. Avail. -9/1 5. $300-1/2. 345-5884.

VEGETARIAN non-smoker seeks room-

mate. South Venice. Own room/bath,

washer/dryer. $350/month plus utilities.

Available 9/1 . 822-68 15-after 6:00pm.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F

ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA. $139,950

2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950. Great

WLA location, North of Olympic, fixer. 3
plus 1.$189.000.Please contact George
Christopoutos , agent for Jon Douglas.

822-2460.478-9741

SO much for the money! 3 plu^ loft plus 2

in Culver City. Bright, top floor condo with

vaulted ceiling. Many amenities including

security, pools, childcare and much more.

$110,000-$1 19.000. Sheri. Fred Sands
Realtors, nights: 839-5660; days: 391-

6721.

HOUSING NEEDED 60-F

VISITING Faculty on Sabbatical at Rand/

UCLA wants 3-bedroom house, apt., or

-^nrtn in wi A nt Santa MonJca area. Sept.

1-June 30, 1985. Call Diane or Bruce.

(602)299-0654.

ROOM FOR RENT.

• Photos ond ref's on all clients
• 13 yrs of repeat clients

II
20*0 D'scoupt tc stijcienfs Qf^a staft wit*^ act

444 WllslTTre Blvd. $anta
X Monica. 453-1861

FRENCH/bpanish/kngiish tutor with

multicultural background. Extensive
teaching experience. Negotia^ rates.

Yves 651-0509/376-8680.

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children." Guaran-

teed results. Nationally recognized.

Multiplication, Division, Addition, Subtrac-

tion. Phonics, Spelling. Reading Com-
prehension. 208-4063-Margaret.

Second or third year Law Student needed

for tutoring first year law student. $10/

hour. Begin in Sept. 395-6255.

j^ it it if it in if i^ it if if it if ifififititiiu,

^ Typing/Word Procetting !t

J • Reports • DIssoftatlons
. J

I •Resumes •Scripts •Books ^
^ 479-2747 y^
jL Papen^orkshop i^

1^ 1539 1/2 Westwood Blvd. 4>

1^ est. 28 years W
\ififitititifirkitititifififirintil^

UBLET .66-FBtYPING
FURNISHED 1 -bedroom apt. in Beverly

Hills. $650/month. 1 year. Call 12-1pm. 7-

10pm. 276-4333.

Sublet MidAugust-MidSeptember. Charm-
ing Spanish House. 2 bedrooms. Fully fur-

nished. NR campus, $950.00. 825-7344,
473-0034.

SPANISH-/Hi-tech. House/studk), architec-

turally inspired by Schindler and others.

2-bedrm/2-bath plus studio. Japanese
soaking tub. backyard and extras.

$92,000. 933-3307.

_ WESTWOOD-CLassic Spanish. 2

"~~bedrooms. Magnificent Master-suite.

Jacuzzi-tub. Diningroom. Beam-ceilings. 2

baths. Character! $219,500 Wynn, 477-

7001.

64-F

BEVERLY Hills. Pool, kitchen privileges,

need car. Grad student preferred. $325/

utilities included, leave message. 783-

5151.

Female. Private entrance, share bath, no

smoking Close to UCLA $325. 472-8775.

Furnished room and bath tor quiet female

preferred. 1-mlle from UCLA Post grad

student preferred. Light kitchen privileges.

475-6156.

Guest House, room wi^ private bath. Near

UCLA. $500. 473-6228.

ONE paneled bedroom, beautiful view.

Bath. Seperate entrance. New carpet and

drapes. Call after 5:00pm, before 10:00pm.

933-7031 . Prefer graduate student.

Room and t)ath in private home. Brent-

wood. Limited cooking privileges. Mature

individual. Male-Female. $300. (213)472-

4744.
.

<i35 'n;<js MfiiMiAe, Co7y mnm Oiiiet

hoow. Wichen. washer/dryer. WLA Pico/

Robertson. 839-251 1 message.

$275/nx). Extra large room. King bed. #8

bus. Mature only. MtWiUCM. Avai iaOW
Aug.181.478-7453.

ONDOS FOR SALE .67-F

AT WESTWOOD

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room, Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

ACCURATE typist/transcriber WLA. Low
rates. Rushes welcome Manan 391-3622,

7 days.

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-

cessing. Xerox 860 Dissertations,

repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Lmda.
204-0947

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, deperv

dable. fast turn-around. Dissertations,

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbte 390-2207

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable

rates. All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshire

locJition. 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored

on disl^ettes for fast, easy corrections

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STQRE. 626-4993

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-

pus. MA./15 years typing experience.

Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave . »206. WLA 477-6226

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing, term

papers, theses, dissertations, languages.

Help w/writing Long UCLA experience.

Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

One jDa4 %iiinq

Refrigerator Renlols

fof dorms sororities fto'erriifies

& Co ops
Oo'ionoi si^es

to' ''ee deiive'\

Call Polar Leasing
390-8647 anytir-ie

, ,

We rent new t v s * mic'rwoves too'

ENNIS 80-G
MAKING a comeback? Or just starting out.

I have the expertise and enthusiasm to

resurrect your game. Private court. Tony.

470-3006.

INSURANCE
CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's

prices or don't want your business!

"^poffs-€Sn5: muttrpr© ttclcets. good driver

discounts. Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361

.

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVING
Call M for lowest rate available. Complete-

ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

392-1108

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Free estimates. Experience and

reliable. Jerry 213-391-5657.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

TRAVEL 105-J

Please Note:

The Bruin Is not responsible
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

;FRVICES OFFERED.. .......... ..96-1

D.J CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc

jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-

9594. Reasonable rates.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE.
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS. THESES; DISSERTA-

TIONS. 473-4193

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA. 477-8226.

24 HOUR CHIDCARC
througfi the Olympics (multi-

lingual) also loving^
'•^**JSI,'

daycare. Llcon5«*U. Expori©riC^cr«.

Excollont re(orerx;e$
-

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santo Monica

g20-4fiO£

DISCOUNT Courier flights to N Y JFK-

$200.00 roundtrip. Chicago -$250 00
roundtrip Call Diane. 213-671-8686

RAVEL TICKETS FOR SALE. .106J
1 one-way plane ticket. SanFrancisco to

Boston. $200/oTfer. good thru 8/10. 213-

829^)652.415-776-1997.

ilSCELlANEOUS
LOCAL artist selling F>aintings. drawings,

and prints from studio Call for appoint-

ment 393-8848.

RANSPORTATION

UTOS FOR SALE.

Toyota '79 Liftback Deluxe. Automatic, Air,

AM/FM Cassette. 59.000 miles, excellent

$2790 477-4695.

1977 Toyota Corolla 2-door lift-t}ack, good
tires, automatic, air. 1 owrter, good care.

$2.100 472-^88.

1981 Plymouth Reliant. Must sachficel

Sharp Runs well $2895/obo PP. Day or

eve 996-3147

'67 Mustang. Rebuilt 302 Completely

restored All stock Automatic. A/C. tAue

$3000 obo. 213-824-0436

MOPEDS 119-K

if

•

•

•

and Word Proce»»ing
25% Student Discount

Dtsswtalioni Th«»ei Bwiume* ApiJKo

lions icnpti »0OI StOtlittCOt tooo

tions lonouoo«» nxmy »vp«»tv»«i

tUSH TYPINQ WHILI YOU WAIT*

Sc>e*''ng fcditiog fo»»tgfi Stu<J»nt Help

Minuitfs uon\ campus >n WiA

Sp«ctol ••p«»itiv« l«H«ft •*«

•
if

•

•
it

•
398-0455 391-3385

1978 VESPA P200 scooter, good condi-

tion, new tires, rack, t>ackrest, windshield

$950/Obo 470-9435

URNITURE
Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacnfice $450
Dining room set $695 Hide-a-t>ed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall

unit $150 Mattress af>d kMxspnng $150
Dinette set $150 Brass headboard $150.

Recliner $196. Leather sofa $795. En-

cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600 Sacrifice

$160 Items never used. 393-2338

Yott Know Us.

You Know
Our Readers.

Why not place

an ad with
us?

Daily Bruin

Classified

825-2221

m daily brum
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical. Now it's

convenient.

Required Information

Name

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your ad here:

Ad Start Date: Classification:

Number of days to run: A-^

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS ARE NON-REFUNDABLE.
Cancellation must be made before the deadline. The Bruin is not responsible for

minoi typographical errors.

7RATESi
I day, 1 5 words or less $3.30

Each additional word per day 22(t

5 days, 1 5 words or less Si 2.00

Each additional word . .
80(t

DEADLINEi
I working day in advance by 4 p.m.

Hm cii«clf

payable toi

ASUCLA DAILY BRUIN'

IAttn: Classified

II2KH
1308 Westwood F\az3

Los Anqeles. CA 90024
H-j^
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UCLA CELEBRATES
OLYMPIC • GAMES

UCLA
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Review: Jacksons* latest album is no more
than background music, Neil Diamond^^s
atbuTff reflects its title. Review begins on
page 23.

? UNDER

UNDER
$2

UdLA
UNDER

JOIN
The ASUCLA Students* Store

may be the best place in Los

Angeles to find souvenirs of the

1984 Olympics. We've kept our

regular low prices, and added

whole new areas of clothing and

gift items. The selection shown on.

this page is only a sample of what

you'll find inside the Store.

A visit to the Store means a trip to

the Central Plaza, too, where the

Olympic spirit is in full swing. En-

joy free entertainment at the

**Mainstage" outside the Store, or

sip a glass of wine at the Hungry
Tiger's "Village Cantina" on the

A-level Ackerman patio.

Visitors are welcome to enjoy the

Central Plaza and shop in the

Students' Store, B-level Ackerman
Union. Just head north on
Westwood Boulevard until it

becomes a pedestrian mall. A
"UCLA Welcomes the World"
banner identifies the Central

Plaza; the Store is at the north end

of the Plaza. We're open 7 days a

week. To check on our extended

Olympics hours, call 825-7711.

®Monday. August 6. 1984

Dynamic Duos of Gymnastics...

'^ I-

kV

UNDER
10

i/'/Mv«ut^<^G*fi5**V>lflsM^5

308 Westwood Plaza • Los Angeles, CA 90024 • B-level Ackerman Union • Open 7 days weekly * Phone (213) 825-7'/ i i Limited to stock oh hand.

ASUCLA STUDENTS ^f7 STORE
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Richard Burton, 58, dies of cerebral hemorrhage

GENEVA, Switzerland (AP)
— Richard Burton, the Welsh
actor who juggled a spellbin-

ding stage and screen carc»er

w 1 1 h alcoholism and a

volcanic love life that included
two marriages to Elizal)eth

Tavlor, died Sundav. He was
58.

The eoal miner's son who
became a renowned
Shakespearean stage actor and
a Hollvwood superstar died at

5 p.m.. (U:0() a.m. EOT) at

Geneva's Cantonal Hospital,

according to Dr. Andre Marti
of nearby Nyon Hospital. He
had treated Burton for 30
minutes before sending him to

the Cantonal Hospital.

Btirton had a villa near
Nvon at C^eligny, about nine

miles east of Geneva. Doctors
at Cantonal Hospital declined

comment.

"He was taken ill and died
of a cereh)ral hemorrfiage ... It

was \'er\ sudden. He has been
in tremendous form receiitK."

said Burton's f)r(ith(T Ciraham
Jenkins in London.

In Celigny, Burton's friend

and fellow actor John Hurt

announced the death to

reporters at Burton's villa.

Pays de Galles (Wales). Hurt
said Burton was in "good
form, perfectl\" Saturdas
night, but latiT became ill. He
said Burtons wife was not

available for cjomment.

Burtons fifth wife, Sally

Hay, 36, whom he married 13

months ago, wa.s^ with him
when he died, London Broad-
casting C^orporation said. She
was a former British Broad-

ca.sting Corp. production assis-

tant.

In New York, Chen Sam,
the publici.st of Miss Taylor,
said the actress was in
California with two of her
children.

"Thev are extremelv, ex-

tremely upset, ' said Sam,
herself weeping. **I just got off

the phone with Liz and the
kids. Of course it's a .shock."

She said Taylor would i.ssue

a statement at some point but
"definitely not today. No
way."

Last June, Burton, the .star

of such cla.ssic films as "Who's
Afraid of Virginia Woolf" and
"The Spy Who Came in from
the Cold," had announce his

legendary drinking lx)uts were
over. .Although he descrilK^l

himself as being in
'sern

i

retirement, ' he had
undertaken a heavy work
load

'
^- ''

He had been in Britain in

June filming a remake of
(George Orwell's futuristic
masterpiece *

* N i n e tt» e n

^qjol Slcx>terL
[and THIS PiW^''
{>WAS BROUaHT To
\bU BY ARVIN^S
\ai CREAM...

Eighty-Four," then had
played a small role in an
American television produc-
tion, "Ellis Island," and was
set to work in two more films

in Berlin and India. His
daughter Kate, 26, also played
ill the Ellis Lsland show.
He had two daughters, both

by his first wife, Sybil
Williams.

Burton was born Nov. 10,

1925, in Pontrhydyfen, South
Wales, and was educatt»d at

Oxford University. He was
born Richard Jenkins and
changed his name in his youth

to that of a .schcK)l master who
helped bring him up.

Burton candidly admitted to

being an alcoholic, which he
described as an affliction "as

bad as cancer," and he occa-

sionally was hospitalized to

dry out.

Burton was one of Britain's

yeatest Shakest^earean stage

actors and a veteran of more
than 40 movies ranging from
clavsics to multimillion-dollar

bl(Kkbu.sters like "C^leopatra."

mmimm

Burton and his works
A chronological list of the star's movies.

1. The La-st Days of DowK-n" 1948

2."Now Barahhas Was a Robber"

1{)49

3. "Waterfront" 1950.

4. "The Woman with No Nanie"

19.5().

5."Creen Grow the Ru.shes" 1951.

6."Mv Cousin Rachel" 1952.

7. "The Robe" 1953.

8."The Desert Rat.s" 1953.
9. "Prince of Plavers" 1954.

10. "The Rains of Ranchipur" 1955.

11. "Alexander the Great" 1956.

12."Seawife" 1957. ^
13. "Bitter Victory" 1958.

14."L(K)k Back in An^er" 1959.

15. "The Bramble Bush" 1959.

16. Ice Palac«e" 1960.

17. "The Longest Dav" H)62'^
18. "Cleopatra" H)62.

19."TheV.I.Ps" H)63.

20.:Becket" H)64.

21. "The Ni«ht of the Imiana"
22."TheSandpii>ers" VMS^.

23. "The SpN Who Came in

the Cold" HKrv
24."Whos Afraid

Woolf?" 1966.

1964.

from

of \'ir^inia

27."The Comediaas" 1967.

28."Bo<)m" 1968.

29."Where Eafjles Dare" 1968.

30."Candv* 1968.

31. "Staircase" 1969.

32."Anne of the Thousand Days"*

1970.

33. "Raid on Rommel" 1971.

34."Villain" 1971.
35. "Under Milk Wood" 1971.
36. "Th'* Assassination of Trotskv"

1972.

37. "Hammersmith Is Out" 1972.

38. "Bluebeard" 1972.
39. "Divorce His. Divorce Hers"

1973 (TV).
40. "Massacre in Rome" 1974.

41. "The Klan.sman" 1974.

42."The Voyage" 1975.

43. "Brief Enc-ounter" 1975 (TV).

44.'Kxorcist IhThe Heretic"

1977.

45."Kquu.s" 1977.

46."The Medusa Touch" 1978.

47."The Wild (.w-se" 1978.

48. -SKt. Steiner" 1978 (TV).

49." Absolution" 1981.

25. "The Taming of the Shfew
1967.

26."Dr. Faustus" H)67.

50 ."Tri.star> & Iseult " 198 1

51."CircleofTwo" 1981.

52. "Wagner" 1983.
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Video, computers

can teach children

cognitive skills

By Carlos Martinez
Staff Writer

Parental worries about how
televison, video games and
computers affect their children
may be unfounded, according
to a UCLA psychologist.

These media can be power-
ful learning tools if used pro-
perly, said Psycholog>' Pro-
fessor Patricia Greenfield,
whose recently-published
b(X)k, "Mind and Media," ad-
dresses the topic. Citing the
public's current , negative at-

titude toward television and
com pu ters, GTe'dTifietd .satd

much public concern can be
attributed to elitism.
* "People act as if print is a
perfifct medium," she said.

"Print is ver\ good at pres-
enting a character's inner
thoughts, (but) television can't
do that at all, because it is a
visual medium. Television
good at presenting action.

"

Cireenfield said all forms of
media, especially television,
axe conducive to teaching o1.11 .-. ."u

IS 3

children, particularly tho.se

from disadvantaged back
grounds. She said many of
these disadvantaged children
who do poorly in school learn
much better with the aid of
television and computers.
Greenfield added that these
children respond more to
video-learning techni(jues than
books.

Contrary to popular opi-

nion, video games are a useful

tool for learning, Greenfield

.said. Children can learn more
than hand/eye coordination,

she .said, explaining that "they

(video games) are very useful

in training cognitive skills and
thinlcing and perceptual

Continued on Page 6

BARGAIN SHOPPER — Phil Goldt)erg of Los Angeles stands outside
the UCLA Olympic Village hoping for a good buy on gymnastics tickets.

Hiroshima remembered

Survival Day '84 unites
varied crowd in peace
By Philipp Gollner, Senior Staff Writer

Scores of peace activi.sts from groups as diverse as the Com-
munist Workers Party and the Lutheran Peace Fellowship
gathered Sunday in . MacArthur Park, Los Angeles, to com-
memorate the 39th anniversary of the dropping of the first

atomic bomb on Hiro.shima.

Organizers of "Survival Day '84 " hailed the event as "the
largest gathering commemorating the Hiroshima tragt^ly in
U.S. history. " The peace rally, which included speeches by 24
anti-nuclear activi.st.s and ^wrformances bv several rock band*,

.
drew a crowd of about 7,0{K) people.
The highlight of the rally came when Hiroshima survivor

Kenichi Yasui lit a torch with the eternal Flame of Peace, -

which burns in Hiroshima's Peace Park as a reminder of the
atomic bombing on Aug 6, 1945. VVhen Yasui lit the torch here ,
al 4:15 p.m., it was 8:15 a.m in Japan — the exact moment
the bomb lit the sky over Hiroshima 39 years ago. Organizers
said the torcIHighting ceremony was simulcast on Japanese
televisibn.

Speakers at Sunday's rally were unanimous in their denuncia-
tion of President Heagans nuclear arms policies. Michio Kaku.
a professor of nuclear physics at the City College of New York
and a well-known author of anti-nuclear treatises, ealled for
Americans/to "shut down the factories of death (nuclear
weapons manufacturers) forexer.

"

Kaku also criticized Heagan for !)elieving the Unfted States
« can \yfn a nuclear war. "The only war our president ha.s ever
wort was on a Hollywood movie set," he said. Kaku cited sever-

-al declavsifjed government documents which allegedly call for a
full scale, first strike nuclear ()ffen.sive against the Soviet Union.
Kaku said unless a successful gras.s-roots opiK)sition to

Reagan's nuclear weapons policies develops, the United States
would launch a first strike against the Soviet Union in the earlv
1990s.

Continued on Page 5

Korean thought analyzed In new course here
By Steve Newman

A course in Korean thought
will be offered for the first

time this fall by "UCLA's
Department of East Asian
Languages and Cultures.

Visiting A.ssistant Prof^%sor

Oak Sook Chun- Kim will

teach "Introduction to Korean
Thought" in fall cjuarter. Kim

will discuss Shamanism, Bud-
dhism, Taoism, Confucianism,
Neo-Confucianism, Christiani-

ty and modern Korean
religious thought, she .said.

The culturaNntellectual his-

tory of Ea.st Asian civilization

is represented by China, Japan
and Korea, Kim said, adding
that the course in Korean
thought would complement

"e • • • ^works^ give e^tperience
Community Programs Office offers life exposure
By Mimi Tan. Staff Writer

Besides learning a craft in the real world,

job experiences and internship programs

can be a vital part of a college education.

By taking jobs, many students gain tremen-

dous insight into life's complexities.

To help them along, UCLA's Community
Programs Office provides students the op-

portunity to work outside of school, while

at the same time, its programs cater to the

needs of the community.
CPO Director Richard Verches said many

students join CPO believing only that work-

ing on community programs will be useful

to their resumes. Soon, however, their

outlook changes.

"(Building juesiime) may i>e theij;;^ initial

motivation, but they see .some serious pro-

blems in this world that can't be overlooked

or denied," Verches noted.

Experience "

The co4Timunity programs are not

a.ssociated with Field Studies and provide

no cour.se credit. Verches explained that the

programs give .students the opportunity to

directly apply theories they learn in the ac-

ademic environment. ^

Verches added that UCLA, as an aca-

demic and research institution, has course-

work providing information on the com-

munity that is highly theoretical and
" ahgfrar>t " CPO programs, he reasoned, let

munity and develop their skills so they will

not be skeptical of their future career when
they graduate.

"(The) UCLA (institution) graduates a lot

I5f students who have a high profile In their

professional careers, in politics and
business," Verches said. "By beihg involved

in the communitv, thev can understand
how that correlates to the professional

community they are about to embark on.

This gives them a more pragm a t ic view ,

"
^

Programs
CPO has 15 programs — three include

work with law, two are dental programs
and the rest involve other special interests.

Approximately 300 to 400 students work in

ihe programs.-

the existing courses on Chinese
and Japanese thought at
UCLA. "In order for one io

really understand what East
Asian philo.sophy and religion

is, it is necessary to unders-

tand C^hina, Japan and Korea,

which 4&~ why the Korean
studies course is so impor-

tant," Kim said.

Students taking the course

will get "a general ])icture of

the cultural, religious and
philiKophif ^il traditions -of

Korea with written records

dating back 3,000 years, " Kim
explained,

of the regular curricula until
the UCLA administration ap-
proves it^ said Department of
East Asian Languages and
Cultures, Chairnian Dr. Perry
Link.

However, Link said he is

optimistic about the future of

Korean Studies here. UCJLA is

the perfect place to establish a

course in Korean thought sinfte

"the 200,000 Koreans in

Southern C^alifornia total -more

XliiAii the populiiUoD uf—Ver-

—

The Council on Educational
Development will spon.sor and
fund the class. This division of

the Academic Senate .sanctions

innovative courses on a trial

basis to evaluate their effec-

tiveness and popularity.

''Introduction to Korean
Thought" cannot become part

njont," Link said.

Link added that he would
like this experimental first step

toward' more involvement m
Korean Studies at UCLA to

lead to an undergraduate ma-
jor in Korean studies. "It is an
embarrassment that no courses

have beert offered on Korean
culture, especially when one
thinks of the number devoted

Continued on Page 8

students .see what is needed in the com-

Verches .said many of the students who
have participated CPO programs as

undergraduates have ~cbhlimie3'~Tri those

fields as professionals. The skills they ac-

quired, he added, will give them an edge in

the competitive job market.
"(Community work) provides a balance

in tKe education," Verches explained.

"Becau.se of how .society is .structured, to not

take advantage of what the university offers

is a .shame."

In programs related to medicine, Verches
said many pre-med organizations provide

.some primary health .services which allow

.students to "understand the dynamics of be-

ing a health care profes.sional."

Continued on Page 7
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ABC profits roll in
iT«n'«—iiiiw 111 ip^jBL»-BM-t »MPifJ ! I j^^M <^ - ^ nn rriiim 1 1_ i^ win ijiM

Games coverage ratings

keep strong for network

LOS ANGELES (AP) — With the Olympics past the midway
point; the' ABC television network appears to be heading
toward its own victories in audience ratinj^s and commercial
spots.

ABC has reaped more than $428 million in advertising sales,

broadcast trade journals rej)ort. The network paid the Los

Anj^eles Olympic Organizing Committee $225 million for

domestic broadcast rights and invested another $100 million in

production costs.
•

The network has "virtuall\ sold out" its conunercial slots dur-

ing ABC's 185 hours of live Olympic coverage, says ABC
puf)licist (^athv Hehl. The network charges sponsors f)etwetMi

$215,000 and $260,(M)0 for a 3()-second prime-time spot.

Behl said 83 million Americans watched ABC's OKinpic
co\erage last Wednesday evening, the best ratings to that point.

The attdi<*nt^ iffiiy tna tched the p redrctttm^t -ABC m ade to spon-

THAT'S'^ENTERTAINMENT - While some might like the music at the Mainstage outside Ackerman Union,

others just like to check out the bench construction or slurp some cool drinks.

.sors in order to sell time. Since advertisers pay television net

works ba.sed on the size of the audience, a lower rating would
force ABC to return part of the payments to sponsors or provide

free comniercials in the future, broadcasting journals said. -. ^- —
^
——

After ABC was hit, with lower-than-expected ratings during __ _ ^. 11 I f
-the Winter C^amcs in Sarajevo earlier t his year, (he iie t wuik DOHID UtrBSt St I^UlfiY SWHIHHHIQ
was forced to do just that. f 51

* It still i.sn't known if ABC will make full payments on their

contract to the LAOOC in light of the 01\rnpic boycott by the

Soviet Union and 14 other nations. Hehl declined conmient on
negotiations betwwn ABC and the LAOOC, but she said the

netiXorkS pa\ments are "on schedule."

r turns out falsa

Halfu a\ through the (Sanies, ABC's production team of 3,5(X)

has had "no problems to speak of" in providing Olympic
coverage, reported ABC official Thomas O.senton.,

"For the largest TV {)roject in history, it's going very well,"

Osenton said. "The mood is positive, and the morale is very
high." '

A phone call claiming a

b<)mb had betm planted in a

non-existent Pauley Pavilion

swimming pool turned out to

be a false alarm last Friday,

Aug. 3.

According to University of

California Police Department
Dispatcher Lawrence Klein,

UCLA operators received the

call .shortly after 9:00 a.m.

from a man with an English

accent who said; "There's go-

ing to be a bomb planted at

Pauley Pavilion tonight in the

swimming pool.
"

"We went ahead and
checked all campus locations

with swimming pools," Klein

explained, adding that UCPD
notified the Los Angeles Police

Department and Olympic of^

ficials who took charge of the

search.

Although police were
unable to trace the call, Klein

said operators f>elieve the call

was made from abroad.
"There were some dial tones

which indiciited that it was an
overseas call," he said.
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Permission to Work • U.S. Citizenship

Temporary Visas • Political Asylum

Call the Law office of
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10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)
Westwood, CA.

GO FOR THE GOLD WITH US!
OUR CARS OFFER FULLY STOCKED BARS,
A/C, MOONROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, TV

AND SOME VCR'S,-

WF A l SO HAVE BODY GUARQANB—
SECURITY SERVICE AVAILABLE

984-22 _ — 877-3024

ORIGINAL

ONE HOUlfPHOTO
• Highest Quality

• Low Prices

•- Ovemiglit Service on Enlargements, Ektachrome Slides
^V^ORLD FAMO«^

' Brentwood
11701 Wilshire Blvd
Corner of Borrington

Los Angeles, Co
820-1919
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QUANTITY DISCOUNT
Bring us as many rolls as you like of

1 10, 1 26, or 1 35 color film for developind
and printincr and get the following discounts;

$3 OFF any Roll of 36 Exposures
$2 OFF any Roll of 24 Exposures
$1 OFF any Roll of 12 Exposures

Not Valid with other Discounts

HAMBURGERS
OPEN 24 HOURS

2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:
1310 San Fernando Blvd . Bi^bank

f 15745 Roscoe Blvd . across from
--^^^ Buscti Gardens »n Van Nuys

1717 W Colorado. Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd . Tu)unga
9024 Rfir.reatihn r.ircle Foiintam VallRy

^
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sets technological first

uJ^^f'R^^^y^^^^^ ^^- (^^) - A "">q"e space shot is
scheduled here this week in which three satellites from three na-
tior^ must fly with the coordination of trapeze artists, creating
artificial clouds and an imitation comet to study the solar wind
and Earth's magnetic fields.

The $78 million project, scheduled for launch Thursday, is
one of the most complex scientific satellite missions ever attemp-
ted.

"The payoff in new knowledge about our planet and the nat-
ural magnetism which protects its surface from the potentially
harmful effects of high-energy radiation from the sun can be of
great benefit," said the National Aeronautics and Space Ad-
ministration, which is managing the United States* part of the
effort and providing the Delta launch rocket.

Scientists from the United States, Great Britain and West
Germany have been working together for several years to
develop the satellites and the intricate maneuvers they must
undertake thousands of miles from Earth.

^

The mission's major goals are to learn how the solar wind^^
particles thrown out from the sun at up to 1 million mph — in-
teracts with the Earths magnetic fields and to determine
whether sonjie of those particles are the source of the Van Allen
radiation belts that circle our globe.
The thrpe satellites will be locked together when released in

^orbit by the Delta rbcket, set for liftoff at 10:42 a.m. EDT, but
they soon will separate and use their own motors to go their
separate but coordinated ways.
The heart of the experiment is the 1,554-pound West German

satellite. It packs several instruments, eight modified scuba
tanks containing lithium-copper oxide and eight tanks of
barium-copper oxide.

The tanks will be jettisoned and exploded at various times
during the seven months after launch, releasing the chemicals to
blossom into giant clouds as they are ionized by solar radiation
and swept along by the solar wind.

. The first release is planned in early September at an altitude
of about 70,000 miles, well outside Earth's magnetic field and
4)etween^the Earth and thje sun: The last is set for March at an
altitude of 35,700 miles in an area called the magnetotail,
where the magnetic field tapers off as the solar wind starts com-
ing together again after flowing around the Earth.

Officials said the clouds should expand to twice the diamater
of the Earth in an hour. They should be visible to the naked eye
in some areas as they are illuminated by the sun.
Two of the barium tanks will be released around Christmas

and will form an artificial comet that should be visible in the
southwest United States. It will have a diameter of about 370
miles and a tail several thousand miles long, and when viewed
from Earth will be about one-eighth as bright as the moon.
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Peace rally
Continued from Page 3

Daniel Ellsberg, who rose to fame in the early 1970s w^en he

released the top-secret "Pentagon Papers" detailing this coun-

try's involvement in Vietnam, agreed with Kaku that the pres-

ent Administration has polarized the nuclear arms race and
brought the world closer to a nuclear holocaust. •

But Ellsberg said Americans can reverse that situation by
voting ftnr Democratic Presidential candidate Walter \Jondale

in November's election. He said the choice between Reagan,

"caHs ff>r increased military spending, and Mondale, wha
calls for a halt to nuclear weapons testing and deployment, is

like a choice between war and peace.

"This is the first time the American people have, ever had that

choice," Ellsberg asserted. "He (Mondale) has promised to stop

the arms race from his first day in office," he claimed.

Ellsberg added that he hoped the eternal flame, despite its

symbolic significance, would soon die out. He explained that

the burning of the flame represents the continuous threat of nu-

clear war to the majority of the world's population. Ellsberg

claimed "We hjave a president this year who is very happy to be

the keeper of the flame."

But even if Reagan is reelected in November, Ellsberg con-

tinued, pressure from Congress could help put an end to the

jiuclear arnris race. He said congressmen could make funding for

Inuclearw^pons testing conditional upon peace initiatives, in-

cluding re-opening arms negotiations with the Soviet Union.

The former Rand Corporation specialist called for an end to

secret underground nuclear weapons tests which he claimed are

conducted every two to three weeks.

If congressional pressure fails, Ellsberg added, "We will have

to stop it (the arms race) with our bodies." He said demonstra-

"tibns sucli asthe one Sunday are effective ways of com
municating the public's fear of nuclear war.

In addition to calling for a halt to the nuclear arms race, par-

ticipants in Sunday's rally voiced their opposition to the Reagan

Administration's policies toward Central America. Actress

Diane Ladd, who is best known for her role in the television

series "Alipe," said, "Let us be an example of democracy, not

hypocraoy^ to our friends in Central America."
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Group of boys attempt -^

to roil their way to fame
RIVERSIDE, Calif. (AP) — Mickey Caballucci was so ex-

cited at seeing records set at the Olympics, that he decided to

go for one himself. But he and three friends have found mara-

thon roller-skating pretty dull.

"I'm trying to keep myself busy, but it's hard," said Randy
Wellin, 15, of Corona.

"Right about 2 a.m. it gets pretty boring," agreed Caballuc-

ci, 17, also of Corona.

Caballucci, Wellin and two Norco teen-agers — Terry Ed-

wards, 16, and Greg Fuller, 15 — have played games for

distractions since Wednesday, Aug. 1, when they began their

quest for a place in the Guinness Book of World Records.

But they have a long way to go rolling around the California

State rink in Riverside. The record, set in Quebec last year, is

342 hours and 15 minutes.

The (juartet is shooting for 350 hours — a distance of 2,625

miles, or 42,000 laps around the rink. That would take until

Wednesday, Aug. 15. -

The skaters are allowed a iive-minute break after each houiL

of skating but have been saving up most of that for seversll

hours of uninterrupted rest.

The youths are also allowed to skate outside the rink as lonjr

as their feet are continuously moving, a rule they use for

visiting the bathroom and getting fresh air outside. They even

take sponge baths on wheels.

What do the four plan to do when it's all over? .

"Break the recordTor sleepirig,*' Caballucci said.

>//>vC

Videos
Continued from Page 3

skills."

Greenfield said the structure

of certain video games can in-

crease learning. Because video

games involve observation to

figure out the rules, children

who play the games sharpen
their inductive thinking abili-

ties, which are the abilities us-

ed to reach a conclusion by
observation, she said.

Children's exposure to vio-

lence on television is dis-

children, Greenfield said^ ex-

plaining that children often
times do not understand the

effects of violence. She said

many children believe violence
is "fun."

Greenfield cited last fall's

television movie "The Day
After" as an example of televi-

sion used as a learning tool.

The movie, which depicted
the effects of thermonuclear
war on an unnamed American
city, was considered con-
troversial. Many educators
and psychologists felt the
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**Video games are very useful in training
cognitive skills and thinking and perceptual
skills.

"

— Patricia Greenfield

concerting, Greenfield said,

adding that viewing of certain
cartoon shows can be just as
bad. Greenfield said certain
children will copy any violent
act regardless of whether or
not it occurred on a cartoon
or a live-action show.

"There is one thing about
xartoons which! thi«k is pro-
bably worse, and that is

'sanitized violence.' " she said.
"A fact that in a parfnnn_ a
character is blown
regenerates gives the

up and
message

movie's topic was too
psychologically damaging for

children to watch.
'

But Greenfield said she

disagreed with those opposed
to the viewing of the film by

children. She said she felt

children, alpng with their

J?arents, should.watch the fiim_

to discuss" the film's meaning.

Greenfield said educators
will eventually- have to deal

that violence is OK."
- A way to counteract the vi-
olent effect of television shows
on children is for a family to
discuss the violence with the

with computers and television

in the Classrooms. Multimedia
education is already a part our

society, Greenfield said, ad-

ding that educators must first

recognize the value of the

electronic media.

Boom Boom, BiKim - Not oply can the performers or% Mainstage play
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Continued from Page 3
Verches explained, "It gives them a chance to get out into the

dir^tio^""
"'^*'^ '"'^ ^^^* *^^^*'"'' ''^^"^ ^""'"^ '"^^ *^^ ^'S^*

One community program. The African Educational Project,
IS m Its first year. Volunteer Omowale Jabali said he is involvedm the program because of the lack of black history taught in
schools.

Verches also sees this ^deficiency as a problem in public

k ui^' r^J'*
^'^^y '^^^ **^^y (school teachers) not interested in

the t)lack history curriculum, but there aren't trained profes-
sionals, and some educators themselves are not aware of Afro-
American history." Verches said that high school students must
not see black professional athletes as their only role models, as
blacks have had a strong, positive influence on world history.

'Understanding that Africa exists, not what Tarzan depicted
or what the American media have depicted as extremely
undeveloped," is what black students working in the communi-
ty bring to the children living there, Verches said. "They must
have a better concept of the world."

Verches said most of the students that UCLA sends out are
-^--competent, skilled and articulate, and thev make a good im--

pression on the community schools.
School children are not the only people impressed by CPO

projects, Verches said. Recently, the Inner-City Gymnastics
Program was the focus of a noon-time television show, and the
host of the show was particularly impressed that such a pro-
gram could succeed. "Gymnastics to date had never been a
:5port that was developed in minority communities as it is very
expensive," Verches explained.

<

Personal growth
For the last five years, the program most sought after by vol-

unteers has been the Domestic Violence Project.
Linguistics major Lisa Williamson has volunteered for the

Domestic Violence Project for two years. She said she got into
the program to "fulfill one of my theories about the needs for
social change." Williamson added that the experience she has
gained will help her in the job market, especially in her field of

"Bt/ heihg involved in the community, stu-
dents can understand how that correlates to the
professional community they are about to em-
bark on. This gives them a more pragmatic
view/*

— Richard Verches

interest, education

.

"Even if it doesn't help me in my job, it will help m^ with
|

my personal life because it enables me to deal with all kinds of

people on a personal level," Williamson said. The program in-

volves taking hotline calls, accompanying abused women to

court and working with children.

Another program, The Music, Movement, Media Arts Pro-

gram, teaches cultural arts to elementary school students in the

Santa Monica area. The program was founded in 1982 by grad-

uate students Cynthia Morales and Fred Lanuza.
Through the program, they taught elementary school kids

singing and dancing, and also itt^oduced them to video equip-

ment. Today, five UCLA students work with 300 elementary

students in the project. "It's tremendous what the students get

out* of ft. They have become semi- professionals," Verches said.

Morales, a dancfe graduate who used to perform professional-

ly in New York, explained her reason for founding the program:

"There is a need from the community to do something more
concrete, like having a regular teaching program, probably an
accredited integration of performance arts and science arts

school for under-privileged students to study."

Yet, Morales fears that her particular program may soon

perish. "Once the initiater leaves, its not always that the pro-

gram is continued, and it becomes limited in its growth and
developments," Morales explained.

CPO operation

The community programs arc usually structured according to^

The^hedule ofmelitudenf. Required time commitments range

from only two Nor three hours a week to 10 hours a week.

"There's really^ no prerequisites beyond interest and desire,"

Verches said. \

Recently, a conimunity service task force was commissioned

by the university to examine the quality of services the students

are providing for the community. It produced a_ positive report

which highlighted stability as an important factor for the pro-

jects to operate.

"Very often we do not know what the future is," Verches ex

Continued on Page 9
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Miroshima tcoiuciii,i> nunor
those lost in atomic blast

By Sally Solo. Associated Press

TOKYO, Japan — Hiroshima, one of Japan's most vital cit-

ies, hotne of the Mazda Motor Corporation and a major league

baseball team, will look back 39 years into its past on Monday
—•to the moment, at 8:15 a.m., Aug. 6, 1945, when the nu-

clear age began.

The heat, blast and radiation of the first atomic bomb killed

an estimated 118,000 people in Hiroshima.

Sixty thousand people died of the bomb's effects over the next

five years.

Survivors were left to worry about their health and the health

of their children.

Hiroshima will recall the symbolic and historical significance

of the anniversary in ceremonies Monday at the peace park
situated at the blast's epicenter, marked by the stark skeleton of

4i building known as the A-Bomb Dome.
The mayor is scheduled to address a morning crowd. Then

doves will he released into the sky, and anti-nuclear groups jwill

rally.
'

.

If the weather is. as clear as it was Ihe day the B-29 bomber
Continued on Page 11

Continued from Page 3 ,

to Western thought," Link
said.

The course is intended for

everyone, Kim said, explain-

ing, *Tf you don't include the

East Asian civilization as part

oT your studies, that part of
the world is alienated, and
your view is so narrow that
there is an ignorance. Having
a course in Korean thought
will benefit anyone who really

wants to have a broad
perspective on what human
history is all about."
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CPO
Continued from Page 7

plained. "My role is to provide
that stability — as it is a ten-
uous situation for people to
thTTTk-ifi-tlie office is going to
be here in a month."
The funds for the prograSs

are derived from the Com-
munity Activities Office which
has approximately $3,500 to
$6,500 in operational funds
received from reg fees alloca-
tion.

However, Verches said state
and federal government funds
for the community programs
have gradually been cut back.
According to Verches, the arts
and health care have been
weakened the most by the
cuts.

'there's always 45een a pro-
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blem with funding, but that
problem is not as much a pro-
blem with the projects in the
community service commis-
-wefr,-^v4^ich is affiliated with
USAC which has hundreds of
thousands of dollars for ac-
cess."

Furthermore, space is also a
problem for CPO. "Space is

getting a little tighter on cam-
pus — it's getting to look like

Manhattan. We are building
on every possible location on
campus," Verches noted.
Graduate level programs

are especially hurt by lack
|
of

funding, Verches said. He ex-

plained that at one time, the
Graduate Students Association
sponsored a community ser-
vice component that supported
students in the community
service efforts, but GSA ' no

{ longer maintains such a divi-
sion.

Increasing graduate student
participation in CPO pro-
grams is one of Verches' main
plans for the futurci
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APPLE HIGH QUALITY
VIDEO MONITOR
PORTABLE
RUNS ALMOST ALL OF THE
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS FROM
THE ORIGINAL APPLE II

r

^^^^§^ES^
-=e?s=S^

ifeippla oomputor
^^^"« Authorized Dealer

fCOoiriu rnuDniiivi

AOOWSYOffmiASTL
AND MOVE TEXT

PERSONAL SUPPORT
COMPUTERS

"\Ne make it simple '

'

10431 Santa Monica Blvd., W.L.A. 90025

(213) 474-1633 2 mites east of

San Oiego Freeway

SUMMER
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"

SOFT
CONTACTS $169

monday, dtigtist 6, t964

• — in The Spirl^

Of Good Health

& Better Eating

Fresh & Natural Ingredients

Fresh Fish • Rack of Lamb • New York Steak • Nachos
Hamburgers • Trinidad Chicken • 'Beef Stroganoff
Shrimp by the Pound • Quesadillas • Sandwiches

Fresh Fruits & Great Vegetable Dishes. Salads
Lasagna • Quiches • Nick's Nuffins • Desserts • more

IMPORTED & DOMESTIC WINES & MINERAL WATERS
44 BEERS-FROM ALL OVER THE WORLD

LUNCHEON • DINNER • JAKE-OUT

SATURDAY & SUNDAY CHAMPAGNE BRUNCH
10839 National at Westwood Blvd . Wesftoir Anqeles

^^0^661 ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

MOVIE GUIDE
MANN

THEATRES
'.|!.'.".'.'.'.'.'.i.'.".i.i.i.'. i.i.i.iA'.M.'.".

mmnrmoiim
1!^!**L •*•«*»" JWiKAHO THE TEMPLE
10925 Lindbrook of DOOM (PQ)

70 mm Dolby THX Sound
12 30-3 0O-5 3M 00-10 30

208 4366

VIUA6C
961 Broxton

208 5576

KSTOEFUItt(ll)
1:15-3 30-5 45^100-10 1$

Fri -Sat LaleShow 12 QOam

RUIN SREMUNS (PQ)
948 Broxton 70mm 6 Uack Oolby Stereo
208 8998 12 3^3 00-5 3^10 38

Sneak Preview Tonmht at 8:00

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

i

_
<l H fT< l i t I t M '

l im m l||| H f»> n yTT

h . .^^.i... 1. • . .y. . ji:.:.Mr^.,v.-.w.^-. .•>.-•:

??cT.o^ .. „ LETE MEURTRIER
11523 SM Blvd Mon Fn 5 30-7 5^10 20
477 5581 Sat Sun 12 30^2 50-5 20-7 50-10 20

MUSIC HAU LESCOMPRES
9036Wilshife Mon Fn 6 15-8 00-10 M
274 6869 Sat Sun 2 15-4 15-6 1^8 00-10 00

i-^.. v. . . .v,vv. . . v.^/..:,^ .-xjia .K^^

WEST1M00OI
lOSOGaytey
206 7664

LAST STAR FIGHTER (PQ)
12:45-3:00-5 15-7 30.9*5

MOMCAi
1332 2nd St
394-9741

CARMCN/QAiraELA
Mon Fn 7 00-9 00

MCSTWDOOM mEJOYortam
ig60G»yl9y 12 31^2 »4:»S SOS 30-10 30
209-7S64 -^-^

WESTIWOOOin MCATIALLSHfPfll
1050 Gaytey 12 45-2 3(M 15^ 0^8 00- 10 OO
208 7664

MOWCAN ERENOtRA

lp2 2n(iSt Moo Ffi- 7 20-9 20
394-9741 Sat Son 120^20-5 20-7.20-9 20

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

GRANOVIEW USA (R)

12:30-2 30-4 30:6 30-8 30-10 30

PU2A PURPLE RAIN (R)

1067Glendon 12 30-3 00 5 30^8 0010 30
208 3097 Fri Sal Late Show 12 45 a m

MOMKAM mmMiamrm$Tom
1332 2na St Moo fn S 00-8 06- 10 06
394-9741 S*LSun 1SO-3 5S-6 00^06-10 06

MONICA HI MUSICAL PASSAGE
•1332 2nd St Mon fn -6 408 2a 10 00
394 9741 Sal Sun 1 40-3 206 408 20-1000

--•'-'"'- ---•--•"•-•-'-' . .
.'••'^ .T^flj^pj

FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

652 1330

UNDER THE VOLCANO (R)

100-3 20-5:408 0010 10

PLITT
THEATRES

t,ti»^;Aiii^tid^iiiit»Ai£aiiiti»d»sit!ta^iat^^uk

CENTURY PLAZA JUN6U BOOK (G)

Century City Oaly 1003:005:007 009:00
2040 Ave of the Stars

~'

5534291

CENTURY PLAZA NEVER ENDING STORY (PQ)

Century City 1303 305 30 7 309 30
2040 Ave of the Stars

553 4291

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

PRWwwK'iTWKWSW'jWWS'www^nisrrs'rag

gj-.-.-.v. /•:•:.-.. .J

AVCOCMBMI 6H0STMJSTBIt(PQ)
Wilsh at Westwood 70mm Oolby Stereo

475-0711 12 002 30 5 00 7 3010 00
—fo.-Sat Late Show 12:15 am

'
II

•
'

AVCO CINEMA II REVENGE OF THE NEROS (R)

Wilsh al WMfwood - -Mon fn 5r45-7-45-ir45
475-0711 Sat -Sun -1 45-3 45 5 45 7 45 9 45

Fn Sal Late Show- 11 45

AVCO CINEMA III THE KARATE KIO (P(U

Wilsh at Westwood 12 303 0O5 308 05 1 30
47'^ 0711

PACIFIC MfALK-IN
THEATRES

w^vf « I V 1 p if 1 1 Ml .V IP 11 vnvn'VT^mi^'^iWTf^TT^Tw

•Lr w,.. ...•..•.....-..•

PICWOQD MOPPETS TAKE MANHATTAILtfa
Pico/Westwood 12 302 505 107 309 45
272 8239
394 2569

JLM.'JtfjmM iJ.'.
i

'

.

'
- . - mmm

I'l
''-^ -'•-'-'—

•

CINERAMA DOME THE LAST STARFI6HTER (PQ)
Sunset Nr Vine 12 303 0O5 30 10 30
466 3401 Sneak Preview lontght at 8 00

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC I THE PHILADELPHIA
Hllywd Bl Ni Cahuenoa EXPRESS (PQ)

464 4111 1003 205 408 001026
Fn. Sat Ute Show 12 30 am

HOLLYWOOD PAQFIC II

Hllywd Bl

Nr Cahuenga
4644111

GRANOVIEW U«A (R)

12 3O2:3O4 356 40 8 45-10 5<)

Fn Sat -Late Show 12 45

HOUYWOOO PAORC M
Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenga

J^^f jqy qf SEX (R)
^*^ L^ _ 12 302 25-4-206 15 8 15 10 15

Fn Sal LaleShow 12 10a m

XANDMARK
THEATRES

f «»^»>»>>?»« »»nT*»^»^»*»wte*p^»»T*wT«^»^^i» >>>»!

lKiSTL.A.
s

^AUMMlllkllkUikMUUlIU

NUART
1 1272 S Ur-QM AKINGINNEWYORK
478 6379 479 5268 - Mon Fn -5 309 06

plus 5 Special Chaplin Keystone Cops.

\ Shorts at 7 35 pm
" ^'

"~
Every Frrnight at mtdnightCAFE RISH

Every Sat night al midnight THE PINK FLAMINGO

• •••>••••••••••••••••••••••*

"CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR"

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
SOFTS

EYEGUSSES
INCLUDES GLASS OR

. PLASTIC LENSES (SINGLE

W VISION NOfr-OVERSIZEJ

AND FFMMES FROM OUR

EYE OPENING!
IN WESTWOOD BILLAQE

Sinc« i971

UCLA Grad

•PRICE INCLUDES ONE PAIR LENSES. W^lflEN GUARANTEE. FIHING. TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM. IF REQUIRED:
$20. CARE KIT EXTRA.

^^ ,nnnvaHLon_ 1 132 Westwgd Blvd.
208-30Tt

:i"==: a professional corporation

VALIDATED PARKING WITH PURCHASE • VISA • MASTERCARD • WITH AO AT TlME OF PURCHASE

/.
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(Buy 1 hamburger or sandwich to get 2nd free)
{— r— AFTER 3 P.M. ONLY^

t

« '. (

*

*

Expires August 3V 1984

Ptoaw cut at coupon

BURGERS WITH STYLE I

wEsrwooo I

1104GayleyAve. l

Westwood. CA 90024 I

208-3226
I

»v.V«-«-«'«»>:»>:<»»-<**»'

CityC4>py^Priating
IO«»27 Santa Monica Blvd.. Westwood

(2blks. West of We>lwu<xi Blvd.).

473-4047 or 478-2602

'.( PER

Milh mm. COPY

TYPESETTING RESUME
WORD PROCESSING

*J5:««:<«»>:»>»:t:«»:*r»»'«<»>5'^*'*'*-»r«sC^

**

OPEN
SUNDAY
.11-

WESTWOOO IS

NO PROBLEM
For more than 27 years, BEL AIR CAMERA K HI-FI has been me PRICE LEAOERI Join millions ol salislled customers and shop with
the OLYMPIC ATHLETES In exciting WESTWOOD VILLAGE, where there i* no problem with tranic Or parklngl

PENTAX
r»E:NT.<vx

c^

AE1 PROGRAM
w/50mm f1.8

Canon Lsns
• Pi09»«rt>m«<J tutomalion • Oplona loc>j»in9
•C'«»o« t n^olorOrlK* • Sl>utt«> ' priority •utomtnon •
M»rni«l T^rjOm includ** C«nori uSA inc On« ^Mr Mm
'•d warranty ar>1 'agiti'atior^

CANON A-1
llick !•<»
NT/SO M 9LMI

IMl

S2?6

159

NIKON FG i
w/50iiiiif18 ^
Nikon -E Lms
-*n«r moo naoata
G«i a S35 00 REBATE on th« programmed
Nikon FG Camera tour great cameras m one
Nikon uSA Limited warranty 'application with
FREE Nikon uSA Club membefsnip included

MINOLTA
X 700
Blicl BitfY

El. usi.a „SA Mod*) aMifi 2 yea* amned mmtw*^ en
camera artd S »«ara o«i MHiam lana Jwai lecMa ene
aAooi rn« X TOO awiemeticaiii aeia me anutter
•eead and apanur* Mua tea ^^ »<«<«<» corttrw

LENS OPTIONS
35 70f3 5 Minolta Zoom
28 as •? 8 Minolta Macro Zoom
35 105 (J 5 Minotta macro Zoom
50mm f I 7 Minolta Lens
28 70 MACRO ZOOM by Tokina
can* orvv adil ttOOO

siit.ts

199 95
40.00

119.95

ME SUPER ^
BODY S
•After S25 00

"
PENTAX
REBATE
Automatic 35mm SLR camera with manual
override that t easy to use includes exclusive
Penta» USA one year limwed product registra-
tion plus batteries cap and strap

B/NOCULARS
7x35

-'a;s Ideal for gener-
al "se mclud.ng
'"any Sports

"

%$1Q95
CASE III

16x50 Bushnell Sportsview w/Casa Si"

Nikon
7X20
COMPACTS

J

ME -SUPER
t^/50 f2 Lens
SUPER PROGRAM
w/50 f1 7 A Lens

$129.95'

254.95

4 .'J

WITH CASE

comcTs M09"
Nikon Inc US* Limit«fl W»"*nty
i»K ludafl, with tM» p'txluct ^

> 80 ?00 14 5 Zoom
$11995

28mm WIDE ANGLE——^995

BUY BOTH

25 In.

COLOR
MONITOR

Delivers a picture

and sound quali-

ty that IS une-
qualled.
T' u

PROTOIV

25 OIAGONALLV'MEASUREDProton SOOT 25 oiagonall

Video Tuner/Preamplifier
w/ remote control for Proton 602M
25 in moni tor

....

8X20 Kmom

*248
^0x25BC $289

r

^^

28-90 tZ,***'""*!
'*

\ loom

%a

-\

^Ji_.

fdable.AttorOa'>'ej,^ \ >M

stereo caj'^.-t

' r r I I I iiiii

59'i»»

28 S5

«.5/4.5 ^
Close Foc«$

80,?00 ^m ,4

35-&5^5?fZoon,M8
'Hi/ ^i

F*

Panasonic
HAND HELD
COLOR TV
World s smallest and
lightest color TV with

AC or DC Operation

^4yf ss%

'398]

tB7

\ hAo6e\

|;
cT-101

Dont miss any of the action ^"***'*^..^

with this NEW PV- 1225 Video Recorder

Camera & Hi-Fi

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD

toun: Mon.-FH.

Expires
8-13-84

^k, •«--««--. .^"^ „' ^5;;, -;L;rs.::;2^<r2iK'^

halts gymnasts'
tourney briefly

Sunday evening's Olympic
gymnastics competition in
Pauley Pavilion was briefly in-

terrupted when a power
failure brought much of
UCLA to a grinding halt.

Police outside Pauley
Pavilion said that auxilliarv

Cower units inside the
uilding helped prevent what

cotdd have been a major in-

convenience to the 16,000
spectators who had gathered
to watch women's individual
event gymnastics.

A spectator leaving mo-
ments after the blackout said
the pow£r failiure presented no
major problems and that the
competition was resumed im-
mediately afterward.

Visitors watching the com-
^tition^ on a wide-screen tele-,

vision inside the Cooperage in

Ackerman Union had to take
time out froiVi eating their

pizzas while waiting for
power to be restored.

A spokaswoman from the
Department of Water and
Power said Sunday' night that

she was unauthorized to reveal

the cause of the power outage.

— Philipp Gollner

O^fO
^^^^

A>.

What is

Birkenstock?

I itrlifuviL^ii iU-mI'Ii- vi<rk tiii«ht%< t.inii> i<« vhii li««

In Ik tK I.W .•xvt. Kf f «, Ki<nn^T

Irnnl nm
t iiH\l wirli

viltior k-.ichir l.ir

liixiirv .iikitiimlin

Sofi, Jurihir «>lr

«iJ» *hocli ahfixptio'^

.__^
Tw«> fllUlKt] WlJthA

Aii|iiMjN«' i4T* 'i>'i'

yiHW (tiiH pnij*Tlv

Let your feet make a
place for themselves.

TheUrigmal World

TTT—Famous

Birkenstock

• 10910 LeConte AVe^estwood VUlage •
(by UCLA main enthince) 208.7307

etttura Blvd., (at Vaa Nuys Blvd.)

Sherman Oaks 788-8443

8629 Melrose Ave., West Hollywocxl

855-0744

11 1 1 Prospect, Lajolla, CA 92037

(61P) 4S4 75?3^.^ —

.

Palm Springs at 275-S. Palm Canyon Dr.

(Vineyard Mall) (619) 323-1 175

Comfort Shorn and Natural-Fiber Clothing

=t

HifoshiiTia"
Continued from Page 8
"Enola Gay" searched out its

|f;gf,
in the final days of

World War II, the A-bomb
s u r V i V o rs — called
"hibakusha" — will be asked
to recall their experience.

At present, about 300,000
hibakusha live in Japan. Their
average age is in the mid-60s
According to the U.S.-Japan
Radiation Effects Research
Foundation, they have been
more affected than the
average population bv certain
cancers and other diseases.
The names of about 3,700

hibakusha who died over the
past year will be added to the
known victims list in the
peace park under a stone
monument that reads: "Rest
m Peace, the Mistake Shall
Not be Repeated."
About 20,000 activists are

expected to gather to discuss
this year's anti- nuclear issues

mcgOs daily bruin monday, august 6, 1984 news 11
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ULA'S COSTUMES INC.
9336 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

(enter gate on
Ince Blvd.)—(213)559-8210

* Rentals • Alterations
• Sales • Custom Dressmaking

Located on the lot of

Laird International Studios

(213)828-8637M. Rashti^MD (213)82{
General Practice

• Check-Up
• Physical Therapy, X-Ray, Lab
• Food and Chemical Allergy Tests

House Calls Available to
Your Residence or Hotel

Yale Wilshire Medical Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Corner Yale S Wilshire

particuiarfy the lune deploy-^-p—i»-»««««««»g,.«....^^^
ment of Tomahawk cruise ' CI iLtfk.^r-** ^^^ a ^^B-^JTII^^TrT^"^
missiles in the U.S. Pacific

— -^
fleet, said Masaharu Umezaki,
an official of Gensuikyo
(Council Against A- and H-
bombs), in a telephone inter-
view from Hiroshima.

C^all George at

International Coiffures
1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625

478-93 1

6

The meeting is to be con-
tinued on a smaller scale on
Thursday in Nagasaki, where
a second atomic bomb killed
an estimated 78,000 people on

SUMI^Eft GAMES SPECIAL
.'Hair Cut . ... ^8

Perm and Cut •w ^25

Aug. 9, 1^45.—The Nagasakr -^ 2b$^ld*« : wuh4h»coup«, •

-" —^^.^^^^.^^^^^^
events will serve as the finale
to activities which began with
a peace march which left
Tokyo on May 18 for
Hiroshima.

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

TEL-US LTD 124 HOUR

TELEX

N W

New

Contempornrv

Dininii

N ^' E S T W n

KimJje.
Chinese

Seafood

Restauraht

Complete Copy Service
^Copies„3iJ>Io Limit

Letter or Legal

• Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store.

213-552-6000
Backed by Complete

Telephone Answering
and

Mail Service

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
ASUCLA STUDENTS* STORE

Uur e.xecutive chef was previously with Pium Tree restaurant and
nurrcntinnd chef was formerfv withMm Kee's of (Chinatown.

Trvour Plum's spicv beef, chicken with tangerine sauce, crah with

ginger and green onions and pan. fried jumbo scallops.

Open / davs a week • lunch dinner •cocktail^
'

Happv Hour with complimentarv hors d'ocuv rc^

weekdavs4;00pmi<v7:00pm.

1057 Tiverton .Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.

Entrance at HOO Glendon .\venue. (21)) 208 • 3977

Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
OvermgHtxt Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm

Corner of Olympic Clpse to Campus

w-.^

HIGHES'

FT nCiNTAm I FNHF.
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bausch & Lomb • Hydrocune • Vistakon • Wesley Jessen • Syntex • Permalens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

QUALITY
SPIRITS

JOLLY GOOD'

A Cov£:fL

'

PAIR

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACL
_JJl^lS£a—— ^ :

UP TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

tetrses* Glaucoma Test

-lens Fitting • Complete

Training • Follow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day^ervfCFlVlostllehses
• Written Guarantee

The Power. The Grace @ 18 00

Shipping @ 2.50 2 or more 3.50*

QTY TOTAL

TOTAL
; B'/i% Sales tax (Calif, res, only)

D Check or Money Order

li D MasterCard DVisa D Amer. Express

- - Exp. date*.j_

YEA. PRAUGHTS or

iCE COtDBaDWEISER^
& MICHCLOB PARK

[svsr QCkc foKsooTH'

'-ri

^
$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES EK^mlSitS:

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

Five rich, natural- • Amber
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask • Blue
our eye-care
specialist for a trial

fitting free of

ciiarge ^

• Aqua

• Green

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

. /-

i Address

IT Tip:

JV

mil 3AN VTrENTE. ftl^VIX

j-ae^ f!0

7S 475-7602

5KENTWOOD, CA 90049 820-1516

Sight
-W)!"^"^"*" AHsa • Mastercard

Vision Plans

Optometric Center Accepted

Pf. QrMnipan

11645 WUshire Blvd., Suite 1070, W. LA..

v^l

7
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Fans gear up -Olympic spectators eagerly await entry into the Los Angeles Memorial

{ - FAIVCV IVAIL8 * ******Jr

t« 1 .
^RAjyO OPEIVIIVG SPECIAL t* Sculptured rVail* ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^„„^ J

J
Maol^e* Pedicure Sl^^^Jii^^: ^troj I

We specialize in complete nail care — sculptured nails T
porcelain — acrylic — Juliette — China silk wrap — Jmanicure — pedicure J

0«3tt W. Pico Blvd. 4TO-Bfi83 JkLA« ABf(«leff 900e4 4TO-BeB4 X

Coliseum to view track and field events.

c:^"

ooO>*

NUMEROUATO
W. lOMDOh

BRENTWOOD'S ULTIMATE CLOTHING STORE

DESIGNER RESALES
.11661 SAN VICENTE BOUlEVAR5>-
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA 90049213/826-4649
A40N7-SAT. 10:30-5:30

VALIDATED PARKING

FamilyPlanning:
a GhDice, r.

!:''
:1-;:^-^-t:-

a r

thePizza&
Pasta House

'H^ncBite
j^

Gotchar*

California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
since 1969... ' V

"'"'•

f .

'

'

:'
^

-•:-

-nbr:

iLZREE jirfigziancy teBts^^.:.:^

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/
general or local anisthesia

• Birth control

• Gynecological exams

A LEGEND WELCOMES YOU
NUMERO UNO PIZZERIA

THE FAVORITE OF WESTWOOD
WANTS TO SEE YOU AGAIN!

FEATURthK^ J=REE:201VIINU1E^ARKIN<^

DEEP DISH PIZZA VALIDATION-ACROSS THE STREET

NEW YORK STYLE PIZZA ORDERS ACCEPTED IN ADVANCE FOR LUNCH

rr j. i iii »uV '
...u.i.i.'.'.v..

'

....l... ii... ,,,
!'

,

Family Planning

Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S. Westmoreland Ave.

(aiS) 788-7883

WE DEUVER <213) 208-5070(4:oop.<.».,

CLOSE TO CAMPUS - 10 MINUTE WALK
MON-THURS 1 1:00 AM-1 2 Midnight

ll:OOAM-2:OOAMFRI

SAT 12PM-2:OOAM
420aPM-^4iclnigM-

1077 BROXTON AVE, WESTWCX)D
(INTHFVIMAGF)

- "'——* I '
I I Ill''"

-»^

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

Y2m\ B2Q-A0ft4

^raxif^dentlal ^ profciiionaT* affordable

ONE i • LLAR OFF
I

I

I

41

M|DIUM OR LARGE PIZZA with coupon
offer good only at 1077 Broxton. Westwood

Expirm 8/31/04
I' '

"^
« ' "Not good fn conjunction witti any other od.

I

I

I

t-
I

I

/'
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Moses runs strea

to 105; Ashford
wins 100 in 10.98
By Tom Timmermann
Senior Staff Writer

The way the United States

has been winning gold medals
in the track and field competi-
tions ilt the Qh npics, you'd
Think that it was a swim meet.

Sunday, the U.S. added
three more gold medals to

their coffers, winning the two
extremes, the women's mara-
thon and 100 meters, and
topping it all off with Edwin
Moses' 105th straight win, a
breeze in the 400 meter inter-

mediate hurdles.

The only non-succe$s of the
day was the American javelin

crew, where Tom Petranaoff
and Quncan Atwood both
finished poorly in the competi-
tion. •: ^

And, in tlie Carl Lewis Up-
date Department, Lewis made
one attempt in the long jump
and (lualified for today's final
before going back home, one
step closer to winning four
gold medals.
Evelyn Ashford, the former

UCLA runner, powered her
way to a win in the 100
meters without any real
pressure from teammate and
silver medalist Alice Brown or
bronze medalist Merlene Ot-
tey-Page of Jamaica.

Ottey-Page edged out Jan-
nette Bolden, another former
Bruin, at the wire for third.

Ashford, whose time of
-10^.97 set an^Qlympic^ record ,

cried on the. victory stand
while receiving her medal.

Still, the question remains
unanswered as to whether or
not she could hav£ Jbeaten

'or Womankind
wins marat/ion

East Germany's Marlies Gor.
To • answer that question,
Ashford will go to Europe to

run later this year.

Ashford's win, coupled with
her world record in the race,
will go a long way to convince
skeptics that she is, in fact^;

the world's fastest woman.
"These Germans are good

competition, but I have the
world record. I'm an Olympic
champion."
Teammate Brown isn't

quite convinced.
"Evelyn's beatable. I just

haven*t done it yet,"*^said Alice

^

Brown.
However, there isn't anyone

who isn't convinced that
Moses is the greatest hurdler
ever, at least not among peo-
ple who can tie their own
shoes.

Moses ran a little slower
than he would have liked
(finishing in 47.75). He failed

jj,

to break the Olympic record, i|

but he did finish almost half a
second a head of teammate
Danny Harris who edged the I
lucWess Harald Schmid for se- U.S. hurdler Edwin Moses won his second Olympic gold medal in the 400-meter hurdles

Continued on Page 17 1977
U)liseum. Moses has now won 105 consecutive races and hasn't lost since

i^ II stars JiL perffittfinn; RBfton dlsgmntied
By Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Staff Writer

Julianne McNaiiidid scurwd a perfecT 10 on the uneven parallel bars Sunday night to tie
China s Ma Yanhong for the gold medal.

If Romanian gymnast Ecaterina Szabo felt any remorse for

losing the all-around gold medal to American Mary Lou Retton
Friday, it didn't show last night at UCLA's Pauley Pavilion.

Instead of dwelling on the defeat, the outstanding athlete
simply returned the favor, sweeping three of four gold medals
'in the individual apparatus finals. In an upset, she beat Retton
tor the gold in the American's best event, the horse vault.

Szabo, 17, also won the floor exercises with a score of 9.975 and
tied teammate Simona Pauca. 14. for a gold on the balance
beam.

[

ireftbn was unable to stick the landing on her first vault, and
^^ s^«[^^ a 9-8 accordingly. Even though she received a
pertect 10 on her second vault, this low score was enough to
drop her from contention for the gold.

Retton said she was affected by not winning the gold on the
vault, her best event. "Yeah, I was upset," she said after the
competition. "I think I deserved the gold. I'm not trying to be
cocky ordhythihg; BUVI feel my vSuHt suip^ri^ - ^ - —

-

But Retton said she wafe happy with her all-around miedal. "I

got the gold when it counted. The all-around was what I was
shooting for, and that's what I did. And that's what was most
important to me," she added.
Aryncan Juljanne McNamara, denied gold until last night.

scored a perfect ten on her final uneven parallel bars routines t_o

tie China s Ma Yanhong for the gold on that apparatus. Ma also
scored a perfect ten on the bars in last night's competition.

/

^1 had to score a 10," IS-year-old McNamara said. "I had no
other choice That's the most pressure I've faced in my life."

U b. coach Don Peters said^ "I thought Julianne did a great
joD tonight. ' He said both McNamara and Ma had performed
absolutely perfect routines."
Szabo scored a perfect, ten on the floor following a delay

wnen a power failure darkened the Pavilion for a short time.

By Tonn Timnnermann
S^ior Staff Writer

What it amounted to was
"one^lbhg race for women, one
giant step for womankind.
With thousands lining the
streets of Los Angeles,
Americsm Joan Benoit easily
won the first ever Olympic
marathon, covering the 26
mile, 385 yard course in
2:24:52. In spite of both an
early start and early heat, the
fans who turned out witnessed
an event that just may be the
start of something big.

Almost from the start
Benoit took the lead, pulling
away from Norway's Crete
Waitz and Portugal's Rosa
Mota. By the five kilometer
mark, she had already put a
good distance between herself
and the pack, and she ran
alone for the rest of the race.
When the race was done,

Benoit, with energy left to
spare, took a victory lap with
an American flag (they must
be on sale down at the hard-
ware store)' at an even quicker
pace than she ran final lap in-

side the stadium.
The ColiseufrPcrowd 61

78,033, which had been able
to follow the race on the
stadium's television screen, ex-

ploded with applause as
Benoit emerged from the tun-
nel with Waitz nowhere in,

sight.

For Benoit, the last stretch

of the race was the toughest.
She ran down rop)ed-off streets

with no spectators present,
unable to tellToFthie lack of a
crowd's noise if Waitz w^
gaining on her.

She wasn't. Waitz finished a
minute and one-half behind
Benoit.

The crowd cheered the rest

of the competitors as they
entered the stadium, with the
largest ^response comming
when Switzerland's Gabriela
Andersen reached the track.

Andersen, who is a citizen of

both the United States and
Switzerland, staggered into
the stadium, her left leg rigid.

Anderson circled the track at a
walking paee, waving off
medical assistance as she
weaved her way to the finish.

She came to a near stop sever-
al times and was passed by
American Julie Brown dbwrf

the backstretch, but made it

to .the finish line in 37th pice
before collapsing into the arms
of medics. She was later
released to th^ Su^iss Teanf
physician, her problem being
diagnosed as heat exaustion
aod dehydration. She was
never hosptaiized, and later

Continued on Page 16

Joan Benoit waves her country's flag enthusiastically after

winning the first Olympic women's marathon with a record

2.24:52.

Flag fever^tftkes^crgairrwirith

unbeaten U.S. Volleyball teams

^c

fko
also had a perfect score on the floor, but, going into

tne evening slightly behind Sz^ she was unable to make up
* Continued on Page 18

By Kevin Daly
-Assistmtr Sports Editor

• Th^ flag-waving, raucous behavior of the

American crowds at the Olympics has been
well publicized in the past week. We've seen
this display at gymnastics^, swimming and^

track and field. And now we're seeing it down
south in Long Beach: the patriotic fever has
struck again, this time for the U.S. volleyball

teams^

Both the U.S. men's and women's volleyball

teams are undefeated, and one reason why has
been that seventh man on the court. Cheered
on by crowds in excess of 12,000 at the Long
ffeach Arena, the teams have been inspired by
the patriotic fervor of the fans.

vanced yet, but with a win over Brazil tonight

aT ^:30 p.iti. they will trave a chance to piay

for the gold.)

The women's team, led by veterans Flo

Hyman, Rita Crockett, and former USC star

Debbie Creen, pulled off an upset of sorts on
Friday evening as they knocked off China l.^i-

13, 7-15, 16-14, 15-12. China won the 1982

World Championships while /the U.S. "placed

fourth.

Last night the U.S. women defeated Peru
16-14, 15-9, 15-10 in the semiflnals and will

face China, who beat Japan in three sets, Jor
the gold medal Wednesday evening. And no
doubt there will be 12,033 screaming fans on
their feat cheering the U.S. on.

When the U.S. women were in the process

Duth of th6 U.S. volleyball teams have uf uuiiipletiiig an astuiiisliiiig uumdjauk agaii '

isi

Brazil last Wednesday evening, ABC
Continued on Page 18

taken different paths to reach the medal
round. (Actually, the men's team hasn't ad-

Olympic Schedule for
Monday August 6

0730-1130 Canoeing Men's & women's 500m heats &
repechage

0830-1145 Hockey 2 games - men's preliminaries

AUS vs. USA
ESP vs. MAL

0830-1100

0900-1730

0930^230

1000-1330

1000-1400

1000-1400

Water Polo 2 games - championship round

Tennis 16 matches

Athletics
, 0930 - Pole vault qualifying

1000-1200 - Men's 200m heats & quarterfinals
1 100 - Women's 3000m heats

Basketball 2 games - men's quarterfinals

Synchronized Swim Duets - preliminari^

VoUeyb«il 2 matches -jnen's preliminaries

ARC vs. KOR
CAN vs. JPN

'::
1)

1100.1400

1100-1530

Boxing Preliminary bouts

#

1300-2000

1330-1600

1330-1830

1400-1600

Handball "3 games- men's preliminaries
FRG vs. KOR
DEN vs. SWE
ESP vs. USA

Btkseball 2 games - semifinals

Water Polo 2 games - championship round

Yachting Fifth race - all classes

Weightlifting First heavyweight - up to 100kg,

group B

1430-1745 Hockey 1 game - men's preliminaries

FRG vs. IND
1 game - women's round robin

FRG vs. NZL

1600-2000

1600-^055

Judo Li^tweight - up to 71kg

Athletics 1600- 1805 - Men's 1 1Om hurdles ..

semifinals & final

1610 - Hammer final

1625 - Women's 400m hurdles semifinals

1655 - Men's 400m semifinals

1720 - Women's 400m final

1735 - Women's 800m final

1740 - Men's long jump final

1750 - Men's 800m final

1815 - Women's javelin final

1830 - 3000m steeplechase heats

1945 - 10,000m final

-i63O^l«0O^

1700-2030

1700-2030

rfm-mo

^ivtng- -Wom#n'^ j^pringboflrH finak -^

Basketball

Basketball

2 gam^ - men's quarterfinals

2 games - men's quarterfinals

1^00-2200

1800-2000

Football

Boxing

WeighUifting

Quarterfinal match

Preliminary bouts

First heavyweight -

. up to 100kg, group j^

1830-2300 Handball 3 games - men s preliminaries

ROM vs. JPN
ISL vs. ALG
YUG vs. SUI

1830-2230 Volleyball 2 matches - men's preliminaries^ EGY vs. ITA
BRA vs. USA

1900-2100 Football Quarterfinal match

1930-2200 Water Polo 2 games - championship round

-""T—I"

sc

_ •.!. 1^...

MU..^...
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^^^^npeiB Chile iri

foul affair, 1-0; France

easily blanks Egypt 2-0

By Bob Timmermann

The Italian soccer team, c\en though it was the defen-

dTng World Cup champion, had not received a great"

measure of respect in the Olympics. But it has earned
some now as it heat Chile, 1-0 in overtime at Stanford to

ad\'ance to the semifinals.

In the (jualifying tournament, Italy went 0-4-2, dropp-
inj» matches to Yugoslavia, the Netherlands, and Romania.
Luckily for tlie Italians, 'three teams that had already
(]ualified for the tournament, Czechoslovakia, Kast Ger-
many, and the U.S.S.R., dropped out.

FIFA, the international soccer federation, first picked

Marathon -4-

Romunia to replace the Soviets, but the Romanians d t^clin-

ed. With nobody else to pick, FIFA tabbed the Italians.

Despite all this, the Italians are now one win avva\

from the gold xnedal niatch.

The match with Chile was a rough one, with a total of

Continued from Page 15

returned to the Olympic
Village.

Andersen's finish raised
some concerns about the
dangers of running marathoas
in Los Angeles. When the race

began at just after 8:00 a.m.
at Santa Monica City College,

the weather was 'humid and
overcast and it stayed cool un-

til the course turned inland for

thje Coliseum. Inajl, 44 of 50
runners who started the race

finished.

Despite injuries that almost

kept her from qualifying for

the U.S. team and had severe-

ly curtailed her practice
schedule, Benoit. showed no
signs of weakness. In the early

stages she bypassed aid sta-

tions in order to (|uickly build

8fi f()uTx and efgfi t yell()w ca rds.

The games lone goal came in the hinety-sixth minute.
Chile's Daniel Ahmuda fouled Italy's Daniele Massara in

the penalty area. Ital\ 's Reniamino Vignola took the kick

and scored, but the referee wa\'ed it off, citing the Italians

for encroachment .\ rekick was ordered, and V^ignola

again scored.

Ital\ will face the winner of tonight's 8:30 pm match
bct\\t»en Brazil and (Canada at Stanford.

In the other cjuarterfinal match, P>ance easih handled
Fg> pt 2-0 before a crowd of (>6,228 at the Rose Bowl. -

The big man for France was Daniel Xuereb, who scored
two goals. The first came in the twenty- ninth minute with
an assist from Jean-Claude Lemoult.

His other goarcarhe in tlie nfty-secondminute on a pass
from Jean-Cristophe Thouvenel.

Xuereb now has three goals, tying him for the tourna-
ment lead, with Yugoslavia's Jovica Nikolic and Stjepan
Deveric.

Yugoslavia plays West Germany tonight at the Rose
Bowl. The winner will play Franci* in a semifinal at the
Rose Bowl Wednesdav.

a lead.

"I decided to use the tactic

of going out fast about two
months ago.. I still can't
believe that all

—

worked—so-
well. I was verv well hydrated
at the beginning of the race

and didn't need to stop at all

the rest stations, but I also

had to Ix? careful not to over-
do it. I made a point of get-

ting li(|uids later in the race."

"I had some doubts about »

my physical state prior to the -o

Olympic trials. I had had ar- |

throscopic surgery just before a

the race. Even four weeks
after the trials I wasn't certain

how I would do here. My legs

were weary and I was just

hoping that they wouldn't
wear out."

They didn't, as Waitz and
Mota can attest to. Waitz had
considered going out faster but
didn't want to risk it. Bv the

Switzerland's Gabriela Andersen-Scheiss wilted from heat
exhaustion as she approached the finish line of the women's
marathon on Sunday. She placed 37th, and collapsed at the
finish.

ten mile mark she realized

(correctly) that Benoit was too
far ahead to be caught. Mota,
who beforehand was confident

she "would not get a medal,
knew that if she went out
with Benoit, she would not be
able to finish the race. .

Malibu's Premier Ocean-View Restaurant
3tea1<s^-l-Obster-Seafood —

"

'pen Monday thru Friday 5 pm
Saturday, Sunday 4 pm
All Major Credit Cards, Traveler'^ Checks Welcome

20356 Pacific Coastl^hway
(213)456-3010

y 1"

Located 5 milesfslprthQf Sunset on Pacific
Coast Highway, just past Big Rock Drive - on*he oceanside_^or please call for difectlons^

A

Recognized as the coast's finest dining experience, located in tho hftart of MallOl
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Schmid's best days have
coincided with Moses', and
now as Moses' career draws to

a close, up corpes Harris to
give Schmid headaches for a
few more years. But that's not
to say that Moses is retiring.

"I've been hearing rumors
that I'm going t^ retire. That
is absolutely not true. I feel

very fortunate to have been
around and to have repeated
(he won the gold at Montreal
in 1976). - '

"Not going (to the Olym-
pics) in 1980 makes this even
more sweeter. My father pass-

ed away at the end of last

year. He would have liked to

have been here, but unfortu-
nately4ie wasn't. This^ v4

was for him.
"The only way to compare

this effort (with Montreal) is

to look at the times. I had a
much better time in 1976. I

would have Hked to break^the
Olympic record, but the con-
ditions weren't the best here
for atmosphere,", said Moses.
Schmid filed a protest after

the race, claiming that Harris
had bumped him coming over
the last hurdle, but it was
denied. Schmid said afterward
that he believed it to be
unintentional but decided to

file a protest anyway, just to

be safe.

rcHit over

HTarris wasn't worried
thouigh. **I knew they
wouldn't take away my second
place status."

Petranoff, the former world
record holder in the jatvelin

throw, finished tenth, one
spot ahead of Atwood. Neither

Continued on Page 18

By George Strode

Associated Press

use's Cheryl Miller and
Anne Donovan led the United
States on an 18-2 spurt at the
start of the second half Sun-
day as the Americans crushed
Canada 92-61 to move to
within one victory- of their
first gold medal in Olympic
women's basketball.

Miller and Donovan each
scored three baskets in the
first five minutes of the second
half and helped the United
States to a 59-33 lead. •»

"At the start of the setond
half, we really broke down,"
"Canadian Coiich Don^J4c&ae
said. "Credit go^s to the
Americans. They shoved the
ball inside ^ as well as some
men's team do."
U.S. Coach Pat Head

Sttmmitt, deviating i«»n—her
policy of not talking about in-

dividuals, singled out Miller's

performance in the run.
"MiUer took four charges and
tipped in a shot," the Univer-
sity of Tennessee coach said.

"The momentum went our
way. It had been Canada's
game in the first half."

It was the fifth consecutive
triumph in the preliminary
pool for the Americans and
moved them to witKin one
game of the gold medal,
which the)4 can win by
beating South Korea, whom
they've already trounced by 37
points, Tuesday night.

The U.S. women have been
so overwhelming that their

smallest victory margin has

been 28 points.

Although the Americans
swept to a 6-0 lead in the first

two minutes, the Canadians,
2-3, refused to wilt. They
were down only 36-31 when
Alison Lang sank two free
throws with 1:27 left in the
opening half.

The 6-foot-3 Miller, con-
sidered the world's best for-

ward, sat out the last nine
minutes of the first half, but

still watched her teammates
mold a 41-31 halftime lead.

Then the Americans
parlayed their man-to-man
defensive pressure and fast

break into a second-half rout.

The United States held
Canada to one field goal in

the first five minutes. Misty
Thomas' basket was the Ca-
nadians' only answer to the
big U.S. run.

Donovan was high scorer

for the Americans with 14
points, 10 in the second half^
Miller had 12 and Lynette
Woodard and Cindy Noble
had 10.

• For Canada, 6-1 guard Bev
Smith scored 15 points.

South Korea, an 84-47 vic-

tim .of the United States in

their first meeting last week,
cjualified for the championship
game bv whipping China 69-

56.

Cheryl Miller's defensive exploits have been one of the keys in the U.S/s undefeated play.
The U.S. will face South Korea in the final on Thursday.
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It^ conquers ChHe

foul affair, 1-0; France

easily blanks Egypt 2-0

By Bob Timmermann

The Italian soccer team, even though it wa.s the d^fen-
'din^ World Cup champion, had not received a great
measure of respect in the Olympics. But it has earned
some now as it beat Chile, 1-0 in overtime at Stanford to
advance to the semifinals.

In the (lualifying tournament, Italy -went 0-4-2, dropp-
ing matches to Yuj^oslavia, the Netherlands, and Romania.
Luckily for the Italians, three teams that had already
(jualified for the tournament, Czechoslovakid, East Ger-
many, and the U.S.S.R., dropped out.

FII^A. the international Tsoccer federation, fir.<it p
Romania to replace the Soviets, but the Romanians declin
ed. With nobody else to i)ick, FIFA taf)bed the Italians.

Despite all this, the Italians arc now one win away
from the j^old medal match.
The match with (Jhile was a rouj^h one, with a total of

S6 fouls and eiji^ht vellow cards.

The game\s Lone goal came in the ninety-sixth minute.
f^ 1 1^ : 1 l~l t r 1

ir—s 1—1 ^:r ~—s z—z ^—:

Continued from Page 15

returned to the Olympic
Village.

Andersen's finish raised
some concerns, about the

(Chile's Daniel Ahmiida fouled Italy's Daniele Mas.sara in
' the penalty area. Italy's Heniamino Vignola took the kick
and scored, but the referee waved it off, citing the Italians

for encroachment. A rekick was ordered, and Vignola
again scored.

Italy will face the winner of tonight's 8:30 j)ni match
between Brazil and Cartada at Stanford. -t

In the other (juarterfinal m^tch, France easily handled
Fg> pt 2-0 before a crowd of b6,228 at the Rose Bowl.
The big man for France was Daniel Xuereb, w ho scored

two goals. The first came in the twenty-ninth minute with
an assist from Jean-C^laude Lemoult.

dangers of running marathons
in Los Angeles. When the r«kce

began at ju.st after 8:00 a.m.
at Santa Monica City College,
the weather was iiumid and
overcast and it st'ayed cool un-
til the course turned inland for

the Coli.seum. In all, 44 of 50
runners who started the race
finished.

Despite injuries that almost
kept her from qualifying for

the U.S. team and had severe-

ly curtailed her practice
.schedule, Benoit showed no
signs of weakness. In the early

^she bypassed .a id sta-

tions in order to quickly build

a lead.

"J decided to use the tactic

of going out fast about two
months ago. I still can't
believe that all worked so
well. I was very well hydrated

His other goal came in the fifty-second minute on a pass
from Jean-Cristophe Thouvenel.

Xuereb now has three goals, tying him for the tourna-
ment lead, with Yugoslavia's Jovjca Nikolic and Stjepan
Deveric.

Yugoslavia plays West Cermapy tonight at the Rose
Bowl. The winner will play France in a semifinal at the
Ro.se Bowl Wednesday.

at the beginning of the race
and didn't need to stop at all

the rest stations, but I also
had to be careful not to over-
do it. I made a point of get-

ting li(juids later in the race."

"I had .some doubts about |

my physical .state prior to the
Olympic trials. I had had ar-

throscopic surgery just before

the, ..race Kvan four AV4?ek^

after the trials I wasn't certain
how I would do here. My legs

were weary and I was just

hoping that they wouldn't
wear out."

t

They didn't, as Waitz and
Mota can attest to. Waitz had
considered going out faster but
didn*t want to risk it. By the

Switzerland's Gabriela Andersen-Scheiss Wilted from heat
exhaustion as she approached the finish line of the women's
marathon on Sunday. She placed 37th, and collapsed at the
finish.

ten mile " mark she realized

(correctly) that Benoit was too
far ahead to be caught. Mota,
who beforehand was confident

she would not get a medal,
knew that if she went out
with Benoit, she would not be
able to finish the race.

) MoonshBdows
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Schmid's best days have
coincided with Moses', and
)w as Moses' career draws to

a close, up comes Harris to
give Schmid headaches for a
few more years. But that's not
to say that Moses is retiring.

"I've been hearing rumors
that I'm going to retire. That
is absolutely not true. I feel

very fortunate to have been
around and to have repeated
(he won the gold at Montreal
in 1976).

"Not going (to the Olym-
pics) in 1980 makes this even
more sweeter. My father pass-

ed away at the end of last

year. He would have liked to

have been here, but unfortu-
naFely"he wasn't. 1 his victory
was for him.
"The only wa^ to compare

this effort (with Montreal) is

to look at the times. I had a
much better time in 1976. I

would have liked to break the

Miller

Olympic record, but the con-
ditions weren^'t the best here
for atmosphere," said Moses.
Schmid filed a protest after

the race, claiming that Harris
had bumped him coming over
the last hurdle, but it was
denied. Schmid said afterward
that he believed it to be
unintentional but decided to

file a protest anyway, just to

berafer —
Harris wasn't worried

though. "I knew they
wouldn't take away my second
place status."

Petranoff, the former world
record holder in the javelin

throw, finished tenth, one
spot ahead of Atwood. Neither

Continued on Page 18

By George Strode
Associated Press

use's Cheryl Miller and
Anne Donovan led the United
States on an 18-2 spurt at the
start of the second half Sun-
day as the Americans crushed
Canada 92-61 to move to
within one victory of their
first gold medal in Olympic
women's basketball.

Miller and Donovan each
scored three baskets in the
first five minutes of the second
half and helped the United
States to a 59-33 lead.

"At the start of the setond
half, we really broke down,"
^anadian^Cbach Don ^cCIrae^
said. "Credit goes to the
Americans. They shoved the
ball inside as well as some
men's team do."
U.S. Coach Pat Head

Summitt, deviating from her
policy of not talking about in-

dividuals, singled out Miller's

performance in the run.
"Miller took four charges and
tipped in a shot," the Univer-
sity of Tennessee coach said.

"The momentum went our
way. It had been Canada's
game in the first half."

It was the fifth consecutive
triumph in the preliminary
-pool foi^^he ^mericans-and~^
moved them to within one
game of the gold medal,
which the>t can win by
beating South Korea, whom
they've already trounced by 37
points, Tuesday night.

The U.S. women have been
so overwhelming that their
smallest victory margin has

been 28 points.

Although the Americans
swept to a 6-0 lead in the first

two minutes, the Canadians,
2-3, refused to wilt. They
were down only 36-31 when
Alison Lang sank two free
throws with 1:27 left in the
opening half.

The 6-foot-3 Miller, con-
sidered the world's best for-

ward, sat out the last nine
minutes of the first half, but

still watched her teammates
mol(ia 4L-31 halftime lead.

Then 'the Americans
parlayed their man-to-man
defensive pressure and fast

break into a second-half rout.

The United States held
Canada to one field goal in
the first five minutes. Misty
Thomas' basket was the Ca-
nadians'' only answer to the
big U.S. run.

Donovan was high scorer

for the Americans with 14
points, 10 in the second half.

Miller had 12 and Lynette
Woodard and Cindy Noble
had 10.

For Canada, 6-1 guard Be\
Smith scored 15 points.

South Korea, an 84-47 vic-

tim of the United States in

their first meeting last week,
(lualified for the championship
game bv whipping China 69-
56.

Cheryl Miller's defensive exploits have been one of the keys in the U.S/s undefeated play.
The U.S. will face South Korea in the final on Thursday.

LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
ON XEROX COPIES

VzC

per copy
with

minimum

per copy

no
minimum

COPYLAND, INC.
I 1717 W. PICO Blvd.

_W.LA, CA 90064
479-3957

291 8 Santa Montca Btvd:

Santa Monica, CA
453- 1 86r

F^:30^7T3a
Sat: 11:00-6:00

Open M-f 8 .30-6:00^

Sat: 11:00-5:00

Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14 Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

.

^CUT&BLOW
We reserve tht» right to refuse servic es to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW HA I RUNS UNLV
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West- Plaza

1 2^4 WestW(K)d B lvd.

t
corner WiTshireA/Vestwood BlvdT

479-0014 475-3264

^mited Edition Stereo

'Ss^tfPxics"

•YAMAHA •BOSTON • DBX

•ADS ACCOUSTICS^ • DAHLQUIST

• S.A.E. • HARMAN KARDON • CRADO

•TANDBERC •THRESHOLD •GRACE

•)AMO •THORENS ^—___ :„.

AND MANY MORE!

8685 WILSHIRE BLVD. • BEVERLY HILLS, CA 9021

1

(2 13) 657-69 1

1

Quality Merchandise at

Competitive Prices

CAFE. BAR & CABARET
Lunches from $2"-$5»<»

DThTiers from $5'0-$l 1^

The Village Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents

Veal • Chicken • Duck • bilct Mignon
-Hew York Steak • Sia/z i/rr

Every Sunday Afternoon

jazz 1-S p.m,

Fresh Seafood • Sandwiches • Salads

Fresh Pasta ^ Quiche And More . . .

HAITY HOUR 4-6 PM AND AFTER 10

PIANO ENTERTAINMENT
Lunches Ffdfn$1^95'$5.50

Dinners From $4. 95 'i I i. 50

1061 Broxton Ave. — Westwood Village - 208-3830

-kiitf.
., J

\j
<r

<r>-
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WESTWOOD VILLAGE
CHIROPRACTIC

Complete Spinal
Examination and
Consultation

If You Suffer From
• Whiplash
• Backache
• Stiff Neck --

• Headaches
• Pain in Arms or Legs
• Sports Injuries

1015 Goyley Ave., Suife 220, Westwood 208-7763

Final Phase—Prices Reduced
LA. looks better than ever...from

Ihe pictisurc. presli^e and security ofhi^h rise

iit'iNfi in the heart (tfWestu'ond Viiia^e are noir
within reaih <}/discriminating, value
minded buyers.

• Homeowner^ Association fee from
only $130 per month*

• J t-hottr (loonnun. tutlet parking seh'ice

• Panoraniic city I'ictt'S

• Sivininiiti^ /)<Ktl-s/)a

• Wutkin^ (Ustame front Westwotnt—V itli4ffe'sJeiuli^i^ sbops^rrestui4r44Hts,
theatres ami UCLA campus

1^2 Redrofims, 2 BetirfHrnts ^
Entertuinment Areafr€im

$160,000 to $435,000
Sales center and models itjwn daily

l() a.m. tit 5 fym.

9()VHili>(ir{iAtvNue, l.os Anodes, CA 90024 (21^) S24 045^i i=r

S«*«- sdlf
Subircl Id prior sale on or afirr dradliiu-

Associaiion Frico rtttiii\f dau- ol puhliiaiitMi.
suhscqiiiiii lo ihis dale ma\ roull in uiiavailahilii\ til

jn\ t»r all prite l«-*fls.

X=-
TM

*^Qurs is a d ining ex{>enetioe where vou can feel the^
friendliness and taste the freshness . . .

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches. •^

NOW FEATURINCTASTA salads:

Ca ll a l ryourtoodtogo.
""

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

, 470-2499
'

1776 Westwood Blvd. (comer of Santa Monica)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wllshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Frl. Full Bar 829-7829

—

9860772

Bane

~~"i"'i' iriiniM I* I ItiWi

Vdlleyball
Continued from Page 15

announcer Al Michaels got

caught up in the action just as

he did when the U.S. beat the

Soviet Union in hockey at the

1980 Winter Olympics. You
can excuse Al, because he was
excited. And so was the
crowd.

After losing the first two
sets 12-15, 10-15, the U.S.

fought back and won the next

three games 15-5, 15-5, 15-

12. In the last set, Brazil had
a 12-9 lead, but with Green's

expertise setting and the hit-

ting of Hyman, America's
team won.
With a 3-0 mark in group

A, the U.S. men are looking

like the solid gold medal team
that everyone thought they

w^ou l d—be-.—T+re—UrS^.—h ttt

handled Argentina, Tunisia
and South Korea. (The latter

two teams qualified for the

Olympics with the absence of

the USSR and Poland, two of

U.S. team have been former

Bruin Karch Kiraly and

ex-Trojan Dusty Qvorak. Kira-

ly's passing and hitting have

been very consistent to date,

while Dvorak has been runn-

ing the offense with his pin-

point setting.

Kiraly had the sellout

crowd at Long Beach on their

feet in last Thursday's 15-13,

15-9, 15-6 victory over South

Korea. The U.S. was down
12-8 in the opening game
when a demon.startive Kiraly

signaled for the crowd to get

up and cheer. And just like

that, it got awful noisy as the

U.S. went on to a straight set

win.

It would appear that the

U.S. men, who have not qual-

ified for the Olympics since

4968^, ^re the team to beat thi^

year. With a 24-game win
streak coming into the Olym-
pics, including four straight

victories over the USSR, the

U.S. is on a roll—

—

—
the^ihest teams in the world.)
The U.S. defeated Tunisia

in what was the third shortest

Olympic match ever, limiting

their opponent to just eight

points. Coach Doug Beal
chose to rest starting middle
bkxrkers Craig Buck and Pat
Powers and replaced them
with former Bruin Steve
Salmons and Paul Sunderland.
With a deep roster, Beal can
afford such luxuries.

But don't mention this to

Beal, who doesn't fancy the

role as the favorite. Said
Beal:**Having people expect us

to win puts a little added
pressure on us. A lot of people
don't understand."
What the American faithful

understand is that they've got

a couple of hot volleyball
teams in pursuit for the Jold.

And in their hearts, they know
they are teams to beat.

IVIoses
Continued from Page 17

was among the top eight after
three throws and were
eliminated.

The gold medal in the jave-
1 i n was won by A r t o
Haerkoenen of Finland (quick,
name a javelin thrower who is

not from Finland), with
David Ottley from Greiit Bri-
tain se.cond and Kenth
Eldebrink of Sweden third.

Haerkoeneri's winning toss was
^84 feet 4 inches.

Lewis, in the only day of
the <rack <jompetition in
which he may take a back
seat, jumped 27 feet 2 3/4 in-

ches on his first attempt and
quickly left the stadium after
assuring himself a space in to-
'^ 's^inat.

Lewis didn't stop to talk,

but said in a statement that he
was trying to save his energy
for the finals and that he did
wait until the wind was blow-
ing in his face so he'd be
prepared for an unfavorbale
situation in the final, should it

arise.

Ec| Burke, who carried the
American flag in the opening
ceremonies, failed to qualify
in the hammer thi^ovv. Burke,
44 and in his fourth Olympics,
said afterwards, "Now,' I only
hope that the younger guys in
the hammer group can get
their act together and follow
the lead of us older types.
They need to learn how to
compete and block the unim-
portant things out of their
minds. A lot of them are Yfmr^
shmallowsjl

Gymnastics ~^
Continued from Page J 4

the difference, and had to set-
tle for the silver.

All-around gold medalist
Retton won no gold last night,
but she did manage a silver
and two bronzes, in the vault,
uneven bars and floor exer-
cises.

The U.S.' Kathy Johnson
won' ar~blronze with a final
score of 19.65. Johnson, the
oldest member of the U.S.
team at 24, is the only non-
teenager among the' U.S.
-womefv gymnasts. Immedtate^
ly following the competition,
she anncmrfced" liei rotlrem erit!
She said she hopes to coach!
'judge or do TV commentary

in the sport.

Tpacee Talavera, the only
other American to compete
last night, finished fourth in
the vault with a final score of
19.700.

Lavinia Agache, touted
prior to the competition as one
of Romania's two top gym-
nasts (along with Szabo),
Picked up a brnny/^ np the
vault, her only individW
Olympics medal.
With last night's competi-

tion behind them, the U.S.
women- won a total of eight
medals , includ

i

ng team silver
BeHind Romania.

Prcviou sjy, U.S. wom.fen
lave" wbn^ust one~^nedarm
gymnastics — a team bronze
in 1948.

^^^^^ '_

^ ,
s- ——

Man can acquire knowiedge,
but not wisdom. Some of the
greatest fools ever Icnown
were learned men. _^_-,—

^

— Spanish proverb

'.M'aMMIItMIBiyaUIS^,;^^^^
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4^^he tWo m^tmtays- on the —
I"

Medals Table

(AP) - Medals totals Sunday through 14 of 20
medal events at the 1984 Summer Olvmpics with
country, gold, silver, bronze and total medals won:

Gold Silver Bronze Total
United States

West Germany
China
Romania
Canada
Australia

Japan
Italy

Great Britian

Sweden
Netherlands
France
Finland
Belgium
Yugoslk<'ia

Switzerland
New Zealand
South Korea

V>*

43
7
13

11

6
3
6
7
2

2

2
2

34

10

6

8

8

7

4

2

2

5
2

2

1

Norway
Greece
Austria

Brazil

Colombia
Peru
Spain
Portugal

Taiwan
Venezuela
Jamaica

1

1

2

1

"ft

1

2

ll

12

12

5

5

7

10

8
5
10

4

4
4

2

3

2

1

1

89
29
24

24

21

20

18

14

14

9
8
8

-5-

4

4

4

3

3
T

2. 3
1 2

1

1
1

1

1

1

1 1

1 1

1 1

1 1
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RENT COMPUTER TIME
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE'LL HELP YOU GET STARTED

C^^norKC
ent*'

• IBM PC
• Apple lie

• Macintosh

'7^^ per hour Includes Computer • Printer • Software
(Student and block time discounts)

THE BEST ALTERNATIVE TO BUYING A COMPUTER
Hours: 20037 Ventura Blvd. ^204
MON.-SAT. 10-10 Woodland Hills (818) 348-3601
SUN. 11-4 (above Boulevard Music)

^"^Ite

11641 Pico Blvd.

-<crt Bcjrringtoi

West LA

477-7740

OVER IGpiMPbRTED BEERS

RrWCff~6lNNER FOOD TO GO

ADVERTISE
CALL

825-2161

If you are not satrsfied with your present
automotive garage

GIVE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
' AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Westgata)

477-6551 Visa Mastercard
24-Hour Telephone Mobile-Am. Express

AGGRESSIVE
The Converse Connors and Evert

top of the line full leather shoe
for competitive tennis

For men and
women who

. play to win.

CONVERSC
C^ SHOE

BOUnCMIE
925 WESTWOOD BLVD . WESTWOOD

VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS 824 2478

7
t r

The Hair Salon

Women arvd Men

$r4,00 CUT. CONDITION & BLOWDRY—
(New clients with ad only)

PERMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLICHTING ^>X%
. .

. SPECIAI Body wave or perm $35.00
For appointment call : 208- 1 468

1007 BROXTON AVE (Above Mano s Restaurant). WESTWOOD

. . . / rBcognlz€d that Law

touch€9 e¥9rY,Mtp9ct of

Amarican Ufa. What I laamad

in Law School waa cartain to

giwa ma spedai knowledga _
that would alwayt t)a in

damand.

Consider the
difference a
law degree
can make.
The Son Femofido VoHey College of Law
hos been meelinQ the needs of local

residents since \962.We ore very prowi
of Ihe qiioljiy (egof educo^on we
provide, We are hf9f accredgled fey Um
ComniUfee of 8or &coRNfien o# Ifie Stale
8or, ond ofler bolii fiii and parHNne
progroms. Inferestingly, over 70% a§
our sHfdmti body is comprised of parf-

time siodm^ who ore currm^
employed in onother field or are

homemokenk

San Fernando Valley
College of Law
C»F UiaVERSrhr Of LA VERNE

. g355 scptthrcd^ Wv4.
Sepithre<Sa, Ca. 91545— -W»> e»4>»7l^l

**YOrJR LAW SCHOOL IN THE VALLEY'

CiUSaUi, THE BEST
FOR LESS

STERLING SILVfR GIFTS •
CLECTRONICS • CAMERAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO t AUDIO

- APPLIANCES • TV

859-7175
8921 W Pico Blvd.

(3 biks W of Robertson)

Block &
Wrtite

5" Screen
Model
TR-5046P

City Soles

^29
AC/Bottefy

Mini Cassette

f?ecofder—

~

Model RQ-341

^2495

ICF-7600A
Nine Bond Pcxtoble World Receiver

SW1-7MWFM

Mun,-Tues.'rri . 10'

Panasonic
-Color TroveMsion

1.5" ScreorrMoaeTCT^TOT

city Soles

$34900
Windsor Hi/Low Intensity Lamp $4JO

Windsor Adjustable Qamp-on Lamp $f.50

Panasonic Walkman-type Headphones $SJO

VIDEO TAPE SALE
limited to stock on horxj

Sony Beta L-500 $4.99ea

Sony Beta L-500HG . . . . .$S79ea

Sony Beta L-750HG ..... $6.79 ea

Titan M20.. .
.' .$3.^ea

0. Wed . Thur 1 0-7. Sun. 1 2-5. CLOSED SAT.

Auto Telephone

Dialer

Model KX-T1235D

Easa-Phone KX-T2203
Integrated Telephone Systenr

Auto Dialer

Pulse Touch
Tone

3995

AIWA SC-A5

$3990
• Vdiume CdnfroJ for iKxjnd iww cidiu«tm«nt •

AI^-»yDWECT-»l chonyovy swttchino • UO
opwuNCH'i indtooHx * Auto poww off circuitry
• VMd* SO-15.OOOH1 fraiiiuw^ rMponw •

Compact riM tor boddhcV or wol (TwunHno-

T ' ^
*ASK ABOUT OUR 90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING • MERCHANDISE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HANoLi:.^

/•. ?
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLV
IN SANTA MONICA

9:30-9 00 — SAT 9-6 — SUN 11-4

V;.*.v.-'

J3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

RELAX - Swhch
toaptpt"

A iru* p<pe smok*r
do*» not intMic

CofTw in tor our tr*«
instruction

brochur*

UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. — SANTA MONICA
828-4511 • 828-4512 •/

—
less man 5 minutes from Campus .

Tablecloths . . .Napkins . . . A/' PtZZA iOOt
(RATFOBfSTBYAM LA (KABC TV) OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

-* LUNCH MON.-FRI— COCKTAILS
ALSO REGULAR DimiER SPEOALS All 5 Course Dinners Complete (witfi Soup and Salad • Beverage & Dessert)

Hahan Restaurant m a Ught-Hearted Roman Style

WEST LA. 10929 W PICO 474-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787-ANNA,

CHINESE
BUFFET

$3.71 Lunch ^

$4.98 Dinner {

The Viking's Table
II 668 W.Pico Blvd. 478-8892

OAKLEY'S
Unisex

Specializing in Complete
Hairstyling ir Layercuts

Student Dvicounts on Hair Styles

208-6559

with Re^. Card
Servinfi Westuood Villatic Since t930

1061GavIey
OpenMon-S.,

208-9681Acroea the streetfrom Baxter's Reataurant

onannon |oses di

Page boxes his way

into quarterfinals

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMBTRIC CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses
Bauseh & Lomb

Soft Lenses

QQ
"Change the color of your

eyes" soft lenses

^159
Sleep-in soft lenses.
Permalens, DuraSoft,

Bauseh & Lomb

159

REDISCOVER

Best Hamburgers^ Fries, Root Beer and Floats

249;Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses

Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit. I

Eyeglasses. Select from over*600 frames — this in-

cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. 28!
ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-06531

I

I

I

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

—

1421 S. Robertson BK/d.
('/jblk. south of Pico)

Visa. MasterCard. Expires 8/25/84 with this ad.

Associated Press

A U.S. boxer lost for the
first time in the 1984 Olym-
pics when bantamweight
Robert Shannon was beaten
Sunday in a slugging match
with South Korean Sung-Kil
Moon.
However, Jerry Page boxed

his way into the light
welterweight quarterfinals,
scoring well with combina-
tions for a 5-0 decision over
Mexican Octavio Robles in a
139-pound class match.
Gannon, who Hbeat Floyd

Favors, the 119-pound-class
world champion, for a spot on
the U.S. team, was knocked
down twice and . stopped in

the third round hv Moon,

Welcome the Olympics with A & W
1 1660 Santa Monica Blvd. 820-4443 '

(Westwood Blvd. to Santa Monica, 1 mile west to Barrington)
Santa Monica Bus Line #1, direct to restaurant from UCLA

^Jhe Private Eye
OPTICIANS

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S.
SWIMTEAM TO LOS ANGELES

thefiiwik

"Expensive Eyewear
-At a~ Visible Discour^-^^-

OLYMPIC SPECIAL

^1 wayfarer ^h^^
with this coupon

complete RX and lab on premises
"^

se habia espanol '

151 S. Barrington Pf.

BRENTWOOD VILLAGE
(2 hinnks smith of Sunset)

^76-7621

Hours: MON 12-5pm
TUES-SATlO-5pm

Limited te Stock on i land

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

r

I

I

I

USA
GYMNASTICS

GYMNASTICS
* <

\

MI.OO
3 for^30.00

SEE OUR
COMPLETE

SELECTION OF
SWIMMING,

RUNNING, AND
ACTION WEAR

1 107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

Visa/MC/AE 814-4J«5

Show your support for
the U.S. Gymnastics

Team

—I-rShirts

SizesL S-XL
Long Sleeve

M2.50
3 for $36.00

Short Sleeve

accepted
STORE HOURS: Mon-Thurs. 10am-midnight

Sun 12|yn-6pm

Validated Parking with HO purchase
iO% driscount for students

The split left the U.S. team
with a 17-1 record and 11

boxers in the tournament.
South Korea had a 14-1 record
at the end of the 16-bout

'

daytime program.

There will be another
U.S. -Korean matchup in the
139-pound quarterfinals Tues-
day when Page fights Dong-
Kil Kim. Kim is ranked se-

cond by the International
Amateur Boxing Association
behind world champion
Carlos Garcia, while Page is

ranked third.

The left-handed Kim press-

ed Javid Aslam of Norway and
banged out a 5-0 decision.

Robles held height and
reach advantages over Page,
but the native of Columbus,
Ohio, made the Mexican miss
often, while scoring well with
left jabs and short two-punch
combinations to the head.

Page was especially effective
in the first two rounds. He
made the Mexican take a
standing 8-count with a one-
two and scored with a good
barrage to the head and body
along the ropes in the second
round. Robles best round was
the third when he landed
Jhree straight lefts and long
right to the liead as Page
backwards.

One judg6 farvored Page by
one pomt while three others
gave him a two-point edge.
The fifth judge scored it 60-56
for Page.

The Shannon-Moon fight
was the most exciting of the
tournartient.

In the second round, it

looked as if Shannon would
keep the U.S. unbeaten. Late
in the round, the left-hander
from Edmonds, Wash., hurt
Moon with ' a^ right to the
head. As the K6rean~reeled
backwards, Shannon charged
after him and shot home a
four-punch combination to the
head.

Referee John Poucher gave
Moon a standing 8-count. The
crowd at the Sports Arena
roared, but moments later,
with just one second left in the
round. Moon knocked down
Shannon with a left to the
header- .

After two rounds, Shannon
was ahead on four of the five
official cards.

Both men came out pun-
ching in the third round, and
Moon nailed Shannon with a
left-right to the head that
dropped him.
The American struggled \i^,

but after a' flurry of head
punches by Moon, the referee
stopped, the bout.

Where ifd Lewis

'Sf88C;'

(AP) — Just where did
Carl Lewis get the
American flag he carried
high around the Memorial
Coliseum after winning the
Olympic 100-meter dash?
The Los Angeles Times

quoted a tourist from New
Orleans as saying Lewis
grabbed the flag from him
as he sat in the stands near
the rail at Saturday even-
ing's track competition.
But an official of the Los

Angeles Olympic Organiz-
ing Committee says Lewis
told him the flag came
from Clyde Duncan, Lewis'
former sprint coach at the
JJmversity-of Houstoirr
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CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT-
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

„^^^ OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (11 :30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chlriese Food in Westwood Village

11 14 Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-9214

Lewis wasn't talking.
Paul Tucker, 50, of New

Orleans, told the Times he
was waving the giant flag
in Section 27, Row 2, after
Lewis' gold-medal perfor-
mance when the track and
field star made a detour in
his victory lap and grabbed
it.

"As he was coming up at
us, I thought he was just
going to shake somebody's
hana,'„' Tucker said. "He
reached out, and I swear I

can't remember the mo-
ment he took it."

He said Lewis' flag-
waving victory walk had
not been planned in ad-
vance, although it appeared
that Lewis, who is trying to
win four gold medals in
track and field, was looking
through the crowd for a
flag to wave.
Reporters were told

shortly after the race that
Lewis had received the flag
from Duncan, now an assis-

tant coach the University of
Washington. On Sunday,
Bruce Tennen, the
LAOOC's press housing
supervi^r who made that
announcement, said he had
secured the information

'—from Lewis himself.- ~ —
"Carl told me," Tennen

said. *T don't make things
up."

Lewis has said he will
not talk witfa^ reporters until

—

after he has completed his

^uest for four gold medals=

—

the long jump, 200-

STROH'S
1400 westwood blvd.

4 biks. so. of wilshire

"^^^^TI a large

selection of imported
beers"

12 pack cans

J4J9

Reifmmber
this number
nurse. 208-2288
We Need ICU RN's Immediately
SICU RICU MICU PICU
NICU ER OR & PSYCH

DAILY & WEEKLY

^Jurse
1100 Glendon Ave. Suite 1543
LA WESTWOOD VILLAGE OFFICE

C

e^sy parking

proof of a^e required

RESTAURANT
FRESH FISH
MARKET

GREAT
• EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
• HAPPY HOUR
• FOOD TO GO
• LARGE SELECTION OF FRESH FISH
• ALL nSH BROILED OVER MESQQITE CHARCOAL
•OPEN DAILY

Sun. thru Thurs. 1 1a.m.-10p.m.
Frl. &< Sat. 1 la. m.-10:30p.m.

11701 Wilshire Blvd.
—

Brentwood (at Barrington)

(213)473-1551

fRETVAtlDATED PARKING

IT IS
THE MOST IMPORTANT
THING YOU CAN DOH

ESPECIALLY THIS SUMMER!

NATE BLOOD
AND

SAVE LIVES
AT THE

UCLA BLOOD DONOR CENTER
UCLA 's onlypermansnt on campus, donor faclUfy

OPEN ALL SUMMERS CONVENIENRY LOCATED IN TH€
UCLA MEDiCAL CENTER ON THE "A" FLOOR^ ROOM A2-
260. JUST DOWN THE HALL Ff?OM STUDENT HEALTH.
OPEN MON.-FRIDAY 8.00 AM TO 5:30 PM. CALL 825-
0888.

UCLA & ASUCLA (CAREER A STUDENT) EMPLOYEES
CONTINUE TO RECEIVE 4 HOURS ADMIN. LEAVE
WITH PAY OR COMP TIME (ASUCLA) FOR EACH
DONATION! AVAILABLE AT THIS LOCATION ONLY.

meters and 400-meter relay,
in addition to the 100.
Tennen and other of-

ficials have channeled brief
post^event statements from
Lewis each time he com-
petes and pass them on to
the large contingent of
press.

Olympic Roundup
_(AP)- Nicu Vlad, a
Romanian army officer,
snatched an Olympic
record 380 Vi pounds Sun-
day during tne evening
weightlifting session of the*

198-nound weight class. ^

Vlad, a 20-year-old from
Bucharest, broke the record
of 374^4 pounds set by
Soviet Olympic champion
David Rigert at the 1976
Summer Games in Mon-
treal.

The youngest competitor
in the class, Vlad executed
the record-breaking lift on
his third and final attempt.
A near-capacity crowd at

Loyola Marymount Univer-
sity roared and howled in

approval.

catch the spiritt
come on. take a tumble, get cqo1.-t-

"kick back... relax, look around, enjoy

the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

SPLASH!
loin the festivities at our

-HAPPy HOURS-
Happy Hour anytime through August 12th.

SAVE $$$
Ett WORD PflOCESSINa* TRAININa

^1888 OR $57 )S^^

-OLYMPIC SPECIAL
M *« -. BUDWEISER -t

99l|i AMUG BUD LITE
*'*'r* MICHELOB

the great taste

ter Vlad dropped the

bar, he bounded off the
Continued on Page 22 >

OYNAX

CAFE
V

911 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE
WESTWOOD VILLAGE^

(213)208-0255

maUDES:* XAYPRO 2 COMPUTER. 2 DISK DRIVES. 64K MEMORY EXPANDABLE
TO256K.ST0llfS1«rPAOESPERDISir.

.,\ • WORD PROCESSING. RNANCIAL PLANNING. SPELUNG CORRECTION.
. GAMES. BASIC PROGRAMS.

^ • BfCELUNT LETTER QUALITY 150 WORD/MINUTE. DAISY WHEEL
nilNTER.

'FREE 6 HRS. WORD PBOCESSING AND SYSTEitlMHIN^

PERSONAL SUPPORT
COMPUTERS

^ "We make it simple" :„__

10431 Sant^ Monica Blvd., W.LA. 90025
^^'

2 miles east of
(213) 474-1633 San D^ R-aeway

<;
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California Graduate Institute^
Classes begin September 12 and end December 17

1984 Fall

10 00-1 00 pm
11 00-2 00 pm
100-4 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00- S 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
3 00-5 00 pm
3 00-6 00 pm
4 00-6 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 30-7 30 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
6 00-8 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

9 30-12 30 pm
II 00-2 00 pm
1 00-3 00 pm

Class Schedule

2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
5 00-7 OOpm
•i 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 OOpm
8 00-10 00 pm
8 (K)- 10 OOpm
8 00- 10 OOpm
8:Qti-IOt)<]pm

C-191-3

P-30

C-141

322

821

308

505

C-163

414

BlOl
(-121

841

609

(-121

B-lOO

(121
304

B-103

810

403

C-142

414

MONDAY
CImical Supervision Pratitcum

Theories of Psychoanalysis

Theories of Personality

Introduction to Object Relations

Clinical Hypnosis

Psychoanalytic Treatment of the Child

Rorschach 1

Human Sexuality

Group Supervision (Practicum)

History and Systems
Group PrtKcss and Technigue

Psychopharmacology
Symbol Formation and Verbal Thought
Varieties of Healing

Group Process

Statistics

Group Process and Icthniguc
Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis

Physiological Psychology

introduction to Behavioral Medicine

f W I S" 6 A Y
Applied Technique ofMFCC
Psychopathology I ^

,

Group Supervision (Practicum)

8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

1 1 00-2 00 pm
2 00-4 00 pm
2 30-4 30 pm
2 00-5 OOpm
2 00-5 OOpm
2 00-5 00 pm
5 00-7 OOpm
5 00-7.00 pm
5 (Ml- 8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 OOpm
5 00'- 8 OOpm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00-1 I OOpm
K 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm

10 0(1-1 (Ml pm
10 00- I 00 pm
10 30-12 30 pm
n 00-2 00 pm
2 (•()-*> OOpm
: 00-5OOpm
2 («»-5 0(1 pm
> (Ml-^ (Ml pm
1 00- S (Ml pm
s (»()-«(«) pm
*« («»-« OOpm

5 ()0-«00pm
5 00-8 OOpm
6 00-8 OOpm
8 (Ml- 10 OOpm
8 00-1 I OOpm
« <M)-I I (M)pm
8 00-11 OOpm
H (Ml- 1(1 (Id pm
8 00-11 (Mipm
8 00-1 ; OOpm

^ (M)-« 00 pm
*i 00-8 00 pm

Psych<)16gTcaT^ssc sVrtTehTT

Psycholhcrapeulic Techniques ofMFCC
Group Process

Proposal Research II. Ill

Learning and Cognition

Psychological Anthropology

Theories of MFC t

Theories of MFC (

C urrent literature

(C ADC hild Analysis

Psychoanalytic Theory Part 5

sychoaoaly tK- fh^^Ky-Part ^^

S03

414

(-121

C-141

(142
811

414

C-I2I

801

334

(-181

( -153

704

(-192

(-I93A
B-103

C -191-3

602

414

317

706

310

B-I(i4

I 181-3

( 121

( -1^1

( -161

816
B-lOO

C-I2I

C-4
(I
T-D
PD
( -121

301

822

112

( -171

( ross-( uiturai Mores jnd Value*

( ross-C ultural Mores and ValuesWEDNESDAY
Projective Techniques in Clinical Practice

Group Supervision

(iroup Process

Theories of Personality

Psychopalhology I

Psych(><u>mdlic 8c SircssRclalcd Disorders

Group Supervision Tpracticum)

Group Pr<Kess

Ncur«)l»»fty for Psvchologiits

Klciniun Theory and Technique I

Proposal Rcscarili I

Psychological Assessment III

Path>>logical ( haraclers in Literature

( linical Practicum II

( hnic'al PracticUm III

Physiological Psychology

T H 11 R S D A V
( linical Supervision I. II. Ill

Psychology of Birth Fxpcnencc
Group Supervision (Practicum)

tgo Psychology

ImsI Psychology and Bible Personalities

The I irst Twt> Years A (linical Pcrspect

I earnmg and ( ognilion

Prop<»sal Research I. II. Ill

Group PriKcss

( linica/ Practicum I

Psych(>anul)lic Psychotherapy

Assertive Training

Sialisiics

Ci roqp Process

( linical ( dse Conference
(linical ( asc ( onference

Introduction lo Psychoanalytic Technique
Pcrsonaliiv l^evclop &. Dream Analysis

Group Process

Writings ol Sigmund Freud
Advanced (linical Hypnosis

FRIDAY
( oinprehensive Reviev^

Soc lal Hascs of Behavior

C Horn. PhD
D Clifford. MD
L Moss. PhD
D Clifford, MD
W Unger. MD
D Sharon, PhD
J Besser. PhD
A Brovar. MD
D Primac. PhD
R Phillips, PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
A Brovar. MD
D ( hfford. MD
T Oleson. PhD
J Packer, PhD
R Hunter, PhD
R Phillips, PhD
L Hedges, PhD
T Oleson, PhD
J Besser. PhD

A Alvarez. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
A Alvarez^ PhD

—D Sharon, PhD
V Shepperscm. PhD
M Koven, PhD
L Weisbender, PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
L Peters, PhD
M Gersqn. PhD
L Moss. PhD
R Gruener. PhD
V Hansen, PhD
W Ersvin. PhD

—f Vim Rt»fen. Ph&
F Peters. PhD
D Espaiia. PhD

F Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Packer. PhD
W Frvun. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
L Moss, PhD
D Primac, PhD
J Packer, PhD
A Brovar. MD
A Panajian, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
W R Johnson, PhD
G Gross, PhD
A Panajian. PhD
R Gruener. MD
W R Johnson, PhD

R Phillips. PhD
J (Jibbons. PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J Gibbons, PhD
R Johnson. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
I Weisbender. PhD
(i Bloch, MDand
K Beniicz, DSW
I Singer, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Gooch, PhD
R Alexander. PhD
D Marcus, PhD,
R F Johnson. PhD
M Koven. PhD
Van Buren. PhD
D Esparta. PhD

Staff

B Wpiss. PhD

S&ama
Westwood

1 0959 Kirirbss (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDAR!

MON. BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUBS. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

«^<»tt-t2t)trpin
—

"Bnuir
I 00-3 (H)pm (-121

3 (Hi-6 (Ml pm B-IOS

t -R
Statistics

(Jroup PrtKess and Technique
Research Methods

Professional Seminars

T. GiHespie. PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
J (iillespiePhD

Mi>si seminars qualtly lor ( oniinuif\K Ed^Wtilmn lot Nurses aad «Qt-'tMl wprfcer^-
Xpprovcd lor \cleran'>; Henclits for those- who qualify under VA ReRulationsApproved lor \cleran'>; Hencl'its for those- who qualify under VA Regulations
All prolcssionals arc welcome to attend

9(M»-5(»0pm
4 00-1 OOpm

Scpl IS

'Sepi 16

Psychodninii Techniques in Therapy L Moss. PhD

*< (Ml-S (Mlpm
4 (Mi-1 00 pm

6 00-10 (10 pm
9 O0 - S OO^t^rrv-

4 ()0--5 (Ml pm
4 00-1 (Ml pm

6 00-10OOpm
9 (MI-5 (M)pm

9 (Mi-S (Ml pm
^ 00-3, (Ml pm

9 00-S (Ml pm
900-3 (M)pm

9.00-5 OOpm
9 (Ml- 3 (Ml nm

Sept 22

Sept 23

Scpi 28

Sef»4^9

Oct 20

Oct 21

Oct 26

Oct 27

Nov 3

Nov 4

Nov 17

Nov 18

De^ 1—
nci. 2

The Significance of Boundary in Symbiosis
in Psychotherapy

Psychosynlhesis

A Panajian. PhD

T Oleson, PhD

TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 ALL YOO CAN MATWED,
* ' ^^ '——
^Ll m^tm S^Y A BURRITO RANCHERO &
nMlffSa GET ONE

KBSB ^^Y ^ PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
rlfl« NACHOS \ I

SAT.

Continued from i'age 21-

platform to embrace His
coach, Stefan Achim.

Yoshiyuki Matsuoka of

Japan took the gold medal
in the 143-pound weight
cl^ss of the Olympic judo
tournament Sunday,
defeating Korea's Jung-Oh
Hwang with a yuko (near-

pin).

Hwang took the silver.

Marc Alexandre of
France beat Britain's
Stephen Gawthorpe and
Josef Reiter of Austria
defeated Italy's Sandro
Rosati to win the two
bronze medals in the class.

Italy won the gold medal
in the 100 kilometers (62
miles) Team Time Trial
Sunday — the concluding
event of Olympic cychng:

Italy was clocked in one
hour, 58 minutes and 28 se-

conds, the fastest time ever
recorded for that distance
in Olympic history.

Switzerland won the
stiver and the United States
won the bronze.

Italy won the Olympic
gold medal in the men's
team foil competition Sun-
day night, defeating West
Germany 8-7.

West Germany received
the silver. France earned
the bronze with a 9-3 vic-
tory over Austria.

BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH SPECIAL

**Henrik Ibsen is a re-

former who calls you to

crawl with him into a

sewer, merely to see and
breath its feculence."

— 'Neu' York Tribune critic

William Winter, 1886

"If you want to get even
with a producer, talk him
into doing a revival of
Ibsen."

— Moss Hart

*^W4thvB\k^U€LA ^tudiem or facufty ID

GO ON A SPREE
4^
FOR $398

TM

Jd—t tor commmingl^—I-

and from work or

school Easy to ode

DiiKnosjs and Treatment of Multiple

Personality

Woriing »ilh the Homosexual ( lienl

Social Bases of Behavior

Social Bases of Beha>ior (2)

-J»«cial Bases of Behavior (3)

R Solomon, PhD

T Oleson. PhD

B Weiss, PhD

B Weiss, PhD

B Weiss. PhD

9 00-5 OOpm
y 00-5 OOpm

Dec 8

Dec 9

Prenatal and Postnatal Implications in

Psychoanalytical Thougbl

W Erwin. PhD

Continuing Education Classes

We
use

PAPER
for a Good Look

Spfd«"

•>?'*??

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 4M-7191

( Cil has been approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing educalic
for psychologists APA approval is limited to organisations and does not imply endorsement of
individual o(Terings.

9 00-5 OOpm Sept 9 Shorts Ptyckowgy sim PvrfoiBncc
EakanceoMnl

A. Brovar. MD
T Oleson. PhD

1301 Westwood BlvcLz
(2 Blocks South of Wilshlre)

477-0559
Men.- Sat 8-8, Sun. 10-6
Credit Cards Welcome

ry

6 00- 10 OOpm
9 00-5 OOpm

Nov 9

Nov 10

DwMUk Vi«leacc M. Gerson. PhD

<t'

(lasses are held m West Los Angeles. Orange County
(iroup Theory and Practice is offered ev^ry night of the week at the West Los Angeles location
Individual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy, Dissertation Study, and Internships
are available by-arrangement
The ( alifornia Graduate Institute hasJ|een approved by the Superintendent oT Public Initruction,
-Suu ofC aliforn ia . Educa t ion God« 9OI0{b> lo award ^fA and PhD degrees tn Psychology

—
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MF(C licenses in the State of California. I

Non-profit, federal and stale laK exempt, non discriminatory in selecting students and personnel.

For addiUoHat informatioH or a catalogue, please contact:

California Graduate Institute
School ofProfessional Psycholoio/ Celcbratinf 16. years of conlinuout operation as the first

independent graduate school of ps](chology ifTIhe nation.
'

(213) 208-4240
'x*—

:

1100 Glendon Avenue, llth Floor

West Los Angeles California 90024

Save Up To $3.00
t)n Film Developing &

Printing

Jb Exp Roll $3.00 off
24 Exp Roll $2.00 off
12 Exp Roll $1.00 off

Offer Good With C-4 1,

110, and 126 35mm
Color Print Film '

2 For the Price of 1
Get 2 Prints of each photo

.when you bring in a roll for
developing and printing

Offer Good With C-4 1,
1 10. and 126 35mm Color

Print Film

One Coupon Per Roll

Not Valid With Other Coupons I JNot Valid With Other Coupons

nuarmmn

Out K4 B*e Lcxk ij ^ rw# inch longer • Ihan othtr U"
lock?

^'

—

Tt\M half inch provtcJes immeasufatxe pase of use for mow
cycl»«s. tuA because yoof secunry needj often vary, to do our
lock iae%

Kryptorme offers eigm dtfTerent K4 locki. from our new
MINrrM(3 )(5-)« toourguntXL {TV} x 14 )

•

Protection by the inch « wfwi keeps Kryifltxwe mln a
head of the rett

•Insrtr shacMp rtimensions

IfRYPTnUITP
mmHmmnnmtnm

Kryptoffiu Bile* Lock Corp. Boston MA

^S'^r^BBFu euuuu Wniiim"Rabkin. Re^teW lEdicor

Robert. Remstein. Assisunc Review Editor

RECORDS

THE JACKSONS: A Pyrrhic *Victory* J>

The Jacksons: (left to Hght) Jermaine, Tito, Marlon, Michael, Randy, and Jackie

By Kent Andrade

The Jacksons: Victoty; Epic Records.
No matter how loud you play the

latest Jacksons' album, it never
limounts ^ more tkan background
music. In fact, the only startling thing

about this record is that it*s as puf-

fed-up and inconsequential as a

Twinkie. Even after a dozen listens,

only two songs can be recalled by ti-

tle. Almost every track here quickly
blurs into languid dance-drone.

Circumstance should carry part of

the burden of blame for this resoun-
ding anti-climax. The hype that ac-

companies the brothers' tour and the
artistic and commercial muscle of
Michael's Thriller meant unduly high
expectations for this release. Devoid of

circumstantial problems, however, this

record would still be an aural Sominex
tablet.

Ungodly amounts of luster went in-

to this record. Gobs of polish make
Victory so palatable as to be
downright indigestable. Its a good
idea to steer clear of any effort that

features David Paich and Steve Picaro
(both of Toto), but here that rule of
thumb becomes an urgent exhortation.
The somnolent power of their stupify-
ingly synthetic production and their
decidedly unfunky arrangements make
the music herein suitable only for that
ever-popular pastime of sloth-wat-
ching. Even if you never liked his

overly busy production. Victory will
have you missing Quincy Jones'
helmsmanship, if for no other reason
than he knows funk is a matter of

equal parts of groove and guts.

Which isn't to say that The Jacksons
were sunk by their collaborators. Giv-
ing Tito and Marlon a free hand on
their own respective cuts is significant-
ly less than admirable, even if it is

well-intentioned. Both can neither sing
nor write with -either the talent or the
conviction to overcome the obvious
dearth thereof. Tito's "We Can
Change the World" (Yes, that's really

the title.) could make even Donovan
dash for cover.

Michael is responsible for both the
Continued on Page 24

mKiYPnmn
—mnuMdr-
JOlMKiEfS.
The Krypfonite K4 keeps your bike safe and

keeps It kx)king like new
Thick, full vinyl sheathing and no bare metal pro-

trusions protect your bike's finish from damage
while out patented double-lockinq design protects

-VQut-tukeiromifaeft '.. ..^ _ _

Even our carrying brackets are fully vinyl<oated
The safer you keep your bike, the rrxjre we keep

your confidence

KRYPTONITE
. mmmumnnmerm

Kryptonitc Bik* Lock Corp. Boston MA
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COMPANY WEST

tAio^ tyofvo/ia^i^ Hiewei^

100's of Fine 14k Gold Jewelry Items at Wholesale Prices.

icwc?ii y,

Bracelets, Chains, Necklaces, Olympic Items.— Largest Selection of Watches—-
^ 10% Discount for Student, Faculty, or Employee with UCLA I.D.

1 065 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VILLAGE • 208-8404
A4ajor Credit Cards special Olympic hours: Mon.-Fri.i0:30a.m.-6 p.m.. $at.io:30a.m.-ii p.m.. Sun. 2 p.m.-ii:0O p.m. Validated Parking with Purchase

STAM BILCHIK

CARPETS /FLOORING

1 1925 Ventura Blvd.

Studio City, CA—.' 91604
(213)506-6757

VINYL
WOOD
DRAPERY

aPHOLSTERY

RlChafd BIldilK

m

Nikon
-^•1

•• #y

It's the easiest-to-use and easidst-to-own Nikon ever! Gives you
superb exposures automatically — just focus and shoot. Alerts

you with exclusive Sonic visual ancj audible signals when condi-

tions are beyond best-exposure rahgg^ Adds even more excite-

ment with optional motor drive. Accepts^ famous Nikon system
lenses and accessories for all the great pictures you've been
wantina to take ... as sharp and colorfully as only Nikon can
make them. Never before has Nikon photography been so easy

/#• f

and so easy to afford. See It, try It yourself . . . come in today!

NIKON EM
Nikon 50mm fl2s>

Series E lens M29
Exp. 8/13/84

CAMERA & HI Fr ,

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.-LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
ONE BLOCK SOUTH OF UCLA IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE

HOURS: MQN..FRI, QanwTpin, SAT tom-Cpm, SUM IfnwSpm (?13) ?0ftift1fin

LIMlITEO
fipm
nriETO QUAI^rriES IN STOCK
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Formula 405.
Agirig is inevitable^ Vet^

—

why hurry the process?
• Dermatologists tests hiove
proven Formula 40S works.

• You'll see results within K) ctays—
fine lines orKJ dry skin will seem
to disoppeor.

• Formulo 46S will dromatkrally
contribute to heclttiy, youpger
looking skin.

Formula 40S— at any age your
skin will love it.

•ormuta

I MAOICAL MOItTUtlZltS
Enriched Face Cream is the fornnuka for

dryer skir« arxj outdoor acttvity Light
Textured Masturizer is ar>ew silky verskxi
ttxit penetrates iftttantty Mcxsturizirxj
LotJon is ttie atl-porpose protector for
rormal arxJ comblnatk>r« skira.

Now you contnd rennuta 40C kMouty producta
ol iMdktg drag cpnd dapoflnMnt slorM.

|50*0ff
on any Fomtula 40S Pioduct.

To get your refund serid proof of purcfxjse
(Front panel of PonrnHa 40§ box) &
register tape with store narT>e and prtee($)
paid drcted to DOAK PHARf^lACAL CO, NC
TOO Shames Drive. Wosttxiy, NY 11590

Name

Address

City Stat*. -Zlp-

Thi«">efund offer « imrted to 2 purchojes per
fomHy/oddreM Offef oood orty In the USA Oftef
vend where prohtxted Taxed or otherwtie restricted
by taw AJtow 6-8 weeks for refund. Duplteotei
foc*im«ei Of copJe* w« not be honored
otter expiret 9/30/84

Scientifically Formulated

jQr[n[ii!a40£
your skin wifftove it.

ONtHOUR PHOTO
SPECIAL OFFER

Buy any camera at our low prices and receive

$25.00 of Developing and Printing FREE!
Ctieck Our Low Prices:—

—

^ CANOfsTSURE^^HQT^ ^
$129.00

For your viewing pleasure, Michael Jacicson

Continued from Page 23
best and worst cuts here. "State of Shock" is the one ballsy track
on the LP. Michael and Mick Jagger (sounding more alive than
at anytime in the last five years) infuse into this song a moun-
tam of angst of such magnitude that it makes Ian Curtis look
like Burt Reynolds. Add to this wall of anxiety a funk riff that
ricochets off the walls, and crashes wildly about the room and-
you ve got the most tumultuous party single of the year After
lendmg an ear to this one, James Chance and Peter Wolf should
both stick their tails between their legs and gn hnm^

"Be Not Always", Michael's other track, isn't merely bad,
however, it s horrifying, featuring the worst rhyme scheme in
recent memory (hint: die, cry, sky). The maudlin arrangement
and saccharine-sweet strings are enough to make you long for
the nuclear war that Michael preaches against here. Don't ex-
pect another "She's Out of My Life"; "Ben" is what you're go-'mg to get.

/ 6

By Marc Weinberg. Staff Writer

• "t

Open 7 Days
telcome

11701 Wllshire Blvd
Comer of Barrington

Ned Diamond: Primitive; Columbia Records.H Neil Diam5iia"
IS anything like his music, he's a very dull guy. You could br-
ing him to parties and end them, he could replace Sominex as
the nation s number one sleeping aid. At a recent concert, hewas so dull, the seats walked out. And he could serve as the
latest Innovation in the death penalty.

Yes, there are a lot of things that Diamond can do if he's as
lifeless as his new album. Primitive. And talk about youiapropos titl^ - it describes the kind of audience this album is
apt to appeal to.

ti^^'u^'
Diamond hasn't always been this rotten. In the six-

ties, he was a hot young composer who knocked off several

r^tv- ^^ "T" '^?'"^'".g "Cherry, Cherry," "Brother Love'sTravelling Salvation Show," and "Vm A Believer."
^

«>«f„l r^r^ I t""^"
*''^* Diamond, having found a suc-9^tu formula, refuses to grow as a recording artist. Subse-

C^' '"f/'°"8*
have grown increasingly familiar (i.e. redun,

««r« «rP 'hif^ ''^.!^'v""f"
"°'^' ^^'' d°^nright unbearable. Hissongs are best suited to elevators.

frnL*'^fh'"!*''"^u''*P''^",*^ °" Primitive sounds no differenttrorn the tunes he recorded fourteen years ago There are the

"mI^T°'^ w"t^ ^"7"'" ^^°"'«^-" "Sleep mtk, Me Ton ghtMy Time With Yn^f*\ or.^ ,u^ ui^-^ 1 i
^

. i
"^ V

expression -r-
,

*) and tho bland — yuu should pa rdon th^
rockers, ("Fire On The Tracks," "Crazy") that

Continued on Page 25
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Meil Dianiond:^zz=-
t^ontinued from Page 24 —~

—

^^^—:

always populate his albums. To be fair, the ballads are attrac

'ableTither*''
^^ ^^ *"'*'' ^"* ^^'^" ^^^>'^^ "«* "^^'^«'

Only the most devoted Neil Diamond fans should purchase
Primitiv^. everyone else will find that even if vou onlv have one
of his albums, you ve already heard everything here.

'

Save vour
money. . '

. . .

.->

By Rodrigo Flores

Special AKA: In The Studio; Chrysalis Records. It stn^nis like
forever ago when two-tone bands burst into the collective con-
sciousness with infectious, dance-oriented ska. The message of
fun, intelligence and happiness inherent in the music of tho.
Specials,*^ the Selecter, the English Beat, and Madness was one
of the major reasons why a whole generation of American and
British VQuth adopted the Jamaican-inspired, British-i)erspired
music.

The unity of black and white into a common style seems to
-have inspired a w^^ new "Med ' revfv^l

( true Mock vvtn^nv
it. Stax sound in 78? Sure, we believe vou),. although earlier
tours of the Specials with the Clash in both England and
America, opened the music to the then punk/new wave genera-
tion. Of course, like any ambitious project, especiallv one that
pretends to transcend a pop disposability and seeks to create a
tife?;tyie with its own morality, styleTetc.Vahv TaiTures seenT
that much more awesome.
Thus, when two years later, these bands had problems be-

tween themselves, in themselves, and with their record labels,
and when the initially favorable press turned against them, ac-
cu«;ing them of revivalism, a few took a creative or physical
dive.

In other words the press needed a new fashion to write
about.

This, coupled with a consistent lack of airplay in the States
(despite continuous chart successes in England), would have
taken the air out of most bands, and, in this case, it nearly did.
The Selecter succumbed because their introspective politics

pre\ ented tKe development of any following. in America. The
Specials, the best of the bunch, succumbed due to their own
pohtical problems after two albums and a rash of great singles
and KPs. Madness remains, as they were destined to, due to
their hghtness and nutty image, but are disavowed now by their
earlier fans, who feel they are too commercial. The English
Beat, the only other band to measure up to the Specials, suc-
cumbed recently to, well, greed — not wanting to split the take
evenly an\ more. Bad Manners remains an embarrassment
among the corpses.

But- this is not a shprt story of 2-tone music, but rather of a
survivor with vision. While we have yet to see a General Public

(e.\-En^lish Beat plus ex-Clash), and the Fun Boy Three are no
more, the least likely of pop .stars has finally, after three years,

put out an album (his first) that will quiet cynics forever.

Meet Jerry Dammers, the Special AKA.
Blamed by fellow band members of trying to control and take

o\er the Specials (he was the keyboardi.st), he was blamed for

the split of the band. The new album proves he did just that.

In the Studio sounds like the great, lost. Specials third album,
or at least how it should have sounded. Every song revels in a

di.sjointed industrialized sound akin to machines with soul, with
a good dose of what the Specials used to sound like thrown on
top, so that the resulting sound is that of evolved Specials. Or
not. *

The mood is all over the place, with heavy-heavy political

lyrics such as the hit "Free Nelson Mandela," an infectious mix
of gospel, African high-life, and rock, with the bottom
dissonance of Dammers keyboards. The song is basically a call

(not call and response) to free jailed South African black leader

Nelson Mandela, who's been in prison for over a decade. The
obvious criticisms to this song are; what good is a song going to

^, and this is just using an obvious example of injustice to cap-
*

italize on it (hip- politics). On the other hand, so many people

who didn't know who Mandela was before the song now do and
are aware of South Africa's lingering racist policies. Music as

political expression.
You judge, you roll the dice, Kemo-sabe.—Ihe-next^engr "War Crimes^," tlie best tifack-on the alburn^ is

more representative of the Special AKA's approach to his music.

Here,, a mechanical (but no machine is used) drum beat pro-

vides a cushion for Dammers' organ to hide and seek among the

guitars only to resurface with a violin at its side. This song

araws a parallel between the massacre of Palestinians in Beirut

and the genocide of Jews in Europe and ends viith "The

•numbers are different, but the Crime is Still the Same." —

—

"Racist Friend," is more of a typical reggae number, with a

call to stop your so-called friends who are racists. "Alcohol, is

another mood piece sung by Rhoda Dakar about the most

common of addictions, alcoholism. "Break Down the Door, ' the

last song on side two, is a gospel -inspired, 70's soul-stimng call

to break down the door; very similar to the Style Councils

works better live tlxan in^rength of Your^Nature," it probably
the studio. ,

, t^ , 1 u
Side one starts with "Bright Lights," which works real well

creating the urban mood the song requires as it tells the story ot

a small-town boy moving jnto the big city. The piano and the

horns clash and collide, creating the atmosphere of Hollywood

Boulevard on a Friday night, just as confusing, exditing, and

ultimately, scary. ,„ , ..kt- u* *k
The Lonely Crowd," "Housebound," and Night on the

Tiles," are the self-exam inatory looks at ones life of desperation

4 despair. where escapeis' only momentary ami .tvdt..,L^

Continued on Page 26
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LSAT
ISAT • MCAT • GRE

6RE PSYCH • GRE BIO
6MAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTCR
Test Preparation Specialists

SiiKe 193a
for infotm^tof*. Please C*H
Enctno: (213) 990-3340
Los AngelBS^West (213)202-1924
Centra] City (213) 268-2683
Orange Coonty (714) 731-3059

i.*..«.»jiL«.«t.«c«:*T<
.f^22SS22^E!g:!£^>>>^*>v<<<*>:<<o:<o:<o^^^^

TIRED OF TWEEZING
BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?

for as little as '

$12.00
Have it removed permor^ently - by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
1410 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday

V

»»»»»»»?' .•.•.»»»»»r*>Ti :•:•••-•-•:•-•••-•:•»:••--••••••«-••.••••>:,»>:,-,»-,-,-,.,.•..•:

STR-VX550 Receiver

90$249 Remote
Optional

TC-FX45 Dolby Cassette Deck

n5990

T-\

Eureka
2061 50% Extra

Suction Power
' 6.5 amp—

—

n0590

APPUANCES • FURNITURE • VCRs • CAR STEREO
WATCHfS • HOME STEREO • MICROWAVE OVENS
AIR CONDITIONERS • PATIO & OFFICE FURNITURE
TELEVISION • MINI BLINDS •CARPETING • LAMPS

BUILMN's • BBQ's • MATTRESSES • VACUUMS

O
«REAf
PLACE

w?^«

Quantity limited. Mercfxandtse
sut>fect to stock on hand. Prices
in effect thru August 1 1th.

Perry J. Truman Co.
West Los Angeles

t0829 Santa Mon ica Bl.

PERRY I. TRUMAN CI)

Los Angeles, CA 90025
(213)474-2548/879-0747

HoursiT-Th. 10:00-5:30
Fri. 10:00-8:30

^ Sot. 10:00-5:30

>.

.._./
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COUPON^
SIT DOWN,
RELAX-,

...READ THE
DAILY BRUIN

Special AKA

JOIN THE ELITE
Thu iiiiMf standaro

ot molo' ^cooler

lechnoloqy and
convenience

'

o

o
o
Across from Lot 1

^••••COUPON»«««

discount on any Giant Sepi's ^
Submarine Sandwich z

10968 LeConte •

.•••••••••••COUPON ••••••• 6e>25 SANTA MONICA BLVD ' PHONE (213) 466-7191

Continued fronr Pa>);C 25 —
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"

eternal. Of the three, "The LoneK' Crowd" is the best, with
whiny tones j^liding over a faraway beat. The character talks to

himself, to someone else, unsure if the other hears him — at the

disco "there's nothing going on and on." The chorus has a mu-
tant disco- noise break in it worthy of TO and early Echo and
the BunnymenT "' ^

~~

The album as a whole is uneven, having been produced by
several people, the songs written by different people with
Dammers, and the songs sung by Stan Campbell, Rhoda Dakar
and Jerry Hammers as well as several other background vocal-

ists. Thus In the ^Studio lacks the unity of a band, or the force

of a group, but it has plenty of vision and intelligence to go
around.

ignorance is never out of style. It was in

fashion yesterday, it is the rage today, and it

will set the pace tonnorrow.
—Franklin K. Dane

ru vim}

classified
NNOUNCEMENTS m Mssm

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
• 1 $ word* or let!

• I day. I S words or l«tt $J.30
• Each additional word p«r day 22<
• $ day», 1$ word« or let* SI 2.00
• (contecutiv* and nonrafundabic)
• Each additional word §A(

~ "DeaSTifwr '
'.

A Class Lin*.

^ I worhing day m advance by Ipm
Class Display".

^ • 2 working days in advance by 4pm
• Offic* Location 112KN

• Clattified Hour*: »a.m. to 4p.m.
• Monday through Friday 825*2221

^ ine mar>ag«m«nt r«»«rv*t th« tigM to
^ chorto*. r«classltv. r»vl««. or r«)«ct
• any clattUlmd advmrUtmnfnt nolmmmting th* stonctordt ot fh* Oolfv• Bruin.

Earn a
College Degree
Off-Campus

/Vtarvwood Colleg<?
Scranton, Pa., offers

"^

i[i4AI:M!l

SUBJECTS NEEDED.

lim-Ml

12
M

m\\i9MU]}m!\

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings
_12;t0.l;20. MomJays. Moore Han 305"
VVednesdays Neuropsychiatnc Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

A full, external degree program
through self-study and two.
two-week residencies.

• Enroll whenever you are ready

• Receive credit for related
work experience

• Study at your own pace
• Use the free "dial-a-question"

• Graduate with a bachelor of
science degree in accounting
or business adnninistration
from a regionally accredited
institution

Designed for adults 21 years
of age and older who reside
50 miles or more from Scranton.

PHONE 717-348-6234

Off-Campus Degree Program
Marywood College Admissions Office
Scranton. PA 18509

Send more information to;

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Cnmpt^n^^.

DRIVING school is looking for college
students to work full-time We will tram you
to teach driver's education and training
Call Mitch or Mario at 881-1594

EXCELLENT income for part time home
assembly work For info call 504-641-8003
ext 8737

HELP WANTED,

WANTED Household help, full-time. Room
and board, good pay Beverly Hills home
live-in References requited Call Bea or
Leonard. 213-273-2433. mornings

tion provided Call 825-8583.

Name.

Address

City State

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to
participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis This
includes women who have never been
treated and those whp have failed the
standard forms of therapy Call 825-7755

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES

PREGNANCY 20-B

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

EXCELLENT opportunity for ambitious.
sinrfire rareer mmdad -mdiv iduolo N«§M^
sales positions Le Sportsac. 914
Westwood Blvd 208-8822 See Cyndi •

FILE CLERK Westwood Law Firm has
opening for part-time file clerk Light typing
and responsible attitude required Call
Tracy 478-2541 after 2pm
GENERAL OFFICE^-lntelligent. friendly,
hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA degree, GPA 3 5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical. top dental For bright,
hard-working people we re the best place
around 213-827-5000

Adminisfraflve Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepefs

O'DAY EMPLOYMENT
call 394-3215 or 393-6865

An AA/EO Institution

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM BRENT-
WOOD NEEDS PART-TIME WORKERS
CALL RICHARD, 820-1666.

Customer service Santa Monica based
computer software Corporation has two
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator The ideal can-
didates should have, good communication
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision For more information contact
Mary in recruitment at 450-2424 extension
373

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degree. GPA 3 5. high SAT or GRE
scores required Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in
MDR business park Blue Cross Medical,
top dental: For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around (213)827-
5000

SPERM Donors Needed Caucasian.
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or brown
hair-blue eyes. Call F G E. Medical
Clinic -820-3723. 820-0377.

THE Wurst Hot Dog Restaurant needs
part-time counterhelp 824-9597.
Valet parking $5 00 an hour. Prime Marina
Del Rey restaurant Call M-F 9-3
(213)723-8459

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED .30-A

ALCOHOLICS ANONYI^OUS
Meetings: Mondays. Moore Hall
305. 12:10-1:20, Wednesdays.
Neuropsychlotric Institute 68-236!
12:10-1:20 For alcoholics or irv
dividuals who tvy^e a drinking
problem. 825-0644 or 933-3476

GOOD DEALS

INSURANCE War! Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't . warit your business
Sports-<iars. multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361

OLYMPIC PINS! Sponsor pins! Team pins.
China. Israel, etc. Tremendous selection'
Larry 470-1 903 leave message

UMML lU-A

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-6158.

MOVING to New England September 1st.

Would you like to join me? Leaving sun-
shine, smog, surfers, arid superficial peo-
ple Interested in someone sincere.
honest, caring, compatible, and believes
that thoughts and love bind two people.
Am 32. gay, male physician. Hassan P.O.
Box 49031 Brentwood LA.. CA. 90049.
World Renowned Psychic Judy Hevenly
Olympic Special. Top Celebrity Clientele
Once in a lifetime opportunity. Offices in
Westwood and Van Nuys (213)871-8054
and (818)997-3755

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.
$l400/month. with excellent raises Re-
quirements: BA degree, GPA 3.5plus.
good SAT scores Great office environ-
ment In MDR business park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental. For bright, har'd-work-
ing people were the best place around
213-827-5000.

DRIVERS: Commission equals $5-$8/hour.
Flexible hours Economy vehicle, in-
surance and neat appearance a must
Knowledge of Southern California area
helpful. Contact Jim at Universal Courier
473-6563

Aerobic instructor needed M-W-F noon

"S;?-r^*''^i"'"*®*
$fi-Sl O-f>Our. Beverly H.IU

YMCA Randy 553-073 1 .
-" /

AU Pair. 2-children. Drive. English-speak-
ing^ Uv«4rv 1^ m+nutes UCi^ Privale
room $20g/month. 825-3064 «;«^Q-ftQev

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tuniti.es for intelligent, conscientous
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
expenence required, typing skills a plus
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established. fast-gAwing
company in MDR business park/siue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 21 3-827-5000.

'OB OPPORTUNITIES. .32-D

WQRtLtof Women'*, aigmfc. NOW 'PoWical-
Action Committee Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
293Z. L-^^._ I

^°

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm is seeking
on articulate, bright,
energetic, rfeceptionist to
work Mon.-Friday 3pm-6pm.
Call Paula. 273-0904.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-
lege people ( students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance
716-0224

PERSONAL 10-,

|TV COMMERCIAL CLASS,ES!

^!S

POLITICAL 11-A

CED

ir

• Teens. Adults, Children

Taught by CASTING DIR Carol
Soskin. Joan Simmons. CLIO Award
Winner Michael Cutt. etc. •

* Beg & Adv Classes/Video Facilities,

* NEW- theatrical scene study class

• FREE Introductory class
Call 818/905-1003

159?R Ventura Blvd. <i(207 Encin(

Get invovled
Ttie Campaign for Economic Democracy has a simple

goal; to get people Involved In the basic decisions ttiat af-
fect their lives. CED lobbies, organizes, and does research
apouf the issues of toxic Waste, womens' rlgtitsrCenTrdr
American policy and safe and affordable energy
We go to the root of the issue; we work to elect sound

progressive candidates to state and local office by
educating people on the issues and showing them iustwhat their vote can do.
We are growing, and we are looking for articulate

politically minded people for work in our outreach project
Training provided. Summer and Fall time
$8.500-$12:000/yr.

^'

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-
time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour-
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week. Own" car. Filing er-
rands, must type. Bookkeeping trainee '$5/
hour.476-1 595/ 476-0025. - 1-
MALE and female models wanted for free
prdfessipnal haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther. 474-8298

MESSENGERS. Westwood Law Firm has
openings for part-time messengers Must
be dependable, have own car and gooddnving record. Call Tracy 478-2541 after

stop the arms race SANE, the nation s

n?*!?rT"
uryamMlion. ,s currerniyThir-

ing for Its community outreach program
Summer, and year round positions
available. Call 392-3074. ,

Mus.iiions

?e7I^^
assistant for West Hollywood Real

fnTL ""^ .^"""^ °"**=« appearane. typ-ng (45wpm-plus) and phopes $5 50/hour
15-20 hoursMeek Contact Suzy 278-1385.

'

Pan-time medical receptionist wanted No

82^59^
"^^^^^^^ ^«" D' G*'man

ENTERTAINMENT

DINING GUIDE...
.41-E

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

COLD
NEDAL

BREAKFAST
ut

3930707-AsK fMi CI il ls.
'•

f
SAlFS- AdMen iomg saiws. pays hiohCOmmissnn P,.ii.; _ *^'* ""9"commission Full-time work w^ h Zr
?£^l°2!!2SLCalM:80a272-4553.

-'ntexnalionuC Cafe

801 HMgard Ave, LA.
August 1-12

7:00-9:00a.m.
$5.50

entree, eggs any style,

specialty croissants;
pastries, orange^ tomato
or. grapefruit juice ^ cof-
fee, tea, or^Sanka

OUSING

«PTS7^FiJRN!SHED...-„ .50^1

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt. $400.00 to

$1200.00 month. 633 Gayley Ave. #9.

tel_(2 13)208-5920

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished

single one-bedroom. Utilities included.

Manager. 644 Landfair #202. 208-1837.

l-bedroom furnished $600 up. Parking.

Fall rentals. Lease. Available now. 1387

1^ idvale. 1 1097 Strathmore. 454-821

1

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.

14 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets 474-2260.

Modem Security Building

Across from UCLA
$600 and up. Furnished

and unfurnished. Singles

and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher^
>ncntioning, parking,

laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-6PM Monday through

Sunday
824-0836 V--

PTS. UNFURNISHED 52-,

LARGE studio, small room tor oed. sepa-

rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator Utilities in-

cluded $550/month Walking distance to

UCLA 276-1446

Pacific Palisades private studio apartment.

Great location, ideal for graduate student,

rton-smoker $450 Includes utilities Mrs.

Sheldon 394-01 15 or 454-2829.

Westwood Village $750 Large 1 -bedroom,

dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-

ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean

parking. 691 Levering Ave 208-3647

Westwood Village $1200 Large 2-

bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, built-in

idtchen. fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking

691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

WESTWOOD: 1 -bedroom, fireplace, pool,

secure parking Walk to UCLA $775
Available Aug 20 208-2584(evenings).

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex
Resident manager needed for small. 3 unit

complex. Stove, refrigerator, utilities n^-

cluded Close to UCLA $370/month M-F
462-2 1 64_

WLA apartment for rent. Newly decoratec

one-bedroom upper, stove, refrigerator,

drapes, balcony. $650 826-6106
900am-8 00om

'ACATION RENTALS 53-F

TAOS Ski Valley, NM Luxury Con-
.dominjums in secluded Rocky Mountatns.
for 3 couples or family of 6 $300 per
week (505)776-8648.

Walk to UCLA Daily rental private room,
private bath, kitchen, $1 5-day 633 Gayley
Ave lel(2 13)208-5920

Please Note:

The Bruin is not responsible—for^jninor typographical
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.
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Share cute ResedrHouse w-prof female

Zirtt^^''"^ ^""^ Gdner-washer-dC
[jgg!j;!!nLAvail..9/15. $300-1^2^345.«^ftiJ

Hk m°"'^
""^"'"^ O^" 'OO'^/bath

wasr.er/dryer. $350/month plus utilities'
Available 9/1 822-6815-after6Vpm

'ssssE^msmi^Km NSURANCEr. ................... OI-IBTRAVEl

m I

ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA, $139 950
2-bedrm in prime WLA $159,950 GreatWLA location. North of Olympic fixer 3
plus 1.$189,000 Please contact George
Christopoulos

. agent for Jon Douglas
822-2460.478-9741 ^

WESTWOOD-CLassic Spanish"!
'

bedrooms Magnificent Master-suite
Jacu22i-tub Diningroom Beam-ceilings 2
baths Character! $219,500. Wynn 477-
7001. '

I,

BEVERLY Hills_5ooL^kilchea-pfiv4ege6,
nsea^car Grad student preferred $325/
utilities included, leave message 783-
5151

Female Beautiful, private furnished room
$180. Utilities paid Need light; babysitting
Close to UCLA. 475-9041

.

Female own room, own bathroom Kitchen
privileges 12-block from beach 10 mm
busride-UCLA. $285 including utilities^om a- i«^.ftA '^9A-^^55 ^-

ONE paneled bedroom, beautiful view
Bath Seperate entrance New carpet and
drapes Call after 5:00pm, before 10:00pm
933-7031 Prefer graduate student

Room and bath in private home. Brent-
wood. Limited cooking privileges. Mature
individual Male-Female $300 (213)472-
4744.

$185 plus utilities, Cozy room Quiet
house, kitchen, washer/dryer WLA Pico/
Robertson 839-251 1 message

ROOMMATES 65-

Roommate needed 2-bedrm, 1-bath Secu-
rity, pool. Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from
beach $350/month. (213)827-5309 7pm-
11pm.

'%oin|f>lt||c

• Ptx)tos orxj rof'$ on all clients
• 1 3 yrs of repeat clients

20% Discount to students and staff with od

^»

AT WESTWOOD

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Ni^ht v;ilot piirkin^, SccurcJ-

building, Lush lnndsc;ipinn,

Conlercncc room, Media
Oturr , Fitnois C .'vntcr, Pool,

^/tf2^^
INScmANCE PROKERA Gf

WHYtWrMORE...
For Auto/Motorcyles
No Insurance/Cancelled
502's

Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

Suspended Lcense
Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213 6632281

RAVEL 105-J

DISCOUNT Courier flights to N Y.JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip, Chioago -$250 00
roundtnp Call Diane. 213-671-8686

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii Mex-
ico, and Europe Call 479-2657

RAVEL TICKETS FOR SALE. .106-J

1 one-way plane ticket. SanFrancisco to
Boston, $200/offer, good thru 8/10 213-
829-0852.415-776-1997

fviubi ben /-^ AMU Hambier. automatic,
air, radio. 4 new tires, clean $800 nego-
tiable 208-2984

FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1

"67 Mustang Rebuilt 302 Completely
restored All stock Automatic AyC blue
$3000 obo 21 3-824-0436

11Q-K

YAMAHA SCOOTER HIVA 50cc BHANU
NEW, 1000 MILES ONLY $550 479-1607

1978 VESPA P200 scooter, good condi-
tion, new tires, rack, backrest, windshield
$950/obo 470-9435

•>\\i

1440VHTLRAN A\'L\rH
BLOCKS FROM

>X'FSTWOOD\'lLLACiK
:^/477-247^

ENNIS .80-G

MAKING a comeback? Or just starting out,
I have the expertise and enthusiasm to

resurrect your game Private court. Tony
470-3006

INSURANCE .91-

CALL us last because we II beat anyone's
prices ,or don't want your business'
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request 'Brum Program"
880-4407/880-4361

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program

-^ • HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

11941 WUshire Blvd.. Suite #3
2 bloclcs west of San Diego Freeway

MOVERS 94-1

2444 Wilthir*
Monica. 453-1861

Ivd. Santa q

=oooJ

ECONOMY-MOVING .

Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced. Cail anytime.
392-1 T08 -

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers Free estimates Experience and

reliable. Jerrv2 13-39 1-5657

FRENCH/Spanish/English tutor with
multicultural background Extensive
teaching experience Negotiable rates
Yves 651-0509/376-8680

.

MEMORY-TRAINING "Chifdren" Guaran-
feed results Nationally recognized
Multiplication. Division, Addition. Subtrac-
tion. .Phonics. Spelling. Reading Com-
prehension 208-4063-Margaret

UTORING NEEDED. .99-1

PTS. TO SHARE 54-F

Apt. to share with grad or professional 2-

bedroom. 2-bath in Westwood. Furnished.
Security. Parking. Pool. Near park and 4
buslines to UCIJV. $460. Diane 470-2747-
w, 473-2533-h.

NEED roommate for 2-bedroom apt. in

Marina area. Pool, sauna. $251/month.
Must like cats. Prefer female. 213-823-
.Q275, message. _ *

NEED Roommate for 2-bedroom apt-
Palms. Pool. Available 9/1. $385 plus $200
deposit. 213-2021273 eves.

OPEN minded, mature male to share
beautiful 3-br townhome. WLA; Cable,
fireplace, microwave. Jacuzzi, security. Call
Marc/Harry 207-0342. evenings. Rent:
$430.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath Fox Hills apt. with UCUX senior.

Pool, tennis, security-parking. $397.50.
410-9182.

Second or third year Law Student needed
for tutoring first year law student $10/
hour Begin in Sept 395-6255

Bedroom set cost $1200 Sacniice $450
Dining room set $695 Htde-a-bed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall
unit $150 Mattress and boxspnng $150
Dinette set $150 Brass headlxiard $150
Recliner $195 Leather sofa $795. En-
cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600 Sacrifice
$160 Itetr^s never used 393-2338

Furniture-moving salel Nice furniture, must
sell Bed, couch, chairs, etc. Call 477-
5236

YPING 100-1

Check Cashing

Monday-Friday 9:00am-4:00pm

140 Kerchkoff Hall

Begufar checks - .25-

Post-dated checks-^0

ACCURATE typist/transcriber WLA Low
rates Rushes welcome Marian 391-3622.

7 days

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-

cessing, Xerox 860 Dissertations,

repetitive letters, transcription, etc Linda,

204-0947. ' ^
BJ'S Word processing Accurate, depen-

dable, fast turn-around Dissertations,

• • * MATTRESS * *
*

All new hotels sets guaranteed!

TWIN SET $58 FULL Sf T $68
QUEEN SET $88 KINO SET $98
New 5 piece bedroom set $118
New full size sleepei >139

New sofa and love seat $159
Oak finish coffee fabler $20
end tables $15. lamps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

*UCLA photo I.D. and current registration card

"required to cash checks. ——

—

*Retain Spring registration card for check

cashing service during summer.

theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc

Bobbie. 3902207.

LETTER Perfect Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable

rates. AU work guaranteed. Mid-WUshireAU
location 935-5570

SUBLET. 66-F
COVERS 94-1

TURNISHEO 1 -bedroom apt in Beverty

Hills. $650/month. 1 year. Call 12-1pm. 7-

10pm, 276-4333.

Sublet MidAugust-MidSeptember. Charm-

ing Spanish House, 2 bedrooms. Fully fur-

njshed. NR campus. $950 00 825-7344.

473-0034.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored

on diskettes for fast, easy corrections,

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. MA. /1 5 years typing experience

Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA 477-8226. _

THE ALL-NATURAL SLEEP ALlEfJNATJVT

ioo%
conoN -

WHOaSAll TO
TMI COMMUNITY

FUTONS
3993506

R«p Von WInM*
Kifon Co

MISCELLANEOUS 128-'

LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio Call for appoint-
jnent. 393-8848

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 /ajiytime o
ocooooO

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.

Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-

per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms.

$210,000. 276-6536. (408)625-0212.

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-

bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible. garden courtyard, pool, security. Unique!
ctoan. Grad/professional. ^26 (uWrtieft, $244,00 . 270-0536 , (

4 6)626 0243
furn., pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-
5947.

SHARE with female. Own room. Available
Aug. 16. Near Santa Monica/Bundy.
$297.50 plus deposit. 207-9801

.

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible.

:^i.LiL^.,^^if itiLi TmH LLLL>^^^>i>i>>

Methods of Placincf a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
... ^ ,

2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)

3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus.Hours: M-F 9-4.

Our Classified window is right next t6 lh« Auk«imaii Olu-

dent Store. Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.
----

D.J. CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc

jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-j

9594. Reasonable rates.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE.
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSBRTA-

TIONS. 473-4 193

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic subjects. Professional, .confidential.

11 322 Idaho Ave.. #206. WLA. 477-8226

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-

lingual) also ioVing, regular
daycare. Ucerwed. Experienced.
Excellent refererK:es

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 a^m 81 Sonto Monteq

RUTH i208-5449. On campus. Theses,
dissertations. Library approved jist. Term
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing; term

papers, theses, dissertatiohs. languages
Help w/writing Long UCLX experience.
Virginia 278-0388,276-9471

.

One Dac^ li^pinq

•

•

•
•

and Word Processing
25% Student Discount

ijissertaiioni Ineses Resumes Appbcrj
iionj scnpis legoi slatisiicai tqua
'ions langiioges -^any ivP^slyl^'s

BUSH TYPING WHILE YOU WAIT!
SoeHioQ Editing fofetgn Student Help

Minutes I'orr) compos 'r> WiA

Special: Repelilive lettert tsc

•

•
-ir
•

398-0455 391-3385

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

i ' Typing/Word Processing \^ •Reports •Dissertations J

829-4908 i

• Resurnes •Scripts •Books
479-2747

Poperwortcshop
raveT537T72

'oper

*

f
ass

esTwooa biVd.

Ik- est. 28 years Jk-

BASICALLY
A GOOD IPEAr^
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

825-2221, 825-2222

F,9-4

> •^^"^•-^<- ..^JU -V-
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UCLA

Review: John Ison answers the burning
question, 'But What Will We Do About Bet-
fy7»' in his review of this sensitive play
about the sexual emergence of a retardei

"I
girt. Review begins on page 9.

Inside Sports: The Bruin's own Olympic track
preview begms on page 6, plus our photographic-

J .
$alute.jQ ^eat aympians of pa9t-ftnd present also
beginning on page 6.

MEET THE
ATHLETES!
They're here!! thousands of athletes - from Algeria to
Zimbabwe - are staying at UCLAs Olympic Village

When they arent training for the Games, they're out
exploring our Central Ptaza area and mingling with the
crowds. Keep your eyes open, and you're bound to
meet an Olympic competitor!

W,HERE?

DONT NEED
iUJiJbX

TOENJOY
OLYMPICS

UCLA's Olympic activity centers on the
campus' Central Ptaza. located at the end of
Westwood Boulevard where the street K
becomes a pedestrian mall.
The easiest way to travel to UCLA is to

use the RTD. Santa Monica, or Culver City
buses. All offer direct service to UCLA. If

you can't ride a bus, the best days to visit

UCLA are early on August 2 through 5;
Olympic competition on campus does not
begin until 5:30 pm during this period, and a
limited amount of parking is available .

'di

DISCOVER PIN TRADING!
You'll see lots of people wearing vests, shirts, and hats covered with colorful enamel pins. These
pin traders are busy exchanging Olympic pins representing different countries, events, and loca-
tions. Americans discovered tfiis favorite European pastime in Sarajevo, and you'll see athletes,
students, visitors and Olympic staffers building their collections in our Central Plaza. If you want
to join in, all you have to do is buy a few pins for yourself and wear them on your shirt. Watch for
someone wearing different pins, propose a trade, and see your collection grow!

V
E R. £
A^INSTA

-£

ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz musicians. Mimes, Magicians, Dance
Troupes and more appear on our Malnstage
across from Olympic Village "City Hall." You
never know what you'll findll Free entertaTrv"
mentis^schedufed^roltria^m toTO pm every
day. Relax and enjoy the festive atmosphere. It's

a great way to meet foreign visitors and
athletesi

There are plenty of restaurants
on^mpus^ offering everything
fr6ifrpl22irtolce~5eam

! Right
across from the Olynipic Village
City Hall i^ Ackerman Union.
On First Floor Ackerman is The
Treehouse, for Asian
specialties, pasta, grilled, sand-
wiches, subs, or a salad bar^
The Cooperage on A-LevcT
Ackerman features Mexican
food and made-to-order pizza.
Our own Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlor is located in the
Kerckhoff Coffee House, next
door to Ackerman. Wine and
beer plus nachos and other food
can be found at the Hungry
Tiger Cantina overlooking the
Mainstage. Or. you can munch
popcorn, Mrs. Field's coookies
and other treats on the Plaza!

>s-

iveDirs, posters, iiooks^,

and magazines can be found in the

UCLA boolcstore located in the Cen-

lral Plaza. We have Tn especfaTTy^

large collection of souvenir t-shlrts,

and our sportswear departments

carry brand names like Levi, Nike

and Asics Tiger. Take advantage of

our regular low prices and pick up^
memento of the '84 GamesI

Clip These
Cou
——^ " .^ E

PHOTOS
Take a picture of the fantastic facade
of the Olympic Village City Hall!
You don't even need a camera —
we'll loan you one free when you
buy Kodak film.

A80CLA STUDBMTS» STORE • 308 Weitwood Pintfa Aii|«lts, OA 900<4 • (Klg) B»8-7711
Optn 7 days a WMk

University of California. Los Angeles

'Nuclear Winter'

gains scientific,

political attention

By Sean McGoHougfr

The Nuclear Winter theory,
brought to light only 11 mon-
ths ago, has received great at-
tention not only in scientific

__circles but in the political
arena as well.

The theory, which predicts
that a nuclear war of a
relatively limited size could
bring winter-like conditions to
the entire globe, graced the
pages of the August issue of
Scientific American. Just
weeks ago. President Reagan
announced his intention to
commission a study on the
theory.

Dr. Richard Turco, a guest
lecturer for UCLA's at-
mospheric sciences depart-
ment, was a key force in
developing the theory and is

credited with coining the
phrase "Nuclear Winter."
Turco, famed astronomer Dr.
Carl Sagan and other col-
leagues formed a research
group in 1982 to define and
study the atmospheric effects
of nuclear, war. The group is

appropriately named
"TTAPS" after the last initials

of the group's five members.
At the heart of the" Nuclear

Winter theory is smoke. For
40 years, the life-threatening
aspects of a nuclear exchange
were believed to be the blasts

themselves and their after-
math — raging fires and
radioactive fallout. However,
the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
detonations proved that vast
fires are ignited by nuclear
blasts and burn uncontrollably
as the means to fight fires are
destroyed.

According to the TTAPS
theory, tremendous volumes of
-smoke would be released into
the atmosphere, blocking up
to 95 percent of the sunlight.

Smoke generatated from the

•Wednesday. Au^st 8, 1984

Ether gas buildup

causes explosion

in NPI laboratory

_^yy^*"^_^^m'Q*W|ABI^^^ In a land whern fa.sh ions and trends come and go^ tho one overloat ing
the Souttiem California image is the palm tree.

By Loel Solomon. City Editor

A buildup of v(^atile ether
fumes in a laboratoli|u'efrigera-
tor caused an explosioh on the
third'floor of UCLA's NeUTop:^-
sychiatric Institute Tuesday, Aug

According to Los Angeles
City Fire Department Public In-
formation Officer Vince
Marzo, the fumes escaped from
bags containing dead dogs
which were to be used for physi-
ology experiments. The speci-
mens were placed in the bag
with liquid ether "to put them
to sleep," Marzo said.

"They were using the ether
throughout the day for exper-
iments," he said. "Apparently
the bags don't seal that tight."

Marzo explained that the lab-
oratory's ventilation system pre-
vented the ether fumes, one to
two liters of which were re-

leased in the explosion, from
creating either a Hre or a public
health hazard. *

"There shouldn't have been
ether in there (the refrigerat-
or)," said Chemical Safety Asso-
ciate David Lingley to firemen
at the scene. "Apparently some-
one made a mistake."

But Lingley later qualified
earlier statement, saying, "Any-
time there is an accident, there
i5 something that shouldn't have
happened." —.

"It was a fairly minor iftcid-

ent," Lingley said, adding that
two workers inside the labora-
tory at the time ot (he mishap
escaped injury. Aside from the
refrigeYator and nearby cartT

burning of an urban area dif-

fers greatly from that
generated by the burning of
the natural environment.
Plastics, inorganic compounds,

^Continued on Page 4

^which were jarred by the explos-^

Continued on' Page 5

Staff salaries, benefits affected

AFSCME and UC reach agreement
By Allison Murad

T he University of
C a I i f rirl a a n d^Vh e
American Federation of
State, County and
Municipal Employees ap-
proved a two-year contract
affecting the salaries and
benefits of 28,000 UC ^i^aff

members in three system-
wide bargaining units.

Under the new contract,
employees in the clerical

and allied services units will

receive an across-the-board
8.5 percent salary increase.

works with female-
dominated job areas at UC
to equalize the salary dif-

ferential between men and
women and to improve
work conditions.

UC Public Information
Officer Lilia Villanueva
said the UC contract with
AFSCME is notable because
it IS the first collective
bargaining agreement be-
tween the university and
clerical and allied units of
the UCworkforce.
Villanueva explained that
prior to 1983, these groups

tween the UC and
AFSCME."
Rod riguez said the

UC Irvine employees were were awarded pay increases

overall result of negotia-
tions between UC and
AFSCME was positive,
though the battle for wage
increases and benefits began
last October, and the con-
tract remains unfinalized
seven months later.

"The UC Regents were
originally unprepared to
give us anything,"
Rodriguez said. "AFSCME
opened negotiations by
pushing for ' a 13 percent

awarded only a5 percent
raise because tne^ campus
medical center is in "bad
financial straits," AFSCME
spokesman Luis Rodriguez
said.

AFSCME, a nation-wide
organization which reprp-

7- ^^acnto 30,000 UC empluyees.

and benefits along with
other non-union employees
in the UC system.

"Last year, clerical and
allied units voted for
systemwide union repre-
sentation," Villanueva said.

"This is the first memoran-
dum of undeislaiidiiig be-

W4ge increase, and the
UC's first offer was just 2
percent.

Rodriguez said negotia-
tions will reopen Jan. 1,

1985 to establish a higher
increase for the patient care
unit at UC Irvine, and
AFSCME hopes to read-

Continued on Page 4

' /
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Dorm life made better-

by Cambridge 'bedders'

By Robert Dellavalle

>4VS9^

jiemsL Peter Pae. News Editor

Jean-Pierre Catlvieta, Assisunt News Editor

For
about

fuERES A SAMPLE

:

I VWtff DONbUCN-l

A FRATERNITY iN

^p^ 5^W^

H3»*'S VoOB

tAY PROFESSOR

ALLOW.

THE NoPTH

holidays on the coast of Eng-

the last eight years, 1^"^:, ^^* ^||^*^ never been a-

„.v... 80 students from the broad. Her daughter, however,

UC system have attended has been to Disney and. Once

Summer Session at Pembroke Janet explamed that one really

College, Cambridge. This needs a week to visit Disney-

summer, two-thirds of these land properly, to take it all m.

students are female, and the In Victonan times, there were

vast majority come from three persons assigned to each

UCLA and UC Berkeley. The staircase of rooms. The gyp

majority are also members of man who carried in the wood

a sorority or fraternity. fo''/" «[ **)« f^jes, the bedder.

Some fo the girls are so "gir- and the bedder s assistant, who

ly" that the college porters cleaned up, and took out the

have asked, in disbelief and night soil

amusement, if all American Since then electric heaters and

women aft like these. The nmning^aterhavestreamlined

porters, in charge of controll- ^^^ system eliminating two of

ing the mailroom, keys and the three jobs. Still young

grounds, can - at times - be women are never hired so as

terse. They have made several not to tempt the male students,

of the girls cry by employing Obviously the UCLA dorms

novel affectionate nicknames would run mto a great expense^

such as "Thunder Mouth," »^ students were given bedder

"Queen Bee" and "Medusa." service. However the benefit of

It's best to keep your words Continued on Page 5

to as few as possible with the

porters.

It's less painful instead to strike

up a conversation with your

bedder. In fact, should she catch

you in your room, your bed-

der will talk to you.

A bedder comes to your

.room in the late morning. She

will make your bed, empty
your wastebasket, clean your

sink and "Hoover" your floor.

Your bedder is not a maid, at

least you are not to call her a

maid. This would be very bad
for relations.

My bedder, Janet, takes her

Placement Center study of 1983

outlines grads' job opportunities

K-^V.

mc^D^ dally bruin
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By Christina Skacan
Staff Writer

Twenty-six percent of
UCLA students who gradu-
ated in June 1983 acquired
jobs in the administrative/
management business field,

according to a recent report
by the UCLA Placement and
Career Planning Center.
The report, entitled "The

Job Market for UCLA 1983
Graduates," ^analyzes post-
graduate employment experi-

—ences and opportunities, said
Report Coordinator Ruth
Parsell.

The UCLA Placement and
Career Planning Center mail-
ed surveys to approximately
-,000 UCLA graduates irr
September and October of
1983, Parsell said, adding that
the response rate was 59 per-
cent.

UCLA graduates with
bachelor's, master's and doc-
toral degrees from all depart-
ments and schools except
Xaw, Medicine and Dentistry
participated in the survey.
The survey included questions
on students' future education
plans and present job com-
mitments, Parsell said. She
added, that graduates were
also asked if their present jobs
are what they want as their

careers or are "stopgaps"
(temporary or preparatory

jobs).

There is a difference in job
placement between liberal arts
and physical sciences, Parsell
said. She noted that 72 per-
cent of graduates with a
degree in physical sciences
reported complete job satisfac-
tion, compared to 45-50 per-
cent for graduates with a
liberal arts degree.

Business, combined with
sales/marketing, which ac-
counts for 9.9 percent of the
job placement, showed the
greatest increase in employ-
ment opportunities, Parsell
said. Since 1975, job place-
ment in business fields in-

creased 10 percent, the report
stated.

On the other hand,-

MATURAL AIR COWOITIOWINQ -^ couple escapes The recent l^eat and humidity by taking a motorcycle
ride down the San Bernardino freeway.

Spirit of the Games

cent years, teaching-related
fields experienced a
downward trend in job
placement. The reasons for
this decrease include the lack
of available teaching jobs and
poor salary expectation for
prospective teachers, Parsell
said. She added that women,
who previously regarded
teaching as one of the only
fields open to them, have now
entered other fields of
employment.
However, in 1983,

teaching- related fields experi-

enced a slight upward trend in

job placement.
Continued on Page 5

iJSAC to honor school's Olympians
By Paula Fitzgerald

Staff Writer

A spirit rally honoring the
accomplishments of the 1984
UCLA Olympic athletes will be
held Friday, Aug. 10, on the
Olympic Mainstage.
The "Salute to the UCLA Ol-

ympians," which will begin at

11:00 a.m., is sponsored by
UCLA's Undergraduate Stu-
dents Association Council, Dan
Jordan, undergraduate presid-

ent's information director, said.

Participants will include the
UCLA Marching Band and

Cheerleaders, and a series of
guest speakers including Joel
Wachs, who represents Los An-
geles' Second District on the
City Council.

Wachs, who served as UCLA
undergraduate president in

1961-62, \yill represent Los An-
geles Mayor Tom Bradley. For-
mer UCLA Olympians Rafer
Johnson and James Lu Valle
will also attend.

'*We want to show how
proud we are of the UCLA ath-

letes' accomplishmets and how
much we consider them a part

of the school," Jordon, one of

the events key coordinators,
said. "It seemed like the perfect
time to capture the history of
the moment." The continual
success of the U.S. Olympic
team inspired USAC members
to plan the event last week, Jor-
dan explained, adding that
USAC members sent invitations

to the 46 UCLA Olyfhpians, uni-

versity and Olympic officials

and celebrities.

According to Undergraduate
President Gwyn Lurie, Wachs
will present a resolution ^to

Rafer Johnson, 1959 UCLA un-
Continued on Page 5
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Nuclear Winter
Continued from Page 1

petrochemicals, paint, solvents

and other synthetics areait

unique to modern urban socie-

ty. "Black, thick and sooty, it

(urban smoke) stands as a real

contrast to the white, oily and

translucent smoke of a typical

forest"Trre,'^Tirrco eXptained.

This smoke, combined with

the large volume of debris

kicked up by the initial blast,

would create a huge cloud

largely impenetrable by the

sun's radiation, TTAPS con-

cluded.

The amount and type of

smoke produced is the first

tenet of the Nuclear Winter

theory, and few disagree that

such smoke is produced. The

second part, however, is far

difficult to prove. It

this Wjpter would have on the
world. At the oiitset, the
spects do" not look good,*' he
continued, adding, "Soviet
research ea ih^ siibjecr tend^
to arrive at the same (dismal)
conclusions."

Furthermore, Turco
calculates that only a small
amount of the world's arsenal

—needW detonated to set ofTaT
global Nuclear Winter —
"about 10 percent of the total

megatonage (aimed at urban
areas)." Currently, 10 percent
of today's arsenal equals
140,000 Hiroshima-sized
bombs and our largest
warhead is equal in destruc-

tive force to about 1,000
Nagasaki-sized bombs.
Some scientists and politi-

cians believe that in the face

of the dismal Nuclear Winter
theory, greater chances exist

tions. Few doubt that as the

theory becomes accepted, na-

tions will push for solutions to

an otherwise frightening pro-

spect. However, others voice

more

dissipate

Past studies assumed that

clouds of smoke and debris,

lifted high into the at-

mosphere, tend to remain in

th# same ioftgitudinal-At^^ doubts as Jft_whether global

fears could affect the respec-

tive positions of the two
superpowers.

"For years now, the foreign

nations have put considerable

pressure on the USA and the

USSR to control the arms

race," Dr. Patrick Callaghan,

a political scientist at De Paul

University in Chicago observ-

ed, "but the two superpowers

have seemed immune from in-

fluence — the two won't be

budged by any outside
pressure."

Gerald Johnson, a physicist

and member of the Salt II

negotiating team, concurred:

"I tend not to give it (Nuclear

Winter) much weight in iifi-*

fluencing politics."

"The worst thing would be

to get this thing (nuclear war)

wrapped up in the political

axles," Johnson added, stress-

ing that negotiations must not

be influenced by political

vacillation. "The hard, part is

deciding what we want, and

America must do this first."

And then there exists the

military, which some argue is

an institution over which even

the President can exercise only

a limited amount of control.

"The military operates under

iW-4ikssun^ion—that-^a-
nuclear war is winnable," said

physicist and aerospace con-

siiltanf Dr AIpy Rfl<;<;py. The

mospheric band. Thus, a nu-

clear war involving the two

superpowers, was believed to

be capable of fouling up, at

worst, the upper Northern
Hemisphere. Turco's group
denounces this earlier assump-

tion, predicting instead that

the smoke would eventually

span the globe.

"Our conclusions are based

upon research conducted with

huge Global Circulation
Mbdel computers, upon data

collected on the cloud forma-

tions of Mars and finally upon
the history of giant volcanic

eruptions," Turco explained.

These research techniques

show that the clouds could

disperse across the entire
planet — the tremendous heat

contained in these clouds
destabalizing the atmospheric
bands. A nuclear war could
thus create a cloud formation
which may very likely cross

the equator and permeate the

Southern Hemisphere.
The precise effects of this

absence of light are difficult

but not impossible to predict.

"Some early work done by
botanists has proven that
agriculture is tremendously
sensitive, and in all likelihood,

agFtcultur^^-as-we know it to-,

day would be destroyed,"
Turco said.

"Far more research needs to
be done to examine the effects military mind is out to win.

AFSCME
Continued from Page 1

dress some of the other
areas of conflict at that
time.

The addition of a griev-

ance procedure by which
employees may turn to state

contracted arbiters with
complaints and disputes is a
major policy change in the
contract, Rodriguez said.
Previous^ly, disputes re-
mained within the UC
system, and' the chancellor
maintained the power of
final decision.

Rodriguez said a major

d i s a p DO i n t m e n t for

AFSCM^iias the loss of a

$10.8 million pay equity

proposal backed by the,

state Legislature and was

directed toward the 20,000

UC clerical workers.

Comparable worth
tlieory dictates that a job's

value to society should be

considered while determin-

ing salary. Comparable
worth strives to close the

pay gap between tradi-

tionally female and male

sex-dominated occupations.

Continued on Page 5

-Bedders

—

Continued from Page 2
, the svstem must hci aeknowlftHsf-
ed: The student gets a clean
room, the bedder gets a part-
time job and the college has a
daily check on the condition of
its rooms.
As Lax^as new s fro

m

England, the Times today
printed a picture of a baby
ostrich, but it will take 15
months, supposedly, to deter-

mine its sex. Also an ugly 6-

inch New Guinea stick insect

was found by a Londoner.
The insect has been named
Metilda, and the authorities

are fairly sure that she has
* laid eggs. Luckily, the eggs
are nbt expected to survive the
English winter.

Job placement
Continued from Page 3

Science, technology and
computer science fields ac-
count for 18 percent of the job
placement, Parsell said.
Although these fields are still

experiencing some effects of
the recession, they are current-
ly exhibiting an upward trend,

Parsell added.
In 1983, 63 percent of the

graduates surveyed entered the
private sector, while only 7

percent entered the public
(governmental) sector, Parsell

said. In 1975, 49 percent of

the graduates surveyed entered
the private sector, the report

stated.

. The remaining 30 percent
of the 1983 graduates work for

non-profit organizations,^ are
self-employed or have jobs in

the education field, Parsell

added.

AFSCME
Continued from Page 4

Villanueva said wage and

benefit improvements are

the only aspects of the UC
contract currently accepted

by both the UC and union

leadership. Both parties are

expected to reach an
understanding on grievance

procedures and binding ar-

bitration by Sept. 1.

USAC
Continued from Page 3

dergraduate president and two-

ttme QlympicTnedaf winner .

The resolution, which was com-

posed by USAC members, states

that Johnson's vast accomplish-

ments and his inspiration are "a

model of what the UCLA Bruin

should strive to be."

Johnson will also present cer-

tificates to the UCLA Olym-
pians on behalf of all UCLA
students, Jordon said.

Campus officials and organi-

zations have joined together in

"a^ cooperative effort to support

the rally, Jordan explained.

Allen Yarnell, assistant vice

chancellor-student affairs, has

donated $200 for an officials'

luncheon scheduled to follow

the rally.

Explosion
Continued from Page 1 . ,

ion's impact, Lingley said the

lab was undamaged

.
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Nonetheless, lix Tire engines,

a hazardous materials unit and

a mobile laboratory respon-

ded to the incident. An area

surrounding the lab was evacu-

ated for more than 30 minutes

"while personnel from the- haz-

ardous materials and mobile

laboratory units determined

whether the area was safe or

noT
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Olympic Gold: some have it and some just chase it
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(clockwse IronOefffFormer Bruin Mike Tully is one of the
favorites to win the gold in the pole vault. Willie Banks
ended his Olympic dream with a sixth place finish. Brazil's

Joaquim Cruz set an Olympic record in the 800 meters,
lAdnnind^ws^courrtry'fi^ second^ver goki tnedaf. Joan Benoit
won the first-ever women's Olympic marathon. Great Bri

tian's Daley Thompson, the 1980 Olympic Decathlon Cham-
pion, begins his defense today and is expected to suc-
cessfully retain his crown. America's Oueen, Mary Decker,
will run in a 3,000 meter heat today,.
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Tully,— McKay, chase elusive

gold; Lewis after his third

*j^

By Torn Timmermann. a-

Senior Staff Writer

There are exciting days in

biympic Track and Field
competition, and then there
are days like today, where
everything figures to be plain-
ly obvious. On Day 6 of track
and field (in case you missed
it, you didn't miss anything on
Day 5, which was an off day),
you can expect the following
to happen.

Carf Lewis will win his

third gold medal, the pole

his^ afternoon semifinal heat, ' iia iid, but a barrage of forfflfer

where he only has to finish

among the top four to ad-

^^ance. He 41 hitve^ -Thursday
off before going after perhaps
his easiest gold medal in the

4x100 relay. ^~
'"

The 200 is the second easiest

for Lewis. While he is con-

sidered to be a poor starter,

the added distance of the 200

gives him plenty of time to get

to top speed. Lewis came
within 0.03 seconds of the

record last year at The

vault will go on for three-

and-a-half hours, Antonio
McKay will tell everyone he
could of broken the world
record in the 400 if he had
wanted to, and an Olympic
record will be set in the
women's 400 hurdles.—With that out of the way,
you can save yourself a
quarter and not buy tomor-
row's newspaper.
The possibilty of McKay

breaking 43. 8^, the record^seT
by the U.S. 's Lee Evans at the
1968 Olympics, is a longshot,
whether the brash youngstger
admits it or not. If any record
does fall at these Olympics, it

will be Lewis surpassing
Italian Pietro Mennea's world
mark of 19.72 in the 200.

Lewis can put everything he

Athletics Congi
ships in Indianapolis, and he

possibly could of broken the

record if he had not raised his

arms to celebrate just before

crossing the line.

Menhea, 32 but still going

strong, should be around for

the final after posting a 20.50

in his quarterfinal heat.

Lewis, who won the gold in

the- long jump Monday night,

he is not winning over any of

the massive crowds at the Cql-^

iseum. Lewis passed on^is
last four attempts in the long

jump (he won at 28-0 */4) >"

order to save his energy for

the 200. He may be able to

turn his four gold medals into

a fortune, but he's not helping

his cause by not making many
friends.

world record holders are. The
cream of the crop are ex-Bruin
Mike Tully, the Amer ican^-

record-setter at 19-1, Thierry
Vigneron and Pieire Quinon,
the last two from raince who
have also vaulted over 19 feet.

A record seems unlikely since

most of the field, failed to

clear the qualifying height,

and besides, the vault seems to

^o on forever and ever and
ever...

Another thing that seems to

-S»—on

—

foreve r
—and' ever—is-

adt^
nr^- - M,

l-aauSL

McrfCay's talk. After winning
his heat in the 400 on Sunday,
McKay, Nvho also plays foot-

ball for Georgia Tech, said he
could have gone under 44 se-

conds if he wanted to. Never
mind that no one has broken
the 44 second barrier since

1968, McKay says he can do
it.

In the backround are a

parade of names, the most
striking being Fatima Whit-
^read of Great Britain. Almost
everyone in the 400 final has a

name not the likes of Smith or

Lewis. The entries in the 400
include Innocent Egbunike,
Alonzo Babers, Gabriel Tiacoh
(of the Ivory Coast, who had
the fastest time in the world
at 44,64 in the semis). Sunder

"% %m.^.

%

^

' mjfu^^ r^j^ t^

-'*'.>

has into this final since he has
thp hiYnry of jogging through

Irkte—w or l d 's—best—pol t*

—

Nix and Sunday Uti, who may '^Mi:
vaulter, Sergei Bubka (19-4 Vi)

uf the Soviet Union, isn't cm
be at a disadvantage because

CuniiHued an

Olympic Schedule
for Wednesday

0730

0900

0900-

0900-

0900-

1020 Canoeing Men's & women's 500m semifinals

1230 Baseklball 2 games - men's classification

semifinals

1700 Fencing Men's individual epee preliminaries
Men's team sabre preliminaries

1730

1500

Tennis 16 matches

Volleyball
. 2 matches - men's semifinals

. 1 match - mens places 9-10 finals

0930-1310 Athletics 0930^1015-1200 - Decathlon 100m,
long jump & shot put

^ 0930 - Men's discus qualifving
1000-1205 - Women's 200m heats & quarterfinals

-- . _ J. ,110(1- Women'^15CX)m heats

1000-

1100-

1100-

1250

1400

1530

Archery

Boxing

Handball

1200-

90m men, 70m women

Quarterfinal bouts

3 games - men's preliminaries

SUI vs. ISL
• YUG vs. ROM

DEN vs. FRG

1430 Synchronized Swim Duet practice session,

press only

1200-1500 Wrestling Freestyle preliminaries - 48, 52. 62,

74, 90 & over 100kg

1330-1830

1400-1800

1430-1700

Yachting

Equestrial

Archery

1500-1630 Basketball

Seventh race - all classes

Team dressage competition

70m men, 60m women.

1 game - men's championship
jsemifinals

1600-2045 Athletics 1600 - Mem's 200m semifinals & final

1600-1845 - Decathlon high jump & 400m
1610 - Pole vault final

1625 - Women's 400m hurdles final

1645 - Men's 400m final

1650 - 5000m heats

1800 - Women's long jump qualifying
^ 1915 - Womeo's 3000m semifinals

2000 - 3000m steeplechase semifinals

1600-2000

1630-1830

1800-2130

Judo

Diving

Middleweight - up to 86kg

Men's springboard finals

1800-2000

Boxing
—

Football

Quarterfinal bouts

Semifinal match

1800-2000 Weightlifting Super heavyweight - over 1 10kg,

group A

1800-2030 Wrestling Freestyle preliminaries - 48, 52, 62,

74, 90 over 100kg

1830-2300 Handball

1830-2230

1900-2030

1900-2230

2000-2300

Volleyball

Basketball

Hockey

Fencing

3 games - men's preliminaries

JPN vs. ALG
SWE vs. ESP
KOR vs. USA

2 matches - men's semifinals

1 game - men's championship
semifinals

2 games - men's semifinals

Men's individual epee finals

2030-2230 Football Semifinal niatch

a

J

X
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U^ in semis^^
I
r "hi

they tace~Cahada

That other powerful
basketball team from the U.S.
(the women have already c^p-
tm-ed i+re^^old)-^w4l I 4aW-on
Canada tonight in a semifinal

match-up at 7 p.m. The U.S.
men have already defeated the
Canadians by 21 points, but
for some unknown reason
their coach still feels that only
they can knock off the U.S. ,

Jack Donahue must be liv-

ing in a dream world, but*
then again he's probably
thinking about last year's
World Games in. Edmonton,
where Canada defeated a U.S.
"B" team to win the title. Jack
and company should wake up
in a hyrry this evening.

It was news when the U.S.
only beat West Germany 78-

67 after rolling up a couple of

40 point victories in the pre-
liminary rounds. But look for

Michael Jordan (4-for-14
shooting against West Ger
many) to bounce back and
lead the U.S. to a win over
the Canadians, setting up a
date in Friday evening's final.

And then maybe Donahue
will realize that he was onl)

dreaming.

— Kevin Dalv

Gee Wally,
can I write a
letter to
Viewpoint?

1 suppose
so Beeve.

Track
Continued from Page 7

the race is an Wedn^day.— —-

But the sentimental favorite

looks to be Jamaica's Bert
Cameron, who won the 400
last summer at The World
Championships. One of the

pre-race favorites, C^meroir
finished only fourth in his heat
on Monday, but did it in in-

credible style. After about 100
meters, Cameron came almost
to a complete stop, suffering

cramps in his leg. Giving the
field a good head start, he ran
through the pain and qualified

for the final.

In the women's 400 hurdles,

a new Olympic record has
been set in almost every race
so far. Ann Louise Shoglund
of Sweden currently holds the
record at 55.17 and may hold
on to it since this race has air
undistinguished field.

In non-final events, the
decathlon begins this morning
with Great Britain's Daley
Thompson and West Ger-
many's Jurgeh Hingsen renew-
ing their rivalry. Hingsen
holds the world record with
7,798 points but has never
beaten Thompson, the 1980
Olympic champ, who has a
best of 7,743. Carol Lewis
begins qualifying in the long
jump while Mary Decker and
Britain's Zola Budd make their

first appearance of the Games
in the 3,000 meter heats.

.
^^—— —

I i I II li

Patrick Ewing poses an intimidating factor to opponents not only with his offensive ability
but with his defensive prowess. Ewing and the U.S. wiH face Canada tonight at 7 p.m. in
the semifinals.

start
stretching
now and
avoid pull
ina a muscle.

'
• /

1

^

catch the spirit I

rome on.Tolce a tumbte": get cool.

kick back. . . relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

- SPLASH!
loin the festivities at our

\ HAPPY HOURS
"^ Happy Hour anytime through August l^th.

OLYMPIC SPECIAL

•990-AMUG
budweisf:h
BUD LITE

MICHELOB

the sreat taste
^^—place!—

C pizzazz:)
91 1 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

. WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213)208-0255

TEL-US LTD 24 HOUR

TELEX
213-552-6000
Backed by Complete

Telephone Answering
and

Moil Service

HH X "LIKE NOTHING
YOU'VE EVER

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 4M-7191

CONTACTS
Quarantee^d or

ONE DAY

HOP ON OVER
TO THE LOCAL
KIOSK . .

.

AND
>r-

5r

money back

GOOD LOOKS — GOOD PRICES

PRICES GOOD ONLY WfTH THISi\D
THROUGH AUG 31. 1984 '

$129 EXTENDED WEAR OR
SOFTCOLOR COIMTACT LENSES*

COMPLETE

*AII prices incfude
fittings Care Kit dn6
Follow-up Visits

Soft colors m one week
1082 Gfendon Ave.

Westwood X
(IN ^HE VILLAGEI)

208-3570nm PICK UP THE
DAILY BRUIN>

'-"•'•• review
THEATER

William Rabkin. Review EdiLor

Robert Remstein. Antstant Review Editor
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ButWhat^WilFWe^o^bout ^etty?*
By John Ison

Staff Writer

But what will we do with a play about
a 16-year-old retarded girl, her over-
protective family and the surreal fanta-
sy world in which she lives?

Sounds Hke a Hallmark Hall of Fam-
ine TV concept, to be sure. Can't you
see the young Patty Duke in the lead
with Cloris Leachman as her drunken
mother and perhaps a tasteful string
quartet between scene changes. Would

leater ticket prrices to see a
show like this?

If you wouldn't — boy, ai\e you mak-
ing a big mistake. Bti^ What Arc We
Going To Do About Betty currently
playing at the 2nd Stagey Theatre in Hol-
lywood, thankfully avoids its huge po-
tential for mawkishness with Paul
Fagen's controlled direction, its deli-

cately understated perfomances and
most of all, Boma Greth's clever blind-

of-pathos humor. ^

Greth, a young playwright who has
worked with prisoners as part of a play
therapy program, empathizes with her
characters, and this sensitivity brings
life and depth to their conflicts.

The play is seen through the wonder-
ously, disturbingly creative eyes of Betty
(Lara Cody), who can make everything
yellow, green or white just by wishing it

so. As Santa Claus is the only man with
whom she becomes familiar, the play's

Kit Fredericks, Judy Jean Berns, and Lara Cody in *Betty'

other male character, a lecherous cad-

(Nancy Chris Evans), is performed by a
woman.

Betty knows death as a black crayon
that writes people away into the eternal

coffin by changing the color of the set.

This ploy enables you to identify strong-

ly with Betty's isolation from the out-

side world, as well as sharing the
love/hate she f^ls toward her family.

No one comes across as either a mon-

ster or a saint.

It is a testimony both to playwright
Greth and the fine performances of
Evans and daughters Robin Beth Lee
and Lisa Pesko that the family never
appears as the typical melodramatic
.mess. Mom drinks because she will never

.

be free from her childlike daughter,
while her daughters can escape through
marriage or business school. Their strug-

gles are delicately revealecj through eleg-

antly crafted dialogue, not through tired

slapstick antics. Mom's sister Ebba (Bar-
bara Erwin), with her naivete and pre-
tentious airs, could have l)ecome a bad,
embarrassing joke. After all, what
normal person would host a legitimate
theater in her drunkoid si.ster'^liv4i

room? Erwin seems aware of her
character's pitfalls, and skirt* them
delicately.

Continued on Page 10

GO ON A SPREE"*

^^
FOR $398^

__^ Ideal tor commuting to

^^44^ and (rom «wofk or

sclioot Easy to ride

^sm^

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

AGGRESSIVE
The Converse Connors and Evert

top of the line full leather shoe
for competitive tennis

For men and
women who
play to win.

QS6>
nCONVERSE

SHOE
convERSEROUnOUE
925 WESTWOOD BLVD , WESTWOOD

-VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN 0AyS.S24.24».,

If you are not satisfied witti your present
automotive garage

GIVE US A TRY
We have:
• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE A REfAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
11 827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Westgate)

477-6551 Visa-Mastercard
24-Hour Telephone Mobile-Am. Express

Copy r«s8

WE WILL TRANSFER
YOUR PICTURE OR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers ^^^^^^^^^

• instant ^PJPIfll^T^
lettering

• numbering

470-4778
1646 Westwood BI. LA 90024

C^'*<

iTf

^flji^w^--"^'^''^^^

HtnVEIWTHSE
IN VME

8!l!S-3:l«ll

The Power, me Grad?. ® 1S.00

Shipping @ 2.50. 2 or more 3.50

6Vi% Sales tax (Calif, res. only)

OTY TOTAL

TOTALD Check or Morwy Order

D MasterCard DVisa D Amer. Express

a Name

St. Zip.

•t— r.

- f —-
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The God of Thunder
and Lightning

RalJin Awaits You
FULL HORS DOEUVRES MENU OF

JAPANESE DELIGHTS
SAKE, WINE & BEER
WE WELCOME YOU

SAKE
HOUSE

11617 Santa Monica Blvd.. W Los Angeles, 477-9423

Dinner Daily
6p.nn.- 12a.m.
Closed Monday

Betty: what to do?
Continued from Page 9 -n

« The plot— the awakefiing of Bett/s sesiiaUtyv 4he^ night the-

stunted child becomes a woman — requires a similar delicacy

in its unraveling. Sensitive portrayals from Cody as Betty and

Larry Poindexter as her gentle lover Luther/Santa contribute to

its success. Director Fageni however, deserves most of the

credit. His seemingly choreographed scenes glide with balletic

grace , the actors responding with polish^ When^etty realizes^

WB*S*«iStaiBi8l!|DT«:^^

that her first lover will leave her for the "normal" world, her

breakdown shows no trace of mawkishness. It's kind of funny,

in a pleasant way.
But What Will We Do With Betty is hardly original or even

memorable. It nevertheless is a promising first step for

playwright Greth, who possesses a mature view of the modern
woman's psyche and a facility with the stage to fully bring it

out. Most importantly, Paul Fagen earns praise for his will-

ingness to present works by new writers at the 2nd Stage

Theatre.

But What Will We Do About Betty continues Thursday through

Sunday until Sept. 2 at the 2nd Stage Theatre, 6500 Santa

Monica Boulevard, near Wilcox. Tickets for Thursday/Sunday: $9;

for Friday/Saturday: $10. For reservations call 850-1 80^.

itit-kit'kitititititititititikitititititiritiriritiritititiriririr'k'k

CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR NEW
T.V. COMEDY GAME SHOW
ANYTHING FDRMONEYV

it

it

it

it

Affordable, full-featured

personal portable stereo
cassette player. Metal tape
capability

Counter-inertia! flywheel
Ultra-light Sony MDR-W3
headphones

CAMERA & HI-FI

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA

Hours: M-F 9am-7pm
Sat. 9 am-6pm
Sun. 1 1 am-5pm

208-5150
please present ad
Expires 8/13/84

LIVE IN LA.?
VISITING FOR THE OLYMPICS?

THIS MAY BE YOUR CHANCE TO BE ON
A T.V. GAME SHOW

ALL YOU NEED TO HAVE FUN & WIN CASH IS AN
OUTGOING PERS6nALITY AND YOUR OWN

INTUITION — FOR INTERVIEW:
CALL KELLY AT 81 8/986-5343, 5344

MUST BE 18 OR OLDER M-F 10-4

'kititititititititititnitititititititititititititititititititititit it
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ADVERT
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Classified

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED. 12-A«PREGNANCY

*f

I S words or loss
I day. IS words or loss

Each additional word por day
$ days. IS words or loss

(conso<utiv« aftd
Each additional word.

Ooadlin*

....S3 30

lac

.51200

.:to<

^Uis "Lin*

.

I working day in advance by 3pm
Class Display,

1 working days in advance by 4pfn
-OWico Loottow mtM

Clastifi«<t Hours: 9a.m. to 4p.m.
Monday through Friday •2S-2221

Th« management reserves the right to
change rectasstty, revise, or re|ect
any classified advertisement not
•"•ting tt>e starnkirds of tt»e Daily
truln.

CAMBRIDGE Diet We deliver 456-6158.

MOVING to New England September 1st

Would you like to join me? Leaving sun-
shine, smog, surfers, and superlicial peo-
ple Interested in someone sincere,
honest, caring, compatible, and believes
that ihoughts and love bind two people
Am 32. gay, maie physte^an. Ha^Mrt PC
Box 49031 Brentwood LA . CA. 90049

World Renowned Psychic Judy Hevenly
Otympic Special Top Celebrity Clientele

-tn-e^ Itfettme oppottuntty" Offices In
Weslwood and Van Nuys (213)871-8054
and (818)997-3755

POLITICAL 11-A

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to

participate in the study of a new non-

surgical treatment for endometriosis. This

includes women who have nevei' been
treated and those who have failed the

standard forms of therapy Call 825-7755.

EMPLOYMENT

HELP WANTED

WANTED Household help. fuN'time. Room
and board, good pay Beverly Hills home,
jive-in References required. Call Bea or

Leonard. 213-273-2433. mornings.

CED
Get Invovled

.r ' .»! " *
,
>'

NNOUNCEMENTS
EDUCATION SERVICES 4-,

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings
12 10-120 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

GOOD DEALS
INSURANCE War' Will beat anyone's
p^»€e«, or don't war>t your tm^tness
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts Request Brum Program
"

880-4407/880-4361 1_^^_
OLYMPIC PINS' Sponsor pins' Team pins,

China, Israel, etc Tremendous selection!

Larry 470- 1 903 leave message.— - - — - » I II-. •-

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty) Good
grades discount Call Boord Insurance
716-0224

The Campaign for Economic Democracy has a simple
goal; to get people Involved in the basic decisions that af-
fect their lives. CED lobbies, organizes, and does research
about the issues of toxic waste, womens* rights. Central
American policy and safe and affordable energy.
We go to the root of the issue; we work to elect sound

progressive candidates to state and local office by
educating people on the issues and showing them just
what their vote can do.
We are growing, and we are looking for articulate,

politically minded people for work In our outreach project.
Training provided. Summer and Fall time.
$8.500-$12,000/yr.
393-3707-Ask for Chris.

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED.

t

¥
¥
¥

t
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
¥

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)

—^Comprehensive-
Gynecology

services
-^special discount for

students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213)657-4269

DRIVING school is looking for college

students to work full-time We will train you
to leach driver's education and training.

Call Mitch or Mario at 881 -1594.

EXCELLENT income for part time home
assembly work. For info, call 504-641-8003
ext.8737

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-~

fice^ BA degree. GPA 3 5plus, high SAT'or.
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical. top dental. For bright^
hard-working people we'rj9_Uie best place
around. 213-827-5000.

SERVICES

^_.... 21-B

^Eatuxinq J^Lack ^tijlEi.

Perms. Jerl Curls,

Press & Curls

& Manicure
$5.00 dUcottnt with this

coupon
10% off all black

products
this wcsli

5 BlUC N GCXO HAIR DCSIGN

10908 L«Conte - WMNvood
(at •ntronc* to UCLA)

206 5«63
A*k fov Vichl

ncLr WM!^itu. JU A

12-A
DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral

research. Only small amount of your tinie

needed All confidential Call Julie

Schwartz. 464-8381.

MENOPAUSAL worhen with 'symptomallC
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Compensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8583

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to SOIbs.

$1400/month. with excellent raises Re-
quirements: BA degree. GPA 3.5plus.

good SAT scores. Great office environ-
nidrtt Tn MOWbtisiriess park, 6lue Cnpss
medical, top dental For bright, hard-work-

people Wl

L)ff7j|flQ0,

HELP WANTED.

DRIVERS: Commission equals $^-$8/hour.

Flexible hours Economy vehicle, in-

iraoce and neat appearance «--rTHiet^

Knowledge of Southern California area
helpful. Contact Jim at Universal Courier

473-6563

EXCELLENT opportunity for ambitious,
sincere career minded individuals Night/

sales positipns. Le Sportsac. 914
Westwood Blvd 208-8822. See Cyndi.

F^iLE CLERK Westwood Law Firm has
opening fpr part-time file clerk Light typing

and responsible ^attitude required. Call

Tracy <1 79 a6 <l1 a ft»rapm

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week. Own car Filing, er-
rands, must type. Bookkeeping trainee. $5/
hour.476-1595/ 476-0025.

MALE and female models wanted for free
professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther. 474-8298.

MESSENGERS. Westwood Law Firm has
openings for part-time messengers Must
be dependable, have own car and good
driving record Call Tracy 478-2541 after
2pm.

NOW is the time to defeat Reagan and
stop the arms race SANE, the nation's
largest peace organization, is currently hir-
ing for its community outreach program.
Summer and year_ round positions
available. Call 392-3074.

OFFICE assistant for West Hollywood Real
Estate office. Front office appearane. typ-
ing (45wpm-plus) and phones. $5.50/hour
15-20 hours/week. Contact Suzy 278-1385.
Part-time medical receptionist wanted, hio
experience necessary. Call Dr. Oilman
826-4591

.

-SALES- Advertising sales, pays high
commission. Full-time work with your
schooling. Call 1-800-272-4553.

Customer service Santa Monica based
computer software Corporation has twp
immediate parttime openings for customer
service telephone operator. The ideal can,
didates shmiin have; good ccrr.municatiori
skills and the ability to work with little or no
supervision. For more information contact
Mary in recruitment at 450-2424 extension
-9^.
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HELP WANTED

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-wotking people. Accurate 75 wpm!
BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or QRE
scores required Great office environment

-Mrith established, faaf-growtng company in

MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

SPERM Donors Needed.' Cfaucastan,
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or brown
hair-blue eyes. Call F.G.E. Medical
Clinic.-820-3723. 820-0377.

THE Wurst Hot Dog Restaurant needs
part-time counterhelp. 824-9597.

Valet parking $5.00 an hour. Prime Marina
Del Rey restaurant. Call M-F, 9-3
(213)723-8459.

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE CREAM BRENT-
WOOD NEEDS PART-TIME WOR[»^RS
CALL RICHARD. 820-1666

'

Aerobic instructor needed. M-W-F noon
Td substitutes $8-$t0-hdur. Beverfy Hills

YMCA. Randy 553-0731.

AU Pair. 2-children Drive English-speak-
ing, live-in. 15 minutes UCLA Private
room. $200/month. 825-3064. 559-698 1

.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous,
hard-working- people Some bookkeeping

-experience required, typmg skrtfs a ptus
BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,

hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

CLINICAL Therapist needed full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office.

Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

'OB OPPORTUNITIES .32-0

WORK for Women's Rights NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937.

Part-time Receptionist v

Beverly Hills Low Firm is seeking
an articulate, brigtit,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Friday 3pm-6pm.
Call Pauia. 273-0904.

ENTERTAINMENT

DINING GUIDE... .41-E

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices 478-4845.

OUSING

iPTS FURNISHED 50F

Moctom Security tuilding
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

-apartments. Dishwasher
air conditioning, parking,

jaurKlry. etc. No pets.
565 Ociyley Ave.
fanager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
824-O036

Walk to UCLA. Furnished apt $400 00 to

$1200 00 month 633 Gayley Ave. #9.

tel.(2 13)208-5920.

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished

single one-bedroom Utilities included.

Manager. 644 Landfair #202. 208-1 837.

1 -bedroom furnished $600. up. Parking.

Fall rentals Lease Available now. 1387

Midvale. 1 1097 Strathmore. 454-821 1.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.

1.4 miles to campus. l year lease. No
pets. 474-2260.

PTS UNFURNISHED.
Westwood Village. $750. Large 1 -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200 Large 2-

bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.

691 Levering Ave 208-3647

WESTWOOD: 1 -bedroom, fireplace, pool,

secure parking. Walk to UCLA. $775.

Available Aug 20 208-2584(evenings)

WESTWOOD single apartment in duplex

Resident manager needed tor small, 3 unit

complex. Stove, refrigerator, utilities in-

cluded. Close to UCLA $370/month M-F
462-2164.

WLA apartment for rent Newly decorated

or>e-bedroom upper, stove, refrigerator,

d rape s, b a l e orry . §050 8 6 6 1 06.

9:00am-8:00pm

API5__irHPU-RfJ!SHi:D

LARGE studio, small room tor oed. sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator Utilities in-

cluded. $550/month Walking distance to
UCLA. 276-1446.

Paclfk: Palisades private studio apartment
.Qtaat location , ideal fo» graduate student,
non-smoker $450 'Includes utilities. Mrs.'
Sheldon 394-01 1 5 or 454-2829.

VACATION RENTALS 53-F

TAOS Ski yalley. NM Luxury Con-
dominiums in secluded Rocky Mountains,
for 3 couples or family of 6 $300 per
week

. (505)776-8648 .

Walk to UCLA. Daily rental private room,
private bath, kitchen. $ 15-day. 633 Gayley
Ave. tel(2l 3)208-5920.

APTS. TO SHARE 54-F

Apt. to share with grad or professional. 2-

bedroom, 2-bath in Westwood. Furnished
Security. Parking. Pool. Near park and 4
buslines to UCLA. $460. Diane 470-2747-
w. 473-2533-h.

f^iC^Q roommate for 2-bedroom apt irr
Marina area. Pool, sauna $251 /month
Must like cats. Prefer female. 213-823-
8275, message.

NEED Roommate for 2-bedroom apt

-

Palms Pool. Available 9/1 $385 plus $200
deposit. 213-2021273 eves

OPEN minded, mature male to share
beautiful 3-br townhome. WLA; Cable,
fireplace, microwave, iacuzzi, security CaM
Marc/Harry 207-0342. evenings Rent
$430

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom.
2-bath Fox Hills apt with UCLA senior!
Pool, tennis, security-parking $397.50
410-9182.

SHARE with female Own room Available
Aug. 15. Near Santa Monica/Bundy
$297 50 plus deposit. 207-9801

.

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,
clean. Grad/professional $425 (utilities,

furn
. pool, parking) Anytime. 213-479-

5947

HOUSE TO SHAR
Share cute Reseda House w-prof. female
and daughter-3 year. Gdner-washer-dryer

Near fwy. Avail.-9/15. $300-1/2. 345-5884
. .1 ... - ,m^, I I. f

VEGETARIAN non-smoker seeks room-

mate. South Venice. Own room/bath,

washer/dryer. $350/month plus utilities

Available 9/1 822-68 l5-after 6:00pm

HOUSE FOR SALE ,58-F

ADORABLE 2-bedrm in WLA. $139,950
2-t)edrm in prime WLA $159,950. Great
WLA location. North of Olympic, fixer. 3
plus 1.$189.000.Please contact George
Christopoulos . agent for Jon Douglas.

8222460.478-9741.

WESTWOOD-CLassic Spanish. 2
bedrooms. Magnificent Master-suite.
Jacuzzi-tub. Diningroom. Beam-ceilings. 2

baths Character! $219,500. Wynn, 477-

7001.
^ ^ ^^^^^^^

BEVERLY Hills. Pool, kitchen privileges,

need car. Grad student preferred $325/

utilities included, leave message. 783-

5151.

Female. Beautiful, private furnished room
$180. Utilities paid. Need light, babysitting.

Close to UCLA. 475-9041 .

Female own room, own bathroom. Kitchen

privileges. 12-block from beach. 10 min.

busride-UCLA. $285 including utilities.

; vCyO'OcOO. '
...... .- — ~-

—

ONE paneled bedroom, beautiful view.

Bath. Seperatc entrance New carpet and

drapes. Call after 5:00pm, before 10:00pm.
~ 933-703t . Prefer graduate student.

Room and bath in private home Brent-

wood. Limited cooking privileges Mature

individual. Male-Female. $300. (213)472-

^«7»C

$185 plus utilities. Cozy room. Quiet

house, kitchen, washer/dryer WLA Pico/

Robertson 839-251 1 message^

ROOMMATES 65-F

Roommate needed 2-bedrm. 1-bath. Secu-

rity, pod, Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from

beafth. $350/month. (213)827-5309. 7pm-

11pm.

SUBIFT 66-F

FURNtSHED 1-bedroom apt In Beverly

Hills. $650/month. 1 year. Call 12-lpm, 7-

10pm. 276-4333. ,

Sublet MidAugust-MidSeptember. Charnrv

ing Spanish House. 2 bedrooms. Fully fur-

nished NR campus. $950.00. 825-7344.

473-0034.

80-G.52-FHTENNIS
MAKING a comeback? Or just starting out.

I have the expertise and enthusiasm to

resurrect your game. Private court. Tony.

470-3006 I

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVING
Call us for lowest rate available. Complete-

ly equipped, experienced. Call anytime.

392-1108
.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful

movers. Freo estimates Experience and

reliable Jerrv 213-391-5657

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397 8597 AnytirTM

t^rTOS"FlJff^LE. ...:....67-FBTYPING

^^WESTWOOD

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$159,950
NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet* parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping.

Conference room, Media
Center , Fl t nc^.< Center, Ptx^l,

Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

ACCURATE typist/transcriber WLA Low
rates. Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622,
7 days.

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cm*^m^, Xerox 860 Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcnption. etc. Linda.
204-0947.

iJ;f'WJl^M!afciJil;Mi1lgriIigl

1 one-way plane ticket. SanFrancisco to
Boston. $20G/oHer. good thru 8/10. 213-
829-0852, 415-776-1997

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbie 390-2207

Ttease Note:
The Bruin Is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates All work guaranteed Mid-Wilshire
location, 935-5570

>UTOS FOR SALE, .112-.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

MUbi J>eit /if AMU Hamoier, automatic,
air, radio. 4 new tires, clean $800 nego-
tiable 208-2984

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
jJemlc subjects professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave , #206. WLA 477-8226
^~

RUTH 208-5449 On campus Theses,
dissertations Library approved list Term
papers Experienced Cut-rate.

TYPING/PROFESSIOr^AL Editing: term '

papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/wrHing Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388,276-947

1

'67 Mustang Rebuilt 302 Completely
restored All stock Automatic A/C blue
$3000 obo 2 1 3-824-0436

'PEDS 119.K

YAMAHA SCOOTER RIVA 50cc BHANU
NEW, 1000 MILES ONLY $550 479-1607.

1978 VESPA P200 scooter, good condi-
tion, new tires, raclT backresf, wiridshTeld"

$950/obo 470-9435

FURNITURE 1 II

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village

Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-

per deck. Charming' 2-bedrooms
$210.000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-

bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security Unique!
$244,000 276-6536, (408)625-0212

;ERVICES offered 96-l

U.J. CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc

lockey service (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-

9594 Reasonable rates.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential.

1 1322 Idaho Ave . #206. WLA 477 8226
PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

it

if

•
it

•

it

and Word Procemsing
2S% Student Discount

Diuertattons. Theses. Resumes, Applica

tions. scripts, legal, statistical. Equations,

languages, many typestytos

RUSH TYMNO WHILI VOU WAIT
St)elling, EcJiting. fweign Student Help,

Minutes from campus in WLA
Sp«clol: R«p*tmv« \9ntt •»«

if

•

• • MATTRESS " *
*

AN r^ew rK>te(s sets guaranteed'
IWIM t»4M~ MM.I Si? $4«
ClUiEN SET $M KINO SIT $«•
^4ew 5 p*ece t>edroom set .tlH
New full sue sleeper „. $139
New sofa and love seat ,

. -
,

,...,-,„ fi»o

Oak finish coffee tat>»e» .'.,.....„.».„..;...$20
end tables $15, kimps $7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

398-0455 391-3385

i Typing/Word Processing !t

- •Reports •Dissertations J
^ •Resumes •Scripts •Books
5 479-2747
j^ PotDerworkshop
1^ 1539 1/2 Westwood Blvd. i^

Ik- est. 28 years H-

Bedroom set cost $1200 Sacritice $450
Dining room set $695 Hide-a-bed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall
unit $150 Mattress and boxspring $150
Dinette set $150 Brass headtxsard $150
Recliner $195 Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984, cost $600 Sacrifice

$160 Items never used 393-2338.

Furniture-moving sale! Nice furniture, must
sell Bed. couch, ct^airs. etc Call 477-

5236

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experiertced.
Excellent refererx^es

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
- 1342 26th St Santa Montea

829^906

INSURANCE

CALL us last because we II t>eat anyone's

prices or don't want your business!

"Sports-cars. muMiple tickets ^ good driver

discounts. Request "Bruin Program
"

880-4407/880-4361.

ANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPmrMORE...
• For Auto/Motorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
.• 502*8

=»^Multipl© TicketST^"-^
;

•

Accidents '

e Su&perrded License
e Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
e Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663'2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVALI!

CONVENIENT. '

ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED

825-2221, 825r2222

¥,9-4

RAVEL 105-J

DISCOUNT Courier flights to: N Y JFK-
$200 00 roundtrip, ChicagO"$250 00
roundtrip Call Diane. 213-671-8686.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii. Mex-
ico, and Europe Call 479-2657

You Know Us.

You Know
Our Readers.

Why not place

an ad with
us? —

Daily Bruin

Classified

.

885-8881 —
885-8888
M-F, 9-4

MISCELLANEOUS
LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio Call for

ment 393-8648.
Sfppoint-

UTORING OFFERED 98-1

FRENCH/Spanish/Englisti tutor with
multicultural background. Extensive
teaching experience. Negotiable rates
Yves 65 1 -0509/376-8680.

MEMORY-TRAINING "Children" Guaran-
teed results. Nationally recognized
Multiplication. Division. Addition. Subtrac-
tion, Phonics. Spelling. Reading Com-
prehension. 208-4063-Margaret

UTORING NEEDED 99-1

Second or third year Law Student needed
for tutoring first year \ay/ student $10/

heour. Begin in Sept 395-6255.
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CENTRAL
PLAZA
This is the last week to enjoy UCLA's
festive Olympic atmosphere. Don't miss
the exciting sights and sounds of
UCLA's Central Plaza!

/

free entertainment
Music, Mimes, Magic, Dance
— No telling what you'll find in

our mainstage entertainment area!!
Entertainment is scheduled from 10
am to 10 pm daily during the Games.

There's plenty of comfortable
seating in the mainstage area at the
north end of our Antral Plaza.

athletes to see
More than 3.000 athletes —
from 62 countries — are

staying at UCLA's Olympic Village.
They often venture into the Central
Plaza to trade pins, shop for
souvenirs, and mingle with the
crowds. So, keep
your eyes i

Olympic village
You can't enter the Olympic
Village, but you can see the

fanciful facade of its City Hall on the
west side of the Central Plaza. For a
panoramic view of the Village itself —
including its Main Street shops and
disco — Just climb Janss Steps.

By the by. the Olympic Village
covers only about 25% of the UCLA
campus. That means more than 300
acres are open to the public — in-

cluding the sculpture garden, inverted
fountain, and Royce Hall quadrangle.
There's even a special show on at the
Wight Gallery, featuring artifacts
from more than 300 countries. It's

called the "Mosaic Image," and it's

open from 1 to 5 pm Saturday and
Sunday.

ei in trading
f

In Sarajevo Americans
discovered a favorite Euro-
n _ pastime: pin trading^-Thc^

object is to amass a collection of col-
orful enamel pins, representing the
countries, events, and locations of
the Olympics. You'll see athletes,
students, and visitors trading pins in
the Central Plaza.

If you'd like to join in, buy a
couple of pins for yourself. Fasten
them to your shirt and watch for
someone wearing different pins.
Propose a trade — and start your
own collection!

Our main store carries a selection
of pins and a current "pin collector's
guide.'* ^

^•^Ssv,^

Picnicking
You're welcome to pack a
lunch and enjoy it on the
grass or in our mainstage

entertainment area. Our campus
restaurants are also open to the
public. Inside Ackerman Union you'll
find Mexican food and made-to-order
pizza at The Cooperage (A-level). The
building behind Ackerman houses a
Baskin Robbins ice cream parlor
called Kerckhoff Coffee House.

Souvenirs
The UCLA bookstore may be
the best place in town to shop

for souvenirs of this memorable sum-
mer. We've kept our regular low
prices and added a big selection of
red. white, and blue merchandise,
from flags to t-shirts, stars and
stripes to Olympic Stars in Motion*.— _

—

, . , :
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Village cantina
Relax at Hungry Tiger's
Village Cantina, on a sunny

patio overlooking the Central Plaza.
There's beer. wine, and food to ^njoy.

tours of campus
Free walking tours of campus
depart three times daily from

the flagpole in the Royce Hall
quadrangle: 10:30 am, 1:30 pm. and
3 pm. If you'd like to explore on your
own. get a free map at one of the
Infonmatk>n Booths dotted
campus.

oumooa
ocii

UGLAs CENTRAL PLAZA

UCLA's Central Plaza is located at
the end of Westwood Boulevard,
where it becomes a pedestrian mall.

'

Depending on the Olympic event
schedule, you may find parking
right on campus. There's additional
parking in Westwood. UCLA's Lot
32 (entrance just west of Gayley on
Kinross) costs $5 to park. Of
course, UCLA is easily accessible
by RTD. Culver City, and Santa
Monica buses.

Q$?j>/

UCLA

Review: The approaching television
season wiH not be getting any better, and
JR^cL Dawn' doesn't^JairweU on oritie^
Rabkin's score-card. Review begins on
page 17.

G i^ '^^ ^ s

Inside Sports: Cart Lewis and Greg Louganis con-
tinue 4q- dominate their respective competitors, and
the U.S. Boxing Team performs in similar fashion
Eight pages of sports begin on page 9.

UnlvenHy of CaNfornla. Los
•ThMfidiy. August 9. 1984

NPi program
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Counseling offered for victims

of Westwood's auto tragedy
By Loel Solomon ^

~
City Editor

In an effort to alleviate the
side effects of those involved

.^_in last months Westwood auto
tragedy, UCLAs Student
Psychological. Services and
Neuropsychiatric Institute will
offer group and individual
counseling.

According to psychological
trauma specialist Dr. Robert
Pynoos, victims, witnesses and
friends or relatives of those in
Westwood at the time of the

the incident occurred or
avoiding to imitate any events
which happened on the, night
of the incident.

Dr. Dan Klein of Student
Psychological Services sug-
gested that "magical and
mystical sorts of behavior
often follow traumatic experi-
ences."

Those involved in traumatic
incidents often imagine they
received omens before the in-
cident occurred or could have
reacted in a different way and
saved someone from injury.

Jhe fact that the trauma was brought on by «-
human being presents further complications.
An event like this causes people to be filled
with anger and rage/' Pynoos said, noting the
difference in the way people respond to natural
disasters and man-made tragedies.

— Dr. Robert Pynoos

incident may experience
"post- traum atic stress
disorders" which include:
• Continued recollections of
the incident, often in the form
of flashbacks or dreams.
• "Startled responses** to
sounds such as tire screeches,

screams or other noises heard
the night of the incident.
• Changes in emotions when
relating to other people ^^
often distance comes between
those involved and their
friends or relativesv—

Avoiding the area where

Pynoos explained. People res-

pond this way to make them
feel like they have control over
the situation, he added.
"The one thing that none of

us can tolerate is feeling
helpless," he said. "People
play it all sorts of (different)

ways so as to prevent the out-
come."
Pynoos warned that

avdidance techniques which
people develop after traumatic
experiences are dangerous
because they do nbt ^fecHy

Continued on Page 8

MODERN TECHNOLOGY — Spectators view the inside action from outside the Los Angeles Coliseum during
the Opening Ceremonies. They got the best view and the atmosphere, too.

Olympic paintjob rnay outlast Game
Coliseum urged to keep 'festive federalism' decor

YOUNG CRITIC Thie boby ona lyzoc the band's porformanoo on

LOS ANGELES (AP) — When the
Olvmpics leave town, they may leave
behind a trail of magenta, turquoise,
chrome yellow, aqua and lavender.
The county Board of Supervisors in a

unanimous vote Tuesday urged the Los
Angeles Coliseum Commission to consider
keeping the stadium's so-called' "festive
federalism" paint job.

"The Coliseum, this great gray old
lady, is the best public stadium in the
world," said Supervisor Kenneth Hahn,
adding that the facility "is now fresh like
the day it was dedicated in 1932, flush
with the spirit of the Olympics."
The colors would be a "oright and cons-

tant reminder of the excitement of our
Olympiad," he said.

The supervisors^^ also recommended tha t

Mainstage. Good, steady beat, but a fresh repertoire would be nice. trie Los Angeles Olympic Organizing

Committee leave up concrete benches,
$100,000 worth of security fences, 70,000
plants and other landscaping in Exposition
Park. -_-
The LAOOC's contract requires it to

restore the Coliseum to its orginal gray
after the Games, or to a mutually
agreed-upon color scheme.
Even if approved, keeping the Coliseum

festively federal may be a problem.
"Most of that paint will not last," said

state Sen. William Campbell, (R- Hacien-
da Heights), president of the Coliseum
Commission.

"It's stage paint, (which was) put on for
just the two weeks ot the Olympics."
•« Campbell said Coliseum commissioners
will probably ask the LAOOC to leave up
some uf tliK stadium bunting and in terna-
tional flags that now crown the facility.

I
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news compiled from the Associated Press

Iranian hijacking ends with all liostages safe
ROME — Two Iranian gunmen

who hijacked an Iranian jetliner sur-

rendered here Wednesday after freeing
about 300 hostages — most of them
Moslem pilgrims headed for Saudi
Arabia, police said.

Rome Police Chief Giuseppe Por-
pora said the two hijackers had Ira-

nian passports and that one was in his

early 30s and the other in his early
20s.

A senior airport official said the two
identified themselves as , members of
the People's Mujahedeen, a major
group opposed to Iranian leader
AyatoUah Ruhollah Khomeini. The
police chief said one had demanded
fuel, food, medicine, and liavigational

charts for routes to Paris, Frankfurt,
London and Geneva. The ordeal

began Tuesday night with the seizure

of the French-made Airbus just after it

-departed the Iranian capital Tehran,
bound for Saudi Arabia \vith 304
passengers on board, according to

Iran's news agency.

Jury goes into deliberation

over John De Lorean case
LOS ANGELES — Five months

after it began, the John Z. De Lorean
cocaine trafficking case was placed in

the hands of jurors Wednesday with

instructions from the judge to "use

your good sense" and dec\}

automaker guilty or innocent.

"It's all in God's hands," De Lorean
said, smiling as he left the courtroom
after the jurors retired to deliberate.

His attorney, Howard Weitzman,
said, "We're nervous scared, anxious

and hopeful. We hope the jury will do

"~what we~think is the right thing.^^^

—

'-^

The jurors, six men and six women,
many of them carrying thick stacks of

notebooks filled with their jottings

during the trial, retired to begin de-

liberations at 9:52 a.m. after listening

intently to one hour of legal instruc-

tions.

State 'Hat Tax' bill

dies for the year
SACRAMENTO — A "simple tax"

bill that wqpld set the state income
tax rate at a flat 7 percent for

everyone died for this year Wednes-
day. -

The bill, AB3150 by Assemblyman
Elihu Harris, D-Oakland, had been
scheduled for a hearing Wednesday in

the Assembly Ways and Means Com-
mittee.

Instead, Harris asked that the btH

be studied this fall by the Legislature,

since he did not have enough support

in the committee. Lawmakers adjourn

l^ux Slooten

-for 1984 on Aug. 31, so the bill cannot

be passed this year.
^~""

The bill, caUed the Simple Tax
Law, would have changed California's

complex income tax system, which is

modeled after the federal tax system.

Rates now range from I percent to 11

percent and the tax law includes hun-

dreds of exemptions, deductions and
credits. ,

Harris' bill would have eliminated

almost all deductions, exemptions and
credits and taxed all income at 7 per-

cent. Taxation would be on income
above personal exclusions of $13,092

for one person or $26,184 for a mar-

ried couple.

Ecaterina Szabo, expressionless in

competitiohT wore~ir~constant smile:

On a picture-perfect day, Olympic
athletes from Algeria to Zimbabwe
swarmed into Disneyland for their

first look at a fantasyland that is truly

American.
Superlatives poured out in almost

every language after 115 delegations

from 49 countries toured the famed
playground Tuesday.

"It's like all of America boiled into

a few square miles. It\? awesome,"
said Paul Kirrhnage, a 27-year-old
cyclist from Dublin, Ireland.

Athletes spend day of pby

place on Earth': I I

ANAHEIM, Calif. — Forgetting
Mattered dreams, Grenada's tiny^

Olympic team rushed to embrace
Mickey and Minnie Mouse like long-
lost friends. Romanian gymnast

-FOR THE RECORD
The story in the Aug. 8 issue about an
explosion in the Neuropsychiatric In-
stitute incorrectly reported that the
laboratory animals being etherized

^were dogs. They were in fact, rats.

Additionally, the explosions were on
the fourth floor, not the third.
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DISCOUNT PRICES
____ ON —
RAYBANS • CARRERRA

PORSCHE "YOU KNOW WHEN YOU SEE IT
VUARNET • SUNCLOUD

WAYFARER __SPECS APPEAl^—

WAYFARER $35

PRESCRIPTION LENSES
AVAILABLE

• LESS THAN 2 HOUR SERVICE •

1082 Qendon^e
WESTWOOD (in the vfllagel

208-3570

CHEAPEST
PRICES IN
TCWN

For Pots nnd Plants

THE POHERY STORE

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON.-SAT. 9-6:00

SUN. 9-5:30

10761 Venice Bivd.

Los Angetes,CA 90034
(2 biks. west of Overtond)

558-9775

"Tf-

Moonshadows
Recognized as tlie coast's finest dining experience, located in the heart of Malibu,

Malibu's Premier Ocean-View Restaurant
Steaks-Lobster-Seafood

Open Monday thru Friday 5 pm
Saturday, Sunday 4 pm
All Mapr Credit Cards, Traveler's Checks Welcome

i

20356 Pacific Coast Highway
(213)456-3010

Located 5 miles North of Sunset on Pacific Coast
Highway, jUst past 619 Rock Drive - on the oceanside— or please call for directions.

;
.
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Peter Pae. News Editor

.kj|Qri*i«fre,.Catiw#!UiL. Au»«t2At.Mevv« Edko^

TROPICAL SCENERY - Travelers need not trek to the equator to see sunsets like this one, which was snap-
ped at Santa Monk:a beach.

Prof examines ath/etes" perceptions
Some 'screen out' surroundings, study shows
By Kristine Kimotsuki

An athlete's ability to effec-

tlvely ignore" peripheral infor"
mation can determine the
amount of psychological
pressure experienced in an in-

ternational comp)etition such
as the Olympic Games.
UCLA Psychology Professor

Ajbert Mehrabian has

developed a technique called
"stimulus screening," a ques-
tionnaire which measures per-
sonality and the amount of
environmental detail which
people notice in everyday
situations.

The technique can be used
to determine the personality
types of athletes and the
amount of extraneous infor-

mation an athlete notices dur-
ing a competition, Mehrabian
said, adding that the test

divides subjects into
**screeners'* and "non-
screeners."

Non-screeners are apt to
notice extraneous elements
such as the presence of spec-^

tators and the performance of

Continued on Pape 8

Planning underway

ensus Bureau^ear&u^
for the 1990 tabulations
By Randolph E. Schmid. Associated Press

WASHINGTON, D.C. - Even as details of the 1980 Census
are still being tabulated, government statisticians are planning
the next national head count, just over 67 months away.
"We feel that we have made a better start for planning a cen-

sus than ever before," said assistant Census director Peter A
Bounpane, who is in charge of preparing for the next count.
The Constitution requires the government to count Americans

every 10 years, primarily to make sure there are more or less
equal numbers of people in each congressional district.

But as U.S. society has grown larger^and jnoie-complexr-so-
^ the census. It probes ever more deeply into peoples' lives.
"Federal revenue-sharing laws require census data to

distribute funds. State and local governments, businesses and
others use the data for a wide variety of analysis, planning and
research activities," Bounpane explained.

"These demands and the diversity of tht times have changed
the census from a reeurring national event to a con t lnugus~
evolutionary cycle."

Indeed, that cycle is under way now. Businessmen and
special interest groups already are clamoring to have their
specific needs represented through questions on the 1990 Census
form — which ultimately must be approved by Congress.
"The appetite of data users for more information is in-

satiable," Bounpane said, but their needs must be balanced
with the reporting burden on the public and the counting
burden on the bureau.
To help sample public interest in what should be asked on

April 1, 1990, a questionnaire will be sent out to a sample of
the population in 1986, and public meetings will be held across
the country.

Bounpane said the bureau will go to Congress in 1987 with a
list of subjects it hopes to cover in the census. A decision is

needed by April 1, 1988 so that computers can be prepared and
forms printed.— Preparations for the 1990 count have drawn little public in-
terest so far, but that is changing in some parts of the country

Continued on Page 6
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Competitive sports

^Qa(gD3 daily bruin

4ICLA prof Studies Stress

and the effects on children
By Christina Skacan
Staff Writer

Stress resulting from com-
petitive sports can adversely
affect some child participants,
according to a study currently
being conducted by a UCLA
associate kinesiology professor.

Approximately 20 million
children participate in com-
petitive activities such as Little

League each year, UCLA
Associate Kinesiology Professor
Tara Scanlan said, adding
that a large number of these
children experience_stress as a
"result of the competition^

Competitive sports can
cause a high degree of stress in

children bex^ause the children's

^mental and physical skills are

tested publicly, Scanlan said.

Parents, coaches' and peers
both

ing 9- to 14-year-olds who
-engage in competitive^ sports
and analyzing what types of
stress children experience and
the conditions leading to the
stress.

Scanlan studied children
both at the ballpark and in

the laboratory to determine
which competitive situations

do not cause stress, she said.

The study is conducted
from the child's point of view,

Scanlan said. She explained
that the researchers concen-
trate on the child's jjerceptions

nf situationj;
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The researchers ask the
children question.s such as

"What do you typically think

about before you compete?
'

As a result of (juestioning,

children . who have more fun
during conipetition typically
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Included among these groups

afe children who become verv
view both the child's perfor-

—

report less .stress, she added
The results of the studv in-mance and the result of his

j)erformance. **We see the

whole strike-out, not just the

end result," Scanlan said.

Scanlon \s currently study-

dicate there are six major
ty|)es of children who most
frequently experience stress

related to competitive sports.

anxious when they compete,
children with low self-esteem,

children with low perfor-
mance expectations or success,

children who worry about
failing, children wjio are

heavily influenced by a parent
or coach and children who

deal.
'-worry a great

Children who lose also ex-

hibit more stress, Scanlan
said, adding that losing a
"close game" seems to create
more stress than a loss by a

wide margin.
There is no difference in the

amount of sports- related stress
experienced by boys and girls,

Scanlan said, adding that the
amount of stress is also equal
for team sports and individual

Continued on Page 7
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-Bone marrow research called stc

toward inherited disease therapy
By Paul Raeburn. hssocUAtd
rnss

^„ ; k^ ^ "^ '?^° *^ '^"e marrow cells of living miceSJ^ T '^^'^"y adaptable to treatment of genftiTalb'normalities in humans, researchers say.
^

The achievement, made independently by two research^oups who are reporting their findings this weeT h^b^n
dSl.'" ""P°^^"^ ^*^P *°""d ^^^oS for inhTrUed hu^n

led'"byXhaP,?'',^':if.
^"^"y '" N'""^^ •n-S^^ine, researchers

R^J^j- ^^ Mu'^'S*" °^ ''•e Whitehead Institute forBiomedical Research and the Massachusetts Ins tute ofTechnology report that mouse bone marrow^lls clr " ne abacterial gene thrived when injected into mice which h7d hadtheir own bone marrow wiped out with a dose of radiation

froL h£k '^

K^:'^'^'*^
'^"^ '"'»"°^ '^Ik rescued the mice

of days. Mulligan said in an interview
matter

The bacterial gene, which produces resistance to the an

the r^" ;" h°l":!f 'n ''" "^"^ '"""°" -"^ by ilTJLting

^
TTie virus imerted the foreign gene into the cells but caused__no disease ibelf. because the machinery that enables it to^A
InT '1' *°

^""f^^'
^''^ ^" ^«'"°^^' Mulligan said

^
In the other study, to appear in the Aug. 10 is^ue of Science

"^i^^"'' '^''^ '"'^"' ^"•"'' °^ 'he Sallf InstitTe in La Jolk*California used a retrovirus to insert a human gene into mou^bone marrow cells and then injected those cells into mi^
1 he gene, which triggers the production of an enzyme calledhypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase, or HPRtTXSma human genetic disease called Lesch-Nyha^ syndrome

mStrr."*
"'"'^ retardation, spastic moveUnts Td "l?:

hullln ^^ " **'''* ""^ .^^^"^ ««"« "'"W be inserted into

Vela saw"'H!r "c^.!?T
""

'' '° ""'! LeSch-Nyhan syndrome,

Eckner ai\\^\
collaborators were A. Dusty Miller and Roberttckner of the Salk Institute and Douglas Jolly and TheodoreFnedmann of the University of California at San Diego

in a nvrnT"""*"."""./
*"** Senetically-altered cells can survive

ILinrtow.rH'^
°"^"

""T'
encouragement" to researchers

ofTh^ nn^ . fA"/^"]^
therapy, said Dr. David Weatherallof the University of Oxford in a commentary in Nature.

Mulligan echoed predictions that such human therapy couldbegin in less than three years.

i. ^T. °l *ff^^ amenable to gene therapy. Mulligan said,
IS an inherited ailment called adenosine deaminase deficiencywhich causes the failure of the bodys immune system.

This is the ailment that forced David, the "bubble boy" of
Houston, to spend his 12 years in a sterile world inside walls of
clear plastic, said Mulligan.

David, whose last name was never made public, died Feb 22from complications arising from a mismatched bone marrow
transplant intended to restore the function of his immune
system.

With the technique being developed by Mulligan and Verma
the bone mirrow of a child like David could be removed the
genetic defect corrected and the bone marrow replaced
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Continued from Page 3

where first-stage tests have begun.
Starting in March, Census workers fanned out in parts of

Connecticut, Georgia and Texas to record residential addresses

and the number of dwelling units at each address. These will be
compared for accuracy with lists supplied by the Postal Service
and other sources. Such lists are essential to a good census, since

jnost of the count depends on mailed forms.

Tampa, Fla.,*and Jersey City, N.J., will be the sites of the
first full-scale test next spring, Bounpane said. This effort will

try out expanded use of computers by the Census Bureau, the
agency that pioneered automated data systems a century ago.

If technology can be used even more efficiently thari^in 1980,
it could mean a major saving for the bureau.
Counting Americans is a costly process. The 1970 census cost

$222 million, and the bill for 1980 topped $1 billion. The
General Accounting Office says the next one could cost $4
billion or more.
Once again, two census forms are planned for 1990 — the

long and the short. In 1980, one-fifth of the homes received the
long form, while everyone else got the short version.

Part of next year's test will determine if that is the best way
to continue , or if better T^ute are obtained^ "by sending"
everyone a short form, and then going back with the long ver-
sion for a sample.

^

In Tampa, the bureau also will try sending a post card
reminder to homes that have not responded a few days after the
census. Officials hope that will save special trips by workers to
count those homes

Bounpane said that computerized telephone interviews ahd
hand-held terminals might be possibilities in 1990. But he told
American Demographics magazine that people might be reluc-
tant to cooperate if confronted with too much technology. A
"Big Brother" phobia could become a problem, he warned.

Fielding 200,000 to 300,000 temporary workers is a continu-
ing problem for the bureau. In the past, when local politicians
handed out these jobs, the workers have not always been
available. Also, the increasing number of two-worker families
has diminished the number of housewives seeking a part-time
job.

Bounpane has some thought of hiring local government
employees, such as school teachers, fire fighters or transit
workers pn a temporary or part-time basis.

Census officials are sensitive to complaints that minorities are
often undercounted — especially blacks and Hispanics — and
Jersey City and Tampa were selected for tests partly because of
large minority populations.

'

Big cities, the homes for the largest number of minorities,
have been particularly interested in improving the census, sev-
eral claiming they were undercounted in 1980, resulting in a
loss of federal benefits from the growing number of programs
keyed to population.

This dispute has raised the question of whether census figures
should be adjusted to account for people missed in the count,
and how such an adjustment would be done, another matter to
be decided in planning for 1990.

HO'S ^^^'^^^ SHJIMGHAJ
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Continued from Page 4
competition.

There are many ways to
^leviate stress associated with
competitive sports, Scanlan
said. Coaches and parents
should be sensitive to each
child's individual differences,
including personality and
physical abilities.

Setting realistic goals for
-children involved in sports is

very important, Scanlan ex-
plained. "Winning is not a
realistic goal," Scanlan said,
because winning is not possi-
ble all the time.

According to Scanlan,
children should develop their

physical and mental skills and
perform to the best of their
ability, but they should also
have fun. "Some kids may just
be out there to be with their
friends."
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Formula 405,
Agina is Inevitable. Yet
why hurry the prcxess?
• Dermatologists tests hove
proven Formula 409 works.

• You'll see results wltt^n K) days-
fine lines and dry skin wiH seem
to disappear.

• Formula 40S wHI dranrxatteally
contribute to healtt^y. younger
kx)king skia

Formula 405—at any age your
skin will love it.
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San Fernando Valley
College of law
OP UNiVEKSrrY OF LA VERNE
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$«P<itiretfa, Ca. 91543
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100's Of Fine 14k Gold Jewelry Items at Wholesale Prices.
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California Graduate Institute
Classes begin September 12 and end December 17

1984 Fall Class Schedule

10 00-1 00 pm
!tOO-2 00pm
1 00-4 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
3 00-5 00 pm
3 00-6 00 pm
4 00-6 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-1 00 pm
5 00-1 00 pm
5 30-7 30 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
6 00-8 00 pm
8 00-11 00 pm
8 00-11 Oapm
8 00-11 00 pm

9 30-12 30 pm
11 0U-2 00pm
1 00-3 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm

C-I9I-3

P-30^-
C-I4I

322

821

308

505

C-163

414

B-IOt

C-I2I

841

326
609

C 121

B-lOO

C-121

304

B 103

810

MONDAY
Clinical Supervision fraciioim
nieories of Psychoenaiysis

Theories of Persortelity

Introduction to Object Relations

Clinical Hypnosis

Psychoanalytic Treatment of the Child

Rorschach I

Human Sexuality

Group Supervision (Practicum)

History and Systems
Group Process and Technique
Psychopharmacoiofy

Symbol Formation and Verbal Thought
^4rletle$ of Healing

Group Process

Statistics

Group Process and Technique

Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis

Physiological Psychology

Introduction to Behavioral Medicine

C. Horn. PhD
D Clifford. MD
L Mocs. PhD
D ClifTord. MD
W Unger. MD
D Sharon. PhD
J Besser. PhD
A. Brovar. MD
D. Pnmac. PhD
R Ph*ll*ps, PhD
E Jacobson, PhD
A. Brovar. MD
D CliRbrd. MD
T Oleson. PhD
J Packer. PhD
R. Hunter. PhD
R Phillips. PhD
L. Hedges. PhD
T Oleson. PhD
J. Besser. PhD

2 00-5 00 pm
5 00-7 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
5 00-8 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
100-10 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
8 00- 10 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

TUESDAY
403 Applied Technique ofMFCC
CI42 Psychopalhology I

414 Group Supervision (Practicum)

C'I51 Psychological Assessment I
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I (M) pm
I W) pm

10 00

10 (M)

10 30

11 00

? IM)-

2 (M)

2 00
2 IH)

^0<>

S 00
S 00

I (H) pm
1 00 pm
12 30 pm
2 00 pm

•v 00 pm
5 00 pm
5 00 pm

-5 IM}pm
s (Mlpm
H 00 pm

-8 00 pm

403

CI21
C-182-3

BI04
703
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LI .
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—
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T-l
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408

503

414

C 121

C-I4I

C 142

81!

414

C-121

801

334

C-i8l

C-153
704

C-192

( I93A
BI03

C-I9I-3

602

414

317

706

310

B 104

( /«» 3
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( IVI

( 161

> 00
^ 00-

6 00

8 00

8 00

8 00

8 00

8 00

8 00
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8 (M)pm
8 (M) pm
8 00 pm
10 00 pm
11 00 pm
1 1 00 pm
1 1 00 pm
10 00 pm
1

1

00 pm
-I • 00 pm

S 00-8 00 pm~
5 (Ml-800 pm

9(M)-l?J)tIpm
I (M)-3 (Ml pm
3 00-6 (M) pm

816

BlOO
(121
( 4

( 1

Tl)
PU
(-121

301

822

112

(171

a-ioo

(121
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Psychotherapeutic Techniques ofMFCC
Group Process

Proposal Research II. Ill

Learning and Cognition

Psychological Anthropology

Theories of MFCC
Theories of MFCC
Current Literature

rCA-tT Chrtd Anatyns
Psychoanalytic Theory Part 5

Psychoiinalytic Theory P^rt I

( roNS-Cultural Mores *nd Values

( roNS-C ulturiil Mores jnd Values

WEDNESDAY
Pronective Techniques m ( Imical Practice

Group Supervision

Group Process

Theories of Personality

Psychopathology I

Psychosomatic & Stress Reiated Disorders

Group Supervision (practicum)

Group Process

Neurology for Psyi.holof ists

Klcinun Theor> and Technique I

Proposal Research I

Psychological Assessment III

Pathological ( haracters in Literature

( linical Practicum II

( liniCal Practicum III

Physiological Psychology

THIRSDAY
( linical Supervision I. II. Ill

Psychology of Birth Fxperience

Group Supervision (Practicum)

Ego Psychology

EkisI Psychology and Bible Personalities

The First Two Years A ( linual Perspect

Learning and ( (ignition

Proposal Research I. II. til

(jroup PrfKcss

( linical Practicum I

Psychoanalytic Psychotherapy

Assertive Training

Statistics

(iroup PrtKess

( linical ( ase Conference

( linical ( ase C Onference

Introduction to Psychoanalytic Technique
Personality Develop & Dream Analysis

(iroup PrfKcss

Writings of Sigmund Freud ««

Advanced C linical Hypnosis

FRIDAY
Comprehensive Review
Social Bases r>f Behavior

DS A T t I

-Statistics

Group Prcxess and Technique
Research Methods

A Alvarc2. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
A. Alvarez. PhD
D . Sharon. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
M Koven. PhD
L Weisb«nder. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
L Peters. PhD
M Gerson. PhD
L Moss. PhD
R Gruener. PhD

-Y-Han»e». PhD
W Erwm. PhD
J. Van Buren. PhD
F Peters. PhD
D EspaAa. PhD

E Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Packer. PhD
W Erwm. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
L Moss PhD
D Pnmac. PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Brovar. MD
A Panajian. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
W R JohnstKi. PhD
G Gross. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
R Gruener. MD
W R Johnson, PhD

R Phillips. PhD
J Gibbons. PhD
J Packer. PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
J (iibbons. PhD
R Johnson. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
L Weisbender. PhD
G Bloch. MDand
R Benite/. DSW
L Singer. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Gooch. PhD
R Alexander. PhD
D Marcus. PhD
R E Johnson, PhD
M Koven. PhD
Van Buren. PhD
D Esparta. PhD

StafT

B Weiss. PhD

J. Gillespie. PhD^
E Jacobson. PhD
J Gillespie. PhD

PrnfPK^innnl SJpminnr^

Most seminars qualify for Continuing Fducation for Nurses and social workers
Approved lor Veteran's Benefits for those who qualify under VA Regulations.

A ll p roltrssHwats are welcome to attend. ~~^ "~ '
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Athletes
Continued from Page 3

other athletes. Screeners, on
the other hand, tend to focus
on the iifnportant elements of
competition, Mehrabian ex-
plained.

The pressure of competitioii.
will not hamper a screener's

performance because the
athlete will not be influenced
by irrelevant, peripheral ele-

ments.

Gymnasts, boxers and Hi^y^is

Across from Lot 1

»•••• COUPON

discount on any Giant Sepi's §
Submarine Sandwich z

10968LeConte •

COUPON •••••••

HIGHEST QUALITY

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bsusch S Lamb • Mydrocurve • Vistakon • WasleyJessan • Syntex • Parmaiens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

• I
COMPLETE
PACKAGE

PAIR

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test

• Lens Fitting • Complete

Training • Follow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses

• Written Guarantee

«* »K)-S (M»pm
<^ (>()- I 00 pm

9 00- S 00 pm
9 (Ml- I 00 pm

6 00-IO{K)pm
9 00- S (K) pm

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00-1 ()Opm

-ft (Ml- 10 (MJpm
9 (M)-S m pm

9 (M)-S 00 pm
9 ()()-} 00 pm

9 (M)-S 00 pm
9 00-3 00 prfi

9 00-5 00 pm

9(M)-S 00 pm
900-5 00 pm

Scpi 15

S«pi 16

S€pi22
Sepi23

Sepi 28

Sept 29

Oct 20

Ocl2l

Oct 2ft

Oti 27

Nov 3

Nov 4

Nov 17

Nov 18

Dec I

Dec2—

Dec's

Dec 9

P«ycli«4rsaM Teclmi^uc^ in Tlierayy

Tk* SiKitificaacc of Boundary in SymblosU
in P\ychollirrmpy

P«yclio»ynllw«h

L Moss. PhD

A Pan^jun. PhD

T Oleson. PhD

$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES Eul'UXa'JS!

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAIR

Five rich, natural- • Amber
looking translucent
colors . . . Just ask * Blue
our eye-care
specialist for a trial * Aqua
fitting free of _
charge. * ©'^•n

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

sight
'S 475-7602

Visa • Mastercard
Vision Plans

Optometiic Center Accepted

Or. Greenspan

^645 Witshire Blvd.. Suite 1070, W. L.A.

Diagnosis m4 TrealmenI of IMultipIc

Personality

Woriiing with Ike HoMoseiwal ( HenI

Social Bases of Behavior

S)»ciai Bases of Behavior (2)

R Solomon. PhD

T. Oleson. PkD

B Weiss. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

SmM ««« tf Behavior (3)

Prenatal tmi PostnaUl Implicatioas in

Psyrhoanalylicai Thoiifhl

B. Weiss. PhD

W Erwin. PhD

Continuing Education Classes

CGI has been approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing education

for psychologists APA approvdl is limited toorganiutions and does not imply endorsement of

individual offerings

9 00-5 00 pm * Sept9

6 00- 10 00 pm Nov 9

9 00-5 on pm Nov 10

Sforts Psychology *ni Performance

Enhanccnwat
A Brovar. MD
T. Oleson. PhD

•t^; ^^

11641 Pico Blvd.

(at Barrington)—WesHA

477-7740

TTTTT
24

23

22

CRUST — AUTHENjFIC S

Doaestic VMmc* M. Gerson. PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles, Orange County
Group Theory ai^d Praclicc is offered every night of the wreek at the West Los Angeles location.

Individual and Group Supervised Training. Didactic Therapy, Dissertation Study, and Internships
arc available by arrangement

The California Graduate Institute has b€tn approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction,

State of California. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFCC licenses in the Stale of California. >

Non-profit, federal and sute tax exempt, non discriminatory in sciectinf students and personnel.
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U'D HAVE TO G(
TO GET PIZZA.

CHICA<
GOOD"

for additional litformation or a catalogue, pleas* contact:

California Graduate Institute
,

School qfFrofestioHal Psychology Celebrating 16 years of continuous operation as the first

independent graduite school of psychoioiy in the naiioa.

(7m ?MI-<17rin 1100 Glendon Awniw. Ilth tTaor

West Los Angeles, California 90024

^^
OVER lOpiMPORTED BEERS

INT'L BEER^liQHT — TUESDAYS
BEER $1.0P A BOTT

16

15
BEER TASTINGS. 10

14 11

. MofvThurs FrI-Sat Sun
11;3Qam>»nm U^(iam.\2am—4-lQpm

throwers should be better
screeners because their sports
require intense concentration
and good coordination,
Mehrabian said.

For example, the elements
which a gymnast should con-
centrate on include the
equipment, the movements
and the routiiie. ^_focusin^
on these elements, a gymnast
cai\ perform better, he said.

Mehrabian cited the color
of the mat, audience reaction,

noise and the temperature of
the arena as leg important
elements. Other extraneous
elements include the presence
of the gymnast's parents and
the performance of other
athletes participating in the
competition.

Trauma program
Continued from Page 1

address the problems.
"Reviewing the personal expe>
rience can provide some real
relief," Pynoos said.

The fact that the trauma
was brought on by a human
being presents further com-
plications. "An event like this

causes people to be filled with
anger and .rage," Pynoos said,
noting the difference in the
way people respond to natural
disasters and man-made
tragedies.

"Issues of human account-
ability are very hard to de^
with,*' Pynoos explained.
"There's a sense of predic-
tability (with natural
disasters), but (after human-
created tragedy, the fear is

that) some human being any
place and any time can do' the
same thing." . ^ .

ir~0rNNfR~FOOD TO GO

6S25 SANTA MONICA BLVO ' PHONE (SIS)
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Three down, one^togdlFor Lewis

(^1 Lewis won his third gold medal, this one coming \n the 200 meters. Lewis clocked a
19.80 to set an new Olympic record, and is now just one gold away from duplicating the
four-gold feat of Jesse Owens at the 1 936 Games.

Ewing and team defense put
U -S- into gold medal ^ame ^
By Mark Hazelwood
Senior Staff Writer

How many basketball teams
-do you know that can shoot
45.9 percent in the first half of
a semifinal Olympic game and
still be ahead by 17 points?
With the brand of pressure
defense that the United States

-showed Wednesday night
against Canada (and the same
level of defense Team USA has
played throughout the tour-

nament under Bob Knight),
little offense will win a game
comfortably, a mediocre of-

fense means a laugher, and a
-hot night, well lets just say, it

would get pretty ugly.

Wednesday night, the U.S.

had a mediocre night offen-

sively. Steve Alford was 3 of 8
shooting, Patrick Ewing 4 of

12, Michael Jordan 5 of 15
and Wayman Tisdale 3 of 8.

vpxcept for Chris Mullin (10 of

16), the U.S.V shooting was

darn right chilly at times.
Make no mistake about it,

iiowever^ the game wa& never
in doubt. Final from the
Forum, VS. 78 Canada 59r
Knfght and Co. will now face
Spain for the gold medal on
Friday.

There was no mystery
Wednesday, because there was
nowhere for Canada to go on
offense. The U.S.'s pressure
man-to-man defense gave
Canada one shot, maybe, each
trip down the court. This was
especially true in the first half,

when the Canadians shot 34.4
percent. The Americans
blocked seven shots, made five

steals and forced 1 1 turnovers.
The epitomy of frustration

was Canada's Cerald
Kazanowski. The team's
leading scorer going into the
game at 16.0, Kazanowski
finished the first half for 2
shooting from the floor, for

2 from the line, niade three

turnovers and committed
three fouls. He fouled out of
the^gam^ three m inutes into
the second half.

""- Canada, outmanned, used^
the only game, plan it could
coming in. Force the U.S. to
shoot from the outside and
slow the gan^e to a crawl.
"Our game plan was to play a
tight zone," said Canada
guard Jay Triano, who will be
trying out with the Utah Jazz
next month. "Leave open
Alford and Mullin and not let

Jordan and the others drive to
the hoop. That's obviously not
what happened."
At the outset, Canada's

strategy looked good. The
U.S. was two for its first

eight, adl from the outside and
was down 6-4. But after
Triano scored a reverse layup
with 15:48 on the clock,
Canada managed just two
points in t*he next four

Continued on Page l3

Inside...

Diving.. 10 Women's Basketball
^ '-. '

Tennis 10 Soccer

II

12
-.
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Boxing 11 Men's Basketball Semifinal.... 12

dster wins 200
gold medal of

By Tom Timmermann
Ser\ior Staff Writer

—4^*^'' Monday night^tr
se^ed that Carl Lewis had
locked up the spot as the heel
of the Olympics, as he passed
up his last four attempts in the
long jump. Wednesday, he
won back the crowd with a
little help from Kirk Baptiste
and Thomas Jefferson.

Tht^ three^—puH^th^off—

^

• .V ^ .dk ^m.

the world and the second best
in the world. My one goal was
to win thfe gold, not to settle

sweep in the 200-meters, and
as they circled the track
holding an American flag,
there was no way in the world
that anyone could boo.
The victory laps were the

Order of the day, the most
moving of which may have
come from Morocco's Nawal
El Moutawakel, who chose to
attend Iowa State at the re-

quest of Nigeria's Sunday Uti.
ISU missed out on having a

great day as Uti failed to win
a medal in the 400, which was
won by Alonzo Babers of the
U.S., edging out Cabriel
Tiacoh of the Ivory Coast.
Most people at the Coliseum
would have figured that it

would be just as well for
Tiacoh to win the race if an
American didn't, since it's not
very often you get to hear the
national anthem of the Ivory
Coast played. Antonio
McKay, who had talked a lot
all week, finished third, and
wasn't especially proud of it.

"This is one of the saddest
days of my life," said McKay,
who looked like he meant it.

**I ran my best and got
defeated. I lost to the best in

for the l)ronze. Silver and
bronze is not good enough,
but I'll accept it with pride
and honor."

Babers, the winner, was
substantially happier. "When
I was a freshman playing
football at the Air Force
Academ>^][b^oke my arm
and decided to go back to
track. That was a great deci-
sion. I think everybody was a
winner in the race today."

French pole vaulter Pierre
Quinon won the only record
thlfe French can expect to win
in the track and field comjjeti-
tion, defeating Mike Tully,
who won the silver, and Earl
Bell and Thierry Vigneron,
who tied for the bronze.
Daley Thompson did

everything but clinch the
decathlon as he ran up the
best one day score ever, 4,633,
to give him a 114 point lead
over West Germany's Jurgen
Hingsen, who has the world
record, but can't beat Thomp-
son. Besides that, he probably
won't have the world record
much longer.

The American sweep in the
200, the first in the event since
1956, gave Lewis his third
gold medal of the games, and
it will take a miracle to deny
him his fourth. Everyone, in-
cluding the second and third
place finishers and world
record holder Pietro Mennea
of Italy, who finished seventh,
agreed that no one could beat

Continued on Page 13

Waymon Tisdgte scored nine points and prahhed eight r»
bounds as the U.S. tunr>ed back Canada 78^ in the semifi-
-nals. The U.S. will face Spain for the gold on Friday night. "

"
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III in platform

By Kati Rocky. Staff Writer

All the world's greatest
divers gathered Wednesday
night for the men's spr-
ingboard „final__.competili
but found themselves no com
petiton for U.S. diver and
Olympic champion Greg
Louganis.

Twerfty-four-yeaj-old
Louganis, who has won a gold
in every major international
competition except the 1^76
Olympic Games where he
plac« sixth on the springboard,
truly lived up to his reputation
as "the world's greatest diver."
Attaining perfect or near-
perfect scores on every dive,
he claimed the gold medal
with ease.

After completing eleven
dives, Louganis had a score of
754.41, nearly 100 points bet-

ter than silver medalist Tan
Liangde of China.

Louganis could have fallen

out of a tree and earned a
higher score than most of his

conrtpetitors, but instead
gracefully performed a series

of jumps, twists, turns, and
somersaults in the pike posi-
tion. But Louganis had no ex-
planation for why he dove so
much better than hLs^ com-
petitors. "I don't know," he
said laughing, "ask my mom."
While Louganis attracted

the major portion of the
crowd's oohs and aahs, silver

medalist Liangde (662.31
points) and bronze medalist
Ron Merriott of the U.S.
(661.32 points) botl^ executed
some outstanding dives, as did
the other nine finalists.

For a while, it looked like

China's Li HongPing was go-
ing to edge out Merriott for
the bronze, but Merriott's
dives began improving toward
the end of competition
"Ihe crucial round for me

was nine, " Merriott explained.
"I knew I had a chance for a
•medal and I'm pleased with
the bronze."

Both Liangde and Merriott
5poke highly of Louganis' div-
ing. "He probably can't be
beaten by anyone right noW,"
said Liangde.

"Yep, he's one of a kind,"
said Merriott, who claimed he
didn't feel overshadowed by

Hardly a splash as

Louganis wraps up

Assistant Sports Editor

near oerfect
By Kevin Daly.

Assistant Sports Editor

Eight years ago at the
Olympics in Montreal, the
U.S. had what most observers
felt was the greatest amateur
boxing team ever assembled.
They won a total of five gold
medals and a star was bom in
the name of Sugar Ray
Leonarc}.

But today it appears that
America's boxers are bigger,
badder, and have quite an in-
terest in collecting gold, not to
mention a passion for knock-
ing out opponents. The 1984
U.S. team currently sports a
record of 33-1 in Olympic box-
ing, with 12 men in conten-
tion for the gold.

Most of the attention has
been focused on welterweight
(147 lbs.) Mark Breland, a
skinny kid out of New York^
who doesn't hit like a skinn7
kid would. He's left his mark
on amateur boxin-g with a
record of 108-1, including
three easy wins in the Olym-
pics. He has also won five

golden glove championships
and played the role of Tierce'
in the film "The Lords of
Discipline."

But by no means does the
talent end there, not with the
likes of 1983 World Champi-
ons Pernell Whitaker, Tyrell
Biggs and Frank Tate. The
other talented crop of U.S.
boxers who are chasing the
gold are Steve McCrory, Jerry
Page, Virgil Hill, Evander
Holyfield, Meldrick Taylor
and Henry Tillman.

Looking back at the gold
medalists on the 1976 U.S.
team — Howard Davis, Leo
Randolph, Michael and Leon
^inks,—y»e -latter thtee-of

which won professional titles

— one can see similarities

with this year's contingent. If

there is any difference, the

1984 team has more depth.

With most of the hype
directed towards Breland,
who will liave a hefty pro
contract awaiting him after

the Olympics, he hasn't been
as impressive as Whitaker or

Holyfield have. With a slick

ring style that even Muham-
mad Ali would be projud of.

Whitaker has danced and
slugged his way to three lop-
sided victories.

In one bout Whitaker was
warned by a referee for jump-
ing behind his opponent. Ac-
tj^all>^the move surprised the
ref who smirked at Whitaker
and said a few words to him.
As a result, Whitaker is

becoming the crowd pleaser
that Leonard was. And one
more thing -- this kid can box
with anyone, and will be a

surefire pro.

Holyfield has displayed
sheer power while battering
opponents around the ring in
his three bouts. None of his
bouts have gone the three
round distance^ andin his last
fight on Tuesday evening,
Holyfield had the crowd at
the Sports Arena on their feet
as he knocked out Kenya's
Syivaus Okello with a vicious
left hook in the opening

Continued on Page 13

U.S. light-middleweight Frank Tate prepares to dish out some punishment in his second
round match against Ital/s Romolo Casamonica. Tate vvon the match by a unanimous 5-0
-"stxjre.-™"

—~——^*— " " ^ ' '^-'—^ ^ ' '

Greg Louganis appears to be signaling his own upcoming victory here as he demonstrates
his flawless form during yesterda/s springboard finals.

Louganis because he (Mer-
riott) dives for himself and,
"doesn't worry about anyone
else but Ron."

Meanwhile, Louganis was
calm and relaxed. **I was
ecstatic about my performance
today. I was riding the board

well, and I accomplished a lot

of things I've been working
towards."

Louganis spoke of* the men-
tal concentration and pro-
cesses he goes through during
his dives. 'T do aJot of jnental^
imagery. I set my dives to

music and just follow the
rhythm of the day.**

Louganis said he had set his
dives to "Chariots of Fire,"
"Dreamgirls," and "Fame."
And "Fame" must have been
^Ftmning thiuugh his head dur-

Coritinued on Page 16

Bad shoulder forces Jaeger to default

K

By Lynne Weil

Staff Writer

You may have solved the
philosophical question that
begins, "If a tree falls in the
forest..." Well, if an athlete
wins a tennis match in the
Olympics, but nobody is there
to give hirti a medal, is he still

an Olympic athlete?

He is according to almost
everyone but the press, which
has largely ignored this exhib-
ition sport. Coverage of
Olympic tennisrhas been

remain so until the 1988
Cames in Seoul, Korea, when,
as an official competitive
sport, it will provide the
drama of gold medal victories.
Still, the 1984 competition is

no less exciting.

Despite the lack of press at-
tention, spectators packed the
Los Angeles Tennis Center on
Wednesday for the second day
of courtside action. They
witnessed a default, a double
tiebreaker and some high- cal-
iber performances bv players
of several nations. i

of the U.S. defaulted to
France's* Pascale Paradis
when, in the middle of the
first match, she was unable to
continue playing due to a
shoulder injuty. Jaeger has
had chronic problems with a
rotator cuff injury which took
her out of the 1982 U.S.
Open. After the default, she
said in a press conference that
she had some movement pro-
blems during training for the
Olympics, but was -more con-
cerned with competing than
with her health.

mininiaJ - and probably will T6p-seeded Andrea Jaeger "The only person I have to

blame is myself," the dejected
19-year-old said. "No doctors
or anything." Jaeger added
that physicians had told her to
spend more time strengthening
the arm for competition, but
she had ignored them. Now,
U.S. women's tennis coach
Gail Godwin said Jaeger will
not compete for the rest of the
season.

Jaeger explained that she
came to the Olympics feeling
that the injury would not in-

terfere with her game, but she
was soon proven wrnng "Tf

By KeWn Daiy - '

.

Assistar\t Sports Editor

OK. It's time to bring on
the. Russians. And it's time to
prove who the best women's
basketball team in the world
is. But for the moment, that
distinction belong^ to the U.S.
You can call them the

Olympic Champions, or better
yet, the best women's team
around. It's highly doubtful
that the Soviet Union could
beat the 1984 edition from the
U.S., a team that relies on
quickness, speed, t^am
defense, and of course, Cheryl
Miller.

She's the Magic Johnson of
women's basketball, and
rightfully so. The junior from
use, who led the Trojans to

the NCAA title the past two
years, who once scored over
100 points in a high school
game, is all-world.

In Tuesday night*s champi-
onship game against South
Korea, with the U.S. leading
50-38, Miller turned on the
m agic and turned off the

^aled the outcome. Miller
scored twice on an offensive
rebound and a Fastbreak layup
and also fed former Bruin
Denise Curry for a pair of
baskets. Miller ended the
evening with 16 points, 11 re-
bounds and five assists.

A hard worker on defense
who isn't afraid to take charg-
ing fouls. Miller led the team
in four vital areas: 16.3
points, sev^n rebounds^ four
assists and countless ' floor
burns.

While Miller certainly was
the leader of the band, she
had quite a backup group in

Lynette Woodard, Janet
Lawrence, Anne Donovan and
a hoard of others. Coach Pat
Head Summitt of Tennessee
played all of her 12 players
during every game, hoping
that she would Wear down the
opponent. And with the subs,
the U.S. never missed a beat.

Woodard, a former star
from the University of Kansas
who graduated two years^^go,
was the second leading scorer^—l^T-3

—

points—per

—

game.

^KGtbSt/ i

lege Player of the Year two
years ago at Louisiana Tech,
scored 9.3 and grabbed six re-

bounds a contest, while
Donovan, the 6-8 center from
Old Dominion, averaged 7.3

points and five boards per
game.
F o rmer Bruin—D e nis e

Continued on Page 15 Koreans. In a 8-0 run that Lawrence, who was the Col

Curry, a member of the 1980
U.S. Olympic team (along
with Woodard, Donovan and
Cindy Noble) played some
quality minutes as a forward
off the bench, scoring seven
points and pulling down just

over three rebounds a game.
Another local star who saw

some action off the bench was
use's Pamela McGee, who
added six p>oints and three re-

bounds per game. And in a
very emotional scene after the o
game, she was with her twin fe

sister Paula, one of the last ^

cuts from the team, draping
|

the gold medal around her u

neck.

What's astonishing about
this gold medal team was the
ease in which they won their

-«w

—

games
,
—outsooring—oppo-

Continued on Page 16 and assists.

}

Cheryl Miller led the U.S.
wonnen's basketball team to

the gold medal, leading the
team in scoring, reboud ing.

Olympic Schedule for
Thursday August 9

0730-1020

OSOO-1115

0830-1100

0900-1730

0930-2005

Canoeing Mens lOOOm semifinals
"Women's 500m semifinals

Hockey 2 games - men's semifinals

Water Polo 2 games - championship

round

Tennis 8 quarterfinal matches

Athletics

0930-1015-1200 - Decathlon
1 10m hurdles, discus, pole vault

1040 . Women's 100m hurdles heats
1120 - Women's high jump qualifying

1600-1755 - Women's 200m semifinals & final
1600-1855 - Decathlon javelin & 1500m

^1615 - Men'^500miieat!f

^

1725 - Women's 1500m semifinals
1800 - Women's long jump final

1815 - 5000m semifinal
m

1000-1320 Archery 50m men, 50m women

1000-1330

1000-1200

1100-1400

Basketball 2 games - men's places 9-12

finals

Diving Women's platform preliminaries

Boxing Semifinal bouts

1200 1800 Fencing Men's team sabre preliminaries

1200-1500 Wrestling Freestyle prehminaries - 52, 57,
68, 74, 82, 100 and

over 100 kg; Group finals - 48, 62, 90 kg
1315-1815 Hockey 1 game - women's round robin

FRG vs. USA
2 games - men's semifinals

Synchronized Swim Duet finalsT330.I430^

1330-lQOO Water Polo 2 games r^ampionship
round

1400-1800 Equestrian Team dressage competition

1430-1720 Archery 30m men, 30m women

1600-2000 Judo Half heavyweight - up to 95kg

1630-1830 Diving Women's platform preliminaries

1800-2100

1800-2200

Boxing

Gymnastics

Semifinal bouts

Women's rhythmic
preliminaries

1800-2030 WresUing Freestyle preliminaries - 52, 57,

68, 74, 82, 100
& over 100kg; Finals - 48, 62, 90kg

1830-2300 Handball 3 games - women's round robiri"

AUT vs. USA
KOR vs. FRG
YUG vs. CHN

1900-2030 Basketball 1 game - men's places 3-4 final

1930-2200

2000-2300

Water Polo 2 games - championship

round

Fencing Men's team sabre finals

a^

' 1

>;';r

^>y^'
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Spanish coach's U.S. experience

oaeOiS) dally bruin

leads team to basketball finals
By Mark Hazelwood
Senior Staff Writer ,

An experienced Spain team,
coach^ by a man who has
been tutored by America's best
amateur coaches, will play for
its first basketball gold medal
Friday evening after a convin-
cing 74-61 win over favored
Yugoslavia Wednesday at the
Forum.

Spanish coach Antonio
Diaz-Miguel, who has traveled
many times in the last twenty
years to study from John
Wooden, Dean Smith and Bob^
Knight, among others, and is

**a close friend of Lou
-Gmtrnesecca,—was
his team erased a 40-35
halftime deficit. The Olym-
pics is the greatest for basket-
ball." said Diaz.Miguel. To
have played in The U.S., the

_jrnecca of ba.skpthall i^ yr^at
Another thing is to show the
.\merican people that a small
countr> in Europe knows some
basketball."

The Yugoslavians, who
finished second to the U.S. in
1976 and won the gold medal
in .Moscow in 1980, led bv as
much as ten points in the first

half. Guard Drazen Petrovich
scored 12 points in the half

and also had a pair of assists.

Diaz-Miguel made some ad-
justments, however, for the
second twenty minutes of
play. "We started the game
with a man-to-man defense
with which we tried to stop
(Drazen) Dalipagfc, (Ratko)
Radovanovic, and (Drazen)
Petrovic, their top three
scorers, but we found that we
were lacking in rebound. In
the second half, I put in Fer-
nando Romay to rebound:
those were the two keys."

With Yugoslavia showing
uncharacteristic impatience on
offense and Romav clearing
the boards the Spanish team

France advances^to final

by beating Yugoslavia 4-2

Uirilled^fier went on a 16 to 4 run to begin
the second half. The\ opened
up a 51-44 lead with' 14:33 to
go. After Rado\ ano\ ic was fed
for a dunk, the Yugoslavians
cut the Spanish lead to fouf at

By Bob Timmermann

Gold medal favorite Yugoslavia was its

own worst enemy as the team lost its semi-
final Olympic soccer match 4-2 in overtime
to France before an American record crowd
of 97,451 at the Rose Bowl.
Two of Yugoslavia's best players, Borislav

Cvetkovic, the tournament's leading scorer,

and Jovica Nikolic, were shown the red
card (automatic ejection) b^v referee Antonio
Marquez of Mexico. The two-man deficit
was too much for the Yugoslavians to
bounce back from.

In the first half, it appeared that even
with 11 men, the Yugoslavians were^ in

But three consecutive
fast-break baskets by the
quicker Spanish plavers gave
Spain a 65-53 lead with 4:47 |

Spain, who has never won a
medal in basketball, was led
by Jose-Maria Margall's 16
points. Petrovic led Yugoslavia
with 16 points, but con-
tributed just four in the se-
cond half.

trouble. France's Dominique Dijotat dribbl-
ed past Slav defender Marko Elsaner and
scored in the seventh minute.

Three minutes later, Philippe Jeannol put
in a free kick from just outside the penalty

_area to give^rance^^^Olead-which tt toolT
to the locker-room at halftime.

Things only got worse for the Yugosla-
vians. In the 49th minute, Nikolic was
shown the red, but apparentlv Yugoslavia
still had something left.

In the 63rd minute. Cvetkovic scored his
fifth goal of the tournament on an assist
from Misrad Baljic. "^^

The tying goal in the 74th minute by the
Yugoslavians was controversial. In a scram-
ble in front of the goal, Stjepan Deveric

knocked in a loosq ball but the television
replay indicated that the ball might have
hit Deveruc's arm before going in. Despite
furious French objections, the goal stood
and the game went into two-15 minute
overtimes, but not before Cvetkovic was
ejected for a flagrant foul in the 76th
minute.

Being two men down was too big a defi
cit for the Yugoslavians. In the fifth minute
of overtime, France's Gqy Lacombe kickedm a ball after an initial save by Yugoslavia's
goalie Tomislav Ivkovic.

Ivkovic surrendered the last goal in the
Jinal xniaute when in a xl^perate rush^by"
the Yugoslavians, he ventured out near
midfield to stop a ball. France's Daniel
Xeurep kicked the ball into the empty net
registering his fourth goal of the tourna-
ment.
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CONTESTANTS WANTED FOR NEW
T.V. COMEDY GAME SHOW :

'ANYTHING FOR MONEY' '

LIVE IN LA.?

Tui<y!fiV'^^ ^^^ ^^^ OLYMPICS?
THIS MAY BE YOUR CHANCE TO BE ON-A T.V. GAME SHOW

France will probably be without the ser-
vic^ of Didier Senac in the final game
Sen^c was taken to the hospital for x-rays to
check for a possible skull fracture after a
collision in front of his own goal.

France advances to the gold medal game
on Saturday at the Rose Bowl. The game is
scheduled to begin at 7 p.m. and France
will play the winner of last night's Italy-
Brazil semifinal match at Stanford.
Yugoslavia will play the loser in the bronze
medal game Friday at the Rose Bowl

ALL YOU NEED TO HAVE FUN & WIN CASH IS AN
OUTGOING PERSONALITY AND YOUR OWN

INTUITION - FOR INTERVIEW-
CALL KELLY AT 818/986-5343. 5344
MUST BE 18 OR OLDER M-F 10-4
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Less than 5 minutes from Campus

7a6/ec/or/7s . .
. Napkins . . . W PIZZA tOO!

(RATED BEST BY AM LA (KABC TV) OTHER PUBLICATIONS)

Beverage & Oesserl)

Itaimn Restaurant ,n a Light Hearted Roman Style

WEST LA. 10929 W PICO 474-0102 FRFF PARi^iMr
SHERMAN OAKS yENJii^ &'fpl^J^^^^^^^

WhatiIS

(213)828-8637M. Rashti,MD (213)821
General Practice

• Check-Up
• Physical Therapy. X-Ray. Lab
• Food and Chemical Allergy Tests

Birkenstock?

^Qm^j'f^j'*'^^*'^^' Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103

Hesidcnceoi Hotel Corner Vale &' Wilshir

-r NiHur.dlv Ji-MttiHii

|jm\l w«|i
v«Viurl»-.«h«Tf«»

luxury .iihlomitiin

Soh, durahlr «Lilr

ftmihnl wmJifis

Aii|usUihlt' tiips lo fit

»it inn fw ipcHvi

Let your feet make a
place for themselves*

The Original World
Famous '

Birkenstock

* ^^\ kP*^"^« Ave., Westwood Village
(by UCLA main entrance) 208-7307

14447 Ventura Blvd., (at Van Nuys Blvd.)

Sherman Oaks 788^3

8629 Melrose Ave., West Hollywood
855-0744

11 1 1 Prospect, UJolla, CA 9203/
(619) 454-7577

Palm Springs at 275-S. Palm Canyon Dr.

(Vin^Yifd Mall) (619) yVl 171

I

Comfort Shoes and Natural-Fiber CIdthing I
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Track
Continued from Page 9
Lewis right now, not in the
200 meters. Lewis didn't say
anything as he promised he
wouldn't until the games are
over and he's wort his four
gold medals. A few days ago,
it seemed no one would care
what he said. Now, people
may listen.

Lewis did talk with
LAOOC employees, who
played back the tape for
reporters. In it, Lewis said
that he ran the turn faster
than usual, because he was
feeling sore and wanted to
have a lead in case his leg got
sore down the stretch. Both
Baptiste and Jefferson gained
on him down the stretch, but

Olympic record time of 19.80,
.08 seconds off the world
record.

El Moutawakel was a sur-
prise winner in the hurdles,
biit did It with little trouble.
She took the lead before the
first hurdle and the field was
never close again. As she
neared the finish line, she
knew she had the race won
and raised her arm in celebra-
tion. She was handed a
Moroccan flag (the first and
probably last to be seen at
these Olympics) by some fans

13

—at the finish line, and at one BOXIIIO
point needed it to wipe away
her tears. She cried again on
the victory stand, the first tru-
ly emotional winner in the
track competition.

"All I wanted to do was
make it to the finals," she
said. "All the people in my
country really wanted me to
win it."

American Judi Brown took
the silver medal, making an
excellent comeback over the
final hundred yards.

In the pole vault, Quinon
hit his first jump at each of
the last two heights, forcing
Tully to pass in an effort to
keep up. At 19 ft., 2>/f inches,
Quinon finally missed, forcing
Tully to jump. But both miss-
ed on all three tries and
Tuihon won the gold, based
on his earlier jump of 18 ft.,

lOVi inches. Earl Bell and
Thierry Vigneron tied for
third.—!lL_was real hapj^ with
what I did," said Tully. "I
was flat tired on the last two
chances and once that hap-
pened I knew I had to settle
for second place."

At the end of the first day
of the decathlon, Thompson
was 97 points ahead of
Hingsen's record paceu His
total of 4,633 was 84 points

Continued on Page 14

Continued from Page II
round.

Another fighter who has
come on strong after a scare in
his first bout is the 19-year-old
Tate,^ a light-middleweight
who upset Canada's Shawn
O'Sullivan at last year's world
championships. Although Tate
won his opening bout over
Sweden's Lotfi Ayed by a 5-0
decision, the crowd bood lusti-
ly at the outcome. But in his
last two fights he has been
very impressive, and now
finds himself in the semifinals,
awaiting a possible showdown
with O'Sullivan in the finals.

Light-flyweight Paul Gon-
zales of East L.A. has exhib*
ited great boxing skills whUe
carving up three foes-ta reach
the semis. He usually enjoys a
big height advantage, standing
tall at 6-2 on his 106 pound
frame. And Gonzales is on a
mission after losing a con-
troversial split-dec^don in the
Pan American Games last
summer in a fight that he had
seemingly controlled from
start to finish. Gonzales
shouldn't be disappointed this
time around. * "

One U.S. boxer who has
made his presence well-known
around his opponents has been
17-year-old Meldrick Taylor,

_^
Continued on Page 14

Men's hoop
Continued from Page 9
minutes. Meanwhile, the U.S.
was sparked by Patrick Ew-
ing's best play of the tourna-
ment.

With h i s c o a c h ,

Georgetown's John Thompson
watching in the stands, the
7-0 center scored 10 points in
nine minutes and had four re-
bounds. The U.S. reached its

first 17 point lead of the half,
when Ewing made a five-foot
turnaround from the baseline.
"He helped a lot,'* Triano said
of Ewing. "Not only when we
drove around guys, but also
offensive rebounds." Although
he didn't score in the second
half, Ewing was a force the
entire night* with seven re-
bounds and six blocked shots.
"Ewing came in and gave us a
lift," said Knight, who has
been tough on Ewing at times
in the two months they have
been together^

The Canadian defense, for
the most part, worked well in
the first half. What was
critical for the U.S. was the
fact that they made just four
tuhiovers and converted Five
offensive rebounds into
baskets. As Knight said after-
wards, "we didn't shoot the
ball well, but we handled it

well."

In the second half, MuUin
hit three outside jumpers and
that loosened up the Canadian
defense some. To Canada's
credit, the U.S. was allowed
little showtime in this game,
except for two Jordan dunks^
one in each half. This did not
concern Knight, who was
satisfied with the team's win.
"I'm pleased at this point that
we have a chance to win the
gold medal. That's been our"
objective the whole time."
For Canada coach Jack

Donahue, who thought his
team was the only one with a
chance to beat the Americans,
but will now have to settle for
a chance at the bronze medal
Thursday night against
Yugoslavia, the loss wasn't
disheartening^ "I thought we
played hard, but we didn't
play as well as we could. We
play hard for 40 minutes most
games, we're going to be
ahead. We played a great
-team/' ---

—
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Interested in Journalism?
Write for a Special
Interest Publication!

CICLA has six Slf^s. all

of which need writers
and advertising repre-
sentatives. This is a
prime opportunity to
get involved.
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"WILSHIRE SHOP ONLY**
IN SANTA MONICA

9 30-9:00— SAT. 9^ — SUN. 1 1-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
82S-4S11 ••2S-4512

FREE 2 fori •
^"^^

(Buy 1 hamburger or sandwich to get 2ncl free)

AFTER 3 P.M. ONLY

COUPON EXPIRES 9/7/84

Explret August 31. 1964

BURGERS WITH STYL£
WESTWOOO

TI04GayleyAve.
Westwood. CA 90024a

—208-3226^
I culal coupon

*-^

r^^^

!Bs^t iPxic^
'

'
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• YAMAHA

•ADS

•S.A.E. -

•TANDBERC •THRESHOLD

•JAMO

AND MANY MORE!

• BOSTON • DBX

ACCOUSTICS . DAHLQUIST

• HARMAN KARDON •CRADO

•GRACE

•THORENS

8685 WILSHIRE BLVD. • BEVERLY HILLS, CA 9021
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Quality Merchandise at6W4Competitive PNc&^

Ours is a dining experienee whereyett can feel the
friendliness and taste the freshness ..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwfches.

NOW FEATURING PA^A^LADS.
Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wilstiire (corner ot 23rd)
Enteftainment Wed-Fri, Full 3ar 829-7829

'^^.v^

Ventura (MCxt wtiite Oak) 986-077:
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• Ask lex

PETER B. KURHAJEC
.General Sales Manager

5impiy;^r
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

Sony
WM-8
Stereo

Walkman

Center Focus
7x35

Binoculars

90

Remote

Tasco ^^Z^Bbbubdil

Remote • Cable Ready

5359

Seiko \Na1ches

^0 /OOFF RETAIL

TeleOuest <^'a"d
Prix

AMIfM
00 ^<^ss®^®
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Continued from Page 13

who presents a mini-American
flag to his foes before every
bout. And then the 125-
pounder goes out and soundly
whips them with an endless

attack.

"""Without the great Cuban
super-heavyweight Teofilo
Stevenson at the Cames, the
U.S/s Tyrell Biggs is con-
sidered the favorite to win this

division^ which has been
dominated by Stevenson in the
past. Stevenson had won the
last three gold medals, and
had also beaten Biggs twice in

their only meetings.
And the way things are go-

ing at the moment, McCrory
(flyweight). Page (light-
welterweight). Hill (mid-
dleweight) and Tillman
(heavy>^efght)^ are also good
bets for the gold. All U.S.
boxers are now in the semifi-
nals.

Of course, without the
Cubans, who along with the

'• won five divisions at last

year's championships (Canada
won two), some people felt

that the U.S. would dominate
^thcrOlympic boxing. But with"

only one loser, Robert Shan-
non (119 lbs.), the U.S. has
ngt only dominated, they have
owned the competition thus

far.

While the team has piled up
numerous shares of 5-0 vic-

tories in each bout, controver-
sy has recently arisen over the
coaching of Pat Nappi, who
ironically was the U.S. coach
in 1976.

Nappi was headed for the
airport after a dispute with
Emanuel Stewart, a profes-

sional trainer who is also the
personal trainer of 'Breland,

Tate, and McCrory. Stewart,
who also trains world champ
Thomas Hearns, has openly
disagreed with Nappi's
coaching methods and called

for his resignation.

^ven the three fighters
commented to a few writers

on their conflict with Nappi.
McCrory was the most
outspoken, saying that "We're
tired of the b.s." But for now
Ihe three boxers have agreed
to stick with Nappi's training

Continued on Page 15

Track
Continued from Page 13
above his personal best and
was the best first day total

ever in the decathlon. Even
though Thompson's /irst day is

by far his better one, Hingsen
will have a long way to go to
catch up. To give you an idea
of how bad it's going, Hingsen
is seventeen points behind his

own record pace but is 114
points behind Thompson.
Thompson's 10.44 in the

100 was the fastest of anyone
in the field, and his long jump
of 8.01 meters was the best
long jump ever in the
decathlon. Had Thompson
been competing in the open
long jump, he would have

f)laced 5th. The race was no
onger between Thompson and
Hingsen but between Thomp-
son and the record. The
record was far overmatched.

Track notes: Florence Grif-
fith easily qualified for the
semifinals of the women's 200,
and announced that she would
paint her long fingernails red,
white, and blue for the finals.

The tenth finger will be gold,
symbolic of her hopes "in the
event.... Babers' time of 44.27
was the sixth fastest 400 ever
run arid makes him the no. 4
performer in the
world— Mary Decker won
her heat of the women's 3000.
Zola Budd of Great Britain
finished thitd in her heat and
qualified for the final.
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Boxing
Continued from Page 14

regimen while Steward has
returned to Detroit, where he
runs the famous Kronk Gym.

Another bit of controversy
has been sparked by South
Korea's Oh Soo In, one of the
top officials of his country's
boxing delegation. In felt that
the judges have been biased
towards the U.S. (even though
no Americans have scored any
of the fights) and has threat-
ened to pull his team out of
the competition.

In was extremely upset over
the scoring of Tuesday night's
fight between Page and Kim
Dong Kil, a 4-1 verdict in

favor of the U.S. boxer. Many
-ringside observers felt that Kil
deserved to wirt the fight, and
although the scoring will be
reviewed by a committee of
the International Amateur
Boxing Assn., it appears un-
likely that it will be overturn-
ed.
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it also appears lihlikeT^^ Wat
South Korea will pull out of
the boxing competition.
And it also appears likely

that the U.S. will win more
than a few gold

, medals at
Saturday's finals. Who knows,
they may even win 12 golds.
And then people will always
talk about that great U.S.
amateur team, with Breland,
Whitaker, Holyfield, Biggs,
Tate...

SIT DOWN,
RELAX,

...READ THE
DAILY BRUIN

iOOOOOCO<

Tennis
Continued from Page 10
was worse this morning than
it was my first day," she
noted. "If I knew that I'd

have to default after a round,
~1 never would have come
here. I would have let so-

meone else have the chance."
At the same time that

Jaeger gave up the fight on
Court One, fans on Court
Three saw a close battle be-
tween Sweden's Stefan
Edelberg and Carlos Di Laura
of Peru. Edelberg edged out
Di Laura in a 7-2 tie-breaker
in the first set, then squeaked
by in the second tie-breaker
with 7-1. Said Di Laura after
the event, *Tt was a close
match, a good match."
Other good matches includ-

ed a 6-4, 6-3 win for No.l
seed Jimmy Arias of the U.S.
over Pepperdine star Kelly
Jones. France's Guy Forget

turned the tables on
Australia's Thomas Muster,
who took the first set 6-4, but
then was trounced 3-6 and 2-

6. Austrian Simon Youl kept
the crowd on seat's edge with
a 4-6 l(gs, a 6-4 win and a
TTnin T- 5 victory over
England's Stuart Bale.
West Germany's Steffi Graf

stunned fans and Italian op-
ponent Annamaria Cecchini
when she lost the first set 0-6,
then suddenly burst into ac-
tion to take the second and
third sets 6-3 and 6-4.

The day's longest match
went to Yugoslavian Sabrina
Coles, who after 2 hours, 45
minutes, beat Patricia ify of
Hong Kong 9-7. Both players
had won a set 6-4.

Of noteworthy importance
from Tuesday's competition
was Italian Paolo Cane's stun-
ning 6-3, 7-6 victory over
Australia's Pat Cash, the No.

2

seed in the tournament.
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Diving
Continued from Page 10
ing his eleventh and final

dive, a reverse three-and-a-
half somersault, which he rip-

ped for a score of 97.40.
"I don't know how much

longer TlUje diving. Luckily"
there are a lot of things other
than diving that I can see
myself doing."

Standing on the first place
block with his gold medal
hanging around his neck,
Louganis grinned. He looked
pleased, a little pensive and
certainly not surprised, just

pleased.

And the crowd continued
cheering, "We love you,
Greg!"

^
s Hoop

Continued from Page 11
nents 516 to 320. That's an 86
to 53.3 margin in each vic-

tory. Not even the U.S. men
can match those numbers.
The gold medal marked on-

ly the second basketball medaT
ever won by the U.S. women,
the other one coming in 1976,
where Summitt was a member
of that team in Montreal. And
who won the gold that year?
You guessed it, the Soviet
Union.

,
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Get a Snappy 84. Canon's limited edition Olympic

model 35mm camera that's easy to use and gives you
high-quality pictures. It's a collector's item too — but
get one today, before they're all gone!
• Fixed focus Canon 35mm lens
• Automatic exposure
• AutOfTiatic film loading, advance and rewindinq
• Built-in flash ^
• Handy lanyard-type carry strap
• Includes Canon U.S.A., Inq. one-year limited
warranty/registration card

Janice Lawrence was the^
second leading scorer and
rebounder on the U.S.
women's gold medal team.
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Powers Boothe as a
downed American pilot k

FILMS

*Red Dawn' is ugly, brutal,

and outrageously long
By William Rabkin

Review Editor

You will probably never see an uglier or
more repulsive film than Red Dawn. This new
film about a Russian invasion of the United
States pretends to be an action thriller, but is

nothing but a collection of the deepest
nightmares of the craziest fringes of the
radical right wing. As entertainment, its value
is nil; as propaganda, this i<; a Hangprous and
sick movie.- — —-—:

—

-.

without blinking, being able to lose everything
that matters to you without crying. Manhood
is killing a deer and drinking its blood without
flinching. Manhood means killing.

And in Red Dawn, manhood means
America killing Russians. This is no John Ford
movie, with the American heroes fighting and
dying to preserve the ideal i^f the American
way of lite. There is no American ideal here— as one of the freedom fighters says when
asked, just- before

-

a brutal murder , what

Red Dawn is built on the premise that the
Commies are out there waiting for the first

chance to take over the world so that they can
rape your mother and sister. And they are
everywhere: a pre-credits crawl tells you that
the invasion started when Nicaragua and El
Salvador went communist and Mexico was
plunged into revolution, allowing Nicaraguan
and Cuban troops to storm through the
Southwest. Our allies in Western Europe
won't help and it's America vs. the Evil Em-
pire.

And it gets worse. The Russians aren't
humans here, they're the living embodiment of
the monsters hiding under the beds of every
John Birch Society member: when they storm
through the Midwest, raping the good
American women and putting the men into
re-education camps, the Soviet generals order
their men to search all sporting goods stores

for form 4477: "That will give us the names
and addresses of everyone who owns a gun."
One waits eagerly for aether Russian to say
"It's a good thing we fluoridated their water— now they will be weak and powerless."

This movie is the creation of John Milius,
the fanatical macho director of Conan the
Barbarian and first writer on Apocalypse
Now, and he takes all this stuff seriously. It

was Milius who created the Robert Duvall
character in Apocalypse Now — the gung ho
colonel who storms a beach and kills hundreds
of people so he can surf — only in his version
of the script, Duvall's character is the hero of
the film. Thatis a man.

Milium; likf^; fn makp mnvip5; ahniit manhf^nH

makes him any different from the Russians^ he
gives a reply that sums up the movie's
philosophy perfectly: "We live here^

In his movies, manhood is being able to kill

"We live here." That's what makes
Americans morally superior to the Russian in-
vaders. There's no philosophy behind Milius'
America first-ism. All is equal — and whoever
proves to have the biggest gun (of the biggest
penis) has the right to live.

It's an ugly philosophy, the kind of thinking
one would hope civilization would eliminate.
But an ugly philosophy doesn't necessarily ruin
a movie — Dirty Harry may be ideologically
repugnant, but it carries one hell of a visceral
kick. It's not the philosophy that kills Red
Dawn, but the sloppy construction, the ir-

ritating cast of rejects from The Outsiders and
Grandview USA, and the ridiculous script.

Red Dawn starts well, but soon lapses into
silliness. When the paratroopers first land out-
side the local high school, it's a terrifying mo-
ment. But when a group of high school stu-
dents moves into the wocnds and wipes out half
the Russian army with their guerrilla tactics,
the movie gets a little silly. Even silly would
be better than what happens, though: the
movie just grinds to a halt. It doesn't take
much to figure out the way this movie should
go: the kids should eventually make their big
strike, thean cross the mountains and join the
real American army. It would be predictable,
but it would be exciting.

But the film doesn't move like that. For the
last hour of the film, nothing happens that
hasn't happened before. One guerrilla attack.
fnllnws'another , and , gv^gntually, the kids start

-U-

TELEVISION

Of jiggling detectives,

resurrected horses

warmed-over supercars,

and still more bloopers

^y Lee Goldberg. Staff Writer

Te levision sucks. It's a fact.

'

There were 101 series on the air last season, 53 of them
so-called "new" shows. By season's end, 46 series bit the
dust and 35 of those weren't even a year old.
The networks aren't even f(K)lin^ themselves anvinore.

The stuff is so bad nobody is bothering to watch it and the
"^|21^rksa»^'ankinK the shows off the air within a couple

-^wceks Ofnherr preriuere. This season isn t j^oin^ to he
much better. The primetime ,schedule is littered with
clones of hit series, tired formats, and "hijrh concept"
silliness.

Topping the list of idiotic fare is ABC's Strcvthuwk, a
transparent copy of Kni^hthdvr, featuring Hex {Solid
Cold) Smith as a guy who fights crime with a hi^h-tech
motorcycle and a computerized helmet, it shouldn't last
long in its Monday night slot against Scarecrow and Mrs.
King and TVs BUn^pers and Practical Jokes, two consistent
winners in the ratings.

On Tuesday, ABC has a new soap about the modeling
industry that seems aimed at giving bad actors ajob. It's
called Paper Dolls, which accuratedlv descrilx?s the cast,
headed by Lloyd Bridges, Morgan Fairchild, Dack Rambo
and Brenda "Buy Those Tampons" Vaccarro. That's
followed by Jessie, featuring Lindsay Wagner (remember
the Bionic Woman?) as a psychiatrist for the Tuscon police
department.
Wednesday night is a wasteland. There's MichaelLan-

don playing an angel who rewards people for their good
deeds in NBC's Highway to Heaven, The Fall Guy on
ABC, and two new sitcoms on CBS —Charles in Charge
with Scott Baio as a college sophomore rooming with a
"zany" family and Dreams, which the network describes
as "a vibrant comedy about five young Philadelphians who
are struggling for success in rcx^k n' roll. " CBS promi.ses
the sitcom will have a style "like contemporary rock
videos." Can't wait.

Bill Cosby is back on NBC Tursday night in The Bill
Cosby Show, Tony Danza is back on ABC in Who's the
Boss, and both of them wiR be back on the unemployment
line after Magnum, P.I. trashes them in the ratings. ABC
will battle Simon and Simon with Glitter, a comedy/an-
thology by the producers of Love Boat about gossip
magazine reporters and the people they write about.
NBC has turned V„ the hit mini-series about lizard- fac-

the e^rTiTr"and~ eating humans, into a
-Friday night series. The other new Friday series are
hybrids of Simon and Simon fi and Magnum, P. I., the hot-
4est one-two punch on television. ABC's is Hawaiian HeaT
with Jeff McCracken and Robert Ginty as two Chigago
cops who become private eyes. NBC has Hunter, with
Fred Dreyer as a "no-nonsense cop" who reluctantly teams

with a female uncover dectective, and Miami Vice, tHe

ContinufKi on Page 18

story of two undercover cops who are also singers. The
series, NBC promises, will have the pace of a music video.
Uh-huh.

It's the Battle of the Breasts on Saturday night. There's
the bikini-clad old actresses traveling on ABC's The Love
Boat, the chancey dames seducing Mickey Spillane's Mike
Hammer on CBS, and NBO's new Partners in Crime - 60
masturbatory minutes with Lynda Carter and Lonnie
Anderson as private eyes. The best way to watch that
show is probably with the volume off.

For the ladies, there's Coverup at 10:00 pm, with Jon-
Erik Hexum as a CIA agent who poses as a male model.
No need to turn the volume back up.

Tl*? ?"^y promising new show is CBS' Murder She
Wrote, a series creatd by Columbo originators Richard
Levinson and William Link. Angela Landsbury protrays
an elderly mystery writer who travels around the country
promoting her new hook. Along the way, of course,* peo-
ple seek her out to solve puzzling mui'ders. It has the
cherished hour following 60 Minutes on "Sunday and would
benefit from the lead-in.

For special programming, the networks are scavenging
in their graveyard again. NBC is going to turture viewers
with / Still Dream of Jeannie, ABC has another Return of
Marcus Welby in the works, and CBS is going to beat a
dead horse with The Return of Mr Ed.
The networks had better be careful. The lack of

creativity on network TV is so pervasive evervone is going
to switch to cable . . . and watch Still the Beavet.

'."•v; >. -v
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Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

_— I ^ g
Men $18

=Reg^ ffom Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshtre/Westwood Blvd.
479-0014 475-3264

t

Don't let your day
start with this 'Dawn-
Continued from Page 17

dying. And when Milius finally runs out of characters, the film
ends.

Unfortunately, the film's lack of qu ality probably won't hurt
its potential box office gross. There are millions of people out
there who believe the nonsense this movie preaches, and will
flock to see it. After all, when problems are as complicated as
they are now, no philosophy is more attractive than that every
problem has an easy solution, and that a gun can wipe out all

the complications.
,, .

1
.

•

When I want to read a book, I

write one.

M

Classified

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
I S words or l«st _

• I day, I S words or less $3.30 •
• Each additional word p«r day 22< ^
• S days. I S words or less $12.00 ^
• (consacutivc and non-refundabl«) 5• Each additional word so< •
• Ocadiina: •
r Class Line. J
^ I working day in advance by 3pm S

Class Display, ^^ 2 working days in advance by 4pm ^
.% Office Location 112KH #
• Cla»sm«d Hours: 9a.m. to 4p.m. •
• Monday through Friday •25-2221 ^
^ ^_ = •

Th# manag«m«nt r«»«rv«» th« right to a
Chang*, r*clas»lfy, r*vl»«, or r*i«ct #• any clattlfl*d adv«rtlt*m«nl not •f^ nfmiing th« standard* ^f th* Dotiv •

• Iniln. ^
2

• f'-r AiwCi-A Cam/TH.o.<*«w.i4 Hot'tJ luM, tuppurtt ^
it* Un^%,ty of C-WorOM » pokCY oh -K«, d«r«,«. #

• fT*enl rHT», ... .1 .,, ,,..., _ X// r
. • nsttotu A• i".Jiri r*. ,

^
^

• " " status « v,<«>!» 5
• » WW w- , #

RADE-IN/SWAP 14-

OLYMPIC Pins: Sam/Hress-bet Sam/
Movie camera. Sam/Medical Pose. 50
others 764-9707.after five.

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
PREGNANCY 20B
0« •••••••••••••• •,•••••%

J Pregnant? Having second J
• thoughts? We care. Free*
• testing, counseling, resources •

; available. Westslde Life Center J
• 2004 Ocean Park Blvd. Suite A •
• S.M. Call 450-5222. For ap- •
• pointment call 395- 1111.

HELP WANTED.

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm
BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE
scores required Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in
MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

>JJMldll!KMM!IJi

1 -bedroom furnished $600 up. Parking.
Fall rentals. Lease Available now. 1387
Midvale. 1 1097 Strathmore. 454-821 1

.

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full

baths. Attractively and fully furnished. Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry.
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease. No
pets. 474-2260

.BEVERLY HILLS. Pool, kitchen priviliges.

need car. Grad student preferred $325/
utilities included. Leave message. 783-
5151.

• ' -... -v-„ wxs/-,.,,.
^

•••••••••••••••••••••••

SECRETARY. Part-time. Westchester.
Small office, all skills, some Spanish
670-7664.

SERVICES

21-B

.fitv.nrii>r)t

I
Perms. Jeri Curls,

4 Press & Curls
|

I & Manicure
|

I $5.00 discount with this j

NNOUNCEMENTS

EDUCATION SERVICES
ALCOHOgCS ANONYMOUS Meetings
12 10-1.20 Mondays, Moore Hall 305,
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

;^METAPHYSICAL.SPIRITUAL *
^Church services, meditation.?
jillggnng, I get u r e s , m u si c . 5

coupon
10% off all blacii

products
this wccii

I $5 I

I

Blue N GOiD HAIR DCSIGN
t090e leConle WestwooO

,
(at shtranc* to UCLA)

I 20«-»«63 4—
I

AakforVlcki
|

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. .30-A

^classes, -seminars. ServicesJ
•K Sundays 10:30AM. Church OfS—» #~*j«.jt-i— i _—^'-T 1 ^ ^ . ^^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420J
^ Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759 ,¥.

GOOD DEALS.
JNSURANCE War! Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business.
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts. Request "Brum Program "

8^0-4407/880-4361

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-
lege people ( studentsf/faculty) Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance
716-0224

PERSONAL 10-A
CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-6158

Please Note:
The Bruin Is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED.
DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small amount of your time
needed All confidential Call Julie
Schwartz, 464-8381

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashee to participate m the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Compensa-
tton provided Call 8258583
WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to
participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis. This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the
standard fo^ms of therapy Call 825-7755,

^

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
.wjtkJ!i«Jfillfimancr»asss-«fHf career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, co'nscientous
hard-working peopte Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus
BA degree

. GPA 3«^pi..Q h.gh g/^T or
GRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people.. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000

BUSINESS-PERSONAL SECRETARY
needed for busy psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA Receptionist, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands. 15-
20 flexible hours/week Ideal for stMi^ent
$5 00/hour start depending on experience.
Must have car Available August 15 Call
now: 476-4453

CHILD care needed. Early morrMngs Good
pay. Close to campus. Call evenings
475-4764. **

'

*-

CLINICAL Therapist need full or part-time
in Beverly Hills orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

COUNSELOR full-time/part-time positions
counseling teenage boys at residential
treatment center Excellent benefits Entry
level positions. Call 818-347- 1 326

.

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or ctoaed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs
$l400/month. with excellent raises. Re-
quirements: BA degree. GPA 3 5plus.
good SAT scores. Great office environ
menl in MDR business park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental For bright, hard-work-
ing people we're the best place around
g13-e27-5000

DRIVER-AND light filing $6 75/hr. Own in-

sured "car. Part-time Mon -Fn, "

Flexible
hours Call 208-8516 between 10:00 am-
3:00pm.

EXCELLENT^ Opportunity for ambitious,
sincere career minded individuals
Manag^menl/salet positions Le Sportsac.
B

1
<i wootweed Dfyd gee-asff . 9m eynoi —

SPERM Donors Needed. Caucasian,
brown hair-brown eyes, and/or brown
hair-blue eyes Call F.G.E Medical
Clinic -820-3723. 820-0377.

WRITER Intern wanted for professional
writers workshop. Send letter or resume
to Camard Publishing. 90430 World Way
Center. LA 90009 ^___
GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. $1400/
month to start with excellent raises, Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright,
hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week. Own car. Filing, er-
rands, myst type. Bookkeeping trainee $5/

.
hour.476-1595/ 476-0025.

MALE and female models wanted for free
professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther 474-8298 .

-SALES- Advertising sales, pays high
commission. Full-time work with your
SLhuullny. Calf T-800-272-4553

—^^^=^==^

>0B OPPORTUNITIES 32-i

yP- ^ ^°! ^Q"^«"'s Rights NOW Pr^ii4^.f.ftf.

Aciion committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937.

^

APTS. UNFURNISHED
LARGE studio, small room for bed. sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-
cluded $550/month. Walking distance to
UCLA. 276-1446.

ONE-bedroom $520 Convenient to UCLA
Stbve, refrigerator, carpets, drapes. $200
security deposit. Eves, Mr. Grossi 477-
3194.

SINGLE WLA apartment. Near Bundy San-
ta Monica Includes stove, refrigerator
$395 a month. Call 207-5527 evenings.

Westwood Village. $750. Large l -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-
bedroom, 2-bath, dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

$1050. Spacious 2-bedroom and den up-
per, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry
facilities, garage Lease. 279-1887 .

$750. Attractive
'

1 -bedroom upper; new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili-

ties, garage No pets. Lease. 279-1887.

APTS. TO SHARE

Female own room, own bathroom. Kitchen
privileges. 12-block from beach. 10 min.
busride-UCLA $285 including utilities

From 8-15-84. 395-6255.

SUMMER housing at Delta Tau Delta:
Friendly environment, sundeck & cable t.v.

$220/mo. Call Doug after 6:00PM 824-
1133.

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE roommate needed for 2bd-2ba.
$300/mo. walk UCLA-sec. pking, new bidgi
furn. Fun girls! 207-201

1

.

RESPONSIBLE, clean female to share 1-

t)edroom beautiful apartment in Rancho
Los Feiiz. $290/mo. 208-7755 am. 660-
8351 after 7pm.

Roommate needed 2-bedrm, 1-bath. Secu-
rity, pool, Jacuzzi, sauna. 2-miles from
beach. $350/month. (213)827-5309. 7pfn-
11pm.

>&SOQOOOeOCGGOOOOSOO
<'i\<>ofi^>imc« \

(<ri'Findcf:s.t \
• Ail Clients screened with photos
and references

• 13 yrs of repeot clients
• Daity computertzed updates
2444 Wilshire llvd. Santa
Monica. 453-1S61
• 20'^, Discount fo students and
staff with ad

54-F
NEED Roommate for 2-t)edroom apt
Palms. Pool. Available 9/1. $385 plus $200
deposit 213-2021273 eves.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom,
2-bath Fox Hills apt. with UCLA senior
_PqqL_ iennis^- *ec«f4ty.papkmg:—$697

CONDOS FORSAL

Goc^O^ dally bruin thursday^ august 9, 1984

CONDOS FOR SALE

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security. Uniquel
$244.000 276-6536. (406)625-0212

3-b6droom/2-bath. Luxury cotkJo for lease
or sale. All buHt-ins. $2000/month. 1929
-Manning Ave. WtA. 562-4832 or277-1M8.

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your businessi

Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver

discounts. Request "Bruin Program".
88(M407/860-4361.

100-IBTRAVEL

4i^HV^^
SURANCE BROKERAGE

WHYPfOrMORE...
e For Auto/Motorcyles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• 502*8

• Multiple Tickets/

Accidents
e Suspended License
e Exotic Caiv
e Low Monthly Payments
-liowest Rates Available

—

CALL: 213'663'22B1
FOR YOUR SURVIVALI!

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cessing. Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive tetters, resumes, etc.
Bobbie. 390-2207

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
©•••ing. personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
k)cation 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

RELIABLE service Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264
RESEARCHWRITING assistance All aca-
demic subjects Professwnal, confidential
1 1322 klaho Ave.. #206, WLA 477-8226.

Xonee'fl
One Da^ 7^pinq

{ *

{ SOUTH PACIFIC *

\-^^ Roundtrip ~~ *

% Tahiti

{ New Zealand
* Australia —

$529:
$799*
$9351

'73 240-Z automatic New paint/interior.

great shape $3500. 477-1618, 339-8645

'78 Toyota SR-5. Air-conditioned. AM/FM.
5-speed. One owner. 56,000 miles. A-1
condition. $2,895. Call 379-9785.

BICYCLES FOR SALE
FAST Raleigh 10-speed Must sell quick!

$85/negotiable Call Adam 824-2595 even-
ings/weekends.

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114-K

and H^ord fhrt^c^muln^ if-

25% Student Discount it
Oiswrtations, Thews. Resumes. Applica- if
bons, scripts, legal, statisticsl. Equations, if
languae«s. many typestyles. a

mtm TYMNO WNIIJ YOU WAIT 2.
SpeKng. Edrtin^. Foreign Student Hatp. w^

Mhutes from canipua in WUt it
) leMecs S64 if

398 0455 391.3385

t

.¥

¥
¥

Call for further information.
Council Travel

1093 Broxton Ave.
(Westwood Village,

above Warehouse records)
208-3551

^

—

. ^ ^ t

HONDA '73 350CC Good condition but

r>eeds work $400 obo. Call eves or morn-
ings. 208-8733.

RIDES WANTED.
WANTED: Van and driver to drive my
belongings LA to Bay Area. Anytime 277-
1713. Aug. 21st-Sept 5th. $150. plus gas

MOVERS
ECONOMY-MOVING
Call us for k>west rate available. Complete-
ly equipped, experierKed. Call anytinrw
392-1106.

LIGHT Moving Delivery Local Long/
Distance. Any size item. Fast, efficient,

reliable. Anytime. 399-4663.

lOOOOOOOCOGOOOOOOOO^
eUARANTCED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Comp>lete

397-8597 Anytirne
ooocooococoo

.ERVICES OFFERED

IN THE SUMMER BRUIN
Display
825-2161

Classified
825-2221

FURNITURE
Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450.
Dining room set $695 Hide-abed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspring $150.
Din«tte set $150 Brass headboard $150.
Recliner $195 Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984, cost $600 Sacrifice.

$160. Items never used 393-2338

Furniture-moving sale! Nice furniture, must
sen. Bed, coucn, cnairs, etc. CaH 4 /y*
5236

KING size mattress, 2-tx)x springs, frame.
All for $150. 2-matching chests, $75 both.

Black metal desk with L, $100. Call 552-
1897

r'
AUTOS FOR SALE 112 K

*** $2 OFF SPECIAL ***

OVER $1500 IN SAVINGS
with

THE WESTWOOD EXPRESS
COUPON BOOK

IT'S FILLED WITH GREAT DISCOUNT COUPONS FOR:

Restaurants Knick Knacks
Ice Cream Parlors __ .

'. Hairstyling

Health Clut)s

Clothes

'71 Toronado Oidsmobile. Good transpor-

tation. Very clean. Needs battery. $850.

206-5920

'73 Brtek Riviera. Immaculate. All options.

Very good car. New tires. $1,300 obo.
208-5920

MISCELLANEOUS 128-'

LOCAL artist selling pair>tings. drawings,

(
and prints from studio Call for appoint-
ment. 393-8848.

/VIL/S/CAL INSTRUMENTS 729-'

PIANO for sale. Excellent condition $1099.
Call 391-8833 evenings

Manicures

PICK UP YOURS NOW!! Flower Shops

410-9182.

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm Is seeking
an articulate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Friday 3pm-6pm
Call Paula. 273-0904.

WLA 2bed-2ba. share with responsible,
clean. Grad/professional. $425 (utilities!

furn. pool, parking). Anytime. 213-479-
5947.

HOUSE FOR RENT 56-F
$2450. Bel Air. Spacious 4 bedroom, 2'/i
bath. Excellent location, neighborhood, air.

Private setting. 627-7788,

HOUSE TO SHARE

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIDE
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

Share cute Reseda House w-prof. female
and daughter-3 year. Gdner-washer-dryer

' Near fwy. Avair.-9/15. $300-1/2. 345-5884

HOUSE FOR SALE

Regular $ 10.00, Now Discounted to $7.95
'—With This Coupon at :

—

ASUCLA Students' Store
1 B- level Ackerman Union7825-7711

I

MON-THUR 7:45^7:30 FRI 7:45-6 SAT 10-5 SUN 12-5
J : 1

AUrnS FOR SALE 112 K

57-F

58F

HOUSING
APTS FURNISHED.

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single one-bedroom. Utilities included
Manager 644 Landfair #202 208-1837

Modern Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher.
air conditioning, parking.
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Marxsger on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
124-0536

HILIS Honey $169,950 reduced
Sjjacious. Move-in. 3-bedroom, 2-bath
family room hohfie. 2.fireplaces. Great
kitchen with built-ins. Spa. Sands
Realtors-Bert/Johnny. 391-6721; 472-0361
STEAL iti Sparkling clean. 2-bedroom/2-
bath condo in WLA, north of Olympic.
Move-in condition. Bright upstairs unit
^119.950 Sheri. Fred Sands Realtors
Nights 837-5660, Days: 391 -6721-

HOUSING NEEDED. 60F
GRAD student and daughter (lOyrs) need
housing with single parent or other
Suzanne 821-3569/883-9757

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS
Night valet parking, Secured
building, Lush landscaping,
Gori'ference room, Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,
Spa

1976 Chevy Maiibu. Runs well. $1200 obo.

Call eves 390^665.

1980 Honda Civic, 5-speed. New radial

tires, roof-rack. Original owner. Excellent

condition. $4l00/obo 559-3726. "
'62 Corvette two-top excellent condition.

327 engine. Beautiful car. Best offer. 208-

5920.

62-F
SMALL salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance
Must have car. West Hollywood Starting
9/1 876-6898 or leave message

SIGMA Nu has hpufjng available for stu-
dents for second Summer saltan Pnr

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

more info, please call 824-5362 ASAP.

I*'

lOWNHOUSE in Westwood Villaga.
FIrepiace, book shelvea, private patio, up-
pa r deck

—

Gha rmmg l g bBflroOWi
$210,000. 276-6836. (408)625-0212

DJ. CY ENTERPRISES. MobOe disc
jockey service (213) 747-5699, (213) 734-

9594. Reasonabie rates. ''^

PROFESSIOf^L WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE.
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES;
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
fiemic subfects. Professional, confidential.

1 1322 klaho Ave., »206. WLA. 477-8226.

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages.
Help w/writing. Long UCLA experience.
Virginia 278-0388.276-9471

.

MK>fISSKHUL mOTOOBAFHIt
$EEKS NEW MODELS

Mal*/F«nrK3le Pro/Norvpro
for upcoming (•sskxw

NMMofi, Comm«rctal, TtMOtrlcal
CoN for appolntnr)«nt

TYPING

ACCURATE typislAranscribsr WLA. Low

7 days

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIID

t2S-222l, •2S-2222

F, f-4

m daily bruin
MAIL—IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM ^^-— -^

Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical. Now it's

convenient.

Required Information h
Tsiame

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Printyour ^n hprp-

Ad Start Date: Classification:

Number of days to run:

ALL CLASSIPIBD ADS ARC MOM-RBfUMOABLK.
Cancellation must be made before the deadline. The Bruin is not responsible for
minoi typographical errors.

RATBSi
I day, 1 5 words or less .;vv-:. .,..

.

$3.30
Each additional word per day 22(1

5 days, 1 5 words or less $ 1 2.00
Each additional word. 80^

DIADLINBi
1 working day in ad\/ance by 4 p.m.

Ipayalbto tmt

ASUCLA OAMLY

IAttn: Classified

112 KH
1308 Westwcxxj Plaza
Los Angeles. CA 90024

^ i

t»^

-•-•-
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FRIDAY, AUGUST 10

IIKN) AM TO 12 NOON
AAAINSTAGE ON BRUIN WALK

RAFER JOHNSON
I960 Decathalon GoU Medaict and

1984 Torch Baarar

MITCH GAYLORD
1984 Gold Medaist. U^. Men's Gymnastics Team

DUCKYDRAKE
Coach, 1960 U^. Decathalon Team

JIMMY LUVALLE
1938 4004Meter Bronze Medaist

WILLIE BANKS AND KARIN SMITH
U^. Tnnk and fiaU Tam

RON BALLATORC
Assistant Coach, U.S. Swim Team

RICH CORSO
Goaie Coach, U.S. Water Polo Team

JOSEPH VARGAS—
"VS. Watar Pob Tem

WRY ESCALAS^AND
RAFAEL ESCALAS

Spanish Swim Team

ELIZABETH MINTER
« Austraian Tennis Team

PATRICIAHY
Hong Kong Tennis Team

PLUS OTHER MEMBERS OF THE
U.S. SWIM AND WATER POLO

TEAMS! COME BE A PART
OF THE UCLA OLYMPIC

TEAM!

UCLA

Viewpoint: USAC Commissioner raWes
to ASUCLA 's defense: page 7.

Revifw: Jen Kim marvels at the San
Francisco ballet; page 13.

Inside Sports: Daley Thompson t)ecomes the se-cond Olympian to win two gold medals in the

.i^"^"^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^nder Holyfield gets dis-fmimd from the semifinals on a controversial call
Details on page 8.

Universic/ of California. Los Anfcl«s

Wage agreement

causes reduced

ASUCLA raises

By Eric Potruch

Employees of the Associated
Students of UCLA have not
received the 10-percent pay
increase in cl u d e d 1 n
ASUCLA 's 1984-1985 Services
and Enterprises budget.

Instead, lower wage hikes
have been implemented
because university tjwages —
which ASUCLA is obliged to
match — have not fncreased
as expected.

**We had to make an
educated guess with regard to
range adjustments," ASUCLA
Executive Director Jason Reed
said, adding that the 10- per-
cent across-the-board estimate
was based on a projected
cost-qf-living" increase for the
1984-85 fiscal year.
But university employees

Continued on Page 5

FLYING DECATHLETE8 - Daley Thompson (center) glides through
to keep him from Olympic victory.

> televise UCLA-produced
document history and oolitics of Otvmc

By Junko Takase

During the final days of the
Olympic Games, ABC Sports
will televise three UCLA-
made historical documentaries
on the gymnastics, swimming
and boxing events.

The animated film seg-
ments, prepared by UCLA's
Center for Medieval and
Renaissance Studies, will

viewing public.

The CMRS, which was
established in 1963, promotes
the study of Western civiliza-

tion during the time period of
300 to 1650 A.D. and at-

tempts to provide the public
with a better understanding of
modern societies as a result of

its studies;

The center also provides
research assistants and visiting

professors for 20 departments
on campus, organizes con-
ferences, lectures and exhibits,

extends campus privileges, to

postdoctoral scholars and en-

Continued on Page 5

the air and over the hurdle - allowing neither obstacles nor competitors

Off-campus parking ^

Lot 32 hours cut €^used by
litter and overnight parlcing
By Kristine Kimotsuki

document both the events' his-

Jtories and their political con-
nections with the Games, said
CMRS Director Fredi Chiap-
pelli.

y Chiappelli added that the
-tl»fee film segments, each of
which is three to four minutes
in length, will present "a col-

orful historical encapsulation
of how sports as a social
pHenomenon came to be and
began exerting its spectacular
and unparalleled impact on
mankind."
The segments will also show

the public that politics in the
Games is not just a recent
phenomenon but has always
been a part of the Olympics,
said Project Coordinator Cyn-
thia Craig.

"(By --Revising the films)

ABC will provide viewers with
dimensions which, in this par-
ticular field, have- never been
evoked on the screen," Chiap-
peUi said. "No otljer Olympic
coverage has ever included
this kind of illustration, name-
ly material resulting from the

close cooperation with an aca-

demic unit."

However, the greatest dif

ficulty with the project, Craig
said, was that animation re-

quires "a lively, direct and
simpler—language than—that

normally used by scholars."

She said the project material

had to be simplified for the

Al though signs posteH^ af
Lot 32 state that cars may
enter the parking lot until 1

a.m.. Campus Parking Service
Manager Mary Hook said
Thursday that the final entry

"4iour waT pushed back to mid="
night because of problems
with excessive Htter and over-—Mf^hi parkcrs.

to Stay overnight, H(K)k ex-
plained. The lot must \ye emp-
tied of all cars so .i| can be
cleaned l)efore the next morn-
ing's parkers arrive. Hook ad-
ded.

"If closing the lot early will
help alleviate some of . these
problems, we'll do it," Hook
said.

Any-rarleft in the^ot after

The new hours took effect

July 28, but CPS has not yet
decided to |)ost4he revised
schedule. Hook said, adding,
"We may close at any time we
see fit."

The early closure is partially

due to the "tremendous trash
problem" in the lot and pro-
blems with parkers who wish

2 a.m. will Be impounded.
Hook said, adding that "Stop-
ping ticket sales shortly after
m4dnight allows two hours for
the last entry to get out (of the
lot)."

Those people who bought
summer parking permits were
notified that they could use
Lot 32 only "when it was

Continued on Page 6

'^EWARDINQ CHIN-UP8 — Brother and sister team up to catch a
glimpse of some track and field action at the Coliseum.

Chance/for responds favorably

to parking^lan, says Lurie
By Sean McCollough

• Undergraduate President Gwyn Lurie announced that
Chancellor Charles Young has favorably responded to her park-
ing proposal which calls for shifting recently levied parking fees
from students to non-students. .

—
; _- .

,

-
.

-

Lurie reported the Chancellor's reaction to the proposal at an
Undergraduate Student Association Council meeting Aug. 8
after she met with Young and other administrators that day.

"Chancellor Young was very supportive of the proposal," said
Lurie, later adding, "pricing specifics need to be settled (before
action is taken). This thing should^be settled by reg (registra-
tion) week." "^

In other business, the council heard a proposal by American
Association of University Students spokesman Dr. Leonard
Ginsburg to establish a West Coast office at UCLA for the na-
tional student organization.

<^'ins^urg said AAUS could probably get space from UCLA's
administration, but "We want the Union to give us^the office So
that the students really get the idea that this Is a student

-^ -^ Continued on Page 4
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Family^ friends gather for Burton's funeral service

CELIGNY, Switzerland (AP) — Ac-

tor Richard Burton was buried in this

peaceful Swiss village Thursday with a

sealed envelope and a rose from his

AV

Family and friends of the 58-vear-

old actor, who died, Sunday of a brain

hemorrhage, gathered to pay their

final respects with the hymns and

prayers of Burton's native Wales and
the poetry of Welshman Dylan
Thomas.

After the private funeral service in a

4()()-year-old Protestant church, he

u as l)uried a few hundred yards away
in Celigny*s old cemett?ryf

"Hie play is over, the curtain shut,

but it is not the end," the Rev. Arnold

Mobbs told the mourners inside the

old stone church, which seats 100

people on simple wooden benches.

Ysidro Mental Health Center, who us- Hatfield, R-Ore., denied allegations

ed screening (|uestions to determine that the money paid to Antoinette

that Huberty was not an immediate Hatfield,
.
a real estate agent, maV'

danger to himself or others. have been linked to his own support

L'Very honestly. 1 cant thiak ot^any, for aJrans-Africa oil pipeline backed

question that would get any answer by financier Basil Tsakos.

that would give us an indication," Three Justice Department

Women's pension bill

passes House vote

Outside, about 400 people listened as

the service w^as \ transmitted over

loudspeakers.

Huberty phoned clinic

day before tragedy

SAN DIE(;0, Calif. (AP) — Some
prm-edural changes have been ordered

at tile mental health clinic where

James Oliver Huberty called to ask for

an appointment the day before he kill-

ed 21 people in a McDonald's rest au-

xant, the county health services direc-

tor said Wednesda\ .

But Thomas Korde. the director,

again defenitled the handling of

Huberty's call by personnel at the San

Forde said. "It's a very grey area. We
have known way of predicting
whether someone is going to have ins-

tant violence oi" not."

Sen. denies charges

of a $40,000 payoff

WASHIN(;T0N (AP) — The Senate

Ethics (Committee announced Thurs-

day it is reviewing Sen. Mark Hatr

C re eTfield's dealings with a

businessman who paid $40,000 to the

.senator's wife, and sourci's said the

FBI wants to oi)en a criminal in-

vestigation into the ca.se.

The latest developments unfolded as

*l^n Slootcn

sources,

who spoke on condition they remain
anonymous, said the FBI told lawyers

in the criminal division's public integ-

rity .section Wednesday that the facts

warrant an incjuiry.

Hatfield said Wednesday that the

money was paid to his wife for her

-services in helping Tsakos find an

apartment at the posh Watergate

complex, decorate it and look for

other investment property.

"There was not, is not and never

will be any connection between her

real estate deahngs and my .senatorial

responsibility, including my support

for a tran.s-Africa pipeline," said the

62-year-old senator, who is .seeking

re-election to a fourth term in

N()vemf)er.

WASHINGTON (AP) — A bill

designed to make it easier for women
to earn pension rights is on its way to

President Reagan after passing the

House on a voice vote Thursday.

The president was expected to sign

the measure, which was first introduc-

ed in 1981 by Rep. Geraldine F'erraro

of New York, the Democratic vice

presidential nominee.
It was the second consecutive da\

that final congre.ssional action was
taken -on bills which are part of a

legislative package addressing financial

inecjuities suffered by women. On
Wednesday, the House unanimo u.sl v-

approved a measure recjuiring the

withholding of wages when child sup-

port payments are overdue.
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During the last 3 years, a unique community has developed in Central Oregon where people are living apd working in harmony with each other

and the environment. Americans over 18 years of age are invited to participate in this extraordinary lifestyle at Rajneeshpuram and Antelope.

Students are welcome to come to the community for field experience

THE BUDDHAFIELD
EXPERIENCE
A COMMUNITY SERVICE AND A LIFESTYLE.

n^

and independent study. —
You will n*«d:
• An interest in and desire to participate in this community.

• Medical insurance and enough money to cover all medical and dental

expenses. ,

• Personal spending money

.

IMPORTANTt- - . .

$250 per month''
Subiect to price change after Dec 31, 19B4

Beginning September 10, 1984

Write or call for an gpplirntion form. '. .:

• No drugs, non-vegetarian foods or explosives are permitted at Rancho
Rajneesh.

• The Rajneesh Humanity Trust reserves the right to cancel anyone's

participation in the program.

• This community is -non-violent and crime ffee All participants must adhere
to all city, state and fegjeral laws.

*/ Includes shared accommodations and 3 vegetarian meals pe^r day.

P.O. Box 24, Rajneeshpuram, OR, 97741 (503) 489-3370 Foundation International. J
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Crime © -

—

Punishment
BLOOM COUNTY

By Christopher Howell

>)...-- *ta

The following is a summary of the more extraordinary crimes
which have occurred around UCLA from Auj^;. 2 through 9.

Friday, Aug. 3:

• A woman was robhed at gunpoint and threatened with
sexual assault by two men in UCLA's Lot 32^in W'estwood. The
first suspect was described as a black male, age 25-30, 6'2" tall,

180 pounds, wearing dark pants and jacket brandishing a hand-
gun. His accomplice was a white male of the same age, 6' tall

and 170 lbs., wearing a windbreaker and blue jeans bran-
dishing a knife. The suspects took $15 and three rings.

• A 47-year old. male was arrested on an LAPD. burglary
warrant after a foot pursuit through campus. University police
captured Christopher Mason at the corner of Le Conte and
Hilgard Avenues after chasing him from Mira Hershev Hal..
Mason was transferred to the West Hollywood Sheriffs station
and w as being held on $13,500 balT

' ^^~

Saturday, Auj^. 4:

• A woman was robbed of her cap containing 30 Olympic
pins near Ackerman Union. She described the suspect as an Ori-
ental male, age 25, 6* tall, wearing red jogging shorts and a
white shirt. E.stimated loss was $260.

• A man was arrested after being found sleeping in a stolen
car. The suspect, Daniel W. Beard, was sleeping in a 1983 Oat-
sun 280 ZX parked along W'estwood Bouleyard. The ear had
been rei)orted stolen out of the LAPD's North HolK vyood div i-

sion. Beard vyas booked on a charge of grand theft auto and
bail was set at $1,000.

Sunday, Aug. 5:

• Two males selling Olympic pins in Westwood Plaza had
their wares confiscated. No charge?;- were filed, andrthe^^nns
were returned to the owners the following week!

~^

Monday, Aug. 6:

• A uniyersity employee reported- that a set of university
keys had been removed from a Young Hall office sometime he-

Continued on Page 6
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CROWDING FOR PINS — The next most favorite pastime t>esides watching Olympic events has turned out to
k)e pin trading. Here tourists huddle In the UCLA Students' Store to snatch some likely candidates \oi barter.

r-7^ LIKE NOTHING
YOU'VE EVER

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 46»-71t1

CHINESE
BUFFET

i

$3.71 lonch
$4.98 Dinner

The Viking s Table
\ 11 668 W.Pico Blvd. 478-8892

)

[
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Wacare

. . .and Olympic Visitors.
Receive convenient quality medical care for your mjury, illness-

and priniary care.
• No appointment needed, no waiting.

• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Ouatified physician always on duty^

• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics, Sun., Aug. 5.

EXTENDED HOUBS
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

-*Ll.

MEDIPACE IMMEDIATE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
Summer Quarter

MONICA BL.

lOiPAC

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
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eiUSaUi, THE BEST
FOR LESS

STERLING SILVER Clf TS •
ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO • AUDIO

• APPLIANCES • TV

859-7175
8921 W. Pico Blvd.

(3 biks W of Robertson)

Black &
White

5^'^cr©ofv

Model
TR-5046P

City Sales

AC/Battery

Mini Cassette

Recorder

Model PQ-341

Panasonic
Color Travelvision

—
1.5" Screen Model CMOl

Auto Telephofie

Dialer

5D

city Sales

$34900

ICF-7600A
Nine Bond Portable World Recefver

SW1-7MWFM

Windsor Hi/Low Intensity Lomp $*.50

Windsof Adjustable Clamp-on Lamp $9.50

Ponosoriic Wollcroan-type Heodphones $1.50

VIDEO TAPE SALE
llnnited to stock on tiand

Sony Beta L-500 $4.99ea.

Sony Beta L-SOOHG $5.79ea.

Sony Beta L-750HG $6.79 ea.

' Easa-Ptione KX-T2203
Integrated Telephone Systenr

n ,. ...

Auto Dialer

Pulse Touch
Tone

95

Letter home

Student discovers pubs
dispiayc 'more character'

39
AIWA SC-A5

$3990
• Volume control (or sound level odKiStment •

honoeov
operation indicotor > Auto power off circuilrv

AMP IN/DIRfCT-/N cr 3vef swtti

idkjstmw
cnlno • L£0

Titan T-120. $3.99 ea.

Mon.-Tues.-Fri. 10-6. Wed. Thur. 10-7. Sun. 12-5. CLOSED SAT.

• WkJe 8O-I5.OOOH2 frequency resporue •

Compact size tor boolishelf or waN rrxxjnting

ASK ABOUT OUR 90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING • MERCHANDISE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

Olympic Coin Jewelry
Items ore shown actud siie

above: 1984 Olympic Silver Coin above: 1983 Olympic Silver Coin
-.. Mounted in Sterling Silyer Mounted in Sterling Silver

Money Clip $130. Key Ctioin $100.

w^m^m^h^km^mim

above: 1984 Olympic Gold Coin
Mounted In 14K Gold Pendant Frame

lett: $680

1055 «v«»tvwood blvd
wastwood viliag*
loa angvl** S0024

( 2 1 3 > 2 0^ • 3 1 3 1

OLYMFIC HOURS:
July 27 thru August 11

Mondays thru Saturdays:
op«n 10:30 am. and evenings

right $600.

• Our staff of 20 Includes

7 Graduats Gemologists

tl

• Diploma Members of

k-the G.i.A. AlMrnni A9«ooi«tion

euueiers Inc. valKlaled parking

rnaslarcard • visa • amancan aMpraaa

In service to the community sinse 1940

Recall your SuiVimor of '84 forever
with on official Olympic Memento

diamond chiarms • Olympic Commemorative Jewelry •
14K gold and diamond pocket watch • men's jewelry • key rings

card cases • and more 7% . Priced from $3.95 to $5,500.

FOR FURTHER IN FORMATION—CALL USH I

^y Hobert Pauf Delfavane""

The pubs in England have a little more character than
American bars. But it's basically the same game: alcohol kills

slowly, but who's in a hurry?

Just as in the United States, gimmicks arr ^alstit^Sed ' in

England to attract customers. Some use history. For exiimple,

the Tom Crabb is devoted to the 19th century prize-fighter of
that name, and his boxing gloves hang over the bar.

Others, such as the Royal Princess, focus on entertainment.
The first night I went into the Princes^, I was greeted by loud
country music. Patrons are allowed to sing along but are not
allowed to dance — the pub does not have a dancing license.

The next night at the Princess, the patrons had control of the
mike. They howled such favorites as "I Left My Heart in San
Francisco" and "I'm Going to Kansas City."
On this night, I met Jane and Jarrett. Jane has four green

dots tattooed above her four knuckles on each hand. "This
means, *A11 Copj^ers is Bastards,' " she said. I wonder if the
bobbies know this translation. '

Jarrett has an arrangement of four tattoos on his arm. He ex-
plained that once you get one, j-ou "get tired of looking^ at^r
and want more of them."

Jarrett, who maintains a h^avy Scottish accent, explained
that he was previously in London running from the authorities
in his home town.

Twenty-five or so injection scars line his arm, and he exf)lain-
ed how he had given up heroin. "The heroin problem is very
bad here in London. You can walk into a drug store and buy a
syringe for 25 pence." Jarrett's friend John had two almond-
sized, red infections from recent injections.

Both Jarrett and Jane didn't know much or cared much
about the Olympics in Los Angeles. Jarrett was just waiting for
his Social Security check to arrive so he could go to France for a
holidav-; Until then, he was sleeping In a Victoria train station.

Jarrett's slang was interesting. If you were drunk you were
pissed." His girlfriend, in search of a little tangible affection
that night, would cling to him and say, "I want a stickly one"
and laugh wildly. So much for London pubs.

Pub' is short for public house. In medieval times, a pub pro-
\ ided accomodations for travelers and their horses. One can still

order food and drink at the modern pub, but few have rooms
for the night or horse stalls.

Several types of beer are available. Hager, the lightest, is

followed by bitter ale and stout. Men order pints which run
about 80 pence, and women generally order half-pint mixtures
oFsoda and l>eer.

USAC
Continued from Page 1

organization."

I^GinsbuFg stressed the AAUS is completely non-political, non-
lepresentative and non-partisan. "Newsweek On Campus
Scribed the AAUS as the first student think tank," Ginsburg,
a former class president at the University of Pennsylvania, told
the Council. U of P is currently the location of the organiza-
tion's^E4ist4^>ast officer

"Students in all parts of the nation often face the same prO-
blems," Ginsburg said, advocating the office proposal and i
i^mpi jifr Jietwork to link- student governments-together . "St»-
dent governments are re-inventing the wheel instead of drawing
upon common experiences, " he said.

Council members asked for more information on the request
for office space and postponed any action until a future
jneetjng, / ., . :,—-r-"^^—^-

Discussing other AAUS activities, Ginsburg reminded the
Council of the. International Organization of Universities' con-
ference which is scheduled to meet at UCLA next summer. lOU
conferences are held every five years-—

Ginsburg told the Council that the AAUS was pushing for a
reform measure which would alter the guest list. "We want
^ach chancellor attending to invite a student representative,
most likely the undergraduate president, to join as an equal at
the gathering," he said.

Chancellor Young will host this year's event where
chancellors of the world's major universities will gather.

—J

ACRYLIC ^11.50
IIAll C $8.50 offV#%IL9 reg. price

• complete manicuring service
• quality service for over 1 years
• open 7 days a week
• franchise information available

The Nail Garden 1410 Westvsrood Blvd

.

4 bIks south of Wilshire 47S-OSOO
PASSIVE

^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^,^EXERCISE stimuSiUnr"**^
* $I0*00

ASUCLA
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recently received wage ad-
justments from 6 to 9 percent,
and a statement of understan-
ding between ASUCLA and
the University of California
^a n^ates th*t A^IK:L^
employees receive wage rates
"essentially equivalent" to
those of university employees
with similar jobs.

'

AS U C LA e m p 1 o y e e s

,
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therefore, have also received
wage increases from 6 to 9
percent. Student employees
are among those who received
a 6-percent increase,^.4ivhile
other positions p<ich as
secretaries, photograiljiers and
building repair personnel
received either 8.5 or 9 per-
cent increases.

Decreased wage adjustments
will also help eradicate the
$860,000 gap between
ASUCLA's projected gross rev-

enue and expenditures for this

budget year. According to
Reed, the lower wage in-

creases will save the associa-
tion up to $90,000 for every
1 -percent reduction.

Reed said he is uncertain
about how much of the
$860,000 gap will be absorbed
by the modification. "We
won't know until we calculate
the impact of the budgetary
range adjustment," he said,
adding that in the next few
months, the ASUCLA Board
of Control will review the
budget to examine what im-
pact the wage adjustments
have. " "";

In the meantime, food
prices will increase by 2.6
percent -over last spring
(juarter's prices after the
Olympics, and other measures
will be taken to close the gap.
According to Reed, the food-
price increase is beyond what
ASUCLA would otherwise
have implemented, but
because of the absence of an
inflationary impact on sales, it

is a necessary adjustment.

ABC telecast
Continued from Page 1

courages research through
grants.

The film segments will in-

crease the UCLA community 'k

-awareness that the CMRS
provides both scholarl y

catch the spirit!
come on. take a tumble, get cool,

kick back . . . relax, look around, enjoy
the sights^ and sounds, beat the

-—.-
'-

--—heat . take^4he pkinge ...

SPLASH I
Join the festivities at our

- HAPPy HOURS^
Happy Hour anytime thirougti August 12th».

OLYMPIC SPECIAL

•990 A MUG BUDLITF
MICHKLOB

the sreat taste
place!

^IZZAZZ4
CAFE

91 1 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE
WESTWOOrryiLLAGE

- (213)208-1

1301 Westwood Blvd.
(2 Blocks South of Wilshire)

4770559
Men.- Sat 8-8. Sun. 10-6
Credit Cards Welcome

Save Up To $3.00 >

on Film Developing 6
Printing

36 Exp Roll $3.00 off

24 Exp Roll $2.00 off

12 Exp Roll $1.00 off

Offer Good With C-41,
110, and 126 35mm
Color Print Film

2 For the Price of 1

Get 2 Prints of eacti photo
when you bring in a roll for

developing and printing

.Offer Good With C-41.
110, and 126 35mm Color

Print Film

Oiie Coupon Per Roll

Not Valid With Other Coupons I

n|0l«Ex
I

Mot Valid With Other Coupons

research and information that

is relevant in contemporary
times, Craig said.

A group of local historians

came up with the idea while
attending a CMRS conference

^-entitled "The Athelete and
The Emergence of Modern
Spirit." They decided that the

—history q{ Olympic sports
should be documented,
Chiappelli said, adding that

the historians began resear-

ching the history of Olympic
sports in 1980.

The CMRS sought support
for the project from "dozens
of sponsors," Chiappelli said,

but ABC Sports was the only

organization which offered to

sponsor the film segments. .^

Craig said the formal con-

tract between the center and
ABC was signed in April 1983.

Chiappelli said European
television networks may also

broadcast the film segments.

Nothing ^s politically

right which js^ morally

wrong.
— Daniel O'Connell

. V

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFESSIONAL OPTOMETRIC CORPORATION

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

99
**Change the color of your

eyes" soft lenses

^59
Sleep-in soft lenses,

Permalens, DuraSoft,
Bausch & Lomb

^59
Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses Mf^m ^r

Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training, &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

'28Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-

cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-^653
2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Parj(^

\n the Lucky Shopping Center)
1421 S. Robertson Blvd.
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Affordable, full-featured

personal portable stereo

cassette player. Metal tape
capability

Counter-inertial flywheel

Ultra-light Sony MDR-W3
headphones

CAMERA & Hr-FI

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA

Hours: M-F 9am-7pm
Sat. 9 am-6pm
Sun 1 1 am-5pm

208-5150
Exp. 8/17/84 please present ad

ONE HOUR PHOTO
Highest Quality

Low Prices

Overnight Service on Enlargements, Ektachrome Slides

QUALITY DISCOUNT
Bring us as many rolls as you like of TIG, 126, or 135 color film
for developing and printing and get the following discounts:

Brentwood
11701WilshlreBlvd.
Comer of Barrington
Los Angeles, CA
820-1919

$3 OFF any Roll of 36 Exposures

$2 OFF any Roll of 24 Exposures

$1 OFF any Roll of 1 2 Exposures

Not Valid with other Discounts
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Njght valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

Conference room,

Media center

Fitniess center,

PcK)l, Spa

EXTIiAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD

Something's
always
cooking

Bruin Advertising
^825-2 1

61 —
If you are not satisfied with your present

automotive garage

jL GIVE US A TRY -
We liave:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students'

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1827 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Westgate)

477-6551 Visa-Mastercard
24-Hour Telephone Mobile-Am. Express

TEL-US LTD 24 HOUR

TELEX
213-552-6000

Park ing
Continued from Page 1

available," Hook added.

The recourse that late night

parkers have is to park on
other lots on campus. Hook
said, adding, "there are no

Backed by Complete

Telephone Answering
. and

Mail Sen/ice

The best kept
secret of
our age.

$8^950 to $159950L
7M / h? 7476 fi)

14 4 VETERAN i^VENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH OF WILSHIRE

Formula 405.
Agihg js inevitable. Yet,
why hurry the process?
• Dermatologists tests have
proven Fonnula 40S works.

• You'll see results within K) cJays—
firye lines and dry skin will seem
to disappear

• Formula 405 will dramatically
—contritxjte to trecrtttiy, younger

looking skin.

Tidrmiilo 4o9—or any age your
skin will love it.

S MAOICAL MOISTUttZItt
Enriched Face Cream Is the formula for

dryer skins arxj outdoor activity Light
Textured Moisturizer is a new sHky version
ttxit penetrates irstantly Moisturizing
Lotion is ttie al-purpo$e protector for

rxxmal arxj combirwtions skins

Nowjrou con Ind romMilQ 40«
flt ModbtQ AtiQ and

b«outy predueta

SO'Off
on any Formulo 406 Product.

To get you refurtd serxJ proof of purctxise
(Front panel of Pomtuta 40f box) &
register tope with store name and price($)
paid drcted to DOAK PHAfit^CAL CO. INC
TOO Shames Drive. Westbury, NY n&90

Nam*

Address

City .Stat*. -Zip.
T^T

TNt rafund offar ii kvtffi to 2 purchai«t pm
forr^/oddrett Offer good orty in the USA Ofter
void ^Mhmm prorifcjted, Taxed or ottwrwise reitrtcted
by low Alow 6-8 weeks for refuryJ Dup«cate»
focsirnlei or copies w* fx>t be horwred
Offer expires 9/30/84

Scl«ntlfic«lly_ForfT>ulatad^

youryour aklfFwnl lovelt

university facilities^open tKat~

late at night, anyway."
Meanwhile, problems have

arisen because of the policy

change. A UCLA employee,
who wished to remain
anonymous, said he was tick-

eted Monday night as a resuFT

of the lot being closed. Seeing
that the lot was chained off

near midnight, the employee
said he went to Lot 1, which
was also closed.

The employee said he then
parked in a tow-away zone on
Broxton Avenue where his car

was subsequently towed.
The employee said he

wanted to park in Lot 32
because of its proximity to a

automated teller where he had
to make a transaction, he said.

When hv brought hi.<. corn-"

plaint to Hook, she allegedly

replied, "The lot is only for

transportation to and from
school."

Hook said Thursday that

she felt CPS could not be held

liable for the employee's tow-
ing costs because **he was not

here on universitv business."

The employee said that he
understood why lots were
closed when university events

were scheduled, but there was
usually some sort of prior

notification, such as a CPS
employee re-directing traffic

to other lots. "->*^

Hook said she did not feel

the hour change needed to be
posted, adding "Lsn't a chain
notification enough?" Hook
said.

CPS may consider posting a
revised sign to prevent further
problems. Hook said, adding,
but this action will probably
delay putting up a sign until

the new hours have been
finalized.

C & P
Continued from Page 3
tween 5:00 p.m. Aug. 4 and
4:00 p.m. Aug. 5.

• A 23-year
w*s

—

arres ted
old woman

drunk driving charge after her
car allegedly struck a pedicab
at the corner of Westwood
Boulevard and Kinross
Avenue. The suspect, Loretta
Arellano, was taken to the
West Hollywood Sheriffs sta-

tion and held on $2,500 bail.

Wednesday, Aug. 8:

• An unidentified suspect
or suspects reportedly stole an
unattended bag of 50 "Bud
Light" and 50 "Michelob"
Olympic sponsor pins from the
top of a newspajjer rack near
Ackerman Union. The
estimated loss was $500. ,

**Henrik Ibsen"L4«— a re*

^ormer who calls you to

crawl with him into a

sewer, merely to see and
breath its feculence."

— ^ew Yor/c Trihxmc critic

William Winter, 1886

"If you want to get even
with a producer, talk him
into doing a revival of

Ibsen."

Moss Mart

\

R ifieinfpoint jeanie Kim, Viewpoint Editor

Letters

ASUCLA
Editor: ~

It was rather disturbing to

read the headline of the
~3ruin's August 1st Olympic
Edition.

I expected to see a headline
that read something like

"Three UCLA Bruins Capture
Gold in Gymnastics," but in-

stead, it read "ASUCLA still

under budget as Olympic sales

stay low."

The article doesn't seem to

capture the Olympic Spirit

that is brewing deeply at

UCLA.
Yes, projections for pre-

Olympic visitors were higher

than the actual turn out, but
how do you

~
predict such"~a"

thing?

As a student employee for

the Olympics, I have seen
things a little differently than
what was portrayed in the
Bruin's article.

The past five days there
have been literally thousands
of visitors from arpund the
world purchasing, eating,
trading and enjoying the
Olympic spirit provided by
ASUCLA on our campus.

I saw Sl friend today whose
I hours w^re cut last week that
was working in the .Venue.

She was called back because
more help was needed.

Most importantly, I've seen
hundreds of career and stu-

dent employees working ver\'

hard to make ever\'thing turn
out right.

If comments like those that
I have heard from visitors to

our campus are true, then
ASUCLA has succeeded.
As a student leader at

UCLA, I think it is important
to scrutinize ASUCLA and
speak out when it is wrong.
But let us also give credit

when credit is due.

The Olympic Spirit is one of

working together to try and c

achieve the best.

_I think ASUCLA has caught |
that spirit. ^^^ cohn i

junior s

Political science ^
'. 2

Editor's note: Cohn is the o

Commissioner of Student
Welfare for 1984-85.

GtlUPt GIMMES

irSANGiELCS ARE.

NOT SAFE FOR
SOVIET ^tiUTH.

if, ^ the poets say, love has moved mountains and forests, and so
deeply touched the hearts of men that all of the oceans, and the
rivers, and the lakes, are made ttp of tears love has shed; if this
poetic lyricism be true, then the love of winch they sing is the love of
'"^"^y- - Gerald F. Lieberman

ones
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COMPANY WEST

oZ^tW, i kAIo6^ C/oAu4a4(^ ^jleHte/'d^u tJuyfie

100's of Fine 14k Gold Jewelry Items at.Wholesale Prices
Rings, Pearls, Diamonds, Men's Jewelry,

Bracelets, Chains, Necklaces, Olympic Items.

Largest Selection of Watches
^-40% Dtscountfor Stadent. faculty, or Employee wim UCLAt13=

1 65 BROXTON, WESTWOOD VILLAGE •208-8404— ^—
-Maioi^Cradtt Cards—-SP£aALa.-yMP4G->a^f^-Mefr Fn. l o ao a m 6 p m sar io 30rtTr--tiTTTTT^uTT-g-p rn • 1 1 00 p.rrrA^Mateill^RmgwTTrF^rcTTase

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE •

ASUCLA STUDENTS STORE

-QTV TOTAL

The Power The Grace fd) 18 00

Shipping (Qj 2,50 2 or more 3.50

TOTAL

6'?%Salesia)(.C V ' nly)

[J ChefH or Money u uer

n MasterCard i Ij^lsa LlAffief.

# .,. it

Name

Express

p nat«

Address

City *-^ 81 -J^^
• Tel (
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FREE

LOAN
CARS

VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & OATSUN URSULA'S COStUMES INC.

TUNEUP '^*'^ ^^'-^ ^^^ * ^*'"''' ^^^^ ^'' '*'^'*^*

I I IDC rMI
Valves Carb Timing Bra.es Clutch Check

LUbt 0( L^IL
,

Battery & Frcxit Alignment—t*
$39.95*

9336 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

RELINE
BRAKES

epiace :
all* Shoes arnl , mings Pack Front

Wheel Bearings Turn Drjms as needed Ir

spect wheel cyts Master C /I & Fill Systerr.

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Quality at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865
A 1 AUTO 7957VanNuv$Blvd,2ViBlk$So oTRoscoo * MOSt VWS

rrtw

friday, august t07^W84

(enter gate on
Ince Blvd.)

$49.95*

Britain's 'eccentric' star misses mark by one point

SAT. AUG. 11th THRU SAT AUG. 18th

ALL BRUSHES
WINDSOR & NEWTON. GRUMBACHER. ETC.

MICHAEL
PLUS "NKW DISCOUNT" POLICY - SELECTED ITEMS AT 40o/o TO
50°/o OFF. EVERY DAY OF THE WEEK - CHECK DISPLAYS IN STOFIE

EXTENDED HOURS
Monday Thru Friday

8 30 6 30

Saturday

9 00 5 00

3 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS;
HOLLYWOOD - 1518 NORTH HIGHLAND AVE
WESTWOOD — 915 WESTWOOO BLVD
LONG BEACH — 2137 BELLFLOWER BLVO

• CASH. CHECK. VISA. MC AND AM EX •

By Tom Timmermann
Senior Staff Writer

All Daley Thompson had to do was run the

1500 meters in 4:34.80, which wasn't a whole
lot to ask of the jjiiy. With his back to the
wall in the lonj^ jump, in the javelin, in the

di.scus, Thompson had come through with his

best efforts which had put him well on his

way to wipinj^ out the world record.
So in his latest pressure situation, with the

world recor^l out there waiting for him, what
did he do? He hune around the back of the

1278 Westwood Boulevard, VVestwood. Telephone'(21 3) 475 81 61

Westwood
10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDAR!

MdN, BUYAQUESADILLA & GET ONE

XUES. BUY A TQSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NtTEFQRSSOO ALL YOU CAN lAT

v-UII^C BUY A BURRITO RANCHERO &
I flWlfS* GET ONE

ebb' buy a pitcher of beer and getPIf NACHOS

SAt. BRUNCH SPECIAIL

BRUNCH SPECIAL

pack, finishinji^ seventh in the heat, but more
significantly in 4:35.00, ju.st enoujjh to put
him one ])oint below Jur^en Hin^.sen\s world
mark of 8,798. It doesn't take much to pick up
one point in the decathlon. Two-tenths of a
second, a half an inch, all of them can give
you a point. Thats how close Thompson came
to being the best ever.

But there's artother way to pick up a couple
points; and that's to wait until Jan. 1, when
the decathlon tables will be restructured.
Under the revised tables, Thompson's perfor-
mance Thursda\' will surpa.ss the retabulation
of Hingsen's existing mark. So, on Jan. 1,

Thompson will get credit for a record that
came in a performance he did on Aug. 9.

But that's another day. Thursday, Thomp-
son kept his .streak intact of never having lost
to Hing.sen, a point of no little concern for the
West German, who can probably sympathize
with countryman and hurdler Harald Schmid,
who has made a career of losing to Edwin
Moses. The Germans haven't had a worse los-
ing streak since World War II.

All this is probably enough to make Hingsen
dizzy. Hingsen's world started spinning during
the pole vault, when he got dizzy and went
into the tunnel of the Coliseum and threw up,
not once but twice. (It seems that decathletes
can't do anything singularly.)

Hingsen came' back, but not for long.
Hingsen cleared only four-and-a-half meters,
which is especially bad since he had been
regularly clearing five meters just a few^ weeks
ago. Thompson cleared five meters and' might
have gone higher had Hingsen still hpf>n rh^c

Thompson relaxed.

After the 1500, Thompson took a victory lap
with a British flag, which at this Olympics
gets him no points for creativity. (By the way
this might be a good time to check your closet

for large flags of foreign cpuntries.) He was
congratulated at the finish line by Princess
Anne, who was looking better than ever in a
spiffy blue outfit. Thomp.son was later asked if

he had any plans for marriage and what did
the princess .say. "You just mentioned the
lady," said a grinning Thompson. "And she
said. T hope the kids will he wh ifp '

"

(213)559*8210-^
Rentals • Alterations

• Custom Dressmaking
Located on the lot of

Laird International Studios

'^^p^^^^^^^^ ^^'^^
;V

" rT "^^^ r^^
"^^^"^> ^^" ^"^^^^^^ which ĥ fdl^seemsing him But with .Hmgsen oUt of the pole fair. Brisco-Hooks. who took « v.«r-«nH-.-h.lf

vault, the competition was decided, and

Though he missed the world record, for

now. at least, Thompson does have the Olym-
pic record, breaking Bruce Jenner's mark, and
he's only the secgnd man to win the decathlon
in two straight Olympics.

"I was ncNcr after the world record. "

said

Thompson. "All I wanted to do was win. I

feel I can break jhe world's record at any
other decathlon.

"The di.scus was a clutch event for me
because my- good third throw came after I

threw poorly the first two rounds. The pole
vault kind of sorted everything out."
Thompson put on two shirts after the com-

petition, the first saying, "Great games at a
great time, but what abput the TV coverage?"
and the second saying, "Is the world's second
greatest athlete gay?" (In P:ngland, noted
Thompson, gay .still means happv.) And who's
the greatest athlete? "I don't ' know,.' said
Thompson. ''Maybe Carl Lewis, maybe

ingsen.

It's certainly not Carl's sister Carol, who
didn't advance to the finals of the women's
long jump. After fouling on one attempt Lewis
turned in two less-than-impressive perfor-
mances, and was eliminated by teammate
Angela Thacker, whose third jum'p put her in
the finals and knocked Lewis out. Thacker
finished fourth, placing behind two Roma-
nians, Annasaura Stanciu (22 ft., 10 inches)
and Vali lonescu, and Susan^ Hearnshaw. ^
UCLA's Jackie Joyner took fifth, one-and-a- %
quarter inches out of third. Joyner only had I
two legal jumps, both into^headwinds. \

Valerie Brisco-Hooks, "who already had a ^m«aw«iin > _________ __.

Id medal, won aiio tl ief, which hardly seems ^^^ B ritatn's Daley Thompson barely dears a hurdle during hfs heat \n the decathlon 1 tO
fair. Brisco-Hooks, who took a year-and-a-half "fieter hurdles. Although he finished second in this heat, Thompson easily defeated his com-luuK a year-anu-a-iiaii •—-»- ..— v-.v^w. r,.,...^^^.. ..^ , ,

Continued on Page 11 petition en route to his second straight gold medal in the decathlon.
____ :
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U.S. basketball team
shows no weak link

*\A/trh valid UCLA student or facL/lry ID'

By David Lang
Sports Editor

JTo break a chain one has to
find the weak link. Tcying to
find that link in the U.S.
Men's Olympic basketball
team is almost impossible.
Going into tonight's cham-

pionship game against Spain
(a team they've alreadv beaten
earlier in the tournament
101-68), the question is not
who will win, but by how
much.
You see. Team USA has

beaten their opponents by an
average score of 95-63, while
holding the opposition to 39 6
percent shooting. The latest
any team has led in a game
was when Spain held a 37-36
advantage with 2:30 minutes
left in the first half.

Opposing coathes have
nothing but praise for Bobbv
Knight and the U.S. team. '

Spain's coach Antonio

Diaz-Miguel thinks the U.S;
team is one of the best of all-
time. ^I believe this is the
stronge s t team in Uni ted
States basketball history."
When Uruguay played the

U.S. last Wednesday, their^
coach Ramon Ethcamendi/
didn t have much confidence
tnat his team could win. "At
no time... Perhaps if we had
played five against seven."

Defense has been a strong
spoke in the wheel of the U.S's
march to gold and team's have
taken notice. "From
everything IVe read," said
Can-adian coach Jack ^Donahue, "they're great. But IBobby Knight has gotten them I
to play good defense."
To put this in perspective

one has to remember that
most of the team members
have been the main scorer and
offensive, threat at their
respective colleges. Now

U.S. claims 'Tour' as nine

fighters advance to finals

by the Associated Press

While nine U.S boxers ad-

vanced into Saturday's gold

medal matches, a dark cloud

-the—stattrs—of

Continned on Page 10 TTOdat

After a shaky set of exhibition matches, U.S. center

Patrick Ewing has become a team leader during the

Olympics with his stellar scoring and dominant
defense. The U.S. plays Spain tonight for the gold

*•• -" T
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Evander Holyfield, America's

178-pound representative who
was disqualified from his

match in the second round.

Yugoslavian referee
Giogorge Novicic had yelled

"stop" just before Holyfield

landed a left that buckled

New Zealand's Kevin Barry,

resulting in the controversial

disqualification.

A review of the television

replay showed that Novicic

had said "stop" twice before

Holyfield threw the damaging
punch. But the U.S. coaches

and boxing officials protested

the decisio/i furiously.
Holyfield was reportedly in

command of the fight on all of

the judges cards.

U.S. officials will mjeet

tomorrow at 2:00 p.m. With

Boxing As.sociation to discuss

the matter of Holyfield, who
had been one of the most im-

pressive fighters in the tour-

nament and a sure bet for the

^^Id medaL
Another sure bet for the

gold, Mark Breland, won his

fifth fight of the tournament
and 109th of his career on the

evening card. Bireland knocked,
down Luciano Bruno of Italy

and scored a 5-0 decision.

Also winning Thursday
night were 17- year-old
Meldrick Taylor, who scored a

5-0 verdict over Omar Catari

of Venezuela at 125-pounds;
Paul Gonzales, 106 pounds,
who beat Jose Marcelino"
Bolivar, also of Venezuela;
and Pernell Whitaker, the

132-pound class world cham-
pion, who counter-punched
his way to a 5-0 decision over

Chil-Sung Chun of South
Korea.

Winning on the day card

were Steve McCrory, 112,

TRe ExecuTTve Com miace cT

the International Amateur
f who outpointed Eyup Can, o

CHEAPEST
PRICES IN
TOWN

For Pots and Plants

THE POHERY STORE

OPEN 7 DAYS
MON.-SAT. 9-6:00

SUN. 9-5:30

10761 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90034
(2 biks. west of Overland)

558-9775
.r

RESTAURANT
FRESH FISH
MARKET

*THE GREAT FISH EXPERIENCri
• EARLY BIRD SPECIALS
•HAPPY HOUR
• FOOD TO GO
• LARGE SELECTION OF FRESH FISH
• ALL FISH BROILED OVER MESQUITE CHARCOAL
• OPEN DAILY

Sun. thruThurs. I la. m. -10p.m.
FrL &. Sat. Ma. m.-10:30p.m.

1 1701 Vy/llshire Blvd.

Prentwood (at Barrington)— --1
1

. . \ —.—* 1 . i __»__.» I 1 1
» 1

1

(213)473-1551

Continued on Page 11
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Only one American remains alive

to see semifinals of tennis tourney

6y Jean-Pierre Cativiela

Staff Writer ~^

-2-^

If you're coming to UCLA
to watch the Americans win
another string of Olympic
medals in tennix comjietition,

you've come to the wrong
place.

First, the medals aren't of-

f i c i a 1 , as tennis is a

demonstration sport this time
around.
And second, there is only

one American left to compete.
The Los Angeles Olympics

mark the second time tennis
has. appeared in the Games as

a demonstration sport. The.
first time was in Mexico City
in 1968. Tennis was also an
official medal sport from
1896-1924, until a disagree-

ment between tKe Interna-

tional Olympic Committee
and the International Tennis
Federation over amateur
status ended in the removal of

the sport from the Olympics.
Of the four women and

four men picked to compete
for the United States, only
top-seeded Jinmiy Arias sur-

vived vesterdav's (luarterfinals.

He beat West (Germany's
Michael Wcstphal in a c*lose

two sets, 7-5, 6-4. Arias ad-
vances to play Sweden's Stefan
Edberg rii the semi-final com-
petition today.

Westphal had been seeded
sixth at the beginning of the

tournament, and his departure
"from competition leave Arias

and Edberg as the only seeded
""playefsrlrrthe—men's compet t^

tion.

Arias said he expects a

tough match from Edberg.
"He's got a great serve,
especially for those courts,

because the bounce is really

. high here," Arias said. "He
comes to the net well, he
volleys well. He has the kind
of game I don't like."

In a surprising upset, top-

seeded American Kathleen
Horvath lost to Yugoslavia's

Sabrina Coles, 7-6, 6-2. Hor-
vath bemoaned what she call-

ed a lack of crowd. "... I'm
here in the United States and
people are rooting against me,
until I'm down six-love in the

tiebreaker," she said. "They
were sure rooting for her more
than than they were r(K)ting

for me. All I heard was
'Coles, Coles.'

Coles seemed to appreciate
the support. "1 couldn't
[jbeheve it. A lot ()f people
Were cheering for me," the
Yugoslavian said after the
match. "It was good; it helped §

me a lot."

Horvath was the last of the 1
U.S. women's contingent tog
go. Second-seeded Andrea oE

Jaeger defaulted after the first

round with a rotater cuff inju-

ry, while fifth-seeded Andrea y
Leand was upset in the second
r o »i n d by Aggeliki -^^^ Koncak scores against France, showing his value as
Kanelloupou'lou of (Greece, backup for Patrick Ewing. Koncak, out of Southern Method-
Cretchen Hush went down in ist University, has played well for the U.S. team as a reserve

Continued on Page 11 center.

Basketball
Continued from Page 8
Knight has the team hustling

on defense and enjoying it. '

"That's more defense then
I've played in my whole life,"

said St. John's Chris M ullin to

Knight after the first half of

the Uruguay game.
Knight has the team playing

a tough over-playing man-
to-man defense, and they rare-

ly allow the opposing team
any penetration inside to get a
high percentage shot, let alone
the possibiblity of getting the

offensive rebound for a
follow-up shot. So far it's

worked as the U.S. has outre-

bounded its opponents by an
average of 13 per game.

The talent Knight has to

coach is so impressive that he
doesn't hesitate to play his 12
team members every game.
Since everybody gets close to

the same amount of playing
time, they do not have even
one player in the top twenty^
scorers of the tournament. It

seems as though that's the only
category the U.S. isn't
leading.

By the end of this evening,
the U.S. will most probably
run their Olympic basketball
record to 87- 1 with a win over
the Spaniards, unless, that is,

they find the weak link of the
U.S. But don't count on it.

You see. Knight has
somehow turned a bunch of
prolific offensive players like

Leon Wood, Michael Jordan,
Tidsdalte and Mullin into
defensive .stalwarts. And now
they can beat you on both
ends of the court.

n̂̂̂H
' • ^^^^1

WELCOME
OLYMPIANS
A BOAT, A BRIDGE, A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS. NEW
BALANCE - MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS - WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR: FLEXA-
TARU. LA. GEAR
WESTERN TOWN: LEE WRANGLER CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - A MILI-
TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS

GO ON A SPREE
4^ FOR $398

Ideal tor commuting to

and from work or

school Easy to r»de

Spree'

65?5 SANTA MONICA BLVO / PHONE (213) 466-7191

rr^ ^?'' c mress

e

WE WILL TRANSFER
VOURPICTUREOR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers

• instant
lettering

• nurhbering

470-4778
1646^ Westwood BI. LA 90024

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 395-5839
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SUMMER
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN'

SOFT
CONTACTS $169

•CHANGE YOUR
EYE COLOR-

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
SdFTS

EYEGLASSES
INCLUDES GLASS OR
PLASTIC LENSfS (SINGLE
VISION NONOVERSIZf)
AND FRAMES FROM OUA
SPECIAL SELECTION

-r—

EYE OPENING!
.IN WESTWOOD BIl^LAGE

Smce 1971

'KfiXx?^^ ""^'^ '^''^^^' """'^^^^ GUARANTEE. FITTING. TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM. IF REQUIRED:

Jgn D, Vogel^ Q-P*
a professional corporation

1 132 Westwood Blvd. o/*r» «**--.
LA, PA 90024 208-3011
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Florence Griffith, who won the silver medal in the 200
Tneters, didn't seem slowed by her long fingernails.

Track
Continued from Page 8
oat of her training to have a

baby, became the first woman
ever to win both the women's
200 and 400 meters. She
defeated teammate Florence

Griffith, who didn't seem
"slowed by her long and color-

ful fingernails. Brisco- Hooks'

time was the fourth best of all

Tennis
Continued from Paee 10
a tough first-round match to

France's Catherine Tanvier,
J6-7, 7-5, 0-1.

time and was an Olympic and
American record. Since
Brisco-Hooks became the
third-best performer of all

time, -the outcome might not
have been affected by the

Eastern boycott.

Coming in third was
Merle ne Ottey-Page of
Jamaica who won her second

consecutive bronze medal in

the 200 meters.

Tanvier will play Coles in

Today's semi-finals ^nd^ it Ts
-be—a— tough-

-

match.
Both are fighters and have the

ability to come from behind.
Coles defeated Hong Kong's
Patricia Hy in a two-hour and
45-minute endurance match in

Wednesday afternoon's scor-

ching heat, 6-4, 4-6, 9-7. Two
of Tanvler's three matches in

Olympic competition have
gone to three sets, and both
were come-from-behind wins.

In other competition today,

"Mexico's Francisco Maciel will

play Italy's Paolo Cane.

Maciel has already beaten the

fourth- and fifth-seeded
players, and looks tough to

beat. Cane defeated number
^fwia seed Patrii

Australia in the first round.

and then won by default

yesterday ^when seventh seed

Simon Youl injured his ankle

two games into quarter-finals

competition.

West Germany's Steffi Graf,

the tournament's young6st

player at fifteen, wil^ play Ita-

ly's Rafaella Reggi. Reggi is

seeded sixth, and Graf eighth

for Olympic competitioti>

Reggi has already won ap-

plause from tennis audiences

with her court personality and

spunky play.

Boxing
Continued from Page 9

Turkey; Jerry Page, 139, who
scored a 5-0 decision over

Mirk O. Puzovic of
Yugoslavia; and Henry
Tillman, 201, who took an

unpopular jufy decision over

Angelo Musone of Italy.

Also advancing during the

day was Frank Tate, the

156-pouiid world champion,
who got a pass into the finals

when his opponent could not

fight because of injury.

The six-foot-two-jnch
Br'eland used his big reach ad-

vantagf' urnrinfT at will with

round, Breland caught the

charging Bruno with a left

hook and two rights that forc-

ed the Italian to take a stan-

ding eight count. Late in the

third round, Breland knocked

down Bruno with a left hook

to the head.

Breland will fight in the

finals pf the 147 pound weight

class against Young-Su An of

South Korea.

Whitaker, 6f Norfolk, Va.,

was less than spectacular in

outpointing the roughhouse
Chun. But the champion
scored with enough counter-

punches to gain the decision.

left jabs vvhile making Bruno
miss badly. In the second

,*-.

-.i.. -TVf-

.Whitaker will fight Luis

Continued on Page 12
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• Ask tor

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply.^
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

IMMIGRATION
over 40 years of experience

• Petmanent Resident Status
(Green Card)

Permission to Work

i emporary Visas

Deportation

U.S. Citizenship

• ^'o//f/ca/ Asylum

Call the Law office of

Tasoff and Tasoff
a protessiondi corporation

(213)474-2545

10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

Westwood, CA.

HELD OVER ,

BY POPULAR DEMAND!
IN WESTWOOD VILLAGE
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HIOH-TECH

The Converse
running shoe: high^TecMesfghlSuilt for stability

and durability Lightweight cushioned comfort. Available

jiowin a variety of sizes and colorsJounen and women.

CONVERSE SHOE
BOUnOUE

COnVERSE ^^^ WESTWOOD BLVD., WESTWOOD
VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS. 824-2478

LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN
ON XEROX COPIES

per copy

no
minimum

COPYLAfiHJ, INC.
11717 W. Pico Blvd.

W.LA, CA 90064
479-3957

Open M-F 8:30-7:30

Sat: 11:00-6:00

2918 Santa Monica Blvd

Santa Monica. CA
45S-1867

Open M-F 8:30-6:00

Sat: 11:00-5:00
i

Daily Bruin
Advertising
825-2161

^.^TI'^T'^^^^^^^'^.-g.'L'^'
^^ '

WITH REMOTE CONTROL I

S26999

:

VCR4400

Model TAS lOOO

> SANYO ANSWERING MACHINE
WITti COUPON

Exp 8/20/84

»69^^ without coupon

- - - .COUPON
. « « «| « »i

" 58NTU MNdWC

! $5099
I WW »69

NOW
OPEN

7

DAYS

INTERNKTIONVL

DISCOUNT MARI

MON-SAT 11-7 PM« SUN 12-5 PM

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHECK OR
CREDIT CARD PRICES 4H HIGHER

LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
irr— tOS ANGELES. CA 90066 ™ Prices subiect to change.

390-4477
Nut resijm tyoie (m 1

errors Limited to stock on harxJ

Final Phase—Prices Reduced
LA. looks better than ever...from

ihv ftlvasurc. ftn'slii>c unit security itfhi^h rise

iitirtfi in the heart of yXestinunt Viftaj^e are mur
tt'ithiti retnh itj tiiseritniniitin^, tutlue

mintietl buyers.

• Homeowner's Association fee from
only $130 per month*

• J i -hour (toonuuN, rulet Jhirkin^ scrt'ice

• l*uu<trutfiic city I'i'eii'S

' •^SwiWwiiu^ poot—sfm ".

• }X{itkifif> distanceJnmi Westwood
i^itta^e's leadini> styops, restaurants,
theatres and HCI.A cani/ms

t &- 2 Beiinmnts, 2 Betiroonts &-

Fntvrtainmettt Areafmnt

$160,000 to $435,000
Sales center and nun/els npen daily

to am tit 5 fim.

969 Hilfiard Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90024 (2/J) H24 045,^

Nil- NJicsprrson ft>r JtuiU on (in
Niihit't I III nriiir h.iIc on tir .iltt-r At-.n

. \HMuijiioti. Priifs eltf ilMi- djU'
III ^ 1 1 K^ #- III I *'•* t i«« iKi^ fl • I •• ««i It ^••^iili 11

an\ «»r iill priif lr»els.

f (»l puhliiiilion '^vV-*»^

Boxing^
Continued from Page 11

Ortiz of Puerto Rico for the

gold medal.
Taylor, the smooth but

tough 17-year-old
featherweight, fought with

)qise and mov^ that belie_iii&

age to score a 5-0 decision

over Omar Catari of
Venezuela in a 125-pound
bout. —
When Tillman advanced by

beating Angelo Musone of Ita-

ly in the 201-pound class, he
had a little help from the jury.

After each 3-2 decision, the

rules state that a jury (not the

judges) must review the fight

and rule on the winner.

In this case, they ruled 5-0

to overturn the decision in

favor of Tillman, much to the

"displeasure of the crowd.
Musone was aggressive

throughout, banging both
hands to the head and body,

while Tillman scored well

with jabs and often caught the

Italian with punches to the

head as Musone charged
Hill's opponent in the final

will be Joon-Sup Shin of South

Korea, who got up from two
second-round knockdowns to

score a 4-1 decision over
Aristides Gonzalez of Puerto

Rico. That decision was also.

very unpopular with the fans.

In the 119-pound class, the

only division where there was
not a U.S. boxer in the semifi-

nals, the two finalists will be

Hector Lop>ez of Mexico artd

Maurizio Stecca of Italy.

An irate enthusiast, who liad watched his

home team go down to defeat, stopped the
umpire as he was leaving the field.

''Where's your dog?** he inquired.
"Dog?" exclaimed the umpire. **! have no

dog.'' —
''Well," said the grouchy one, 'Vou're the

first blind man 1 ever saw who didn't have a
dog."

JrliJ :^
OVIE GUID
MANN

THEATRES
WiifilKKW

NATIONAL INDIANA JONES AND THE TEMfU
f09?S LindtKook Of DOOM (P6)
?08 4366 70 mm Ooiby THX Sound

12 30-3 00-5 30-8 00^10 30

VILLAGE
96 1 Broxfon

2085576

RE0 0AVim(P6-13)
12 30-3 0aS3a8 0010 20

Fn Sal Late Show 12 30 a m

BRUIN
948 Broxton

208 8998

CLOAK « DAGGfR (PG)

1 15-3 30 5 45 8 00 10 15

Fn Sat LateShO¥* 12 15 am

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

WJWWWWMWUWWIl'.' ' 1

1

1 J I 1 1 1 I .

—

.v.v.vi

ROYAL
11523 SM BM
477 5581

ONE OCAOIY SUMMER
Moo Fr 5 30 7 50^10 20

Sat Son 12 30-2 50^5 2a 7 Sfr 10 20

MUSIC HAU LfS(
9036 Wiishire Mon fn ^ 154 00- 10 00
274 6869 Sal Son 2 15-4 15-6 104 00-1000

JjiirrA

WESTWOOOI
tOSOCayley
208 7664

GRANOVIEW USA (R)

12 30-2 15 4 00 6 008 00 10 00

WESTWOOD II

1050Gayley
208 7664

THE JOY OF SO (R)

12 30-2 30^ 30^ 30-8 30-10 30

WESTWOOD HI

1050 Gayley
208 7664

^^^
BEST DEFENSE (R)

JlJ&iJfr5JQJL3aaJ0

REGENT
1045 Broxton

2083259

6REMUNS (PG)

12 30 3 0^5 30-8 00-10 30

>'LA2A PURfU RAIN (R)
1067Glendon 12 30^3 0^5 30-8 00-10 30
208 3097 FnSat LafeShow-I2 45 a m

:-:\..^.'^:V^^^^

:^l^:.:^:.it^^:.:^::^:-:^::::^^:^:::::: ::::::vX-'yIyj-:

FINE ARTS
8556 Wilshire

652 1330

UNDER THE VOUANO (R)

1 00-3 20-5 40-8 00-10 10

MOMCAI CARMENISAMKU
1332 2nd St Mon fn 700^9 00
394 9741 Sat Son 1 00-3 00-5 00-7 0O9 00

1332 2nd St Mon Fn 7 2a9 20
394 9741 Sat Sun 120-3 20^5 2& 7 20-9 20

MONICA III ROMKmTMiSnMi
1332 2nd St Mon Fn -6 00406-10:05
39* 97^1 SarSDfrrwTSSmmBKTdn

MQMCARf KVOIIORUaONMUOOUIT
1332 2nd St Mon -Fn ;

394-9741 Sat Sun 1 0&3 10^5 2&7 3&9 40

PACIFIC WALK-IN
THEATRES

WTfmwwTmriT 1 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 i 1 1 1

jj—^jjaic^Mi^fcj.i:^^..a:...^..^..:.^^.^^,^,i^glj[ljjj

PtCWOOO MUPPETS TAKE MANHAHAN (G)

Pito/Westwood 1? 30^4 15-8 00
272 8239 THE LAST STARFIGHTER (PG)

394 2569 2 106 0^9 55
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CENTURY PLAZA JUNGLE BOOK (G)
Century City Daily 1 00-3 00-5 00-7 00-9 00
2040 Ave of the Stars

5534291

CENTURY PIAZA NEVER ENDtNO STORY (PG)
Century City i 30-3 30^5 30 7 30^9 30
2040 Ave o1 the Stars

5534291

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

}x^mfuj'jMifmf<kf<^^ ti-
-- >TO

MhA^fe^^^M^Mk^

CINERAMA DOME
Sunset Nf Vine

466 3401

RED DAWN (PG- 13)
12 30-3 0^5 30-8 0^10 30

Fn-Sat Late S^ow 12 30 am

HOUYWOOD PACIFIC I

Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenga CLOAK 4 DAGGER (PG)
464 4111 1 0a3 25-5 50-8 IS 10 40

F^-Sal-LateS^<h»12 45am

HOUYWOOD PAOFIC N

Z^^t^ ..T«.l«T$TARFIGHTHHPS)

464-4111 12 30^2 35 4 40-6 45^8 50^10 55

2^^!W'*5'"" THE PHIIAOELPHM
Hlywd » Nf Cahutnoi EXPERMKNT (PG)^^"^ 100-3 2^5 4^8 0010 20

Fn Sat Late Show 12 30am

AVCO CINEMA t GHOSTBUSTEflS (PG)
Wilsh at Westwood 70mm Dotoy Stereo
475-0711 12 00-2 30-5 00-7 30-10 00

Fn -Sat Late Show- 12 15 am

AVCO CINEMA II REVENGE OF THE NERDS (R)
Wilsh atWestwood Mon Fn 5 45 7 4S9 45
475 0711 Sat -Sun 1 45^3 45 5 45-7 45-9 45

- ^ Fri Sat-UttStww-1145

AVCO CINEMA III THE KARATE KIO (PG)
Wilsh «l Wesfwood 12 30-3 00-5 30-8 05-10 30
475-0711

LANDMARK
THEATRES

wnttTi^uSk,
NUART
11272 SM BNd
4784379 479-5269

licaiisaaitaBaaataii

aMTKnuiHSTmL
2 0D^4 0O^6 0a«0ai0 00

Sot. TNE OROMS 0(V9 30_ II«K»3<M10
|)<us TNI NMi CLASS jnd 3 So«cui Oacfen Shorts ? O&C 30

Every Fn. raoM at mdngMCAFl FLESf
Every Sat ntght at midnight TNIf
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mcPGa revieiiif William Rabkin, Review Editor

Robert Remstein, Assistant Review Editor

OLYMPIC ARTS FESTIVAL

S. F. Ballet:

Frenetic feet
from the North

By Jennifer Kim

One could not help but be amazed by the versatility of the
San Francisco Ballet durinj^ its Arts Festival riHi — for a com-
pany that has traditionally been reji^arded as technically strong,
but artistically blah, the company's two Evenings at the
Pasadena Civic were an achievement indeed.
Work after excerpted work stepped out onstage, the dancers

wowing us with balletic perfection (or imperfection in a few
cases), causing us to groan when yet another romantic duet ap-
peared, surprising us with Ziegfeld Follies-type tapping, and
shutting our eyes in clumber diuring the4w>r4? U^kewaFm-tHeeeyf;

—

The cause for this balletic marathon? The S.F. Ballet was perr
forming excerpts from its 50th anniversary, gala (it turned 50
last year) which was a landmark event for this very old and
venerable ballet company. The company's excerpted attempt to
reproduce the gala in L.A. certainly did not reach the glorious
heights of last year's premiere (which involved live doves,
streamers, confetti, and fireworks), but came to a close and sat-

isfying second. <»

Starting with the best of starting ballets, Balanchine's
St-renade, one could immediately size up the female dancers of
the company; strong on pointe, lithe, and Balanchinescjue in
nearly all cases. This much is not surprising. What is surprising
is what they and the equally balletically strong danseurs of th(

company (the enviably technically strong males are S.F. Ballet s

trademark) could do, c1assically~or under frill-cyutm^
choreography. . ^

Windows was one such modern ballet, but its choreography,'
in attempting the Pina Bau.sch way of things, created the
undesirable effect of being silly. Whether the love duet by Val
Caniparoli was being funn\ or serious or both was never
clarified in the work as the dancers (Fda Holmes and Tom Bdd)
stripped slowly down to bra (standard white) and underwear
(jx)ssibly Fruit-of-the-Loom) in an otherwi.se choreograj^hic^illN

sound piece. Certainly a balle^t in the tradition of Maidcnforni
advertising.

In this romantic vein, Honmnze (Francis. Ford Coppola and
.Michael Smuin) proved to be a more successful vvorlC being an
interesting blend between dance (a duet performed in Lauire
Cowden and Alexander Topciy) and film (by the infamous
Coppola), the film run against a scrtm with the dancefJTjust

visible in back at key moments when the filmed scenery (cherry

Continued on Page 14 The San Francisco Ballet

RECORDS

MW-
i^usciously low-key Klugli
By Bob Remste inT Assistant f(cvicw Editor —

This is the first in a series nf four articles on
the latest releases h\j some of the leading ar-

tists in a lonff misunderstood musical style:

jazz/rock fusion.\ Combining elements of
mainstream jazz and pop/rock, but often

disavowed by fans of both genres, fusion has

become a catef!,ory all its own, as diverse in its

own way as either contemporary jazz or rock.

Earl Klugh: W/s/ffw/ Thinkhifr. Capitol. There
is a thin line between relaxation and boredom
in music, and Farl Klugh skirts it very careful-

ly. On Wishfnl Thinking, his kuirth album for

Capitol Records, he manages to keep the

listener's interest' through skillful, .songwriting

and crisp production, despite the fact that the

entire LP is, to .say the lea.st, very low-key.

-

—

For the pas t five or ten years, guitarist Earl

Klugh has been one of the most popular

writers and performers of so-called soft fusion,

sharing this di.stinction with saxophonist John
Klemmer and keyboardist Bob James. The
music of these artists combines soft-rock

backgrounds with mild, jazz-oriented im-

provisation, sometimes slipping into easy

listening mush and rarely if ever achieving any
sort of high energy state.

Klugh has a.s.sembled an all-star ca.st of

musicians and arrangers to help him on the

new album. Conductor/arrangers Dave Mat-
thews, Don Sebesky, and Johnny Mandel
create liish orchestrations for fi\'e of the tunes

iVfungione'.s .sidemen (vharles Mei 'ks on tiie ba.vs

and James Bradley Jr. on driuns make cameo
appearances. All of this matU'rs ver\ little, in

that most of the^ongs sound similar, and only

Dave Matthews' zesty big-band arrangements
on "Take It From the Top*' and "Right From
the Start" make any noticeable overall dif-

ference.

The star of the show, (|uite naturally, is

Klugh's consummate gu i t ar- pi ay ing.
Thoroughly delicate and tasteful (sometimes
too much so), but always with enough pluck

to suggest the slightest bit of tension, he and
his guitar float through his melodies with the

greatest of ea.se. His melodies, though simple

and hardly innovative, suprisingly stick in

one's mind, each one is distinct and memora-
ble in its own way.
The LP truly has no low points. "Tropical

Legs," which sounds more interesting than i.t»

is, uses some background synthesizers to create

interesting textures over a catcfiy beat. "All

The Time" tips its hat toward reggae,

however weakly, developing a loping, on-the-

road sort of beat. "Once Again" was named
most appropriately — though it's (juite lovely,^

it's a dead ringer for The Carpenters* "For Alt"
We Know." The be.st cut on the album is the

la.st one, "Right From the Start." This Jobim-
influenced Latin number includes the one solo

.section in which Klugh stretches out, showing
us some inspired jazz licks.

Overall, Wishfid Thinking is a consistentK

pleasant and suprisingly memorable albiun. If

you're looking for excift^ment, you'd better

imi ti ti D^vid

iJ^H

#
Earl Klufrh

ITniie sucn jazz lusion luminaries as

Sanborn on sax, guitarist Eric (iale, percus-

vhonist Paulinht)^ Da C^sta, tmtl C4tttck

rrtti thnrst'aiL'ii cisuvviii'iL'. 11 M)ii waiifaii aiinim

will make stutlying for those annoying tests g^
jnst-H^ little <ini(K>th<*v this ofH^'s \<>»ir best bet.
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Dance

"Ours is a dininjL^ experience w Irtc \on can ieel the
irienclliness and taste the freshness ..."

Boston Pizza, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches.

NOW i
' KATUniNC; PASTA SAI.AI JS.

Continued from Page 13

bloss(jni boughs, breakers at the beach) allowed the dancers to
be_iieea-_dancing. This--blend produced sUghU^^-j^vFupy—4h^v-
riidimentar>' results — however, the awkward moments, in-
cludini^ an obnoxiously tight close-up on a ladyls lips (w'hich
faded thankfully to a rose — only conveniently symbolic) and a
picnic scene where the inn(K*ent lovers suddenlv' do a Tom Jones
number with the food, actually provided some interest.
The better works: Mobile, a modern piece that lived up to its

name, had gorgeous choreography. The dancers for this one
became a slow ripple of shapes, shifting smoothK from one
design to another — very beautiful. Most of the slower ballets
were oftcui the more successful ones, especiallv the 'Long and
Winding Road' segment of the longer work. To the Beetles (bv
Smuin). One of the nicest of Smuin's love duets, this one even
had good symbolic value as the male and female dancers w^re
I)la>cd off against each other, the f)allerina exiting as the
danseur entered and vice versa, finalh meeting in a technicallv
excitmg duet. And, as SerenTTcJe was the ideal opener. Stars and
Stripes (also Balanchine) was the ideal closer, performed with
genuine feeling and gusto.

Call ahead to order your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

470-2499

^l"^
VVestvvood Blvd. (corner of Santti. Monica)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wllshire (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Frl. Full Bar 829-7829—

-

EnclnojJL7644 Ventura (near White Oak) 986-0772

Richard Deacon dies at 62
LOS ANGELES (AP) ~ Richard Deaeon, thp ...for

NNhose comically pompous roles included parts on televi-
sions -Leave It to Beaver" and "The Dick Van Dyke
Show ," (Jicd unexpectedly at 62, the coroner's office said
Thursday.

Paramedics were called to his home in West Los
Angeles and took him to Cedars (Cedars-Sinai Medical
C.enter), where he was pronounced dead" at ILOr pmW edne,sda>

, coroner's spokesman Bill (;old said
Cold said Deacon's death was of "apparent natural

causes, possibl> a heart seizure. A coroner's medical ex-
ammation was set for Friday.
Deacons bald pate, black-rimmed glasses and stern de-meanor made him a natural for portraving stuffy

bureaucrats in more than 100 films and hundreds of televi-
sion shows.

;\lv was always the guv with the pocket watch who
would look down his nose on people, which was so far
trom what Richard was reallv like," said Robert Prete
Deacon s manager for the last five vears. "He liked to sav
he played characters who didn't know^oo much, but the'v
didn t know it."

'
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-J"^^ I ) V .^>L. Classified
RADE-IN/SWAP 14-AHHELP WANTED

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
• $ words or !•««

• day. 1$ words or less
Each additional word ^^ ^y
$ <*ay«. I S words or l««s .

(consecutive and wowffcmdabloteach additional word ' ^ '

OLYMPIC Pins Sam/Press-Set Sam/
Movie camera Sam/Medical Pose 50
others 764-9707 after five

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERvlCES^
PREGNANCY 20-B

^eadlm«:
CUss Litx ,

CHILD care needed Early mornings Good
pay Close to campus Call eveninas
475-4764 *

CLINICAL Tf>erapist need full or part-time
in Beverly Hills orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus 550-0950. ask for Tina or

WRITER Intern wanted tor professional
writers workshop. Send letter or resume
to Cannarrt P ii t>li«hi»« «vr>*/\/\ .». ^^ ...

I working day in advance by ]pm
Class Display.

2 working days In advance by 4pm
Office Location lUKH

S'f'i"'*?
"^"^ o.m. to 4p.m.Monday through Friday 825-2221

TK« manag«m«,it r«.«rv«. tt»« right toChang.. r.cla..»fy. r.vl... or Stj^ct

SiItiS.°*.K
*'•? <««*vrtl..m.nt notmojtlr^g tho .tondord. of tho DaJy

Mary

^£U>ML>i<UM.^M* mm " I ' M '
l I I

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students
The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269
"~

COUNSELOR full-time/part-time positions
counseling teenage boys at residential
treatment center Excellent benefits Entry
level positions Call 8 1 8-347- 1326

DELIVbHY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs
$1400/month. with excellent raises Re-
quirements BA degree. GPA 3 5plus
good SAT scores Great office environ-
ment in I^DR business park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental For bright, hard-work-

l^'f^^e re the best place around.

DRIVER^ANU light filing $6 75/hr Own in-
sured car Part-time Mon -Fn

, Flexible
hours Call 208-8516 between 10:00 am-
3 00pm

I
"

^

—
~T-|

•••••
I

NNOUNCEMENTS

DUCA...
ALCOHOLICS

Perms, Jeri Curls.

I

EXCELLENT opportunity for ambitious,
sincere career minded individuals
Management/sares positions le Sportsac
9 14 Westwood Blvd_20a-8822_See Cyndi

i^ I

ANONYMOUS Meetings
12:10-120 Mondays, Moore Hall 305
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatnc Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-347©-

Press & Curls

& Manicure
$5.00 discount with this

coupon
10% off ail black

Hproducts

I
GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. friendly.

-f

—

nard.wof king person

I*
l4H^J:ri4:i

UBJECTS NEEDED.
MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate m the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes Compensa-
t^onprovided Call 8258583
WOMEN with endometriosis whodesire to
participate ,n. the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endornefnosis This

I $
I

I

5
this week

BlUt N GCH.D HAIR DtSIGN
lOVOa leCont© Westwood

(at enUance to UCIA)
208 5«63

Ask fof Vichi

inr l Ltdai women nMu l idVB Hfiv^^r been
treated and Ihose who have- ,ladled the
standard forms of therapy Call 825-775^

MPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED.

SECRETARY Part-time Westchester
Small office, all skills, some vSpanish
670 7664

- . - with goOff phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
tite BA degree GPA 3 5plus. high SAT orGRE scores required Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical. top dental For bright
hard-working people we re the best place
around 213-827-500

IMMEtJiATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week Own car Filing er-
rands, must type Bookkeeping trainee $5/
hour 476-1595/476-0025

MALE and female models wanted for free
professional haircutting Inquire at Allure
Salon Ask for Esther 474-8298

-SALES- Advertising sales, pays high
commission Full-time work with your
schooling Call 1-800-272-4553

-_._ ..w..,«..wK. ,jo,,u leiiur or resume
to Camard Pub lishing

, 90430 WortgWav
Center. LA 90009

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent tncreases and career oppor-
tun i t .e s - for intBlliyen r. -ConscTenrour"
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plusBA degree. GPA 3 5plus. high SAT orGRE scores required Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growinq
company ,n MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright
hard-working people. Were the best place
around. 2 13-827-5000

BUSINESS-PERSONAL SECRETARY
needed for busy psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA. Receptionist, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands 15-

_|0 flexible hours/.week. ideal for student
$5.00/hour start depending on experience
Must have car. Available August 15 Call
now: 476-4453

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm"BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE
scores required Great office environment
with established, fast-growmg company inMDR bus iness park. Blue Cro «;«4 MaHina t

'

top dental. For bright, hard-working peoplewere th« h^et «i^^— . .^ ^ ^

IT. ^AH
^®^°

' ^"^ ^ bedrooms. 2 full
baths. Attractively and fully furnished Gas

fTZ.V f^"'
'-^ ^^^ ^P^^«^ Laundry.

Pets"47:y°60.""^"^ ' ^^^^ '^^^« ^°

1

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom Joft
apartments. Dishwasher.
air condltjonlno. parking.
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises—9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
624-0836

APTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F
LAHUb Studio, small room for bed, sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-
cluded. $550/month. Walking distance toUCtA q76- 1 44e:

'-"r,

\

oo@Da daily bruin fridav. august 10, 1984 classified 15

NEED Roommate for 2-bedroom apt- TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA 2
Palms. Pool. Available 9/1 $385 plus $200 bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors
deposit 213-2021273 eves garden courtyard, pool, security Uniquei
HROOMMATE wanted-to-ghafe-g-bedroom ig44xQOQ 276-6536

, (408)625-02 1

2

2-bath Fox Hill^ apt with UCLA senior.' 3-bedroom/2-bath. Luxury condo for lease

4 noifir"'^'
^^'^^^"y-Pa^^^'^a $397.50 or sale. All built-ins $2000/month 1929

°'^ °^ Manninq Ave WLA 552-4632 or 277-1848

HOUSE FOR RENT. ...56F
$2450 Bel Air Spacious 4 bedroom, 2V2
bath. Excellent location, neighborhood, air.

Private setting. 627-7788.

HOUSE TO SHARE 57-
FEMALE SINGLE TO SHARE" 5-
BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST L A QUIET
LUXURIOUS 3600 SO FEET $450 IN-
CLUDES UTILITIES LILLY (213)466-2447

Share cute Reseda House w-prof female
and daughter-3 year Gdner-washer-dryer
Near fwy Avail. -9/15 $300-1/2 345-5884

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-
HILLS Honey $169,950 reduced
Spacious l^ove-in 3-bedroom. 2-bath.
family room home 2-fireplaces Great
kitchen with built-ins Spa Sands
Regltors-Bert/Johnny 391-6721, 472-0361

STEAL It' Sparktfng clean 2-bedroom/2-
bath condo in WLA. north of Olympic
Move-in condition Bright upstairs unit
$119,950 Shen. Fred Sands Realtors
Nights: 837-5660. Days: 391-6721. '_

/esTside Village 3 bedroom, 2&1/2 bath,
Ir

.
dr

,
family room Owner $285 000

213-475-1616

AT WESTWOOD

extravaganc:h
'Y(^U CAN AFFORD

^89,^5a^

You Know Us.
You Know
Our Readers.

Why not place

an ad with
us?

Daily Bruin
Classified

825-2221
825-2222
M-F, 9-4

$159,950
NO c:losinc3 costs

Ni^ht \.iK-t parking. ScviucJ
InnlJiii^, Lush laiukt. apmy,
C\>filcTc'iuc room. Media
C.'oiUiT, Firnoss ( 'enter, Poi^I.

Spa

1440VHTHRAN' AX'bNLIh
'WU.OCKSFROM
U:ESTWOOn V tLLAC:^.
2M/477-247(> - ——

INSURANCE 91-1

HOUSING NEEDED
GRAD student and daughter (lOyrs) need
housing with single parent or other
Suzanne 821-3569/883-9757

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP .62-F

WHYPAYMORE. • •

Housesitting and light housekeeping plus
small salary MaTe~oriIy: Hefefencas re-
quired 213-276-0735 ——:

—

— '
'

For Auto/Motorcycles
No Insurance/Cancelled

502's

Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

Suspended License
Exotic Cars
Low Monthly Payments
Lowest l^ates Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOUR SiURVIVALU

"-'

Uz
SMALL salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance

7iTiria;V Ui

. ^, w,,y,u. iiaru-worKing people
^® ^® ^^® ^st place around. (213)827-
5000

Part-time Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm Is seeklnaan articulate, briaht

Lenergetlc. receptionist to

roll D
'^o"-|"dav 3pm-6pm.

Call Paula. 273-0904. *

HOUSING
PTS. FURNISHED 50-F

SECRETARY Part-time Westchester
Small office, aW skfHs
670-7664. < 1.

some Spanisn

C^.«..l.f,v a»aisidni wanted Library and lab
experience Send resume to Henry
Tsutomu Tai. MO. P O Box 335 Pacific
Palisades. CA 90272

^^LK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single one-bedroom. Utilities inrlurtPrt
ivianager. 544 Landfair #202 208-1837
1 -bedroom furnished $600 up. Parking
Fall rentals. Lease. Available now. 1387

ONE-bedroom $520. Convenient to UCLA
Stove, refrigerator, carpets, drapes $200
security deposit. Eves. Mr. Grossi 477-
3194.

SINGLE WLA apartment Near Bundy San-
ta ^flontca. includes stove, refrigerator
$395 a month. Call 207-5527 evenings.

Westwood Village. $750. Large 1 -bedroom
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $1200 Large 2-
bedroom. 2-bath, dining room, built-in
kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

$1050. Spacious 2-bedroom and den up-
per. hardwood floors applianroc ia..,^^

ry

Midvale 1 1097 Strathmore 454-821

1

tacmties, garage. Lease. 279- 1887
$750. Attractive 1 -bedroom upper; new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili-
ties, garage No pets Lease. 279-1887

MUSI have car West Hollywood Starting
9/1 876-6898 or leave message

SMALL Salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance
Must have car West Hollywood Starting
9/1 876-6898 or leave message.

ROOM FOR RENT.
BEVERLY HILLS. Pool, kitchen pnviliges.
need car Grad student preferred $325/
utilities included Leave message 783-
5151.

-IGHT Moving—Delivery i nrai i r^ng/

Distance Any size item Fast,

reliable Anytime 399-4663
efficient,

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Anytime

SERVI
Female own room, own bathroom. Kitchen
privileges. i2-block from beach to mfn
busride-UCLA. $285 including utilities
From 8-15-84 395-6255

Private, furnished room for female student.
Share kitchen-bath Near Pico-Bundy
WLA. Inquire 473-7805

Quiet Private room/bath. Linens laundry
male faculty/student. Olympian
Westwood-Wilshire Immediate o ccupancy
474-7122 .

iidJaM^i
iia

TYPING/PROFESSIONAL Editing: term
papers, theses, dissertations, languages
Help w/writing Long UCLA experience
Virginia 278-0388,276-9471

BtQMA Nu Una Hous ing avaname T6r stu-
dents for second summer session. For
more info, please call 824-5362 ASAP.
SUMMER housing at Delta Tau Delta-
Friendly environment, sundeck & cable t.v.

$220/mo. Call Doug after 6:00PM 824-
1133. .

^4 HOUR CHIDCARE
through the Olympics (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
Excellent referertces

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE riliommate needed, for 2bd-2ba,
$300/mo, warn UCLA-sec. pking, new bidg,
furn. Fun girls! 207-201

1

,

RESPONSIBLE, clean female to share 1-

bedroom beautiful .apartment in Rancho
Los Feliz $290/mo. 208-7755 am. 660-
835t after 7pm

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.

Fireplace, tjook shelves
,
private patio, uo-

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA Low
rates. Rushes welcome Marian 391-3622,
7 days.

One JDai^ l^pinq
if and Word Processing if
if 2S> student Discount if

W DinsrtatkKit, Th«aes, Resumes. Applica if
if tions. scripts, legal. st«tittic«(, Equations, if
.JL lar>guaoes, many typestyles. ^" tUtH TYPtNO WMILI YOU WAIT J^ Spelling, Editing, Fofeign Student Help, ^
w Minutes ftoio campus in WLA, <• if

per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms
$210,000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212.

Sp«cki!: B«p«miv« l«n*rt t5«

398-0455 391-3385
t'.

1976 Chevy Malibu. Runs well $1200 obo
Call eves 390-5665

1980 Honda Civic. 5-speed New radial—liifi&. moL-iBck nnqm..i r^^^Br Fycellont
condition $4l00/obo. 559-3726

'62, Corvette two-top excellent condition
327 engine Beautiful car Best offer 208-
5920. .. —

.

HONDA 73 350CC Good condition but
needs work $400 obo Call eves or morn-
ings. 208-8733.

HIDES WANTED. 115-.

70 VW new paint/interior $1800 ex-condi
tion 399-6953

'71 Torpnado Oldsmobile. Good transpof-
tation Very clean Needs battery $850
208-5920

WANTED Van and driver to drive my
belongings LA to Bay Area Anytime 277-
17 13 Aug 2lst-Sept5th $150 plus gas

a a

MATTRESS '

Bedroom set cost $1200 Sacrifice $450
Dining room set S695 Hide-a-bed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall
unit$150 Mattress and boxspnng $150

"DiriBne^ser-^tst^Qi j^^ tieadPoarfl $ibO
Recliner $195 Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600 Sacrifice
$160 Items never used 393-2338

Furniture-mqving sale! Nice furniture, must
sell Bed, couch, chairs, etc. Call 477-
5236.

:^x:

'73 Brick Riviera Immaculate All options
Very good car New tires 1S 1.300 obo
208-5920

73 240-2 automatic New paint/interior
great shape $3500 477-1618. 339-8645
'78 Toyota SR-5 Air-conditioned. AM/FM
5-speed One owner 56.000 miles A-1
condition .«R? 895 Call 379-9785

All new hotels sets guoronfeed'
TWIN SIT $5t FOIL SIT $6«
QUIINSIT$SS KINO SIT $9t
New 5 piece bedroom set $1I6
New full sue sleeper $139
New sofa and love seat..... _ „ $1S9|

1
Oak finish coffee tables ..........:......... $20

I

end tables $15, lamps $7|

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

(fllaHsgftebH

B25-222i

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN

I I CLASSIFIED "
825*2221, 825-2222

F,9.4

MISCELLANEOUS 128-
LOCAL .irtisl bt'llinq paintings, drawings
and prints from ^studio Call' for appoint
ment 393-8848v-

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 129-
PIANO for sale Excolleni condition $1099
Call 39 1-8833 evenings

"'CYCLES FOR SALE 113KmFURNITURE
~

726-i

flease Note:
The Bruin is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors. ^

Classified ads are non-
refundab/e.

FAST Raleigh 10-speed Must sell quick'
$85/negotiable Call Adam 824-2595 even-
ings/weekends

KING. size mattress. 2-box spnngs. fr.^me
AH for $150 2-matching chests. $75 t)oth
Black metal desk with L. $100 Call 552-

PETS 130-
Seal Point Himmalayen kittens Too cljfe

Registered w/ ACFA $195 Call Kim 475-
8986

daily bruin
MAIL-IN CLASSIFIED AD FORM
Placing a Brum classified has always been practical and economical Now it's
convf^ntf^n t

'
: ^

.^—•i-^

Required Information

Name

Address City State ^'P

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your ad here: .

Ad Start Date:

Number of days to run

Classification:

ALL CLASSIFIED ADS ARE NOM-RBFUNDABLE.
Cancellation must be made before the deadline. The Brum is not responsible for
minor typographical errors.

RATBSi
1 day, 1 5. words or less $3.30
Each additional word per day. ........ .22(1

5 days, 1 5 words or less .... ... .'.
. . . . .'$I2.QQ

Each additional word ^^"^.80(1

pEAOLIMBi
I woikii ly day if i advance by 4 p.m

f
PtoAM male* cfMck
payable toi

ASUCLA DAILY BRUIN'

[Attn. Classified
,
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|308 Westwood Plaza
[LnsAnrjelPS rA 90024
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Review:

UCLA CELEBRATES
OLYMPIC • GAMESTHE

JOIN
•US'

The ASUCLA Students' Store
may be the best place in Los
Angeles to find souvenirs of the
1984 Olympics. We've kept our
regular low prices, and added
whole new areas of clothing and-
gift items. The selection shown on
this page is only a sample of what
you'll find inside the Store.

A visit to the Store.means a trip to
the Central Plaza, too, where the
Olympic spirit is in full swing. En-
joy free entertainment at . the
"Mainstage" outside the Store, or
sip a glass of wine at the Hungry
Tiger's "Village Cantina" on the
A-level Ackerman patio.

Visitors are welcome to enjoy the
Central Plaza and shop in the
Students' Store, B-level Ackerman
Union. Just head north on
Westwood Boulevard until it

becomes a pedestrian mall. A
*^*UCLA Welcomes the World"
banner identifies the Central
Plaza; the Store is at the north end
of the Plaza. We're open 7 days a
week. To check on our extended
Olympics hours, call 825-771 1.

:S>;'

iyr-i A ^*^ forever unique Prince triumphs witFhis"U\#UM
I

most recent release. Details on page 1 7.

nslde Sports: The us. Mens Basketball Team wins»h« goW m a rout, Romania's Maricica PuTca winslhewomen's 3000 meters, and the stage is setfoTan exciting men's 1500 meters. Sports begins on page 9.

University of California. Los Angeles

Judge angered

by media actions

in DeLorean case

By Linda Deutsch
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The
judge in the John Z. De
Lorean drug trial issued a
stern order -Friday in the
midst of jury deliberations
forbidding anyone to ivy to
contact the jury after it was
disclosed that a television pro-
ducer called six of the panel-
ists at home.

U.S. District Judge Robert
Takasugi called attorneys and
prgsecutors into his chambers,
and then held a brief court
session to announce his order.

"All persons are prohibited
from contacting or attempting
to contact jurors during the
deliberations in this case, in- c
eluding attempts to establish I
interviews following the ver
diet," the judge said.

Moments later, defense at- I
torneys Howard Weitzman ?|
and Donald Re told reporters
they had been summoned to
the courthouse by the judge

;2L'=rr^i^;s" srJrs„-^rx'-„?s-jr„^'3r-
Continued on Page 7 Friday to honor UCLA's Olympic athletes.

^Weekend of August 1 1 and 1 2. 1 984

Olympians honored

Star-studded ceremony
celebrates Bruin heroes

By Loel Solomon. City Editor

fln^Z^A . PH^^ Olympic athletes honored by the >Undergraduate Students Association Council.
^

^^rj^^^ « gold-medal decathlet6 and 1959 UCLA^fiT-
win Ducky Drake as well as student government and com

Los Angeles Gity Councilman Joel Wachs (2nd District* st..

already upbeat crowd "Ifs really great to be from UCLA •

he

^n a tubTanSdrur """ '' ""*' '" ^^ ^"'-^'^'^ ^-

Ind "htli'-TwIthXr-
"'" '" ""'^" ^^BLh^^ achieved.

1960 Gold
Mainstage

Hart delegates make Mondale switch
Former VP Jacks Reagan's charisma, but Ferraro shines
By Philipp Gollner. Staff Writer

Democrats inspired by the "new ideas"
which were the cenferpiece of Colorado
Sen. Gary Hart's primary campaign won't
find it easy to support the more traditional
•fldless^chartsmatie Walter Mondaler

Yet, when presented with a choice be-
tween Mondale and President Ronald
Reagan, most one-time U^rt supporters say
they will unequivocally opt for the former.

Their reasons are twofold. First, they
fear another four years under the Reagan
Administration. Despite Mondale's centrist
orientation and his apparent difficulty at
stirring-up voter enthusiasm, most former-
Hart supporters say they have far more in
common with the Democratic candidate
than with Reagan.

Second, these Democrats "say MondaI?s
selection of New York Rep. Geraldine Fer-
raro as his running-mate has made him,
too, a candidate of new ideas. Most of the
active party members interviewed agreed
that Ferraro's candidacy has greatly
enhanced the Democratic ticket.

308 W,s,w,o«.|..a . U. Angel.., CA 9P024 . B-kvel Ackennan U„io„ . 0,.n 7 day. we.klv .Tii^Zllf,^ «...„ , ,

ASUCLA *

imited to stcxk on hand.

tTD • S TORE

^'^The Ferraro choice has convinced me to
positively support the Mondale ticket,"
former-Hart delegate Gloria Allred said
Thursday. Allred, a Los Angeles attorney
and feminist activist, said the enthusiasm
generated by Ferraros candidacy will help
retain many former Hart supporters who
might have otherwise strayed dway from
the party after Mondale's nomination.

She said the addition of Ferraro to the
ticket was especially attractive to Hart's
Wrongest supporters — young people. "It
will cause a lot of young people to vote for
Mondale," Allred remarked. \

But, no matter how striking the alter-

natives or how novel the choice of a woman
running mate may be, there remain those
who see in Hart something they feel no
other candfdale"can imitate.

Burt Hoffman, a spokesman for former-
Hart delegate Rep. Henry Waxman (D*Los

~Angete^ saM These^~^vofers"l^pTeseiTr~l^
minority among Hart supporters. Like an-
ti-war activists who voted for George
McGovern in the 1972 presidential election,
Hoffman said, the H^rt loyalists "get
energized over one thing" which the can-
didate stands for and then become
disinterested after he loses. However, he
added, "I think the vast majority will vote
for Mondale."

Allred concurred with Hoffman, saying
experienced voters will overcome their
nostalgia for Hart and recognize the
political necessity of supporting Mondale.

"For the people participating in politics
for the first time, they may have more dif-
ficulty transferring loyalty from one person
to another," Allred said. She noted,
however, that "when it comes down to the
privacy of the voting booth, they will vote
for Mondale."
Former-Hart delegate Phyllis Chow

summed up the feelings of most of her col-
leagues: "I can't imagine former-Haft
people bolting over to the Reagan side,"
ChoW said. "There's such a difference (be-
tween Mondale and Reagan)."
Although Allred expressed confidence

that one-time Hart supporters like herself
would vote for Mondale, she said she wa^
less certain they would be as enthusiastic
about supporting the former-vice president's
campaign effort. "How much time and •

money they/will put into (the campaign) is

'"
'

_^
' r:—-—Continued on Page 6

inif ab!!u7Thi''^T".''l''' Th^ *^"«^^^^ ^^""^ '^"^ ^^«^d. Jok-ing about the potential problems of starring in an upcomingfilm about fellow Olympian Bruce Jenner, Johnson told^raudience Bruce, in all his financial endeivors, has not kepthimself in the greatest physical shape "

riaZ"!!; ''!lli**'c"^'"
Johnson added, "he's left handed, and I'm

right handed. Secondly, I'm a little taller than Bruce."
Although Johnson noted that Jenner was prepared to carry

..VTt "1^ ^^^ Olympic Games' Opening Ceremonies incase Johnson s leg cramped - as it did during the rehearsal a

n/u^ ,T P"^^**"*/"* ^"^ fram igniting the flmmm mtap th^Coliseum, Johnson smid, "they (the cramps^ weren't as serious!^
they were played up to be.

"

Johmon also reflected on his feelings about carrying the torch
to its final destination. "I was very pleased and touched the
other evening when I hid the opportunity to run the torch the
last few steps, " he said. "I knew that there were hundreds
maybe thousands, (of athletes) Pete (Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee President Peter Ueberroth) could have

Continued on Page 6

BUMPIN' BEARS - Bruin bears, that is. The UCLA mascots .joined
chea rieadoro, bond rwombe ra, off ic ials and Le lut5f i l iui> he ld ^ ral ly Friday 16
honor UCLA's Olympic athletes at the Olympic Mainstage.
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the book on teen life

BLOOM COUNTY

By Brenda C. Coleman
Associated Press

CHICAGO (AP) — If no
one understands American
teenagers, it's not the fault of
journalism students at Glen-
bard East High School.
Twenty members of the

student newspaix?r, the Echo,
spent two years compiling
"Teen-agers Themselves/* a
270-page bcK)k that gives the
views of hundreds of
American-^ teens on subjects
ranging from parents to sex to
nuclear hol(x?aust.

The book, which sells for
$16.95, went on sale in late
June. The first printing of
12,50() copies sold out, and
the book is now in its second
printing, said publisher Esther
Cohen of New York.
The book covers 20 major

topics, among them prejudice.
priorities, religion, relation-
ships, the future, drugs and
death. The variety of views
expressed indicates that,
"while there are some univer-
sal teen-age ex|>eriences, there
is no universal teenager," said
Diana Slyfield, 17, Echo
editor-in-chief for 1983-84.

"V\'e strove for a diversit>- in
the opinions and the areas,"
-5atd Jrac>' WykertT~t8 , EcliO
assignment dircH?tor. "We tried
to put in resiKjnses from all 50
states. And that way we could
get a wide range of view:s."

On the^ subject of parents,
for example, 17-year-old Kelly
Curry of Lubbock, Texas,

wrote: "My parents and I

have an average relationship.
-The^^^ell^ me . Then they^ retl
me louder.. Then they scream
it. Then I doit."
On sex, 17-year-old Shan-

non Appel of St. Clair Shores,
Mich., wrote: "It's so scafy
because if you do, then the
guy might go tell some other
guys. Then when another guy
asks you out, you don't know
if he likes you or if he's asking
you out because of what he
heard ... about you."
On nuclear war, Brian

Dary, 18, of Greenfield, Wis.,
said: "The thing that comes
first in my life above
everything would be learning
all I can about superior
weaponry and ... sur-
vivalism."

And Steve Bresnahan, 16, of
Newton, Mass., said: "My
one fear concernring the future
is nuclear war. I can work

Continued on Page 8
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For Pots and Plants
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MEPOnERY STORE

OPEN 7 DAYS
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10761 Venice Blvd.
Los Angeles. CA 90034
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Moonshadows
Recognized as the coast's finest dining experience, located in the heart of Malibu.
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Ex-Bruin activist keeps
iiie political fires burning
By Philipp Gollner ___
Senior Staff Writer

'^

During his years at UCLA,
Alan Viterbi established what
nian> would consider an im-
pressive track record. He was
president of Bruin Democrats
for two consecutive years,
founded the UCLA
Undergraduate Review and
wrote for Ha'Am, the campus'
Jewish newspaper.
Now, Viterbi is running for

the West Hollywood citv

Alan Viterbi

pouncil. The historv major
from the class of '83 will be
competing against at least 46
other candidates, many of
whom are older and have
already established names for
themselves in the community
east of Beverly Hills.

But despite the age dif-
ference, Viterbi believes he
has more experience than any

of the other candidates. At a
press conference . held P>iday
in West Hollywood, Viterbi
said the experience he gained
working for the Los Angeles
County Board of Supervisors
and the city's fire department
Nvould make him an effecti\e
leader on the five-member citv
council.

"L think few people can
match my record in involve-
ment (in communitv affairs) "

Viterbi said. "When it comes
to an issue of experience, I

thi^ik I can match up to
anybody else who is running."
Viterbi cited his involvement
as president of the American
Jewish Cong ress' Westside
chapter and^is participatl7)n
in local Democratic politics.

Whether voters see him as
qualified or not, however,
Viterbi will be unable to run
for city council if West
Hollywood residents reject a
referendum measure Nov. 6 to
incorporate the area into a
self-governing city. Residents
favoring incorporation claim
cityhood is necessarv to retain
county rent control laws
which are scheduled to expire
the beginning of next year.
The Los Angeles County

Board of Supervisors last
Tuesday took a major step
toward West Hollywood in-
^««rporation by approving an

Continued on Page 6
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Games 'show independence' for Romania
LOS ANGELES (AP) —

The Romaniap Olympic team
has performed well in the
Summer Games, but the
Soviet- bloc nation decided to
come to Los Angeles not solely
in search of gold, but to issue
a declaration of independence,
-a senior Romanian official
said.

"We wanted to demonstrate
that Romania Ls independent,"
the Los Angeles Times (quoted

GO ON A SPREE
^^
FOR $398

Ideal (or commuting to

and from work or

school Easy to nde

the official as saying. "We had
done a lot of things over re-
cent years to show it, but no
one seemed to notice. Now the
world believes it."

The official, who spoke on
the Condition he not be nam-
ed, said the decision to come
to Los Angeles in the face of
the Soviet boycott was
"categorically political," the
Times reported.
The official was interviewed

Wednesda\
, one day after the

Romanian team held a news
conference at the Olvmpic
Village at the Universitv of
Southern California. At the
low-key press confert^nce,
athletes and team officials
avoided political questions.

But as the conference was
ending, the Romanians con-
sented to be interviewed by a
staff member of the Voice of

Continued on Page 6
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ginyer and creen onions and pan fried jumbo scallops.
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• Check-Op
• Physical Therapy, X-Ray, Lab
• Food and Chemical Allergy Tests

House Calls Available to
Your Residence or Hotel

Yale Wilshire Medical Building
2901 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 103
Santa Monica, CA 90403
Corner Yale & Wilshire

weekday*; 4:i\^m to l:(S}pm

1057 Tiverton Avenue, Westwood. Validated parking in building.
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Baiins-cbeer^for-theii^^wrMn-USAC
photos by Hyungwon
Kang

IMMIGRATION I

over 40 years of experience

Permanent Resident Status
(Green Card)

• Deportation

• Permission to Work * ^••^- Citizenship

• Temporary Visas • Political Asylum

Call the Law pffice of

Tasoff and Tasoff
a professional corporation

10880 Wilshlre Blvd. (at WestwoM BTvcTT
WeslvyQQd, CA.
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COPYLAND, INC.
11717 W. Pico Blvd
W.LA, CA 90064

479-3957
Open M-F 8:30-7:30

Sat: 11:00-6:00

2918 Santa Monica Blvd.

Santa Monica, CA
453-1867

Open M-F 8:30-6:00

Sat: 11:00-5:00 ,

NIKON FG~
It can do it all...or you can!

Nikon
We take the worlds
greatest pictures

IM

In the programmed mode, the
Nikon FG sets both shutter and
aperture controls while you just
focus and shoot. In automatic, you
set the aperture, the FG sets the
shutter speed. And in manual, you
control both aperture and shutter
speed for maximum creativity.

NIKON FG
w/50mmfl.8

'

SERIS E NIKON LENS

YOU PAY $233
REBATE 35
YOUR ^

, EXPIRES 8/17/84 COST $198
1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCL/^

HOURS: M-F 9 AM-7 PM, SAT 9 AM-6 PM,
SUN 11 AM.t; ^K\

(213)208-5150
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our age.
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Formula 405.
Agjng js Inevitable. Yet,
why hurry the process?
• Dermatologists tests have
proven Formulo 405 works.

•_You'M see results witt^ lO days—
_fir»e lines and dry skin will seem
to disappear

• Fonnulo 405 will dronnatiGally
eoTiincHjre to noaiTny, yooriQer
looking skin.

Formulo 405—at any age your
skin will love it,

WORLD FAMOUS
HAMBURGERS

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060
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TOSHIBA
AIWA
SONY
SHARP
UNISEF

Other Locations. I

1310 San Fernando Blvd , Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd

. across from
Busch Gardens in Van Nuys

1717 W Colorado, Eagle Rock
7606 Foothill Blvd , Tujupga

-^9024 Reu ftfa t ion C irc l e. FOuniain va lley
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1278 Westwood BouTevarrf, Westwood, TeTepHone^(213) 478-1161

3 MAOICAL MOISTUfflZIVt
Erviched Fcx:e Cream is the fofmuta fof

dryer skins arxj outdoor activity Ligtit

Textured Moisturizer is a new silky version
ttx3t pertetrates instantly Moisturizing
Lotion is tt>e oil-purpose protector for

normal and combirxitiora skins

Now you eonind PomMiki 409 boouty product*
at loodktg dntg and doput1ii>o<it ttorot.

50*0ff
on any Formulo 40S Product.

To get your refurxj send proof o? puctxise
(Front pane* of Fomnilo 409 box) &
register tape with store rome and price($)
paid circled, to DOAK PHARtvlACAL CO , INC

.

TOO Shonnes Drtve, Westtxry. NY 11690
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FamilyPlanning:
a choice,
a responsibility

California's finest and most axperienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
since 1969... .^ v^

• FREE pregnancy tests,

with results while you wait

Address

City Stan Zip

Jhn refund off«r n Imtted to 2 purchases per
fomHy/ocJclress Offer oood only m the U S A Offer
void wfwre prohblted. nwed or ottwrwtse restricted
by law ANow 6-8 weeks for refund CXcidcates.
focsrniles or copies wt not be txxored
Offer expirm 9/X)/84

Scientifically Formulated

formula 405
your skin will love It.

^iTnplanned pregnancy/
general or local anesthesia

• Birth control

• Gynecological exams

Family Planning
Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT

j

601 S Westmopeland Ave

(213) 738-7t8tf

WEST LOS ANQELES '

12304 Sajita Monica Blyd

(813) 820-8084 _.

WELCOME
OLYMPIANS
A BOAT, A BRIDGE, A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS. NEW
BALANCE - MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR: FLEXA-
TARD. LA. GEAR
WESTERN TOWN: LEE. WRANGLER CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - A MILI-
TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS.

(

confidential • professional • a|fordabld
-^-

^ — ^_
1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of banta Monica Blvd.

(213) 395-5839
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^^ CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • jSZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED 6n "SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTEi^S TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).

OPEN 7 DAYS
BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 30-4:00)

DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES

r-— Real Chinese Food in Westwood VHIj

1114 Gayley (located behind National Theatre) 208-92 1
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The new standard

of moiof scooter

technology and
conw0ru«nce

6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHQNE (213) 466-7191
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'Pool, Spa
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YOU CAN
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213 / 477 2476 <zl

14 4 VETERAN AVENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH OF WILSHIRE
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"Ours is a dinifig experience where you can feel the
.

tT'^ndlmess and taste the freshness ..."

Boston Pizzo, Pastas, Great
Salads and Sandwiches.

NOW FEATURING PASTA SALADS.
~

Call atiead to o/der your food to go.

WESTWOOD: TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
DELIVERY SERVICE!

lai.

470-2499
1776 Westwood Blvd. (corner of Santa Monica)

Santa Monica: 2222 Wilshlre (corner of 23rd)
Entertainment Wed-Frl. Full Bar 829-7829

^^ ^
^
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Encino: 17644 Ventura (near White Oak) 986-0772

€rant"for future architects

nears funding completion
UCLA'.s Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning

has accpiired pledges for approximately 70 percent of the
$350, ()()() needed to establish the Har\ ey S. Perloff Chair.

The chair will provide grants for outstanding architecture

and urban planning scholars to come here and study in the^
GSAUP. The fund for the chair was established in May 1983,
two months before _ Perloffs death, said Assistant to the
Development Director Karen A. Kushman. Perloff, who served
as GSAUP dean for 15 years, died in July 1983 from a heart at-

tack.

"We will have the distinguished \isitors (grant-awarded
scholars) come to campus to participate in upholding the tradi-

tion of excellence which Harve\ hinvself represented," Kushman
said, adding that the UCLA's GSAUP is among the top four
.schools of its kind in the nation.

Campaign Chairman Robert F. Maguire 111 is responsible for
re(juestihg donations from businessmen in the architectural and
urban planning communit\, Ku.shman said, adding that the
people who have donated funds for the chair so far include ar-
chitects and cit\' planners.

UCLA Chancellor "Charles Young will host a reception to
honor the key donors at his residence sometime this fall
Kushman added. *

— B)< Junko Takase

Rally
II >i

Continued from Page 1

asked."

After Drake took the podiUm to make a brief statement
Johason continued. "The great legacy of the Olvmpic Games i^hat (all) athletes have their turns, and in the final analvsis
they have to look back at this time and say 'I did the best Icould.

of ^rflfrTrnr"^
recent UCLA graduate Peter Vidmar, one

I ^.^;
^^>'"^P»^n^^ hailed at the hour-long event, also

spoke. ^VVe got a lot of support from our peers,- he saiT
Everything is better than we had expected, and I can't think of

a better p ace for it to happen than Paulev Pavilion at UCLA "

After the rally. Undergraduate President Gwyn Lurie and
Johnson accompanied by his two children, toured the presi.
dent s office where he had served his own term 25^ vOars ago
Pointing tojiijypictunejdisplayed^m
portrai^of past presidents, Johnson said about his wide-lapeled
jacket that wa.s in at one time - I should have kept it. It ma%-come back in style.^^^—r =--

Viterbi
Continued from Page 3
initiative to include the
measure on the November
ballot.

Viterbi said he was confi-
dent that voters would ap-
prove the referendum since
roughly 85 percent of West
Hollywood residents are te-
nants. He said he would fight
hard to prevent rent increases
in his area. "I can tr„arant^^
you, when I'm elected to city
council, that (rent increases)
arenot going to happen."

Viterbi noted that incorpora-
tion would enable West
Hollywood to apply for up to

$3 million in county crime-
prevention funds.

But Viterbi's plans for West
Hollywood are not limited to

preventive measures. He said

he would propose a "dial-a-

ride" transportation program
whereby residents needing
short rides within the city

could telephone for door-to-

dnnr service, ,, ,

'

, , ,

^VT^ferBi also said he would
work tolower West
Hollywood's high crime rale.
"I know you've never met a
candidate who is pro-criirie
and neither am 17 he said?

' Viterbi claims he has th^

experience to make rent con-

trol. crime prevention and ef-

fective transportation realities

in West Hollywood. "What
we need," he said, "is so-

meone who is active in the

community, and someone who
has had the experience."

Romanian team
Continued from Page 3
America. They also allowed
the United States Information
Agency to film them.
The interview is likely to be

broadcast to Romania, where
it will be seen as a significant

gesture to the Americans.
During their more than

three-week stay in Los
Angeles, the Romanians have
tended to stick to sports talk,

skirting politics. Their athletic

accomplishments — now 16

gold medals — have been a

popi^lar topic of conversation.

Interviewer: Would you suggest newspaper
work for the young writer? How helpful was
^^•^i^l^inin&^ou had on the Kansas City StaYf

Hemingway: On the Star you were forced
to learn to write a simple declarative
sentence. This is useful to anyone. Newspa-
per work will not harm a young writer and
could help him if he gets out ^f it in time.

from George Plimpton

— *

Planners predict reduced
traffic for Games hereafter

wo';^n/r?^^^^ L^^^ - ^'''"''^ P'«""«^^ ^ho have been

Xr dilJ.nl ?"f"'!r V^ Pf'^Panng to relax next week

through the end of the Olympic Games on Sunday.

.«»„;
^ Tx •' *^'"'' ^^'^ "^"^ ^^'^ ^"""P" California Depart-

-^^^^oLJianssmJition deputy district director Dave Roper

arL'startinrtYbr:lte '" ""^^''^ " ''^ °' '^"^^- ^he smiles

He said Caltrans workers "have reallv been going like

nextt"fk"-Th
^P °'''"Pl" *"""^ """'"« freely, and^come

next week. There s gomg to be some time off."
The only notable, anticipated traffic tie-ups during the re-mamder of the Qames are near the Rose Bowl during soccer

and near the Coliseum, especially during Sundays Closing Cer-emonies. .^ & ^.

In addition Exposition Boulevard will be closed betweenNormandie and Vermont for Saturday's 50-kilometer walk, cityDepartment of Transportation official Ed Rowe said
Caltrans spokesman W.T, "Doc" Maloney said "There couldbe some buildup of traffic on Monday" as tourists leave the

region.
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-Lawrence noting causes
state of emergency call
By Jane Seagrave.Assoc/oted Press

LAWRENCE, Mass. - A state of emergency was declared in
this factory town Friday after tensions between whites and

fireb^mbin
''''^''

*"*'' ^ ^^^""^ "'^*'* ""^ """^'"^ ^^^

, One alderman promised police would be out in force to pre-
vent further melees in the declining, blue-collar Tower Hill
neighborhood.
"We all have one idea and that is to bring this thing to a

conclusion '' said Mayor John Buckley after the five-member
board of aldermen voted unanimously to put emergency powers

Community leaders were alk) dispatched to the city's tense
neighborhoods to learn the causes behind the violence.

^ "There is a definite force out there that wants to perpetuate
this thing," said Deputy Fire Chief Richard Fredette. "It is the
burn, babyi burn' attitude. It s like a volcano ready to go off,
it just builds so much pressure."

«Miar» Resfauranr m a Light Hearted Romart Style

^loI}Jr.\^^:^ ^'^0 ^^^-0102 FREE PARKING
SHERMAN OAKS VENTURA & SEPULVEDA 787-ANNA

De Lorean trial
Continued from Page 1

the verdict.

They said the phone calls

came fi^om "Good Morning
America," a ABC-TV show.
"We were informed that

Allan Margolin frQa>r- "Good
Morning America" tried to
contact at least six jurors to
arrange interviews after the
verdict,"^ said Weitzman.
"This is an idiotic, irresponsi-
ble person."

WeitzTnanr'o^viously angry,
said attorneys also were told
that TV news crews had been
pursuing jurors oi^tside the
courthouse, following them to
their cars and taking their pic-

tures.

"I can't believe the media
can't accept some responsibili-

ty and leave these people
alone," the attorney said.
"This is unethical and un-
professional."

Weitzman said it was "a
mystery" as to how ABC ob-
tained the names and phone
numbers of the jurors since

they have never been publicly

identified and have been
known only by their jury

numbers.
He said that Margolin, a

segment associate producer in
New York who is also talent
coordinator, never actually
made contact with the jurors
themselves but talked to
members of their families or
left messages on their answer-
ing machines.

Chief Assistant U.S. At-
_torney Alexander Williams III

told reporters, "Any contact
with a juror raises the ques-
tion of jury tampering, buf we
can't sa"v ^ff we" are insay
vestigating."

In New York, John Good-
man, a producer for "Good
Morning America," said of
Margolin, "As far as I know,
he never spoke to any jurors at
all. Apparently, he talked to
family members of the jurors.

"He was out covering the
trial for 'Good Morning
America,' and as far as f

know, he wasn' acting on any
orders. This is the first I've

heard of it."

Goodman said he would
have no immediate coniment
on Margolin's actionr "Not
now," he said. "Not until we
get all the facts."
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around all fny other fears

such as an unsatisfactor) job
or bad marriage, but I ha\e
no control over this fear. I -am

constant ^ear ... but
aJ\%a%'s in the back of

not ip
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IS aJ\%a>'s in the back of m\
mind, sitting, waiting to be
remembered/*
Cohen iiaid she offered the

project to the high schorj] in

suburban Lombard because
she >Aas impressed with the
quaJitv of the Echo.

"The kids themselves show-
ed an unusual amount of
dedication," Cohen said. "I

went to Lombard not expec-
ting a great deal. But I saw
kids tr>ing to understand the
ethic of America as it encom-
passed their h\es.*'

Students de\ised and mailed
r^uestiorinaires to high schools
in all 50 states, said their ad-
viser. Howard Spanogle. They
sifted through about 9.000
responses before choosing 750
they- wanted ta tbc. Ate IfT"
eluded in the book are
transcripts of discussions
among 13 Glenbard East stu-

dents w ho gathered each week
to share their thoughts on
each of the chosen topics.
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Continued from Page 1

another question," Allred said.
It was because they feJt

Mondale lackedthe
magnetism as to why many of
these Democrats supported
Hart in the first place. The>
felt Hart could more effective-
ly compete against Reag^n7
whose charismatic style has
helped him maintain ^oVi-
sistently high ratings in opi-
nion polls. 'It w as his feel-
ing. * Hoffman said of Wax-
man, "that Hart was more
electable than Mondale.
"Now \T)u have to ^evote^

all your energ>- to making
Mondale electable." Hoffman
added. But. like Allred, Hof-
fman said .Mondale made the
T>emoeratie ticket more ap-
pealing by chosing Ferraro.

A week before the (Demo-
cratic National) Convention,
there was considerable fomen-
tation going on (within the
Party) ,

" Hofftmr^ sa^d. "Once
Ferraro was named, all that
fomentation dissappeared."—IhQS Angeles City Coun—

Retail $278.00

cilman Zev Yaroslavskv (5th
District), also a Hart delegate,
agreed with Hoffman.
"There's no question that she
(Ferraro) strengthens the tick-
^'t," he. said. "You cannot
charge that Mondale is a
creature of the past."
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The pressure's off,

hoopsters prove
their value in gold
By Mark Hazelwood
Sen/or Staff Writer

Joe Kleine stood on the vic-
tory platform at center court
of the Forum Friday night,
just seconds after a gold medal
had been placed around his
neck. He looked air around
him, taking the moment in as
a capacity crowd of 17,505
cheered the U.S. Olympic
basketball team. Suddenly it

all hit Klein. Pie turned to
teammate Jon Koncak, took -4.

deep sigh of what looked to be
a combination of joy and
relief and -said "It's over."

^or _K!eiJie and his team-
mates, the test was over and
they had passed with a lot of
flair. U.S. coach Bob Knight
had denied that his team was
the favorite in the tourna-
ment, when questioned by the
press, since the first day of
practi(Je. To his team,
however, he crammed into
their heads the idea that they
could be the greatest amateur
basketball team of all time.
All 12 players knew they were
the team to beat going in and
what they could achieve if

they put it together. Friday
evening, after disposing of
Spain 96-65, the players and
Knight knew they had played
their favorite role perfectly,
cover to cover.

Knight himself, no longer
held back to the public, what
he had been telling the team
for two months. "I don't think
-players could have trome
together and played as hard
and as well as they did. I

think these guys will remain a
challenge to future teams." In
respondmg to the question
that was on everybodyT mind
about the team that the U.S.
didn't play. Knight then said;

"I want to dispell on<;e and for

all about the Russians. I've

seen the Russians play a lot

Wherever they want to play,
we'll beat their ass. They can't
play defense. Last summer,
they lose to Yugoslavia, they
beat Italy by ten and they
beat Spain by five. There's no
way they can beat these
J^uys."

Whether the highly touted
Soviets could have beaten this
VS. will never be answered,
but Team USA did nothing to
tatter its reputation in its eight
games at the Forum. They
beat the opposition by an
average of 32 points each
game. The key to Knight's
magic was pressure man-to
-"**«

—

defense .

—Spain's coach

over the Fast two years.

Antonio Diaz- Miguel, whose
team lost to the Americans for
the second time in the tour-
nament, said afterwards Fri-
day, The USA had a type of
defense we're not used to.

They play very aggressive and
our players were not u.sed to
it. They did it in both games.
Great defense and we just
couldn't l>eat it."

It might have been a game
-for the gold medal, but Fri-
day's crowd at the Forum was
like any other L.A. crowd-
late arriving. Although this
game had been sold out for
nearly a year, the ^trena was
two-thirds full at the 7 p.m.
tipoff. It was a shame,
because the game was decided
by halftime.
The U.S. jump)ed out to a

15-6 lead early as Michael
Jordan (a game high 20 points
in 28 minutes) showed that he
had regained his jump shot,
with two jumpers and Steve
Alford (10 points, 7 assists)

and Sam Perkins (12 points, 7
rebounds) each added a pair
of buckets. ,

Spain, who was playing for
its first basketball medal ever, |
cut into that lead with some |
help from Knight, who was
nailed with a technical for
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Despite packing the

wrong work uniform,

Jordan's all business

By David Lang. Sports Editor

Before the game, while the
^S. team was. warming up,
Bobby Knight was watching
all-universe performer Michael
Jordan with increased interest.
The past two games, Jordan
had shot an icy 32 percent
from the field and not played
up to his acrobatic, consistent
self. After hitting a 20-f()()t
rainbow from the corner, Jor-
dan looked over at Knight,
who gave him the a-o-kay
sign. That's all that Was need-
ed.

On this night, Jordan was
his usual superb self, making
the game of l j a.<;kethatt t(M)k as

'

Coiitinued on Page 14

Wo^oW for Holyfield as jury
By Kevin Daly, Assistar)t Sports Editor

if a two-year old could master
the roundball. By the end of
the evening, there was no
doubt who the best player on
the court was, but the modest
Jordan says he doesn't go out
and try to be flash) .

\ just go out and try to
I)la> my hardest," said' the
former North Carolina Tar
Heel. "I don't try to be spec-
tacular, 1 just want to con-
tribute to the team."

Contribute he docs, and in
an unimitahle fashion. Jordan
played 145 minutes in the 8-
game tournjjin^ejj|^ j^j^^j^ scored
137 points, almost a point a
minute, while hitting 54 j^er-
cent of his shots. He ts the7)n^
ly U.S. player in the OKmpic
top 20 in scoring, settling in at
12th place with 16.7 [xUnts
per game while averaging only
18 minutes a game.

But before the final game
took place, the 6-4 '2 Jordan,
who plays three positions in

Knight's offense, almost didn't
get to play. You see, he pack-
ed the wrong color uniform.

"When I was getting pack-
ed," said Jordan, "I put
everything in mv bag, but my

Michael Jordan scgred a game high 20 points against Spain shoes> wouiatv'i^ fa. So I took
In leading the U.S. to a gold medal Friday night. everything out and put my

shoes in first. I guess I forgot
to put th^ blllf^ <;inf h'Anl in

caase when I got. to the the
arena, all I had was the white
one."

While ten U.S. boxers are t>reparing for Saturday's gold
medal matches, there is no doubt they will carry a part of
Evander Holyfield inside of them. He was so close to realizing a
dream, and today, he is oh .so far away.

Holyfied was disqualified from his semifinal match Thursday
evening against New Zealand's Kevin Barry in a decision that
has cast shock waves throughout the U.S. team, coaches and of-

ficials.

After the bout, U.S. boxing officials protested the decision,
and at 2 p.m. the next (Friday) afternoon, the Executive Com-
mittee of the International Boxing Association decided upon
Holyfield's fate. His plea was rejected, realizing the worst fears

of the U.S. officials.

"I'm not too optimistic about the outcome,"said Loring
Baker, the President of the U.S. Amateur Boxing Federation,
minutes beFor^ a decision was reached on the protest.

In the midst of the controversial call by referee Gligorije

Novicic to disqualify Holyfield, it seems ironic that just before
the bout, Mark Breland predicted 11 gold medals for the U^S.

team.
But little did he know what would happen only 10 minutes

later. Here's a replay of the events: Holyfield was in command
of the bout in the second round and with just 10 seconds left,

Barry had his hand draped around Holyfield's neck. As
Holyfield landed a blow to the midsection, Novicic yelled
stop.

But apparantly Holyfield never heard the order, nor did
Barry, and as Holyfield broke away from the headlock, he
landed a vicious left hook to Barry's face that knocked him to
the canvas. Then Novicic proceeded to give Barry a mandatory
eight count, and halfway through the count, he turned to
Holyfield and informed him that he was disqualified.

Just like that, the Yugoslavian referee took the gold right out
of Holyfield's hands. He was favored to win the gold in the 178
pound division, and, on top of that, no fighter had looked more
impressive than Holyfield ._^ -.

.

T can! Believe what happened. It's a nightmare," said
Holyfield. "The referee was pulling for the other guy."
Even the other guy (Barry) admitted to Holyfield afterwards

•

: I Continued on Page 12

"^BurhoW could Jordan, com^
inj^ from North Carolina wiHr
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their well-known and tradi-

tional povyder blue uniforms,
forget to pack that color, i
guess cause it was Duke blue
(a dark blue). If it was
Carolina blue 4—wauld've
never -forgotten it."

Well the situation was rec-
tified when the Inglewood
police escorted them back to
the hotel and Jordan got his
uniform in time for the star-

ting tip. From that point on,
therewa* flo doubt as^4o^who-
would win this contest — or
any^ contest the U.S. played
in.

"^

"Even if the Russians had
been here there would have
been no difference," .said Jor-
dan. "I think we're the best

group of guys (amateurs) on
the court ever put together."

Whether or not the H)84
Men s Olympic basketball
team is the best amateur team
nvt>r u.'i ' iumbled O tilv ti-^ iv tnrir u i ll

tell. But don't bet again.st k,
especially with Michael Jordan
on the s(|uad.

\
< /
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around all my other fears,

such as an unsatisfactory job
or bad marriage, but I have
no control over this fear. I am
not in constant fear ... but it
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iTliTways^in tfienbaclc oT my
mind, sitting, waiting to be
remembered."
Cohen said she offered the"

project to the high school in
suburban Lombard because
she was impressed with the
quahty of the Echo.

'

"The kids themselves show-
ed an unusual amount of
dedication," Cohen said. "I
went to Lombard not expec-
ting a great deal. But I saw
kids trying to understand the
ethic of America as it encom-
passed their lives."

Students devised and mailed
(juestionnaires to high schools
in all 50 states, said their ad-
viser, Howard Spanogle. They-
sifted through about 9,000
responses before choosing 750
they wanted to use.* Also [n-

cluded in the book are
transcripts of discussions
among 13 Glenbard East stu
dents who gathered each week
to share their thoughts on
each of the chosen topics.
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another question," Allred said.
It was because thev felt

Mondale lacked' the
magnetism as to why many of
these Democrats supported
Hart in the first place. They
felt Hart could more effective-
ly compete against Reagan,
whose charismatic style has
helped him maintain con-
sistently high ratings in opi-
nion polls. Tt was his feel-
ing," Hoffman said of Wax-
man, "that Hart was more
electable than Mondale.
"*Now you have to devote

all your energy to making
Mondale electable," Hoffman
added. But, like Allred Hof-
fman said Mondale made the
Democratic ticket more ap-
pealing by chosing Ferraro.
"A week before the (Demo-

cratic National) Convention,
there was considerable fomen-
tation going on (within the
I'arlv)," Hoffman said." "Once
Ferraro was named, all that
fomentation dissappeared."

«='^s Arrgeles City (

oilman Zev Yaroslavskv (5th

I^istrict), also a Hart delegate,
agreed with Hoffman.
'There's no question that she
(Ferraro) strengthens the tick-

t^t," he said. "You cannot
charge that Mondale is

creature of the past."

a
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The pressure's off,

hoopsters prove

mc^Ds daily bruin weekend of august 1 1 and 12, 1984

By Mark Hazelwootf
Senior Staff Writer

m gold
Wherever thev want to play
we'll beat their ass. They can't
play defense. Last summer,
they lose to Yugoslavia, they
beat Italy by ten and they
beat Spain by five. There's no
way they can beat these
guys."

Whether the highly touted
Soviets could have beaten this
U.S. will never be answered
but Team USA did nothing to
tatter its reputation in its eight
games at the Fqrum. They

J • L 'r , .
~ ' ** ^^^^ ^*^c opposition bv andeep sigh of what looked to be average of 32 points eacha combination of joy and game. The key to Knight's

Joe Kleine stood on the vic-
tory platfoim at center court
of the Forum Friday night,
just seconds after a gold medaj
had been placed around his
neck. He looked all around
him, taking the moment in as
a capacity crowd of 17,505
cheered the U.S. Olvmpic
basketball team. Suddenly it

all hit Klein. He turned to
teammate Jon Koncak, took a

relief and said "It's over."
for Kleine and his i^am

mates, the test wa^ over and
they had passed with a lot of
flair. U.S. coach Bob Knight
had denied that his team was
the favorite in the tourna.-
ment, when questioned by the
press, since the first day of
practice. To his team,
however, he crammed into
their heads the idea that they
could be the greatest amateur

_basket ball team of all time^
All 12 players knew thev were
the team to beat going in and
what they could achieve if

they put it together. Fridav
evening, after disposing of
Spain 96-65, the players and
Knight knew they had plaved
their favorite role perfectly,
eov er to^ cover

magic was pressure man-to
maiTr defense. Spain's coach
Antonio Diaz-Miguel, whose
team lost to the Americans for
the second time in the tour-
nament, said afterwards Fri-
day, 'The USA had a type of
defense we're not used to.
They play very aggressive and
our players were not used to
it. They did it in both games.
Great defense and we just
couldn't beat it."

lt-nvif»ht have been ^game

Knight himself, no longer
held back to the public, what
he had been telling the team
for two months. "I don't think
players could have come

, „^
together and played as hard, had regained' his jump shot.

for the gold medal, but Fri
day's crowd at the Forum was
like any other L.A. crowd

—

late arriving. Although this
game had been sold out for
nearly a year, the arena was
two-thirds full at the 7.p.m.
tipoff. U ^as a^hame,
because the game was decided
by halftime.
The U.S. junrped out to a

15-6 lead early as Michael
Jordan (a game high 20 points
in 28 minutes) showed that he

and as well as they did. I

think .^hese guys will remain a
challenge to future teams.'' In
responding to the question
that was on everybody's mind
about the team that the U.S.
didn't play. Knight then said;
"I want to dispell on<?e and for
all about the Russians. I've

with two jumpers and Steve
Alford (10 points, 7 assists)

and Sam Perkins (12 points, 7
rebounds) each added a pair
of buckets.

Spain, who was playing foV ^
its first basketball medal ever, |
cut into that lead with some

an aooui tne Kussians. I ve help fronu Knight, who was TTZ
—

7^.
—

Z . . . ^^
—1^

seen the. Russians play^^4p^ -nailed with- a teehnieal for
M'g^^el Jordan scored a game high 20 points against

over the last two years. Continued on Page 14 in leading the U.S. to a gold nnedal Friday night.
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No gold for Holyfield as juryTurns iSown
By Kevin Daly, Assistant Sports Editor team.

Ui

While ten U.S. boxers are preparing for Saturday's gold
. medal matches, there is no doubt they will carry a part of
Evander Holyfield inside of them. He was so close to realizing a
dream, and today, he is oh so far away.

Holyfied was disqualified from his semifinal match Thursday
evening against New Zealand's Kevin Barry in a decision that
has cast shock waves throughout the U.S. team, coaches and of-

ficials. _i

"

'
'

•
'

•

-

After the bout, U.S. boxing officials protested the decision,
and at 2 p.m. the next (Friday) afternoon, the Executive Com-
mittee of the International Boxing Association decided upon
Holyfield's fate. His plea was rejected, realizing the worst fears

of the U.S. officials. /

"I'm not too optinnistic about the outeome,"said Loring
Baker, the President of the U.S. Amateur Boxing Federation,
Tnfnutes before a decision was reached on the protest.

^^~ ~

In the midst of the controversial call by referee Gligorije

Novicic to disqualify Holyfield, it seems ironic that just before
the bout, Mark Breland predicted 1 1 gold medals for the U.S.

But Jittle did he know what would happen only 10 minutes
later. Here's ^ replay of the events: Holyfield was in command
of the bout in the second round and with just 10 seconds left,

Barry had his hand draped around Holyfield's neck: As
Holyfield landed a blow tq the midsection, Novicic yelled
stop.

But apparantly Holyfield never heard the order, nor did
Barry, and as Holyfield broke away from the headlock, he
fended a vicious left hook to Barry's face that knocked him to
the canvas. Then Novicic proceeded to give Barry a mandatory
eight count, and halfway through the count, he turned to
Holyfield and infqrmed him that he was disqualified.

Just like that, the Yugoslavian referee took the gold right out
of Holyfield's hands. He was favored to win the gold in the 178
pound division, and, on top of that, no fighter had looked more
impressive than Holyfield.
~"t canY believe 'What happened. It^s a nightmare;,^ said
Holyfield. "The referee was pulling for the other guy."
Even the other guy (Barry) admitted to Holyfield afterwards

. Continued on Page 12
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Despite packing the

wrong work uniform,

Jordan's all business^

By David Lang. Sports Editor

Before the game, while the
U.S. team was warming up,
Bobby Knight was watching
all-universe performer Michael
Jordan with increased interest.
The past two games," Jordan
had shot an icy 32 percent
from the field and not plaved
up to his acrobatic, consistent
self. After hitting a 20-fo()t
rainbow from the corner, Jor-
dan looked over at Knight,
who gave [lim the a-o-kay
sign. That's all that was need-
ed.

On this night, Jordan was
his. usual superb self, making
the gan^ of baxketball loofc^?r"
if a two-year old could master
the roundball. By the end of
the evening, there was no
doubt who the best plaver on
the court was, but the modest
Jordan says he doesn't go out
and trv to be flashv.

'I just go out and trv to
play my hardest," said' the
former North Carolina Tar
Heel. "I don't try to he spec-
tacular, I just want to con-
tribute t() the team.

'

Contribute he does, and in
an unimitable fashion. Jordan
played 145 minutes in the 8-
game tournament and scored
137 points, almost a point a
minute, while hitting 54 per-
cent of his shots. He Is Tht* on-
ly U.S. player in the Olvmpic
top 20 in scoring, settling in at
12th place with 16.7 points
per game while averaging only
Ifi minutes a game. •

But before the final game
took place, the 6-4 V2 Jordan,
who plays three positions in

Knight's offense, almost didn't
get to play. You see, he pack-
ed the wrong color uniform.

"When I was getting pack-
ed," said Jordan, *I put
everything in my bag, but my

* Oes wouldn't fit Sn T t^ok _
everything out and put my
shoes in first. 1 guess I forgot

„l9_-PyA the blue suit back in,

cause when I got to the the
arena, all I had was the white
one."

But how could Jordan, com-
ing from North Carolina with
their >velI-known and tradi-

tional powder blue uniforms,
forget to pack that color. "I

guess cause it was Duke blue
(a dark blue). If it was
Carolina blue I would've
never forgotten it."

Well the situation was rec-
tified when the Inglewood
police escorted them back to
the hotel and Jordan got his

uniform in time for the star-

ting tip. From that point on,
there was no doubt as to who—
would win this contest — or
any contest the U,S. plaved
in.

"Even if the Russians had
been here there would have
been no difference," said Jor-
dan. "I think we're the best

grdup of guys (amateurs) on
the court ever put together.

"

Whether or not the 1984
Men's Olympic basketball
4eam is the best amateur team

u .*

evei assuiiibled only tlnW' will

telL But -don't bet a^inst it.

es|K»cially-^vith Michael Jordan
ffn the s(}uad.

V ' /^
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The Queen gets rough

rem the kid

Budd sends Decker down and out

By Tom Timmermann ienior thfe /ight to cut over but nei
Staff Writf*r fKor \.,oc U^^"" ^^..^ iStaff Writer

•>

If you were going to sit

down and think up a con-
troversy, you couldn't do any
better than having controver-

sial Zola Budd of great Britafn
(by way of South Africa)
knock down Mary Decker, the
American runner that
everybody loves, and put an
end to Decker's hopes of an
Olympic Gold medal.
As it turns out, Budd didn't

knock down Decker, at least
not in the eyes of the competi-

ther was her'' move large
enough to concern anyone.
Suddenly, Budd's leg darted
out to the left as if she had
momentarily lost her balance.
Decker, about to step on
Budd, pulled up, her left leg
locking, sending her flying in-
to the infield as it jammed in-

to the track. She fell forward,
grabbing Budd's number of
the way down, a forgettable
souvenir of a tragic event.

Budd faded on the last lap
with a chorus of boos follow-
ing her as she made her way
around the track. She finished

tion jury. But Decker's fall, as „ „ ...^ ,,„^^ ^„^ lunMiet
Budd's leg made a sudden left seventh, but only for a while
turn, with three laps to go in She was disqualified from the

race, until an lAAF (the in-

ternational governing body for
track and field) review of the
tapes found Budd not to be at s

fault and reinstated her. No |appeal was filed by the |
Americans after that.

"I hold her responsible,"
said Decker in her tear-filled
press conference. "Zola Budd
tried to cut in without being
ahead. I tried not to push her
and I fell. Looking back, I

probably should have pushed
her, but then the headlines
tomorrow would have read
'Decker shoves Zola'.

"

. Budd didn't say anything,
and its unlikely she will for a
while. The final injury report
is that Decker pulled a muscle
in her left hip. She may be
able to run later in the year;
that is, if she wants to. Budd,

the women's 3,000 meter race
ended a fairy tale that seemed
destined for a happy ending.
The problem is, of course,

that fairy tales aren't true,
they are just something we
hold on to to reassure

_purseJves in moments of
doubt. Reality, it seems,
doesn't give a damn.
The winner of the women's

3,000 meters, probably the
most looked-forward-to
women's event at the Gam«7
was Maricica Puica of Ro-
mainfa, and in a few years no
one will remember that she
won. They may already have
forgotten. During her post-
race interview, every question
was about the Decker-Budd
affair, an event she did not
even see. When Decker show-
ed up next door for her press

—conference, everybody listen-

U.S. boxers: calL-
therh golden boys

Dwight Stones, two-time Olympic bronze medalist in the high jump, qualifieb for the finals
p.m. this evening.

I

his specialty set for 6:30

A race for fans and not for favorites

By Kevin Daly

Assistant Sports Editor

It should be quite a day and
night, for 10 U.S. boxers who
are contending for the gold
medals on Saturday's fight
card at the L.A. Sports Arena.
The day session will begin

at 11 a.m. and will feature
the man who many call the
greatest of a talented U.S.
team. When weltierweight
Mark Breland ties the strings
of his gloves it will mark the
last fight of a brilliant
amateur career, one which he
has compiled a 109-1 record.
The 147-pound Breland will

take on An Young Su of South
Korea and he will also be
joined by three teamates on
the afternoon session.

The flashy Pernell Whitaker
(132) will fight Luis Ortiz of
Puerto Rico, Virgil Hill (165)
takes on Shin Joon Sup of
South Korea, and Henry
Tillman (201) battles 1983
Worid Champion Wille deWit
of Canada.

Paul Gonzales (106) is also
scheduled to fight on the mor-
ning card, but his opponent,
Salvatore Todisco of Italy,

may not answer the bell
because of a possible broken
hand.

In the evening session, from
6 to 9 p.m., super -

heavyweights Tvrell 3iggs
(201-plus) of the U.S. and
Francesco Damiani of Italy
will square off in a rematch of

Olympic Schedule for
Saturday and Sunday

last year's World Cup bout,
which was won by Biggs.
Damiani knocked out the
three-time Olympic gold med-
alist Teofilo Stevenson of
Cuba to reach the finals
against Biggs.

Steve McCrory (112) will
face Redzep Redzepovski of
Yugoslavia, Meldrick Taylor
(125) takes on Peter
Konyegw^chie of Nigeria, and
Jerry Page (139) matches up
against Dhawee Umponmaha
of Thailand.
The last U.S. fighter on the

evening card, Frank Tate
(156), will have his hands full

against Canada's Shawn
O'Sullivan, who saw his world^
championship taken away by
Tate in the same building last
summer. O'Sullivan likes to
mix things up so this matchup
has the makings of a great
fight.
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6800-1100 Canoeing Men's 1000m final

0800-123<r Athletics 0800 - 50km walk final
1000 - Women's 4xl00m relay semifinals

1030 - Men's 4xl00m relay semifinals
1050 - Men's shot put qualifying

0900-1800 Yachting/exhibition Men's & women's boardsail-

ing

0915-1445 Hockey 3 games - men's places 1-6 finals

0930-1020 Wheelchair/exhicition Women's wheelchair 800m
Men's wheelchair 1500m

. , „ . .
.- -. -.^^^" according to team ofliciaTs;mg to.Puica just got up and was emotionally drained and

left, leaving her talking to a very upset. She also had scrat-
near-^mpty rQQm.-.^out~-.afl^-ehes-^n^-the-back"of-hgr~tett If Austria's Frai.^
ankle injury she suffered while leg, meaning she may have ^^^^ ^^^ downhill

been hit as Decker fell.

-I don't think there is any

playing basketball

Decker was taken in an
ambulance to Orthopedic
Hospital after the race for x-
rays to her left hip, which all

proved negative. After the
fall, she layed on the infield
just feet away from the track,
receiving medical attentioin
while Budd continued with
the race, and just 80 meters
from the finish line of what
could have been her ultimate
triumph. A year ago when she
won both the 1,500 meters

By Kevin Daly
Assistant Sports Editor

.Quick — name the glamour
event of the winter Olympics?
The men's downhill skiing
event was probably the top
reply. And how about the best
that the summer Games ha^ to
offefr Tbe^-1500 meters — "or
the mile, as it once was call-
ed.

Kram
race the

premier wihter event, then
who made the 1,500 what it is

today? There's Kip Keino, Jim
Ryun, Peter Snell and John
Walker to name a few.
And now there's America's

hope Steve Scott, along
with the Great Britain trio of
Sebastian Coe, Steve Ovett
and Steve Cram. They will be
^atttihgTouf Taps around tfie

track in the glamour event of
the Olympics at 6:55 tonight

1000-1320

1000-1200

1000-1800

1000-1400

1100-1400

1200-1400

Archery 50m men', 50m women

Diving Men's platform preliminaries

Fencing Men's team epee preliminaries

Tennis 2 final matches

Boxing Final bbuts

Volleyball 1 match - men's places 3-4 f^nal

andertherColrseurn lights.

Coe is the defending Olym-

pic champ in this event,
which was supposed to be
Ovett's race four years ago in

Moscow. Ovett owns the
worid record at 3:30.77 and
was favored to win in '80. But
favorites don't always win.

Just ask Ryun about that.

Ryun is still trying to live the

moment down, when Keino,
the long-legged Kenyan
stormed ahead on the last lap

and, with a time of 3:34.9,

question that she was wrong.
It could have been inex-
perience on her part," Decker
said.

It could be true. When
Budd was a resident of South
Africa, there was no one in
the country who could keep
up with her. When she made
her controversial move to
Great Britain several months
ago and was granted almost

J . « ^^« '
immediate citizeship she still

and the 3,000 meters at the-"iHd not run iiTan^ racesWorld Championships, the
outlook wasf for two Olympic

:,gold medals. After the U.S7
Olympic trials, she decided to
pass up the 1,500 to concen-
trate on the 3,000. That deci-

_^ion will haunt her the rest of
her life

vyhere she had any competi-
tion. In most -races, Budd
merely ran off on her own,
and didn't have to worry
about ^any packs. Had Budd
not^ been a resident of South-
Africa at the time, she would
hold the world record jn theu S^ ir J 1

'^ — / "*" "**^ woria record jn theBudd had only jusr^piSSea— women's 3,000 meters. TheDecker, and as the two
rounded the fourth turn, Budd
had about a half-step lead on
Decker. Budd was running on
the outside of lane one, and
Decker on the inside. Fe^y are

lAAF, though, did not ac-
knowledge South Africa o

because of their Apartheid
|

policies.

When the race ended a
woman ran onto the track «• Ir Y ,

" "" wuiiian ran onto tne Hull W il^^^^^^^^^^Mili ^^^^^^actually sure bf what happen- carrying a South African flag I ^^^^^^^^^^"^-T^^^^^^-
- g^^."!fK- _^"?^!l T^^^ ^""^^^- and waved it in Zola's face.

American Steve Scott (left) qualiffeg for thTfir^als of tlbut only a huk. She was iiui Budd, who received, a war^ ^.m meters, wh.le Brazil's Juaquim Cruz (right) one of Ifar enough m the lead to have Continued on V.a. l!l favorites, scratched.
^

*
'^^^^' ''''^ °^ ?

riiw icc-civcu.a warn*. •/>"»'• •••^•.^•o, vvunc

Continued on Page 13 favorites, scratched.

took the gold that the
Americans had alreasy con-

ceded to Ryun. Ryun won the

silver with a time of 3:37.8,

but it was hardly a consola-
tion.

Four years later in Munich,
Ryun was out to avenge his

loss to Keino, but instead he
got tangled up with Keino ear-

ly in the race. Ryun hit the

ground, and never finished the

race. Keino took the silver

that year.

Coe knows all abbut disap-

pointments, even though he
won this illustrious race. He
was a cinch bet to win the

800, being the world record
holder at 1:41.73. But Ovett
won the gold' ^t Moscow.
Then Coe comes back 'with a

time of 3:38.4 to win, but
given the choice, Coe would
have preferred the gold in the

80CL

" The battling Brits are back
again, running for ^ the first

time on American soil, but
now they have some company.
Their countryman Cram has
emerged as the new star, the
heir apparant to the throne.
Cram won the 1,500 last vear

JP®

—

in llt'lsinkl a t thfe Warld
^6 Championships in a modest

time of 3:41.519, but more im-

portantly, he held off the clos-

ing kick by Scott.

Scott, who has run the
second-fastest mile ever, is also
a good bet in a race that is

practicaly in his own
backyard. He went to school
at UC Irvine and has run in
the Pepsi [Invitational at
UCLA for many^eai:&. Cxanx
says that the home turf and
perhaps the crowd will be a
big factor for Scott, who

Edberg serves trouble

for a struggling Arias
No American reaches today's finals

1200-1500 Wrestling Freestyle group finals - 57, 68, 82 &—"^ ^100kg

By Jean-Pierre Cativiela

Staff WritBT
not give her as^jtiuch support
aa she expectptfT Arias declined

seems to have a habit of
finishing second in big races.

There are a few others who
could surprise: America's Jim
Spivey, a former 5,000 man
who knocked off Scott at the
U.S. trials, and Spain's Jose
Abascal, who recorded the
fastest time in Friday's semifi-
nal heat at 3:35.70.
And there would be yet

atiother rising star running:
Brazil's Joaquim Cruz. But
Cruz, the gold medalist in the
800 who won his preliminary
heat on Thursday with a time
of 3:41.01, scratched from the
semifinals because of a head
cold.

Prpbably more than a few
runners breathed a sigh of
relief after Mr. Cruz decide
ta settle for one gold medal
and rest his weary body.
Cram looked very strong in

winning the second semifinal
heat, clocking a 3:36.30 and
showing everyone that his leg
injury has healed just in time
for a shot at Olympic history.

He'll be tough to beat if he
lias the lead in the last 200
hecause he's got "Speed to
burft, ^nd he's relatively
u>ung among the field at flfi .

When Olympic tennis com-
petition started just a few days
ago at UCLA's Los Angeles
Tennis Center, it looked like

more gold (or at least a
reasonable facsimile of same)
for American players.

The top-seeded players in

both the women's and the
men's tournament were
Americans. But after yester-

day's semi-finals, all eight
U.S. players had been
eliminated.

Kathleen Horvath had been
the favorite until she went
down to Yugoslavian Sabrina
Coles in the quarterfinals.

And Jimmy Arias had been
the men's favorite until he fell

victim to Sweden's Stefan
Edberg in the semi-finals
yesterday, 6-2, 6-1.

Arias simply didn't play
well» and Edberg was quick to
take advantage of what looked
like Arias' off day. Arias
blamed the loss on a combina-..
tion of his own poor play and
Edberg's practically flawless

game. "I had trouble with his

kick serve and with my own
gro.undstrokes," Arias told

reporters shortly after the
match. "He was hitting every
line ... he played great."

to make a/similar statement,
blaming the loss on himself. "I

knew I was -the last American

1400-1700

1430-1720

1500-1700

1600-2020

Handball 2 games - men's places 1-4 finals

Archery 30m men, 30m women

Diving Men's platform preliminaries

Athletics 1600 - Women's discus final

1620 - Women's 4xl00m relay final

1630 - Men's high jump final '

1 50 -^en's 4xl00nrfelay rrnaT"

Spivey looks like the real

Continued on Page 15

—Thursday,

—

Hurvath—gave
some credit for her loss to the

audience, which she said did

left, but he (Edberg) was
more inspired than me," Arias
said. "The crowd's been great
all week. I just let them down
today."

Despite the relatively poor
American performances, the
Olympics have been a great
showcase for tennis as an
amateur sport, and for some
new wjorld-class talent. They
did this just yesterday in the
form of West Germany's 15-

year-old Steffi Graf, who
defeated Italy's medal hopeful
Rafaella Reggi 7-6, 6-4.

Grafs victory against Reggi,
a veiy tenacious fighter, has
shown her as an up and com-
ing tennis superstar. Reggi'y
fiery on-court demeanor has
won the hearts of the crowd
during this competition, but
as with Arias, crowd support
didn't prove to be enough for

_4L victory.

Meanwhile, unseeded Fran-
cisco Maciel of Mexico beat
Italy*^ Paolo Cane in straight*

sets, 6-2, 6-0. Maciel will ad-
vance to the finals to play
Edberg tod|^y at 10 am:

France's Catherine Tanvier
was upset by Coles 6-2, 6-2 in

1720 - Women's 4x400m relay final

1750 - Men's 4x400m relay final

1800 - Men'y shot put final

1820 - Women's 1500m final

1855 - Men's 1500m final

1930 - 5000m final

1600-2000 Judo Open category

1800-2100 Bojdng Final bouts

1800-2030 WresUing Freestyle finals - 57, 68, 82 and 100kg

1830-2030 Volleyball 1 match - men's places 1^2 final

1900-2100 Football

1900-2130 Gymnastics

2000-2300 - Fencing

Places 1-2 final

V^men's rhythmic finals

Men's team epee finals

the other half of the women s

draw. Coles had eliminated
Horvath Thursday.

SUNDAY,IffAUGUST 1984
~^^

Equestrian Individual jumping competition

Diving Men's i^latform finals

Synchronized Swimmmg Solo finals

1715-1930 Athletics Men's /marathon start

1900-2130 Closing Ceremonies/Athletics Men's ma^hon

1100^1300

1530-1645

timslr
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Boxing
Continued from Page 9
that the American had deserv-
ed to win the fight. And now
Barry will not be able to fight
for the gold medal tomorrow
night against, of all people, a
TiigosTavian.

Amateur boxing rules state
that a boxer is prohibited from
fighting within 28 da\s after
he has been knocked out,
which means that Anton
Josipovic has the gold medal
to himself. And Holyfjeld is

the bronze medalist.

There also remains a
mystery as to why Novicic
didn't disqualify Barry for
holding Holyfield behind the
head and hitting him with
rabbit punches.. Novicic issued
a warning to Barry and then
he gave him three cautions for
the same foul. After a first

warning, if the offender
repeats his action, the rules
st ate tha t h^—mmt—be^ dts-

The U.S. has received some
generous calls in this tourna-
ment, including^ a semifinal
victory by Henry Tillman over
Italian Angelo Muscone.
Tillman originally lost 3-2,
but rules state that a jury
must review each 3-2 decision.
And the }ury ruled 5-0 to
overturn the verdict and
Tillman finds himself in the

Zhou captures China ^s

first diving gold medal

(jualified,

So much for the rules. The
U.S. may own a 43-2 boxing
record but it is a tainted loss

that stands out.

finals on Saturday.
The fans loudly booed th^

decision, just as they did with
Holyfield's. But with the
Americans dominating the

Continued on Page 16

The U.S.'s Mark Breland is one step away from a gold medal
match Thursday.

after winning his semi-final

' Ash tor

^ETER B. KURHAJEC
Generai Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!
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.
. and Olympic Visitors.

• No appointment needed, no waiting.
• All Olympic visitors welcome.
• Qualified physician always on duty.
• X-ray. laboratory, & medications in one visit (If needed)•Open until 9 PM during Olympics, Sun.. Aug. 5.

EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm

Monday thru Saturday

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles, California 90025

213-470-8880
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20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD
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By the Associated Press

Zhou Jihonj< won China's
first-ever Olympic diving gold
medal Friday when she cap-
tured the women's ^TatfornT
event. Americans Michele
Mitchell and Wendy Wyland
won the silver and bronze,
respectively, with big corner
ebacks in the late rounds.
Chen Xiaoxia, the other

half of China's petite pair of
platform divers, dropped from
first place after five dives of
the eight-round final and
finished fourth.

Zhou, 5rfoot-l and 97
pounds, finished first with
435.51 ]K)ints. Mitchell and
Wyland, both of Mission Vie-
jo, Calif., had 431.19 and
422.07.

Chen, the 5-3, 99-pound

In the sixth round, Zhou
moved ahead to stay with the
highest-scoring dive of the
day, 73.95 points with a back
2V2 somersault from the pike^

fell back withposition.

scores as low as 5.0 for a total
of 52.20 with a forward 3^2
somersault.

ymg "Swallow" from Can
ton, had 419.76.
The Chinese performance

F'riday gave them one gold
and one silver medal after
three Olympic diving events.
U.S divers, expected to duel
uith the Far Ea.st giant for
world di\ing supremacy, have
one gold, two silvers and two
bronzes.

After five rounds, Chen was
in first place with 248.73
points, nine points ahead of
Zhou and more than 16 ahead
of Wyland and Mitchell, wfio
were virtually tied at that
point.

In the same round, Mitchell
nearly matched Zhou with
70.47 points for a forward 314
somersault from the tuck posi-
tion and climbed into second.
Wyland also moved back into
contention in that round with
the second of three straight
dives that scored at lea.st 64.68
points.

Zhou, with an 11-point lead
\with two rounds to go, scored
65.61 and 56.70 on her last
two dives

^
to hold off the

onrushing Mitchell, who
scored 64.88 and 63.84 to miss
the gold by 4.32 points.

Zhou, the FINA Cup plat-
form winner last ye?ar and a
third-place finisher in the
1982 World Championships in
Ecuad(fr, had scores ranging
from -6.0 to 7.0 on her last
dive, a 3V2 somersault from
the pike position. But the dive
has a high "degree of difficul-
ty" factor of 3.0, which is'

multiplied by the judges'
scores, so her total was enough
to keep ahead of Mitchell,
who won the U.S. Olympic
trials w ith 477.09 points.
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Absence of Eastern Europe in soccer

hasn't meant absence of excitement
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By Bob Timmermann

For the past 36 years,
Olympic soccer has been pret-
ty much the Eastern European
intramural championship, but
this year with the Eastern
Europeans absent, some new
faces haye turned up in the
final: France and Brazil.

It was back in 1948, when
Sweden defeated Yugoslavia
3-1 for the gold in London,
that a non-communist country
last won. Luckily for the spec-
tators, the absence of the
Eastern Europeans has in-
jected a new element into the
competition, excitement.
The Eastern European

strategy is simple: ball control.
They play tight, controlled
games with emphasis on close
marking. Tonight's finalists,

however, are a sharp contrast
to the absentees.

Brazil plays with speed and
precision. The Brazilians will
often bring the ball upfield
slowly and then go to a quick
attack. Leading the attack for
Brazil is mid-fielder Augilmar
Oliveira, better known as
Gilmar.

Brazil has won the World
Cup three times, but it has
never won a medal in Olym-
pic soccer. Going into the -

tournament, the Brazilians
were not highly regarded. The
team was thrown together on
short notice, and it was ex-
pected to finish second in its

group behind West Germany,
but it has a 5-0 record.
The closest call for the

Brazilians was its quarterfinals
match ^ against Canada. They
trailed 1-0 in the second half,
but Gilmar scored to tie the
game. After 30 minutes of
overtime, the game was still

tied, and it went into penalty
kicks, where the Brazilians

prevailed 4-2. In its semifi-
nals, Brazil downed Italy 2-1
in overtime.

France has taken a much
different route to the finals. It

went to the first round with a
1-0-2 record and beat Egypt
2-0 in the quarterfinals.

In the semis, the French
upset favored Yugoslavia 4-2
^^ overtime. France was up
2-0 in the second half and had
a one man advantage over
Yugoslavia. Even so, the
Yugoslavians were able to tie
the score and send it in to
overtime, but they still lost.

France has two key at-
tackers, Daniel Xuereb, who
has four goals in the tourna-
ment, and Francois Brisson,
an unknown before the tour-
nament. Brisson was a surprise
starter jn France's 2-1 victory
over Cameroon, scoring both
of his team's goals.

Neither team has a par-
ticularly outstanding defense,
but they are adequate. Each
team has the capability to cap-
italize upon the other team's
mistakes, which means that
the team that plays the
cleaner game wjll have the
advantage.

The final should be an emo-
tional match. Both teams
know that they probably will
not have a better chance to
win, a gold medal in the
Olympics. The Brazilians have
played better in the tourna-
ment, but the French are on a
roll, playing very well in its

last two matches, and might
be a slight favorite.

Soccer note; In the consola-
tion match, Yugoslavia
defeated Italy 2-1 before a
crowd of 100,374 at the Rose
Bowl. The win gave
Yugoslavia the bronze medal,
its fifth Olympic soccer medal.
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As Decker was being treated
in the athletes tunnel, Budd
2?fent„ oyer to. speak._tQ_l^
said *Dont bother*, " Decker
said. "I told her she was
responsible for what happen-
ed. I didn't do anything
-M^rong. In fact, I was running
a very good race."

"My first thought was to get
up (after the fall) but when I

tried, I felt the muscle pull.

All I could do was watch
them T\xT\ off. It was very
irjjistrating. Therp. have been
lots of years of frustration."
After that, Decker broke
down in tears and was carried
away by her fiance, British

shotputter Richard Slaney.

The verdict from the lAAF
was clear and simple. "The
jury does not hold Zula I^ndi

In other races that went
largely ignored after the 3,000
meters, Julius Korir of Kenya
won the steeplechase. Joeseph
Mahmo«4-of France was se-

cond and Brian Diemei; of the
United States was third.
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SUNDAY Bloody Mary
$1.00 All Day

MONDAY Beer Night
65' a glass/$3.00 a pitcher

3pm-12pm

Women's 100 meter hurdles
In another controversy,

Benita Fitzgerald.Brown of
the US won the 100 meter
hurdles, but it had nothing to
do with her.

Instead, Kim Turner of the
United States and Michele
Chardonnet of France finished
in what was originally a dead
heat for third. After an appeal
by the U.S. team and a reex-

responsible for what happened
in the race," said Competition
Director of Athletics Morte
Tenner. "Originally, she was
disqualified by one of the race
umpires for obstruction. The
decision was that the umpire's
decision was not sustained.
There was no foul."

Lost in the shuffle of this

was the win by Puica, who
pulled away from Great "Brir

tain's Wendy Sly on the final

straight. Lynn Williams qf

Canada

—

fin ished—th ird—with

amination of the finish photo.
Turner was given third. The
two, though, were given iden-

tical times of 13:06.

"I had no idea of how I

finished," said Turner. "I
leaned well at the tape, but
the race was neck and neck
from the gun*

, all the way.—

—

IS

TUESDAY Ladies' Night
ALL LADIES DRINKS

$1 Each
3pm-12pm

WEDNESDAY Tonic Night
VODKA OR GIN $1

3pm-12pm

THURSDAY Bonzail
Kamikaze Night
$1 3pm-12pm

Cindy Bremser of the United
States finishing fifth.

Held events

Germany picked up two
gold medals, with Ulrike
Mayfarth winning the
women's high jump and Rolf
Danneburg winning the
discus. On this day it seemed
as though the aura that had
surrounded the U.S. track
team had worn off, as they'

had to settle for second- and
third-place finishes. Joni

th ird—with

—

Huntley was third in the high
jump and Mac Wilkins, the

Continued on Pase 14
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Basketball
Continued from Pace 9

arguinj; a goaltending call. A
Fernando Romay layin made
the score 23-17. But with the

team, for the most part, of

Chris Mullin, Vern Fleming,

Wayman Tisdale, Leon Wood
and Sam Perkins, the U.S.

went on a 17-2 run. Again it

was the defense that sparked

the flurry. The Spaniards,

who upset Yugoslavia o^
Wednesday, were completely

frustrated on offense. "Defen-
sive wise, we took every team
out of their offense," said

Tisdale, who if he wants
them, has two years remain-

ing at Oklahoma.
By hadftime the score was

53-29. The Spaniards could

manage just 41 percent from
the floor. The U.S. forced 15

turnovers and made eight
steals. If Spain hadn't shot a

perfect 11-11 at the free throw
line, the U.S. would hkve
been completely out of reach.

Alvin Robertson and Flem-
ing had the responsibility of

guarding^ ftian Antonio San^
Epifanio, Spain's leading
scorer and the fifth leading
scorer in the Olympics,
averaging 20.7 coming into
the game. Epifanio could
manage just four points in the
half on 2 of 6 shooting. He
would finish with that four
points, fouling out with 10:25
remaining in the second half.

Spain cut the lead to 54-33,
after two Alford turnovers
began the second half. After a
quick timeout by Knight,
however, the U.S. was on its

way again. A 15-foot jumper
by Jordan and a steal 'and
layin by Alford made the lead
66-41. The U.S.'s biggest lead
came at 82-48.

Ahead by 30 and with the
gold medal locked away.
Knight w^ still yellin|^ in-

structions to the players on the
floor, with six minutes left.

Finally with 4:58 left, he put
Kleine and Koncak into the
game, the only two who
hadn't seen action in the game

For the coach, the pressure
was finally off too.

Knight had assembled a
team of college all-stars and
they had corhe together into a
unit that has to rival the 1960
U.S. team. In the euphoria of
the evening, coaoh and player
said it surpassed it. Like the
Soviets, that is a eompaifsdiT
that will never be answered.
There was, however, no ques-
tion about who was the dass^
of this Olympics. Said Italian

coach Alessandro Gamba; "In
this tournament, \there was

favorite and 1 1 otherone
dogs." When the Games of

L.A are talked about, it will

be recalled that the favorite

proved just how far from a
dog it was.

Bobby Knight

Track
Continued from Page 13
Gold Medalist at Montreal,
was second in the discuss. His
teammate Steve Powell
third . ^===:^

was

autograph.
With two of its starters

resting, the United States also

advanced in the 4X400 meter
relay.

-^ Track notes

Friday morning prelims
The^jmorjiing^ualifying in

the high jump had little
suspense, as everyone who was
supposed to easilv make the
qualifying height of 7-2^2 in-
ches. Among them were world
record-holder Zhu Jianhua
and American record-holder
Dwight Stones.

"It was a good qualifying
(round)," said Stones. "We got
the minimum over for a tight
and fast final which will make
the passing strategy easief^TTT^
I'm not happy about the
height progressions." There is

little reason for him to be:
The bar will go up roughly an
inch and a quarter at a time,
causing many jumpers to pass
in order to save themselves
from getting too tired. Be-
tween 7->/2 and 7-9 »/4 the bar
will be moved ten times. Two
other Americans," Milton
Goode and Doug Nordquisf^
also qualified.

Part four the Carl Lewis
Show found America's bright
new hero anchoring the U.S.
4X100 meter relay team to a
win in its heat with the fastest
time of the day. In a relate
development, Lewis stopped
on his way through the inter-

aiya and sigrted anvi ew

• When Stones missed his

first attempt at the qualifying
~height - ot -7-444:j—it^- -was -was

—

only his second miss in a high
jump qualifying round since
the Montreal Olympics irt

1976." V . /^^
• Sprinter Sam Graddy*

had his sweats stolen from his
dorm room at the USC Olym-
pic village, which is apparent-
ly part of a massive crime
wave going on inside. Grady,
who also lost some Olympic
^his and some money, bor-
rowed some sweats from _
teammate Antonio McKay.
He'll haye to borrow someone
else's for today's finals since he
and McKay will both be on
the field at the same time
(McKaY will be on the 4X400
meter relay team).

• Graddy was also late for
a team photo session with the
other members of the 4X100
relay team. He locked his keys_^
in his dorm room and had to
go back because his coro-
petetitor's badge was inside,
and he couldn't get into the
Coliseum without it. But the
session was cancelled anyway
because Lewis was late getting
there as well. To make up for
it, Grady had a security guard
take a picture of him posing
with a group of writers.
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Great Britain's Sebastiao Coe, ttie defending Olympic champ
In the 1,500 meters, cruised home In a preliminary heat at
3:45.30. \

Track Preview
"Coiifiiiued from Page 11^" "^

darkhorse and was just behind
Cram with a time of 3:36.53,
while Ovett, whp was admit-
ted to the hospital for two
days after finishing last in the
800, placed fourth in 3:36.55.
With that run, Ovett pro-
nounced himself fit after runn-
ing (800) one of the worst
races of his life, one in which
most observers left him for
dead.

In the first heat won by

Abascal, Scott placed second
,^3:35.71 with Coe^^aking

third in 3:35.81.
What remains to be seen- is

who will go out and setSthe
pace, because the 1,500 Jias
become such a tactical race
that some unknown could go
out by himself and set the race
of for a closer like Coe.

But count on having Cram
and Scott close to the front if

the pace allows them to. And
then Coe just behind the
leaders, with Spivey and
Ovett and... it's anyone's call.
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Continued from Page 12

tournament, it appears that
Holyfield became an example.
^ven tfiough Tie deserved to
have his disqualification over-
turned, the jury reacted
toward the pressure they have
"received over favorable judg-
inj:^ of the Americans.

And in the>nd Holyfield is

tJit?. one who must suffer. One
day he ma>' be a ^reat profes-
sional, perhaps even a cham-
pion, but his career will
always have a footnote on it

— the guy who could ha\e
bc^n

.

^CS» BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

"^^P" tAcq-n/TE FORSboo ALL YOU CAN EAT

THURS.

Despite undefeated

record, polbists

settle for silver

By the Associated Press
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GET ONE
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SAT.

SUN.

BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS FREE

BRUWCH SPECIAL
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•WimvariffXJCLA^ student or faculty ID

SAVE $$$
APPLE LETTER QUAUTY

WORD PROCESSING

The United States and
Yugoslavia played to a 5-5 tie
in the championship game of
the ()l\mpic water polo Fri-
da> night, but a better goal
differential gave the gold
n^edal to the Yugoslavs.

^ J'^<^' Jugoslavs owed their
Orympfc crown to fourth
(luarter goals bv D<'ni Lusic
and Milivoj Bel)ic. .*—

-

Bebics goal with 3:03 left
tied the game and allowed
\ iigoslavia to equal the United
States 4-0-1 record in tjie^
champtonshtp bracket 7 The
championship was decided on
the basis of Yugosla\ias 47- 33
^^%^^}(f^rentU\, compart to
4J-J4 for the Americans.

PER MONTH
lease-option

Apple He

Includes:
APPLE2CC0MPUT»

K ?^ .r^."*!^'^
^^^^^^' ^hich

had a 5-2 lead at one point,
received the silver medal, its
best finish in the sport in 80
years. West Germany cap-
tured the bronze with a 1512
tnumph over the Netherlands
ending a 48-year medaj
drought i,n the sport.

Spain settled for fourth,
Australia was fifth and the
Netherlands sixth in the top-
.bracket. ^^^
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RECORDS

s new

sizzling catharsis
By Jeff Goldman. Staff Writer

With Purple Rain, the soundtrack to the film of the samename. Prince reaffirms his status as the most challen(rini. and
innuenfial black artist in pop/roek «,usie todav. While Michael
Jackson will undoubtedly sell more albums than the Min-
neapolis wonder. Prince has no peers in the black music worldwhen It comes to creaUng impa.ssioned music that addres.ses im-
portant issues of our time. Whereas Jackson ch(K)ses to sini! cat-
chy pop tunei about •thrilling" monsters and draws such
faceless and bland characters as -Billie Jean," Prince in the
tradition of great artists from EKis Presley and lanu-s Rmw.. ...
rmi Hendrix and Sly Stone, creates soiil-filled rock and roll that
challenges many of the racial and sexual conventions of the cur-
rent generation.

x»^^!^'T^^""u ^^!L^''''^^''
^'""^ ^^^^'> ^''^' '»^^^ 1"^'« •'^ "Soft andWet through 1980s "Conlroversv" to 1982\s -Little Rt>d C\)r-

vette. Prince has (luestioned the sexual and racial unwritten
laws that are dominant in our s(x^ietv. And while this sound-
track IS much tamer in its sexual franknes;> than Princ^-s earlier
works. It still raises many key (juestions about the nature of
relationships between human beings in today's world
When listening to this work, it is important to keep in mind

that this IS a soundtrack, a type of concept LP that is at its ix-ak
eltectiveness when the listener has seen its sibling, "Purple
Rain the movie. Therefore, certain tunes on the record ma\
renect a particular attitude, but when taken within the context
ot the movie, actually mean sohiething different. -

The album's opener, "Let's Go Crazv, "

is an infec^tious dance
time that should be the hit single to follow "When Doves Crv

"

The beginning of the tune features a church organ backing a
sermon by Prince on the gloriesof the aftei^w orld and the hard-
ships oTfhis IifejBn which "you'r^Tin your own. " VVe are then

^ thrust into the mysteriously upbeat portion of the song iit w hich
Prince warns, "U better live now / before the grim reaj^er come
knocking on your door. "The tune ends with a searing, Hen-
drix-like guitar solo that isJusL^cmeL more examjile of Prince's

—enormous musicar t^ent.
"Take Me With U;" a duet by Prince and his latest flame,

Apollonia, is an affecting song^^about desire, t>oth sexual and
emotional. Prince's vocals apCaTTmi^l, extremelv strong, but
Apollonia really adds nothing to the tune; her voice seems fairly
flat and uninspired next to Prince's emotive sounds. Perhaps one
day Prince will find himself a girl who can really belt out a

Prince prepares to meet his fans

tune, thus forming a partner-
ship as artistically fulfilling as
the Marvin Caye/Tammi Ter-
juA-or—Cave/Marv Wells col-

- at the recent premiere oj Turple Rain the jilm

ranks as one of the most grind." In the movie however
dramatic moments in the his- Prince is extremelv cynical,'
tory of p()i)/r()ck/s()ul singing, viciously attacking Apollonia

laborations of the ^60s.

One of the true

equajlinglhe greatest the girl who provided him

vocal
lum^occi

during "The Beautiful Ones,"
one of the three tunes written,
produced, and performed by
Prince (the other two are
"Wheii Doves Cry" and "Darl-
ing Nikki"). Xlie song, a des-
perate cry at a two-timing
lover, slowly builds and builds
with Prince quietly singing
about insecurity and lack of
confidence within a relation-

disenchanted lover's attitude,
i.e., "the beautiful ones, they
hurt XT every time," and
climaxes with the following
simple lines which reach epic
proportions due to Prince's
transcendental singing:

vocalizations of James Brown,
Otis Redding, Marvin (;aye,

any other great shou trr

fDo you want him? /, Do i/ou

want me? / Well I want you /

Said I want you / Tell me
hubi^, do yQu want me^ / I got-

ta know, I ^otta know / Do
you want me / Baby, Baby,
Baby, listen to me/ I may not
know where I'm going babe /

—t 'futu t frtuy not Know Ttynat
need / One thing, one things
for certain babe / I know
what I want /' And it's to
please you baby, please you
baby / I bet I could die
uithaut you / I want you.

ler great shou trrs in

rock's past twenty-five years.
After the weakest tune on

the soundtrack, "Computer
Blue" (which oddly does not
include some of the lyrics
printed on the adjacent lyric
sheet including, "it's time u
learned love and lust / they
both have 4 letters / but they r

entirely different words"), we
get a powerful instrumental
Interlude which leads into the
closing cut on side one, "Darl-
ing Nikki."

There are essentially two
versions of "Darling Nikki":
the empty headed sex tune
that inhabits the album, and
the vicious attack on empty
headed sex 4ht^^4s drmnat

girl Who
with a night of sensual
pleasure only to leave him for

l> portrayed in the film. On
the soundtrack. Prince seems
to be elevating Nikki, the "sex
-fiend" who Prince meets"in^^-.^
hotel lobby / ma.sturbating
with a magazine," to the posi-
tion of high priestess of the
orgasm. After a night of wild
^ex, Nikki Tjnletly disappears,
leaving nothing behind but "a
phone number on, the stairs /

it said thank u 4 a funky time
call me up whenever u want 2
grind, " to which Prince jes-

nt\n witli

scHiieone else the next day.
The- tune ends with eerie
ocean ..soiunds and frightening
vocals which are possibly the
lyricsC "Sometimes the world's
a storm / One day soon the
storm will pass / and all will
be bright and peaceful / No
more tears or pain /. If u
belii;ve look 2 the dawn and /

fearlessly bathe in the . .

fJL'LPJJ^ Rain ,
' su n g

backwards, or somehow
mechanically altered.

Side two opens iip w ith the
greatest single to f)e released
this summer, "When Doves
Cry. ' The song, which deals
with a truly deep-seated love
marred by such inherited,

destratiitiF~ch aTacterIsl[Tcs~~as~

pride and physical abuse
against the object of one's af-

fection, is highlighted by the
^e^ t h ar tic—^Mvd^^inih

'

The dynamic Prince — in concert This final portion of the song

poMd.i witli "V-unie back Nikki
come back / your^darling little

Prince / wanna grind, grind.

c'horus.

How can u just leave me stan-
ding? / Alom' in a world that's

so cold / Maybe I'm just 2
demanding / Maybe I'm just

like my father 2 bold / Maybe
you're just like my mother /

She's never satisfied / Why do
we scream at each other / This
ts what is souncLs like when
doves cry.

Continued on Page 18
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IN THE

DAILY BRUIN
-^25-2161 —

GOdUs daily bruin

Emotionally draining 'Rain'
Continued from Page 17

This portrayal of a love/
hate relationship — effectively
a summation of the storyline
-o^4W film fl>at<.4H»s iht^
drama and complexity of
similar human predicaments.

MOVIE GUIDE
MANN

THEATRES
l*?W^W*«^T*T"T'!*Wf*!f'

^^^oPf*^.
'"O'*"* JONES AND THE TEMPLE

l?l^-lc'^^'^^ OF DOOM (PG)
<?ue 4J66 70 mm Dolby THX Sound

T?3a3 00 5 30 8 00 10 30

LAEIWIMLE
THEATRES

pTTTTrTrTT ' " " " i n.i 1 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 1 > t *?

^^^-Would Die 4 U"
i& a

powerful statement of modern
love, as potent and trouhlinj^
in its contradictory nature as
you'll ever .come across in
i-oclcTpop music. The affirma-
tions of love present in the

li^.A«ittEl^
^^'"'''''''''•"

III

**It's time u learned
love and lust / they both
have 4 letters / but they r

entirely different words."

VILLAGE
961 moxton
208 5576

BED DAWN IPC. »3i
12 30 3 00-5 30 8 00 10 20

F/i. Sal Late Show 1? 30 a n\

ROYAL
1 1523 S M Biwrt

O'^f DEADLY SUMMER
477 5M1 Won Fn 5 30 7 50 10 20" '^'

Sat sun 12 302505207501020

BRUIN
948 Broxfon

208 8998

CLOAK A DAGGER (PG)

^
M5 3 30 5 45 8 00 10 15

;^
Ffi Sat Late Show 12 15 a m

SSJS/^^k'-'^ ..
USCOMPRES

^36 Wiishire Mon Fn 6 15 8 00 10 00
274 6869 Sal Sun 2 15-4 15 6 10 8 00 10 00

^^ —r- --.^jjiyy,.,,,;^—..,.......,

M^STWOOOI
1050 GaWe/
208 7664

GRANOVIEW USA (R)
12^30-2 15 4 00 6,00-800-10 00

fS^'c. CARMEN/GABRIELA

lEct-!^,^^ c o
Mon Fn 7 00 9 00

394 »741 Sat Sun 1 00 3 00 5 007 00 9 00

WESTWOOO II

2M^7664*^
'2 30-2 30^4 30:6'36 8

'sa'tO 3

THE JOY OF SEX (R»

^'ON'CA II ERENDIRA

IS^oi'?!^' c o
Mon Fn 7 20^9 20

394 9741 Sat -Sun.-1 20^3 2a5 20-7 2a9 20

WESTWOOD III

1050 Gayley

208 7664

BEST DEFENSE (R)

1 30 3 30 5 30 7 3a9 30

REGENT
1045 Bfoxton

208 3259

PLAZA
i067Gien<lon
208 3097

GREMUNS (PG)
12 30 3 00 5 30 8 00 10 30

PURPLE RAIN (R)

12 3a3 00 5 30 8 0a 10 3(5

FriSat Late Show 1* 45 a m

HNE ARTS
8656 Wi/shire

65? 1330

-"** *:«'.Vj •.)[ _^

UNOffl THE VOLCANO (K)
» 0^3 20 5 408 00 W 10

MONICA III ROMANCING THE STONE
133? 2nd St Men Fn 6 00-8 05 10 05
394 9741 Sat Son 1 50-3 556 00-8 05-10 05

MHDNICA IV BEYOND REASONABLE DOUBT

IIaJ^"^,- —t ^ .
Mon f r. 7 30-9 40

394-974! Bat Sun 1 00 3 10-5 ^0 7 30 9 40

PACIFIC WALK-IN
THEATRES

III TWfTtTWTI

PICWOOD MOPPETS TAKE MANHATTAN (G)
Pico/Westwood 1? in t IS 8 00
272 8239 THE LAST STARFIGHTER (PG)
394 ?569 ,1 !0 f, (W) <i -sr,

PtITT
THEATRES

WOLLlTirCMIP
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T*." ..Ml I 11 I I „
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CENTURY PIAZA JUNGLE BOOK (G)

9^X^^'^«. o
Oaily

1 0a3 00 5 00 7 00-9 00
2040 Ave of the Stars
5534291

CENTURY PLAZA NEVER ENDING STORY (PG)

S^n7^'^«. c 130330530730930
2040 Ave of the Stars
553 4291

GENERAL CINEMA
THEATRES

S!????????^WW^^

SliMililMtAlililMiii

AVCO CINEMA I

WilSh alWp^tu,»nri

475-0711

GHOSTBUSTERS (PG)
70mm Otribj S lei eu

12 00-2 30 5 0a7 3ai0 00
Fn Sat Late Show 12 15 am

466 3401 Fn Sal Late Show 12 30 am

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC I

Hllywd 81 Nr Cahuenga CLOAK A DAGGER (PG)
464 4111 1003255508151040

Fn Sat Late Show 12 45 a m

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC II

Hllywd Bl

Nf Cahuenga ,
J"^»^ST STARFIGHTER (PG)

4644111 1230235440645850 1055

AVCO CINEMA II REVENGE OF THE NERDS (R)

^^^^J^^'^^^^ood Mon -Fn 5 45 7 45-9 45
475 071

1 Sat Sun 1 45-3 45-5 45-7 45 9 45

__^_ .
Fn Sat Late Show 1 1 45

AVCO CINEMA III THE KARATE KID (PG)
W'ish at Westwood 12 30-3 00-5 30-8 05 10 3()
475''7l 1

SJidTlf, ^T*^
"• '« philadel"^

K,,, ^^^"''^ experiment (PG)^^""^ 1003205408001020
Fn Sat Late Show 12 30 a m
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NUART
11272 SM Blvd

4786379 4795269

:.il THE SAN FRANCISCO
IIWTIC FILM FfSTIVAl

? 00 4 iXIt, (K)R (X) 10 00
Son THI CIRCUS S OO 9 30

WJSTMI IDLE CLASS jnd 3 Special Chapi.t. Shotis ? 00 6 30

Every Fn night at midnighfCAFE FLESH
Every Sat night at midnight THE PINK FLAMINGO

•••••••••••^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^ ^

song, for instance the chorus,

'I y^l^'i^y die 4. j^^^^ the
lines, "rH be your fire when
you're cold / Til make u hap-
tn^ Avhcn you're sad / 1 11 niaTce
u ^ood when u r b^d" are
counterbalanced by the
tr()ublt\«<onie promise of 'I'll

nev(^ beat u, ' and the tension
filled lines, Tm not vour
lover / I'm not your friend/ I

am something you'll never
comprehend." Prince then
presents love in an ethereal
context with the lines, Tm
not a human / I am a dove / I

am your conscious / I am
lave. ' This i,s a difficult tune,
embodying many of the fac-
tors involved in a close rela-
tionship, jrood and bad.
The next son^, separated

only by a brief musical bridge,
is "Baby Vm A Star ' This
number is just pufe rock and
rollJoy, a celebration of life
and Jove, filled with aJI the
confidence and exuberance
that should, but often doesn't,
accompany such things.
The closing song ^o the

soundtrack is the title cut
Tiirple Rain. " Granted, the
movie helps the song reach the
heights it attains, but
nonetheless, "Purple Rain"
ranks with such classic,
dramatic, emotionallv drain-
ing rock anthems ^s The
Beatles' "Let It Be," The Roll-
ing Stones' "You Can't Always
Cet What Yuu Want," and
Bruce Springs tee n "s
'Jiingleland." A rock and roll

*-'***—H-—cncre"—ever *"~w**
one, "Purple Rain "

is the most
heartfelt and arresting song to
be released since "Juqgleland"
in 1975. The sheer beauty of
the image the title presents
drips down into th^ opening
lines of the tune, "I never
^neantto cause u any sorrow /

Brincc is enveloped hi a cloud of must - perhaps the physical
aftermath oj the emotionally charged music on Purple Rain.

*

enhance this already brilliant-
ly cathartic song.

It is extremely depressing
for many of iis who have
longed to see the return of
challenging Blaclc artists into
*i-.A .1

1 never meant to cause u any
pain / I only .want to see u
laughing in the purple rain,"
which is in turn followed by
the razor-edged Ivrics, "I
nt-ve r wanted 2 ^be yo u r
weekend lover / I onlv wanted
2 be some kind of friend."
The tune, and the album,

closes with this beautiful vi-
sion of one lover attempting to
create a permanent relation-
ship with his i>artially estrang-
ed lover:

Honey TJcnow times'' r chang-
ing / Its time we all reach out
4 something new / it say u
want a leader / but u cant
Seem 2 make up your mind /

1

th ink u better lose it / and let
me guide u 2 the purple rain /
purple rain, purple rain / I
only want 2 see u onltj tDnnt
2seeu / in the purple rain.

The closing sound effects of
the stunned and exasperated
crowd that has just watched
t*>e tune performed live, and
the added patter of Jhe rain
itself, effectively serve to

the commercial mainstream to
vvitness the public choose such
bland and uninspiring musi-
cians a§ Rockwell, The
Jacksons, DeBarge, or any
other of the numerous figures
who are perceived as having a
great deal of. heart and soul
because of the color of their
skin instead of the content of
their minds. But with the
good-sized success of 1999, the
enormous appeal of "Purple
Rain" th^ movie and sound-
track

, and with the gi owing
admiration for such Prince-
influenced acts as The Time,

_SheliflL _E^.a»d^ Apollonia-6^
we may finally be on the
verge of another great age of
black pop/rock music, one
that may one day rival the
Motown era of the ^eOs'iS
terms of altering some of the
closed-minded racial and sex-
u^l attifudes-that -debase our
society.

!-,
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iPTS. FURNISHED 50F
;

\smm .UTOS FOR SALE.

in
LARGE, furnished 1 -bedroom apt
Palms. Water paid. $350. 477-8968 .

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
S'ngle ona::badfoom. UtiWios- included.

112-1

Manager. 644 Landfair #202. 208-1837.

SMALL salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work. Separate quarters, entrance
Must have car West Hollywood. Starting
9/L 876-6898 or leave message.

LIGHT Moving Delivery Local Long/
Distance. Any size item. Fast, efficient,
reliable Anytime. 399-4663.

"73 Brick Riviera Immaculate All options
Very good car. New tires. $1,300 obo
208-5920

1 -bedroom furnished $600 up. Parking
f^all rentals. Lease. Available now 1387
Midvale. 11097Strathmore 454-821

1

$550 and $850. 1 and 2 bedrooms. 2 full
baths. Attractively and fully furnished Gas
and water paid. 1-2 car spaces. Laundry
1.4 miles to campus. 1 year lease No
pets, 474-2260. •—

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditioning, parking,
loqndry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through

Sunday
824-0836

SMALL Salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance.
Musi have car. West Hollywood. Staftwg
9/1 876-6898 or leave message.

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

ROOM FOR RENT. .64-F
BEVERLY HILLS. Pool, kitchen priviliges,

need car. Grad student preferred $325/
utilities included. Leave message 783-
5151.

Female own room, own bathroom. Kitchen
privileges 12-block from beach. 10 min
busride-UCLA. $285 including utilities

From 8-15-^. 395-6255.

Private, furnished room for female student
Share kitchen-bath. Near Pico-Bundy
WLA Inquire 473-7805

Quiet Private room/bath. Linens laundry
male faculty/student. Olympian
Westwood-Wilshire. Immediate o ccupancy
474-7122

k CtieertuI & Cheap
o Careful & Complete

Q 397-8597 Anytime
ibocoooooooooocoooc

! Bill— Mil

24 HOUR CHIDCARE
through tho Olynnplcs (multi-
lingual) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
Excellent references

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Santa Monica

829-4908

'73 240-Z automatic New paint/interior
great shape $3500. 477-1618, 339-8645
'78 Toyota SR-5. Air-conditioned, AM/FM^^
5-speed One owner. 56.000 miles A-T
condition $2,895 Call 379-9785

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van o/ cioseo
truck for delivery of packages, up to 60lbs
$l400/month. with excellent raises Re-
quirements; BA degree. GPA 3.5plus
good SAT scores Great office environ-
ment m MDR business park, Blue Cross
medical, top dental For bright, hard-work-
ing people we're the best place around
213-827-5000.

DELIVERY job. Part-time afternoons San-
ta Monica Pharmacy Must have car and
insurance. $4.50 per hour plus mileage
395-3294.

**

EXCELLENT opportunity for ambitious,
sincere career minded .individuals.
Management/sales positions Le Sportsac
914 Westwood Blvd. 208-8822 See Cyndi.

'

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly
hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice. BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental. For bright
hard-working people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000.

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week Own car. Filing, er-
rands, must type Bookkeeping trainee $5/
hour 476-1595/476-0025.

IMMEDIATE opening for office assistant on
a construction job. Part-time Own
transport. Very close to UCLA. $8. 00-hour.
Call between 12:30-3:30pm. 471 -2413

MALE and female models wanted for free
professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther. 474-8298

NEED sperm donor with following charac-
teristics only: black male, medium build,
approx. 6ff.. brown eyes, black hair. Rh-
plus blood type. Gail. 394-3743 .

PART-TIME Babysitter. Brentwood. Nice
surroundings. Call Susan. 471-3978. no

PTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F
LARGE studio, small room for bed, sepa-
rate kitchen, stove, refrigerator. Utilities in-
cluded. $550/month. Walking distance to
UCLA. 276-1446

SINGLE WLA apartment Near Bundy San-
ta Monica. Includes stove, refrigerator
$395 a month Call 207-5527 evenings.

Westwood Village $750 Large 1 -bedroom.
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave . 208-3647

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-
bedroom. 2-bath, dining room, built-in
kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 [Levering Ave. 208-3647.

$1050 Spacious 2-t>edroom and den up-
per, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry
facilities, garage. Lease 279-1887

$650 00 Two bedroom apartment. Luxury,
security, carpet, stove, air. Palms. 397-
4117.

SIGMA Nu has housing available for stu-—derUs lor second sumnter session. For
more info, please call 824-5362 ASAP.
SUMMER housing at Delta Tau Delta:
Friendly environment, sundeck & cable t v.

$220/mo Can Doug after 6 00PM 824-
1133

ACCURATE typist/transcriber WLA Low
rates. Rushes welcome Marian 391-3622.
7days^

FAST, accurate, IBM Selectric. close cam-
pus Call Barbara. 826-9714

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE roommate needed for 2bd-2ba,
$300/mo. walk UCLA-sec. pking. new bidg.
turn Fun girls! 207-201 1

.

CONDOS FOR SALE.
TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio, up-
per deck Chjarming! 2-bedrooms
$210.000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,

garden courtyard, pool, security Unique'
^244.000 276-6536, (408)625-0212

3-bedfOom/2-bath Luxury condo for lease
or sae. All Jsuilt-ins $2000/month 1929
Manning Ave WLA 552-4632 or 277- 1848

•

Ont Da^ 74pmq
and Word Processing

25% Student Discount
0«sMftations. Theses. Resumes, Applies
ttoris, scripts, legal, statistical. Equations,
languages, many typestyles

RUSH TVPINO WHILi YOU WAIT
Spelling, Editing, Fofeign Student Help,
Minutes from campus in WLA

Sp*clol: R«p«miv« l*lt*r« tSC

CONVENIENT.
ECONOMICAL.

BASICALLY
A GOOD IDEA.
DAILY BRUIN
CLASSIFIED —
82S-222I, 825-2222

M-F, 9-4

RIDES WANTED 116-
WANTED Van and driver to drive my
belongings LA to Bay Area Anytime 277-
1713 Aug 2lst-Sept 5th $150 plus gas

398-0455 391-3385 MOPEDS. 119-

RAVEL
RAVEL

$750. Attractive 1 -bedroom upper; new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili-
ties, garage. No pets. Lease. 279- 1 887.

105-J

80 YAMAHAJ>F50. new brakes and bat-
tery Excellent' condition, many extras
$275, obo Natalie 473-5879

Please No^e:

The Bruin is not responsibre
for minor typographical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-

fares to anywhere-especially Havn^ak Mex-
ico, and Europe Call 479-2657

UTOS FOR SALE 112 K

m ...126-'

CLASSIC 69 VW Ortginaf owner
paint, strong 1600 engine Great
$1600 Andrew, 208-4870.

New
car

late calls.

-SALES- Advertising sales, pays high
commission. Full-time work with your
.schooling, CatU^Q0r2ZZ.4.5.^.

The UCLA Summer Bruin Office will be
open Saturday

10am - 12noon.

112 Kerckhoff Hall

Classified Phone: 825-2221

FURNITU
Bedroom set cost $1200 Sacrifice $450
Dining room set $695 Hide-a-bedl* $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk $150 Wall
unit $J50 Mattress and boxspnng $150
Dinette set $150 Brass headboard^ $i 50_
Reclmer $T95 Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984, cost $600 Sacrifice
$160 Items never used 393-2338

Furniture-moving sale' Nice furniture, must
sell Bed. couch, chairs, etc Call 477-

'

5236

KING size mattress, 2-t>ox springs, frame
All for $150 2-matching chests, $75 both
Black metal desk with L. $100 Call 552-
1897

Scientific assistant wanted. Library and lab
experience. Send resume to Henry
Tsutomu Tai, M.D.. P.O. Box 335. Pacific
Palisades. CA. 90272.

SECRETARY Part-time. Westchester
:^mall office, all skills, some Spanish
670-7664.

...... %j-t •

\ M NNOUNCEMENTS

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS Meetings:
12 10-120 Mondays. Moore Hall 305,
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476

OOD DEALS

UBJECTS NEEDED 12-A«PREGNANCY

VyQMEN^MoUi-efKtometriOBie who doo i ro to

20-B

SECRETARY. Part-time. Westchester.
Small office, all skills, some Spanish
670-7664.

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm,
BA degree, GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE

-AGQces required. Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in
MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical,
top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000 ^
SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs se-
cond year law student to handle tax.
business, and litigation matters. Call 652-
5010.

flPTQ rn QUADC... ...... • .^' \Jt Hit f^

NEED Roommate for 2-bedroom apt-
Palms. Pool. Available 9/1. $385 plus $200
deposit. 213-2021273 eves.

ROOMMATE wanted to share 2-bedroom.
2-bath Fox Hills apt with UCLA senior

Pool, tennis, securtty-parking. $397.50.
410-9182.

MUlUb hUH SALE 112-K

HOUSE FOR RENT. 56-F

participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed tif?
standard forms of therapy Call 825-7755.

-OLYiyrPTC^13Tnsr^am/Press-Set. Sam/
Movie camera Sam/Medical , Pose 50
others. 764-9707 after five 1

I I OLYMPIC PTfsiS? Sponsor pins! Team pins,
China, Israel, etc. Tremendous selection'
Larry 470-1903 leave message
OLYMPIC PINS! Sponsor pins! Team pins,
China, Is raej, etc. Tremendous selectioni
La^'y 470-t903^Tegve TTiessage;

Please Note:
The Bruin is not responsible

for minor typographical
errors.

FREE PREGNANCY
=j:esting^—

XTassffied ads are non-
refundable.

SUBJECTS NEEDED 12-ABBUSINESS PROPERTIES 25-C
MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
ten Provlrtftfl Hall 825.8683

GENERAL Contractor needs investor to
share wealth from acquiring foreclosure
property 50K minimum. Petar. 213-202-
1 <• n

.

Unwanted Pregnancv
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive

— Gynecology ——
services

special discount for
students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657 4269

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. 30-A

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

r.'!!!«.!l*^^'!!?^
'ncreases and career oppdr-

Uinitios for inielttgem,' cdnscientousr
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plusBA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAf or
tiHE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright.
narU'wuiking people.. We'jB the best place
aroyd. 213-827-5000. i-^-.^^-^.

~HTJ5^TNF^^rpg^Q^^AL SECRETAR Y
["rfw^l

^^'.''"^^ psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA. Receptionist typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance, errands! '5-

20 flexible hours/week. Ideal for student.
$5 00/hour start xiepmaing on experience
Must have car. Available August 15 Call
now: 476-4453

CHILD care needed. Early mornings Good

^75>l 76

'

r^ ^° ''^"'^"^ ^'"' ^^«"*"gs.'

CLINICAL Therapist need full or part-time
in Beverly Hills orthopaedic office
Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

COUNSELOR full-time/part-time positi^
counseling t^gnaga hnys at reeidoBtial— a—'vvi iHKH nuya ai—reeioo wtia l

eeatnnent center. Excellent benefits Entrv
level positions. Call 8 18-347- 1326.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs part-
time (afternoons) file clerk. Experience re-
qulred. Call 652-5010.

STOCK Clerk and sales, salary and com-
mission, excellent opportunity. Call
(818)894-2077 _-^_-.

WRITER Intern wanted for professional
Writers workshop. Send letter or resume
to Camfard Publishing. 90430 World Way
Center. LA 90009

iiwiiuyii!«fiijiHiaiBBaB

rCrf-ISfTiw PwC«piiOfll»i
Beverly Hills Law Firm Is seeking
an artleijiate, bright,
energetic, receptionist to
work Mon.-Fridoy 3pm-Apm

$2450. Bel Air. Spacious 4 bedroom. 2V2
bath. Excellent location, neighborhood, air.

Private setting. 627-7788.

HOUSE TO SHARE 57-F
FEMALE SINGLE TO SHARE 5-

BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST L.A. QUIET
LUXURIOUS 3600 SO. FEET. $450 IN-

CLUDES UTILITIES. LILLY (213)466-2447.

Share cute Reseda House w-prof. female
and daughter-3 year. Gdner-washer-dryer.

Near fwy. Avail. -9/15. $300-1/2. 345-5884.

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
HILLS Honey $169,950. reduced
Spacious, ^^ove-in. S-bedroom, 2-bath.

family room home. 2-fireplaces Great
kitchen with built-ins. Spa. Sands
Realtors-Bert/Johnny. 391-6721; 472-0361.

STEAL it! Sparkling clean. 2-bedroom/2-
bath condo in WLA. north of Olympic.
Move-in condition. Bright upstairs unit.

$119,950 Sheri, Fred Sands Realtors,
Nights: 837-5660, Days: 391-6721.

W^stside Village. 3 bedroom. 2&1/2 bath,

Ir., dr., family room. Owner. $285,000.
213-475-1616.

IthHMIJIrMJJtldM—=Tn^

GRAD student and daughter (lOyrs) need
housing with single parent or other.

Suzanne 821-3669/883-9757.

AT WESTWOOD(^

1980 Honda Civic, 5-speed New radial

tires, roof-rack Original owner. Excellent
condition $4100/obo 559-3726

'62 Corvette two-top excellent condition
327 engine Beautiful car. Best offer 208-
5920.

'70 VW new paint/interior $1800 ex-condi-
tion. 399-6953.

ISCELLANEOUS 128-'

LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings,
and prints from studio Call tor appoint-
ment. 393-8848.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 129
PIANO for sale Excellent condition $1099
Call 391-8833 evenings

'71 Toronado Oldsmobile Good transpor-
tation Very clean: Needs battery. $850
208-5920

PETS 130-'

Seal Point Himmalayen kittens. Too cute.
Registered w/ ACFA $195 Call Kim 475-
8986

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. 62-F

Com fVauta. 273-ofc4.
Houaas itt ing and light housekeeping plus
$mall Salary. Male only, Referencas re-i

quired. 213-276-0733.

r

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS
( 1

Night valet parking, Secured
building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room, Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,

(M\^Z^-ZZZ\

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

Y
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MEET THE
ATHLETES'
They're here!! Thousands of athletes - from Algeria to

Zimbabwe - are staying at UCLA's Olympic Village.

When they aren't training for the Games, they're out
exploring our Central Plaza area and mingling with the

crowds. Keep your eyes open, and you're bound to
noeet an Olympic competitor!

IIGRET

TO ENJOY
H C

OLYMPICSr
dp

DISCOVER TRADING!

WxHERE?
UCLA's Olympic activity centers on the
campus* Central Plaza, located at the end of
Westwood Boulevard where the street
becomes a pedestrian mall.
The easiest way to travel to UCLA is to

use the RTD. Santa Monica, or Culver City
buses. All offer direct service to UCLA.

^oyi'ViSfie fots ofpeople wearing vests, shirts, and hats covered with colorful enamel pins. These
pin traders are busy exchanging Olympic pins representing different countries, events, and loca-
tions. Americans discovered this favorite European pastime in Sarajevo, and you'll see athletes,

students, visitors and Olympic staffers building their collections in our Central Plaza. If you want
to join in. all you have to do is buy a few pins for yourself and wear them on your shirt. Watch for

someone wearing different pins, propose a trade, and see your collection grow!

V
F R E EAINST AG E

ENTERTAINMENT
Jazz mu^\Q\^t\i, Mfmes, Magicians, Dance
Troupes anKl more appear on our Malpstage
across from Olympic Village "City Hall." You
n^M^T know what you'll findll ¥r^e entertain-
ment \% scheduled from 10 am to 10 pm every-
day. Relax and enjoy the festive atmosphere. It's

^ great way to meet foreign yi\^\xoT% and
athletesi

There are plenty of restaurants
on <ampus offering everything
from pizza ta ire cream! Right
across from the Olympic Village
City Hall is Ackerman Union.
On First Floor Ackerman is The
T r e eh ou s e, fo r A sTarT
specialties, pasta, grilled sand-
wiches, subs, or a salad bar.
The Cooperage on A-LeveL
Ackerman features Mexicari
food and made-to-order pizza.
Our own Baskin Robbins ice
cream parlor is located in the
Kerckhoff Coffee House, next
door to Ackerman. Wine and
beer plus nachos and other food
carl"' be found at the Hungry
Tiger Cantina overlooking th€
Mainstage. Or, you can munch"
popcorn, Mrs. Field's coookies
and other treats on the Plaza!

OUVENIRS
A huge assortment of UCLA and

Olympic souvtnirs, posters, tMioks,

and mayazines^can be found in the

UCLA booicstore iocated in the Cen-

J^UPIaza. We have an especiatty

lanie collection of souvenir t-shirts,

and our sportswear departments

carry brand names iilce Levi, Nilce

and Asics Tiger. Talce advantage of

our regular low prices and picic up a

^memento of the '84 Games!

Clip These
#«r Extra Savings*

Coupons for ^y^_ —
r

\
' ""

L
,

L

At^r**^^ .« ^° \. of

CO"*' „,

At"

-^*>.s'' ^

PHOTOS
Tak« a picture of th« lantastic lacadm
of th« Olympic Village City Halll

You don't ••!! no^d a camera —
woll loan you ono Iroo whon you
buy Kodak film.

A8U0LA STUOinS' STORE • 808 WtslWMd Flaia
Lof Anltltt, OA 00084 • (818) 888-7711
Opn 7 days wm -"

X
UCLA

fieview: Eddy Grant, the Cure. Industry and
Siouxsie have one thing in common ~ they
each are reviewed. Page 14. '

Viewpoint: An English major argues for a
return to pure democracy. Page 7.

hMride Sports: A look twick at the victors and the less
^ottvna^di^ XXIII Olympiad and one of the greatest diver
olttie Olympics. Greg Louganis accompanied by the graceful
SMtmnners of synchronized swimming.

«^Monday. August 13. 1984

Athletes praise

UCLA's Village

and surroudings
By Philipp Gollner
Senior Staff Writer

Despite crowded rooms and
_noisy helicopters which buzz-
ed overhead in the early mor-
ning hours, athletes staying at
^UCLA's Olympic Village were
generally pleased with the
campus and nearby
Westwood.

"It's absolutely beautiful
here," said Miguel Oliveira, a
masseur for the Brazilian soc-
cer team. "The people, the
surroundings, are really top
notch." Oliveira said there
was "no comparison" between
UCLA and Stanford Universi-
ty, where the team played
several matches.

Martin Brill, a fencer from |New Zealand, said he enjoyed g
the easy-going atmosphere of fe

UCLA's Olympic Village. ^

"Everything was easy. You
|

could do anything at night i
you wanted to," he said.

""

In thl"vniig!!'thS >ou ^JTo
°"*"°""^ -'^'' '^ "°^'"« "^° fa"*^ th,, th, worfc. - «i.a.p.^m^-m th, <>»ng C«.monies last niflht in Los Anfletes.

sort of remember you weren't
at UCLA when you went to

Westwood." His only com-
plaint concerned the strict

discipline that team managers
imposed on their athletes.

party
By Lynne Weil. SeoiorStoff Writer Coliseum Sunday night were.
A hundred thousand voices in the words of one observer,

cheered the closing of the Cames "breathtaking, awesome.

"

"The management of the of the XXIII Olympiad. A hun- Some spectators paid up to
teams was a bit tough," he dred thousand people were en- $2,000 to view the four-hour
said. "There were no goings thralled. They had ample reason festivites. Others looked on for

^":,^_ .. _,.,, - , „ — the fanfare, the fireworks, free — volunteers for the LosUCLA s Village fared well the spirit of global friendship Angeles Olympic Organizing
Continued on Page 6 that pervaded the Los Angeles Committee, for example, had

'Bsident demes income tax hika
Reagan says any increase would be a 'last resort'

By R. Gregory Nokes. Associated Press

SANTA BARBARA, Calif. — Apparently
acknowledging there might be cir-
cumstances requiring higher taxes. President
Ronald Reagan said Sunday he would raise
them in a second term only as "a last
resort."

In a statement released to reporters,
Reagan said he "would not consider" raising
personal income taxes, but did not extend

-that prohibition to other taxes. '. — """

In his statement, Reagan said raising
taxes was "a first resort" for his Democratic
opponent, Walter Mondale» adding, "for
me it is a last resort."

Reagan repeated that he has no plan to
raise taxes nor will he allow any plans for a
tax increase.

"A President of the United States shouI4
never say never, but a tax increase has
always been for me a last resort," Reagan
said. "1 will first want to do everything I

can to reduce the deficit by keeping our
economy growing and reducing wasteful
federal spending."

Reagan also said he agreed with a state-

ment by Vice President George Bush on
Aug. 6 that he should keep his options open
on increasing some taxes other than per-
sonal income taxes." ...

In addition, th^ White House released a
list of questions that have been put to

One question was, "Are you ruling out
other tax increases in additon to personal
income taxes?" Reagan's answer: "I will
do everything I can to avoid raising taxes
on the American people. I will try to
reduce the deficit by continuing strong
economic growth and reducing wasteful
federal spending."
Reagan was also asked if he agreed with

Bush's remarks. His reply: "Yes, but that
does not in any way lessen my stroflg op-
position to increasing taxes, f would seek to
reduce the deficit by continuing strong
economic growth and reducing wasteful
spending and doing everything I could to
avoid raising taxes."

The statement was issued as an attempt
to clarify responses by the President and
other Administration officials to Mondale's
allegation that Reagan has "a secret plan"
to raise taxes if elected to a second term.
Mondale has said he wQuld have to raise

taxes if elected President to slash the federal
deficit, and Reagan again attacked Mondale
for allegedly choosing tax increases over
spending reductions.

"My opponent has spent his political life

supporting more taxes and more spending,"
Reagan said. "Fpr him, raising taxes is a
first resort. For me, itrjs a last resort."

"As I said in my la^t press conference,
after -^ ^nd only after — wasteful gov-
ernment spending h«s been reduced to its

paid their way in time spent
working at Olympic events. But
all who attended got a chance
to take part in the pageantr\\

The audience cheered, sang the
National Anthem and shined
red, white and blue flashlights

provided to all for the
occassion.

"I've been covering the Olym-
pics from the ver\' beginning,"
«iid ARC terhnician F.d,

ousak, who has worked in tele-

vision for 35 >'ears. *This was a
great way to end it all." Mag-

Qusak supervised the camera-
work for the Closing Cere-
monies.

"I was very impressed," K^ag-

ousak added. "During all of my

years in show business, this is

the finest spectacle to date."
Even those known for not

being easily impressed enjoyed
the Closing Ceremonies. "I had
a wonderful time," film star Jack
Nicholson said. "They really

know how to put on a show, I

especially liked the fireworks."
The 45-minute fireworks dis-

play of which Nicholson spoke
byii

It highlighted a tribute to Olym-
pic history.

Music for the Closing Cere-
monies ran the gamut from sym-
phony to soul. An ail-volunteer
orchestra, choir aira rtiarching^

band provided patriotic tunes.

Continued on Page 4

CHP chopper crashes
ic venuesnear

Reagan—en

—

the tax—issues and—Reagan's absolute minimum would I uuiisider raising
answers on those issues:

trmsi

Continued on Page 5

By Lynn Elber. Associated Pr^^

LOS ANGELES — A California Highway Patrol helicopter
crashed Sunday on the Harbor Freeway near the Los Angeles
Memorial Coliseum, five hours before the Olympic Games Clos-
ing Ceremonies were scheduled to begin.

Three people aboard the craft were taken to County-USC
Medical Center, two of them suffering minor injuries aod JL
third with slightly more serious injuries, CHP Officer Bill

Knight said.

The helicopter "just lost power," said Roy Hamada, owner of
a Mobil gas station near the crash that occurred in the south-
bound lanes of the freeway at Exposition^^ulevard, a main of-

framp to Exposition Park.
The area near the accident contains the Coliseum, the Sports

Arena and the University of Southern California campus — site

of Qne of the 01>Tnpic Villages — and the swimming Venue
where platform diving competitioi\ had ended shortly before the
accident.

The helicopter was surveying traffic over Exposition Park,
CHP spokesman Gabriel Sanchez said.

Alfrrrin Cfdilln Ahdala, a parking lot attgnciant on Flower
Street near the site, said the chopper "was very low. It seemed

Continued on Page 5

r
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Goodbye MoiyAnn,
-^We'll miss^you!!!

-xr^

Our Media Advfser, MaryAnn,
is going off to o mysterious land
to work her way thirougti

low sctKX>l at SMU
xind wori< witti their newspaper clan.

On The Dolly Campus she'W be strong,

arxj we know ttKit she'll get along
with the new little poops
wfio'll get all the great scoops,
because she won't teach ttiem no wrong.

Your leaving breaks our tiearts,

but we know you need a fresh start

so go set them right

with your spirit and fight,

but remember, you're a Bruin at heart.

DD^ffl news Peter Pae. News Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Assistant News Editor

Adolescent traininfl

Program teaches teens
to counsel peers on sex

I
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iMMIGRATrON
over 40 years of experience

• Permanent Resident Status
(Green Card)

• Permission to Work

• Temporary Visas

Deportation

US, Citizenship

Political Asylum

Call the Law office of

By Christina Skacan. Staff Writer

_
Teenagers can learn to be senstive, well-informed sources on

the topic of sexuality for their peers through a new. teen-ad-
vocate program here. * x .

' f
Adolescents need to make serious decisions about 'sexuality

and they often seek help ^nd counseling from other teenagers!
said Program Coordinator Marge Wurgel.

Wurgel, who has a master's degree in public health,
developed the Teen-Advocate/Peer Outreach Program at theUCLA Medical Center. The purpose of the program is to
educate teenagers about sexuality and to increase communica-
Uon among peers, Wurgel said, adding that the program is
specifically for addtescents on the Westside.

"Adolescents face difficulties in decisions on sexuality and
birth control," Wurgel said. "Teenagers rely on other teenagers
for information and support."
The teen-advocates will offer presentations providing infor-

mation to teenagers and youth- and community-group staff
members, Wurgel said, adding that the program will also in-
clude workshops for parents.

In addition, the teen-advocates will provide both oppor-
tunities for discussion through informal interaction with their
peers and a referral service directing peers to places where they
can receive help, Wurgel said.

Wurgel and her aiSsistant, Robert Lien, a UCLA Public
Health doctoral student, will begin training 12 teen-advocates
today.

The teenagers, who are 16 to 17 years old, will undergo'60
hours of training to build their communication skills and their
skills m dealing with groups, Wurgel said. The training will
also cover topics such as anatomy, birth control, sexuality and
pregnancy, she added.
The initial training will be followed by further sessions which

will be held every other week. In addition to the training, the
teen-advocates will begin forming contacts with the existing
teenage-counseling network on the Westside, Wurgel said.

Community-service centers including the Jewish Family Ser-

J Contitiued on Page 5

Israeli athletes concentrate oh sports
TBam members steer clear of the political arena
By Jerry Abeles, Manapni Editor

Bi-Rite Drug Stores
Your Complete Drug Store

Tasofif and Tasoff
a professiona l corporat iu ir

(213)474-2545
10880 Wilshire Blvd. (at Westwood Blvd.)

Westwood, CA.

NOW AVAILABLE IN THE
ASUCLA STUDENTS' STORE

IIGO FORTHE^GOLEhW
OUR CARS OFFER FULLY STOCKED BARS,
C> MOONROOF, AM/FM CASSETTE, TV

AND SOME VCR'S,

WE ALSO HAVE BODY GUARD AND
SECURITY-SERVICEAVAILABLE

984-2200 877-3020

WITH SAI LING7CATAMARAN
WINDSURFING,

KEELBOAT, CANOEING
No experience necessary for most classes

Enrollment Thursday, Aug. 16
Women's Pool Green

9am til 3pm

For information call 825-3701

A pmgrani offered by Cultural and R^reational Uepartment

The tragedy in the 1972 Olympics at
, Munich, where 11 Israeh athletes were kill-

ed by a group of terrorists, is not a primary
concern for the athletes on the 1984 Israeli
team.

"If you think about it (terrorist activity),
you open the door for'more action," said
Shem-Tov Sabag, a marathon runner for
the Israeli team. 'Things like that (Munich)
you want to put in the back of your mind
and just look forward to your race and the
things that are going to happen around the
Olympics."
The security for the Israeli team was

tighter than security for any of the other
delegations. The Los Angeles Police
Department and an Israeli security force
dosed the dormitory floor inhabited by the
Israeli athletes to all visitors.

The Israeli consulate in Los Angeles set
up an elaborate surveillance system which
monitors everything oh the team's floor,
Sabag said, jThe LAPD provides additional
security for the athletes when they travel to
and from any event or reception held in
their honor.

Security forces discourage the Israelis
from wearing their team jackets, uniforms
or any other items which identify them as
Israelis when they leave the Olympic
Village. "We want (to wear them), but we
can't. You don't have to push your luck too
far," said Israeli Tennis Coach Shlomo
Zoreff.

Zoreff described the density of security
personnel for the Games as "Worse (than in
Israel)." "But," he added, "we appreciate it

very much."

"You remember it (Munich) just because
you want to know where you came from
and who you're representing. You never
think about it in terms of security," Sabag
said.

*

Interaction with Arab teams
Seven teams from Arab countries

(Bahrain, Bhutan, Djibouti, Jordan,
Morocco, Oman and Tunisia) are also hous-
ed at the UCLA Village. Amiram Bendel,
Los Angeles coordinator of the Institute of
Students and Faculty on Israel, views the
Olympics as providing a "positive at-
mosphere, one in which, hopefully, a seed
of hope will be planted (for peace in the
Middle East)."

Zoreff described one interaction with
members of the Morocco team. "They're
very nice players. We really don't talk
about politics

"

/Sabag echoed Bendel's sentiments when
he said, "I think at the Opening Ceremo-
nies, when we sang the song "Reach Out
and Touch," it was something sensational.
The gathering of people from all over the
worid and holding fcfands and dancing and
singing, who have bnly one thing in com-
mon is sportsmanship — it's something'
beautiful, and I hope that all those athletes
will know to bring these feelings back
home." Sabag added, "The more we do
things like this, the more it will bring us
closer."

Israel Sports Federation President
Michael Zeltner said he was impressed by
what h» called "the pure patriotism of
Americans." *'I find it touching how
Americans love their country," he said.

Continued on Page 5
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Solidarity

to famed
supporters
Hollywood

add
sign

BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed
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TAKE AtJYOf 7H15 PtRSONAiVf.m REAP YOU YOUR 5m(m
Mi THf F0L15 WIS MORNINO.

—LOS ANGELES (AP> -A Polish-AmericaiL group Sunday
hoisted a message of support for the Olympics and criticism of
the Soviet Union underneath the landmark "Hollywood" sign in
the hills above Los Angeles.
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"Solidarnosc Lives, Renounce Yalta" read the sign proclaim-
ing support for the Polish trade union Solidarity, spokesman
Adam Kiernik said.

Raised on wooden posts by 15 members of the Pomost Socio-
political Movement, the 12-foot-high cloth sign was taken down
two hours later at the request of police, Kiernik said.

Sixteen other group members sent white balloons aloft while
,
a single-engine plane flying overhead towed a banner reading
"Solidarnosc Poland's Marathon To Freedom," Kiernik said.

Although the demonstrators were trespassing on city park
land and didn't have a permit, police Sgt. Peter Grupt said they
cooperated with officers, and no arrests were made.
"They went up at 9 a.m. At 11 a.m., they made their march

back down," G/upt said.

Kiernik explained the reason for the demonstration.
"The first purpose was to show that Polish Olympic athletes,—the Polish trade union Solidarity as well as vtrttially all the peo-

ple in Poland support the 1984 Olympic Games," he said.

**It -is^only the Kremlin and the Polish regime thdt prevented
athletes from the Communist countries from attending the ^^ . ^
Olympic Games," he said. "The Soviet force once again won f^OI^OfnOmOQ
over the will of the people." \^d CI !/ IICO

Kiernik said the demonstration was also intended as a call to

renounce the World War II Yalta Agreement between the Unit-
ed States, the Soviet Union and Great Britain. It set up the
s^Axeres of influence between East and West.
The agreement "divided Europe in half (although) countries

such as Poland whose fate was being decided were not repre-
sented," he said.

The Pomost is a Chicago- ba.sed group formed "to build a
bridge between the freedom-loving people behind the Iron Cur-
tain and the peftple in the United States," he said.
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Continued from Page 1

Pop star Lionel Richie had the

crowd on its feet as he sang his

hit song "All Night Long" with
lyrics modified for the
occasion.

But lights and music were only

part of the evening's celebra-

tion. Early on, medals were
awarded for the day's finals in

he mfen's marathon and eques-
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trian events. Flags were raised

and the crowd joined in singing
the national anthems of Greece,
United States and South Korea.
After closing remarks by
LAOOC President Peter.Ueber-
roth and IOC President Juan
Antonio Samaranch, the Olym-
pic flag was lowered and the
flame extinguished.

The people to whom the
Ceremonies were dedicated —
the athletes — crowded the

field. After the events, they
danced and sang together. Some
teams used their huge flags to
toss each other in the air. The
athletes seemed to enjoy the
event. "It was great," U.S. track
team member and former
UCLA student Karin Smith
cheered after it was over; Smith
has thrown the javelin in previ-
ous Olympic Games. "This is

the greatest Closing Ceremo-
nies I've seen."
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Copter crash
'>

Continued from Page 1

like it was gonna land pretty well, but the helicopter rotor hit a
semi-truck alongside it" and crashed.

"I saw the guy who was in control of the copter jump offar^he pulled two bodies^ut of there/' Abdala said, adding
that the pilor and one otiier persoiTIn We chopper were wearing
uniforms, but the third person was not.

There was no explosion or fire, and the only sound was a
-crunch When it (theTieTicopter) hit the ground,^-Hamadasa1d7

Flymg debris from the accident struck a vehicle passing nor-
thbound on the freeway, but the driver of that car apparently
was uninjured. Knight said.

Hamada said that driver parked his car at Hamada's gas sta-
tion and continued on foot to the Olympics' Closing Ceremo-
nies.

Both northbound and southbound lanes in the area were clos-
ed for about an hour, but two northbound lanes were reopened
by 3 p.m., the CHP said.

There was no immediate word on the cause of the crash.

Reagan
Continued from Page 1

taxes to eliminate any gap be-
tweei. revenues and expen-
ditures," the President said.
~T^ven then, I would not con-
sider raising the personal in-
come taxes of working
Americans."

Reagan charged that Mon-
dale's promise to reduce the
federal deficit by two-thirds in
four years would recjuire a
$135 billion tax hike if Mon-

dale also kept his other cam-
paign pledges.

"My opponent owes the
American people an explana-
tion of exactly how and why
he would impose this enori-
mous and stifling burden of
additional taxes on the
American people — over
$1,5(X) in additional taxes for
every American household."
The Mondale cam^ has not

acknowledged that its spen-
ding and deficit reduction
plans would cost that much.

Teen-advocate$
Continued from Page 3

vices, the Young Men's Christian Association, the Young
Women's Christian Association and some .boys' and girls' clubs
have offered to assist the program by providing the opportunity
for the teen-advocates to work in the community, she added.

Wurgel said she and Lien advertised at local youth centers,
clubs, church groups and family planning centers on the
Westside. The teenagers in the program were selected after an
application and interviewing process.
"We were looking for teenagers with open-mindedness to dif-

ferent behaviors and attitudes" as well as some prior contact
with social groups,L Wurgel explained. The teep-advocates have
diverse racial, social and economic backgrounds as well as dif-

ferent interests, she added.
The program, which is sponsored by the State Office of Fam-

ily Planning and conducted in coniunction with the UCLA
Family Planning Center, was origin3jly funded for one year.
Wurgel said she is currently applying for a three-year extension
of the grant, and eventually, she and Lien would like to extend
the teen-advocate program into the Los Angeles school system.

Israeli athletes
Continued from Page 3
Most impressive, he added,
was how the Americans
chanted "USAl USAl" not out
of hatred for the other teams,
but out of love for their own
athletes^

Sabag noted that there is an
increased interest in sports in

Israel, but he also recognizes
the limits which may soon be

reached. "When a country is

4wkI struggle
and has so many problems
with its economy and security,

-Sports J& obviously one of the
last problems to be taken care
of."

"The Olympics is the par-
ticipation and the dream," he
continued. "Being here is pro-

bably 90 percent (of the
t|irill). The rest, you do
whatever you can."
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Continued from Page 1
when compared to its
counterpart at USC. "We
didn't like USC at all," said

British swimmer Andrew
Jameson. .**It was scummy."
By comparison, he noted that
UCLA was "a really great
Village."

Liechtenstein '^ team doctor-
Hanspeter Probst expressed
similar sentiments. "The loca-

tion here (at UCLA) is super,"
he said.

Although most athletes said
they were satisfied with their
living quarters^ some com-
plained that organizers did not
do enough to make athletes

comfortable. Probst said the
athletes' quarters were "too
simple. They were like
military barracks."

"We (the Swiss) are used to

having flowing water in our
rooms," Probst added. But he
did compliment organizers for

keeping Villa'ge facilities
-dean
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Other athletes complained
about minor problems. "They
didn't change the toilet rolls

frequently enough," said New
Zealand fencer John Cocker.
"There were a lot of nervous
guys (in need of toilet paper)
before the events."

Cocker also complained
about an incident which near-
ly kept him out of the com-
petitions. "My bed collapsed.
It just about blew me up," he
said. That mishap "almost put
four years of training f<down
the drain," he added.
Then there were the

helicopters at 3:(X) a.m. "The
helicopters were a pain in the
ass," Cocker complained.

u;. And crowded rooms didn't
make things much better.
"Four athletes to a room was
a bit much," said Wendy
Green, a rower from Great
Britain who stayed in Rieber
Hall.

But aside from these com-
plaints, all of the athletes who
were interviewed praised
UCLA's Olympic Village. In
the words of Chilean track
and field competitor Gert
Weil, "It was amazing to stay
here."
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A complex world
By David Slurgis

Today's world is infinitely cx>mplex. Not only do we

and ZhTa 'J^ '^ ""^ instantaneous communicationand probmg media coverage bring the rest of the worldclc^r to hon^ than ever before in the history of mankind

r.lL 'r^.'^^'^^y ^^ wrought a scheme of international
rela lonships that demands understandings far more ?nsightful than those required of our fathe^ and ^andfL

Yet the trend in the United States todav is in 'the op-posite direction. The abuses we have suffered in theTnte^-
national arena in the past thirty years have spawned a

kn^Trl Tk"^ "J^"''
Americans to react in a defensive

^mnl!^ I J"""
^o issues they don't take, the time tocom pletely understand. *

Tnis resiresponse most often takes the form of arrogant self-nghteousn^s, a belief that America is the model of perfec-
tion and those who don t agree can go to the Devil. Iagree hat our country' is ver>' special and does havesomething to add to the world.
However, I believe that to do so we must return to our

^^ -true -democratic principles which will lead us to unders-tand that we must continue to add to our record of in-novation and courage rather than stand smuglv on past
accomplishments. • ^

I am most disturbed, by arrogant Americans primarilv
because of the opportunity for^ fresh leadership that iswasted by our belief that we have accomplished
everything possible for this country (in a mere 200 years)

of fh^glob^
""""^ '^^'^'' ^"^ ^""^^ """^ '^'"*^ ^"^ ^* ^"""^^^

f T^f ^*f* .^\ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ "^* *^" closed on this pro-
toi/nd political experiment of which we are a part Lack
of further growth, both personal and as a nation, is cer-
tain death foi: a system that is founded on the responsibili.

toler

^ ^^^^^^ to be well-informed and culturally

Indeed, we live under a set of values as oppressive as
any totalitarian regime in its demand for respect for
human dignity and true self-determinism. This is our in-
herited responsibility, regardless of whether it seems prac-
tical in the worid of 1984.

This, then, is our challenge — to find a way, through
national example, of affecting positive movement in a
world that so desperately needs such ideals.
Our current spokesmen in Washington seem vastly out

of touch with these basic understandings. In Nicaragua
and El Salvador we stand against liberty and self-rule.

While there is certainly a Marxist presence in these
countries, our support of the United Fruit/Fourteen family
oligarchy in El Salvador and our acts of war against the
govcmmenrof Nicaragua Is^noTaTbetter alternative tHanT
Marxism.

^
Our record is equally poor in Peru, Chile, Guatemala,

Iran and the Philipinesr. ReaganV^^^shftiingcltyr^fra^tniris'^
little more than a radioactive dump casting a pall on our
future.

It is in this area of international relations that the U.S.
and the Soviets should ideally have the greatest
divergence. While democracy is theoretically tolerant and
respectful, the Marxist dogma is inherently arrogant ds it

is burdened with the notion that Communism represents
the inevitable culmination of social conflict.

It is this perverse self-image of perfection that is so
threatening to many of us Americans, yet we tolerate,
even promote, the same attitude in our own government.
The net result is that to much of the world we appear no
different than our theoretical oppositcs — the Soviets.

We must come to understand that it is in ouf strong
self-interest to revive the spirit of political experimentation
of which this nation was violently cast.

We must resuscitate our inbred respect for diverse ideas
and cultures. It is up to us who live in this unique period
of history to find a way out of the morass of conflict and
confrontation into which the obsolete ideas of our
predecessors have led us.

*

We must come to understand that the potential strength
of and the greatest threat to the United States comes from
within; it is with we ourselves and the way we conduct
our lives and our democracy. '

There is no weaker [X)litical system than a democracy
composed of robots and cowards who swallow the party
line and parrot the "experts."

Th^re is no more pjowerful creative force than a
democracy of reasonable, vibrant, >yell-informed citizen*,

who take it upoh themselves to be experts and who de-

mand strict adherance to the basic human values which
form thg basis for seii rule .

Letters

Olympics

Sturgis is a junior majoring in English.

^^

Editor:

With the athletes gone, and
the first successful privately
funded Olympic Games over
with, I find I really have no
strong feelings abou^ the
Olympics, just a sort of post-
finals-like weariness.

Don't get me wrong; it was
a lot of fun, and more than
memorable. I really enjoyed
it, especially the chan€}e to
meet people from all around
the world.
A little sleep will solve any

problems I had with the
Olympics. There was much to
do during the past weeks —
competition was entertaining,
and the work I did was inter-
esting, challenging and food
for the soul.

The students who stuck
around this summer piilled off
a major operation by helping
to feed, entertain and house
all those visitors. TtVTare to
see people work so much and
try so hard to get the job
-done,-and to Tlo it right .

That makes me prouder
than watching the U.S. win a
shower of medals. After the
final scores fade from my
memory, I'll remember work-
ing with bleary-eyed, ex-
hausted students who still had
enough energy to joke as they
prepared fck)d for Los Angeles
visitors.

ril remember working with
friendly, pin-trading LAOOC
volunteers, munching official

snack food M & M's and argu-
ing over who had the ugliest

uniforms. I'll remember
dusting off my broken French
and German to greet athletes
and journalists, and using sign
language with an Indonesian
tennis player who wanted to
trade pins.

ril remember having my
badge checked by security
guards who knew me by my
first name. Those guards must
have had a great sense of
humor to survive checking
pToissant sandwiches and fruit

platters for bombs when
ASU^LA made early morning
19elivfe^ies to the tennis
stadium.

Thanks to excellent security,

I'll remember looking at the
dorms from my backyard, and
noticing how strange it was to
see the rooms all dark when it

was barely midnight.
I'll remember hearing

athletes and visitors talking
about the "best t-shirt places
in Westwood."

ril remember wishing the
Games wpuld^nd sbon, and I
remember wishing they'd
never end.

I don't know if the Olym-
pics will be returning to Los
Angeles any time during my
lifetime, but if they should
drop by in another 52 years or
so, and I'm still around, you'll

see me. I'll be on the news
with my original souvenirs.
Most people are saving* pins.

I'm saving a box lunch. I

think it will keep — I've had
it two weeks, and it hasn't
changed a bit.

Jean-Pierre Cativiela

Sophomore

English

Cativiela is the assistant
news editui Jor the Bruin.

the union.

Though I have never sup-
ported or joined AFSCMK, 1

am automatically and unwill-
ingly represented by it because
of my jgb classification.

My office-mates, though
performihg virtually the same
duties as I, are classified as

technical employees, and are,
therefore, not represented^y^
the union.

Thanks to AFSCME's
unflagging, sacrificial efforts,
I received an eight and a half
percent increase while my
poor, unrepresented co-
workers received a nine per-
cent pay increase.

I would also like to thank
the Bruin's incisive journalistic
style for reporting the results
of AFSCME's negotiations
without ever mentioning the
fact that the union actually
settled for less than that
received by unrepresented
employees.

"

This journalistic omission
gave uninformed readers the -

AFSCME
Editor:

I would like to thank "my"
union, AFSCME, for garner-
ing such a whopping increase
in my pay rate after "only" a
year of representation.

Due to a technicality, I am
considered a clerical worker
and am thus represented by

-trnpT^sfon that AFSCME's ef-

forts were successful when, in
fact, it is clear that the union
represented employees got the
-^ort end of the stick. 1

If this is "representation," I

think I'd rather go it alone in
the cold, cruel world. Unfor-
tunately, I don't have that
choice.

Carol Hansen
O.I.D.

Audio Visual Services

QocBUsi daily bruin

the games were only news-
-^worthy when they were sup-
poset^lo b©» ••••••«^*»«»»" •>• *
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are

able

because^

think

are

able
(Clockwise from bottom left): One slip on the four-inch
wrde balance can leave 70u hanging on for dear
life;Switzerland's Gaby Andersen-Scheiss battled her way
to a 37th place finish in the women's first-ever marathon;
Great Britain's Steve Ovett failed to finish the 80(Xand
1,500 meter finals; Dwight Stones placed a disappointing
fourth in the high jump; Valerie Brisco-Hook? and Florence
Griffith celebrated ^fter they went 1-2, in the 200 meters;
UCLA's Peter Vidmar (middle) and Bart Conner exhault
after the U.S. men's gym'nastics stunning gold medal
victory in the team con^H^etition; Carl Lewis duplicated the
feat of Jesse Owens by winning four gold medals ; little

Joan Benoit was a big winner in the women's marathon in

a time of 2 hours,24:52; West Germany's Micrtael Gross,
flashed the victory sign after the 200 metfir fmft5;tylf> and
1 00 butterfly;

r

1
1
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Louganis wins second gold in perfect form
By Kati Rocky. Staff Writer

Men's Diving
^any have called ^im the

greatest athlete of our time, and
though this cannot be proven,
theUnited Statesr' Greg Louganis
did prove he is the world's great-
est diver this weekend.

Louganis was favored to win
two gold medals, and he did in
the spingboard and platform
competitions.

Although it is not unheard of
for an Olympic athlete to take
more than one gold medal, the
degree by which Louganis won
was amazing. His world record
score of 710.91 placed him 67.41
points ahead of silver medalist
and teammate Bruce Kimball-
(643.50) and bronze medalist
Li Kongzheng of China
(638.28).

Louganis said he will com--

Greg Louga
platform on

r^s. who won the gold in the three-meter springboard competition on Wednesday, added the gold in the 10-meter

1 •
1 •'
\ ^

^
%
%

t ^p

•
#m

^^^^^^^^^^^1

^

%
%
%

A
1 i

pete in the U.^. Nationals But is

not sure whether he will contin-
ue diving afterward. If he de-
cides to end his diving career,
millions of of fans will be hear-
tbroken. Throughout the div-
ing competition, the cheering
sectioas rocked with chants and
songs for Louganis. And his
dives brought waves of scream-
ing and sighing. *

Louganis' success may be due
to his perfectionist attitude. "I
like to think of my competi-
tion as a series of one-dive con-
petitions," he said.

Both Louganis' father and his
coach, Sammy Lee, an ex-
Olympian who won gold med-
als in diving at both the 1948

• Continued on Page 11

Carlton Hair International:
INTRODUCTORY OFFER t

$14
Hieif-noH

Men $18
Reg. from Women $22

CUT & BLOW ^^
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS /

WITH COUPON • NEW PATROLS ONLY
WESTwnnp—- -

The Converse
running shoe: high-techdesign built for stability

and durability. Lightweight cushioned comfort. Availablenow in a vanetyof sizes and colors for men and wnmpn

Wilshire West Plaza
1234 Westwood Blvd.

corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd
479-0014 475-J264 xg^

CONVERSC SHOE
4KHITKMI5

convmsi
u.??l)!?^''^^0° «»-VD

,
WESTWOOD

VILLAGE OPEN SEVEN DAYS. 8242^78

^ ^ ^
^/A A-

c^ o. k9.

/
WJ •//vs.

i

Lunches from $2*«.$5»o

Dinners from $5*«-$ll»o

CAFE, BAR& CABARET

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
AIKOIISSIONAIOIMOMI u<U (.OKPOHA 1 ION

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb
Hik>ft Lenses

99

The VilUge Cabaret at Bon Appetit
presents

Every Sjjnday Afternop!

•Jazz 1-5 p.m.

Veal • Chicken • Duck • Filct Mignon
New York Steak • Scampi
^resh Seafood •

'Sanduiches • Salads
Frevh Pasta • Quiche And More
HAPPY HOUR 4-6 PM AND AFTER 10PIANO ENTERTAINMENT
Lunches From $l.95-$5Mf.
Dttinvrs from $4.9i.$U.S0—^—r

I "Change the color of your
I eyes" soft lenses

I
'^159

Sleep-in soft lenses.
Pcrmalens, DuraSoR;

;

" Bausch & Lomb

''159
I Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses

'

i ^249
Price includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fittinq trainino Afollow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kU, ^* ^* ^

I fulF^^'^f^^ ^,^'^ ''^"^ ^'^^^ ^^ ''ani^* - this in- $OO
J
eludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses. JjkO

^ANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

; 1061 Broxton Ave. - WesiwooJ Village - 208^iH\L)

. 2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Parli
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.
(V^ hik Bouth of Pico)

Vi»a. Maat«fCMd. ExplffM 8/25/84^with this ad.

'^ir

Diving
Continued from Page 10
and 1952 Olympics, were very
proud of Louganis' achieven-
emts. They stood smiling,
watching Louganis calmly speak
about his dives. "I feel good,"
-Louganis said. ^I feel Hke 1 did
my homework."
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Synchronized Swimming
Synchronized swimming, a re-

cent addition to the Olympics
competition, was also domi-
nated by the United States this

weekend as Tracie Ruiz won a
gold medal in both the solo

and duet events. __
Ruiz's clean ancT well^

rehearsed

solo routines, confined with
her energetic style, won her high
scores totalling 198.467 (inclu-
ding one perfect 10) and placed
her above silver medalist Carol-
yn Waldo of Canada (195.300)
and bronze medalist Miwako
^Qtoyoshi of Japan (18X.050).

In the duet finals Thursday
afternoon, Ruiz and her part-

ner of 10 years. Candy Costie,
had a stunning routine lasting
four-and-a-half minutes. The
two Americans were under the,
>yater for lengthy periods of
time as they scored a perfect 10
with "Yankee Doodle Dandy."

'

The Canadian pair of Sharon
Hambrook and Kelly Kryzcka,
who defeated Ruiz and Costie

at the 1982 World Champion-
ships, won the silver medal with
a score of 194.234.

' Ruiz's flair and grace has influ-

enced the sport of synchronized
swimming, and the fans' enthu-
siastic response to her and the
sport w^l make certain that syn^
chronized swimming will be
around in 1988.

to '^^n^w^'^dl^Dand^-^'^
'^"^ """^ ""^^ '"^ ^y^^°^'«<^ swimming pairs competition. The duet earned a perfect ten v«th a stunning performance

208-6559

^)AKLErS
Unisex

Specializing in Complete
Hairstyling ir Layercuts

Student Discounts on Hair Styles

with Reg. Card
^Serving Westwood Village Since 1930

^
lOeiGayley op«.Mon-s..

Acromm the •treetfrom Baxter'a Restaurant^ 208-968

1

HO'S^^^^^ SHJl/CGHJl) I

the finals*

CHINESE TEA CAKES ON WEEKENDS ONLY
MANDARIN CUISINE • SZECHUEN STYLE

MOST ENTREES SERVED ON "SIZZLINGLY HOT"
PLATTERS TO ENHANCE THE TASTE AND

AROMA. BANQUETS (UPSTAIRS).
OPEN 7 DAYS

BEER & WINE • SPECIAL LUNCH (1 1 :30-4:00)
DINNER • FOOD TO GO • BANQUETS

SAME MODERATE PRICES
Real Chinese Food in Westwood Village

114 Gayley (located behwxl National Theatre) 208-92 1

4

INTERNKTIOfAL

eiSCOUNTiRJtRr

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

Show your support for

the U.S. Gymnastics
Team

T-Shirts

Sl2fes S-XL
Long Sleeve

H2.50
3 for *36.00

Short Sleeve

«ll.00
3 for »30.00

WE
DISCOUNT ^»a

GOOD IHRU 6/2C/34 EVERYTHING I

INTEGRATED
PHONE SYSTEM

'A*

OFF MY

5?

i^2i ^W'<ir<>

SEE OUR
COMPLETE

SELECTION OF
SWIMMING,

RUNNING, AND
ACTION WEAR

1 107 Gayley Ave. (Westwpod Village)

yita/MC/AE 814-4J*5
accvpted

STORE HOURS: Mon-Thurs. 10am-midnlght

Sun 12pm-6pm

Validate^ Pa>>irii« wIi-k t

RETAIL 129.00
without'coupon 55.99

10 memories dialer/phone
• Spealcer phone wA/olume control
• Works on all phone systems
• Touch Tone* or Pulse
• MCr/Sprint* Compatible
• FCC registered

• Auto RetJial BuHon
• 6 mo. warranty by mtr

^4lDI_ANDi
CORDLESS PHONE
(FACTORY SERVICED

$2999
• FCC REG
. 90 DAY MFG WARRANfV ^, p^, ,o^^
• PULSE/ROTARY DIALING W/ COUPON
• LAST NUMBER REDIAL
• PAGING

' • RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES
> • 600 H MAX. RANGE (CANT BE USED W/MCI SPRINT)

,

$39.99 WITHOUT coupon;

AM/FM STEREO
Stereo Headphone
Separate Volume, Tone. Power Controls
B_elt Clifi

V r < -^

Parking with *I0 purduae*

STEREO CASSEHE
PUYER

Stereo Headphones

AM/FM STEREO
CASSEHE

*• ^"^\ • Stereo Headphones

MG-27

NOW.
OPEN

l^^TER^ATlo^Al

OISCOUNI MARI

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHCCK Oft CREDIT CARD
PRICiS. 4H HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
ttn MSS^^^SISM LOSANQELES.CA 90066

M0N.-SA 1 .n-/HM« SUN. 12-5 PM
—

. 390-447 /

$3799

Q& n
PricM aubiKt to change
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The Marathon ... ultimate test of endurance

Portugal's 37-yearold Carlos Lopes (723) beat a very strong field in the Olympic marathon to win the gold medal. Ireland's John Treacy (473) won the silver in hisdebut performance in the grueling ^26 mile, 385-yard race. Australia's Rob de Castella (25), who was favored to win. placed fifth. World re^d fS^rAlbLrtoSalazar(936) was never a factor in the race and finished a very disappointing 1 5th.
—-iJi^^V '""'• '"'°"° fecora noioer Aioerto

• Ask for

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Maryager

Simply...
the best!

I
6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 466-3247

i/Vetarrefor Bruinsr

. and Olympic Visitors.

28mm f2.8

Wide Angle

-$5995=

Receive convenient quality medical care for your injury, illness
and primary care.

.

• No appointment needed, ho waiting. \
• All Olympic visitors welcome.

,/ • Qualified physician always on duty.
• X-ray, laboratory, & medications in one visit (if needed)
• Open until 9 PM during Olympics, SuYi., Aug. 6.

EXTENDED HOURS
8 am to 8 pm^

Monday-thru-Satufday

—

BUY BOTH
~tEIMSES~

M39

80-200mm f4.5

MacroZoom

$9995

,

MEDIPACE IMMEDIA TE CARE
MEDICAL CLINIC
1990 Westwood Boulevard

Los Angeles. California 90025

213-470-8880

SANTA i MONICA BL
?3 '6 1) a 56 4 2J
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Two-time defending Rose Bowl
Champs open fal camp

Fall football camp starts
today with all the Freshman
and walk-ons reporting in. All
the returning players cx)me to
camp on August 20 when two-
a-day practices begin. Steve
Bono, who battled with Rick
Neuheisel for the starting quat-
erback job last year, is the lead-

ing candidate for the position
going into fall practice. Danny
Andrew, who played behind
Kevin Nelson last year will be a
very important member of this

years offensive backfield.
The Bruins open the season
against Long Beach State on
September 15, at the Rose Bowl.

UCLA quarterback Steve Bono, who missed most of last year
with a shoulder seperation, returns for his senior season as the
-^lo^^ signal cafter. Senior Oanny Andrews, a spot starter for

three years, is penciled in as the starting tailback.

If you are not satisfied with your present
automotive garage

^ GIVE US A TRY
I

We have:
• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COAIPLETE AUTO SERVICE A REPAIR
• FREE REAUSTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTK:
AND MOST FOREKSN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1S27 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Westgate)

477^591 Vlaa-Mastercard
24-Hoiir Tetophone Mobile-Am. Expreaa

LSAT
LSAT • MCAT • GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT

VAT • MAT • SAT

NATL ME6 BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB*NPBI«NLE

EDUCATIONAL CENTER
on Speciaii

Since 1938
Test Preparation Specialists

For information. Plmm%m Call:

Encino: (213) 990-3340
Lo8 Angeles-West: (213) 202-1924
Central City; (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

The best kept
secret of
our age.

Formula 405.
Aging is inevitable. Yet,
why hurry the process?
• Dermatologjsts tests have
proven Formula 405 works

^You| seejesyltsjMtbinJQday&==^
fTrvB lines orxj dry skin will seem
to disappear.

• Fonniiki 405 will dranrtoticolly

jcontfIbute to
looking skin.

Formuki 40S—at any age your
skin will love it.

3 MAOICAL MOIfTUmZiM
Enriched Fcx:e Cream is the forrfxjla for

dryer $klr»s arxj outdoor ocMvity Light
Textured Moisturizer 1$ a new silky version
that penetrates ir^tantly MoisturizinQ
Lotion is ttie all-purpose protector for

norriKJl and conDbirKitioni skins.

New you can and Pofmula 40t I

ot leodktg dnio and I

OLYMPIC

Summer Quarter

20% DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD

CameralTHrFi

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD.
One Block South of UCLA

;
SUMMER GAMES SPECIAL

iHairCut... .... ^8

Perm and Cut

I

I

I

I

«2S

HOURS: M^ 9 AM-7 PM, SAT 9 AM-6 PM

(Z13) 208-5150

Call George at

International Coiffures
1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625""

476-9316

I

I

I

I

4-

' ppmtil Cftyt , wwi tfdi'eouport Good tfiru: trU/t4 "

SO'Off
on any Ponmilo 40S Product.

To get your refund send proof of purctxsie
(Front panel of Pomnila 4Qf box) &
realiter tope wtth store name and pitoe(%)

I drcied to DOAK PHAflMACAL (5aiNc5,
> ShorriM Drtw. Wedbuyt Ny 1090

Name

AddreM

City .Slate. -Zip.

TNi remind offer H Imitod to 2 ixjrchotei per
fomly/oddren. Oftar good ori^ m the USA Offer
void wfwre pror«]llad1«ad or ofherMlM iMMcfed
t>v low. Aitow 6-e wets for reftiTxi DmJcolWi
foc ilmla i or copiei wl rx>f be horwed
Offer m9*m 9/30/84

Scientifically Formulated

formula 4 5
your Mh wJniO¥e It.
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catch the spirit!
come on. take a tumble, get cool.

__kicJc back... relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

SPLASH!
Join the festivities at our

HAPPy HOURS
Happy Hour anytime through August 12th.

OLYMPIC SPECIAL
f\t% . BUDWEISER

,990 A MUG BUD LITE

MICHELOB

the great taste
place!

CAFE
91 1 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

(213)208-0255

MOVIE GUIDE
IMANN

THJEATRES
!_
HATIOMAL
1092S Lindbrooli

208 4366

MA JOHiS AMD THE Jimm
OF DOOM (f>e)

70 mm Dolby FHX Sound
12 3a3 00-5 3M0a 10 30

LAEMMLE
THEATRES

iAJUmV, MILLS'
ROYAL
11523 SM Bfvd
477 5581

OHE DEADLY SUMMER
Mon frr 5 3a7 50 10 20

Sal Sun 12 3a2 5^5 20-7 50 10 20

VILLA6E RE0 0AWM(PG-13)
961 Broxtoo 12 30-3 00 5 30 8 00 10 ?0
208 5576- F" Sat -I ale Show- 12 30am

BRUIN
948BfOi(ton
208-8998

CLOAK « DAGGER (PG)
1 15 3 30 5 4S8 00 10 15

fn Sat Late Show 12 15 am

MfHTWOOOl
lOSOGayley
208 7664

6RAN0VIEW USA (R)

12 3^2 15-4 00-6 0^8 00 10 00

MUSIC HAU LfSCOMPRES
9036 mshue Mon Fri 6 15-8 00- 10 00
274 6869 Sal Son 2 15-4 15-6 10^8 Oa 10 00

MONICA I

1332 2nd St

3949741

CARMEN/GABRIELA
Mon Fri / (X) 9 00

Sat Sun 1 00-3 00 5 00-7 00-9 00

1050 6ay<ey

206 7664
12 3^2 304 30^6 308 3^10"^

lOSOGaytey
206-7664

lis? mnuit (R)

130-3 305 307 309 30

MONICA II ERENDIRA
1332 2nd St Mon -Fri 7 209 20
394-9741 Sat Sun 1 2Q-3 205 207.209 20

M0NN:AIII ROMANCING the stone
1332 2nd St Mon Fn 6 0O8 05 10 05
394-9741 Sat Sun 1503 A'^finrVH (Vim fv;

REGENT
1045 Broxton

208 3259

GREMUNS (PG|

12 303 005 308 00-10 30

PLA2A PURflERMNm
1067G»Bn*)n 12 303 005 308 0010 30
208-3097. Frt-Sat Late Show- 1245 am

FWEARTS
8556 W^^lshirt

652 1330
—

UNDER TNE VOLCANO (R)

10g-3.20-5:4O«0O10 10

PLITT
THEATRES

MONICA nr itYONO REASONABLE DOUBT
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»

Industry produces
fluff; Grant hardly
*goes for broke*

By Bob Remstein
Assistant Review Editor

Industry: Stranger to Stranger, Cap-
itol. Don't let the name fool you!
Although you might think that In-
dustry plays instruments like chain-
saws or belt Sanders, or that at the
very least they sound like a sterile
bunch of synthesizer-wielding
autdmatons, nothing could be further
from the truth.

In fact,^this New York-based
quartet plays electronic pop songs
which more closely resemble the piano
pop of Elton John than they do any of
the new wave electronic music of to-
day. On Stranger to Stranger, their
debut LP, the inconsistency of their
songwriting and the fact that their
vocal sound is so sugary-sweet under-
mine the promise that they might
otherwise show. They are each expert
instrumentalists, able tq create a
bright, self-assured total texture.
On last year's debut mini-LP, In-

dustry scored a minor hit on MTV and
a major hit in Jtaly, Japan, and
Australia with "Stj^ate of the Nation,"
aiV extremely catchy but lyrically sim-
P*^ anti-N^ar son^ which sounds like
Abba with'male vocalists. None of the
newer stuff is quite as infectious as
this piece of musical cotton-candy but
songs hke the Beatlesque "What Have
i Got to Lose," and the more
energetic, rock-influenced "Still of the
Night" will have you sihging along be-
fore too many listenings.

What's missing here is the drama or

MORE RECORDS

alluring moodiness we have come to
associate with the best romantic/elec-
tronic artists such as Thomas Dolby or
later Roxy Music. When that is miss-
ing, the group either needs exceptional
songwriting or some sort of gimmick
to pick itfJNtte slack. Since the other
seven sorigs on Stranger to Stranger
are not too memorable^ (side two is

particularly forgettable), the trick here
is for American- born vocalist JonCa rin to sing with an English accent
thus jumping on the British invasion
bandwagon. As a result, he sounds
like a cross between the singers from
Naked Eyes and Air Supply.
Whether one admires such pluck, or

whether one feels that these guys are
operating under false pretenses, the
music here is too lightweight for
anyone to care much. Industry is a
band with a few cute songs, and it is
likely that they will write a few more
before their recording career is over.

Eddy Grant: Going For Broke; CBS.
Eddy Grant burst on to the American
music scene last year with "Electric
Avenue," a socio-political protest song
which was also a very simple, but cat-
chy piece of electronic pop/rock.
Although the Song itself bordered, on
the monotonous, the rewed-up pro-
duction and, especially, Eddy GrantV
gutsy but exotic vocals gave the single
a very attractive punchiness and driv6.
Though the songwriting on Going

For Brolce, Grant's album release for
1984, isn't bad, the LP falls flat
because of its consistently weak pro-

New York's electronic popsters industry

duction. Part of the problem may also
lie in Grant's decision to play nearly
all the instruments himself, thus
avoiding the spontaneity that a band
playing together might create. Sure;
it's slick and professionally done, but
the grit present on much of last year's
Kiiler on Tiie Rampage is gone now,
and Grant's fans will probably find
this rathep disappointing.
The best tune on the album is the

hit single "Romancing The Stone."
Light and bouncy, this tune is good
enough to withstand the production,
particularly due to Grant's perfectly
squealy guitar solo which provides a
sharp edge to an otherwise smoothed-
off song. Other cuts that work well
are "Boys in the Street," which uses

the sort of fuzz-guitar sound one
might have heard in reggae/pop
numbers of the early '70s, and
"Political Bassa-Bassa," a fine latin-
influenced dance number ,which is
suprisingly apolitical except for the
lines, "And if Pershings were Cruise/
we would live in a world/ where the
real users lose.'"

With the exception of "Blue Zoo " a
drippy Caribbean ballad that would
make Don Ho and few others happy,_
the rest of the material is pleasant but
not memorable. Eddy Grant has dem-
onstrated in the past that he is fully
capable of creating music that is both
attractive and exciting. On Going For
Broke, however, the music hardly lives
up to the album's title.

The Cure gets better; Siouxsie gets duller
Rodrigo Flores a pretentious Enali.h r^^l. ^o,l.«^.. __,

^By Rodrigo Flores

The Cure: The Top; Sire, "V * r^^
^" ^'— Rob Smith (no relation to the

Hyaena; Geffen.
Just start the apparatus; ;inH

sit bacFto enjoy the noise un-
,^_til your ears bleed. Round and

round the vinyl goes, and
what's in the grooves who
wants to know?
The Cure, as though they

needed some introduction, are

banT^H k"'.k^"^*''^
'^^^ ^^^*^"^^ ^^" '"ake you ap-

Rnh ^.^ ni. Z/^^. P^^*^n^i«"s preciate the sun, so only thpRob Smith h.o «.l.rt^...™:^noisiest, most furious ^ones
make you appreciate the
melodies in Tlie Top.
"TheTTureTilLS always been a
hard concept to figure out.

new album called Tlie Top,
and, to be honest

, not"siifee
Boys Don't Cry has The Cure
sounded so good:
The mood is dark and then

uplifting. As only the deepest
depression can hiake you ap-
preciate a loving gesture, and
as only the most complete

P^^ to do if he cant l^te^ng. in tl. end th. . „pt

Th^ iT^' r
enough: The banshees are~^

^_j^P^^^^J^^sp^rseness tight as ever but the over-

They can make the critics and
fans disdain them for albums
like Pornograpliy, and then
they can bloom like a desert
flower in a song like 1983's
"The Love Cats;" what's a

BHngQuf your disemes
, here comes The Cute

and moody environments, ex-
tending itsel f in to - abrasive
feelings and intense emotions.
Everything that will help con-
vey the desired emotion is put
in regardless of how it layers.
Meaning: it's been a while
since The Cure has been so
emotive and noisily wonder-
ful, and it's been even longer
since they put the stinging
tears in their music.

On the other hand, we have
Siouxsie and the Banshees,
and, to be honest, they are a
far cry from The Cure both
musically and lyrically.

What makes this com-
parison interesting is that
Robert Smith of The Cure is
also the guitar player for
Siouxsie, although by the
sound of the new album
Hyeana, he had little to do
with it. Hyeana drowns in
keyboards, with the noise that
characterizes The Cure more
of a faraway buzz than an
everpresent reality. Sjouxsie's
voice is tired and it's obvious
that she is not reaching the

?iT ^^*8*^*s she used to.
Although better production
techniques do smooth things
out, and thbugh the way she
backs herself, coming in at

production does not help them
7 ^^u*icaHy theyVe TSeveT
been impressive, in fact,
rather thin, and they are no
better now.-

Oh the other hand, the in-
fluence that machinists have
had on the Banshees becomes
a welcome noise among so
much dazzle and glitter.

Lyrically, these two bands
have never subscribed to the
yell and rant 'of the punk
movement, which is funny
since Siouxsie has defined so
much of the female punk look
since the beginning (less now,
with hardcore ruling the word
punk). Instead, the Cure and
Siouxsie have always been
elliptical, with enough inter-
pretations left to the listener
to make it worthwhile to
listen to their albun\s over ex-
tended periods of time (like
Echo and the Bunnymen).

Yet they differ, with Sioux-
sie using striking titles to bring
in images to her songs, such as
Hyeana s "Dazzle," "Bring Me
th^ Head of the Preacher," or
"Swimming Horses." The
Cures titles don't carry im-
ages, in fact they tend to con-fuse:T/ier
<< ^ i o p s

'——•, ».A^iuuig III ai 'Bananafishbones " **TK«different ooho levels, Uuus CalLTplllaf," and "Shake Dogmake for interftstina f^K«.-^„i ^ ^\ .. . "*f^ *^gmake for interesting technical

The. Cure is on
The Top' for now
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Phone ahead! Your order will be ready on arrival.

Continued from Page 14
Shake" make you wonder how
they find feeling in
Bananafishbones?
To drive the point ever

forward, take the Cure's
"Give Me It," and the Ban-
shees's "We Hunger": "Give
Me It" sounds like an in-
dustrial nigTitmare with
wheezing keyboards, falling
beats like an earthquake, and
a meanness meant. Smith
sings, "My heart is black, my
heart is cold and it stops every
fucking night... I wait until it

stops... Slits the cats like cheese
and suck the sweet sticky
things, suck harder."

Siouxsie instead just poses
the words, "A ravenous breed
for a brood to feed... feel the
emptiness inside consuming
-everything green eyed^

,.* .
Both are tales of need ^nd

addiction, but ^The Cure's is

experiential and personal,
while Siouxsie's is posed bad
poetry, too busy rhyming to
really be there.

The Top is filled with good

^;opv
'^

WEWILL TRANSFER
YOUR PICTURE OR

SLIDE ON TO A T-SHIRT
• heat
transfers

• instant
lettering

songs where one feels and ex-
periences (read out loud like
John Houseman), and it
reaches a pop zenith in the
classic, beautiful **Cater-
pillar," a^song that makes one
want to cry just to hear it. It's
a seemingly simple song about
change and love and death as
exemplified by the caterpillar
who changes into a. "butterfly.
But, the song points out, this
kills the caterpillar...

"Dressing Up," a quiet song
about escaping one's personali-
ty, is also a strong track. But
so is every song, with the ex-
ception of "Shake I^og Shake."
This song is about the same
meanness as "Give Me It," but
it lacks the other song's
despair, so it fails.

Siouxsie does a cover of
Dear Prudencer^ which

.should have been left on the
cutting floor; no feeling, and
no new interpretation, just a
high-tech version of the
Beatle5' song.

Of the rest of the album,
the less said the better.
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Fraternity Rush Registration

by 3pmworlJng day In

CI— Dliplay.

•iayt In advanca by 4fm
nSKN

Man your completed registration form
and $5.00 fee to;

if the question isn't. .

.

WHAT i use or HOW MUCH I use
lut. 4s jtAFFECTING my tite and-
ean I QUIT?

Hours: 9ajn. to 4pjn.
llNOugli Mday Mft-aaai

[J»"wn««B»iii«id r—ry ih* rtgM to S
ciMng*, raelaaally. i«vto«. or mtact Z
ony elaatmod odv«rtU«m«nt nof Z"—^ -" stafKlorda ol Nm Daily Z
Tht ASUCLA CofiuminicaUon* Board lutly tup-
portt lh« UnivcrvHy of California » policy on
•»on;<tt*:r1niin«ttoo No nMdhmi ihafl accapt ad-
"•"••"••rti whteh praaani panon* of any ffvcn
aitctstry. color, national origin, race, religionoor Msual ortcntallon In a <iemt»nHig way or
n»ip»y (hat ihcy arc ttmMad to cattain poaMons.
catmcMia. rolaa. or Mami in aoclaty NaHhcr the
DaHy Bruin nor Ihc ASUCLA Communications
Bowd h« InvolltMid any of tha tcrvicai advcr-
M««d or advcrtiMn rcprfs«nied in (hit I»hi<
Any panon believing that an advcrltoamertl In
lhl« laauc violates (h< Board, policy on norv
dUcrlmlnallon ataied herein should com
i^juniam complatnti In wrttlr« to the Buatnaaa
**"••». 0»UV Bnitn. 308 Westwood Plaia. Loa
An«ato. CA g0024 f=or aMtetance with hous- (

Int diacilmlnallon problems, call UCLA Housing
(

Ofnce. 825-4491. or Westslda Fair Housing.
,

Interfratemity Council
c/o Office of ttie Dean of Students__ 405 Hilgard Ave. ~ "

Los^geles, CA 90024
or deliver to;

Ttie office of ttie Dean of Students,
Murptiy Hall office 2224

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS may tiave the
ANSWER. — _
Weel<ly meetings Wednesdays at 5:30
Room A3-089 Center for Health Sciences
Meeting information call 825-0644
24 hour HOTLINE 372-9666

Please Print

Name

Home Address
(Last name first)

FREE
NEED model for halrcgt and blow-dry
Bruno & Soonie. Beverly Hills Salon Call
Kozo 277-7045.

_EARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Meetings:
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute
68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476.

GOOD DEALS
INSURANCE War! Will 'l)eat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business.
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts. Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361.

OLYMPIC PINSI Sponsor pinsi Team pins.
China. Israel, etc. Tremendous selection!
Larry 470-1903 leave message.

PARKING for small car only Across from
UCLA^aw School. 474-0598, call AM or
PM.

School last attended
Major at UCLA

(city and zip code) Phone_
12-A

"Enclosed S5.00 Registration Fee—check—money order
Payable to: Interfratemity Condi

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-6158.
RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED. 12A

SPECIAL lo^ cost auto insurance for col-
\aom peeple ( students/fatu lly) OuuU

Continued on Page 15

gradM discount
7164)224

Call Boord Insurartc*.

Oood Luok
.Kim

(tkf V«t«raa)

Ton'UlbiliiisMdbot

voTfinmarBorfii|
— VktOlaMlflittttoir—

DAUGHTERS of DivorcedHomosexua^
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research. Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-838 t.

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided. Call 625-8583. ^

-WOMEN with endometriosis who d«stf« ._

participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis. This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy Cfli 825-7755.

WOMEN with enctometriosis who desire to
participate in th^stddy oT a new non-
surgical treatment for enddmetriosls. This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the
standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students

The Women's Heahh
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. 30 A

FOUND 18 A
FOUND nj»ir nf ^ihnrtg yyith jpms rtolj to
identify. 475-4427

BUSINESS PROPERTIES

hot flasl iBS 1 paniC lfiAf^ In the study pf a
nmn treatment for hot ftashet. Comp#nt«.
tion pfovld>d. Call 82S-6563

?l.^^5^^*" 9°?^^*^°^ needs investor to
share wealth from acquiring foreclosure
prap«cty.-.60IC minimum,. Peter.,- 213*202-'
1411.

.^^

MALE and female models wanted for free
professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
8«lon. Ask for Esther. 474-8206. --^ —
SMALL Beverly HiHs Law Firm needs part-
time (afternoons) file clerk Experience re-
quired. Call 652-5010.

^

STOCK Clerk and sales, salary ar>d com-
fmeftloft. excellent opportunftr,- Citf
(616X04-2077
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HELP WANTED
NEED sperm donor with following charac-
teristics only: black male, medium build,

approx 6ft.. brown eyes, black hair. Rh-
plus blood type Gail. 394-3743.

PART-TIME Babysitter Brentwood. Nice
surroundings Call Susan. 471-3978. no
late calls.

Scientific assistant wanted. Library and lab
experience Send resume to Henry

_Tsutomu Tai, MP . P.O. Box 335 Pacifip

Palisades. CA. 90272 ^^
SECRETARY-We offer highest '

salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degree. GPA 3 5. hrgh SAT or ORE
scores required. Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in

MDR business park Blue Cross Medical,
top dental For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000 -^——
SECRETARY
Small office.

670-7664

Qo©Da <slly brttin

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single one-bedroom Utilities included.
Mdpager 644 Landfair #202 208-1837 .

LARGE, furnished 1 -bedroom apt. In

Palms Water paid. $350 477-8968

Modern Security Building
Across from UCLA

$600 and Aip.—fuFBished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Distiwastier,
air conditioning, parking.
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Ooyley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday througti

Sunday
824-0836

BEVERLY HILLS. Pool, kitchen priviliges.

need car. Grad student preferred. $325/
utilities included Leave message. 783-

5151.

FEMALE, own room, own bathroom
Kitchen privHeges. 12-t>tock8 from beach.
10 min. busnde-UCLA. $285 including

utilities. 395-6255.
, .

II —jfa—»—»»——^»^.^^i».
Private, furnished room for female student.

-Sttare—kitchen bath. Near Pico-Bundy.
WLA. Inquire 473-7805

SUMMER housing at Delta Tau Delta:
Friendly environment, sundeck & cable t.v.

$220/mo. GaH Doug a fter CrOOPM «24^
1133.

LIGHT Moving Delivery Local Long/
Distance. Any size Item. Fast, efficient
raliable. Anytime. 39»4663.

SERVICES OFFERED
D.J CY ENTERPRISES Mobile disc
jockey service. (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates.

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR. TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES; DISSERTA-
TIONS. 473-4193

CLASSIC '69 VW. Original owr>er. New
paint, strong 1600 engine. Great car
$1600. Andrew. 208^4870.

1977 Celica-GT Uftback. AM/FM. Air. New
tires, brakes. McPhersons. Sharpi $3100
(818)683-1718.

l^eo Honda Civic. 5-8peed. New radial
tirar,"700f-rack. Original owner. Excellent
condition. $4 100/obo 559-3726,

'62 Corvette two-top excellent condition.
327 engine. Beautiful car. Best offer 206-
5920

ROOMMATES 65-F

Part-time Westchester,
all skills, some Spanish.

.PTS. UNFURNISHED.
COUNSELOR full-time/pan-time positions
counseling teenage boys at residential
treatment center Excellent benefits. Entry
level positions Call 818-347-1326.

DELIVERY Driver-Use own van or closed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs.
$l400/month. with excellent raises. Re-
quirements BA degree. GPA 3.5plus.
good SAT scores Great office environ-
n>ent in MDR business park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental. For bright, hard-work-
ing people we're the best place around
213-827-5000.

52F

DELIVERY job. Part-time afternoons. San-
ta Monica Pharmacy. Must have car and
insurance $4 50 per hour plus mileage

"^^

3953294
'

DRIVER-AND ligW^ filing $6.75/hr Own in-

sured car Part-time Mon.-Fri.. Flexible
hours Call 208-8516 between 1000 am-
3 00pm I

EXCELLEfsfT opportunity for ambitious,
sincere career minded individuals
Management/sales positions Le Sportsac,
914 Westwood Blvd 208-8822 See Cynd i.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent. Viendly,
hard-yvorking person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice BA degree. GPA 3.5plus, high SAT or
GRE scores required' Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical.top dental Foi^ bright,
hard-working, people we're the best place
around 213-827-5000. ^^

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week Own car Filing, er-
rands, must type Bookkeeping trainee $5/
hour. 476- 1595/476-0026 . ^

IMMEDIATE opening for office assistant on
« constfuclion job. Part-time. Own
transport Very close to UCLA- $8 00-hour
Call between 12. 30-3:30pm. 4 71-2413.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs se-
cond year law student to handle tax.

business, and litigation matters Call 652-
5010

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
expenence required, typing skills a plus.
BA degree. GPA 3 5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company m MDR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental. For bright,
hard-working people. Were the best place
around 213-827-5000

SINGLE WLA apartment. Near Bundy San-
ta Monica. Includes stove, refrigerator.

$395 a month. Call 2075527 evenings

Westwood Village $750. Large 1 -bedroom,
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
parking. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Village $-1200. Large 2-
bedroom. 2-bath. dining room, 'built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking.
691 Levering Ave. 208-3647.

Westwood Vfltage. $750. Large l-bedroomT
dining room, built-in kitchen, balcony, new-
ly decorated, heated pool, subterranean
paj^ing. 691 Levering Ave. 208-3647

Westwood Village $1200. Large 2-
bedr«om, 2-bath. dining room, built-in

kitchen, fireplace, balcony, newly deco-
rated, heated pool, subterranean parking
691 Levering Ave. 208-364 7.

$1050 Spacious 2-bedroom and d^n up-
per, hardwood fk)ors, appliances, laundry
facilities, garage Lease 279-1 887.

$650.00 Two bedroom apartment. Luxury,
security, carpet, stove, air. Palms. 397-
4117.

FEMALE roommate needed for 2bd-2ba,
$300/mo, walk UCLA-sec. pking. new bidg,
turn Fun girls! 207-201 1

.

CONDOS FOR SALE 67-F
TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village
Fireplace, book shelves, private palio. up-
per deck. Charming!. 2-bedrooms.
$210,000. 276-6536, (408)625-0212.

TOWNHOUSE in Westwood Village.
Fireplace, book shelves, private patio. uf>-
per deck. Charming! 2-bedrooms
$210,000 276-6536, (408)625-0212.

TOWNHOUSE 4 blocks UCLA. 2-
bedrooms, fireplace, hardwood floors,
garden courtyard', pool, security. Unique!
$244,000 276-6536. (408)625-0212

3-bedroom/2-bath. Luxury condo for lease
or sale. AH built-ins. $2000/month. 192»
Manning Ave. WLA '5512-4632 or 277-1848

-RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave., #206. WLA. 477-8226.

24 HOUR CHIDCARC
through the Olynnplcs (nnultl-
linguQl) also loving, regular
daycare. Licensed. Experienced.
ExceNenf references

HAPPY DAYCARE CENTER
1342 26th St. Sonta Monlcd

829-4906

-i^^ VW new-paimnmBriorTfBfiiO ek-con0i-
tion. 399-6953. "7"

'71 Toronado Oldsmobile. Good transpor-
tation Very clean. Needs battery. $850
208-5920.

"73 Brick Riviera. Immaculate. All options.
Very good car. New tires. $1,300 obo
208-5920

'73 240-Z automatic. New paint/interkir,
great shape $3500. 477.1618. 339-8645
'78 Toyota SR-5. Air-conditioned. AM/FM,
5-speed. One owner. 56.000 miles. A-1
condition. $2,895. Call 379-9785.

UTORING OFFERED
n<roR: Economics. Malh l^rSnT^SSr

RIDES WANTED. 116-K
WANTED; Van and driver to drive my
belongings LA to Bay Area. Anytime 277-
1713. Aug. 21st-S«pt.6th. $150. plus gas

TYPING
MOPEDS ..119-K

100-1

AT WESTWOOD

$750 Attractive 1 -bedroom upper; new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili-

ties. garage. No pets Lease 279-1887

PTS. TO SHARE .54-F
WLA 2t>ed-2ba. share with responsible^
clean Grad/professional $425 (utilities,

urn., poo l
, pa rking)—Anytime: 213-479^

5947
yi

HOUSE FOR RENT. 56-F
$2450 BeL Air. Spacious 4 bedroom, 2Va
bath. Excellent location, neighlxirhood. air.

Private setting 627-7788

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD)

$89,950 to -

^159,950

HOUSE TO SHARE. 57-F

"BUSTOESS-PERSONAL SECRETARY
needed for busy psychotherapist practice
in Westwood near UCLA. Receptionist, typ-
ing, bookkeeping, insurance. _erran^^i5-

--gattejfmie- hours/week" Tdeai for "student.
$5.00/hour start depending on experience
Must have car. Available August 15 Call
now: 476-4453

CHILD care needed. Early mornings. Good
pay Close to campus. Call evenings
475-4764

FEMALE SINGLE TO SHARE 5-
BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST LA. QUIET
LUXURIOUS 3600 SO. FEET $450 IN-
CLUDES UTILITIES. LILLY (213)466-2447.

Share cute Reseda House w-prof. female
and daughter-3 year Gdner-washer-dryer.
Near fwy Avail -9/15. $300-1/2. 345-5884.

VEGETARIAN non-smoker seeks room-
mate South Venice. Own room, private
bath, washer/dryer $350/month plus
utilities 822-6815 after 6:00pm.

3 males. 2 females will share decorator 6-
bedroom. Playa-del-Rey house (25 minutes
UCLA)$275/month 827-2719

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
HILLS Ij^oney $169,950 reduced^
Spacious. Move-Tn TJ-bedroom, 2-bath,
family room home 2-fireplaces Gr6at
kitchen with built-ins. Spa. Sands

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking* Secured
building, Lush landscaping,

Conference room. Media
Center, Fitness Center, Pool,
Spa

1440 VETERAN AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

A' Quality Wordprocessing from $1.50/
page. Experienced. Chssertations. Term
papers. Theses. Resumes. Editor's Note
306-5089.

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Lo[w
rates. Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622,
7 days.

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Low
rates. Rushes welcome. Marian 391-3622,
7 days .

BETTER quality gets results Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860 Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda
204-0947.

BJ'S Word processing. Accurate, depen^
dable. fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes etc
Bobbie 390-2207 .

EDITING/WORD Processing: Established
author will help you clarify your ideas and
present them with power. Grammar, con-
tinuity, style Books, theses, term papers
Elizabeth Brenner (21 3)392-6677.

RSt, accurate, IBM Selectric. close cam-
pus Call Barbara, 826-9714 .

LETTER Perfect Professional word pro-
^cessing. personalized service. rea8or>able
.rat0S. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
on diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STQRE 826-4993

RELIABLE service. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience.
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
1 1 322 Idaho Ave., #206. WLA 477-8226.

RUTH 208-5449. On campus Theses,
dissertations. Library approved list. Terrn
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

•80 YAMAHA QT50, new brakes and bat-
tery. Excellent condition, many extras.
$275. obo. Natalie 473-5879

FURNITURE 126-1
Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450
Dining room set $695. Hide-abed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495 Desk ^50 Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspring $150
Dinette set $150. Brass headboard $150
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600. Sacrifice
$160. Items never used . 393-2338.

Bedroom set spsx $1200. Sacrifice $450
Dining room set $695 Hide-a-bed $250
Sofa and Loveseat $495. Desk $150 Wall"
unit $150. Mattress and boxspring $150
Dinette set $150. Brass headboard $150
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984, cost $600. Sacrifice
$160. Items never used. 393-2338.

aIi^^ 'i^.t;"*"'®*«'
2-box springs, frame.

All for $150. 2-matching chests. $75 both
Black nftetal d^sk wjthj^tioo. Gait 552-

• • • MAHRESS 1^^
AM new hoteU sets guoranteedl

nviN tIT $M PUU tIT $«•
—. I QUIIN SIT $M KINO tU $M

« t)edroom set.! Mi«ipiec
' full size sleeper.
' sofa and tov* teat-__::::i::::iiiif

Oak finish coffee fabt6«..„_>«__„ __$aoi

I

end tables $18. kamp*. $7|

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

CLIJJICAL Therapist need full or part-time
in Beverly Hills orthopaedic office.
Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

WRITER Intern wanted for professional
writers workshop Send letter or resume
to Camard Publishing, 90430 World Way
Center, LA 90009

lOB OPPORTUNITIES 32-D
WORK for Women's Rights NOW Political

Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937

Realtors-Bert/Johnny. 39 1-6721; 472-0361

STEAL "TtT "Sparkling ' creah7^bedroom/2-
bath condo in WLA. north of Olympic.
Move-in condition. Bright upstairs unit.

$119,950 Shen, .Fred Sands Realtors
Nights: 837-5660, Days: 391-6721.

Westside Village. 3 bedroom, 2&1/2 bath,
Ir

.
dr., family room. Owner. $285,000

213-475-1616

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
^«ce» or ijon't warn yoOr^BusinessT
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good dnver
discounts. Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361

TYPING by word processing-professional,
personalized service. Quick, easy editing
Office:8624A Reseda, Northridge. 885-

MISCELLANEOUS....
LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawings
and prints from studio. Call for appoiYrt-
ment. 393-8848.

»fV"'ni

LOCAL artist selling paintings, drawini^
and pnnts from studio. Call for appoi>^t-
mentr393-8848

-HjAiim

KPmG by word piocoBSlng-professional
personalized sen/ice. Quick, easy editing
Office:8624A Reseda, Northridge. 885-
509o.

IVHJSOL INSTRUMENTS.. .7129^

cr3?,'°8^':v'nC'
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By Allison Murad
Staff Writer

A contract agreement
awarded a O.Spercent greater
wage increase to non-union
clerical employees than to
recently unionized clerical
employees working for the
University of California.
UC clerical workers, who

recently affiliated themselves
with the American Federation
ofState, County and
Municipal Employees, had
AFSCME represent them in
contract negotiations with
UC.
Clerical workers represented

-ri^

HOUSING NEEDED. .60-F

NSITHA NCF PROKFRA GE

Tj^AD student and daughter (lOyrs) need
housing with single parent or other.
Suzanne 821-3569/883-9757

ROOM ABOARD
EXCHANGE HELP.

Part-tlm« Receptionist
Beverly Hills Law Firm Is seeking
an articulate, brrght.
energetic, receptionist to
work. Mon.-Frlday 3pm-6Dm
Coll Paula. 273-0904.

DINING GUIDE...
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant 1555
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices. 478-4845.

62-FI
Housesitting and light housekeeping plus
small salary. Male only. References re-
quired. 213-276-0735

ROOM, board, car privileges, private
phone- exchange for evening child care,
local errands, some cooking Personal and
formef job references required, non-
smoker English speaking. 394-3665 or
451-1671.

SMALL salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance
Must have car West Hollywood. Starting
9/1 876-6898 or leave message

.

SMALL Salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance.
Must tiave car West Hollywood Starting
9/1 876-6898 or leave message.

WHYPAYMORE .. .

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insurance/Cancelled
• 502's
• Multiple TicketsT

Accidents
Suspended Licenule

• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments

Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

Xonee'A
One Dai^ Ti^pinq

*_ and Word Processing
^ 2SX Student Discount ^^ ^W DisMnationt, Theses, Resumes, Applies- ifW tions, scripts, leoal, statistical. Equations, ..

-if
—<«»guaga«rmanv typettytes. 2.

. lUSM TYMNO WHILI fOO WAIT
^ Spelling, Editing, Foreign Student Help, if
"W Minutes from campus in WLA. if
if tpeclol: tepetttive lelfera •»« ^

PETS
Seal Point. Himmalayen kittens. Too cute
Registered w/ AGFA. $195. Call Kim 475^
6986.

^y AFSCME received an 8.5
percent-wage increase for
1985, while non-union
employees were awarded 9 %
percent.

George Enoch, UCLA assis-

1

tant vice chancellor of person- i
,

nel, said the lower-wage in- ^

crease garnered by AFSCME-

1

represented employees can be^
attributed to the procjess of^
collective bargaining which

"^

calls for union representatives ^^
to negotiate wage increases for f^
their employees. ^^

"In a collective bargaining t

environment^_maoagement is By Kimberly Noe
an adversary of the union and Staff Writer
is under no obligation to freely

jiisjnbute the available fu«ds- A CHmpus-Parking Servi^
as It does with non- repre- student employee was fired
sented employees," Enoch last Saturday for "interchang-

^^\Tt .
^"g his money with CPS

Arc ' '^ '"y guess that funds" eight days after filing a
AFSCME wanted the contract work-complaint suit against
agreements made quickly and CPS.
that the need for a tangible CPS employee Lee Gately,
decision was more pressing who had filed suit Aug. 3
than continuing to negotiate against CPS for allegedly
for higher wages," Enoch defaulting on a promise to
said, adding that negotiations hire Gately for at least 30
will resume between UC and work hours per week, said he
AFSCME in January, but only was fired for paying the entry
concerning a wage increase for fee of a truck driver who had

.

Continued on Page 4 said he would reimburse Gate-

HOMEWARD BOUND ^
These men's marathon spec
tators show that the Olympic
spirit follows each of us home
even after the Games have
ended.

paying parker

4iierease^n^984-8& coHege^TKists^
lowest in four years, survey says

ly later that day.
CPS Manager Mary Hook

refused to comment Monday
on the incident, saying, "I am
not at liberty to discuss a per-
sonnel problem."

"Intermingling of personal
funds and sales collections is

not permitted," Hook con-
tinued, adding that any
employee who performs those
actions, "depending upon the
circumstances,** could be
firefl.

But- «- recently hired CPS
employee, who wished to re-

main anonymous, said that
the issue of mixing money
never canie up during orienta-
tion and that nothing of that
sort was stressed. ,

Aug. 10 at Lot 8 where Gately "I thought it was a scam "

was working. Gately said a Gately said, adding that when
man, later identified as Stuart the driver pToduCed his
Hutchison, drove a truck bear-
ing the Prince Manufacturing,
Inc. logo into the Lot 8 area
and inquired s^out parking.
According to Gately, Hut-

chison said that he did not
have enough money to park
and requested that Gately let

him in and allow him to pay
later.

Gately said that when he
refused to admit Hutchison,
the driver offered to leave a
check and his driver's license
to cover the parking fee. Gate-
ly said he refused again to

business card, he believed the
man to be legitimate. Rather
than do anything he said he
felt was iJJegaJ, "I paid for his
way in out of my own
pocket, " Gately said.

Hutchison was not available
for comment.

After CPS officials were
told about his actions, Gately
said he was taken to Cuenod*&_

By Lee Mittang, Associated Press

According to Gately, CPS post later when the
Assistant Manager Charles returned.
Cuenod said the suit had Catelv said that
notEIng^to do with the firing

office where they met with
another employee, Suey Tom,
who had refused comment on
what occurred in the meeting.
Whenever a meeting takes

admit Hutchison, saying that . place, there must be one extra
he wou ld not be ^ 4he^ same^ ^rH-^ktted person^ m atten- '

dance, Gately explained.man

398-0455 391-3385

Please Note:
The Bruin Is not responsible

for minor typographical
' errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.
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TRAVEL
TRAVEL RAVEL

.105J

SOUTH PACIFIC

ECONOMY-MOVING.
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-
ly equipped, experienced Call anytirDe
392-1108. '

ONE WAY
$300
$560
$455

ROOM FOR RENT. 64-F

HOUSING
^PTS FURNISHED 50 F

6uiet Private room/bath. Linens laundry
male faculty/student Olympian
Westwood-Wilshire. Immediate o ccupancv
474-7122

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers. Free estimates. Experience and
reliable Jerry 21 3-391 -5667

TAHITI
AUSTRALIA
NEW ZEALAND

ROUNDTRIP
1529

t935

$799

TRAVEL

$6&u and $350 i and 2 bedrooms, 2 full
baths Attractively and fully furnished Gas
and water paid^1.2 car spaces Laundry
1 i m ilas tn fampyg i yea r l^ase Nu

SIGMA Nu has housing available for stu-
dents for second summer session. For
more info, please call 824-530^SAP.

X GUARANTEED
i MOVERS 1 208-3551

pit. 474 2260

SIX weeks for $675 obo'
ipacious. w^ik to

fH>w. Sue 824-6020

ished, large.

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

1 093 Broxton Ave
Parking Call 397-8597 Anytime

(ahowa tho Whewhiause RemiUs Hi WeSfWOM Vil lagel

NEW YORK — The average cost* of attending college this fall
will rise 6 percent for students living on campus, ending a
three-year string of double-digit increases, according to an an-
nual survey released Monday by the College Board.

For the^third straight year, the highly selective Massachusetts
Institute of Technology will be the most expensive college in the
nation, with total annual costs climbing 9 percent to $16,130.
The 6 percent average increase that students can expect this

fall follows three years of double-digit college cost rises that ran
well ahead of the nation's uveralHTiftation rate. College oFficraTs^
have generally explained that steep tuition increases were neces-
sary to allow professors* salaries to catch up after the severe in-
flation of the 1970s.

Janice Gams, a College Board spokeswoman, said the board'
had no clear explanation for this year's smaller increases. But
some think the cooling of inflation plus the increasingly fierce
competition among colleges for a scarcer number of qualified
„lS-year-olds may be keeping tuition increases in check.

The 6 percent average increase is just slightly above the 4 to 5
percent overall inflation rate anticipated for next year, said
Kathleen Broudef , associate dire^or>jof the Board's College
Scholarship Service. /
The annual College Board survey examines the total costs of

more than 3,200 public and private colleges, including tuition
and fees, books and supplies, room and board, personal ex-
penses and transportation.

The 1984-85 survey calculated an average tab of $9,022 for
students at private, four-year colleges who live on campus — up
7 percent from a yeaf^go. For commuting students, costs will
total $7,782, which is 6 percent higher than last year.

At public, four-year schools, total costs will rise* by 5 percent

Cuenod also said Monday he
would not comment on the fir-

ing.

The incident occurred on

made one final offer to both
Gately and Kim Kelly,
another student employee,
who was allegedly working in

the area at the time.

At the meeting, Gately said
that Cuenod told him that his-

action "just looks bad." Gately
said that after his money and
tickets were counted, it was
determined that his cash and

Continued on Page 4

lu $4,881 for siudt'iu.s ll\in^ on campus, and a similar mcrease

Continued on Pa^e 4

Prof receives facuh
By Steve Newman

A professor of Slavic languages and liter-

ature here has been named the 1985 UCLA
Faculty Research Lecturer, the highest
honor the university faculty can bestow
upon a colleague.

Henrik Birnbaum, UCLA Slavic
language? and literature professor, is the
60th Faculty Research Lecturer. A commit-
tee composed of 10 past faculty research
lecturers chose Birnbaum from a list of
outstanding researchers submitted by
department chairmen, said Selection Com-
mittee Chairman John Galbraith.
The committee recommended Birnbaum's

name to the Academic Senate, which then
approved the committee's decision,
Galbraith said.

As Faculty Research Lecturer, Birnbaum
will present a lecture on the archaeology,
art, literature and literacy of Novgorod, the
cultural and commercial cerUer of medieval
Russia. The lecture, which is free and open
to the public, will be given during the 1985
academic year.

Birnbaum's research includes studies on
comparative ^a^t. Itnguistics, medieval

Slavic literatures,^)ld Russian literature,
history of the Russian literary language,
modern Slavic literature, Russian cultural
history and general linguistics.

Birnbaum, a faculty member since 1961,
has received many honors, including
fellowships from the Guggenheim Founda-
tion and the American Council of Learned
Societies. He was also elected to the
Swedish Royal Academy of Letters, History
and Antiquities.

Selection Committee Member Lynn
White described Birnbaum as "a- great citi*

zenof UCLA."
Among the other faculty members

honored as Faculty Research Lecturers are
Education Professor Shepherd Franz in

1926, Mathematician Earle R. Hedrick in
1929, Chemist William Young in 1947,
^obel Laureate Physicist Julian Schwinger
iif 1980, Music Professor Robert Stevenson
in 198L Chemist Paul Bover in \c)H:\ Ancl

't
. }%

Paleohiologist J. William Schopf in 1984.

„%*

y
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Films document Games security bloom county
By Avi Arditti

Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Some of
the hottest videotape footage
from ^he Summer- Olympics
contains few scenes of the
athletic competition and will

not be viewed by the public,

but ppUcg in at least two cities,

are already clamoring for it.

From the super-secret An-
ti-Terrorist Operations Center
to glimpses of beat cops ex-

changing souvenir pins, the
Police Department's video unit

captured a confidential look at

modern history's largest securi-
ty undertaking.

"Normally, anything we
produce here is not for the
public," said Sgt. Dave Bailey,
who heads the department's
TV, Photo and Sound Unit.
Its nine members have created
training videos with such
names as "Illegal Street Sales,

"

"Courtroom Demeanor" and
-techniques of Interrogation.^^

A year in the making, the
half-dozen Olympic mini-
documentaries expected to
emerge from the small studio
in Parker Center police head-
(juarters are already in de-
mand bv security planners of
the 1988 Winter Olympics in

Calgary, Canada, and the
Summer Games in Seoul,
Korea.

"\Ve have two intentions —
omiP^is a historical documen-
tary of how the department
handled the Olympics," said
Officer Jim Bultema, a unit
director for the past year.

The documentary also will

r

serve as a "morale booster" for

officers who were isolated dur-
ing their Olympic security ser-

vice.

• ."Now they'll get to see how
~We whole" department did,"
said Bultema, whose wife
owns a documentary produc-
tion company in Hollywood.
_ Fbotage of athletic competi-
tion will be used sparingly and
generally serve only as scene-

setting purposes.

The video unit is also work-
ing on a detailed study of se-

curity technicjues used during
the Olympics, right down to

the sort of barricades used
against crowds and the type of

fences thrown up around
venues, he said.

Its crews were allowed ac-

c^ to the "Star Wars"-type
c^tmand centers that' coor-
dinated the efforts of some 50
law enforcement agencies dur-
ing the Olympics, Bultema
.said.

"~*-At the-

A

n ti-Terror ist Opera
Continued on Page 8
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SAILING, CATAMARAN, WINDSURFING,_^— KEELBOAT, CANOEING ^^

ENROLL TOMORROW
zzrhursday,^ugust 1B=

No experience necessary for
"TfiostTlasses ~

Women
9 am til 3 pm

Late enrollment for classes that
remain unfilled will be at the

John Wooden Center
^ August 20-24.

For information . . . call 825-3701

A program offered by Cultural and Recreatirtnal n>.p:.rtm»nt

news Peter Pae. News Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela. Assistant News Editor

Thieves uproot
rare plants from
Botanical Gardens

By Christopher Howell^

Plants worth an estimated
$2,100 were stolen from
UCLA's Mildred E. Mathias
Botanical Gardens, and one
garden administrator viewed
the theft as part of an ongoing
security problem.

Thirteen plants were taken
between 5 p.m. Friday, Aug.
10, and 8 a.m. the following
day, according to the police
report. Garden administrator
Dave Verity, who estimated
the loss, said that the bulk of
the stolen plants were cycads,
a slow-growing, palm-like
plant valued by collectors and

"tandscapers. /

The largest of 10 cycads
stolen was appraised 'at $800,
Verity said, and he called his

$125 estimate for each of the
other 9 cycads stolen as "con-
servative." Verity said that
although thieves hj^e raided
the Gardens in the past, this

was the biggest theft in the 27
years he has worked there.

According to Verity, the
Botanical Gardens needs addi-
tional fences in order to secure
the relatively vulnerable area
accessed by the thieves. He
indicated that new fencing of-
jered the_mosl ieasiblcL^^u

^;rrjrsL-rHsrc,::r„r::,'rr.-rjraf^j^^ »»*,««.»«»„»,„.„ .^

transcends all differences
tion to the Garden's security
problem because more exten-
sive security measures like
surveillance cameras or securi-
ty guards would put an ex-
cessive burden on the Gardens'
limited budget.

Verity added that new fenc-

ing has been on order for "at
least four months." However,
UCLA Facilities Management
Supervisor Rod Milton in-

dicated that his department
"Would install new fencing as

soon as "we have identified a
fund source" to pay for the
project.

University of California

Continued on Page 8

By David Hughes Sturgis
^
1,-^

v^w"^Y ^^ Games are over. After 15 years of planning, the
XXin Olympiad ended with the thunder of the Closing Cere-
monies* fireworks. I'm sorry to see xt go, because the event Los
Angeles nurtured for the past two weeks was fueled by a power
capable of changing the world. .

'. '.
-

Hold it just a minute, though. This is not meant to be a
Disneyesque fantasy of perfect harmony and happiness for all.

^re_vkrijling ta^ast aside our many differences and compete^wr

Commentary

Diversity and conflict often give pufpose and form to existence
and are, thereby, important elementsfof our world.

This is precisely the strength of the Olympic message — it

shows that in spite of our frequently tumultuous differences, we
can compete on a friendly, rational basis. Even now, in a world
still squabbling^ver such basic matters as food and land^ we-

an equal basis. In light of % depth of these differences, this
continued willingness is very encouraging. 7——

—

^

There are those who will say that the Olympic Games are

'

simply an exercise in blatant nationalism: another way of
flexing partisan muscles. But this view fails to take into account
the impressive number of participating nations. With 42 wars

—
currently raging in the world, very few countries would show
up if they allowed national conflicts to interfere with their at-
tendance.

Instead, Los Angeles saw Irish athletes meet British athletes
face-to-face in the boxing ring, and Syrians and Israelis grappl-
ed on a wrestling mat — judged by a Peruvian? a Thai and a
Swede. Athletes are defeated by their country's enemies in the
Olympics, and yet this year, 140 nations were willing ^o take
that chance.
Of course, we all know the Olympics are primarily a celebra-

tion of athletic vitality and triumph. However, the nationalistic

^linued on FageT
r

States spearhead male/femalft pay parity
By Merrill Hartson
Associaied Press

WASHINGTON — Many
states are moving faster than
the federal government to

develop wage systems which
pay men and women equally

when they hold jobs of com-
parable value, according to a

study released Monday.
The Bureau of National Af-

fairs said in a 101-page report

that some 15 states have
enacted legislation designed to

pay women on a par with
men for work which is com-
parable, but not identical.

^A-t -the—same-i^rme;—th«-

-pl^^nenting c^parable worth
pay svstems have ranged as

high as $320 billion.

The BNA, a private, non-
partisan-research organization
here which publishes studies

on a host of economic issues,

said that "despite all the
media attention devoted to the
issue, the Supreme Court has
not issued a single substantive
ruling on 'comparable worth*,
and Congress has not passed
one piece of 'comparable
worth* legislation.'*

Government and private
studies have documented a
wide disparity between the
w a ges paid- ttr men and
women. — —~ —
The National Research

Council of the National
Academy of Sciences found in

a May 1981 study that women
were ' making only about 59
cents for every dollar earned
by men.
A recent "Family Earnings"

reports issued by the Bureau
of Labor Statistics said that in

the second quarter, a study
coveriiigi'74.7 million individ-

ual wage and salary workers
ill the United Slates showed

Reagan Administration con
tinues an internal review of its

policy. Prospects for enact-

ment of federal legislation this

year are dim, the study
reported.

Federal statutes requiring

^qual pay for equal work have
been on the books for years,

but the notion of requiring

equal pay for jobs of com-
parable worth, the study said,

strikes "fear in the hearts of

many employers."

—The report said ^siimateS on
the cost to employers of im- ' that averagie weekly earnings Oregon and Washington;

c
3
m
>

o
o
z

z
o

states. ^
3

of men totaled $399, com-
pared with $258 for women.
The Supreme Court has so

far failed to address the issue.

In the Gunther-versus-
Washington County case in

June 1981, the high court rul-

ed for women plaintiffs in a
dispute centering on the ques-
tion of different wage rates for

male and female jail guards.
Justice Department officials

have criticized that decision.

Washington state is challeng-
ing the ruling, which could
cost the state more than $500
million to $1 billion in back
pay awards.

Fifteen states have statutes

requiring comparable worth
pay systems for government
employees. They are:
Alaska, Arkansas, Georgia,
Idaho, Kentucky, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts,
Minnesota, North Dakota,
Oklahoma, Oregon, South ^|

Dakota, Tennessee and West ?|

Virginia.

. Another half dozen
have passed resolutions seeking >\

enactment of siich legislation '

in the pasttwo years: LAST-MINUTE SHOPPER — AU Murat Dizioglu, a Turkish fencer, sear-

Callfo rnta,
—

Iowa,
—

Mjontaha, ^^^^ through i flLks yr.t lui li i iiu"jM WtJSlWOOO V lJlafle TOI the pedect
"bargain before leaving for home.

\
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CATCH YOUR BREATH BEFORE
FALL QUARTER BEGINS...

r^

from $269! Includes roundtrip airfare
from Los Angeles, 7 nights at the
Hotel Los Pellcanos with private
beach, tr^n%feT%, sightseeing, and

morei -

Dont miss out on the fun,
watersports, sun and fTigm^iifel

^^

HURRY, SEATS ARE LiiV/liTED! A $ SjO
deposit will secure yodr reservation.

^SUCtV
TRAVEL SERVICE • M.F.V-5:30
A-leveJ Ackerman Union

PrtOM Mtsfsct to Chang* without notice: limited ovolobillty.
I

Olympics
Continued from Page 3

fervor that has flavored the Games since Grecian times jieeds to

be understood: The people of the world love the Games, but
why would a government bother sending an athletic team that

they knew would stand little chance of earning recognition for

the nation and its causes?
^

I think that for most countries, it is^-a matter of iionor:Tar^
ticipation in the Olympic Games shows the respectability and
desire to stand up and be counted. It is a statement of
legitimacy — a willingness to play by the rules. I think this

pride is perceived by fellow participants, and this international

bond is part of the thrill of participation. *

It is a shame that the two superpowers are so overly concern-
ed about their global positions and therefore fail to fully ap-
preciate the awesomeness of world competition. At times, we
seem too entrenched in medal counts to enjoy the warmth of
borderless brotherhood.

'

Fortunately, these international brats are in the minority,
because it is merely the desire to join in the fun that is the
potentially earth-shaking power tg which I referred to earlier.

With an international attendance greater than even the United
Nations, the Olympics are the most globally-respected institu-
tion we have.

Though we may get together partly to test ourselves against
each other, the most telling aspect of the Games is our will-
ingness to come together on the basis of one universally-shared
characteristic — our non-exclusive membership iq the fraternity
of man. .

'
'

'--• • ^^^
^ ^

College costs
Continued from Page 1

to $3,906 for commuters.
Average costs at private two-year colleges will go up 7 per-

cent to $7,064 for resident students, and 6 percent to $5,996 for
students living at home. At public two-year Schools, costs will
rise 5 percent to $3,998, and 2 percent to $3,42GL for com-
muters.

Besides M.I.T., the most expensive schools in terms of an-
ticipated total co$ts in 1984-85 are Bennington College,
$16,040; Harvard-Radcliffe, $15,750; Princeton, $15,625; Bar-
nard, $15,558; Yale, $15,500; Brandeis, $15,250; Tufts Univer-
sity, $15,236; Brown, $15,190 and Sarah Lawrence, $15,180.-
The College Board, a private, nonprofit association of more

than 2,500 colleges and other institutions of learning, publishes
the survey results for individual colleges in its annual publica-
tion. The College Cost Book." ,

.

AFSCME
Continued from Page 1

the patient care unit at UC
Irvine,^^ ^ —•

'.

Enoch said he believes
groups like the UC clerical
workers are attracted to the
union because they feel the
need for representation,
though only 49 percent of the
clerical workers at UCLA cast
votes in the union election and
52 percent voted systemwide.

"I think the UC is fair with
tte::^^rnpluyees' ' Enoch ~said^r
"The state financial situation
prevented us from giving
substantial increases in the
past.

AFSCME spokesman Luis
Rodriguez said the current
wage increase is the first in
two years for UC employees
and that California's previous
financial situation cannot
legitimately be blamed.
The 1984-85 General Fund

Budget passed by the state
Legislature and signed by
Gov. George Deukmejian pro-
vided for a 10-percent adjust-
ment in all UC wages for
1984-85. Non- represented
employees, who typically fall
into administrative and
technical categories, received
a 9-percent increase for the
fiscal year.

^^o^r
» g u e z , h owever

disagreed with Enoch'l
assessment of the wage
discrepancy between union
and non-union employees.

CPS
Continued from PageT^^
tickets balanced. Subsequent-

k.,^W
^""'^

u**'*^*
*^^ offered

Hutchisons business card to

IZrt ^r"?^ ^^ *^«^ ^heycould verify the atoj '

they declined

.

may have received the same or
more of a wage increase this

year, but these employees
have no decision-making
pow^r and are forced to ac-
cept UC policies without ques-
tion," Rodriguez said.

*'Union representation
allows UC employed^to nego-
tiate as equals with their
employers," Rodriguez con-'
tinned. "Clerical workers have
a voice now and do not have
to accept every move the UC
makes."
The union negotiated tor a

minimum-wage increase of 8.5
percent though some clerical

units at UC Berlceley and-UC-
San Francisco actually receiv-
ed a 13 percent-salary adjust-
ment, Rodriguez said.

According to Rodriguez, UC
may be playing union and
non-union employees against
one another by rewarding
non-represented units with a

greater salary increase.

Rodriguez added that he
believes UC has a tendency to

provide misleading informa-
tion concerning the union in

memos which circulate
through the uriiveraty.

"The UC system is so spread
out, that we cannot always
reach every employee we rep-

resent," Rodriguez said. "We
are in here to give employees

^^as -nwch—as^-we-y)ssibly can,

but if non-represented
employees can obtain greater

wage increases from the UC,
more power to them."

Gately said he then promis-
ed Cuenod that he would not

repeat the action, adding that

both Cuenod and Tom seemed
jsatisfied. "Chuck said 'OK'"
Gately said, adding that he
then went back to work. ^'^^

Gately said he went to work_fH » » mi J

"N^n-represented employees

*\

i
"{> ir;'̂ ~]
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OFFICIAL NOTICES
TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: OFFICIAL NOTICES -

GRADUATE STUDENTS ONLY

.^*.9?'^'^'- NOTICES" SUCH 'AS THOSE PRINTED BELOW WILL APPEAR IN THF iiri a

rNTORMATlSmNTHiS ''^ *''° *'"' STUDENTS ARE HELD RESPONSIBLE FOR THE

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS

•••»••«••

• •••••••••••««•«« 4"^,,,

••••••••••••••••••••••a

**••••••••«•••••••••••

...y .:tiw fee
• ••••••««•••aWw 'WW

20.00

USE OF REGISTRATION CARD AND UCLA STUDENT lOENTIRCATION CARD

ann" fl^^l^ ^^® reminded that the registration card is issued to each student each quarter

fn^ntit.Vo^,
in conjunction with the UCLA Student Identificaton Card as a means o

th1«*S" *?m^®
"^® °* ^" University services and participation in student activities

„'"••, W«nt tiers are not transferable. They must be presented upon request to establish

"atVoT'^''^
•dentification. and must be surrendered upon w.thdT^walT canceSn of

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UCLA STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD

rJioi?.?!?"*^^*2^ ^^"??"^ identification card with photo is issued in a student's first quarter of
registration and IS valid with the current registration card. Valid current term registration card

o?ilf"£SP
''^ Identification (e.g.. driver's license, passport. California DMV ID card) must be

?1!h rlj^ .H
°''^®' ^? °^^^'" ^^® ^^^ S^"^®"^ Identification Card. The student identification

card AND the current registration card are both required for all University services and student
cldlVIII6S.

Cards are issued without charge to New or Re-entering^tudents from the first day of
registration in person through the first week of classes. In Fall terms, cards are issued
adjacent to the enrollment area in Ackerman Union. In other terms, cards are issued at 140KerckhoiT Hall.

Replacement of lost or destroyed identification cards is initiated at 140 Kercktioff Hall 8 30a.m. to 4:30 p.m.; there^ a $3.00 replacement fee.
'

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS .

RE: 'GOOD STUDENT • CERTIFICATION FOR AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE

ooIa^i^?®^ K ^^.^^n"^??*^
°"'^® S'9"s "Good Student" automobile insurance discount forms in

*;^^4 _Murphy Han. Most companies require a 3.0 grade point average in the immediately
preceding quarter. A student requesting such a certification must bhng his/her current
registration card, the completed insurance form, and a copy of his/her unofficial transcript
available each quarter in the Registrars Office) The form can then bd signed immediately If
inis form is to be mailed, please bring an addressed, stamped envelope.

^^'
SIw^l^.TS-."^^^'^*^® DIRECT EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PAYMENTS FROM
SSySiii!^^^^*- AGENCIES (VETERANS AND ELIGIBLE DEPENDENTS, SOCIAL-^^^j?ff-Y EDUCATIONAL RECIPIENTS AND DEPARTMENT REHABILITATION

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS

Application renewal (first).....

Application renewal (second)
Candidacy for Doctoral degree....!..
Doctoral dissertation copyright fee
Filing fee for master's thesis or doctoral dVssertafion

(one-half of reqistration fee) ttAoti

u^?ilS"r!*II?"*?®
^^^'"•"ations. each (Educational Testing Ser>^ice)..'.V.V;.V.V.V.V.V.V.: .

' 20 00Hearth Certificates for prospective teachers. in JK
Instructional materials fee

"*" ""
Happlies only to MBA. students in Graduate School of Management) ..

° 30 00Late application for teaching assignment ^-...^..T .....!

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: NON-DISCRIMINATION NOTICE

iqIS® Vmr?Y^?\K^'*'2T'^' *" «^°7^P"*ance with Titles VI and VII of the Civil Rights Act of

qIk K.. f A
°^ /^®« Education Amendments of 1972. Sections 503 and 504 of the

Srscfmina^^^^^ iI'tI 1?^
^ge Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967. and the Age

reSr ^ h1^nrtf?U^'±^"°* '^'T^^l^°" ^^® ^^^'5 °' "-^c^- color, national origin.

uo?f '. • ^^"'^'fap^^age-fn^any oMts^JOllcles. procedures, or practices; nor does theUniversity, in compliance with Section 402 of the Vietnam Era Veterans Readjustment Act 0I

ImninuIL'^c^^^'°"^'^^^° ?^ '^^ ^'^'^ °^ ^^"^°^"'^ Government Code. d.scnSe Tga.nst Inyernpk)yees.or applicants for employment because they are disabled veterans or veterans of

rfiii^'® ? ®^^' °^ because of ^heir medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the

S^rrlm^«t«°nn'r^K'
Code). their ancestry, or their marital status; nor does the Umversil?

nor H?J« thl"^?
^^^

^f^'l
of citizenship, within the limits imposed by law or University polic^

^Lw .1 ® University discnminate on the basis of sexual orientation. This non-d.scnm.nationpolicy covers admission, access, and .treatment in .University programs and activities andapplication for and treatment in University employment '

acifviiies. ana

- J" ^°"^°'["^"c®
J!^'^^ ll^e

University policy and pursuant to Executive Orders 11246 and11375. S^tion 503 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973. and Section 402 of the Vietnam E^
^^^n^''^^^:;^^' ""

'''•''''• ^'" ''"*'"^''^ °^ ^""°^"*" *^ ^" ^"'^'^^^'^^ action^equal

Inquiries regarding the University's equal opportunity policies may be directed to A T. Brugger
(415) 642-0508 (Title VI and VII); Rosalie Passovoy (415) 642-1708 (Title IX and Section 504)
Patricia Jasper. Campus Counsel. 2241 Murphy Hall; or the Director of th^ Office of Civil
Rights. Department of Health and Human Services.
Students may complain of :any University action which they believe discriminates dgainstthem on the basis of race, color, national origin, religion, sex. sexual orientation, handicap

age, veterans status, medical condition (as defined in Section 12926 of the California
Government Code), ancestry, or marital status and may contact the Dean of Students Office
2224 Murphy Hall, for further information and procedures.

Continued receipt of educational assistance funds is contingent upon the student making
normal progress towards a stated degree objective. The standards of progress, attendance and
conduct for all students are defined by each college or school of the University. They'are broad-
ly stated in the UCLA General Catalog and in other administrative publications; however, the
student is urged to consult with his or her respective academic department to determine the
specific starKlards that apply to his or her degree objective.

The Office of Special Services/Veterans Affairs is responsible for notifying the funding
governmental agency whenever a V/Vdependent sponsored student is not making normal
progress towards a degree objective. This Office will also notify the funding agencies whenever
a VA/dependent student changes his or her study load if educational assistance payments are
determined by the number of units in which the student is enrglled and registered. Any
students having questions about this official notice may contact the Office of Special
Services/Veterans Affairs located in Murphy Hall A255. 825-1501.
NOTE: This announcement is intended to alert interested students receiving direct

educational assistance payments of the responsibility of the Office of Special
Services/Veterans Affairs to notify the sponsoring agencies of any information that may affect

the continued payment of the t>enefit. In no way is a separate and/or double standard of

progress, attendance or conduct being imposed on these students^——,

—

FROM:
RE:

STUDENTS^
DEAN OF STUDENTS -
ADMINISTRATIVE FEES

—For your informat ion wft hava listftd hfllow various "administrative fees " which hav^ been
instituted by different departments on campus. These charges are made to cover
administrative processing costs.

SERVICES CHARGES/PENALTY FEES
Cancellation of Registration (Withdrawal prior to first day of classes) :...$10.0v

Changes in Study List (Petition to add or drop classes,
or change grading basis~S/U.P/NP or grade) ..^vt;??. .itt.>w.T. 3.00

Changes in Study List after published deadline '

—r-^-- , ; -

(Each petition subject to approval of academic dean) .:: : 13.00
Duplicate Registration and/or other cards from Registration packet (each order)

, 3.00
Duplicate Student ID.card , ..)........3.00

Notice of Candidacy for the Bachelor's degree ;:......3.00

Late Notice of Candidacy for the Bachelor's Degree ^ 13.00
Late filing of Study List (after 10th day of classes) ...,.« ...*,.«.......,........... 50.00
Application fee 7.. 30.00
Acceptance of Admission Fee (applies toward Registration Fees)..;..v 50.00
Application Fee (Intercampus Transfer and Readmis^ion) .T.v,...a... ....... ....;.>...>.. 35.00
Late payment of fees (on or after 1st day of classes)........... ^ ; 50.00
Reinstatement fee (each petition) 10.00
Petition to Remove Grade I 5.00
Returned Check Collection (each check) .^ ,; 10.00
Residence Hall Transfer or Petition Fee 15.00
Housing Application 15.00
Failure to meet SHS Appointment ..^ 'i. ,.., 5.00
Billing Fee : .*:.... 5.00

(If payment or deferred payment arrangements are not made on the date

of service, the student will be assessed a billing fee.)

leclamation. of Personal Items for failure to clear gym lockers ,.:.. .^,^^^,-...5.00

Late return of athletic supplies (each 24 hours) , 1.00

Late repayment of emergency loans ...T.;;Trr^.7:. ;t:7;» 10.00

Course by Examination (each petition) 5.00

Rental of Academic Apparel for Commencernent: .- ~^ ^^ --,

Bachelor's candidates 13.00 plus 10.00 deposit

Master's candidates '.\. ;... .22.00 plus 10.00 deposit

Doctoral candidates..... ^
' 22.00 plus 10.00 deposit

Duplicate Diploma (standard) : 22.00

Duplicate Diploma (Law, Medicine, Dentistry).... ....35.00

Transcript of Record (one copy) 3.00

Each additional copy ordered at the same time ..., 1.00

One rush copy .^....i..... .- ,...8.00

Breakage or losses of equipment and gym clothing (charges

will be assessed by departments based on actual replacement costs) varies

'Failure to Meet Student Teaching Application Deadline ^ 1.00

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN 0¥ STUDENTS
RE: NOTICE REGARDING STUDENT RECORDS

Pursuant to the Federal Family E6McgX\or\9\ Rights and Prwiacy Act of 1974 and the
University of California Policies AppTying to the Disclosure of Information from Student
Records, students at the UCLA campus have the right:

1 To inspect and review records pertaining to themselves in their capacity as students;
2. To have witheld from disclosure, absent their prior consent for release, personally
identifiable information from their student records, with exceptions as noted in Section
10.70 Of the University of California Policies Applying to the Disclosure of Information
from Student Records as published in the University of California Policies Applying to
Campus Activities, Organizations, and Students (Part B), available in the Office of the
Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall, and Organizational Relations Office. 161 Kerckhoff
Hall.

3. To inspect rebords maintained by the campus of disclosures of personally identifiable
information from their student records;'
4. To seek correction of their student records through a request to amend the records or a
request for a hearing; and
5. To file complaints with the Department of Education regarding alleged violations of the
rights accorded them by thA.Federal Act.

^^^The University may publish, without the student's prior consent, items In the category of
"public information," which are name, address, telephone number, date and place of birth,

major field of study, dates of attendance, degrees and honors received, the most recent
previous educational institution attended, participation Jin^ offjCiaMy recognized activities.
including but not limited to intercollegiate athletTcs', ancPthe name, werght and height of
participants on intercollegiate athletic teams. Students who do not wish all or part of the items
of ''public information" disclosed, may. with respect to address and telephone number, so
indicate on the student data card in the registration packet, and with respect to the other items
of information, by filling out a "Decline to Release Public Information Form" available in the
Registrar's Office, 1105 Murphy Hall. If a request is made to withold from disclosure a
student's name and degrees and honors received, the campus cannot make public Any honors
received by the student, such as election to Phi Beta Kappa, and cannot include the student's
name and degree earned in the campus commencement program without the written consent
of the student. Similarly, if a request is made to withhold from disclosure a student's name
and dates of attendance, a student's status as a student cannot be verified for potential
employers without the written consent of the student. Further, if a student's last instruction to
the campus was to withold from disclosure the degree granted to that student and the date on
which the degree was conferred, that information cannot be confirmed for a third party in

connection with the appointment of that graduate to a new position or in connection with an
honor that individual received.

Student records which are the subject of the Federal Act and the University's policies may be
maintained in a wide variety of offices. Students are referred to the UCLA Directory, Campus
Departmental listing, pp. 1-28 and Medical Center Departmental listing, pp. 1-5. which lists all

the offices which may maintain student records, together with their campus address, telephone
number and unit head. Students have the right to inspect their student records in any such of-

fice subject to the terms of the Federal Act and the University's policies.

The University's policies and implementing campus procedures and the UCLA Directory
may be inspected in, and information concerning the student's hearing rights may be obtained
from the Office of the Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall. A copy of the Federal Act may be
reviewed in the Office of the Records Management Coordinator, 2256 Murphy Hall.

TO: ALL STUDENTS
FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
RE: UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA POLICIES APPLYING TO CAMPUS ACTIVITIES,

ORGANIZATIONS, AND STUDENTS (PART A), AND CAMPUS REGULATIONS
. IMPLEMENTING THESE POLICIES

Copies of the University of California Policies Applying to Campus Activities,
Organizations, and Students (Part A), UCLA Regulations on /Activities. Registered
Organizations and Use of Properties, and the UCLA Student Conduct Code of Procedyris
may be obtained fre^ of charge in the following locations: ^

Office of the Dotin of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall
Organizational Relations Office, 161 Kerckhoff Hall

y, but the following day, Saturday,—

t

Continued on Page 9
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TO: ALL STUDENTS . .

FROM: DEAN OF STUDENTS
^~ "^ '""'""

RE: VIOLATION OF PARKING REGULATIONS
Irtformation on Student Parking Requests may be audited at any time

without pnor notice. Falsification of information on Student Parking Requests
jnay subject the student to disciplinary action including the revocation of
parking privileges for up to FOUR YEARS.

Parking permits are NOT transferable and may be purchased ONLY from
campus Parking Service. Resale is prohibited and may subject both buyer
and seller to disciplinary action. Any use by an individual not authorized by
Oampus Parking Service or for a vehicle not registered with Campus Parking
Service may result in cancellation of parking privileges or other disciplinary

Possession and/or use of a permit or card key reported lost, stolen or
cancelled may result in disciplinary action including restitution and revoca-
tion of parking privileges for up to FOUR YEARS.

Please see Item II "University Discipline" of the UCLA Parking Regula-
tions brochure for further details.This brochure is available from Campus
Parking Service, Gayley Strathmore Structure (Area 8) of the Office of the
Dean of Students, 2224 Murphy Hall.

TO:
FROM:
RE:

ALL STUDENTS
DEAN OF STUDENTS ~^

UCLA STUDENT PARKING REQUESTS
Student Parking Requests for Winter Quarter may be obtained from Cam-

filL m^'"F
Service located in the Gayley-Strathmore Parking Structure

^^J^rJJ'f'T^" ^^® ^T^°' ®-^ «•'"• 3"^ 4:30 p.m., Monday through Fri-

w^mI^^J""^ *^^/=° ^PP'y ^°^ ^'"*®'' Q^^i^er is October 8,1984. Deadlines
tor submission of Requests are:

October 8, 1 984 - First day to apply

November 1 3. 1 984 - Last d^y to apply

THE CHANCELLOR™^
UCLA CAMPUS COMMUNITY

ilelY^??.!!^ °^ CALIFORNIA POLICY ON SEXUAL HARASSMENT AND COMPLAINT RESOLUTION PROCEDURES
UNIVERSITY POLICY

in wh1chtuSs°\Srid^ «"^ '^^'^^^^nlng a community
an atmosphere free of all f™l« 11

®' ^"^ academic staff can work together In
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Southland officials hope to reap

long-term benefits from Games
By Roger Gillott. Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — Much of the tangible legacy^oLthe Olym.
pics — props, tents, scaffolding and banners -- already is

disappearing.

Bu^ officials hope what will remain are more imporFanT^
longterm benefits that are harder to gauge — a spruced-up im-
age for the region, a shot in the arm for the tourist industry and
new ideas about commuting that just may alter Southern
California's legendary rush-hour traffic jams.

"The fact that Los Angeles was the center of world attention— with 2.5 billion people watching the city for 16 days — is

going to cause people to see Los Angeles and Southern Califor-
nia as a great travel destination and a place of superb hospitali-
ty," a jubilant Los Angeles Mayor Tom Bradley said Monday.

"There's also something that's very hard to analyze but a
definite plus, and that is the spirit ^and sense of pride of the
people," Bradley added. "It will have an uplifting effect that
will wash over many areas for long to come."
And .transportation planners from the city, state and Com-

muter Computer '— a private agency that arranges car- and
van-pools — are hoping that at least some of the people who
changed their work schedules during the Olympics won't revert
to old patterns that caused daily morning and evening rituals of
traffic snaking in and out of theidty^

*»Fi. _ _I »-J • • I »»

It was a real study in sociology," said W.T. Doc Maloney, a
spokesman for the California Department of Transportation,
referring to changes in work and commuting patterns that peo-
ple made amid Warnings that the Olympics might turn a big
chunk of Southern California roads into a giant parking lot.

The massive influx of people and vehicles never occurred, and
highways and streets have rarely seen traffic move as smoothly
day in and day out. ?.

"We may be fooled," Maloney said, adding, "but we think
some people enjoyed it (the congestion-free driving) and will
want to change permanently."
Only three new structures were built for the Olympics: a

swim stadium, a velodrome for bicycle racing and a shooting
facility. Those were paid for by private-business sponsors and
will remain for the public to use.
The other sports used existing facilities, and athletes were

housed in dormitories at UCLA, the University of Southern
California and the XXniversity of California at Santa Barbara.

That lack of capital expense let Los Angeles emerge from the
-^^mes debt free — cost free, since they were prTvatery funded.
That compares to huge debts incurred by other Olympic hostsAn army of up to 2,000 construction workers began on Mon-day a month-long task of dismantling props, scaffolding and
bleachers at 23 now-obsolete Olympic^ompetition sites from
J^an Diego to Santa Barbara counti^.

Tents were being struck, festive flags and banners were com-
ing down and mountains of trash were being hauled awayWe have an obligation ,to restore everything" to the way itwas before the Games said Harry Usher, general manager of

nr!Hr//''fW k'^'m^"^^^^
Olympic Organizing Committee. "1.

predict that by Nov. 1, only lawyers and accountants will stilloe working.

tJ^V!'^
all assets of the LAOOC must be dissolved withintwo years, noting that the committee must dispose of more than

donT i^? "^1",.°^ equipment. Much of the sports gear will bedonated to athletic organizations.
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' Continued on Page 8

10,000 Olympic banners
donated to host cities

Wednesday, august 15, 1984
dL

More than 10,000 Olympic
banners and accesories, lining
125 TOiles of Los ArigeTes"
streets, have been turned over
to the City of Los Angeles by
the Los Angeles Olympic
Organizing Committee.
The varied shaped and

designed nylon banners in-
stalled on street light posts
within the city of Los Angeles,
is now the responsibility of the
city's Board of Public Works.

In addition, another 10,000
banners have been provided
by LAOOC to other
municipalities in the area, in-
cluding Santa Monica.
"The banners symbolized

and enhanced the festive spirit

of the 1984 Olympics and this

gift to the city is one way of
expressing thanks to the people
of Los Angeles who made the
jGames a success, Harry Usher,
LAOOC Executive Vice-Presi-
dent and General Manager,
said at a press conference in

the Major Tom Bradley's of-

fice.

The 10,000 banners install-

ed under the LAOOC*S "ban-
Jie'L program" in Jun^-4s
estimated to have cost a
million dollars. To discard the
banners would have cost ap-
proximately $10 per banner.
Usher said.

Other Olympic
memorabilias that can be in-
dividually carried will be auc-
tioned off to the public
sometime in September, Usher
said. Anything that cannot be
carried individually, will be
discarded, he added.

At the same press con-
ference, Juan Antonio
Samaranch, president of the
International Olympic Com-
mittee, bid farewell to Los
Angeles and bestowed the
medal of Olympic Order to
Major Tom Bradley, Harry
Usher, and Paul Ziffren,
chairman of the LAOOC
Board of Directors. The same
medal was awarded to Peter
Ueberroth, president of
LAOOC, during the Closing
Ceremonies.

— Peter Pae

WHAT GOES UP — Must come down, starting Thursday. This wdrker,

who had a hand In putting up the security ferices, will probal)ly be in-

volved In the major project of turning the UCLA Olympic Village back in-

' / to good ole' UCLA. ,

^
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Plant theft
Continued from Page 3

Police Lieutenant Karl Ross

said that his department had
not received a request for ex-

tra security at the Gardens
and currently had no plans to

augment regular police patrols

an the area.

Because primarily expensive

plants were taken^ Verity sug-

gested that the thieves had
some idea of what to look for.

"My guess is that they knew
what they were getting," Veri-

ty said. He noted that the

thieves took one Central
American plant of little or-

namental value that "no one
but a collector would be able

to identify as valuable."

Many of the plants taken
cannot be replaced because of

their size and uniqueness.
Verity said, explaining that
about half of the cycads stolen
had been grown from seed by
himself and his associates.

"I don't know that we'll
even try to replace them (the
stolen plants)," Verity said^
citing the threat of theft as a
reason for his pessimism.
He suggested that UCLA's

Gardens is more prone td theft
because it is located in the ci-

ty, unlike gardens in more
outlying areas.

Verity said that this inci-

dent and previous thefts
downgrade the quality of
UCLA's Botanical Gardens
because administrators can't
take the risk of planting exotic
and interesting plants which
also happen to be attractive to
thieves.

Police films
Cpntinued from Page 2

tion Center, "We went in

there and taped all their

footage of officers on their

chow time exchanging pins —
athletes and officers trading,"
Bultema said.

— Canada and Korea already^
requested the edited results of

more than 46 hours of video
tape shot by the unit, he said.
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sophisticated computers," he
said.

On a lighter note, "we have

Olympic legacy
Continued from Page 6
Kell. "Some mew^hants have complained about the lack of
business during the Games, but they are being short-sighted.
We put forth a very nice media image, and that means we will
benefit for years down the road."
One big question mark remaining was whether Southern

Californians had made ja permanent change in their working
and commuting patterns.

j
One large employer, Santa Monica-based General Telephone

Co. of California with 26,000 employees, was so pleased by its

Olympic experiments witb flex-tifne, four-day workweeks and
letting some people work on computers at home that it intends
to continue thein.

"It was a matter of changing the. corporate mind-set, " said
Gener^ Telephone spokesman Tom Leweck. "We tried some
thin^ that probably would never have surfaced under normal
conditions, and the sky didn't fall."
Lou Custrini of Los Angeles- based Merchants & Manufactur-

ers A^ociation, which represents 3,000 employers with more
than 3 million workers, said a pre-Olympic survey indicated
about 23 percent were planning to alter working hours to
relieve expected traffic congestion during the Games

tinuc
"° ^^^"""^^ "^^^^ available on how many might con-

"This ^expected congestion) gave us an opportunitv to look

nT "
u\^^^' ^^^'" '^*^ '^^^ Widby of Commuter Com-

^"f J/ u "' "^^ ^'^ ""^"y adaptable and can accomplish
quite a bit when we want to."
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Reagan's 'Star Wars' defense system
CQuld^ulwert^ms talks, speciaKsts^ar

STANFORD, Calif. (AP) - President Reagan's dream of
shielding the nation from a nuclear attack through a "Star
Wars -style defense system could destroy any chances for Soviet
arms control agreements, three weapons specialists say.

:J^"„'^^/^^^""\.^^^y. ^^"^^ ^^^ proposed system ineffective andimp ractical bu ll i technically and strategically.

Reagan has proposed building an impenetrable defense shield
capable ot intercepting and destroying strategic ballistic missilesbetore they reach U.S; soil. The Defense Department has pro
posed spending $26 billion over the next five years to research
Reagan s Strategic Defense Initiative.

"No one knows how effective defense systems are made and
what the cost is, said. Sidney Drell, co-director of the^tanford
e-enter for International Security and Arms Control. "What is^

k^i?^''^'''^^
'^ ^ ^y^*^'" ^^a^ can never be tested and yet hsd

to be 100 percent effective when vou turn it nn "

David Holloway, a senior associate at the center, added, "At-

achieve"^
""^^ appear, it is technically too difficult to

cnP^ '^™! control specialists expressed concern that developing

wffh fi^'^c "X?"*"^
^^^^ *° an escalation of the arms race,

with the Soviet Union building an offensive system to counter

Holloway said the United States could not deploy such a

v^ff^Tu
"^0*^^"^ violating a 1972 Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty

with the Soviet Union.

nrlll *!-^
great 'mportdnce that we maintain the ABM treaty,'

nn?n f
' *"^ ^^^^ ^^^'^ limitations represent the "real

SoWets
"^^

'^^^"^"°^" ""^ 1^1ween tl^6 United States aiid the

CPS
Continued from Page 4
at 4:30 p.m. and worked ap-
proximately one and a half
hours before he was trailed to
Cuenod's office again. Mike
Tachco, another employee,
was also present at that
meeting.

"I can't comment, because
it is not in the best interest of
the department," Tachco said.
According to Gately,

.Cuenod said, "This (the park-
ing fee incident) is against
policy." Gately said he then
asked, "Are you going to
dismiss me?" and Cuenod then
answered "Yes." /^

Gately said that he was
then offered the option of
resigning or being fired. He
S4id he chose to be fired,
because he might get his final
paycheck sooner and, "(Being
fired) looks like I'm not admit-
ting to anything."

Gately said he told Cuenod
-*|Mrt it seemed '"funny"* to be
fired "for being nice to some
guy."
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California Graduate Institute
Classes begin September 12 and end December 17

J984 Fall

10 00-1 00 pm
11 00-2 00 pm

Class Schedule

1 00-4 00 pm
2(W-5 00pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm

3 00

3 00

400
5 00

5 00

5 00

5 30

500
6 00

8 (M)

8 00

8 00

M)Opm
6 00 pm
-6 00pm
-8 00 pm
-8 00 pm
-8 bOpm
-7 30 pm
-8 00 pm
-8 00 pm

1 1 00 pm
- 1 1 00 pm
- 1 1 00 pm

C-191-3

P-3£
C-I4I

322 .

821

308

505
^-1
414

B-IOI

C-I2I

841

326
609
(-121

B-lOO

C-121

304

B-I03

810

403

C-142

414

CI5I
403

CI2I
(182
B-104
703

401

401

LI

MONDAY
CKnical Supervision PracticMm

JTheones of Psychoana lysis

9 30-12 3Dpm
II 00-2 00 pm
1 00-3 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
5 00-7 00 pm
5 00-8 (10 pm
S 0(»-8 (M)pm
5 00-8 (M) pm
S (M)-8 00 pm
S 00-8 00 pm
8 (H)-IO 00 pm
i 00- li) 00 pm_
8 (to- 10*00 pm

^« 00- 10 00 pm
8 (Mi- 1 1 00 pm
8 m- 1 1 00 pm

1 I 00-2 (MJpm
2 00-4 00 pm
2 30-4 30 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 00-5 00 pm
2 0((-5 OOpm
S 00-7 00 pm
S 00-7 00 pm
1 00-8 00 pm
S 00-8 00 pm
<i 0(»-8 00 pm
s 00-8 00 pm
8 00- I I 00 pm
8 00- I I 00 pm'
8 00- 1 1 (10 pm
8 00- 1 1 00 pm

Id 00- J 00 pm ('-191 3

l(l(KI-l (Xlpm 602
UllO-l?Ulpm 414

Theories of Personality

Introduction to Object Relations

Clinical Hypnosis

Psychoanalytic Treaimeni of the Child

Rorschach I

iman^erualrty

Group Supervision (Practicum)

History and Systems

Group Process and Technique
Psychopharmatology

Symbol Furm<i(ion and Verbal Thought

Varieties of Healing

Group Process

Statistics

Group Process and Technique
Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis

Physiological Psychology

Introduction to Behavioral Medicine

TUESDAY
Applied Technique of MFCC
Psychopatho[ugy I

Group Supervision (Practicum)

Psychological Assessment I

Psychotherapeutic Techniques of MK (

Group Process

Propositi Research II. Ilf

Learning and ( ognilion

Psychological Anthropology

Theories ofMK(
rheoriesofMF((
Current Literjiure ^

ICA4) Child Anaiyuv

C Horn. PhD
D Clifford, MD
TTHoss, PhD
D ChfTord, MD
W Unger. MD
D Sharon. PhD
J Besser, PhD

1 1 00-2 00 pm
; iW-'s 00 pm
.^ OO-S (Ml pm
? 00-5 00 pm
.> 00- S on pni

» 00- s no pni

S (M)-« (M)pm

-8 00 pm
8 00 pm
8 00 pm
10 00 pm
IJ 00 pm
11 iMlpm
1 1 (Mipm
loiKi pm
II 00 pm
I ; 00 pm

S 00-8 00 pm
5 (M)-8 (Mlpm

i , , - -

9(M»-I2 00 pm
I (HI- 3 00 pm
3 00-6 (HI pm

T-5 Psychoanaiylic theory Part 5

Tl Psychiwndlylic Thcor> Pari I

408 ( russ-( ultural Mores and Values

408 ' ( ro\s-( ultural Mores and Values

WEDNESDAY
S03 Projective Techniques in ( Imical Practice

414 ' Group Supervision

(121 Group Process

(141 Theories ol Personality . ^

(-142 Psychopatholoity I

811 Psychosomatic Si Stress-Related Disorders

414 Group SuperviMon (praclicuml

( -121 (iroup Pr(Kes\

801 Ncur<»lon> for Psychologists

334 fslfinian Theory and Technique I

(-181 Proposal Rcscarih I

(153 Psychologfcal Assessment III

704 Pathological ( haraclers in Literature

(-192 ( linual Practicum II

(-193 A ( linical Practicum III

.;BI03 • Physiological Psychology

T H I R S D A V
( liOKal Supervision I. II. Ill

Psychology of Birth txperience

JLiruup Isupcryision (Practicum )

3lT l.j|;ti Psyihology

70«> Lmst Psychology and Bible Personalities

Mo Ihc first Iwo Years A ( linical Pcrspect

H I(i4 Icarning.arvdCui^xulion

( IHI V Proposal Research I. II. Ill

t .121 Group Proicss

iicat ^ra«.7 icom^t" "

( fM Psychoanalviic Psychf)lherupy

D Primac. PhD
R Philhps. PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
A Brovar. MD
D ClilTord. MI)
T Oleson. PhD
J Packer. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
R Phillips. PhD
L Hedges. PhD
T Oleson. PhD
J Besser. PhD

A Alvarez, PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
D Sharon, PhD
V Shepperson. PhD
M Koven. PhD
L WcLsbender, PhD
M Karlovac, PhD
L Peters. PhD
M Gerson. PhD
L Moss. PhD
R (Jruener. PhD
y. Hansen. Pha
UTTr^in PhD

816 Assertive Training

B 100 Statistics

( 121 (iroup Process

( 4 ( linaal ( ase ( onlercnce

( -f ( linical ( asc ( onlcrence
ftjl) Ininiduclion fo Psychoanalytic Technique
PD Personality Develop A. Dream Analysis
(121 Group PriKCss

301 Writings of Sigmund Freud
822 Advanced ( linical Hypnosis

FRIDAY
112 (omprehensive Review
tl7l S<Kial Bases o| Behavior

J Van Buren, PhD
F Peieh, PhD
D EspaAa. PhD

E Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
i Packer. PhD
W Erxvin. PhD
A Panajian. PhD
L Moss PhD
D Primac. PhD:
J Packer, PhD
A Brovar MD
A Panajian, PhD
R Hunter. PhD
W R Johnson. PhD
G Gross, PhD
A Panajian, PhD
R Grucner. MD
W R Johnson, PhD

R Phillips. PhD
J (iibbims, PhD
J Packer, PhD
A Alvarez, PhD
J (iibbons. PhD
R Johni,on. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD

-trwfcisbender. PhD
G Bloch. MDand
R Beniiez. DSW
L Singer. PhD
R' Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J (io<Kh. PhD
R Alexander. PhD
D Marcus. PhD
R" F Johnson PhD
M Koven. PhD
Van Buren. PhD
D Espai\a. PhD

Stad

B Weiss. PhD

B 100

(121
BIOS

t DSAT
Statistics

(iroup PriKess and Technique
Research Methods

Professional Seminars

J Gillespie, PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
J (iillespie. PhD

M
\

AH prolcssionals are welcome to attend.

l«)st seminars qualify for (oniinuing Education for Nurses and'social worker^,
pprovcd for Veteran's Benefits for those who qualify under VA Regulations

** '><>-^ 00 prr). Sept 1 5 iSyclio<rai»a Techwiques in Therapy
9 00-1 00 pm Sept 16

9 (H)-5 (Mlpm
9(M)-I (H)pm

L Moss. PhD

6 00- 10.00 pm
9 00-500 pm

"i 00- S OOprrt

9 00-1 00 pm

6 00-10 IHI pm
9 (Ml-S (H) pm

9 (H)-5 (HI pm
9(M)-3 (M)pm

Sept 22

Sept 23

Sept 28

Sept 29

()c>20

Oct 21

Oct 26

Oct 27

Nov 3

Nov 4

The Significance of Boundary in Symbiosis A Panajian. PhD
in PsycholKrrapy

Psycliosynthe\i» "...^7.,. . 4^. Oleson. PhD
"•i*- .

9 00-5 00 pm
9 00-3 00 pm

9 (H)-5 00 pm
9 00-3 (M)pm

Nov 17

Nov 18

Dec I

Dec 2

Diagnosis and Treaimeni of Mulli^
Personality

Worting with the HomosexMal Clienl

Social Bases of Behavior

Social Bases of Behavior (2)

Social Bases of Behavior (3)

R. Solomoi). PhD

T. Oleson. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

B Weiss. PhD

9.00-5 00 pm—
9 00-^ 00 pm

Dcct
Dec 9

Prenatal and Posinaiat Implicaiions in'

Psychoanalytical Thought
W Ervrtn, PhD

Continuing Education Classes

CGI has been approved by the American Psychological Association to offer continuing education
for psychologists APA approval is linjited to organizations and does not imply endorsement of
individual offerings

9 00,5 00 pm Sept 9.

6 00- 10 00 pm
9 00-S 00 pm

Nov 9
Nov 10

Shorts Psychology and Performanec

EnhancenMni

Doaeslic Violenee

A. Brovar. MD
T Oleson. PhD

M. Gerson, PhD

Classes are held in West Los Angeles. Orange County
(iroup Theory and Practice is offered every night of the week at the West Los Angeles location
Individual and (iroup Supervised Training. Didictic Therapy. Dissertation Study, and Internships
are available by arrangement <

Ihc ( alifornid (iraduate Institute has been approved by the Superintendent of Public Instruction
StaieofCahfornia. Education Code 94310(b) to award MA and PhD degrees in Psychology
Students who graduate from CGI meet the educational requirements for Clinical Psychology and
MFCC licenses in the State of California.

Norj-profit. federal and stale lax exempt, non discriminatory in selecting studenti and personnel.

For additional iitformalion or a catalogue. pleasTcontact

:

California Graduate Institute
School of Professional Psychology Celebrattng 16 years of continuous operation as the first

independent graduate school of psychology in the nation.

ai3> 208-4240 1100 Glendon Avenue, 11th Floor
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William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein, Assistant Review Editor
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Richard Franklin

Of spys, killers,

and Norman's
mothers

«

For Australians Richard
Franklin, life in Hollywood
is the next best thing to
being back in film school

By WillJam Rabkin. Review Editor J
Every generation has its owtl myths. Seventy years ago, the

hot-myth was Horatio Alger -- every parent conM ^eheaTd
across the country telling every child that if they studied hard
and worked steadily, they could grow up to be rich and
famous^ Thirty years later, the in myth was Wheaties> It's not
hardto imagine an Athenian father telling his son that if he ate
his grape leaves and thought real hard about the nature oi his
existence, he could grow up to be the next Aristotle.
The new myth is film school. All our heroes now come from

film school — if you eat your' Gremlins cereal yoU can grow up
to be George Lucas and have your own cosmic empire,^X)r^be^
Francis Ford Coppola and be crazy, or be Steven Spielberg and
convince yourself you went to USC and hang around with

' Michael Jackson.
Or be Richard Franklin. "

Richard Franklin, the Australian director of C/paJt and! Pngr.
ger and Psycho II, is, more than all the Lucas', Spielbergs, and
Coppolas in the world, probably the ultimate film school grad-
uate. He hasn't amassed the vast wealth of some of his contem-
poraries from the famous Lucas/Milius class qf the USC film
school, but then he hasn't turned into Cecil B. DeMille, either.
He sti l l holds on to h is old film student ways; he still likes mak-
ing movies.

Like a real film student, Franklin still takes pleasure in

™movies^-ia making .^em and- in- talking about^em . Although
he looks like any normal person you might find on the Universal
Studios lot, once you get him talking about Hitchccxik,, he im-
mediately betrays his background, talking about the director as

the "last descendant of t\^ Murnau school" of filmmaking. And
if you get him on a movie set, you won't find a tortured artist,

or 9 calculating businessman^ You'll find someone having fun.
"1 tend to point niifr frhp aK<>iirHi<:t «;iHp of everything I do," he

admits if you suggest his films aren't strictly realistic. "I can't
take it too seriously — it's too much fun making movies."
Maybe too much too much fun. Franklin's newest film, Cloak

and Dagger, a sort of spin-off of the old Cornell Woolrich film

The Window, about a boy who sees a crime but can't convince
Bdults he^*' tellings the=^tTUt#; Mt» fceelved i?mtTte cri

what some calf its overly light tone. But Franklin says the film

had to be light; his inspiration on this film was not Hitchcock,
but Disney.

^ "This movie stars a kid, and a kid who's known to audiences
mainly for his role in E.T. I felt that if I did a film that was
scary and dark with this child protagonist, it would be offensive

to people. I wanted to make a film that was fun, that kids

could enjoy as well as adults. I wantied to do a film that was
light and full of fantasy."

Franklin believes in the pleasure and the embtions of movies,
not in their logic. His films, and particularly Cloak and Dag-
ger, follow their own emotional logic, not the common logic of

the outside world. His is a view many on the set had a hard
time following, especially when it came to the Dabney Coleman
character, Heru-y Thomas' imaginary superspy Jack FUck.
Franklin had no qualms about freely playing around with the

rules the character existed by if it felt right.

"I would have people consistently, particularly Dabney Col-

eman, questioning' the logic of Jack Flack's b^avior, and I

would say, 'He's an invisible character, for Cnrist's' sake —
what does that have to do with logic?* Of course, it had to be
\60t^ iti ofdeit to build the emotion, but W6 did i^ay around

__ Continued on Page 12
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Of spys, killers, and Norman's mothers

Henry Thomas tries to hide from two ruthless killers in a scene from
and Dagger'

'Cloak

Continued from Page 11

with logic. I mean, later in the movie,
Dabney does things which clearly an
invisible character couldn't do — he'd

force him ou t of—the-ear,-fee'd force
him out of the phone booth — maybe
you could take the view that it's

Henry's sense of self-preservation that

kind of pulls him out of the way —
he's wrestling with his conscience or

some ^iich thing. You know, Jiminy
Cricket. But really, we set up some
ground rules and then progressively

started to bre^k them as the movie
progressed. I don't know what emo-
tion has to do with logic."

And as the rtovie went on, Franklin
felt free to break his own rules more
and more — asJong as it worked. One
place where all rules went by the
wayside is a scene near the end in

which Michael Murphy, who plays the
villain, is about to shoot Henry
Thomas, but instead turns to shoot the
imaginary Jack Flack, giving Thomas
enough time to pick up a gun and
knock off Murphy. There's a nagging
question: what is Murptiy shooting at.

But when you ask, iiim about it,

Franklin just laughs.

"I don't know. That's what they
kept asking me (on the 5iet). Well, I

suppose the logical explanation is that

he's shooting because the kid calls out
to somebody and Michael Murphy
spins around, expecting the old, *Oh,
hi there! Yes, you know, he's got .4

gun on you! I'm not going to fall for

that old trick!' sort of thing. That's the
logical explanation, but that's not
what I had in mind at all. What's the
reverse of apotheosis? You know,
when a god becomes man. Somehow
Jack was able to appear to this other
character to save the kid."

For Franklin, Cloak and Dagger
was a difficult enough story^to make

work, even without strictly adhering
to logic. He was first asked to do the

project by Universal when he was
directing Psycho II for them; they

""wanted a remake of The WindowW
star Henry Thomas, who had just

done E. T. , and he was looking for a

project. But it didn't go smoothly at

first.

"I worked for awhile with a writer
in adapting The Window to the pres-

ent day and finally decided, that it was
a difficult story to make work. It was
a story about the boy who cries wolf,
and the trouble with that story in my
opinion is that it doesn't get going
quick enough. It's a good story to tell

kids, but in order to make the ending
work, you have to discredit your cen-
tral character twice: the kid has to cry
wolf and nothing happens, and then
he cries wolf and nothing happens,
and then finally the wolf turns up.
Which means your first and second
acts are basically nothing happening.
They tried to solve that in the first

movie by kind of reducing the crying
only one ^cene In which thi~

kid tells some people that his house
was for sale and some people turni

up to look at it and the father said
that he's rather prone to making
things up. Which was fine because it

got around a lot of dialogue exposi-
tion, but unfortunately what they
were left with was a story in which
Bobby Driscroll is being chased
around and you have no sense of why
people wouldn't believe him because
he's such a nice little kid and yo^
don't know why nobody's taking any
notice of him. Which you would've
known if they'd sp^nt a lot of time
showing what a schmuclf this kid
was.**

Finally Franklin gave up both on
Continued on Page 13
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Richard Franklin's happy life as a director
Continued from Page 12

that approach to the story and on the
writer he was working with. He called
in Tom Holland, who wrote Psycho II

for him, and together they AKorked out
a new approach to the stor>'.

"The solution we came up with to

use Jthe same basic premise was by
fantasy adventure games. These
games are really quite com^plex;
they're really played in the kids' head.
They fantasize being that character in

a situation, and it works like plotting

a script. That is, having reached this

point there are a number of possible
outcomes of this action and depending
on how you roll the dice, and the
basic characteristics of your character,
you will take one of those courses.
They're complex games. So the way
we used that is the kid is playing a
game about spying and he stumbles
into a real spy plot.' ,

"The interesting thing was that
when I met Henry his mother told me
that Henry is so into these games that

itself, but because of the film's title,
its star, and Universal's beautiful ad
campaign. In other words, some say,
the film's success had nothing^to do
wttlt Franklin's TaJent. Franklin feels
this is a bit unfair.

The paradox with Psvcho II was
that before I made the picture every
executive I met with said to me, Boy
you must be the bravest person in
Hollywood to do a secjuel to a classic'
and a Hitchcock picture — vou're go-
ing to be ripi^ed apart. And paradox-
ically, I wasn't. I expected bad
reviews, 4ind we got probably <ibout
half gocxl reviews and the picture
made money. And afterwards, the
same executives turned to me and
said, Of course anyone could have
done that. I mean, how could you fail
with Tony Perkins and the house. It

doesn't even occur to them that it

wasn't even a given we were going to
use the house. Thbre was one idea, to
do it where the whole thing took place
in a hospital. But to me, it wouldn'tsometimes he comes m here and heV be Psycho without the hou'se."

talking abou t something and it's

TnghlylfanciFuI, and she's not sure if

he's talking about something that's
really happened to him or whether
he^s just describing one of these games
he's playing. Because the games, are so
real for these kids they really believe
that what they're playing at is hap-
pening."

Still, ffmking^ a sequel to the Hit-
chcock classic would be enough to
make any director nervous — especial-
ly a director who admires Hitchccxk
as much as Franklin does. But he
managed to overcome his hesitations
for some very good reasons.

"I wanted to make a movie in
Hollywood, artd I figured I had

LTwkr5t^"I^i?r.l'r'!.5:?.^^^ ' 'hou«ht theCloak and Dagger is particularly sur
prising when you consider that this is

the film that could make or break his
career. His only other American film,
and his only hit in this country, was
Psycho II, a, film that made half of its

entire grosses its opening weekend —
before reviews or word of mouth got
out. Half of the film's audience saw it

not because of the quality of the film

thing ought to be done true to Hitch's
approach to movies. I wanted to do
justice to the motion picture. Some
people think I did."
And some think he didn't. One par-

ticular complaint by some Hitchcock
purists was the way Franklin sj^film
claimed tl^t Norman Bates' mother
wasn't his real mother — that he was

Continued on Page 14
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HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
FOR EYES
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30 Day Extended
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FamilyPlanning
a choice,
a responsibility
—

]

Cattfomra's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned prnffnifiif^nal mra f^r women
since 1969. .

• TREE pregnancy tests,

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/
general or local anesthesia

• Birth control

• Gynecological exams

Family Planning
Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 S Westmoreland Ave.

(213)738-7283
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12304 Santa Monica Blvd.

(213)820^84
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come on. take a tumble, get cool.

kick back . . . relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the
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.
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• Join the festivities at our

Hoppv Hour anytime through August 12th.

OLYMPIC SPECIAL
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Richard Franklin
Continued from Page 13
adopted. Why give Norman a
new mother?
"The first one was dead,

and Norman Bates had to
have a mother to be Norman
Bates. So^t was a matter- 4)f

how do we possibly give Nor-
man a mother again. We can't
bring that corpse back to hfe
unless we do a mummy story.
So whancould we do? Maybe
he was adopted. Which just
leaves endless possibilities. The
next scene after Psycho II
would be Norman carrying
the mother upstairs, going
down to the kitchen and
there'd be a knock on the door
and it'd be another woman
saying *Norn>an I'm your

mother'. You could go on
forever — there are plenty of
mothers out there." '

Some Hitchcock purists also
bristled at the tone of the
film, which was- a little silly, a
4ittle light, a little too close to
parody for some. Some even
claimed it was camp. But
don't use that word around
Franklin. __________^_____
"Tony (Perkins) used to get

furious if anyone used the
word camp. He used to say
parody, high style, but not
camp. I never went for camp.
I had fun."

Fun has always been the
operating word for Franklin.
When- he was at USC film
school, he was among the

Lucas/Milius/Kleiser group
clamoring to bring back old-
fashioned entertainment to
movies.

"At SC, we were almost
reactionary. At UCLA, they
were into the hippie thing.
We were hyper-conservative
— we all wanted to bring
back Robin Hood."

But film school can't last

forever, and in 1969 Franklin
went back to his native
Australia and Jnimediately got
a job directing. He was out of
film school and in the real
world — or was he?

"I was directing a cop
.show. The last part of every
show was always a car cha.se.

We were shooting in 16mm
and it was just like making
studeijt films."

Eventually, Franklin made

his first feature, a film called

Eskimo Nell. He says it will

never be seen in the United
States. "It's a bawdy Western
full of foul Australian slang
that would just have no
relevance in America,"
Franklin explains. "I've shown
it to frier^ds here, and they're

interested, but they have no
idea it's a comedy because
they can't understand a word
ofit."

—4twas^ bis later dim PatFiek^
a bizarre horror story, that
brought him world-wide at-

tention. And, after a brief so-

journ to Hollywood to help his

film school buddy Randall
Kleiser on The Blue Lagoon,
he went back to Australia for
another thriller: Road Games,
which starred Stacy Keach
and Jamie Lee Curtis.

Although it failed in America,
it may have been responsible
for Franklin getting Psycho II.

'*rm disappointed it didn't
do as well as it should have in

America. Bob Rehme (the ex-

ecutive who had picked up
Road Games) left Avco and
the picture really wasn't
followed through with theatri-
cally. But I suppose the fact
that Bob Rehme then came
over here (as head of produc-—tien^ at Universal)- was in-

strumental in me getting
Psycho li, so I shouldn't com-
plain."

Now it reamins to be seen
how succesful Franklin can be
in America without Hit-
chcock's ghost on his shoulder."
Currently he's reading scripts
for a new project — "looking
for a pearl among the ma-
nure" is how he put5 it. Suc-
cesful or not, however, one
suspects Richard Franklin will
be enjoying himself.

BOOKS

for $

including airfare

Oct. 29 - Dec. 29
The Jerusalem leadership seminar is an 8
week program of study in Jerusalem for
university student sponsored by Aleynu.

«« ff

For information and application cattr~

(213) 556-3054

S&tma
Westwood

1 0959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)
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MON. BUY A QUESADILL A K. GET ONE
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-it-
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XLCS

FRI ^^^-^ P'^CHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS FREE

SAT,

SUM.

BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH SPECIAL
•with valid UCLA student or facuWy \D

• YAMAHA-

•ADS

• SAE.

• TANDBERG
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'

^ BOSTONT ^T5BX

• DAHLQUISTACCOUSTICS

• HARMAN KARDON • GRADO
• THRESHOLD • GRACE

•TH0REN5

AND MANY MORE!

Something out there

- wild tales of Africa

Something Out There, By
Nadine Gordimer. Viking, 203
Pages, $15.95.

'^ "Something Out There,"
Nadine Gordimer's eighth col-
lection of short fiction, consists
of nine stories, a novelette and
superb writing.

Most of the pieces are set in
the South Africa Gordimer has
claimed as her own, and the
novelette, after which the
book is titled, more than il-

lustrates her right to that
claim.

It tells two parallel, yet in-
terconnected, stories. One

-deals with air irnseen animan
that is roving about suburban
Johannesburg, killing pets and^
frightening residents. It is be-
ing hunted by the police.
The other deals with a band

of terrorists — two black men
and ^ white woman and man.
They also move about unseen,
and they also are being
hunted by the police.
As the animal steps up its

destructive ranipage, it unwit-
tingly draws closer to being
found and killed. And so it is

'

with the terrorists. By electing
to break awa^ they became
outlaws and as such may be
hunted and destrayed.
^mong the shorter stories^

8685 WILSHIRE BLVD. • BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211

Quality Merchandii
Competithe Prices(213) 657-6911^^A"'''''"''''''

the standouts include, "A City
of the Dead, A City of the
Living," "Crimes of Cons-
cience," and "Terminal."
The first tells of a black

woman whose home is being
used against her will as a
hideout for a black man
wanted by the police. Angered
by the man's unwanted
presence, the woman betrays
him to the white police.

"fii^ J^c9nd „CQncerns^-^

SUMMER
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"
SOFT

CONTACTS SI69
f^ "CHANGE YOUR
V EYE COLOR"

SOFTS

DAILY WEAR
SORS

EYEGLASSES
INCLUDES GLASS 0«

. PLASTIC L£NS€S (SINGLE* VISION NON-OVERSIZE)
AND FRAMES FROM OUR
SPECIAL SELECTION

EYE OPENING!
IN WESTWOOD BtLLAQE

Since 1971

UCLAQrad

™CAW WT%°HA
'*"' '^'^^- *'""^'' '^"*'"''^"' "™6' TRAINING AND FOLLOW UP. EXAM. IF REQUIRED:

f^WiEr- Jon D. Vogei. P.P. 1132 Westwood Blvd. ^^^ o/\4 ^-^^:M ». professional corporation L.A., CA 90024 ' ^UO-OU1l
VMJMrEDP^RKmwmPUHCHASB . VISA . MASTERCARD . WITH AD AT TIME OF PllRnHA>«r

JLs

agent sent to spy on awoman suspected of criminal
activity but in a wry twist the
agent falls in love with the
woman he has been ordered to
incriminate.

The last tells the story of awoman afflicted with cancer
her desire to kill herself, and
her husband's love for her A
touching tale, beautifully told.

— PhifThomas, AP Books

I find your
lack of faith

disturbing/'

'^i

NNOUNCEMENTS

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

Classified
PREGNANCY

' "*r» '• wOfOi or IMB..M........,.........,.S]J9 A
Each aOdMonml word por doy.... 22c #
5 dajrv IS words or low. $I2.M •

(cofMOCUCivo and non-rafundabl«) •
Kadi additkmal word mmt A

f^Brtlina i

" ^
ClaMUna, #

I working day in advanca by 3pm ^
Class Display. *

2 woHiing days in advanca by 4pm 2
OffHca Locatioa II^KIf T

CIOMlfl«d Hours: 9ojm. to 4pjn. #
Monday fhrough Fridoy tlS-lllI •

•
Th* monoo*fn«nt m—n/t thm right to 2
Chang*. rpclOMlfv, r»vlM. or fo|oct S
any ciastlflod odvorflsomont not T
mooting ttto tondocda of ttio Dolly %
•fuln. ^
The ASUCLA Communications Board fully lup- %
ports the Univcrslly of California i policy on %
non-dlscrtmlnaUon No medium shall accept ad- A
vcfUscmcna which praacni persons of any given ^
ancestry, color, national origin, race, religion, ?
an or sexual orientation In a dcmcanlr^ way, or ^
Imply thai they arc limited to certain posttiorts. ^
capacities, roles, or sutus In society Neither the #
Daily Brum nor the ASUCLA Communications #
Board has Investigated any of the services adver-
tiscd or advertisers represented In this Issue A
Any person believing that an advertisement In Z
this issue violates the Board s policy on non T
discrimination staled herein should com- ^
municalc complalrtts In writing lo the Busincsa ^
Manner. Dally Bruin. 306 Westwood Plaza Los #
Angda. CA 90024 For —'^-"^- with housr #
ing discrimination problems, call UCLA Housirw ^
Office. 825-4491. or Westslde Fair Housing Z
652 1602 ' T

DUCATION SERVICES
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Meetings:
12:10-1:20 Mondays. Moore Hall 305.
Wednesdays Neuropsychiatric Institute

68-236 825-0644 or 933-3476.

^METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL
J:j^Church services, meditation,?

,^healing. lectures, music. jl
^classes, seminars. Servicesj(.
^Sundays 10:30AM. Church Of^
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420^
^ Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759^

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
. Gynecology

services
special discount for

students
The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657 .4269

BUSINESS PROPERTIES 25-C

to
GENERAL Contractor needs investor .„
share wealth from acquiring foreclosure
property 50K minimum, Peter. 213-202-

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. 30-A
BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, co^scientous
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus
BA degree, GPA 3 5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironment with established, fast-growing
company in MDR business park Blue
Cross medical, top dental For bright
hard-working people. Were the best place
around 213-827-5000.

CHILD care needed Early mornings. Good
pay Close to campus. Call eveninos
475-4764

'

GOOD DEALS
INSURANCE War! Will beat anyone's
prices, or don't want your business
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request "Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361.

CHILDCARE afternoons and evenings
Mon-Fri. Some weekends. ^Guarantee of
$l25/week. Must swim, no smoking,
childcare experience. 762-1077. Pat or
David.

-OLYMPIC PINSI sponsor pfnsT Team^plrisr
China^ Israel, etc. Tremendous selection!

Larry 470- 1 903 leave message.

SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people ( students/faculty) Good
grades discount. Call Boord Insurance.
716-0224.

FREE
NEED model for haircut and blow-dry.

Bruno & Soonie. Beverty Hills Salon. Call

Kozo 277-7045.

CLINICAL Therapist need full or part-time
in Beverly HiMs orthopaedic office.
Anatomy background preferred $7/hou r

plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina 6r
Mary.

CLINICAL therapist neeced full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopedic office.

Anatomy background preferred. $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-6950, ask for Tina or

Mary.

COUNSELOR full-tinie/part-lime positions

counseling teenage boys at residential

treatment center. Excellent benefits Entry
level positk)ns. Call 818-347-1326.

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligont, friendly,
hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fice BA degree, GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or
GRE scores required Great office en
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross nwdkal.top dentaf. for bngnt,
hard-working people we're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

GREAT August 20-31 st job Boys leader
for Sierra's Camp-out near Yosemite Must
be 21 years old. experienced with youth
camping, and with local references $200/
week Call 472-^349 after 4 30pm only

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE-CREAM BRENT-
WOOD SEEKS COUNTER HELP VARIED
SHIFTS RICHARD 820-1666.

IMMEDIATE need- part-time, flexible
hours. 3-days a week Own car Filing, er-
rands, must type Bookkeeping trainee $5/
hour 476-1595/ 476-0025.

IMMEDIATE opening for office assistant oa
a construction job Part-time Own
transport Very close to UCLA $8 00-hour
Call between 12 30-3:30pm. 47 1 -24 1

3

INFANT care. M-F, 7:30 am-5:00pm in our
Bel-Air house $450/month. (213)475-4708
Carol

^ f

INSTANT Personnel, a unit of UCLA Staff
Personnel Departnr>em, fs- currently
recruiting persons interested in working on
a full-time or part-time temporary basis in a
variety of campus departments. Accurate
typing required (minium 60 wpm), knowl-
edge of medical billing procedures^ knpwl-

'

edge of UCLA accounting, and technical
or scientific dictaphone and/or «hbrthand
Ability to operatq any of the following word
processors desirable IBM Displaywriter
WANG. XEROX 860. APPLE ll/MACIN-
lOSH and NBI Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful. Salary range
from $608 to $8 51 per hour Testing
hours: Monday and Wednesday, 2 00 pm -

4:00 pm and Tuesday and Tf)ursday 9:00
am- 11:30 am. for more information con-
tact Instant Personnel Service (213)825-
9196. 900 Hilgard Avenue, Los Angeles
CA 90024

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

O'DAY EMPLOYMENT

$5/hour. Valet parker Prime Marina del
Rey restaurant Call Mon.-Fri.. 9am-3Dm
(213)723.8459. — 1_^

'OB OPPORTUNITIES 32-D
AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per
•^^eekof your time may result in a growing
mcome Ttre^troors are TTexTble If you have
some time available and would like to
develop a second income and be in
business for yourself...phone now for inter-
view 213/450-8874.

PARALEGAL trainee/secretary- Westwood
Intelligent, energetic, hard working, even
tempered, non-snrwker. 475-5837

WORK for Women's Rights. NOW Political
Action Committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity. 458-
2937

'

VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine
at very affordable prices 478^845

HOUSING
^PTS. FURNISHED. 50-F
EXTRA large 1 -bedroom and singles
across from campus. 208-8798 729
GayleyAve

GUEST-HOUSE Brentwood Mountain
vjew. $3^5 plus 5 hrs. work.- Male gra<*
student preferred Foreign welcome Car
472-5726

'^

LARGE, "^furnished 1-bedroom apt in
Palms Water paid $350 477-8968

LARGE, sunny singles for rent Walk to
UCLA 208-3215 667-669 Levering Ave
PACIFIC Palisades, private studio, great
location Ideal for graduate student, non-
smoker $450 including utilities Mrs
Sheldon 394-01 15 or 454-2829

Walk to school 10 minutes to UCLA.
Private room, private bath, share<;J kitchen
$400 00 or 2-bd 2-bath $1,000 633 Gaylev
Ave #9 208-5920

PERSONAL

MALE and female models wanted for free

professional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon. Ask for Esther 474-8298—. fi.

NEED sperm donor with following charac-
teristics only: black male, mediurh build,

approx 6ft , brown eyes, black hair. Rh-
plus blood type. Gail, 394-3743.

PART-TIME Babysitter Brentwood Nice
surroundings. Call Susan, 471-3978. no
late calls.

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single one-bedroom Utilities included
Manager 644 Landfair #202 208- 1 837.

$525 1-bedroom upper Exceptionally
spacious, bright, balcony 5 miles campus
Suitable for staff-faculty members. Non-
smoker 652-2699

* *

Ir

PEACE

If the question Isn't ...

WHAT! use or HOW MUCH I use
But, is it AFFECTING my life and
can I QUIT?

CORPS Work study position

available. 20 to 40 hours/week $5/hour
Work for the Peace Corps (office is across
,the street from UCLA) Must be UCLA stu-

dent qualified to receive financial aid. Con-
tact: Anna Toth. (213)209-7444.

Physicans office needs part-time recep-—<»ow<9<. Gunset/Doheny area.—No experi -

WALK K) UCLA „ «
SKXCicious singles,

l-tjedroom apartments, t
Towers Apartments {
]0941 Strathmore f

208-7294 i
. Pool, elevators, security. 5
J parage. Annex 543, 547

;
Landfair. 540 Glenrock.
;Also. 478,483. 510, 516
I

Landfair.

ence necessary. 278-7495.

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS may have the

ANSWER.

Weekly meetings Wednesdays at 5:30

Room A3-089 Center for Health Sciences

Meeting information call 825-0644

24 hou r HOTLINE 372-9666

Scientific assistant wanted Library and lab

experience. Send resume to Henry
Tsu to rTiu Ta i . MB.

.

P .O. BOx 33b Pacific

Palisades. CA 90272

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career opp>or-

tDnities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm,
BA degree, GPA 3 5. high SAT or GRE
scores required Great office environment
with established. fastTgrowing company in

MDR business park. Blue Cross Medical.

top dental. For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around (213)827-
5000

SECRETARY. Part-time Westchester
Small office, all skills, some Spanish.
670-7664.

Modem Security Building

Across from UCLA
$650 and up. Furnistied

and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom lolt

apartments. Dishjwosher,

air conditioning, parking.

laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Oayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday ttiroughi

Sunday
824-0836

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver 456-6158.

OFFICIAL Israeli Olympic team pin for

sale. Call Cy or Ed 474-4049, 394-7024

HELP WANTED. .30-A

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED. 12-A
DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral

research Only small amount of your time
needed. All confidential. Call Julie

Schwartz. 464-8381.

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment for hot flasfies. Compensa-
tion provided. Call 825-8583.

WOMEN with endometriosis who desire to

participate in the study of a new non-
surq-i-al treatment for endometriosis This

includes women who have never been
treated and those who have failed the

standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755'

WANTED
SPERM donors wanted,
confidential . 652-4238.

All information is

pniiMn 1».A

DELIVERY DriveKuse own van of diosed

truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs

$1400/month. with excellent raises. Re-

quirements: BA degree. GPA 3 5plus.

good SAT scores. Great office environ-

ment in MDR business park, Blue Cross

medical, top dental. For bright, hard-work-

ing people we're the best place around.

213-827-500^.

DELIVERY job. Part-time afternoons. San-

ta Monica Pharmacy. Must have car and

insurance. $4.50 per hour plus mileage.

395-3294.

DRIVER-AND light filing $6 75/hr Own in-

sured car. Part-time Mon.-Fri., Flexible

iiours. Call 208-8516 between 10:00 am-

3:00pm.

EXCELLENT income ftfr part time home
assembly work For info, call 504-641-8003

ext 8737.

EXCELLENT opportunity for ambitious,

sincere career minded individuals

Management/sales positions Le Sportsac,

914 Westwpo^ Blvd 208-8822 See Cyndi

FOUND:fpair of shorts with pins. Call to

dentify. 475-4427.

QARPENCR and handyman , experienced
.

regular. 5 hours plus/weekly. Brentwood
47»4747 belor* 10«m.

SECRETARY Part-tTm« WesfchesTerr
Small office, all skills, some Spanish.

,
670-7664.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs se-

cond year law student tb handle tax,

business, and litigation matters Call 652-
5010
— — " —-..—,

I
,

. - — —-^ A^^.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law Firm needs part-

time (afternoons) file clerk. Experience re-

quired. Call 652-5010.

STOCK Clerk and sales, salary and com-
mission, excellent opportunity Call
(818)894-2077

THE WURST HOT DOG RESTAURANT
WANTS THE BEST IN ASSISTANT
MANAGER. CALL JOHN AT 824-9597.

UCl^ Center For the Arts Immediate
openings. Great $$$ part-time Evening
Hours. Cash bonuses Will train Call Eric,
1 -9:30pm 825-4401.

Vy/ANTEO Household help Work 5-1/i

days 8 00rffTi-5:0Opm Room and board,
good pay Beverly Hills home live-tn

References required Call Joanna or Bea
(2 1 3)273-2433 morninga.

WRITER Intern wanted for professional

writers worKahop «nd >bHbi ,u i rwumn
lo Camard Publishing. 90430 WorlQ Way
Center, LA OOOM

PTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F
ENORMOUS 2 bedroom apartment
Fireplace, dishwasher, 3 minutes to cam-
pus, utilities included $975 820-7980.

S M N of Wilshire, $750/mo 2-bed/2-bath
cbndo with dishwasher Security bidg and
garage: Close to ocean, shopping and

- public transportation. Avail. 9/1/84. 472-
- 4539 ane r7^30pm -^:^^^—

.PTS. TO SHARE 54

»-EMALE roommate preferred to an 19'
WLA new condo. $290/month 993-8262.
Suean^ ~
TWO bedroom, two bath Brentwood Pool,
garage Non-smoking. $408/month Ouiet
area Available 9/1 826-0593

WLA 2li6d-2ba, share with responsible,
clean Grad/professional $425 (utilities,

pool, parking) Anytime 213-479furn
.

5947

HOUSE FOR RENT. 56-

F

DUPLEX. 4 bedroom, ••2V2 bath WLA
$1500 including gas. Quiet and charming
826-4854

$2450 Bel Air Spacous 4 bedroom, 2'/?

bath Excellent location, neighborhood, air
Private setting 627-7788.

$675 Cute cpttage 1-bedroom. living
room, dinette. 1-blk South pf Wilshire"
Country atmosphere S M 828-9654

HOUSE TO SHARE. 57-F
FEMALl SINGLE TQ. SHARE 5-
BEDROOM HOUSE IN WEST LA QUIET
LUXURIOUS

' 3600 SO FEET. $450 IN-
-CLUDES UTILITIES LILLY (213>466-24^7~

Mid-20s M-F singer-model wants room-
mate for Culver City House Own room
$350 a month plus utilities Rick 397-1215

SHARE comfortable home, own room,
large yard, near Marina, 7 miles UCLA Bill

397-0495. $330.

VEGETARIAN non-smoker seeks room-
mate South Venice Own room, private
bath, washer/dryer $350/month plus
utilities 822-6815 after 6:00pm.

3 males, 2 females will share decorator 6-
bedroom Playa-del-Rey house (25 minutes
UCLA)$275/month. 827-2719 '

HOUSE FOR SALE. 58-F
HILLS Honey $169,950 reduced
Spacious Move-in. 3-bedroom, 2-bath,
family room home 2-fireplaces. Great
kitchen with built-ms Spa Sands
Realtors-Bert/Johnny 391 -6721 ; 472-0361

STEAL it* Sparkling clean 2-bedroom/2-
bath condo in WLA, north of Olympic
Move-in condition Bright upstairs unit
$119,950 Sheri. Fred Sands Realtors
Nights: 837-5660. Days 391 -6721

Westside Village 3 bedroom, 2&1/2 bath.
Ir

.
dr. family room Owner $285 000

213-475-1616

Less than 5 miles to UCLA
333 J Benffey 3txi-2tx3

$164,950
3104 GreenfiBid 2t>d-2tx3

$149,000
2919 Tilden 3t>d-2ba

SI79.850
10733 Wesfminisfer 2bd- 1ba

119.000
3444 St. Susan PI 4bd-2ba

$3]9.900
3310 Bentiey 3bd-2.5ba

$279,900
Saul & Micke Bubis

837-1006 477-8291

HOUSING NEEDED. 60-F
GRAD student and daughter (lOyrs) need
housing with single parent or other
Suzanne 821-35697883

ROOM ABOARD

GERMAN couple with 2-young children is

looking for a nice student to live-in and
help with house, chores and babysitting
during summer vacation Great opportunity
to brush up your German. 459- 1 865.

Housesitting and light housekeeping plus
small salary Male only References re-

quired 213-276-0735
'

ROOM, board, car privileges, private

phone- exchange for evening child care,
local errands, some cooking Personal and
former job references required, non-
smoker English speaking 394-3665 or

461-1671. / )

SMALL salary possible if over '15 hoijrs/

SINGLE WLA apartment Near Bundy San-
ta Monica. Includes stove, refrigerator.

$395 a nwnth Call 207-5527 evenings.

1-bedroom $520 Convenient to UCLA
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator $200
security deposit. Mr. Grossi Evenings
472-3194.

$1050. Spacious 2-bedroom and den up-
per, fiardwood floors, appliances,* laundry
facilities, garage Lease 279-1887

2-bedrooms $775 Convenient to UCLA
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator $200
security deposit Mr Grossi Evenings
472-3'l94

$525 1-bedroom upper Fully furnished
Exc«pt4onalty spacious, bright, balcony. 5
miles campus Suitable for staff-faculty

members Non-smoker 652-2699.

$650 (X) Two bedroom apartment Luxury,
security, carpet, stove, air. Palms 397-
4117 •

'

——-

—

—

—

\ '
'

$750. Attractive 1-bedroom upper, new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili

ties, garage No pets Lease 279-1887

PIS 10 SHARE 54F
BR E N T WOCJU afia/lffi6ril Large 2
bedroom/2-bath to share $475 CaW Pen-
ny, 653-2271 red

week woiK r Separate quarfdrs. entrance
Must have car West Hollywood. Starting

9/1 876-6898 or leave message.

SMALL Salary possible if over 15 hours/
week work Separate quarters, entrance
Must have car West Hollywood- Starting

•9/1 876-6898 or leave message

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP 63-F
BABYSIT." light house-keeping for 2 girls

Private room/bath/board/conversation- Mrs.
Altman work (818)906-1776. home
(213)837-6646

GRADUATE female .^tudent to help in

house 15 hours/week Assist cooking and
marketing Small amount laundry Water
plants. Make one bed. Tidy, one bathroom
Student provided with exceptionally large

and b€^utiful bedroom, good study area,

private bath and TV Complete privacy on
separate floor Use of swimming pool
Friendly couple Beverly Hills area Car
necessary Call Judy 275-3420. or Pandora
271-8736

ROOM FOR RENT 64 F

ACCOMODATIONS,'^'in i)eautiful Pacific

Paiisaaas view nomd p^dr^r professional.

V.io.

personable.

454 3^66
pon-smoker over 45 $450

^ /

K
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INTERrATlOfAL

DISCOUNT MIRI WE
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING I I Off PAY

AM/FM STEREO
Stereo Headphone
Separate Volume. Tone. Power Controls
Belt Clip

STEREO CASSEHE
PLAYEr

Ajyi/FM STEREO
CASSEHE

'Stereo Headphones

MG-27
Stereo Headphones I Osanvo $3799

NOW
OPEII

IP/TERfATIONVL

DISCOUNT MARI

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT. CHECK OR CREDIT CARD
PRICES. 4H HIGHER LIMtT 1 /CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066

SAT. 11-7 PM« SUN. 12-5 PM 390-4477 -

iC^
Prices subiect to change

Not responsible for

typographical errors

Linuted to stock on hand

Track
Continued from Page 18
any speed, joining the exodus.
Off the track, just like on it,

Carl Lewis was all by himself.

The best single performance
may have come from Great
Britain's Sebastian Coe, who
became the first man to^wih
the 1,500 in two consecutive
Olympics. Coe held off a field

of extremely good runners, (he

was helped when Brazil's Joa-

quim Cruz had to drop out
due to a cold) many of whom
dropped by the wayside as

Coe rah to history. He had to

go to his kick repeatedly down
the final stretch to win, never
quitting, never surrendering.

During the Closing Ceremo-
nies, as he carried his coun-^
tr>^ flag, Ke had al;miIelhaT
seemed 1,500 meters wide,

'

If L.A. never has another
track meet, this one was
enough to last the ages.

.OOM FOR RENT.
BEVERLY HILLS Pool. Rilchen ptiviliges.

A look back
Continued from Page 17

the two communist countries,

China and Romania. Com-
peting in their first-ever sum-
mer Gam^, China won 32
overall me^ls, including six

by men'y'^mnast Li Ning.
The Romanians won 53, the
third highest behind the U.S.
and West Germany.

If you like keeping track of
other records — since only one

'r»eed car Grad student preferred $325/
utilities included Leave message 783-
5151

FEMALE, own room, own bathroom
Kitchen privileges 12-blocks from beach
10 mm busride-UCLA $285 including
utilises 395-6255

Private, furnished room for female student
-Share kMchen-bath Near Pico-Bundy
WLA Inquire 473-7805

Quiet Private room/bath Linens laundry
male faculty/student Olympian
Westwood-Wtlshire Immediate o ccupancv
474-7122

ATWESTWOOD

SIGMA Nu has housing aviailable for stu-
dents for second summef session For
more info, please call 824-5362 ASAP
SUMMER housing at Delta Tau Delta
Friendty environment, sundeck & cable t v
$220/mo Call Doug after 6 00PM 824-
1133

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 lO^—
$1l59 950

2-bafh apartment. nonsrT^oker,$300 mo7lst I v t^^ ^, A.^.v ,^% ^^and last); walk to UCLA; security building; I NO CLOSING COSTS
respectable girls Kim 824-35 19 '

ROOIVIMATES 65-F
FEMALE roommate needed for 2bd-2ba,
$300/mo, walk UCLA-sec. pking, new bidg!
furn Fun girls.' 207-201 1

FEMALE roomrnate needed for 2-bedroom/

V

ROOMMATE wanted to share bedroom in

spacious 3-bedroom apartment Available
now $220/month Nina 478-6785 (eves).

• All clients screened with photos" arxl referer>ces
• 1 3 yrs of repeat clients
• Daily connputerized updates
2444 Wilthire llvd. San

^ Monico. 453»iaAI

L
• 20% Discount to students on
itoff with ad

^msEM^OMM mmzEiEiaaBi^^ia]

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections

—

|

• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

1 1941 Wilshirc Blvd.. Suite #3
2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

SEmVICES OFFERED 96-iHtYPING
research/Writing assistance, am aca-
demic subjects. Professional, confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave . #206, WLA 477-8226

world mark was actually set

on the track (in the men's
4X100 meter relay), then
here's a few: 140 nations com-
peted and nearly six million
witnessed the events in person.
And at both the opening

and closing ceremonies, what
everyone witnessed was a
show that was beyond the
stretch of imagination, and
one that will go down in his-

tory as strickly "Hollywood."

.UTOS FOR SALE.
CLASSIC '69 VW Oiiginaf owner New
paint, strong 1600 engine Great car
$1600 Andrew, 208-4870.

1974 MUSTANG II Ghia. White. 4-speed.
4-cylinder. runs on regular, power steering,
factory sunroof, air-conditioning, mag
wheels, great stereo, runs great, $1400
453-2658, after 6:00pm

=

—

>

1977 Renault Le car Silver. Sunroof. AM/
FM. Runs Great. Must Sell Quickly- mov-
ing back east. $1100obo. Call 213-473-
9089.

t979 Toyota SW, 25Kmiles. air. 5-speed
$3800. Pfus 19" color TV & mattress Call
479-1585.

1980 Honda Civic. 5-speed. New radial,
tires, roof-rack. Original owner. Excellent
condition. $4100/obo 5^9-3726 .

"

1981 Honda Accord 4-door. 5-speed. Air.
stereo, excellent condition. $6,000 After
9pm 859-2523.

'62 Con/ette two-top excellent condition.
327 engine. Beautiful car. Best offer 208-
5920. '

N'lglu \;ilct parkii,)^, Secured
HiiilJin^, Lush Inndscjipinj^,

CiHifercnce room. Media
Center. Fitt\ess Center, I\hi1,

Spa

1440 VETLRAN AVENUE
(> I^LOCKS FROM
>X'EST\XOOn VILLAGE
in7477-2476 . . ..

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Norvpro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion. Commerclot. Theotrtcal
Call for appointment

^818)508-8680

UTORING OFFERED,
TUTOR: Economics, Math 1 Term paper
help: writing, grammer. typing. CaH^Robirt
553-1655 (days).

ONE DAY TYPING
Professional writer with BA in English will
type and edit term papers, theses, etc. Or
editing only. Also offer confidential
diagnosis of screenplays and treatments
for aulhors/agents/nroducers. Over 25
years experience. Westwood Village Bill

Delanev 824-5111.

'63 ,VW Bus, rebuilt engine, good condi-
tion. $1 150. Call 473-5586 ask for Mark.
'70 VW new paint/interior $1800 ex-condi-
tion. 399-6953

'71 Toronado Oldsmobile. Good transpor*
tation Very clean. Needs battery. $850
208-5920

'73 240-Z automatic. New paint/interior.

great shape. $3500. 477-1618. 339-8645

•74 DATSUN B210 $950.obo. Good ride,

good buy, as is. 453-9625

.

FOR rent 101-1
ARTIST studio space- Santa Monica
approximately 450 sq.-ft. Natural light
water, storage. No live-in. $350/month
260-1987

114-K

ivlOTORCYCLES

FOR SALf
'81 Honda 400 Hawk Fairing; runs we|l.

$700 obo. Call Lorenzo 473-7356 evenings
or 825-2266 officer^^ -

YPING..

MOVERS
100-1

SUBLET 66-F
FEMALE, non-smoker. 1-bedroom apart-
ment, furnished, available now-Sept 22
$198 75/1 month Cathy »pa./ioo5

94-1
eCONOMY-^^OVING
Call us for lowest rate available Complete-

392^?!'i8^^'^"
^'P®''®"^®^ C3" anyt'^e

A' Quality Wordprocessing from $1.50/
P^9^ Experienced JJissertations.—T«an-
papers. Theses, Resumes. Editor's Note
306-5089.

TRAVELING? We will beat your lowest air-
fares to anywhere-especially Hawaii. Mex-
ico, and Europe. Call 479-2657

WANTED: Varii.and driver to drive my
belongings LA to Bay Area. Anytime 277-
17t3^Aufl^1St-Sept.5th. $150, plus gas

CONDOS FOR SALE
3-bedroom/2-bath Luxury condo for lease
or sale. All built-ins $2000/month 1929
Mannino Ave WLA 552-4632 or 277-1848

LIGHT Moving Delivery Local Long/
Distance Any size item Fast, efficient
reliable Anytime 399-466.3

AILING
18 foot Solkat $950 Phil 820-7427

78-G

CALL us last because we'll beat anyone's
prices or don't want your business!
Sports-cars, multiple tickets, good driver
discounts Request 'Bruin Program"
880-4407/880-4361

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Low
rates. Rushes we lcome. Marian 301 3622
7 days.

BETTER quality gets results. Word pro-
cessing, Xerox 860. Dissertations
repetitive letters, transcriptiorl. etc Linda
204-0947

8^ 397-8597 Anytime ^
PERSONAL SERVICE 95-1

BJ S Word processing Accurate, depen-
dable, fast

^ turn-around. Dissertations
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc
Bobbte. 390-2207

EDITING/WORD Processing: Established
author will help you clarify your ideas and
present them with power. Grammar, con-
nnuity. style. Books, theses, term papers
Elizabeth Brenner (213)392-6677.

FAST, accurate. IBM Selectric. close cam-
"^ "IBafba ra. 82Q-97t4. -""^

lS:<llHAS'ry HfH^KFHAC.f

WHYPAYMORE .. .

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insuiance/Canceiied
• 502'8

• Multiple Tickets/

Accidents

Suspended License
• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments

Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213 6632281
FOR YOUR SURVIVAL!!

The Balloonery
Send a colorful
bouquet of
helium balloons
or decorate a
party! We deliver
to all Valley and
LA. areas. Men-
tion this ad for
UCLA student
discount.
(818)705-1075.

JERRY S Moving and Delivery, the Careful
movers Fr9% estfmeies Experience and
reliable Jerry 213-391-5657.

*.

SERVICES OFFERED 96-1
DJ CY ENTERPRISES. Mobile disc
)OCkey sen/ice (213) 747-5699. (213) 734-
9594. Reasonable rates

PROFESSIONAL WRITER-EDITOR TOP
WRITING. EDITING ASSISTANCE
PAPERS; MANUSCRIPTS; RESUMES
SCRIPTS; BOOKS; THESES. DISSERTA-
TIONS 473-4193

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-
-cessing. personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire
location. 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
ori diskettes for fast, easy corrections
STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE 826-4993

RELIABLE sen^ice. Walking distance cam-
pus. M.A./15 years typing experience
Former UCLA secretary Phone 474-5264
RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Professional; confidential
1 1322 Idaho Ave. #206. WLA 477-8226.

Xonee'ft
One Jbatt li^pinq

LAX-FRA

1 ways $399
New York from $238
Honolulu from $338
Chicago from $339
Miami from $298
Mexico City from $249
^ondon uom !;5«9
Fronkfurt/Dusseldoff from $699
^°"\ ^ from 1699
Amsterdam

; from 11674
Hong Kong from $655^ ... from |S85

;e*Avly
^ from $899

Caribbean Cruise from $980
Acapulco6days incl.alr from $432
Honolulu, 8 day pkg from $329
Puerto Vallarta, 6 day pkg.from $359

CALL 208-4444
OPEN MON.-FRI.: 96 ALL YEAR

ASEA
|TOURS IkTBAVELl
^0^29 Weybum Ave.. Westwood

(Next to Hamburger Hamlet upstairs)

MOPEDS 119-K
'79 Tomos moped. Seats 2. Runs good
$200. 820-5273.

81 Honda Express II Moped.$l80. Opera-
tive. Brakes and lights should be repaired
470-9364 after 6Dm.

URNITURE
Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450
Dining room set $695. Hide-a-bed $250.
Sofa and Loveseat $495. Desk $150. Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspring $150
Dinette set $150. Brass headboard $150
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795 En-
cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600- Sacrifice
$160. Items never used. 393-2338.

KING size mattress. 2-box springs, frame
All for $150. 2-matching chests. $75 both
Black metal desk with L. $100. Call 552-
1897

MATTRESS x-firm. frame, sofa bed 110
lb. Weight set with bench. 19-inch color
TV. Call 479-1585.

Sofabed $300. Chair.$80. Two platform*
t)eds. $120 each. Chrome glass dining set,
4 chairs. $280. 3 lamps. $30 each. And
more! 820-5273.

• •.
• MATTRESS ' ' •

•

•

r«uhtbt>lONAL writing assistance
, all

'

manuscripts. Or join on going wnting(ESL)
workshop Word procesing avaHable, 456-
6537

pnd Word Processing if
25% Student Discount if

Dissertations, Theses. Resumes, Applica- if
tions. scripts, legal, statistical. Equations, JL
languages, nruny typestytos, a,

RUSH TYMNO WNILi YOU WAIT ^
Spellinq, Editing. Foreign Student Help, "if

Minutes from campus in WLA if
tp»clol: Qepmmy tottri i5< ^

112-
•77 Datsun Kingcab. $2950. bi.ooo miles
uampershell plus extras. Phil 820-7^97

'^IZ2°^^^'^ Air-condi(ioneZ7i;;i;F];;r
5-speed One owner. 56.000 miles. A-1
condition $2,895 Call 379-9785
80 VW' Rabbit Diesel,~7-door, sunrr^f"

398-0455 391-338!

tapedeoh

mTuIH 208-5449 Un campus. Theses,
dissertations. Library approved |ist. Term
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

-new
condition. $3200 396-268.1

Uiakus/nuich.' Excellent

All new hotels sets guorcjnteedl
TWIN SIT $»• FULL SIT $6«
«UIINSIT$M KINO SIT $«•
New 5 ptece bedroom let.. ^ ilia ,New full sl2e steeper .!!.......t.r.r."'.;|liJ
New sofa arxj love seat

"J".!! $1S9
Oak finish coffee table*...,..,

'

|20
I

end tables $15, kamps #7

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

MUSICAL INSTRUMEN
HOmner model HG200. Steelltrin^Uke
new High quality. $300 obo. Mary 1
(818)573-2564 after 6pm.

"^
'

PIANO for sale Excellent condition $1099Ca l l 391 -8833 BVeninAs
'—

'73 Brick Riviera. Immaculate, All options
Very- good car. New tires. $1,300 obo
208-5920

PETS
Seal Point. Himmalayen kittens. Too cute
gegisiered-w/ AGFA. $195, Call Kim 475^
8986. /

A look back
Contiiiued from Paf^e 19
athlete after winning his se-

cond consecutive gold in this

grueling event? Well, some
say he's second only to Lewis,
but-fs a <5omedian h^ has the
upp€fr hand. After the com-
petitToh Tie sported a shirt say
ing "Thanks American for the
Great Games" on one side and
on the other side it said "But
what aboiit the TV coverage?"
Thompson's joke about TV

referred to the pro-American
stand taken by ABC's an-
nouncers and the major focus
on. U.S. athletes. IOC Presi-

dent Juan Antonio Samarach
called on ABC for a more in-

ternational appeal to the
Games and ordered LAOOC
President Peter V. Ueberroth
to reprimand ABC.
The world discovered that

not only are the U.S. men's
basketball team in their own
world, but now the U.S.
women have no peers after

they rippped all six opponents
and captured the gold,

the U.S. won, right? Wrong.
The Japanese may be a plac^
for fledging U.S. professionajl
players but they do have some
fine amateurs, evidenced by
their 6-3 victory over the U.S.
in the finals.

For the few Greco-Roman
jwrestling fans out-there, they
>yill recall the U.S. won their
firet ever medal when Steve
Fraser beat a Romanian. Then
the U.S. added three more
golds.

All told the U.S. won 83
golds — isn't it a shame that
they didn't win 84 in '84? But
for comparisons sake the U.S.
topped the Soviet's mark of 80
in '80. The U.S. totaled 174
medals to the Soviet's 197.

But the biggest medal win-
ners of the 1984 Games were

Continued on Page 16
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Another sport invented in

the U.S., volleyball, has only
one peer, that being China,
who beat the U.S. women for

the gold medal. But the U.S.

men finally won their first

medal in the Games, and
although it's silver inside, it's

gold-plated on the outside (all

V, gold medals are manufactured
this way).

U.S." swimmers tied their

own Olympic record with 21
golds, but a majority of the
women will have an asterik

next to theirs because of the
absence of East Germany.
Two new sports were added

—rto the-<james^— synchronized

J^
1

Wik.

swimming, which is dancing
in a / pool for< nearly five

minutes, and rhythmic gym-
nastics, which proves that
basketball is not the only sport

played with a hoop and a
ball. Has anyone figured this

sport out yet?

There were also tAvo
demonstration sports, and one
of them was tennis, the third

most popular Olympic event
on the UCLA campus behind

iLgymnasties and pin trading
The other demonstration

event was baseball, and
without the Cubans in town.

If you are rK>t satisfied witti your present
automotive garage

GIVE US A TRY
We have:

• FACTORY TRAINED MECHANICS
• COMPLETE AUTO SERVICE « REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND REPAIR STATION

WE SERVICE ALL DOMESTIC
AND MOST FOREIGN CARS
We Care About Students!

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1S27 Santa Monica Blvd. (at Waatgata)

477-6551 Visa-Maatarcard
24-Hour Talaphona Mobila-Am. Expraaa

The LARGEST Daily Bruin
off the year Is^cpming sooni

Aihrertise in the
1 — Fall Reg.JssueH —

825-2161

WESTWOOD HILLS
CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Dr. Myron J. Taylor
Minister

John C. WokeTieid
Assockste Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

10808 Le Conte Ave.
208-8576

9 am Church School
10 am Worship Service

STUDENTS WELCOME

* tie ax£ Chxistiani onfif, Lut

not the. onLif C%xiitiuni.
"

ORIGINAL

WORLD FAMOUS
_JtAMBURGERS—

OPEN 24 HOURS
2575 W. Beverly Blvd. "

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

1 ~:i

Other Locations
1310 San Ferriando Blvd . Burbank
15745 Roscoe Blvd. across from
Busch Gardens in V^n Nuys

1717 W Colorado, Eagle Rock
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Portugal's Carlos Lopes, 37,

won the marathon in Olym-
pic record time.

from Page \

here, in ABC's view, it is on a
par with sports sdch as

women's^£ieW-hockey.
The final was a spectacle.

At halftime, the crowd
erupted into a "wave" cheer
that circled the stadium four-
teen times. The sight of the
cheer was impressive and the
lines at the refreshment stands
were much shorter than usual
-as the majority of the fans^

"Stayed in their seats during
halftime.

The stars of the tournament
were two French strikers,

Daniel

Xuereb. Each scored a goal in

the final, and the two com-
bined for eight goals in the

tournament.
So while ABC's coverage ig-

nored soccer, the tournament

showed that American athletes

weren't needed to provide ex-

citement, a point ABC never

seemed to see for itself.

Note: UCLA's Jeff Hooker

played oaihe-U.S^ team. He
did not score any goals, but

played well just the same.
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Track
Continued from Page 19
seemed to notice.

New people, at times, real

people got to win medals.
Australian Glynis Nunn,' a
school teacher, won the hep-
tathlon with -possibly the
first-ever two koala bear per*
formance in an Olympics, oije

on her collar, one in her
hands. In the interviews that
followed, she cried. This v^as
no super-human product of
supreme technology'. This was
the Olympic ideal.

There were up.sets, as any
meet is likely to have. In the
110-meter hurdles, the power
and the glory belonged to
Roger Kingdom, who defeated
Greg Foster. With his loss,

Foster missed a valuable
chance to rid himself 6f the
troublesome ghost of Renaldo
Nehemiah. Kingdom was
gracious in victory. 'Tins
makes me the second or third
best hurdler in the world," he
said. *You can't become No. 1

6n the basis of one race."

Summer
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Ignored was Maricica Puica
of Romania, who one could
only feel sorry for, a strange
emotion considering ihat she
won an Olympic gold medal.
Puica may well have won th^
3,000 meters fair and square,
but air anyone will remember
is Decker falling in Turn 4
and pulling a hip muscle.
After her race, Puica sat in an
interview tent with 10
reporters, who all asked the

same question, "Who's fault
was it?"

Puica said she didn't know,
but was asked again, and
again, and not surprisingly
was getting a little miffed by
the course of the questioning.
One writer asked her a ques-
tion about herself, and she
immediately perked up, smil-
ing as the interpreter explain-
ed an injury she suffered plav-
ing ^^^ketbattT^When the^
questioning returned to
Decker-Budd, she asked if she
could go. Two reporters tned
to ask her mote about her in-

jury, and she decided to stay
and talk. It was too late. The
rtiachinery put in motion, she
was already being forcefully
led from the tent. "She doesn't
want to answer any more
questions," the moderator
bellowed, not seeing the forest
for the trees.

The same fate fell to the
other members of the world
record-setting U.S. 4X100
meter relay team. Sam Grad-

_dy> Ron Rrnwn aad-
Smith were all asked about
what it's like taking a back
seat to Carl Lewis, which is a
strange question to ask since
it's the very same writers that
put them in the back seat.

Graddy, a very, nice and
polite young man, was so mif-
fed he got up and left, soon
followed by Brown. Smith,
the world record holder in the
100, showed he hadn't lost

Continued on Page 16

Tutoring starts Saturday. August 18. Please meet at
*

Castelar at ID a.m. or meet in front of the James E. *
West Center at 9:30 a.m. (transportation provided!) or
call us at 825-2820 or 825-2333. Tutoring will be every
Saturday at 10-12 throughout the summer af Castelar

* E/emenfary School.
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Track
Continued from Page 20
He ran three heats each in the
100 and 200, made three long
jumps, and ran two heats of
the relay. Add it all up and it

comes to about two minutes,
which he can now turn into a
million or so dollars, assuming
his bad manners didn't turn
X)ff any potential clients. They
probably didn't.

Mary Decker had her shot,

but you might say it was nip-
ped iti the Budd. OK, so
maybe you don't want to say
it. Decker's bad manners in

the days fbllowing the inci-

dent left everyone with a bad
taste in their mouth. She has
blamed everyone but herself,

and she may well have deserv-
ed the most blame, as it was
she that apparently caused
Zola Budd to lose her balance
to touch the whole' thing off.

Somewhere the two will meet
again.

Lewis won four gold
medals, but it should be
renvemWr^ th at Valerie

tfft
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A look back
Continued from Page 20
ot competition when U.Sy
boxer Evander Holyfiefd
somehow lost

his semifinal bout while stan-
ding on his feet with his op-
ponent laid out on his backx-
And then came the great crash
on the Coliseum highway be-
tween Mary Decker and Zola
Jiidd .

sports 19

did Howard Cosell let the TV
audience know that the U.S.
had superior boxing talents?
Cosell also repeated himself on
more then a few occasions,
saying things like "These
Korean ^uys just keep coming

-a^ youv I 4neaii they ^re
tough." Aid what about hik
comments on the African box-
ers. **These guys Have

tions. De Castella placed fifth,
Seko 14th and Salazar 15th.

For the first time ever, the
women paticipated in the
Olympic marathon and
American Joan Beniot won the
gold. But sbe didn't get the
reception from the Coliseum
crowd that Switzerland's
Gaby Andersen-Scheiss did.
The crowd cheered Ander-

Brisco-Hooks won three, in

the. 200 and 400 and 4X400
^ meter, relay. This isn't bad

considering no one knew who
she was at about this time last

year, when she was taking
care 'of her children. Chandra
Cheeseborough, who had
moved from the 200 to the
400 to rtiaximize her medal
winning chances, seemed a
sure thing after the Eastern
Bloc pullout. Few thought
about Brisco-Hooks.

Brisco-Hooks touched off a
string of strong performances
by hyphenated women. Benita
Fitzgerald-Brown won the
100-meter hurdles, Merlene
Ottey^Page was third in the

Greg Foster, the world's No.
1 ranked 110-meter hurdler,
cogid only manage the silver
m6dal in the 1984 Summer
Games.

100 and 200. Morocco's Nawal
El Moutawakal could stand to
have a hyphen or two,
especially after winning the
400-meter hurdles.

The hyphen replaced The"
asterisk as the punctuation
mark to watch. On the men's
side, few performances could
be labelled "Boypott-tainted".
Nine Olympic records fell in

24 events, and only the field

events were effected. But who
cares about the bammer
throw. As long as you don't
screw up the 100, the 1500
and the decathlon, few mind.
The women, quite natural-'|

ly, were a far different story:^||

Brisco-Hooks almost certainly '

wouldn't have won three gold _
medals h«d the rest of the §,

world been here. The field ,^J

events became a sham of what
they could have been, but few

Gofftihued pn Page 18

Oh, there was the usual
grumbling from foreign t^ams,
such as the Bomanians, who
charged the gymnastics judges
with biased scoring after the
U.S.'s Mary Lou Betton won
the women's all-around gold
medal

.

And there were also a few-

complaints from the Sports
Arena, where foreign nations
charged the boxing judges
with biased scoring toward?
the home country. Couldn't
people understand that there
were no U.S. judges? And that
the Americans, who won nine
golds , a silver and bronze
medal in the 12 weight
classes, were the class of the
field?

How many countless times

something they never had be^—son^Scheiss to the tfhish Une^a
fore. They now have style.
And they're tough."
On the final day of track

and field, Portugal's' 37-year-
Carlos* Lopes, who won the

marathon in an Olympic
record time of 2:09.21,
became an inspiration to the

crippling figure who was suf-
fering ftom heat exhaastion.
But she finished, and it didn't
matter if it was 37th place.

Valerie-Bpisco Hooks
upstaged her more decorated
teammate, Evelyn Ashford, by
winning three gold medals.

middle-aged i>erson. Don't ex-'^ Poor Evelyn only won two
pect them to go out and start

running marathons, but there
could be a purchase increase
on running shoes.

So much for trying to pick a
favorite in a race that spans
26 miles, 385 yards. Most
track experts predicted that
the marathon winner would
be either Austalia's Bob de
Castella, Japan's Toshihiko
Seko, or the U.S.'s Alberto
Salazar. So much for predic-

ts there anything left to
conquer for Carl Lewis after
he won four gold medals, as
he vlas expected to do?
. _Carl can console his sister

Carol, considered to 4)e—

a

medal favorite in the long
jump, who placed hinth in the
preliminaries and didn't even
advance to the final round

Is Great Britain's Daley
Thompson the world's greatest

Continued on Page 17

Brother Carl Lewis may have won four gold medals, but sister Carol was dgwn and out
when she didn't even qualify for the finals in the long jump. 7 ^: T^ ~ Z.
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WOMEN'S SUITS MEN'S SUITS
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Assorted colors $7 00
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10% discount for students (not valid on sale merchandij^)

. . all summer long.
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• no waiting

• x-ray, laboratory, and medication in one visit (if needed)
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Kevin Daly. Assistant Sports Editor

exactly
^our typicaltrack town
-By Tom-XimmermaAn
Senior Staff Writer

Los An^el^es is not a track town, not of the
type that cities like Zurich, Helsinki or even
Eugene, Ore. are.

But, like learning to take the bus, L.A. fans
took track and field to their hearts durinj^ the
Olympic Games, cominj^ fX), ()()() at a time to
watch the simplest of all athletic endeavors.
To say that track has now won its wav into

the hearts of Southern California sports fans
/)n the basis of the Olympics alone is a bit of
^n overst^ement, likj^ sa\ ing that t^e_ Jarjje
^•rowds that have turned^it for the Def^orean^^^
trials si^nal a reinterest in criminal pro-
ceedings.

Like (he redesi)^ned perist\le end of the
stately old Col iseum, the suppor t of local track
fans w as littTe more than a facade. As the col-
ors fade, so will the interest in the sport.
01\/npic track and field was a victOr>.of stvle

over substance, of flash more than fanaticism.
When you get right down to it, no one real-

ly needs a 100,000-seat track stadiuni
anywhere on this great brg planet of ours^
Despite what may hapi)en in Los Angeles'
track and field future, (there's talk of trying to
get the World Championships sometime soon)

.its track history will be shaped by one thing,
and one thing only, the Olympics.

But if you're going to build your memories
on one event, the Olympics aren't a bad place
to start.

Nor is Carl Lewis. The country's new media
"Star was roTonated on the Coliseum track,lind
he now rules over all he sees. Winning four
»gold medals is a pretty staggering ac-
complishment, considering he only had two
sMdixys durin^c the span of the track" compcti-
tion

Actimlly, Lewis didn't put in much work.
Continued on Page 19
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Republican convention
raiiies for Reagan

Valerie Briscoe-Hooks, won three Olympic golds as she won
the 200, 400 and was a member of the 4X400 meter relav
team. '

By Jonathan Burton
Special to the Bruin

DALLAS, Tx: ^
Republicans are meeting here
this week, perhaps more for
parties than .for politics, as the
33rd Republican Convention
prepares to renominate Presi-
dent Ronald Reagan as the
Party candidate.
The converttion opened

Monday with praise for the
President, whpm polls show to
have a commanding lead
among American voters. The
Republicans strongly support
the President, and the only

.
conflict at this gathering so far
has been opposition from
moderate Republicans to the
conservative nature of the
GOP platform. But the plat-
form has withstood the
challenge.

Security is exceptionally
tight, with a much-debated
eight-foot chnain-link fence en-
compassing the convention
grounds, ostensibly to keep
protesters within the protest
area. As of Tuesday morning,
no major disruptions have oc-
curred, but police have ap-
peared more numerously at
this convention than at the
Democratic National Conven-
tionTieTtf hi San Francisco kst
month.

In Monday's keynote ad-
dress, U.S. Treasurer
Katherine Ortega said
America has "jcqme a long

^Wednescjay, August 22. 1984

A look back ^

The showmanship
of the "84 Games

way in four year^ — from the
shame in Tehran to the brave
rescue of American students in
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Soccer TV coverage non-existent
By Bob Timmermann
'^Writer

The colors in the 1984
Olympic soccer tournament
were red, white, and blue,
but they were the wrong
shape. Instead of the stars and
stripes flying atop the flagpole
at the Rose Bowl, It w as the

1,

French tricolor

With no Americans in the
competition, the all-powerful
ABC eye treated soccer with
as much respect as Mary

" Decker has for Zola Budd.
Televised soccer coverage

was mostly non-existent.
There were taped highlights of
.uartcrfinals arrd consolation,
games i-n the morning, a
delayed showing -of five

-^rand^ total of fifteen minute?
of live coverage of the Brazil-
Italy semifinal.

Although ABC might have
ignored soccer, spectators did
not. Over 1.4 million people
saw the 32 match tournament
at four sites. Harvard, Mass.,
Annapolis, Md., Stanford, and
^the-RoseBowT"^ "

The 101,799 spectators, the
largest soccer crowd in North
American history, who show-
ed up for the final, saw a
quick-attacking French team
beat Brazil at its own game to
win the gold medal 2-0.

For both the French and
the Brazilians, it was their
first medals in Olympic soc-
cer. The third-place Yugosla-
vians took honic their f.ffh

iimiult'S uf' rile final, and a Olynipic socc^rmedal

ITs hard fb~Tigure out just
why ABC gave soccer a
limited exposure. In the first
round, the U.S. team was in
contention for a spot in the
quarterfinals. It needed to
beat Egypt to advance, but
none of that game was shown,
^^nother important game
mat was not shown was the
France-Yugoslavia semifinal.
In a hard-fought and emo-
tional match, the French
prevailed 4-2 in overtime,
after Yugoslavia rallied^from a
2-0 deficit to score two shor-
thanded goals. Nevertheless,
this exciting* game was ig-
nored.

ABC's foctis was basically
American. Scxjcer is a \ery
IlDpiilar xport ovewcM^—brrt

By Kevin Daly
Assinani Sports Editor

Well, it's been three days
^Ince thelclosing of the XXIII
Olympiad was celebrated in
grand style at the Coliseum,
and if you're just now
recovered from that endless
fireworks show, it's time to
take a look back.

It was the Olympics that
will be remembered because...

First and foremost, there
was no violent attack that the
Soviet's and other Eastern-
.^^°^. ^o""^ries feared jyvQuld
happen. Maybe the terrorists
also decided to boycott.

All the flag waving and
playing o£ the "Star Spangled
Banner" restored the
patriotism in America that has
been conspicuously absent^
since the miracle on ice per-^
formed by the 1980 U.S.
Olympic hockey team.

Black Friday, the day (Aug.
4) that was supposed to be a
nightmare -on the freeways
because of an overload
schedule of Olympic events,
never really matek-ialized!
About the only thing that was
black on that day was the ex-
haust coming from the
countless number of RTD
bpses that were on the road.

J)f the Games was blafilo^out
in the Soviet Union If^Bther
boycotting Eastern-Bloc na
tions.

Ij^j^i

Grenada."
Ortega lauded Reagan as

"the true candidate for peace
in 1984" and encouraged
Republicans to run this fall on
Ihe record of "peace, prosperi-
ty and pride in America."

Delegates and volunteers of
this convention reflect that at-
titude. Bumper stickers pro-
claim slogans such as
"America is back ... prouder
stronger, better,*" ahd the in-
fluence of Party moderates
like Sen. Howard Baker (R-
Tenn.) and Sen. Robert Dole
(R-Kan.) has been outweighed
by fiscal and social conser-
vatives like Rep. Jack Kemp
^R'N.Y.).

All three of those- officials
are widely believed to be con-
tenders for the 1988
Republican presidential
nomination, which is one of
the unspoken concerns here.
In a sample poll of delegates,
48 percent preferred Vice-
President George Bush t^)

carry on the Party's goal, with
Kemp in second place.
One apparent surprise is the

number of young people who
have volunteered and have '

identified with the Republican ^
Party, although in the past §
few years, we have seen a §
rightwing drift of 18-24 year- ^
olds.

°

Jack Abramoff, chairman of d
College Republicans, the ^

youth wing of the Republican TOTALLY TuauiAft . —k .
—

' — '

Party, ^aid the conservative o"v ifIhere wp^ ^'^^"^ ^° ^°^ ^^ ^^^ Barnes
trend among young people is ^eholr^^n^

no leftover debts. Apparently, this also applies to the

part of a "r^ution agafn^t tw^l^T^^ ^^' ^^T "°"^««^^'P^ '^^^ are now on sale outside of
'*ipaM""" against Ackerman Union, but onlv while supplies last

Continued on Page 4 —- ..
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200 percent increase

in health insurance

leads to discussion

By Mark S. Weiner

Graduate Students Associa-
tion representatives will meet
Friday with members of Stu-

x.?n^.
"^a*^h Services and

William M. Mercer-Meidinger
Inc. to discuss the 200 percent
increase of health-insurance
premiums; effective fall
quarter.

According tS~an Aug. 17
letter addressed to graduate
students, GSA contended that
"neither the Student Health
Advisory Committee nor anv
Other representative body for
UCLA students ... were' ade-
quately advis^ of the impen-
ding increase."

"This is our No.l summer
campaign," said GSA Presi-
dent Debra Howard. The in-
crease, from $117-$147 to
$330 annually, ^^corresponds
to the equivalent of a $1,500-
$2; 000 increase with
employees," Howard added.
The increase will particular-

ly hurt -independent students
who have no coverage from
their parents, disabled stu-
dents for whom the insurance
IS a necessity and foreign stu-
dents who must possess ade-
quate- health insuT^nvce
coverage in order to register at
UCLA, Howard explained.

r j^^. '^ \ryins to get an af-
tordable plan, but we don't
jyant to have ^oti5>r benefits;^
she said. Howard advised
those students purchasing in-
surance who do not need

Continued on Page 6

USAC to vote bri 1984-85 budget
By Loel Solomon
and Sean McCollough
Staff Writers

There was no sign of con-
troversy until the last few days

Continued on Page 19

The 1984-1985
Undergraduate Students
Association budget of
$275,479 is expected to at-
tract little opposition when
it comes before the
Undergraduate Students
Association Council tohight
for approval.
The budget battles have

already been fought. For
the past two months,
USAC's budget subcommit-
tee pored over kinding re-

quests from undergraduate
student government and 10
special interest groups. At

issue: the best way to
spend part of the $7
membership fee collected
=^om each undergraduate.

—

Subcommittee recom-
mendations, drafted by
three .elected officers and
two presidential appointees,
were debated at four sepa-
rate USAC Meetings last
week. '^ —rr-
The end result is the

second-largest budget in
USAC's Jiistory. Also, thou-
sands of dollars more of the
council's "contingency
fund," a $45,500 fund of
last resort, was committed
before the budget year has
even begu n . This year^-
more money will be

allocated than ever before
because of a decrease from
last year in overhead costs,
Willie the 1984:W

budget calls for increases
for all special interest
groups and most USAC of-
ficers — only the Campus
Events Commission,
General Representatives'
and the undergraduate
president's budgets show
decreases from 1983-84 —
several special interest
group leaders .expressed
frustration over being
"shortchanged."
Dion Raymond, Black

Student Alliance chair,
pried $200 fromlhe council

Continued on Page 5

Comm Board extends deadline
for La Gente managerial post
By Jerry Abeles, Managing Editor

~^« ASUCE*==ebmmunications B5"a7^)nce ai-ain extendedthe apphcation^deadline for business manaj-er of La Gente aposition which has remained vacant, since May
enie. a

.k^'it'L^"'""- ("»'*^ "t the boards Aug. 16 meetinii marksthe third time the deadline for the Latino newsmasaTne-
high-level management position has lieen extended. In the pa«

vacant"
™~—'-^"'*"*^ "'' '""'P*""'' ^^ <^'^n'»^ because of the

boHrH'-ll, 'iT
°' •''!. ?'*""" ^"""^ Constitution states that the

^t^i±".rr"^..^''"^y^"^.'"'; '' -hor,..r period.- any

1984-85 USAC Budget

Daley Thompson added the
gold medal in the Decathlon

,,• .. _, - Probably tu nil u iie
'

5 jiur-—to tl iH One he won in tha(.<mt.n,ied on Page 17 prise in the U.S., TV coverage 1980 Olympics.

in 2

' II
|l is II I if n A

rx..ki; *• r .r , , .
^^^^^^^^'^ ' "' rt Miuricr period,—anvpuWication If the board hasnt received applications W Cheditor and business manager by a specified deadline

But board members said they felt sufficient time exists to fillthe position before the publication begins production in ( ctober. Comm Board Chairman Bruce Shih .said the deadlinewas extended in light of last summers late appointment o a

pZ^andTL^X' '7- ."«',^n'- VCI^AVJewish^^pecial intent

EgrsiS'^dt^foHLt yt'.
"' ""^'""' '^'^'^"^ ^'^"-"-^ "*

Duhlk'Ulin?"'"''
'^^"'^'

^^'^'^r
.?'"K'^' suggested that La CJentepublish only one issue during fall ,,uarfer. instead of the normaltwo issues, if a business manager isn't found soon.

Applications will be accepted until Oct 12
'" """^ ''"^n.fss. Shih reas.signed four board members who

)!! kfT"^ ^- """^"' repre-sentatives" to La Gente, Nommothe black special interest publication, and Pacific Ties ^theAsian new.spaper. •
"

One member rea.ssigned was Singer, whase original assign-

Z'^V^
"-^Pfesent Nommo had sparked controversy In a letler

Tver%«•„ °'"k?-.^'^''"'
''^*^™'" Sheppard expres.sed concernover Singers ability to represent the papers interests beca.Lse of

past disputes between T^ommo and HaAm. where Singer servedas business manager last year.
servea

hoi"^''''"^
'"

^'''i''' ^'"f'
"^"-^ •«''«^" "« ^'*imo so he wouldhave time to work „n the Comm Boards long range media

But the inajcW reason for the changes, said Shih. was to

fi

TTF—T
Z : antli iig ,

" Ihere vx i-t ts 'a ftr l lii» n("hligation that (H-ople (bo.rH members) of a certain ethnicity

Continued on Page 4
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Extension instructor to discuss bloom county
effective communication sicilis

By Sherry Haraguchi

Staff Writer

A UCLA Extension instruc-

tor will give a speech entitled

bening Dynamics J Listen-
ing Skills for Emotionally
^Charged Situatrons7**^^f noofT
-today in Center for Health
Sciences Room 13-105.

"

UCLA Extension Instructor
-Gloria Washburn Axelrod will
discuss how people can speak
and listen more effectively,

especially during stressful
situations. •

'

The problem of ineffective

speaking and listening exists in

.
the home, classroom and on
the job. Axelrod said she will

discuss situations where people
become so emotional, that
they< cannot sj^eak or listen

properly. She added that she
will provide advice on how to

handle such emotional condi-
tions properly for more effec-

tive communication.

listeners. "A big part of li.sten-

ing and speaking is
misunderstanding and the in-

ability to be clear." She said
that many people address
listeners as^ if they are "mind
readers," expecting them to

by Berke Breathed

The most emotionally upset-
ting situations occur in the
hospital, Axelrod said, f^oc-

tors, nurses and patients are
sometimes unable to com-
municate effectively because
life or death situations can be
highly emotionally traumatic.
Communication problems

also exist in the classroom.
Students often find listening to

the professor difficult, she
said, adding that students
have problems asking ques-
tions in class because they
h^ve been "shot down so
much (by the professors)."

Axelrod said she will also

disc^uss how speakers can^ help.

know what the spealcer wants
to say beforehand.

Adult's frequently expect
their spous^ and childrep tou
be mind readers, she said, ad-
ding that the inability to
communicate effectively in the
family is both the cause and
effect of emotionally-di.sturb-
ing situations.

Axelrod, who is also a con-
sultant tQ> variouj companies
and individuals, gives lessons
on how to listen and Sf)eak
more effectively.

The 6ne-hour lecture will
include a cartoon presenta-
tion, role-playing sessions and
a (juestion and answer period.

The l(?cture , whkii in apou r
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It's got a reputation. Because it's juicy,

tender and broiled to your order.

Because it's lean for h^althjy

appetites. Because it comes
with an invitation

to our almost

endless All You
Can Eat Fresh

Fruit and Salad

Bar. Because it's accompanied by french

fries, baked potato or seasoned rice»

and crunchy cheese toast. And
because the price is as skinii)^

as the steak is thick.

There's only one thing

you can call a_
steak like that.

Sizzler.

I
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l
1 1 WESTWOOD VILLAGE

SIZZLER STEAI<
& ALLYOU CAN EAT

SALAD BAR $649
VALID ONLY AT
SIZZLER

922 Gayley Ave.
208-6788 Sizzler

GOOD FOR EVERYONE IN
PARTY THRU SEPT. 3, 1984
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Community college officials s

fall enrollment may decrease
By KimbeHy Nod
Staff Writer

Community college enroll-

ment may decrease this fall as

a result of an improving
economy,—a—newly-instituted
$50 per-semester fee, and
earlier registration and atten-

dance dates, community col-

lege officials sav.

Its still too early to tell,"

said Norm Schneidier, director
of communications for the Los
Angeles Community College
District. En?rollment will con-
tinue for approximately
anotl^r two weeks, he ex-

plained. ~
_' .

Though Schneider could not
cite exact fig^ures, he did say-

that earlier enrollment dates
xoupled with the $50 tuition

fee would, probably affect

enrollment.

"We can^t really compare
(with last war's fall enroll-

ment)," Schneider said. The
dates are different."

LACCD Changed its calen-
dar because winter vacation
interrupted fall semester, and
many students failed to return
to- classes after winter vaca-
tion, Schneider ^id. Addi-
tionally, some students find it

difficult "to transfer to four-
year institutions because of the
lack of time between sessions

and the difficulty in securing
transcripts in time for con-
sideration at other coUegies.

The recently-implemented
$50* fee is still an issue,
Schneidei^-^aid, ^adding that
the actual effect is more
psychological than financial.

"People think we're charg-
ing a massive amount of
money," Citrus College Presi-

dent Dan Angel said. But this

is not the case, he explained:
Before the new $50 fee, com-
munity colleges charged any
of 10 different fees. The new
fee replaces the old multiple
fee system, so a student's net
fee increase depends on how
many of the optional fees the
student's community college
used to charge.

Angel said, for example,
that Citrus College opted to

charge all of the fees under
the old system, adding that
"the average student was pav-
ing about $48 to attend Citrus
College — the change for our
students will l>e between $5
and $10."

He estimated that since the
$50 fee was imf>lemented, the
drop in enrollment will range
between 1.5 percent and 3
percent, which is far below
the state average. Angel at-

tributed the possible drop to
the upswing in the economy,
rather'than the fee. ^ f
LACCD also used to charge

soYne of the optional fees
which were allowed in the old
system, Schneider said. He
added that previous fees.

SBPC stands against

two state initiatives

on November's ballot

By Paula Fitzgerald

Sioff Writer -

The Student Body Presi-
dents* Council took stands on
two state ballot propositions
last weekend at their annual
elections meeting in San.
R)iego.

Council members also
elected UC Davis graduate
student Kaylene Kott and
UCI^A's Undergraduate Exter-
nal Affairs Director Dora
Tovar as the first female
chair^vice chair duo.

SUCH A DEALI — It seems everything has a price tag in Tinseltown.
Get your official Olympic banner for only $300 ... no, $200 ... no only
$100!

J
largely imposed for materials,
may have added up to more
than $50. "We're losing a
source of revenue that we
need," he explained.

Unlike LACCD, Citrus Col-

lege is not changing its

registration schedule which
will therefore not be a factor

In enrollment.

A Angel estimated that those

1 , Continued on Page 4

The council, which is com-
posed of graduate and
undergraduate University of
California student body presi-

dents or their representatives,-
provides a forum for student-
related issues and represents
these issues to the UC Regents
and administration an^ the
state Legislature.

At th(? meeting, SBPC
drafted ^ statement opposing
Proposition 37, the education
lottery initiativeon
November's general election
ballot. The statement con-
cluded that the lottery is a
"regressive tax" in which
lower- and middle-cla.ss in-

come tai* payers bear "the
burden 'of fuifding public
education.

Tovar noted several studies
which indicate that lower-

Continued on Page 6
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Comm Board
Continued from Page 1

must represent papers of the same ethnic background," he ex-
plained.

Other media representatives switched were Jocelyn
Macaraeg, who will now represent Nommo, Orlando Suarez
who will represent Pacific Ties, and Terri Johnson who will
^rve as La Gente's media representative.

Loel Solomon contributed to this story

Continued from Fage 1
''^~'

the liberal establishment/* and
a desire to rekindle religious

and social "value? in this

country."

"There is a new patriotism
in this country," he said. "The
people are sick of apologizing
for the United States."

Abramoff c£il)ed the GOP a
"forward-moving" party, and
said his group would bring
that message to college cam-
puses this fall.

"We're going out there and
push our case," he said. "We
are the Party of these people's
future. We're going to explain
to them to vote for technology
expansion."
- Patrick Mizell, Texas State
youth coordinator for the
Reagan/Bush campaign, said
more than 1,500 young people
have come to Dallas to help
out at thesconvention. He
pinned the conservative trend
among students on increasing
concern about their financial
futures, which includes recent
talk that young people today
may never make as much"
money as their parents have,
and Reagan's claim that young
people paying into social secu-
rity right now might not see a
penny of it when they retire.

According to Mizell^^eagan ^

has restored faith in the na
tion. "People my age have on-

said Mizell, ^ho is 20 years
old. **They have seen the
Carter failure and the Reagan
success. I remember very little

about Watergate."
He discounted the Presi-

dent's recent controversial joke
before his weekly radio broad-
cast about bombing the Rus-
sians, saying he did not think
the American public "put
much into it," and added
that the nuclear issue is "down

z:on the priority list *"" of most
people.

One attei^tion-grabbing
event is the College
Republicans' "Fritzbusters"
campaign, with buttons an<J
T-shirts replacing the Casper-
like ghost in the popular
movie trademark of
"Ghostbusters' with a likeness
of Walter Mondale. "Fritz-
bustiers" floor demonstrations
are planned for Wednesday
and Thursday nights of the
convention, and the CRs plan
to take the campaign to col-
leges this fall, selling buttons
for $5 and T-shirts for $10.

Shelby Scarbarough, a re-
cent UCLA graduate, was
painting signs for students to
use in planned floor
demonstrations this week. She
said she agrees with Reagan
on issues like the Equal Rights
Amendment, saying she does-
not need "legislation to tell me
what I can and can't do."

Enrollment
Continued from Page 3
schools opting for the earlier
calendar will have "big pro-
blems."

According to California
state law, each year an un-
changeable amount of reve-
nue, which. is determined by a
"base level" of the previous

_^ear s student enrollment, is
set aside for each community
college. But if fewer students
e^LJoiLLtheijA^e level
decrease, and in the follow-
mg year, less funds are allot-
ted without regard to the fact
that enrollment could in-
crease. , y

This fluctuation means
fewer dollars to support

LACCD which could result in

employee layoffs and closing

classes — repeating a similar

situation that threatened the

institution last year, Schneider
explained. He added that it is

really "too soon" to tell what
exactly will happen.

But Schneider said he is op-
timistic that if that situation

anges would he-recuj

enacted so that LACCD oould
receive the necessary funds to
keej^jts operation intacL

"If (last year's) scenario
came to pass again, I'm op-
timistic that the Governor
(Deukmejian) would support
changes," Schneider said. "It
would be bad politically and
educationally not to."

OAKLEY'S
Unisex

208-6559

Specializing in Complete
Hairstyling ir Layercuts
Student Discounts on Hair Styles

ivith Reg. Card
Serving Westwood VUlage Since 1£^0

1061 Gayley op«i Mon.-s«t.

Acromm the mtnetfrom Baxter'* Rettaunmt 208-968

1

URSULA'S COSTUMES INC.
9336 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

(enter gate on
Ince Blvd.)

(213) 559-8210
Rentals
Sales

• Alterations
• Custom Dressmaking

Located onf the lot t)f

Laird International Studios

t**M;* y— '"V^

L
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USAC
Continued from Page 1
for her group's orientation
program, but not without
evoking debate on the proprie-
ty of spending student money
on food.

MEChA Chair Michael
Puente begrudgingly accepted
$8,549 offered to his group
after telling USAC that the

~1)udgel~proc€ss is "a rip-oti.

Puente said the fact that the
special interest groups Were
the last to appear before the
council made them
automatically ineligible for

unbudgeted funds allocated at

past meetings.
But Undergraduate Presi-

dent Gwyn Lurie pointed out
that the special interest groups
fared better than student gov-
ernment entities at the
bargaining table. "In
retrospect, it's hard to say the
process is poor," she said.

"Compared to the 1983-84
budget, student government
and the SIGs will spend more
than $42,000 on "commis^
sion-related" expenses in-

cluding staff stipends, tele-

phones and supplies.

This figure does not include
such overhead items as of-

ficer's stipends, utilities,

maintenance and secretaries
which a separate $150,000
"pro forma" budget covers.

Additionally, undergraduate
student government's "non-
commission related" expenses
— those funds which are ear-
marked to be spent directly on
sti^dent programs — have
decreased more than $22,000.
Although student gov-

ernment's programming funds
decreased, special interest
groups were given more pro-
gramming funds than last
year.

USAC Budget Review
Director Mark Porizky was
quick to point out that the
apparent change in priorities

was due to a "shifting (of the
budget items) for the simplici-
ty of accounting."
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'The difference in pro-
gramming money (allocated)
is negligible," forizky said.

Porizky also noted
,

however, that the budget sub-
committee axed 88 percent of
requests for programming
funds while they cut only 47
percent of commission-related
requests. Sixty-nine percent of
the budget funds went to pay
for those administrative costs,

he added.
"As a subcommittee, we

chose to use the money on
comrnission-related expenses
because it's hard to get (that)

funding anywhere else,"
Porizky said. "What they (the

figures) indicate, is that we're
trying to get a stronger
foothold qn the year."

i^urie said she did not think
students will suffer as a result

of the apparent decrease in

programming funds. Money
invested in stipends and other
adminstrative expenses can
produce tangible results in the
form of lobbying and staff to
deal with student issu^, she
said.

Additionally, Lurie said
more money exists for ptp-
gramming than meets the eye.
"If less programming comes
out of this (the budget), I'll be
really surprised," she said.

The Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14,00 CUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
(New clients with ad only)

PERMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING ^o^^
. .

. SPECIAL . . . Body wave or perm $35.00 ^^

forappointmemxaU. 208-44^
1007 BROXTON AVE (Above Marios Restaurant). WESTWOOD

NO CLOSING COSTS
ATTRACTIVE nNANCING

AT WESTWOOD

1 - ..

,

Night valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

Conference room,

Media center

Fitness center.

Pool, Spa

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CANi

AFFORD

AUTO INSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

4-^

TOP INSURER offers special
college student program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit. Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuralde, Inc. - 1 100 Glendon Suite 1447

$89950 to
Ea=

2 I 3 / 477 2476 1&
14 40 VETERAN AVENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH OF WILSHIRE

BUG ENGINE REBUILD
COMPLETE "^"^

1595 W
INCLUDES TUNE UP!

(WrTH REBUiLDABLE CORE)
INCLUDES: PARTS, LABOR, INSTALLATION

NO HIDDEN CHARGES

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
1. TiHirtip

2. ValM A4.
S. Lubt

4. ON ChMot
5. Brake AJ;
6. Chldi Ad.
7. Scivtcc Ab CiMmr

I. OmcI lUttcry Water
9. liMpKt FfoM End
10. Cowpwwtoii T«at
IMPrcMun Tcsl Coolkig SyMtm)

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z, 260Z. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

] $49."
^ Pam a Lattor <Gm a Air nilOT

PnlOff^lld)/^ TOYOTA DATSUN $79.95

m^ USED CAB DIAGNOSIS - tSS.SS
THIS IS AN MOWEST OAHAOE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA. CA
45S-4652 • 829-7«l2

COUPON* <COUPON»<
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It takes total confidence.

And at Supercuts, we get that

confidence by training our

people to cut hair perfectly.

That way no matter how
you like your hair cut, you're

going to get the cut you like.

Every time. Guaranteed, or

your nrKDney back.
How do you guarantee a

haircut? It's easy
You make every cut a

Supercut.

And a Supercut is always $8/

discount on any Giant Sepi's
Submarine Sandwich

Across from Lot 1

'

1 0968 Lo Conto

o
o

o

COUPON^ COUPON

We're changing the way America cuts its hair.

Westwood 1 650 WESTWOOD BLVD. 470-1 558
-i«-s *-

'Shampoo and biq^ dry available at additional cost cms EMRA CORPORATION

;v
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sShmu
Westwood

10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32)

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDARI

MON^ cD ILLA & GET ONE

TUES, BUY A tOSTADA & GET OHE

WED. TACO-NITE FOR $5 00 ALL YOU CAN lAT

•VEJE mm^m ^^^ ^ BURRITO RANCHERO &
I tflUlffSa GET ONE

0BBE ^^^ ^ P\JCHER OF BEER AND GET
rm€mm' nachos

ALl HAIR SALON
20%

Discount

With any regular

Hair Service:

~Ha!rcurs~^ "
Perms
Color
Etc.

Come see us soon
208-6300

1093 Broxton, Westwood
<abo«« Wh«r«lio«is« •cords)

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

BRUNCH
*with valid UCLA student or faculty J D

MimB

NOW
THAT THE

ARE OVER
vr"

THE

UCLA
ntral

Ticket Office

•x

at the James West Center
Js open aoaln._i:^_

RTD Passes, Santa Monica Bus Cards and Tokens,
and Movie Discount Tickets are now available at the
West Center location.

In addition, our Ticketmaster and Ticketron window
IS now back in operation

Thank you for your patience during the Olympics and
we look forward b seeing you soon at our West
Center location.

Our hours of operation.

Monday thru Friday 9 AM until 5 PM '

^'
-

Saturdays (starting "
- "

.

August 25} 9 AM until 12 Noon
i

Ttlephon^: 825-2101

11777 SAN VICENTE ©LVD, BRENTVroOD, CA • 820-1516

HIGHESTQUALtTY

SOFT CONTACT LENSES
AT DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Bautch S Lomb • Hydrocurvt • Vistakon • WeslgyJgssen • Syntex • Pentialens

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

PAIR

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE

EXTENDED WEAR SOFT CONTACT
LENSES

UP TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDE^

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test

• Lens Fitting • Complete
Training "x~ To(Iow-up

Visits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee

$159
TINTED SOFT LENSES

COMPCETE '''^® ^^^^' "atural-

PtrutRK looking translucentrnunAUC
colors . . . Just ask

A our eye-care
'^^'^ specialist for a trial

fitting free of
charge.

inclucl«s Ey«
Examination

• Amb«r

• Blue

• Aqua

• Qre«n

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSTEMS AVAILABLE AT ADDITIONAL COST

sight
7.?, 475-7602

Vita • Mastercard
Villon Plant

Optometric Center Accepted
Or. Graentpan

11645 WilshirQ Blvd.. Salte 1070. W. LA.

Insurance
Continued from Page 1

maternity benefits to obtain
only one-foqrth coverage, ad-
ding that she hof)es there will

be a less expensive, com-
prehensive insurance plan by
fall quarter 1984.

3ut Elizabeth Marks, con-
sultant for William M.
M«r€er-Meidinger"iTiC77 "satd"
the rate increases were neces-

sary because of skyrocketing

medical costs and relatively

low rates last year.

"Rates were understated for

two years," Marks said, ad-
ding that the plan "will pro-
vide better overall-comprehen-
sive coverage."

Albert C. Setton, executive
director of Student .Health
Services, said "Claims ../ in

the long run, are expected to

total to, more than double the

amount collated."
Setton, in resp)onse to one

student's grievances, wrote in

an Aug. 17 letter that "We
have worked with the Finan»~
cial Aids Office and have their

agreement to increase stu-

dents* living allowances to

enable them to purchase the
plan.".

SBPC
Continued from Page 3
ancT^ middle-economic groups
are those most likely ^o buy
lottery tickets.

However, according to an
Aug. 17, 1984 Los Angeles
Times article, the proposition's
supporters cited surveys which
showed that most lottery tick-

ets are purchased by middle-
class citizens.'

The article goes on to cite a
Times poll which indicates
that 77 percent of Califorqians
favored a state lottery last

year. But Scot Spicer, a SBPC
member and TJCTA HraHnftf^
Students Association External
Affairs director, said despite
the poll, "it's a matter of
educating the public that this

initiaitive is hot (all it's) crack-
"ctHrp to be.^^—^, —~

' "

"Gambling is a cancer on
poverty, and surveys show
that all who enter lotteries are
the poorest," Spicer added.

Regardless of the contradic-
ting surveys, Spicer claims

-rtrar^the Initiative's "IntenP"
for lottery revenues to be ear-
marked for higher education is

no guaianlee that the money
won't be spent elsewhere.
SBPC also opposed Proposi-

tion 35, whCch would place
California on a list with 32
othei; states petitioning Con-
gress to either pass a constitu-
tional amendment requiring
the federal government to
maintain a balanced budget or
convene a constitutional con-
vention.

Such a convention, which
h^as not been called since tTie

Constitution's ratification in

1787, would not be limited to
discussion of the balanced-
budget amendment. Debate
on any proposed constitutional
alteration would have to be
permitted.

^
Spicer said such a conven-

tion, without liiTlitations on
discussion, would J'^ace the
balanced budget (on the floor
as well as) many controversial
issues."

The council is planning to
work with the United States
Students Association, a na-
tional student lobby organiza-
tion, to defeat the proposition,
said Tovar.
SBPC also passed a resolu-

tion which support a proposal

TT-sr ^^

now before the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.

u Viewpoint
jeanie Kim. Viewpoint Editor

Counterpoint

The value of human life
_?y T . Mclver '. t _^

In response td a letter of mine, Paul Hodson argues that allhuman life is devalued (babies and old people are examples he
.uses) unless we recognize that a human being is such from the
very momfcnt of conception, rather than beginning as human
hfe and becoming a human being during fetal development
(Brum, April 6).

^

Though I clearly stated that I thought one becomes a human
being before birth, Mr. Hodson informs me that my argument
IS really a means by which we can deny the status of "human
being to anyone at all, at our whim, and that my suggestion
that there are qualitative differences during /e^a/ development
implies acceptance of an attitude of "unwillingness to support
and care for other human beings."

Besides presuming to tell me what I was "really" talking
about, Mr. Hodson accuses me of resorting to "semantic gym-
nastics" in arguing for a distinction between human life such as
that possessed by single human cells and the emergent quality of i
a human being. i 4
However, just because something does not happen all at once

-does not mean that it doesn't happen at all, or that its eventuae
attainment is a completely arbitrary matter.

There are developmental criteria by which we can define
sitfjh differences clearly enough to rule out absolutely the exclu-
si6ns and denials of human status which lead to the murders of
convenience Mr. Hodson warns us about.
The issue is complex, but for the sake of simplicity let us sup-

pose the necessary requirement to be development of a brain is
the ability to think and to feel. ^

This requirement, though perhaps an oversimplification, is
not arbitrary and cannot reasonably be used to justify infan-
ticide or any of the other "terminations" Mr. Hodson alludes to.

(The only post-fetal category to which this criterion might be
apphcable is actual "brain death" — permanent and irreversible
cessation of all brain activity — the occurrence of which, again
IS not merely an arbitrary judgment.)

-Mr. Hodson's "real issue" is the sanctity and value of human
life.

With all due respect, I must admit that I resent being told by
him that because of my views on early abortion I must haVe a
narcissistic" outlook and that such views eventually (in-

>AXEf BB.«H^mu
.-.AND THEN^TTIC TR/\VElUN&

5AttSMAN(CttUCKLEy5A>S;D0
I SMELL LIKE AN IRISH SPRING,?"
AND, (HA HAHAHA)THE TARMER

'

ROT-iES," NO, More LIKE A
NUCLEAR WIOTR I"
wh Ka ha ha w^A

evitably?) lead to Vi'illingness

to abandon or dispose of the
"unwanted" and the "deform-
ed."

I have worked for five years
full-time with the. acutely
mentally ill, including the
criminally insanie; I have also
worked with the v mentally
retarded^

My wife, whose work I very
much admire, has devoted her
career to care of the termi-

w:»;

nally ill _ providing dying
cancer patients with the best
possible quality of life in their
last months' and hours. She
also volunteers to work with
abused children.

I find it somewhat ironic,
given Mr. Hodson's pious sen-
timents regarding the value of
human life, that so many an-
ti-abortionists are opposed to,
or do not actively support,
social programs which provide

aid for some of the very peo-
ple — the helpless infants, the
elderly — for whom Mr. Hod-
son professes.to be so
altruistically concerned.
Remember, babies and old

' people are human beings too.

T. Mclver is ^a graduate
student in anthropology. '

Editor's note: This counter-
point was not published at an
appropriately earlier date due
to an editorial error.

JOIN THE EUTE TM

The new standard
oTmoCor scooter •

technology and
convenience

I 6525 SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE (213) 46«-7191
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

%\

•:

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed Dermanentlv - bv Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Linda
1410 Westwood Blvd.

475-4135
10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday
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tTUDENXSPEOAL
; Hair Cut $8
I
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Perm and Cut
Call George at

^ ns\

Internationa:! Coiffures

Open 7 Days

1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625
478-93 1

6

With this coupon

I

I

i

I

Good thru 9 S 84 I

.....J

ROMANCE IN DINING
Tandoori Cooking

Exotic & Eromatic Curries
Charbroiled Kabobs
LUNCH • DINNER
986-8555

4523 Sepulveda Bl., Sherman Oaks
less than 5 miles from (JCLA
take 405 to Ventura Blvd. exit

Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PROFESSIONAL OP lOMl. I KKCOKPOKAilON

.HOPON OVER
TO PLACE YOUR
—A&FORTHE—

FALL REG.
ISSUEI

DEADLINE:
NOON 9/18

Kerrkhoff 1ia
825-2161

i^

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

99
*'Change the color of your

eyes'* soft lenses

159
Sleep-in soft lenses,

Permalens, DuraSoft,
Bausch & Lomb

159

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

catch th
come on. take a tumble, get cool.

kick back . . . relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. .

.

SPLASH!
Join the festivities at oiir

^lAPPy HOURS

Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses mtTV7 |

Price includes one p'air of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training. & i

follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit.

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this in-

cludes clear single-vision glass or plastic lenses.

I

ISANTA MONICA 452-1039 BEVJERLY HILLS 274-06531
1421 S. Robertson Blvd. '

('/2 bll(. south of Pico) I

1

OLYMPIC SPECIAL
r\^\ ^ BUDWEISER

•990 A MUG BUD LITE

MICHEI.OB

28!

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Parle

in the Luclcy Shopping Center)

Visa, MasterCard, hxpires 9/25/84 with this ad.
I

the great taste

place!

c PIZZAZZ :i^^ CAFE ^
911 BROXTON AVE. AT LE CONTE

WESTWOOD VILLAGE

V

I
-

(213)208-0255

^
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California Graduate Institute
Classes befm September 12 and end December 17
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MONDAY
Clinical Supervision Practicum

Theories of Psychoanalysis —
Theones of Personality

Introduction to Object (delations

Clinical Hypnosis
Psychoanalytic Trcjtmenl of the Child*
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Human Seiualily

Group Supervision (Pr^cticum)

History and Systems
Group Process and Technique
Psychopharmacniogy
Symbol Kornulion and Verbal Thought
Varieties of Healing

Group Process

Statistics

Group Process and Techniguc
Psychoanalytic Theory of Psychosis

Physiological Psychology

Introduction lo Behavioral Medicine

T t E ' S D A V
Applied Technique of MF('(
Psychopathology 1

Group Supervision (Praciicumi

Psychological Assessment I

Psychotherapeutic Techniques <»l MK (.^

Group Process

Proposal Research II. Ill
.

Learhing and Cognition .^ .

"'•,

Psycholot||ii.at Anthropology

Theoriesol MF( (

Theories of MFt(
Current Literature

(( A l)(hild AnaUsix
PsychiunalyiK Theory Part 5

"PsyclloiSflaTVTTc Thesn PjrTl

( ro^s ( ultural Mores and Values

( r«»>s ( ultural More^ arui Va4ue>

C Horn PhD '

D ClifTorO. Mf>-
L Moss. PhD
D ClifTord. MD
W Unger. MD
D Sharon. PhD

4.~B«saer, PbO-^
A Brovar. MD
D Pnmac. PhD
R Phillips. PhD
E Jacobson. PhD
A Brovar. MD
D ClifTord MD
T Oleson PhD
J Packer PhD
R Hunter. PhD
R Phillips^ PhD
L Hedges. PhD
T. Oleson I'hD

J Besser. PhD

A Alvarez, PhD
•V Shepperson. PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
D Sharon. PhD
V Shepperson. PhD

, M Koven. PhD
L Weisbender. PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
I- Peters. PhD
M (jcrson. PhD
U Moss. PhD
R (jruener PhD
Y Hansen. PhD
W hrsfcin'PhD
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LD[?[]anm review William Rabkin. Review Editor

Robert Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

CONCERTS
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F Peters, PhD
D Fsparta PhD
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Projective TechniqueN >n ( linual Prjilue
Group Supervision
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Psyi.ho1ogaal Assessment III
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PhysioloKi«.al Psychology
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P\yt.hology o( Birth Fxperience
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F.go PsychoUigy

F*i<»l. PsychoUigy arrd Bible Personalities
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Introduiiion to Psychoanalytic Technicu<
Personality Develop & Dream Analysv?
lir«Hjp PriKes\

WriimgN of Sigmund Freud '

Advanced ( Imical Hypnosis

F R I D A V
-t^nnprehensive Review

F Jacobs. PhD
M Koven. PhD
J Packer, PhD
W Frwm, PhD
A Pahajian PhD
I Moss PhD
D Pnmac. PhD
J Packer PhD
A Brovar MD
A Panajian, PhD
R Hunter PhD
NV K Johnson PhD
(i GrosJ, PhD
A Panajian, PhD
R (jruener. MD
W R Johnson, PhD

R Phillips.PhD

J (iihbons, PhD
J Packer, PhD
A Alvarez. PhD
J (iibbons PhD ,

R Johnson PhD
M Karlovac. PhD
R Hunter PhD
M Koven. PhD
L y^isbender. PhD
G. Bloch. MO and

R Benite/. DSW
L Singer. PhD
R Hunter. PhD
M Koven. PhD
I fintth.PKD 1_-

<ireek; Linda
belts 'em out
By Bob Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

«

The Psychedelic Furs exploded into town
Monday night, leaving most of their Greek
Theater audience floundering in the wake pi
their hard-hitting sonic and atmospheric at-

tack. The Furs, as they are commonly known^
are the strongest and most complete of the
British post^punk bands, consistently suc-

ceeding both musically and lyrically, both in

the studio and in concert. No wonder t^
nearly sold-out crowd whooped it up
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throughout their hour^and-twenty-minute
show .-

T

here sifftply- were no^weak points-^=
there was no letup.

The Furs boast one of the most d\7iamic
and distinctive focal points of any rock band
in the voice of lead singer' songwriter ftichard
Butler. Dressed in a loose, black robe, and
looking like a cross between David Bowie and
Obiwan Kenobi, Butler floated and pranced
his way around the stage, moving with greater
freedom and confidence than ever befbre. He
never let visual showmanship get in the ua>
of the ^ound, however. His voice is an amaz-
ingly expressive instrument, capable of com-
municating whatever message he wants to put
across, whetlj^r it's snarling, biting cvnicism
(as in the [^litically critical "Here Comes
Cowboys" from the Mirror Moves LP) or
restrained yet vHilnerable romanticism (the
uplifting "Heaven," also from The Furs' latest
LP).

No matter what the tone of the lyrics, the
six-piece backup band, including the two

-Other permanent Turs,
V Tim Butler^Richards

Advertising deadline for
the Fall Registration Issue

is Tuesday, Sept, 18 at~~^ NOON, "

Richard Butler and the Psychedelic Furs perform live at the Greek Theater
Or

brother) on bass, and guitarist John Ashton,
played with a suprising power and precision.
The talented Mars Williams (formerly of The
Waitresses) added some nice touches on tenor
and soprano saxophones.

— the price of fnedicine," Richard Butler
goosestepped across the stage, poking. fun at
senseless government^ customs. "Sleep Comes
Down," a soporific song very much influenced
by The Beatles, suddenly became a dramatic
number done live, featuring a soprano sax fan-
fare a la "Penny Lane."

It y/as at this point that The Furs reallv
kicked into high gear. "The Ghost in You,"
the first single from the new album, and

an intro of ear-splitting guitar feedback, and
then following it with "India," a one-chord
barnburner that came on like a sopic Mack
truck.

9(M)-.<(WiDm Dec 8

9lM)-5tM)pm Dec 9
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The FurT began their set wftb what is still

Ihelr biggest U.S. hit, 1982's "Love My Way."
As strikingly moody as this song is on record,
it sounds thin in concert. Next, the group
motored solidly through ^981*5 "Pretty in
Pink," followed by "Here Comes Cowboys,"
which sounded much more powerful in con-^
cert than on the album.
On the chorus to the satirical "President

Gas," which includes the terrific

arguably the Furs' finest song, touched off a
special note in the crowd, and from that mo-
ment on, most of the fans were on their feet.
Over and over the exceptional songwriting
ability of RirharH R..fl^^ prt?ved itself m
clever new songs like "Heaven" «nd *Alice's
House," and in dramatic older material like
"Sister Europe," propelled by a chilling, hyp-
notic drumbeat. Strangely enough, "Heart-
beat," the only song "of theirs with a dance
remix, received the largest response of all as
jBveryone got up to (what else?) dance to it

—
The Furs saved their two hottest concert

numbers for encores, doing a roaring version
ef^*Into You Like a Train" which began with

In a pre^ conference held earlier in the
day, Richard Butler said, "We've always been
too serious to be 'this month's flavor.'" It

showed at the Greek — their performance
trai^scended mere fashion, creating substance
of high quali t y, delivered as ^miy- T^re-

she was best suited to her native country
music. Then, as she moved into pop, her rock
jwas conidernned as "too soft," her critics now
suggesting that she'd be better Q([jn the White
House, singing lullabyes for J^rryBfb"-fown.

Psychedelic Furs can.
The concert was opened by LA's The Call,

a slightly political pop/rock sextet known
primarily for its white-bearded keyboardist,
.Garth Hudson, formerly—with—The—Band

r

Their set was well-played but hardly excep-
tional.

Linda Ronstadt at the Pacific

By r^larc Weinberg. Sta/f Whter

Next, when she tried her hand at new
wave, she was roundly booed for venturing
out of her "own" territory. Ronstadt's excur-
sion into operettas (The PiratpK; nf Ppnzan4i^

)

People like to pick on Linda Ronstadt.
Rrght from the starts when she experimented
with rock 'n' roll 4n^th©^ late '60s, critics said
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Wast L)as Angc lc§, Qillfomiii QOOll

won her praise for her strong voice, but peo-
ple lamented that she had not returned to
rock, which they now declared was her forte.

-It must come as no surprise to Ronstadt that
JifiiL-mDst recent-move into th^ torch songs of
the forties has been labeled a- ploy to sell

records. The word is that she's afraid of rcxik.

Poor, poor, pitiful Linda.

Say what you will, Linda Ronstadt is one of
the finest sopranos on the pop scene today.
Not only is she responsible for the current
T^vival of torch ballads (Toni Tennflle and Pia
Zadora (!) are recent converts), she is also the
best of the lot . Last Tuesday night's- perfor-

'—~ =" Continued on Page ItT

DANCE

The two sides of Twyla Tharp

I he 1 wyla I'harp dancer^ perform Nine Sinatra Songs

• ft »

By Jennifer Kim
)•

Twyja Tharp attempted an
evening that would satisfy all

at the Arts Festival, with Mne
Sinatra Songs as cake for arts

patrons and Fait Accompli as,

well, let's say, purple linguini
for ecleticists. And that was
all. Two works.

Amazingly, the two were
quite sufficient.

Tharp's nostalgic Nine
Sinatra Songs, the lightest,
rnost pleasurably humdrum
piece in her repertoire, was
not a bad i : jwd-pleaser,
doubly, so for its flawless per-
formance opening night by
her troupe (full of new
members — but it's impossible
for even the most lumbering
idiot tp mess up performing
Basic Ballroom Dancing I and
11 anyway). Meanwhile, the
more contemporary-minded
members of the audience vi^ere

l^ft tn shift about in their seats

if they could afford an Arts

Fest T-shirt.

It is inconceivable that

Tharp's love for Sinatra's sing-

ing would take her to the

point of choreographing the

absolute worst anyone could
with his music — the work is

yards and yards of near-
geriatric ballroom dancing.
Certainly, parts of Sinatra

Songs were good enough for

the Broadway stage, such as

the amusing "One For My
Baby (And One More For the

Road)," wh^re dancers Sara

Rydner and John Carrafa
seemed to have had twelve

kegs more for the road, or the

athletic and masculine brutali-

ty of "That's Life" (Shelley

Freydont and Tom Rawe), th^

most energetic of the work's
shorts. AH were good, but not

for Tharp's i-epiitation.

Fait Accompli, by venerable
new-mi|sic composer David
Van .Tfipghenl, tufhed

—

th

half, the dance almost begging
the more conservative folks to

leave the theater. And leave
the theater many of them did.

There was a lot of strange
syrnbolisra here, as well as a
lot of complicated
choreography. Much of it

must have been Greek to

non-dancers — "beautiful,"
they might have said, "but
what does it mean?"

It was a work beyond
definition, certainly, but
centering heavily on the sheer
endurance of the human
body. Van Tiegherr^'s excellent

electronic score was intetise

and rippling, never letting go
of its smooth rhythmic thread.
Consequently, the long work
proved to be a considerable
torture for the company.

Tharp's surreal, foglit (fog

and stadium lights included)

choreography, thankfully
reflecting Tharp's true ar-

^f

and count their money to see tables 'round for the second

«

—

tifitry, QOtually oom^ctod with

Continued from Page 12
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RECORDS

Peabo aims for the
heart of pop music
By Kristlne Kimotsuki

Peabo -Bryson: Straight From ihe^
Heart, Elektra. Most albums need
4o be heard more than once to be
fully appreciated, and Peabo
Bryson's new record is no exception.
Although the selections on it are
generally strong, some of his old
fans may need a few extra listens to
get used to it. Straight From the
Heart presents a new Peabo, mark-
ing his attempt to cross over into
the lucrative pop market, and he
does this with considerable flair.

Bryson has gone through many
. changes since his first R&B recor-
dings, Reaehing^fM^ ^he^ Sky^ ^whk
3e made for Capitol in 1977. Even
in 1980's Turn the Hands of Time,
Bryson still insisted on using his
own soul-flavored material.

Bryson is now breaking new
ground by collaborating with other
composers, the most notable being
Michael Masser who product and
co-wrote the 1983 hit Tonight I

Celebrate My Love for You." This
popular duet with Roberta Flack

Continued on Page 12

Linda wins with"Wmm
Continued from Page 9
mance at the Pacific Amphitheatre
confirmed that status.

.

What distihgui.shes Ronstadt from
other , vf)calists is her willingness to
take risks. She has constantly courted
disaster Avith her^ career, as she has
careened from one music genre to
another, looking fof a challenge. And
while her efforts may not always be
successful (her new wave phase was
weak), they have caused her to
develop as an artist. Subsequently, she
has grown from a' pleasant pop singer
into an interpreter of pieces, that is,

Unlike most vocalists whG simply go
through the motions of a song, hoping
to stay on key.

Classic; torch ballads like George
and Ira Gershwin's "I've Got A Crush
On You" afford Ronstadt the opportu-
nity to demonstrate her impressive

-rang^. While her perfomance of the

piece will hardly make anyone forget
Ella Fitzgerald, Ronstadt's reading Js

-no less than thrilling — again, she is

giving her own interpretation and not
just imitating someone else.

Ronstadt's performance is amply
enhanced by the accompaniment of
Nelson Riddle and his orchestra, who
are all old hands at the swing-era
ballads (they have recorded with
Frank Sinatra, Tony Bennett, Fit-
zgerald, etc). It is a tribute to
Ronstadt's total commitment to
recreate the original sound that she
has hired Riddle (at great expense) to
tour with her.

*"

The evening's selections included
compositions from her What's New
album and her forthcoming big-band
release.

Ronstadt continues her tour at the
Universal Amphitheatre through the
22nd of the month: liichaid Butter, lead singer and songwmerdfTHeTsychedelic Furs
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Too often boys and girls like Chris aren't wanted by anybody—

except the police. In some cases not even their parents want them.
That's what "UCLA Prison Coalition" rs all about: providing
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j
counseling experience by working with imprisoned youths. Take
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i

,
Call us at

^25-2415 or 825-2333
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1717 yv Colorado. Eagle Rock
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9024 Recreatinn fiirrlp Fountain Valloy

Illusionist Jim Bailey,
known for his authentic
recreations of Judy
Garland and Barbra
Streisand, will appear at

the Westwood
Playhouse for a two-
week engagement star-

ting Wednesday, August
22. This marks the first

Lofr

-

Angcl^y pei fu r -

mance of his "legendary
ladies" act in four years.

Bailey's work has been
a round—thre

world; he has appeared
at the London Palladi-

um. New York's
Carnegie Hall, and L.A.'s

Shubert Theatre.
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WESTERN TOWN: LEE. WRANGLER - CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES - A MILI-
TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS.

Corner of Olympic Close to Campus

Hl^S

^^H

.^Vn^
;.>V0

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.

(213) 395-5839

a choice,
a responsibility

Ca/ifomia's finest and most experienced family planning i

network, offering concerned professional care for women ^-

$mce 196§. . . r ^

• WKEE jpregnancy tests,
with results while you wait

• lynplanned pregnancy/
general or local aixestliesia

• Birth control
• Oynecological exams

'id***.*.%A*^tU-

Family nmning
Associates Medical Group
WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 8. Westmoreland Ave

(218) 788-7S8S

MlU \W4^iiU^bAmmmiiii*ii*i^amm

WEST L0aANG«i*8-
t 12304 Santa Monica Blvd

<218) 8S04084

Bryson
Continued from Page 10
was Bryson's first attempt to
reach the mainstream pop
market.

Though two songs written
solely by Bryson ire receiving
significant airplay, they have
not yet reached the status of
the current Top 46^ hit,^^4fA — y —
Ever You're in My Arms
Again," a thoroughly likable
cut on which Bryson reallyi

lets loose. "Slow Dancin*
"

makes the most of Bryson's
smooth voice while incor-
porating a sensuously per-
cussive .backbeat. **Love
Means Forever" is a sweet yet
insistent ballad. In this song
especially, Bryson*s tension-
filled voice seems to be aimed
directly at his female listeners.

Some songs mark an added
attempt tb appeal to a pop
audience by way of a fast,

hard-driving beat. The title

cut is quickly paced, with the
synthesizer as its focus. "I Get
Nervous" and "Real Deal" are
in the same vein and make for
enjoyable dance music.
Though Bryson's pop poten-

tial is not yet on steady
ground, he can always be
counted on to croon a good
ballad. "There's No Getting
Over You (La Theme de
Sharon)" is a brief, jolting ex-
ample of Bryson's superb vocal
ability. His mellow vibrato is

played up throughout, the
song ending in a gut-wren-
ching finale. "Learnipg the
Ways of Love, " apother
Masser ballad, is a bit syrupy
and does not quite measure up
to "If Ever You're In My Arms
Again."

0\eTd\\'C Straight From the
Heart is a likable album. The
few Top 40 hits beckon Bryson
fans, as well as those not ac-
xjuainted ^itii 4»is musie,—to
give the rest of the album a
try. But remember, once is

not enough. Give the record
and Bryson's new focMs a
while to sink in. The variety
an d::£AA^L_i<)_ li s t e n to

'*

qualities of this album will be
worth waiting for.

«uniidenfrairppofe«»ionai • affordable

Molissa Fenley's brand of pure
sweat-it-out dancing. In some
ways, it surpa.s.sed -, Fenley's

• . m^^H
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pure dancing" pieces by subt-
ly giving Fait Accompli sym-
bolic contemporary themes,
metropolitan in nature such as
breakdancing," traffic police,
and street basketball player's
movements, keeping the mind
as busy as the eye. All of the
difficult thematic and sym-
bolic dancing never lost pace,
giving the view^ a complete
workout of both mind and
body. The dancing was crisp,-
with everyone turning in
technically and emotionally
clean performances, causing
the entire piece to sit well in
the stomach. This, of course,
applied oiily unless you really
liked Nine Sinatra Songs, in
which case you were not in
the audience to give Tharp
her five curtains.

One who uses
many periods is a
phiiosoplier; many
interrogations, a
student; many
exciamations, a

fanatic.
— J.L. Basford

ANNOUNCEMENTS

CHURCH SERVICES,

mjclassified

^MrTAPHYSICAL-SPIRlTUAL £^Church services, meditation. J^healing, lectures, music,?
^classes^ SfiRiiiArs^ Services jL
^< Sundays 10:30AM. Church Of IT
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420j£.
<N Palms Blvd. For info. 657:8759 £
CONCERT TICKETS

FOR SALE
CARS August 29 Tickets for sale $15
each Call (213) 933-6453.

r«w^rS!'
"•***^ ^"^ mornings Good

J/Lt&T* *° ""^""^^ ^^" «^®"*"9S.

CHILDCA"ir~^^i^oon and evenings

ivSkf^ !^ weekends. CKiarantee or

ch.^t? """"' ^^""- "° ''"poking.

Davtd
«**^'«"ce- 762-1077. Pat J

C»»iW^ 2 UES children Mon A Tula

HELP WANTED.

P.E. teacher needed in Sept. for smalT
private elementary school. 11:30-300. M-
F. Garden School, Santa Monica . 394-

GOOD DEALS.
SPECIAL tow cost auto insurance for col-
lege people (students/faculty) Good
grades discount Call Boord Insurance
.716-0224

CLINICAL therapist needed full or part-
torrK. in Beverly H.lls Orthopaedic officeAnatomy background preferred. $7/hourPju^ bonus 550-0950. ask tor TinT^

PART-^I^Me fresh flower stand manager:
Energetic & outgoing personality
Westwood/Downtown. $4/hour plus com-
mission. 489-166

Part-time babysitter. Brenh«vood. Nice sur-
roundings Call Susan 471-3978 No late
calls.

Part-time host/hostess wanted,
restaurant Culver City 204-044 1

.

Chinese

FREE
NEED model for hair cut and btow-dry
Bruno & Soonie, Beverly HHIs Saton Call
Kozo 277-7045.

SIAMESE cat needs toving home One-
year old. blue eyes, affectionate Owner
mcK^ing to East coast for school. Willing to
pay for food. care, and monthly

trances Please caH Natafie 473-5879

^

PERSONAL
CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-6158.

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed" togally Campus
location. Weekend, weeknight classes Ac-

' credited University Traffic School. Reser-
vations 824-5581.

RESEARCH

OBJECTS NEEDED
DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or
Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral
research Only small anrK)unt of your time
needed. All confideotial. Call Julie
Schwartz. 464-8381.

LOOKING for volunteers who are either
headache free or a migraine/severe head-
ache sufferer to participate In a research
project comparing these two groups. If in-
terested. call Patti Weston. 313- 1233.

MENOPAUSAL women with symptomatic
hot flashes to participate in the study of a
new treatment tor hot flashes. Compensa-
tion provided Call 825-8583.

UNDERGRADUATES needed to fill out
questionaire for PhD project 30' minutes.
$5.00. Call Debbie evenings. 397-37 1 0.

VOLUNTEERS with fair skin tor testing
new sun screens Reimbursement. Division
of Dermatology 825-2765.

WOMEffl with endometriosrs^ivfib desire to
^participate in the study „jef-^ new non-
surgical treatment for endometriosis.,Jhis
includes women who have never been
treated and (hose who have failed the
standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755.

COUNSELOR full-time/part-time positions
Counseling teenage boys at residential
reatment center. Excellent benefits En-
try-level positions Call 818^^l71'^pfi

lT!in^'
"^^"^ °* packages up to 60lbs

$l400/month. with excellent raises Re-qu^ments BA degree. GPA 3 5plus

22^ .L^"*'®* ^'•^' °"'«=« environ-
ment in MDR business pdrk. Blue Cross
nwdical. top dental For bright, hard-work-

27^'!%^^'"""*^^---'^
DRIVER and light filing. 6 75/tmbr Owri
msured car Part-time Mon -WT flexible
hours. Call 208-8516 biMween 10:00am-
3:00pm

Excellent Earning Opportunity. Good
Comm^sion Worthing

. with restaurants
o2« -9896.

FOOD/WINE/TRAVEL writer needs
research assistant part-time Write
Publisher. 90430 World Way. LA 90009
FULL or part-time position for office assis-
tant. Responsibilites Typing, phones, filing
and general accounting Must have good
TOmmunKration and organizational skills
Call Leonard 478-201

1

GENERAL OfFICE -Intelligent, friendly
hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-
fK» BA degree. GPA 3 5plus. high SAT orGRE scores required Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical, top dental For bright
hard-working people .wer6 the best place
around 213-827-5000

Great Student Job^mediate need. Sev-
eral bright people fb\jnart(eCing resMrch.
No selling. Clean, pleasant Atmosphere.
Westwood tocatk>n. Full-time now 25-30

Physicans office needs part-time recep-
tiomst. Sunset/Doheny area. No experi-
ence necessary. 278-7495.

RECREATION LEADER (Part-time) $6.01
to $6 64/hr Requires two years of college
and 1 year experience in recreation com-
munity, or social services $4.90 to $5 41/
hr. Requires high school graduation and 1
year experience in recreation, community
or social services. Apply immediately City
of Cuh^er City Recreation Department
202-5689.

RESPONSIBLE person needed parttime to
help care for three school-aged chUdren
Must drive. Call after 5pm. 936-5535

SECRETARY-We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientious
hard-working people. Accurate 75 wpm'
BA degree. GPA 3.5. high SAT or GRE
scores required. Great office environment
with established, fast-growing company in
MDR business park. Blue Cross Madical
top dental For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-

'e.ep-,,no ^a(e> Hhofo Copy SuPDi^e

EASY MONEY
$300-$900 PER WEEK

COMMISSION
|DAILY CASH BONUSESJ
WORK 24 hrs./week

I
Great atmosphere, benefits.
Good voice & persorxjlity

only requirements.

CALL DANA
between 12p.m. & 3p.m.

839-6969

t
WALK TO UCLA |
spacious singles, *

fl-bedroonr> opoftrDents. 1^
Towers Apartnnents J-

U 10941 Strathmore *
k 20S-7294 5
J Pod. elevators, security.*
r oarage. Annex 543. 647*
Landfair. 540 Glenrock
Also 478.483. 510. 516
Landfair. . .

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

O'DAY EMPLOYMENT
call 394-3215 or 393^865

PTS. UNFURNISHED 52-F

SMALL Beverly Hills Law firm needs se-
cond year Law student to handle tax.
lousiness and litigation matters. Call 652-
5010

'OB OPPORTUNITIES
AMBITIOUS??? fc,ght to ten hours ^r
week of your time may result in a growing
income The hours are flexible. If you have
some time available and would like to
devetop a second income and b^ m
business for yourself phone now for inter-
view 213-450-8874.

INSURANCE/financial sales opportunity
working with students in Westwood area
Excellent earnings potential (818)349-
81 71

.

SMALL Beverly Hills Law firm needs t)art-
time(afternoons) file clerk. Experience re"
quired Call 652-50

1

STOCK deck and sales, salary and com-
mission, excellent opportunity Call
(818)894-2077
- —

—

. •

TEACH in Tokyo!! Unique position to teach
learning disabled 9-year old girl Sept-
June. Must have exp w/handicapped or
brain-injured children. Degree in related
field. Visa provided Excellent salary Send
resume and letter(s) of rec to R Dendy c/
o Volptcedi 610 Homat Comrrxidor: 5-13-
28 Roppongi. Minato-Ku. Tokyo Japan

LANCOME Cosmetics seeks qualified in-
dividuals to represent line as sales repre^

'

sentatives m Bullocks Westwood Interest-
ed candidates leave message, 828-3853
Part-time careers in Psychotherapy field
Includes paraprofessional training pro-
gram Center for social & Sensory Learn-
ing. (818)342-5099

WORK for Women's rights NOW political
action committee. Salary, benefits, ad-
vancement opportunity 458-2937

ENTERTAINMENT
DINING GUIDE

BRENFWOOD $985 2-bed/Z-bath
balcony, upper, stove, refrigerator carpets
North of Wilshire 11921 Goshen Open'
826-6106/475-0947

BRENTWOOD Very clean i and 2^^oo^ Carpeting, drapes, stove No
Onhr charging one morfthV refit plus

sacurity/cleaning to move in 678-6648

ENORMOUS 2-bedroom apartment
''•replace, dishwasher. 3 minutes to cam-
pus Utilities included $975 820-7980
ONE BEDROOM $520 Con^iiiiiiir^
UCLA Stove, rvfngsrator carpets, drapes
S200 security depowt. Eves. Mr Groasi
477-3194.

St.050 Spacious 2-bedroom and den up-
per, hardwood fkxjrs appliances. iaurWJry
facilities, garage Lease 279- 1887 !

"^

$180 Single, for cpe person Excellent W
Hollywood location Utilities included
(213)656-2416 •

2-6eDROOMS. $775 conven«nt to UCLA
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator $200
security deposit Mr Grossi Evenings
477-3194 ^^"

$650 00 Two bedroom apt Luxury secun-
ty. carpet, stove, air. Palms. 39y-4i 17
$750 00 Anractrve 1 bwJroor^ upper: new
carpets, drapes. apptiarK^s. lauAdry lacil»-
ties. garage No pets Lease 279- 1887

$800 WLA duplex 2-b«J. i^th neat
UCLA Evenings. 479-3188 and 478-7639

_.. .,„„-.„„„ ,^„ <:a-ou Teacher of Spanish and/or Latin Private
hr^we^ during^hppj. $5-hout.M£.Q«lD ?c^ool .West LA, Upper ^lemeniiry and
<^i^^^Of junior high Part-time beginning

September Must be experienced., 213-
476-2868 (10-3pm).

VYASA Vegetarian Reataurant. 1665
Westwood Blvd. The finest Indian cuteine
at very affordable prices 478-4845.

41-EHAPTS. TO SHARE 54-F

SOCIAL EVENTS... .44-E

WANTED
SPem« dofidrii wanfed: Ail information is
confidential. 652-4238.

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
[PREGNANCY ?n.

testing, counseling, resources
available. Westside Life Center.
1238 7th St. S.M. Can 45i-
8719: For Appnintmgnt

KAAGEN-DAZS ICE-CREAM BRENT-
WOOD SEEKS CQUNTERHELP VARIED
SHIFTS RICHARD 820- 1666

Happy family Santa Monica desires
childcare. Light cooking, light housekeep-
ings- ^"^'^O Uvfi-in Of out-A-ta^daya^-
Creative person who toves small children
* 5 1

,

4537.

WF^STSIDE Catholic Singles invites you to
join us for recreational activities. For in-

formation call 935-0467 -

TECHNICAL Sales Representative Bio-
medical and research equipment. Science,
medical or engineering background. Send
resume to West Coast Scientific Iric 614
West Manchas'ter Suite 1 05 Inglewood
Ca. 90301.

.PTS. FURNISHED. .50F

Immediate opening for office assistant on
a construction job. Part-time Own
transport. Very ctose to LICLA $8.00-hour
Call between 12.30-3:30pm. 471-2413.

tMMEOfATE need-Part-time, flexible hours.
3-days a week, own car, filing, errands,
must type Bookeeping trainee. $5/hour
476-1595. 476-0025

THE WURST HOT DOG RESTAURANT
WANTS THE BEST IN ASSISTANT
MANAGER. CALL JOHN AT 824-9597

UCLA's TEMP SERVICE: Instant Person
nel. a unit of UCLA Staff Personnel
Oepartmenr, tr currently recruiting persons
interested in working on a full-time or part-
time temporary basis in a variety of cam-
pus departments. Accurate tuping required

JsTTil
care M-F 7:30anr>-5:00pm in our

Bel-air house $450/nr)onth (213)475-4708
Carol.

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTING

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology
service

special discount for
students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213) 657-4269

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BUSINESS PROPERTIES 25-

GENERAL Contractor nees Investor to
share wealth from accpuiring forectosure
property. 50K minimum, Peter. 213-202-
1411

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED. ...30

ACTOR on a series is seeking 1 day/week
general office assistant and top notch or-

ganizer. 905-1292 for interview.

ASSIST sports photographer setting ap-
pointments. Salary open. Need car. Plea-
sant voice. West L.A. Greg, 837-9177.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor-
tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree; GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scoras required. Great office eA-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Oreaa medica l

, tup n iwJ lcar. fu i iw lyin.

hard-working people. We're the best
around. 213-827-5000.

JEWELRY Salespeople full anr>d partstime.
Excellent opportunity. Apply in person.
Shane's Jewelry. 1065 Broxton Ave.
Westwood Village

Lab Technician wanted: Part-time/full-time

UCLA Dept Plastic Surg Bone Res and
Muscle Transplantation need knowledge
iMO, chem, small animal surg.. must work
ndependeintly. 208-0996. Lve msg
anytime. ''

-AWYER'S ASSISTANT. Permanent. 1/2-

ime. new WLA high rise N<yi-legal
eseaKch. scheduling, light word process-
ng and bookkeeping, are office functions.

N^ust be resourceful, computer friendly,

jedicaied to accuracy. 477-0543 .

V^ALE and Female models wanted for free

3rofessional haircutting. Inquire at Allure
Salon . Ask for Esther. 474-8298

N4EDK^AL secretary needed. Part-time,

lexibie hours. Answer phones and typing,

y^ust have medical office background and/
y ffiedical terminology 825-5644

(MILE. New Co. seeks key individual.

3rowth po8itk>n. Great opportunity for stu-

lent. We train. (213)422-9132.—I m .

>IEED Sperm donor with following charac-
eristics only: black male, medium build,

ipprox. 6ft., brown eyes, black hair.

RHplus blood type Gail 394-3743

MORMAL healthy male volunteers between
the ages of 18-45 for gastric acid secretory
studi«M. A monetary compensation i& pro-
vided to compensate for the inconvience
Call Bona Sytnik (213)478-3711 x2l38. .

8am-4pm. Center for Ulcer Research and
Education.

Now is the time to defeat Reagan and stop
the arms race SANE the nation's largest
Ipetice organization* Is currently hiring for
its cuM iiMun liy outfaacn pfOyam. Summer
and year round positk)r7s available CWI
392-3074.

—(m in imum GO wpiii). knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accounting, and techn^ oc scientific dic-

taphone and/or shomiand. Ability to
operate any of the following word pro-
cessors desirable: IBM Displaywriter
WANG, XEROX 860, APPLE ll/MACIN-
TOSH and NBI. Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful. Salary range
from $6.08 to $8.51 per hour. Testing
hours: Monday and Wednesday-2:00pm-
4:00pm and Tuesdfiy and Thursday-
9:00am- 11 :30am. For more information,
contact Instant Personnel Service
(213)825-9196, 900 Hilgard Avenue. Los
Angeles, LA 90024

WANTED. Household help. Work 5Vi.days
8-5 room and t>oard. Good pay Beverly
Hills home, live-in, references required.
Call Joanna or Bea (213)273-2433 morn-
ings^

$5/hour. Valet parker. Prime Marina Del
Rey restaurant. Call Mon.-Fri. 9-3
(213)723-8459.

APARTMENT, 1 -bedroom furnished with
view, available for rent mid-September for

Jour weeks. Ouietr very close to^ UCLA-alt-
buses. 473-5324 .

BRENTWOOD $600 Furnished single
Upper North of Wilshire. 11921 Goshen
open. 826-6106/475-0947.

BRENTWOOD apartment. Large 2/
bedroom/2-bath to share. $475 Call Penny
653-227 1 Graduate student preferred.

GUEST-House. Brentwood Mountain view
$325 plus 5 hours work. Male grad student
preferred Foreign welcome Car 472-
5726. —

FEMALE pretmnmd, own room, mtntty
•fmrtment Qmdumm studmm or prol^e-
aienml preferred Near Santa Mbnica end
Bundy^SaaO plus security 207-9601 Of
628-6399 fmessiigBiy:

"""—

^

Female roommate preferred to share WLA
new condo $290/month 993-8262 . Susan
FEMALE preferred Two miles from caov
pus. $225 00 w/utilities. security, pool Call
after 6 00pm 820-2506 ^-==,=—==
FURNISHFn ?.h»ijrQom 2
pools. Jacuzzis, terrace, security garage.
WLA Available August 26 $435/month
210-8246 days or 836-2485 eves

GRADUATE female student preferred to*

share 2-bedroom high-nse apartment.
$350 00 toward rant. Non-amokar. 470-
7803

TWO bedroom, two bath Brentwood Pool^
garage, non-smoking $408/nr>onth Ouiei
area Availat>le 9/1 . 826-0593.

Large single Apartment, private bath. No
kitchen, $450 monthly. Near UCLA Call
473-6228

ONE Bedroom townhouse available for
sublet fail quarter 1984. Mid-Wilshire,
close to UCLA. Reasonably priced Call
931-6675 even ings.

SHARE master bedroom in a 3-t)edro6m/
2-bath in WLA close to campus $210/
month Call 478-6785 or 653-9655.
Available now.

This is a test ad

WESTWOOD IM A FIRST YEAR tAVT
STUDENT LOOKING FOR ANOTHER
GRADUATE STUDENT TO SHARE A
BEAUTIFUL AND QUAINT 2-BEDROOM
1-BATH APARTMENT ON VETERAN 1-

BLOCK FROM UCLA M OR F. PARKING
CALL DENISE 471-7045 ..^

WLA Apartment Huge 3-bedroom 2-bath.
Eves 470-8284. day 470-8024 Grad stu-
dent preferred.

WLA 2 bed-2 bath, share with responsible,
clean Grad/Professional $425 (utilities!

furn., pool, parking). Anytime 213-479^
5947

WALK To UCLA private room, private
bath, shared kitchen. $400. or 2-bdrm, 2-
bath . $1.000. 633 Qayley Ave jg^-.808-
5920.

HOUSE TO SHARE .57-Fi
FEMALE preferred, single to share S^

t

i

*

xszzzcacB

PAID INTERNSHIP
WITH YOUTH

IIP ;

Brentwood Presbyter-
ian church seeks col-
lege student youth
work lO- 20 hrs/wk.

Stipend ovallcbtile.
U Coll 826-5656. t

fl L Lim ^ .L L L L . . , , TTTTT-n

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished
single, 1-t)edroom. 644 Landfair #202.
Please call Chuck 208- 1 837.

$320 Furnished private room, bath, garden
patio; entrance. No kitchen mini-
refrigerator. Upper Santa Monica Canyon.
Walk to beach-Non-smoker after 9:30am
459-7110.

$525.00 One bedroom upper. Exceptional-
ly spacious, beautiful balcony 5 miles
campus. Suitable for staff, faculty
members, non-smoker. 652-2699

^

01 ninR AnFNriPQ
RN's ICU needed immediately. All shifts.

Call Nurse finders 208-2288.

Modem Security Building
Across from UCLA

$650, and up. Furnished
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditlonlpQ, parking,
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Ooyley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Mondny thrrxigh

Sunday
624-0836

bedroom house in West LA Quiet lux-
urious, 3600 sq feet $450 incibdes
utilities LiHy(2l3>46e-2447

MID 20's Singer-model M-F wants room-
mate for Culver City house Own room
$350. a month plus utilities Rick 397-1215

ROOM in 3-bedroom. 141/2 bath house in
Encino (So. of Ventura Blvd.) Quiet
neighborhood, share with architect. $300
plus 1/2-utilities, Separate phone. Fui^iish-
ed or unfurnished. 996-1721 eves.
SHARE comfortable home, own room,
large yard, near Marina 7 miles UCLA Bill

397-0495 $330
' '

'

3 males. 2 feniales will share decorator 6-
bedrm Playa del Rey houaa <25 min
UCLA) $275/mo 827-2719

HOUSE FOR SALE
WESTSIDE village 3-bedroom. 2-1/2 bath.
1 living room, diningroom. famify rm
Owner $285.000 (213)475-1616

HOUSING NEEDED T 60-
Quiet graduate student (hopefully) mo^ ng
closer to UCLA Currentfy I house sit m
San Marino Enjoy doing sonail ri

(electrical/plumbing) and have

;•

refei elites LiR*iriv fof an iA^xpenaive
apartment or cottage or? in a nic« araa.
Call anytifXML 44ika- SYS^«49-75a2 818-
366^771. '

. -.K"^-
f

^; X
?•>.

. i.
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HOUSE FOR SALE

Utt thon 5 mll«t to UCLA
3331 Bentley 3bd-2ba

$164,950
3104 Greenfield 2bd-2ba

^ $149,000 ,

29l9Jiiden3bd-2ba
$179,850

10733 Westminister^bd-lba
^19.000

3444 St. Susan PI 4tKl-2ba
$319,900

331 Bentley 3bd-2.5tX3
$279,900

Saul & Micke Bubis
370OQ6 - . 477-8291

HOUSING NEEDED .60F
RENT/HOUSESIT 2-3 bedroom furnished
house or apartment Responsible family
WLA or close to Beverly Hills Approx-
imately October-December Call Mindy or
llene (213)550-8777

ROOMMATE needed Must work after-

noons or evenings Days 821-8121, Even-
ings 295- 1859

SUfiLET wanted. 9/ 15- 12/ 15- for D-C at-

torney. Single or one-bedroom Gall
Carolyn 312-4 187

REAL ESTATE 61-

WESTWOOD office space for rent to

M D -Q P Outstanding new, holistically

oriented, large reception area, x-ray and
darkroom wiTFi auto-processor Cafl

Zide 824-2219 before 6 00pm

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP

FEMALE preferred Westwood private, fur-

nished room and bath $180. Utilities paid.

Need light babysitting 475-9041

IN spacious 2-bedroom house nbar Bever-
ly Hills. Quiet street, large yard. k>t8 of

storage Mature non-smoker Male or

-female $425/month plus utilities. Available

Sept. 1 551-0471

Private, furnished room for female student.

Share kitchen-bath Near Pico-Bundy
WLA Inquire 473-7805

PRIVATE room/bath w/kitchen privileges.

$300. Lovely home in Shennah Oaks. 20
- mmutes Trorn tKHJ^ T89-56J1

' — -

Quiet Private room/bath Lines laundry
male faculty/student Olympian. Westwood/
Wilshire. Immediate occupancy 474-7122 .

SUMMER Housing available at the lux-

urious Beta' house Inexpensive Call Jeff

* Reeve. 208-9602

$325 00 Santa Monica Room/bath, private

home Female non-smoker preferred Walk
to beach/bus Lalindry/kitchen. 454-3193

ROOMMATES
FEMALE roommate preferred Undergrad:
share 2-bed/2-bath apt w/3 girts, non-
smoker, walk to UCLA, security building.

$300 mo (1st and last). Martha 886-8998
or Kim 824-3519

FEMALE grad must . be dean/neat 2-1

bedroom/2-bath All amenities, security.
parking. Leave message 203^141

$300 Quiet house to share hear UCLA
Mature female grad or professional only
latt aftef 730 pm or inw^message
2044675

Moving

62-1

GRADUATE female student preferred to

help in house. 15 hours/week Assist cook-
ing and marketing Small amount laundry
Water plants. Make one bed Tidy one
bathroom Student provided with excep-
tionally large and beautiful bedroom, good
study area, private bath and TV Complete
privacy on separate floor Use of swimm-
ing pool Friendly couple Beverly Hills

area Car necessary Call Judy 275-3426
or Pandora 27 1-8736

PERSON or couple to do simple cdbking.
grocery .'shopping, and other occasional
driving for 1 person in exchange for hous-
ing 3 blocks from campus or salary 474-
468 1 Jaetween^ 1 0am-8pm

ROOM & board in exchange for childcare
and light housework 837-9457 6 00pm-
^OOpm

SMALL salary possible if over 15hrs/week
work Separate quarters, entrance Must
'»«'^ car. Wmml HoUywood Starting 9/1
87SS89e orj0av0 message

63-F

• AH clients screened wWi photos
and refererx:es

• 13 yrs d repeat cUents
• Dally computerized updates

2444 Wilshire tlvd.. Santo
4S3-1M1

^ -^ -- :.iscounr to sfudents a:

OCGOOOCOGOOOO

FURNITURE VAN LEAVING FOR
VANCOUVER, CALGARY, AND
EDMONTON AUGUST 25.
REPLACEMENT VALUE IN-
SURANCE. CUT RATES!!!!

$40.00/CWT lOOO LB.

^ SANDRA'S fYPINO
S SERVICE OF WLA.
r Fast, accurate, discount, with

S student LDI Rush sen^ice at no
S extra charge I 638-4027. ^« Leave messaoe. -^

FAST, accurate, IBM Selectric, close Cam-
pus Call Barbara 826-9714.

GENERAL Typing, IBM Selectric, fast, ac-

MINIMUM. PH-ONE: 714-
778-1700Rm. 2192.

curate. $1.50 per page. Evenings and
weekends 478-8676; days -656-4101 x6202
Betsy

GREAT Typist. 100 wpm 275-5808.

LETTER Perfect. Professional word pro-

cessing, personalized service, reasonable
rates. All work guaranteed. Mid-Wilshire

location. 935-5570.

NO HASSLE TYPING! Documents stored
^

on diskettes for fast, easy corrections.

STUDENT DISCOUNTS! Call WORD-
STORE. 826-4993.

RESEARCH/WRITING assistance. All aca-

demic -subjects Professional, confidential.

i 1322 Idaho Ave , #206 WLA 477-8226

RUTH 208-5449. On campus. Theses,
dissertations. Library approved list. Term
papers. Experienced. Cut-rate.

SANDRA'S TYPING SERVICE OF WLA.
Fiast, accurate, discount with student ID!
Rush service at no extra charge! 838-

4Q27. Leave message!

PERSONAL SERVICE

n
SUBLET
FEMALE, rK)n-smoker 1 -bedroom apart-

ment. Available nowSeptember 22.
$t98.75 Cathy 824-4005

CONDOS FOR SALE. 67F

" J" "}ii '

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP.
BABYSIT, light housekeeping for 2 girls

Private room/bath/lx)ard/conversation-Mrs
Altman Work, 818-906-1776 Home 213-
837-6646

AT WESTWOOD

ex-

GUEST apt /studio availat>le in Brentwood
in exchange for child care Must drive own
car 476-8941 eves.

MANHATTAN Beach apanment~tir»
=£hanQe for afternoon childcare 44ust
own car. Call Kathy Smith 545-5422 eves.

ROOM w/private entry near UCLA in ex-
change for housework Female preferred
476-4171

SEPARATE guest house plus salary in ex-
change for household help Must drive,
couple OK. After 5 OOom 459-2775

JOOM FOR RENT 64-F
ACCOMODATIONS in beautiful Pacific

Palisades view home Prefer professional,
personable nQn..«imnkwr nuor a.^ ^^lyQ

454-3166

CHABAD House Jewish Center has rooms
for $200 00 per month. Call Rabbi
Schwartz 208-7511
—

—

' —

—

- — - -^ - .

FALL Border Room & Board $1050/
quarter. Female only-Sorority House 208-
6963.

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION

9 I datf. IS words or Ims $3.30 ^9 Each additional word ptr day ,22< •
# $ dajrs. IS words or Ims $|2.00 •
# (consAcutiv* and non-rsAimteM*) #

rr# Each additionat word.„...,;.:„-„.. „„ .:;jie

2 D«adlin«: #
2 Claks Line. ^
# I working day in advance by 3pm J

,Class Display, *
2 worfcinji days in advance by 4pfn S

Office LocatkMi n2KN Z

# Classm«d Hours: 9ajn. fo 4pjn. «
# Mondoy through Friday 825-2221 •

Th« mana^inmnl ntmrw— 1h* rfgM lo 2change, rvckiMlfy. r«vfM, or mtmel Z
# any classified advertisement not Z
# meeting the ston^anis ct fhe OoNy Z
# Ifuin. '

2# The ASUCLA Communications Board fuUy sup- #
ports Ihc University of California i policy on #nM^^crMnation No mcdhim shal accept ad^ A

{••••""•nsiwhlch present persons of any given a
'•••••yV- eoter, nationai ortgtn. rscr. nefujfon."'

j

^ •^ <>•* sesuaJ ortentailon in a demcantng way 6i
*

9 Imply that they an UmMcd lo certain ptMMkxte ^
# capKMlcs. roles, or status in society NeMtcr the A

Dally Bruin nor the ASUCLA Communications i
Boairf has InvesligaiMl any of the services tdvtr- M
Hsed or advertisers represented in this issue m

2 Any person believing that an advcrliactncnt In 2# this issue Wolascs the Boards poMcy on non- JW q/Vrlmlnallon stated herein should com- •
# municate complaints In wrttir^ to the Business •

Managet. Daily Bnjin. 308 Westwood Plaza Los €
Angeles. flA 90024 For aaatatwKe Wtth hous- «^ Ing dlscrtmlnation prohlcms, call UCLA Housirw M

# «2?«ig2''""**®' °' ^•'•••l* F-iTllousIng 2

AT YOUR SERVICE. LTD Well do
anything you're too busy to do with a per-
sonal touch! Reasonable rates (213)839-

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN AFFORD

-. $89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Nitlht valet parking. Secured
building. Lush landscaping.

Conference * room. Media
Center. Fitness Center, l\xil.

Spa i •

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections
• European Method

Sufnmer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

- 1 1941 WUshire Blvd., Suite #3
2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

:*
BETTER Quality gets you results! Word
processing. Xerox 860. Dissertations,

repetitive letters, transcription.^ etc. Linda.

204-0947
- - - - - '

-
i

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance, alt

manuscripts. Or join ongoing writing (ESL)

workshop. Wordprocessing available.

456-6537.

-RAVEL
TRAVEL 105-J
TRAVELING We will beat your lowest air-

fares to-anywhere.. especially Hawaii. Mex-
ico and Europe. Call 479-2657.

1440 VETERAN A\'ENUE
6 BLOCk'S^^SROM
WESTW^^OD VILLAGE
:M/477-2476

^tiCtA's TCMP^EFMCE rf>slanr7»eFsbn:
nel. a unit of UCLA Staff Personnel
Department, is currently recruiting persons
interested m working on a full-time or part-
time temporary basis in a variety of cam-
pus departments Accurate typing required
(minimum 60 wpm). knowledge of medical
t>ilhn£ procedures^ knowledge ol UCLA
accounting, and tecfinical or scientific dic-
taphone and/or sfiorthand Ability to
operate any of the following word pro-
cessors desireable IBM Displaywnter
"WANG. XEROX 860. T^PPtETl/MACIN-
TOSH and NBI Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful Salary range
from $6.08 to $8.51 per hour Testing
hours: Monday and Wednesday-2:00
p.m -4 00 p.m and Tuesday and
Thursday-9:00 a.m.-11:30 a.m. For more
information, contact Instant Personnel Ser-
vice (213)825-9196. 900 Hilgard Avenue.
Los Angeles CA 90024

HILDCARE.
CHILDCARE for 2'/S? yr. old girl. Three
mornings/week Possible evenings. Pref.

female education ma)or 453-2879.

SERVICES OFFERED.
D.J. Cy Enterprises mobile disc jockey
service. pi3)747.569d,^^24;^734.8684.
Reaeonob io rates.

PROFESSIONAL PHOTOORAPHER
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/Female Pro/Non-pro
for upcoming sessions

Fashion, Connmercial, Theatrical
'for oppcxnlnnenl

$699 R.T,
' 1 ways $399

Paris fronn i699
Amsterdam from ! ;474
Hong Kong -from l 655
Tokyo from |5as
SWney ,, from $1100
Te< Aviv from $a99
Caribbean Cruise from i 990
Acapolco. 6 days incl. air from 432
HonoluMj, 8 day pkg. from

i ;329
Puerto Vallqrtp^ doypka imn J3a9_

CALL 208-4444
OPfN MON.FRI. 9-6 ALL YEAR

TOURS ATRAVElI
10929 Weyburn Ave.. Westwood

(next fo Homtxjrger Hamlet upstairs)

RESEARCH/Writing assistance All aca-
demic subiecta. Professional., cnnfidential.
11 322 Idaho Ave., #206. WLA 477-8226

UTOS FOR SALE. 112-K

UTORING OFFERED. 98-

BEAUTIFUL liK© new. '83 red Mustang
-converttble 12,000 mtTesr^A/C. bruise con-
trol. Must sell. Asking $10,500 (818)342-
2570

TUTOR: Econimics, Math 1 Term paper
help: writing, grammar, typing. Call Robii^<
553-1655(davs).

YPING 100-1

INSURANCE
MOVERS
ECONOMY MOVING Caft us ffrst for
lowest rate available. Completely equip-
ped. experienced Call anytime. 392-1 108.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the
CAREFUL Movers. Free estimates. Expe-
rienced and reliable. Jerry 21 3-391 -5657

ISf^l^FASC'F PPnKFRAGF

WHYPAYMORE .. .

• For Auto/Motorcycles
• No Insurance/Cancelled

-^ sea's

• MulUplo Ticketa/

Accidents
Suspended Licenae

• Exotic Cars
• Low Monthly Payments
• Lowe^ RatM Available

CALL: 213-663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVtVAUt

GUARANTEED
MOVERS

Cheerful & Cheap
Careful & Complete

397-8597 Ariytlme

A-plus Quality Wordprocessing from $1.50/
page. Experienced. Dissertations, Term
papers. Theses, Resumes. Editor's Note
306-5089.

ONE DAY TYPING
Professional writer with BA in English will
type and edit tenn papers, theses, etc. Or
editing only. Also offer confidential
diagnosis of screenplays and treatments
for duthors/agents/producers. Over 25
years experience. Westwood Villaqe Bill
Delanev 824-51 11

Xanee'A
One Dai^ l^fiinq

CLASSIC '69 VW. Original owner. New
paint, strong 1600 engine. Great car
$1600 Andrew. 208-4870'

1966 VW Bug; green. 1500 cc engine, de-
cent stereo, new front brakes and clutch
cable. 208-7792 Clint

SERVICES OFFERED...

EDITING/WORDPROCESSINC3: Establish-

€|d author will fielp you clarify your ideas
and -present them with power Grammar,
continuity, style. Books, theses, term
papers. ELIZABETH BRENNER (213)392-
6677 ^-*

•
•

and Word Procemaing
25% Student Discount

Disssrtations, Theses. Resumes, Applica-

tion, scripts, legal, statistical, Equations,

languages, many typestyles.

RUSH TYNNO VyHILi YOU WAIT
Spelling, Editing, Foreign StudeWt Help,

Minutes from campus in WLA.

'

tpeclert: RepeMMve letters tS*

•
•
•

•

398-0455 391-3385

PROFESSIONAL writer-editor. Top writing,

editing assistance. Papers; manuscripts;
resumes; scripts; books; theses; disserta-
tions. 473-4193

ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Low
rates. Rushed welcortte. Marian 391-3622
7 days.———————^ i V
B.J.'s Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. DissertaVons.
theses, repetitive letters; resumes, etc
Rnhlaie, 30Q aa07. —

.

1972 Honda Coupe excellent Mi per/
gallon, great transport^ion, good running
condition. $1 .300 obo. 275-3809.

1972 VW Super Beetle. Good condition.
Yellow. New tires. 1 year old brake job.
Moving to NY-must sell. $1500. we' ll talk!

1973 Mustang convertit)te Mint condttiorrr-
New top. wood steering wheel, Michelin
tires. Air, poweer antenna. Red w/black
top/interior 8-speaker cassette. Extras
$6000/obo. 275-3006. 659-1485.

1974 Mustang II Cahia white 4-speed. 4-

cylinder runs on regular, power steering,
factory sunroof. Air conditioning, mag
wheels, great stereo, runs great. $1400
453-2658 after 6:00pm.

1976 Malibu, 56k miles, beautiful car.
black and white excellent condition. $2800
(213)837-0328

1977 Dodge Aspen Station Wagon. New
transmission, power steering. > cruise con-
trol. Must sell. $1950. Call Hans 825-3669
days. 824-0210 eves.

1978 T-bird. 45,000 miles. Needs body
work. $3300 includes 1985 license. 823-
4076 ask for Jeanette.

1979 Diesel Rabbit. 4-speed AM-FM
stereo. 57.000 miles. Super giis mileage
$3000.470-3610.

; ^
1981 Rabbit. Auto.. 4-door. air, AM-FM
cassette, alarm. 23.000 mi. $4600. 680-

9337. eves. 204-4621

'63 VW Bus, reWt. engine, good condition,

$1 150 Call 473-55M. ask 4 Murk.
—T"

•»,",kmm
).-.
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Football
Continued from Page 16

This is quite different from a year ago, when the Bruinsopened up the season against the Georgia Bulldogs in AihenTand hen a few weeks later they ran into the Cornhuskers or^
the plains of Nebraska.
UCLA will have another shot at Nebraska this vear, and the

?^f, ^\,Xl''l ft '^'f /^T ^^^^ ^*S"^^ *« be the first big
-test for UCLA and their lofty No. 1 ranking

The stability of the Briiins is evident at 'the quarterback posi-
tion, where Senior Steve Bono is the dear-cut signal caller Last
4f£ar..EflnQ.^a

.
schoo l record for single-game passing TaTtfege-

against Brigham Young with 399 yards, but a week later at
_Stanford^_Jiw_seasqiL prematurely ended with^^ separated
shoulder.

^ '^

Bono's health is back, and so is his competition with backups
David Nome and Matt Stevens giving UCLA a trio of strong-
armed quarterbacks. UCLA is also three-deep in the receiver
department with Mike Young, Carl Dorrell and pre-season
Ail-American Mike Sherrard, who broke Cormac Carnev's
single-season reception record with 48 catches

iT^*l'*^ *!jf
\?P

^^^''T-
^^'^^'^ f'-om l^t year are back intact,UCLA will be look^rtg for Sophomore Derrick Tennell to

replace Paul Bergmann and Harper Howell at tight end.
One area of offense that has Donahue smiling is the offensive

Wednesday, augi^st 22, 1984 15

hne, led by senior tackle DuvaJ Love, who was named to the
Playboy preseason All-American list, and big center Dave
Baran. The Bruins have five players who each started in seven
games last year on the offensive line, and if you're looking for
the core of the team, this is it.

The running game is questionable since the Bruins lost 75
percent of their production from last year with the loss of Kevin
Nelson, Frank Cephous and Tennell. But if Senior Datiny An-
drews avoids injury, then the running game could surprise.
The defensive line is another strong point for UCLA, a group

Olympians
Continued from Page 16
Vargas.

Overall, UCLA had 48
former, current and future
Bruins representing the United
States and 12 other countries
In the Games to go along witF
10 members of Olvmpic
coaching staffs.

_^,—rt-
— -„_-j!r ,----L^ "̂"" "jLij^^jja-- quu--«Aij^,a rea w itn

aTPa
returning starting linebackers, led bv pre-season

All-American Neal Dellocono, should give the Bruins excellent
coverage against the run, but the pass defense could suffer some
with the loss of safety Don Rogers and cornerback Lupe San-
chez. ^

The Bruins will have few peers in the kicking department
where they returivjunior placekicker John Lee, kickoff specialist
Ken Potter and punter Kevin Buenafe.
With inexperience a factor in a few departments, Donahue

teels that some freshman could make their presence felt this
year.

.

'

"We are looking forward to this season with a lot of op-
timism," Donahue said. "It's a new year, a new beginning, andwe have a team that knows what it takes to win.'*

Suit
«

Continued from PagrtB^^
^^

football telecasts just as the
NCAA had in the past, only
this time, the wealth will not
be passed around. It will go to
the 60-pius members of the
CFA, and no one else.

And that could leave college
football in the ruins of its own
creation ... and without the
classic TV matchup between
Notre Dame and USC.

MIDTERMS COMING!^
p HYPNOSiS

Means No Cramming, No Worries
It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist,

Director 989-2923

I'

I

I

the finals

SWIMWEAR SUPPUER TO THE U.S.
SWIM TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

.^t^.

t t^

II ,0

* * « « •
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SWINWEAR
ASSORTED SOLIDS
& STRIPES WOMEN'S
SIZES 28-42 FROM

-—^«>»o
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Raymondortbnddnff
First Time Introductory Offer

M2" reg. $27oo
Cut, Blow & Condition
With Coupon - New Patrons

crxi!*^
?^^®.'' ^^ ^©<^e^ve this ^-- l^^ -

Special - please mention that 477-0665
you have this coupon) 479^0391281 Westwood

^^^^^^^^^ J2^^ Oood until December 31, 1984)
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MEN*S SIZES 28-40
FROM
•#•JO

#«ii

SPECIAL
SWIN

. 9066LES
(STYLES SSI,SS2)

CU4f.ScUe4^

C^AtifttfTyp^gttr 5

THE BEST
FOR LESS

STIRLING SILVfn cir TS •
ILiCTBOWICS • CAMfRAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO c AUDIO

•fl AH- I

859-7175
8921 W Pico Blvd.

(J t}lkH W ul HaLifttaart)

(4Mw <|uaMy dot (nortite piM
• T5 chaocfr conwnand dl^)loy
Standod oMc* fvp««M««r twybooR^
Cholo* ol t«N> lypwMM: Cubic fS ti <CourtarlO

Panasonic
Ponasonic

Cotor Travetvfsion
1.5" Screen Model CT-lOl

SEE OUR COM-
PLETE SELECTION
~OF SWIMMING,
RUNNING, AND
ACTION WEAR

1107 Gayley Ave. (Westwood Village)

VIsa/MC/AE 814-4J»5
accepted STORE HOURS: Mon.-Sat.. 10am-9pm

Sun., 12pm-6pm

Validated Parking with ^10 purchase
19% discount for students

NIMSLO 35mm 3-D CAMIRA
• Fuly Automafic
• Exduriv* Ckxxira Lane System
4-30mm rS/6 thr— Ifnent coot»d qlot>

m.»ammmm ^^' —-' OTW button rimptdfy
NIMSLO 3D * ^'^ p°e^ ^^"^

colof pnnt IMm
• Uo^t^Mqtitand
compact
OpWoiiuICo— ny*

CO

AC/Bottery

Mini Cassette

Recorder ,

'

Model RQ-341

City Sales

^34900

«89
mMSLO
Opti-Ufe Strobe *49lOO

Mndtof HUlow mteratty Uxrv $U0
WndjorAOluslatileaoni&on Uino. . UM
farasork: Wokman-typ* HeadpfionM $l.$0

VIDEO TAPE SALE^
limited to stock on tKind

SonyBetoL-SOO ! $4.9960.

Sony Beta L-500HG $5.79 ea.

Sony Beta L-750HG ..... $6.79 m.

JUrt drop your cotor print dm In
ttiii moler and o«t back sturviing
aODTlntsI
0P36-1Sfor36«iip rol 11.95
DP 24-12 ror 25 exp. rol 7.95
Rsrnwnber. you con uw any C-
41 Color Prmt Flm. tuct> at Kodak ,

Kodacotor or FM cokx Print Flm Titm T.190 tt 00 am
mttwNknito camera |

m«l l-IZW >4.yy SO.

Mon.-Tues Wed. Thur. 10-

$19so

Panasonic /

Eoso-Phone KX-T2203
Integrated Teleptione Systenr

ifo /, _
Auto Dialer

Pulse Toucti

Tone

Panasonic
Black & White
5" Screen Model
TR-5046P

City Sales

$l29»o ^
S^CLGSED SAT.

r ^ ^
1^ .M^ -.M

.ASK ABOUT OUR 90 DAY INTEREST FREE FINANCING • MERCHANDISE LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAND

lUTOS FOR SALE

'66 Mustang. VB 289 engine. Clean, ex-
cellent condition. Best offer. Call
(213)464-6181 days. (818)785-7369 eves.

'68 VW. Reliable transportation. Smog
ceritifled. $1000. 657-1014 days. 456-2120
evenings. Gail. ^
'70 VW New PalntAlnterlor. $1800 ex-oondi-
tton 399-6953.

'73 Mustang. White. 75.000 miles. Good
condition. One owrter car. $850. 385-8182,
472-4690

'77 Cadillac. Beige. Sedan de Vilte.

100,000 miles. Excellent condition. One
owner $2900. 385-8182. 472-4690

'78 Volkswagen Rabbit, sunroof, good
condition. $2350.00. Call 930-2320

'80 VW Rabbit Diesel 4-door sunroof
tapedeck. new brakes/clutch excellent

condition. $3200.00 396-^683

f""NITURE ^^....;....126l«F^JRNITURE 126«IVIUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 129-

'82 Yamaha 400. Less 5000m. Excellent

corujition. Must sell. Best offer 475-0094

RIDES WANTED. 116 K

NEED ride from Woodland Hills area.

8:00am classes, back home 3:00pm
Mon.-Fri. (all or part) Please call

P.M..(3l8)347-7722.

MOPEDS 119-K
'79 Tomos moped. Seats 2. Runs well.

$200. 820-5273

FOR SALE

BARGAIN BOX
MOVING Sale, Brentwood area
Everything must gol 207-2368

• • MATTRESS * '
*

AN new hotels sets guarar^eedl
TWIN SIT $M FULl SfT $4t
•IMIN SIT $M KINO MT $«•
New 5 piece bedroom >et.^Splece

fJTstoei

New sofa and tove seat-

Oak flniih coffee tables..

erxJ tablet $11, kmpt.

THE WAREHOUSE
397-5030

i$«
$1Sf
$io
17

Sofabed. $250. Chair. $60. Two platform
beds. $120 each. Chrome glass dining set,

4 chairs. $280. 3 lamps. $30 each. And
morel 820-5273.

Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450.
Dining room set $695. Hide-abed $250.
Sofa and love seat $495 Desk $150. Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspring $150.
Dinette set $150. Brasshead board $150.
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795. En-
cyclopedia set 1984 cost $600. Sacrifice

$160. Items never used. 393-2338.
'

CLASSICAL Guitar. Yamaha 235 with a
case Good as new. $110. 207-2368.

PETS 130-1

SEAL point Himmalayen kittens. Too cute.
Registered w/ACFA. $195. Call Kim 475-
8986.

STEREOS/TVS/RADIOS 131 I

NAD 30-20 amp. and 61-500.
Deck. Infinity ; speakers. Denon
$825.00 930-2320.

Dolby C
turntable.

LLlH\Hlllll.HltS.l.i.^t^mm^^^>itai,«m^^^^m%^^^r.r^i^

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE 114 K

1080 Yamaha 2iQ, 2300 nltlas I ike newfMany extra8^$750. 275-3006. 659-1485

FURNITURE

APARTMENT Sale! Must sell: living room,
bedroom furniture, kitchen ware. etc.

Westwood 208-0481

.

Single-Twin size beds. Good condition

$as^r quant ity diseeynt i apprew i aO bede i

206^963.

Color TV $60. Sofabed $150. armchair

$80. Dinnette set $60, 2 beds $50 each,

coffee tables $15. lamy $15. kitchenwares.

(213)837-0328.

Double bed mattress and box spring. Ex-
cellent condition. $75. 826-0369.

MOVING. For Sale: white formica
breakfast set, o^ entertainment unit,

tee^yeem fufwiture , erw brewn leather

^ couch. 825-1735, days. 476-5610, eves.

Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classification)
3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-4.
Our Classified window is right next to the Ackerman Stu-
domsturg Classified! 825-2221, 825-2222.

.llll.\T^Tl.^S.^T^^^i.l,l^^^^^^HH^^m^^ l.,.l,^^^^^^^^^^ ^i
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sports David Lang, Sports Editor

Kevin Daly. Assistant Sports Editor

Donahue and UCLA have that No.1 I
*

Fa/f camp ^pensTwith

• • k

lofty tarff^furBfufns
By David Lang. Sports Editor

The month of August is a time when baseball pennant races

heat up and when many Southern Califofnians head for the

beaches. But what many people don't realize is that August is

also a time for college football.

This past Saturday, UCLA opened their fall camp with its

annual picture-media day. As two-time defending Rose-Bowl
Champs, they definitely received their share of attention.

August is the time when many football magazines release

their pre-seaso'n polls, and the Bruins have been listed among
the top 10 teams in most publications.

In addition, this past Saturday marked the day when Sports

Illustrated had tabbed UCLA as the No.l team in the nation.

One has to go back to the days of coach Red Sanders in 1954

when the Bruins were at the top of collegiate football, but that

was at the end of tlie season.
\

"I've read 15 publications, and there have been 15 different

No.l picks," said UCLA Coach Terry Ponahue. "No one knows
in the" world of dollege football . . . Playboy picked us fourth in

the conference." .

Donahue has been around long enough to figure out that the

top ranking is something the Bruins can appreciate. But by the

same token, he know^ that everyone is out to knock them off

the pedestal. "Every football team is equal due to tfie scholar-

ship limitation," he said. "If you're not ready to play, you can
get beat.' '^

^ „
*

Putting the national title hopes' aside, 'Donahue and his

coaching staff will have their hands full with a tough t*ac-10

conference, which includes a tough Wa.shington Huskie squagl;

an Arizona State team that returns 10 of their 11 starters on
their defense that rated No.l in the conference last yeaiT; and
use, a team that is on the rebound after an uncharacteristic

4-6-1 season last year..

"I think that the (conference is as balanced as ^ver," said i

Donahue, who will be entering his ninth year as the Bruin
€X>ach, "There are five to six teams that are legitimate con-
tenders, and I think it will he decided in the last week of the
season."

Two things that UCLA has going in its direction this year is

team depth and a very advantageous schedule. The Bruins open
up Sept: 8 at'^ari niego^:5fate,"lhen a weekTater at the Tlose"'

Bowl where UCLA will take on Long Beach State. UCLA football coach Terry Donahue will be pointing the Bruins towards a possible
Continued on Page 15 consQcutt\>e Rose Bowl appearance and Pac-10 title in his ninth season at the UCLA helm

third

UCLA Olympians win 32 medals
The 1984 Olympic Cames

pro\ed to lx» a success for

UCLA athletes as former, cur-
rent and future Bruins caru-

tured a total of 32 medals, in-

cluding 16 gold, 10 silver and
six bronze. j,

One Bruin, gymnast Mitch
dord^ 4v^n

—

fou r medals
while g>'mnast Peter Vidmar

captured three and gymnast
Tim Daggett and track star

Evelyn Ashford took home
4w-e—e a^h^—V^ d m a r

—air&

•9.

«

«
%

UCLA gymnast Mitch Gaylord led a h'ost of UCLA athletes
competing in the 1984 Olvmpins as hft rapturpH fm.r

medals, including a gold in the men's team finals.

Ashford won two golds each,
Vidmar earning a team gold
to go with his gold on the
pommel horse and his silver in

the all-around competition
while Ashford won the 100-_

meter dash and anchored the
USA's first^place 4 X 100 relay
squad.

UCLA's other gold medal-
ists include<l: swimmer
Bruce Hayes (4 X 200 meter
freestyle relay), rower Carol
Bower (eights with coxswain),
women's basketball player
Denise Curry, wrestlers David
and Mark Schultz, women
sprinters Sherri Howard (4 X
400 relay) and Jeanette Bolden
(4 X lOO relay) and men's
volleyball players Karch Kira-
ly, Steve Salmons and Dave
Saunders.

Bruins who won silver
medals include Vidmar,
Gaylord, llO-m^ter high
hurdler Greg Foster, hep-
tathlete Jackie Joyner, pole
vaulter Mike Tully, sprinter

Florence Griffith (200 meters),

women's volleyball player
Jeanette. Beauprey, West
German woman swimmer Ute
Basse (4 X 100 medley relay),

Australian swimmer Mark
Stockwell (100-meter freestyle)

and—water—polo—player Joe

By Kevin Daly

A%%i%tjQr\t Sports Editor

Never-ending saga
of the CFA and TV

s*ri-

UCLA Chancellor Charles
Young and USC Senior Vice-

If you're a college football

fan caught up in the latest

soap opera concerning the
television telecasts this fall,

then you have every reason to

be angry.

The lastest setback could
result in the Nebraska-UCLA
and Notre Dame-USC games
becoming a non-entity on our
TV sets this fall. The problem
stems from the contract be-

tween the College Football
Association and ABC pro-
hibiting their product from
rival networks. !

UCLA and USC are under
contract with CBS as are the
other members of the Pac-10
and the Big Ten, and thus the
two principal schools feel that
they are entitled to the televis-

ing rights since they are the
home team.

|

Under last year's TV
agreement, the home team
owned the rights along with
the NCAA, but the NCAA lost

out in July when the**Supreme
Court ruled against the right

^:o control the telecasts.

With the CFA attempting
to wield its power and
disallow CBS the right to

Continued on Page 15 I televise these two games^,

President Jon C. Strauss filed^""

a suit on Friday (Aug. 17)

against the CFA and ABC.
"With our agreement with

CBS, if the shoe was on the
other foot, there would be no
problem," said Young at the
press conference on the UCLA
campus. "If the USC game
was at South Bend (Notre
Dame), our agreement with
CBS would allow for that
game to be televised (by
ABC).^"^

^—
' Also named in the suit was
Nebraska and Notre Dame,
but it's not the two univer-

sities that are the stumbling
block, nor is it ABC. "The
CFA sold rights to games it

did not own," Stra/uss said.

"W-e have made every effort

to resolve this matter through
negotiations ... but to no
avail," Young said. "That is

why we have taken extraor-
dinary action. We hope that
the issue can be resolved in

the courts before the Sept. 22
Nebraska game so that the
game can be seen by a na-
tional television audience."

If the courts rule in favor of .

the CFA, then along with
ABC, they will dicta te college

—

University of California« Los Angeles
^Wednesday. August 29. 1984

quoriim^passes
1^4^85_1JSA-Budget
B)r Loel Solomon. City Editor

Minor revisions, strong opposition and a meager turnout
marked the Undergraduate Students Association Council's ap-
proval of the 1984-85 Undergraduate Students Association
Budget on Aug. 22.

According to the meeting's minutes, the budget passed 4-3
with one abstention and four council members absent. Nine
voting members were present — the minimum number required
to attend before a summer meeting is called to order.

"Most of the work was done in the committee of the whole
so Its not a big deal," Undergraduate President Gwyn Lurie
explained. "It (the meeting) is just a rubber stamping of ieverythmg we ve already done.

"

In addition, "Everyone (absent) had pretty good excuses, " she «
said, ndting that some council members live far awky and often ^

have trouble making it to summer meetings, |
Those absent were Cultural Affair^ Commissioner' Dannv 5
' i t:'?_ • 1 o . ..-. . . . . - __ •'or

Continued oii Page 15

Weiner, Financial Supports Commissioner Ciza Abdalla and
Geiferal Representatives Bob Layton and Ron Taylor.

In order to take the budget vote, USAC had to waive its

g"^^^^!"^ which allow the undergraduate president to stipend
only four staff members. This year, six staffers will work in the
president's office for $150 per month instead of $175 — the
maximum amount the guidelines allow. Lurie's stipend budget
is up nearly $1,000 from last year's total of $15,525.

As was the final budget vote, the guideline vote was close.
Lurie, whose office was the focus of the stipend discussion, was

« called on tb cast the deciding vote on the motion.
Discussion on the stipend issue was generated at a budget

meeting held earlier this summer when Dion Raymond, the
Black Student Alliance chairwoman, questioned the ability of
non-elected staff people to get paid the same ampunt as elected
commissioners and $75 per month more tjialfi special interest
group leaders. ,

"If you are conscientious individuals, you will question these
rules," Raymond told the council at the meeting.

It was In this spirit that Second Vice President Monica Ibarra
voted against the budget. "They (special interest group leaders
and their staff) do a lot of work and as much as any commi.s-
sioner," Ibarra said, adding-that her vote was cast against the

^m^^^J!!11Z^™^\Z *-°^ ^"^^'^^ ^^^'^ ^®" "^°« ^®^^«" during the^ past vJee'ks of heat andnumidity, as this panting pooch demonstrates while hanging out the window.
.V

can
through Narcotics
By Christina Skacan

Staff Writer

/NtrreQtics addicts can find
help and support at UCLA
from Narcotics Anonymous, a
national support, group for
drug addicts which recently
began ^neeting on campus.

h4arcotlcs AnoTty mOvis ,

which has members all over
the world, was established in

_ _^ 1953 by a heroin addict to

jConlmued on Page 8 ^lelp people who Were~~ad-

dicted to narcotics, said K.C.,
the NA member who began
holding the meetings here
three weeks ago.

NA, which is supported by
Alcoholics Anonymous, was
founded with the same basic
philosophy as AA, K.C. said,
adding that AA was formed
\5y t"wo a\cobio\lcs -wVio fe\t

alcoholics could best recover
through the help of other
alcoholics. „ .

NA follows a basic 12-.step

program designed to help the
drug addict regain control of
his life, K.C. said. )

Recovering narcotics addicts— not doctors, nurses or
counselors — run the pro-
gram, K.C. said, adding that
the support and counseling of ,

someone who was addicted to^
narcotics is essential to t\ie

program.
The presence of recovered

-addicts is a flooded example-

Board 1984-85
By Lauren B|au, City Editor

An increase in student
board member's stipends and
the purchase of three personal
computers are among items
included in the ASUCLA

registration fees.

Previously, student
members receive only two-
thirds of^-€^ach quarter's
registration fees as stipends
during the academic year.
They also received one-half of

Communications Board 1984- the previous quarter's student
85 budgets which were ap- stipends for their summer sti-
proved last Thursday. pends.
X Student representatives to The chair received the full
fhe board, who serve as the amount of each quarter's reg
publishers for ASUCLA's fees during the academic year
media, will now be paid the and one-half of the full reg
full amount of each quarteiLs fees of the preceding spring

quarter for the summer.
Comm Board's policy and

procedures manual mandates
that the budget committee
must recommend the amount
of money student members
receive as stipends.

Before the budget was pass-

ed, Comm Board Chairman
Bruce Shih sigid that if the

board members' stipends are pensation.

should be provided with addi-
tional benefits to create an in-

centive for members to apply
for the position.

Shih noted, however, that
both ASUCLA Board of Con-
trol's .student mem bers and
their chair earn the full
amount of reg fees — the
chair receives no extra com-

for those addicts reshaping
their attitude toward living,
K.C. said. The question for
addicts is not "How am I go-
ing to stop?" but "How am I

going to Mve?" because "wh^n

to cover the full amount of reg

fees equaling the present
Comm Board chair's stipend,

then the Comm Board chair

1.258.164 102.175

1984-85

Communications Board
Budgets

The budget committee,
comprised of Shih, ASUCLA
Publications Director Richard
Sublette, Faculty Repre-,
sentative Nick Grossman and
Committee Chairman Orlando
Suarez, who is an
undergraduate representative,
met twice to discuss the
budgets.

One personal con^ptttej for
the publicattons director^ ad-

the withdrawals disappear,
what you are left with is

yourself."

The first step in the pro-
gram is probably the hardest
because the addict piust admit
that he is powerless over his
addiction and must seek help
in overcoming it, K.C. said.

"The insanity of continuing to
use drugs^lvKeh
falling apart" is

your life

difficult

IS

to

16.221 ^

^^B. 12.004 ti-oB ^3.212

llllll 5,158

rnTnistrative assistant, which
was among 13 capital expense
items approved at the Aug. 23
meeting, was not recommend-
ed by the committee.
The personal computer for

the publications director's ad-
ministrative assistant, which
was part of the original
budget request, received a tie

vote in th^ committee and was
not forwarded to the full
board.

Two other ^personal com-
puters were recommended and
approved — one for the assis-

tant publications director and
publications accounting
manager and the other for the
publications director.

But after lengthy discussion

cope with, K.C. added.
The addict must stop his

"self-destructive behavior"
long enough to attend a gne-
hour meeting at first, and
from then on, the addict lives

life "one day at a time, " K.C.
said. "Forever is too hard to
fate at first."

Steps two through 11 of the
J>rogram _ are 4)ersonal steps
which involve changing the
addict's outlook on life. Sear-
ching for meaning in the ad-
dict's life and restructuring his
value system are essential in
helping him regain control of
his life.

Willingness to ad pi it to ad-
diction, as well as action, is

necessary for the addict to
have the right frame of mind
and overcome the physical
aspects of conquering drug
addiction, K.C. said, adding
that step 12 of the program
includes actively aiding other
addicts going through the pro- ^

cess of overcoming their ad-
diction.

Participation in the pro-
gram, which is completely
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Speaker says listening sicills

can improve communication
By Sherry Haraguchi
Staff Writer

Listening is the most impor-
tant aspect of successful com-
jnunication, a speaker told an
audience of approximately 75
on Wednesday, Aug. 22 at the

' Center for Health Sciences.
Spealcing on ••Listening

Dynamics: Listening Skills
For Emotionally Charged
Situations/' UCLA Extension
Instructor Gloria Washburn
Axel rod discussed personal
relationships, the problems in-
herent in these relationships
and the skills necessary for
successful communication.
Many |)eople have difficulty

/^^P/^'iing their emotions free-
ly, Axelrod said, adding that
people should listen and en-
courage speakers to reveal
their emotions.*

Listening for key words and

ded that many- adults are
beginning to realize that talk-
ing- with children is informa-
tional and listening helps
adults and children become
partners in commimipatinn

Teachers often find listening
to students difficult due to
large classes and classrooms^^

, letting the speaker know that
someone is interested in listen-
ing to him are the basic tools
for conversing with people,
Axelrod said. Listening
carefully for key words is

especially important * when
communicating with young

.
children, the aged and people

,
with brain disorders, she add-
ed.

Many parents and teachers
find it difficult to talk to
children, Axelrod said, adding
that adults usually ignore
many things young children
say because children
sometimes say irrelevant
things. However,

» Axelrod ad-

Axelrod said, adding that it is

crucial for teachers to listen to
their students in order to have
a good teacher-student rela- |
tionship. "When students ^
realize that a teacher listens, |
they tend not to be ashamed

|
to ask questions," Axelrod l
said. §— Many people have to deaTf
with "non-stop talkers" all the ^

time, Axelrod said, adding Gloria Washburn Axelrod
that interrupting the speakers
and pariiphrasinj^-^yhat they
have said is an effective way
of

^
discouraging the non-stop

ta 1 k e r s from r e [J*e a tTifg
themselves.

When a person is con-

For the Record

In our last issue, we in-

advertently printed that the
application deadline for La
Gente's business manager posi-
tion is Oct. 12. In actuality,
the deadline is Sept. 28.

Additionally, the story ne-
glected tu mention that Buster

"

Sussman was aippointed to the
board as the profe^ional rep-
resentative, and the new ad-
ministrative representative is

Peter Weiler.

And in another story,' Scot
Spicer was referred to as the
Graduate Students Associa-
tion's external affairs director.
His correct title is Vice Presi-
dent — Extetnal Affairs, ^^

fronted with others who are so

emotionally upset that they
cannot pommunicate properly.
Axefrod^said tTie best way to

handle the situation is to stay
calm and listen jcarefully.

Hospital patients are usually
traumatized because of |he

^ situations in which they are

VAN suxntN
A PLACE PO^

AF^S WHO

involved, Axelrod said. Speak-
ing with a gentle voice to
emotionally excited or disturb-

*

ejd individuals is a helpful way
to maintain peaceful conversa-
tions^ -. ' ,

'

.

'
'

'
I

i

Axelrod's speech was spon-
sored by the UCLA Allied
Health Programs. *

y,
•- o
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COMMUNITY SERViCrcOMMiSSIOM
R A

ASIAN EDUCATION^PROJECT
Offers Asian immigrant children English language
skills and provides them with cultural, social and
educational activities. Call 825-2333. meets on
Saturdays.

KOREAN TUTORIAL PROJECT
Helps Korean Jr. High and elementary students/
with English and other academic studies while
encouraging them to obtain a higher education.
Kerckhoff 41 1 , 825-2Q66.

PILIPINO RECRUITMENT AND
ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
Come tutor with us at the S.I.P.A. Center this sum-
mer. Sessions are every Tuesday and Thursday
from 3-5pm. Meet at the Lot 6 tumaround.
Transportation is provided. For more information
contact PREP at 825-2333. Also, we need your help
\n planning our High School Conference in
October. Meetings begin in September. Give us
your ideas.

PRISON COALITION
Sends UCLA volunteers to juvenile probation
camps to tutor inmates and to reinforce their

??c o^t'9*^^' ^"^ ^^'Q' values. Kerckhoff 406,
025^2415. Please meet on top of Lot 6 on Mondav.
Tuesday, and Thursday.

VIETNAMESE REFUGEE AID COMMITTEE
Provides help and advice to recent Southieastern
Asian refugees who are seeking assistance in
social assimilation and academic achievement.
Kerckhoff 409.825-4592.

HUNGER PROJECT
Seeks to find Innovative ways to assist greater Los
Angeles area food and shelter centers. Students
gain valuable experience In contacting large cor-
porations offering tax credit incentivesTo food
producers for donations.

£/^

Phone 825-2333
Kerckhoff 408

Sponsored by USAC/CSC

r-'

"%

'•»*-» news Peter Pae. News Editor

Jean-Pierre Cativiela Assistant News Editor

Comm gtiard member resigns,

replacement awaits approval
Graduate representation on

the ASUCLA Communications
Board has shifted with the r^-^
ignation of one graduaTe^
member apd the temporary
appointmeht to fill the posi-
tion.

Evan Goldberg, who ad-
dressed his Aug. 21 resignation
letter to Comm Board Chair-
man Bruce Shih and Graduate
President Deborah Howard,
said he resigned from his posi-
tion because of **• combina-
tion of personal problems."

Goldberg could not be
reached for comment.
Howard named Clare Spark

'

as the interim graduate repre-
sentative to the board, and
her temporary appointment

was approved at C/imm—med ia repre sentative -an
Board's Aug. 23 meeting.

--^Because the Graduate StiF
dents Association F6*um,
which chooses the Comm
Board representatives, does
not meet in the summer, of-
ficial appointment awaits the
Forum's confirmation.

"It (Goldberg's resignation)
}s going to be a great loss for
the Communications Board,"
Shih said Friday, adding that
Goldberg had brought a lot of
student government experience
to the board from his wt>rk at
another university and on the
ASUCLA Board of Control's
facilities committee in 1983=-
84.

Spark .was appointed KLA

chair of the ad hoc committee
jreviewingKLA's contribution
to Comm Board at the
meeting.. Spark, 47, has been
associated with KPFK radio in
Pacifica, Calif, since 1969,
serving in various capacities
including program dir^or.

"She is going to bring a lot
of strengths to the Com-
munications Board, especially
Avith ]jer radio experience,
Shih said.

Spark said she hopes to help
evaluate the radio ^ station's
past performance, find out the
kinds of programming stu-
dents want and use her exp<>-

rience to help restructure the
station.

— laureil Blau

BARGAIN BOOK HUNTERS - Fall quarter will be here sooner than
you think, and these students, above and left, are trying to get the jump
on everyone else for deals in the ASUCLA Bookstore.

::x

Eqtiallty WiAK draws support
for 1984 women's voter drive

•I H;

B/Stacie M. Stukin

Although thousands were
expected, approximately 500
showed up last Saturday at

the seventh annual i Equality
Walk to celebrate the 84th
anniversary of women's suf-

ferage.

According to Chapter Presi-

dent Marnie Belanev , the Los

one of us is going forth with
Geraldine Ferraro."
Smeal accused Reagan of

being hostile toward women's
rights, citing the president's

stand against the E(iual Rights
Amendment; abortion and in-

itiation of budget cuts which
she claimed had their largest

impact on women, children
and the

Angeles Chapter of the Na-
tional ^Organization for
Woraen^- sponsored^- -the -^valle

Benefactors bolster education here
Chevron grant to benefit
MBA teaching program

UCLA*s-^€raduate School of Management
recently received a $5,000 grant from the
Chevron Fund of the California Community
Foundation to maintain the school's high qtial-
ity of teaching.

The CFCCF, a philanthropic private fund
for Southern California, awarded the grant to
GSM last month.
The $5,000 grant represents the third such

award GSM has received from the CFCCF,
said Fred Weston, UCLA money and financial
markets professor. GSM will use the grant dur-
ihg the 1984-85 academic year to augment the
income of one of the best faculty members in
the Masters of Business Administration pro-
gram, Weston said, adding that the faculty
member's namejias not yet been released.
"Our best MBA^ teachers are continuously

under pressure to take higher paying jobs in
private industry or from other schools,"
Weston said. He added that th6 salary sup-
plement provided by the grant is "very impor-
tant" to maintain the quality of the school's
MBA teaching program.
The CFCCF was cr^ateji iti May 1982 wfien

Chevron USA Incorporated endowed the CCF
with $3 million — the largest endowment the

Nursing sciKX>l receives
$2 million endowment
UCLA's School of Nursing recently received

an endowment of more than $2 million from
the estate of a Western Airlines founder's wife.

Audrienne Mose died in 198Q^ was_
ore she was married and viewed

CCF has ever received.

a nurse
UCLA's nursing program as excellent, said

Mary Reres, UCLA School of Nursing dean.
"She wanted to be able to contribute to the

education of other nurses," Reres added.
'

. *

UCLA Chahbellor Charles Young accepted
the endowment on June 18 from Neil Papiano,
executor of Moseley's estate, at a small cere-

mony in the School of Nursing's section of the

Luis Factor Health Sciences Building, Reres

said.

• "We were very happy and most grateful,"

Reres said, adding that Moseley's endowment
is the largest ever received by the school. The
University of California Board of Regents
named the auditorium in the Factor Building
after Moseley, Reres said.

The money from the endowment will be us-

ed for both undergraduate and graduate

scholarships, as well as other programs in the

school. Reres said. ^_ „

and expect to garner $50,000
which ^will be donated to

Operation Women Vote *84, a
program designed to register

and educate voters.

Chapter Vice-President
Kathy Spillar, the walk's
coordinator, attributed the
Equality Walk's low turnout
to competition from the
Venice Beach Chariot Festival

and a nearby fair. But Spillar
said that the^rowd was bigg
than in past years, and she did
not feel the enthusiasm was
dampened by the less-than-

expected turnout.

At a rally held at Griffith

Park after the 10-kilometer
walk, participants — many
dressed in NOW's colors of
green and white — visited in-

formation booths and listened

to several speakers who took
turns lambasting the Reagan
Administration.

Eleanor Smeal, past na-
tional president of NOW and
credited with helping to get
Geraldine Ferraro' on the
Democratic ticket, roused the
crowd as she spoke about the
much touted gender gap.
"Our mission is to believe

we can beat Reagan and have

Continued on Page 1

1

— Christina Skacan

a euphoria," Smeal said, ad-
ding that "a little bit of every

^OOT; •

~ Reagan's consistent stand
against women, she con-
tinued, has^€reated the gender
gap expected to work against
Reagan's re-ele6tion.

But despite polls indicating
that Reagan is pulling up 14
points ahead of Democratic
nominee Walter Mondale,
Smeal said anti-Reagan forces

have "just begun to fight."

"Forget the polls," Smeal
said, "because the only vote
that counts is the one in thcf

ballot box."

are determined^o beat
Ronald Reagan in the fall

because women say no to the
reactionary policies of the far
right," she said, referring in

part to conservative forces
which recently succeeded in

keeping mention of the ERA
from the Republican Party
platform.

Smeal also attacked
Reagan's foreign policy.
"Republicans call us
pessimists," she said, , "(and)
we are worried when he
(Reagan) is t|ie man on the
other side of the red button.

"

Assemblywoman Maxine
Waters (D-Los Angeles) also

berated Reagan. "We are liv-

ing in a dangerous and crucial

time as we watch the
Republicans flaunt the fact

-,j--.

that they are not supportive of

Continued on -Page 10
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BLOOM COUNTY by Berke Breathed

Because the Summer Bruin currently publishes weekly, we've
'fallen a little behind on our visits to Berke Breathed's "^loom
-County," Wig regret the grievous circumstances that led to such
an obvious gap in our coverage.
We present this feast of Bloom Countys now, with a special

dedication to those who noticed its absence. Join us now as we
Jollow Opus through the (seemingly) never-ending saga pf his tn-
troduction to Michael Jackson v^ '.enjoy I
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The Hair Salon

Women and Men

$14.00 GUT, CONDITION & BLOWDRY
(New clients with ad only)

PERMS, CELLOPHANES & HIGHLIGHTING ^V%
rSPECfAL . .

. B^dfWdLyeorperrn^S.W
For appointment call : 208- 1 468

1007 BROXTON AVE. (Above Marios Restaurant). WESTWOOD

1 \

Tjie Community Activities Committee
"VoHhefjtwntmi Actmtfes

is accepting proposals for funding

consideration for the academic year 1984/85

Submission Deadline is August 31 , 1 984. Please
submit two copies of your proposal to 161
4<erck[ioff Hall, the Center for Student
Programming. ^

For additional information and/or assistance
please^contact an advisor in the

Center for Student Programming
at 161 Keirckhoff Hall (825-7041)

'

or 51 Dodd Hall (82^-5969)

BUG ENGINE REBUILD jCOMPLETE i»PAff M f(WITH REBUILDABLE CORE) % *%W*« '^ I
INCLUDES: PARTS. lABOR. INSTALLATION «P**^«#•

NO HIDDEN CHARGES INCLUDESTUNE UP1

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
iVi:?^ f 5f^M^ f. I«p«l Fiool End

-7 Saivto^aiiiitf TT^SSiiTaiCbdBiSviBBr

MAINTENANCE SERVICE
(240Z. 2602f. 280Z $20.00 XTRA)

m2
UOMD^ TOYOTA DATSUN

VrnmO CAB DIAGNOSIS - tss.ss
THIS ISAN HONEST OAMAOE

1925 BROADWAY SANTA MONICA, CA
453-4452 • n^-Tll
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ROVEN

OMPUTER

"PROVEN AFFORDABLE TECHNOLOGr*

We Sell

Used/Reliabte -
Personal Computers

Our Systems are:

^ Proven
•^ Pre-tested
i^ Guaranteed

CallPROVEN COMPUTER todo

(213) 477-9595 ext. 501

a choice,
a

California's finest and most experienced family planning
network, offering concerned professional care for women
Since 1Q69. .

.

• VRBB pregixanoy testSi

with results while you wait
• Unplanned pregnancy/

\

'

general or local anesthesia
• Birth control

• Oyneicologicfi^ exa^
i

•.•>.,- .-..v-'.sv . vAV^'v.%-.* I . . - '^' ' '>>M^ssV ,..,......V..SV.V-V.-

Family Planning

Associates Medical Group *
,

WILSHIRE DISTRICT
601 8. Westmoreland Ave

(SIS) 738-7S83

WEST LOS ANGELES
12304 Santa Monica Blvd

(813) 880-8084 v ,

confidential • prefeasieaal * affogdablc
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The 1984-85 Student Directory is Coming!
Get your ads in by September 28*h

fora 15% Discount!
Don't miss out on this opportunityfor g whole year's worth
^ of advertising for one low pricel

Cali 825-2161 Daily Bruin Advertising

NO CLOSING COSTS
ATTRACTIVE FINANCING

Night valet

parking

Secured building

Lush landscaping

Conference room,

Media center

Fitness center,

Pool, Spa

EXTRAVAGANCE
YOU CAN
AFFORD

$89,950 to $15^950

uITpL
2 13 /477 2476 fS

.

14 40 VETERAN AVENUE 4 BLOCKS SOUTH Of WILSHIRE i-U^
,<).
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Prof to hold UCLA/HarvanI
By Steve Newman

A political science professor Bt Harvard
University will begin teaching at the UCLA
Graduate School of Management durin|j_
winter quarter while maintaining his posi-
tion at Harvard.
James Wilson, who is one of the leading

political scientists in the nation, will receive
a tenured position at UCLA, GSM Dean J.
Clayburn La Force said, adding that Har-
vard will allow Wilson to keep his tenure
and endowed chair until 1987. "Certainly,
Harvard does not want to lose someone as
distinguished as Wilson,** La Force said.

Wilson will teach courses at Harvard dur-
ing the fall, then teach at UCLA during the
winter, spring and summer. La Force said.
La Force said he and GSM Chairman.

Michael Granfield chose Wilson for the
.position because the school was looking for~
a political scilentist to broaden its course of-

ferings on the relationship between gov-
ernment and business.

"VVe are yery fortunate and pleased to be
bringing in not just a good political scien-
tist, bi^t the very best. Wilson has a pro-

"• found Understanding of American political

__['^*JlytlQns^ We're very interested-m^ttin^
that understanding to our students,** La
Force said.

At the b^eginning of his term at UCLA,
Wilson will develop four entirely new GSM
courses on the relationship between business

and government. Included among these

new courses are "Politics of Regulation" and
"Political Institutions." Wilson, who will

have a joint appointment in the political

science department, may also teach political

science courses.

La Force said Wilson was attracted by

"the academic quality of UCLA, especially

the Graduate School of Management." La
""Force added that Wilson has had "a long, -

distinguished career at Harvard'* and Ava^

"very impressed 'wi^h the quality and
political knowledge of UCLA students."

Programming Committee
to discuss USAC funding

The Undergraduate Stu-

dents Association Council Pro-

gramming Committee, a

group responsible for

$135,000 to student organiza-

tions throughout the year, will

meet Sept. 14 at 11 a.m. in:

Ackerman 3564 to discuss fun-

ding proposals.

According .to comjnittee
member Mike Cohn, who
serves " as undergraduate stu-

dent welfare commissioner,
funding proposals will be due
no later than 10 days before

the meetings
Last spring, former

Undergraduate President Ben
Van de Bunt, former Gradu-
lite President Brian . Lofman,
former ASUCLA Board of
ControJ , Chairman David Kit-

nick and ASUCLA Executive

Director Jason Reed signed a
contract turning over two-
thirds of the money ASUCLA
sets aside yearly for program.-
mtnj^ "to OTe Undergraduate
Students Association Ciouncil
and one-third to the Graduate
Students Association.
The total amount of

available programming funds
represents four-tenths of 1
percent of ASUCLA's yearlv
sales revenue. *' ^.^

•Jlllll

Continued from P^ge I

computer, the request was
passed as an amendment to

the capital expenditure budget
by a 5-4 vote.

Other budgets also
generated the board's concern.

Suarez said that at the budget
committee's first meeting, it

refected KLA rad^'s initial

$50,006 budget. He then ask-

ed KLA to trim the budget to

$35,000 and resubmit it at the
later committee meeffrig,
Suarez said, adding that the
revised budget was brought to

the board.

ASUCLA Publications
Advertising Coordinator Susan
Gesell, who works with the
business managers from each
medium, said alterations to

KLA*s original budget inCtuld-

ed lowering their anticipated
income.
To accomodate the cuts in^

atiticipated rq^venue, KLA
General Manager Vince Lan-
day said the radio station will^

not broadcast spring quarter
away baseball games. i
UCLA's literary magazine,

Westwind, has budgeted
$5,158 — a $6,735 drop from
the 1983-M actual budget.
Last year, an $18,000 grant
from Executive Vice
Chancellor WilHam Schaefer
helped fund the publication.
But^his year, no university

want has yet been received.
"Ceseir said Westwind is still

pursuing a grant, and if one is

received, the budget will go
back to the committee for
review.

,

Because of Westwind's
decreased funding, it is
budgeted for only, one publica-
tion this year instead of one
issue per quarter as in* years
past.

A change which impacts all,

special interest papers is an

The USAC Programming
Committee consists of twoUSAC members, one ASUCLABoard of Control
""ifJ?!^'^"^*^ '-epresentative,
a USAC Finance Committee
rep and the undergraduate
president's budget review
director.

— Loel Solomon

average 16 percent increa^ in^
the standardized advertising'
rates.

* "SIPs have really short-sold
themselves, and this is just
keeping them in tune with the
times," Gesell said after the
meeting.

The board .-also discussed
Latino newsmagazine La
Gente's budget. Jt was
prepared by Shih and Denise
AndrejKJhe ASUCLA assistant

Continued on Page 10
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$99
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PACKAGE

DAILY WEAR SPH SOFT LENSES

COMPLETE
PACKAGE
A
PAia

pXTENOED WEAR SOFT CONTACT

Itf TO 30 DAYS CONT. WEAR

COMPLETE PACKAGE
INCLUDES

• Eye Examination • Per-

sonal Service • Profes-

'sional Care • Pair of Soft

Lenses • Glaucoma Test
• Lens Fitting • Complete
Training • Follow-up
A/isits for 6 Months •

Chem. Care Kit • Same
Day Service Most Lenses
• Written Guarantee

$159
COMPLETE f've "ch, natural- •Amber
PACKAGE 'ooking translucent

colors
. Just ask • Bluecolors

our eye-care
specialist for a trial
fitting free 6f

COUPON

Bang the Drum
Louder

We're Gung-Ho for
Active Footwear

A BOAT. A BRIDGE. A WATERFALL
ACTIVE FOOTWEAR: ADIDAS NFW
BALANCE MENS FURNISHINGS: LAGUNA
TOBIAS - WOMENS ACTIVE WEAR- FLEXA-
TARD L A GEAR
WESTERN TOWN: LEE WRANGLER CAMP-
LAND: EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES A MILI-
TARY OUTPOST: CLOTHING & SURPLUS

APPRENTICESHIP
WITH PATH

Selecting young male
students with lots of drive

^ and ambition from
TV/film

department to assist

recognized production
company on special TV

and feature film pro)^s.

CaU
American Pacilic

InMoUbu

213-45fr-5063

HOP ON OVER
TO PLACE YOUR
AD FOR THE
FALL REG.
ISSUE!

• Green
TINTED SOFT LENSES L7JAa?. ch^|

SEPTICON & HEAT SYSI bMS AVAIUBLE AT ADDITIONAL COST
IVe Are Moving Sept. 4th

r

OAiili

•^3^ 475-7602
Vitt • Mastercard

Vision Pi«ns Accepted
Or Greenspan

Optometric Ceffter

igTOWestwood Blvd.. Suite L Uust north of P^c^

1431 Santa Monica Mall
V2 Block South of Santa Monica Blvd.
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. 82!>-2161
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discuss Olympic sales.

credit union and pub

^

Olympic sales, the new student credit union
and the four-year ^ott to establish ah on-
campus pub are some of the items that will be
discussed at the ASUCLA Board of Contrors
monthly meeting which will begin 12:30 p.m.
Aug. 31 in Ackerman 3517.
ASUCLA Executive Director Jason Reed

will ^ve an oral report on the Olympic
Games' financial effect.

"Sales were not as high as expected," Reed
said Monday. "Fm going to tell the board how
it went, what happened during the Olympics
and why."

Reed reported that actual sal^ of ASUCLA
merchandise during the Games were $1
million less than what had been estimated.
HOC Undergraduate Representative Carmen

Gonzales will discuss the progress of her ef-^

forts to set up a student-run credit union
through ASUCLA.
"A credit union can help a student provide

for his/her education by promoting thrift

amongst its members and offering loans to
ynembers at reasonable rates of interest," Con

zales wrote in a report to be presented at Fri-
day's meeting. Gonzales also said the prqppsed
credit union would aid students in obtaining
credit and would offer valuable financial
counseling services. . .

^
Another item of interest to be discussed is

ASUCLA's continued efforts to obtain an oti-

campus liquor license in order to run a pub in
the Cooperage restaurant on Ackerman
Union's A-level.

Earlier this summer, the state Alcoholic
Beverage Control again rejected ASUCLA's
appeal to secure a license through Servoma-
tion, a vending corporation that agreed to
lend its name so that the student association
could legally secure a liquor sales license.

>

ASUCLA has been tryifig for four years to ob-
tain the license. - -

:• , ,v

.

Reed said Monday that he will ask BOG to
decide on its^next move. He indicated that
ASUCLA is^ibt ready to give up its efforts to
establish the pub.

Swelling English department
spurs class capacity increases

^m^^e^

Beginning: winter quarter,'
UCLA's English department
will increase the enrollment
capacity from 60 to 300 in at
least three upper-division
English courses.

Undergraduate English Ad-
visor Edith Lufkin said the
move is experimental and part
of^ an overall plan to inof^ase
the quality of the English
department. "We don't think
it (the increase) is desirable in

itself. But three or four classes

a quarter of large size Will

allow us to keep enrollment of
the rest of our classes at 40 or
45."

During the J)ast six years^—
the number of English majors

increased from 880 to 1,327,
Lufkin said, adding that the
change created a stress on
enrollment. "We hope that the
waiting lists will be reduced.
English, majors have- had trou-
ble getting the classes they
need," she explained.

Three of the—classes in
which enrollment will increase
in winter quarter are ^ English
141A (Chaucer), En^ish 157
(The English NoveP to 1832)
andEnglish 142A
(Shakespeare), Lufkin said,
adding that these large classes

will have additional teac^hing
assistants.

'j?^

- Steve Newman

you are rtot sataAsd with your prM«nt
. \ automotivv garage

GIVE US A TRY
Wehav*: ^ .

• FACTORY TRAINED MCCHAMCS
• CO«IPLETE AUTO SERVICE « REPAIR
• FREE REALISTIC ESTIMATES
• COMPLETE MUFFLER 9 EXHAUST WORK
• WE ARE A CALIFORNIA SMOG CHECK
AND RE^R STATKM

WE servk:e all domestk:
AND MOST FOREKSN CARS
VHeCwe About Students*.

A & B CHEVY SERVICE, INC.
1 1827 Santa Monica Btvd. (at Wastgata)

* 477-«551
24-Hour

odia pSi
ROMAMCEINDINIhG

Tandoorl Cooking
Exotic & Eromatic Curries

Charbroiled Kabobs
LUNCH • DINNER

986-8555
4523 Sepulveda Bl.. Sherman Oaks

less than 5 rniJcs from OCLA
take 405 to Ventura Blvd. exit

Summer
is almost
over, and
soon the

Fall

Registradon
Issue
will be
here!

Start the
school
year ofif

right.

Advertise

825-2161
Kerckhoff 1 12

GIVE US YOUR
FILM...WE'LL
GIVEYOU-
-AOEAU-

Right now we'll give you
a deal on the high-quality

processing you want
for your precious color

prints. Bring your

KODACOLOR VR Film to

us and take advantage of

our special prices on
Kodak's developing and
printing. Don't miss this

special offer. Stop in

today!

sShma
Westwood

10959 Kinross (Next to Lot 32) ,

UCLA SPECIAL'S CALENDAItl

BUY A QUESADILLA & GET ONE

TUES. BUY A TOSTADA & GET ONE

WED. TACO-NITE ^O?. $5 00 ALL YOU CAN lAT

iVLi mw^ B'^Y A BURRITO RANCHERO &
THUIISm G^JONE

BUY A PITCHER OF BEER AND GET
NACHOS

SAT. BRUNCH SPECIAL

rrr
BRUNCH SPECIAL

*w lth va lid UCLA itudent or fj?ulty ID.

dffer gooil for Kodacolor VR developing and

printing (C-41 process) on original roll only.

$1 off 12 exposures, reg. $5.64

$1 off 15 exposures, reg. $6.62

$2 off 24 exposures, reg. $9.54

$3 off 36 exposures, reg. $13.42
,..j

You must obtain a discount sticker from the sales cterk

when turning in your film to receive the discount.

" Special prices good

August 29 - September 7

-^
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DISCOUNT MIRI

OOD THRU 9 14 84

WE
DISCOUNT
EVERYTHING

^AL
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lo-fAM/FM STEREO! STEREO CASSEHE AM/FM STEREO
Stereo Headphone

Separate Volume. Tone. Power Controls

Beit Clip

PLAYER CASSEHE
• Stereo Headphones

it^ Stereo Headphones
|

MG-27
OSANVO $3799

MON.-SAT. 11-7 PM • SUN. 12-5 PM

PRICES REFLECT CASH DISCOUNT: CHECK OR CREDIT CARD
PRICES. 4H HIGHER LIMIT 1/CUSTOMER

12220 VENICE BLVD.
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066 ~^

390-4477

Prices subject to change.

• No>fesponsible for

typographical errors.

Limited \o stock on hand.

USAC budget
Continued from Page 1

budget motion to remind the council of the apparent inequity.
Another dissenter. Administrative Vice President Beth Fu-

jishige, said the stipend issue influenced her vote as well. "I'm
all for getting more people involved in student government, hut
let's not do it against the guidelines," she said. ^

Fujishige specifically questioned Lurie's appointment of two^
paid co-directors to head up the president's internal affairs desk.

"I could have called them different names," said Curie,
noting that past undergraduate presidents have often had more
than four staff members. -

.

But Fujishige said she found no comfort in precedents. "Each
year things are getting bigger," she said. "In past years maybe
council didn't scrutinize it (the budget), but that doesn't makp
it right."

Fujishige also questioned the entire budgeting process. "We
as a council hadn't closely examined it (the budget)," she said
"I think it was like rubber stamping many of the proposals the
budget subcommittee recommended."
According to Lurie, however, every council member had am-

ple opportunity to examine budget proposals thoroughly.
Lurie said the proposals were available in her office for

review, adding, *^If it (the budget) wasn't scrutinized, then it's"
the fault of the individual who didn'tJi

NIKON^J^G
It can do it all...pr you can!

In the programmed mode, the
Nikon FG sets both shutter and
aperture controls while you just
focus and shoot. In automatic, you
set the aperture, the FG sets the
shutter speed. And in mcinual, you
^control both aperture and shutter
speed for maximum creativity.

NIKON FG
w/50mmfl.8
SERISE NIKON LENS

YOU PAY $23^3

In Other council business, the Community Service Commis
'

sion vyas awarded $817 for travel mileage, and the Campus
Events Commission was given $166 for a Palm Springs retreat'
Those grants depleted the 1983-84 contingency fund.—Additionally, lengthy discussion- arose over the possfbilitr oipUSAC room changes, but action was tabled until a future
meeting.

Milton
We take the worlds
greatest pictures

X

EXPfRES 9/6/84

REBATE

YOUR
COST

35
$198

Camera & HI-FI

1025 WESTWOOD BLVD
One Block South of UCLA

HOURS: Mon-Sat 9 am-6 pm • (213) 208-5150
Parking validated at Allied lot
with $7.50 minimum purchase

<;
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The Campus Programs Committee

>
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(CPC) is accepting proposals for

the academic year 1984/85

First submission deadline is August 31

,

1984. Please submit two copies of your

Jipposal toJBlKerckhoff Hall, the Centftr—
for Student Programming,

please contact an advisor in the

Center fpr Student Programming

at 161 Kerckhoff Hall (825-7041)

or 51 Dodd Hall (825-5969)

^

Freighter awaits relief

off Bay. Area coastline
SAN FRANCISCO. 4AP) -Food and fuel were almost gone

and the California coast was in sight, but pn Monday, Aug. 27,
the crew of a stranded Taiwan freighter owned by a debt-rid-
den company could do nothing more than \vait.
They waited for money from the ship's owners in Taipei,

messages from the Republic of Chinaconsulate in San Francisco
and help from the Coast Guard.

Foi; one month, the crew of 25 to 30 seaman aboard the
Panamax Nova, a 60,000-ton bulk carrier with a cargo of coal,
has waited three miles off Point Reyes, 40 miles north of San
Francisco. The captain reportedly hasn't taken it into port

because there^s no money for fuel, and he was afraid of the ship

being seized.

On Monday morning, the consulate ^id the ship might be

coming into San Francisco later in the day.

The Coast Guard said it is standing by ready to help, but it

didn't know when the ship might be able to dock.

Paul Mao, deputy director of the consulate, said, "We're con-

tacting the Ministry of Communication in Taipei. We report

the situation to them. We're recommending that food and fuel

must be supplied to the ship so they can sail." ^ ,

Coast Guard Seaman Paul Gardner said the captain of the

ship had not requested emergency help yet. Although the crew

reported on Saturday that there was only a few d^ys supply of

food left, it had not run out by Monday,-^-
In Taipei, th^ owner of the freighter was trying to find a way

to help.

**We have no money to solve the problem at all," said Hsu

Ai-chen, vice chairwoman of the Taiwan-based Way Wiser

Navigation Corp. "We are asking for a bank loan and will ask

our agent in San Francisco to give the money to the crew.

"I can't think of any quick solution, but I am not deserting

them/' she said.

State Senate approves bill

to lessen airport noise suits

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A bill that one opponent clklmed

would make it impossible for plaintiffs to win airport noise suits

was approved overwhelmingly Monday, Aug. 27, by the state

Senate. *

The measure, AB3804 by Assemblyman Richard Robinsop,
(D-Santa Ana), cleared the upper house on a 30-3 vote and was
returned to the Assembly, which passed an earlier version, for a
final vote on Senate amendments. *

Supporters said the bill was a reasonable compromise that
would deal with problems created by people who repeatedly file

small claims suits because of airport noise.

Airports contend that they face numerous $1,500 suits that
are often filed repeatedly by the same people, creating potential
multimillion-dollar losses in claim payments and administrative
costs.

Sen. Barry Keene, (D-Benicia), said Robinson's bfll would
still allow the suits but would require a substantial increase in
noise before a person who had filed a $uit*could file a second
one.

The measures chief opponent. Sen. Alan Robbins, (D-'Tar-
zana), said i t wns an ^^dUsuhUuly atrocious affront" to the ri^ht
to sue.

rr
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Anti-violence protection bill OKd
in upper house by bare majority
SACRAMENTO (AP) — A bill that authorizes civil penalties

to discourage "gay bashing" attacks on homosexuals was nar-
JTOwly approved Monday by the state Senat^.^
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The measure, which also gives additional anti-violence pro-
tections to the elderly and handicapped, cleared the upper
house on a 21-14 vote, the bare majority needed for approval.

It now goes back tp the Assembly, which approved an earlier
version, for a vote on Senate amendments.
The bill, AB84y*)y Assemblyman Tom Bates, (D-Oakland),

would place homosexuals, the elderly and the disabled under
the Ralph Qvil Rights Act:

Currently, 'ihat law allows anyone who has been attacked
because of race, ancestry, religion, sex, political philosophy or
labor affiliation to sue the attacker foi^amages plus $10,000.

Bates' bill would add attacks due to sexual orientation, age or
disability as proper reasons for a court suit.

Senate President Pro Tem David Roberti, (D-Los Angeles),
said homosexuals and other groups covered by the bill need
special protection from violence, noting a survey that said tjiat

high percentages of homosexuals are victims of assault.

But Sen. John Doolittle, (R-Citrus Heights), contend^ that
the Ralph Act protectioas should not be extended to homosex-
uals because they choose to live that lifestyle.

All Shampoos are Not the Same!
Consult the Experts at

OAKLEY'S HAIRSTYLING
1061 Gayley Avenue

... Westwood
Across from Baxter's Rest;

WhHher You Have
DIY, BRITTLE, THIN or OILY HAIR

N€$US
HAS THE RIGHT SHAMPOO FOR YOUI

ASSUKI SMAMfOO T»L
For Normal to Dry Hair

(^ FREE HAIR ANALYSIS ^
AND TRIAL SIZE . t

NEXXUS SHAMPOO I

THERAfff SHAMfOOTM
For Dry, Brittle Hair

with coupon

FoimuUied Iim th* IM)'\ by EX/OIL SHAMPOO TM
For Oi>y Hair & Scalp

VrTA-TRESS MOTIN SHAMPOO TM
For Fir^, Thin Hair

^^ta*^ ^mm ^^m ^t^ ^m» COUPON EXPIRES 9/21/84

Secret Service to skim files

for 'profile of an assassin'
By Malcolm Ritter, k^oaaVtd Press

*"

TORONTO — The U.S. Secret Service plans to sift itsiiles in
a study of the potential assassin's mind, but a psychological pro-

,
file is years away or unattainable, a psychologist for the agency
said. '

"I don't even know if it's reachable," Leon Wetrogan said
Saturday. But results of the research may help in evaluating
how dangerous a potenHal assassin may be, he said.

Wetrogan, a research psychologist, said so many combina-
tions of personal characteristics ^nd circumstances can lead to
violence that developing a single profile may be futile.

People cannot simply be divided into categories of "danger-
ous" and "not dangerous," ratings for which researchers
disagree about the precise criteria anyway, he said. *^

Wetrogan was interviewed after a presentation by Jerry Parr,
assistant director for protective Iresearch at the Secret Service, at
the annual cbnyention • of the American Psychological Associa-
tion here.* »^

j

Parr described plans to find out more about how best toIt noM^

dkssess and deal with potential assassms.

Although relatively few people have tried to kill officials and
Presidential candidates iinder Secret Service protection, the ser-

vice has compiled "thousands of pieces of information" on peo-

ple it investigated for reported threats or suspicious activity.

Parr said^

About 3 percent of those people are considered dangerous
enough to carry out their threats, he said.

Most are referred to mental health prqlEessionals, and their

progress is monitored by the Secret Service, he said. Others are

confined, hospitalized or arrested for the felony of threatening
the president, vice president, visiting dignitaries, presidential

candidates or other people under the service's protection.

Initial investigation incliides interviewing the person and
gathering information on theit education and skills, jobs,

military service, family and mental histories, criminal records

and drug or alcohol addictions. Parr said. ^

Fifty-four percent of the people investigated have a prior his-

tory of mental disorders, he said, while 95 percent of those

deemed dangerous enough to become assassins have already had
some contact with mental health pi'ofessionals.

Besides preparing to compile data from its investigations, the

service is reviewing past studies and developing a research

library.

Parr said the service is particularly interested in finding out

how factors such as alcohol, drugs and changes in jobs or mari-

tal status lead to violent behavior.

* '•W'
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ADVERTISE
call 825-2161

AUTO JNSURANCE
(and Motorcycle)

TOP^lNSURER.olfers special

college sluderit program to

sharply lower your present
rates. Faculty and others may
also benefit Call us in

Westwood: 208-3548

Insuraide, Inc. - 1 100 Glendon Suite 1#47
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CcfMiine NEXxUS Products are toki only in
prf><esMon«l hair ttyting Mlon*.

/•

OTANOIL SHAMPOO T^
For Chemically treated or
Excessively Curly Hair

WE*RE HARD PRESSED
TO GET

THESE^BOOKS
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AaGaST27-
SEPTEMBER 2
STUDENTS' STORE,
CENTER AISLE

MONDAV^FRIDAY: 9-5
SATURDAY: 10-5
SUNDAY: 12-5
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Popular and quality sale with over 2000
books 40-80% off! Novels, Cookingr,
Photography, Travel, Psychology,' Art,

Reference, History, Health, > Biography,
ChiT(Jren^s Bo6T<s, et^^^^ Qood^ cReap'' readlinig^

for the summer! Good selection of popular
and classical bargain tapes and records also.
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so YOU DIDN'T 6ET INTO HARVARD?
BIG DEAL! YOU CAN STILL GET INTO . .

.

JUST ANOTHER
LOVE STORY

Comm Board
Continued from Page 6
publications director, because
the publication does npt cur-
rently have a business
manager.

"I believe it's (the budget)
attainable given the .situat4on^
La Gente is in," Suarez, a
former La Gente business
managed, said. "We may have
to rev^^ it for five issues (in-
stead of six)

.

"

Another change is that the
Daily Bruin Student Direc-
tory, which sold for 25 cents
last year, will be free. Daily
Bruin Business Manager Kurt
Knop told the board he feels it

is unnecessary to charge for
the directories, explaining that
the Bruin garnered only a
small portion ofJhe sales rev-
enue collected, ,

The only reason thd' direc-
tory was not previously free,
Knop said, was to deter peo-
ple from taking ""unneeded
copies.

»-_

^
jM

,.«^^w
/»^*

y^
" A BRIGHT FRESH OUTI^AGE FROM THE
CINEMA OF SUBVERSION AND OFFENSE"

— PAUL BARTEL, DIRECTOR OF "EATING
RAOUL" AND "LUST IN THE DUST" '

Narcotics
Continued from Page 1

race, color, creed or career
choice, K.C. said. "(The) only
requirement for membership is

the desire to stop using?-"

The meetings at UCLA
were started because the cam-
pus is an environment where
there are "drug addicts and
definitely drug abuse" with
limited support groups to
help, K.C. explained. The
meetings are held Wednesdays
at 5:30 p.m. in Center for

Health Sciences Room A-3089,
K.C. $aid. "We intend the
meetings to go ori was long as
there is one additional drug
addict there."

Equality Walk
Continued from Page 3 —
w6men," she said.

*'We are the only real inclu»
sionary partyj* state Senator
Diane Watson (D-Los
Angelfes) declared, noting that
there were only 73 black dele-
gates at the Republican Con-
vention and that "the media
managed to find every one of
them." > *

Assemblyman Tom/Hayden
4D-Santa Monica) commented
on the Republican Party's "ex-
ploitation** of patriotism.
J*PatriptKni is„ beyond .politics— it's a genuine love of coun-
try," he said. "Not until I can
say U.S.A.-ERA will our true
patriotic mission be com-
pleted." C'-r

Histories make men
wisa; poets, witty; the
mathematics, subtile;

natural philosphy,
deep; morals, grave;
logic and rhetoric,
able to contend.
— Bacon, Of Studies

J

GSM grant
Continued from Page 3
The CCF uses the Chevron

Fund to provide grants to
community organizations in

Southern California for educa-
tional and human service nec-
"^saiy r6~tlre^inrnumty\

The CCF, which was
established in 1914, nises its

funds to aid communities in

Los Angeles, Orange County,
Riverside, San Bernardino and
Ventura.

— Junko Takase
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Have you been looking

for a job full of excite-

ment, high pay and loads

of fringe benefits? No?
But you want a job

that's fun, hard work and
pays next to nothing?
You do?.

Then apply
now at Kerckhoff
HaH, Room 1 12-

or^call 825-27951
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URSULA'S COSTUMES INC.
9336 Washington Blvd.
Culver City, CA 90230

(enter gate on
InceBlvd.)

(213) 559-8210
Rentals
Sales

• Alterations
• Custom Dressmaking

Located on the lot of

International Studios

^4^D WALK A MILLION MILES
FOR ONE OF YOUR SMILES/^

Let your friends say

that about you.

For Appointment:
478-0363

Tooth Bonding

•No Anesthetic necessary

•Stereo Headphones
•Ptease mention' thislid

•Credit Cards, Checks, and Insurance Forms welcome

Larry Friedman, D.D.S. (UCLA Graduate)
1441 Westwood Blvd. (between Wilshire &. Santa Mofiica)
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Drs. Kummer & Kummer
A PKOFBSSIONAL OPTOMKI RIC COKPOKA I ION

Soft
Lenses
Bausch & Lomb

Soft Lenses

**Change the color of your
eyes** soft lenses

^159
S1cep-in soft lenses,

Permalens, DuraSoft,
Bausch & Lomb

159
249Bifocal & Astigmatic Soft Lenses s

Pirice includes one pair of soft lenses, eye exam, fitting, training, &
follow-up visits (one year) and deluxe chem. kit. \

Eyeglasses. Select from over 600 frames — this-in- .$ ^^ J9
eludes cWar single-vision glass or plastic lenses^ mm^9

ISANTA MONICA 452-10S9 BEVERLY HILLS 274-0653

2605 Lincoln Blvd. (at Ocean Park
in the Lucky Shopping Center)

1421 S. Robertson Blvd.
(>/^ bik. south of Pico)

Visa. MasterCard. Expires 9/25/A4 with this ad.
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MIDTERMS COMING!

SELF HYPNOSIS
Means No Cramming, No Worries

It Could Mean As For You

Private sessions-Student discount. Call Success Center
Terry Hopwood. Registered Hypnotherapist,

Director 989-2923

UCLA WEEK
TO MEXICO!

"^September 24-October 1

PUERTO VALLARTA from $2691
Includes: roundtrip airfare, 7 nights at hotel
with private beach, transfers, sightseeing,
and morel

HURRY, SEATS ARE LIMITEDI
$ 50 deposit will hold your space.

^ ^ TRAVEL SERVICE • m-f 8:30-^.sat ii-3

AQlir^\~A^ A-level Ackerman Union

Prices sub^t to change without notice; Nnitted ovoilabiNty
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-

\
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HAI\/IBURGERS

.*.
OPEfi 24 HOURS

2575 W. Beverly Blvd.

CALL FOR DIRECTIONS * 389-9060

Other Locations:

1310 San Fernando Blvd "Burbank
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Busch Gardens in Van Nuys
1717 W Colorado. Eagle rIc|<

7606 FnnthiU Blvd , Tujunga _;_ _
•9024 Recreation Circle Fountain Valley

Complete Copy Service
• Copies 3^ No Umit
Letter or Legal

• Use of IBM Correcting Typewriter
Rental by the hour & must be used in store.

Spiral Binding
Two Sided Copies
Overnight Rates, Reduction

2137 Westwood Blvd.
West Los Angeles, 470-3705
Monday-Friday 9 ani-5 pm
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Robert Remstein. Assisunt Review Editor

TomfhSii Saveman (foreground) leads the cast of Neil Simon 's 'Brighton Beach Memoirs, ' now at the Wilshire Theater.

THEATER
^

Meil Simon*s slightly chauvinist
iviemoirs* returns to the Wilshire

By Lynne Weil, Sen/or Staff Writer —- -~~

Welcome to the world of Eugene Morris Jerome, a young
dreamer growing up amidst some hard realities. He is the
bright, sensitive protagonist of Neil Simon's Brighton Beach
Memoirs, the award-winning theatrical tribute to his family
The play reopened here last week after two successful years on
Broafdway.

Jonathan Silverman as Eugene shares with us his thoughts on
adolescence, the Depression and his home life. An aspiring pro-
fessional baseball player, Eugene would be happy to become a
writer if his sports career doesn't work out. He's witty and
qmck-witted, with a delightful sense of humor. And he is a
Ke^ observer of other people, despite the failure of his attempts
to understand himself.

^
.

Eugene comes from a supportive home that has its share of
problems and amusing quirks. He shares half of a bedroom with
his older brother, who works at a dead-end job to help support
the household. The other half of the Zoom belongs to his tWo
cousins — they n?oved in along with their widowed mother two
years befor^. Eugene's father (who, the boy explains, "was born
at the age of 45") is a hardworking salesman. His mother minds
the house. Eugene spends his summer days writing in his diary
and fantasizing alternately about girls and baseball.

_

Like many of Simon's works, Brighton Beach sparkles with
little gems of folksy philosophy and homespun, humor. Simon
iinds fun and profundity in even the most mundane situations.
Shes angry at the whole world," Eugene says of his mother on

"xt ?' u
* u°

^^^?»"?s ^e spend in the Jd?ome household.
That s why she s making lima beans.

"

T^
^^^

K??fI n
'''

t'^.^'^
"^'^^ ^^^^^^^^ warmth. Set Designer

David MitcheU s split-level house, which remains onstage for the
entire show, exudes coziness, from' its overstuffed sofa to the
wooden-beamed roof. The group makes a ritual out of eating
dinner together. "This is a family," Mrs. Jerome declar^. The
world doesn t survive without families.

"

Yet Brighton Beach is faulty in'its portraval of women ac-
cording to thi. pla> ihey are ^11 dependent, illogical creatures.
Joan Copeland as Kate Jerome is the oppressive domestic ruler

of the household who exerts what little power she has In the
home by bossing Eugene around. Her sister Blanche (Barbara
J.^uso) has feared leaving the house ever since her husband
died, and is unable to make an important decision without the
aid of a man.

Eugene's younger cousin Laurie, played by Erin Leigh Peckv
is a sickly, pampered brat who uses her ailments — real or
imaginary — to get her way. And his older cousin Nora (Wen-
dy Gazelle) is an aspiring actress who is seen as little more than
an object of Eugene's newly-awakened, adolescent lust.
The show's male characters, however, are clever and well-

respected. Charles Cioffi plays Eugene's wise, hardworking fa-
ther — Jack Jerome — around whom the entire family's lives
revolve. And Mark Nelson in an impressive performance as
Eugene's older T)rother Stanley has all of the good lines not
given to Eugene.
Whereat Laurie and Blanche mope about the house in self pi-

ty, constantly reminded not to exert themselves. Jack throws
every bit of his energy into working and refuses to stay put evert
on doctor's orders to rest. Stanley nearly loses his job because he
stands up for his principles; Kate takes her strongest stand in a
selfish fight with her sister.

The play'§ decidedly masculine bent can be explained by its
nature — it takes place in a time when women were supposed
to be frail and dependent. And it is chiefly a teenage boy's vi-
sion of the world. But that doesn't excuse the fact that its most
engrossing scenes are played between men, and its most strident
between women. "^

Its character faults aside, Brighton Beach is an engaging ex-
ploration into relationships in a family and one boy's view of
life. It can be charming and emotionally charged. And its prin-
cipal characters are people about whom the we are compelled
to care. „

*^

At his philosophical best, Eugene sums up early on in the
play whaf^mrakes Brighton Beach memorable: the dynamics be-
tween its interesting, at times eccentric characters. "You see

• /Why I want to write all this down," he exclaims. *^In case I

'gn>yv up all twisted anti warpt^d. thr/ a rpetl ,
t|ir ix .rld will know why.

I Bnghton Beach Memoirs is now playing, ttt the Wilshire The-
ater, 8440/Vil:ihir9)Boulevard.

CONCERTS
. __

Eurythmics burn
down the Greek;
Elton stands tall

on farewell tour
By Bob Remstein. Assistant Review Editor

It was showtime Monday night at the sold-out Greek The-
ater, as Annie Lennox and Dave Stewart, Eurythmics
pulled out all the stops in a thoroughly fresh and enter-
taining concert. Wearing colorfully kooky costumes and"
bathed in well-designed atmospheric lighting, they roared
through a balanced hour-and-twenty-minute set of their
own hits and covers such as Marvin Gaye's "I Heard It
Through the Grapevine "and Sam and Dave'P^rap It
Up. *

'

Eurythmics give one an overwhelming sense of

Eurythmics

showmanship, from the use of three Andrews Sisters-sort
of backup singers to the use of the Charles Williams
singers, a group of ten or twelve gospel singers, as impas-
sioned backup vocalists to the fact that the trumpet and
sax players wore kilts during the encore (Annie offered a
plausible reason for one of them, "This man's a Scot!").

All were merely little stars twinkling next to the big
star, lead vocalist Annie Lennox. Lennox, attired in a blue
and red-spangled toreador's outfit with a red cumberbund,
red straw hat and red gloves (and with short, but sandy
blond, NOT orange hair), once again proved, herself the
soul singer who can best cut through whatever electj-qnics
her band cooks up. On the moody ballad, "No Fear, No ^
Hate, No Pain," the interplay between Annie-and' her
backup singers was wonderful — they sang the "No"s and
-she followed with "F^ar... Hate... Pain," becoming more
> emotional with each word. On the gospel number, "Step
Away," she ended with a brilliantly feverish burst of scat-
singing, dazzling even her experienced backups.
The band's arrangements were much fulled and more

human than on record, as co-group leader Dave Stewart
played guitar for most of the show, with more than a few
fiery solos of his own.

;
After a somewhat sluggish version of "Sweet Dreams,'*'

the barid's #1 hit from last summer, they returned for two
encores, "Right By Your Side," the band's current hit,
which began as Annie Lennox was carried in on a
howdah, a privijege once reserved for Indian royalty.
After exhorting the crowd to singalong "Hey-Yeah"s on
"Wrap It Up," the band returned, with Dave and Annie
dressed in black for the highly dramatic "Jennifer," for
which Lennox added a remarkably skillful flute solo! A
good time was definitely had by all.

. Howard Jones, electronic keyboard soloist, opened the
concert with a sprightly forty-minute set which 'featured
his hits, "What U Lova and "Now, Song." Hc» did an ex

Continued on Page 16
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TIRED OF TWEEZING

BLEACHING & WAXING UNWANTED HAIR?
for as little as

$12.00
Have it removed permor^ently - by Electrolysis

Complimentary Consultation

Electrolysis by Lli

1410 Westwood Blvd
475-4135

10% Off. Int. Visit Tuesday - Saturday
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SAVE $$$
APPLE LEHER QUALITY

WORD PROCESSING
$64 PER MONTH

lease-option

$1888^
. m0'

Apple Uc
-^

3

Includes:
APPLE 2C COMPUTEB
DISK DRIVE INCLUDED
•128K OF MEMORY
• RUN OVER 10.000 PROGRAMS
• TOTALLY EXPANDABLE .

APPLE HIGH QUALITY
VIDEOMONITOR
PORTABLE
RUNS ALMOST ALL,OF THE
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS FROM .

THE ORIGINAL APPLE II

WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM
ALLOWS YOU TO EASILY INSERT; DELETE
AND MOVE TEXT -

WMtaoompubar

DYNAX
PERSONAL SUPPORT

COMPUTERS

6

"We make it simple '

'

10431 Santa Monica Blvd., W.L.A^002S
^413) 474-1633 2 miles eas( of

San Diego Treeway

r
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ANNIVERSARY
INVITATION TO UCLA
WHEN DOES 2 EQUAL 3?
For every party of 3, with 2 paying,
guests ordering a la carte from dinner
menu - the 3rd person receives a Free
Dinner - with the proviso to show a cur-
rent UCLA reg. cdrd or staff I.D. This offer

good Suh.-Thurs. nights. 3 p.m.-ll p.m.
through October 31.1 984.

CORNER WILSHIRE BLVD. ft OLENDON 474-9534
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THEATER

Jim Bailey brings you tliree rings of feminine fun
By John Ison. Ita^^ V/riitr

A^jiiaQ.iji,a.jire?^s is always good for a laugh^-
* but can he make you cry, sing and cheer like

ydu would for one of the most exciting per-
formers of all time? If the man's name is Jiin
Bailey and the dress he wears is Judy
Garland's, he sure can.

Jim Bailey, who has earned a lustrous repu-
tation for his sensitive recreations of famous
female stars, enchanted a near^eapacity crowd
at the Westwood Playhouse last week when he
premiered a unique, 'reperto^F^^-like two-week
appeafance as Garland, Barbra Streisand and
as a popular vocalist in his own right. Not just

another "female impersonator," Bailey
preserves the spellbinding, images of his

"ladies" with his perceptive, accurate portray-
als. Unlike impressionistic Charles Pierce or
Craig Russell, he resists the temptation to tar-

nish those images through bitchy remarks or
"exaggerated mannerisms, and instead presents

Judy and Barbra as they are remembered by
their devoted audiences. "

*

Bailey prefers to call himself an "illusionist"

of these famous women. As „he^ strives to
/Vecreate in his own act the magic jnade by the
stars' onstage performances, , the comparison to
a magician's craft is not unlikely. The effect

his "illusion"" of )udy^ Garland has on au-
diences is a, prime example .—Staged
Garland vaudeville performance of the early
60s, Bailey recieves the same frenzied applause
^nd "bra

V

Q&" that the lady herself enjoyed in

her prime. His^ fluid tenor echoes Garland's
hird-ViVe vibrato, the belting high-notes, even
the v(x?al flaws that endeared her to later au-
diences. During his (her) opening' number "I

4^eel A Song Coming On," you could hear
whispering amon]| the cfowd: " (Bailey) 's got
her down, that's for sure."

In a blue satin dress with sequined jacket,
Bailey as Garland i^eceivcd a rousing ovation
with his lieartbreaking version of Harold
Arlen's standard, "Stormy Weather. " The song

»- : A'

\

MARK TAPER FORUJM
EIGHTEENTH SEASON
The only difference betw^^^ student
and regular subscribers is^he price—
the same seats, the same subscribei"
magazine, the same workshops and
the same bonus offers (half-priced
tickets). Which means students get
the same privileges at a discount of
up to 65%! 5 plays for $30!

VITTORIO!
WUh

i

Vittorio Gassman
"Mesmerizing!"
Aug. 23-Sept. 16

American Premiere

THE HANDS
OF ITS ENEMY
By
Mark Medoff

"Riveting!"

Sept. 22-Oct. 28
Work! Premiere
Directed by
Gordon Davidson

Play 2

PASSION
By Peter Nichols

"Ingenious!"

Nov. 4-Dec. 30
- West Coast
Premiere ^

MARK TAPER FORUM
'.-.cl..„ |»Hv,<t.„n, A.i.Mu .Dir.vlur ,.-. (...„ur Thr,..r.Tr..up

requires a vocal intensity that makes theatrical
posing difficult; that Garland herself pulled it

off amazes audiences to this day. Bailey, while
^adh«rtng 4o the illusioir of porTraying another
singer, triumphs on two counts here. With
"By Myself and "Zing Went the Strings of My
Heart," Bailey kept up the showstopping pace.

Recreating the star's most memorable mo-
ments is an impersonator'^ greatest challenge,
and "Over the Rainbow" and "The Man That
Got Away" must stand as Herculean tasks for
any performer, male or female. If Bailey's
singing wavers and the illusion bends a little
during these renditions, it can be forgiven in
the general scheme of things.

If an illusionist can draw an audience into
his magic spell, then he will have succeeded in
his performance. With Garland's "MGM
Medley," Bailey proved himself to be a worthy
alchemist. During the theme song of Garland's
first team-up with Gene Kelly, "For Me and
My Gal," Bailey convinced the crowd to "Sing
it with (him), please!" as Garland had done 22
years ago at Carnegie Hall. For many au-
dience members who followed her career until
her death in 1969, the moment was a qase of
dejajoi^
During the second half of his act, Bailey

showed how he strives t^x continue the theatri-
cal tradition with his own cabaret perfor-
mances^ Performing pop standards by Barry
Manilow and Lionel Ritchie, as well as such
everiastingo hits as "These Foolish Things,"
Bailey demonstrated his charisma and vocal
facility as a male singer. As he did with his il-

lusion of Gariand, Bailey had* the audience on
i^s feet with his powerful interpretation pf
Peter Allen's "Quiet Please, There's a LadV
Present."

If you would like to see a man (or woman)
of a thousand faces,- see Jim Bailey. But show
some respect... there's an entertainer present.
Jim Bailey performs at the Westwood

Playhouse through Sunday, September 2,
located at 10886 LeConte Avenue; charge by
phone at (213)208-5454. Real far over the rainbow: Jim Bailey as Judy Garland

"BIG IMVDDYAND I

HAVEAN OFFERYOU
CAN'T REFUSE. .

.

STUDENT
SUBSCRIBERS GET>
5 PtAYS FORS30y^

Play 3

THEWOMAN
WARRIOR
By
Tom Cole and
Joyce Chopra
Adapted from
books by
Maxine Hong
Kingston

"Stunning!
fr

Kirstie Alley as Maggie in Cut on a Hot Tin Roof. 1983-84 season.

Jan. 13 - March 1

World Premiere
~ Directed by
Gordon Davidson

^ Play 4

TRAVELER
IN THE DARK
By
Marsha Norman

"Powerful!"

March 17-May 12
West Coast
Prerniere

Directed by
Tom Moore

Play 5

THE 1985
REPERTORY
FESTIVAL
Three of the

worlds greatest

classics.

May 19-Aug. 11

CALL 972-7654
to charge by phone or for a free
brochure. (One subscription per full-

time student I.D.) Students earn
money - call 972-7372: -
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RECORDS

No 'Rejoicing' for ol' Pat
By Bob Remstein

"Assistant Review Editor

This is the second in an in-

termittent series of articles on
current jazz fusion LP's.

Pat Metheny: Rejoicing;
ECM/Warner Bros. Although
Pat Metheny is geneirally con-
sidered to be one of the best

composer/performers of jazz/

rock fusion, his music often
defies categorization. Combin-
ing sophisticated arrangements
and state-of-the-art electronic
a;id acoustic instrumental
with folk-influenced modal
harmonies, Metheny has
created some of the most
beautiful and inventive recor-
dings in the world of fusion.

On Rejoicing, his latest
^TTelease, Metheny talc<^ a ISOT-

degree turn and tips his hat to
'modern mainstream jazz, leav-

ing his regular backup group
at home in favor of bassist
Charlie Haden and drummer
Billy Higgins. Only two of the
cuts on Rejoicing were written
by Metheny — the others

-were contributed b>r either
Horace Silver, Ornette Col-
eman (with whom Billy Hig-
gins played for many years),

or Charlie Haden. For this

reason alone, the latest Pat
Metheny release sounds like

it's somebody else's record.

V UnfortuJlately for Pat
Metheny, it's not. Throughout
side one, his guitar, seems to
be playing second-fiddle to thie

tunes themselves and to their
J^pective composers. It's rrice
to look up to the grearT
achievements of jazz's past,
but must Metheny, Haden,
and Higgins play like they are
all backing up an inaudible
soloist? One expects, practical-
ly demands, sparks of creative
energy from this trio, but this

album consistently ranges
from low-key to downright
dull./.

^

As for the two Metheny
originals on the LP, one is the
best track and the other is the
worst

t

—Methenv's usual ttt-

mospheric style is represented
only by **Story From a

_„which opens side-
two. Here Metheny*s composi-
tional excellence overcomes
the natural thinness of the trio

format. On "The Calling"
which follows it, Metheny
goes hog-^wild, squealing and
screeching for over nine-and-
a-half minutes on top of a
strangely calm background.
After three minutes, one is in-

trigued. After five ^or six

minutes, the monotony of the
imposition and the texture

Pat Metheny

becomes unbearable.
Within the friendly confines

of his own group, Pat
Metheny reigns comfortably,
able to arrange pieces based
on the group's tried and true

instrumental interplay and,
therefore, able to create ex-

citing and thoughtful guitar

solos for these musical pieces.

On Rejoicing, thougji,
Metheny lets his admiration of
modern jazz standards get the
best of him, allowing the
tunes to defeat the overall
work of the ensemble. And
that is nothing to rejoice
about7 /

Carlton Hair International;
INTRODUCTORY OFFER

$14 ^
Men $18

Reg. ^rom Women $22

CUT & BLOW
We reserve the right to refuse services to any client who's

hair condition is unsuitable.

OPEN 7 DAYS

WITH COUPON • NEW PATRONS ONLY
WESTWOOD

Wilshire West Plaza

1234 Westwood Blvd. ;

.,'}-, corner Wilshire/Westwood Blvd.
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catch the spiritl
come on. take a tumble, get cool.

kick back . . . relax, look around, enjoy
the sights and sounds, beat the

heat, take the plunge. ..

SPLASH!
Join the festivities at our

HAPPy HOURS
OLYMPIC SPECIAL
f\r\ . BUDWEISER

vHH<t A MUG BUPLITE
•^^^^r^ MirMPT onMICHELOB

the sreat taste

T>lace!"^

CAFE
9 11 BROXTON AVE. AT LC CONTC

WESTWOOD VILL/^GE

(213) 2084)255—
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REGENT INOMNA JONES AND THE TEMPLE
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208-3259 70mm Dolby THX Sound
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PLA2A PURPLE RAM (R)

1067Glendon 12:303:005 308:0010 30
208 3097 Ffi-Sal Lal«S^0w-12:46rm.

MONICA II

1332 2nd SL
3949741

JUNGLE BOOR (0)
Sun-Sat 6 007 40

SPLASH
Sun-Sat 9 20

MamcA. jii- JMIKAOLISUMMEA
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394 9741 Sat Mdn 1503 55-6 008 05-10 05

ir tot
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FINE ARTS
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THEATRES
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Dolby Stereo

^NTURY PLAZA NEVER ENDING STORY (PQ)
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2040 Ave of the Stars
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D(^lby Stereo
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THEATRES
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CINERAMA DOME
Sunset Nr Vine

466 3401

RED OAWN (PG-13)

12 302 45 5 157 45 10 15

Fri-Sat-LateShow-12 45

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC I

Hllywd 81 Nr Cahuenga OXFORD BLUES (PG-13)
^W-^ni 1003 15-5 308 00 1015

fri-Sat Late Show 12 30

HOLLYWOOD PACIFIC II

Hllywd Bl

Nr Cahuenga
4644111

WOMAN IN RED (PG-13)
12:302 15-4 006 00 8 00 10 00

AVCO CINEMA I OHOSTyuSTERS (PQ)
Wilsh at Weslwood 70mm Dolby Stereo
475-0711 12 002 305 007 3010 00

Fri-Sat Late SHOW- 12 IS am

AVCO CINEMA N REVENGE OF THE NENOS (R)
Wilsh at Westwood Mon Fri 5 45^7 45^9 45
475 0711 Sat Sun 1 45^3 45 5 45^7 459 45

Ffi Sat Lata Show 11 45

AVCO CINEMA M
Wils^ at Westwood

DREAMSCAPE (PG-Ij
1 003 15 5,
Kl-Sai Lali

HOUYWOOO PACmC M
Hllywd Bl Nr Cahuenga
464-4111

CLOAK A DAGGER (PG)

12 45 4 45-8 45
PHILADELPHM EXPER.

2 45-6 45-10 45

LANDMARK
THEATRES

^ww^^m^̂ mmmt u *nnnwmwww

WEST L.A.
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HEALTHIER EYES/
HIGH WATER CONTACTS

MEDICAL GROUP
FOR EYES

New Improved -STaS"
PermalensITt

Total

Permalens
Babsch & Lomb
30 Day Extended

5135
^Total

Soft Daily Wear
(total incirexam, care l(ir

& followups)

S7&
Total

2168 Pacific LB (2U)b91 1594

7232 Van Nuys V N . (213) 786 5892

114 StateCollege Bl , Anaheim (714; 774 4510

9400 Firestone. Downey (213) 803 1222

1482 S RobeMson LA. (2131278 1744

PT/FT OPTOMETRIST WANTED

EYE SURGERY/
ELIMINATE GLASSES

WESTWOOD HILLS

CHRISTIAN CHURCH

Dr. Myron J. Taylor

John C. Wakefield
Associate Minister

R. Perry Fuller

University Minister

10808 Le Conte Ave.
208-8576

JOIN THE EUTE
Th«n«w standard

o( motor acodar
technotogy 8>Ml

convenianca

662S SANTA MONICA BLVD / PHONE |213) 4M-7191

~9^m Church School
lO cm Worship Service

STUDENTS WELCOME

* l/Ve. ate ChxUtiani onfif, U^t

nJi ih£ onicf Chxiitiani.

TRIVIA BUFFS!!
^w ABC-TV—

-

GAME SHOW

TRIVIA TRAP'
Looking For Outgoing

CONTESTANTS

•Call 213/467-5100*
Mon thru Fri 11am-5pm

Eurythmics; Elton
Continue from Page 13

tended version of the latter tune, including an unexpected

12-bar blues solo on electric piano.

By Lisa M. Smith

At Irvine Meadows last Saturday, the combination of

Elton John and 15,000 fans made for a thrillingly nostalgic

evening. The old days of extravagant costumes and wacky
eyeglasses are gone; Elton has mellowjed sinc^ the 70s. But

the man is definitely "still standing".

Reeling off hit^ after hit and spanning two decades

worth of music, , Elton had faiis hopping and bopping to

such oldies but goodies as "Bennie and the Jets," "Daniel,"

and "Rocket Man." Intersp)ersed throughout the concert

were relatively new songs from albums like Too Low for

2^ro including "Kiss the Bride," as well as an almost

perfect rendition of "Sad Songs (Say So Much)" from the

new Breaking Hearts album.

r "Rdympncf 61"Londo^^^
First Time IntroductorY Offer

Cut, Biovv &,Condition
With Coupon - New Patrons

(In order to receive this

fecial- please mention-that 477-6665
1281 Westwood ^""'^ ^''''^ ^^'' '^''^p^''^ 479-8089

iQffeiMQQd until December21 198^^ __
ZJ

THE BEST
FOR LESS

«r^^¥f'.V7' X'^-

STEMLING SILVER GIFTS •
ELECTRONICS • CAMERAS
JEWELRY • VIDEO • AUDIO

• APPLIANCES • TV

859-7175
8921 W Pico Blvd.

(3 biks W of Robertson)

Canoin^zest*r 5

;]390C
• L«lt*r quoWy dot mofrU prtnl
• 15 choroctcf command dtaptoy
• Standard ofltc* typewrtt«r kaybcord
• Choic* o( two typMtytM Cubic PS ft Courtar lO
• AutonKitlc faoturv* c«nt«r4ng. und*«1inlng. axpond pttn
• MuttWngual kaytxxxd
» Ughtwaityit. portobO d»»iqn

NIMSLO 35miii 3-D CAMERA
• Excius^e Quadra Lens System
4-30mm (5/6 three element coated glass

• Pre-tocused ... (or

one button simplicity
• Uses popular 35mm
color print film

• Ugtitweight and
compxact
OpNonal Cose (19**

riJIIVISLO 15

Panasonic
Color Trovelvislon

1.5" Screen Model CT-lOl

Panasonic

Q iiiaz

AC/Bottery

Mini Cassette

Reeordef

Model RQ-341

City Sales

$34900

m50

NIMSLO
Optl-Ufe Strot>e '4900

NImslo Processing JMollers
X»t drop your color print film In

this rrxjlier artd get bock stunning
aODflntol

J6-18for36exp. roMDP n.95
795

Wlqdsof Hi/Low Intensity Lotnp $4.S0

Windsor Adjustobte CJompon Lamo $9JO
Panasonic Wdkmon-type Headphones $tJO

VIDEO TAPE SALE
limited to stcx:k dh hand

Sony^ta 1-500 . ..... .$4.996a

Sony Beta L-500HG ..... $5.79 ea
DP 24-12 (or 25 exp roll 7 95 . '

^r^^^JPSLXSL^^^Ji*® any c- itoiy Beta L-750HG $6.79 ea
41 CoKicPtini Wm. such os Kodak ^

ritan M20 $3.99 eo.

Mon.-Tues.-Fri. 10-6, Wed. Thur. 10-7.

Panasonic
Eoso-Phone KX.T2203

Integroted Telephone Systerr

Auto Dialer

Pulse Touch
Tone

$3995
Panasonic
Bkx;k& White
5" Screen Model
TR-5046P

City Sales

$]299o
CLOSE

Once again, for you listening enjoyment, Eurythmics

Although Elton fans can no longer rely on the visual
aspects of his costumes, Elton now provides a great show
by pairing songs with appropriate lighting provided by
Tasco and Showco. As Elton belted out "the verses to
"Philadelphia Freedom" fed, white and blue spotlights
flooded the stage. Multi-colored streams of different sized
spotlights washed over Elton and his band as he sang
"Crocodile Rock," adding more zaniness to^^aa already
loveably childish song.

During the concert it became evident why Elton's music
appealsjojuch a diverse group. Songs like "Candle in th^
Wind" touch^S^ the hearts of Marilyn Monroe fans with
the lyrics: "Your candle burned out long before your
legend ever did." As well, Elton appeals to the egotistical
>yith "The Bitch is Back." "I can bitch, I can bitch, cause
I'm better than you." He then did an about face with
"Your Song," giving the audience more reason to love him
and his music, .^e couldn't have been farther from the
truth as he sang: "I know it's not much, but it's the best I
can do." ^

Unfortunately, t& Breaking Hearts Tour is to be the
last for Elton. John. As he sang "Goodbye Yellow Brick
Road

"
from the album of the same name, he asked the

audience to sing along. Fifteen thousand fans sang and
clapped and ended in a standing ovation. That wasn't the
last ovation of the night, however. Fans who were luelcy
waded through the crowd eariy enough to watch Elton
board his helicopter and be whisked away' from a cheer-
ing, ecstatic group. It seems that the only broken hearts
were those of fans who missed the Breaking Hearts Tour.

Man can acquire knowledge^
hut not wisdawn. Same of the
greatest fools ever known
were learned men.

— Spanish proverb
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Classified
i**i

RESEARCH

CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
i^BBHUoL HELP WANTED... 30-

I 4iy. IS wordt or Imk. $jjt

S dayt, II WOP* or Imb. ;. ^lUm
(comocMtiv and non-rmhimiabtm)

Eadi

hy iptn

UfM,
day In

On* Oiipteir.

da)rs in advanc* by 4pm
Offlco Location n2KN

ClassM«d Noun: 9ojn. to 4pjfn.
Monday ttwough FMoy #25-2221

WOMEN wth endDmet rJTOis wtw dggtrgrrg"
participate in the study of a new non-
surgical treatnnent for endometriosis. This
includes women who have never been
treated and those who have fatted the
standard forms of therapy. Call 825-7755.

WANTED 15-A
SPERM donors wanted. All information is

confidential. 652-4238.

Jones, Lefkovits. & Co.
Now hiring salespersons at their W. Los Angeles location t

2251 S. Sepulveda Blvd. J
Part & Full time. Retail experiences a musti {

' Ptione Mondy for info. ^
^ 477-8095. i

:!t

INFANT care M-F 7 30am-5 00pm in our
Bel-air house $450/month (213)475-4706.
Carol

JEWEtRY Saiespeopie full annl part-time
Excellent opportunity Apply in person.
Shane's Jewelry. 1066 Broxton Ave
Westwood Village

•••erves nie rtgtit to
changm, redoMMy, levto*. or re|ecf
any classified advertisement not

of n>» Oatty

The ASUCXA ConuminicAttoos Bowxi fully sup- #
poftsJbcUiUwersHy of C«lifornU s policy on %
*io»dtaakBinallon No mcdhim shall accept ad A
"•'••'•"• which prcatM pcnons of any ghrcn ^ancestry, color, national ohsin. race, religion. 5
anor aoual orttntaButi m a <kn>«M>lm way. or •
Imply (hat ihcy arc UmMed lo certain poaMons •
capartttea . rotes, or Matus in iqclety NcHhcr the #
OaMy Bruin nor the ASUCLA tommunicatloni #
BoiMd has tnvcstlgaMd any of the icrvKes adver A
Used or advertisers reprrMnlcd in this issue ^Any person believing that an advcrttsemeni in S
this issue violates ttW Boards policy on non X
discrimination stated herein should com •
OMMtcat* ootnfiliiiMi in writing to thr Business ^
MMMger Dafly Bniln. 308 Wcalwood MaT Los •
Angdes. C^ 90024 - For aMtMOM wm. Aau^ #
*V <aKTlniinMion proMcms. call UCLA HouslrM ft
OfTice. 82S-449I. or Vk>estside Fair Housinfl Z
6S2 1602 T

WANTED garage to rent during fall quarter
near UCLA (preferably within walking
distance) call Elizabeth 8-5:30pm 658-7600
_preyeriing8 828- 1 565 '_

BEAUTY/HEALTH SERVICES
PREGNANCY 20-B

Pregnaitt? * Having second
thoughts? We care- FREE
testing counseling, resources

available. Westside Life Center.

1238 7th St. S.M. Call 451-

8719; For Appointment call

395-1 lU.

CHILDCARE afternoon and evenings.
Mon. -Fri. some weekends Guarantee of

$125/week Must swim, no smoking,—ehrtdc€ire expenence. 762-10^. Pat or
David. -

.NNOUNCEMENTS
CAMPUS HAPPENINGS.

~*^ "PILOTS wanted to join Bruin Flying Club.
For info, call Aft Mifberger 825-7398(d)
398-0505(e)

CAMPUS SERVICES.

JFlll OPPRESSED BY 6R0A-
NIZED RELIGION? The Free

Thought Association will help

you set up a student atheist/

hum an I s t / r a 1 1 ej^a list

organization on your cam-
pus. We supply speakers,
programs, literature, etc. For

Intormation write The Free
Thought Association, P.O.
Box 4996, Oulver CMy, CA
90t31.

"

FREE PREGNANCY
TESTINq—i

—

Unwanted Pregnancy
(LOW COST)
Comprehensive
Gynecology

services
special discount for

students

The Women's Health
Care Medical Clinic

(213)657-4269

I
. y»y * I icki

I
Perms, Jerl Cuils,

I

^ Press & Curls

I & Manicure
I $5.00 dUcouAt with this
I covpon
I 105b oH «U bUck

CHURCH SERVICES.

,jlr^ «ii>^^^ «il> «>i» <J» U» «1» >L. a. »1« >!.^
^METAPHYSICAL-SPIRITUAL J^Church services, mfrditati^n.?
^healing; teclures. music. al

^classes. * seminars. Services jl

^Sundays 10:30AM. Church Of^
^Cosmic Consciousness. 10420.)^

«N Palms Blvd. For info. 657-8759^

GOOD DEALS.
SPECIAL low cost auto insurance for col-

lege people (students/faculty). Good
grades discount. Call ^OQfd Insurar^^

716-0224 ;
-^ ^-

i $
I

I

5
prodvcto

BLUC N GOlO HAR 0€SIGN

10908 leCont* WMtwood
cot mrMarcm to UCLA)

20»-5«63
A«kf«vVlcU

Clean office suite Friday afternoons start

1:00 $20/week. Dr. Price 478-1539."T- —•
'

CLINICAL therapist needed full or part-

time in Beverly Hills Orthopaedic office

Anatomy background preferred $7/hour
plus bonus. 550-0950. ask for Tina or
Mary.

COMPUTER programmer wanted lo write

medical account receivable programs
Must have own IBM PC. Call E. Brown
378-8039

COUNSELOR full-time/part-time positions
Counseling teenage boys at residential

"treatment center Excellent benefits En-
try-level positions Call 818-347-1326

COUNtERPERSON. Energetic morning
person (7am-2pm) for juice bar in Cty City

health club. Wftl train for asst mgr $4/
hour plus tips. Call 557-8926 2-4pm
bELIVERY Driver-Use own van or dosed
truck for delivery of packages up to 60lbs

^1400/month, with excellent- raises Re-
quirements BA degree, GPA 3 5plus,

good SAT scores. Great office environ-
merrt in ^40R business park. Blue Cross
medical, top dental. For bright, hard-work-
ing people we're the best place around.
213-827-5000. _^^ .,

DRIVER needed starting Sept. Prop)er in-

surance and good record. Pleasant per-

sonality.' Drive two girls to school and
back 7:30-8;30£^nri M-T-W-F 2:30-3:30pgi
M-W-F. Good salary Wendy 275-6447.

ENGLISH teaching position in Central
Japan. Bachelors degree requrrikl. No
previous experience necessary CorStact

Richard Morgan 1 -801-375- 1 270.

EXCELLENT Earning Opportunity. Good
Commission Working with restaurants.
627-0896.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
BUSINESS PROPERTIES 25-C

GENERAL Contractor nees Investor to

share wealth from acquiring foreclosure

property. 50K minimum, Peter. 213-202-

1411.

EMPLOYMENT
HELP WANTED ..30-D

ACTOR on a series is seeking 1 day/week
general office assistant and top notch of-

^ganizer. 90S 1292 tor ioterviewrr

EXPERIENCED gardner and handyman.
Large garden. Brentwood. 5-10 hours/
weekly. 476-5747 before 9:30AM.

eiepnone Soie-^. Photr ropv Supplies

EASY MONEY
$300-3900 PFR WEEK

COMMISSldN
DAILY CASH BONUSES
WORK 24 hrs./weeic

Great atmosphere, benefits

Good voice & persorxallty

only requirements.

CALL DANA
between 12p.m. & 3p.m.

PERSONAL 10-A
AT YOUR SERVICE. LTD. We*ll[ do
anything youVd too busy to do with a per-

sonal touch! Reasonable rates. For infor-

mation call (21 3)839-9045.

CAMBRIDGE Diet. We deliver. 456-6158.

TRAFFIC Tickets "fixed" legally Campus
location. Weekend, weeknight classes. Ac-

credited. University Traffic School. Reser-
vations. 824-5581.

AFTER School care for two children,

eleven and seven. Studio city area. 3-4

days/week. $5.00/hour. Must have

Blair Stoddard
dongratulgtions

on yoiir

Graduation I

Let's celebrate!
I Love You, vw

RESEARCH

SUBJECTS NEEDED 12-A

DAUGHTERS of Divorced Homosexual or

Heterosexual mothers needed for doctoral

researct). Only small anx)unt of your time

needed. All confidential. Call Julie

Schwartz. 464-8381 > r '

MENOPAUSAL women wiffS syrfiptomatic

hot flashss to participate in the study of a

new trMrtment for hot flMhet. Compensa-
tton pfovidad. CaH 825-8583.

VOLUNTEERS with fair skin for testing

naw tun screens Reimt>ursem»nt. Division

of Darmatotogy. 825-2765.

WANTED: fctonnal mala xoluntaers tn pari

ticipate in research pro^act. Compensation

provWad Ca^ 825-6583

ASStST sports photographer setting ap-
pointments Salary open Need car. Plea-

sant voice. West LA. Greg, 837-9177.
« ^—

AVAILABLE immediately. Part-time driver

8-10 hours/week for WLA. Flexible
schedule. $7/hour plus $.18/mile. Must
have car and^insurance. Call Al 838-8080.

BOOKKEEPER- We offer highest salaries

with excellent increases and career oppor-

tunities for intelligent, conscientous.
hard-working people. Some bookkeeping
experience required, typing skills a plus.

BA degree. GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

ORE scores required. Great office en-
vironment in MDR business park. Blue
Cross medical, top medical. For bright,

hard-working people. We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000.

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION MAJOR.
ENTREPRENEUR SPIRIT. FOUNDER
ABBEY. RENTS DESIRES PERSON FRI-

DAY IN DEVELOPING NEW CHINESE
HERB BUSINESS. 274-0125.

CENTURY Plaza Hotel has full-time, per-

manent openings for: secretaries, reserva-

tions agent, and PBX operator, and other

clerical positional Must be able to type,

have pleasant telephone manner and neat

appearnace. Please apply in person from
9-1 1am. Mon-Fri. Use employees 's en-

trance on Constellation Blvd. I.D. needed
for entry EOAE.

CHILD care needed. Early mornings Good
pay. Close to campus. Call evenings.

475-4764.

{ Westwood J
^ Paralegal trainee/secretary X
^ Intelligent, hiardworking person ^
-^ for small busy low office. ^
<|[ Accurate typlr»g 65wpm. * H
-*—

E

von tomporod. r)Ofvsmel<er .

—¥-
475-5837.

FILE clerk. Westwood law firm has open-
Jng for part-time or full-t ime file clerk. Light
typing & responsible attitude reqiit^ed. Call

Tracy. 476-2541 after 2pm.

FOOD/WINE/TRAVEL writer needs
research assistant part-time. Write:
Publisher. 90430 World Way. LA 90009

FULL or part-time position for office assis-

tant. Responsibilites: Typing, phones, filing

and general accounting. Must have good
communication and organizational skills.

Call Leonard 478-201

1

GENERAL OFFICE-lntelligent, friendly,

hard-working person with good phone
voice needed for phones and general of-

fice. BA degree, GPA 3.5plus. high SAT or

GRE scores required. Great office en-
vironmeru in MDR business park $1400/
month to start with excellent raises. Blue
Cross medical, top ijental. For bright,

hard-working people We're the best place
around. 213-827-5000

GREAT Student Job. Immediate need.
Several Jaright people for marketing
research No selling. Clean, pleasant At-

mosphere. Westwood location Full-time

now. 25-30 hrs/week during school. $5-
hour. Mr Catto 208-0707.

HAAGEN-DAZS ICE-CREAM BRENT-
WOOD SEEKS COUNTERHELP. VARIED
SHIFTS. RICHARD 820- 1666

HAPPY family Santa Monica desires
childcare. Light cooking, light housekeep-
ing, driving. Live-in or ouk 4 to i days.
Creative person who loves amaU i^hUdren
451-4537.

HELP psychologist. Errands, typing,
research,.- ecjiting. Psych major $4 start.

Near UCLA. Part-time. 472-2217.

IMMEDIATE need-Part-time, flexible hours.

3-day8 a week, own car. filing, errands,
must type. Bookeeping trainee. $5/hour
476-1595.476-0025

IMMEDIATE opening for office assistant on
a r.nnstriintinn jnh Parf.tima,

—

Omtt-
transport. Very ctose to UCLA $8 00-hour.
Call between 12;30-3'30pm 471-2413.

v*^- X M

PHYbiciAiM oTtice needs part-time recep-
tionist ^unset/Doheny area. No expen-
ence necessary 278-7495 '" •'

RECEPTIONIST/CASHIER needed in

Veterinary clinic. F/T. P/T available Days,
eves, weekends Musi be energetic, hard-
working & enjoy working w/ the public
Apply in person 1818 S Sepul WLA
473-2951 ».

JOB openings for drivers, counter person-
nel, and pizza rnakers Drivers must have
own car. DMV readout, and car insurance
Counter personnel wril be operattr>g cash
registers and dealing w/ pubkc Pizza
makers fHi^ have expenence m pie inm.
ing Full and part-time positions available.
To apply come to Oek:or Pizza. 1019
Ocean Front Walk Venice, CA

RECREATION LEADER (Part-time) $6 01
to $6 64/hr Requires two years of college
and 1 year experience in recreation, com-
munity, or social services $4 90 to $5 41/
hr Requires high school graduation and V
year experience in recreation, community,
or social services Apply immediately City
of Culver City RecreJ»tion Department
262 5689 __^ ••.,

. i

LAB Technician wanted Part-tima/full-time

UCLA Dept Plastk: Surg Bone Res and
*Muscle Transplantation need knowledge
bio. chem. small animal surg.. must work
independently. 208-0996 Lve msg
anytime.

LAWYERS ASSISTANT PerrrMMant. 1«"-

time. new WLA high rise Norv-tegal
research, scheduling, light word process-
ir»g and tiookkeeping. are offk:e^fur>ctions

Must be resourceful, computer fnerxlly.

dedicated to accuracy 477-OS43

RESEARCH assistarit wantaQ Psychology
Help with PhD Must know Margaret
Mahfer Call 479-5838

RESPONSIBLE person needed pantime to

help care for three school-aged children
Must drive Call after 5pm 936-5535

RESPONSIBLE cook with experience
cooking foi large groups Parttime with op-
tion to live-in Contact Bill at (714>793-
4490

LIBRARY document retriever at^«UCLA
campus for F F information broker
Photocopying, parttime Mr Kronlins
(213)624-3865,:^ _^
UVE-IN Cook A care lor baby Lovely
home near UCLA Prefer Chinese-En^isti
speaking but will accept others Good |Ob
for experienced chiidcare person wantir>g

to liye w/American family. Starts Novt. Dr.,

Price, 478-1539

SECRETAR^Wev offer highest ' salaries
with excellent increases and career oppor
tunities for intelligent, conscientious,
hard-working, people* Accurate 75 wpm.
BA degree, GPA 3 5, high SAT or GRE
scores required Great office environmenf
with established, fast-growing company in

MDR business park Blue Cross Medical,
top dental For bright, hard-working people
we're the best place around. (213)827-
5000

Small Beverly Hills Law Firm needs part-

time receptionist mornir>gs, 8-1 Call 652-
5010.

SMALL Bbverty Hills Law firm needs se-
cond year Law student to handia tax."
business and migatlon matters CaH 652-
5010

SMALL Beverly Hills Law firm needs part-

timefaftemoons) file clerk. Experience re-

qulred Call 652-501 -

STOCK clerl^ and sales, salary and com-
mission, excellent opportunify. Call
(818)894-2077 .__^ ;

tEACHER of Spanish an^or Latin. Private
school West LA. Upper elementary and
,'unior high Part-time beginning
September Must be experienced 213-
476-2868 (10-3pm)

TECHNICAL Sales Representative Bko-

medical and research equipment. Science,
medical or engineering background. Send
resume to West Coast Scientific Inc 614
West Manchester Suite 105 Inglewood
^a 90301 — —

.

MALE dnd Female models wanted for free

professional haircuttmg lrK)uire ar Allure
Saton Ask for Esther 474-8298 "^^"7

MANAGERS and waiters/waitresses nemt^
ed for res^aurant/ice cream cafe/t>ar

(213)470-9406 ^
MEDICAL secretary needed Part-tinie.

flexible hours Answer phones and typing
Must have medical office background andJ
or medicatterminology 825-5644

TNtED' Sperm donbr with folkMvtng charac-
tenstics onlV black (pale. medium t>uikl.

approx 6ft. brown eyes, black hair.

RHplus blood type Gail 394-3743

NEEDED TerHler Lovtr>g Care for two
schoo^aged children References required
Can Carol 5S7-eaoi or 2O3-0Q01 atMtr

6pm

NORMAL healthy male volunteers between
the ages of tj»-45 for gastric acid sacratory
studies A monetary compensation is pro-
vided to compensate for the inconviertce
Call Bona Sytnik (213)478-371 1 x2l38.
8am-4pm Center for Uteer Research and
Education.

~

NOW IS the time to defeat Reagan ar>d

sto0 the arms race SANE the nation s
largest peace organization is currently hir-

ing for Its community outreach program.
Summer and year round positions
available Call 392-3074

-TELEPHONE SALES CAREEN OPPOR-
TUNITY IN TELEMARKETING You've
worked hard to build your earnings as a
business-to-business telemarketing profes-

aiervelT fww '

s the time for a new rnuve. If

that describes YOU, let's discuss what ma-
|or responsibility can mean for you in our
fast-growing consulting firm in Canoga
Park Salary-plus-tx>nus-t}enefits. Sandra,
818-348-7554

UCLA's TEMP SERVICE Instant Person-
nel. a unit of UCLA Staff Personnel
Department, is currently recruiting persons
interested in working on a full-time or part-

lime temporary basis in a variety of cam-
pus departments. Accurate tuping required

(minimum 60 wpm), knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accounting, and technical or scientific dic-

taphone and/or shorthand. Ability to-^

operate any of the folk>wir>g word pro-
cessors desirable: IBM Displaywriter,

WANG, XEROX 860, APPLE ll/MACIN-
TOSH and NBI. Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful Salary range
from $6.08 to $8 51 per hour Testing

hours: Monday and Wednesday-2:pOpm-
4:00pm and Tuesday and Thursday-
9:00am-11:30am. For more information,
contact Instant Personnel Service
(213)825-9196, 900 Hilgard Avenue. Los
Angeles. LA 90024^

WLA Carpet stoire needs part-time person
for (neasuring in the Greater LA area Ap-
px. 25 hours/week $6/liour plus car ex-

penses. 657-4200.
- '

,

Word processor needed to type
psychology thesis ASAP $1 SO per page/
negotiable Call Ann 836-3961

OFFICE clerk-person needed to run er-

rands, sort mail, xerox ar>d perform all

around duties for W.LA law firm SerxJ
resume to Gary Carter. 1 1355 West Olym-
pit Blvd Secondjtoor LA^CA, 90064

OFFICE Clerk for Downtown norvprolit

organization Good English/typing/office

skills. Some Japanese helpful (2 13)628-
1 263 . __. ^

P E teacher needed in Sapt for srnaR
private elementary school 11 30-300 M-
F Garden School, Santa Monica 394-
7104

PART-TIME $5/hour Retrieve articles'

UCLA 'library Infoplosion, 147 Hopkins St.

Hillsdale, N J 07642(201)836-0939

PART-TIME acctg. major to do bookkeep-
ing Willing to learn PC computer Must
provide own transportation $6 00/hour
475-3830

PART-TIME frash flower stand manager
Energetic & outgoing personality.
Westwocd/Downtown $4/hour plus com-
mission 489-166CV ''X
PART-TIME babysitter BrentvwxxJ Nice
surroundings Call Susan 471-3978 1^
late calls.

PART-TIME receptionist, typing, phones.
$4.00/hour Westwood office 206-7878

$5/hour Valet parker Prime Manna Del
Rey restaurant Call Mon -Fn 9-3
(213)723-8459

Administrative Assistants
Secretaries Typists

Accountants Bookkeepers

d'DAY EMPLOYMENT
coll 394-3215 or 393-«865

r
^-«-^-^^^^^^^^^'*^^^^^^*^^

Methods of Placing a Classified Ad:
If

1. By Phone, with your Mastercard or Visa.
2. By Mail, with a check (specify dates and classificatidn)
3. In Person, with cash, check or charge. We are in 112

Kerckhoff Hall on the UCLA Campus. Hours: M-F 9-^^
Our Classified window is naht nAxt In tho Ar.l,^^^,n gtu

^
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dent Store Classified: 825-2221, 825-2222.i dent
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'OB AGENCIES

HN's ICU needed immediately. All shifts.

Call Nurse finders 208-2288

'08 OPPORTUNITIES 32-D
AMBITIOUS??? Eight to ten hours per

week of your time may result in a growing

inconr>e. The hours are flexible. If you have
some time available and would like to

^levelop a secoiul income aiy» b^ in

gamBsnaBnu^i^ bee

2-bedroom 2-bath, carpets, drapes, built-

ins. Available 9/20 $750 monthly. Palms
area. 558-0893.

2-BEDRCX)MS. $775 convenient to UCLA
Carpets, drapes, stove, refrigerator. $200
security deposit. Mr. Grossi. Evenings,
477-3194

^"busiriess'Tof yoursellTT.phone now for inter-

view. 213-450-8874.

INSURANCE/financial sales opportunity

working with students in Westwood area

Excellent earnings potential. (818)349-

8171.

LANCOME Cosmetics seeks qualified in-

dividuals to represent line as sales repre-

sentatives in Bullocks Westwood Interest-

ed candidates leave message, 828-3853

PART-TIME careers in Psychotherapy
field. Includes paraprofessional training

T"^ program uenter for Social and Seiisbry

Learning (8 1 8) 342-5099.

WORK for Women's rights. NOW political

action committee. Salary, benefits, ad-

vancement opportunity. 458-2937.

$600/nwrUh. Or>e bedfoom.^no both.

ride to UCLA Pretty courtyard with

gazebo. Call Gail 276-5638.

$650 00 Two t}edroom apt. Luxury, securi-

ty. carpet, stove, air, Palms, 397-41 17.

$750 00 Attractive 1 -bedroom upper; new
carpets, drapes, appliances, laundry facili-

ties, garage. No pets. Lease. 279-1887

$8Q0. WLA duplex. 2-bed, 1-bath. Near
UCLA. Evenings, 479-3188 and 478-7639

'ACATION RENTALS.
A GUEST-HOUSE, BRENTWOOD, NEAR
litCA MOUNTAIN VIEW SLEEPS 2:

$400/WEEK. NOW THRU AUG. 472-5726.

PTS. TO SHARE

ENTERTAINMENT

DINING GUIDE 41E
VYASA Vegetarian Restaurant. 1555
Westwood Blvd The finest Indian cuisine

at very affordable prices. 478-4845,

HOUSING
iPTS. FURNISHED. 50-F

—APARTMENT, l-twdroom furnished with

view, available for rent mid-September for

.four weeks Quiet, very close to UCLA, all

buses> 473-5324.
.

BRENTWOOD $600 Furnished single

Upper. North of Wilshire. 11921 Goshen.
open. 826-6106/475-0947 -___
BRENTWOOD apartment. Large 2-/

bedroom/2-bath to share. $475. Call Penny
653-2271 . Graduate student preferred. •

ONE Bedroom townhouse available for

sutjiet fall quarter 1984 Mid-Wilshire,

Close to put>lic transportation fo UCLA.
Reasonably priced. Call 93 1t6675- even-
ings^

;_
WALK To UCLA private room, private

bath, shared kitchen. $400. or 2^bdrm, 2-

bath $1,000. 633 Gayley Ave #9 208-

5920
:_

•

WALK UCLA Hooray! Spacious, furnished

single. 1 -bedroom. 644 Letndfair #202
Please call Chuck 208- 1837

1-BEDROOM. 1-bath attractive & fully fur-

nished apts Gas & water paid 1 & 2 car

spaces. Garden apts 1. .4 miles from cam-,
pus. tslo pets. From S610. 1 yr. tease.

$320 Furnished private room, bath, garden
patio; eotrance No kitchen, mini-
«efngerator Upper Santa Monica Canyon.
Walk to beach-Non-smoker after 9;30am
459-7110

FEMALE share room. 2-bdrm 2-bath. Lux:

ury-apt. Jacuzzi-pool. Walk-UCLA. Sec-
bldg. Modern furniture. New carpet

Redecorated Great roommate&!
$325 00-mo. 208-8991
— ———

—

' ' ' ' — — - ..I . p

FEMALE undergrad wanted to share
roonfry. partly furnished aparth^nt. Pool,

spa, air cond , rec room. No pets, non-

smoker^ $325/month. WALK TO TJCLA.
Contact Lisa (805)388-0785.

'

FEMALE preferred, own room, sunny
apartment Graduate student or profes-

sional preferred Near Santa Monica and
Bundy $330 plus security 207-9801 or

826-9395 (message). _^
Female roommate preferred to share WLA
new condo $290/month. 993-8262. Susan.

LARGE bedroom with private bath/walk-in

^closet Available in spacious deluxe
apartment with ppol, fireplace, laundry,

view. Security bidg. 15 minutes to campus
$375/mo plus share utilities. 995-6066.

ROOM For Rent in spacious S M. Condo
Close to UCLA Call Eve 829-4195 Day 825-

6239
_^___

SHARE 2-bedroom/2-bath in Fox. Hills. Se-
curity, garage, pool. Jacuzzi, laundry.Grad
student/professional, male or female, non-
smoker 641-5237. message.

SPACIOUS 2 bedroom apartment Barry

Avenue near UCLA. $250 for male to

share room Furnished/parking/Kosher
Call Rich or Mike at 477.-5769. Leave
message.

TWO-bedroom. Two-batN. Bf«ntwood
Pool. Garage Non-smoking. Prefer 25-

35yrs. old. $408/month. Quiet area.
Avaaable-9/1 . B26-05Q3.

Modem Security Buildii;^)

^Across from UCLA
*

$650 and up. Furnishea
and unfurnished. Singles
and one bedroom loft

apartments. Dishwasher,
air conditioning, parking,
laundry, etc. No pets.

565 Gayley Ave.
Manager on premises
9-5PM Monday through
7~~5uncray

824-0836

HUUbfc hOR HfcNT,

HOUSE for rent 3 bedrooms, large K^ng
room Near UCLA. 474-8009.

TWO story Duplex 4 bedroom. 2'/i bath.
WLA $150Q including gas. Quiet and '

charming. 826-4854.

WLA New Condos for lease 2-bed, 2
bath, fireplace, built-ins, balconies, securi-

ty parking $995-1 100/mo. 277-8258.

4-bedrooms. 1-bath. studio Stove, refr.

Lovely ^-story house in tough part of town.
No more than 4 tenants, please-pet extra.

$800 mo plus $1000 dep Show weekdays
5-7pm Sat, Sun 1pm. 605 Westminister
Ave. Venice South of Brooks. West of

Lincoln, off 7th. j
$675 Cute Cottage. 1 -bedroom, living

room, dinette; 1-blk South of Wilshire,,
Country atmosphere. S.M. 828-9654.

HOUSE TO SHARE .57-F

t WALK TO UCLA t

J spacious singles, J
1-bedroom apartments. ^

J Towers Apartments *

J 10941 Strathmore t
« 208-7294 M
J Pool, elevators, security, J
{garage. Annex 543, 547

{

Landfair. 540 Glenrock. -^

JaIso 478,483. 510. 516*
-^ Landfair. ^
M J

ENANT INFORMATION
MALE or female. In Marina Del Rey Ac-

cess to Pool, Tennis and Sauna. 216-9677
oetween 9am-rKX>n.

PTS. UNFURNISHED 52-.

BRENTWOOD $985. 2-bed/2-bath,
balcony, upper, stove, refrigerator, carpets.

North of Wilshire. 11921 Goshen Open.
826-6106/475-0947.

.

BRENTWOOD. Very clean 1 and 2
t>edroom. Carpeting, drapes, stdve. No
pets. Only charging one month's rent plus
security/cleaning to move in. 678-6648

ENORMOUS 2-bedroom apartment
Fireplace'; dishwasher, 3 minutes, to cam-
pus. Utilities included. $975. 820-7980

ONE BEDROOM APARTMENTS ACROSS^
FROM CAMPUS UNDER LARGE WHITE
WELCOME TO AMERICA" SIGN.

STUDIO, separate kitchen and eating

area Walkmg distance, to campus
$550.00/month includes utilities. 276-1446

$1,050. Spacious 2-bedroom and den up-

per, hardwood floors, appliances, laundry

ife-11

FEMALE preferred, single to share 5-

bedroom house in West LA. Quiet, lux-

jirious. 3600 , fit ^JeeL $450 Jjncludes
utilities Lilly (2 13)466-2447

MATURE, responsible professional to

share large home in West LA. with owner.
$450/month. Call 453-6151 days

MID 20's Singer-model M-F wants room-
mate for Culver City house. Own room
$350 a month plus utilities. Rick 397-1215

ROOM in 3-t>edroom. 1&1/2 bath house in

Encino (So. < of Ventura Blvd.) Quiet
neighborhood, share with architect. $300
plus 1/2-utilities, Seperate phone. Furnish-
ed or unfurnished

. 996- 1 72

1

eves.

SHARE comfortable home, own room,
large yard, near Marina. 7 miles UCLA. Bill

397-0495 $330
.

2-bedroom Venice house split. $650 &
utilities with young gay. Reed, <it75-8963.
M/F. -Available now.

3 males. 2 females will share decorator 6-

bedrm. Playa del Rey house (25 min.
qCLA) $275/mo. 827-27 1

9

HOUSE FOR SALE 58-F
Mar Vista Hill-Quality home 3 bedroom, 1

bath. Large kitchen. Separate studio or

guest room with bath. Lovely yard with
covered patio. Much more. $249,000.
owner- 397-7691.

facilities, garage. Lease. 2/9-1887

PRICED for immediate sale. Ideal loca-

tion. Pacific Palisades r Near beach. Quiet,

2-/bedi!Oom/2-bath. Pool.jacuzzi. (Mobile
home $69,000 454,-0118

HOUSING NEEDED 60
RENT/HOUSESIT 2-3 bedroom furnished
house or apartment.^ ResponslBle family
WLA t)r close to Beverly Hills Approx-
imately October-December Call Mindy or
llene (213)550-8777 _'

SUBLET wanted 9/15-12/15 fof D C at-

torn^ Single or one-bedroom. Cair
Carolyn 3 12-4 187

2 use lecturers seek apartment (Max.
$800) or housesittipq ^x?sition near UCLA-
Eves

,
747-1160

Lett than 5 milet fo UCLA
3331 Bentley 3bd-2ba

$164,950
3104 Greenfield 2bd-2ba

$149,000
2919 Tllden 3bd-2ba

/astmlnlstef 2bd-lbo
119.000

3444 St. Susan PI 4bd.2ba
$319,900

33lO Bentley 3txl-2.5ba
$279,900

Saul & Micke Bubis

837-P006 . 477-8291

HOUSING NEEDED. ...60

MFA cartdidate wants room/
batti exchange for weekend
& evening child care, tutoring,

and/or research. Barbara
Miller. 10am-4pm 852-1234,
ext. 2715.

REAL ESTATE 61F
CONDO tor sale Prime Westwood loca-

tion. 2 t)edroom, 1-3/4 bath. Large patio.

Lots of closets. Laundry in unit. Priced to

sell $159,900. Needs T.L.C. 1632
Camden Ave #103. Call Denni 478-9741

.

LUXOI^IOUSr^ Condo. Prime Westwood
location Walking distance to village.

Assume $225,000 at 10-7/8% sixth for 30
years! O.W.C. balance with 10% down.
Bright front unit on top floor. City view.

One year new. Security building. 2
bedroom, 2 bath with skylightt Formal dirv

ing room with wet bar. 1375 Kelton Ave.

#402 $297.500 Call Denni 478-9741

.

WESTWOOD office space for rent to

M.D.-G.P. Outstanding new. holistically

oriented, large reception are^, x-ray and
;

darkroom with auto-processor. Call Of.

Zide 824-22 1 9 before 6 00pm

ROOM & BOARD
EXCHANGE HELP. .62-F

ENERGETIC family Vork only every other

we«k. Hectic but funclear Sap^icente/
Montana 476-5885.

^-^"^

EXPERIENCED student needed for

childcare and light housework Must drive

Spending money. References. Pacific Pali-

sades. 454-0277. _j^
LOVELY Beverly Hills home. Private room/
bath in exchange for 17 hrs. housework/wak. Prefer older mature, responsible ex-
change student Non-smoker References.
553-6608.

OLDER female student to help in house
1 5hours/week. Assist cooking, ' &
marketing. Small amount laundry. Water
plants Make 1 bed Tidy 1 bathroom. Stu-
dent provided with exceptionally large and
beautiful bedroom, good study area,
private bath and T.V. Complete privacy on
separate floor of very beautiful home. Use
of swimming pool Friendly couple, no
children. Beverly Hills area. Car neces-
sary Call Judy 275-3426

ROOM & board in exchange for childcare
and light housework 837-9457 6:00pm-
9:00pm.

SMALL salary possible if over 15hrs/week
work. Separate quarters, entrance. Must
have car West Hollywood Starting 9/1

87d-C898 Of teave message.

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP. .63-F
ANIMAL Care Saturday. Sunday only, total

1 1 hours both days Exchange for furnish-

ed room Beverly HITTs home. poof. For
more information call Henry or Leonard
mornings 550-7694—

1

BABYSIT, light housekeeping for 2 girls.

Private room/bath/board/conversatlon-Mrs.
Altman. Work. 818-906-1776. Home. 213-
837-6646.

QUEST apt/studio availabljB in Brentwood
in exchange for child care. Must drive own
car. 476-8941 eves.

ROOM EXCHANGE HELP b3-l-BC0ND0S FOR SALE... 67-F

MANHATTAN Beach apartment in ex-

change for afternoon childcare Must have
own car. Call Kathy Smith 545-5422 eves.

STUDENT only. Garage, studio apartment.
Santa Monica exchange for part-time

house cleaning. Referehces. 395-1222
evenings.

ROOM FOR RENT. .64-F

CHABAD House Jewish Center has rooms
for $200.00 per n»onth. Call'^-*Rabbi

Schwartz 208-7511

CHABAD House Jewish Center has rooms
for $200 00 per month. Call Rabbi
Schwartz 208-7511 J
FALL Border Room & Board. $1050/
quarter. Female only-Sorority House. 208-

6963.

FEMALE, own room , own bathroom.

Kitchen privileges. 12-block8 from t>each.

10- min. busride-UCLA. $285 including

utilities. 395-6255. ^
'

Furnished room with private bath. Kitchen

privileges. $295 per nK>nth. Non-smoker.
References. 473-4480.

FURNISHED room w/balh across Sunset
from campus. Parking. $375. 472-7943.

FURNISHED room for school year: Sept.-

June. Must install own phone Kitchen

privileges. Female grad student preferred.

$220 Call evenongs. 398-0867.

HUGE furnished room. Male preferred.

Private kitchen facilities, private entrance,

t>ath. Norvsmoker. Convenient location.

838-1060.
-

PRIVATE Room wUh private- bam. Female
preferred. Non-smoker. Close to UCLA.
Lillian 472-9361

PRIVATE room/bath w/kitchen privileges.

$300 Lovely home in Sherman Oaks. 20
minutes from UCLA ./89-583

1

PRIVATE furnished room land bath. Kitch-

en privileges, TV, walk UCLA. Non-smoker.
$275/month 474^9905, Mornings-Even-
ings^

QUIET private room/batH Linens, utilities,

iaundry. Male faculty/student. Westwood/
Wilshire. Immediate occupancy. 474-7122.

QUIET, private room/bath. 1 mile from
UCLA. Female only, grad student pref^r-

red. $285. 475-6156.

ROOM with private bath. Rancho Park
area. Limited kitchen privileges. Use of

washer/dryer. Near transportation. Female
non-smoker. $325/month. Available 9/15.

836-3757.

1 bedroom. $250.00. util., dep. Can pro-

vide ride to/from UCLA. Call 825-2792 be-
tween 8-5pm.

$325.00 Santa Monica. Room/bath, private

home. Female non-smoker preferred. Walk
to beech/lHis. Laundry/kitchen. 454-3 1 93

$485 guest room private bath Brentwood.
Student OK. Non-smoker/dfinker. Barry
Ave. near Wilshire 473-8764.^

ROOMMATES 65-F
FEMALE non-smoker preferred. 2-t)edroom
2-bath condo. Fireplace, balcony, tennis

courts, game room, pool, Jacuzzi. Culver
City near campus. Available Sept. 25th.

$375 plus deposit. 838-1 71 1

.
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• All clients screened wttti photos
ond^erences

• 1 J^Ts G^repeat clients
• Dolly computerized updates

&J

2444 Wl lt hire llvd. t^nM
Ilea. 4SS-1861

• 20^*0 Discount to students and
sta'' with ad

Please Note:

Thie Bruin Is not responsible
for minor typograptiical

errors.

Classified ads are non-
refundable.

Don't miss the

.

UCLA baily Bruin
Back-to- Scliool

issue on
Sept. ZSth.

Classified line deadline:
Friday, Sept 21st 4:00pm.
Classified display deadline:
Wed. Sept, 19th 4:00pm.

112 Kerckhoff Hall,

825-2221

AT Y^/E^TWXD (^

EXTRAVAGANpE

—

YOU CAN AFFORD

$89,950 to
$159,950

NO CLOSING COSTS

Night valet parking, Secured

building, Lush landscaping.

Conference room, Media
Center, Fitness Centei*, Pool,

Spa

1440 veteran;,AVENUE
6 BLOCKS FROM
WESTWOOD VILLAGE
213/477-2476

INSURANCE 91-1

inf(Thancf prokeragf

WHYPAYMORE .. .

* For Auto/Motorcycles
* No Insurance/Cancelled
* 502'.

* Multiple Tickets/

AccidentB
* Suspended License
* Exotic Can
* Low Monthly Payments
* Lowest Rates Available

CALL: 213'663-2281
FOR YOUR SURVIVALII

MOVERS
ECONOMY MOVING. Call us first 'for

lowest rate availably. Completely equip-

ped, experienced. Call anytime. 392-1 108.

JERRY'S Moving and Delivery, the

CAREFUL Movers. Free estimates. Expe-
rienced and reliable. Jerry 21 3-391 -5657.

PERSONAL SERVICE
UCLA's TEMP SERVICE. Instant Person-
nel, a unit of UCLA Staff Personnel
Department, is currently recruiting persons
interested in working on a full-time or part-
time temporary basis in a variety of cam-
pus departments. Accurate typing required
(minimum 60 wpm), knowledge of medical
billing procedures, knowledge of UCLA
accounting, and technical or scientific dic-
taphone and/or shorthand. Ability to
operate any of the following word pro-
cessors deslreable: IBM DIsplaywrlter
WANG. X^OX 860. APPLE ll/MACIN-
TOSH and NBI. Demonstrated ad-
ministrative skills helpful. Salary range
from 18.08 to $8.51 per hour. Testing
hours; Monday and Wednesday-2:00
p.m. -4:00 p.m. and Tuesday and
Thur8day-9:00 a.m.-1l.30 a.m. For more
information, contact Instant Personnel Ser-
vice (213)825-9196. 900 Hilgard Avenue.
Los Angeles. CA 90024.

Sink your teeth into tfu;

Otiily Bniin Rofjistration

Issue.

Comidg at ya on
Soptembor 25th.

Classifiofl Advertisiriq

325 2221
. 1 12 Kerckhoff Hall

li'^'

ililMsummer bruin
MOVERS
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ONE DAY TYPING
Professional writer with BA in English will

type and edit term papers, theses, etc. Or
editing onlv. Also offer confidential
diagnosis ot screenplays and treatments
for authors/agents/producers. Over 25
vears^ experience. Westwood Village. -BM^
^Delanjgy 824:51U^ _

HHUPERSONAL SERVICE

MEDICAL
WEIGHT
CONTROL
Programs Designed for your

individual needs
• Regular Program
• Rapid Program
• HCG Injections
• European Method

Summer Special
$20.00 off

Call for Appointment Today
473-5001

11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite #3
' 2 blocks west of San Diego Freeway

SERVICES OFFERED
D.J. Cy Enterprises nriobile disc jockey
sen/ice. (213)747-5699'. (213)734-9594
Reasonat>ie rates.

EOITING/WORDPROCESSINQ: Establish-

ed author will help you clarify your ideas
and present them with, power. Grammar,
continuity, style. Books, theses, term
papers. ELIZABETH BRENNER (213)392-
6677.

MUSICAL nfK>od8-a complete D.J. service
specializing in musk: for every occasion.
Low rates. 451-4225. -^
PROFESSIONAL writer-editor. Top writing,

editing assistance. Papers; manuscripts*;

resumes; scripts; t)ooks; theses; disserta-

tk)ns. 473-4193.

PROFESSIONAL writing assistance, all

manuscripts. Or join ongoing writing (ESL)
workshop. Wordprocessing available.
456-6537.

RESEARCH/Writing assistance. All aca-
demic subjects. Profes8k)nal. confidential.

11322 Idaho Ave. #206. WLA. 477-8226

raOPISSIONAL HIOTOORAPNIR
SEEKS NEW MODELS

Male/FenxjIe Pro/I^orvpro
for upcomino sessions

Fashion, Commercial, Th«otrtcal
Call for appolntn^ent

(81«)50S-8«80

B.J.'s Word processing. Accurate, depen-
dable, fast turn-around. Dissertations,
theses, repetitive letters, resumes, etc.

Bobbie. 390-2207.

BETTER Quality gets you resultsi Word
processing, Xerox 860. Dissertations,
repetitive letters, transcription, etc. Linda.
204-0947.

.

FAST, accurate. IBM S^lectric. close cam-
pus. Call Barbara 826-9714.

GENERAL Typing. IBM Selectric, fast, ac-
curate. $1.50 per page. Evenings and
weekends 478-8676; days 656-4101 v«'>«^

Betsy

Xaneed
One Dan li^pinq

*
•

and Word Proceaming
25% Student Discount

Oisaartationt, TheMt, Resumei, Applica-

tions, scripts, legal, atatiatical. Equations,

languages, many typestyles.

mSM TYMNO WHILI YOU WAIT
Spelling, EdHing, Foreign Student Help,

Minutes from campus in WLA.
Spedol: Sep#Mlv# leMera SS^

•

•

398-0455 391-3385

RAVEL 105-J

The CHECK'S in the MAIL
personal business fDanagement

A service designed for very busy
people specifically to save you
Time and mor>ey.

• Avoid late charges
• Avoid lX3d credit rating
• Avoid bour>ced checks
• Avoid stress

How? By f^T AVOIDING usltl
•

• Complete bill-paying service

Client-billing for professionals

• Budget consultations

• Accounts payable systems for all

businesses

• Telephone ConsultatkKis

• All Fees negotiat>le

OoBtaet: AUCl a. TAFF
(S18)S08-t098
LET YOUR BILLyBILLING BE
OUR WORRYII

TUTORING OFFERED 98-1

HIGHLY experienced native Paris teacher.
French grammar and conversation the
easy way, 874-0934.

TUTOR: Econlmics. Math 1. Term paper
help: writing, grammar, typing. Call Robin
553-1 655(days).

WANT to learn French rn privacy of own
home? Frenchmen (age 26. Bank
employee) visiting LA Sept., 16-Oct. 6
desires to give private French lessons.

References available. Fee negotiable. Call

479-2061 evenings.

LAX-FRA
$699 R.T.
1 ways $399

Paris from
Amsterdam from
Hong Kcog from
Tokyo from
Sidney from
Tel Avtv from
Caribbean Cruise .... from
Acapulco. 6 days ind, dt from
HorxjIuKj. 8 day pkg. from
Puerto VaOarto. 6 day pkg. from

CALL208-4444
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-6 ALL YEAR

ASEA
TOURS ATRAVEL
10929 Weybum Ave., Westwood

(r>ext to Hamburger Hamlet upstairs)

TRAVEL TICKETS FOR SALE .106-J

2 roundtrip airline-tickets anywhere
republic flys, including Toronto. Montreal.

& Grand-Cayman island. 525-ea.OBd.
208-8991

AUTOS FOR SALE 112-K

TYPING 100 I

A Helping hand near fraternities. Talented
typist for term papers, theses, scripts,

legal. IBM. 208-6841. ^
A-plus Quality Wordprocessing from $1 .50/

page. Experienced. Oissertatk>ns. Term
papers. Theses. Resumes. Editor's Note.
306-5089 ^^y^
ACCURATE typist/transcriber. WLA. Low
rates. Rushes welcome. Marian%9 1-3622,

7 days.

SANDRA'S TYPING
i SERVICE OF WLA.

J Fast, accurate, discount, with

J student I.DI Rush service at rx?
]

extra charoe! 838-4027^'

Leave messoge.

CLASSIC '69 VW. Original owner. New
paint, strong 1600 engine. Great car.

$1600. Andrew, 208-4870>

IS It true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the US. government? Get the

facts todayl Call 1-312-742-1 142 ext. 8147.

Mustang II. 75*. 40K, gold. AC excellent

condition. New tires and battery. $1,650
obo. 824-2912.

PEUGEOT 103. Runsyvell. looks great,

blue, clean. 35 MPH, 120 MPG. $300 obo.

398-4768.

1966 VW Bug: green, 1500 cc englr>e. de-

cent stereo^ new front brakes and clutch

cable-$1.200.2D8-7792 Clint

1967 VW Bus, e«lt., rebuilt engine, carpet,

cabinets, rfold down rear seat. etc. $2«000
obo 459-1751. —^ •-

1971 Red VW Convertible, original owner;

63,000 miles Excellent condition Phone
390-5408 after 6:00pm.

1972 Fiat 124S«dan One owner. New in-

terior-paint 4 speed 24mpg city. 32hwy.

$1,750. Larry 276»9522.

1972 Honda Cbupe excellent Mi per/
gallon, great transportation, good running
condition. $1 .300 obo. 275-3809.

1973 Mustang convertible. Mint condition.
New top. wood steering wheel. MIchelin
tires. Air, poweer antenna. Red w/black
t^/interior 8-speakef cassette. Extras.
$e000/ot)or27S-3006. 6S9-T46S:

~^—
1975 Porsche 9147TT8. Low mHeage. Runs
well. $5000/obo. (213)935-2390.

1975 Subaru. 5-speed. Good running con-
ditlon. Excellent txxjy. $1000 . 838-1626.

1976 VW bug xint cond. 59K. AMFM ster

$3600(213)5573583.

1977 Dodge Aspen Station Wagon. New
transmissk)n. power steering, cruise con-
trol. Must sell $1950. Call Hans 825-3669
days. 824-021 eves

.

1fi78 T-bird. 45.000 miles. Needs body
^ttork. $3300 inckidee 1965 license. 823^
4076 ask for Jeanette.

1979 Diesel Rabbit. 4-speed AM-FM
stereo 57.000 miles.. Super gas mileage
$3000. 470-3610.

Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450.
Dining room set $695 Hide-abed $250.
Sofa and Loveseat $496. Desk $150 Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspnng $150
Dinette set $150. Brass headboard $150.
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795. En-
cyclopedia set 1984. cost $600. Sacrifices
-4^60. Henrrs never uswT. 393-2;>38.

^

FURNITURE

Bedroom set cost $1200. Sacrifice $450.
Dining room set $695. Hide-a-bed $250.
Sofa and love seat $495. Desk $150 Wall
unit $150. Mattress and boxspnng $150
Dinette set $150. Brasshead board $150
Recliner $195. Leather sofa $795. En-
cyclopedia set 1984 cost $600 Sacrifice
$160. Items never used. 393-2338.

Moving sale Must sell: living room,
bedroom furniture, kitchen wares, etc. Ex-
cellent condition! 837-6296

GARAGE SALES.
Apartment sale! Must sell: Bedroom, living
room furniture and kitchenware, Westwood
208-0481.

Moving Sat-Sun 9/1-2. Electrical, kitchen &
bath. toys, bikes, typewriter. TV. Furn.
10366 Almayo Ave. (Pico & Beverly Glen)

_a:00-4:00. ^-:__ /

-4^

r
1980 Brown Audi 4000.
$400 obo. 470-9406.

Good condition.
^f/'.':<

/^^
•73 Mustang. Whrte. 75,000 miles. Good
condition. One owner car. $850. 385-8182
472-4690 .

'77 Cadillac.

100.000 miles.

Beige. Sedan de
Excellent condition.

owner $2900. 385-8182. 472-4690

Vllle.

One

sJL.
'78 Fiat 128. Great condition. 31 K miles
New tires, clutch, tune up. $150 obo-
Aiex 824-2390.

'79 Rat 2000. red convertible. Excellent
condition. 34.000 miles, automatic. $3,700
789-3013.

\

'80 VW Rabbit Diesel 4-door sunroof
tapedeck. new brakes/clutch excellent
conditkjn. $3200.00 396-2683

MOTORCYCLES
FOR SALE

10 L'

114 K
NEW Yamaha Riva 50 with basket, car-
ryall. Helmut and chain. Perfect condition,

$800. Call Glenn: 936-5824 or 652-1 093. '

1980 Yamaha 250. 2300 miles. Like new.
Many extras. $750. 275-3006. 659-1485

MOVING Sale. Brentwood area
Everything must go! 207-2368

TYPEWRITER Olympia electric, hardly us-
• ii4Q

FURNITURE.
MOVING. For Sale: white formica
breakfast set. oak entertainment unit,

bedroom furniture, one brown leather
couch. 825-1735, days 476-5610. eves

Single-Twin size k>e<te. Qood condition
$25-or quantity; discount, approx. 20 beds.
208-6963.

Sofabed. $250. Chair, $60. Two platform
beds. $120 each. Chrome glass dining set.

4 chairs, $280 3 lamps. $30 each And
mpre! 820-5273.:

Check out our form...
The Daily Bruin Classified Form.

(Find it in this issue)
or call 825-2221. 112 Kerckhoff Hall.

Back-to-schpol!
Surprise your friends with a Daily
Bruin personal ad in the Registra-
tion Issue, Sept. 25th. "^

Special Student Rate: $7.00/col. inch
Deadline: Wed, Sept. 19th 4:00pm.

11^ Kerckhoff Hall
825-2221

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS 129-LBSrERF0S/TVS/RADI0&. ...... 131
CLASSICAL Guitar. Yamaha 235 with a TV. Toshiba 19 in. color, 2 yrs. old $150
case . Good as new $ 1 1 . 207-2368 . (2 1 3)557-3583

.

IMAIL—IMXLASSIFIED AD FORM
Placing a Bruin classified has always been practical and economical. Now it'i

convenient.

Required \nforma\:\on

Name
-kr:

Address City State Zip

Phone (where we can reach you 9-5)

Print your a6 here:

i

Ad Start Date: Classification:

Number of days tq run;

7=^
ALL CLASSIFIKD ADS ARK MOM-RKFUNDABLK.
Cancellation must be made before the 6ea6\\ne. The'Bruin is not responsible for
minor typographical errors.

*

RATBSi
I day, 1 5 words or less

.

:$3.30
Each additional word per day 22(1

5 days, 1 5 words or less S\ 2.00
Each additional wor^ . .^. .804.

DBADLIMSi
I working dj^y in advance by ^ p.m. ^

<v^>
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LOAN
CARS

TUNEUP'-
LUBE & OIL

RE LINE

-VOLKSWAGEN
HONDA & DATSUN
New Bosch Pkjgs & Pafrth Pennz Oil. Ad|ust

Valves. Carb Timing Bra.es Clutch Che<K
Battery & Front Alignment

FREE

VALLEY
rowiNG

$39.95
Replace ali Shoes di^cl|; mings P,i<k Front

WI R.U PKaiWijjH ^iW UPjms as neeclecf Tn

fpett wheel cyls Mister C'\ & FiirSysTenrv
~

From Lube & Oil to Overhaul • "Qualltv at Lowest Prices"

(818)785-4112 (213)275-2865 ^ -^

Al AUTO 7967 Vcjn Nuys Blvd
, 2H BIks So of Rcjscoe * MOSt VWS

BAUSCH & LOMB

SOFT CONtACTS
*89 PER

PAIR 'WITH THIS AD EXP. SEPT. 1. 1984

BAUSCH & LOMB $
30-DAY LENSES 129*
CHANOI THt COLOR OF
YiMlR I Yl S WITH TINtED
son LI NSti 149*

LSAT
LSAT • MCAT* GRE

GRE PSYCH • GRE BIO

^MAT • DAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

NATX MED BDS
.iCFMG • fLEX •yOE .

NDB • NPQ I • NLE

^tMOeyK MPUN
EDUCATIONAL CENTER
Test Preparation Specialists

Since 1938 - ;.

For information. Pl0as9 Call:

Encino: (213) 990-3340
Los Angel«s-West (^13) 202-1924
Central City (213) 268-2683
Orange County: (714) 731-3059

^^^^Hw'
Continued from Page 23
Playboy, who predicted a

fourth place finish in the

Pac-10.

**Anytime you have that

kind of disparity it points to

the confusion of the collegiate

polls,"Donahue said. "The 30

schola rship—

r

ule ' has—mtwle-

everyone the same. We have
parity now."

But as far as Sports Il-

lustrated is concerned, the big

game is set for Sept. 22 at the

Rose Bowl, where the No.l
Bruins and the No. 2 Huskers
will do battle.

Written MorM>y Back Guarantee
on all lenfce* INCLUDES UTTING.
CAKh KIT. INSTRUCTIONS AND
FOLLOW UP VISITS Same Day Service on
moM contacts. All types of contacts fitted.

SUNGLASSES BY* ****'* ^'*V^**' *>-•»•. L^ra SlaaloMl. P««KlM. Cmtwmrm,
•tc

EYE FASHIONS OPnCAL
302 1 Santa Monica Blvd.. Saof Monica 829-9839 MastOT Charge -Vi»«

; UCLA STUDENT SPECfAL
I Hair Cut .....'....... *8

• Perm and Cut ^25
_|^ ^

'_ Call George at

Interhatibnal Coiffures
I

i

I
Op*" 7 Day's

1419 Westwood Blvd. 479-8625
478-9316

Wrth this coupon

REG
ISSUE
Coming
Sept. 25_

.

Good thru 9/ J 2/84 iJ
^^».. . ..,.,,

^ TTnn cnis coupon ——^~. ....v.. »/»/«.» w

Deadline
Sept. 18
Noon

WATCH
FORm

Daily Bruin Advertising Staff
t984-85

^ X.

Business Manager
Kurt Knop

Sales Manager
Jim Griffith

Operations Manager
Denise Lawson

Manager
Sue Wimmer

Student Directory
Manager

=Kann Abe^a=

Creative Director
Coco Shinomiya

Asst. Ciassifled

Manager
^SAarcy Levy

"jft.

Saies
Representatives

Jon Africl<

Richard Bohannon
Biff Brody

Cynthia Cassinelli^
Tracy Cornell

Anita Hami!
Jimmy Johnson

Kendyl Jue
Andrea Kalisher

Lisa Lazar
Jom Levee

Martin Manzer
Andrea Marcone

John Moore
Allyson Pearlman

<»Pattie Reith
^ Ladd l^fchland

Neal Weichel

Internai Dispiay
Staff

Karin Abend
Paula Baker
Maria Gooze
Amy Hill

..Karen Kehela
Esther Lan
Brett Quan

Margaret Rosato
Annalee Ryan
Coco Shinomiya

,
Maria Strong
Kaethy Stutes

Carrie Urmacher

. Ciassified

Staff
Laureh Feinberg
Toshiya Fukui
Laura Lemmo
Karen Loomis

Annelie Maclnnis
Marci Merdler
Holly Neville

Cathy Schwartz
.Suzy Smith
Steve Sokoloff
Julie Tabata

Stephanie Whitney
Melina Zrecny

All-American offensive tackle Duval Love is one of the big
reasons why the Bruins have been ranked in the top ten \n

most college football preseason polls.

1983^champ A/liamh

1 Auburn

Creative Staff
Eric Junker
Mike Lau
Nina Pechi

* n iP<T„

!

Stuns No.
^

By Associated Press

EAST RUTHERFORD,
N.J. — Bernie. Kosar passed
for 329 yard^and two first-

half touchdowns and freshman
Greg Cox kicked a pair of
field goals, including the
game-winning 25-yarder with
6:08 remaining, as defending
national champion Miami
stunned No. 1-ranked Auburn
20-18 Monday night in the se-
cond annual Kickoff Classic.

The victory in the first col-
lege football game of the
season made^ a winner of Jim-
my Johnson in his deb»t as
Miami's head coach, and stret-
ched the Hurricanes' winning
streak to 12 games, longest in
the nation.

Miami carved out its latest
shocker on Kosar's scoring
passes of 17 and eight yards to
flanker Stanley Shakespeare in
the first 20 minutes, foirrth-

nnarfpr field goa jfi of .15 and

but fierce defense that held Bo
Jackson, Auburn's All-
American halfback, to 96
yards on 20 carries.

Meanwhile, Miami got 140
yards on 21 rushes from
sophomore Alonzo Highsmith
and stymied Auburn's last
threat in a see-sdw fourth
quarter when defensive end
Julio Cortes recovered a
fumbled pitchout by the
losers* Brent FuUwood at the
Auburn 49 with 2:57 left to
play. The game ended with
Miami on the Auburn 2-yard
line, where Kosar, who com-
pleted 21 of 38 passes, let the
clock run out.

Auburn scored its only
touchdown on a 31-yard pass
from Pat Washington to wide
receiver Clayton Beauford in
the second period. Redshirt
freshman Robert McCinty
kicked field goals of .42, 36
and 45 yards and the Tigers
added a safety after a high
snap from center Diuct' Flem-

CTiofeisummer bruin ^
Football
Continued from Page 24
outside linebacker this year because of the lack of depth. "I told
him that if things don't work out this year, then we'll move him
back to the defensive backfield next year," Donahue said.
The toughest roster decision facing Donahue and his staff is

the four freshman running backs —"Gaston Green, Eric Ball,
Danny Thompson and Mel Fafr Jr. It appears unlikely that all
-four AviU make the team, -w^itchnnearira possible two will red-
shirt this year. ,-,^.^^ >

Donahue was cautiouis in calJing'this running crew the best
ever assembled in one recruiting year, recalling the 1975 class
that produced James Owens, Theotis Brown and Jewerl
Thomas, whp are all in the professional ranks today.

"I would say that we're looking for the back who is able tCL
do everything well," Donahue said. "Right rio^ they are all
very impressive." '

Green comes to Westwood as one of the most decorated prep
backs in the nation last year, ff first team All-American who
gained 2,811 yards and averaged over nine yards per carry dur-
ing his high school career. Green was rated as the secortd best
player in Southern California behind Johnson, and the l^o.2
back in the nation behind Ryan Knight, who is now at USC.

Ball was rated just behind Green last year in scouting reports
after running for 1,103 on 166 yards for Ypsilanti High
(Michigan). Ball, who has been slowt?d by an injury to the flex-
or muscle, has also earned Academic AlUAmerican honors with
a 3.7 grade point average last year.
Thompson was an honorable All-American pick last year by

Adidas after piling up 1,576 yards and 16 touchdowns for Hun-
tington Beach High. Some ohservers^-feel^hat-Thompson has
been the most impressive newcomer along with Farr, whose fa-
ther was a star running back at UCLA from 1964-66. The
younger Farr is pushing for time at the ftillback position.

"This is a very talented group of backs, and I couldn't be ^nv
happier with them," Donahue said. '

..
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UCLA's 1984
road to Roses
UCLA 1984 Football
Schedule

Sept. 8 — at San Diego
State^7 p.4».) :'^

Sept. 15 — Cai. State
Long Beach (4 p.m.)

Sept. 22 — Nebraska
(12:30 p.m.)

Sept. 29 — Colorado
(Noon)—Oct, 6 — Stanford (4

p.m.)
Oct.. 13 — Washington

State (1:30 p.m.)
Oct. 20 —at California

(12:30 p.m.)
Oct. 27 — at Arizona

State (3 p.m.)
Nov. 3 — Oregon

(Homecoming- 11:30 a.m.)
Nov. 10 — Oregop State

(1:30 p.m.)
Nov/ 17 — USC (12:30

p.ni.)

One week they'll be San D
Nebraska, USC, Arizona State .

for the Bruins.

iego State, artd then they'll be
. . and somcjday maybe a fixture

Continued from Page 22
counted Gasser out for
UCLA's oj^ener Sept. 8 at San
Diego State.

"Joe's an awful tough guy
and I wouldn't be surprised to
see hinf back for the
•opener,"Donahue said.

.
— Kevin Daly

Soccer

Freshman 'Gaston Green was rated as the No.2 prep running
back In the nation last year at Gardena High.

(Continued from Page 22
"He's been very mature about
the whole situation. He's not
happy, but he's .out here work-
ing hard. He'^s taking the ap-
proach that it's just one of

those things."

What makes matters worse
for Caligiuri is that at the

time of his release. from the
U.S. team, 'the first summer
session at UCLA was in pro-
gress and thus he was not able
to comj^Iete the 24 units he
needed for his eligibility. But
he's remained the same calm
person off the field that he
carries with himself on the
playing field.

"It's kind „of made me work

hard and appreciate
everything I have a lot more,"
he said. •

"I'm the type of person
who's going to bounce right
back. The last two weeks have
l>een intense training and it's

been the best thing for me.
I'm devoted to UCLA and I

want an NCAA (title). This is

where I belong."

(Tfae Smiiec
''WILSHIRE SHOP ONLr*

IN SANTA MONICA
9:30-9:00 — SAT. 9-6 — SUN. 11-4

3 DAY EXPERT PIPE &
LIGHTER REPAIRING

fteiAX - Switeh
toapipt"

A irtM ptp« amokcr
dOM not MWtato, ^

Com* in lor our (tm
loslruction

brochura

"UNIQUE GIFTS FOR THE SMOKER AND NON-SMOKER
IMPORTED FROM 22 COUNTRIES"

2729 WILSHIRE BLVD. - SANTA MONICA
828-4511*828-4512 */

the finals

SWIMWEAR SUPPLIER TO THE U.S. SWIM
TEAM TO LOS ANGELES

o *

• Ask for

PETER B. KURHAJEC
General Sales Manager

Simply...
the best!

6511 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD • DIAL HONDA 47 / (213) 4€6-324i

PREPARE WITH
THE AUTHORS OF

'^amnrnm^i'mm^^m^

25 yards by Cox and a rebuilt ing to punter Rick Tuten.

SUMMER
SALE!
on

selected
items
WOMEN'S SUITS

styles 8 1 4 1 -8 1 44
sizes 28-40

Assorted colors

$9.00
SWIM GOGGLES $3.30 KICKBOARDS $5.50

SEE OUR COMPLETE SELECTION OF ACTIONWEAR
'1 107 Gayl^y Ave. (Westwood Village)

824-476S
Visa/MC/AE ' STORE HOURS: Mofj.-Sat., 10 amQ pm

Sun., 12 pm-6 pm
Validated parking with $10 purchase

10% discount for studentst (not valid on sal« merchandise)

GLENDALE UNfVERStTY COLLEGE OF LAW
2i20 N. Glendale Ave.
Glendole. CA 91206 . /

For Septomt)er 29 Exam

Septemt>er 4. 6. 11 . 1 3. 1 8. 20. 25
Tuesday 8i Thursday 7-9:30 p.m.
Fee: SllS.OO (all materials Included)
Moot Courtroom 37 r

BARRON'S

^JVERSITY OF WEST LOS ANGELES SCHOOL OF LAW
201 WoshiTKliton Place '..

~
Los Angeles. CA 90066

MEN'S SUITS
styles I I 10-11 14

sizes 28-38

$7.00*
y

'^

For September 29 Exam

August 22. 29, September 5. 12, 19
Wedrtesday Evenings 6.30-9:30 p.m.
Fee: SI 16.00 (all materials included)
Room to be announced

t .1 il 'I l< ' 111! \| \V

»«. lit »
'I \n\iix-^it i\

1 1
-

LSAT

This workshop Is designed to familiarize students with each subject area, erriphasiz-
Ing strategies and time-savina techniques, alving important insight into \he types of
questions, and offering tirT>ed-testing practice. The NEW exam areas are carefully
analyzed. Students may repeot t^e course free of charge.

'

DR JERRV BOBfiOW is dirocfor of the to$t preparation programs o1 over 25 state universities. coHeoes*and law schools In California. In tf>e last 12 years he has assisted over 500.000 students In prepdnna
for the graduate and entrance exams. His services have been requested by state boards of educa-
tion, universities, publishing companies and school dl$tik:ts throughout ^tye country He has put>llshed
and 1$ series editor for 15 oatlorxjlly^known test pxeparatign textbooks.

BORROW
TEST
Preparation

Scrv^ices

TfOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
Bobrow Test Preparation Services

(SI 8) 888-8981

BORROW
TEST
Proparatlon

Services

^

, . >
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Gasser doubtful Soccer

for first game

after dislocation

Junior strong safety Joe Gasser/ who calls the signals for
the defensive backfield, is listed as doubtful for UCLA's
season ppener Sept. 8 at San Diego State because of a
dislocat^it shoulder.

SAVE $$$ SAVE
COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING & TRAINING

$1688 OR
$C7 LEASE
^Uf /MO.

><AyC**^-r^-i

DYNAX

INCLUDES:. KAYPRO 2 COMPUTER. 2 DISK DRIVES. j64K MEMORY EXPANDABLE
TO 2S6K. STORES 100 PAOES PER DISK.

•
JKffP«'^K!?SL'!S;/ll^^^ PLANNING. SPELUNG CORRECTION.
GAMES. BASIC PROGRAMS.

• EXCELLENT LETTER QUAUTY 150 WORD/MINUTE. DAISY WHEEL
PRINTER.

• FREE 6 HRS. WORD PROCESSING AND SYSTEM TRAINING!

/iPERSONAL SUPPORT
COMPUTERS

N

* *'V^ make it simple"

10431 Santa Monica Blvd., W.LA. 90025

(213) 474-1633 San Oi^go leeway

SUMMER
SPECIALS

"SLEEP IN"

SOFT
CONTACTS

Starting strong safety~7oe
Gasser, who is expected to

take over Don Rogers' role as

the signal caller in the defen-
^sTve- backfletd; lis:' listed as

doubtful after dislocating a
bone in his right shoulder.

Gasser injured his shoulder
last Thursday in tackling drills

iag^_. the^lwo-a-day prac-
tices. With Gasser^ out
freshman Dennis Price will

take over the position and call

the signals.

I'd rather miss the first

game than risk missing the
whole season, "said 'the junior,

who started all but one game
last year and intercepted five

passes. "It's kind of disappoin-
ting but I hope to get back
soiin aodlielp.

Continued from Page 24

up to 12 units f>er quarter or

semester, but the NCAA
claims the classroom time
missed by Caligiuri and his

Bruin teamate Jeff Hooker

Tennis

"When it happened I was
thinking the worst. I thought
the season was over."

Price redshirted la.«ft) year
and has looked impre&sive at

both strong safety and corner-
back during the spring and^
early fall practices. "We don't

worry about hfm being in

there at all /'said co-defensive
coordinator Tom Hayes.

"Anytime you lose* a veteran
player it's ^oing to hurt but
Dennis will do fine. He's
young, talented and very in-

telligent." •

'Donahue i.s another firm
believer in the promising
Price, but he has also not

Continued on Page 21

Continued from Page 23

"^>l?oir"tli'ree""toTrrnaments
'^

Memphis, La Quinta and
Boca Raton.
Noah won the French Open

in ^ 1983 but has since been
^troubled by-an^4njury and the

pressure which follo>ved his

win in his home country.
Noah, who is considered on of

the top athletes among tennis

players, will be making his

debut in L.A. ^

From its first champion in

1927, Bill tilden, the touma-
njent has produced an im-
pressive list of winners, in-

cluding McEnroe, Conners,
,.Ar^ux „.Ashje.,. ._Staiu.^jiiiih*

Pane ho Gonzales, Jack
Kramer, Fred Perry and Don
Budge. -

The Pacifft Southwest Ten-
nis Open will give tennis fans

14 different opportunities to

^ee some of the best in action.

Daytimcr sessions at 4he L.A.
Tennis Center begin at noon
Mondary through Friday and 1

p.m. on Saturday.
Evening sessions start at

7:30 p.m. Tuesday through
Saturday, and the finals will

take pl^ce at 4 p.m. on Sun-
day (Sept 16).

All proceeds from the tour-

nament will benefit the
Southern California Tennis
Association junior programs.

was not all due to competi-
tion. .

•

**Any reasonable person
knows that the time they spent
training was part of the com-
petition," said UCLA coach
Sigi Schmid. **ft*s fusr^^shame"
that the kids have to suffer."

Schmid said he Was advised
by certain NCAA members
not to press the issue: "We
suffered b^ause the fact that_
-flie ~Pac-TD and UCLA bave
bumped heads with the NCAA
in the past."

Hooker survived the cut and
saw limited action during the

XDlympics^ but he has yet to

come out to practice with the

UCLA team because of an
ankle injury and his current
status. Hooker, the third
leading scorer last year as a
freshman, has considered turn-

ing pro, but for now:u He's

reviewing his options.

Caligiuri plans on taking his
'

case to court against the
NCAA and he feels he has a

fcxxi opportunity to regain his,

eligibility this year. **I have a

statement from the U.S. Soc-
cer Federation guaranteeing
my eligibility," Caligiuri said.

"I think I have a pretty

good case' against them (the

NCAA)/'
While times bave been

rough for Caligiuri he has
Tnanaged quite capably to*

keep his spirits high, working
out with the team' ^s if

nothing had happened.
Schmid, who named Caligiuri

as ofte of the team captains,
has been impressed by the de>
fender's outlook.

"I have to commend him on
his attitude, "Schmid said.

Continued on Page 21
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Conners, Noah head field in ??"«

Pacific Southwest tourney
Southern California's top

tennis attraction, the 255,000
Union- 76 'PaciTic Southw^
Tennis Open, presented by the
Thrifty Corporation, will have
a^ new—date- and. home^ thi*
year. The prestigious tourna-
ment will be played Sept. 8-16
at the Los Angeles Tennis
Center on the UCLA campus.

Previously an early spring
event, the touniamenrsnew
fall date places it immediatly
after the U.S. Open. After 50
years in the cozy donfines of

the L.A. Tennis Club (capaci-

ty 3,750), the 58th edition will

be at UCLA (which seats

8,000 people).

^
1983 U.S. Open Champion

ind former Bruin Jimmy
Cdnners heads the field that

includes seventh-ranked Yan-
nifk Nu^h of France, elght-^

ranked Johan Kriek, 13th-

ranked Eliot Teltscher and
defending champ Cene
Mayer.
Ranked No.3 in the world

behind I.van Lendl and John
McEnroe, Cj^ners comes bacK
to L.A. as 1^ three-time winner
of this tournament. Conners
has also won more champion-
ships than any player in the
history of professional tennis,

including five U.S. Open ti-

tles. .

^

*^''Conneri has t>yo
Wimbledon crowns (1974,
1982) and an Australian
Championship ^.(1974) to his

credit, and this year he has

Coritinued on Page 22
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Continued from Page 24
been great to be a part of pro-
gram that's skyrocketed. I

really enjoying the recogni-
tion." —
^nd by the same token

Dellocono. knows what lie^
ahead for the BrUins. '*If

anyone beats UCLA it will

probably make their season.
They're going to come out and
throw every tliihg af usTooking
for the big play."

.Ail-American offensive
tackle Duval Love says that
the No. 1 tag sounds good but
that he can do without the

' added pressure. "Those rank-
ings are good for our team
and university, "said the 6-

2^/4, 265-pounder.
"Being on top can be fine

and dandy but you have to
produce. We can't get too
cocky. We {seniors) have to
show leadership."

Most incoming freshman^ at

UCLA have never experienced
the feeling of a No. 1 ranking
but as Baran explains it is no
big deal. "Where I come from
in New Jersey evm-yone loves
UCLA. I expected to be on
top when I came to UCLA. It

Ni^^r really hit me what it

'^would be like if we were No.
"
*

-, -

^ut now I look at it as in-^

Pittsburgh, Nebraska and
No.l Auburn. The Bruins
could move up a notch after

the University of Miami
knocked off Auburn. 20-18 in

the Kickoff Classic. ,

The AP and UPl polls are
considered the most accurate
nof polls, that is/if any of thi^m"
can be classified as so. Other
publications which differ on .

UCLA's rating are Sport
ma^azin£^_whicj[i lists lhe_
Bruins No.7 (Arizona State is

No/1), Street and Smiths,
picking them 14th, and

Continued on Page 20

1963 U.S. Op>en Champion Jinnnny Conners will^ return to his

fornner stomping ground^ at UCLA as he bids for his fourth

Union 76 Pacific Southwest Tennis title Sept. &:1 6.

centive to do well. In the past
we were not ranked ver>' high
and' we had to work our way
up. Now were here and I

want to stay there."

Two other polls that carry
some weight — the Associated
Press, which is voted on by
college coaches,, and the Unit-
ed Press — chose UCLA as the
No. 5 team behind Clemson,

Top 20 teams in

College Football

The 1984 Associated Press

college tfootball presea.son

poll, with first place votes
in parentheses. Note:
Auburn lost their season
opener 20-18 to Miami, Fla.

1. Auburn (30)

2. Nebraska (5)

3. Pit^^burgh (2)"^

4. Clpmson (11)

5. UCLA (5)

6. Texa^
7. Ohio State

8. Notre Dame (1)

9. Alabama (1)

320. Miami,Fla. (1)

11. PennSt.
12. lowa(l) .

13. Arizona St. (2)

14. Michigan (1)

15. Southern Methodist
16. Oklahoma
17. Florida

18. Washington
r9. Boston College
20. Florida St.

C?Hvrt«H.
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Life of the frosh:

|iaying=the 4dues=

sports David Lang, Sports Editor

Kevin Daly. Assistant Sports Editor

By 'Kevin Daly
"

Assistapt Sports Editor^

^

In most top-notch college football programs, a freshman is

rarely seen on the playing, field unless his team has a comfor-
table lead. They've got to pay their dues,' as the old saying goes.
Simply put, they are inexperienced, j

UCLA's incoming freshman recruits are facing the same fate
• as last year's class — paying their dues on the scout team —

which usually means they will redshirt this year.
**I tend not to rank freshman classes, but on the surface, this

,
year's is a very solid, a first-class recruiting class," said Bruin
Coach, Terry Donahue. "Before we go to San Diego (for the
season opener Sept. 8), we'll know who we're going to keep."
With a number of veteran players returning from la.st year's

7-4-1 team, there isn't much room for the freshman cla.ss of 22.
^

Donahue feels that only five will make the traveling squad, the
largest frosh class to make the varsity fn the past f6ur vears.
One player who figures to stick is inside linebacker Kenny

Norton Jr., a latebloomer who didn't play football at
Westchester High until 11th grade. Norton is also an ac-
complished running back who gained 840 yards on 96 carries,
scoring 10 touchdowns in his senior season.

J^.^^
a terrific player who can also play a number of other

positions," said Donahue about the son of former-Heavyweight
Boxing Champion Ken Norton. "I think he's, in a great spot for

.
the tearj^ and for his future."
W At 6-2, 210 pounds, Norton has the perfecMrame for a
/fullback, and it took soine deep thought to choose fe positioiK

.
*:i could have gone either way," Norton said. "But everything is i

/
OK right now. I just need to work on the technical aspects of |
the game, like footwork."

,5

Another linebacker who could contribute this vear is Chance ^
Johnson, who inherited Don Rogers's number 7,' and for good I
reason. Johnjsbn was ranked as the top defensive back in the f
country last^ ye^r at Compton High and admires Rogers and z
Kenny Easley, two former Bruins who devaii^ated their share of i
opponents
Donahue susgested to Johnson (6-1. 205) that he switch ,„ «=-»»;.-»" Kenay Nort^ Jr. is one of the prized recruits who could see SO«ie action atContinued on Page 21 Side linebacker for the Bruins this year. Norton was also a top-notch fullback in high school.

in-

Soccer stars recoup from
i^ 1984-85

SI tabs UCLA as

No.1; Bruins No.5

By Kevin Daly

Assistant Sports Editor

If you're PaulGaligiuri, one
^f the late cuts fpom the U.S.

Olympic Soccer^ team, then
you have every reason to be
blher.

read in a paper that they had said that it would not waive Would be eligible to plav this ^been replaced by a number the 24 Units he needed to year. How can I be punished ^^ *^^^*" ^aly
(
1
J) ot professional players. compete this vear. for that?" Assi'^tnnt ^tu^rt,

ffn^Htt.lfV'^̂ S "^^""^
^u^ ^^4??'^ ^"4Jt too fair^ ^Ruj^D^^f ihe NCAA Lawtnral^slap In his face as the saTd^ CSligiuri after working ' '

^^^CAA, under rule by the Ac- out with tB^TJCUA teanr.^'r

in AP^iJPI polls

Assistant Sports Editor

., .„.^ „^ ^„^ ^^. ^^^^ wim iiic \j\^L^/\ team, i
ademic Testing Committee, understood at the time that I

sti£uIates_Jtiml_interiiational If. you res|>eet~fhe college
competition is cause to waive football analysis of Sports 11-

Continued on Page 22
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Don't be mistaken that the
UCLA junior is .still upset with
the circum.stances surrounding
the Olympic team, but what
occured afterwards has^ Jeft
him a man without a tearh.

As a sophomore last„ year
Caligiuri was a stabilzing
force on defen.se for the Bruins*
and was expected to take over
the leadership role on the the
team this year. But last
Thursday (Aug. 23) the NCAA
ruled him inelig|l)le for the
upcoming seasofi.

When Caligiuri left school
last fall to pift-sue his Olympic
dream, he was informed by
the UCLA athletic department
that under an NCAA rule Ije

would be able to tryout for

the U.S. team and not forfeit

his eligibility for the 1984-^
year. %

It was in Marth that t
* Caligiuri received word from o
the NCAA that there could be z

a problem "^because he would f
be missing two quarters of |
school. But he couldn't worry ^
about it .since he was devoted >

to^h^_. II.5L_-team: -And-^then
came the^day in Seattle, when
he and other amateur
members of fhp US team

UCl^'s Paul Caligiuri, a late cut from the U.S. Olympic Soccer team, v^as ruled ineligible
tor the upcoming season after missing the last two quarters of school. The jur^ior* defender
piano on fighting hts case in coui i.

'•

:
'

lustrated then youVe in for a
dream n^atchup, betwee»-*iie
No. I and No. 2 teams in the
nation; That's UCLA and
Nebraska, if you didn't know
by now.

It has been a week since the
magazine hit the newstands
and tabbed, the Bruins as the
top t€am in the nation.
Shocked' was the word UCLA
Coach Terry Donahue used to
de^ribe his initial reaction.
The lofty tab opened up

more than a few eyes, but to
most members of the team
they're approching it with
caution.

'T don't want to put my
foot in my mouth but if we're
healthy we could be number
one, "said senior center DaVe
Baran. "But we can*t get the"
big head."

Senior outside linebacker
Neal Dellocono, a pre-season
All-American pick, said "I'd
be lying if I wasn't thrilled by
the banking. All of us have put
in a lot of hard work the last
couple of years and it's great
to be the talk of the town."
Dellocono came to* UCLA

_iour- y«ai-s--«^-frOTft"TBe
backyard of LSU, where foot-
ball was king, unlike hi^
peginning at Wrsfwood. "It's

V,, Continued of>Page 23^
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